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АПБ Асоциация на парковете в България 

БАН Българска академия на науките 

БТС Български туристически съюз 

БФБ Балканска фондация „Биоразнообразие” 

ВЕЕС Висш екологичен експертен съвет на МОСВ 

ДНПП Дирекция на „Национален парк „Пирин” 

ДНСЗП Дирекция „Национална служба за защита на природата” (към МОСВ) 

ЕС Европейски съюз 

ЗБ Федерация на природозащитни сдружения „Зелени Балкани” 

ЗБР Закон за биологично разнообразие 

ЗЗТ Закон за защитените територии (на РБ) 

ЗООС Закон за опазване на околната среда (на РБ) 

ИУЦ Изключителна универсална ценност  

МВнР Министерство на външните работи 

МОСВ Министерство на околната среда и водите 

МРРБ Министерство на регионалното развитие и благоустройството 

МС Министерски съвет 

НП Национален парк 

НПО Неправителствена организация 

НПП Национален парк „Пирин” 

ОВОС Оценка за въздействието върху околната среда 

ОЗТ Отдел „Защитени територии” (при ДНСЗП) 

ОН Оперативни насоки за прилагане на Конвенцията на световно наследство 

ООН Организация на обединените нации 
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 ОСН Обект на световно наследство 

ОСННПП Oбект на световното наследство Национален парк „Пирин”  

ПОСООН Програма на ООН за околната среда 

ПУ План за управление на Национален парк „Пирин” 

ПУДОС Предприятие за управление на дейностите по опазване на околната среда 

ПЧБ Програма „Човекът и биосферата” (към ЮНЕСКО) 

РБългария Република България 

СДПБ Сдружение за дива природа „Балкани” 

ССНО Списък на световното наследство в опасност 

ТЗ Техническо задание 

ТУП Териториално устройствен план 

ЦСН Център за световно наследство (към ЮНЕСКО) 

ЮНЕСКО Организация на Обединените нации за образование, наука и култура 

BGN Български лев (валутна единица) 

GPS Глобална система за позициониране 

IUCN Международен съюз за защита на природата 

MAB Програмата „Човекът и биосферата” 

WWF Световен фонд за дивата природа 
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АНОТАЦИИ НА МЕЖДУНАРОДНИ КОНВЕНЦИИ, ПО КОИТО РБЪЛГАРИЯ Е 

СТРАНА СВЪРЗАНИ С ПЛАН’14 НА НП „ПИРИН“ 
 

 Конвенция за  опазване на световното културно и природно наследство – приета на 
Генералната конференция на Организацията на обединените нации за образование, 
наука и култура на своята седемнадесета сесия, проведена в Париж от 17 октомври до 21 
ноември 1972 г. За РБългария Конвенцията за опазване на световното културно и 
природно наследство е приета с разпореждане № 13 на Бюрото на  Министерски съвет 
от 4 февруари 1974 г., в сила от 17 септември 1975 г., Обн. ДВ. бр.44 от 27 Май 2005г.  
Генералната конференция  на ЮНЕСКО – ООН приема, че световното културно и 
природно наследство е застрашено все повече и повече от разрушаване, което се дължи 
не само на традиционните причини за деградация, но и на самото развитие на 
обществено-икономическия живот, в резултат на което се задълбочават увреждащите и 
разрушителните явления, като отбелязва, че разрушението или изчезването на дадено 
културно и природно наследство представлява пагубна загуба за цялото човечество. 
Генералната конференция на ЮНЕСКО отчита, че опазването на това наследство на 
национално ниво е незадоволително поради големите средства, от които се нуждае, и 
недостатъчните икономически, научни и технически ресурси на страната, на чиято 
територия се намира съответното наследство, което подлежи на съхранение. В 
конвенцията се напомня Устава на ЮНЕСКО, който предвижда съдействие на 
Организацията за запазване, развитие и разпространение на знания, за насърчаване на 
дейността по опазване и защита на световното наследство, както и за създаване на 
международни конвенции в тази област, които да бъдат препоръчани на 
заинтересованите народи, като отчита, че съществуващите международни конвенции, 
препоръки и резолюции в областта на културното и природното наследство утвърждават 
значението на дейността по опазване на това уникално и незаменимо наследство за 
цялото човечество, независимо на кой народ принадлежи. Отбелязват се широкият 
обхват и сериозност на новите опасности, които застрашават културното и природното 
наследство от изключително световно значение, налагат необходимостта от участие на 
цялата международна общност в опазването на това наследство посредством колективно 
съдействие, което няма да замени, а ще допълни ефективно дейността на 
заинтересованата страна. Счита се за наложително да се приемат нови договорни 
разпоредби в тази област, които следва да утвърдят ефикасна постоянна система за 
колективна защита на културното и природното наследство от изключително световно 
значение, изградена на базата на съвременните научни методи.  

 Конвенция  за опазване на нематериалното културно наследство – приета в Париж 
на 17.10.2003 г. от Генералната конференция на ЮНЕСКО на своята 32-а сесия. Основа 
на конвенцията са съществуващите международни нормативни актове по правата на 
човека и по-специално на Универсалната декларация за правата на човека от 1948 г., на 
Международния пакт за икономически, социални и културни права от 1966 г. и на 
Международния договор за граждански и политически права от 1966 г. Конвенцията 
отчита значението на нематериалното културно наследство, израз на културното 
многообразие и гаранция за устойчиво развитие, което бе изтъкнато в Препоръката на 
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ЮНЕСКО за опазване на фолклора от 1989 г., във Всеобщата декларация на ЮНЕСКО 
за културно разнообразие от 2001 г. и в Истанбулската декларация от 2002 г., приета на 
Третата кръгла маса на министрите на културата. Отчита се  тясната взаимозависимост 
между нематериалното културно наследство и материалното културно и природно 
наследство. Процесите на глобализация и социални промени създават условия за 
възобновяване на диалога между обществата, паралелно с проявите на нетърпимост, са 
източник на сериозна заплаха от деградация, изчезване и разрушаване на 
нематериалното културно наследство поради недостига на средства за неговото 
съхраняване. Генералната конференция отчита, че действащите международни 
спогодби, препоръки и резолюции в областта на културното и природно наследство 
трябва да бъдат обогатени и ефективно допълнени с нови разпоредби, които се отнасят 
до нематериалното културно наследство. Конвенцията дава определение на 
„нематериално културно наследство”: означава обичаите, формите на представяне и 
изразяване, знанията и уменията, а така също и свързаните с тях инструменти, предмети 
артефакти и културни пространства,  признати от общностите, групите, а в някои случаи 
отделните лица като част от тяхното културното наследство. Конвенцията е 
ратифицирана със закон, приет от 40-то Народно събрание на 26.01.2006 г., ДВ, бр.12 от 
07.02.2006 г., изд. от МК, обн.ДВ, бр.61 от 28.07. 2006 г., в сила за РБългария от 
10.06.2006 г. 

 Европейска конвенция за опазване на археологическото наследство (ревизирана) и 
Обяснителен доклад - Европейската конвенция за опазване на археологическото 
наследство е ратифицирана със закон, приета от 36-то Народно събрание на 1.04.1993г. в 
в сила от 25.05.1995г. Обнародвана е в ДВ. бр.70 от 10.08.2004г. Представлява 
допълване на принципите, залегнали в Европейската конвенция за опазването на 
археологическото наследство, подписана в Лондон през 1969г. Целта на конвенцията е 
да се опази археологическото наследство като източник за европейската колективна 
памет и като средство за исторически и научни изследвания. Всяка от страните 
участнички се задължава да се ангажира да изгради с подходящите за всяка държава 
средства правна система за опазването на археологическото наследство. Съгласно чл. 3 
от конвенцията: „За да опази археологическото наследство и да гарантира научната 
стойност на археологическите изследвания, всяка от страните участнички се ангажира: i. 
да прилага процедури за разрешаване и контрол на разкопките и останалите 
археологически дейности… 

 Конвенция за биологичното разнообразие – Подписана в Рио де Жанейро на 
05.06.1992 г. Ратифицирана от РБългария със закон, приет от 37-о Народно събрание на 
29.02.1996 г. - ДВ, бр. 22 от 15.03.1996 г. Издадена от министъра на околната среда и 
водите, обн., ДВ, бр. 19 от 2.03.1999 г., в сила от 16.07.1996 г.  Изисква да се вземат 
специални мерки за възстановяване на  деградирали екосистеми и осигуряване 
възстановяването на застрашените видове, чрез разработване и прилагане на стратегии и 
планове за управление. Държавите членки се задължават да предотврятяват 
интродуцирането на чуждоземни видове, които заплашват екосистемите, 
местообитанията или видовете;  

 Европейска  Конвенция за  ландшафта - подписана от министрите на 18 европейски 
страни, в това число и България, 2000 г. във Флоренция. Ратифицирана със закон, приет 
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от 39-то Народно събрание на 13 октомври 2004 г., ДВ, бр.94 от 2004 г. в сила за Р 
България от 1 март, 2005 г., обн.ДВ, бр.22 от 15 март 2005 г. Конвенцията поставя 
изискването към публичните власти да приемат политики и мерки на местно, 
регионално, национално и международно ниво за защита, управление и планиране на 
ландшафта. Тази конвенция се прилага за цялата територия на подписалите я страни и 
касае природните, селските, градските и крайградските територии. Тя включва земи, 
вътрешни териториални води и открити морски площи. Тя засяга ландшафти, които 
могат да бъдат считани за изключителни, както и обикновени и нарушени ландшафти. 
Конвенцията отразява общата загриженост за постигане на устойчиво развитие, 
основано на баланс и хармония между социални нужди, икономическа дейност и околна 
среда, както и че ландшафтът има важна роля сред обществения интерес в културната, 
екологичната и социалната сфера и представлява благоприятстващ икономическата 
дейност ресурс, чиято защита, управление и планиране може да допринесе за 
създаването на трудова заетост. В Конвенцията се отчита, че ландшафтът способства за 
формирането на местните култури и че той е основен компонент на европейското 
природно и културно наследство, допринасящ за човешкото благоденствие и 
консолидиране на европейската идентичност; 

 Конвенция за опазване на дивата европейска флора и фауна и природните 
местообитания /Бернска конвенция/ - приета 1972 г. от       ратифицирана от Великото 
народно събрание с решение, прието на 25.01.1991 г.- ДВ, бр.13 от 1991 г., в сила за 
РБългария от 01.05.1991 г., изд. от МОСВ, обн., ДВ, бр.23 от 10 март 1995 г. Изисква да 
се вземат мерки за осигуряване запазването на природните местообитания на дивите 
видове от флората и фауната, както и за запазването на застрашените от изчезване 
природни местообитания. Договарящите страни се задължават да обръщат специално 
внимание на защитата на области, които са важни за мигриращите видове, като райони 
за зимуване, събиране, хранене и размножаване. Препоръка №36 се отнася за опазване 
на подземните хабитати и определя критериите за селекция на хабитатите: присъствие 
на видове, адаптирани към подземен живот; елементи на фауната, изчезнали от 
сухоземните и водни надземни екосистеми; присъствие на уязвими видове; присъствие 
на редки видов;е, присъствие на ендемични видове; присъствие на прилепи; относително 
високо биоразнообразие; научна стойност; уязвимост на хабитатите;    

 Конвенция за опазване на мигриращите видове диви животни /Бонска/ - 
Ратифицирана със закон, приет от 38-о Народно събрание на 23.07.1999 г. - ДВ, бр. 69 от 
3.08.1999 г. Издадена от Министерството на околната среда и водите, обн. ДВ, бр. 16 от 
25.02.2000 г. в сила от 1.11.1999 г.  Изисква съхраняване и възстановяване на 
местообитанията на мигриращите видове. Държавите е необходимо да предотвратяват и 
отстраняват вредните влияния от дейности или пречки, затрудняващи миграцията на 
видовете. Договарящите страни признават, че дивите животни в безбройните им форми 
са незаменима част от природната система на Земята, която трябва да бъде опазвана за 
доброто на човечеството, оценяват  все по-нарастващата стойност на дивите животни от 
природна, екологична, генетична, научна, естетическа, възстановителна, културна, 
образователна, социална и икономическа гледна точка; 

 Конвенция по международната търговия със застрашени видове от дивата фауна и 
флора CITES/Вашингтонска конвенция/. Международно споразумение за опазване на 
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дивата природа, което има за цел да предотврати изчезването на видове в резултат на 
търговията с тях. Подписана е във Вашингтон, САЩ през 1973 г. Влиза в сила на 
01.07.1975 г. За България влиза в сила от 1991 г., с обнародван текст  в ДВ, бр.6 от 1992 
г. В нея членуват повече от 150 страни. Обект на Конвенцията са повече от 30 000 вида 
животни и растения  отнесени към три основни категории, според степента на защита от 
която се нуждаят. Основният закон, който регламентира изискванията и процедурите по 
прилагане на Конвенцията у нас е Законът за биологичното разнообразие (ДВ, 
бр.77/2002 г.);  

 Рамкова конвенция на Обединените нации по изменение на климата - 
Ратифицирана от РБългария със закон, приет от 37-то Народно събрание/16.03.1995 г.- 
ДВ, бр. 28 от 28.03.1995 г. в сила от 10.08.1995 г.,  изд. от Министерството на околната 
среда и водите, обн., ДВ, бр. 68 от 19.08.2005 г. Страните по тази конвенция, приемат, че 
изменението на климата на Земята и неблагоприятните последствия от това са обща 
грижа на човечеството.  Човешката дейност води до значително нарастване на 
концентрациите на парникови газове в атмосферата, което води до усилване на  
естествения  парников ефект и че това ще доведе до допълнително затопляне на земната 
повърхност и атмосферата, което може неблагоприятно да засегне естествените 
екосистеми и човечеството. Конвенцията отчита, че глобалният характер на изменението 
на климата изисква най-широко възможно сътрудничество от всички страни и тяхното 
участие в ефективни и подходящи международни ответни действия в съответствие 
съобразно с техните общи, но диференцирани отговорности и съответни възможности 
съгласно техните социално-икономически условия. Отбелязва се, че държавите следва 
да приемат ефективно екологично законодателство, екологичните стандарти, 
управленските цели и приоритети следва да отразяват екологичния контекст и контекста 
на развитието, за които те се отнасят, и че стандартите, прилагани от някои страни, може 
да са неподходящи и налагащи неоправдани икономически и социални разходи за други 
страни, и по-специално за развиващите се страни. Конвенцията отбелязва ценната 
аналитична работа, извършвана от много държави по въпросите на изменението на 
климата, и сериозния принос на Световната организация по метеорология, Програмата 
на Организацията на обединените нации по околната среда и други органи, организации 
и структури в системата на Организацията на обединените нации, както и на други 
международни и междуправителствени органи за обмена на резултатите от научните 
изследвания и координация на тези изследвания, Признавайки, че стъпките, необходими 
за разбиране и адресиране на изменението на климата, ще бъдат по-ефективни от 
екологична, социална и икономическа гледна точка, ако те са основани на съответните 
научно-технически и икономически постижения и са предмет на непрекъсната 
преоценка в светлината на новите открития в тези области.       

 Конвенция за достъпа до информация, участието на обществеността в процеса на 
вземането на решения и достъпа до правосъдие по въпроси на околната среда – 
приета в Орхус, Дания  на 25-ти юни 1998 година.  Целта на Конвенцията е да  
допринесе за защита на правото на всеки човек от настоящите и бъдещите поколения да 
живее в околна среда, благоприятна за неговото здраве и благосъстояние, всяка Страна 
да гарантира правата на достъп до информация, участие на обществеността при 
вземането на решения и достъп до правосъдие по въпроси на околната среда в 
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съответствие с разпоредбите на  Конвенцията. Тези постановки на Конвенцията се 
считат за нов модел на взаимоотношения на международно, национално и местно 
ниво.Тя съдейства за засилване на отговорността на гражданите за опазване на околната 
среда. Прилагането на практика на този модел съдейства за изпълнението на едни от 
основните принципи на устойчивото развитие, в контекста на решенията на Световната 
среща по устойчиво развитие проведена в Йоханесбург през 2002 г. Конвенцията е 
регионална - на държавите-членки на Икономическата комисия за Европа към ООН. 
Република България подписва конвенцията при нейното откриване за подписване в 
Орхус, Дания, на 25 юни 1998 г., по време на Четвъртата министерска конференция 
"Околна среда за Европа". Конвенцията влиза в сила през октомври 2001 г.  Конвенцията 
е ратифицирана от България със закон, който е приет от Народното събрание на 2 
октомври 2003 г. Конвенцията е в сила за нашата страна от 16 март 2004 г. 
Ефективното прилагане на конвенцията в България допринася за развитие на 
гражданското общество, води до по-голяма прозрачност на процеса на взимане на 
решения на национално и местно ниво и по-активно участие на различни обществени 
групи в този процес. Нейното прилагане съдейства за по-пълно отчитане на 
екологичните съображения при разработването и изпълнението на секторните политики, 
стратегии, планове за действие, програми и проекти, в контекста на устойчивото 
развитие. 
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II. НОМИНАЦИЯ ЗА ВКЛЮЧВАНЕ НА НП „ПИРИН“ В СПИСЪКА НА
СВЕТОВНОТО НАСЛЕДСТВО НА ЮНЕСКО, 1983 Г. 
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ЮНЕСКО ЗА НП „ПИРИН“, КАТО ОБЕКТ НА СВЕТОВНОТО НАСЛЕДСТВО 
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Информация относно НП „Пирин“ като обект на световното наследство, 
допитване на страната относно изграждане на съоръжения за ски спорт и решения 
относно НП „Пирин“, взети в рамките на различни заседания на  
Комитета по световно наследство (КСН) 

НП „Пирин“ като обект на световното наследство, неколкократно е бил предмет на 
обсъждане в рамките на заседанията на Комитета по световно наследство. Така 
например, това се е случвало през 1985 г., 1986 г., 1991 г., 2001 г., 2002 г., 2003 г., 2004 
г., 2005 г., 2007 г. , 2008 г., 2009 г., 2010 г., 2011 г., 2012 г., 2013 г., 2014 г. 

КСН е започнал да проявява загриженост относно случващото се в ски зона Банско, 
едва през 2001 г., след получаването на информация и сигнали от страна на български 
НПО относно приемането на Териториално устройствен план на ски зона Банско. В 
резултат, през 2001 г. и 2004 г. са изпратени две съвместни мониторингови мисии в НП 
Пирин, с представители на Секретариата и Международен съюз за защита на природата 
IUCN, които  изразяват притеснения относно бъдещото развитие на ски съоръжения, 
което ще доведе до унищожаване на ценни горски местообитания, регистрират 
обстоятелството, че територията на обекта на световното наследство не съвпада с тази 
на националния парк и съответно дават препоръки с оглед:  
- Приемането на план за управление; 
- Предоставянето на картен материал с границите на обекта от годината му на 
обявяване като световно наследство,  
- Представянето на номинация за разширяване на обекта, с оглед подобряване на 
неговата цялост и решаване на въпросите със съществуващите ски зони и т.н. 
МОСВ е предприело действия в посока изпълняване на горните препоръки. 
Що се отнася до предварително съгласуване с Центъра по световно наследство или с 
IUCN, на ТУП на ски зона Банско или последващото изграждане на ски съоръженията, 
предвидени в него, през годините МОСВ не е осъществявало такова, нито пък 
предварително е уведомявало Секретариата относно подобни свои намерения. 
Цялата представяна информация и доклади от срана на МОСВ до Секретариата са били 
в резултат на запитвания, породени от сигнали, изпратени от страна на НПО. 

По-долу са представени всички решения от провелите се сесии на Комитета по световно 
наследство, на които НП „Пирин“ като обект на световното наследство е бил предмет на 
обсъждане: 
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Решение: CONF 008 XIII.C от 9-та сесия на КСН (1985 г.) 

Национален парк Пирин, България: изграждането на хотел и ски-курорт на най-
високата част в  долината на Вихрен, в границите на парка се приема въпреки силната 
опозиция от страна на местни групи за защита на природата. Представител на IUCN 
отправи запиване дали е правена оценка на въздействието на околната среда за това 
строителство. Представителят на България потвърди наличието на такова строителство 
и информира Комитета, че ще поиска от администрацията на Национален парк Пирин 
да предостави пълен доклад, който съответно да бъде представен на Бюрото по време 
на следващата му сесия. 
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Decision: CONF 008 XIII.C  
SOC: Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) 

Themes: Conservation 
States Parties: Bulgaria 
Properties: Pirin National Park 
Session: 9th session of the Committee (CONF 008) 
Year: 1985 
Decision Code: CONF 008 XIII.C 

Pirin National Park, Bulgaria: The construction of a hotel and a ski-resort at the head of the 
Vihren Valley within this Park was being undertaken, against strong opposition by local 
conservation groups. The representative of IUCN requested whether an environmental impact 
assessment had been made for these developments. The representative of Bulgaria confirmed 
these developments and informed the Committee that she would request the Pirin National Park 
authorities to provide a full report which she would transmit to the Bureau at its next session. 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/decisions/3882 
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Решение: CONF 003 IX.A.14-15 от 10-та сесия на КСН (1986 г.) 

Мониторинг на консервационното състояние на НП Пирин като обект 

на световното наследство – 1986г. 

14. Както и в предходни години, IUCN докладва за състоянието на няколко природни
обекта, вписани в Списъка на световното наследство и Списъка на световното 
наследство в опасност. Информационен документ (CC-86/CONF.003/INF.4), изготвен от 
IUCN представи по-актуална информация за около 16 природни обекта. 

15. Комитетът със задоволство се запозна с обстоятелства свързани с  подобряване и
стабилизиране на по-рано влошаващото се състояние на определени природни обекти,  
а именно Национален парк Джоудж (Сенегал), защитена територия Нгоронгоро 
(Танзания) и Национален парк Гарамба (Заир), всички вписани в Списъка на 
световното наследство в опасност. Подобрения са отбележи също така за Големия 
бариерен риф (Австралия), Национален парк Пирин (България), резерват „Манас 
Тигър” (Индия), Национален парк Ниоколо Коба (Сенегал) и Алдабра атол (Сейшелски 
острови). Комитетът поиска IUCN да го информира за състоянието на опазване на 
Националните паркове „Игуасу” и „ЛОС Глациарес” (Аржентина), планината Нимба 
(Гвинея / Кот д'Ивоар) и Ichkeul Национален парк „Ичкеул”(Тунис). 
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Decision: CONF 003 IX.A.14-15  
Monitoring of the State of Conservation of the World Heritage Natural Properties 

Themes: Conservation, List of World Heritage in Danger 
States Parties: Argentina Australia Bulgaria Côte d'Ivoire Democratic Republic of the 
Congo Guinea India Senegal Seychelles Tunisia United Republic of Tanzania 
Properties: Aldabra Atoll Djoudj National Bird Sanctuary Garamba National Park Great Barrier 
Reef Ichkeul National Park Iguazu National Park Los Glaciares National Park Manas Wildlife 
Sanctuary Mount Nimba Strict Nature Reserve Ngorongoro Conservation Area Niokolo-Koba 
National Park Pirin National Park 
Session: 10th session of the Committee (CONF 003) 
Year: 1986 
Decision Code: CONF 003 IX.A.14-15 

14. As in previous years, IUCN reported on the conservation of natural properties inscribed on
the World Heritage List and the List of World Heritage in Danger. An information document 
(CC-86/CONF.003/INF.4) prepared by IUCN presented up-to-date information on some 16 
natural properties. 
15. The Committee was glad to learn of improvements or of a stabilisation in the previously
deteriorating situation of certain properties, notably Djoudj National Park (Senegal), Ngorongoro 
Conservation area (Tanzania) and Garamba National Park (Zaire) (all inscribed on the List of 
World Heritage in Danger). Improvements were also noted for the Great Barrier Reef Marine 
Park (Australia), Pirin National Park (Bulgaria), Manas Tiger Reserve (India), Niokolo Koba 
National Park (Senegal) and Aldabra Atoll (Seychelles). The Committee requested IUCN to keep 
it informed of the conservation status of Iguazu and Los Glaciares National Parks (Argentina), 
Mt. Nimba (Guinea/Côte d'Ivoire) and Ichkeul National Park (Tunisia). 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/decisions/3817 
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Решение: CONF 001 VI.29 от 15-та сесия на КСН (1991 г.) 

Бюрото отбеляза със задоволство интересът за голямото разширяване на това място, за 
да се включи голяма площ от Родопите, в момента е в процес на разглеждане от страна 
на българските власти. Бюрото желае да насърчи българските власти да продължат с 
разширяването на Пирин и да обмисли представянето на ревизирана номинация за 
разширяване на мястото. Бюрото също така отбеляза, коментарът на представителя 
IUCN, в смисъл, че е налице голям потенциал за създаване на трансгранично място с 
Гърция, като включва области към Пирин в съседство с Гърция. Ако се създаде този 
трансграничен парк може да бъде един от най-забележителните природни райони в 
Европа. 
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Decision: CONF 001 VI.29 
Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) 

Themes: Conservation 
States Parties: Bulgaria 
Properties: Pirin National Park 
Session: 15th session of the Bureau (CONF 001) 
Year: 1991 
Decision Code: CONF 001 VI.29 

The Bureau noted with satisfaction that a major expansion of this site, to include a large area of 
the Rhodope Mountains, is now under consideration by the Bulgarian authorities. The Bureau 
wished to encourage the Bulgarian authorities to proceed with the extension of Pirin and to 
consider submitting a revised nomination of the expanded site. The Bureau also noted the 
comment of the IUCN representative to the effect that there was great potential for establishing a 
transborder site with Greece by including areas ajacent to Pirin in Greece. If established this 
transborder park could be one of the most outstanding natural areas of Europe. 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/decisions/5333 
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Решение: CONF 002 VIII от 15-та сесия на КСН (1991 г.) 

Комитетът отбеляза, че българските власти обмислят значително разширяване на НП 
Пирин като обект на световното наследство на Юнеско посредством включването на 
територия от планината Родопи и признава потенциала за създаване на трансгранични 
обект с Гърция, който би могъл да бъде едно от най-забележителните места на Европа. 
Комитетът насърчава българските власти да пристъпят към разширяване на 
Национален парк Пирин и представят номинация за разширение на обекта. Комитетът 
също така поиска от секретариата да се свърже с гръцките власти, с цел да проучи 
техните виждания относно възможностите за създаване на трансграничен обект. 
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Decision: CONF 002 VIII  
Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) 

Themes: Conservation 
States Parties: Bulgaria 
Properties: Pirin National Park 
Session: 15th session of the Committee (CONF 002) 
Year: 1991 
Decision Code: CONF 002 VIII 

The Committee noted that the Bulgarian authorities were considering a major expansion of this 
site to include the area of the Rhodope Mountains and recognized the potential for establishing a 
transfrontier site with Greece that could be one of the most outstanding sites of Europe. The 
Committee encouraged the Bulgarian authorities to proceed with the extension of Pirin National 
Park and submit a nomination for the extension of the site. The Committee also requested the 
Secretariat to contact the Greek authorities to obtain their views on the possibilities for 
establishing a transfrontier site. 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/decisions/3487 
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Решение: CONF 205 V.146-149 от 25-та сесия на КСН (2001 г.) 

V.146 Бюрото отбеляза, че IUCN прегледа предоставената информацията от министъра 
на околната среда и водите (МОСВ) на Република България от 20 октомври 2000 г. 
IUCN отбеляза, че развитието на ски спортовете през 1985/86 са в съответствие със 
съществуващите тогава Закони за защита на природата и че се заема площ от 48 
хектара. На 18 ха от тази област, обаче, две ски писти и един лифт не функционират 
правилно и може да има последващи проблеми на пренаселеността и трафик 
задръствания по тесните пътища. Планът за териториално развитие (TDP), представен 
на МОСВ през 1999 г. предлага пет нови ски писти на обща стойност тридесет милиона 
хектара, плюс техните съоръжения, паркинги и кабинков лифт се присъедини към 
зоната с град Банско. Предложените нови ски писти са в обекта на Световно 
наследство. Държавата-членка съобщава, че местното население подкрепя проекта, 
докато НПО го отхвърлят напълно. След оценка на положителна оценка на 
въздействието (ОВОС), публично изслушване и оценка от Съвета за опазване на 
околната среда към МОСВ, за част от TDP е било дадено одобрение. 
V.147 IUCN е получил също за преразглеждане писмо от български неправителствени 
организации с дата 14 февруари 2001 в отговор на писмото на държавата-членка. Това 
писмо отбелязва, че: Законът за Българските народни паркове подчертава опазване на 
природата преди разпоредбите за разработки за туризъм и отдих; национална 
конференция се проведе през януари 2001 г. с участието на 180 екологични 
неправителствени организации. Участниците внесли жалба до Министерството на 
околната среда и водите, българските премиер и президент да отменят решението за 
разрешаване на изграждането на нови ски писти в парка; няма алтернативни решения 
на предложението и са взети предвид; доклада за ОВОС отбелязва, че в горската 
територия, за да бъде ясно очертан района на  ски зоната е между 50 и 200 
години; плана за териториално управление на ски зоната е в нарушение на редица 
закони и конвенции, както и Плана за управление на парка; плана за достъп на още 
1400 души до тази зона в парка е в противоречие с принципа на плана за управление на 
децентрализацията на туризма; и конфликт между броя на леглата в града и на 
капацитета на ски зоната е само за почивните и празничните дни. 
V.148 СДП Балкани препоръчва насърчаването на туризма и подобряване на 
капацитета на съществуващите ски съоръжения. 
V.149 Бюрото похвали България за усилията за запазване на природните ценности на 
това място по-специално чрез усилията за рехабилитация и предприетите мерки за 
облекчаване на текущите проблеми на пренаселеността и задръстванията. Въпреки 
това, Бюрото изрази загриженост относно редица аспекти на предложенията, и 
подчерта значението на ОВОС и обществените обсъждания. Особено внимание следва 
да се обърне по ОВОС за местоположението на нови ски писти и съоръжения, както и 
възможните алтернативни решения. Бюрото поиска съответната държава-членка да 
представи подробна актуализация на предложението за разработване на пет нови ски 
писти до 15 септември 2001 г. и да покани мисия на IUCN и UNESCO, която да посети 
НП Пирин. 
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Decision: CONF 205 V.146-149 

Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) 

Themes: Conservation 

States Parties: Bulgaria 

Properties: Pirin National Park 

Session: 25th session of the Bureau (CONF 205) 

Year: 2001 

Decision Code: CONF 205 V.146-149 

V.146     The Bureau noted that IUCN reviewed the information from the Minister of 

Environment and Water (MOEW) of Bulgaria dated 20 October 2000 and that no further 

information had been provided by the State Party. IUCN noted that the ski developments of 

1985/86 were in compliance with the then existing Nature Protection Act and occupy an area of 

48 ha.  On 18 ha of this area, however, two ski runs and one chair lift do not function properly 

and there are consequent problems of overcrowding and traffic congestion on narrow roads.  The 

Territorial Development Plan (TDP) submitted to the MOEW in 1999 proposes five new ski runs 

totalling 30 ha, plus their facilities, car parks and a cable car joining the zone with the town of 

Bansko. The proposed new ski runs are all within the World Heritage site. The State Party 

reports that the local population supported the project while NGOs rejected it completely. 

Following a positive Evaluation Impact Assessment (EIA), a public hearing and an assessment 

by the Senior Environment Council to the MOEW, part of the TDP has been given approval. 

V.147     IUCN has also received for review a letter from Bulgarian NGOs dated 14 February 

2001 in response to the State Party letter. This letter notes that: The Bulgarian National Parks 

Act emphasises nature conservation before the provisions of developments for tourism and 

recreation; a national conference was held in January 2001 attended by 180 environmental 

NGOs.  Participants supported an appeal to the Ministry of Environment and Water, Bulgarian 

Prime Minister and the President to repeal the decision of allowing construction of new ski runs 

in the Park; no alternative solutions to the proposal have been considered; the EIA report notes 

that the forest to be clear-cut in the area of the planned ski zone is between 50 and 200 years old; 

the territorial management plan of the ski zone is in violation of a number of laws and 

Conventions, as well as the Park Management Plan; the plan to bring a further 1400 people to 

this area of the Park is contradictory to the principle of the management plan for the 

decentralisation of tourism; and conflict between the number of beds in the town and the 

capacity of the ski area is only an issue on weekends and holidays. 

V.148     The BALKANI Wildlife Society recommended the promotion of soft tourism and the 

improvement of the capacity of existing ski facilities. 

V.149     The Bureau commended the State Party for the efforts to protect the natural values of 

this site particularly through rehabilitation efforts and measures to alleviate current problems of 

overcrowding and traffic congestion.  However, the Bureau expressed concerns about a number 

of aspects of the proposals, and stressed the importance of a full EIA and public hearings. 

Particular attention should be given in the EIA to the location of any new ski runs and facilities 

as well as possible alternative solutions.  The Bureau requested the State Party to submit a 

detailed update on the proposal to develop five new ski runs by 15 September 2001 and to invite 

an IUCN/UNESCO mission to the site. 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/decisions/5879 
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Решение: CONF 208 VIII.85 от 25-та сесия на КСН (2001 г.) 

VIII.85 Комитетът отбелязва загриженост относно приемането на Териториално
устройствен план за ски зона Банско, който се очаква да доведе до допълнително 
развитие на съоръжения за ски спорт, в рамките на оставаща по-голяма площ. 
Комитетът поиска от държава-членка да гарантира, че в останалата част от ТУП няма 
да се извършва строителство, с цел развитие на туризма в бъдеще. Комитетът настоява, 
мисията поканена от държавата - членка да се извърши възможно най-скоро. 
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Decision: CONF 208 VIII.85 

Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) 

Themes: Conservation 
States Parties: Bulgaria 
Properties: Pirin National Park 
Session: 25th session of the Committee (CONF 208) 
Year: 2001 
Decision Code: CONF 208 VIII.85 

VIII.85 The Committee noted the concerns over the Territorial Development Plan (TDP), which 
it anticipates will lead to further incremental development within the remaining larger area. It 
requested the State Party to ensure that tourism development does not take place in the remaining 
TDP area in the future. The Committee urged that the mission invited by the State Party be 
carried out as soon as possible. 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/decisions/2271 
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Решение: CONF 201 XII.14-18 от 26-та сесия на КСН (2002 г.) 

XII.14 По искане на 25-та сесия на Комитета за световно наследство и неговото бюро,
беше предприета съвместна мисия за мониторинг на ЮНЕСКО и IUCN, която се 
проведе на място в периода 11-16 февруари 2002 г. Бюрото отбеляза, че пълният доклад 
на мисията в момента се финализира и че той ще бъде представен на Комитета на 26-та 
си сесия.
XII.15 Бюрото се запозна с редица предварителни констатации и препоръки за мисията,
по-специално потенциалните заплахи за НП Пирин са настоящото предложение за 
развитие, липсата на гранични карти и план за управление по време на номинацията, 
както и за развитието на ски зона в рамките на мястото. Новото развитие на ски във 
вътрешността на обекта се отнася допълнително 29,71 хектара с горски дисбаланс в 
рамките на 818,46 ха. Освен това Бюрото отбеляза, че е предложен целогодишен 
лифт. Мисията отбеляза, че позволява, че това развитие ще създаде прецедент за 
допълнителни предложения ски развитие и продължителната ерозия на мястото. Ще се 
изисква отстраняване на поправими действия, по-специално за ефективен контрол за 
управление и залесяване. Освен това Бюрото отбеляза забавяне в изпълнението на 
плана за управление, както и че "Временния план" е да бъдат подготвени да ръководят 
развитието и управлението на обекта. 
XII.16 Мисията препоръча редица действия, които да бъдат предприети от държавата-
участничка, включително предоставяне на допълнителна и актуализирана информация 
за одобреното развитие и всички жалби свързани с  точните граници на мястото на 
Пирин (1983), показваща съществуващите и предложените области за ски развитие, 
разработването и приемането на "временен" План за управление, обхващащи целите на 
управление, наредбите за развитие, набирането на персонал, използването на 
посетителите и представянето и създаването на Научния консултативен орган за НП 
Пирин. Бюрото отбелязва, че съответната държава-членка, вече е предоставила 
подробна информация към 29-ти Март 2002 включително карта, междинен доклад за 
състоянието на плана за управление, както и разширяването на обекта, който ще бъде 
разгледан от IUCN и Центъра. Бюрото отбелязва, че това е положителна стъпка, тъй 
като мисията беше препоръчителна в случай, че не е взето такова действие, Комитетът 
може да разгледа вписването на НП Пирин в световното наследство и в Списъка на 
застрашеното световно наследство. 
XII.17 IUCN отбелязва, че нови ски спортове не са били разрешени в други места, от
както са вписани в Списъка на световното културно наследство. IUCN приветства 
уверението от страната-членка, която не е нова в развитието на ски спортове, че ще 
бъдат одобрени в рамките на обекта. 
XII.18 Бюрото прие следната препоръка за действие от страна на 26-та сесия на
Комитета: 
"Комитетът отбелязва резултатите от доклада, предоставен от мисията на ЮНЕСКО и 
IUCN на място и броя на съществуващите и потенциалните заплахи за ценностите и 
целостта на обекта, включително въпроси за границите, липсата на план за управление, 
както и нова. Предложението за развитието на ски спортове и във връзка с нарушаване 
на горите Комитетът настоява държавата да изпълни препоръките на мисията и да 
предприеме коригиращи действия, за да се гарантира, че стойностите на мястото на 
световното наследство са защитени. Тези действия трябва да включват:. разработването 
на ефективен контрол за управление, презалесяване на нарушените терени, създаването 
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на научен консултативен орган и предоставянето на временен план за управление 
предхождащ очаквания плана за управление, които трябва да бъдат финализирани като 
спешни въпроси. Комитетът приветства незабавната реакция от страна на държавата-
членка за някои от проблемите, повдигнати от мисията и приканва властите да 
кандидатстват за международна помощ, както е посочено в доклада на мисията. 
Комитетът признава подкрепата, предоставена от държавата-членка на Швейцария, за 
подготовката на Плана за управление на опазването на биоразнообразието на 
Национален парк Пирин и световното културно наследство. Комитетът може да 
прегледа допълнителните материали, които могат да бъдат на разположение по време 
на неговата 26-та сесия и тогава ще решава има ли условията за потенциални заплахи, 
както е посочено в параграф 83 (ii a, b, d)) от Оперативни насоки и дали ще бъдат 
изпълнени". 
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Decision: CONF 201 XII.14-18 
Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) 

Themes: Conservation 
States Parties: Bulgaria 
Properties: Pirin National Park 
Session: 26th session of the Bureau (CONF 201) 
Year: 2002 
Decision Code: CONF 201 XII.14-18 

XII.14    As requested by the 25th session of the World Heritage Committee and its Bureau, a
joint UNESCO/IUCN monitoring mission was undertaken to the site from 11 to 16 February 
2002.  The Bureau noted that the full report of the mission is currently being finalized and that it 
will be presented to the Committee at its 26th session. 
XII.15    The Bureau noted a number of preliminary mission findings and recommendations, in
particular that potential threats to the site preceded the current development proposal, the lack of 
boundary maps and Management Plan at the time of the nomination, as well as the development 
of a ski area within the site. The new ski development inside the site concerns an additional 
29.71 ha of forest disturbance within the 818.46 ha. Furthermore, the Bureau noted that an all-
season cable car is proposed. The mission noted that allowing that this development would set a 
precedent for further ski development proposals and continued erosion of the site. Remediable 
actions would be required, in particular for effective management controls and reforestation. The 
Bureau furthermore noted delays in the completion of the Management Plan, and that an ‘Interim 
Plan’ is to be prepared to guide development and management of the site. 
XII.16    The mission recommended a number of actions to be undertaken by the State Party,
including the provision of clarifications and updated information on the approved development, 
and notice of the conclusion of all appeals, accurate boundary maps of the site of Pirin (1983) 
showing the existing and proposed ski development areas, the development and adoption of an 
‘Interim’ Management Plan covering management objectives, regulations on development, 
staffing, visitor use and presentation and the creation of a Scientific Advisory Body for the site 
of Pirin. The Bureau noted that the State Party already provided detailed information dated 29 
March 2002 including a map, an interim report on the status of the management plan and the 
extension of the site, which will be reviewed by IUCN and the Centre. The Bureau noted that 
this was a positive step, as the mission had recommended that in case such action is not taken, 
the Committee may consider inscribing Pirin World Heritage site on the List of World Heritage 
in Danger. 
XII.17    IUCN noted that new ski developments have not been allowed on other sites since their
inscription on the World Heritage list. IUCN welcomed the assurance from the State Party that 
no new ski development would be approved within the site. 
XII.18    The Bureau adopted the following recommendation for action by the 26th session of the
Committee: 
"The Committee notes the results of the report provided by the UNESCO-IUCN mission to the 
site and the number of existing and potential threats to the values and integrity of the site, 
including boundary issues, the lack of a management plan, and a new ski development proposal 
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with forest disturbance. The Committee urges the State Party to implement the recommendations 
of the mission and take remedial actions to ensure that the World Heritage values of the site are 
protected. These actions should include: the development of effective management controls, 
reforestation of disturbed areas, the creation of a scientific advisory body and the provision of an 
interim management plan awaiting the management plan which should be finalized as a matter of 
urgency. The Committee welcomed the immediate response by the State Party to some of the 
concerns raised by the mission and invites the authorities to apply for international assistance as 
indicated in the mission report. The Committee acknowledged the support provided by the State 
Party of Switzerland for the preparation of the Biodiversity Conservation Management Plan for 
Pirin National Park and World Heritage site.  The Committee may wish to review additional 
material that may be available at the time of its 26th session and decide whether or not the 
conditions of potential threats as indicated in paragraph 83 (ii a, b, d) of the Operational 
Guidelines would be fulfilled". 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/decisions/5916 
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Решение: CONF 202 21B.2 от 26-та сесия на КСН (2002 г.) 

Комитетът за световно наследство, 
1. Отбелязва резултатите от доклада, предоставен от съвместната мисия на ЮНЕСКО и
IUCN в НП Пирин, както съществуващите и потенциални заплахи за ценността и 
целостта на обекта, включително въпроси, свързани с разминаване с границите, липсата 
на план за управление, както и новото предложение развитие на ски съоръжения, при 
което ще бъдат нарушени горски територии  
2. Приветства отговора на държавата – членка по повод загрижеността, изразена в
доклада от мисията и благодари за подкрепата, предоставена от швейцарското 
правителство при подготовката на Плана за управление на обекта, в рамките на 
Българско-швейцарска програма за опазване на биоразнообразието. 
3. Настоятелно призовава държавата-членка да изпълни препоръките на мисията и
предприеме коригиращи действия, за да се гарантира, че ценността на обекта на 
световното наследство е защитена.  
Тези действия трябва да включват:  
- създаването на ефективни механизми за управление;  
- възстановяване на горските екосистеми в нарушени територии; 
- създаването на научен консултативен орган и предоставянето на междинен план за 
управление в очакване на окончателния план за управление, които трябва да бъде 
финализиран, възможно най-скоро 
4. Приветства незабавна реакция от страна на държавата на някои от проблемите,
повдигнати от мисията и приканва властите да кандидатстват за международна 
консултантска помощ за изготвяне на номинация за разширение на обекта, както е 
посочено в доклада от мисията;  
5.Отлага решението за вписване на НП Пирин” в Списъка на световното наследство в
опасност до 27-та сесия, като подобно решение трябва да се основава на отговора 
от страна на държавата-членка на доклада от мисията на Юнеско и IUCN. 
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Decision: CONF 202 21B.2  
Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) 

Themes: Conservation 
Focal Point: EUR/NA 
States Parties: Bulgaria 
Properties: Pirin National Park 
Session: 26th session of the Committee (CONF 202) 
Year: 2002 
Decision Code: CONF 202 21B.2 

The World Heritage Committee, 
1. Notes the results of the report provided by the UNESCO-IUCN mission to the site and the
number of existing and potential threats to the site's values and integrity, including boundary 
issues, the lack of a management plan, and a new ski development proposal with forest 
disturbance; 
2. Welcomes the response by the State Party to the concerns contained in the mission report, and
acknowledges the support provided by the Swiss Government to the Bulgarian-Swiss 
Biodiversity Conservation Project, in the preparation of the Management Plan for the site; 
3. Urges the State Party to implement the recommendations of the mission and take remedial
actions to ensure that the World Heritage values of the site are protected. These actions should 
include: the development of effective management mechanisms, restoration of the forest 
ecosystem of disturbed areas, the creation of a scientific advisory body and the provision of an 
interim management plan awaiting the management plan which should be finalized as a matter of 
urgency; 
4. Welcomes the immediate response by the State Party to some of the concerns raised by the
mission and invites the authorities to apply for international assistance as indicated in the mission 
report; 
5. Defers the decision on the inscription of Pirin National Park on the List of World Heritage in
Danger until its 27th session, with decisions on this to be based on an assessment of the State 
Party's response to the UNESCO/IUCN Mission Report. 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/decisions/844 
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Решение: 27 COM 7B.15 от 27-та сесия на КСН (2003 г.) 

Комитетът за световно наследство, 
1. Припомня своето решение да отложи включването на Национален парк Пирин в
Списъка на световното наследство в опасност, до 27-та сесия (26 COM 21 (б) 2), като 
решението за това да бъде взето въз основа на оценка на отговора на държавата-членка 
на препоръките в доклада на съвместната мисия между UNESCO и IUCN;  
2. Изразява съжаление, че до 29 май 2003 г., българските власти не са предоставили
доклада за консервационното състояние поискан в срок до 1 февруари 2003 г.; 
3. Приветства доклада на държавата-членка и отбелязва напредъка, постигнат в
подготовката на план за управление на Национален парк Пирин, с подкрепата, 
осигурена от швейцарското правителство;  
4. Настоятелно призовава държавата-членка да приеме окончателен план за управление
до края на 2003 г., както е отбелязано в доклада, и да предостави в Центъра за световно 
наследство и IUCN, до 1 февруари 2004 година, копие от плана за управление на 
английски език, заедно с план за изпълнението му, включително и да гарантира 
отпускането на достатъчно средства. Всяко последващо строителство в рамките на 
обекта следва да е съобразен с този план за управление;  
5. Изисква от Центъра за световно наследство и IUCN да планират мисия в България,
която да преразгледа ситуацията със заинтересованите институции; 
6. Изисква от държава-членка да предостави в Центъра за световно наследство до 1
февруари 2004 г., за да може Комитета за световно наследство да разгледа състоянието 
на обекта на 28-та си сесия през 2004 г. точна карта с границите на обекта на 
световното наследство, както е вписан през 1983г., включително точни данни за  
съществуващата и предлаганата зона за развитие на ски спорт, както и подробен доклад 
относно: 

а) продължаващите усилия за разработване на ефективни механизми за управление; 
б) възстановяване на горските екосистеми в нарушените терени; 

в) създаването на Научния консултативен орган,  
г) развитието на предложената зона за развитие на ски спорт 
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Twenty-seventh session 

Paris, UNESCO Headquarters, Room XII 
30 June – 5 July 2003 

DECISIONS ADOPTED BY THE 
27TH SESSION OF 

THE WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE 
IN 2003 
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4. Urges the State Party to provide a report describing:

(a)  trends in the numbers of people living inside the World Heritage area in
boats,  

(b)  extent of prawn culture cultivation in and around Ha Long Bay World 
Heritage area,  

(c)  potential impacts of (a) and (b) on the integrity of the World Heritage 
property to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2004 in order that 
the World Heritage Committee  can examine the state of conservation 
of the property at its 28th session in 2004. 

Belovezhskaya Pushcha /Bialowieza Forest (Belarus and Poland) 
Document: WHC-03/27.COM/7B 

27 COM 7B.14 The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Notes the information provided by both States Parties;

2. Encourages UNESCO and IUCN to undertake a monitoring mission to visit the
property in 2003 in co-operation with the States Parties to review the state of
conservation of the property and possibilities for transboundary management
co-operation and to meet with all relevant stakeholders in both Belarus and
Poland;

3. Requests a report on the mission to be provided in order that the World
Heritage Committee can examine the state of conservation of the property at its
28th session in 2004.

Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) 
Documents: WHC-03/27.COM/7B and 7B.Corr 

27 COM 7B.15 The World Heritage Committee,  

1. Recalls its decision to defer the inscription of Pirin National Park on the List of
World Heritage in Danger until its 27th session (26 COM 21 (b) 2), with
decision on this to be based on an assessment of the State Party's response to
the UNESCO / IUCN mission report;

2. Regrets that the Bulgarian authorities did not provide the report requested by 1
February 2003 until 29 May 2003;

3. Welcomes the State Party's report and notes progress made in preparing the
management plan for Pirin National Park, with support provided by the Swiss
Government;

4. Urges the State Party to adopt the final management plan by the end of 2003,
as noted in the report, so that it constitutes a legal document, and to provide a
copy in English to the World Heritage Centre and IUCN along with a plan for

Decisions adopted by the 27th session  WHC-03/27.COM/24, p. 38  
of the World Heritage Committee in 2003 
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implementation, including the allocation of sufficient resources, by 1 February 
2004. Any development within the World Heritage property should comply 
with this management plan; 

5. Requests the World Heritage Centre and IUCN to schedule a meeting in
Bulgaria to review the situation with the authorities concerned;

6. Requests the State Party to provide to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February
2004, in order that the World Heritage Committee can examine the state of
conservation of the property at its 28th session in 2004, a precise map of the
boundary of the World Heritage properties as inscribed in 1983, including
exact details of the existing and proposed Ski Development Zone, as well as a
detailed report on:

(a) on-going efforts to develop effective management mechanisms,  

(b)  the restoration of the forest ecosystem of disturbed areas,

(c) the creation of a Scientific Advisory Body,   

(d)  any developments of the proposed Ski Development Zone,

Nahanni National Park (Canada) 
Document: WHC-03/27.COM/7B 

27 COM 7B.16 The World Heritage Committee10, 

1. Acknowledges progress made with the development of a new management
plan for the property and the proposed expansion of the property as a long-term
process, including consultations with the Deh Cho First Nations;

2. Requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on the
development of the new management plan and environmental impact
assessment of the proposed mine at Prairie Creek.

Wood Buffalo National Park (Canada) 
Document: WHC-03/27.COM/7B 

27 COM 7B.17 The World Heritage Committee11, 

1. Notes the response from the State Party, as requested by the 26th session of the
Committee (26 COM 21 (b) 4);

2. Requests the State Party to provide the World Heritage Centre with an update
on the situation related to the proposal to build a winter road following the
Federal Court of Canada’s decision.

10   Decision adopted without discussion 
11  Decision adopted without discussion 

Decisions adopted by the 27th session  WHC-03/27.COM/24, p. 39  
of the World Heritage Committee in 2003 
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Решение: 28 COM 15B.21  от 28-та сесия на КСН (2004 г.) 

Комитетът за световно наследство, 
1. Като припомня решението си да отложи вписването на Национален парк Пирин в
Списъка на застрашеното световно наследство, докато на 27-та си сесия (26 COM 21 
(б) 2), с решение за това, за да се основава на оценка на реакцията на държавата 
участничка да докладва пред IUCN и ЮНЕСКО / мисия (Решение 27 COM 7B.15) и 
отчитането на резултатите от съвместната мисия на ЮНЕСКО и UCN през февруари 
2004 г., 
2. Изразява съжаление, че съответната държава-членка не приема окончателния план за
управление до края на 2003 г., както е поискано (Решение 27 COM 7B.15) и настоява 
държавата да приеме този план най-късно до края на 2004 г.; 
3. Приветства сътрудничеството на България в справянето и с някои от въпросите,
включително подаване на молба за международна помощ за потенциално удължаване 
срока за участие на мястото в световното наследство; 
4. Изисква от държава-членка прилагане на специфичните препоръки мисията през
2004 г. на ЮНЕСКО и IUCN за състоянието на опазване на имуществото, неговото 
управление, неговото зониране и създаването на буферни зони и по-добра 
комуникация; 
5. Повечето искания държавата да представи подробен доклад за действията си,
предприети за да се отговори на препоръките на доклада на мисията от 2004 г., както и 
да има ясна карта, показваща границите на имота, до 1 февруари 2005 г., за да се 
разгледа от комисията по нейното 29-та си сесия през 2005 година. 
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Committee (Suzhou, 2004) 

Belovezhskaya Pushcha / Bialowieza Forest (Belarus/Poland) 
Document : WHC-04/28.COM/15B 

28 COM 15B.20 The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Noting the information provided by the IUCN-UNESCO mission to the property
and congratulating both States Parties for their conservation efforts,

2. Requests the States Parties to create a management body or joint structure for
dealing with the whole World Heritage area on both sides of the boundary to
enable coherent planning and management with the main goal to preserve the old
growth forest and its natural dynamics;

3. Urges both States Parties to further evaluate possibilities to reduce the negative
impacts of the border fence on ungulates and other mammals, in case the
removal of the fence is not possible, relevant techniques should be used to allow
the movements of animals along certain corridors;

4. Encourages both States Parties to give high priority to implementing all
recommendations proposed in the mission report and requests them to provide a
response to these recommendations, as well as information on how they intend to
implement the recommendations, by 1 February 2005 for examination by the
Committee at its 29th session in 2005.

Pirin National Park (Bulgaria)  
Document : WHC-04/28.COM/15B 

28 COM 15B.21 The World Heritage Committee,  

1. Recalling its decision to defer the inscription of Pirin National Park on the List
of World Heritage in Danger until its 27th session (26 COM 21 (b) 2), with
decision on this to be based on an assessment of the State Party's response to the
UNESCO/IUCN mission report (Decision 27 COM 7B.15) and noting the
results of the joint UNESCO/IUCN mission of February 2004,

2. Regrets that the State Party did not adopt the final management plan by the end
of 2003 as requested (Decision 27 COM 7B.15) and urges the State Party to
adopt this plan at least by the end of 2004;

3. Welcomes the co-operation of the State Party in addressing some of the issues,
including the submission of an international assistance request for a potential
extension of the World Heritage property;

4. Requests that the State Party implement the specific recommendations of the
2004 UNESCO / IUCN mission concerning the state of conservation of the
property, its management, its zoning and the establishment of buffer zones and
improved communication;

5. Further requests the State Party to provide a detailed report on actions taken to
respond to the recommendations of the 2004 mission report, as well as a clear
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Committee (Suzhou, 2004) 

map showing the boundaries of the property by 1 February 2005, for 
examination by the Committee at its 29th session in 2005. 

Lake Baikal (Russian Federation)  
Document : WHC-04/28.COM/15B 

28 COM 15B.22 The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Recalling the recommendation of the report of the monitoring mission in 2001 to
include the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger,

2. Welcomes the collaboration between the Russian authorities, IUCN and the
World Heritage Centre in addressing co-operation and communication issues;

3. Notes the results of the high-level mission and the detailed report provided by
the Russian authorities on 10 March 2004 and acknowledges the efforts of the
State Party in enhancing the conservation of this property;

4. Requests, while noting the complex environmental and socio-economic issues
associated to the conservation and development of Lake Baikal, that:

a) the State Party provide further clarification on the level of implementation
of the ecological zoning for Lake Baikal and its adoption under the Federal
Law “On the Protection of Lake Baikal”,

b) the State Party continue providing to each session of the Committee reports
on the state of conservation of the property, on progress achieved on the
different programmes implemented in the property, particularly on the re-
profiling of the Baikalsk Pulp and Paper Mill, and the results of the
ecological monitoring programme and the Global Environment Facility
(GEF) project that is under implementation in the area,

c) the States Parties of the Russian Federation and Mongolia enhance their co-
operation in  designing and implementing a plan to reduce the sources of
pollution occurring in the Selenga River Basin;  the two  States Parties may
wish to submit a request for International Assistance from the World
Heritage Fund to support the planning phase of this co-operation,

d) the State Party implement previous recommendations of the Committee to
provide training to hunters to avoid unnecessary deaths of animals that are
wounded during hunting,

e) the State Party, working with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN,
develop a long-term project proposal oriented towards obtaining additional
financial resources for the conservation and sustainable development of
Lake Baikal; such a proposal may include a component to support the joint
efforts of the States Parties of the Russian Federation and Mongolia to
address the pollution of the Selenga River.

5. Notes that the outcome of the Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) for the
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Решение: 29 COM 7B.23 от 29-та сесия на КСН (2005 г.) 

Комитетът за световно наследство, 
1. След като разгледа документ WHC-05/29.COM/7B.Rev,
2. Припомня своето решение 28 COM 15B.21 прието на 28-та сесия (Суджоу,
2004) 
3. Отбелязва със задоволство, че държавата - членка е представила доклад за напредъка
по изпълнението на препоръките на съвместната мисия 2004 на Центъра за световно 
наследство и IUCN, който да бъде разгледан от  Комитета по световно наследство, 
както и че плана за управление на обекта е бил окончателно приет през август 2004 г.; 
4. Поздравява държава - членка за твърдата си ангажираност за решаване на
проблемите по опазването на обекта, за предоставянето на актуализирана карта на 
обекта, както и за предприетите положителни, насочени към разширяване на площта на 
обекта на световното наследство. 
5. Изразява загриженост за неконтролираното развитие на съоръжения за ски спорт в
рамките на обекта на световното наследство. 
6. Допълнително поздравява холандското и швейцарското правителства за щедрата им
финансова подкрепа на Национален парк Пирин; 
7. Приканва държавата да представи номинация за разширяване, която ще способства
за по добро отразяване границите на обекта, базирани на изключителната му световна 
ценност, както и ще реши въпросите по отношение на неговата цялост особено що се 
отнася до съществуващите ски зони. 
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World Heritage 29 COM
Distribution limited WHC-05/29.COM/22

Paris,  9 September 2005
Original: English/French

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC 
AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION 

CONVENTION CONCERNING THE PROTECTION OF 
THE WORLD CULTURAL AND NATURAL HERITAGE 

WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE 

Twenty-ninth Session 

Durban, South Africa 
10 - 17 July 2005 

DECISIONS OF THE 29TH SESSION  
OF THE WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE 

(DURBAN, 2005)1 

1  These Decisions  are to be applied and interpreted in the context of the Summary Record of this session 
(Document : WHC-05/29 COM/INF.22) 
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10. Further requests both States Parties to provide the World Heritage Centre with
an updated report, including any new decisions relating to the dam project or
other development projects and issues, as well as transboundary collaboration,
by 1 February 2006 for examination by the Committee at its 30th session
(Vilnius, 2006).

22. Yellowstone (United States of America) (N 28)

Decision 29 COM 7B.22 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-05/29.COM/7B.Rev and having noted the
conclusions of the Document WHC-05/29.COM/11A,

2. Recalling its Decision 28 COM 15B.122 adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou,
2004), 

3. Commends the State Party of the United States of America for additional
information provided following the removal of the property from the List of
World Heritage in Danger in 2003 and for its continued efforts in addressing
key conservation and management issues in the property;

4. Requests the State Party to review the currency and relevance of the 1973
Master Plan, both as the overarching plan for Yellowstone National Park and
as the framework for the numerous sub plans which are in operation;

5. Further requests the State Party to report annually on new and emerging
threats and management developments, and to submit to the World Heritage
Centre an updated report by 1 February 2006, for examination by the
Committee at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006).

23. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225)

Decision 29 COM 7B.23 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-05/29.COM/7B.Rev,

2. Recalling its Decision 28 COM 15B.21 adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou,
2004), 

3. Notes with satisfaction that the State Party of Bulgaria provided progress
reports on measures taken to address the recommendations of the joint 2004
World Heritage Centre/IUCN mission for examination by the Committee and
that the management plan was finally approved in August 2004;
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4. Commends the State Party for its continued commitment to address the
conservation concerns of the property, and for providing an updated map of
the property as well as for the positive steps in expanding the size of the
property;

5. Expresses concern over uncontrolled ski development within the World
Heritage property; 

6. Further commends the Dutch and Swiss Governments for their generous
financial support to Pirin National Park;

7. Invites the State Party to bring forward a nomination that will help to better
define the boundaries of the property based on its outstanding universal value
and issues of integrity, notably in relation to the ski area.

24. Skocjan Caves (Slovenia) (N 390)

Decision 29 COM 7B.24 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-05/29.COM/7B.Rev,

2. Recalling its Decision 28 COM 15B.28 adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou,
2004), 

3. Regrets that the State Party of Slovenia did not provide any reply to the
Committee’s request for a copy of the Environmental Impact Assessment  for
the wind generator project;

4. Urges the State Party to provide these documents as soon as possible and at the
latest together with the Periodic Report (Section II) for Europe.

25. Doñana National Park (Spain) (N 685)

Decision 29 COM 7B.25 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-05/29.COM/7B.Rev,

2. Recalling its Decision 28 COM 15B.27 adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou,
2004), 

3. Thanks the State Party of Spain for its report and the submission of the
extension of the boundaries; and

4. Commends the State Party for the continued restoration efforts made in the
framework of “Doñana 2005”;
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Комитетът по световно наследство 
1. Разгледа документ WHC-07/31.COM/7B,
2. Припомняйки си  Решения 28 COM 15B.21 и 29 COM 7B.23, приети съответно на
неговите 28-ма (Суджоу, 2004) и 29 –та (Дърбан, 2005) сесии 
3. Поздравява държава членка за постигнатия напредък в изпълнение на препоръките
на съвместната мисия на Центъра за световно наследство и IUCN мисия от 2004г. и 
призовава заинтересованите институции да продължат да прилагат препоръките, 
включително разработването и прилагането на дългосрочна програма за наблюдение; 
4. Отбелязва, че държавата-членка е представила номинация за разширяване на обекта,
която да бъде оценена от 32-та сесия на Комитета през 2008 г., която номинация се 
очаква да помогне по-доброто определяне на границите на обекта въз основа на 
неговата изключителна универсална ценност и да реши въпросите относно интегритета 
на обекта. 
5. Моли държавата - членка да гарантира, че няма да осъществява последващо развитие
на ски съоръжения или да разширява туристическия зони в рамките на обекта; 
6. Също настоява държавата да гарантира, че всички съществуващи и нови концесии
дадени на частни компании, опериращи в границите на обекта на световното 
наследство, са съвместими с целите на опазването; да следи отблизо текущото развитие 
и прилагане на мерките за смекчаване на неблагоприятните въздействия и да проучи 
възможностите за ограничаване на трафика на частни превозни средства в обекта на 
световното наследство;  
7. Моли държавата – членка да продължи да информира Центъра по световно
наследство и   IUCN за постигнатия напредък при изпълнение на препоръките на 
съвместната мисия от 2004г. , както и за всички важни промени в състоянито на обекта. 
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AT THE 31st SESSION 

OF THE WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE 

(CHRISTCHURCH, 2007) 
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27. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225)

Decision:  31 COM 7B.27 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-07/31.COM/7B,

2. Recalling Decisions 28 COM 15B.21 and 29 COM 7B.23, adopted at its 28th (Suzhou,
2004) and 29th (Durban, 2005) sessions respectively,

3. Commends the State Party for the progress made in implementing the
recommendations of the joint 2004 World Heritage Centre / IUCN mission and urges
the authorities to continue to fully implement all recommendations including developing
and implementing a long-term monitoring programme;

4. Notes that the State Party has submitted, for evaluation by the 32nd session of the
Committee in 2008, a re-nomination to extend the property which is expected to help to
better define the boundaries of the property based on its outstanding universal value
and issues of integrity;

5. Requests the State Party to ensure that no further development of ski facilities or
extension of the tourism zones is allowed within the property;

6. Also urges the State Party to ensure that all existing and new concessions given to
private companies operating in the property are compatible with the conservation
objectives, to closely monitor the ongoing developments and implementation of
mitigation measures, and to explore options for limiting the private motor traffic inside
the property;

7. Requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre and IUCN informed of
progress made in implementing the recommendations of the joint 2004 mission and of
any important changes in the state of conservation of the property.

28. Ilulissat Icefjord (Denmark) (N 1149)

Decision: 31 COM 7B.28 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-07/31.COM/7B,

2. Recalling Decision 28 COM 14B.8, adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004),

3. Commends the State Party for the measures taken to implement the recommendations
adopted by the Committee at the time of inscription of the property on the World
Heritage List;
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4. Notes that a revised Management Plan and new Monitoring Plan will soon be
completed and requests the State Party to provide copies of these plans as soon as
possible to the World Heritage Centre;

5. Also requests the State Party, to continue improving and monitoring tourism
management to reduce its impact on the property and to implement clearer restrictions
on hunting;

6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February
2009 a report on the state of conservation of the property and progress on the
implementation of the above mentioned recommendations for examination by the
Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.

29. Durmitor National Park (Montenegro) (N 100 bis)

Decision:  31 COM 7B.29 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-07/31.COM/7B.Add,

2. Recalling Decision 29 COM 7B.21, adopted at its 29th (Durban, 2005) session,

3. Welcomes the confirmation by the State Party of Bosnia and Herzegovina that no
concession has been granted for the hydro power plants of Buk Bijela and Srbinje;

4. Notes that progress is being made in the implementation of the recommendations of
the joint 2005 UNESCO/IUCN mission;

5. Urges both States Parties to continue to fully implement all recommendations of the
joint 2005 UNESCO/IUCN mission;

6. Requests the State Party of Montenegro to ensure that no further development of ski
facilities or other development that threatens the integrity of the property is allowed
within the property;

7. Also requests the State Party of Montenegro to provide the World Heritage Centre with
a copy of the Mangement Plan for Durmitor National Park;

8. Further requests both States Parties to keep the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
informed on progress made in implementing the recommendations of the joint 2005
UNESCO/IUCN mission and of any important changes, particularly those related to
tourism development, in the state of conservation of the property.
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Решение 32COM 8B.15 от 32-та сесия на КСН (2008 г.) 

Разширението на НП Пирин като обект на световното наследство е оттеглено от 

държавата-членка. 
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building tectonics and has been recognised as a key site for geological sciences since 
the 18th century. The clear exposure of the Glarus Overthrust is a key, but not the only 
significant, feature. The exposures of the rocks below and above this feature are visible 
in three dimensions and, taken together, have made substantial contributions to the 
understanding of mountain building tectonics. Its geological features can be readily 
appreciated by all visitors. The property can be differentiated from other similar sites by 
the combination of the clear exposure of the phenomenon in a mountain setting, its 
history of study, and its ongoing contribution to geological sciences. 

Integrity 
The property contains the full range of tectonic features necessary to display the 
phenomenon of mountain building. Key attributes of the site include the Glarus 
Overthrust and the associated folded and faulted geological exposures above and 
below it. Other key attributes of the property are the accessibility of the features in three 
dimensions, and access to the thrust surface of the Glarus Overthrust. Associated 
intangible values relate to the importance of the property as a formative site for the 
geological sciences; and the features that were part of these studies remain visible and 
in good condition in the present day. 

Requirements for Protection and Management 
The major exposures of the geological features are within protected areas and are 
substantially unthreatened. The primary management issue is to allow the natural 
processes of slope erosion to continue. Other key management issues relate to the 
continued provision of safe visitor and research access and protection of key features 
such as the exposures of the thrust surface. The communication of the key values of 
the property is also an important priority and continued investment and enhancement of 
visitor interpretation and education strategies are required. 

4. Commends the State Party for its significant efforts in developing the nomination and
enhancing the recognition of the values of the property following IUCN’s evaluation of
the original nomination submitted in 2004; and notes the quality of the comparative
analysis carried out in relation to the geological values of the property;

5. Further notes that the inscription of the property makes a significant contribution to the
recognition of tectonic sites on the World Heritage List and that the nomination sets a
high standard for the quality of argument required to support inscription of any further
tectonic sites as well as for geological nominations in general; and emphasises that the
numbers of tectonic sites suitable for inscription on the World Heritage List is likely to
be very small.

Decision

The extension of the Pirin National Park, Bulgaria, has been withdrawn by the State Party. 

:  32 COM 8B.15 
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Комитетът за световно наследство, 
1. След като разгледа документ WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
2. Припомня Решение 31 COM 7B.27, прието на 31-ва сесия (Крайстчърч, 2007 г.)
3. Също така припомня, че изключителната световна стойност на обекта е била
многократно и значително повлияна от развитието на ски-съоръжения и разширяване 
на зоните за туризъм, до степен такава, че обекта може да се разглежда за включване в 
Списъка на световното наследство в опасност,  
4. Отбелязва, че държавата повторно е внесла номинация за разширение, която да бъде
разгледана от Комитета за световно наследство на 34-та му сесия през 2010 г.; 
5. Счита, че по-нататъшното развитие на съоръжения за ски спорт представлява
критична заплаха за изключителната световна стойност на обекта; 
6. Настоятелно призовава държавата-членка да гарантира, че няма да допусне по-
нататъшно развитие на ски съоръжения или разширение на туристическия зони в 
границите на обекта на световното наследство, както и да гарантира предприемането на 
всички необходими мерки, с цел да осигури строго прилагане на изискванията за 
опазване и планиране в рамките на Национален парк Пирин, както и на обекти извън 
неговите граници, които биха могли да го засегнат; 
7. Моли IUCN, при разглеждането на номинацията за разширяване на обекта, да
разгледа състоянието му като оцени дали изключителната му световна ценност е била 
повлияна от последните развития и съответно даде препоръка; 
8. Също така моли държавата да предостави на Центъра за световно наследство до 1
февруари 2010 г., доклад за консервационното състояние на обекта, като обърне 
специално внимание върху ефективната защита от неподходящо развитие и човешка 
намеса в рамките на обекта и извън границите му, с цел разгледането му от Комитета 
по световно наследство на 34-та сесия през 2010г., като в случай на съществен 
напредък разгледа вероятно включване на обекта в списъка на световното наследство в 
опасност. 
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8. Recommends

9. 

 that the State Party carries out a management effectiveness
assessment for the property, considering the model provided by the
UNESCO/IUCN/UNF Enhancing Our Heritage methodology, and to also put in place
a three year programme to implement the outcomes of this assessment;

Also recommends

10. 

 that the State Party considers requesting international assistance
from the World Heritage Fund to support the assessment and enhancement of the
management effectiveness of the property;

Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by
1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on steps
taken to implement the recommendations set out above, and especially to provide
information on the landfill and other major developments taking place outside the
boundaries of the property, and the assessments that have been made on their
impacts, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in
2011. 

EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA 

21. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225)

Decision:

The World Heritage Committee, 

 33 COM 7B.21 

1. Having examined

2. 

 Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 

Recalling

3. 

 Decision 31 COM 7B.27, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 

Also recalling

4. 

 that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property has been 
repeatedly and significantly impacted by the development of ski facilities and 
extension of tourism zones, to the extent that the property may be considered for 
inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger, 

Notes

5. 

 that the State Party has resubmitted a proposed extension for examination by 
the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 

Considers

6. 

 that continued ski development is a critical threat to the Outstanding 
Universal Value of the property; 

Strongly urges the State Party to ensure that no further development of ski facilities 
or extension of the tourism zones takes place within the property, and to ensure all 
necessary steps to provide for rigorous enforcement of protection and planning 
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requirements within Pirin National Park, and in relation to developments outside its 
boundaries that could affect it;  

7. Requests

8. 

IUCN, in carrying out its evaluation of the proposed extension of the 
property, to also consider the state of conservation of the existing property, and to 
review and advise whether its Outstanding Universal Value, has been negatively 
affected by the recent developments;  

Also requests

22. Waterton Glacier International Peace Park (Canada / United States of America)
(N 354 rev)

 the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 
February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property, with particular 
reference to its effective protection from inappropriate development and human use 
within and beyond its boundaries, for examination by the World Heritage Committee 
at its 34th session in 2010, with a view to considering, in the absence of 
substantial progress, the possible inscription of the property on the List of 
World Heritage in Danger. 

Decision:

The World Heritage Committee, 

 33 COM 7B.22 

1. Having examined

2. 

 Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 

Recalling

3. 

 Decision 29 COM 11A adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005) on 
the Periodic Report for North America, which noted the continued excellent 
cooperation between the States Parties of Canada and the United States of 
America, 

Noting

4. 

 the information provided by the State Party of Canada during its 33rd 
session, in particular that there is currently no coal mining or coalbed methane 
extraction in the property or the adjacent Flathead Valley, 

Also recalling

5. 

 the conclusions of the1988 International Joint Commission study of 
a proposed coal mine at Cabin Creek in the Flathead Valley, which determined 
that the effects of the proposed mine could not be fully mitigated, 

Notes

6. 

 that the 1994 nomination document indicated that the integrity of the 
property is inextricably linked with the quality of stewardship of the adjacent areas 
within the international Crown of the Continent ecosystem and that therefore the 
protection of the property’s Outstanding Universal Value require that it be 
managed within the context of this greater ecosystem; 

Notes with concern the potential threat to the Outstanding Universal Value of the 
property from potential mining and energy development within the Flathead Valley 
and, in particular, to the continued quantity and quality of water supplies and 
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Комитетът за световно наследство, 
1. След като разгледа документи WHC-10/34.COM/8B и WHC-10/34.COM/INF.8B2 ;
2. Като припомня решение 33 COM 7B.21, прието на неговата 33-та сесия (Севиля,
2009 г.) ; 
3. Одобрява разширението на Националния парк Пирин, България, вписан по
критерии (vii), (viii) и (ix), с цел укрепване на интегритета и управлението на обекта на 
световното наследство; 
4. Приема следната Декларация за изключителна универсална стойност
Кратко описание 
Природният обект на световното наследство е разположен на площ около 40 000 ha в 
планината Пирин, в Югозападна България и обхваща зоните с дива природа в 
Националния парк Пирин.  
Разнообразният пейзаж на планинския карстов релеф на обекта е осеян с над 70 
ледникови езера, в него могат да се видят най-различни ледникови образувания, 
многобройни водопади, скални сипеи и пещери.  
Преобладават иглолистните гори а над тях, точно под планинските върхове се 
простират алпийски ливади. Обектът е местообитание на многобройни ендемични и 
реликтни растителни видове,   характерни за балканската флора от плейстоцена. 
Критерий (vii) : Планинският ландшафт на Националния парк Пирин притежава 
необикновена красота. Високопланинските върхове и зъбери контрастират с ливади, 
реки и водопади и предоставят възможност за наслада от допира до планински 
ландшафт, с висока естетическа стойност. Възможността, човек да се потопи в 
природата и да се почувства далеч от всичко, е важен атрибут на изключителната 
универсална стойност на обекта.   
Критерий (viii): Основната ценност на природния обект от гледна точка на 
естествените науки е свързана с ледниковата геоморфология, илюстрирана  с 
множество характерни форми като циркуси, дълбоки долини и над 70 ледникови езера. 
Планинският масив на обекта е с разнообразни форми, той е изграден от различни 
видове скали. Естествените природни процеси дават възможност за изучаване на 
непрекъснатото развитие на релефните форми на обекта, което способства за 
опознаване на други планински зони в региона.     
Критерий (ix) : Обектът представлява добър пример за непрекъснатата еволюция на 
флората, илюстрирана от наличието на различни ендемични и реликтни видове, той е 
съхранил модела на функционираща екосистема, представителна за големите 
естествени екосистеми в Балканския регион. Естествените иглолистни масиви на 
Пирин са изградени от бяла и черна мура, както и множество вековни дървета. Тук е 
установено наличие на общо 1 315 вида висши растения или 1/3 от флората на 
България, включително 86 балкански, 17 български и 18 локални ендемита. Фауната на 
Националния парк е представена от 45 вида бозайници, между които кафява мечка, 
вълк и дива коза, както и 159 вида птици. Пирин също така се обитава от 8 вида 
земноводни, 11 вида влечуги и 6 вида риби. Въпреки, че горите са засегнати в известна 
степен от експлоатация в исторически план, естественото функциониране на 
екосистемата гарантира опазването на ценно биоразнообразие, от регионалното 
значение.    
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Интегритет  
Първоначално обявения през 1983г. обект на световното наследство, включва 
минимална територия от Националния парк Пирин, за която се считало, че отговаря на 
критериите за изключителна универсална стойност, установени от Конвенцията за 
световно наследство. Обектът, в границите му от 1983г., се оказва неадекватен, по 
отношение представителност и опазване на изключителната универсална стойност на 
Пирин. Ето защо, разширението от 2010 г. даде възможност за  разрешаване на 
проблемите по най-добър начин. 
Националният парк е ясно определен от гледна точка на планинския си характер и на 
своята екология, а територията на обекта е достатъчна, за да съхрани природните 
ценности на Пирин. С разширението на първоначално вписания природен обект,се 
установяват адекватни граници, като се включват най-отдалечените зони на 
Националния парк и изключват съответно  зони, несъвместими със статута на обект на 
световното наследство, поради въздействието на развиващата се ски зона върху 
целостта на обекта. Ценността на разширения обект включва атрибутите на природен 
ландшафт, намиращ в непосредствена близост до район с интензивно туристическо 
развитие, представляващо заплаха за неговия интегритет. 
Необходими мерки за опазване и управление.  
Обектът е под закрилата на българското законодателство, което би трябвало да осигури 
сигурна защита на неговата ценност включително и от разрастването и настъплението 
на строителни дейности в съседни територии. От първостепенно значение е това 
законодателство да бъде стриктно прилагано и спазвано от всички отговорни 
управленски органи в този регион. Обектът има и ефективен и функционален план за 
управление,  в случай, че за неговото прилагане бъдат осигурени достатъчни средства 
за поддръжка на необходимия персонал и  осъществяване на необходимите дейности за 
опазване и управление на обекта. Необходимо е да се въведе система за редовен 
мониторинг на природните ценности на Пирин и постоянни програми за поддържане на 
местообитанията и на ландшафта в естественото им състояние, избягване на 
обезпокояване и други въздействия върху дивите видове и запазване на естетическите 
качества на обекта.    
Обектът на световното наследство е подложен от дълго време на натиск от страна на 
туризма, свързан основно с развитието на ски курорта и ски пистите. През 1980 и 1990 
г. в Банско, Добринище и Кулиното са изградени малки ски зони. Дейности като нощни 
ски, каране на ски извън пистата и хели ски биха могли да навредят на ценностите и на 
интегритета на обекта и следва да бъдат обект на сериозен контрол. Банско,  който се 
намира в непосредствена близост до обекта, се е превърнал в един от градовете с най-
бързо развитие в България, с хотели и курортни комплекси, построени буквално на 
границата с парка. Развитието на туризма в и около обекта не е било коректно 
контролирано и е засегнало обекта, причинявайки значителни щети. Наложително е 
планът за управление на обекта да даде дългосрочен приоритет на  дейности за 
опазване на природните ценности на Пирин и да забрани всякакво навлизане и 
въздействие свързано със ски туризма, спортните състезания или друга неподходяща 
развойна дейност в рамките на обекта.  
Освен това, съставените на национално, регионално и местно равнище планови 
документи, също трябва да гарантират опазването на природните ценности на обекта и 
да интегрират ползите, които осигурява природния ландшафт на околните територии. 
Други заплахи за обекта включват незаконното изсичане на гори, бракониерството и 
използването на моторни шейни и четириколесни моторни превозни средства – ATV. 
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Подобно използване на територията изисква внимателно наблюдение, контрол и 
прилагане на  ефективни правила. Управлението на потока от посетители с цел 
предотвратяване на отрицателно въздействие и използване на природните ценности по 
един устойчив представлява също едно основно дългосрочно задължение. 
5.Приема, в специфичния контекст на предложеното разширение, предложението на
държавата-членка да изключи от обекта на световното наследство четири малки зони 
по периферията на обекта (с обща площ 150,6 хa), които са били изключени от 
територията на Националния парк; и приема предложението на държавата-членка да 
изключи туристическите зони на Банско и Добринище  (с обща площ 1078,28 хa), както 
и да включи последните, които все още са част от Националния парк, в нова буферна 
зона;  
6. Изразява съжаление, че изключителната световна стойност на НП Пирин като обект
на световното наследство е била значително и многократно повлияна от развитието на 
ски-съоръжения и ски писти, до степен такава, че обекта може да се разглежда за 
вписване в списъка на световното наследство в опасност и да се счита,  че 
продължаването на строителството, свързано със ски спорт представлява критична 
заплаха за изключителното световно ценност на обекта; 
7. Призовава държавата - членка на Конвенцията категорично да гарантира, че няма да
се извършва последващо строителство, с цел развитие на ски спорт (или да забрани 
категорично последващо строителство, с цел развитие на ски спорт), както в 
рамките на обекта на световното наследство, така и в буферната му зона (ски зона 
Банско и ски зона Добринище), както и да гарантира, че съществуващите ски 
съоръженията и писти са и ще бъдат в съответствие с одобрените изисквания,  
8. Решава, че всяко последващо развитие на ски съоръжения или ски писти и свързана с
тях инфраструктура, както и сериозни нарушения в резултат на горните, в рамките на 
обекта на световното наследство и буферната му зона, ще доведе до вписването му в 
списъка на световното наследство в опасност; 
9. Настоятелно призовава държавата - членка на Конвенцията да гарантира, че с новия
план за управление на НП Пирин, който ще бъда разработен за периода след 2013г., 
няма да разреши последващо строителство, с цел развитие на ски спорт или 
строителство на други екологично неустойчиви съоръжения, в рамките на обекта на 
световното наследство и буферната му зона, нито пък ще допусне разширение на 
буферната зона, така че същата да навлезе в обекта на световното наследство.  
10. Също така, моли настоятелно държавата - членка на Конвенцията да предприеме
всички възможни мерки за предотвратяване неправомерното използване на Емблемата 
на световното наследство, включително да забрани използването й в ски курорта на 
Банско, който не може да се счита за устойчиво използване на Обекта на световното 
наследство. 
Държавата-членка  на Конвенцията се насърчава да проучи и засили възможността за 
развитие на екологично устойчив туризъм в обекта на световното наследство, така че 
същия да е от полза за местните общности;  
11. Приканва държавата-членка да покани през 2011 г. съвместна мисия на ЮНЕСКО и
IUCN (Международен съюз за защита на природата) за мониторинг на обекта, с цел 
оценка на консервационното състояние на обекта, като същата обърне специално 
внимание на защитата на обекта от нецелесъобразно развитие и човешко използване, в 
неговите граници и извън тях, както и с цел да се проучи възможността  за обявяване на 
подходяща буферна зона, в съответствие с изискванията на § 104 от Оперативните 
указания на Конвенцията (или буферна зона, обграждаща обекта), както и да прегледа 
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проекта на план за управление, за периода след 2013г., с цел да се обезпечи, че същия 
ще гарантира осигуряване на трайна защита на изключителната универсална стойност 
на обекта. 
12. Също моли Държавата-членка  на Конвенцията, да представи в Центъра по световно
наследство доклад за състоянието и опазването на обекта на световното наследство до 1 
февруари 2011 г., като обърне специално внимание върху осигуряването на ефективна 
защита от  неподходящо развитие и човешко използване, в и извън границите на обекта 
на световното наследство, който доклад ще бъде разглеждан от Комитета за световно 
наследство на 35-та му сесия през  2011. Този доклад трябва да включва  отговора на 
държава-членка на твърденията на неправителствени организации, довели до 
наказателна процедура пред Генерална дирекция  за околна среда на Европейската 
комисия. 
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Решение: 34 COM 7B.19 от 34-та сесия на КСН (2010 г.) 

Комитетът за световно наследство, 
1. Като разгледа документ WHC-10/34.COM/7B;
2. Като припомня решение 33 COM 7B.21, прието на 33-та сесия (Севиля, 2009 г.);
3. Припомня, че изключителната универсална стойност на обекта е била многократно
сериозно повлияна от въздействия, от развитие на ски съоръжения и ски писти, решава 
че всяко бъдещо (последващо) строителство на ски съоръжения и ски писти, или 
асоциирана инфраструктура, в границите на обекта и буферната му зона (ски зона 
Банско и ски зона Добринище), ще доведе до включването на обекта в Списъка на 
световното наследство в опасност; 
4. Отбелязва, че това решение се отнася и до предложеното разширение на обекта,
представено за разглеждане от 34-та сесия на Комитета през 2010 г. в рамките на т. 8 от 
дневния ред.    
5. Приканва настоятелно държавата-членка да гарантира, че новия план за управление,
който ще бъде изготвен за периода след 2013 г., няма да разреши последващо развитие 
(строителство) с цел ски спорт, или изграждането на други съоръжения в обекта и в 
неговата буферна зона, нито разширение на туристическата зона, така че същата да 
навлезе в рамките на обекта ;  
6. Приканва държавата-членка да покани през 2011 г. съвместна мисия на ЮНЕСКО и
IUCN (Международен съюз за защита на природата) за мониторинг на обекта, с цел 
оценка на консервационното състояние на обекта и неговото разширение, като същата 
обърне специално внимание на защитата на обекта от нецелесъобразно развитие и 
човешко използване, в неговите граници и извън тях, което развитие би могло да окаже 
негативно влияние върху Изключителната световна ценност на обекта, включително и 
на неговата цялост (интегритет), както и с цел да се проучи възможността  за обявяване 
на подходяща буферна зона, в съответствие с изискванията на § 104 от Оперативните 
указания на Конвенцията (или буферна зона, обграждаща обекта), както и да прегледа 
проекта на план за управление, за периода след 2013г., с цел да се обезпечи, че същия 
ще гарантира осигуряване на трайна защита на изключителната универсална стойност 
на обекта. 
7. Приканва също така държавата-членка да представи на вниманието на Комитета на
световно наследство до 1-ви февруари 2011 г. доклад за консервационното състояние 
на обекта, със специален акцент върху ефикасната защита от нецелесъобразно развитие 
и човешка дейност в рамките на обекта и извън него, както и върху ефективното 
опазване и управление на обекта, включително и запазване на нивото на финансовите и 
човешки ресурси, който да бъде обсъден на 35-та сесия на Комитета за световно 
наследство през 2011 г. 
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1. Having examined Document WHC-10/34.COM/7B,

2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.17, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City,
2008), 

3. Reiterates its concern that the Highway 304 expansion project has the potential to
create additional problems for the integrity of the ecosystems and species of this
property, including through increased levels of road kill;

4. Commends the State Party for undertaking the necessary Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) studies to identify and design effective wildlife corridors to
mitigate the impacts of the proposed highway expansion project;

5. Notes that the implementation of effective wildlife corridors is essential to
maintaining the integrity of the property over the longterm, independent of the
expansion of the highway, and that it is critical that the State Party first identify and
implement the best wildlife corridor proposal on an essentially ecological basis by
reducing the importance accorded to economic factors in its analysis;

6. Also requests the State Party to submit a copy of the highway expansion
Environmental Impact Assessment to the World Heritage Centre as soon as it
becomes available, including a list of alternatives considered and a clear summary
of how the enlargement is likely to affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the
property;

7. Encourages the State Party to request assistance, if necessary, in order to design
an effective tourism management plan for the property;

8. Also notes reports that agricultural encroachment is occurring on the north side of
Thap Lan National Park, and recommends that the State Party consider the
opportunities to integrate forest conservation within international programmes,
including Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD);

9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1
February 2011, a report, on the state of conservation of the property, including
progress on wildlife corridors and management of tourism pressure, for
examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.

EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA 

Pirin National Park (Bulgaria)    (N 225) 

Decision: 34 COM 7B.19  

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-10/34.COM/7B,

2. Recalling Decision 33 COM 7B.21, adopted at its 33rd session (Seville, 2009),
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3. Recalling that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property has been
repeatedly and significantly impacted by the development of ski facilities and ski
runs, decides that any further development of ski facilities or ski runs, or
associated infrastructure, within the property and its buffer zone would result in the
inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger;

4. Notes that this decision is related to the proposed extension of the property, to also
be considered by the Committee at its 34th session in 2010 under agenda item 8;

5. Urges the State Party to ensure that the new management plan to be developed
for the period post-2013 will not permit further ski development or construction of
other facilities within the property and its buffer zone, nor extension of the tourism
zone into the property;

6. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN monitoring
mission to the property in 2011 to assess the state of conservation of the property,
and any agreed extension to it, with particular reference to its effective protection
from inappropriate development and human use within and beyond its boundaries
liable to have an impact on the Outstanding Universal Value, including the
conditions of integrity, of the property with a view to studying the possibility of
establishing more appropriate buffer zones which meet the requirements stated in
Paragraph 104 of the Operational Guidelines, and to review a draft of the new
management plan to ensure that it will provide for the continued protection of the
Outstanding Universal Value of the property;

7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1
February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property, with
particular reference to effective protection from inappropriate development and
human use within and beyond its boundaries, and the effective protection and
management of the property, including the maintenance of adequate staff and
financial resources, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th
session in 2011.

Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park (Canada / United States of America) 
(N 354rev)  

Decision: 34 COM 7B.20 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-10/34.COM/7B.Add,

2. Recalling Decision 33 COM 7B.22, adopted at its 33rd session (Seville, 2009),

3. Acknowledges the results and recommendations of the September 2009 joint
World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property;

4. Congratulates the States Parties, and in particular the Province of British Columbia
(Canada) and the State of Montana (United States of America) and first nations
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ongoing funding. While the rugged terrain provides a degree of natural protection 
against encroachment and human economic activities, such as agriculture, forestry, 
energy production and tourism; must be managed both in the property and its 
buffer zone in a way that is not in conflict with the integrity of the property.   

The development and effective implementation of a comprehensive tourism 
development strategy addressing the strong demand is also necessary. There is 
fine balance between positive economic and educational effects and destructive 
impacts from excessive numbers of tourists and inappropriate activities, and thus 
tourism strategies will clearly need to prioritise the protection of the values of the 
property, alongside economic goals. 

4. Commends the State Party for the decision to abandon the project on geothermal
energy, considering the need to maintain the Outstanding Universal Value of the
property;

5. Also commends the State Party for the consultative process that has been put in
place for preparing the management plan for the property and takes note, that
although the property does not currently have a completed management plan in
place, that the State Party will legally adopt the management plan for the property
in 2011;

6. Requests the State Party to ensure that the future management plan addresses all
of the integrity, protection and management requirements necessary to ensure the
long-term conservation and enhancement of the Outstanding Universal Value of
the property, and also requests that a copy of the management plan is provided to
the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, when finalized and entered into force.

7. Further requests the State Party to ensure the effective implementation of the
Action Plan for the Control and Eradication of invasive alien species, in full
integration with the management plan for the property, considering the critical
nature of this threat to the Outstanding Universal Value and furthermore requests
the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2013, a
report on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the
Committee at its 37th session.

8. Requests moreover the State Party to ensure that sufficient human and financial
resources continue to be provided for the effective implementation of the
management plan for the property as well as for the implementation of actions for
the control and eradication of invasive alien species.

9. Recommends the State Party to share lessons learned on eradication and
management of alien species with other relevant States Parties, World Heritage
properties and island protected areas facing similar challenges.

Decision: 34 COM 8B.5 

The World Heritage Committee, 
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1. Having examined Documents WHC-10/34.COM/8B and WHC-10/34.COM/INF 8B2;

2. Recalling Decision 33 COM 7B.21, adopted at its 33rd session (Seville, 2009);

3. Approves the extension of the Pirin National Park, Bulgaria, inscribed under
criteria (vii), (viii) and (ix), in order to strengthen the integrity and management of
the World Heritage property;

4. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:

Brief synthesis
The World Heritage property covers an area of around 40,000 ha in the Pirin
Mountains, southwest Bulgaria, and overlaps with the undeveloped areas of Pirin
National Park. The diverse limestone mountain landscapes of the property include
over 70 glacial lakes and a range of glacial landforms, with many waterfalls, rocky
screes and caves. Forests are dominated by conifers, and the higher areas harbour
alpine meadows below the summits. The property includes a range of endemic and
relict species that are representative of the Balkan Pleistocene flora.

Criterion (vii): The mountain scenery of Pirin National Park is of exceptional
beauty. The high mountain peaks and crags contrast with meadows, rivers and
waterfalls and provide the opportunity to experience the aesthetics of a Balkan
mountain landscape. The ability to experience remoteness and naturalness is an
important attribute of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property.

Criterion (viii): The principal earth science values of the property relate to its
glacial geomorphology, demonstrated through a range of features including cirques,
deep valleys and over 70 glacial lakes. The mountains of the property show a
variety of forms and have been developed in several different rock types.
Functioning natural processes allow for study of the continued evolution of the
landforms of the property, and help to understand other upland areas in the region.

Criterion (ix): The property is a good example of the continuing evolution of flora,
as evidenced by a number of endemic and relict species, and the property also
protects an example of a functioning ecosystem that is representative of the
important natural ecosystems of the Balkan uplands. Pirin’s natural coniferous
forests include Macedonian Pine and Bosnian Pine, with many old growth trees. In
total, there are 1,315 species of vascular plants, about one third of Bulgaria’s flora,
including 86 Balkan endemics, 17 Bulgarian endemics and 18 local endemics. The
fauna of Pirin National Park includes 45 mammal species, including brown bear,
wolf and pine marten, and 159 bird species. Pirin is also home to eight species of
amphibians, eleven species of reptiles and six fish species. Although the forests are
affected by some historical use, the natural functioning of the ecosystem ensures
the protection of its regionally significant biodiversity values.

Integrity
The original inscription of the property in 1983 proved to be inadequate in
representing and maintaining the Outstanding Universal Value of Pirin, but an
extension in 2010 has addressed the issues to the best possible degree and
represents the minimum area of Pirin National Park that can be considered to
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correspond to the requirements of Outstanding Universal Value set out in the World 
Heritage Convention. 

The National Park is clearly defined from the point of view of its mountainous nature 
and ecology, and the boundaries of the property are of sufficient size to capture the 
natural values of Pirin. Adequate boundaries have been established through the 
extension of the initially inscribed property, to include the most remote areas of the 
interior of the National Park, and exclude adjacent areas that are not compatible 
with World Heritage status due to impacts on integrity from ski development. The 
values of the property as extended retain the attributes of a natural landscape but 
they closely adjoin areas subject to intensive tourism development that are a risk to 
the integrity of the property. 

Protection and management requirements 
The property is covered by national legislation which should ensure strong national 
protection of the values of the property, including the prevention of encroachment 
from adjoining development. It is essential that this legislation is rigorously enforced 
and is respected by all levels of government that have responsibilities in the area. 
The property also has an effective and functioning management plan, provided its 
implementation can be ensured through adequate resources to both maintain the 
necessary staffing levels and undertake the necessary management activities to 
protect and manage the property. A system of regular monitoring of the natural 
values of Pirin and ongoing programmes to maintain habitats and landforms in their 
natural state, avoid disturbance and other impacts on wildlife, and to preserve the 
aesthetic values of the property are required. 

The World Heritage property has long been subject to tourism pressure, largely 
caused by the development of ski facilities and ski runs. Small ski areas were 
developed at Bansko, Dobrinishte and Kulinoto in the 1980s and 1990s. Activities 
such as night skiing, off-piste skiing and heliskiing are activities which may affect 
the values and integrity of the property and require rigorous control. Bansko, 
adjoining the property, has become one of the most rapidly developing towns in 
Bulgaria with hotels and holiday resorts constructed literally on the park boundary. 
Tourism development within and around the property has not been effectively 
controlled in the past including some areas that were developed within the property 
and caused significant damage. The management plan for the property needs to 
ensure a long-term priority for the protection of the natural values of Pirin, and to 
guard against any encroachments and impacts within the property from skiing, 
sporting events or other inappropriate development. Equally the planning 
documents that are created by national, regional and local authorities need to 
similarly ensure the protection of the natural values of the property, and also 
integrate the benefits it provides as a natural landscape to the surrounding area. 

Other threats to the property include illegal logging, poaching and the use of snow 
mobiles and quad bikes. These uses require close monitoring, management and 
the enforcement of effective regulations. The management of visitor use to both 
prevent negative impacts and provide opportunities to experience the values of the 
property in a sustainable way is also an essential long term requirement for this 
property. 
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5. Accepts, in the specific context of the above extension, the proposal of the State
Party to exclude from the property four small areas (150.6 ha in total) on the
periphery of the property which have been excluded from the national park; and
also accepts the proposal of the State Party to exclude from the property the
Bansko and Dobrinishte tourism zones (1078.28 ha in total), and to include these
latter areas, which are still within the national park, in a new buffer zone;

6. Regrets that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property has been repeatedly
and significantly impacted by the development of ski facilities and ski runs, to the
extent that the property may be considered for inscription on the List of World
Heritage in Danger, and that continued ski development is a critical threat to the
Outstanding Universal Value of the property;

7. Requests the State Party to strictly ensure that no further ski development takes
place within the property and its buffer zone, and to ensure that the existing ski
facilities and ski runs comply with the approved requirements, including those for
the restoration of degraded areas;

8. Decides that any further development of and severe impacts from ski facilities or
ski runs, or associated infrastructure, within the property and its buffer zone would
result in the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger;

9. Urges the State Party to ensure that the new management plan to be developed for
the period post 2013 will not permit further ski development or construction of other
ecologically unsustainable facilities within the property and its buffer zone, nor
extension of the tourism zone into the property;

10. Also urges the State Party to take all possible measures to prevent the
inappropriate use of the World Heritage Emblem, including by not allowing its use in
relation to the Bansko ski resort, which cannot be considered a sustainable use of a
World Heritage property; and encourages the State Party to explore and enhance
options for ecologically sustainable tourism in the property that will benefit local
communities;

11. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint UNESCO/IUCN monitoring mission to
the property in 2011 to assess the state of conservation of the property, with
particular reference to its effective protection from inappropriate development and
human use within and beyond its boundaries, as well as the establishment of more
appropriate buffer zones which satisfy the requirements of Paragraph 104 of the
Operational Guidelines, and to review a draft of the new management plan to
ensure that it will provide for the continued protection of the Outstanding Universal
Value of the property;

12. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1
February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property, with particular
reference to its effective protection from inappropriate development and human
use within and beyond its boundaries, for examination by the World Heritage
Committee at its 35th session in 2011. This report should include the State Party
response to the NGO submissions that resulted in an infringement procedure by
the Directorate-General for the Environment of the European Commission.
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ОПЕРАТИВНА ПРОГРАМА 
 „ОКОЛНА СРЕДА 2007 – 2013 г.“ 

www.ope.moew.government.bg 
Договор № УР-051/29. 01. 2014 г. с предмет: „Разработване на ПУ на НП „Пирин“ за периода 2014 – 2023 г.“ 

Проект № DIR–5113325-3-91  „Устойчиво управление на НП „Пирин“ и Р „Тисата“ от ОП „Околна среда 2007-2013 г.“ 

1303 - гр. София; ул. „Пиротска“ 64; тел.: 986 70 02; факс: 986 67 81; e-mail: info@proles.bg
ISO 9001-2008 Certified Company 

Решение: 35 COM 7B.21 от 35-та сесия на КНС (2011 г.) 

Комитетът за световно наследство, 
1. След като разгледа документа WHC-11/35.COM/7B.Add,
2. Припомняйки Решения 34 COM 7B.19 и 34 COM 8B.5, приети на 34-та си сесия на
КСН (Бразилия, 2010 г.); 
3. Също така припомняйки, че изключителната световна ценност на обекта е
многократно и значително повлияна от развитието на ски-съоръжения и ски писти в 
рамките на обекта и неговата буферна зона; 
4. Изразява сериозна загриженост за последните одобрени подмени на съоръжения и
повишаване на капацитета на две ски съоръжения в буферната зона на обекта, и 
припомня решението, взето на 34-та сесия на КСН, след мониторингова мисия, 
състояла са в НП Пирин през 2009г., че всяко допълнително развитие на ски 
съоръжения, ски писти, или свързана с тях инфраструктура в обекта и неговата буферна 
зона, ще доведе до вписване на обекта в Списъка на световно наследство в опасност; 
5. Настоятелно призовава държавата-членка да спре последващо развитие на ски
съоръжения в буферната зона, до момента в който Комитета по световно наследство ще 
може да ги разгледа, в рамките на 36-та си сесия, през 2012 г., въз основа на доклад от 
предстоящата мисия за наблюдение в НП „Пирин, с участието на експерти от Центъра 
по световно наследство / IUCN и изисква от държавата-членка да информира Комитета 
за световно наследство за всяко ново планирано инвестиционно намерение, както и да 
представя ОВОС за всяко инвестиционно намерение в обекта на световното наследство 
или в буферната му зона, включително и оценка за потенциалните пряки, непряки и 
кумулативни  въздействия на съответното инвестицинно намерение върху 
изключителната световна ценност на обекта, в съответствие с член 172 от 
Оперативните указания за прилагане на Конвенцията за световното наследство; 
6. Повтаря искането си към държавата – членка, да гарантира, че с новият план за
управление на НП Пирин, няма да позволи последващо развитие на ски или изграждане 
на други съоръжения в обекта и в буферната му зона, нито ще допусне разширяване на 
туристическия зона и навлизането й в обекта на световното наследство; 
7. Приканва държава-членка да възложи независима оценка на капацитета на обекта на
световното наследство и неговата буферна зона, с цел да се поставят ясни граници за 
използването на ски зона „Банско”; 
8. Също така, изисква от предстоящата мисия за наблюдение в НП Пирин, в която ще
участват представители на Центъра по световно наследство и IUCN, да определи дали 
последните повишения в капацитета на двете ски съоръжения, разположени в  
буферната зона на обекта, са предвидени в ТУП на ски зона Банско и да направи 
препоръка за евентуално включване на обекта в Списъка на световното наследство в 
опасност, и допълнително изисква от държава-членка да предостави на мисията превод 
на ТУП на английски език; 
9. Също така, изисква от държава-членка, да представи в Центъра по Световно
наследство, в срок до 1 февруари 2012 г., доклад за консервационното състояние на 
обекта, включително и потвърждение, че всички неподходящи инвестиционни 
намерения са спрени, до момента на разглеждането на състоянието на обекта от 
Комитета за световно наследство, на 36-та му сесия през 2012 година. 
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7. Also reiterates its request that the State Party provide Environmental Impact
Assessments (EIA) on the impacts of the landfill and other major developments taking
place outside and within the boundaries of the property on its Outstanding Universal
Value;

8. Encourages the State Party to consider options for better management of visitors whilst
enhancing visitor’s quality experience, including options to disperse visitors throughout
the property in order to reduce visitor pressure, and to improve signage and
presentation of the property’s Outstanding Universal Value at key visitor locations;

9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February
2013, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including an update on the
outcome of the Management Effectiveness Evaluation for the property and copies of
EIAs on the impacts of the landfill and other major developments taking place outside
and within the boundaries of the property on its Outstanding Universal Value, for
examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 37th session in 2013.

EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA 

21. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225)

Decision: 35 COM 7B.21 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-11/35.COM/7B.Add,

2. Recalling Decisions 34 COM 7B.19 and 34 COM 8B.5, adopted at its 34th session
(Brasilia, 2010),

3. Also recalling that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property has been repeatedly
and significantly impacted by the development of ski facilities and ski runs within the
property and its buffer zone,

4. Expresses serious concern about the recent approval of the replacement and capacity
upgrade of two ski facilities in the property’s buffer zone, and recalls its Decision, taken
at its 34th session following the 2009 evaluation mission to the property, that any
additional development of ski facilities, ski runs, or associated infrastructure within the
property and its buffer zone would result in the inscription of the property on the List of
World Heritage in Danger;

5. Urges the State Party to halt further ski developments in the buffer zone until the World
Heritage Committee can consider these at its 36th session in 2012 on the basis of the
report of the forthcoming World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to
the property, and requests the State Party to inform the World Heritage Committee of
any new planned developments, and to provide an Environmental Impact Assessment
for all development proposals in the property and its buffer zone, including an
assessment of the proposals’ potential direct, indirect and cumulative impacts on the
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property’s Outstanding Universal Value, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational 
Guidelines; 

6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to ensure that the new management plan does
not allow further ski development or construction of other facilities within the property
and its buffer zone, nor extension of the tourism zone into the property;

7. Encourages the State Party to commission an independent assessment of the capacity
of the property and its buffer zone in order to set clear usage limits for the Bansko ski
zone;

8. Also requests the forthcoming World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission
to the property to determine whether the recent capacity upgrades of ski facilities in the
property’s buffer zone are foreseen in the Territorial Arrangement Plan (TAP) and
make a recommendation on the possible inscription of the property on the List of World
Heritage in Danger, and further requests the State Party to provide the mission with an
English translation of the TAP;

9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre,
by 1 February 2012, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including
confirmation that all inappropriate developments have been halted, for examination by
the World Heritage Committee at its 36th session in 2012.

22. Lagoons of New Caledonia: Reef Diversity and Associated Ecosystems (France)
(N 1115)

Decision: 35 COM 7B.22 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-11/35.COM/7B.Add,

2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 8B.10, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),

3. Welcomes the efforts of the State Party, in particular the authorities in New Caledonia,
customary owners, NGOs and other stakeholders to improve the management of the
property, through the establishment of co-management committees and the
Conservatory of Natural Areas (Conservatoire des Espaces Naturels - CEN);

4. Expresses its serious concern about the permits granted to the mining company
GEOVIC to explore for cobalt in mineral sands in areas adjacent to the property,
considers that exploration and mining in these areas could have significant adverse
impacts on the property’s Outstanding Universal Value, and recalls that mining
activities adjacent to World Heritage properties are incompatible with World Heritage
status if these affect their Outstanding Universal Value;

5. Requests the State Party to submit Environmental Impact Assessments for the
proposed exploration and possible exploitation of cobalt sands to the World Heritage
Centre, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, prior to taking a
decision on whether to permit these activities;
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ОПЕРАТИВНА ПРОГРАМА 
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ISO 9001-2008 Certified Company 

Решение: 36 COM 7B.18 от 36-та сесия на КСН (2012 г.) 

Комитетът за световно наследство, 
1.След като разгледа Документ WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
2. Припомняйки Решение 35 COM 7B.21, приета по време на нейната 35-та сесия
(ЮНЕСКО, 2011), 
3. Отбелязва заключенията на съвместната мисия за наблюдение на експерти от
Центъра за световно наследство / IUCN, че последните подобрения на капацитета на 
ски съоръжения, предприети в буферната зона на ОСН, не изглежда да са оказали 
отрицателно въздействие върху Изключителната универсална ценност на обекта и моли 
държавата да гарантира, че за дейностите, осъществявани в буферната зона е било 
оценено, че няма да окажат въздействие върху обекта; 
4. Отбелязва със загриженост, информацията за планове, предвиждащи разширяване и
изграждане на нови ски зони в границите на обекта на световното наследство, 
включително предложеното повторно отваряне на ски лифт и ски писта „Църна 
Могила”, и повторно изразява своята позиция, че ако бъде осъществено допълнително 
развитие на ски съоръжения, ски писти, или асоциирана инфраструктура в обекта на 
световното наследство, това ще бъде основание за включването му в Списъка на 
световното наследство в опасност; 
5. Настоява държавата да гарантира, включително и чрез разпоредби в новия план за
управление, че няма да разрешава развитието на ски спорт или други дейности с 
подобно значително въздействие, в други територии, в границите на обекта на 
световното наследство, извън вече изключените територии – ски зони Банско и 
Добринище; 
6. Моли държавата - членка, да изпълнява препоръките на съвместната мисия за
наблюдение на експерти от Центъра за световно наследство / IUCN и по-специално: 

а) да осигури ефективно и широкомащабно регионално планиране за 
икономическо развитие, и да гарантира, че няма да допуска (да разреши) развитие 
(реализирането на инвестиционни намерения), които надхвърлят капацитета на 
територията; 

б) да промотира и прилага Стпратегията за развитие на устойчив туризъм, 
изготвена през 2010г. като надеждна алтернатива на туристическото развитие, базирано 
на ски спорта;  

в) ясно да маркира, комуникира и поддържа границите на обекта, както са 
определени с решение 34 COM 8B.5, използвайки утвърдените (стандартизирани GPS - 
замервания (Глобалната система за позициониране), както и да гарантира, че тези 
граници се спазват; 

г) да въведе методи (приоми) за наблюдение на въздействията на ски спорта и 
други дейности, които се осъществяват в границите на буферна зона, върху 
заобикалящия ги обект на световното наследство, за да се гарантира, че те не се 
отразяват негативно върху изключителната универсална стойност на обекта, и да 
въведе достатъчно правни, договорни или други административни мерки, за да 
гарантира, че Дирекцията на Национален парк Пирин може да повлияе на използването 
и въздействието върху околната среда на хижите, собственост на Български 
туристически съюз, 

д) да гарантира, че прилагането на мерки за възстановяване, е строго 
контролирано и наблюдавано от Дирекцията на Национален парк "Пирин" и е в 
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съответствие с условията на ТУП, оценките на въздействие върху околната среда или 
други последващи административни решения; 

е) да ускори процеса и да обезпечи достатъчно ресурси, за да се гарантира, че 
новият план за управление на обекта е завършен и одобрен навреме, с цел прилагането 
му веднага след изтичане срока на действие на  текущия план за управление през 2013 
г., 

ж) да изготви подробни "Планове за изпълнение на туризма" за буферните зони 
над Банско и Добринище, консолидиращи съществуващите, одобрени и предвидени 
планове по прозрачен начин, и да гарантира, че тези буферни зони са категорична 
(ясна) част от новия план за управление; 
7. Също така, моли, държава - членка, да представи за преглед в Центъра за световно
наследство, три печатни и електронни копия на новия план за управление веднага след 
като е достъпен; 
8. Допълнително изисква от държава - членка, да представи в Центъра за световно
наследство, до 1 февруари 2013 г., доклад за консервационното състояние на обекта, 
включително потвърждение, че няма последващо развитие на съоръжения за ски спорт 
в границите на обекта, както и доклад за постигнатия напредък по изпълнението на 
препоръките на мисията, с цел разглеждането им от Комитета за световно наследство 
на 37-та му сесия през 2013 г. 
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boundaries for enforcement, and impacts and mitigation from construction of the 
Huay Samong Dam,  

e) Strengthen efforts in implementing the Management Plan for Dong Phayayen –
Khao Yai Forest Complex, including an updated and revised plan for the complex
that involves and encourages cooperation and coordination of all relevant
ministries and agencies, and stakeholders at both national and local levels,

f) Develop and implement a detailed, integrated, extensive and long-term tourism
management plan that includes actions to address the current impacts from high
intensive tourism and encourages them to submit a request for International
Assistance to the Committee to support the development of the tourism plan,

g) Consider a detailed management related zoning plan for the property, to ensure
core areas of habitat are identified and provided with increased levels of
protection, including designation of an appropriate buffer zone around the
property to ensure protection against adjacent developments;

6. Considers that cattle grazing in the property represents a serious concern, and that
the on-going encroachment of the property has not yet been adequately addressed,
and encourages the State Party to secure the appropriate high-level political support
to tackle these threats;

7. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1
February 2013, an updated and detailed report on the state of conservation of the
property, including a report on the progress achieved in the implementation of the
2012 mission recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at
its 37th session in 2013, when the Committee should also consider the need for a
further reactive monitoring mission, and the possible inscription of the property
on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA 

18. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225)

Decision: 36 COM 7B.18 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,

2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.21 adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),

3. Takes note of conclusion of the World Heritage Centre / IUCN monitoring mission that
the recent capacity upgrades of ski facilities undertaken in the buffer zone of the
property do not appear to have negatively impacted the Outstanding Universal Value
of the property, and requests the State Party to ensure developments in the buffer
zone are assessed to ensure that they do not create impacts on the property;

4. Notes with concern the reported plans to expand new ski zones into the property,
including the proposed reopening of the Tzarna Mogila ski lift and ski run, and
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reiterates its position that if any additional development of ski facilities, ski runs, or 
associated infrastructure within the property are undertaken, the conditions for 
inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger will be fulfilled; 

5. Urges the State Party to ensure, including through provisions in the new
Management Plan, that no further areas within the property, outside the already
excluded areas, are permitted for ski or other similar high-impact developments;

6. Requests the State Party to implement the recommendations of the 2011 joint World
Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property, in particular:

a) ensure effective wider regional planning for economic development, and ensure
that no developments that exceed the capacity of the area are permitted,

b) promote and implement the 2010 strategy for sustainable nature tourism as a
viable alternative to ski-based tourism development,

c) clearly demarcate, communicate and maintain the boundaries of the property as
defined in Decision 34 COM 8B.5, using ascertained Global Positioning System
(GPS) measurements, and ensure that these boundaries are respected,

d) put in place processes to monitor the impacts of the ski and other activities within
the buffer zone on the surrounding property, in order to ensure that they do not
negatively impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and put in
place sufficient legal, contractual or other administrative arrangements to ensure
that the Pirin National Park Directorate can influence the use and environmental
impact of the chalets owned by the Bulgarian Tourism Union,

e) ensure that the implementation of restoration measures are strictly supervised
and monitored by the Pirin National Park Directorate in accordance with
conditions in the Territorial Arrangement Plan (TAP), Environmental Impact
Assessments or any other subsequent administrative decisions,

f) expedite the process and make available sufficient resources to ensure that the
new Management Plan of the property is completed and approved on time for its
implementation immediately after the current Management Plan ceases being in
effect in 2013,

g) prepare detailed “Tourism Implementation Plans” for the Bansko and Dobrinishte
buffer zones, consolidating existing, approved and envisaged plans in a
transparent manner, and ensure that these buffer zone areas are explicit parts of
the new Management Plan;

7. Also requests the State Party to provide to the World Heritage Centre, as soon as it is
available, three printed and electronic copies of the new Management Plan for
review;

8. Further requests that the State Party submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1
February 2013, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including
confirmation that no further ski development has been or will be permitted within the
property, and a report on progress achieved in the implementation of the mission’s
recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 37th
session in 2013.
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Решение: 37 COM 7B.17 от 37-та сесия на КНС (2013 г.) 

Комитетът за световно наследство, 
1. След разглеждане на документа WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
2. Припомняйки Решение 36 COM 7B.18, прието на 36-та сесия на КСН (Санкт
Петербург, 2012 г.), 
3. Отбелязва, че предложеното изменение на плана за управление на Национален парк
«Пирин», което ще позволи по-нататъшното развитие на ски спорт в рамките на 
буферната зона на обекта, е в процес на разглеждане от страна на държавата - членка; 
4. Изисква от държавата-членка да гарантира, че предложеното изменение е в
съответствие със Стратегията за развитие на устойчив туризъм от 2010 г, както и да 
въведе подходящи механизми за наблюдение върху въздействието на ски спорта и 
други дейности в буферната зона върху ОСН, както беше поискано от Комитета и 
мониторинговата мисия (2011г.), преди одобряването на предложеното изменение; 
5. Също така изисква, от държавата да извърши стратегическа екологична оценка за
развитието на буферната зона, включително и да проведе консултации със 
заинтересованите страни, и настоява държавата да гарантира, че тези предложения 
няма да се окажат отрицателно въздействие върху изключителната световна значимост 
на обекта и по-специално върху неговата цялост; 
6. Отново заявява своето искане към държавата-членка, да потвърди, че няма да
допусне по-нататъшно развитие на ски спорт в обекта и припомня позицията си, че в 
случай на допълнително развитие на ски съоръжения, ски писти, или асоциирани 
инфраструктура в обекта, това ще бъде основание за включването му в Списъка на 
застрашеното световно наследство; 
7. Настоява държавата да ускори изпълнението на препоръките от съвместната
мониторингова мисия на Секретариата и IUCN в обекта на световното наследство, 
които не са били изпълнени изцяло към днешна дата; 
8. Също така, изисква от държавата членка да представи на Центъра за световно
наследство, до 1 февруари 2014 г., доклад за консервационното състояние на обекта, 
както и за изпълнението на горните изисквания, за разглеждане от Комитета за 
световно наследство на 38-та му сесия през 2014 година. 
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buffer zone of the property, but further notes that water quality within the property is 
reported to be well within national standards; 

7. Also urges the State Party to ensure that visitor regulations are effectively enforced to
limit impacts from tourists in key areas in order to reduce visitor pressure on the
property’s Outstanding Universal Value whilst enhancing visitor’s quality experience;

8. Requests the State Party to invite an IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property
before the 38th session of the Committee in 2014, in order to assist the State Party
with the design of an action plan for the implementation of an integrated management
of the property and its buffer zone and assess progress in the implementation of the
recommendations made by the Committee at its 33rd (Seville, 2009) and 35th
(UNESCO, 2011) sessions;

9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February
2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including a report on the
outcome of the Management Effectiveness Evaluation for the property, for examination
by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.

EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA 

17. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225)

Decision:    37 COM 7B.17 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,

2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.18 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg,
2012), 

3. Notes that a proposed amendment to the management plan of Pirin National Park
which would allow further skiing developments within the buffer zone of the property, is
currently under consideration by the State Party;

4. Requests the State Party to ensure that the proposed amendment is in line with the
2010 Strategy for Sustainable Nature Tourism and that an appropriate monitoring
mechanism is put in place, as requested by the Committee and the 2011 Reactive
monitoring mission, before approval of the proposed amendment;

5. Also requests the State Party to undertake a Strategic Environmental Assessment of
the development of the buffer zone, including consultations with stakeholders, and
urges the State Party to ensure that these proposals will not negatively impact the
Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) and in particular the integrity of the property;

6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to confirm that no further ski development
inside the property will be permitted and recalls its position that if any additional
development of ski facilities, ski runs, or associated infrastructure within the property
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are undertaken, the conditions for inscription of the property on the List of World 
Heritage in Danger will be fulfilled; 

7. Urges the State Party to expedite the implementation of the outstanding
recommendations of the 2011 joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring
mission to the property which have not been fully implemented to date;

8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February
2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of
the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in
2014. 

18. Gros-Morne National Park (Canada) (N 419)

Decision:  37 COM 7B.18  

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,

2. Notes with serious concern the plans to drill and hydraulically fracture (frack) three
onshore-to-offshore test wells in the immediate vicinity of the property which could
impact the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) and in particular the integrity of the
property as a result of pollution, industrial infrastructure and shocks to geological
formations;

3. Urges the State Party to complete the Environmental Impact Assessment process to
review the potential impacts on the OUV of the property and to submit a copy of the
EIA to the World Heritage Centre, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational
Guidelines, prior to making any decisions that would be difficult to reverse;

4. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive
monitoring mission to the property to assess these risks;

5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February
2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, including the
conclusions of the environmental assessment process, for consideration by the World
Heritage Committee at its 38th Session in 2014.

19. Gulf of Porto: Calanche of Piana, Gulf of Girolata, Scandola Reserve (France) (N
258) 

Decision: 37 COM 7B.19 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
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Комитетът за световно наследство 
1. След като разгледа документа WHC-14/38.COM/7B ,
2. Припомняйки Решение 37 COM 7B.17, приета на 37-мата сесия (Пном Пен, 2013 г.),
3. Отбелязва информацията, предоставена от държавата - членка, че последващо
развитие в буферната зона на обекта може да бъде разгледано в рамките на новия план 
за управление на Национален парк Пирин, като с оглед на потенциалните въздействия 
върху изключителното световно значение на обекта, моли държавата -членка, да 
осигури новият план за управление на НП Пирин да бъде предмет на екологична 
оценка преди приемането му, в съответствие с Директивата на Европейския съюз за 
стратегическа екологична оценка, директивата на ЕС за местообитанията, както и 
кратките указания на Международния съюз за защита на природата (IUCN) за 
извършване на ОВОС на обекти на световното наследство; 
4. Също така, моли държавата-членка, да ускори изпълнението на препоръките от
съвместна мисия на Центъра по световно наследство и IUCN от 2011 г., които все още 
не са изпълнени и по-специално да завърши процеса на маркиране на границите на 
обекта на световното наследство и на буферната му зона; 
5. Също така, моли държавата, да представи в Центъра за световно наследство от 01
декември 2015 г. актуализиран доклад за състоянието на НП „Пирин“ като Обект на 
световното наследство, включително и резюме от една страница относно изпълнението 
на горепосочените искания (на Комитета), за разглеждане от Комитета за световно 
наследство на неговата 40-та сесия през 2016 година. 
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72. Ha Long Bay (Viet Nam) (N 672bis)

Decision: 38 COM 7B.72 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,

2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.16, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),

3. Commends the State Party for comprehensively addressing the conservation issues
previously identified by the Committee, and welcomes the satisfactory progress made
in finding effective solutions, related to industrial developments outside the property,
population growth inside the property, aquaculture activities, tourism pressure and
visitor management, and development of the Cua Van Cultural Centre;

4. Also welcomes the intention of the State Party to evaluate the management
effectiveness of the property and establish an integrated management system;

5. Requests the State Party to implement all the recommendations of the 2013 IUCN
reactive monitoring mission, and in particular to strengthen the administrative capability
of the Ha Long Bay Management Department by allowing it a greater degree of
independence, authority, and decision-making power in conducting its day-to-day
management and enforcement roles and responsibilities;

6. Encourages the State Party to further strengthen its efforts toward ensuring that tourist
visitor pressure in the property continues to be reduced to a level that is compatible
with the long-term conservation of the property and, also encourages the State Party to
increase the contribution of tourism revenue to the Ha Long Bay Management
Department, including from tourism operator concession fees;

7. Urges the State Party to continue its efforts to ensure that the floating villages can be
sustainably managed without pressure on the Outstanding Universal Value of the
property;

8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December
2016, a progress report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the implementation
of the above.

EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA 

73. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225)

Decision: 38 COM 7B.73 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
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2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.17, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),

3. Notes the information provided by the State Party that further developments in the
buffer zone of the property could be considered within the new management plan for
Pirin National Park, and given the potential impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value
(OUV) of the property, requests the State Party to ensure that the new management
plan is subject to Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) prior to being adopted, in
line with the European Union (EU) SEA Directive, the EU Habitat Directive, and IUCN’s
World Heritage Advice Note on Environmental Assessment;

4. Also requests the State Party to expedite the implementation of the recommendations
of the 2011 joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission which have
not yet been implemented, in particular to complete the process of the demarcation of
the boundaries of the property, including its buffer zone;

5. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1
December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the
state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above requests, for
examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 40th session in 2016.

74. Gros-Morne National Park (Canada) (N 419)

Decision: 38 COM 7B.74 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,

2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.18, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),

3. Welcomes the decision taken by the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador not to
accept applications for petroleum exploration using hydraulic fracturing until a full
review of the process is completed, as well as the decision by the joint federal-
provincial Canada – Newfoundland and Labrador Offshore Petroleum Board to reject
the extension of the Exploration License adjacent to the property;

4. Notes that the reactive monitoring mission requested by the World Heritage Committee
at its 37th session has not been carried out as the State Party, the World Heritage
Centre and IUCN considered the mission not necessary in the current circumstances,
in particular in view of the moratorium on acceptance of applications for petroleum
exploration using hydraulic fracturing;

5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN
reactive monitoring mission to the property, if the moratorium on acceptance of
applications for petroleum exploration in the vicinity of the property is discontinued
without putting in place other appropriate measures for maintaining the Outstanding
Universal Value (OUV) of the property;

6. Requests the State Party to complete the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)
process, to review the potential impacts on the VUE of the property and to submit a
copy of the SEA to the World Heritage Centre, prior to making any decisions that would
be difficult to reverse, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
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The Committee is requested to take note of the report of the UNESCO-IUCN joint 
mission to Pirin National Park, Bulgaria, 11-16 February 2002, and to review the 
conclusions and recommendations of the mission contained in section II. F of this 
document under item 21 of the Provisional Agenda (State of conservation of properties 
inscribed on the World Heritage List, working document WHC-02/CONF.202/17). 
Furthermore, the Committee may wish to review the recommendations by the 26th 
session of the World Heritage Bureau (working document WHC-02/CONF.202/2) 
concerning the site. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Following repeated concerns expressed by Bulgarian NGOs for potential threats from a 
proposed new Ski Development Project in Pirin World Heritage site (WHS) and 
additional information provided by IUCN and Minister Dolores Arsenova, Environment 
and Water (MoEW) and at the invitation of the Minister (MoEW), with the 
authorization of the twenty-fifth session of the Committee, Helsinki, a 
UNESCO/WHC–IUCN Mission was sent to Bulgaria 11-16 February 2002. 
 
The Mission observed that the potential threats to World Heritage values preceded the 
current development proposal and began with inscription of the site (1983) with 
omission of key nomination documents including legal boundary maps and 
management plans. Subsequently, the development of a ski area within the WHS (1986) 
authorized prior to inscription, but constructed without the consideration or review of 
the Committee or Advisory Body further accentuated the situation. Recent procedures 
and precautions taken by MoEW required under Bulgarian Protected Area law for the 
proposed expanded ski development project including public hearings, Environmental 
Impact Assessment and review by the High Expert Ecological Council have been 
upheld through the appeals filed by local NGOs to the Supreme Administrative Court. 
Gateway communities are in favor of the development project as a potential source of 
employment and income for an otherwise economically depressed region.  
 
In perspective, the new ski development project footprint appears to include a relatively 
minor new forest disturbance (29.71 Ha) for ski runs and facilities within the existing 
ski development area  (818.46 Ha). A new all-season cable lift to transport skiers and 
visitors to and from the nearby town Bansko is proposed with the desirable elimination 
of motor vehicle access to the area. Re-forestation and other remediation measures with 
the removal of facilities and equipment is proposed by the project for the recovery of 
abandoned activity areas (21 Ha); natural reforestation is already taking place on 
abandoned ski runs with modest gradients. With effective management, controls and 
enforcement and without additional intensive use or development beyond that proposed, 
anticipated increases in visitor use should not exceed acceptable limits of change or 
further adversely impact World Heritage values. However, remedial actions are 
required to further assure World Heritage values of Pirin WHS can be protected. Such 
remedial actions should include developing effective management controls as well as 
the reforestation efforts proposed in the new project. The ski development area in Pirin 
WHS is modest in comparison to existing ski development in World Heritage Sites in 
Canada, USA, New Zealand and elsewhere in Europe, but it should not be ignored that 
the area is valued for high endemism and speciation requiring cautious and best 
management practice standards. It is further noted that ski development expansion has 
not been permitted in other World Heritage Sites once the area has be inscribed on the 
World Heritage List. A variety of other adverse issues of management concern will be 
addressed in the new management plan being prepared under the Bulgarian-Swiss 
Management Plan project. Delays in completion of this management plan warrant the 
preparation of an “Interim Plan” to guide development and management through the 
new project development phase and to assure management controls are in place upon its 
completion.  
 
The State Party has stated that it recognizes the immediate need to address the original 
nomination deficiencies and has agreed to take the necessary appropriate actions and 
provide additional information. Pending and contingent upon the receipt of: (a) An 
accurate boundary map of Pirin WHS (1983) showing the existing and proposed ski 
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development areas; (b) An “Interim” Management Plan indicating the intent of MoEW 
with respect to management objectives, development, management, staffing, visitor use 
and presentation compatible with best practice and protective of World Heritage values; 
and, (c) The creation of a Scientific Advisory Body for Pirin WHS as indicated in the 
nomination:  
 
It is recommended that decisions regarding Pirin WHS be deferred until the anticipated 
material is received and reviewed.  
 
Should this material not be received in a timely manner (prior to the 26th session of the 
Committee), it is recommended that the Committee consider Pirin WHS under Potential 
Threat in terms of the Operational Guidelines (para 83 (ii- a, b, d) and inscribe Pirin 
WHS on the World Heritage In Danger List. 
 
It is recommended that due consideration and preparatory assistance be given to the 
State Party to nominate an extended and modified boundary of Pirin WHS to further 
protect and manage possible World Heritage values omitted in the original nomination 
should it be requested. Further, it is recommended that requests for training assistance 
be favorably considered to assure staff capability is adequate to effectively implement 
the forthcoming complete Bulgarian–Swiss Biodiversity Conservation Project 
Management Plan in accordance with World Heritage best practice standards.  
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I. Mission Background 
 
Although authorized in the Pirin Forest Management Plan (1983), the specific 
construction of a hotel and development of an 818.46 Ha winter sports zone in the 
Vihren Valley above the Municipality of Bansko and within Pirin WHS was first noted 
in the ninth session of the Committee, 1985. That development was completed in 
compliance with existing Bulgarian legal requirements (1986) without further comment 
by the Advisory Body or the Committee.  
 
The Bulgarian authorities informed the Secretariat and the twenty-fourth session of the 
Committee of the decision to approve a modification of the existing ski development 
area in accordance with Bulgarian Protected Area Law (1999). The Committee 
requested further clarification of the situation and additional information. The Bulgarian 
authorities responded to this request 12 September 2001. 
 
The twenty-fifth session of the Committee reviewed the concerns for Pirin National 
Park including the elaboration on the proposed ski development expansion project 
provided by the Ministry for Environment and Water (MoEW), the additional concerns 
expressed by a consortium of NGOs and the accompanying IUCN comments. Upon 
noting remaining concerns over the possibility of continued incremental development, 
and in response to the invitation of Minister Dolores Arsenova (12/9/01), the 
Committee authorized an UNESCO-IUCN Mission to review the situation as quickly as 
possible. The Mission Team of R.C. Milne (Chief of Mission) and Dr. Gerhard Heiss 
(IUCN) was organized to visit Bulgaria 11-16 February 2002. 
 
II. Mission Report 
 
A. Ressource Description. 
 
1. Management of Forests.  Pirin National Park is covered with 17,209 Ha of 
forest corresponding to 42.7% of its territory. The dominant tree species include 
Macedonian pine (31.5%), Scotch pine (30.1%), Norway spruce (13.8%), common 
silver fir (7.1%), common beech (6.7%), Austrian pine (5.3%), and Bosnian pine 
(5.2%). Approximately 2,000 Ha are old growth forests with stands over 140 years in 
age: 75% of old growth forests consist of Macedonian (1,100 Ha) and Bosnian pine 
(375 Ha). These old growth forests are mainly preserved within the former Strict Nature 
Reserves of Bayuvi Doupki-Dzhindzhiritsa (2,859 Ha) and Yulen (3,156 Ha). In the 
latter areas, minor variations of size are noted in various references. In particular in 
Bayuvi Doupki-Dzhindzhiritsa, Macedonian and Bosnian pine reach their maximum 
heights with individuals up to 45 m high (26 m Bosnian pine) and 500 years in age 
(1,100 years Bosnian pine). While Bayuvi Doupki-Dzhindzhiritsa has already existed 
(combined into a single reserve in 1979 from three separated parts) at the date of the 
World Heritage nomination, establishment of Yulen Strict Nature Reserve took place in 
1994. Bayuvi Doupki-Dzhindzhiritsa is completely enclosed within the boundaries of 
the WHS, whereas Yulen is only partly included (detailed area figures are not 
available). 
 
Macedonian and Bosnian pine represent the most important and conspicuous tree 
species of the WHS. Both species are endemic for the Balkans, but can be found 
elsewhere in other reserves in the Balkans as well. Besides Pirin National Park, 
Macedonian pine is protected in the Central Balkan National Park  (Bulgaria) and 
Pelister National Park (Macedonia). Bosnian pine is protected additionally in Olympos 
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National Park (Greece) and Vicos Aoos National Park (Greece). However, Pirin WHS 
protects the largest Macedonian pine forest of all protected areas and Bayuvi Doupki-
Dzhindzhiritsa contains the largest individual trees of this species. Also Bosnian pine 
reaches its largest dimensions within the Pirin WHS (26 m high, over 1,000 years old). 
Natural forest dynamics without human interference (besides suppression of fires) are 
required for strict nature reserves Bayuvi Doupki-Dzhindzhiritsa and Yulen only (about 
one third of the forest area of the WHS). As a remnant of management under the Forest 
Board (park management was separated out from the Forest Board in 1999), human 
interference continues within the majority of forest stands. In particular extraction of 
snags and dead timber represent a serious impact on biodiversity of fauna (snag-
dependant bird species and saproxylic invertebrates) and flora (saprophytic fungi, 
mosses, lichens). 

 
2. Boundary. The Pirin WHS boundary has been a persistent cause for 
uncertainty since inscription (1983). Without a clearly defined and accurate WHS 
boundary map in the nomination materials, or visible boundary demarcation on the 
ground, areas of particular sensitivity or possible encroachment and development have 
been problematic since inscription. The site inscribed (est. 26,479.8 Ha) appears to 
have been primarily a highly dissected cluster of two larger areas including the strict 
nature reserve of Bayuvi Dupki-Dzindziritza (2900 Ha) and Vikheren Peoples Park  
(6736 Ha) and five smaller protected forest areas. The boundary was reviewed  (1986) 
with minor measurement corrections resulting in an area of 27,442.9 Ha, which 
appears to be the corrected and actual area of the Pirin WHS.  

 
The development of original 818.46 Ha ski zone (1986) as authorized in the operative 
Forest Management Plan, nearly divided the WHS in half with possible adverse 
impact on species exchange between the two areas and introduced a significantly 
higher and more complex level of management requirements. Within this ski zone, 
99.55 Ha were highly disturbed with the placement of ski runs, facilities and 
equipment. The Pirin management and protected area (not the WHS) was expanded to 
40,066.7 Ha in 1987 without further World Heritage consideration at that time. This 
appears to have been an oversight on the part of the State Party with a 
misunderstanding on Convention requirements for WHS expansion The Committee 
was then informed (1992) by the Bulgarian authorities of possible extensive boundary 
expansions into a trans-boundary area with Greece, but again no such nomination was 
forthcoming. Subsequent boundary modifications and the promulgation of the 
Bulgarian Protected Area Law (1999) resulted in the current Pirin National Park with 
an area of 40,332.4 Ha under the direct authority of MoEW. The authorities did not 
pursue a concurrent WHS boundary expansion proposal at that time. 
 
At the time of the nomination, the Forest Management Plan in effect for Pirin had 
been prepared for a larger forest utilization scheme under the direction of the Forestry 
Committee and included the ski zone and hotel development within the WHS. The 
plan was not re-adjusted in light of World Heritage inscription.  
 
The new ski zone proposed in the approved Territorial Development Plan (TDP) is for 
an overall total area of 1474.62 Ha, but includes portions of the Municipality of 
Bansko outside the WHS for the terminus of the proposed all-season Cabin Lift. With 
this in mind, this development proposal does not appear to expand significantly on the 
existing development footprint, nor the zone of previous influence within the WHS. 
New construction of ski runs, facilities or equipment in the WHS is restricted to 29.71 
Ha of new forest clearing beyond the original 99.5 Ha ski development footprint. The 
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new ski project proposal is additionally scheduled to reforest and reclaim 21 Ha of 
abandoned ski development area.   
 
Regardless of decisions concerning the legal boundary of the Pirin WHS, a clear and 
visible boundary demarcation both on maps and on the ground is required for 
effective resource protection and management.    
 
B. Management and Integrity of Pirin World Heritage Site. 
 
1. Staffing Capacity and Capabilities. The nomination of Pirin WHS (1983) 
indicated that under pre-development conditions, the growth of management staff was 
expected to exceed 50 persons. During the 1992 IUCN assessment, it was noted that 
the staffing remained at the nomination level of 31. This is has been now increased to 
the current level of 41 with five Chief Rangers to direct protection and enforcement 
activities and six science/technical specialists, but remains well below what was 
indicated in the nomination, or that estimated as required to effectively manage, 
protect and present World Heritage values. Increased winter and summer visitation 
can be anticipated in light of the proposed development. It appears desirable and 
necessary to increase both staffing capacity and capabilities with additional training to 
cope with increased visitation, the extended use seasons, resource management 
requirements and World Heritage Site responsibilities 

  
The creation of the Scientific Advisory Body for Pirin as called for in the WH 
nomination would assist authorities to provide significant and objective guidance to 
site management personnel. The effectiveness of such scientific collaboration and 
capability is well demonstrated in the Srebarna WHS. Members of the Bulgarian 
Academy of Sciences are best qualified to assume this role.   

 
2. Park Management. Park management does not address specific WHS values 
of outstanding international significance, nor does it appear to address additional 
requirements of the World Heritage Convention. This may be underlined by:  
 
-  Boundaries of the National Park and the WHS do not coincide.  Specific WHS 
indications are missing on maps and in the landscape, which define the difference 
between the park and the designated WHS.   

 
- Staffing required to manage Pirin NP does not reflect additional specific staffing and 
funding considerations for the research, monitoring, protection and presentation of 
WHS within the park. Neither the staff level of 41 persons nor current budget (in 2001 
about 375,000 Leva/$166,000 USD for staff/operational costs and about 200,000 
Leva/$88,000 USD for investments) were designed to consider the international 
significance of Pirin National Park in relationship to other Bulgarian national parks and 
protected areas. Without strengthened management capability and capacity, the integrity 
of the WHS is at risk.  
 
3. MoEW Identified Management Issues.  Management for Pirin 
National Park in general and the WHS in particular is faced with many challenges. 
Contrary to the World Conservation Monitoring Centre’s (WCMC) most recent Pirin 
data sheet (1992), the Mission did not consider current management structure and 
efforts as particularly effective. The Pirin WHS (and the National Park) lacks an 
appropriate Management Plan to establish management priorities, guide decision-
making and to maintain the integrity of World Heritage values. The Director of the 
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National Nature Protection Service (MoEW) identified the following unresolved 
management issues, which he defined as “threats”. This list is not in order of priority 
and most if not all issues reflect deficiencies in staffing capacity, lack of effective 
implementation of an appropriate Management Plan and ineffective enforcement of 
existing regulations. 
 
The Mission accepts MoEW’s list of “threats” as probable given the circumstances 
faced by MoEW in implementing a new regime of area reclassification and conversion 
from forest management to the relatively unfamiliar National Park status under the 
Protected Areas Law (1999) and related staffing capacity limitations: 

 
3.1. Uncontrolled Tourism and Camping. With expected increases in both 
winter and summer use of Pirin, a variety of control measures are required to mitigate 
adverse visitor impacts. The establishment of standards for limits to acceptable change 
in areas of concentrated use (winter use areas, trails, shelters and huts and in areas of 
particularly sensitivity) is required. Information and signage programmes are necessary. 
A visitor-use permit system is recommended for hikers and campers. The visible 
presence of a well-trained and distinctly uniformed ranger force would assist in the 
enforcement of related visitor-use regulations.  

 
3.2. Sewage and Waste Water Pollution. Of particular concern was sewage 
water and waste disposal in areas of winter-use concentration. The focal point of ski-
tourist attraction in the Bansko ski-zone provides at present only one toilet for as many 
as 2,000 people per day. Sewage seeps untreated into the ground and possibly water 
systems. The TDP calls for improvement of this present situation for those facilities and 
installations for which the Yulen Society (concessionaire of facilities and installations) 
will be responsible. However, there are other buildings in private hands (hotels and 
restaurants) and shelters scattered throughout the WHS where sewage water and waste 
problems exist. According to information provided by the Bulgarian Swiss Biodiversity 
Management Plan Project Team, treatment/disposal systems are entirely lacking.  

 
3.3. Unregulated grazing. Domestic stock and illegal fires started by 
shepherds for enlargement of grazing grounds must be considered as serious impacts for 
the natural values of the WHS. Official publications of MoEW show photos of 
extensive summer grazing grounds around Vihren Mountain within the WHS. 
However, most of the traditional pastoral grounds are located on the southern slopes of 
the range outside the existing WHS, but are part of the Pirin National Park. This should 
be closely taken into consideration if the State Party nominates an enlargement of the 
existing WHS.  
 
3.4. Illegal Tree Harvest, Fires and Poaching.  Threats of illegal tree 
cuttings occur in the Razlog municipality of the WHS (northwestern part) within the 
boundaries of the WHS. The Bayuvi Doupki-Dzhindzhiritsa strict nature reserve 
appears to extend down to the bottom of the valley in this municipality and offer easy 
access for potential offenders. Most cutting to date appears to have been carried out 
outside the WHS. Only a few single trees appear to have been cut within the estimated 
boundaries of the WHS. However, the threat for further illegal activity will increase in 
the near future due to the progression of alleged illegal overexploitation of stands 
outside the WHS. According to the park staff, inadequate equipment, enforcement and 
cooperation among local authorities (Forest Commission, Police) impede prosecution. 
Apprehending offenders is difficult with current staffing. Offenders are not usually 
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convicted unless they are caught in the act and the courts have been lenient with 
convicted violators. 
 
Fire management in general poses a concern to the management staff. Illegal burning 
of meadows for expanded grazing, visitor started fires and spontaneous fires started 
by lightning all place demands on the management staff beyond current fire control 
capacities. Emergency response guidelines do not appear to be in place and fire 
fighting per se is dependant primarily on volunteer efforts with little or no equipment 
beyond hand tools.   
 
Hunting and carrying firearms in the park are strictly forbidden. However, the poaching 
of “trophy” animals such as chamois allegedly takes place. Enforcement of such 
regulations is difficult in the mountainous terrain and requires additional special 
attention of park staff, law enforcement officials and the judicial system. 

 
3.5. Reforestation with inappropriate plant species.    Although under the 
control of the Park Management staff, the reforestation of disturbed areas with 
inappropriate plant species was identified by MoEW as a threat of concern. The 
Mission was informed that nursery grown tree species suitable for replanting in the 
WHS were available and would be used in the future. Clearly replanting efforts by the 
responsible parties should use only species typically found in the adjacent undisturbed 
forest. 
 
 
 
 
4. Additional Management and Integrity Issues. The Mission identified the 
additional following management issues not specified by MoEW: 
 
4.1. Inappropriate Management Plans.  The Pirin Peoples Park was 
established in 1963 under the management authority of the Forest Committee. A 
succession of traditional forest management plans followed. Approved Forest 
Management Plans date from 1983 and 1993. Although the Mission was not able to 
read these Bulgarian multi-volume texts of previous plans, the figures and tables could 
be easily interpreted as addressing typical issues of commercial forest harvest: Forest 
cover was detailed in cubic meters and one volume consisted largely of the construction 
of feeding facilities for deer and equipment placement. After nearly forty years since 
establishment of the park and nearly twenty years since World Heritage nomination, the 
Bulgarian Swiss Biodiversity Management Plan Project will prepare the first 
management plan designed to conserve and present natural values in accordance with 
accepted national and international standards for National Parks. However, the 
management plan draft as now outlined appears to only superficially consider World 
Heritage Site status and criteria and is not scheduled for completion until after key 
management and development decisions will be taken by MoEW. After approval, it 
should be closely observed if the management plan is effectively implemented. The 
preparation and submission of an “interim” Management Plan to reflect the MoEW 
intent and direction for addressing World Heritage issues has been suggested and is 
under consideration.  
 
4.2. Development of Ski-zones in Other Municipalities. The Bansko ski-
zone within the Territorial Development Plan (TDP) was the primary focus of the 
UNESCO-IUCN Mission. However, the Bansko ski-zone is not the only ski zone 
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within the boundaries of the WHS. Since inscription in 1983, ski-zones have been 
developed in the municipalities of Dobrinisthe and Razlog. The construction of the 
latter (ski-zone Kulinoto) was approved in 1996 and boundaries of the Pirin Park and 
the WHS were changed at that time to accommodate that development. According to 
information of the park staff, that excised area covers about 50 ha. The ski-zone of 
Dobrinisthe now provides a ski lift of about 3 km in length. Three quarters of this ski 
run is within the WHS. Limited time did not permit the Mission to inspect this 
development site. The designated WHS appears to be within the jurisdictions of four 
other municipalities. If increasing income for the local people by development of ski-
zones is one of the primary management objectives of the Pirin National Park and the 
WHS respectively, it seems likely that municipalities with no or minor ski-zone at 
present will seek approval for additional ski development in the future. Clearly this 
would directly cause the continued erosion of World Heritage values. 

 
The Bulgarian Academy of Science and NGOs expressed concerns that the proposed 
Bansko ski-zone plans will set a precedent on which ski-zone development plans of 
other municipalities will follow. Those fears can be well understood considering the 
creation of several ski-zones and their permanent intensification since the WH 
nomination in 1983. The arguments proposed by development supporters during the 
Mission (high bed capacity in Bansko needs adequate capacity of skiing facilities) 
justify this concern. A regional development plan integrating all participating 
municipalities of the national park and focused on protection and preservation of Pirin’s 
national and international values does not exist. The evident consequence could be an 
uncontrolled and unregulated competition among municipalities for establishing the 
most attractive tourist facilities. 
 
4.3. Construction of buildings in the Banderitsa Valley (Municipality of 
Bansko, TDP-area).  The Mission was informed that allegedly “illegal” 
buildings were located on the road from Bansko to the Bansko ski-zone within the 
WHS. The Mission observed several buildings within the WHS, but was unable to 
determine the dates of construction, or if they are “illegal” or not. 
 
4.4. Uncontrolled Skiers.  Uncontrolled off-piste downhill skiers and snow 
boarders short cut through sensitive dwarf mountain pine stands at the higher elevations 
of the Bansko ski-zone up to Todorka peak. Designated pistes cut through stands of 
dwarf mountain pine as well. The Mission observed that skiers using the chair lift do 
not always run down on the piste, but short cut off-piste damaging the dwarf pines 
exposed above the receding snow levels. More clearly defined ski runs and controls are 
required to minimize adverse impacts on sensitive resources. 

 
4.5. Scientific Research, Data Collection and Monitoring.  As with 
many nature reserves in Bulgaria, a wealth of detailed scientific information and data is 
available for interpretation and application to management. However, on-going 
research, systematic data collection and monitoring in Pirin is sporadic at best and does 
not address the priority ecological issues required by management. The capacity to 
objectively interpret and apply existing scientific data to management situations does 
not appear to be present in the park staff.  Although called for by the State Party in the 
nomination of Pirin, a Scientific Advisory Body to guide WHS management decisions 
is not yet established. Stronger collaboration with the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences 
for this purpose is urged. Assistance from this Scientific Advisory Body would be 
required to address both additional broader long term “threats” identified by MoEW 
involving global climate change, ozone depletion, transboundary air and water pollution 
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and more localized changes in the ecosystem caused by visitor use (eg. wet meadows) 
and/or other anthropogenic disturbances.  

 
4.6. Presentation, Public Information and Environmental Education.   No 
identification of Pirin World Heritage Site inscription was observed on-site, or in the 
information brochures available in the town of Bansko. Public information available 
was focused on ski facilities, hotels and restaurants. Neither the presentation of World 
Heritage status nor values appear to be present.  However, at least one schoolteacher 
was attempting to offer environmental education field trips into Pirin for her classes. 
Sadly, continuation of this apparently valuable programme for nature study and 
volunteer activity is unlikely without additional minimal external funds (2000 Lv/year) 
required for lunches and the programme will be terminated. Collaboration with the local 
private sector (hotel operators) to support school visits and information materials was 
encouraged.   
 
4.7. Volunteers.  A variety of on-going activities are at least partially 
supported by local volunteers. The search and rescue requirements associated with 
winter use and ski patrol are a volunteer effort. Fire fighting is dependant on volunteer 
cooperation. And as noted above, teachers attempt to carry out environmental education 
programmes, but lack necessary support and materials. 

  
  
C. Conservation Status of Pirin World Heritage Site.  
 
The inscription of Pirin on the World Heritage List (1983) under natural criteria (i),(ii) 
and (iii) appears to have occurred without support of clearly defined boundary map and 
in the absence of a management plan provided to the Advisory Body (IUCN) or the 
World Heritage Committee. The multi-volume 1982 Forest Management Plan for the 
area had the primary objective of forest harvest; it was in Bulgarian and not available 
for review. The property inscribed appears to have been an almost discontinuous series 
of woodlands and mountain topography including several relatively small strictly 
protected reserves divided by high mountain terrain within a designated forest 
management area. In the absence of appropriate support documents, the Committee 
would have found it difficult to fully visualize the precise property, which was to have 
been managed at World Heritage standards and to grasp the inherent management 
difficulties to apply best practice to this property to maintain World Heritage values.   
 
Prior to inscription, the Committee was assured in the Pirin nomination (1982) that 
staffing would be increased to provide adequate management capacity and that 
management would be assisted by a Scientific Advisory Body. Neither has been 
accomplished. Since that time, the legal situation regarding protected natural areas in 
Bulgaria has evolved to change the status of the inscribed Site (Protected Area Law, 
1999). The Pirin protected area was increased in size to 40,0066.7 Ha (1987), and the 
boundaries of the protected area (but not the World Heritage Site) were further 
adjusted to 40,332.4 Ha (1999). This larger protected natural area designated as Pirin 
National Park in 1999 and was placed under the new management mandates and 
requirements of the Protected Areas Law under the administration of MoEW at that 
time.  
 
Scheduled development took place in Pirin WHS without a detailed review by the 
Committee (99.55 Ha of access roads, parking, ski runs, facilities and equipment) 
within an 818.46 Ha ski zone) in 1986. By international standards, this existing 
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development is a modest ski area, which has never been fully operative due to 
recognized errors in planning and original placement of equipment and ski runs.   
 
Through time, a somewhat random accumulation of ski-related facilities (shops, ski 
instruction, search and rescue, first aid, restaurants) is now tightly clustered at the 
termination of the primary slope and chair lift. Some select structures are attractive 
and appropriate, but others lack design appeal, out of scale and most are obviously a 
matter of individual and unplanned effort. One oversized structure was expanded for 
overnight accommodation. Portable toilets are currently used in lieu of any operable 
permanent sanitary facilities and refuse is disposed of in part in the forest behind the 
structures. Questions have been raised about possible ground water contamination 
from human waste. Water quality data was not available for Mission review. An 
intensive clutter of temporary and incongruous commercial advertising signs fail to 
enhance the atmosphere. No presentation of World Heritage status was visible, nor 
were Pirin National Park personnel observed. The area could rather quickly be 
enhanced with the establishment and enforcement of developed area management 
standards. Despite expressed concerns for congestion in this area, it was observed that 
lift lines did not delay the weekday skiers, nor were the slopes particularly crowded. 
Effective management controls and oversight could expand the visitor use capacity 
within limits of acceptable change.       
 
The new ski development project within Pirin WHS proposal (1999) has undergone 
required Public Hearings, Public Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and High 
Expert Ecological Council (HEEC) review and been approved by the MoEW in 
accordance with Bulgarian law as determined through court adjudication. The MoEW 
resolution adopting an enhanced version of the proposed development plan was 
appealed to the Supreme Administrative Court of Bulgaria by a consortium of NGOs, 
but denied. Two separate additional appeals were made by NGOs against the 
resolution of MoEW based on the EIA, but denied by the three-member Supreme 
Administrative Court. The latter decision was then further appealed to the higher five-
member Council of the Supreme Administrative Court of Justice where it was again 
rejected. As the Mission was informed by MoEW, the latter Justice Council decision 
is final in the courts of Bulgaria, and further appeals on the legitimacy of the project 
implementation on the grounds cited appear unlikely. However, World Heritage 
Convention requirements and obligations do not appear to have been considered by 
the NGOs or by the MoEW during project planning, review or adjudication. A copy 
of the development proposal resume (November 2001) prepared by the developer 
(ULEN Corporation) is included in the Appendix of the Mission Report.  
 
D. Considerations. 

 
The issue of ski development within Pirin WHS appears to be well after-the-fact. The 
primary impact and disturbance from ski development occurred with the original 
development of the area (1986-7). The terms and conditions of the new proposal do 
not appear to create additional excessive impacts or to exceed tolerances of the area 
even with increased visitor use, if the development is well managed and if anticipated 
reforestation and site remediation is successful and auto traffic to the area is reduced.  
However, the possibility of further additional significant development at other sites in 
Pirin building on the precedent of the new proposal would be of significant concern. 
Additional substantive development involving land disturbance, substantial structures 
and/or overnight facilities would likely cause cumulative adverse impacts on World 
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Heritage values and assurances against such additional development should be sought 
from MoEW.   
 
Pirin gateway communities (primarily the Bansko Municipality and reportedly 
including Gotze Delchev, Sandanski, Kresna and Razlog) are in favour of the 
proposed enhancement of existing facilities as an anticipated expansion of income and 
employment opportunities in an otherwise economically depressed area. Additional 
tourist-related commercial infrastructure (hotels, restaurants etc) within the 
Municipality of Bansko is occurring in anticipation of increased Pirin visitation. 
Marketing studies or a regional economic analysis to support this investment and 
expectation were not available to the Mission Team although reference was made to a 
regional UNDP Tourist Development Study advocating diversified low impact 
ecotourism. The ski development proposal contains an all-season aerial cabin lift to 
transport Pirin visitors and skiers to and from the Pirin WHS development area from 
Bansko. With the related planned elimination of both visitor auto traffic to the 
development site and related parking facilities, the proposed cabin lift could reduce 
the impact of visitation in general. It is noted that significantly larger well-managed 
ski development areas with proportionally higher visitation currently operate within 
World Heritage Sites in Canada, the United States, New Zealand and elsewhere in 
Europe.   
 
Reforestation, equipment and facility removal and site-disturbance mitigation (21 Ha) is 
proposed for correcting previous development errors. Additional new forest disturbance 
included in the proposed development project appears to be relatively small (29.71Ha). 
Selective tree cutting required to open two new ski runs; the construction of new 
facilities and new equipment installation is to be contained within this latter 
development footprint. Additional disturbance may occur on another 9.27 Ha of higher 
elevation scree slopes within the development footprint. If remediation and reforestation 
are successful, the net disturbance of forest would be a minimal 4.25 Ha according to 
MoEW. 
 
Increased visitation anticipated with development will present increased MoEW 
management requirements necessary to assure the integrity of the WHS. In this regard, 
special attention to developing additional staff capacity and capability and management 
standards will be required. This may be partially achieved with new partnerships with 
the developer and nearby business establishments. There are ample opportunities to 
strengthen the protection of WHS values through increased collaboration with gateway 
communities and visitors with presentation materials, volunteer activities and specific 
projects.  
 
If WHS boundaries continue to remain obscure and un-delineated and if management 
capability is not demonstrated, World Heritage values and resource integrity will be in 
potential jeopardy. Without an approved and effectively implemented Management 
Plan providing clear direction to resource protection, acceptable use and presentation, 
the protection and integrity of World Heritage values cannot be assured. Either 
proposals for additional significant development zones within and/or immediately 
adjacent to the WHS, or the excision of the Bansko ski development area from the Pirin 
WHS would set an undesirable precedent for possible future adverse and unacceptable 
impacts with the erosion of World Heritage values. Low impact and effectively 
managed ecotourism under controlled circumstances would provide compatible 
alternatives in lieu of additional significant development. Further, as was noted by the 
fifteenth session of the Committee, the Bulgarian authorities were at that time 
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considering a “major expansion” of the Pirin WHS, and the Committee “…encouraged 
the Bulgarian authorities to proceed with the extension of Pirin and submit a nomination 
for the extension of the site.” (1992).        
 
E. In summary, many issues which constitute “Ascertained” or “Potential 
Threats” to Pirin WHS began with the inscription of the property without required 
support documents (boundary maps and management plan), continued with early 
development and have resurfaced with the expressed concerns of knowledgeable 
individuals and NGOs regarding the proposed additional ski development project. 
MoEW officials assured the Mission Team that the basic nomination deficiencies would 
be immediately remedied and the required documentation would be provided to the 
Committee for consideration. The receipt of these materials would provide the 
Committee with a more satisfactory basis for review and decision making with regard to 
the conservation status of Pirin WHS. The MoEW Minister and Director of NNPS have 
been advised of these requirements and concur with the need for rapid remedial action. 
 
Therefore:      

1. Pending and contingent on MoEW clarification and updating 
of recent details on the approved Ski Development Proposal 
and notice of the conclusion of appeal adjudication;  

2. Pending and contingent on receipt from MoEW of the precise 
WHS Boundary Map including details on the existing and 
proposed Ski Development Zone; 

3. Pending and contingent upon the receipt of an “Interim 
Swiss/Bulgarian Management Plan” as a preliminary official 
statement of intent for future management and pending the 
creation of a Scientific Advisory Body; and, 

4. Pending the possible receipt of the Pirin NP WHS Boundary 
Extension nomination indicated initially by  
Bulgarian authorities in 1992 and encouraged by the fifteenth 
session of the Committee together with elaborations to reflect 
the inclusion and management of possible World Heritage 
resources beyond the current Pirin National Park boundary: 

 
F.  Recommendations. 
 

It is recommended:  
1. That decisions regarding the status Pirin WHS be deferred until the 

twenty-sixth session of the Committee, pending receipt and satisfactory 
review of the MoEW submission of the remedial World Heritage 
nomination related materials and information. MoEW may request 
Preparatory Assistance for the preparation of Pirin WHS boundary 
expansion and adjustments. Such assistance is recommended as are 
additional World Heritage assistance requests for implementing the 
Management Plan (in preparation) and/or the Convention as may be 
required. This would be recommended as in the interests of 
strengthened conservation, management, protection and presentation of 
World Heritage Values in Bulgaria.  

 
2. In the event that the MoEW does not provide the agreed upon remedial 

supplemental materials and take the necessary actions prior to the 
twenty-sixth session of the World Heritage Committee Meeting 
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(Budapest, Hungary, June 2002), the Committee is advised that Pirin 
WHS unfortunately meets the conditions defined in the WHC/99/2 
Operational Guidelines paragraph 83 (ii) (a) change in legal status, (b) 
planned ski development and (d) lack of management plan and 
boundary demarcation which constitute individually and collectively 
“Potential Threats” to World Heritage values as defined in the 
nomination and inscribed under criteria (i), (ii), and (iii) for Pirin 
World Heritage Site and appropriate constructive action is necessary. 
The State Party should be urged to resolve a wide spectrum of existing 
management issues potentially reflecting a significant loss of integrity, 
as well as to demonstrate the ability to effectively implement the 
Bulgarian-Swiss Management Plan upon its completion in 2003-4.     

 
3. Although a separate consideration, the twenty-fifth session of the 

Committee was advised that the Bulgarian Srebarna WHS remains under 
potential threat from a possible toxic spill during high water conditions 
of the Danube. The Committee favorably considered the recommended 
acquisition of a suitable portable electric generator to enable Park Staff 
to rapidly close the sluice gates to protect the site from possible 
catastrophic contamination and rapid destruction of World Heritage 
values. The authorities have taken no further action. This may be the 
single most cost-effective intervention to safeguard the World Heritage 
Site and requires further immediate attention. MoEW agrees this would 
be a highly desirable action and has requested the proper assistance 
request forms. The Committee may wish to encourage the State Party to 
the necessary corrective action.  
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND LEGAL PROCEDURES 

The idea for the Bansko ski zone is not new. The Bansko municipality had taken 
into account that tourism is a key factor for the development of the region and 
started to design the ski facilities and equipment and plan the creation of a ski-zone. 

The municipality has signed a contract with Agrolesproekt EOOD for the 
development of the construction project for the Bansko ski-zone with an area of 
1680 hectares, which includes partial terra-forming, environment-friendly structures, 
and architecture. The project was developed in scale 150,000, plus detailed 
diagrams. The municipality signed a contract with the Experimental Sector of the 
National Center for Infrastructure Development and Residential Policy in the 
development of a new Territorial Organization Plan for the Bansko Ski-Zone. This 
project was also developed in scale 150,000. The municipality signed a contract 
with, Forma-9 1, Sole Proprietor to research and prepare environmental impact 
assessment survey for the Shiligarnik site (in compliance with Decree No.4 of July 
07, 1998, Appendix 1 - Environmental Impact Assessment for project and city 
plans. 

The financial hardships and the scope of the project , convinced the administrators 
of the Bansko Municipality that it was not able to implement the project all by itself 
Thus, the Municipal Council adopted resolution No. 5 14 of April 19, 1999, by 
which the municipality initiated the proceeding for establishing the Ulen 
Corporation, with the sole purpose to incorporate all parties sharing interest in the 
project (and the promotion and development of the tourist industry in the region) 
implementation and to secure the project financing. In the justification for this 
resolution, the Bansko Municipality states that the shareholders in the corporation 
are local companies in the tourist, hotelling and commercial sectors. The Bansko 
Municipality is also a shareholder in the Ulen Corporation. Item 6 of the Article of 
Incorporation of the new corporation determines that Ulen Corporation is 
established to promote and develop the tourist industry (and skiing) in the Bansko 
region, and is dedicated to transform Bansko and the region into an attractive tourist 
center in southwest Bulgaria. Item 44.1 of the Article of Incorporation the postulates 
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that the Mayor of Bansko Municipality participates by right in the Board of 
Directors. The corporation is established in compliance with all legal requirements 
and is dedicated to integrating the regional interests with the business interests of the 
tourist sector, and finance the project/s. 

With an agreement, all of the aforementioned contacts for surveys and project 
design and implementation were automatically transferred by the Bansko 
Municipality to Ulen Corporation upon incorporation. The new corporation accepts 
all rights and obligations, including the obligation to pay to the contractors for the 
services rendered. 

As detailed above, the Ulen Corporation has been transferred all rights and 
obligations of the Bansko Municipality with respect to the project, thus it is only 
reasonable that it is the legal entity who has submitted the Environmental Impact 
Assessment Survey for the Amendment of the City Plan of the Bansko Ski-Zone. 
The Bansko Municipality has not abandoned the project, it has created another legal 
entity (in this particular case a corporation) to implement and finance the project. 

Resolution No. 57-13/ 2000 of the Ministry of the Environment and Waters 
approves the Amended City Plan for the Bansko Ski-Zone submitted by the Bansko 
Municipality and the Ulen Corporation, and prescribes that the Bansko Municipality 
and the Ulen Corporation should comply with the additional requirement, detailed in 
Items 11, 12 and 13 , before November 30, 2000, and that the resolution should 
come into effect only after these requirements have been met. After the Ministry of 
the Environment and waters adopted the resolution, several environmental 
organizations have appealed the decision in the Supreme Administrative Court of 
the Republic of Bulgaria, but the court refused to initiate proceeding since the 
appealed administrative act had not come into effect. The Bansko Municipality and 
the Ulen Corporation met all requirements under Items 11, 12 and 13, and the 
resolution on the Environmental Impact Assessment came into effect. 

The final project was adopted by Resolution No. 333 of February 23, 2001, the 
Municipal Council of the town of Bansko, with reference to Article 11, Item 8 and 
Article 21, Paragraph 1, Item 13 of the Local Government and Local Administration 
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Act, and Article 37 of the Guideline for Application of the Territorial, Urban and 
Rural Development Act, approved the corrected and supplemented in compliance 
with the recommendations of the Higher Committee for Territorial, Urban and Rural 
Development, Construction, and Architecture to the Ministry of Regional 
Development and Public Works, Ministry of the Environment and Waters and the 
public discussion on the amended city plan for the Bansko ski-zone. 

There were two appeals filed in the Supreme Administrative Court against the 
Resolution No. 57-13/2000 on the Environmental Impact Assessment, but the tree- 
member council of the Supreme Administrative Court denied both appeals of the 
environmental organizations. The decision of the three-member council was 
appealed in the five-member council of the Supreme Administrative Court, which 
also denied the appeal and the decision of the three-member judicial council 
remained in full force. There are no more legal possibilities to appeal the decision 
within the Bulgarian legal system, since the highest judicial authority denied the 
appeals. The Supreme Administrative Court justified its decision in an appendix to 
the court decision stated that the Environmental Impact Assessment is conducted in 
compliance with Article 20, Paragraph 1, Item 2 of the Environmental Protection 
Act and Article 7, Items 1,2,3,4 of Decree No.4 on the Environmental Impact 
Assessment. Article 18, Paragraph 2 of the Law on Natural Preserves and National 
Parks defines that the national parks should be managed in such a manner as to 
create conditions for the development of tourism, environment-friendly business 
activities and other activities defined in Items 1 through 3 of the same article. Article 
21 of the Law on Natural Preserves and National Parks allows for he construction of 
facilities to provide accommodations for the visitors of the national park, sports 
facilities and other structures. The project implementation will not involve 
deforestation, clear-felling and clearing of areas protected under the Protected Areas 
Act. The project will involve selective deforestation, felling and clear-cutting 
(landscaping, regeneration felling, planned felling, decorative felling, penetration 
felling, selective and sanitary felling). 

The resolution of the five-member council of the Supreme Administrative Court on 
the legitimacy of the project implementation is final, and may not be appealed in the 
courts of justice of the Republic ‘of Bulgaria. 
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The Territorial Organization Plan for the Bansko Ski-Zone was developed in 
compliance with the recommendations of the Higher Committee for Territorial, 
Urban and Rural Development, Construction, and Architecture to the Ministry of 
Regional Development and Public Works, the Higher Expert Environmental 
Committee to the Ministry of the Environment and Waters, and the and the public 
discussion on the amended Territorial Organization Plan for the Bansko ski-zone 
and the environmental impact assessment surveys. 

The project is financed by Ulen Corporation and was developed by the team of 
architect Emil Lekov through the National Center for Urban and Rural 
Development. 

The development of the Territorial Organization Plan followed three projects, 
commissioned by the Bansko Municipality to the same project team: 
- Architectural and regulative plans of the Bunderishka Polyana and the Shilgamik 
areas ( 1996) 
- Territorial surveys - urban concept for the development of the Bansko ski zone 
(1998). 
- General architectural and Territorial Organization Plan for the Bansko ski-zone 
(1999) 

The project involving work on the geodesic and city plans aimed at solving the 
specific problems of the ski-runs accessibility. The results proved the project 
implementation will require a general concept and a long term implementation and 
management plan of the ski zone. 

The urban concept aimed at achieving high level of structural and management 
synthesis in the long run. The general Territorial Organization Plan of the zone took 
account of all recommendations given during the public discussions and the meeting 
of the experts, and shall be implemented in compliance with the provisions of the 
Territorial Urban and Rural Development Act, the Guidelines for the 
Implementation of the Territorial Urban and Rural Development Act, and Protected 
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Areas Act. 

The general architectural and Territorial Organization Plan (1999) was developed in 
one stage. It is the final plan. In the development stage, all technical solutions, 
specialized research and project design were developed separately in another park 
plan, which is a supplement to the architectural and zone plan. 

In compliance with the resolution of the Higher Committee for Territorial, Urban 
and Rural Development, Construction, and Architecture to the Ministry of Regional 
Development and Public Works of July 20, 1999, the Territorial Organization Plan 
was adopted as the Territorial Organization Plan for the Bansko Recreation Zone 
(Item 1 of the resolutions of the agenda of the Higher Committee for Territorial, 
Urban and Rural Development, Construction, and Architecture to the Ministry of 
Regional Development and Public Works of July 20, 1999. The project was 
promulgated in compliance with Article 3 1 of the Guidelines for the Implementation 
of the Territorial Urban and Rural Development Act in the Official Gazette (Issue 
No. 73 of 1999, page 69, volume 1001) (Appendix 1) 

In order to define the general idea of a recreation zone, in compliance with Article 
19, Items 2 and 3 of the Protected Areas Act, and in the process of meeting the 
additional requirements of the expert committees of the Ministry of Regional 
Development and Public Works and the Ministry of the Environment and Waters, 
the project teal proposed to refer to the project as the City Plan for the Bansko 
Tourism and Ski-Zone. 

All amendments to the project, made since 1999 are recorded in two new Territorial 
Organization Plans in scale, correspondingly, 150,000 and 1: 10,000, and are 
detailed in the text of the Summary Report on the Amendments in compliance of the 
resolutions or Higher Committee for Territorial, Urban and Rural Development, 
Construction, and Architecture to the Ministry of Regional Development and Public 
Works, the Higher Expert Environmental Committee to the Ministry of the 
Environment and Waters (Appendix 2). 
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The detailed above amended project was submitted for approval to the Ministry of 
the Environment and Waters in November 2000. After the experts in the Ministry of 
the Environment and Waters reviewed the amended project, they posed some 
additional requirements in letter No. 26-00-1075 1 of January 22, 2001. These 
additional requirements were discussed in the Ministry of the Environment and 
Waters on January 24, 2001 and February 04, 2001 and were incorporated in the 
project (in February 200 1). 

In order to standardize the Territorial Organization Plan, the project was named: 
Suburban Territorial Organization Plan for the Bansko Ski-Zone. The new 
modifications of the project were detailed in writing and were reflected in two new 
master plans/maps, in scale l:lO,OOO and 1:20,000 and again submitted to Ministry 
of the Environment and Waters, as follows: 
l Additional modifications of the plan to comply with the requirements in the 

Ministry of the Environment and Waters letter of January 22, 2001 and the 
meetings between the representatives of the Ministry of the Environment and 
Waters, the Bansko Municipality, the designer and the investor. 

l Modifies multi-stage implementation program. 
l Characteristics and specifications of the tourist facilities on the Bansko Ski- 

Zone. 

These amendments and modifications shall be considered an inseparable part of the 
Territorial Organization Plan of November 2000. 

The additional corrections and amendments in compliance with the Ministry of the 
Environment and Waters letter of January 22, 2001 and the following discussions 
between the between the representatives of the Ministry of the Environment and 
Waters, the Bansko Municipality, the designer and the investor are as follows: 

1. Removal of the Tsarna Mogila ski run and facilities 
This requirement was met, the ski-run and the facilities will be recultivated. The 
justification is that the ski-run faces east, which is not suitable, it crosses a groove of 
Pinus leucodermis (unique black Bulgarian pine), the final part of the ski-run is not 
completed, the ski-run crosses the road to the Academica camp. The total area for 
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rehabilitation is 9.95 hectares, out of which: 
l 7.90 hectares of ski-track 
l 2.05 hectares of list and initial station. 

2. Removal of the ski-track from Banderishka Polyana area to the final part of the 
Chalin Valog ski-run. 
This requirement was met, the section of the ski-track from the Banderishka Polyana 
area to the Chalin Valog ski-run (of the ski track from the starting station of the 
cable car to the Banderishka Polyana area) is removed from the project> The 
justification is that after removal of the Tsarna Mogila ski-run, this sections is not 
necessary. Other arguments in favor of the removal are that there are some narrow 
and difficult portions of the section, which are not suitable for skiing, but are easily 
accessible on foot. Rehabilitation of the track (with an area of 5.02 hectare) was 
suggested. 
After the correction the ski-track shall be from the Chalin Valog ski-run to the initial 
cable car station, and shall have the following specifications: 
. length: 2,602 meters 
. area on farming land outside the Pirin National Park : 4.18 hectares 
. starting at 1175 meters altitude 
. ending at 985 meters altitude 
. elevation: 190 meters 
. average slope: 7.30% 

3. Replacement of the Chalin Valog ski-run rope-line with a chair lift 
This amendment reflects some safety concerns. The rope line is not appropriate for 
the 35% slope. The proposal is to remove the rope line and construct a new chair lift 
facility of 1200 meters length. The lower end of the facility will follow the rope-line, 
the upper part will cross a pine forest. In this way the end of the ski-run will be 
connected to the intermediate station of the cable car. The change will involve: 
. new lift - total area of 0.97 hectares 
. rehabilitation of the rope line - total area of 0.26 hectares. 

4. Abandoning the plan for a new ski-track from the Shiligamik ski-run and the end 
of the runway. 
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This requirement was also met. 
The justification for this modification is that this additional track will increase the 
load on the final area where the Balkaniada and Todorka ski-runs meet. The result of 
this modification, the total area of the ski-runs and ski-tracks decreased by 0.30 
hectares to a total of 3 8.90 hectares. 
The total decrease of the area of the new ski-runs from the previous version of the 
project (of November 30,200O) is 8.53 hectares. 

The modifications in Territorial Organization Plan provide for the following 
environment rehabilitation actions: 

Nature Rehabilitation of the ski-track from the Banderishka Polyana area to 
Chalin Valog - 5.02 hectares. 
Nature Rehabilitation of the route of the Tsama Mogila ski-lift - 2.05 hectares 
Nature Rehabilitation of the Tsama Mogila ski-run - 7.90 hectares 
Nature Rehabilitation of the area between Todorka and Balkaniada ski-runs - 
0.4 hectares 
Nature Rehabilitation of the upper section of the Stara Pista ski-run - 0.49 
hectares. 
Nature Rehabilitation of the Chalin Valog -west ski-run - 2.2 1 hectares. 
Nature Rehabilitation of the parking at the turn after Zhelezen Most - 0.08 
hectares 
Nature Rehabilitation of devastated areas - 2.63 hectares 
Nature Rehabilitation of the Chalin Valog rope-line - 0.26 hectares 
TOTAL OF 21.04 hectares 

Taking into account that these amendment will also cancel the planned landscaping 
and clear felling of 9.8 hectares, the intervention in the environment for building 
new runs go down to 29.18 hectares (for 38.98 hectares), and the rehabilitation area 
will be approximately 29.18 hectares. This means that the rehabilitation 
compensates for 72.10% of the intervention. 

After these amendment, while still promoting the development of the Bansko Ski- 
Zone, the project optimally balances the intervention in the environment and 
rehabilitation of natural resources. It exemplifies the synergy between the 
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environment and the development of the Bansko ski-zone as a regional tourist 
center. 

5 .Correcting the multi-stage program for project implementation. 
This requirement is also met and the program is updated. The stages of the cable car 
construction are clearly defined, and separated by the construction of facilities under 
Partial Construction License for the stations. 

The modifies final version of Territorial Organization Plan was reviewed and 
approved by the Bansko Municipal Council and was promulgated in the Official 
Gazette (Issue 23 of 2001, page 3, volume 293) in compliance with Guidelines for 
the Implementation of the Territorial Urban and Rural Development Act (Appendix 

3) 

General information on the changes in the project for Ban&~ Ski-Zone in the 
process involving public discussions, review by the Higher Expert Environmental 
Committee to the Ministry of the Environment and Waters and Higher Committee 
for Territorial, Urban and Rural Development, Construction, and Architecture to 
the Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works. 

1.1999 Project 
This project was presented for general public discussion and review by the 
committees of experts, such as the Bansko city planning committee: 
l Area of the ski-runs for down-hill and slalom skiing: 

Total: 100.92 hectares 
Existing: 52.36 hectares 
New: 48.46 hectares 

1. November 2000 Project 
The Territorial Organization Plan for the Bansko Ski-Zone: 
l Area of the ski-runs for down-hill and slalom skiing: 

Total: 94.18 hectares 
Existing: 49.59 hectares 
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New: 44.59 hectares 
l Corrective actions (afforestation) 3.27 hectares 

1. February 2001 Project 
The Suburban Territorial Organisation Plan for the Bansko Ski-Zone: 
. Area of the ski-runs for down-hill and slalom skiing: 

Total: 80.67 hectares 
Existing: 41.69 hectares (including the 4.3 hectares of 

the Chalin Valog - west - which will be 
removed.) 

New: 38.98 hectares (including 9.27 hectares of 
alleys, paths, etc, which will no hurt the 
environment) 

. Corrective actions (afforestation) 2 1.04 hectares 

The data indicates that the building of new ski runs, which will involve landscaping 
and deforestation (clear felling, etc) have an area of 29.71 hectares (38.98- 
9.27=29.71). Taking into consideration the planned landscaping and selective felling 
of 9.80 hectares, the intervention in the environment will be 19.90 hectares, and the 
corrective actions (nature rehabilitation and afforestation) will be 21.04 hectares, 
and completely cover the negative impact on the environment of the new down-hill 
and slalom ski-runs. 

We believe, that the project has achieve the optimal balance, and fully compensates 
for the negative impact on the environment fi-om the development of the Bansko 
Ski-Zone, moreover it indicates economic development of the region will not come 
at the expense of the environment. 

October 200 1 

November 2,200l 

Project Leader: Emil Lekov, architect 
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Appendix 2 List of Participants (final list to be provided by MoEW) 
 
 
UNESCO-IUCN Mission 

Mr Robert Milne (Head of mission, representing the UNESCO World Heritage 
Centre)  
Mr Gerhard Heiss (representing IUCN) 
 

Ministry of Environment and Water: 
 Mr. Fatme Iliaz - Deputy Minister of Environment and Water 
 Hristo Bojinov – Director of “National Nature Protection Service” Directorate 

 Valeri Valtchincov – senior expert of protected areas in “National Nature 
Protection Service” Directorate 
Representatives of the Department of EIAs, MEW 
Representatives of the administration of the PIRIN National Park  

NGOs: 
Representatives of the “Julen Society” 

  Representatives of the “Ski-zone center Bansko” project team. 
Other NGOs. 
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Appendix 3 Itinerary and Schedule  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AGENDA 
 

for the visit of UNESCO – IUCN Mission 
11 – 16 Feb. 2002 

 
 
 

11 FEB. 2002 
Arriving and accommodating of the Mission 
Overnight in Sofia 
 

12 FEB. 2002 
10.00 Meeting in the Ministry of Environment and Water, introducing of the project 
“Ski-zone center Bansko” 
13.00 Meeting with NGOs. 
Departure to the town of Bansko. 
Overnight in Bansko. 
 

13 FEB. 2002 
09.00 Meeting with the stuff of the PIRIN National Park 
10.00 Meeting with the mayor of the town of Bansko. 
13.00 Visit to the PIRIN National Park 
Overnight in Bansko. 
 

14 FEB. 2002 
10.00 Meeting with the representatives of the “Julen Society” 
14.00 Meeting with Mr. Fatme Iliaz - Deputy Minister of Environment and Water. 
Departure from the town of Bansko. 
Overnight in Sofia 
 

15.FEB. 2002 
Debriefing meetings 
Overnight in Sofia 
 

16.FEB.2002 
Departure 
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THE WORLD HERITAGE CONVENTION

IUCN TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT OF WORLD HERITAGE NOMINATIONS

May 2008

1. INTRODUCTION

This technical evaluation report of natural and mixed 
properties nominated for inclusion on the World 
Heritage List has been conducted by the Programme 
on Protected Areas (PPA) of IUCN,  the International 
Union for Conservation of Nature. PPA co-ordinates 
IUCN’s input to the World Heritage Convention. It 
also works closely with IUCN’s World Commission on 
Protected Areas (WCPA), the world’s leading expert 
network of protected area managers and specialists, 
and other Commissions, members and partners of 
IUCN.

In carrying out its function under the World 
Heritage Convention IUCN has been guided by four 
principles:

(i) the need to ensure the highest standards of 
quality control and institutional memory in 
relation to technical evaluation, monitoring and 
other associated activities;

(ii) the need to increase the use of specialist 
networks of IUCN, especially WCPA, but also 
other relevant IUCN Commissions and specialist 
networks;

(iii) the need to work in support of the UNESCO World 
Heritage Centre and States Parties to examine 
how IUCN can creatively and effectively support 
the World Heritage Convention and individual 
properties as “fl agships” for conservation; and

(iv) the need to increase the level of effective 
partnership between IUCN and the World 
Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM.

Members of the expert network of WCPA carry out the 
majority of technical evaluation missions. The WCPA 
network now totals 1200 protected area managers and 
specialists from 140 countries. In addition, PPA has 
called on experts from IUCN’s other fi ve Commissions 
(Species Survival, Environmental Law, Education 
and Communication, Ecosystem Management, and 
Environmental, Economic and Social Policy), from 
international earth science unions, other IUCN Global 
Programmes, and scientifi c contacts in universities 
and other international agencies. This highlights the 
considerable “added value” from investing in the 
use of the extensive networks of IUCN and partner 
institutions.

These networks allow for the increasing involvement 
of regional natural heritage experts and broaden 
the capacity of IUCN with regard to its work under 
the World Heritage Convention. Reports from fi eld 
missions and comments from a large number of 
external reviewers are comprehensively examined by 
the IUCN World Heritage Panel. PPA then prepares the 
fi nal technical evaluation reports which are presented 
in this document and represent the corporate position 
of IUCN on World Heritage evaluations. IUCN has 
also placed emphasis on providing input and support 
to ICOMOS in relation to those cultural landscapes 
which have important natural values.

In 2005, IUCN commissioned an external review of 
its work on World Heritage evaluations, which was 
carried out by Dr. Christina Cameron and resulted in a 
number of recommendations to improve IUCN’s work. 
The review and the IUCN management response are 
available on IUCN’s website. A progress report on 
the implementation of the review’s recommendations 
was examined by the IUCN World Heritage Panel in 
December 2007 and indicated that IUCN has fully or 
partly addressed all 26 recommendations, with further 
action ongoing on a number of recommendations.

2. EVALUATION PROCESS

In carrying out the technical evaluation of nominations 
IUCN is guided by the Operational Guidelines of the 
Convention. The evaluation process is carried out over 
the period of one year, from the receipt of nominations 
at IUCN in April and the submission of the IUCN 
evaluation report to the World Heritage Centre in May 
of the following year. The process (outlined in Figure 
1) involves the following steps:

1. Data Assembly.  A standardised data sheet is 
compiled on the nominated property by UNEP’s 
World Conservation Monitoring Centre (UNEP-
WCMC), using the nomination document, the 
World Database on Protected Areas and other 
available reference material.

2. External Review.  The nomination is sent to 
independent experts knowledgeable about the 
property or its natural values, including members 
of WCPA, other IUCN specialist commissions and 
scientifi c networks or NGOs working in the region 
(approximately 130 external reviewers provided 
input in relation to the properties examined in 2007 
/ 2008).
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3. Field Mission.  Missions involving one or more 
IUCN and external experts evaluate the nominated 
property on the ground and discuss the nomination 
with the relevant national and local authorities, 
local communities, NGOs and other stakeholders. 
Missions usually take place between May and 
November. In the case of mixed properties and 
certain cultural landscapes, missions are jointly 
implemented with ICOMOS.

4. IUCN World Heritage Panel Review.  The IUCN 
World Heritage Panel meets at least once per 
year, usually in December at IUCN Headquarters 
in Switzerland to examine each nomination. A 
second meeting or conference call is arranged 
as necessary, usually in the following March. The 
Panel intensively reviews the nomination dossiers, 
fi eld mission reports, comments from external 
reviewers, the UNEP-WCMC data sheets and 
other relevant reference material, and provides 
its technical advice to IUCN on recommendations 
for each nomination. A fi nal report is prepared and 
forwarded to the World Heritage Centre in May for 
distribution to the members of the World Heritage 
Committee. 

5. Final Recommendations.  IUCN presents, with 
the support of images and maps, the results and 
recommendations of its evaluation process to the 
World Heritage Committee at its annual session 
in June or July, and responds to any questions. 
The World Heritage Committee makes the fi nal 
decision on whether or not to inscribe the property 
on the World Heritage List. 

It should be noted that IUCN seeks to develop and 
maintain a dialogue with the State Party throughout 
the evaluation process to allow the State Party every 
opportunity to supply all the necessary information 
and to clarify any questions or issues that may arise. 
For this reason, there are three occasions at which 
IUCN may request further information from the State 
Party. These are:

• Before the fi eld mission – IUCN sends the State 
Party, usually directly to the person organising 
the mission in the host country, a briefi ng on the 
mission, in many cases raising specifi c questions 
and issues that should be discussed during the 
mission. This allows the State Party to prepare 
properly in advance;

• Directly after the fi eld mission – Based on 
discussions during the fi eld mission, IUCN may 
send an offi cial letter requesting supplementary 
information before the IUCN World Heritage 
Panel meets in December, to ensure that the 
Panel has all the information necessary to make a 
recommendation on the nomination; and

• After the IUCN World Heritage Panel – If the 
Panel fi nds some questions are still unanswered 
or further issues need to be clarifi ed, a fi nal 
letter will be sent to the State Party requesting 
supplementary information by a specifi c deadline. 
That deadline must be adhered to strictly in order 
to allow IUCN to complete its evaluation.

Note: If the information provided by the State Party 
at the time of nomination and during the mission is 
adequate, IUCN does not request supplementary 
information. It is expected that supplementary 
information will be in response to specifi c questions 
or issues and should not include completely 
revised nominations or substantial amounts of new 
information. 

In the technical evaluation of nominated properties, 
the Udvardy Biogeographic Province concept is used 
for comparison of nominations with other similar 
properties. This method makes comparisons of natural 
properties more objective and provides a practical 
means of assessing similarity at the global level. At the 
same time, World Heritage properties are expected 
to contain special features, habitats and faunistic 
or fl oristic peculiarities that can also be compared 
on a broader biome basis. It is stressed that the 
Biogeographical Province concept is used as a basis 
for comparison only and does not imply that World 
Heritage properties are to be selected solely on this 
criteria. In addition, global classifi cation systems, such 
as Conservation International Biodiversity Hotspots, 
WWF Ecoregions, Birdlife International Endemic Bird 
Areas, IUCN/WWF Centres of Plant Diversity and the 
IUCN/SSC Habitat Classifi cation, and the 2004 IUCN/
UNEP-WCMC Review of the World Heritage Network 
are used to identify properties of global signifi cance. 
The guiding principle is that World Heritage properties 
are only those areas of outstanding universal value.

Finally, the evaluation process is aided by the 
publication of some 20 reference volumes on the 
world’s protected areas published by IUCN, UNEP-
WCMC and several other publishers. These include 
(1) Reviews of Protected Area Systems in Africa, 
Asia and Oceania; (2) the four volume directory 
of Protected Areas of the World; (3) the six volume 
Global Biodiversity Atlas series; (4) the three volume 
directory of Centres of Plant Diversity; (5) the three 
volume directory of Coral Reefs of the World; and (6) 
the four volume synthesis on “A Global Representative 
System of Marine Protected Areas”. These documents 
together provide system-wide overviews which 
allow comparison of the conservation importance of 
protected areas throughout the world.

3. THE IUCN WORLD HERITAGE PANEL

Purpose: The Panel advises the IUCN Secretariat on 
its work on World Heritage, particularly in relation to the 
evaluation of World Heritage nominations. The Panel 
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normally meets once a year for a week in December. 
Depending on the progress made with evaluations, 
and the requirement for follow up action, a second 
meeting or conference call in the following March may 
be required. Additionally, the Panel operates by email 
and/or conference call, as required.

Functions: A core role of the Panel is to provide a 
technical peer review process for the consideration of 
nominations, leading to the formal adoption of advice 
to IUCN on the recommendations it should make to 
the World Heritage Committee. In doing this, the Panel 
examines each available nomination document, the 
fi eld mission report, comments from external reviewers 
and other material, and uses this to help prepare 
IUCN’s advice, including IUCN recommendations 
relating to inscription under specifi ed criteria, to the 
World Heritage Committee (and, in the case of some 
cultural landscapes, advice to ICOMOS). It may also 
advise IUCN on other matters concerning World 
Heritage, including the State of Conservation of World 
Heritage properties and on policy matters relating 
to the Convention. Though it takes account of the 
policy context of IUCN’s work under the Convention, 
its primary role is to deliver high quality scientifi c 
and technical advice to IUCN, which has the fi nal 
responsibility for corporate recommendations made 
to the World Heritage Committee.

Membership: The members of the Panel comprise 
a) those IUCN staff with direct responsibility for 
IUCN’s World Heritage work, and b) other IUCN staff, 
Commission members and external experts selected 
for their high level of experience with the World 
Heritage Convention. Thus the members are:

• The Head of the IUCN Programme on Protected 
Areas (Chair)

• Other staff of the Programme on Protected Areas
• The IUCN Special Advisor for World Heritage 
• The IUCN Senior Advisor for World Heritage 
• The WCPA Vice Chair for World Heritage 
• The Head of the UNEP-WCMC Protected Areas 

Programme 
• Up to three other technical advisors, whose World 

Heritage expertise is recognized at a global level 

The Panel’s preparations and its meetings are 
facilitated through the work of the World Heritage 
Offi cer (who serves as the Executive Offi cer for the 
Panel).

The Panel may also be attended by other IUCN 
staff (particularly from other Global Programmes 
with expertise in the subject matter of particular 
nominations), Commission members (including the 
Chair of WCPA) and external experts, upon invitation, 
for specifi c items as necessary. The Director General 
of IUCN and the Director of Global Programmes are 
also invited to attend a session of the Panel for a full 
briefi ng on the process and recommendations.

4. EVALUATION REPORTS

Each technical evaluation report presents a 
concise summary of the nominated property, a 
comparison with other similar properties, a review 
of management and integrity issues and concludes 
with the assessment of the applicability of the criteria 
and a clear recommendation to the World Heritage 
Committee. IUCN also submits separately to the World 
Heritage Centre its recommendation in the form of a 
draft decision, and a draft Statement of Outstanding 
Universal Value for all properties it recommends for 
inscription. Standardised data sheets, prepared for 
each natural or mixed nomination by UNEP-WCMC, 
are available separately on request. In addition, IUCN 
carries out fi eld missions and/or external reviews 
for cultural landscapes containing important natural 
values, and provides its comments to ICOMOS. This 
report contains a short summary of these comments 
on each cultural landscape nomination reviewed.

5. NOMINATIONS EXAMINED IN 2007 / 2008

19 nomination dossiers were examined by IUCN in 
the 2007 / 2008 cycle, involving 13 fi eld missions. 
These comprised: 

• 13 natural property nominations (including 11 
new nominations, 1 deferred nomination and 1 
extension), and

• 6 cultural landscape nominations (including 4 new 
nominations and 2 referred nominations).

6. COLLABORATION WITH INTERNATIONAL
 EARTH SCIENCE UNIONS

IUCN has taken further steps to implement the global 
theme study on Geological Heritage published in 
2005.  It has concluded collaboration agreements with 
the International Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS) 
and the International Association of Geomorphologists 
(IAG) in 2006. These agreements are focused on 
strengthening the evaluation process by providing 
access to the global networks of earth scientists 
coordinated through IUGS and IAG. As a result, over 
30 of the approximately 130 external reviews in 2007 
came from IUGS and IAG experts.

It is also anticipated that the collaboration agreements 
will lead to increased support to States Parties more 
generally through the preparation of targeted theme 
studies that provide further guidance on earth science 
sites. Theme studies on deserts, karst and caves, and 
volcanoes are in preparation.

IUCN would like to record its gratitude to IUGS 
and IAG for their willingness to provide support for 
its advisory role in the implementation of the World 
Heritage Convention, and will continue to update the 
World Heritage Committee on the implementation of 
the collaboration agreements with IUGS and IAG.
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE
 WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE

In the 2007 / 2008 cycle, IUCN has sought to ensure 
that States Parties have the opportunity to provide 
all the necessary information on their nominated 
properties through the process outlined in section 
2 above. As per Decision 30 COM 13 of the World 
Heritage Committee (Vilnius, 2006), IUCN has not 
taken into consideration or included any information 
submitted by States Parties after 28 February 2008, 
as evidenced by the postmark.

In order to allow for adequate evaluation of 
supplementary information from States Parties on 
their nominations, IUCN had proposed shifting the 
deadline for receiving supplementary information to 
28 February. However, the Committee shifted the 
deadline for supplementary information from reception 
by 31 March to submission by 28 February, potentially 
leaving as little time as before.

IUCN therefore recommends that the World Heritage 
Committee reconsider its decision and ensure the 
deadline of 28 February is the fi nal date of reception, 
not submission, of supplementary information.

IUCN also recommends that the World Heritage 
Committee  clearly defi ne the meaning of 
supplementary information, so that States Parties 
cannot submit substantial amounts of new information 

and completely revised nominations late in the 
evaluation process, when it is impossible to adequately 
assess such material. IUCN considers supplementary 
information to include responses to specifi c questions 
or issues raised by the Advisory Bodies.

IUCN further recommends that the World Heritage 
Committee clearly defi ne the meaning of factual errors 
and to shift the deadline for submission of factual error 
letters, currently at least two working days before 
the opening of the session of the Committee, to at 
least two weeks before the opening of the session 
of the Committee, to allow for their adequate expert 
evaluation. To further improve this process, IUCN 
suggests a standard form for submission of factual 
errors be developed, including a clear defi nition of the 
meaning of factual errors.
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Figure 1: IUCN Evaluation Process
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WORLD HERITAGE NOMINATION – IUCN TECHNICAL EVALUATION

PIRIN NATIONAL PARK (BULGARIA) – ID No. 225 Bis

Background note:  The existing World Heritage property, Pirin National Park, was inscribed on the World 
Heritage List in 1983 under criteria (vii), (viii) and (ix) (numbered natural criteria (i), (ii) and (iii) at that time). 
The original IUCN evaluation noted the mountain scenery, glacial geomorphology, and the continuing evolution 
of the fl ora, as evidenced by a number of endemic and relict species, as key features of the Outstanding 
Universal Value of the property. The proposed extension of Pirin National Park has been nominated under 
criteria (vii), (ix) and (x).

Since 2002, the property has been the subject of repeated concern by the World Heritage Committee regarding 
threats to the values and integrity of the property from ski development in the Bansko ski zone and Dobrinishte 
ski zone (see Decisions 26 COM 21B.2, 27 COM 7B.15, 28 COM 15B.21, 29 COM 7B.23 and 31 COM 7B.27). 
Two joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN monitoring missions were carried out in 2002 and 2004, and the 
Committee noted in 2002 the possible inclusion of the property in the List of World Heritage in Danger.

In line with previous recommendations, the State Party submitted a proposal for the extension of the existing 
property in 2006, in which it also proposed to exclude the Bansko ski zone and Dobrinishte ski zone from 
the property and to include them in a new buffer zone. This proposal was incomplete and not evaluated by 
IUCN. In the revised proposal submitted in 2007, which is the subject of this evaluation, the State Party did not 
propose to exclude these ski zones from the property, nor to include them in a new buffer zone.

1. DOCUMENTATION

i) Date nomination received by IUCN:  April 2007

ii) Additional information offi cially requested from and provided by the State Party:  IUCN requested 
supplementary information on 28 August 2007 before the fi eld visit, on 14 November 2007 after the 
fi eld visit and on 20 December 2007 after the fi rst IUCN World Heritage Panel meeting. The State Party 
responses were received by email on 30 November 2007 and 28 January 2008.

iii) UNEP-WCMC Data Sheet:  22 references (including nomination)

iv) Additional literature consulted:  Burmester, A. et al. (2005) World Natural Heritage and Cultural 
Landscapes in Europe. Report of the Workshop at the International Academy for Nature Conservation, 
Isle of Vilm, Germany, 18-21 June 2005. German Federal Agency for Nature Conservation, Bonn; Milne, 
R. and Heiss, G. (2002) Report of the International Mission to Pirin National Park, Bulgaria, 11-16 
February 2002. UNESCO, Paris; Ministry of the Environment and Water (2004) Pirin National Park 
Management Plan 2004-2013. Ministry of the Environment and Water, Sofi a; Rössler, M. and Zupancic-
Vicar, M. (2004) Report on the UNESCO-IUCN Mission to Bulgaria, 3-6 February 2004. UNESCO, 
Paris. Save Pirin NGO Coalition (2006) Bansko Ski Zone – Crime against: UNESCO Site, Potential 
Natura 2000 Site. Save Pirin NGO Coalition, Sofi a; Strid, A. (1980) Flora of Mount Olympus. Goulandris 
Museum of Natural History, Athens. Thorsell, J. and Hamilton, L. (2002) A Global Overview of Mountain 
Protected Areas on the World Heritage List. IUCN, Gland, Switzerland; Thorsell, J. and Sigaty, T. (1997) 
A Global Overview of Forest Protected Areas on the World Heritage List. IUCN, Gland, Switzerland.

v) Consultations:  7 external reviewers. Extensive consultations were undertaken during the fi eld visit 
with representatives of the Ministry of the Environment and Water; Bulgarian National Commission for 
UNESCO; the Director and staff of Pirin National Park; the team that prepared the park’s management 
plan; Mayors of towns; representatives of national NGOs; representatives of the tourism sector; and 
scientists.

vi) Field visit:  Gerhard Heiss, September 2007

vii)  Date of IUCN approval of this report:  April 2008
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2. SUMMARY OF NATURAL VALUES

The existing World Heritage property covers an area 
of 27,442.9 ha in the Pirin Mountains, southwest 
Bulgaria. It comprises diverse limestone mountain 
landscapes with 70 glacial lakes and other glacial 
landforms, waterfalls, caves and pine forests. The 
property includes a range of endemic and relict species 
representative of the Balkan Pleistocene fl ora.

The existing property includes only the lower altitude, 
forested parts of the 40,356 ha Pirin National Park. 
The proposed extension areas cover 12,913.5 ha 
and connect the existing elements of the property to 
form a single ecological unit. The existing property 
does not have a buffer zone and no buffer zone has 
been proposed with the proposed extension to the 
property.

The dominant part of the proposed extension is high 
mountain territory over 2,000 m altitude, covered 
mostly by alpine meadows, rocky screes and summits. 
The fl ora of Pirin National Park includes 1,315 species 
of vascular plants, of which 18 are considered as local 
endemics, found mainly on the rock and meadow 
communities of the sup-alpine and alpine zone in the 
proposed extension. The fl ora of lichens (367 species) 
and mosses (329 species) represents about half of 
the total lichen and moss fl ora in Bulgaria. The fl ora 
also includes 165 species of algae and 375 species 
of fungi. The fauna of Pirin National Park includes 45 
mammal species and 159 bird species. These include 
notable species such as snow vole, Gunter’s vole, 
chamois, Tengmalm’s owl, white-backed woodpecker 
and three-toed woodpecker. Pirin is also home to eight 
species of amphibians, eleven species of reptiles and 
six fi sh species. The inventory of invertebrates is 
far from being completed: 3,400 species have been 
recorded up to now. There are no fi gures available for 
the species values of the proposed extension relative 
to the existing property; however, due to the altitudinal 
difference between the two, the proposed extension 
certainly adds high altitude species to the existing 
property and also improves the habitat connectivity 
within the property for a number of other species.

The property is located in an area which has been 
the subject of rapid tourism development, notably in 
relation to the development of ski resorts within the 
existing property, but not in the proposed extension. 
This development has had a signifi cant impact on the 
values and integrity of the property.

3. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER AREAS

The existing World Heritage property was inscribed 
under criteria (vii), (viii) and (ix) because of its mountain 
scenery, glacial geomorphology, and the continuing 
evolution of the fl ora, as evidenced by a number of 
endemic and relict species. The proposed extension 

would strengthen the integrity and management of 
the existing property and thereby contribute to the 
long term conservation of its values under these 
criteria. However, as the extended property has 
also been nominated under the additional criterion 
(x), it is necessary to compare the values of Pirin 
National Park for the conservation of biodiversity 
and threatened species with other comparable World 
Heritage properties and protected areas in the region 
and globally.

Pirin National Park is part of the biogeographical 
province of Balkan Highlands. Other World Heritage 
properties in the region include Plitvice Lakes 
National Park (Croatia) and Durmitor National Park 
(Montenegro). Plitvice Lakes National Park is mainly 
a forest area which was inscribed for its outstanding 
travertine formations. Durmitor National Park is a 
high mountain area like Pirin and includes the Tara 
gorge and pine forests. Other comparable mountain 
areas in the region include the following: Sutjeska 
National Park (Bosnia and Herzegovina); Rila 
National Park (Bulgaria); Galičica National Park and 
Pelister National Park (Former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia); Mount Olympus Mountain and Mount 
Tymphi (Greece); Sara National Park (Serbia); and 
the planned Prokletje National Park (Montenegro).

In terms of biodiversity and threatened species, the 
values of Pirin National Park are comparable to a 
number of these other areas in the region. For example, 
Mount Olympus has 1,700 vascular plant species (23 
endemics) and Prokletje National Park 1,609 (20 
endemics), compared to 1,315 (18 endemics) for 
Pirin National Park. The fl oral and faunal diversity of 
Pirin National Park, although important at the national 
level, does therefore not stand out when compared 
with other mountain areas in the region.

At the global level, Pirin National Park ranks far lower 
in terms of biodiversity and threatened species when 
compared with many mountain areas. It is much 
smaller and features far less species and habitats 
than other mountain World Heritage properties such 
as the Canadian Rocky Mountain Parks (Canada), 
Western Caucasus, Golden Mountains of Altai and 
Central Sikhote-Alin (Russian Federation), and the 
Great Smoky Mountains National Park (USA).

4. INTEGRITY

4.1 Legal status

The existing World Heritage property and proposed 
extension are State owned and designated as a 
national park under Bulgarian Law. This status 
provides a legal basis for the protection of the values 
of the property; however, the development of ski 
facilities and extension of tourism zones within the 
national park, which have repeatedly and signifi cantly 
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damaged the values and integrity of the property, calls 
into question the effectiveness of the legal status of 
the existing property and proposed extension.

4.2 Boundaries

The boundaries of the existing World Heritage 
property do not follow ecological units and create 
a highly fragmented property with a low level of 
integrity. The proposed extension will signifi cantly 
enhance the integrity of the property by connecting 
currently isolated areas to form a single ecological 
unit based on the current boundaries of Pirin National 
Park. However, due to the development of ski facilities 
and extension of tourism zones within the national 
park, IUCN considers the following changes to the 
boundaries of the existing property and proposed 
extension are necessary.

In its additional information provided, the State Party 
proposes to exclude the areas of the Kulinoto ski zone 
(58.1 ha) and the Sandanski region resort area (76.4 
ha), which have been excluded from the national park 
in 1999, from the property as their values and integrity 
are no longer compatible with World Heritage status. 
IUCN concurs with this proposal.

For the same reasons, and in line with previous 
recommendations, IUCN considers it necessary to 
exclude the Bansko ski zone and Dobrinishte ski 
zone (approximately 1083.94 ha in total according to 
the incomplete proposal submitted in 2006) from the 
existing property. However, these ski zones, which 
are within the national park but no longer compatible 
with World Heritage status, should be included in a 
new buffer zone to give an added layer of protection 
to the extended property.

IUCN has summarised the proposed changes in Map 
3 annexed to this report. The State Party confi rmed 
in its additional information that it “will respect any 
decision of the World Heritage Committee, based on 
the IUCN report and recommendations, irrespectively 
if it is in favour of the exclusion of the two ski zones 

[Bansko and Dobrinishte] from the World Heritage 
property or not”.

In total, these changes are estimated to result in a 
39,137.96 ha property with a 1083.94 ha buffer zone, 
as shown in Table 1. IUCN recommends that the 
State Party be requested to confi rm these fi gures 
and to submit, following consultation with IUCN and 
the World Heritage Centre, a revised map showing 
the boundaries of the extended property and the new 
buffer zone, in line with the decision to be adopted 
by the World Heritage Committee at its 32nd session, 
and to clearly demarcate the revised boundaries of 
the property in the fi eld.

4.3 Management

Management of the Pirin National Park is under 
the responsibility of the National Nature Protection 
Service of the Ministry of the Environment and Water, 
which is responsible of the coordination and control 
of Bulgaria’s protected areas. The Pirin National Park 
Directorate is responsible for the direct management 
of the national park and applies the government policy 
concerning the national park.

Since 2004 Pirin National Park is managed according 
to a management plan approved by Decision #646 
of the Council of Ministers. The management plan 
designates six zones with different objectives within 
the national park, most of which are also relevant to 
the proposed extension:

• Reserve zone (Ia): Complete protection and 
natural development without human interventions. 
This zone includes 14.8% of the park’s territory 
and is limited to areas within the existing World 
Heritage property only;

• Zone of limited human impact (Ib): Sanitary 
cuttings in forests are permitted. This zone 
includes 20.3% of the park’s territory. About 9% 
of the proposed extension is located within this 
zone;

Table 1: Summary of the proposed boundary changes (fi gures to be confi rmed by State Party)

Property Buffer zone

Area of existing property (ha) 27,442.9 0

Area of proposed extension (ha) +12,913.5 0

Area of proposed exclusion of Kulinoto ski zone and Sandanski region resort 
area (ha) -134.5 0

Estimated area of proposed exclusion of Bansko ski zone and Dobrinishte ski 
zone and their proposed inclusion in a new buffer zone (ha) -1083.94 +1083.94

Estimated fi nal area of extended property (ha) 39,137.96 1083.94
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• Zone for conservation of forest ecosystems 
and recreation (IIa): Maintenance and 
restoration activities in forests are permitted as 
well as the culling of certain animal species. This 
zone includes 45.2% of the park’s territory. About 
42% of the proposed extension is located within 
this zone;

• Zone for sustainable use of open areas and 
recreation (IIb): This zone is mainly reserved for 
traditional grazing activities. It includes 16.9% of 
the park’s territory. About 49% of the proposed 
extension is located within this zone;

• Tourist zone (III): This zone includes 2.2% of 
the park’s territory. The ski resorts of Bansko and 
Dobrinishte, located within the existing World 
Heritage property, are designated as tourist zone. 
According to the approved management plan, 
no construction of ski facilities and ski runs is 
permitted outside this zone, and it is not permitted 
to extend the designated tourist zone in order to 
preserve the national park’s status as a World 
Heritage property. The proposed extension does 
not include areas within this zone; and

• Zone of buildings and facilities (IV): This 
zone includes 0.6% of the park’s territory. All 
constructions except for the ski facilities belong 
to this zone. Less than 1% of this zone is located 
within the proposed extension.

Although an approved management plan exists, 
the infl uence of the responsible authorities on the 
development of the existing ski zones appears to 
be very limited, given the repeated unauthorised 
expansion and modifi cation of ski facilities and ski 
runs within the existing property. IUCN notes that the 
proposed extension has not been affected by these 
developments. IUCN considers it imperative, however, 
that the responsible authorities exert effective control 
over Pirin National Park to prevent any developments 
that would further damage the values and integrity 
of the World Heritage property (see also Section 5.1 
below).

4.4 Threats and human use

The World Heritage property has long been subject to 
tourism pressure, largely caused by the development 
of ski facilities and ski runs. Shortly after the inscription 
of Pirin National Park on the World Heritage List, the 
development of a ski zone at Bansko started, which 
was authorized by the State Party on an area of 818 ha 
according to the operative Forest Management Plan. 
About 100 ha of this area were damaged or disturbed 
through ski runs and facilities, access roads, parking, 
equipment and waste water problems. Smaller ski 
zones were developed at Dobrinishte and Kulinoto in 
the following years. In 1999, the World Heritage Centre 
was informed by the State Party about a modifi cation 

of the existing ski zone at Bansko. Although the 
construction of new and expansion of existing ski 
runs and facilities is prohibited according to the park’s 
management plan, skiing facilities have been moved 
and the area of ski runs has been more than doubled 
in relation to the originally authorised plans. This has 
not only damaged or disturbed the areas within the 
designated tourist zone of the national park, but also 
affected areas of the national park outside this zone.

A boom phase of construction took place in the period 
from 2002 to 2007 and Bansko has become one of 
the most rapidly developing towns in Bulgaria. In the 
town of Razlog, seven new golf courses with adjoined 
apartment blocks and 50 km of public roads are under 
construction close to the boundaries of the national 
park, with potentially serious adverse effects on the 
natural water regimes and other natural resources 
of the park. New settlements have been developed 
along the northern boundary of the national park and 
plans for the development of new ski zones exist in 
several municipalities around the national park. In 
conclusion, tourism development within and around 
the national park is not effectively controlled, and it is 
not clear whether the State Party is able to protect the 
values and integrity of the extended World Heritage 
property, although the proposed extension has not yet 
been affected by these developments.

Illegal logging and grazing still occur on the territory 
of the existing property and the proposed extension. 
While illegal logging concerns mostly the existing 
property, illegal grazing concerns mainly the proposed 
extension. However, illegal grazing has signifi cantly 
decreased in the period from 1993 to 2007. In 
conclusion, illegal grazing and logging is currently not 
a serious threat in the proposed extension. Limited 
poaching occurs but is neither a serious threat to the 
integrity of the proposed extension nor the existing 
property. These issues require however continued 
management by the national park authorities.

In summary IUCN considers that the proposed 
extension meets the necessary conditions of integrity 
as set out in the Operational Guidelines and will 
strengthen the integrity and management of the World 
Heritage property.

5. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

5.1 Values and integrity of the existing World 
Heritage property

IUCN considers that the values and integrity of the 
property have been repeatedly and signifi cantly 
compromised by the development of ski facilities and 
extension of tourism zones, to the extent that the 
property could be considered for inscription on the List 
of World Heritage in Danger. Extending the property, 
removing the compromised areas from the property, 
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and minimising or mitigating the adverse effects 
provides a means to redress this situation. However, 
IUCN considers that the World Heritage Committee 
should clearly indicate that further development of 
ski facilities or extension of the tourism zones that 
compromises the values and integrity of the property 
is incompatible with its World Heritage status and 
would result in the inscription of the property on the 
List of World Heritage in Danger. IUCN is also of 
the view that the outcome of further damage to the 
property from ski development could be the deletion 
of the property from the World Heritage List.

IUCN considers that the lack of effective action to 
protect this World Heritage property and the resulting 
damage to its values and integrity provide a case 
study with a number of lessons for the future operation 
of the World Heritage Convention. In addition to the 
clear issues regarding the responsibilities of States 
Parties, it indicates the need for stronger and more 
effective monitoring of World Heritage properties and 
the need for a more effective process of follow through 
to be put in place by the World Heritage Committee, 
supported by the World Heritage Centre and the 
Advisory Bodies, with adequate resources provided 
for this work.

IUCN notes that its recommendations in this report 
apply to the particular and problematic circumstances 
of the Pirin National Park World Heritage property 
and do not represent an appropriate solution for other 
World Heritage properties.

6. APPLICATION OF CRITERIA

The extended property has been nominated under 
criteria (vii), (ix) and (x), although the existing World 
Heritage property was inscribed under criteria (vii), (viii) 
and (ix). IUCN considers that the proposed extension 
should be approved under the original criteria, in 
order to strengthen the integrity and management of 
the property in relation to these criteria, but that the 
extended property does not meet criterion (x) based 
on the following assessment:

Criterion (x): Biodiversity and threatened species

The importance of Pirin National Park for the in situ 
conservation of biological diversity and threatened 
species is not signifi cant at the global level. Its values 
are typical of several mountain ranges within the 
Balkan Peninsula. Similar species and habitats are 
found in a number of other protected areas of the 
Balkan Highlands. The fl oral and faunal diversity of 
Pirin National Park, although important at the national 
level, does not stand out when compared with other 
mountain areas in the region. At the global level, Pirin 
National Park ranks far lower in terms of biodiversity 
and threatened species when compared with many 
mountain areas. It is much smaller and features far 

less species and habitats than a number of other 
mountain World Heritage properties.

IUCN considers that the extended property does not 
meet this criterion.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

IUCN recommends that the World Heritage Committee 
adopt the following decision:

The World Heritage Committee,

1. Having examined Documents WHC-08/32.COM/
8B and WHC-08/32.COM/INF.8B2,

2. Recalling Decisions 28 COM 15B.21, 29 COM 
7B.23 and 31 COM 7B.27, adopted at its 28th 
(Suzhou, 2004), 29th (Durban, 2005) and 31st 
(Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively,

3. Approves the extension of the Pirin National 
Park, Bulgaria, inscribed under criteria (vii), (viii) 
and (ix), in order to strengthen the integrity and 
management of the World Heritage property; but 
excludes in line with previous recommendations 
the Bansko ski zone and Dobrinishte ski zone 
(approximately 1083.94 ha in total) from the 
inscribed property as their values and integrity 
are no longer compatible with World Heritage 
status; and includes these areas, which are within 
the national park, in a new buffer zone to give an 
added layer of protection to the property;

4. Accepts the proposal of the State Party to 
exclude the areas of the Kulinoto ski zone (58.1 
ha) and the Sandanski region resort area (76.4 
ha), which have been excluded from the national 
park in 1999, from the property as their values 
and integrity are no longer compatible with World 
Heritage status;

5. Requests the State Party to submit, following 
consultation with IUCN and the World Heritage 
Centre, a revised map showing the boundaries of 
the extended property and the new buffer zone, 
as outlined above, and to clearly demarcate the 
revised boundaries of the property in the fi eld;

6. Considers that the Outstanding Universal 
Value and integrity of the property have been 
repeatedly and signifi cantly compromised by 
the development of ski facilities and extension 
of tourism zones, to the extent that the property 
could be considered for inscription on the List of 
World Heritage in Danger;

7. Requests the State Party therefore to ensure 
that the adverse effects of the development of 
ski facilities and extension of tourism zones are 
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minimised or mitigated to the extent possible and 
that no further development of ski facilities or 
extension of the tourism zones is allowed within 
the revised boundaries of the extended property;

8. Decides that any further development of ski 
facilities or extension of the tourism zones 
within the revised boundaries of the extended 
property, or any further developments outside 
the extended property that would adversely affect 
the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of 
the property, would result in the inscription of the 
property on the List of World Heritage in Danger; 
and

9. Requests the State Party to keep the World 
Heritage Centre informed of any developments, 
including in the new buffer zone, which may affect 
the Outstanding Universal Value or integrity of the 
property, as per paragraph 172 of the Operational 
Guidelines, and to submit to the World Heritage 
Centre by 1 February 2009 an updated report 
on the state of conservation of the property for 
examination by the World Heritage Committee at 
its 33rd session in 2009.
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Map 1: Location of the nominated property
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Map 2: Boundaries of the extended property as proposed by the State Party
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Map 3: Revised boundaries of the extended property showing the exclusion of Bansko ski zone and 
Dobrinishte ski zone and their proposed inclusion in a new buffer zone
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THE WORLD HERITAGE CONVENTION

IUCN TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT OF WORLD HERITAGE NOMINATIONS

May 2010

1. INTRODUCTION

This technical evaluation report of natural and 
mixed properties nominated for inclusion on the 
World Heritage List has been conducted by the 
Programme on Protected Areas (PPA) and the 
World Heritage Programme of IUCN (International 
Union for Conservation of Nature).  In close 
cooperation with PPA and other units of IUCN both 
at headquarters and in the fi eld the World Heritage 
Programme co-ordinates IUCN’s input to the World 
Heritage Convention. It also works closely with 
IUCN’s World Commission on Protected Areas 
(WCPA), the world’s leading expert network of 
protected area managers and specialists, and other 
Commissions,  members and partners of IUCN.

In carrying out its function under the World 
Heritage Convention, IUCN has been guided by 
four principles:

(i) ensuring the highest standards of 
quality control and institutional memory 
in relation to technical evaluation, 
monitoring and other associated activities;

(ii) increasing the use of specialist networks 
of IUCN, especially WCPA, but also other 
relevant IUCN Commissions and specialist 
networks;

(iii) working in support of the UNESCO World 
Heritage Centre and States Parties to 
examine how IUCN can creatively and 
effectively support the World Heritage 
Convention and individual properties as 
“fl agships” for conservation; and

(iv) increasing the level of effective partnership 
between IUCN and the World Heritage 
Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM.

Members of the expert network of WCPA carry out 
the majority of technical evaluation missions.  The 
WCPA network now totals more than 1400 protected 
area managers and specialists from 140 countries. 
In addition, the World Heritage Programme 
has called on experts from IUCN’s other fi ve 
Commissions (Species Survival, Environmental 
Law, Education and Communication, Ecosystem 
Management, and Environmental, Economic and 
Social Policy), from international earth science 
unions, other IUCN Global Programmes, non-
governmental organizations and scientifi c contacts 

in universities and other international agencies. 
This highlights the considerable “added value” from 
investing in the use of the extensive networks of 
IUCN and partner institutions.

These networks allow for the increasing involvement 
of regional natural heritage experts and broaden 
the capacity of IUCN with regard to its work under 
the World Heritage Convention.  Reports from fi eld 
missions and comments from a large number of 
external reviewers are comprehensively examined 
by the IUCN World Heritage Panel.  The IUCN 
programmes on World Heritage and Protected 
Areas then prepare the fi nal technical evaluation 
reports which are presented in this document 
and represent the corporate position of IUCN 
on World Heritage evaluations. IUCN has also 
placed emphasis on providing input and support 
to ICOMOS in relation to those cultural landscapes 
which have important natural values.  During 2009 
IUCN has extended its cooperation with ICOMOS, 
including coordination in relation to the evaluation 
of mixed sites and cultural landscapes.  IUCN and 
ICOMOS have also enhanced the coordination of 
their panel processes as requested by the World 
Heritage Committee.

In 2005, IUCN commissioned an external review 
of its work on World Heritage evaluations, which 
was carried out by Professor Christina Cameron 
and resulted in a number of recommendations to 
improve IUCN’s work.  The review and the IUCN 
management response are available on IUCN’s 
World Heritage website.

Further to progress reported on the implementation 
of the review’s recommendations in 2009, IUCN 
has continued to progress in the implementation 
of all proposed recommendations.  In 2009-10 
the regional representation and gender balance 
of the selected evaluators and on the IUCN World 
Heritage Panel have been further enhanced.  
IUCN has invested signifi cantly since 2007 with 
its own resources in strengthening its work on 
World Heritage, with a strong fi nancial contribution 
towards the position of head of the newly created 
World Heritage Programme. Further enhancements 
to IUCN work on World Heritage require signifi cant 
additional funding, both from the World Heritage 
Fund and other partners and agencies.  
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2. EVALUATION PROCESS

In carrying out the technical evaluation of 
nominations IUCN is guided by the Operational 
Guidelines to the World Heritage Convention.  The 
evaluation process is carried out over the period of 
one year, from the receipt of nominations at IUCN 
in March or April and the submission of the IUCN 
evaluation report to the World Heritage Centre in 
May of the following year.  The process outlined at 
the end of this introduction involves the following 
steps:

1. Data Assembly.  A standardised data sheet 
is compiled on the nominated property by 
UNEP’s World Conservation Monitoring 
Centre (UNEP-WCMC), using the 
nomination document, the World Database 
on Protected Areas and other available 
reference material.

2. External Review.  The nomination is sent to 
independent experts knowledgeable about 
the property or its natural values, including 
members of WCPA, other IUCN specialist 
commissions and scientifi c networks or 
NGOs working in the region. IUCN received 
more than 200 external reviews in relation to 
the properties examined in 2009 / 2010.

3. Field Mission.  Missions involving one or 
more IUCN and external experts evaluate 
the nominated property on the ground and 
discuss the nomination with the relevant 
national and local authorities, local 
communities, NGOs and other stakeholders.  
Missions usually take place between May and 
November.  In the case of mixed properties 
and certain cultural landscapes, missions 
are jointly implemented with ICOMOS.

4. IUCN World Heritage Panel Review.  The 
Panel intensively reviews the nomination 
dossiers, fi eld mission reports, comments 
from external reviewers, the UNEP-WCMC 
data sheets and other relevant reference 
material, and provides its technical advice 
to IUCN on recommendations for each 
nomination.  A fi nal report is prepared and 
forwarded to the World Heritage Centre in 
May for distribution to the members of the 
World Heritage Committee. 

5. Final Recommendations.  IUCN presents, 
with the support of images and maps, 
the results and recommendations of its 
evaluation process to the World Heritage 
Committee at its annual session in June or 
July, and responds to any questions.  The 
World Heritage Committee makes the fi nal 
decision on whether or not to inscribe the 
property on the World Heritage List. 

It should be noted that IUCN seeks to develop and 
maintain a dialogue with the State Party throughout 
the evaluation process to allow the State Party every 
opportunity to supply all the necessary information 
and to clarify any questions or issues that may 
arise.  For this reason, there are three occasions at 
which IUCN may request further information from 
the State Party. These are:

Before the fi eld mission. IUCN sends the 
State Party, usually directly to the person 
organising the mission in the host country, 
a briefi ng on the mission, in many cases 
raising specifi c questions and issues that 
should be discussed during the mission. This 
allows the State Party to prepare properly in 
advance;

Directly after the fi eld mission. Based 
on discussions during the fi eld mission, 
IUCN may send an offi cial letter requesting 
supplementary information before the IUCN 
World Heritage Panel meets in December, to 
ensure that the Panel has all the information 
necessary to make a recommendation on 
the nomination; and

After the IUCN World Heritage Panel. 
If the Panel fi nds some questions are still 
unanswered or further issues need to be 
clarifi ed, a fi nal letter will be sent to the State 
Party requesting supplementary information 
by a specifi c deadline. That deadline must 
be adhered to strictly in order to allow IUCN 
to complete its evaluation.

Note: If the information provided by the State Party 
at the time of nomination and during the mission is 
adequate, IUCN does not request supplementary 
information.  It is expected that supplementary 
information will be in response to specifi c questions 
or issues and should not include completely 
revised nominations or substantial amounts of new 
information. 

In the technical evaluation of nominated properties, 
the Udvardy Biogeographic Province concept is 
used for comparison of nominations with other 
similar properties.  This method makes comparisons 
of natural properties more objective and provides a 
practical means of assessing similarity at the global 
level.  At the same time, World Heritage properties 
are expected to contain special features, habitats 
and faunistic or fl oristic peculiarities that can also be 
compared on a broader biome basis. It is stressed 
that the Biogeographical Province concept is used 
as a basis for comparison only and does not imply 
that World Heritage properties are to be selected 
on this criterion.  In addition, global classifi cation 
systems and priority-setting exercises, such as 
Conservation International Biodiversity Hotspots, 

•

•

•
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WWF Ecoregions, Birdlife International Endemic 
Bird Areas, IUCN/WWF Centres of Plant Diversity 
and the IUCN/SSC Habitat Classifi cation, and the 
2004 IUCN/UNEP-WCMC Review of the World 
Heritage Network provide useful guidance.  The 
decisive principle is that World Heritage properties 
are only those areas of outstanding universal 
value.

Finally, the evaluation process is aided by the 
publication of some 20 reference volumes on the 
world’s protected areas published by IUCN, UNEP-
WCMC and several other publishers.  These 
include (1) Reviews of Protected Area Systems 
in Africa, Asia and Oceania; (2) the four volume 
directory of Protected Areas of the World; (3) the 
six volume Global Biodiversity Atlas series; (4) the 
three volume directory of Centres of Plant Diversity; 
(5) the three volume directory of Coral Reefs of the 
World; and (6) the four volume synthesis on “A 
Global Representative System of Marine Protected 
Areas”. These documents together provide 
system-wide overviews which allow comparison 
of the conservation importance of protected areas 
throughout the world.

3. THE IUCN WORLD HERITAGE PANEL

Purpose: The Panel advises IUCN on its work 
on World Heritage, particularly in relation to the 
evaluation of World Heritage nominations. The 
Panel normally meets once a year for a week in 
December. Depending on the progress made with 
evaluations, and the requirement for follow up 
action, a second meeting or conference call in the 
following March may be required. Additionally, the 
Panel operates by email and/or conference call, as 
required.

Functions: A core role of the Panel is to provide a 
technical peer review process for the consideration 
of nominations, leading to the formal adoption of 
advice to IUCN on the recommendations it should 
make to the World Heritage Committee.  In doing 
this, the Panel examines each available nomination 
document, the fi eld mission report, comments from 
external reviewers and other material, and uses 
this to help prepare IUCN’s advice, including IUCN 
recommendations relating to inscription under 
specifi ed criteria, to the World Heritage Committee 
(and, in the case of some cultural landscapes, advice 
to ICOMOS). It may also advise IUCN on other 
matters concerning World Heritage, including the 
State of Conservation of World Heritage properties 
and on policy matters relating to the Convention.  
Though it takes account of the policy context of 
IUCN’s work under the Convention, its primary role 
is to deliver high quality scientifi c and technical 
advice to IUCN, which has the fi nal responsibility 
for corporate recommendations made to the World 
Heritage Committee.

Membership: The members of the Panel comprise 
a) selected IUCN staff with direct responsibility for 
IUCN’s World Heritage work, and b) other IUCN 
staff, Commission members and external experts 
selected for their high level of experience with the 
World Heritage Convention. Thus the members 
are:

The Head of the IUCN World Heritage 
Programme, Chair
The Head of the IUCN Programme on 
Protected Areas 
Other senior staff of the Programme on 
Protected Areas
The IUCN WCPA Vice Chair for World 
Heritage
The Head of the UNEP-WCMC Protected 
Areas Programme
Up to three other technical advisors, whose 
World Heritage expertise is recognized at a 
global level.  In 2010 this included regional 
representatives from Africa, Asia and the 
Pacifi c, with specialist areas of expertise 
in relation to earth science, biodiversity 
and ecosystem conservation and protected 
areas.

The Panel’s preparations and its meetings are 
facilitated through the work of the World Heritage 
Project Management Offi cer, who serves as the 
Executive Offi cer for the Panel.

The Panel may also be attended by other IUCN 
staff, particularly from other Global Programmes 
with expertise in the subject matter of particular 
nominations, Commission members, including 
the Chair of WCPA and external experts, upon 
invitation, for specifi c items, as necessary.  The 
Deputy Director General of IUCN attends the 
opening and closing session of the Panel for a full 
briefi ng on the process and recommendations, and 
the Director General of IUCN is fully briefed on the 
conclusions of the Panel. 

4. EVALUATION REPORTS

Each technical evaluation report presents a 
concise summary of the nominated property, 
a comparison with other similar properties, a 
review of management and integrity issues and 
concludes with the assessment of the applicability 
of the criteria and a clear recommendation to the 
World Heritage Committee.  IUCN also submits 
separately to the World Heritage Centre its 
recommendation in the form of a draft decision, and 
a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value 
for all properties it recommends for inscription.  
Standardised data sheets, prepared for each 
natural or mixed nomination by UNEP-WCMC, are 
available separately on request.  In addition, IUCN 
carries out fi eld missions and/or external reviews 
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for cultural landscapes containing important natural 
values, and provides its comments to ICOMOS.  
This report contains a short summary of these 
comments on each cultural landscape nomination 
reviewed.

5. NOMINATIONS EXAMINED IN 2009 / 2010

17 nomination dossiers and 3 minor boundary 
modifi cations were examined by IUCN in the 2009 
/ 2010 cycle, involving 9 fi eld missions.  These 
comprised: 

8 natural property nominations (including 4 
new nominations, 2 deferred nominations 
and 2 extensions),
2 mixed property nominations (2 new 
nominations), where joint missions were 
undertaken with ICOMOS, 
1 renomination of a natural property under 
cultural criteria, where a joint mission was 
undertaken with ICOMOS
6 cultural landscape nominations (5 new 
nominations, 1 extension), for one of which a 
joint mission was undertaken with ICOMOS, 
4 were commented on by IUCN based on 
internal and external desktop reviews and 
two were not commented on,
3 minor boundary modifi cations.

6. COLLABORATION WITH   
 INTERNATIONAL EARTH SCIENCE  
 UNIONS

IUCN implements its consideration of earth science 
values within the World Heritage Convention 
through a global theme study on Geological Heritage 
published in 2005.  It concluded collaboration 
agreements with the International Union of 
Geological Sciences (IUGS) and the International 
Association of Geomorphologists (IAG) in 2006.  
These agreements are focused on strengthening 
the evaluation process by providing access to the 
global networks of earth scientists coordinated 
through IUGS and IAG.  As a result, almost 30 of 
the approximately 200 external reviews in 2009 
came from IUGS and IAG experts.

It is also anticipated that the collaboration 
agreements will lead to increased support to States 
Parties more generally through the preparation 
of targeted theme studies that provide further 
guidance on earth science sites.  Theme studies 
on caves and karst and volcanoes were completed 
in 2008 and 2009, respectively, and a study on 
deserts is in in its fi nal stage. IUCN would like 
to record its gratitude to IUGS and IAG for their 
willingness to provide support for its advisory role 
to the World Heritage Convention, and will continue 
to inform the World Heritage Committee on the 

•

•

•

•

•

implementation of the collaboration agreements 
with IUGS and IAG.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE WORLD  
 HERITAGE COMMITTEE

In the 2009 / 2010 cycle, IUCN has sought to 
ensure that States Parties have the opportunity 
to provide all the necessary information on their 
nominated properties through the process outlined 
in section 2 above.  As per Decision 30 COM 13 
of the World Heritage Committee (Vilnius, 2006), 
IUCN has not taken into consideration or included 
any information submitted by States Parties after 
28 February 2010, as evidenced by the postmark.  
IUCN has previously noted a number of points 
for improvement in the evaluation process, and 
especially to clarify the timelines involved.
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WORLD HERITAGE NOMINATION - IUCN TECHNICAL EVALUATION

PIRIN NATIONAL PARK (BULGARIA) - ID Nº 225 bis rev

Background note: Pirin National Park, was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1983 under criteria 
(vii), (viii) and (ix), at that time numbered natural criteria (i), (ii) and (iii). The original IUCN evaluation noted 
the mountain scenery, glacial geomorphology, and the continuing evolution of the fl ora, as evidenced by a 
number of endemic and relict species, as key features of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property. 
The proposed extension of Pirin National Park has been nominated under criteria (vii), (ix) and (x).

In line with previous recommendations by the World Heritage Committee and IUCN, the State Party 
submitted both a proposal for the extension of the existing property in 2006, in which it also proposed to 
exclude the Bansko and Dobrinishte tourism zones from the property and to include them in a new buffer 
zone. This proposal was incomplete and therefore not evaluated by IUCN. A revised proposal submitted 
in 2007 was evaluated by IUCN but withdrawn by the State Party before its examination by the World 
Heritage Committee at its 32nd session of the (Quebec City, Canada, 2008).  A further revised proposal, 
in which the State Party again proposes to exclude the Bansko and Dobrinishte tourism zones from 
the property and to include them in a new buffer zone, was submitted in 2009 and is the subject of this 
evaluation.

Since 2002, the property has been the subject of repeated concern by the World Heritage Committee 
regarding threats to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property from the development of ski facilities 
in the Bansko and Dobrinishte tourism zones (see Decisions 26COM 21B.2, 27COM 7B.15, 28COM 
15B.21, 29COM 7B.23, 31COM 7B.27 and 33COM 7B.21).  Two joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN 
monitoring missions were carried out in 2002 and 2004, one IUCN evaluation mission in 2007, and the 
Committee noted in 2002 and 2009 the possible inclusion of the property in the List of World Heritage in 
Danger.

1. DOCUMENTATION

i) Date nomination received by IUCN: 16th March 2009

ii) Additional information offi cially requested from and provided by the State Party:  No additional 
information was requested from or provided by the State Party.

iii) UNEP-WCMC Data Sheet: Last updated in August 2007, sourced from original nomination 
document and nomination for extension, as well as additional references. To be updated in line 
with Committee decision.

iv) Additional literature consulted:  Burmester, A. et al. (2005) World Natural Heritage and 
Cultural Landscapes in Europe. Report of the Workshop at the International Academy for 
Nature Conservation, Isle of Vilm, Germany, 18-21 June 2005. German Federal Agency for Nature 
Conservation, Bonn.; Grunewald, K., Monget, J.-M. and Brown, D. (2009) Characterisation 
of contemporary local climate change in the mountains of southwest Bulgaria. Climatic 
Change 95: 535-549.; IUCN (2008) IUCN Technical Evaluation of the Proposed Extension of 
Pirin National Park. IUCN, Gland, Switzerland.; Milne, R. and Heiss, G. (2002) Report of the 
International Mission to Pirin National Park, Bulgaria, 11-16 February 2002. UNESCO, Paris.; 
Ministry of the Environment and Water (2004) Pirin National Park Management Plan 2004-2013. 
Ministry of the Environment and Water, Sofi a.; Rössler, M. and Zupancic-Vicar, M. (2004) Report 
on the UNESCO-IUCN Mission to Bulgaria, 3-6 February 2004. UNESCO, Paris.; Save Pirin 
NGO Coalition (2006) Bansko Ski Zone – Crime against: UNESCO Site, Potential Natura 2000 
Site. Save Pirin NGO Coalition, Sofi a.; Strid, A. (1980) Flora of Mount Olympus. Goulandris 
Museum of Natural History, Athens. Thorsell, J. and Hamilton, L. (2002) A Global Overview of 
Mountain Protected Areas on the World Heritage List. IUCN, Gland, Switzerland.; Thorsell, 
J. and Sigaty, T. (1997) A Global Overview of Forest Protected Areas on the World Heritage 
List. IUCN, Gland, Switzerland.; WWF Danube-Carpathian Programme (2008) White Elephants 
in the Green Mountains: Ski Developments in Bulgaria. WWF Danube-Carpathian Programme, 
Vienna, Austria.
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v) Consultations: Eleven external reviewers. Extensive consultations were undertaken during the 
fi eld visit with the Deputy Minister of Environment and Water; representatives of the National 
Nature Protection Service Directorate in the Ministry of Environment and Water; the Director and 
other staff of Pirin National Park; scientists, representatives of private sector, community and NGO 
interests, and the Bulgarian National Commission for UNESCO.

vi) Field visit: Marija Zupancic-Vicar and Bastian Bomhard, October 2009.

vii) Date of IUCN approval of this report: 22nd April 2010.

2. SUMMARY OF NATURAL VALUES

The existing World Heritage property covers an area 
of 27,442.9 ha in the Pirin Mountains, southwest 
Bulgaria, and includes mostly the lower altitude, 
forested parts of the 40,356 ha Pirin National Park.  It 
comprises diverse limestone mountain landscapes 
with some 70 glacial lakes and other glacial 
landforms, waterfalls, caves and predominantly 
coniferous forests, including signifi cant stands of 
Bosnian pine (Pinus heldreichii) and Macedonian 
pine (P. peuce), two Balkan endemics.  The property 
includes a range of endemic and relict species 
representative of the Balkan Pleistocene fl ora.

The dominant part of the proposed extension 
is high mountain territory over 2,000 m altitude, 
covered mostly by alpine meadows, rocky screes 
and summits.  The fl ora of Pirin National Park 
includes 1,315 species of vascular plants, about 
one third of Bulgaria’s fl ora, including 86 Balkan 
endemics, 17 Bulgarian endemics and 18 local 
endemics, found mainly on the rock and meadow 
communities of the sup-alpine and alpine zone in 
the proposed extension.  The fl ora of lichen (367 
species) and mosses (329 species) represents 
about half of the total lichen and moss fl ora in 
Bulgaria. The fl ora also includes 165 species of 
algae and 375 species of fungi.  The fauna of Pirin 
National Park includes 45 mammal species and 
159 bird species. Pirin is also home to eight species 
of amphibians, eleven species of reptiles and six 
fi sh species.  The inventory of invertebrates is far 
from being completed: 3,400 species have been 
recorded up to now.  There are no fi gures available 
for the species values of the proposed extension 
relative to the existing property; however, due to the 
altitudinal difference between the two, the proposed 
extension certainly adds high altitude species to 
the existing property and also improves the habitat 
connectivity within the property for a number of 
other species.  Some of the peripheral parts of the 
proposed extension, in particular above the town of 
Bansko, include former pastures and plantations, 
which are currently undergoing a process of natural 
succession.

The property is located in a region which has been 
the subject of rapid tourism development, notably 
in relation to the construction of the Bansko ski 

resort within the existing property, but not in the 
proposed extension.  This resort development has 
had a signifi cant impact on the values and integrity 
of the property, with particular damage done to the 
pine forests above the town of Bansko.

The State Party now proposes to extend the existing 
World Heritage property to include the whole of Pirin 
National Park except for two designated tourism 
zones whose values and integrity is no longer 
compatible with World Heritage status as detailed 
in Section 4 of this report and illustrated on Maps 1 
and 2.  More information on the boundary changes 
and integrity issues is provided in Section 4 of this 
report.

3. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER AREAS

The existing World Heritage property was inscribed 
on the World Heritage List under criteria (vii), (viii) 
and (ix) because of its mountain scenery, glacial 
geomorphology, and the continuing evolution of 
the fl ora, as evidenced by a number of endemic 
and relict species.  The proposed extension would 
strengthen the values, integrity and management 
of the existing property under these criteria and 
thereby contribute to the long term conservation 
of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property.  
However, as the extended property has also been 
nominated under the additional criterion (x), it is 
necessary to compare the values of Pirin National 
Park for biodiversity and threatened species with 
other comparable World Heritage properties and 
protected areas in the region and globally.

Pirin National Park is part of the biogeographical 
province of the Balkan Highlands.  Other World 
Heritage properties in the region include Plitvice 
Lakes National Park (Croatia) and Durmitor National 
Park (Montenegro).  Plitvice Lakes National Park 
is mainly a forest area which was inscribed for 
its outstanding travertine formations.  Durmitor 
National Park is a high mountain area like Pirin and 
includes the Tara Gorge and pine forests.  Other 
comparable mountain areas in the region include 
the following: Sutjeska National Park (Bosnia 
and Herzegovina); Rila National Park (Bulgaria); 
Galičica National Park and Pelister National Park 
(Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia); Mount 
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Olympus Mountain and Mount Tymphi (Greece); 
Sara National Park (Serbia); and the planned 
Prokletje National Park (Montenegro).

In terms of biodiversity and threatened species, 
the values of Pirin National Park are comparable 
to a number of these other areas in the region.  
For example, Mount Olympus (Greece) has 
1,700 vascular plant species (23 endemics) and 
Montenegro’s planned Prokletje National Park 
1,609 (20 endemics), compared to 1,315 (18 
endemics) for Pirin National Park.  The fl oral and 
faunal diversity of Pirin National Park, although 
important at the national level, does therefore not 
stand out when compared with other mountain 
areas in the region.

At the global level, Pirin National Park ranks far 
lower in terms of biodiversity and threatened 
species when compared with many mountain 
areas.  It is much smaller and features far less 
species and habitats than other mountain World 
Heritage properties such as the Canadian Rocky 
Mountain Parks (Canada), Western Caucasus, 
Golden Mountains of Altai and Central Sikhote-
Alin (Russian Federation), and the Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park (USA).

4.  INTEGRITY

4.1  Protection

The existing World Heritage property, with the 
exception of the four small areas on the periphery 
of the property that have been excluded from Pirin 
National Park in 1987 and 1999, and proposed 
extension are State-owned and designated as a 
national park under Bulgarian Law.  This status 
provides a legal basis for the protection of the 
values and integrity of the property, however, the 
development of the Bansko ski resort within the 
national park, which has signifi cantly damaged 
the values and integrity of the property, calls into 
question the effectiveness of the protection status 
of the existing property and proposed extension.

IUCN considers the protection status of the proposed 
extension meets, in theory, the requirements set 
out in the Operational Guidelines. However, in 
practice, the effectiveness of the protection status 
is questionable and will very much depend on 
the political will of the State Party to ensure its 
effectiveness.

4.2 Boundaries

The boundaries of the existing World Heritage 
property do not follow an ecological rational and 
create a highly fragmented property with a low level 
of integrity.  The proposed extension of 12,136.02 
ha (see Table 1 and Map 1) will signifi cantly enhance 

the integrity of the property by connecting currently 
isolated areas to form a single ecological unit based 
on the current boundaries of Pirin National Park.

In line with previous recommendations by UNESCO 
and IUCN, the State Party also proposes to exclude 
from the World Heritage property the Bansko and 
Dobrinishte tourism zones (comprising 1078.28 ha 
in total located within the national park) from the 
World Heritage property and include them in a new 
buffer zone (see Maps 1 and 2).  These tourism 
zones include major infrastructure such as the 
main access road to the park, fi ve hotels, large ski 
facilities (including cabin lifts, chair lifts and drag 
lifts) and ski runs, a biathlon centre for all-year 
use and artifi cial water reservoirs to make artifi cial 
snow, and are thus not compatible with World 
Heritage status.

The State Party also proposes to exclude from the 
World Heritage property four small areas (150.6 ha 
in total) on the periphery of the property that were 
excluded from the national park in 1987 and 1999 
(see Map 1).  These areas have limited values, and 
are no longer protected and managed as part of the 
national park, and are thus no longer compatible 
with World Heritage status.

The Park Directorate has marked clearly the 
boundaries of Pirin National Park above Bansko 
and in other critical areas.  Further marking of other 
areas in the fi eld is planned for the future, subject 
to available funding.  The proposed exclusion of 
the Bansko and Dobrinishte tourism zones from 
the World Heritage property, if accepted, should 
be refl ected in any maps and other information 
material concerning the World Heritage property.  
Such maps and other information material should 
also clearly show the limits of the area of existing ski 
facilities and ski runs, as well as other buildings and 
facilities, at the time of inscription of the proposed 
extension on the World Heritage List.

IUCN considers that the boundaries of the proposed 
extension meet the requirements set out in the 
Operational Guidelines as the area included would 
strengthen the integrity and management of the 
World Heritage property. IUCN also concurs with 
the other boundary changes proposed by the State 
Party.

4.3 Management

The management of Pirin National Park is under 
the responsibility of the National Nature Protection 
Service of the Ministry of the Environment and 
Water, which is responsible for the coordination 
and control of Bulgaria’s protected areas.  The Pirin 
National Park Directorate is responsible for the 
on-the- ground management of the national park 
and applies the government policy concerning the 
national park.
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The Pirin National Park Administration employs 
some 50 staff.  This includes fi ve chief inspectors, or 
senior rangers, for each of the park’s management 
regions as well as some 30 rangers.  All staff 
and administration costs of Pirin National Park 
are funded by the State budget.  The level of this 
funding has remained relatively constant in recent 
years.  According to the State Party, Bulgarian 
Leva (BGN) 517,278 (roughly USD 350,000) has 
been approved for 2009, which is lower than in 
2006-2008 but higher than in 2004-2005.  The 
main source of funding for the implementation of 
conservation measures in Pirin National Park is the 
State Enterprise for Management of Environmental 
Protection Activities (SEMEPA) established by 
Bulgaria’s Environmental Protection Act.  The level 
of SEMEPA funding has fl uctuated signifi cantly in 
recent years: it dropped from BGN 706,600 (roughly 
USD 482,000) in 2004 to 87,100 (roughly USD 
59,000) in 2007. However, according to the State 
Party, BGN 745,690 has been approved for 2009.  
IUCN notes that the effective management of the 
property will continue to depend on the allocation 
of adequate funds.

Since 2004 Pirin National Park is managed 
according to a management plan approved by 
Decision #646 of the Council of Ministers.  The 
management plan was developed for the period 
2004-2013 and designates six zones with different 
objectives within the national park:

 Reserve zone (IUCN Category Ia; 14.8% of 
the park’s territory): This zone includes the 
strictly protected Yulen and Bayuvi Doupki-
Dzhindzhiritza Reserves. Human activities are 
limited to scientifi c research and passing of 
people along marked trails only;

 Zone of limited human impact (Ib; 20.3%): 
Human activities are limited to scientifi c 
research and hiking along marked trails only;

Zone for conservation of forest ecosystems 
and recreation (IIa; 45.2%): Permitted activities 
include hiking and recreation, angling, collecting 
mushrooms, herbs and fruits for personal use, 
passing of domestic animals on defi ned trails, 
maintenance and restoration activities in the 

•

•

•

Property Buffer zone
Area of existing property (ha) 27,442.9 0
Area of proposed extension (ha) +12,136.02 0
Area of proposed exclusions on the periphery of the property (ha) -150.6 0
Area of proposed exclusion of the Bansko and Dobrinishte tourism 
zones and their proposed inclusion in a new buffer zone (ha)

-1078.28 +1078.28

Total area (ha) 39,277.72 1078.28

Note: minor discrepancies in these fi gures are due to more accurate area measurements in the nominated 
extension.

Table 1. Summary of the proposed boundary changes

forests and regulating the numbers of certain 
animal species;

 Zone for sustainable use of open areas 
and recreation (IUCN Category IIb; 16.9%): 
Permitted activities include all of the above 
plus grazing of sheep, cattle and horses. This 
zone is mainly reserved for traditional grazing 
activities;

 Tourism zone (IUCN Category III; 2.2%): 
This zone is proposed to be excluded from the 
park and to be included in a new buffer zone. 
Permitted activities include all of the above 
plus sports such as skiing, horse-back riding 
and cycling along defi ned trails, and climbing 
and caving in defi ned areas. According to 
the management plan, no construction of 
any buildings and facilities is permitted in this 
zone; 

 Zone of buildings and facilities (IUCN 
Category IV; 0.6%): This zone includes the 
buildings and facilities of the Bansko and 
Dobrinishte ski resorts and is proposed to be 
excluded from the park and to be included 
in a new buffer zone. The management plan 
permitted the construction of the Bansko ski 
resort according to the adopted Territorial 
Arrangement Plan and its Environmental 
Impact Assessment of 2000. According to 
the management plan, no construction of 
any buildings and facilities is permitted in 
the national park outside this zone. For the 
purpose of readability, the tourism zone and 
zone of buildings and facilities are referred to 
in this report jointly as “Bansko and Dobrinishte 
tourism zones”.

The implementation of the management plan was 
reviewed in 2008; however, no changes to the 
management plan were approved.  The process to 
develop the new management plan for the period 
post 2013 is planned to commence in 2010.  In order 
to assure the protection and conservation of the 
Outstanding Universal Value of the property, it will 
be essential for the State Party to ensure that the 
new management plan does not permit further ski 
development or construction of other ecologically 

•

•

•
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unsustainable facilities within the property and 
its buffer zone, nor extension of the tourism zone 
into the property.  In the past, the infl uence of the 
responsible authorities on the development of the 
Bansko ski resort appears to have been limited, 
given the repeated unauthorized modifi cations 
and violations of approved requirements within the 
existing property (see also Section 4.4 below).

IUCN considers the management plan of Pirin 
National Park, which covers the proposed 
extension, meets the requirements set out in the 
Operational Guidelines and will strengthen the 
management of the World Heritage property.  
IUCN considers it, however, imperative that the 
responsible authorities exert effective control over 
Pirin National Park to prevent any developments 
that would further damage the values and integrity 
of the property (see also Section 5.1 below).

4.4 Threats and human use

The World Heritage property has long been 
subject to tourism pressure, largely caused by the 
development of ski facilities and ski runs.  Small 
ski areas were developed at Bansko, Dobrinishte 
and Kulinoto in the 1980s and 1990s.  In 1999, the 
World Heritage Centre was informed by the State 
Party about plans to develop a major ski resort 
above Bansko, and in 2001 the State Party issued 
a concession for the construction of the Bansko 
ski resort to Ulen Company.  The main phase of 
construction of the Bansko ski resort took place 
from 2002 to 2004; however, further work on ski 
facilities and ski runs continues to date, with an 
upgrade of the Bansko biathlon centre for all-year 
use underway during the IUCN fi eld visit in October 
2009.  IUCN also notes that night skiing, off-piste 
skiing and heliskiing are all being advertised and 
practised in the Bansko ski resort according to 
its marketing materials; however, at present it is 
unclear to what extent these activities affect the 
values and integrity of the property.

The construction of the required ski facilities and 
ski runs in the park’s zone of buildings and facilities, 
which has not affected the proposed extension, was 
authorized through the Territorial Arrangement Plan 
(TAP) and its Environmental Impact Assessment 
(EIA) of 2000, and the park’s management 
plan adopted in 2004.  However, a number of 
unauthorized modifi cations and violations of the TAP 
and EIA requirements have occurred. These have 
not only damaged or disturbed the areas inside the 
zone of buildings and facilities and tourism zone of 
the property, but also affected areas of the property 
outside these zones.  In October 2009, following 
NGO submissions concerning developments in the 
Bansko ski resort, which is part of the proposed 
Natura 2000 site Pirin, the Directorate-General 
for the Environment of the European Commission 
started an infringement procedure.  It is expected 

that the State Party will submit its response to the 
NGO submissions in due course.  IUCN considers 
that the State Party should also submit its response 
to the World Heritage Centre when it is prepared.

Bansko has become one of the most rapidly 
developing towns in Bulgaria. A number of hotels 
and holiday resorts were constructed literally on the 
park boundary.  The capacity of the current Bansko 
ski resort is insuffi cient in relation to the number of 
tourists that can be accommodated in the hotels 
and holiday resorts of Bansko.  Hence there are 
plans by the municipality of Bansko and Ulen 
Company to expand the Bansko ski resort.  Current 
sketch maps of the resort still show, for example, a 
closed ski lift and ski run outside both the tourism 
zone and zone of buildings and facilities (see Map 
3). Plans to re-open this ski lift and ski run are not 
compatible with the management plan and should 
not be permitted.  Other municipalities around the 
park have plans to develop new ski resorts and/or 
expand the existing Dobrinishte and Kulinoto ski 
areas. One such plan is for a new ski resort of three 
times the size of the Bansko ski resort and would 
also affect the proposed extension. None of these 
plans are in line with the current management plan 
of the park and/or have been approved by the 
responsible Ministry for Environment and Water.  In 
a meeting during the IUCN fi eld visit, the Deputy 
Minister for Environment and Water in fact asserted 
that no further ski developments in the park would 
be approved. However, tourism development within 
and around the property has not been effectively 
controlled in the past, and it remains to be seen 
if the State Party is able to protect the values and 
integrity of the extended property against further 
tourism pressure.

In the view of IUCN, the Bansko ski resort (see 
Photo 1) cannot be considered a sustainable 
use of an existing World Heritage property as 
per paragraph 119 of the Operational Guidelines, 
and is therefore not in line with the conservation 
objective of the World Heritage Convention.  The 
development of the Bansko ski resort has made 
it necessary to exclude the Bansko tourism zone 
from the World Heritage property and to include it in 
a new buffer zone.  In order to maintain the values 
and integrity of the World Heritage property it will be 
critical to ensure that no further ski development or 
construction of other facilities takes place within the 
property and its buffer zone, and that the tourism 
zone is not extended into the property.  It will also 
be critical to ensure that the existing ski facilities 
and ski runs comply with the requirements of the 
TAP, EIA and management plan, including those 
for the recultivation of degraded areas.  Any further 
tourism development in Pirin National Park should 
be ecologically sustainable and utilize the yet 
under-realized potential of the property to develop 
more environmentally friendly forms of tourism.
Other threats to the property that need to be 
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monitored and managed include illegal logging, 
hunting and grazing.  While illegal logging seems 
to be currently under control in both the property 
and proposed extension, illegal hunting (mostly 
of chamois) is reported to occur occasionally and 
needs to be controlled.  Grazing is permitted in zones 
IIb, III and IV of the park and low intensity grazing 
in these zones is considered to be ecologically 
sustainable; however, the extent and intensity 
of grazing needs to be controlled continuously in 
order to prevent overgrazing.

During the IUCN fi eld visit it was noted that the park’s 
walking trails are well managed and maintained, 
and that relevant park information and regulations 
are posted at all major trailheads and entry points.  
However, activities such as skiing, horse-back 
riding and cycling, or the use of snow mobiles and 
quad bikes, will have to be closely monitored and 
managed, and existing regulations enforced.

IUCN considers that the area of the proposed 
extension, which has not been affected by the ski 
developments, meets the conditions of integrity 
as set out in the Operational Guidelines and will 
strengthen the integrity of the World Heritage 
property.  IUCN considers it, however, imperative 
that the responsible authorities examine the impact 
of activities such as night skiing, off-piste skiing and 
heliskiing, and the use of snow mobiles and quad 
bikes, and exert effective control over Pirin National 
Park to prevent any activities and use that would 
damage the values and integrity of the property.

Given the continuing and rising pressure on the 
property, IUCN considers it important that a joint 
UNESCO / IUCN monitoring mission visits the 
property in 2011 to assess the state of conservation 
of the property, with particular reference to its 
effective protection from inappropriate development 
and human use within and beyond its boundaries, 
and to review a draft of the new management 
plan.

5. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

5.1 Values and integrity of the existing  
 World Heritage property

IUCN considers that the values and integrity of the 
property have been repeatedly and signifi cantly 
compromised by the development of ski facilities, to 
the extent that the property could be considered for 
inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger.  
After careful consideration, extending the property, 
removing the compromised areas from the property, 
and minimising or mitigating the adverse effects 
provides a means to redress this particular situation.  
However, IUCN considers that the World Heritage 
Committee should make it entirely clear that further 
ski development or extension of the tourism zones 

that compromise the values and integrity of the 
property is incompatible with its World Heritage 
status and would result in the inscription of the 
property on the List of World Heritage in Danger.  
IUCN is also of the view that further damage to the 
property from ski development could eventually 
result in the deletion of the property from the World 
Heritage List.

IUCN notes that its recommendations in this report 
apply to the particular circumstances of the Pirin 
National Park World Heritage property and do not 
represent an appropriate model or precedent for 
other World Heritage properties facing development 
pressure.  While a case by case consideration 
seems necessary there should be generic guidance 
for major development of sporting facilities affecting 
World Heritage properties.

5.2 Use of the World Heritage Emblem

In line with the Operational Guidelines and taking 
into account possible future changes currently 
being discussed, the State Party should take all 
possible measures to prevent the inappropriate 
use of the World Heritage Emblem, such as its use 
in marketing materials for the Bansko ski resort.

6. APPLICATION OF CRITERIA

The extended property has been nominated under 
criteria (vii), (ix) and (x), although the existing 
World Heritage property was inscribed under 
criteria (vii), (viii) and (ix).  IUCN considers that the 
proposed extension should be approved under the 
original criteria, in order to strengthen the integrity 
and management of the property in relation to 
these criteria, but that the extended property 
does not meet criterion (x) based on the following 
assessment:

Criterion (x): Biodiversity and threatened 
species

The importance of Pirin National Park for the in situ 
conservation of biological diversity and threatened 
species is not signifi cant at the global level. Its values 
are typical of several mountain ranges within the 
Balkan Peninsula. Similar species and habitats are 
found in a number of other protected areas of the 
Balkan Highlands.  The fl oral and faunal diversity 
of Pirin National Park, although important at the 
national level, does not stand out when compared 
with other mountain areas in the region.  At the 
global level, Pirin National Park ranks far lower in 
terms of biodiversity and threatened species when 
compared with many mountain areas.  It is much 
smaller and features far less species and habitats 
than a number of other mountain World Heritage 
properties.
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IUCN considers that the extended property does 
not meet this criterion.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

IUCN recommends that the World Heritage 
Committee adopt the following decision:

The World Heritage Committee,

1. Having examined Documents WHC-10/34.
COM/8B and WHC-10/34.COM/INF 8B2;

2. Recalling Decision 33 COM 7B.21, adopted 
at its 33rd session (Seville, 2009);

3. Approves the extension of the Pirin National 
Park, Bulgaria, inscribed under criteria 
(vii), (viii) and (ix), in order to strengthen 
the integrity and management of the World 
Heritage property;

4. Adopts the following Statement of 
Outstanding Universal Value:

Brief synthesis
The World Heritage property covers an area 
of around 40,000 ha in the Pirin Mountains, 
southwest Bulgaria, and overlaps with the 
undeveloped areas of Pirin National Park. 
The diverse limestone mountain landscapes 
of the property include over 70 glacial lakes 
and a range of glacial landforms, with many 
waterfalls, rocky screes and caves. Forests 
are dominated by conifers, and the higher 
areas harbour alpine meadows below the 
summits. The property includes a range 
of endemic and relict species that are 
representative of the Balkan Pleistocene 
fl ora.

Criteria
Criterion (vii): The mountain scenery of Pirin 
National Park is of exceptional beauty. The 
high mountain peaks and crags contrast with 
meadows, rivers and waterfalls and provide 
the opportunity to experience the aesthetics 
of a Balkan mountain landscape. The ability 
to experience remoteness and naturalness 
is an important attribute of the Outstanding 
Universal Value of the property.

Criterion (viii): The principal earth science 
values of the property relate to its glacial 
geomorphology, demonstrated through a 
range of features including cirques, deep 
valleys and over 70 glacial lakes. The 
mountains of the property show a variety of 
forms and have been developed in several 
different rock types. Functioning natural 
processes allow for study of the continued 

evolution of the landforms of the property, 
and help to understand other upland areas 
in the region.

Criterion (ix): The property is a good 
example of the continuing evolution of fl ora, 
as evidenced by a number of endemic and 
relict species, and the property also protects 
an example of a functioning ecosystem 
that is representative of the important 
natural ecosystems of the Balkan uplands. 
Pirin’s natural coniferous forests include 
Macedonian Pine and Bosnian Pine, with 
many old growth trees. In total, there are 
1,315 species of vascular plants, about 
one third of Bulgaria’s fl ora, including 86 
Balkan endemics, 17 Bulgarian endemics 
and 18 local endemics. The fauna of Pirin 
National Park includes 45 mammal species, 
including brown bear, wolf and pine marten, 
and 159 bird species. Pirin is also home to 
eight species of amphibians, eleven species 
of reptiles and six fi sh species. Although the 
forests are affected by some historical use, 
the natural functioning of the ecosystem 
ensures the protection of its regionally 
signifi cant biodiversity values.

Integrity
The original inscription of the property in 
1983 proved to be inadequate in representing 
and maintaining the Outstanding Universal 
Value of Pirin, but an extension in 2010 has 
addressed the issues to the best possible 
degree and represents the minimum area of 
Pirin National Park that can be considered 
to correspond to the requirements of 
Outstanding Universal Value set out in the 
World Heritage Convention.

The National Park is clearly defi ned from the 
point of view of its mountainous nature and 
ecology, and the boundaries of the property 
are of suffi cient size to capture the natural 
values of Pirin. Adequate boundaries have 
been established through the extension of 
the initially inscribed property, to include 
the most remote areas of the interior of the 
National Park, and exclude adjacent areas 
that are not compatible with World Heritage 
status due to impacts on integrity from ski 
development. The values of the property as 
extended retain the attributes of a natural 
landscape but they closely adjoin areas 
subject to intensive tourism development that 
are a risk to the integrity of the property.

Management and protection 
requirements
The property is covered by national 
legislation which should ensure strong 
national protection of the values of the 
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property, including the prevention of 
encroachment from adjoining development. 
It is essential that this legislation is rigorously 
enforced and is respected by all levels of 
government that have responsibilities in 
the area. The property also has an effective 
and functioning management plan, provided 
its implementation can be ensured through 
adequate resources to both maintain the 
necessary staffi ng levels and undertake 
the necessary management activities to 
protect and manage the property. A system 
of regular monitoring of the natural values of 
Pirin and ongoing programmes to maintain 
habitats and landforms in their natural state, 
avoid disturbance and other impacts on 
wildlife, and to preserve the aesthetic values 
of the property are required.

The World Heritage property has long been 
subject to tourism pressure, largely caused by 
the development of ski facilities and ski runs. 
Small ski areas were developed at Bansko, 
Dobrinishte and Kulinoto in the 1980s and 
1990s. Activities such as night skiing, off-
piste skiing and heliskiing are activities 
which may affect the values and integrity of 
the property and require rigorous control. 
Bansko, adjoining the property, has become 
one of the most rapidly developing towns 
in Bulgaria with hotels and holiday resorts 
constructed literally on the park boundary. 
Tourism development within and around the 
property has not been effectively controlled 
in the past including some areas that were 
developed within the property and caused 
signifi cant damage. The management plan 
for the property needs to ensure a long-
term priority for the protection of the natural 
values of Pirin, and to guard against any 
encroachments and impacts within the 
property from skiing, sporting events or 
other inappropriate development. Equally 
the planning documents that are created 
by national, regional and local authorities 
need to similarly ensure the protection of 
the natural values of the property, and also 
integrate the benefi ts it provides as a natural 
landscape to the surrounding area.

Other threats to the property include illegal 
logging, poaching and the use of snow 
mobiles and quad bikes. These uses require 
close monitoring, management and the 
enforcement of effective regulations. The 
management of visitor use to both prevent 
negative impacts and provide opportunities 
to experience the values of the property in 
a sustainable way is also an essential long 
term requirement for this property.

5. In the specifi c context of the above extension, 
accepts the proposal of the State Party to 
exclude from the property four small areas 
(150.6 ha in total) on the periphery of the 
property which have been excluded from the 
national park; and also accepts the proposal 
of the State Party to exclude from the property 
the Bansko and Dobrinishte tourism zones 
(1078.28 ha in total), and to include these 
latter areas, which are still within the national 
park, in a new buffer zone;

6.  Regrets that the Outstanding Universal 
Value of the property has been repeatedly and 
signifi cantly impacted by the development of 
ski facilities and ski runs, to the extent that the 
property may be considered for inscription 
on the List of World Heritage in Danger, and 
that continued ski development is a critical 
threat to the Outstanding Universal Value of 
the property;

7. Requests the State Party to strictly ensure 
that no further ski development takes place 
within the property and its buffer zone, and to 
ensure that the existing ski facilities and ski 
runs comply with the approved requirements, 
including those for the restoration of 
degraded areas;

8. Decides that any further development of 
and severe impacts from ski facilities or ski 
runs, or associated infrastructure, within the 
property and its buffer zone would result in 
the inscription of the property on the List of 
World Heritage in Danger;

9. Urges the State Party to ensure that the 
new management plan to be developed for 
the period post 2013 will not permit further 
ski development or construction of other 
ecologically unsustainable facilities within the 
property and its buffer zone, nor extension of 
the tourism zone into the property;

10. Also urges the State Party to take all possible 
measures to prevent the inappropriate use 
of the World Heritage Emblem, including by 
not allowing its use in relation to the Bansko 
ski resort, which cannot be considered 
a sustainable use of a World Heritage 
property; and encourages the State Party to 
explore and enhance options for ecologically 
sustainable tourism in the property that will 
benefi t local communities;
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11. Requests the State Party to invite a joint 
World Heritage Centre/IUCN monitoring 
mission to the property in 2011 to assess the 
state of conservation of the property, with 
particular reference to its effective protection 
from inappropriate development and human 
use within and beyond its boundaries and to 
review a draft of the new management plan 
to ensure that it will provide for the continued 
protection of the Outstanding Universal 
Value of the property;

12. Also requests the State Party to submit to 
the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 
2011, a report on the state of conservation 
of the property, with particular reference to 
its effective protection from inappropriate 
development and human use within and 
beyond its boundaries, for examination by 
the World Heritage Committee at its 35th 
session in 2011. This report should include 
the State Party response to the NGO 
submissions that resulted in an infringement 
procedure by the Directorate-General for the 
Environment of the European Commission.
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Map 1: Overview of the proposed boundary changes.
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 Map 2: Proposed boundaries of the World Heritage property and its buffer zones.
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Map 3: Sketch map of the Bansko ski resort still showing the closed Ctzurna mogila ski lift and ski run 
to the right. This closed ski lift and ski run is outside both the tourism zone and zone of buildings and 
facilities, which are proposed for exclusion from the World Heritage property and inclusion in a new buffer 
zone, and will thus remain within the property. Plans to re-open this ski lift and ski run are against the 
management plant and should not be permitted. (Source of map: www.banskoski.com)

Photo 1: The higher part of the Bansko ski resort which was constructed within the existing World Heritage 
property. This part of Pirin National Park is proposed for exclusion from the World Heritage property and 
inclusion in a new buffer zone. (Source of photo: www.banskoski.com)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
From the 10th to the 14th of October 2011, a joint World Heritage Centre-IUCN reactive monitoring 
mission was organized to the Pirin National Park World Heritage property in accordance with World 
Heritage Committee1 Decision 34COM 7B.5. The objective of this mission was to review the recent 
capacity upgrades of ski facilities in the property’s buffer zone, determine their likely impact on the 
property’s Outstanding Universal Value and make a recommendation on the possible inscription of the 
property on the List of World Heritage in Danger, as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 
35th session. The mission also assessed the overall state of conservation of the property and other fac-
tors affecting its Outstanding Universal Value. 
 
Pirin National Park was first inscribed as a World Heritage Site in 1983. It has been on the agenda of 
the Committee for more than 10 years mainly because of the ski zone within the property. Following 
recommendations by the World Heritage Committee and IUCN, the State Party submitted a proposal 
for the extension of the existing property. After a technical evaluation in 2009, the Committee at its 
34th meeting in 2010, approved the extension of the Pirin World Heritage Site and the establishment of 
a buffer zone to strengthen the integrity and management of the property (34 COM 8B.5). In the same 
decision, the Committee accepted the exclusion of a four areas (150.6 ha) on the periphery, and further 
the exclusion of the Bansko and Dobrenishte tourism zones (1 078.23 ha) and to include these in a 
new buffer zone. 
 
Overall the Pirin World Heritage Site appears to be in a relatively good state of conservation. Re-
sources, specifically staff and finances, have been relatively stable for the past years, and the Pirin 
National Park Directorate2 and the Ministry of Environment and Water appear committed to ensuring 
effective protection and management and securing the integrity and the Outstanding Universal Value 
of the Pirin World Heritage Site.   
 
The World Heritage Committee decision justified the exclusion of the buffer zone by noting that they 
are not compatible with World Heritage status because of the impacts on integrity from ski develop-
ment. It is clear that the two areas do not, on their own, fully fulfil the functions outlined in the Opera-
tional Guidelines of the Convention, which expect that buffer zones surround and provide an added 
layer of protection to the property. Therefore, it is unrealistic to expect that these impacted areas alone 
would function as effective buffer zones to the property. 
 
In the view of the mission team the replacements and capacity upgrades within the two buffer zone 
areas have been undertaken in an appropriate manner and cannot be viewed as adversely affecting the 
Outstanding Universal Value of the property. They are also improvements to safety, efficiency and 
visitor flow within the buffer zone. It would be advisable to consider that replacement of ski lifts or 
opening of ski runs in the buffer zone should be left to the State Party to assess and regulate according 
the relevant laws, regulations and procedures, but ensuring that there is no impact on the Outstanding 
Universal Value of the property. The World Heritage Committee should not be called upon to assess 
or consider proposals within the buffer zones.  This would disengage the focus from the details within 
the buffer zone to ensuring that these activities do not negatively impact on the Outstanding Universal 
Value and integrity of the property.  
 
The municipalities of Bansko and Razlog have explicit plans and aspirations to expand new ski zones 
within the Pirin World Heritage Site. The Committee needs to take a very firm position that no further 
                                                   
 
 
 
1 In this report the term Committee is used to refer to the World Heritage Committee. 
2 In this report the term Directorate is used to refer to the Pirin National Park Directorate. 
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areas within the property, outside of the already excluded areas, should be permitted for ski or other 
similarly high-impact developments. Moreover it should be made explicit that the 2010 exclusion of 
the Bansko and Dobrinishte buffer zone should not be used as a precedent to demand any further 
boundary modifications. This must be particularly ensured during the preparation of the new manage-
ment plan of Pirin National Park.  
 
In the future and in the new management plan, a greater focus should be on promoting a sustainable 
and more balanced development of livelihoods. Emphasis should be on a diversification of tourism 
both in terms of products, services and season, in line with the new strategy for sustainable nature 
tourism, developed by the Pirin National Park Directorate as a viable alternative to ski-based tourism 
development. The Directorate should consider more effective use of the Consultative Committee and 
the Scientific Advisory Council as platforms to moderate differences and to provide input to the man-
agement of Pirin National Park.  
 
The boundaries of the buffer zones, but also the entire property, must be properly measured using as-
certained GPS measurements and marked on the ground, and transparently agreed between the Pirin 
National Park Directorate, the municipalities and concessionaire. It is imperative, that the integrity of 
the boundary be regularly monitored and enforced by the Directorate. The Ministry of Environment 
and Water should ensure that plans are put in place and sufficient resources are allocated for the moni-
toring of the integrity of these boundaries. Violation of the boundaries should constitute a serious of-
fense and breach of concession agreement, and be treated with strictest measures from the Directorate 
and the Ministry of Environment and Water.     
 
The Pirin National Park Directorate and the Ministry of Environment and Water should also ensure 
that the implementation of restoration (old ski runs, lifts etc.) measures should be strictly supervised 
and monitored by the Directorate in accordance with conditions in the Territorial Arrangement Plan, 
Environmental Impact Assessments or any other subsequent administrative decisions. Further, the 
Ministry of Environment and Water should put in place sufficient legal, contractual or other adminis-
trative arrangements that allow the Directorate to influence the status and use of the chalets inside 
Pirin World Heritage Site that are owned by the Bulgarian Tourism Union. This would also increase 
the possibility of the Directorate to influence their environmental impact and their role in providing 
visitor services in the World Heritage Site. 
 
The mission urges the Ministry of Environment and Water  to speed up the process and make available 
sufficient resources to ensure that the new Pirin National Park Management Plan (2014 – 2024) will be 
completed without a break between the period of the present plan valid until the end of 2013, and the 
approval of the new management plan. During the process the preparation of detailed “Tourism Im-
plementation Plans” for the Dobrenishte and the Bansko buffer zone should be considered as part of 
the new management plan. These would consolidate existing, approved and envisaged plans in a 
transparent manner and make these explicit parts of the new management plan.   
 
Finally, the mission concludes that presently there is no need to place the Pirin National Park World 
Heritage Site on the List of World Heritage in Danger, provided strict measures are implemented to 
enforce the boundaries, the integrity and the Outstanding Universal Value as well as to monitor the 
impact of activities within the buffer zones and around the Pirin World Heritage Site. 
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1 BACKGROUND TO THE MISSION 

The People’s Park Pirin (now Pirin National Park) was first inscribed as a World Heritage Site (WHS) 
in 1983. There was small-scale ski development within Pirin National Park (PNP) at the time of in-
scription but this was not seen as an obstacle. By 1986 one lift and two ski runs were constructed and 
were accepted as an element of the PNP and the WHS. Even in 1996 there were just two constructed 
pistes. However, at the time of inscription, the consequences of the rapid social and economic changes 
and development for the Pirin World Heritage Site (PWHS), which has since taken place, were not 
foreseen. 
 
 

 
 
Map1. Pirin World Heritage Site and the protected areas in Bulgaria. 
 
 
Since the mid-1990’s, the basis for economic development in Bulgaria considerably changed. During 
the transition much of the communist era economic foundation eroded and many of the economic ac-
tivities offering employment and economic security disappeared. This has lead to increased pressures, 
such as illegal logging and poaching, affecting the integrity of the PWHS. In this transition, the devel-
opment of ski tourism in Bansko has had a considerable impact on the economy of the municipality. 
According to the Mayor of Bansko3, unemployment was reduced from 47% (1998)  to 5% (2001), 
though the economic recession since 2008 has caused unemployment  to increase to close to 30% 
again. Real estate prices increased from 5 €/m2 to 200 €/m2, which according to information given to 
                                                   
 
 
 
3 Written statements from the municipalities and Mayor of Bansko provided to the mission 
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the mission have again dropped to 25% of their 2007 level. The municipal budget in Bansko has 
grown from 1 mill. € in 1999 to 17 mill. € currently.  
 
Investments in tourism and accommodation started growing in Bansko from the mid-1990s and the 
capacity quickly exceeded the capacity of the ski facilities. Simultaneously this transformation of the 
economy reduced illegal activities, such as logging and hunting, within the WHS. In the late 1990’s 
pressures to develop ski tourism and the ski facilities at Bansko within PWHS drastically increased 
and the municipality initiated the process to develop a Territorial Arrangement Plan (TAP)4 for a ski 
zone in the Vihren Valley inside the PNP and the PWHS. In 1998 the Municipality of Bansko became 
a shareholder of the Yulen AD, which was the enterprise responsible for the planning and investments 
in the ski facilities. In 1999, the State Party informed the World Heritage Centre (WHC) about plans 
for a major ski resort in Bansko.  
 
 

2. WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE DECISIONS 

The PNP was inscribed as a WHS in 1983 under criteria (vii), (viii) and (ix)5. In 1985 the World Heri-
tage Committee noted the construction of a hotel and ski-resort at the head of the Vihren Valley within 
the PNP, and the strong opposition from local conservation groups. At the World Heritage Committee 
meeting in Helsinki in 2001 the TAP was discussed, and IUCN questioned, whether the TAP can be 
classed as ecotourism and is compatible with World Heritage status. The Committee in its decision 
(25COM VIII.85) noted the concerns over the TAP, which it anticipated will lead to further incre-
mental development within the remaining larger area. The Committee requested the State Party to 
ensure that tourism development does not take place in the remaining TAP area in the future.  
 
Further in 2002 concerns regarding threats to the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV), primarily from 
the ski resort in Bansko and Dobrinishte, were again on the agenda of the Committee6, and discussed 
based on a joint UNESCO and IUCN mission report.  Based on these repeated concerns, the Commit-
tee for the first time noted but deferred a proposal to include the Pirin National Park World Heritage 
Site on the List of World Heritage in Danger (LWHD). In early 2004 a new joint monitoring mission 
was carried out by UNESCO and IUCN. Specific concerns were expressed especially regarding the 
development in the ski zone, the lack of adequate maps of the property, ski and buffer zones, of zon-
ing, and generally regarding poor response to the Committee requests by the State Party. Similar is-
sues were on the Committee agenda also in 2005 and in 2007.  
 
Following recommendations by the World Heritage Committee and IUCN, the State Party submitted a 
proposal for the extension of the existing property in early 2007. This was withdrawn by the State 
Party in 2008, prior to the 32nd session of the Committee. After a technical evaluation in 2009, the 
Committee at its 34th meeting in Brasilia in 2010, approved the extension of the PWHS and the estab-
lishment of a buffer zone to strengthen the integrity and management of the WHS (34 COM 8B.5). In 
the same decision, the Committee accepted the exclusion of a four areas (150.6 ha) on the periphery 
(also excluded from the Pirin NP), and further the exclusion of the Bansko and Dobrenishte tourism 
zones (1,078.23 ha) and to include these in a new buffer zone. 
 

                                                   
 
 
 
4 In this report the term TAP is used throughout. In other documents the terms Territorial Development Plan and 
General Spatial Plan can be found to refer to the same TAP 
5 World Heritage Committee Decision 07COM VIII 
6 World Heritage Committee Decisions 26COM 21B.2; 27COM 7B.15; 28COM 15B.21; 29COM 7B.23; 
31COM 7B.27; 33COM 7B.21 
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The PNP has been on the agenda of the Committee for the past 10 years. The main concerns come 
from the developments within the ski zone outlined by the TAP but there have also been other issues. 
Main concerns have been: 

• The developments within the ski zone and the impact on the WHS integrity and OUV, and the 
role of the TAP and PNP management plan in controlling these developments; 

• Boundaries of the WHS, the zoning and buffer zones;  
• Efforts to develop an effective management, including securing staff and resources for the 

Pirin National Park Directorate (PNPD);  to effectively control of license agreements or other 
legal rights for use of resources or activities in the WHS; to take effective measures to stop the 
violations against the laws within and around the World Heritage property.;  

• Restoration of the disturbed ecosystems and dismantled facilities;  
• Creation and role of a Scientific Advisory Body; 
• Creation and role of a Consultative Committee; 
• Establishment of long-term monitoring for the purposes of conservation and maintenance of 

the values of the World Heritage property and regularly report on the state of the property. 
 
Based on the recommendations of the 2009 evaluation and following the implementation of  proposed 
upgrades of the ski facilities in the buffer zone in 2010, the Committee at its 35th session (Decision 
35COM 7B.29) requested a reactive monitoring mission. According to the Terms of Reference (ToR) 
the purpose was to review the recent capacity upgrades of ski facilities in the property’s buffer zone, 
determine their likely impact on the property’s Outstanding Universal Value and make a recommenda-
tion on the possible inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger. In addition the 
mission was to assess the overall state of conservation of the property and other factors affecting its 
OUV. The detailed ToR is attached in Appendix 1.  
 
 
 

3. ASSESSMENT OF ISSUES AND THREATS 

The reactive monitoring mission reviewed issues and assessed the potential impacts of a number of 
threats, specifically the development of the ski facilities, on the Outstanding Universal Value of the 
Pirin NP. The general management effectiveness of the PNP was also evaluated. 

3.1        Pirin NP, Territorial Arrangement Plan and the Ski Zone 

The Territorial Arrangement Plan is a tool for spatial planning. The municipality is responsible for the 
planning process and the municipal council approves the draft TAP and submits the plan to the Minis-
try of Regional Development and Public Works (MoRDPW) and the Ministry for Environment and 
Water (MoEW) for legal approval. The TAP for the Bansko ski zone was completed according to the 
standard national process, including an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), and was approved 
and adopted in 20017(Map 2).  
 
With the completion of the TAP, the MoEW signed a concession agreement for the development of 
the ski zone with Yulen AD in 2001. The concession was granted for 30 years (2001 – 2031). This 
was the first and is still the only such concession agreement in Bulgaria. According to the MoEW, 
there are some complications with the agreement. Since the signing of the agreement a rapid develop-

                                                   
 
 
 
7 Order No. 09-13/2001 of the Mayor of Bansko (The State Gazette 23/2001) after Resolution on the Environ-
mental Impact Assessment 57-13/2000 
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ment phase was started and most of the development in Bansko ski zone took place between 2002 and 
2004 but continued to 2007 with some replacements and upgrades up to 2010. 
 
 

 
 

Map2. Territorial Arrangement Plan for Bansko Ski Zone. 
 
 
Between July 2001 and August 2002, the Pirin NP Management Plan8 (PMP) was developed.  The 
development of the Bansko ski zone, outlined in the TAP, was included in the management plan as the 
guideline for regulating the Bansko tourism zone. Though the TAP included development of consider-
able ski facilities these were approved as the plan for the development of the tourism and ski zone of 
the PNP and the WHS.  
 
Since the expansion of activities and the construction of the ski facilities started, there has been con-
tinuous discussion and contentious debates about whether the development has been in accordance 
with the TAP, and thus approved within the framework of the PNP management plan, and in accor-
dance with accepted management of the WHS.  
 
During the last more than 10 years this has resulted in a situation, where the State Party, the World 
Heritage Centre and the Advisory Body (IUCN) have been repeatedly challenged by arguments for 
and against the activities in the ski zone, and where several decisions have been subject to legal pro-
                                                   
 
 
 
8 Approved by the Council of Ministers Resolution 646/06.08.2004 (The State Gazette 73/2004) 
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ceedings in Bulgaria. The PNP has also been constantly on the agenda and a continuously debated 
issue on the Committee meetings. It could be concluded, that issues of increasingly narrow technical 
nature of the ski facilities within the ski zone have taken the focus off the overall management and 
status of the Pirin World Heritage Site.  
 
Following the concerns regarding the development within the ski zone and the possible threat to the 
integrity and to the OUV of the PWHS, a technical evaluation was conducted in 2009. Based on the 
recommendations of this evaluation, which also included proposals for exclusions as well as expansion 
of the property, the status of the tourism/ski zone within the WHS was changed to a buffer zone of the 
World Heritage Site. 
 
It is obvious, that the development of the ski resort and facilities have over the past 20 years grown 
from a rather insignificant add-on of the PNP to an activity, which has entirely transformed the nature 
of the ski zone and the Vihren Valley (see photos in Annexe E). This gradual development has, how-
ever, been the result of step-wise plans and decisions accepted, though debated, by both the State Party 
and the World Heritage Centre. The greatest impacts to the PWHS have followed from the approval of 
the TAP as the instrument for the development of the ski zone.  
 
It would also be unrealistic, and give cause for continuous conflicts, to expect the ski facilities to re-
main at the level and standard of the early 2000 when the TAP was developed. Security aspects, tech-
nical issues, consumer preferences and behaviour have drastically changed and require improvement 
of the safety, quality and standard of the facilities and services. 

3.2 The Pirin World Heritage Site Buffer Zone 

When Pirin NP was inscribed, the boundaries of the WHS did not follow an ecological rational and 
hence created a rather fragmented property with a low level of integrity. For a long-time, even the lack 
of a precise map of the inscribed property was an issue for the Committee. Following recommenda-
tions by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, and after a technical evaluation by IUCN in 2009, the 
Committee approved the extension of the PWHS and the establishment of a buffer zone to strengthen 
the integrity and management of the WHS. The same decision, excluded the Bansko and Dobrenishte 
tourism zones (1,078.23 ha) and to included these in a new buffer zone. 
 
The decision on the establishment of the buffer zone has been debated and challenged. During the 
mission several stakeholders9 expressed concern and reservation regarding the decision on the buffer 
zone. The main reservation was that the current buffer zones of Bansko and Dobrinishte do not meet 
the criteria or comply with the definition for buffer zones in the Operational Guidelines for the Imple-
mentation of the World Heritage Convention (2008). Especially the interpretation and application of 
Operational Guidelines (OG) paragraphs 10310, 10411 and 10512 in section II.F, Protection and Man-
agement, in the PWHS buffer zone were discussed. 

                                                   
 
 
 
9 Notably the representatives of the municipalities, the Yulen AD, and of the National Civil Coalition Environ-
ment for the People and Regions 
10 “Wherever necessary for the proper conservation of the property, an adequate buffer zone should be pro-
vided.” 
11 “For the purposes of effective protection of the nominated property, a buffer zone is an area surrounding the 
nominated property which has complementary legal and/or customary restrictions placed on its use and devel-
opment to give an added layer of protection to the property. This should include the immediate setting of the 
nominated property, important views and other areas or attributes that are functionally important as a support 
to the property and its protection. The area constituting the buffer zone should be determined in each case 
through appropriate mechanisms. Details on the size, characteristics and authorized uses of a buffer zone, as 
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The missions noted that there are complications regarding the buffer zone interpretation. Buffer zones 
should by definition surround the property and provide an added layer of protection to the property. In 
the case of Pirin WHS, the buffer zone does not surround the property but rather makes intrusions into 
the WHS, which in the case of Bansko, penetrate along the Vihren Valley and slopes up to the top of 
the Todorka Peak (see Fig. 1). Further, this buffer zone is located between the Yulen and the Bayuvi 
Dupki-Dzhindzhiritsa reserves, both of which are designated as Ia - reserves zones in the PNP man-
agement plan. The aim of this zone is to preserve natural succession, samples of natural ecosystems 
and structural landscapes largely free of human use and impact, based on the Protected Areas Act 
(PAA) of Bulgaria. This largely complies with the definition of the IUCN Protected Area Category Ia 
(Strict Nature Reserves), i.e. protected areas with the strictest protection. 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. A Terrain model of the Pirin WHS with the Bansko Buffer Zone roughly marked in red.  
 
 
It is also difficult to justify how the buffer zone would provide an added layer of protection to the 
WHS. The buffer zone establishment was rather a decision to accommodate the realities of the ski 
zone. The establishment of the buffer zone, rather than excluding it from the WHS, can be justified 
and be seen as an attempt to retain a degree of control and contain disturbance within the zone, which 
could threaten the integrity and the OUV of the WHS. The justification provided in the decision taken 
by the WHC to exclude these areas was that they are not compatible with World Heritage status due to 
impacts on integrity from ski development. Therefore, it is unrealistic to expect that these impacted 
areas would function as buffers to the property.  
 
Hence all development within the ski zone should be regulated by the Protected Areas Act and the 
Pirin NP management plan and other relevant legislation, regulations and procedures for such activi-
ties in Bulgaria. It should also be made explicitly clear, that this should not be seen as a precedent to 
further exclusions, and that no other such measures would be accepted without having to consider the 
whole status of PNP as a WHS. In view of the strong request for future development of ski facilities 
                                                                                                                                                               
 
 
 
well as a map indicating the precise boundaries of the property and its buffer zone should be provided in the 
nomination.” 
12 “A clear explanation of how the buffer zone protects the property should also be provided.” 
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(e.g. Dobrenishte, Kulinoto) expressed mainly by some of the municipalities and the concessionaire 
(see chapter 3.6), this solution may not entirely resolve the issue. However, these new proposals 
should be addressed during the PNP management planning process, which has been recently initiated.  
 
Many of the problems and conflicts relate to lack of transparency and the multiple instruments (TAP, 
PNP Management Plan) and maps that regulate the development within the buffer zone. In connection 
with the management planning exercise it would also be important that the State Party and the PNPD 
should consolidate these instruments and consider preparing explicit tourism implementation plans for 
the tourism zones of the PNP (the present buffer zones). In Bansko this would have to be based on the 
TAP (as it is approved and basis for the concession agreement). For Dobrenishte there are no explicit 
approved plans (except the PMP) controlled by PNPD (or MoEW).  A draft TAP for Dobrenishte has 
been prepared by the municipalities in 2008. Detailed tourism implementation plans as part of the 
management plan would make the development within the zones more transparent and more explicitly 
part of the management of the PWHS.  
 
In 2009 the evaluation mission concluded that with the proposed expansion and exclusion measures, 
the integrity and the OUVs of the PWHS are secured. The mission felt, that the facility upgrades that 
have been made since, and were reviewed during the mission, do not change this assessment and the 
conservation status of the WHS. However, it is obvious that the values within the buffer zone have 
been entirely transformed and eroded. Thus the exclusion of the buffer zone did not affect the OUV of 
the WHS. Consequently, the justification provided in the Committee decision to exclude them was that 
they are not compatible with World Heritage status because of the impacts on integrity from ski devel-
opment. However, any further ski developments or proposals for exclusions, such as those proposed 
for Dobrinishte and Kulinoto (see Map 6), would result in a situation, which seriously questions the 
status of the PNP as a World Heritage Site.  

3.3 Pirin WHS and Buffer Zone Boundaries 

The original boundaries of the property created a rather fragmented property with a low level of integ-
rity. As noted in the previous chapter, the lack of a precise map for the property, and the zones has 
also been an issue at the World Heritage Committee. In 2010, the Committee approved the extension 
of and the establishment of a buffer zone to strengthen the integrity and the OUVs of the WHS. Re-
gardless of these decisions, new concerns, some leading to legal processes, were raised during 2010 
and 2011regarding the integrity of the boundaries, especially in relation to developments within the 
new buffer zone. Many of the concerns relate to activities and development, which are claimed to take 
place outside the boundaries of either the concession area or the buffer zone13. 
 
The mission noted that there is no clear or common understanding of the boundaries. There also ap-
pears to be “many boundaries” with many and differing maps for the TAP area, the ski zone, the 
buffer zone, and the concession area. The mission also noted that the boundaries are not marked on the 
ground. All of this is further complicated by the differences between the different boundaries, referred 
to above, notably those of the buffer zone and concession area14. This is compounded by a general lack 
of transparency, trust and common understanding between different stakeholders.  
 
The mission noted that the boundaries for the ski zone of Bansko differ in the TAP and in the maps of 
the PNP Management Plan. For example, the ski zone boundaries in map 1915 attached to the PNP 

                                                   
 
 
 
13 e.g. Supreme Administrative Court, Administrative Case No. 11153/2010 (Replacement of the Platoto lift) 
14 This contradiction was referred to in the court proceedings (Supreme Administrative Court, Administrative 
Case No. 11153/2010) by the senior legal advisor of the MoEW 
15 Map 19: Norms, regimes, conditions and recommendations for the implementation of activities - Zoning 
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Management Plan differ from a similar official map (map 19) from the PNP Management Plan at-
tached to the statement provided to the mission by the Mayor of Bansko (see Map 4). In the latter the 
ski zone boundaries appear consistent with the boundaries of the TAP, and in the former consistent 
with the current buffer zone decision. It is, however, unclear if the latter map was from the separate 
annex of maps mentioned in the management plan. The main difference between these two maps relate 
to the extension of the ski zone up along the western slope towards the Banski Suhodol Peak encom-
passing the Tzarna Mogila ski run and lift. 
 
 

      
 
Map 3. Bansko ski zone boundaries in Map 19 (Norms, regimes, conditions and recommendations 
for the implementation of activities – Zoning) attached to the PNP Management Plan (left) differ 
(red circles) from a similar seemingly official map (right) from the PMP attached to the statement 
provided by the Mayor of Bansko. 
 
 
There are also differences between the boundaries of the buffer zone and the concession area map16. 
Based on a map provided by the MoEW (Map 4) to the mission, the concession boundaries are mostly 
within the existing buffer zone boundaries, though there are some discrepancies. It appears e.g. that 
the concession boundaries slightly exceed the buffer zone boundary, just north of Banderishka Po-
liana. It also appears that the ski run 10, the easternmost ski pist from the lower Platoto terminal to 
Shiligarnika, runs outside both the concession and buffer zone boundaries, inside the PWHS, for a 
short distance.  
 
One source of conflict has been that the development of ski facilities has taken place outside the con-
cession area boundaries. The concessionaire is managing facilities and has made interventions outside 
                                                   
 
 
 
16 Appendix 1 to the Concession Agreement 
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the concession boundaries but nevertheless within the buffer zone boundary17. According to the 
MoEW the concessionaire has right to the entire ski zone as indicated by the TAP and the PNP man-
agement plan. Nevertheless, these boundary discrepancies and disagreements create uncertainty. The 
lack of common agreement and transparency regarding the boundaries has been and will be a source of 
confusion and conflict also in the future unless the boundaries are not measured, agreed, marked on 
the ground and monitored in a transparent manner. 
 
In 2010, the MoEW commissioned the GPS measurement of all facilities (lifts, pistes, slopes, other 
facilities) within the ski zone to two independent companies. This assignment did not, however, in-
clude the boundaries of the buffer zone. The results of the MoEW GPS survey have been disputed by 
the company, which has conducted their own measurements. Presently, there are negotiations between 
the MoEW and the concessionaire, as there is disagreement about the results of the measurements. 
 
In the discussions with the mission, the concessionaire (Yulen AD) also expressed the need for clearly 
and jointly agreed boundaries, both on maps and on the ground. The boundaries should also be prop-
erly marked on the ground. It was, however, obvious that there is considerable mistrust between the 
parties.  
 
The mission recommends that the boundaries (buffer zone, concession area, ski zone, TAP) should be 
reconciled and measured in reliable and transparent manner18. These boundaries should be agreed 
upon by the primary stakeholders (MoEW, PNPD, concessionaire, and the municipalities). Further, 
boundaries should be marked on the ground, using standard procedures for such marking, in order to 
ensure that the boundaries, especially those of the WHS, can be enforced and monitored. PNPD should 
be tasked and provided with the necessary resources to implement the boundary demarcation.  
 
Finally, the PNPD should be tasked and provided with the necessary resources by the MoEW to en-
sure a sufficient and effective enforcement and monitoring of the boundaries. The MoEW should also 
make it clear that violation of the boundary, especially the boundary against the WHS, will constitute a 
serious offence against the integrity of the WHS, and take any necessary administrative and legal ac-
tions to ensure the integrity of the property. 

3.4 Impact of the Recent Capacity Upgrades  

The objective of the monitoring mission was to review the recent capacity upgrades of ski facilities in 
the buffer zone of the WHS. The capacity could be reviewed from two aspects: (1) The impact of up-
grading individual ski facilities, such as lifts and pistes; and (2) The relationship between the capacity 
of Bansko town, which is servicing visitors, and the capacity of the ski zone to accommodate skiers 
and visitors. 

3.4.1. Recent upgrade of ski lifts 

The two most recent upgrades (Map 4) were the up-grading of the Kolarski lift from a 4-seat to a 6-
seat19 chair lift, and the upgrading of the Platoto20 drag lifts to a 4-seat chair lift21. 

                                                   
 
 
 
17 According to Para 11 of Article 1 of the Concession Agreement the right of use ceded to the Concessionaire is 
within the boundaries of the approved TAP 
18 Preferably by an organization responsible for such land demarcation in Bulgaria (perhaps the Geodesy, Carto-
graphy and Cadastre Agency of the MoRDPW) 
19 MoEW Decision No 25 – ПР/2010 and Decision No 33 – ПР/2010 
20 Is written both as Plato and Platoto in different documents. The latter is used in this report 
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Map 4. Location of the replacements of the two lifts. 
 
 
A field visit was made to the ski facilities (see Map 5). The mission travelled with the Bansko gondola 
lift from the town through the middle station at Chalin Valog up to Banderishka Poliana. The mission 
continued by car up to the lower terminal of Shiligarnik and travelled by the 4-seat chair lift up to the 
upper terminal. Then continued by walking to the base station of Platoto and travelling with the 4-seat 
chair lift up to the upper terminal at around 2 600 m.a.s.l., just below the Todorka Peak (at 2 746 
m.a.s.l.). After returning the same route, the mission further travelled up the new Kolarski 6-seat chair 
lift to the Kolarski upper terminal. During the field visit, the mountain was covered by 20 – 30 cm of 
snow, which made it difficult to make observations e.g. about restoration and landscaping. 
 

                                                                                                                                                               
 
 
 
21 MoEW Decision No 31 – ПР/2010 
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The general observation from the field visit was that the eastern part of the Vihren Valley has been 
heavily transformed by the ski facilities and developments from Bansko town to the slopes of the To-
dorka Peak. Pylons, ski runs and lifts are present from the valley floor almost up to the peak. Pylons 
and lift wires as well clearings for pistes and lifts are highly visible in the landscape, especially on the 
sub-alpine and alpine part of the slopes (see Photos 1, 18, 21 in Appendix F).  
 
Nevertheless, much of the facilities (ski lifts and runs, restaurants and cafes, etc.) visited or observed 
appeared to be of reasonably good quality and safety standards, under good management, comparing 
well with any modern ski facility. Despite the overall transformation caused by the ski facilities, the 
impression from the clearing and routing of lifts used by the mission was that those which were in the 
forested part of the slopes were implemented with relatively narrow clearings. There were no apparent 
signs of unduly wide clearings or unnecessary cutting of trees along the lifts that were visited.  

Kolarski lift 

The Kolarski lift is situated in the forested mid-slope and transports skiers from the Banderishka Po-
liana at slightly below 1 600 m.a.s.l. to a mid-plateau, the Kolarski pat, situated at around 1 900 m, 
where also two short drag lifts, Stara and Detska Kotva, arrive. An existing four-chair lift was replaced 
with a new 6-seat chair 6CDL lift with a total of 49 chairs. The 12 pylons of the old lift were replaced 
with 8 new pylons, varying in height from 4.5 to 17 m. The total capacity increases from 1 000 to 
3 000 persons per hour. The new lift impacted around 0.1 ha and required the cutting of an estimated 
maximum of 82 trees22. 
 
The Kolarski is situated in an area, which is generally highly transformed by the ski runs, lifts and 
other facilities. The impression was that the upgrade had been done without undue clearing and expan-
sion of the area used by the previous 4-seat lift. Landscaping, including planting grass, had been done 
at least in the lower station. Erosion control measures had been done along the route of the lift.  

Platoto lift 

The Platoto pist and lift is situated on the alpine eastern slope of the Todorka Peak, located approxi-
mately between 2 130 to 2 520 m.a.s.l. It is, according to the concessionaire, the most popular and 
appreciated area among the skiers. The first T-bar drag lift was built in the 1980s. The two former drag 
lifts (lengths 1 201 m and 1 195 m) have been replaced by a 4-seat Cupelbar 4CLD chair lift23, with 98 
chairs, 13 pylons and a length of 1 456 m. The old drag lifts had a total of 20 metal pillars on concrete 
fundaments, four stations and occupied a total of 3.76 ha. This increases the total capacity from 1 600 
to 2 000 persons per hour. The decision to allow the replacement also included a condition that the old 
two lift should be completely removed, which seemed to have been done24.  
 
The course of the new lift is for the most part within the course of the old drag lifts and the southern 
branch of the Platoto ski run (the runs are on both sides of the old drag lift route). In the upper part the 
course of the lift runs on the south-western side of the slope but still mainly within the area occupied 
by the ski runs. The new lift creates an extension of 267 m to the north-east. Some expansion (0.14 ha) 
of the area has taken place at the lower station, which is situated slightly lower than those of the drag 
                                                   
 
 
 
22 Mainly in habitats “Acidofilic forests of Picea  in Mountaineous to Alpine regions” and “Forests of White and 
Black Fir” 
23 Both drag lifts were included in the TAP for the ski zone of Bansko approved by Order No. 09-13/01.03.2001 
of the Mayor of Bansko (The State Gazette 23/2001) 
24 The snow cover (20 – 30 cm) made it difficult to have a complete view of restoration of the route of the two 
drag lifts, e.g. of the pillar foundations 
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lifts for providing better access to skiers. These changes have included cutting of some trees25. The 
new lift has required higher and stronger pylons, which are perhaps more visible in the landscape. 
These upper slopes have, however, already been transformed by the pylons of the Mosta (in the lower 
part) and by the Todorka and Banderitza 2 (in the upper part) chair lifts. 
 
The conditions in the decision allowing the replacement require restoration of the old drag lift routes. 
This could not be verified due to the snow cover. However, in light of the fact that the total area occu-
pied by the Platoto ski run appears to be wider than what is envisages in the TAP map and that the 
new lift slightly extends into new areas, it is important to ensure that the restoration measures are im-
plemented by the concessionaire and monitored by PNPD/MoEW. 

3.4.2. Capacity in Bansko and in the ski zone 

The balance between the capacity of accommodation and services in Bansko town and the capacity of 
the ski zone has been central from the start of the development of the TAP and the PNP management 
plan. This demand-supply balance is one of the major factors in the conflicts experienced and the fu-
ture plans presented to the mission. This has been a central issues already in the TAP, which proposed 
that the maximum number of beds in Bansko should be augmented to 6 000 – 7 800. Though this was 
an estimate, which depends on many factors, the TAP further states that the capacity of the slopes and 
facilities should be kept under close account, to avoid interruptions in the provision of services or 
breaches in the environmental equilibrium in the area.  
 
In about 10 – 15 years the town of Bansko has undergone a dramatic change. According to the infor-
mation provided by the Municipality of Bansko, up to 800 mill € has been invested in the municipality 
and presently there are 17 000 hotel and apartment (about 50%) beds in Bansko, with 800 000 bed 
nights during high season and 200 000 during summer26. However, other sources estimate the number 
of beds up to 60 000 or even more, with up to 80% apartments. Though it was difficult to get reliable 
information on the present status it is apparent that equilibrium no longer exists. The number of beds 
has considerably exceeded the estimated maximum proposed in the TAP and the equilibrium has been 
replaced by a pressure to further expand the ski zone. This was given as the justification by several 
stakeholders, especially the municipal representatives, for their request to develop new and expand the 
existing ski facilities as well as for amending the PNP management plan and for exclude further areas 
from the PWHS. In this respect, the provisions of the TAP seem to have been breached. 
 
Currently Bansko is in the aftermath of a real estate bubble and affected by the economic recession 
since 2008. There are many hotels, apartment houses and other infrastructures which are half-built 
without signs of activity to complete them, and there are many signs advertising apartments for sale 
(see photos 3, 6 in Appendix F). Real estate prices are a quarter of what they used to be in 2007 and 
unemployment is up again. 
 
This capacity imbalance is the consequence of development driven by other factors and interests than 
the aim for a planned and balanced urban or regional development. The municipality has failed to con-
tain the development of the capacity in the town within the limits provided by the TAP and the capac-
ity of the ski zone, or to build on and re-direct this rapid development to more diverse visitor demands. 
Despite the apparent imbalance, primarily all development has been based on winter tourism and the 
ski resort.  

                                                   
 
 
 
25 Mainly affecting “Shrub communities with Pinus mugo”, “Forests of White and Black Fir”, and “Alpine and 
Boreal ericoide communities” 
26 Mayor of Bansko in meeting with the mission 
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3.4.3. Conclusions 

The development of ski facilities has over the years considerably transformed the nature of the ski 
zone and the Vihren Valley. Much of this was determined with the approval of the TAP in 2001, 
which was noted by the Committee27, and accepting the TAP as the plan for developing the tourism 
zone of the PNP management plan in 2004. Though most of the facilities were constructed between 
2002 and 2007, development has included a gradual extension of the area used by different facilities 
within the boundaries of the ski zone. Nevertheless, it would be unrealistic to expect the ski facilities 
to remain at the level and standard of the early 2000 when the TAP was approved. They should, how-
ever, remain within the overall framework given by the TAP. Hence changes in capacity and in the 
physical location of facilities may differ from the original plan. This does not necessarily mean more 
area used or greater impact, and all such changes and proposals have been subjected to review, as-
sessment, EIAs and decisions by the competent national authorities, including when necessary legal 
processing. However, there have been and still are conflicts regarding the plans, implementation and 
the decision-making procedures28. 
 
The mission concludes that the replacement of the old lifts with a 4-seat (Platoto) and a 6-seat chair lift 
(Kolarski), though not foreseen in the TAP, can be accepted within the provisions of the TAP and the 
PNP Management Plan29. Though there have been some changes and impacts, these are relatively in-
significant, considering that they occur in areas, which already have been highly transformed. The 
impression was also that the upgrades have been planned and implemented trying to avoid unneces-
sary impacts on the sites, landscape and values. Though there is local capacity increase in the slopes 
affected by the replacements, the overall capacity is still primarily determined by the gondola and 
other lower lifts. The mission also recommends that the PNPD and the MoEW should ensure that the 
concessionaire complies with conditions of the replacements, such as the need to restore the area of 
the old drag lifts in Platoto30. This could not be fully verified during the mission. 
 
It also seems that there is an apparent imbalance between the capacity of the town and the capacity of 
the ski zone. In this respect it is clear that the recommendations and provisions of the TAP has not 
been followed. The maximum number of beds in Bansko by far exceeds the recommendation of the 
TAP. The consequence will be a continuous demand for expansion of the capacity primarily within the 
Bansko ski zone (but also Dobrenishte) but also a demand for new areas (e.g. Kulinoto) to be devel-
oped for ski tourism. 
 
The mission also felt that the recent replacements and capacity upgrades cannot be viewed as ad-
versely affecting the Outstanding Universal Value of the property. Moreover, these are also justified 
from safety, efficiency and visitor flow perspectives. Taking the above factors into account, it would 
be advisable to consider that proposals for replacement of ski lifts or opening of ski runs, within the 
areas already excluded from the property, should be left to the State Party to assess and regulate ac-
cording the relevant laws, regulations and procedures. The World Heritage Committee should not be 
called upon to consider these proposals within areas that it had determined to be “not compatible with 
World Heritage status”. However, it should be ensured that activities permitted to be undertaken 
                                                   
 
 
 
27 “The Committee noted the concerns over the Territorial Development Plan (TDP), which it anticipates will 
lead to further incremental development within the remaining larger area. It requested the State Party to ensure 
that tourism development does not take place in the remaining TDP area in the future...”25COM. VIII.85 
28 One example is the controversy regarding cutting of trees in the decisions (MoEW Decision No 25 – ПР/2010 
and Decision No 33 – ПР/2010) and the Orders to allow the upgrading the capacity of the Kolarski lift. The first 
was revoked due to incompliance by investor but later permitted by a new decision 
29 Point 13 of Regime 77 (Finishing the construction of the approved ski runs and facilities according to the 
adopted Territorial Structural Plan of “Ski zone with center Bansko” and its EIA of 2000) 
30 and other areas where restoration has been the condition of EIAs or administrative decisions (Chalin Valog 
west, Tzarna Mogila etc.) 
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within these excluded areas do not in any direct or indirect manner impact on the property’s values 
and integrity. 

3.5  Existing Ski and Tourism Facilities and the TAP 

A rough assessment of the existing ski facilities and a comparison of these against the TAP was done. 
A detailed assessment would require a much more sophisticated analysis of the TAP, the decisions 
taken, including justifications for possible changes in implementation, and a spatial analysis of the 
area impacted by the presently existing facilities. It would also call for an analysis approved facilities 
which have not been built and the possible impact of this. Such detailed assessment was, however, not 
possible within the time frame of the present mission.  
 
 

 
Map 5. Map of the ski runs and lift in the Bansko ski resort. 
 
 
In general, it can be concluded that buffer zone has been greatly transformed by the ski facilities. 
There are also claims that the clearings for ski runs have been made wider than what is permitted in 
the EIA (2000)31. During the mission, it was not possible to verify all claims, but comparing some of 
the aerial photographs (e.g. see Map 4) and the TAP map (see Map 2) it appears that this may be true 
for some runs. Especially, the upper part of the Platoto seems to be wider than what is planned in the 
                                                   
 
 
 
31 According to the Association of Parks in Bulgaria, the clearings are in places between 30 – 120 m wide 
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TAP. Also areas where ski runs join seem wider. A rough comparison between the plans and the im-
pact and realities can be seen by comparing e.g. Map 2 (TAP) and the aerial photograph in Map 4 in-
dicating the recent replacements. 

3.6 Other Development Plans, Proposals and Issues  

The mission met with several stakeholders concerned or engaged in the development in or around the 
PWHS. It is clear that the pressures to expand and develop ski and other facilities inside or around the 
PNP are driven by the, at least partly, speculative developments, especially in Bansko and Razlog 
municipalities. There appears to be significant supply and demand imbalance (see 3.4.2), with lots of 
half-built hotels and houses, and much capacity for sale or to let in the towns. Without detailed infor-
mation and analysis, the impression was that there is substantial past investments that have been made 
without a sound investment or economic analysis, though it should be recognized that this was done 
primarily during the economic boom leading up the global financial crises in 200832. 

Municipalities 

The mission met with stakeholders from the municipalities. The area of the PNP falls within the juris-
diction of seven municipalities, but the ski facilities of Bansko and Dobrinishte are within the limits of 
the Bansko municipality. Mayors and representatives of these municipalities, including the representa-
tive of Bansko to the National Assembly attended this meeting. During the discussions it became clear 
that there are strong and growing interests in further developments of existing areas or new areas that 
may directly impact on the WHS. There is now interest also from the municipality of Razlog to de-
velop ski facilities in the alpine areas of Kulinoto, although this is currently not possible under the 
management plan. Likewise, the Mayor of Bansko talked about the need to further extend the ski zone 
and facilities at Dobrinishte, although this is also currently not possible. Some of these plans are 
clearly incompatible with the integrity and OUV of the property. 
 
The main point made by the Mayors at the meeting centred on the importance of ski-based tourism to 
the socio-economic development of the region. The point was also made that any restrictions on the 
replacement of ski equipment or upgrading of facilities and capacity will have serious socio-economic 
repercussions and a reversion to illegal logging.  
 
In Bansko the municipality wants to: 

• Build a second cabin lift from the town to the Banderishka Poliana;  
• Replace the existing lift in Tzarna Mogila and re-open the pist; 
• Expand the water reservoir at Banderishka Poliana to increase the capacity to produce artifi-

cial snow; and  
• Open 2 new ski runs in the Bansko ski zone. 

 
In Dobrinishte the municipality want to: 

• Replace existing lifts; 
• Expand the ski runs; and 
• Open one new ski run. 

 

                                                   
 
 
 
32 The mission was told, though this could not be verified, that real estate prices and apartment prices in 2011 
were about 25% of the price level of 2006 – 2007 
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In early 2011, investment plans amounting to up to 200 mill. euro33 in ski facilities in Bansko and 
Razlog were announced by three investors. This included new and expanded plans for the existing 
Dobrinishte ski zone, a new ski zone in Kulinoto near Razlog Municipality, and new investments in 
the Bansko ski zone (for approximate location of the areas see Map 6). 
 
The municipal representatives informed the mission that Territorial Arrangement Plans have been 
prepared and approved by the municipalities for a proposed new ski zone in Kulinoto (2008) adjacent 
to Razlog, and for an expansion of the existing Dobrinishte ski zone (2010). According to the munici-
palities EIAs have been completed but not submitted yet. The former is proposed within the PNP and 
the WHS, while the latter is proposing an extension of the ski zone (and buffer zone) into the WHS. 
The municipalities suggested that the PNP Management Plan should be amended to accommodate 
expanded ski development within the WHS, and for exclusion of additional areas from the WHS. 
However, according to the MoEW no such proposals have been formally presented to the MoEW, 
neither prior to the 2009 mission or after this mission and the World Heritage Comittee decisions. It 
remains unclear, on what grounds such TAPs can be developed by the municipalities inside or affect-
ing the PNP, without involving the PNPD which is responsible for the state owned land of the NP in 
the planning process. 
 
It must also be noted that much of the discussion is driven by the municipalities of Bansko and 
Razlog, without due regards to the aspiration and needs of the five other municipalities surrounding 
the PNP. 
 

 
Map 6. Map indicating the location of proposed ski resorts in Pirin NP.  

                                                   
 
 
 
33 see e.g. www.dnevnik.bg/pazari/2011/002/26 (“Galchev”, ”Yulen” and “Balkanstroy” will finance 200 km ski 
runs in the area of Bansko and Razlog) 
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Concessionaire 

The mission also met with representatives of the Yulen AD. The company mentioned that it has made 
considerable investments in sewage and waste water treatment, soil rehabilitation and landscaping. 
They mentioned several needs for upgrading and development of the facility. The main point made 
was that old ski lifts, some of which are even 30 years old, need to be replaced with modern equip-
ment for both safety and efficiency purposes. Regarding the capacity upgrades, the company noted 
that the overall capacity is primarily determined by the capacity of the lower lifts, especially the gon-
dola lift from the town, rather than capacity changes of lift up along the slopes. 
 
During the discussions Yulen AD also expressed somewhat ambiguous views about the sufficiency of 
present buffer zone in relation to the plans of the company. They also clarified that they do not need to 
or intend to build any accommodation within the boundaries of the buffer zone, but only request for 
implementing activities within the excluded buffer zone and under the provisions of the TAP and 
management plan. It was also clarified that the production of artificial snow for the ski runs depends 
solely on air pressure and water, and no chemicals are used in this process in PNP, contrary to some 
claims. However, the company also clearly expressed a request that the buffer zone be expanded and 
the PNP management plan amended.  
 
On the request of the mission, Yulen AD presented a list of planned interventions that the company 
would wish to implement within the buffer zone: 
 

1. A second cabin lift from the town through the middle station to Shiligarnik; 
2. Upgrading the Todorka 4-seat lift; 
3. Replacing the Stara Kotva drag lift with chair lift (not clear what capacity); 
4. Building chair lift and re-opening the Tzarna Mogila pist; and 
5. Enlarging the water reservoir at Banderishka Poliana for increased snow production of artifi-

cial snow. 
 
Of these proposals, no. 2 (see photo 19, Appendix F), and no. 3 are rather similar to the upgrades as-
sessed during this mission. Proposal 5 is also an expansion of existing facilities (see photos 8 and 15, 
Appendix F), but would require a more thorough investigation, especially hydrological impacts. Pro-
posal 1 is within the existing concession area but would considerably broaden the route to the middle 
station (c.g. photo 5, Appendix F), and open up an entirely new route from the middle station to Shili-
garnik lower station. This route is also not included in and would contradict the approved TAP. 
 
Finally the most controversial proposal is the re-opening of the Tzarna Mogila pist and lift (c.f. photo 
15, Appendix F). This has been closed for the past 15 years but not entirely dismantled. This would 
also re-open the use of the western slopes of the Bunderitsa Valley. However, the area is outside the 
concession area and the buffer zone, and would compromise the integrity of the Pirin NP WHS.  
 
It may be noted that Dobrinishte currently does not have any identified concessionaire. The ski zone 
there is both within and outside the property’s buffer zone, with only the smaller part extending into 
the buffer zone. The PNPD controls the areas within the buffer zone to ensure compliance with the 
laws, while a private owner operates the ski facilities that are largely located outside the PNP.  
 

State Party 

The PNP management plan and the activities of the PNPD is focussed on a future, which would pro-
vide a broader set of options than the present narrow focus on ski-based tourism. A Strategy for Nature 
Tourism has just been completed. The mission team also briefly met with the Minister of the MoEW. 
According to the Minister, PNP is very important and all efforts will be made to ensure its effective 
management. The importance of the ski tourism in transforming the economy in the region was noted 
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but the MoEW emphasised that the future should be based on a more diversified, sustainable economy 
built on the WHS. These issues will also be reflected in the new management plan with an emphasis 
given to summer tourism, including spa tourism. The minister mentioned that MoEW is working to 
transfer the mineral water resources, which have been controlled and managed (somewhat unsatisfac-
torily) by the state, to the municipalities.  
 
Further it was noted, that the MoRDPW is currently engaged in a project for promotion of special 
destinations in Bulgaria, and PNP is specifically included aiming at the development of summer tour-
ism. In order to increase transparency, which appear to have been a major cause of tension in the past, 
all information related to environmental laws, assessments and directives, which are applied for re-
placement of ski facilities, are uploaded on the MoEW website, including the decisions made.  

The approved management plan of PNP (2004 – 2013), does not allow for development of any new ski 
areas and facilities. The developments proposed by the municipalities regarding Dobrinishte and Kuli-
noto cannot be approved by the MoEW as they would be against the present management plan. Con-
sequently, new ski zones would not be allowed. Only the replacement and modernization of existing 
facilities, or the development of ski runs can be considered after required assessments have been con-
ducted.  

National Civil Coalition Environment for the People for the People and Regions 

During the meeting with the representatives of the coalition, a copy of the formal written submis-
sion was presented and handed over to the mission. The submission traces the history of the 
nomination and examination of the site’s state of conservation by the World Heritage Committee, 
and makes a plea for corrective nomination and zoning of the PWHS.  
 
The coalition echoed the interests of the municipalities and the concessionaire. The coalition re-
quested to exclude the buffer zones of Bansko and Dobrinishte, as well as the ski zone of Kulinoto 
for sport and tourism purposes; creation of an appropriate zoning system; update of the manage-
ment plan; and implementation of the Seville Strategy for Biosphere Reserves in respect of the 
three reserves that are within the PNP and creation of buffer zones around them. The coalition 
also demanded that the State Party should submit a new nomination by 1st February 2012 to en-
able these changes. 

Environmental NGOs 

Several NGOs, that have been active on the issue of the state of conservation of PNP, were repre-
sented in the meeting (see people contacted, Appendix D). The NGOs claimed, that the State 
Party is not seriously dealing with the various problems and consequently they have been request-
ing to place PNP on the list of World Heritage in Danger. A general lack of transparency has led 
to facilities being developed in violation of law. 
 
Their concern was that the PWHS has lost its values because of the ski development, and that the 
World Heritage Committee has been too slow to act. In their view the PNPD is not managing the 
PWHS well enough, and ski development has penetrated deep into the property up to the alpine 
zone and has destroyed forest tracts, which are key habitats e.g. for bears. Generally, in their view, 
the alpine zone is poorly managed as it is difficult to access, and there is not enough equipment 
and incentive for effective management.  
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3.7  Management Planning and Management Effectiveness  

The Pirin National Park Directorate, with its main office located in Bansko, is responsible for the 
management of PNP. The PNPD falls under the Protected Areas Department (PAD) in the National 
Nature Protection Service (NNPS) of the MoEW. 

3.7.1. Management 

The PNPD staff has grown from some 40 staff in 2002 to the present number of 51 staff in 2005. This 
includes a Director, 9 Experts, 34 Inspectors and Rangers, and 7 administrative staff, all funded by the 
state budget. Between 2002 and 2010 the total funding in the PNP has varied between around 660 000 
and 680 000 Bulgarian Leva (BGN) during the 2006 – 2008 period to more than 1 mill BGN in 2004, 
2009, and 2010. In 2010 the total funding was almost 1.8 mill BGN. Implementation of conservation 
measures is mainly financed through the State Enterprise for Management of Environmental Protec-
tion Activities (SEMEPA) established through the Environmental Protection Act (EPA). This funding 
has varied from around 700 000 BGN in 2004 to between around 70 000 and 120 000 BGN in 2006 – 
2008.  The other variation in funding is mainly caused by external project financing. The state budget 
financing has been relatively stable, mostly contributing between 40 – 60% of the financing. 
 
The overall resourcing (staff, financing) has been rather stable over the past 10 years. Based on this 
and the discussions with staff and stakeholders there is no major change since the previous evaluation 
in 2009. However, by mid-2011, the SEMEPA funding to PNP was only around 27 000 BGN, which 
may indicate a drop in overall funding for 2011, including restricting the ability to implement conser-
vation activities in PNP. The ability to effectively manage the PWHS and to deal with the increasing 
pressures in the buffer zones and around the PNP will primarily depend on the available funding. The 
mission emphasises the importance that the government allocates sufficient funding to the PNP and 
express concern regarding the low level of SEMEPA funding that has been allocated for 2011. It is 
also important to note, that the management planning exercise 2012 – 2014 will require sufficient and 
additional funding in order to be able to cope with the challenges facing the national park and the Pirin 
WHS.  
 
The mission also noted that a Scientific Council (SC) has been established in 2004 according to the 
PMP. The PMP expect the Council to meet at least once a year but it appears it has convened only 
once. The Scientific Council should meet regularly as it could be a useful mechanism to support man-
agement of the PNP and the World Heritage Site, as well as in providing advice on various develop-
ment plans affecting the PNP, including the ski development. Many issues, disputes and claims could 
be addressed with the help of inputs from the Council. 
 
The PNP has recently (2011) prepared a Strategy for Sustainable Nature Tourism. This is the results of 
a project undertaken by the PNPD under the UNESCO Participation Programme, titled “Sustainable 
natural resource management based on sustainable tourism promotion in Pirin National Park”34. This 
project focused on the development of a range of sustainable tourism options, based on the locally 
available natural and cultural resources, with an emphasis on summer tourism, as opposed to only ski-
based winter tourism. 
 
There are several chalets and facilities within the park that could support the extension of the tourism 
season, especially providing a greater opportunity to experience the park in the summer. There is a 
good network of trails and hiking routes in PNP, and the network of chalets could form a basis for 
better hiking service provided by the park management. This could also support a diversification of the 
                                                   
 
 
 
34 Together with the related publication titled “Pirin National Park – Benefits for People and Nature” 
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tourism in the surrounding municipalities, some of which (e.g, Bansko, Razlog) are entirely focussed 
and dependent on ski tourism. However, according to the information received during the mission 
many of these chalets are old, mostly of low standard and not well managed. Waste and waste water 
management is insufficient and not according to present environmental standards, and they can pose a 
problem (at least local) to the OUV of the WHS unless they are better and consistently managed. The 
chalets are owned by the Bulgarian Tourism Union (BTU).  There are currently no contractual or other 
administrative mechanisms for the PNPD to control or regulate their use and status. 
 
The mission notes that the MoEW and the PNPD should use existing or create a framework for the a 
contractual arrangement between the PNPD and the BTU to enable the PNPD to upgrade and develop 
a more effective and better quality service for visitors hiking in the park. It should also be possible to 
use or direct e.g. European Union (EU) structural funding to upgrade these facilities. 
 
According to information given to the mission the Tzarna Mogila ski run and lift, which has not been 
in use for many years, has still not been dismantled and the area restored. Further, an upgrading and 
re-opening of the ski run was proposed and requested both by the c oncessionaire and the municipal-
ity. Such challenges, which most likely have to be dealt with during the coming management planning 
exercise, could probably have been avoided if the dismantling and restoration would have been im-
plemented as the run was closed. 

3.7.2. Management Planning 

The Protected Areas Act provides legal and regulatory framework for protected area management 
plans and the planning process. The management planning process is commissioned by the MoEW 
and based on a Terms of Reference, which is also approved by the MoEW. Once the planning processs 
is completed, which stipulates public hearings and stakeholder involvement, the draft plan is presented 
to the MoEW for review. If the draft plan and process comply with the legislation and the ToR, the 
draft is submitted to the High Expert Ecological Council (HEEC) of the MoEW for consideration. The 
HEEC can make a recommendation to the minister to submit the draft MP to the Council of Ministers 
for approval as such or with additional recommendations given by the HEEC. If considered insuffi-
cient the HEEC can remit the draft plan for further processing and revision. The management plans for 
national parks are finally approved by the Council of Ministers. According to the MoEW, the time 
required to complete the planning process requires, in the best case, around two years.  
 
The National Park Pirin Management Plan 2004-2013 was developed between July 2001 and August 
2002 with financial support from the Swiss Agency for Development and Co-operation. The Manage-
ment Plan was approved and adopted in 2004 and provides the framework for the management of the 
national park.  
 
The mission notes, that the present management plan is the result of a thorough and well planned 
process. However, it appears that many of the recent conflicts relate to some lack of transparency and 
contradicting understanding of the role and information of different plans and agreements (notably 
TAP, PMP and concession agreement), as well as regarding physical boundaries. Perhaps a greater 
emphasis should have been given to a detailed integration of the other plans, such as the TAP and the 
concession agreement, and a detailed outlining of the plans for e.g. the Dobrinishte ski zone into the 
PMP. It appears that the challenges caused by the ski/tourism zones, which were outlined and included 
in the PMP, though noted, were to some extent underestimated at the time of planning.  
 
Considering that a minimum of two years is required, that the mandate of the present plans expires in 
the end of 2013, and that the PNP will present a very challenging case, it is of great urgency to start 
the management planning. The MoEW foresee that the PNP management planning process would be 
completed during 2012 – 2014. However, during the 2009 evaluation, it was envisaged that the man-
agement planning would start in already 2010. According to the MoEW there are plans to allocate 
funds for 2012 for the planning process but this was not confirmed and the low level of SEMEPA 
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financing by mid-2011 give reason for great concern. Nevertheless, the process has been initiated, and 
the PNP Directorate has submitted a draft ToR for the management planning process to the MoEW for 
consideration. In the case of PNP, the ToR must take the EU directives (especially Birds and Habitat 
Directives), the World Heritage Convention, and other international commitments and conventions 
into account.  
 
The mission notes that in relation to the plan in 2009 there is already a one-year delay. The ToR have 
only just been submitted but not yet approved by the MoEW.  Considering that the process in Pirin is 
much more challenging and complex than in a normal national park and protected area management 
planning process, the planning process must receive high priority and be sufficiently resourced if the 
plan is to meet the expectations and be completed within the expected time frame. 
 
Several concrete plans and aspirations affecting the PWHS were presented by the municipalities and 
the concessionaire during the mission. The PNP management planning process has to address espe-
cially the following proposals to expand the ski zone in Bansko and Dobrenishte, and the proposal for 
a new ski zone in Kulinoto. It will also need to ensure that there is clarity and consistency regarding 
various boundaries, especially those between the existing ski zones in the PNP and the PWHS35. Fur-
ther, the plan must deal the institutional and legal arrangement of the around 10 chalets, owned by 
BTU, to strengthen the status of PNPD in aligning their management with the objectives of the PNP 
and the WHS. 
 
The vision and objectives of the Strategy for Sustainable Nature Tourism should be integrated in the 
up-dated PMP. The strategy has incorporated many of the visions and ideas presented by the MoEW 
and by the minister. These specifically include a diversification of tourism (e.g. spa tourism, therapeu-
tic use of baths, hiking etc.), an extended season, and broader focus with a base in the PNP as a WHS.  
 
 

4 STATE OF CONSERVATION  

Overall, the World Heritage property appears to be in a good state of conservation. Resources, specifi-
cally staff and finances, have been relatively stable for the past years, and the PNPD and MoEW seem 
committed to ensuring effective protection and management and securing the integrity and the OUV of 
the PWHS. The main issue of concern revolves around the development of ski-based tourism with 
strongly polarized views.   

The mission concluded that presently there is no basis to place the PWHS on the List of World Heri-
tage in Danger, provided strict measures are implemented to ensure further development does not take 
place within the boundaries of the property, as well as to monitor the impact of activities within the 
buffer zones and around the Pirin World Heritage property.  
 
There appears to be no prospect in reconciling ambitions to develop the ski resorts with the require-
ments of the WHS, and nor is it realistic to expect scaling back activity and impact from the present 
levels outside of the World Heritage Site. Placing the WHS on the LWHD would appear to be likely to 
postpone decisions being taken, without leading to an improvement of the status, integrity and impact 
on OUV.  
 

                                                   
 
 
 
35 The Bansko and Dobrinishte zone are within PNP but not part of the WHS 
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Integrity 

The PNP is clearly defined from the point of view of its mountainous nature and ecology, and the 
boundaries of the property are of sufficient size to capture the natural values of Pirin. Adequate 
boundaries have been established through the extension of the initially inscribed property, to include 
the most remote areas of the interior of the National Park, and exclude adjacent areas that are not 
compatible with World Heritage status due to impacts on integrity from ski development.  

Outstanding Universal Value  

Pirin NP was inscribed on the World Heritage List under the criteria (vii), (viii) and (ix) in 1983 (see 
statement of OUV in Appendix E).  The original inscription proved to be inadequate in representing 
and maintaining the Outstanding Universal Value of Pirin, but the extension approved at the 34th meet-
ing of the World Heritage Committee in 2010 has addressed the issue to the extent possible.  Currently 
the World Heritage Site covers an area of around 40,000 ha and overlaps with the Pirin National Park. 
The mission did not observe major changes regarding management capacity or effectiveness or ability 
to maintain and secure the OUV of the property as compared to the situation during the 2009 evalua-
tion of the most recent extension.  Further, the mission team noted that the recent replacements and 
capacity upgrades have been undertaken in an appropriate manner without undue impacts on the buffer 
zone or the property.  The mission considers that the most recent changes in the buffer zone cannot be 
considered to have adversely affected the Outstanding Universal Value of the property. 

 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. The mission notes, that overall the Pirin NP World Heritage Site appears to be in a good state 
of conservation.  Resources, specifically staff and finances, have been relatively stable for the 
past years, and the Pirin National Park Directorate and the Ministry of Environment and Water 
seem committed to ensuring effective protection and management and securing the integrity 
and the Outstanding Universal Value of the Pirin World Heritage Site.  Nevertheless, it was 
noted, that the financial allocation for implementation of conservation measures for 2011 was 
exceptionally low. 

 
2. Further, the mission concludes, that presently there is no need to place the Pirin World Heri-

tage Site on the List of World Heritage in Danger, provided strict measures are implemented 
to ensure further development does not take place within the boundaries of the property, as 
well as to monitor the impact of activities within the buffer zones and around the Pirin World 
Heritage property.   

 
3. The main issue of concern revolves around the development of ski-based tourism and the re-

lated facilities and activities. The views are extremely polarized, with different stakeholder 
groups for and against both existing and further developments.  The ski resorts within the 
buffer zone areas and the Pirin National Park continue to constitute a threat to the property’s 
Outstanding Universal Value, including both the integrity and the effectiveness of protection 
and management of the property, if the aspirations and plans of some of the municipalities and 
stakeholders for further ski developments within the property are not contained. Unless ad-
dressed, the issues that have previously been of concern are likely to again be raised by the 
World Heritage Committee and would also have impacts on the status of World Heritage in 
Bulgaria. The mission recommends that Pirin National Park Directorate and Ministry of Envi-
ronment and Water should consider more effective use of the national park Consultative 
Committee and the Scientific Advisory Council as platforms to moderate differences and to 
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provide input to the management of the property, especially regarding the two buffer zone ar-
eas.  

 
4. The main focus of the mission was to address issues related to ski facilities within the buffer 

zone. After consulting the State Party and stakeholders, the mission concluded, that the future 
would have to build on accepting the realities and impacts of past developments and decisions. 
A constructive way forward would be to refocus on ensuring that these activities do not nega-
tively impact on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property, rather than on 
the details of arrangements within the buffer zones.  For years already the State Party, the 
Committee and the Advisory Body have been forced to focus attention on possible deviations 
from plans and agreements or engage in assessing the impact of replacements and upgrades, 
rather than provide constructive inputs to the future management of the WHS.   

 
5. It was difficult to foresee the impact of approving the Territorial Arrangement Plan as a 

framework for development within the World Heritage Site.  It would, however, be unrealistic 
to expect activities within the Bansko ski zone to be drastically scaled down or even contained 
within the technical solutions outlined in the TAP. In 2010, the Committee excluded the Ban-
sko and Dobrinishte ski zone from the World Heritage property and designated them as 
“buffer zones". However, these areas do not really fulfil the functions of a buffer zone as out-
lined in Paragraph 104 of the Operational Guidelines to the Convention, which is to provide 
an added layer of protection to the property. Moreover, these two excluded areas do not “sur-
round” the property but are rather intrusions into it. The justification provided in the Commit-
tee decision to exclude them was that they are not compatible with World Heritage status be-
cause of the impacts on integrity from ski development. Therefore, it is unrealistic to expect 
that these impacted areas would function as effective buffers to the property. 

 
6. The mission concluded, that the most appropriate way forward would be to accept the devel-

opments within the Bansko buffer zone as outlined by the TAP, to consider the status of these 
areas as a special buffer zone, and to focus attention on monitoring the impact of the buffer 
zone activities on, the Outstanding Universal Value, including integrity, protection and man-
agement of the Pirin World Heritage Site.  

 
7. Taking these issues into account, it would be advisable to consider that proposals for replace-

ment of ski lifts or opening of ski runs (within the framework of the approved TAP), and their 
impacts within the areas already excluded from the property, should be left to the State Party 
to assess and regulate according the relevant laws, regulations and procedures in Bulgaria. By 
excluding the buffer zones from the property in 2010, the Committee considered them “not 
compatible with World Heritage status”. Hence the World Heritage Committee should not be 
called upon to assess or consider proposals within the buffer zones, except where these would 
impact on the property’s Outstanding Universal Value.  The State Party should be specifically 
requested to notify to the World Heritage Centre any development taking place within the two 
buffer zones that it considers might have impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value of the 
property.  However it should not need to notify amendments within the buffer zone that are 
assessed as not having impacts outside the buffer zones.  

 
8. The mission concluded that the recent replacements and capacity upgrades were not foreseen 

in the TAP. The mission is of the view, that these have been undertaken without undue im-
pacts on the property, and that they cannot be considered to adversely affect the Outstanding 
Universal Value. They are also improvements to safety, efficiency and visitor flow within the 
buffer zone. 

 
9. The mission noted that the municipalities of Bansko, Razlog have explicit and concrete plans 

(e.g. TAP for Dobrinishte 2010, TAP Kulinoto 2008) to develop and expand new ski zones 
within the Pirin World Heritage Site. Were those developments to proceed, they would clearly 
impact on the Outstanding Universal Value, and would contradict the position that has consis-
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tently been taken regarding the establishment of Pirin National Park as a World Heritage Site.  
The State Party should take a proactive approach to ensure that the Pirin National Park Direc-
torate is represented and given the opportunity to influence any spatial or other planning, such 
as TAPs, surrounding the World Heritage Site or with the potential of impacting on the prop-
erty. While there was some partly contradicting information given by the Concessionaire 
about their aspirations and development plans, most of the listed facility development plans 
were within the boundaries of the concession.  However, the request and plans to re-open and 
develop the Tzarna Mogila ski lift and ski run would re-open the western slope of the valley 
and extend developments outside the present buffer zone boundaries, and hence, should not be 
permitted. It is imperative to recognise that any further development of ski or other such facili-
ties within the World Heritage Site would seriously compromise the integrity and the Out-
standing Universal Value of the property.  

 
10. The mission considers that the World Heritage Committee needs to continue to take a very 

firm position that no further areas within the property, outside of the already excluded areas, 
should be permitted for ski or other similarly high-impact developments.  Moreover, it should 
be made explicit that the 2010 exclusion of the Bansko and Dobrinishte buffer zones, which 
were agreed as part of the extension of the property, cannot be used as a precedent to consider 
further boundary modifications to facilitate additional ski development. This must be particu-
larly ensured during the preparation of the new management plan of Pirin National Park.  

 
11. The mission also noted that the pressure to expand the capacity of existing as well as the plan-

ning of new ski facilities is driven by the unsustainable and economically unsound develop-
ment of accommodation and service infrastructure primarily at Bansko. There is an obvious 
imbalance between the capacities of the town and the ski zone. This imbalance drives the 
pressure to expand ski tourism at the expense of other more sustainable and less seasonally 
dependent forms of economic development. It was also noted that the ski resort development 
is driven by Bansko and Razlog, without sufficiently considering the aspiration and needs of 
the five other municipalities surrounding the Pirin National Park. These future plans need to 
be critically reviewed during the preparation of the new management plan.  Whilst these are 
not direct issues in relation to the World Heritage Site, they also imply clearly the need for the 
State Party to ensure more effective wider regional planning and to not permit developments 
that exceed the capacity of the area.   

 
12. A greater focus should be on promoting a sustainable and more balanced development of live-

lihoods as outlined by the Minister for Environment and Water.  Emphasis should be on a di-
versification of tourism both in terms of products, services and season, in line with the new 
strategy for sustainable nature tourism, developed by the Pirin National Park Directorate. The 
tourism strategy, emphasising summer tourism, needs to be promoted and implemented, as a 
viable alternative to ski-based tourism development. The strategy includes interesting propos-
als for each of the seven municipalities, taking into account their natural and cultural re-
sources. 

 
13. Regarding the integrity of the Pirin National Park, the mission recommends that the boundary 

of the property as defined in Committee Decision 34COM 8B.5, especially the boundaries of 
the buffer zones, should be clearly marked, communicated and maintained. Many of the con-
flicts of the past relate to the lack of clarity on boundaries.  It is of particular importance that 
the boundaries are properly measured using ascertained GPS measurements, marked on the 
ground, and communicated to the municipalities and concessionaire. It is also imperative, that 
the boundary be regularly monitored and enforced by the Pirin National Park Directorate, to 
ensure that it is being respected, and that the ministry ensures that plans are put in place and 
sufficient resources are allocated for this. Violation of the boundaries should constitute a seri-
ous offence and breach of concession agreement, and be treated with the strictest measures by 
the Directorate and Ministry of Environment and Water.     
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14. It is also important that the Directorate and Ministry of Environment and Water put in place 
processes to monitor the impacts of the ski and other activities within the buffer zone on the 
surrounding property. The impact of past and potentially future increases of visitor numbers 
and new activities within the buffer zone or the municipalities of Bansko and Razlog should 
be monitored and managed, and should not be permitted to lead to impacts on the Outstanding 
Universal Value of the property. 

 
15. The Pirin National Park Directorate and Ministry of Environment and Water should also en-

sure that the implementation of restoration (e.g. of old ski runs, lifts etc.) measures should be 
strictly supervised and monitored by the Directorate in accordance with conditions in the TAP, 
EIA or any other subsequent administrative decisions. The Ministry of Environment and Wa-
ter should put in place sufficient legal, contractual or other administrative arrangements to en-
sure that the Directorate can influence the use and environmental impact of the chalets owned 
by the Bulgarian Tourism Union. This would also increase the possibility of the Directorate to 
influence their environmental impact and their role in the providing visitor services in the 
Pirin World Heritage Site. 

 
16. The mission urges the Ministry of Environment and Water to speed up the process and make 

available sufficient resources to ensure that the new Pirin National Park Management Plan is 
completed to ensure that there is no break between the period of the present plan, which ends 
in 2013, and the approval of the new management plan. During the management planning 
process, the mission recommends preparation of detailed “Tourism Implementation Plans” for 
the Dobrinishte buffer zone (presently no detailed Ministry of Environment and Water or Pirin 
NP Directorate plans exist) and the Bansko buffer zone (based on the approved TAP) which 
would be included in the new Pirin National Park Management Plan. These would consolidate 
existing, approved and envisaged plans in a transparent manner and ensure that these areas are 
explicit parts of the new management plan.   
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ANNEX A ..................................................................................... TERMS OF REFERENCE 

 
TERMS OF REFERENCE 

 
Joint IUCN/ World Heritage Centre Reactive Monitoring Mission 

 
Pirin National Park, Bulgaria 

 
10-14 October 2011 

 
The objective of the monitoring mission is to review the recent capacity upgrades of ski facilities in 
the property’s buffer zone, determine their likely impact on the property’s Outstanding Universal 
Value (OUV) and make a recommendation on the possible inscription of the property on the List of 
World Heritage in Danger, as requested by the Committee at its 35th session (Decision 35COM 
7B.29). The mission will also assess the overall state of conservation of the property and other factors 
affecting its OUV. The mission team will be composed of Kishore Rao for the World Heritage Centre 
and Dr. Stig Johansson representing IUCN. In particular, the mission should address the following key 
issues: 
 

1. Determine whether the recent capacity upgrades of ski facilities in the property’s buffer zone 
are foreseen in the Territorial Arrangement Plan (TAP) and make a recommendation on the 
possible inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger, taking into ac-
count the likely impacts of these capacity upgrades on the property’s OUV and the conclu-
sions of the Environmental Impacts Assessments (EIAs) and any other assessments under-
taken for these proposals; 

2. Determine whether there are any additional active proposals for ski or other tourism facilities 
within the property or its buffer zone; 

3. Provide input to the revision process for the new management plan, particularly in relation to 
the World Heritage Committee’s request that the revised plan should not allow further ski de-
velopments or construction of other facilities within the property and its buffer zone, nor the 
extension of the tourism zone within the property; 

4. Review other factors affecting the overall state of conservation of the property as well as man-
agement effectiveness, in particular the status of management plans, available staffing and 
budgets of the management authority and their capacity to effectively conserve the Out-
standing Universal Value of the property. 

The mission team should be able to conduct the necessary field visits to the property to make these 
assessments, and be provided with English translations of final or draft copies of the plans and envi-
ronmental assessments mentioned above; in particular the Territorial Arrangement Plan. The mission 
team should further hold consultations with the Bulgarian authorities at federal and state levels, in 
particular the Pirin National Park management authority as well as all relevant other stakeholders, 
including representatives of local communities, ranchers, local and national NGOs. 
Based on the results of the above-mentioned assessment and discussion with the State Party represen-
tatives, the mission team will develop recommendations to the Government of Bulgaria and the World 
Heritage Committee to conserve the OUV of the property and improve its conservation and manage-
ment. 
 
The mission team will prepare a concise mission report in English on the findings and recommenda-
tions of this reactive monitoring mission following the standard format (IUCN to lead). A first draft 
should be submitted to the IUCN World Heritage Programme no later than six weeks following the 
mission.  
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ANNEX B ................................................................ Itinerary and Programme of the Mission 
 

 
Date Time Meetings & Other Activities  
    
Monday    
10.10. 15:00 – 18:00 Travel to Bansko, Blaeovgrad Region  
 18:00 – 19:00 Introductory meeting with Ministry of Environment 

and Water, and the Pirin National Park Directorate 
staff. Preliminary discussions about the structure and 
the functions of the PNPD administration. 

Pirin National 
Park Directorate 

 19:00 Accommodation in Bansko Spa Hotel, Bansko.  
 20:00 Dinner  Bansko 
Tuesday    
11.10. 09:00 – 12:00 Discussions with MoEW and PNPD staff about the 

new management plan, the replacements of facilities 
approved in 2010, and other issues in accordance to 
Decisions 34 COM 7B.19, 34 COM 8B.5 and 35 
COM 7B.21 of the World Heritage Committee. 
 
Presentation of the Sustainable Tourism Strategy for 
Pirin National Park, Mrs. Lyudmila Dimitrova. 
 

Pirin National 
Park Directorate 

 12:30 – 13:30 Lunch Bansko 
 13:30 – 18:00  Field visit to the World Heritage Property’s buffer 

zone and Bansko ski zone. Inspecting two facilities 
that were approved for replacement in 2010; the two 
drags replaced by a chair lift in the Platoto area (Pla-
toto Lift), and the four seat lift, replaced with six seat 
facility from Banderishka valley to the area of Kolar-
ski pat (Kolarski Lift). 
 
Visit to the famous natural monument in the national 
park, the Baikusheva mura tree (Pinus heldreichii). 
 

 

 19:30 – 20:00 Internal mission meeting.  
 20:00 Dinner Bansko 
Wednesday    
12.10. 09:15 – 10:00 Discussions with MoEW and PNPD staff about the 

management and management planning of PNP. 
Pirin National 
Park Directorate 

 10:00 – 12:00 Meeting with representatives of the local authorities 
around PNP. 

Pirin National 
Park Directorate 

 12:00 – 13:00 Meeting the representatives of the concessionaire of 
Bansko Ski zone, the Yulen AD company.  

Pirin National 
Park Directorate 

 13:00 – 14:30 Lunch  
 

Bansko 

 14:30 – 16:30 Departure to Rila Monestry World Heritage Site and 
the Rila Nature Park 

 

 16:45 – 17:15 Meeting with the Abbot of Rila Monastry, Bishop 
Evlogy 

 

 17:30 – 19:30 Departure to Sofia  
 19:30 Arrival in Sofia and accommodation in Sofia Grand 

Hotel. 
 

Thursday     
13.10. 08:00 – 08:45 Meeting with the Minister of Environment and Water, 

Mrs. Nona Karadjova. 
 

Ministry of Envi-
ronment and Wa-
ter  

 09:15 – 10:00 Meeting with the Minister of Culture, Mr. Vezhdi 
Rashidov, and the Deputy-Minister of Culture, Mr. 
Georgi Stoev, and the Secretary General of the Na-

Ministry for Cul-
ture 
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tional Commission for UNESCO, Mrs. Roumiana 
Mitzura. 

 10:00 – 12:00 Visiting Alexander Nevski Catedral, the St. Sofia 
Church and the Russia Church with the representa-
tives of MoEW 

 

  12:00 – 14:00 Lunch with the Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. 
Dimitar Tsanchev and the Secretary General of the 
National Commission for UNESCO, Mrs. Roumiana 
Mitzura. 

Ministry for For-
eign Affairs 

 14:00 – 16.00  Meeting with representatives from the NGO - Na-
tional Civil Coalition “Environment for the People 
and Nature”. 

Coalition office 

 16.00 – 18.00 Meeting with representatives from environmental 
NGOs, Association of Nature Parks in Bulgaria, Bal-
kan Wildlife Society, Bulgarian Biodiversity Founda-
tion, Green Balkans and WWF. 

WWF project 
office 

 19:00 – 20:00 Closing discussions (internal mission meeting).  
Friday    
 09:45 – 10:00  Meeting with Violeta Tsankova, National Commis-

sion for UNESCO and Vladimir Kodjabashev, So-
zopol Foundation. 

Grand Sofia Hotel 

    
  Departure of the mission.  
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ANNEX C .................................................... Decision 35 COM 7B.21 on Pirin National Park  

  
Decision: 35 COM 7B.21 
 
The World Heritage Committee, 
 
1.  Having examined Document WHC-11/35.COM/7B.Add, 
 
2.  Recalling Decisions 34 COM 7B.19 and 34 COM 8B.5, adopted at its 34th session 

(Brasilia, 2010), 
 

3.  Also recalling that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property has been repeat-
edly and significantly impacted by the development of ski facilities and ski runs within 
the property and its buffer zone, 

 
4.  Expresses serious concern about the recent approval of the replacement and capac-

ity upgrade of two ski facilities in the property’s buffer zone, and recalls its Decision, 
taken at its 34th session following the 2009 evaluation mission to the property, that 
any additional development of ski facilities, ski runs, or associated infrastructure 
within the property and its buffer zone would result in the inscription of the property on 
the List of World Heritage in Danger; 

 
5.  Urges the State Party to halt further ski developments in the buffer zone until the 

World Heritage Committee can consider these at its 36th session in 2012 on the ba-
sis of the report of the forthcoming World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring 
mission to the property, and requests the State Party to inform the World Heritage 
Committee of any new planned developments, and to provide an Environmental Im-
pact Assessment for all development proposals in the property and its buffer zone, 
including an assessment of the proposals’ potential direct, indirect and cumulative 
impacts on the Decisions report WHC-11/35.COM/20, p. 66 property’s Outstanding 
Universal Value, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines; 

 
6.  Reiterates its request to the State Party to ensure that the new management plan 

does not allow further ski development or construction of other facilities within the 
property and its buffer zone, nor extension of the tourism zone into the property; 

 
7.  Encourages the State Party to commission an independent assessment of the capac-

ity of the property and its buffer zone in order to set clear usage limits for the Bansko 
ski zone; 

 
8.  Also requests the forthcoming World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mis-

sion to the property to determine whether the recent capacity upgrades of ski facilities 
in the property’s buffer zone are foreseen in the Territorial Arrangement Plan (TAP) 
and make a recommendation on the possible inscription of the property on the List of 
World Heritage in Danger, and further requests the State Party to provide the mission 
with an English translation of the TAP; 

 
9.  Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, 

by 1 February 2012, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including 
confirmation that all inappropriate developments have been halted, for examination 
by the World Heritage Committee at its 36th session in 2012. 
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ANNEX D ........................................................................... List of people met by the mission 
 
 
Avramov, Stefan Mr  Bulgarian Biodiversity Foundation 
Banenski, Rosen Mr  Chief Inspector Vihren Park Region, Pirin National Park Directorate  
Barjakov, Petar Mr  Acting Mayor    Bansko Municipality 
Belev, Toma Mr Chairman Green Balkans Society 
Bizheva, Vanya Mrs  Vice-Chair   National Civil Coalition Environment for the People and 

Regions 
Danailova, Deiana  Mrs  Director  Cultural Policy Directorate, Ministry of Culture  
Dekova, Liljana Mrs  Expert  Educational Programs and Interpretation, Pirin National Park 

Directorate  
Dimitrova, Lyudmila  Mrs  Manager  Eco-Innovation 
Donevichin, Pavlina  Mrs  Expert  Flora, Expert Department, Pirin National Park Directorate  
Donnchev, Alexander Mr  Association of Nature Parks in Bulgaria 
Evlogy Mr Bishop Rila Monastery 
Ganchev, Hristo  Mr  Head  Immovable Cultural Heritage Unit, Ministry of Culture  
Garmenov, Ventsislav  Mr  Acting Mayor Municipality of Razlog  
Gerchev, Krasimir Mr  Expert   Municipality of Razlog  
Hadzhiev, Ivan  Mr  In charge of rope 

facilities 
Yulen AD company  

Hristov, Strahil   Mr  Head  Expert Department, Pirin National Park Directorate  
Ikonomov, Georgi Mr  MP   Member of Parliament 
Ivanova, Tsvetelina  Mrs  State Expert  Protected Areas Department, National Nature Protection 

Service Directorate, MoEW  
Kalinova ,Tsvetelina Mrs  Expert Tourism Activities and Interpretation,  Pirin National Park 

Directorate 
Karadjova, Nona Mrs  Minister  Ministry of Environment and Water 
Kodjabashev, Vladimir Mr Administrative 

Director 
Sozopol Foundation 

Kostadinov, Lyubomir Mr  Citizen of Bansko 
Kovachev, Andrey Mr  Balkan Wildlife Society 
Kravarov, Alexander Mr  Mayor   Municipality of Bansko 
Lazarov, Martin  Mr  Head  Management and Control Department, Pirin National Park 

Directorate  
Lekov, Emil  Mr  Chief Architect  Municipality of Bansko  
Maleeva, Uliana  Mrs  Director  Cultural Heritage Directorate, Ministry of Culture  
Mariyanov, Boyan  Mr  Executive Direc-

tor 
Yulen AD company  

Mechev, Valery  Mr  Director  Pirin National Park Directorate  
Michaylov, Michail  Mr  Director  National Nature Protection Service Directorate,  Ministry of 

Environment and Water  
Mitreva, Roumiana  Mrs  Secretary General Bulgarian National Commission for UNESCO, Ministry for 

Foreign Affairs  
Obreykov, Ivan  Mr  Marketing Man-

ager  
Yulen AD company 

Petrov, Petar  Mr  Attorney and 
member of BoD  

Yulen AD company  

Popadiina, Nadejda Mrs  Chief   Ecology and Agriculture Department, Municipality of 
Razlog  

Rakovska, Katerina Mrs Coordinator Protected Areas and Natura 2000, WWF, Bulgaria. 
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Rashidov, Vezhdi  Mr  Minister  Ministry of Culture  
Sakarev, Nikola Mr  Mayor  Municipality of  Dobrinishte  
Semerdzhiev, Todor  Mr  Ecologist Yulen AD company  
Shtereva, Veselina Mrs  Head Institutional relations, National Civil Coalition Environment 

for the People and Regions 
Stoev, Dimitar  Mr  Chief  Protected Areas Department, National Nature Protection 

Service Directorate, MoEW  
Stoev, Georgi  Mr  Deputy-Minister  Ministry of Culture  
Strahil Hristov   Mr  Head  Expert Department, Pirin National Park Directorate  
Tsanchev, Dimitar  Mr  Vice-Minister  Ministry for Foreign Affairs  
Tsankova, Violeta Mrs Ag. Cultural Ad-

viser 
National Commission for UNESCO. Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs 

Tsanov, Filip Mr  Chairman   National Civil Coalition Environment for the People and 
Regions 

Tzvetkov, Petko Mr Ag. Executive 
Director 

Bulgarian Biodiversity Foundation 

Vladimirov, Vladimir  Mr  Scientist  Institute of Biodiversity and ecosystem researches, Bulgarian 
Academy of Sciences and Secretary of the Bulgarian Na-
tional MAB Committee  

Yovchevski, Hristo  Mr  Attaché  Science Sector, National Commission for UNESCO. Minis-
try of Foreign Affairs  

Yovchevski, Hristo  Mr  Attaché  Science Sector, National Commission for UNESCO, MoFA 
Zvancharov, Andrey  Mr  In charge of Ad-

vertising 
Yulen AD company  

Zvancharov, Spasimir Mr  Chief   Territorial and Agricultural Planning Department, Munici-
pality of  Razlog  
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ANNEX E .............................................................. Statement of Outstanding Universal Value 
   

Brief synthesis 

The World Heritage property covers an area of around 40,000 ha in the Pirin Mountains, 
southwest Bulgaria, and overlaps with the undeveloped areas of Pirin National Park. The di-
verse limestone mountain landscapes of the property include over 70 glacial lakes and a range 
of glacial landforms, with many waterfalls, rocky screes and caves. Forests are dominated by 
conifers, and the higher areas harbour alpine meadows below the summits. The property in-
cludes a range of endemic and relict species that are representative of the Balkan Pleistocene 
flora. 

Criterion (vii):  

The mountain scenery of Pirin National Park is of exceptional beauty. The high mountain 
peaks and crags contrast with meadows, rivers and waterfalls and provide the opportunity to 
experience the aesthetics of a Balkan mountain landscape. The ability to experience remote-
ness and naturalness is an important attribute of the Outstanding Universal Value of the prop-
erty. 

Criterion (viii):  

The principal earth science values of the property relate to its glacial geomorphology, demon-
strated through a range of features including cirques, deep valleys and over 70 glacial lakes. 
The mountains of the property show a variety of forms and have been developed in several 
different rock types. Functioning natural processes allow for study of the continued evolution 
of the landforms of the property, and help to understand other upland areas in the region. 

Criterion (ix):  

The property is a good example of the continuing evolution of flora, as evidenced by a num-
ber of endemic and relict species, and the property also protects an example of a functioning 
ecosystem that is representative of the important natural ecosystems of the Balkan uplands. 
Pirin’s natural coniferous forests include Macedonian Pine and Bosnian Pine, with many old 
growth trees. In total, there are 1,315 species of vascular plants, about one third of Bulgaria’s 
flora, including 86 Balkan endemics, 17 Bulgarian endemics and 18 local endemics. The 
fauna of Pirin National Park includes 45 mammal species, including brown bear, wolf and 
pine marten, and 159 bird species. Pirin is also home to eight species of amphibians, eleven 
species of reptiles and six fish species. Although the forests are affected by some historical 
use, the natural functioning of the ecosystem ensures the protection of its regionally signifi-
cant biodiversity values. 

Integrity 

The original inscription of the property in 1983 proved to be inadequate in representing and 
maintaining the Outstanding Universal Value of Pirin, but an extension in 2010 has addressed 
the issues to the best possible degree and represents the minimum area of Pirin National Park 
that can be considered to correspond to the requirements of Outstanding Universal Value set 
out in the World Heritage Convention. 
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The National Park is clearly defined from the point of view of its mountainous nature and 
ecology, and the boundaries of the property are of sufficient size to capture the natural values 
of Pirin. Adequate boundaries have been established through the extension of the initially 
inscribed property, to include the most remote areas of the interior of the National Park, and 
exclude adjacent areas that are not compatible with World Heritage status due to impacts on 
integrity from ski development. The values of the property as extended retain the attributes of 
a natural landscape but they closely adjoin areas subject to intensive tourism development that 
are a risk to the integrity of the property. 

Protection and management requirements 

The property is covered by national legislation which should ensure strong national protection 
of the values of the property, including the prevention of encroachment from adjoining devel-
opment. It is essential that this legislation is rigorously enforced and is respected by all levels 
of government that have responsibilities in the area. The property also has an effective and 
functioning management plan, provided its implementation can be ensured through adequate 
resources to both maintain the necessary staffing levels and undertake the necessary manage-
ment activities to protect and manage the property. A system of regular monitoring of the 
natural values of Pirin and ongoing programmes to maintain habitats and landforms in their 
natural state, avoid disturbance and other impacts on wildlife, and to preserve the aesthetic 
values of the property are required. 

The World Heritage property has long been subject to tourism pressure, largely caused by the 
development of ski facilities and ski runs. Small ski areas were developed at Bansko, Dobrin-
ishte and Kulinoto in the 1980s and 1990s. Activities such as night skiing, off-piste skiing and 
heliskiing are activities which may affect the values and integrity of the property and require 
rigorous control. Bansko, adjoining the property, has become one of the most rapidly develop-
ing towns in Bulgaria with hotels and holiday resorts constructed literally on the park bound-
ary. Tourism development within and around the property has not been effectively controlled 
in the past including some areas that were developed within the property and caused signifi-
cant damage. The management plan for the property needs to ensure a long-term priority for 
the protection of the natural values of Pirin, and to guard against any encroachments and im-
pacts within the property from skiing, sporting events or other inappropriate development. 
Equally the planning documents that are created by national, regional and local authorities 
need to similarly ensure the protection of the natural values of the property, and also integrate 
the benefits it provides as a natural landscape to the surrounding area. 

Other threats to the property include illegal logging, poaching and the use of snow mobiles 
and quad bikes. These uses require close monitoring, management and the enforcement of 
effective regulations. The management of visitor use to both prevent negative impacts and 
provide opportunities to experience the values of the property in a sustainable way is also an 
essential long term requirement for this property. 
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ANNEX F .............................................................................................................. Photographs 
 
 

BANSKO AND PIRIN 
 

      
 
Photo 1. Bansko and the ski runs on Todorka. Photo 2. New Bansko houses and ski runs. 
 

  
 
Photo 3. New and undeveloped housing in Bansko. Photo 4. Gondola lift starting from Bansko. 
 

         
 
Photo 5. Clearing of the gondola lift. Photo 6. Apartments for sale in Bansko. 
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BANDERITSA POLIANA 

 

    
 
Photo 7. Banderista poliana.  Photo 8. Banderitsa poliana seen from Kop-

larski. 
KOLARSKI LIFT 

        
 
Photo 9. Kolarski lift. Photo 10. Kolarski lower terminal. 

    
 
 
Photo 11. Erosion control at Kolarski lift. Photo 12. Restoration at Kolarski lower ter-

minal. 
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Photo 13. Restoration at Kolarski lower terminal Photo 14. Todorka seen from Kolarski upper 

terminal. 
 
 
    PLATOTO  

         
 
Photo 15. Kolarski lift and Buderitsa Poliana Photo 16. Platoto lift and ski run. 
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Photo 17. Platoto lower terminal Photo 18. Platoto lift and ski run. 
 
TODORKA LANDSCAPES  
 

    
 
Photo 19. Todorka lift and landscape. Photo 20. Todorka lift and landscape. 
 
STARA AND DETSKA KOTVA 
 

 
 
 
Photo 21. Stara Kotva (left) and Detska Kotva (right) lifts.  
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БЛАГОДАРНОСТИ 
 
Участниците в мисията изказват своите благодарности на българските власти за любезната 
покана, гостоприемството и оказаното сътрудничество при престоя на мисията в България. 
Особено признателни сме за възможността да разговаряме с министъра на околната среда и 
водите, г-жа Нона Караджова, с министъра на културата, г-н Вежди Рашидов, и със 
заместник-министъра на външните работи, г-н Димитър Цанчев. Изказваме благодарност и 
за оказаните подкрепа и сътрудничество от г-н Михаил Михайлов, директор на Дирекция 
„Национална служба за защита на природата”, г-н Димитър Стоев, началник-отдел 
„Защитени територии” и г-жа Цветелина Иванова, държавен експерт в отдел „Защитени 
територии” от Министерство на околната среда и водите. Директорът на Национален парк 
„Пирин”, г-н Валери Мечев, и екипът му придружаваха мисията и оказаха ценна подкрепа и 
разбиране по време на посещението в НП „Пирин”. Бихме искали да благодарим и на г-жа 
Людмила Димитрова, координатор на мисията, участвала в изготвянето на Плана за 
управление на НП „Пирин”, както и на г-н Владимир Владимиров, учен от Българската 
академия на науките, за оказаната подкрепа по време на мисията. Изказваме специални 
благодарности на г-н Христо Йовчевски от Националната комисия за ЮНЕСКО – България, 
който придружи участниците по време на посещението им в България. Накрая искаме да 
благодарим и на г-жа Румяна Митрева, генерален секретар на Националната комисия за 
ЮНЕСКО – България, за оказаната помощ при провеждането на мониторинговата мисия 
 
РЕЗЮМЕ 
 
В изпълнение на Решение 34COM 7B.5 на Комитета1 за световно наследство на ЮНЕСКО 
от 10 до 14 октомври 2011 г. Центърът за световно наследство и IUCN проведоха съвместна 
мисия на територията на Национален парк „Пирин” като обект на световното наследство. 
Цел на мисията беше да направи преглед на последните подобрения на капацитета на ски 
съоръженията в буферната зона на обекта на световното наследство, да определи вероятното 
им въздействие върху изключителната универсална ценност на обекта на световното 
наследство и да се изготви  препоръка относно евентуалното включване на обекта в списъка 
на световното наследство в опасност, както бе поискано от Комитета за световно наследство 
на неговата 35-та сесия. Мисията оцени и цялостното консервационно състояние на обекта и 
други фактори, влияещи върху неговата изключителна универсална ценност. 
 
Национален парк „Пирин” е вписан в Списъка на световното културно и природно 
наследство през 1983 г. Повече от 10 години е на дневен ред в Комитета главно заради 
намиращата се на територията му ски зона. Следвайки препоръките на Комитета за световно 
наследство и IUCN, държавата-членка внесе предложение за разширяване обхвата на 
територията на обекта. След техническа оценка, направена през 2009 г., на 34 -тата си среща 
през 2010 г. Комитетът одобри разширяването на обхвата на територията на НП „Пирин” 
като обект на световното наследство, както и създаването на буферна зона, която да 
подпомогне опазването и управлението на обекта (Решение 34COM 8B.5). Със същото 
решение Комитетът одобрява и изключването на четири области (с обща площ 150,6 хка) в 
периферната част на обекта, както и на туристическите зони Банско и Добринище (с обща 
площ 1078,23 хка), които стават част от нова буферна зона. 
 
Цялостното консервационно състояние на обектa на световно наследство Национален парк 
„Пирин” е сравнително добро. През годините ресурсите като средства и персонал остават 
стабилни, а Дирекция Национален парк „Пирин” и Министерство на околната среда и 
водите работят усърдно за осигуряване на ефикасно опазване и управление, както и за 
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запазване на целостта и на изключителната универсална ценност на обекта на световно 
наследство Национален парк „Пирин”. 
 
Решението на Комитета за световно наследство потвърждава изключването на буферната 
зона, тъй като поради въздействието на разработените ски съоръжения върху целостта, те 
вече не покриват критериите за включване в Списъка на световното и културно наследство. 
Очевидно е, че двете области не могат да изпълняват функциите, посочени в Оперативните 
насоки за прилагане на Конвенцията, т.е. да обграждат и осигуряват допълнителна защита 
на обекта. Следователно е нереалистично да се очаква, че засегнатите области биха могли да 
функционират като ефективна буферна зона за обекта. 
 
Подмените, свързани с подобрения на капацитета на ски съоръженията, са извършени с 
необходимото внимание и не оказват неблагоприятно влияние върху изключителната 
универсална ценност на обекта. Нещо повече, те са наложителни от гледна точка на 
сигурността, на ефективността и перспективите за нарастване на посетителския поток. 
Препоръчително е подмяната на ски лифтове или отварянето на писти в буферната зона да 
се извършва от държавата-членка, в съответствие със съобразните закони, регулации и 
процедури. Към Комитета за световното наследство следва да не бъдат отправяни искания 
за оценки или разглеждане на предложения относно буферната зона. Това би довело до 
отклоняване на вниманието към буферната зона, с цел да се осигури опазването на 
изключителната универсална ценност на обекта от отрицателни въздействия. 
 
Общините Банско и Разлог имат явно изразени планове и стремежи да разширят площта на 
ски зоните в обектa на световно наследство Национален парк „Пирин”. Нужно е Комитетът 
да заеме твърда позиция, че няма да се допусне развитието на ски или изграждане на други 
съоръжения в границите на обекта, освен на територията на вече изключените зони. Освен 
това трябва да бъде напълно ясно, че решението от 2010 г. за изключване на буферната зона 
Банско и Добринище следва да не бъде посочвано като прецедент в контекста на искания за 
нови промени на границите на обекта. Това трябва да бъде обезпечено при изготвянето на 
новия План за управление на Национален парк „Пирин”. 
 
В бъдещето и в новия План за управление трябва да бъде отделено по-голямо внимание на 
поддържането на устойчиво и по-балансирано развитие на поминъка на населението. 
Усилията трябва да са насочени към разнообразяването на туризма в областта на продукти, 
услуги и сезонност, в съответствие с новата стратегия на Дирекция на Национален парк 
„Пирин” за устойчив природен туризъм като обещаваща алтернатива на развитието на ски 
туризма. Дирекцията трябва да обмисли възможността да използва Консултативния комитет 
и Научния консултативен съвет като по-ефективни платформи за намаляване на различията 
и осигуряване на необходимата енергия за управлението на Национален парк „Пирин”. 
Както границите на буферната зона, така и цялата площ на обекта следва да бъде точно 
измерена според установените GPS средства и да бъде маркирана, а измерванията да бъдат 
приети както от Национален парк „Пирин”, така и от общините, и от концесионера. 
Наложително е целостта на границите да бъде периодично проверявана и подсилвана от 
Дирекцията. Министерството на околната среда и водите следва да съблюдава изпълнението 
на тези планове и да вложи достатъчно ресурси в мониторинга на целостта на установените 
граници. Нарушаването на границите следва да се смята за сериозно нарушение и 
неспазване на концесионното споразумение, и да се наказва най-строго от Дирекцията и 
Министерството на околната среда и водите. 
Дирекцията на Национален парк „Пирин” и Министерството на околната среда и водите 
следва също така да гарантират, че извършването на възстановителни дейности (по стари 
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ски писти, подмяна на лифтове и т.н.) ще бъде строго наблюдавано и ръководено от 
Дирекцията и извършвано в съответствие с условията на Териториалния устройствен план, 
на Оценките за въздействие върху околната среда или на всяко друго последващо 
административно решение. Министерствово на околната среда и водите следва също така да 
вземе необходимите юридически, договорни или други административни мерки, за да се 
даде възможност на Дирекцията да влияе върху статута и ползването на хижите, 
собственост на Българския туристически съюз, намиращи се на територията на обектa на 
световно наследство Национален парк „Пирин”. Това би увеличило възможността на 
Дирекцията да повлияе върху въздействието им върху околната среда, както и върху ролята 
им в осигуряването на услуги за посетителите на обекта на световно наследство. 
Мисията настоява Министерството на околната среда и водите да ускори процеса на 
осигуряване на необходимите средства за започване изпълнението на новия План за 
управление на Национален парк „Пирин” (2014—2024), непосредствено след приключване 
на настоящия План в края на 2013 г., както и на одобряването на нов План. Като важна част 
от изготвянето на новия План следва да се приеме и съставянето на „Планове за реализиране 
на туризма” за всяка от буферните зони Добринище и Банско. Те ще обединят 
съществуващите, одобрените и предвижданите планове по прозрачен начин, като ги 
направят част от новия План за управление. 
Накрая, мисията заключи, че при осигуряването на изпълнението на строги мерки за 
подсилване на границите на обекта, целостта и изключителната му универсална ценност, 
както и на наблюдение на въздействието на дейностите в буферната зона и в близост до 
обектa на световно наследство Национален парк „Пирин”, към момента не е необходимо 
обектът на световно наследство Национален парк „Пирин” да бъде включен в списъка на 
световното наследство в опасност. 
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СПИСЪК НА ИЗПОЛЗВАНИТЕ СЪКРАЩЕНИЯ 
 
АПБ Асоциация на парковете в България 
БФБ Балканска фондация „Биоразнообразие” 
BGN Български лев (валутна единица) 
БТС Български туристически съюз 
СДПБ Сдружение за дива природа „Балкани” 
ОВОС Оценка за въздействието върху околната среда 
ЗООС Закон за опазване на околната среда (на РБ) 
ЕС Европейски съюз 
БАН Българска академия на науките 
ЗБ Федерация на природозащитни сдружения „Зелени Балкани” 
GPS Глобална система за позициониране 
ВЕЕС Висш екологичен експертен съвет на МОСВ 
IUCN Международен съюз за защита на природата 
ССНО Списък на световното наследство в опасност 
ПЧБ Програма „Човекът и биосферата” (към ЮНЕСКО) 
МОСВМинистерство на околната среда и водите 
МВнР Министерство на външните работи 
МРРБ Министерство на регионалното развитие и благоустройството 
НПО Неправителствена организация 
ДНСЗП Дирекция „Национална служба за защита на природата” (към МОСВ) 
НП Национален парк 
ОН Оперативни насоки за прилагане на Конвенцията на световно наследство 
ИУЦ Изключителна универсална ценност  
ЗЗТ Закон за защитените територии (на РБ) 
ОЗТ Отдел „Защитени територии” (при ДНСЗП) 
ПУ План за управление на Национален парк „Пирин” 
НПП Национален парк „Пирин” 
ДНПП Дирекция на „Национален парк „Пирин” 
ОСННПП Oбект на световното наследство Национален парк „Пирин”  
ПУДОС Предприятие за управление на дейностите по опазване на околната среда 
ТУП Териториално устройствен план 
ТЗ Техническо задание 
ПОСООН Програма на ООН за околната среда 
ЮНЕСКО Организация на Обединените нации за образование, наука и култура 
ЦСН Център за световно наследство (към ЮНЕСКО) 
ОСН Обект на световно наследство 
WWF Световен фонд за дивата природ 
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1. КОНТЕКСТ НА МИСИЯТА 
 
Народен парк „Пирин” (сега Национален парк „Пирин”) е обявен за обект на световно 
наследство (ОСН) през 1983 г. По време на вписването на територията на Национален парк 
„Пирин” (НПП) съществува слабо разработено ски съоръжение, което не се смята за 
пречка. До 1986 г. са изградени един лифт и две ски писти, които са приети за част от НПП 
и ОСН. До 1996 г. са изградени само още две писти. По време на вписването обаче не са 
взети предвид последствията, които бързите социално-икономически промени и развитие 
оказват върху обектa на световно наследство Национален парк „Пирин” (ОСННПП). 
 

 
Карта 1. Обектът на световно наследство Национален парк „Пирин” и защитените 
територии в България. 
 
От средата на 90-те години базата за икономическото развитие в България претърпя 
значителни промени. По време на прехода голяма част от икономическата база на 
комунизма ерозира, а много от икономическите дейности, осигуряващи работа и 
икономическа стабилност, изчезват. Това от своя страна води до появата на явления като 
незаконно изсичане и бракониерство, които засягат целостта на ОСННПП. Едновременно с 
това по време на прехода развитието на ски туризма в Банско оказва значително 
въздействие върху икономиката на общината. Според кмета на Банско безработицата спада 
от 47 % (1998 г.) до 5 % (2001 г.), макар че икономическата рецесия от 2008 г. насам е 
довела до ново повишаване на безработицата до 30 %. Цените на недвижимите имоти са 
отбелязали ръст от 5 € /м2 до 200 €/м2, като според данните на мисията след спад са 
стигнали до 25 % от нивото си за 2007 г. Бюджетът на община Банско е нараснал от 1 
млн. € през 1999 г. до 17 млн. € понастоящем. 
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От средата на 90-те години инвестициите в туризма и настаняването в Банско постепенно се 
увеличават и капацитетът скоро надминава капацитета на ски съоръженията. Едновременно 
с това тази икономическа промяна довежда до намаляване мащаба на незаконните дейности 
като изсичане и лов в рамките на ОСННПП. В края на 90-те години натискът за развитие на 
ски туризъм и ски съоръжения в Банско в границите на ОСННПП се засилва рязко и 
общината започва разработването на Териториално устройствен план (ТУП) за изграждане 
на ски зона в долината под вр. Вихрен в рамките на НПП и ОСННПП. През 1998 г. община 
Банско става акционер в „Юлен” АД, предприятието, осъществило инвестициите в ски 
съоръженията и инициирало планирането. През 1999 г. държавата-членка уведомява 
Центъра за световно наследство (ЦСН) за планове за изграждане на голям ски курорт в 
Банско. 
 
 

2. РЕШЕНИЯ НА КОМИТЕТА ПО СВЕТОВНО НАСЛЕДСТВО 
 
НПП е обявен за ОСН през 1983 г. по критерии (vii), (viii) и (ix). През 1985 г. Комитетът за 
световно наследство отбелязва изграждането на хотел и ски курорт в долината под вр. 
Вихрен в границите на НПП, както и силната опозиция на местните консервативни групи. 
На срещата на Комитета за световно наследство в Хелзинки през 2001 г. ТУП е подложен 
на обсъждане и IUCN поставя под въпрос класификацията му като екотуризъм и 
съвместимостта му със статута на НПП като ОСН. В своето Решение (25COM VIII.85)  
Комитетът отбелязва опасенията си относно ТУП, тъй като смята, че той ще доведе до 
постепенно нарастващо развитие върху останалата по-голяма част. Отправено е и искане 
към държавата-членка да гарантира, че последващото развитие на туризма няма да обхване 
и останалата част от ТУП. 
През 2002 г. при обсъждане на съвместен доклад на ЮНЕСКО и IUCN на дневен ред в 
Комитета излизат нови опасения относно опазването на изключителната универсална 
ценност (ИУЦ) от влиянието на ски курортите в Банско и Добринище. Основавайки се на 
тези опасения, Комитетът за пръв път изказва предложение за включване на ОСННПП в 
Списъка на световното наследство в опасност (ССНО), но го отлага. В началото на 2004 г. 
ЮНЕСКО и IUCN провеждат нова съвместна мисия. Изказани са конкретни опасения 
относно развитието на ски зоната, липсата на точни карти на обекта, на ски и буферната 
зона, зонирането и най-вече незадоволителното изпълнение на решенията на Комитета от 
държавата-членка. Подобни въпроси са на дневен ред в Комитета и през 2005 г., и през 
2007 г. 
Следвайки препоръките на Комитета за световно наследство и IUCN, в началото на 2007 г. 
държавата-членка внася предложение за разширяване границите на обекта. През 2008 г., преди 
32-та сесия на Комитета обаче го оттегля. След техническа оценка през 2009 г., на 34-та си 
среща в Бразилия през 2010 г. Комитетът одобрява разширяването на ОСННПП и създаването 
на буферна зона, чиято функция е укрепването на целостта и подобряването на управлението на 
ОСН (34 COM 8B.5). В същото Решение Комитетът приема и изключването на четири 
области (с обща площ 150,6 хка) в периферията на обекта (те са изключени и от НП 
„Пирин”), както и даването на туристическите зони Банско и Добринище (с обща площ 
1078,23 хка) на статут на буферна зона. 
НПП е на дневен ред в Комитета през последните 10 години. Главните опасения са 
породени от развитието на ски зоните, очертани от ТУП, но не се изчерпват с това. 
Главните опасения са следните: 
Развитието на ски зоната и въздействието върху целостта на ОСН и на ИУЦ, както и ролята 
на ТУП и плана за управление на НПП в контролирането на това развитие; 
Границите на ОСН, зонирането и буферните зони; 
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Полагането на усилия за разработване на ефикасно управление, включително 
осигуряване на персонал и ресурси за Дирекцията на Национален парк „Пирин” (ДНПП); 
за налагане на ефикасен контрол върху лицензионни споразумения или други 
юридически права върху употребата на ресурси или извършването на дейности в 
границите на ОСН; за вземане на ефикасни мерки срещу закононарушенията във и около 
границите на ОСН;  
Възстановяване на нарушените екосистеми и разглобени съоръжения; 
Учредяване и активно участие на научен консултативен орган; 
Учредяване и активно участие на Консултативен комитет; 
Установяване на дългосрочен мониторинг с цел консервация и поддръжка на ОСН и 
издаване на редовни доклади за състоянието на обекта 
Основавайки се на препоръките от оценката, направена през 2009 г. и в съответствие с 
въвеждането на предложените подобрения на ски съоръженията в буферната зона през 
2010 г., на 35-та си сесия (Решение 35COM 7B.29) Комитетът поиска провеждането на 
ответна мониторингова мисия. Според Техническото задание (ТЗ) целта на мисията е да 
направи преглед на последните подобрения на капацитета на ски съоръженията в буферната 
зона, да определи вероятното им въздействие върху изключителната универсална ценност 
на обекта и да даде препоръка относно евентуалното включване на обекта в списъка на 
световното наследство в опасност. Също така мисията ще оцени цялостното 
консервационно състояние на обекта и други фактори, влияещи върху неговата ИУЦ. 
Подробно ТЗ е приложено в Приложение 1. 
 
 

3. ОЦЕНКА НА ПРОБЛЕМИТЕ И ЗАПЛАХИТЕ 
 
Ответната мониторингова мисия направи преглед на съществуващите проблеми и оцени 
възможните въздействия на редица заплахи, най-вече на развитието на ски съоръженията, 
върху изключителната универсална ценност на НП „Пирин”. Беше направена оценка и на 
ефикасността на общото управление на НПП. 
 

3.1  НП „Пирин”, Териториално устройственият план и ски зоната  
Териториално устройственият план е средство за пространствено планиране. Процесът на 
планиране е отговорност на общината, а общинският съвет одобрява проекта за ТУП и го 
предлага за законно одобрение от Министерство на регионалното развитие и 
благоустройството (МРРБ) и Министерството на околната среда и водите (МОСВ). ТУП за ски 
зона Банско е утвърден според стандартната национална процедура, включително извършване 
на оценка за въздействието върху околната среда (ОВОС), и е одобрен и приет през 2001 г. 
(Карта 2). 
След финализирането на ТУП, в същата година МОСВ сключва концесионен договор с 
„Юлен” АД за развитието на ски зоната. Концесията се отпуска за период от 30 години (2001—
2031). Това е първият по рода си и все още единствен такъв концесионен договор в България. 
Според МОСВ са налице някои усложнения във връзка с договора. От периода на сключването 
на концесията започва етап на бързо развитие, а разработването на ски зоната в Банско е най-
активно през периода 2002—2004 г., но продължава до 2007 г., като подмяна и подобрение на 
някои съоръжения са извършвани до 2010г. 
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Карта 2. ТУП за ски зона Банско. 
 
Между юли 2001 г. и август 2002 г. е разработен План за управление на НП „Пирин” (ПУ). 
В него като основна насока за регулация на туристическата зона Банско е включено 
развитието на ски зона Банско, както е изложено в ТУП. Развитието на значителни ски 
съоръжения, предвидено и одобрено ТУП, е представено като план за развитие на 
туристическата и ски зона в НПП и ОНС. 
След началото на работите по разширяване на дейностите и изграждане на ски 
съоръженията се водят продължителни разговори и спорни дебати по въпроса дали 
развитието се извършва съобразно ТУП и одобрението на Плана за управление на НПП, 
както и в съответствие с управлението на ОНС. 
През изминалите повече от 10 години това доведе до ситуация, в която държавата-членка, 
Центърът за световно наследство и консултативният орган (IUCN) нееднократно да 
обсъждат аргументите „за” и „против” дейностите в ски зоните, а редица решения са обект 
на съдебно производство в България. 
В същото време НПП е една от най-често обсъжданите теми на срещите на Комитета. 
Може да се заключи, че въпросът за изграждането на ски съоръжения, с все по-ясно 
изразен технически характер, е довел до изместване на вниманието от цялостното 
управление и статута на ОСННПП. 
През 2009 г. във връзка с опасенията относно развитието на ски зоната и евентуалната 
заплаха за целостта на ИУЦ и ОСННПП е направена техническа оценка. На основание на 
препоръките от тази оценка, която съдържа предложения и за разширяване, и за изключване 
на територии, статутът на туристическата и ски зона в границите на ОСННПП е променен 
на буферна зона на ОСН. 
Очевидно е, че развитието на ски курортите и съоръженията за последните 20 години се е 
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превърнало от незначителна добавка към НПП в дейност, която изцяло е променила 
природата на ски зоната и долината под вр. Вихрен (вж снимки в Анекс Д). Това обаче е 
резултат от последователни планове и решения, приети макар и след обсъждане както от 
държавата-членка, така и от Центъра за световно наследство. Най-сериозно влияние върху 
ОСННПП оказва приемането на ТУП като средство за развитие на ски зоната. 
Също така би било нереалистично, а и би породило продължителни конфликти, да се 
очаква, че ски съоръженията ще останат на нивото и според стандартите от 2000 г., когато е 
разработен ТУП. Подобренията на сигурността, качеството и стандарта на съоръженията и 
услугите са наложителни от гледна точка на значителните промени в областта на 
безопасността, техническите въпроси и потребителското поведение и предпочитания. 
 

3.2  Буферната зона на обекта на световно наследство Национален парк „Пирин” 
Когато НПП е включен в списъка на обектите на световно наследство, границите на ОНС 
не са екологично рационални, поради което обектът е разпокъсан, с ниско ниво на цялост. 
За дълъг период от време не е изготвена подробна карта на площта на обекта, което 
представлява проблем за Комитета. След техническата оценка, извършена през 2009 г. в 
съответствие с препоръките на Центъра за световно наследство и IUCN, Комитетът 
одобри разширяването на границите на ОСННПП и създаването на буферна зона, чиято 
функция е укрепването на целостта и подобряването на управлението на ОСН. Със същото 
Решение е одобрено изключването на туристическите зони Банско и Добринище (с обща 
площ 1078,23 хка), които стават част от нова буферна зона. 
Решението за създаване на буферна зона е оспорено. По време на мисията част от 
заинтересованите страни изказаха своите опасения и резерви относно решението за 
създаване на буферна зона. Главното опасение беше фактът, че вече съществуващите 
буферни зони Банско и Добринище не се подчиняват на всички критерии и следователно не 
отговарят на определението за буферна зона, дадено в Оперативните насоки за прилагане на 
Конвенцията на световно наследство (2008 г.). По-специално обект на дискусии стават 
тълкуването и прилагането на параграфи 103, 104 и 105 от Раздел 2.Е „Защита и 
управление”, на оперативните насоки (ОН). 
Бяха изтъкнати усложнения, свързани с тълкуването на термина „буферна зона”. По 
определение буферните зони би трябвало да обграждат обекта и да осигуряват 
допълнително ниво на защита на обекта. В случая на ОСН Национален парк „Пирин” 
буферната зона не обгражда обекта, а по-скоро нарушава целостта на ОСН, като в случая на 
Банско обхваща долината на връх Вихрен и достига до най-високата точка на връх Тодорка 
(вж Фиг. 1) Освен това буферната зона е разположена между резерватите „Юлен” и „Баюви 
дупки – Джинджирица”, и двата класифицирани като стрoги резервати (I категория по 
IUCN) в Плана за управление на НПП. В съответствие със Закона за защитените територии 
(ЗЗТ) на РБ целта на тази зона е да опази природното богатство, съществуващите 
екосистеми и структурни ландшафти от човешко въздействие. Това до голяма степен се 
припокрива с определението на IUCN за защитени територии от I категория (строги 
резервати), т.е. защитени зони с най-висока степен на защита. 
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Фигура 1. Териториален модел на ОСННПП. Буферна зона Банско е маркирана с червено. 
 
Трудно е и да се определи как буферната зона осигурява допълнителна защита на ОСН. 
Нейното създаване е по-скоро решение за адаптиране към ситуацията на терен - 
съществуващата ски зона. Изборът да се създаде буферна зона, вместо да се прибегне до 
изключване, може да се разглежда като опит да се наложи някакъв контрол и да се 
ограничат нарушенията, които могат да застрашат целостта на УИС на ОСН, само в 
границите на зоната, и като такъв да се оправдае. От друга страна, решението за 
изключване също изглежда оправдано, тъй като поради въздействията на ски съоръженията 
върху целостта на зоните, те не отговарят на статута на ОНС. Ето защо не е реалистично да 
се очаква, че тези зони ще могат да действат като буфери на обекта. 
Оттук следва, че всяко развитите на територията на ски зоната подлежи на регулация от 
Закона за защитените територии и Плана за управление на НПП, както и от всички други 
съответни закони, регулации и процедури за подобни дейности на територията на РБ. 
Освен това трябва да бъде напълно ясно, че решението за изключване на буферните зони 
Банско и Добринище  следва да не бъде посочвано като прецедент в контекста на искания за 
нови изключвания на площи от обекта, както и че няма да се предприемат други подобни 
мерки, без да се вземе под внимание статутът на НПП като ОСН. С оглед на настоятелното 
искане за бъдещо развитие на ски съоръжения (напр. в  Добринище и Кулиното), изразено 
главно от общините и концесионера (вж гл. 3.6), е възможно този отговор да не е пълно 
решение на проблема. На всички нови предложения обаче следва да бъде обърнато 
внимание по време на разработването на ПУ, което наскоро е било инициирано. 
Много от проблемите и конфликтите са резутат от липсата на прозрачност и наличието на 
твърде много средства за регулация на развититето в буферната зона (ТУП, ПУ на НПП). 
Във връзка с оздравяване на управленския процес е важно държавата-членка и ДНПП да 
обединят тези средства и да изготвят подробни планове за развитието на туристическите 
зони в НПП (настоящите буферни зони). За Банско тази функция изпълнява ТУП (тъй като е 
одобрен и е основа за концесионния договор). За Добринище няма одобрени ясни планове 
(освен ПУ), които да са под контрола на ДНПП или МОСВ. Проект за ТУП за Добринище е 
бил изготвен от общините през 2008 г. Наличието на подробни планове за развититето на 
туризма като част от плана за управление би направило развитието в зоните по-прозрачна и 
по-ясна част от управлението на ОСННПП. 
През 2009 г. оценъчната мисия заключи, че с предложените изключвания и разширения се 
предприемат необходимите мерки за опазване на целостта и ИУЦ на ОСННПП. Мисията 
направи преглед на въведените направените подобрения на съоръженията и прецени, че те 
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няма да повлияят върху направената оценка и консервационния статут на ОСН. Трябва да 
се отбележи обаче, че ценността на буферната зона е изцяло променена и накърнена. 
Поради това изключването няма да повлияе на ИУЦ на ОСН. Ето защо предложението за 
изключвването на буферната зона беше подкрепено от Комитета с довода, че поради 
развитието на ски съоръженията вече не е съвместима със статута на ОСН. Всяко 
последващо ски развитие или предложение за изключване, като тези за Добринище и 
Кулиното (вж Карта 6), обаче, биха довели до ситуация, която сериозно би компрометирала 
статута на НПП като ОСН. 
 

3.3  ОСН Национален парк „Пирин” и границите на буферната зона 
При първоначалното очертаване на границите на обекта той е разпокъсан, с ниско ниво на 
цялост. Както беше споменато в предишната глава, липсата на точна карта на обекта и на 
зоните също представлява проблем за Комитета за световно наследство. През 2010 г. 
Комитетът одобри разширяването на обекта и създаването на буферна зона, която да 
подсили целостта и да опази ИУЦ на ОСН. Независимо от тези решения, през 2010 г. и 
2011 г. във връзка с развитието в новата буферна зона се появиха нови опасения относно 
целостта на границите, като накои от тях доведоха до съдебни производства. Голяма част 
от безпокойствата са свързани с дейности, развиващи се извън границите и на 
територията на концесията, и на буферната зона. 
Мисията взе под внимание факта, че няма общо и единно разбиране за границите. 
Съществуват „много граници” на много и различни карти на територията, включена в ТУП, 
на ски зоната, на буферната зона и на територията на концесията. Липсват и всякакви 
наземни маркировки на границите. Всичко това се усложнява от съществуващите разлики 
между различните граници, посочени по-горе, най-вече между тези на буферната зона и на 
територията на концесията. Създалата се ситуация е резултат от липсата на прозрачност, 
доверие и общо разбиране между заинтересованите страни. 
Мисията отбеляза, че границите на ски зоната Банско в картите на ТУП и на ПУ на НПП не 
съвпадат. Например, границите, указани на карта 19, приложена към ПУ на НПП, се 
различават от подобна официална карта (карта 19) от ПУ на НПП, приложена към отчета, 
предоставен на мисията от кмета на Банско (вж карта 4). Във втората карта границите на ски 
зоната съвпадат с границите на ТУП, а в първата – с границите на създадената буферна зона. 
Остава неясно дали втората карта е част от отделно приложение с карти, споменато в ПУ. 
Основната разлика между тези две карти е разширението на ски зоната нагоре по западния 
наклон на връх Бански суходол, което заобикаля ски писта и лифт „Църна могила”. 
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Карта 3. Границите на ски зона Банско на Карта 19 (норми, режими, условия и препоръки 
за осъществяване на дейностите – зониране), приложена към ПУ на НПП (ляво), се 
различават (оградените с червено части) от посочените на друга подобна, привидно 
официална карта (дясно) от ПУ на НПП, приложена към отчета, предоставен от 
кмета на Банско 
 
Има разминаване и между границите на буферната зона и картата на територията на 
концесия. Според картата, предоставена на мисията от МОСВ (Карта 4), границите на 
концесията са почти изцяло в рамките на съществуващата буферна зона, макар и с някои 
несъответствия. Например, оказва се, че границите на концесията леко излизат извън 
границите на буферната зона на север от Бъндеришка поляна. Също така малка част от 
площта на писта № 10, в най-източната част от Платото до Шилигарника, се простира извън 
границите както на концесията, така и на буферната зона, на територията на ОСННПП. 
Един от източниците на конфликт е развитието на ски съоръжения извън границите на 
концесията. Концесионерът разполага съоръжения извън границите на концесията, но все 
пак в границите на буферната зона. Становището на МОСВ е, че концесионерът има 
право да ползва цялата ски зона, както е указана в ТУП и ПУ на НПП. Въпреки това 
несъответствията и несъгласията пораждат несигурност. Липсата на общо разбиране и 
прозрачност относно границите е била и ще продължава да бъде източник на объркване и 
недоразумения в бъдеще, освен ако не се извърши измерване на границите, което да бъде 
общоприето, да бъде отразено чрез наземна маркировка и постоянно контролирано с 
прозрачни средства. 
През 2010 г. МОСВ възложи GPS измерването на всички съоръжения (лифтове, писти и 
други съоръжения) в ски зоната на две независими компании. В поръчката обаче не са 
включени границите на буферната зона. Получените данни бяха оспорени от фирмата 
концесионер, която проведе свои измервания. Към момента между МОСВ и концесионера 
текат преговори, тъй като са налице разминавания между двете измервания. 
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По време на разговори с мисията концесионерът („Юлен” АД) също изрази нуждата от ясни 
и общоприети граници, указани както на карта, така и с наземна маркировка. Въпреки това 
между двете страни е налице значително недоверие. 
Според мисията е препоръчително границите (на буферната зона, на територията на концесията, 
на ски зоната и на ТУП) да бъдат съгласувани и измерени надеждно и прозрачно. Тези граници 
трябва да бъдат общоприети от главните заинтересовани страни (МОСВ, ДНПП, концесионера 
и общините). Освен това, те следва да бъдат физически маркирани по стандартната за 
маркиране процедура, за да се гарантира, че ще могат да бъдат укрепени и контролирани 
(особено границите на ОСН). Граничната маркировка следва да се извърши от ДНПП, като за 
целта трябва да й се представят необходимите средства. 
В заключение мисията прецени, че МОСВ трябва да възложи на ДНПП осигуряването на 
необходимото ефикасно укрепване и контрол на границите и да осигури необходимите 
средства за това. МОСВ следва също така да поясни категорично, че всяко нарушение на 
границите, особено на тези на ОСН, ще представлява сериозно нарушение спрямо целостта 
на ОСН, и да предприеме необходимите административни и правни действия за осигуряване 
целостта на обекта. 
 

3.4  Въздействия на последните подобрения на капацитета 
Целта на мониторинговата мисия е да направи преглед на последните подобрения на 
капацитета на ски съоръженията в буферната зона на ОСН. Прегледът се проведе по две 
основни точки: 1) Въздействието на подобренията на индивидуални ски съоръжения като 
лифтове и писти; и 2) Взаимовръзката между капацитета на гр. Банско за обслужване на 
посетителите и капацитета на ски зоната за настаняване на скиори и посетители. 
 

3.4.1. Последни подобрения на ски лифтовете 
Двете най-скорошни подобрения (Карта 4) са преустройването на лифт „Бъндеришка 
поляна-Коларски път” от 4-местен на 6-местен седалков лифт и замяната на влековете в 
„Платото” с 4-седалков лифт. 
 

 
Карта 4. Местоположение на подмяната на двата лифта. 
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Мисията направи посещение на място на ски съоръженията (вж Карта 5). Мисията се 
придвижи с кабинков лифт „Банско” от града през станция "Чалин валог” до „Бъндеришка 
поляна”. Оттам мисията продължи пътуването си с автомобил до долната станция на лифт 
„Шилигарника” и измина разстоянието до горната станция с 4-местен седалков лифт. Оттам 
продължи пеша до базовата станция на лифт „Платото” и с 4-местен седалков лифт се 
придвижи до горната станция, намираща се на около 2600 м.н.в. точно под връх Тодорка 
(2746 м.н.в.). След връщане по същия маршрут мисията се изкачи до горната станция на лифт 
„Бъндеришка поляна-Коларски път” с новия 6-местен седалков лифт. По време на 
посещението снежната покривка в планината беше около 20-30 см, което затрудни 
наблюдението, например по отношение на степента на възстановяване и озеленяване. 
Общите наблюдения от направеното посещение показаха, че източната част на долината под 
връх Вихрен е претърпяла сериозни изменения след появата на ски съоръженията и 
разгръщането на гр. Банско по склоновете на връх Тодорка. Лифтови стълбове, ски писти и 
лифтови станции са разположени на цялата територия на долината, почти до самия връх. 
Ясно се виждат лифтовите стълбове и въжета, както и разчистените за писти терени, 
особено в субалпийската и алпийската част на склоновете (вж сн. 1, 18 и 21 в Приложение 
Е). 
Трябва да се отбележи обаче, че много от посетените съоръжения (ски лифтове и писти, 
ресторанти, кафенета и т.н.) са в умерено добро състояние, отговарят на всички стандарти за 
сигурност и са добре управлявани като всяко модерно ски съоръжение. Въпреки всеобщите 
изменения, породени от изграждането на съоръженията, мисията остана с впечатлението, че 
използваните лифтове са изградени по маршрут, който изисква минимално разчистване в 
гористите местности. Не бяха забелязани следи от прекомерно разширяване обхвата на 
разчистването и ненужно изсичане на гори. 
 
Лифт „Бъндеришка поляна-Коларски път” 
 Лифтът е разположен в гористата част на склона и превозва скиори от Бъндеришка поляна, 
на около 1600 м.н.в., до средата на платото Коларски път, на около1900 м.н.в., докъдето 
стигат и два  къси ски влека – „Стара котва” и „Детска котва”. Съществуващият 4-местен 
седалков лифт е заменен с 6-местен седалков лифт 6CDL с общо 49 места. 12-те стълба на 
стария лифт са заменени с 8 нови, като височината им варира от 4,5 до 17 м. Общият 
капацитет се повишава от 1000 на 3000 души на час. Новият лифт засяга около 0,1 хка, а при 
изграждането му са изсечени общо 82 дървета. 
Лифтът е разположен в област, която вече е претърпяла значителни промени след 
изграждането на ски пистите, лифтовете и другите съоръжения. Мисията прецени, че при 
изграждането му не е допуснато прекомерно разчистване и разширяване на площта на 
използваната от предишния 4-местен седалков лифт територия. Извършено е озеленяване, 
включително и засаждане на трева – поне в долната станция на лифта. Взети са мерки за 
борба с ерозията по маршрута на съоръжението. 
 
Лифт „Платото” 
Писта и лифт „Платото” са разположени върху алпийската източна част от склона на връх 
Тодорка, на около 2130 – 2520 м.н.в. Според концесионера това е най-популярната и 
посещавана област от скиорите. Първият влек е изграден още през 80-те г. Предишните два 
влека (с дължина 1201 м. и 1195 м.) са заменени от 4-местен седалков лифт „Купелбар” 
4CLD с 98 места, 13 стълба и дължина 1496 м. Старите влекове имат общо 20 стълба на 
бетонни основи, 4 станции и обща площ 3,76 хка. След подмяната общият капацитет е 
повишен от 1600 на 2000 души на час. Решението за разрешение на подмяната включва и 
условие един от двата стари лифта да бъде изцяло демонтиран, като изглежда, че условието 
е изпълнено. 
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Маршрутът на новите лифтове в голяма степен съвпада с маршрута на старите и с южното 
разклонение на писта „Платото” (пистата се спуска от двете страни на маршрута на старите 
влекове). В горната си част маршрутът се движи от югозападната страна на пистата, но 
остава главно в пистовата зона. Дължината на новия лифт е увеличена с 267 м. на 
североизток. При долната станция се наблюдава разширение на площта (с около 0,14 хка), 
като е разположена по-ниско от влековетеза осигуряване на по-добър достъп на скиорите. 
Тези изменеия са наложили изсичането на известно количество дървета. Новият лифт 
изисква по-високи и устойчиви стълбове, които са по-видими. Горната част на склоновете 
обаче е сериозно променена от стълбовете на „Железен мост”, както и от седалковите 
лифтове „Тодорка" и „Бъндерица-2” (в горната част). 
Решението включва условие, което позволява подмяната само чрез извършване на 
възстановителни дейности по маршрута на старите влекове. Поради наличието на снежна 
покривка мисията не можа да установи в каква степен това е направено. Все пак, тъй като 
общата площ на писта „Платото” е по-голяма от предвидената в ТУП и новият лифт леко 
излиза от предишния си маршрут, е важно да се гарантира извършването на 
възстановителните мерки от концесионера и съблюдаването на този процес от ДНПП и 
МОСВ. 

 
3.4.2. Капацитет на Банско и на ски зоната 

Балансът между капацитета за настаняване и предоставяне на услуги в гр. Банско и 
капацитета на ски зоната е централен въпрос още от старта на проектирането на ТУП и на 
ПУ на НПП. Този баланс между търсене и предлагане е един от основните фактори по 
отношение на породените конфликти и проектите за бъдещи планове, представени на 
мисията. Той е централна точка и в ТУП, който предлага максималният брой легла в 
Банско да бъде от 6000 до 7800. Въпреки че това е предварително изчисление, зависещо от 
много фактори, ТУП подчертава и че трябва да се отдели специално внимание на 
капацитета на пистите и съоръженията, за да не се допуснат проблеми при предоставянето 
на услугите или нарушение на екологичното равновесие на областта. 
За около 10—15 години гр. Банско е претърпял драстична промяна. Според данните, 
предоставени от Община Банско, са инвестирани 800 млн. €. И към момента на територията  
има 17 000 хотелски легла и апартаменти (около 50 %), с възможност за 800 000 нощувки по 
време на сезона и 200 000 през лятото. Според други изчисления обаче броят на леглата достига 
до над 60 000, като 80 % от тях са в апартаменти. Въпреки че е трудно да се получи достоверна 
информация за настоящото състояние, е очевидно, че равновесието е изчезнало. Броят на 
леглата значително надвишава предвидения в ТУП и равновесието е заменено с натиск за 
разширяване на ски зоната. Това е изтъкнато като основен довод от част от 
заинтересованите страни, особено от представителите на общините, за искането им за 
разработване на нови и за развитие на съществуващите ски съоръжения, както и за внасяне 
на поправки в ПУ на НПП и за изключване на нови зони от ОСННПП. Може да се каже, че 
условията на ТУП са нарушени. 
В момента Банско се сблъсква с последиците от строителния бум и икономическата 
рецесия, продължаваща от 2008 г. Има много хотели, къщи с апартаменти и други 
инфраструктурни обекти, които са построени наполовина и не изглежда по тях да се 
извършват някакви строителни работи. Има и много обяви за продажба на апартаменти (вж 
сн. 3 и 6, Приложение Е). Цените на недвижимите имоти са спаднали до 25 % от нивата за 
2007 г., а безработицата расте. 
Липсата на баланс е следствие от развитие, настъпило в резултат на фактори и интереси, 
различни от желанието за планирано и балансирано градско развитие. Общината не е успяла 
да ограничи растежа на капацитета до рамките на предвиденото в ТУП и по отношение на 
ски зоната или да пренасочи развитието към по-разнообразно потребителско търсене. 
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Въпреки очевидната липса на баланс, всяка дейност се развива на основата зимния туризъм 
и ски курортите. 
 

3.4.3. Заключения 
Развитието на ски съоръженията през годините значително е изменило природата на ски 
зоната и долината под връх Вихрен. Както беше отбелязано от Комитета, голяма част от 
промените са резултат от приемането на ТУП през 2001 г. и от утвърждаването му като 
план за управление на туризма от ПУ на НПП през 2004 г. Макар че повечето от 
съоръженията са изградени между 2002 г. и 2007 г, разработването им е довело до 
постепенно увеличаване на използваната от тях територия в границите на ски зоната. 
Въпреки това би било нереалистично да се очаква ски съоръженията да останат на нивото 
и стандарта си от началото на 2002 г., когато е одобрен ТУП. Ето защо е възможно 
промените на капацитета и физическото разположение на съоръженията да се различават 
от предвидените в оригиналния план. Това не означава задължително разширяване на 
използваните територии или увеличаване степента на въздействие, а и всички 
предложения са били предмет на преглед, оценка, ОВОС и на решение от страна на 
компетентните власти, включително и когато е необходимо на съдебно производство.  
Заключението на мисията е, че макар подмяната на старите лифтове с 4-местен („Платото”) и 6-
местен („Коларски”) седалкови литфове да не е предвидена в ТУП, тя може да се приеме като 
извършена според условията на ТУП и на ПУ на НПП. Въпреки че са налице изменения и 
въздействия, може да се приеме, че те са незначителни, тъй като се случват в области, които 
вече са претърпяли значителни изменения. Мисията е на мнение, че подобренията са планирани 
и извършени, с цел да се избегне ненужно въздействие върху пейзажа и ценността на обекта. 
Въпреки че има нарастване на капацитета на засегнатите от подобренията писти, общият 
капацитет остава зависим главно от капацитета на кабинковия и на други лифтове, разположени 
в по-ниската част. Мисията препоръчва МОСВ и ДНПП да гарантират, че концесионерът ще се 
придържа към условията за извършване на подмяната, каквото е необходимостта да се 
възстанови територията, където са били разположени старите влекове на Платото.  
Дисбалансът между капацитета на града и капацитета на ски зоната е очевиден и е ясно, че 
препоръките и условията на ТУП по тази точка не са били спазени. Макслималният брой 
легла в Банско е много над препоръчания от ТУП. Главно последствие от това ще бъде не 
само искането за ново разширение на ски зоната Банско (вкл. Добринище), но и искане за 
установяване на нови зони за развитие на ски туризъм (напр. Кулиното). 
Мисията е на мнение, че извършените подобрения и подмени не оказват неблагоприятно 
въздействие върху ИУЦ на обекта. Нещо повече, те са оправдани от гледна точка на 
сигурността, на ефективността и перспективите за нарастване на посетителския поток. 
Предвид горепосоченото би било целесъобразно всички предложения относно подмяна на 
ски лифтове и отваряне на ски писти в границите на вече изключените територии от ОСН, 
да подлежат на оценката на държавата-членка и да се регулират според съответните закони, 
процедури и регулации. Към Комитета за световно наследство не следва да бъдат правени 
постъпки да се произнася относно проекти и инвестиционни намерения, които попадат в 
територии, които той е определил че „не отговарят на статута на ОСН”. Трябва обаче да 
бъде гарантирано, че разрешените дейности ще се извършват в изключените зони, без да 
оказват директно или косвено въздействие върху целостта и ценността на обекта. 
 

3.5   Съществуващите ски и туристически съоръжения и ТУП 
Беше направена приблизителна оценка на съществуващите ски съоръжения и сравнение с 
предвидените в ТУП. За изготвяне на подробна оценка ще бъде необходим мого по-сложен 
анализ на ТУП, на взетите до момента решения, на приложените доводи за евентуални 
изменения в прилагането му, както и пространствен анализ на засегнатите от вече 
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съществуващите съоръжения области. Ще е необходим анализ и на одобрените, но все още 
неизградени съоръжения и въздействието, което ще окажат. Времетраенето на настоящата 
мисия обаче не позволи да се извърши такъв подробен анализ. 
 

 
Карта 5. Карта на ски пистите и лифта в ски курорта Банско. 
 
Като цяло може да се заключи, че буферната зона е силно изменена от ски съоръженията. 
Има и твърдения, че разчистванията за ски писти са обхванали по-широки територии от 
разрешените в ОВОС (2000 г.). По време на мисията не беше възможно да се докажат 
всички твърдения, но при сравнение между снимки, направени от въздуха (вж напр. 
Карта 4), и картата на ТУП (вж Карта 2) те се потвърдиха за някои писти.  По-специално, 
горната част от „Платото” изглежда по-широка от заложеното в ТУП. Области, в които се 
сливат писти, също изглеждат по-широки. При сравнение на Карта 2 (ТУП) и въздушната 
снимка на Карта 4, показваща последните подмени, се виждат разминаванията между плана 
и действителното въздействие. 
 

3.6  Други въпроси, планове и предложения за развитие 
Мисията се срещна с редица от засегнатите или ангажирани с развитието на дейности във и 
около ОСННПП заинтересовани страни. Ясно е, че натискът за разширяване и разработване на 
ски и други съоръжения в границите на или около ОСННПП, е частично породен от 
развитието на спекулативни дейности, особено в общините Банско и Разлог. Налице е сериозен 
дисбаланс между търсенето и предлагането (вж 3.4.2) с много недостроени хотели и голям 
капацитет на обекти за продажба или предлагане на нощувка в градовете. Без наличието на 
подробна информация се създава впечатлението за значителни инвестиции, направени в 
миналото без щателен предварителен инвестиционен и икономически анализ, въпреки че 
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трябва да се отбележи, че това е станало главно в периода на икономически бум, предшестващ 
глобалната финансова криза от 2008 г. 
Общините 
Мисията се срещна с представители на общините като заинтересовани страни. Територията на 
НПП попада под юрисдикцията на седем общини, но ски съоръженията в Банско и Добринище 
са в границите на община Банско. На срещата присъстваха кметове и представители на 
общините, включително и народния представител от Банско в Народното събрание. По време 
на разговорите стана ясно, че има силни и растящи интереси за бъдещи развития на 
съществуващите зони и за създаването на нови такива, които могат да окажат директно 
въздействие върху ОСННПП. Община Разлог проявява интерес към изграждането на ски 
съоръжения в алпийските части на Кулиното, въпреки че към момента съобразно ПУ това не е 
възможно. По същия начин кметът на Банско изрази менние, че е нужно разширение на ски 
зоната и допълнителна разработка на съоръженията в Добринище, въпреки че към момента 
това също не е възможно. Някои от тези планове са напълно несъвместими с опазването на 
целостта и ИУЦ на обекта. 
Основната позиция, защитавана от кметовете по време на срещата, беше съсредоточена 
върху значимостта на ски туризма за социално-икономическото развитие на региона. Беше 
подчертано също така, че всяко ограничение върху подмяната на ски инсталациите или 
върху подобряването на съоръженията и капацитета би имало сериозни социално-
икономически последствия и би довело до връщане към незаконното изсичане. 
Исканията на общината за Банско са: 
Изграждане на втори кабинков лифт от града до Бъндеришка поляна; 
Подмяна на съществуващия лифт в Църна могила и повторно отваряне на пистата; 
Разширяване на водния резервоар на Бъндеришка поляна за повишаване капацитета за 
производство на изкуствен сняг; и 
Отваряне на две нови ски писти в ски зона Банско. 
Исканията на общината за Добринище са: 
Подмяна на съществуващите лифтове; 
Увеличаване площта на съществуващите ски писти; и 
Отваряне на нова ски писта. 
В началото на 2011 г. трима инвеститори обявиха плановете си за инвестиции в размер на 
200 млн. евро в ски съоръжения в Банско. Те включват нови и разширени планове за 
съществуващата ски зона Добринище, създаване на нова ски зона в областта Кулиното край 
община Разлог и нови инвестиции в ски зона Банско (за приблизителното разположение на 
областите вж Карта 6). 
Общинските представители уведомиха мисията, че от общините са били подготени и 
одобрени Териториално устройствени планове с предложение за създаване на нова ски зона 
в Кулиното (2008 г.), съседна на Разлог, и за разширяване на съществуващата ски зона 
Добринище (2010 г.). Според общините ОВОС са изготвени, но все още не са предадени. 
Новата ски зона е предложена в границите на НПП и на ОСН, а разширяването – като 
увеличаване на площта на ски зоната (и на буферната зона) и навлизането в границите на 
ОСН. Общините предлагат ПУ на НПП да бъде изменен така, че да се съобрази с 
допълнителното развитие на ски дейности в границите на ОСН и с изключването на още 
области от обекта. Според МОСВ обаче такива предложения не са постъпвали официално в 
министерството нито преди мисията от 2009 г., нито след нея и след излизането на 
решенията на Комитета за световно наследство. Остава неизяснено на какво основание 
общините подготвят подобни ТУП, които се отнасят до НПП или го засягат, без 
съдействието на ДНПП, която е отговорна за управлението на територията на НПП, 
представляваща държавна собственост при изготвянето на плановете. 
Трябва да се отбележи също така, че голяма част от разговора беше водена от общините 
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Банско и Разлог, без да се взимат предвид нуждите и желанията на останалите пет 
общини, обграждащи НПП. 
 

 
Карта 6. Карта, указваща разположението на предложените ски курорти в НП „Пирин”. 
 
Концесионерът 
Мисията се срещна и с представители на „Юлен” АД. Дружеството посочи, че е вложило 
значителни средства в канализация и обработка на отпадни води, възстановяване на почвите и 
озеленяване. То посочи и нуждата от редица подобрения и разработка на съоръженията. 
Основният изтъкнат довод беше продължителният период на употреба на ски лифтовете – за 
някои той достига 30 г. – който изисква да бъдат подменени с модерни инсталации от гледна 
точка и на безопасността, и на ефикасната им работа. Във връзка с подобренията на капацитета 
дружеството отбеляза, че общият капацитет остава зависим главно от капацитета на лифтовете, 
разположени в по-ниската част, най-вече на кабинковия лифт, който тръгва от града, а не 
толкова от промените в капацитета на по-високо разположените лифтове. 
По време на разговорите „Юлен” АД изрази в известен смисъл неясните си възгледи относно 
достатъчността на съществуващата буферна зона във връзка с плановете на дружеството. Беше 
пояснено, че концесионерът няма нужда, нито възнамерява да строи бази за настаняване в 
границите на буферната зона, а иска да извършва дейности единствено на територията на 
изключените области и според условията на ТУП и ПУ. Представителите на дружеството 
противно на някои от изказаните твърдения поясниха още че производството на изкуствен сняг 
зависи единствено от атмосферното налягане и водата и при този процес в НПП не се 
използват никакви химикали. Дружеството обаче изрази и ясното си желание за бъдещо 
разширяване на буферната зона и за изменение на ПУ на НПП. 
По искане на мисията „Юлен” АД предостави списък с планираните нововъведения, които 
дружеството би искало да осъществи в границите на буферната зона: 
Изграждане на втори кабинков лифт от града до средната станция „Шилигарник”; 
Подобрение на 4-местния седалков лифт „Тодорка”; 
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Подмяна на влека „Стара котва” със седалков лифт (непояснено с какъв капацитет); 
Изграждане на седалков лифт и повторно отваряне на писта „Църна могила”; и 
Увеличаване площта на водния резервоар при Бъндеришка поляна за повишаване 
количеството на произвеждания изкуствен сняг. 
Предложения 2 (вж сн. 19, Приложение Е) и 3 от горепосочените са подобни на 
подобренията, обект на оценка от настоящата мисия. Предложение 5 също представлява 
разширяване на съществуващо съоръжение (вж сн. 8 и 15, Приложение Е), но изисква по-
подробно проучване, по-специално на хидроложките въздействия. Предложение 1 е в 
рамките на съществуващата концесия, но изпълнението ще доведе до значително 
разширяване на маршрута до средната станция (вж сн. 5, Приложение Е) и ще създаде 
напълно нов маршрут от средната станция до долната станция на „Шилигарника”. Този 
маршрут не е включен в ТУП и ще бъде в противоречие с условията му. 
Накрая най-спорното предложение е повторното отваряне на писта и лифт „Църна могила” 
(срв. сн. 15, Приложение Е). Съоръжението е затворено от 15 години, но не е изцяло 
демонтирано. С повторното му отваряне ще бъдат отново въведени в експлоатация 
западните склонове на долината на река Бъндерица. Тази област обаче е извън дадената на 
концесионера територия и буферната зона, което би довело до застрашаване целостта на 
ОСННПП. 
Може да се отбележи, че към момента Добринище няма определен концесионер . Ски зоната 
там се простира както във, така и извън границите на буферната зона на обекта, като само 
малка част остава в нея. Тази част се контролира от ДНПП с оглед осигуряване на 
спазването на законите, а частен собственик оперира със ски съоръженията, намиращи се 
извън НПП. 
 
Държавата-членка 
ПУ на НПП и дейността на ДНПП са съсредоточени върху изграждането на бъдеще, което 
да предоставя по-широк избор в сравнение с ограничения в момента до ски дейности 
туризъм. Наскоро е завършена стратегия за развитие на туризма. Мисията се срещна за 
кратко и с министъра на околната среда и водите, който заяви, че НПП е много важен и ще 
бъдат положени всички усилия за осигуряването на ефикасно управление. Значението на 
ски туризма за регионалната икономика също беше отбелязано, но МОСВ подчерта, че в 
бъдеще трябва да се заложи на по-разнотипна и устойчива икономика, възползваща се от 
възможностите на ОСВ. Тези въпроси ще бъдат отразени в новия План за управление, като 
ще се наблегне на летния туризъм, включително на развитието на спа туризъм. Министърът 
посочи, че МОСВ работи в посока прехвърляне на минералните извори, които към момента 
се управляват (не съвсем задоволително) от държавата, под управлението на общините. 
По-нататък беше отбелязано, че в момента МРРБ разработва проект за развититето на 
туристически атракции в България, в който НПП е включен с цел развитие на летен 
туризъм. За да се повиши степента на прозрачност, една от основните причини за 
напрежение в миналото, цялата информация относно закони за околната среда, оценки и 
директиви, прилагани при подмяната на ски съоръженията, е предоставена на интернет 
страницата на МОСВ. Там могат да се намерят и приетите решения. 
Утвърденият ПУ на НПП (2004—2013 г.) не позволява разработването на нови ски зони и 
съоръжения. Плановете за развитие на Добринище и Кулиното, предложени от общините, не 
могат да бъдат одобрени от МОСВ, тъй като са в противоречие със съществуващия ПУ. 
Следователно няма да бъде позволено отварянето на нови ски зони. Възможни са само 
подмяна и модернизация на съществуващите съоръжения, а допълнителното разработване 
на ски писти може да се разглежда само след като се направят необходимите оценки. 
 
Национална гражданска коалиция „Природата за хората и регионите” 
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По време на срещата с представители на коалицията мисията получи копие от официално 
писмено заявление. В него се проследява историята на номинацията на обекта и 
проверката на консервационното му състояние от Комитета за световно наследство и се 
отправя молба за поправки в номинацията и зонирането на ОСННПП. 
Коалицията взе под внимание интересите на общините и на концесионера. Ето защо 
призова за изключване за туристически цели на буферните зони Банско и Добринище, 
както и на ски зона Кулиното; за изграждане на коректна система на зониране; за 
актуализиране на ПУ; за изпълнение на Севилската стратегия за биосферните резервати 
за трите резервата, намиращи се в границите на НПП, и за създаване на буферни зони 
около тях. Коалицията изиска от държавата-членка да внесе нова номинация до 1 
февруари 2012 г., с която тези промени да се официализират. 
 
Природни НПО 
Мисията се срещна и с редица представители на НПО, които имат активна позиция по 
въпроса с консервационното състояние на НПП (вж списък на хората, с които мисията се 
срещна, Приложение Г). Те заявиха, че държавата-членка не полага необходимите усилия за 
справяне с възникналите проблеми, поради което призоваха НПП да бъде вписан в списъка 
на световното наследство в опасност. Според тях липсата на прозрачност е довела до 
развитието на съоръжения в нарушение на закона. 
Опасенията на НПО бяха, че ОСННПП е загубил ценността си заради развитието на ски 
дейности и че Комитетът за световно наследство не е реагирал навреме. По тяхно мнение 
ДНПП не се справя достатъчно добре с управлението на ОСННПП, а развититето на ски 
дейности е проникнало твърде навътре в границите на обекта, достигайки алпийските 
части, като по пътя си е довело до унищожаване на горски масиви, които са 
жизненоважни хабитати, напр. за мечките. НПО заявиха, че като цяло алпийските части 
са зле управлявани, тъй като достъпът до тях е труден, липсват достатъчно оборудване и 
стимули за ефикасно управление. 
 

3.7 Управленско планиране и ефикасност на управлението  
Дирекция на Национален парк „Пирин”, чийто централен офис се намира в гр. Банско, се 
занимава с управлението на НПП. ДНПП е подчинена на Отдел „Защитени територии" 
(ОЗТ) към Дирекция „Национална служба за защита на природата” на МОСВ. 
 

3.7.1. Управление 
Персоналът на ДНПП е нараснал от 40 души през 2002 г. до настоящия брой 51 души, 
достигнат през 2005 г. Той включва директор, 9 експерти, 34 инспектори и паркови 
надзорници и 7 души административен персонал, като се финансира от държавния бюджет. 
Между 2002 г. и 2010 г. общото финансиране на НПП варира между 660 000 и 680 000 
български лева (BGN) в периода 2006—2008 г. и над 1 млн. BGN през 2004 г, 2009 г. и 2010 
г. Общото количество отпуснати средства през 2010 г. достига почти 1,8 млн. BGN. 
Изпълнението на мерки за консервация е финансирано от Предприятието за управление на 
дейностите по опазване на околната среда (ПУДОС) и утвърдено чрез Закона за опазване на 
околната среда (ЗООС). Средствата за консервация варират от 700 000 лв през 2004 г. до 70 
000—120 000 BGN през 2006—2008 г. Останалите изменения във финансирането се дължат 
главно на външно финансиране. Държавните средства поддържат относително стабилно 
равнище и осигуряват около 40—60 % от цялостното финансиране. 
Общият приток на ресурси (персонал, средства) е относително стабилен за изминалите 10 
години. На това основание и след срещи с персонала и заинтересованите страни не са 
предприети големи промени от последната оценка, направена през 2009 г. До средата на 
2011 г. обаче общите средства, отпуснати на НПП от ПУДООС, достигат само около 
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27 000 BGN, което може да се отчете като спад в общото финансиране за 2011 г. и 
означава ограничено финансиране на консервационни дейности в НПП. Достатъчното 
финансиране е основен фактор за успешното управление на ОСННПП и справяне с 
натиска в буферните зони и около НПП. Мисията подчертава необходимостта 
правителството да осигури достатъчно средства за НПП и изразява опасения относно 
ограниченото финансиране за 2011 г. от ПУДОС. Важно е да се отбележи и фактът, че 
изготвянето на нов план през 2012—2014 г. изисква допълнително и достатъчно 
финансиране, за да се преодолеят предизвикателствата пред НПП и ОСН. 
Мисията отбеляза и създаването на Научен съвет (НС) през 2004 г. съгласно ПУ. Предвижда 
се той да заседава поне веднъж годишно, но е проведена само една среща. За да изпълнява 
функциите си – да съдейства на управлението на НПП и на ОСН и да предоставя съвети при 
изготвянето на различни планове за развитие, засягащи НПП, включително и за развитите 
на ски дейности – Научният съвет трябва да има редовни заседания. Той трябва да се 
занимава с различни въпроси, спорове и искания. 
През 2011 г. НПП изготви стратегия за устойчив туризъм. Тя е резултат от проекта 
„Устойчиво управление на природните ресурси чрез насърчаване на устойчив туризъм в 
Национален парк „Пирин”, одобрен и финансиран от ЮНЕСКО. Проектът е насочен към 
развититето на устойчиви варианти за туризъм, основаващи се на местните културни и 
природни ресурси, като се набляга на летния туризъм като алтернатива на ски туризма. 
На територията на парка има редица хижи и съоръжения, които биха могли да поддържат 
удължения туристически сезон и да предоставят възможност за посещения на парка през 
лятото. Съществува и добра мрежа от пътеки и туристически маршрути, а хижите биха 
могли да са основата за осигуряване на по-добри туристически услуги от управлението на 
НПП. Това ще подпомогне разнообразяването на туризма в обграждащите парка общини, 
някои от които (напр. Банско и Разлог) са насочили цялото си внимание към ски туризма. 
Според предоставената на мисията информация обаче, много от хижите са стари, а повечето 
са в лошо състояние. Контролът над отпадъците и отпадните води е недостатъчен и не е 
съобразен с настоящите стандарти за опазване на околната среда, поради което, ако не се 
вземат необходимите мерки за справяне, те могат да представляват проблем за ИУЦ на 
ОСН. Хижите са собственост на Българския туристически съюз (БТС) и към момента няма 
договорни или други административни механизми, чрез които ДНПП да контролира или да 
влияе върху тяхното ползване или състояние. 
Мисията отбелязва, че МОСВ и ДНПП следва да използват съществуваща или да изготвят нова 
рамка за договорно споразумение между ДНПП и БТС, с което да се даде право на ДНПП да 
подобри и развие по-резултатни и качествени услуги, предлагани на туристите, посещаващи 
парка. Една от възможностите за извършване на подобрения на тези съоръжения е това да стане 
със средства от структурните фондове на ЕС. 
Според информацията, предоставена на мисията относно ски писта и лифт „Църна могила”, 
която е извън експлоатация от много години, съоръженията все още не са демонтирани и не 
е извършено възстановяване на територията. Нещо повече, беше предложено повторно 
отваряне и разширение на ски пистата, както от общините, така и от концесионера. Подобни 
предизвикателства, които ще трябва да бъдат преодоляни при изготвянето на новия ПУ, 
вероятно биха могли да бъдат избегнати, ако демонтирането на съоръженията и 
възстановяването на територията бяха извършени веднага след затварянето на пистата. 
 
3.7.2. Управленско планиране 
Законът за защитените територии задава правната и регулаторната рамка при изготвянето 
и изпълнението на планове за управление на защитените територии. Управленското 
планиране се възлага от МОСВ и се основава на Техническо задание, също утвърдено от 
МОСВ. В изготвянето на плана са включени публични изслушвания и участие на 
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заинтересованите страни, а след като този процес завърши, проектопланът се представя 
пред МОСВ за оценка. Ако проектопланът и процесът по изготвянето му са съобразени 
със законодателството и ТЗ, проектопланът се обсъжда от Висшия екологичен експертен 
съвет (ВЕЕС) на МОСВ. ВЕЕС може да препоръча на министъра да предложи плана за 
одобрение от Министерски съвет в разглеждания от него вид или с допълнителни 
препоръки от съвета. Ако ВЕЕС счете проектоплана за недостатъчен, той може да бъде 
върнат за допълнително дооформяне и преразглеждане. Плановете за управление на 
националните паркове се утвърждават след одобрение от Министерски съвет, а времето, 
необходимо за изготвяне на един план, в най-добрия случай е около две години. 
Планът за управление на Национален парк „Пирин” за периода 2004—2013 г. е разработен 
между юли 2001 г. и август 2002 г. с финансовата подкрепа на Швейцарската агенция за 
развитие и сътрудничество. Планът за управление е приет и утвърден през 2004 г. и задава 
рамката за управлене на националния парк. 
Мисията отбеляза, че настоящият ПУ е резултат от щателно и добре планирано изготвяне. 
Много от последните конфликти обаче явно са резултат от недостатъчната прозрачност и 
противоречивите схващания на ролята на различни планове и споразумения (особено ТУП, 
ПУ и концесионното соразумение) и на предоставената информация, както и от 
неразбирателство по въпроса за физическите граници. Може би вниманието трябва да се 
насочи към усилия за цялостно интегриране на други планове, като ТУП и концесионното 
споразумение, и ясното очертаване на плановете като този за ски зона Добринище в ПУ. 
Изглежда предизвикателствата, породени от ски и туристическите зони, включени в 
ПУ, са били подценени по време на изготвянето на Плана. 
Като се има предвид необходимият минимален срок от две години, приключването на 
настоящия план в края на 2013 г. и предизвикателствата, които НПП ще предложи, е важно 
управленското планиране да започне веднага. МОСВ предвижда изготвянето на новия ПУ 
да приключи в периода 2012—2014 г. При изготвянето на оценка за 2009 г. обаче беше 
предвидено то да започне през 2010 г. Според МОСВ се планира през 2012 г. да се отпуснат 
средства за планирането, но тази информация все още не е потвърдена, а слабото 
финансиране от ПУДОС до средата на 2011 г. поражда сериозни опасения. Все пак 
процесът е започнал, а ДНПП вече е предала проект ТЗ за обсъждане в МОСВ. В случая на 
НПП в ТЗ трябва да се вземат под внимание Директивите на ЕС (особено Директивите за 
местообитанията и за птиците), Конвенцията за световното наследство и други 
международно обвързващи документи и конвенции. 
Мисията отбелязва, че по отношение на плана от 2009 г. вече има една година забавяне. ТЗ 
е предадено в МОСВ, но не и одобрено от министерството. За да бъде планът изготвен 
навреме и според очакванията, планирането трябва да бъде високоприоритетно и да се 
осигурят необходимите средства за него, като не бива да се забравя, че в конкретния случай 
той ще посрещне много повече предизвикателства, отколкото при изготвянето на план за 
обикновен национален парк и защитена зона. 
По време на мисията общините и концесионерът представиха няколко конкретни плана и 
искания, засягащи ОСННПП. При изготвянето на новия ПУ на НПП трябва да се обърне 
специално внимание на предложенията за разширяване на ски зони Банско и Добринище и 
за създаване на нова ски зона в Кулиното. Трябва да се гарантират и яснота и съгласуваност 
по въпроса за границите, особено за тези между ски зоните в НПП и ОСН35. Планът трябва 
да се занимае и с институционалния и правен статут на хижите, принадлежащи на БТС, 
(около 10 на брой) и да увеличи ролята на ДНПП в съвместяване на управлението им с 
целите на НПП и ОСН. 
Визията и целите на стратегията за устойчив туризъм също трябва да са част от 
актуализирания ПУ. Стратегията включва в себе си много от възгледите, представени на 
мисията от МОСВ и министъра – разнообразяване на туризма (напр. спа туризъм, 
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използване на минералните бани с терапевтична цел, катерене и .н.), удължаване на 
туристическия сезон и по-широко използване на възможностите на НПП като ОСН. 
 

4  КОНСЕРВАЦИОННО СЪСТОЯНИЕ НА ОБЕКТА 
Общото консервационно състояние на обекта е добро. През последните години притокът на 
необходимите ресурси, по-конкретно на персонал и на финансови средства, е сравнително 
стабилен, а Дирекцията на Национален парк „Пирин” и Министерство на околната среда и 
водите се стараят да полагат необходимите усилия за осигуряване на ефикасно управление 
и защита, както и за опазване на целостта и изключителната универсална ценност на 
обекта. Основните опасения са свързани с развитието на ски туризма и силно 
различаващите се позиции по въпроса. 
Мисията заключи също така, че при осигуряването на изпълнението на строги мерки за 
подсилване на границите на обекта и целостта на изключителната му универсална ценност, 
както и на наблюдение на въздействието на дейностите в буферната зона и в близост до 
обектa на световно наследство Национален парк „Пирин”, към момента не е необходимо 
обектът на световно наследство Национален парк „Пирин” да бъде включен в списъка на 
световното наследство в опасност. 
Мисията прецени, че с поставянето на ОСННПП в списъка на световното наследство в 
опасност няма да се постигне много. Перспективите за съобразяване на исканията за 
развитите на ски курорти с изискванията на ОСН са малки, а и е нереалистичано да се очаква, 
че вече развиващата се дейност ще намали мащаба и въздействието си. Поставянето на ОСН в 
ССНО само би отложило вземането на решения по този въпрос, без да доведе до постоянно 
подобрение на състоянието и целостта на ИУЦ, както и да намали въздействието върху нея. 
Цялост 
НПП е ясно определен от гледна точка на неговата планинска природа и екология, а 
границите на обекта са с достатъчни размери, за да могат да обхванат природните ценности на 
Пирин. Установени са подходящи граници, различни от първоначалните при вписването на 
обекта, за да се включат най-отдалечените части от парка и да се изключат съседни 
територии, които не отговарят на критериите за ОСН поради въздействието на ски развитието 
върху целостта. В сегашните си граници обектът запазва стойността и характеристиките си 
като естествен ландшафт, но се намира в опасна близост до зони на активно туристическо 
развитие и това застрашава целостта на обекта. 
Изключителна унуверсална ценност. 
НПП е обявен за ОСН през 1983 г. по критерии (vii), (viii) и (ix) (вж декларация за ИУЦ, 
Приложение Д). Първоначалните граници, с които е вписан обектът, се оказват 
незадоволителни от гледна точка на представяне и опазване изключителната универсална 
ценност на Пирин, но с разширението, одобрено на 34 -та среща на Комитета за световно 
наследство през 2010 г., този проблем е преодолян. Към момента площта на обекта на 
световно наследство обхваща около 40 000 хка и се припокрива с територията на 
Национален парк „Пирин”. Мисията не направи преглед на големите промени, засягащи 
управленския капацитет, ефикасността или способността да се поддържа и опазва ИУЦ, 
настъпили от 2009 г. насам. Беше отбелязано, че последните подмени на съоръжения и 
повишаване на капацитета са извършени с необходимото внимание без прекомерно 
въздействие върху буферната зона или обекта. Мисията е на мнение, че те не са оказали 
неблагоприятно влияние върху изключителната универсална ценност на обекта. 
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ЗАКЛЮЧЕНИЯ И ПРЕПОРЪКИ ОТ ПРЕДВАРИТЕЛНИЯ И ОКОНЧАТЕЛНИЯ 
ДОКЛАД НА МИСИЯТА 
 
1. Мисията стигна до извода, че общото консервационно състояние на Обекта на световно 
наследство НП „Пирин” е добро. През последните години притокът на необходимите 
ресурси, по-конкретно на персонал и на финансови средства, е сравнително стабилно, а 
Дирекцията на Национален парк „Пирин” и Министерство на околната среда и водите се 
стараят да полагат необходимите усилия за осигуряване на ефикасно управление и защита, 
както и за опазване на целостта и изключителната универсална ценност на обекта. Въпреки 
всичко, беше отбелязано, че отпуснатата сума за изпълнение на заложените 
консервационни мерки за 2011 г. е извънредно ниска. 
 
2. Мисията заключи, че към момента не е необходимо  НП Пирин да бъде включен в 
списъка на обектите в опасност, при положение, че се приложат строги мерки, които да 
гарантират, че няма да се извършва последващо строителство в границите на обекта, 
както и мерки за наблюдение (мониторинг) на въздействието на дейностите, които се 
осъществяват в буферните зони и около Обекта на световното наследство. 
 
3. Основните опасения се пораждат от развитието на ски туризма и свързаните с това 
съоръжения и дейности. Гледните точки са изключително поляризирани, с различни 
заинтересовани страни за и против, както за съществуващото, така и последващо 
строителство – развитие. Ски курортите в границите на буферните зони и НП Пирин 
ще продължават да представляват заплаха за изключителната универсална ценност 
(ИУЦ) на обекта, включително върху целостта му (интегритета) и върху 
ефективността на опазване и управление, в случай, че намеренията и плановете на 
някои общини и заинтересовани страни за последващо ски развитие в границите на 
обекта не бъдат овладени. 
В случай, че не бъдат решени, въпросите, които преди са давали повод за безпокойство 
и загриженост, могат отново да бъдат повдигнати от КСН и също ще окажат влияние 
върху статуса на Обектите на световното наследство на България.Мисията препоръчва 
на Дирекцията на НП „Пирин”и на МОСВ да обмислят възможността да използват 
Консултатувния комитет и Научния консултативен съвет като по-ефективни платформи за 
намаляване на различията и подпомагане на управлението на Национален парк „Пирин”, 
особено що се отнася до буферната зона. 
 
4. Основна цел на мисията беше да направи преглед на ски съоръженията в буферната зона. 
След разговори с държавата-членка и със заинтересованите страни, мисията заключи, че 
успешно бъдеще може да се изгради само ако се приеме действителността и отражението на 
минали дейности и решения върху обекта. Би било по-конструктивно за в бъдеще, 
вниманието да се пренасочи към гарантиране, че тези дейности (в буферната зона) 
няма да увредят изключителната универсална ценност и целостта на обекта, вместо да 
се съсредоточава върху детайлите на строителството в буферните зони. В продължение 
на години държавата-членка, Комитетът и консултативният орган бяха принудени да се 
съсредоточат върху възможните отклонения от планове или споразумения, както и върху 
оценка на въздействието на извършваните подмени и подобрения, вместо да насочат 
вниманието си към влагане на конструктивни усилия в бъдещото управление на ОСН. 
 
5. Беше трудно да се предвиди какъв ще е ефектът от одобрението на Териториално 
устройствения план като рамка за развитие в границите на ОСН. Ще бъде нереалистично 
обаче да се очаква, че дейностите в ски зона Банско ще редуцират своя мащаб и че дори ще се 
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ограничат с техническите решения, посочени в ТУП. През 2010 г. Комитетът изключи Банско 
и Добринище от площта на ОСН и ги определи за „буферни зони”. Ясно е обаче, че тези 
територии не отговарят в действителност на необходимите критерии за изпълнение на 
функциите на буферна зона, както са посочени в § 104 от Оперативните насоки на 
Конвенцията, а именно осигуряване на допълнителна защита на обекта. Нещо повече, те 
не „обграждат” обекта, а по-скоро навлизат в територията му (вклиняват се в него). Комитетът 
ги изключи с основанието, че същите са загубили статуса си на световно наследство и не 
покриват критериите за включване в Списъка на световното наследство, поради 
въздействието на разработените ски съоръжения върху целостта им.  Следователно е 
нереалистично да се очаква, че засегнатите теритроии биха могли да функционират като 
ефективна буферна зона за обекта. 
 
6. Мисията заключи, че би било крачка в правилната посока, ако развитието на буферна зона 
в Банско се приеме според предписанията в ТУП, самите ски зони бъдат разглеждани като 
„специални буферни зони”, и вниманието се фокусира върху контрола (мониторинга) на 
въздействието на дейностите, извършвани в буферните зони върху изключителна 
универсална ценност  на Обекта на световно наследство, включително върху неговата 
цялост, опазване и управление. 
 
7. Вземайки предвид изброените въпроси, мисията съветва всички предложения за подмяна на 
на ски лифтове или отваряне на нови ски писти (в рамките, на одобрения ТУП) във вече 
изключените зони, трябва да се оставят на държавата-членка за оценка и регулация според 
съответните закони, регулации и процедури в България. С изключването на буферните зони от 
площта на обекта през 2010 г. Комитета изразява становището си, че те не покриват 
критериите за статус като Обект н а световното наследство. Отсега нататък, не би трябвало 
да се правят постъпки пред КСН да оценява или разглежда предложения – 
инвестиционни намерения в границите на буферните зони, освен в случаите, когато 
това би повлияло върху ИУЦ на обекта. Държавата трябва конкретно  (изрично) да 
бъде помолена да уведомява Центъра по световно наследство за всяко развитие – 
инвестиционно намерение в буферните зони, за което счита, че би могло да повлияяе 
върху ИУЦ на обекта. Въпреки горното, няма да има нужда да бъдат докладвани 
предложения за промени - подобрения, за които е оценено, че няма да окажат влияние, 
извън буферните зони. 
 
8. Мисията заключи, че последните подмени на съоръжения и повишаване на 
капацитета не е предвидено от ТУП. Мисията е на мнение, че същите са били 
извършени без да оказват неблагоприятно въздействие върху обекта и не могат да 
бъдат считани като сериозно увреждащи неговата ИУЦ. Те също така са насочени 
към подобряване на сигурността, и ефективността на управление на 
туристическия поток в границите на буферната зона.  
 
9. Мисията отбеляза, че общините Банско и Разлог имат ясни и подробни планове (напр. 
ТУП за Добринище от 2010 г., ТУП за Кулиното от 2008 г.) за развитие и разширение на 
нови ски зони на територията на Национален парк „Пирин” и  обекта на световно наследство. 
В случай, че се реализират тези намерения, същите директно  ще повлияят върху ИУЦ 
на обекта и ще са в противоречие със статуса на НП Пирин като световно наследство. 
Държавата-членка следва да осигури възможността на Дирекция на НП "Пирин" да участва 
активно и да има възможността да повлияе върху всякакво планиране, напр. при изготвяне на 
ТУП, на територии, заобикалящи обекта или заплашващи да окажат негативно въздействие 
срещу него. Макар и информацията за стремежи и бъдещи планове, предоставена на мисията 
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от концесионера, да беше отчасти противоречива, повечето от представените планове за 
развитие на съоръженията бяха на територията на концесията. Предложението и плановете 
за повторно отваряне и разработване на ски писта и лифт „Църна могила” обаче би довело 
до отваряне на западния склон на долината и разширения извън настоящите граници на 
буферните зони, поради което не трябва да бъдат одобрявани. Наложитело е да се осъзнае, 
че всяко последващо развитие на ски или други съоръжения в границите на обекта сериозно 
би компрометирало целостта и изключителната му универсална ценност. 
 
10. Мисията счита, че Комитетът за световно наследство трябва да заема твърда  
(категорична) позиция, че не трябва да се допуска развититето на ски спорт или други 
дейности, силно въздействащи върху територията на обекта, извън вече изключените зони. 
Нещо повече, трябва да бъде ясно, че изключването през 2010г. на буферните зони - 
Банско и Добринище от границите на обекта, беше одобрено като част от 
разширението на НП Пирин като ОСН и не могат да бъдат използвани като прецедент 
за разглеждането на други промени в границите на обекта, с цел развитие на ски 
спорт. Това трябва да бъде обезпечено с подготвянето на новия план за управление на 
територията.  
 
11. Мисията отбеляза, че натискът за разширяване на капацитета на съществуващите ски 
съоръжения, както и планирането на изграждане на нови такива, е породен от неустойчиво 
и икономически несигурно развитие на инфраструктурата за настаняване и услуги, най-вече 
в Банско. Налице е очевиден дисбаланс между капацитетите на града и на ски зоната. Той 
пражда натиска за разширяване на ски туризма за сметка други по-устойчиви и несезонни 
форми на икономическо развитие. Основни защитници на развитието на ски курортите са 
общините Банско и Разлог, без да се взимат под внимание желанията и нуждите на 
останалите пет общини, обграждащи НП „Пирин”. Новите планове трябва да бъдат 
подложени на критичен преглед при изготвянето на новия План за управление. Въпреки, 
че тези въпроси не са директно свързани с ОСН, те също ясно предполагат нуждата 
Държавата да осигури по ефективно и широкомащабно регионално планиране и да не 
разрешава развитие, което надхвърля капацитета на територията. 

 
 
12. Трябва да бъде отделено по-голямо внимание на поддържането на устойчиво и по-
балансирано развитие на препитанието на населението, както беше посочено от министъра 
на околната среда и водите. Усилията трябва да са насочени към разнообразяването на 
туризма в областта на продукти, услуги и сезонност, в съответствие с новата стратегия на 
Дирекция на Национален парк „Пирин” за устойчив природен туризъм като обещаваща 
алтернатива на развитието на ски туризма. Стратегията за развитие на туризма, наблягаща 
на летния туризъм следва да бъде промотирана и прилагана като алтернатива на ски 
туризма. Стратегията включва предложения за всяка от седемте общини, съобразени с 
техните културни и природни ресурси. 
 
13. Във връзка с целостта на НП „Пирин”, мисията препоръчва ясно да се определят 
границите на обекта, така както са дефинирани с Решение 34 COM 8B.5 на КСН, особено 
що се отнася до границите на буферните зони. Същите трябва да бъдат ясно маркирани, 
комуникирани и поддържани. Много от проблемите и конфликтите в миналото са свързани 
с границите и от общата липса на прозрачност. От особена важност е да се извърши точно 
измерване на границите според установените GPS замервания (стандарти), да бъдат 
маркирани на терен и да бъдат съобщени на общините и концесионера. Също така, е 
задължително целостта на границите да бъде редовно монитирана – наблюдавана и 
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подсилвана от ДНП Пирин, за да се гарантира тяхното спазване, както и МОСВ да 
обезпечи достатъчно средства за мониторинга на целостта на границите. 
Нарушаването на границите трябва да се счита като сериозно нарушение и неспазване на 
концесионния договор и следва да се третира с най-строги мерки от ДНП Пирин и МОСВ.  
 
14. От особена важност е Министерство на околната среда и водите да въведе методи за 
наблюдение и контрол на въздействията на развиващите се на територията на буферната зона 
ски и други дейности върху заобиклаящия ги обект. Въздействието на минали и бъдещи 
увеличавания на туристическия поток и развитието на нови дейности в границите на буферната 
зона също трябва да бъдат монитирано (наблюдавано) и управлявано и не трябва да се 
допуска същото да доведе до неблагоприятно въздействие върху ИУЦ на обекта. 
 
15.Дирекцията на НП „Пирин” и Министерство на околната среда и водите следва да 
гарантират, че извършването на възстановителни работи (на стари ски писти, лифтове и т.н.) ще 
бъде строго съблюдавано и контролирано от Дирекцията на НП „Пирин” в съответствие с 
условията в ТУП, ОВОС или други последващи административни решения. МОСВ трябва да 
осигури достатъчно законови, договорни или други административни мерки, за да 
гарантира че ДНП Пирин ще може да влияе върху използването и въздействието 
върху околната среда на хижите, собственост на БТС. По този начин ще се увеличат 
възможностите на Дирекцията да повлияе на въздействието им върху околната среда и на 
ролята им в осигуряването на услуги за посетителите на обекта на световно наследство 
Национален парк „Пирин”. 
 
16. Мисията настоява Министерството на околната среда и водите да ускори процеса на 
осигуряване на необходимите средства за започване изпълнението на новия План за управление 
на Национален парк „Пирин” непосредствено след края на настоящия План, действащ до края 
на 2013 г., както и на одобряването на нов План. По време на процеса на планиране и като част 
от разработването на план за управление, е необходимо да се изготвят „Планове за реализиране 
на туризма” за ски зона Добринище (към момента не съществуват подробни планове при 
Министерството на околната среда и водите и при Дирекция на НП "Пирин") и за ски зона 
Банско (основавайки се на одобрения ТУП) които да бъдат считани като част от новия план за 
управление. 
Тяхната функция ще е прозрачно обединяване на съществуващите, одобрени и предвиждани 
планове, като по този начин те ще станат част от новия План за управление. 
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ПРИЛОЖЕНИЕ 1 
 
ТЕХНИЧЕСКО ЗАДАНИЕ  
 
Съвместна мониторингова мисия на центъра за световно наследство (секретариат на 
конвенцията за световно наследство/ Международен съюз за защита на природата 
(IUCN)  
 
Национален парк "Пирин"  
България 
 
10-14 октомври 2011 
 
Целта на мониторинговата мисия е да направи преглед на последните  подобрения на 
капацитета на ски съоръжения в буферна зона на обекта на световното наследство, да 
определи вероятното им въздействие върху изключителната универсална стойност на обекта 
на световното наследство (ОСН) и да даде препоръка относно евентуалното включване на 
обекта в списъка на световното наследство в опасност, както бе поискано от Комитета за 
световнонаследство (КСН) на неговата  
35 -та сесия (Решение 35COM 7B.29). Мисията ще оцени цялостното консервационно 
състояние на обекта и други фактори, влияещи върху неговата изключителна световна 
ценност. 
Екипът, който ще участва в мисията, ще включва г-н Кишоре Рао, Директор на Центъра по 
световно наследство и д-р Стиг Йохансон, представляващ Международен съюз за защита на 
природата - IUCN.  
По-специално, мисията трябва да обърне внимание на следните основни въпроси:  
1. Да определи дали последните подмени, свързани с подобрения на капацитета на ски 
съоръжения в буферна зона на ОСН са предвидени съгласно Териториално устройствения 
план (TУП) на ски зона „Банско” и да направи препоръка относно евентуалното включване 
на ОСН в списъка на застрашеното световно наследство, като се вземат предвид вероятните 
последици на тези подобрения на капацитета върху Изключителната универсална ценност 
на обекта и заключенията на решенията по ОВОС и всякакви други оценки, приети за тези 
инвестиционни намерения;  
2. Да определи дали има някакви допълнителни реални предложения за развитие на ски 
спорт или други съоръжения за туризъм в рамките на ОСН или буферната му зона; 
3. Да обсъди със заинтересованите страни новия план за управление на НП „Пирин”, като 
обърне по-специално внимание на изискването на Комитета за световно наследство, че в 
новия (ревизиран) план не трябва да допуска последващо развитие на съоръжения за ски 
спорт или изграждане на други обекти, както в Обекта на световното наследство, така и в 
буферната му зона, както и да не допуска разширение на буферната зона и навлизането й в 
ОСН. 
4. Да установи наличието на други фактори, които влияят върху цялостното консервационно 
състояние на обекта, като обърне внимание върху ефективността на управление, 
включително прилагането на настоящия план за управление, наличен персонал и бюджет на 
Парковата администрация, както и техния капацитет да осъществяват ефективно опазване 
на изключителната световна ценност на обекта. 
Екипът на мисията следва да бъде в състояние да проведе необходимите посещения на терен 
в ОСН, така че да има възможност да направи тези оценки, както и да бъде обезпечен с 
английския превод на окончателните или проектни планове и оценки, споменати по-горе и в 
частност Териториално устройствения план на ски зона Банско.  
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Екипът на мисията трябва също така да проведе консултации с българските власти на 
местно и национално ниво, и по-специално с Администрацията за управление на НП 
„Пирин”, както и всички други заинтересовани страни, включително представители на 
местните общности, частни стопани (фермери), местни и национални неправителствени 
организации. Въз основа на резултатите от посочените по-горе оценки и дискусии с 
представители на държавата – страна по Конвенцията, екипът на мисията ще разработи 
препоръки към Правителството на България и Комитета по световно наследство за опазване 
изключителната световна ценност на ОСН и за подобряване на неговото опазване и 
управление. 
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ПРИЛОЖЕНИЕ 2 
 
ПРОЕКТ НА ПРОГРАМА 
 
за посещението на експерти от Международен съюз за защита на природата – IUCN и 
Центъра по световно наследство в Национален Парк «Пирин» 
( 10 – 14 октомври 2011г.) 
 
Първи ден – 10 октомври 2011г. (понеделник  
Посрещане на експертите. 
15.00 - Отпътуване за Национален парк «Пирин» 
18.00 - Посещение на Дирекция НП „Пирин” – среща с Директора на Парка и останалия 
персонал. Запознаване със структурата и дейността на Дирекцията 
Настаняване в хотел - гр. Банско 
Вечеря (дадена от ДНП «Пирин») 
 
Втори ден - 11 октомври (вторник) 
9.00 - Посещение на Дирекция НП „Пирин” – обсъждане на новия план за управление, 
подмените на съоръжения, одобрени през 2011г. и други въпроси в съответствие с Решения: 
34 COM 7B.19 и 34 COM 8B.5 и 35 COM 7B.21 на Комитета по световно наследство на 
ЮНЕСКО. 
Запознаване със Стратегията за развитие на устойчив туризъм в НП Пирин, разработена в 
рамките на Програмата за участие на Юнеско (2010 -2011). 
Запознаване с реализацията на проект „Устойчиво управление на горите и опазване на 
околната среда чрез създаването на система за противопожарна защита и информационен 
център в Национален парк “Пирин”, финансиран по линия на Финансовия механизъм на 
Европейското икономическо пространство. 
Представянето ще бъде направено от г-жа Людмила Димитрова, координирала изготвянето 
на действащия план за управление  на обекта и ръководила горните два проекта. 
12.30 - Обяд (даден от ДНП „Пирин”) 
14.00 - Посещение на буферната зона обекта на световното наследство – ски зона Банско, 
включително и посещения на подменените съоръжения – 2 ски влека, заменени с 4-ри 
седалкова въжена линия, в местността Платото и 4-ри със 6-седалкова въжена линия, от 
Бъндеришка поляна до Коларски път. 
При възможност и време ще бъде направено посещение на Байкушева мура, най-старото 
дърво в България, черна мура на възраст над 1300 г. 
20.00 – Вечеря (дадена от МОСВ) 
 
Трети ден 12 октомври 2011 (сряда) 
10.00 - Срещи с представители на заинтересовани общини, в чийто землища попада 
Националния парк. В момента, МОСВ работи по организацията на мисията. 
12.00-13.00 - Среща с концесионера „Юлен” АД (ще се уточни) 
13.00 – 14.00 - Обяд 
Предвид обстоятелството, че срещата с представители на Коалиция „Околна среда за хората 
и районите”, която може да бъде квалифицирана като местно НПО е определена за 
четвъртък (13 октомври) и същевременно нашето проучване не показа наличието на други 
активни НПО в района, предлагаме вместо срещата с местни НПО, която беше предложена в 
първоначалната програма, предлагаме МОСВ и ДНП да организират  посещение на обекта 
на световното наследство и по специално туристически маршрут от хижа Яворов до 
местността „Яворова поляна”, с посещение на резерват „Баюви дупки – Джинджирица”, 
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чиито детайли са дадени по-долу: 
 
14.15 – Преминаване през Голф комплекс “Пирин ” Голф. 
14.25 – Навлизане на територията на парка в местността “Триъгълника”, посещение на КИП 
“Беталовото”-  опорна база на парковата охрана. 
14.35 – Отпътуване за хижа Яворов. 
15.15 – Пристигане на хижа Яворов. 
15.20 – Преминаване по маршрута  х. Яворов – местността” Яворова Поляна”, който 90% е 
на територията на Резерват Баюви Дупки –Джинджирица. 
16.05 –Пристигане в местността Яворова Поляна”. 
16.10  - Връщане обратно към х.Яворов. 
17.00 - Отпътуване за София 
19.30 - Настаняване в хотел в София 
 
Четвърти ден – 13 октомври 2011г. (четвъртък) 
9.00 – 9.45 – среща между г-н Вежди Рашидов, министър на културата на България и г-н 
Кишоре Рао, Директор на Център по световно наследство на ЮНЕСКО (да се уточни) 
10.00 - Среща с представител на политическия кабинет на МОСВ  - министър или зам. 
министър, с цел представяне на резултатите от посещенията на терен и дискусиите. 
12.00 - Работен обяд с представители на Националната комисия на Република България за 
ЮНЕСКО към МВнР (в процес на уточняване). 
14.00 - Среща с представители на неправителтвени организации – НПО „Околна среда за 
хората и регионите”, представляваща асоциация на общините в България, в които има 
условия за развитие на ски спорт. 
16.00 - Среща с представители на неправителствени организации, включително Българска 
Фондация Биоразнообразие и Асоциация на природните паркове в България. 
 
Пети ден – 14 октомври 2011г. (петък) 
Отпътуване на експертите от IUCN. 
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ПРИЛОЖЕНИЕ 3 
 
Решение 34 COM 7B 5 за НП „Пирин” на Комитет по световно наследство  
 
Решение: 35 COM 7B.21  
 
Комитетът за световно наследство,  
1. След като разгледа документа WHC-11/35.COM/7B.Add,  
2. Припомняйки Решения 34 COM 7B.19 и 34 COM 8B.5, приети на 34та си сесия на КСН 
(Бразилия, 2010 г.);  
3. Също така припомняйки, че изключителната световна ценност на обекта е многократно 
и значително повлияна от развитието на ски-съоръжения и ски писти в рамките на обекта и 
неговата буферна зона; 
4. Изразява сериозна загриженост за последните одобрени подмени на съоръжения и 
повишаване на капацитета на две ски съоръжения в буферната зона на обекта, и припомня 
решението, взето на 34-та сесия на КСН, след мониторингова мисия, състояла са в НП 
Пирин през 2009г., че всяко допълнително развитие на ски съоръжения, ски писти, или 
свързана с тях инфраструктура в обекта и неговата буферна зона, ще доведе до вписване на 
обекта в Списъка на световно наследство в опасност;  
5. Настоятелно призовава държавата-членка да спре последващо развитие на ски 
съоръжения в буферната зона, до момента в който Комитета по световно наследство ще 
може да ги разгледа, в рамките на 36-та си сесия, през 2012 г., въз основа на доклад от 
предстоящата мониторингова мисия в НП „Пирин, с участието на експерти от Центъра по 
световно наследство / IUCN и изисква от държавата-членка да информира Комитета за 
световно наследство за всяко ново планирано инвестиционно намерение, както и да 
представя ОВОС за всяко инвестиционно намерение в обекта на световното наследство или 
в буферната му зона, включително и оценка за потенциалните пряки, непряки и 
кумулативни  въздействия на съответното инвестицинно намерение върху изключителната 
световна ценност на обекта, в съответствие с член 172 от Оперативните указания за 
прилагане на Конвенцията за световното наследство;  
6. Повтаря искането си към държавата – членка, да гарантира, че с новият план за 
управление на НП Пирин, няма да позволи последващо развитие на ски или изграждане на 
други съоръжения в обекта и в буферната му зона, нито ще допусне разширяване на 
туристическия зона и навлизането й в обекта на световното наследство;  
7. Приканва държава-членка да възложи независима оценка на капацитета  
на обекта на световното наследство и неговата буферна зона, с цел да се поставят ясни 
граници за използването на ски зона „Банско”;  
8. Също така, изисква от предстоящата мисия за наблюдение в НП Пирин, в която ще 
участват представители на Центъра по световно наследство и IUCN, да определи дали 
последните повишения в капацитета на двете ски съоръжения, разположени в  буферната 
зона на обекта, са предвидени в ТУП на ски зона Банско и да направи препоръка за 
евентуално включване на обекта в Списъка на световното наследство в опасност, и 
допълнително изисква от държава-членка да предостави на мисията превод на ТУП на 
английски език; 
9. Също така, изисква от държава-членка, да представи в Центъра по Световно наследство, 
в срок до 1 февруари 2012 г., доклад за консервационното състояние на обекта, включително 
и потвърждение, че всички неподходящи инвестиционни намерения са спрени, за 
разглеждане от Комитета за световно наследство, на 36-та му сесия през 2012 година. 
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ПРИЛОЖЕНИЕ 4 
 
СПИСЪК НА УЧАСТНИЦИТЕ В МИСИЯТА 
 
Avramov, Stefan Mr Bulgarian Biodiversity Foundation 
Banenski, Rosen Mr Chief Inspector Vihren Park Region, Pirin National Park 
Directorate 
Barjakov, Petar Mr Acting Mayor Bansko Municipality 
Belev, Toma Mr Chairman Green Balkans Society 
Bizheva, Vanya Mrs Vice-Chair National Civil Coalition Environment for the People 
and 
Regions 
Danailova, Deiana Mrs Director Cultural Policy Directorate, Ministry of Culture 
Dekova, Liljana Mrs Expert Educational Programs and Interpretation, Pirin National Park 
Directorate 
Dimitrova, Lyudmila Mrs Manager Eco-Innovation 
Donevichin, Pavlina Mrs Expert Flora, Expert Department, Pirin National Park Directorate 
Donnchev, Alexander Mr Association of Nature Parks in Bulgaria 
Evlogy Mr Bishop Rila Monastery 
Ganchev, Hristo Mr Head Immovable Cultural Heritage Unit, Ministry of Culture 
Garmenov, Ventsislav Mr Acting Mayor Municipality of Razlog 
Gerchev, Krasimir Mr Expert Municipality of Razlog 
Hadzhiev, Ivan Mr In charge of rope Yulen AD company 
facilities 
Hristov, Strahil Mr Head Expert Department, Pirin National Park Directorate 
Ikonomov, Georgi Mr MP Member of Parliament 
Ivanova, Tsvetelina Mrs State Expert Protected Areas Department, National Nature 
Protection 
Service Directorate, MoEW 
Kalinova ,Tsvetelina Mrs Expert Tourism Activities and Interpretation, Pirin National Park 
Directorate 
Karadjova, Nona Mrs Minister Ministry of Environment and Water 
Kodjabashev, Vladimir Mr Administrative Sozopol Foundation 
Director 
Kostadinov, Lyubomir Mr Citizen of Bansko 
Kovachev, Andrey Mr Balkan Wildlife Society 
Kravarov, Alexander Mr Mayor Municipality of Bansko 
Lazarov, Martin Mr Head Management and Control Department, Pirin National Park 
Directorate 
Lekov, Emil Mr Chief Architect Municipality of Bansko 
Maleeva, Uliana Mrs Director Cultural Heritage Directorate, Ministry of Culture 
Mariyanov, Boyan Mr Executive Direc Yulen AD company 
tor 
Mechev, Valery Mr Director Pirin National Park Directorate 
Michaylov, Michail Mr Director National Nature Protection Service Directorate, 
Ministry of 
Environment and Water 
Mitreva, Roumiana Mrs Secretary General Bulgarian National Commission for UNESCO, 
Ministry for 
Foreign Affairs 
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Obreykov, Ivan Mr Marketing Man Yulen AD company 
ager 
Petrov, Petar Mr Attorney and Yulen AD company 
member of BoD 
Popadiina, Nadejda Mrs Chief Ecology and Agriculture Department, Municipality of 
Razlog 
Rakovska, Katerina Mrs Coordinator Protected Areas and Natura 2000, WWF, Bulgaria 
Rashidov, Vezhdi Mr Minister Ministry of Culture 
Sakarev, Nikola Mr Mayor Municipality of Dobrinishte 
Semerdzhiev, Todor Mr Ecologist Yulen AD company 
Shtereva, Veselina Mrs Head Institutional relations, National Civil Coalition Environment 
for the People and Regions 
Stoev, Dimitar Mr Chief Protected Areas Department, National Nature Protection 
Service Directorate, MoEW 
Stoev, Georgi Mr Deputy-Minister Ministry of Culture 
Strahil Hristov Mr Head Expert Department, Pirin National Park Directorate 
Tsanchev, Dimitar Mr Vice-Minister Ministry for Foreign Affairs 
Tsankova, Violeta Mrs Ag. Cultural Ad National Commission for UNESCO. Ministry of 
Foreign 
viser Affairs 
Tsanov, Filip Mr Chairman National Civil Coalition Environment for the People and 
Regions 
Tzvetkov, Petko Mr Ag. Executive Bulgarian Biodiversity Foundation 
Director 
Vladimirov, Vladimir Mr Scientist Institute of Biodiversity and ecosystem researches, 
Bulgarian 
Academy of Sciences and Secretary of the Bulgarian National MAB Committee 
Yovchevski, Hristo Mr Attachй Science Sector, National Commission for UNESCO. 
Minis- 
try of Foreign Affairs 
Yovchevski, Hristo Mr Attachй Science Sector, National Commission for UNESCO, 
MoFA 
Zvancharov, Andrey Mr In charge of Ad Yulen AD company 
vertising 
Zvancharov, Spasimir Mr Chief Territorial and Agricultural Planning Department, Munici- 
pality of Razlog 
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ПРИЛОЖЕНИЕ 5  
 
ДЕКЛАРАЦИЯ ЗА ИЗКЛЮЧИТЕЛНА УНИВЕРСАЛНА СТОЙНОСТ : 
Кратко описание 
Природният обект на световното наследство е разположен на площ около 40 000 ha в 
планината Пирин, в Югозападна България и обхваща зоните с дива природа в Националния 
парк Пирин.  
Разнообразният пейзаж на планинския карстов релеф на обекта е осеян с над 70 ледникови 
езера, в него могат да се видят най-различни ледникови образувания, многобройни 
водопади, скални сипеи и пещери.  
Преобладават иглолистните гори а над тях, точно под планинските върхове се простират 
алпийски ливади. Обектът е местообитание на многобройни ендемични и реликтни 
растителни видове,   характерни за балканската флора от плейстоцена. 
 
Критерий (vii) : Планинският ландшафт на Националния парк Пирин притежава 
необикновена красота. Високопланинските върхове и зъбери контрастират с ливади, реки и 
водопади и предоставят възможност за наслада от допира до планински ландшафт, с висока 
естетическа стойност. Възможността, човек да се потопи в природата и да се почувства 
далеч от всичко, е важен атрибут на изключителната универсална стойност на обекта.   
 
 Критерий (viii): Основната ценност на природния обект от гледна точка на естествените 
науки е свързана с ледниковата геоморфология, илюстрирана  с множество характерни 
форми като циркуси, дълбоки долини и над 70 ледникови езера. Планинският масив на 
обекта е с разнообразни форми, той е изграден от различни видове скали. Естествените 
природни процеси дават възможност за изучаване на непрекъснатото развитие на релефните 
форми на обекта, което способства за опознаване на други планински зони в региона.     
 
Критерий (ix) : Обектът представлява добър пример за непрекъснатата еволюция на 
флората, илюстрирана от наличието на различни ендемични и реликтни видове, той е 
съхранил модела на функционираща екосистема, представителна за големите естествени 
екосистеми в Балканския регион. Естествените иглолистни масиви на Пирин са изградени от 
бяла и черна мура, както и множество вековни дървета. Тук е установено наличие на общо 1 
315 вида висши растения или 1/3 от флората на България, включително 86 балкански, 17 
български и 18 локални ендемита. Фауната на Националния парк е представена от 45 вида 
бозайници, между които кафява мечка, вълк и дива коза, както и 159 вида птици. Пирин 
също така се обитава от 8 вида земноводни, 11 вида влечуги и 6 вида риби. Въпреки, че 
горите са засегнати в известна степен от експлоатация в исторически план, естественото 
функциониране на екосистемата гарантира опазването на ценно биоразнообразие, от 
регионалното значение.    
 
Интегритет  
Първоначално обявения през 1983г. обект на световното наследство, включва минимална 
територия от Националния парк Пирин, за която се считало, че отговаря на критериите за 
изключителна универсална стойност, установени от Конвенцията за световно наследство. 
Обектът, в границите му от 1983г., се оказва неадекватен, по отношение представителност и 
опазване на изключителната универсална стойност на Пирин. Ето защо, разширението от 
2010 г. даде възможност за  разрешаване на проблемите по най-добър начин. 
 
Националният парк е ясно определен от гледна точка на планинския си характер и на своята 
екология, а територията на обекта е достатъчна, за да съхрани природните ценности на 
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Пирин. С разширението на първоначално вписания природен обект,се установяват 
адекватни граници, като се включват най-отдалечените зони на Националния парк и 
изключват съответно  зони, несъвместими със статута на обект на световното наследство, 
поради въздействието на развиващата се ски зона върху целостта на обекта. Ценността на 
разширения обект включва атрибутите на природен ландшафт, намиращ в непосредствена 
близост до район с интензивно туристическо развитие, представляващо заплаха за неговия 
интегритет. 
 
Необходими са мерки за опазване и управление.  
Обектът е под закрилата на българското законодателство, което би трябвало да осигури 
сигурна защита на неговата ценност включително и от разрастването и настъплението на 
строителни дейности в съседни територии. От първостепенно значение е това 
законодателство да бъде стриктно прилагано и спазвано от всички отговорни управленски 
органи в този регион. Обектът има и ефективен и функционален план за управление,  в 
случай, че за неговото прилагане бъдат осигурени достатъчни средства за поддържка на 
необходимия персонал и  осъществяване на необходимите дейности за опазване и 
управление на обекта. Необходимо е да се въведе система за редовен мониторинг на 
природните ценности на Пирин и постоянни програми за поддържане на местообитанията и 
на ландшафта в естественото им състояние, избягване на обезпокояване и други въздействия 
върху дивите видове и запазване на естетическите качества на обекта.    
Обектът на световното наследство е подложен от дълго време на натиск от страна на 
туризма, свързан основно с развитието на ски курорта и ски пистите. През 1980 и 1990 г. в 
Банско, Добринище и Кулиното са изградени малки ски зони. Дейности като нощни ски, 
каране на ски извън пистата и хели ски биха могли да навредят на ценностите и на 
интегритета на обекта и следва да бъдат обект на сериозен контрол. Банско,  който се 
намира в непосредствена близост до обекта, се е превърнал в един от градовете с най-бързо 
развитие в България, с хотели и курортни комплекси, построени буквално на границата с 
парка. Развитието на туризма в и около обекта не е било коректно контролирано и е 
засегнало обекта, причинявайки значителни щети. Наложително е планът за управление на 
обекта да даде дългосрочен приоритет на  дейности за опазване на природните ценности на 
Пирин и да забрани всякакво навлизане и въздействие свързано със ски туризма, спортните 
състезания или друга неподходяща развойна дейност в рамките на обекта.  
Освен това, съставените на национално, регионално и местно равнище планови документи, 
също трябва да гарантират опазването на природните ценности на обекта и да интегрират 
ползите, които осигурява природния ландшафт на околните територии. Други заплахи за 
обекта включват незаконното изсичане на гори, бракониерството и използването на моторни 
шейни и четириколесни моторни превозни средства – ATV. Подобно използване на 
територията изисква внимателно наблюдение, контрол и прилагане на  ефективни правила. 
Управлението на потока от посетители с цел предотвратяване на отрицателно въздействие и 
използуване на природните ценности по един устойчив начин представлява също едно 
основно дългосрочно задължение. 
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ПРИЛОЖЕНИЕ 6 
 
 ФОТОГРАФИИ 

 
Банско и ски писка Тодорка 
 

 
Ново строителство в Банско и ски писти 
 

 
Ново и недовършено строителство в Банско 
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Кабинков лифт, който води началото си от Банско 
 

    
Апартаменти за продан в Банско 
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Просека на кабинкова въжена линия 
 
 

 
Бъндеришка поляна  
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Бъндеришка поляна поглед от Коларски път  
 

      
Коларски път – Лифт     Коларски път – долна лифтена станция 
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Контрол над ерозията при лифт на Коларски път 
 

 
Възстановяване на Коларски път – долна станция 
 

 
Възстановяване на Коларски път – долна станция 
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Тодорка поглед от Коларски път – горна станция 

           
Лифт и писта на Платото             Лифт при Коларски път и Бъндеришка поляна 
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Платото – лифт и ски писта   Платото – долна станция 
 

 
Лифт Тодорка и ландшафт в района 
 

 
Лифт Тодорка и ландшафт в района 
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Стара Котва (ляво) и Детска котва (дясно) лифтове   
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ОПЕРАТИВНА ПРОГРАМА 
 „ОКОЛНА СРЕДА 2007 – 2013 г.“ 

www.ope.moew.government.bg 
 

Договор № УР-051/29. 01. 2014 г. с предмет: „Разработване на ПУ на НП „Пирин“ за периода 2014 – 2023 г.“ 
Проект № DIR–5113325-3-91  „Устойчиво управление на НП „Пирин“ и Р „Тисата“ от ОП „Околна среда 2007-2013 г.“ 

  

 
1303 - гр. София; ул. „Пиротска“ 64; тел.: 986 70 02; факс: 986 67 81; e-mail: info@proles.bg 

ISO 9001-2008 Certified Company 

 
 
 
 

 
V. ДОКЛАДИ ЗА КОНСЕРВАЦИОННОТО СЪСТОЯНИЕ НА НП „ПИРИН“ 

ИЗПРАТЕНИ ОТ МОСВ ДО ЦЕНТЪРА ЗА СВЕТОВНО НАСЛЕДСТВО НА 
ЮНЕСКО С ПРИДРУЖАВАЩИТЕ ГИ ПИСМА НА МОСВ 
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AOKJIM 3A KOHCEPBAUI4OHHOTO CbCTOqHTTE HA HAUpTOHAJTEH rrApK
O'[IIPI,IH'' KATO OEEKT HA CBETOBHOTO HACJIENCTBO

HauuosareH rapK flupuH" o6exr Ha cBeroBgoro Hacne.{crBo (Ebnr apes)
(Llaenru$uKarlr{oHeH uorvrep 225)

CBETOBHOTO

la,cflencrBo Ha IOHecro (Konneuurqra) Ha Pemeune 34 COM 78.19 r PemeHre 34
COM 8B.5 ua Korrrurer no cneronuoro nacrelcrno (KCH). naparpad no uaparpad

I.1 Orronop na Arpxanata-crpaHa no Konnenq[qra ga ouasnaHe Ha cneronHoro
Kou PerueHue

naparpad
MOCB B KaqecrBoro cu Ha orroBopHa r4Hcrr.rryur.rs, ocbrrlecrBrBaula ynpaBneHr.rero na HfI
,,fIupHHo' Karo 3arrlr4TeHa replrropr.rs cbrnacuo 6urapcKoro 3aKoHonareJrcrBo pr o6err ua
cBeroBHoro Hacne.{crBo (OCH) rrirl Koneeuuurra 3a ona3BaHe Ha cBeroBHoro HacJre.[crBo
sa lOuecro, rperne.qa r.r s3e rroA BHr{MaHr.re AoKyMeHr WHC - l0l34.Co}y'r/7B u peureuue 33
COM7B.2I na KCH, Bu3r4paHrr cborBerHo s r.1 u r.2 or Peruenue 34 COM 78.19 Ha KCH.

MOCB e HiuIcHo c Kareropl{r{Hocrra Ha KoHcrarauur4Te u 3aKJrroqeHvrsraHa KCH, r.r3pa3eHr4
e r. 3 or Perueuue 34 Com 7.198.5 Ha KCH pr cborBerHo rrle npe.{npueMe cborBerHr4re
gefictnnl, c IIeJI HelolycKaHe Ha BKnrorrBaHero na o6erra B cfirrcbKa Ha cBeroBHoro
Hacne.ucTBo B onacHocT.

Crrqo rara, MOCB e nascuo r.r c o6croxreJrcrBoro, qe Perueuue 34 Com 7.19B.5 ua KCH ce
orHac.fl I,I 3a pa3IxLIpeHI,Iero na o6erra Ha cBeroBHoro HacJreAcrno, o4o6peHo c peureurae 34
Com 8B.5 ua KCH.

llpu npe4croflrlloro I,I3rorB.f,Hero Ha nnaH 3a yupaBneHr.re Ha HfI lftapun, 3a cJre.[Barrlr4t
AecerroAI4IIreH nepuo.4, MOCB IrIe B3eMe B rrpe.(Br,r.u t43r4cKBaHr.rfrTa, pr3pa3eHr4 B r. 5 or
Pemenne 34 Com 78.19 na KCH.
Cruacno 6rnrapcno 3aKouoAareJrcrBo - 3arou 3a 3arluTeHr.rre repraTopr,rrr, nJraHa 3a
ynpaBneHl{e ua HaUuoHaJIeH napx ,,flupr,ru'oo lpr.rer c Perueuue Ng 646 sa MuuucrepcKr.r
cbBer ua Peny6lura Ernraput or 06.08.2004 r. e B cvrrra3a repr{oA or 10r., roftro vrcruvra
npe3 Meceq aBrycr 2014 r.

B usnrrueHue Ha r. 6 or PeureHne 34 Com 78.19 na KCH, c ru.rcMo or HoeMBpu 2010r.,
MI,IHI,Icrbpa Ha oKoJIHara cpe.{a 14 BoALrre o$nquanuo e noKaHI{Jr cbBMecrHa MoHr,rropl,rHroBa
Mvtcufl na IUCN r.r I{enmpa no cBeroBHo HacJreAcrBo, Korro Aa oueHr.r KoHcepBarluoHHoro
cbcrosHr{e na o6erra npes 201 1 r.
B AonrmteHlle, npu [poBe,4eHa cpeua Ha eKcnepru or Cerperapuara c npeAcraBr4TeJrr.r Ha
MOCB, cbcrosra ce lr,a2 AeKeMBpr{ 2010 r., B paMKr.rre Ha MoHuropr,rHroBa Mkrcrrfr 3a orIeHKa
Ha cbcrotHl,Iero Ha C'rapux rpaa Hece6rp, 6eue perueHo, tre Meceq uapr 2011r. e Hafi-
noAxoArrrl3a npoBe)KAaHe Ha v,vrcvflTa n Hll llupuH.
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Kru uoueHTa, [peAcraBLITeJILI ua MeNgynapo,(Hr,rq cbro3 3a 3arrlr,rra Ha rrpprpoAara, cJreABa
Aa ycraHoBffT KoHTaKT cbc cborBerHr4r eKcrrepr or MOCB, c uer yroqHqBaHe Ha rerafimare
rro npoBexlaHe Ha MHCr.rsTa 14 [ocneABarrla opraHr43arll,Ir.

Hacrosqut roKna,q 3a cbcrosHllero Ha HII llupuH raro o6er<r Ha cBeroBHoro HacJre/IcrBo e
LI3rorBeH B rr3nbJrHeHre Ha r. 7 Pemenue34 Com 78.19 sa KCH.
B HsnrrHeulle Ha ropHoro pe[IeHve, flo-Aony e npe.qcraBeHa r.r r.rHtfopuaurrs 3a rrepcoHurJra r.r
o6esneqeHoro (puuaucupaue 3a orrrrBauero Ha o6erra Ha cBeroBHoro HacneAcrBo.

no KoH

cneronHoro nacnetcrno (KCH). naparpad no napanDa0
MocB nperneAa r.r B3e noA BHr4MaHr.re ,qoKyMeHr wHC - l0/34.coM/8B, wHC
10/34.COM/INF 882 z Peurenue 33 COM7B.2l naKCH, Blr3lrpaHr.r cborBerHo n r.1 u r.2 or
PerueHue 34 COM 8B.5 Ha KCH.

MOCB e yAoBnerBopeHo or pellleHr.rero Ha KCH, r43pa3eHo s r. 3 v r.5 or Peureuue 34 COM
88.5 na KCH, c Koero ce o4o6prBar npeAnoxeHr.rre or MOCB (2009r.) npoMenr4 B
rpaHI'IqI'ITe ua HII ,,fInpI,IH" raro o6em Ha cBeroBHoro HacneAcrBo H Kolrro orprrsBar B rro-
rorsMa creneH HeroBara yuuBepcaJura croftuocr lr tqe rapaHTr.rpar HeroBoro orra3BaHe r4
e$exrunno ynpaBJreHue s 6rAeule.

C"tqo rara, MOCB npuevra ,{ernapaqnfi 3a r,r3Knroqr,rreJrHa cBeroBHa rleHHocr na Hll
,,fIupI4H" xaro o6err Ha cBeroBgoro HacJreAcrro, ogo6peHa B r. 4 or Peruesue 34 COM 88.5
ua KCH.

MOCB cH raBa cMerKa 3a ceprro3uoctra Ha KoHcrarawrtrre na KCH, r.r3pa3eHpr n r. 6 or
Pemeune 34 Com 8B.5 na KCH, cbrJracuo Kolrro npoAbnxaBaHero Ha crpor4TeJrcrBo,
cBbp3aHo cbc 0KI,I cnopr, IrpeAcTaBJIgBa 3anJIaXa 3a H3KJIIOqT{TeJrHaTa CBeTOBHa TIeHHOCT Ha
o6exra.
B rasu Bpb3Ka, MOCB ilIe HanpaBu ueo6xoAuMoro, c rleJr HeAolycKaue BKJrroqBaHe Ha
o6erra B clprcbKa Ha cBeroBgoro HacJIe.rIcrBo B onacuocr.

IIlo ce oruacs.uo r. 7 or 34 Com 8B.5 na KCH, Bv ynegoursBaMe 3a cJreAHoro:
Ourouro cbIrIecrByBaIrILITe cKr,r []rcrr.r H cbopbxeHr{s, cb[Ir4Te ca r.r3rpareHr4 B
cborBercrBple c v3vIcKBaHI{s ua 6urapcKoro n enponeficKo 3aKoHoAarencrBo. B rosn
cMI,IcbJI, rpr6na Aa ce or6eJlexl{, qe c flpuerprr npe3 2004 r. or MC nJraH 3a ynpaBneHr{e Ha
HfI ,ofILIpI,IH" e BbBe.{eHa ra6pana 3a }r3rpa)qaHe Ha HoBr.r cKr4 cbopb)KeHn fr. Ha
Tepr{Topr,rrra Ha [apKa, ocBeu Te3r.r, 3a AOBbprIrBaHe, npeABLIAeHH B O.{O6peHr.U Upe: 2000
r. TYII u npeAocraBeHl4 3a Ircrpaxraue B paMKr,rre Ha AaAeHara npe3 2001r. KoHuecr4r Ha
lpuprvra,,IOreH'o ArI[.
.{o tr,touenra, MOCB He e Aonycnano r,r3rpax,(aHero ua o6errn B cKr.r 3oHara Hag Eancxo,
I,I3BIH o4o6peuure c TYII I{ B fiporuBopeqr4e c pexuMa ua fllaua 3a yrrpaBJreHr4e.
I4serH cKI,I 3oHara, n o6exta Ha cBeroBHoro Hacne,{crBo, BKJIIorrurerHo r4 B pa3rlrupeHnero
My, rrpr4ero c Perueurae 34 COM 8B.5 Ha KCH, MOCB He e olo6panalo HoBo
cTpor.rTeJrcTBo u TaKoBa He ce rr3BbpruBa.
I4sntH ropHoro, Bn yne4ourBaMe, qe rtpe3 nocJreAHr,rre roAr,rur4 ca HarrpaBeHr4 3Haqr.rreJrHr.r
uHBecrLtIIHI,I 3a Bb3CTaHOBrBaHe Ha HapyueH[Te TepeH]r, KaKTo oT cTpaHa Ha KoHuecuoHepa,
raKa lr or crpaHa ua llapronara aAMrHr.rcrparllrr (MOCB).

HacflelcrBo Ha IOuecKo (Konnenunqra) Ha Pemenr.re 34 COM 88.5 ua Kop{r.rrer no
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Ktu Hacroilrrufl, MoMeHT, onpeAeJleHo Moxe ,{a ce Kaxe, qe pe3ynrarr.rre or rrpoBereHara
peKyJITI'IBaIII{q ca cblrlecrBeHu. 3arpenrBaHero Ha HapyueHrrre repeHr.r ce ocbrrlecrBqBa caMo
C MeCTHI'I BHAOBe, CpeIIIalqU Ce B eCTeCTBeHO CbCTOtHI4e BbB B14COKO1IJIaHI,IHCKI,IT9 naCIIqa pr
ce oAo6psBar or.{HII llupr.rn.

Karro e or6erssaHo no-fope, MOCB e Hiu{cHo cbc cepilo3Hocrra Ha KoHcrararlr4r.rre Ha
KCH, I'I3pffieHI{ n r.8 or Pemenue 34 Com 8B.5 na KCH u cvr AaBa cMerKa, tre BcrKo
[ocneABaIrIO pa3B]ITI,Ie Ha cKr,r cbopbxeHr.rr urrw cKr,r nprcTr.r u cBbp3aHa c Trx
unQpacrpyrrypa, KaKTo H cepuo3Hl,I HapyrueHr,r.rr B pe3ynrar Ha ropHrrre, B paMKHTe Ha
o6exra Ha cBeroBHoro HacJIeAcrBo r{ 6yrfepuara My 3oHa, rrle AoBere ,rlo Bnr4cBaHero sa Hll
,oflupuu>> B cttplcbKa Ha cBeroBHoro Hacne.{crBo B ottacHocr.
Kaxro Beqe e cnoMeHaro, MOCB ule HalpaBu ueo6xolrrMoro,
uoAo6no pa3Br.rrue.

c rlen Aa npeAoTBparr{

Karro ne're 6eme or6e[ssaHo, MOCB ule B3eMe noA BHr.rMaHr4e r,r3ucKBalvrflTa n r.9 na
Peruenne 34 Com 88.5 na KCH, [prr u3rorBsHero Ha nJrau 3a yrrpaBneHr,re Ha HfI flupr.rn sa
cnelBarqur AeceT roAr,rureH nepr{oA.

B u:nrrureHlre Ha r. 10 or Pemeuue 34 Com 8B.5 na KCH,
34-ra cecvs. Ha KCH n Bpasulua, MOCB rpeArrpr4e
HenpaBoMepHoro rr3rroJr3Baue ua Eu6neMara Ha cBeroBHoro
rleJr peKnaMa Ha crr{ soHa FaHcKo.
Cnea HalpaBeHo [poyqBaHe or ,{HII ,,flupr.rH" 6erue ycraHoBeHo, qe eu6reuara e
I'I3nOJIBaHa CaMO B e,{I{H OT peKnaMHr.rTe MaTepr.raJrr.r Ha KoHrlecr,rHepa u no cleqpraJrHo
peKnaMHa 6poruypa 3a cKI4 3oHa Eancxo 3a ce3oHa 2008 r. 2009 r. C orne.u
IlpeAorBpartBaHe I,I3[oJBBaHero Ha eu6leuara, MOCB o(fnqualno rl3r.rcKa or
KoHIIeclIoHePa .qa npeycraHoBr.r r43[on3Bauero na eu6levara, Karo Bb3Jroxpr ua [HlI
,,flupr,rH" u o6esneqaeauero Ha nocneABarrl KoHTpon Bbpxy noAo6no r.r3rroJr3BaHe.

Ilo ce ornacs Aa pa3BI,ITI,Iero Ha exororr{rrHo ycrofi.rzB Typrd3bM e o6exra Ha cBeroBHoro
HacneAcrBo vt npr.rJrexarrlr{Te My repr.rropr.ru, MocB [pr,rHur.rrrHo nogKpenr noro6sa
I'IHI'IIIHarI4Ba, Koqro ocBeH ona3BaHero ua o6exra, Iqe ocrrryptt u cborBerHI,ITe rroJI3I,I 3a
MECTHOTO HACCJIEHHE.

Brn npr:xa c ropHoro, npe3 2010r. finpenqnxra na Hfl ,,fIHpHH" cfleqeru npoeKr B paMKVre
Ha flporpauara 3a flacrlle Ha IOHecro, cBbp3aH c pa:pa6o:rBaHero Ha Crparerur. 3a
HacbprraBaHe ua ycroftql,IB Typrr3bM LI pa3cpelororraBaHe Ha rypr.rcrorroroKa B ceJrr.rulara,
pa3rIoJIoxeHI'I B npI'InexaIUlITe na HII "fIHpHH" TeprTopr{u. PearusaquflTa Ha no.qo6es
npoeKT, IrIe oKaxe [oJloxr.rreJruo BJrr,rsHlre Bbpxy ona3BaHero Ha 6uoloruquoro
pasuoo6pa:ne n HaqnoHaJIHI,It [apK, Karo rrle orpaHr4qr4 Typlrcrr4qecKoro HaroBapBaHe B
onpeAeJIeHI{ y'3BHMLI peruoHl,I U IIIe rur Hacoqu KbM cenulllaTa, pa3rroJroxeHlr oKoJro
Hauuonzulsur [apK.
oqarsa ce, [poeKTbr Aa Aoflpl{Hece 3a rl3rpax4aHero Ha cr{creMa or rraprHbopcrBa 3a
pa3BI'ITHe ua ycrofr'ruB TypLI3bM MexAy 3alrHTepecoBaHuTe crpaHr.r B flpr{rexarrlure ua HII
"fIupI'IH" TepI{TopLIu, Koero IrIe cnoMorHe 3a reHepr{paHero Ha rrpuxo,{rr or crpaHa Ha
MecrHoTo HaceJIeHLIe n ule yBeJILIqu o6rUecrBeHa noAKpela 3a HaUuoualur{fl napK- o6err ua
cBeToBHOTO IIpI,IpOAHO HaCIeACTBO.
B AonbJrueHr,re ce peaJrr,r3r.rpar u Apyrr.r
an$opruraqrrouHr.r MarepuaJrr{ r4 Typucrr{qecKa
na ycrofivuB Typ[r3bM.

HerrocpeAcTBeHo cneA Kpaq Ha
MepKr,r 3a [peAoTBpaTqBaHe
HacneAcrBo, or IOIeH A[, c

rrpoeKTr.r, cBbp3aHH c pa.spa6orBaHe Ha
unSpacrpyrcrypa, crrrMy Jrvtp4rt,vt pa3Burr{ero
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Ilo ce orHacs lo r. 11 or PenreHue 34 Com 8B.5 na KCH' KaKro e or6ens:auo ro-rope,
npe3 Meceq Hoeunpu 2010r., MLIHI,Icrbpa Ha oKoJrHara cpeAa r4 BoAr4Te o$nqzaryro e
IoKaHI'IJI cbBMecrHa MoHI4TopLIHfoBa Mr4cr,rq ua IUCN z I{eHrrpa no cBeroBHo HacJreAcrBo,
Kotro Aa OII€HI'I KoHcepBaur,roHuoro clcroruue ua o6erra npes 2011r. Mncprgra 6erre
orIpeAeJIeHa 3a Meceq uapr 2011r., xato npe,4crol4 yrorrHflBaHe na neraftJrlrre c eKcrreprr4 or
IUCN.

Hacroqllluq AoKJIa.( 3a cbcro.nHl4ero Ha HII flupnH xaro o6err Ha cBeroBHoro HacnencrBo e
H3TOTBEH B I43IIbJIHEHI4E HA r. 12 Or PCUTCHUC 34 COM 8B.5 rrA KCH.
B usnrnHeHl{e Ha r.12 or Pemenue 34 Com 88.5 na KCH, Bu rpe.qcraBqMe r4 pe3roMe c
nHtfopnraqn.u orHocHo HaKa3areJrHara npoueAypa, craprr{paHa or Enponeficxa;rra KoMr{cr4t
no noBor HfI <llzpun>:

llpe: oxrorranpll 2009 r. EnponeficKara KoMucu.fi crapIaTpa HaKa3areJrna flpoqe,(ypa cpeqy
Erlrapux 3a roBa, qe P Burapufl He e r43[bJrHr.rJra cBoHTe 3aAbnxeHr4t no fupeKmuBa
85/337/EnO omHocHo oqeHKama ua etsdeilcmnuemo Ha HnKou ny6nuuuu u qacmHu npoeKmu
sbpxy oKolHama cpeda, KaKTo vI He e Lr3nbJrHr4na 3a,qlJD{re:a:aflTa cu no fupercmuca
92/$/EnO 3a ona3eaHe Ha npupoduume uecmoo1umaHttn u ua dueama Qnopa u Qayua,
Karo e o4o6pula trpoeKrl4 B cKLI :ona Eancxo 3a: ,,I43fpax(AaHe Ha trerr.rpnceAanKoB nnsr n
MecrHocrra,,9arLIH Barof", Ia ,oZ3rpaxAaHe Ha LIHXeHepHo cbopbxeHl,Ie 3a npeMI,IHaBaHero
Ha cKr.r nvcra o,9aruH Barof" Ha Kora 1 185 ao I 190 rr,r.
B orronop Ha [oBAr.rrHarr,rre o6suueHr,rq Brlrapux e [ocoqr,rJra, qe:
Tepnropurra Ha 3arullTeHara 3oHa "flr4pI,IH" H3IIIJIo ce [pprnoKpr,IBa c fpaHr.ruara Ha
Hauuona;lns napK "fII4puH". 3a Haqnouanr:nvrfl. uapr "flupl,rHo' KbM MoMeHTa ca Harrr,JrHo
BaJII{AHI,I pexI,IMI{Te, BbBeAeHr,r c HefoBr{r flaau 3a y[paBJrenrre, oaobpen c Peurenne J\]
646 or 06.08.2004 r. ua MusucrepcKr.I cbBer na P Ernrapus.. C ro3r,r nJraH 3a yrrpaBneHr4e e
srneAeHa :a6Daua la Hono crpo[rencrno Ha BbxeHr,I rvrHvtpt r.I cKI4 nr,rcrr4 z ap. o6exru Ha
Tepl4Topl4tra Ha HfI "llupuH", c n3KrloseHrre Ha re3r.r npeABrrAeHu no oAo6peHr.rff npe3
2000 r. O6ru ycrpoftcrnen rIJraH Ha cKrr 3oHa c rIeHTbp EaHcrco, peaJrrr3arluflTa Ha rcofiro
e npeAMer Ha KoHIIecIroHeH AoroBop or 2001 r. 3a ro:u OVII e npoBeAeHa npoqe.{ypa no
oueHKa ua nrs4eftcrBllero Bbpxy oKoJIHara cpeAa (OBOC), cbrJracHo Aeficrnautara KbM oH3t4
MoMeHr HopMarr{BH a ypeg6a.
Kouxperuo, I,IHBecrI{{I4oHHoro npeAnoxeHue ,,Irlnpacrcdaue Ho qemupucedanrcoe nufum e
l4ecmHocmmo ,,Vanuu 6arroz" e s paMrcure Ha nDeAnnr(AaHusra Ha TVII lr Ha
KoHUecIroHHIrfl AoroBop. HesanucuN4o or roBa 3a lrHBecrl,IqrroHHoro npelnoxeHr,re e
npoBe,(eHa npoueAypa no rperleHKa 3a neo6xoAuuocrra or lr3BbprrrBaHe Ha OBOC, e
pitMKHTe Ha Ko.f,To e [pI,IJIoxeHa Lr oueHKa 3a cbBMecrl,tMocr, rrfi xaro o6exrtr nonara [I B
rpaHIlIII,ITe Ha 3aIIII,ITeHa 3oHa,ollupr.rH" or Mpexara HATVPA 2000. B xo.qa Ha ra3u orIeHKa
e npelleHeHo, lle I4HBeCTI'IIIHOHHOTO [peAnoxeHr4e HqMa Bepo.rrrHocr Aa oKaxe 3Haqr{TeJrHo
orpr.rrlarenHo srs.ueftcrBr.re Bbpxy npeAMera r{ qenr,rre Ha 3arrlr,rreHa 3oHa,ollr.rpnH".
IIo omuouteHue Ha uszparrcdaue Ho ,,lrluaceuepuo cbopbJtceHue 3a npeinuHasaHe Ha cKu-
nucma ,,VaJtLtH Banoz" Ho Koma 1185 do II90 u," e [poBeAeHa [poqeAypa no [peueHKa 3a
neo6xoAlEuocrra or rrpoBex.4aHe Ha OBOC u OC, Karo e nperleHeHo, qe HrMa BeporrHocr
Aa oKaxe 3HaqI{TeJIHo orpllllarenHo Bb3Aeficrsue Bbpxy [peAMera H rlenr4Te Ha 3arrlr.rreHa
3oHa,,lftapuu''. CropbrlceHlrero e B paMKrrre Ha rrpeqocraBeHara KoHuecr{oHua nJrorrl Ha
cb[IecrByBar{ara rrrrcra rr He ce orraKBa AonbJrHHTeJrHO yBpexAaHe Ha Mecrooouranun,
TflxHara $parvrenraulrfl tr nrsAeficrnfie Bbpxy qrrcJreHocrra Ha BrrAoBe rrpegMer Ha
ona3BaHe B 3oHaTa.
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B xpar ua 2010 r. s_MoCB e BHeceH npoeKr 3a Bb3craHoBrBaHe Ha yBpeAenure xa6urarr4 or
peaJII'I3arII4'ra Ha o6err ,,l'IsepaucdaHe Ha vemupucedanKor nuQm's MecmHocmma ,,Vanuu
6AJIO2,,, KOftTO qC 6IgE PEANI,I3VPAH [PE3 TIPOJICTTA I,I JI'TOTO HA TtBI,I IOAHHA.
or ropuoro e Br'rAHo, qe r,r 3a ABara BbrrpocHr.r o6errao ca rrpoBeAeHr.r lpoue,qypr,r 3a oqeHra
na nrs.{efrcrBllero Bbpxy oKoJIHara cpe.qa pl Oqeuxa 3a cbBMecrr.rMocr c HATypA 2000
3arul4TeHa sona <IIIEpI'IH)' Bb3 ocHoBa Ha Kor.rro e oAo6peHa rrxHara peaJrr{3arlfi{.
kl lsara o6erra nonaAar B rpaHl{Il}rre Ha Cru soHa u6u"cnon, onpenenana Karo 6ySepHa
3oHa Ha O6erra Ha cBeroBHoro [pr4po,{Ho HacJre.[crBo <flupun> c peureHue 34 COM gB.5
ua Konaurer no cBeroBHoro HacJIe,IIcrBo.
llpe: npolerra Ha 2011r. EK qa Ha[paBr.r noceuleHr.re Ha M{cro, c qen 3ano3HaBaHe c
$arruvecrure o6crosreJrcrBa.

ocseH ropHoro, oruoBo B rr3rrbJrHeHr4e Ha r.7 or pemeHHe 34 com
rrpeAcraBrMe n unQopMarlur orHocHo rrepcoHarra u snuancupaHero,
orra3BaHe na o6exra Ha cBeroBHoro HacJre.rlcrBo.

78.19 na KCH, Bu
o6etneqesu. c uen

floHacroqlller'r (2010r.)., flapxonara Ar.rpeKur.rr BKrroqBa o6rqo 52 cnyxureJrg, BKJrroqurerrHo
II'IpeKTOp, HaqaJIHI4K OT.{eJILI, eKOneprr,r r4 oxpaHa, qHrro r.r3ApbxKa e rapaHTr.rpaHa or
,{rpxaenus 6rcANer.
B AonrmleHl'Ie, npe3 IroxapoonacHr,r.rr ce3oH na 2010r. (or 01.06 ao 31.10)., ca cKrloqeHu
.{oroBopr,r c oue 12 .ronera, 3alJrarrlaHero Ha Kor.rro e ocr{rypeHo or lly,{ooC.

Kaxro Berre cMe r.rnQopr'rupzuru l{eurrpa tro cBeroBHo HacJre.{crBo, cpe.[crBara or
AbpxaBHI{t 6roAxet ce LI3noJI3Bat ra pa6orHr{ 3arrnarr.r; coupraJrHr.r ocr{rypoBKl.r; o6lexlo ua
cJlyxr{TeJrr.rre; pa3xoAH 3a peMoHT, rOpHBO, releQon, noqa u Ep;3acrpixoBKr,r Ha
I{MylqecrBoro; KaHIIenapcKI4 Ir Apyr}r MareplraJrr{; noBr,rruaBaHe xnaluQnKaur.rflTa Ha
cnyxlrTenl,rTe.

II{o ce orHact .uo (fuuancupauero ua AeftHocrlr B 3arqureHpr repr4Toprar.r, cBbp3aHr.r c
rloAAbpxalqll H Bb3craHoBI4TeJIHu Aefigocrl4, HacorreHu KbM ona3BaHero Ha peAKH r4
3acrpalrreHlt pacrLITeJIHI{ I{ x}rBorl,rHcKlr BlrAoBe 14 TexHr,r xa6uratu; paspa6ornaue ua
o6pasonarennl,I nporpaNrr4 vt nuQoprraaqproHHr,r MarepuaJrr{; ocbrqecrBqBaHe Ha Haf{Hr.r
npOfIBaHI4t n MOHI'ITOpLIHT LI MHOIO Apylu gefiuOCru, OcHoBHH;rT r.r3TorrHr.rK e
flpe4npurrnero 3a yrpaBJIeHLre na 4efinocrr,r ro ona3BaHe Ha oKoJruara cpeAa (IIyAOOC).

' 
Cyttlara or 775 399 an., BKrIoqeHn B rlrJrocrHara cwa or | 503 207 nn or Peny6lr4xaHcKur 6roAxer, e

oc[rypeHa ueJreBo 3a aBaHcoBo QlrHaHcnpaHe refiuocrrre no ocbrrlecrBrBaHe Ha npoer(r BG 0033 ,,Vcrofrvueo
y[paBJIeHI'Ie Ha ropI,ITe I{ Ona3BaHe Ha OKOJrHara cpe.4a r{pe3 cb3aaBaHero Ha cr4creMa 3a nporHBonoxapHa
3atql{Ta r.r nn$oprtraUuoHeH UeHTbp s Haq[oHaIeH rrapK "fftapnn", KolrTo xle 6r.{ar nrrcraHoBeHr4 or AoHopr.rTe
npes 201 1 roa.

fonuua Cpeqcrna or HarlrronaJrHuff 6rorxer"
BKJTIOqT{TeJIHO 3a 3acTpaxoBKrr Ir

ynpaEre4119 (n 6ur_r: reE4)
5r3 762

Cpegcrna or IIYIOOC
(n 6urr.lena)

706 6002004
2005 469 399 482 030

149 170
sz iOb

2006
ni07

608 153
594 076

2008 583 341 96 000
2009 593274 752579
2010 | 503 207 338 789
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Kaxro e BH.4Ho or ra6luuara, cpeAcrBara, ornycHaru or IIYIOOC :a 2010r. Bb3Jrr.r3ar Ha
338 789, Koero e no-MaJIKo B cpaBHeHLIe c Te3I,I 3a 2009r.. O6qcHeHue 3a ropHoro
o6ctosrercrBo, e cBeroBHara $unancona z r,IroHoMr.rllecKa Kpr43a H cBbp3aHara c rsx
3arerHara $unancoea noJrtrrr4Ka Ha crpaHara.

C"uo raKa, cblrlecrByBar I,I pe,{uua AorrbJrHl,rreJrHr,r r43TorrHr.rrlr4 Ha SuuaucupaHe. Tara
HanpI'IMep, AHn fhapun e noreHul4arreH 6eue$uqueur ilo pa3nr.rrrHr4 rrporpaMrr,
SnuancupaHr.r cbc cpeAcrBa na EC - ofl ,,oxomra cpe4a", o[ ,,peruoHa_nHo pa3Burfie,,,
Kb,qero ce npeABI{}Kna aIMI4HI,rCTpaurrrra Ha rrapKa Aa yqacrBa Karo ocHoBeH r.{3nbJrHr4TeJr
unu naprHbop Ha cbceAHI{ o6rquuu c flpoeKTr.r, HacoqeHr4 KbM ona3BaHe Ha 6uororuqHoro
pa-ruoo6pa:ue u ycrofi quBo pa3Bprrr.re.

Btn nprsxa c fopHoro, cJreABa Aa ce or6eleNu, .re [HlI ,,fIHpuH,' neue pa6orr4 no
peaJII'I3aUI{s Ha rlpoexr BG 0033 ,,Ycroftvnno yupaBneHr.re Ha ropr{Te rr oniuBaHe Ha
oKoJIHara cpeAa qpe3 cb3AaBaHero Ha cr,rcreMa 3a nporr4BorroxapHa 3arrlprra Lr
un$oprraaqrloHeH IIeHTbp e HauuoHaneH rrapK "IHpHH", Quuaucr.rpan tro lrulr4s. Ha
@uHaHcosus MexaHI,I3bM Ha Enponeftcxoro llKoHoMlrtlecKo npocrpaHcrBo, c ,[ouopt4
Hopnerux, Jlnxrenrqaftu u l4ctattilus. llpoerrrr npeABr{xAa rrpoeKrr.rpaHe, r,r3rpax raHe Lr
o6opylnane na HII fluprnu c rlrJrocrHara cr,rcreMa 3a [oxapo-r.r3Becr.sBaHe.
I4gnlmrenueto Ha npoeKTa e craprr{paJro npe3 roJrr{ 2009 ror. c nonlrrcBaHe Ha
Cnopa:yrraeuueC-22121.07.2009 roA. H ce npeABr4xraAasaBbprrru npe3 anput.2}Il roa.
O6rqara crofinocr Ha npoeKra e 609 250 eepo, or Kouro 517 863 eBpo rpercraBruBar rpaHr.

B paMKIlTe Ha rlpoeKTa ce [peABr{xAa peaJrr,r3r4paHero Ha ,(efinocrra, cBbp3aHV c,
lpoeKTl4paHe H CTpOI,ITeJICTBO Ha CbopboxeHl',.fl 3a noxapor.r3BecTrBaHe Ha TepprTopvflTa Ha
HaqzoualeH [apK "fI[pI,IH'', I43rpaxraHe Ha Kynr,r 3a noxapona6nro4raeHlre, MoHTarl< Ha
BHAeoKaMepv 3a na6moAeuue,o6opygnaue Ha 3aJra 3a Br4AeoHa6lroAeuue n .{zpenqrar
"HaquonaleH napK llr,rprEu.

Or'{uraftKl,I BI4coKIis np[poAo3arrlr{TeH craryc Ha reprlropuflTa ua HauuoHaJreH napK
,,fIupI'IH" I{ cblueBpeMeHuo noreHlll{anHara Bb3MoxHocr 3a Bb3Hr,IKBaHe Ha ropcKr4 rloxap Ha
TepLITopI4tra My, [poeKTbr e HacoqeH KBM orrir3BaHe Ha yHr.rKanHoro npr4poAHo 6orarcrso
ua o6erra na cBeroBuoro HacrreAcrBoo r,r:6.nraaue Ha eBeHTyanHr,r tIoBeuKH )r(eprBr.r,
no4o6pxnane Ha KoHTpoJIa u orra3BaHero Ha repr,rropvfrTa Ha napKa. flpoexrrr e nr.rJroreH 3a
Eurapur !I noHacrotlrleM HtMa anaJror B crpauara. flp" .qo*a:aua e$er:rlrBHocr, ce
npeABI'IXAa cbllplq Aa 6Ue npLIJIoxeH 3a rlsnara replrropr.rs ua HaupronaJrHvrfl. rrapK.

Karro e or6erssaHo rro-rope, npe3 2010r., B paMKr,rre ua llporpaMara 3a yrracrne Ha
IOnecro, [HlI ,,fluplaH", Iqe peaJllr3prpa rpoeKT, cBbp3aH c r43rorBaHe na Crparerul 3a
pa3BI'IrI'Ie na yctofrvl{B TypLI3bM, npeABl,Ix.qarqa pa3cpeloroqaBaHe Ha rypr.rcrlrqecKns
noroK or uafi-uaronapeHllre yr{acrtqtl B napKa 14 paspa6ornauero Ha naKerr,r or
TypI'ICTHqeCKH yCJIyru, C aKIIeHT Bbpxy HaceJreHr,rTe MecTa, pa3rroJro)KeHr{ B oKonHocTI,ITe Ha
3aqr,rTeHaTa Tepv Topr4s.

If. npYru uDo6.nerrrn. cnrp3ann c ona:naneto na o6ercra na cneronHoro nac;reActno.
nAenrnduqutlaHn or crpanara-q.tenrca
Cuztalre, ve 4efinocrr.r, Karo He3aKoHeH Ao6ue ua
AOMarrrHr,I xtrBoTHlr vt noJr3BaHe Ha HeAbpBecHH
rrpeAcraBnf,Bar cepr{o3eH npo6leu 3a ona3BaHero

AbpBecI4Ha, opaKoHprepcTBo, narrra Ha
ropcKlr pecypcr4, KbM MoMeHTa He

Ha HII ,,flr4pr,rH" Karo 3arrIHTeHa
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TepI,ITOpHg I4 O6eKT Ha CBeTOBHOTO HacneAcTBo, BbrrpeKr.r, qe
npexoAHlr AoKJraAr.r Ha IUCN, KaKTO r4 Ha Xan6r4 oT cTpaHa Ha
B ragu Bpb3Ka, Bu npeAcrrurM cneAuara un$opnaauzx:

cbrunTe ca 6utm [peAMer Ha
rpaxraHu .uo Cerper apvara.

Kaxro e AoKna,(BaHo H B npeAxoAul,r roAr4Hr.r, cryqar.rre Ha He3aKoHeH Ao6He Ha ArpBecr.rga
ca 0AHHI'ItIHI'I. llolo6nu ca KoHcrarupaHr.r B flo-Hr,rcKo prunonox{eHr.rre yqacrbuu Ha
HaIII4oHaJIHI'Itr napK, n 6nfisocr Ao HaceneHr,r Mecra. B noneqero cnyqau craBa Bbrrpoc 3a
HapylxeHl4g I43BbpIxeHI4 OT MeCTHOTO HaCeneHhe 3a He3Harrr,rrerHu KoJrr,rqecrBa .qbpBecvt:Ha.
llpes 2010r. ca cbcraBeHlr 5 6p. ar<ra 3a He3aKoHeH ,{o6ne Ha .qbpBecr.rHa.

Fparconfiepcrso
Karro Beve cMe uu$oplauparn I{eurrpa rro cBeroBHo HacJreAcrBo, cbrJracHo pe)KlrMlrre H
HopMI4Te, BbBeAeHI'I c fllana 3a y[paBneHr4e Ha HfI ,,flupnH", roByBanero Ha repr,rropr.rrra
Ha napKa e ra6paneuo.
C qen HeAonycKaHe Ha 6parouuepcrBo Ha repr4ropr.rqra Ha rrapKa, B paMKr4Te Ha uerr4q noBeH
ce3oH, napKoBara oxpaHa opraHr43r{pa 3ac}rJreHz AexypcrBa s Hafi- xoHQlrarrur4Te fracrburz.
B pesynrar Ha fopHoro, Moxe Aa ce Kaxe, ve 6paxonr4epcrBoro Ha repr4ropvsra Ha rrapKa e
cBeAeHo IO MI{HI{MyN{, KaTo noTBbpX,{eHLIe 3a TOBa ca pI yBenLIqaBaIIILITe Ce I]Ollynauuv Ha
pa3nI,IqHLITe BpIAOBe AI4Beq, 3a KOeTO CBr,r.{eTeJrcTBar AaHHr4Te OT MOHr4TOpr.rHfa, rrpOBeXIaH
oT cnyxr4TeJrr.rTe Ha napKa.
flpes 201 0r. ca cbcraB enu 4 6p. axra 3a HoceHe Ha JroBHo opbxue Ha repr4Top trflTa Ha napKa.

flo.rrgnanero na HeArpsecHn npnpoAuu DecvDcu
flo onroureHl,Ie rIoJI3BaHero Ha HeAbpBecHlr [pupoAHrl pecypcrr, Karo tr6u, 6utt<u, ropcr(H
rIJIo.{oBe, KaKTo H nama Ha xr,IBorHlr, ocblrlecrBrBaHero Ha ro3l,r run 4eftnocrr,r ce peryJrr{pa
or nJIaHa 3a ynpaBneHlle Ha o6erra r4 noAJrexu Ha cbrnacyBaHe c rrapKoBara AupeKrlr,rr r4 He
npercraBnrBa 3a[Jraxa ga o6exra Ha cBeroBHoro HacneAcrBo.
flapronara oxpaHa ocbrrlecrBrBa HenpeKbcHar KoHTpoJr Ha repeH.
llpes 2010r. HflMa perlrcrpl4paHll HapytrreHur rro orHorrreHlre Ha ro3r,r run Aeftuocrlr B rrapKa.
flo nosoA 3aMbpcqBaHero Ha repllTopr4rra Ha napKa c 6uroeu orrra.{brlr4 ri rperr.rpaHTo Ha
ornaAHI4 Bo.qn or xI{XLITe, HqMa HoBa nn$oprraaUrlfi, KofiTo cneABa Aa 6b.{e oTpa3Ha B
HacTof,rIIUt .qoKJraA.

KaDaHe na ATV. cKrt. lrsgrH nucrrlte" H0EHLT cKu rl xerlr -cKr.r. npaxrr.rKvnaHr.r n
Kvpopra Bancrco cnopeA crrqecrnysatqure peKfl aMHu Drarepuarr.r
flper nocle.4HllTe roAuHpI ce na6moAaBa 3acvrreH r.rHTepec KbM npaKTr.rKyBaHero Ha cKH
I'I3BbH o6ognaqeru.ITe cKI,I-[]Icrr{, KaKTo r.r KapaHe Ha MoropHu ureftsu u ATB- ra r{3BbH
pernirMeHTr.rpaHr.rre c fIV na.{HlI ,,flupuH" Tpacera 3a ABrrxeHr4e Ha MIIC-ra.
Ctrlacuo fllaua 3a ynpaBneHr4e Ha HaunoHaluu.f, napK, ynpaxHrBaHero Ha ropHr4re
.[efiHocrrl e ra6paHeno.
B ra-:pt Bpb3Ka, flapronara oxpaHa ocbulecrBrBa 3acr.rJreH KoHTpon [pe3 3rlMHHs ce3oH.
Tara naupuMep, opraHkrgvrpar ce cr6orHo-HeAenHr.r AexypcrBa [o Mecrara, KbAero Hafi-ne.re
ce rIpaKTI4KyBa KapaHeTo Ha cKr.r u ca r.r3xo.(Hu nyHKToBe 3a [peMHHaBaHeTo Ha MoropHr4
ruefinn.
B pe:ynrar Ha re3LI aKIII{I{, sa 2009 r. ca cbcraBesu 7 6p , a za 2010 r. 34 6por arra :a
KapaHe Ha cKI4 I43BbH o6osHaqeHLITe cKr.r-nr4cru vt rpacera, z 3 6p. 3a KapaHe Ha MoropHr4
uefinu u ATB-:ra r,r3BbH pernaMeuTr.rpaHr.rre rpacera.
C"ttlo rara, .{upeKul{tra Ha rlapKa npoBex.qa rr aKrIr,rE c rren [olynqplr3vpaHe HopMr,rre r.r
pexLIMLITe, BbBe.qeHu c fllaua 3a ynpaBJreHrle [peA $upuure, IlpeAnararllg cKpr v.ci:y|renu pr
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cKI{ ycnyfl4, KaKTo I'I pa3JrHqHI4 acoquaqr]Jfl. Lr cftpyxeHll.f, Ha nIo6LrTeJrHTe Ha eKcTpeMHprre
3LtMHr{ c[opToBe.
llpeaeul o6crosrelcrBoro, tle MoropHure urefinu HrMar perprcrpaulroHHr.r HoMepa r.r He ce
BoI-tIT Ha orqer B [oJII'IIII4.ura, MOCB [peABLI)K,qa r4Hr,rqr.rupaHero Ha 3aKoHo.{arenHa 11poM.f,Ha
c orne.( perllcrpalluflTA Ha ro3LI Br.rA npeBo3Hlr CpelcrBa 14 ocbrrlecrBrBaHero Ha KOHTDOJT
Bbpxy Trx.
Crrqo raKa, c orJle,q uo-ao6rp KoHTpon n caHKrluoHr.rpaHe Ha Hapyu[TeJrHTe, ce rpeABr4xna
vt rlo.4nllcBaHero Ha cnopa3yMeHr.rs c opraHr,rre ua MBP sa crnr\,recrHn npoBepKH Lr
AexypcTBa B pa3nurrHr{ qacTr4 Ha rrJraHr.rHaTa.

fl:AeHe na Kon rl eeflo ryp[grpr
-f,sAeHero Ha KoH H BeJIo rypl{3Ma ca pa3peueH}r or nJraHa 3a ynpaBJreHr.re, Ho caMo B
Typl'Icrl'IqecKara 3oHa LI 3oHara Ha crpa"u,r t4 cbopbxeHr.r.s. Konrperuure Mapupyrg ce
onpeAenqr n olo6pxnar or IHII llnpun.
Ktu uotrleHTa HMa caMo eALIH Maprxpyr 3a r3AeHe Ha KoH pr rBa 3a npaKTr4KyBaHe Ha BeJro
rypr.r3bM.

Horuno rcaDane Ha cru
flpax:ruxynaHero My e perJlaMeHTr4paHo c fhaua 3a yrrpaBneHr,re Ha rrapKa, Karo cbrrloro
Moxe Aa ce ocbllecrBqBa caMo rro eAHa nr,Icra or rlqrara cKr,r 3oHa. o6e:neqeHa c
Heo6xoAl.rrvroro ocBeTJreHr.re, B r4HTepBana or 19.00 no 22.00'aaca.
Horunoro KapaHe ce e H3BbpIIrBaJro 3a flocJre,[Ho rrpe.{u 3 roAznu H He rroBeqe or 5 Ao 6 urru
Ha ce3oH. Tosu szA cKI4, He 3actra.qolbJrHr,rreJrHr4 Tepllropuu,r:srt Karo ce r{3BbprrrBa caMo B
paMKI{Te Ha ropHara cKH nncra, Kosro e c.qbJrxr.rHa 1000 Merpa. Housoro KapaHe Ha cKpr, He
ce cqIlTa 3a 3arlJlaxa sa o6eKra.

flDar<rurcyeaHe Ha xerrl cKrr
llparrnxynaHero Ha xeJII,I cKH e sa6paueno c [JraHa 3a yrrpaBJreHue Ha HarluoHanHr4fl rrapK lr
rloHacroruleM He ce [paKTI4KyBa Ha repr.rropr{rra Ha o6erra.

III. B cborBercrBne c naparpaQ 172 or OneparunHlrre yKa3aurrs 3a nprrJraraHe Ha
Konnenqraqrar MoJrfl on[[rere BcurIKIr noreHurraJrHrr 3HarrrrMrr [poerTu, cBbp3aHrr c
peKoHcrpyKlllrgr npoMsHa ululu lt3rpalr(AaHe Ha HoBrr cbopbrlceHr{s B 3arrlrrreHara
TeplrToprs (crpuennnna 3oHa il oyoepna 3oHa ulnnu Kopruopn), Korrro ce
npeABrrxAaT.
flpes 2010r. MOCB e pa3pellrl4no peirnn3a:t;aflTa na 2 uneecrr,ruuoHHlr rpe.{noxeHafl Ha
,,IOreH" A! :a noAMflHa Ha cbIrIecrByBaIrIH cbopbxeHr{s B cKr4-3oHa ,,EaHcKo>, o6rneua 3a
6yQepHa 3oHa c peureHue 34 COM 8B.5 na KCH, a r{MeHHo:

- HHBeCTr.rqvoHHo npeAnoxeHr.re, cBbp3aHo c [o,[MsHa Ha cbruecTByBarrl cenanKoe nu$r
4 FIX or EruAepurrrKa noJr.f,Ha.uo KonapcKlr rrbr cbc celaJrKon nusr 6 CDL;
- LIHBeCTI,IqI4OHHO rlpeAnoxeHl,Ie 3a [OAMgHa Ha ABa CbrrlecTByBarrlpr BJreKa cbc ceAaJrKoB
ruQr 4 CLD n MecrHocrra fl.naroro, cKLr 3oHa c rleHrbp rp. Bancro;

3a r.ursecr[qrrogHoro rlpeAJror(eglre, cBbp3aHo c [oAMsHa Ha cbrrlecrByBarrt ceAaJrKoB
JruQr 4FIX or Etruepumxa rloJrflHa qo Ko.napcKu rrbr cbc ceAaJrr<on "ru$r 6CDL e
lpoBe,4eHa rlpolleAypa no nperleHKa or OBOC, B paMKr.rre, Ha Korro e npunoxeHa r.r oqeHKa
3a cbBMecTHMocr Ha [peAJIox(eHHeTo c [peAMeTa r,r UeJrr.rTe na 3arrIr4TeHI4Te 3oHr,r oT
Enponeficrcara Mpexa Harypa 2000. B xoAa Ha Ta3v orIeHKa e nperleHeHo, r{e
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I,IHBECTHUI4OHHOTO NPEANOXEHI'C H,flMA .4A OKAXE 3HAqI'TEJIHO OTPI'IIATCNHO B'3ICftCTBHEBbpxy uperMera LI IleJrlrre Ha ona3BaHe Ha 3arrlrzreHa 3oHa llupun".
I,InnecruquoHHoro HaMepeHr{e nperBux,qa no.rlMtrHa Ha cbrrlecrByBaul 4 ceAarxon .nu$r c
fturcr'rpauu 3a Bbxero ceAaJIKI'I c necrceraJrKoBo cbopbxeH'e c orKarraulr4 ce ce.[anKz.ocnonuara IIpruI'IHa 3a noAMflHara e BncoKara cKopocr Ha $nxcupaHr.rre KbM Bbxero
ceAanKI'I Ha CTapoTo cbopbxeHple, Kof,To Cb3AaBa [peAIIoCTaBKI{ 3a HHUI4ASHTLT rrpeAr.r
BCI'IqKO C AeUa I'I HeonI4THI'I fiocerl,ITerrr4 Ha 3oHara, KaKTO r,r c qen no4o6prnaHe KaqecrBoro
Ha rrpe.qnaraHaTa ycnyra.

3a uHnecruqlrouHo rlpeAJroxenrre 3a noAMflHa Ha ABa cbrrlecrByBarr{rr Br.reKa c HoB
ceAaJrKoB 'rltt0r 4 CLD B MecrHocrra fl.rraroro, cKn 3oHa c rIeHTbp rp. EaHcro e
npoBeAeHa [poueAypa IIo npeIIeHKa or OBOC, B paMKI.ITe Ha Korro e nprrnox{eHa rr orIeHKa
3a cbBMecrllMocr Ha rIpeAJIoxeHLIero c rlpeAMera H rlenr.rre Ha 3arqrrreHr4Te 3oHr4 or
enponeficrara Mpex(a Harypa 2000. B xola Ha ra3r4 oueHKa e npeuegeHo, qe
I4HBeCTI'IqVOHHOTO npe,{noxeHue HqMa Aa oKa}Ke 3HaI{HTeJTHO OTpr,ruarenHo Bb3.qeficreHe
BbPXY NPCAMETA I{ IIEJII'ITC HA ONA3BAHE HA 3AIIII,ITEHA 3OHA <[IUPUH'"
I4unecruuuoHHoro HaMepeHI'Ie npeABr.rxAa ,,oAMrHa Ha ABa cbrrlecrByBarrlu BJre*a,
MoHTI4paHI'I npes 80-re TOAI,IHLI Ha MLIHaJILTT BeK c qerupu ceAanKoB m,rSr ruu <Kyuel6ap> -
4 CLD B MecrHocrra fllaroro, cKI{ 3oHa c rleHrbp rp. Baucro. Crapure cbop6yeHg.fl ca
CI'IJIHo aMoprH3llpauu. PasnoJIoxeHLI ca B cpeAara Ha nucrara lr cb3naBar flperlocraBKrr 3a
r.ruur.rleHTr,r. Ilpe4nu4eHo e Tpacero Ha ma$ra .rla 6nle cr4Tyr4paHo rJraBHo e o6xnara Ha
Tpacero Ha eAHH OT CbIrIecrByBaIqLITe BneKoBe u Bbpxy csqecrByBarrla cKr4-nvrcra, c
yAbnx{eHpre B ceBepou3TolrHa nocoKa c 267 u.

14 sa ABere I'IHBecrI'IquoHHI,I HaMepenrlr e 6uro [perleHeHo, qe HqMa Aa AoBeAar .qo
Ao[bnHI'ITeluo Sparrr'reHTl4paue Ha npl4poAnu Mecroo6uranus u uecro6ura1vrs Ha Br,rroBe,
[pe.4Mer Ha ona3BaHe BKJI. IITLIUU, ttfi xaro cepBl,ITyrHara r.rM nnoru cbBnaAa c ra3r4 Ha
cblrlecrByBarrlpl cbopbxeHl{t. Cluplre ca pirnonoxeHr.r B cKr.t soHa BaHcKo, or.4aAeHa Ha
KoHqecns H o6sseHa floHacrotlrleM Karo 6y$epua 3oHa Ha o6exra Ha cBeroBHoro
HacJreAcTBO.
Crrqo taHa,6zxue rIcKaJII4 Aa or6ereNllM, rre vacr or cbop:b)KeHl4flTaB cKLr 3ona Eagcxo u
,{o6punnrqe, oco6eno re3u, LI3rpaAeHr4 B nepuo.{a 1985r. - 1g87r., ca Berre aMoprr.r3r.rpaH7,
He orroBapsr Ha ycJroButra sa 6esonacHocr H lro ro3r.r Haqr.rH npe,ucraBnrBar 3arrJraxa 3a
6esonacHoclra Ha rypr,rcrr.rre.
B rasu Bp63Ka' cqllTaMe, qe B paMKr,rre Ha cKr,r 3oHara H Hacrorrqa 6y$epna 3oHa Ha o6exra
Ha cBeroBHoro HacJre.(crnoo 6u cJre.(Bano ra e .{o[ycrr{Ma noAMf,Ha Ha cburecrByBaruure
cbopbxeHr,Ig. vtru rtxHara MoAepHH3arIIlr, c orJreA o6egueqasaHe 6egonacnoctra Ha
rIoceTI,ITeJIr4T e V npeAocTaBqHeTO Ha KarrecTBeHr.I ycJryf I,L

Apyru vcKa*Lrs.3a peanI,I3aIIvs. Ha LrHBecrr.rquoHHr.r HaMepelvfl B rpaHr,rur.rre Ha Harl'oHturgr.rf,
napK, o6erra Ha cBeroBHoro Hacne,qcrBo lr 6y$epuara My 3oHa, KaKTo r.r raKr.rBa, r.r3BbH
napKa, Kor.rro Morar.qa 3acerHar repr,rropzsra My, ne ca oAo6prBaHu.

HOHA KAPAXXOBA
MI,IHI{CTbP HA OKOIHATA CPEAA rI BOII,ITE
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REPORT ON THE STATE OF CONSERVATION OF

WORLD HERITAGE PROPERTY

Pirin National Park World Heritage Property (Republic

number 225)

PIRIN NATIONAL PARK

of Bulgaria) (Identification

The Ministry of Environment and water (MoEw) as the institution in charge of the

management of Pirin National Park (PNPj as protected area according to national legislation

and as world Heritug. Property $Hp), reviewed and considered Document wHc -

10/34.COM l7B and, Decision 33 COM7B.2l of the world Heritage committee (wHC)'

pointed in paragraphs I and 2 of Decision 34 COM 7F.19 of the world Heritage

Committee.

The Ministry of environment and water is aware of the seriousness of the findings and the

conclusions of the wHC, expressed in paragraph 3 of Decision 34 Com 7B.'19 of the wHC

and will undertake the relevant actions'to pieuent the inclusion of the Property on the list of

World Heritage in Danger.

The MOEW is clear about the fact that Decision 34 Com 78.19 of the WHC is related also to

the extension of the Property, approved by Decision 34 com 8B.5 of the wHC'

Within the forthcoming preparation process of Pirin National Park management plan'

for the next ten y"urc p-.iiod, the MOEW, will take into consideration the requirements,

expressed in paragraptt s or Decision 34 Com 7B.19 of the wHC.

According to the rp""inr Bulgarian legislation - Protected Areas Act, the management plan

of pirin National park, adopted with Dlcision Ne 464 of the Council of Ministers of Republic

of Bulgaria from 6th August 2004, is in force for a period of ten years, which period is

expiring in August 2014.

In fulfillment of paragraph 6 of Decision 34 Com 78.19 of the WHC, by letter from 3d

November 2010,1he -itrirtrr of environment and water, officially invited a joint World

Heritage Centre / IUCN monitoring mission in 2011, which to assess the state of conservation

of the Property.
In addition, during a meeting, between experts from the World Heritage Center and the

MOEW, held on 2d Decemb er 2}l},within the joint WHC/ICCOMOS monitoring mission to

the Ancient City of Nessebar, was decided that March 2011, is the preferable time for

canying out the mission in Pirin National Park World Heritage Property'
At the present, representatives from the International Union for Conservation of Nature are

expected to establish contact with the relevant expert from the MOEW, in order to specify the

deiails of the mission and undertake actions for its further organization'

This report on the state of conservation of Pirin National Park World Heritage Property is

pr"p*.b in compliance with paragraph 7 from Decision 34 Com 78.19 of the WHC.
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In fulfillment of the last, below is also presented information about the staff and financial
resources for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.

I.2 Response from Reoublic of Bulgaria to the World Heritase Committee's, Decision
34 COM 88.5. paraeraph by paraeiibh

The MOEW reviewed and took note of Document WHC - l0l34.CoM/8B, wHC
I\|34.COM|INF 8B2 and Decision 33 of COM7B.21 of the WHC, pointed in paragraphs I
and2 of Decision 34 COM 8B.5 of the WHC.

The MOEW is satisfied with the decision of the WHC, pointed in paragraph 3 and 5 of
Decision 34 COM 8B.5 of the WHC, with which were approved the proposed by the MOEW
(2009) changes in the boundaries of Pirin National Park as World Heritage Property, which
better reflect the outstanding universal value of the Property and will ensure its conservation
and efficient management in the future.

The MOEW also accepts the Statement of outstanding universal value of Pirin National Park
World Heritage Property, approved in paragraph 4 of Decision 34 COM 8B.5 of the WHC.

The MOEW is aware of the definite findings of the WHC, expres.sed in paragraph 6 of
Decision 34 Com 8B.5 of the WHC, according to which any further ski developments, is a
threat to the Outstanding Universal Value of the Property.
As already stated, the MOEW will do the necessary in order to prevent the inscription of the
Property on the World Heritage list in Danger.

With regard to item 7 of 34 Com 8B.5 of the WHC, we would like to provide you with the
following information :
As for the existing ski runs and facilities in Bansko ski zone, the same were built in
accordance with the requirements of the Bulgarian and European legislation. In this line, it
should be mentioned that the management plan, approved by the Council of Ministers of the
Republic of Bulgaria in 2004, introduced a prohibition over the construction of new ski
facilities within the national park, except the accomplishment of those, envisaged in the
approved in 2000 Territorial Arrangement plan (TAP) for Bansko ski zone and also given
under concession treaty to Ulen Company in 2001.
Up to now, the MOEW has not allowed any constructions in Bansko ski zone, which are not
envisaged by the TAP or are in contradiction of the regimes, determined with the
Management plan.
Apart from the ski zone, on the territory of the World Heritage Property, including in the
extension, approved with Decision 34 COM 8B.5 of the WHC, the MOEW also has not
approved new developments and no constructions are on way.
Beyond the above, please be informed that in the recent years, significant investments, aimed
at restoration of the damaged areas, were made, both by the concessionaire, and the Park
administration (MOEW).
To the current moment, it could be definitely said that the results from the recultivation are
significant. The grassing of the damaged areas is provided only with native species, which are
common for the highland meadows of the National Park and are approved by the National
Park Directorate.

The MOEW is clear about the seriousness of the findings of
paragraph 8 of Decision 34 Com 88.5 of the WHC, and

the WHC, expressed in
realizes that any further
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development of and severe impacts from ski facilities or ski runs, or associated infrastructure,
within the property and its buffer zone, would result in the inscription of the property on the
List of World Heritage in Danger.
As pointed above, the MOEW will do the necessary in order to prevent such a development.

As already mentioned, the MOEW will take into consideration the requirements pointed in
paragraph 9 of Decision 34 Com 88.5 of the WHC, in the preparation process of Pirin
National Park management plan for the next ten years period.

In fulfillment of paragraph 10 of Decision 34 Com 8B.5 of the WHC, shortly after the
34th session of the wHC, held in Brazil,the MoEW undertook measures to
prevent the inappropriate use of the World Heritage Emblem, by Ulen Company for
advertising of Bansko ski resort.
After a survey, provided by Pirin National Park Directorate, it was established that the
emblem was used only in one of the advertisement materials of the concessionaire and
particularly a brochure for the Bansko ski zone, for the ski season 2008 - 2009.In order to
prevent the further use of the emblem, the MOEW officially required from the concessionaire
to stop the use of the emblem, and also assigned Pirin National Park Directorate to provide
subsequent control over such use.

With regard to the development of ecologically sustainable tourism in the property,
MOEW generally supports such an initiative, which will contribute to the protection of the
Property and will ensure benefit for the l0cal communities.
In that relation, in 2010 the National park Directorate received financial support from the
Participatory Program of Unesco for the realization of a project related to development of
Strategy for sustainable tourism, promoting effective management of the tourist flow and
conservation of the natural resources in the National Park.
The realization of the project will positively influence the protection of biological diversity on
the tenitory of the National park, by reducing the tourist flow in definite vulnerable areas and
directing the tourists to the adjacent vrllgrges.
The project is expected to contribute to the establishment of partnershiiis for
development of sustainable tourism between the stakeholders in the territories, adjacent to the
Pirin National Park, thus generating incomes for the local population and will also increase
the public support to the National Park and World Heritage Property.

There are also other projects, carried out by the National park Directorate, related to
development of information materials and development of tourist infrastructure, that also
stimulate the sustainable tourism

As for paragraph 11 of Decision 34 Com 8B.5 of the WHC, as pointed above, in November
2010, the minister of environment and water, officially invited a joint World Heritage
Centre/IUCN monitoring mission, to assess the state of conservation of Pirin National Park
World Heritage Property in 201 l. The mission is designed to be held in March 20lI and
details will be coordinated with the experts from the IUCN.

The current report on the state of conservation of Pirin National Park World Heritage Property
is prepared in fulfillment of paragraph12 of Decision 34 Com 88.5 of the WHC.
In fulfillment of paragraph 12 of the above Decision, below is also presented a summary
containing information about Pirin National Park infringement procedure, launched by the
European Commission:
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In October 2009, the European Commission initiated an infringement procedure against the
Republic of Bulgaria, because of the fact that the State party failed to fulfill its obligations
under Directive 851337|EEC on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private
projects on the environment, and also failed to fulfill its obligations under Directive
92l43lEEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora, by approving
the following projects in Bansko ski zone: "Construction of four seat lift in the area of Chalin
valog" and "Construction of an engineering facility (tunnel) for passing through the ski run
"Chalin Valog"o at elevation from 1185 to 1190 m.
In response to the charges, Bulgaria stated, as follows:
The territory of Pirin as Natura 2000 site completely overlaps with the boundaries of Pirin
National Park as protected area according to the Bulgarian legislation - Protected areas Act.
For Pirin National park are fully valid the regimes, introduced with the Management plan of
the Property, approved with Decision Jrlb 646 from 06.08.2004 of the Council of ministers of
Republic of Bulgaria. With this management plan is introduced a nrohibition over the new
construction of cableways, ski runs and other facilities in Pirin National Park, except those
foreseen in the approved in 2000 Territorial arrangement plan (TAP) for the Bansko ski zone,
which rcalization is a subject of concession treaty.
An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), was carried out for the TAP, according to the
legislative requirements at the time.
Particularly, the investment proposal "Construction of a four seats lift in the area of "Chalin
valog" falls within the provisions of the TAP and the concession contract. Nevertheless,
for the investment proposal was carried out EIA screening procedure, within which was also
applied an Appropriate assessment (AA), according to Article 6.3 of the Habitat Directive of
the EU, since the area is also Natura 2000 site.
In the course of this assessment, it was estimated that the investment proposal would not have
a significant negative impact on the conservation subject and objectives of Pirin as Natura
2000 site.
As far as the "Construction of an engineering facility (tunnel) for passing through the ski run
"Chalin Valog", at elevation 1185 to 1190 meters, is concerned, an EIA and AA screening
procedure were also carried out and it was estimated also unlikely that the investment
proposal would have a significant negative impact on the conservation subiect and obiectives
of Pirin as Natura 2000 site. The facility is within the concession area of the existing ski
run and it is not expected to cause further damage, fragmentation of the habitats and
impact on the number of species, subject to protection in the Natura 2000 site.
In the end of 2010, in the Ministry of environment and water was submitted a project, aimed
at restoration of the habitats, affected by the realization of the project "Construction of four
seat lift in the area of Chalin valog", which will be implemented in the spring and summer of
201r.
From the above is clear, that for both facilities in question, were carried out the required
procedures under the EIA and AA for Pirin as Natura 2000 site. on the basis of which
conclusions and estimations was respectively approved their implementation.
Both facilities fall within the boundaries of Bansko ski zone, designated as buffer zone of the
World Heritage Property with Decision 34 Com 8B.5 of the WHC.
In the spring of 2011, the European Commission will carry out a visit at Pirin National Park,
in order to get acquainted with the circumstances at the fielc.

Besides, the above, in fulfillment of paragraphT of Decision 34 Com 78.19 of the WHC, we
would like to present the following information regarding the staff and the financial resources
of Pirn National Park Directorate:
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currently (2010), the Pirin National Park Administration includes 52 permanent employees'

i.e. Director, head of departments, experts and park rangers'

Additionally, during the fire hazardr.u"ooin ZO10 (thelperiod from 01'06 to 31'10)'' the Park

Directorate concluded contracts with 12 people as firg pievention staff, financed by the State

Enterprise for Management of Environrnental Activities (SEMEPA)'

The table contains information about the budget for staff and management in Pirin

National Park.
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As we have already informed the World Heritage Center, the funds from the state budget are

used for salaries, social security, clothing of the staff, repair costs, fuel, telephone' mail

property insurances, stationeryand other materials; impioving the skills and qualification of

the experts (workshoPs, courses).

As for the funding, ensured for management and restoration activities in the National park,

such as: preservation of rare and endangired plant and animal species and their habitats;

development of educational programs and informational materials; carrying out of scientific

,.r"ur"h.s and monitoring, etc., the main source is the SEMEPA'

As it is seen from the table, the funds, allocated from the SEMEPA for 2010, amounted at

338,789 BGN, is less than this, allocated for 2009, which could be explained with the global

financial and economical crisis and the associated with it tighten financial policy of the State

Party.

Besides, there are also other sources of funding. For example, Pirin National Park Directorate

is a potential beneficiary of different EU programs, among which the Operational program

"Environment" and Operational Program "Regional Development", where the park

administration envisage to apply as main contractor or as a partner of neighboring

municipalities with projects, aimed at biodiversity conservation and sustainable development.

In this line, it should be noted that PirinNational Park Directorate is already working on the

implementation of a Project - BG 0033 "Sustainable forest management and environmental

protection, by establishing of fire prevention system and information center in Pirin National

'The 
amount of 775 399 BGN, from the total amount of I 503 207 BGN, ensured from the state budget, is for

advanced funding of activities, envisaged by the Project BG 0033 ,,sustainable forest management and

environmental protection, by establishing oi firc prevention system and information center in Pirin National

Park", which funds will be reimbursed by the donors in 201 l.
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Park", funded by the Financial Mechanism of the European Economic Areao which donors are
Norway, Liechtenstein and Iceland.
The project envisages design, construction and equipment of the National Park with an overall
system for fire alarm.
The project implementation, started in July 2009,with signing of an Agreement S-
2212L07.2009 and is about to finish in April 20IL The total project cost is 609,250 Euro,
from which 5I7,863 Euro is grant.
Within the project is foreseen the implementation of activities related to design and
construction of facilities for fire alarm, construction of towers for observation and registration
of fire, installation of video cameras for observation in particular localities on the territory of
Pirin National Park. Besides, a special hall for video observation in the National Park
Directorate will be also equipped.
Considering the high conservation value of Pirin National Park and at the same time the
potential for occurrence of forest fire on its territory, the project aims to protect the unique
natural heritage of the World Heritage Property, as well as to avoid possible casualties, by
means of improving the control. The project is pilot for Bulgaria and currently has no
analogical one on national level. If it proves to be effective, the same will be applied for the
whole territory of the National Park.

As noted above, in 2011, within the Participation program of LINESCO, Pirin National Park
Directorate, will implement a project, envisaging elaboration of a Strategy for sustainable
tourism development, which will contribute to the reduction of the tourist flow in certain more
vulnerable areas in the Park, as well as to development of packages of tourist services,
focused mainly at the settlements, located in the vicinity of the protected area.

II. Other current conservation issues identified by the State Party

Activities, such as illegal logging, poaching, grazing and use of non-timber forest resources,
curremtly are not considered as serious threat for Pirin National Park and World Heritage
property, though several times they were subject of reporting by IUCN and also the State
party. In this regard, is provided the following information:

Illegal logging
As reported in previous years, there are only single cases of illegal logging in the National
park. Those cases are registered in the lower parts of the Property and in close proximity to
urban areas. Mostly those violations are committed by local people and are related to small
quantities of wood.
In 2010 were drawn up 5 statements for illegal logging.

Poaching
As already reported, the hunting within the National park is prohibited by the Management
plan of the Property.
In order to prevent these type of violations, throughout the hunting season, the park rangers
provide strengthen control in the most conflict areas.
Information campaigns are also provided by the Park administration to the hunting groups.
As a result, it could be said that the poaching on the park's territgry is minimized. In
confirmation to the above, are the increasing populations of various game species, which are
evident by the monitoring activities, provided by the Park Directorate.
In 2010, were drawn up 4 statements for poaching.
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Use of non-timber natural resources
Regarding the use oi non+imber natural resources, such as mushrooms, herbs' wild fruits and

grazing,it is regulateJ Uy ,t 
" 

property's management plan and is subject of consultation and

ipptoui-"nt by the Park administration'
The Park rangers provide permanent control over this type of use and it is not considered as

threat for the worrd Heritage property. in zoro, no violations from this type were registered'

As far as the Solid waste and Waste

information to be cunently reported'
water management are concerned, there is no new

Use of snow mobiles and ATV and Practicing of off-pists skiing

In the recent years, there is an increased interesT in terms of practiJing off-pists skiing' as well

as using of snow mobiles and ATV, outside of the existent roads and routes, determined by

the management plan for passing of vehicles'

According to the tutunug"rn.nt fran of the National Park, those type of activities are

prohibited.
In that relation, the Park rangers provide a strengthen control during the winter season' by

organizing weekend duties in the placet *tt"tt off-pittt skiing is mostly practiced and at the

exlt points of the passages of snow mobiles and ATV'

As a result , in20e9,7 Jtatements for violations, were drawn up and in 2010, 34 statements

were drawn up for off-pists skiing, and correspondingly 3 statements for riding of snow

mobiles and ATV, out of the determined routes'

The Park Administration carries out information campaigns about the Property's regimes

among the companies, providing ski instructors ana sti services and various associations and

organizations of people, practicing extreme winter sports'

Given that snow mobiles and ATV do not have registration numbers and are currently not

enroled in the police, the MOEW considers to initiate a legislative changes, which to ensure

the registration of those vehicles and thus to provide opportunities for their control'

Signing of agreements with the Ministry of Interior for joint inspections and duties in various

parts oithe mountain, is also considered in order to strengthen the control over these

violations.

Night skiing
Th"e night ,tiing is regulated by the property's Management Plan. It could be practiced only

on one of the existing ski runs in Bansko ski zone which is equipped with the necessary

lightening, in the period from 19.00 to 22.00 o'clock in the evening.

f[e night skiing was lastly practiced three years ago and not more than 5 to 6 times per

season. It does not affect the adjacent areas, since it is provided only within the frames of the

mentioned ski pist which lengthis only 1000 meter long. The night skiing is not considered as

danger for the Property.

Horse riding and cycling
Horse riding and cycling are allowed by the management plan but only in the Tourist zone

andZone of Uuitaingr utrd facilities. The particular trails are being determined and approved

by the National Park Directorate.
St far, there is only one trail, approved for practicing of horse riding on the tenitory of the

park and also 2 other, allocated for cycling. These type of activities are not considered a threat

to the National Park.
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Heli skiing
The heli skiing is prohibited by the management plan and it is not practiced in the National
Park and World Heritage Property.

III. In conformitv with naraeraph l7i of the Onerational Guidelines. please describe
anv potential maior restorations. alterations and/or new construction(s) within the
protected area (core zone and buffer zone and/or corridors) that might be envisaged.

In 2010, the MOEW permitted the realization of two investment proposals of ULEN
Company, related to replacement of existing facilities in Bansko ski zone, declared as buffer
zone of the World Heritage Property, with Decision 34 COM 8B.5 of the WHC, pointed
below:

- Investment proposal for replacement of an existing seat lift - 4 FIX with a seat lift - 6 CDL,
from the locality "Banderishka poljana" to the locality "Kolarski pat", Bansko ski zone;

- Investment proposal for replacement of two existing ski drags with a seat lift - 4 CLD in the
locality'Platoto", Bansko ski zone.

For the Investment proposal, envisaging replacement of an existing seat lift - 4 FIX with a
seat lift - 6 CDL, from the locality "Banderishka poljana" to the locality "Kolarski pat",
Bansko ski zone, was carried out EIA screening procedure, within which was also applied the
Appropriate assessment, according to Article 6 of the Habitat Directive, which to assess the
compatibility of the investment proposal with the conservation subject and objectives of Pirin
as Natura 2000 site.
In the course of this assessment, it was estimated that the investment proposal would unlikely
have a significant negative impact on the conservation subject and objectives of Pirin as
Natura 2000 site.
The investment proposal envisaged a replacement of an existing four seat lift, with fixed seats
with a six seat lift, with detachable seats. The main reason for the replacement was the high
rate of the fixed to the rope seats of the old facility, which created preconditions for accidents,
primarily with children and unexperienced visitors to the area.

For the investment proposal, evisaging replacement of two existing drags with a four seat lift
- 4 CLD in the locality "Platoto", Bansko ski zone, was also carried out EIA screening
procedure and Appropriate assessment for the compatibility of the proposal with the subject
and objectives of Pirin as Natura 2000 site.
In the course of this assessment, it was estimated, that the investment proposal would not

have significant negative impact on the subject and objectives of Pirin as Natura 2000 site.
The investment proposal, envisaged replacement of two existing drags installed, in the middle
of the 80's, last century, with a four seat lift from the type ,,Kupelbar" - 4 CLD in the locality
"Platoto", Bansko ski zone. The old facilities were heavily amortized. The same were located
in the middle of the ski run and created preconditions for accidents. It was envisaged the route
of the ski lift to be situated mainly within the route of the existing ski run and one of the
existing drags, with extension to the northeast, with 267m.

For both of the investment proposals, it was estimated, that they would not cause additional
fragmentation of nature habitats and habitats of species, subject of protection within the
Natura 2000 site, including birds, since their permanent way (layout) overlaps with the one of
the existing facilities. Both investment proposals are located in Bansko ski zone, given under
concession treaty and currently, declared as buffer zone of the World Heritage Property.
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We would like to note that some of the facilities in Bansko ski zone and Dobrinishte ski zone,
particularly those constructed in the period 1985 - 1987, are already amortized, do not fulfill
the safety requirements and thus pose a threat to the safety of the tourists.
In this regard, we consider that within the ski zone and current buffer zone of the World
Heritage Property, the replacement of the existing facilities or their modernization should be
permitted, in order to guarantee the visitor's safety and to ensure the provision of quality
services.

Other investment proposals for the territory of Pirin National Park World Heritage Property,
its buffer zone or for the territories, located outside the boundaries of the National park. that
could affect its territory, have not been approved by the MOEW.

NONA KARADJOVA UW
MINISTER OF ENVIRONMENT AND WATER
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AoKnAA3AKOHCEPBAIIIIOHHOTOCbcToflHIIEHAHAUI4OHAJIEHIIAPK
,,[II{PI4H" KATO OEEKT TT,q, CENTOBHOTO HACNEACTBO

HauuosaleHIIapKflupun"O6exrHacBeroBHoroHacneAcrno(Bs:rapus')
(IzI4eHruQuKaIII{oHeH uoruep 22 5 )

I. Orrogop Ha AT,pxanara-crpaua no Kogeeuuuqra ra-onarnaHe Ha cnerongoro

HacreAcrBo Ha IOHecKo (KoHBeHUuqmoM 78'21 . rapafpad ro

naoarpad

1. CneA xaro pasrreAa AoKyMeHra WHC-I1/35'COM/78'Add'

2.Ilpulounsfinu Pellrenuq 34 COM 7B'lg u 34 COM 8B'5' rplrerrr Hla34ra cu cecns

na KCH (BPa:unun' 2010 r.);

MOCB B KaqecTBOTO CLI Ha OTI'OBOpHa IIHCTIITyUI',Ifl' ocblltecTBsBaula ylpaBneHl'Iero ua HfI

,,flupr4H" KaTo 3arrl[TeHa Tepllropl4q cbrnauro 6UrapcKOTO 3aKoHOAaTeJICTBo n O6err Ua

cBeToBHoTo HacneAcTBo tOiHl t<tN'r KoneeHUI4sTa 3a ona3BaHe Ha cBeToBHoro HacJIeAcTBo

na lOnecro, cbtqo B3e rIoA BHI'IMaHI'IS AoKyMeHr WHC-I1/35'COM/1B'A!d ra Perilennq 34

coM 7B.1gn 34 COM 8B.5 na KCH, Bt3vrpailAcsorBerHo e r'1 u ^r'2 or PeureHue 35 COM

7B.21ua KCH.

3. CnuIO raKa npunoNruqiirur qe II3KJIIOqITTSJIHaTa cBeTOBHa IIgHHOCT Ha O6eXra e

MHOIOKpaTIIO u 3HAqITTeJIHO IIOBJIUqHa oT pa3BIITIreTo Ha cKll-Cbopbx(eHufl II CKIr

rrrrcru B paMxlrre na odexra rr HeroBara 6y{epua 3oHa;

MOCB e HascHo c KoHcTaTaur.rr4Te 
" 

runn1guaHIIflTana KCH, iI3pa3eHII e r' 3 or Pe[resrle 35

coM 78.2r.
EIlxrr,le :aaKutt Aa or6ele)I(I{M' qe B

(6ySepHu 3oHI{ Ha OCH), r{I4tro nnoul

<IIupuH>.

HII <llrapuH) I'IMa o6oco6enu caMo ABe cKI'I 3oHlI

rrpeAcraBnflBa caMo 2.67 % or o6rqara rrnotrl na HII

4.V[zr,agsr;a ceprro3Ha 3afprr]r(eHocT 3a IOCJIeAHITTe ogo6penu IIOAMeHII Ha cbopb)KeHllfl

lr rrgBrrr1aBaHe Ha KaIIaqI{TeTa Ha ABe CKII CT,Opb}I(eHUn n 6yQepgaTa 3OHa Ha O6exrao u

11pn11OMHq perrleHueTo, B3STO na 34-ra Ceguq Ua KCH, CJISA MOHIITOpIIHToBa MIICIIn'

.i"totnu ca n HII lluplru nper 2009r.' qe BcqKo Ao'bJIHI'rTeJIHo pa3BIITue Ha cKII

cbopb?r(eHrrfl, cKH nrrcTrr, rrJrrr cBbp3aHa c rnx uH{pacTpyKTypa e o6ercra II HefoBaTa

6y$epna 3oHa, ule AoBeAe Ao BrrrrcBaHe Ha o6ercra n cnucrna Ha cBeToBHO HaC"IeACTBO

B OTIACHOCT;

MOCB e npeAcraBsJro no3r.tqvfl'ra cpr OTHOCHO ABere IrHBecrI4upIoHHI4 HaMepeHlrt, cBbp3aHlr

c noAMtHa Ha cbop:bxe:etrrs.,pa3pelrleHIr npes 2010r'

B AOnUtneHHe KT,M Beqe Ka3aHOrO, 6UXrUe IICKaJII4 Aa nOCOqI'IM' qe nOBI4IIIeHI'I'I KanaqI4TeT Ha

cbopr,xeHll flTAHe e AOBen AO IIOBI{maBaHe Ha TypucTur{ecKl4q HaTI4CK B:bpxy TepuTopl4qra 14

AO HefaTIIBHO IoBnpLgBaHe Ha I43KJIlotIUTeJIHaTa CBSTOBHa II9HHOCT na O6eXra, Trfi XarO g

cnyqaq He cTaBa B:bnpoc 3a I43fpaxAaHe Ha HOBII CKH fILlCTkl, a 3a IIOAMeHII Ha

C:sIII9CTByBaUI,IITC cbop:b)KeHllf, - B:bXeHH ITLIHV4I, c KOHTO Ce o6esneqaBaelvHcTBeHO IIO-

6t'pso rr3Bo3BaHe Ha cKr'IoPI4Te.
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t ' a

B rasu BpB3Ka, rroBrrrre'r{s Karraur4rer Ha cbopbx e*r4fi'ra'e BoArl O" y":y:::,^"e ua 6pox

Ha cKr4opr.{r., u 
"o""lr-".rno 

ao ,rolo6p"uu". nu *utt"u-;;;Jtnyrara 
ra 6esonacuocrra Ha

Typl{crlrrc ^<rrrec."fRvBatul4Te cKr{ 'I,I'TI,I, He e 
"-"1t^TBIrrueH 

HaTI'{cK B

T:sft xaro peanHo ce noII3Bar cbilIecrByBarul{re "*:1t:i;1ffi;TJb|[:-

irnt*fi{*";x*;T:liff 'H*:ffiTl{ilx;"';"'eAu'crBe'orpe33IIM'I'I'
ce3o' I{ He ca o'uoffi'" ":l:"::'lUt'TffiJffi;#iffi1 l1:^u"'"' 

Ha cKrr
II{o ce oruacq Ao Peluenl{ero H1l

cbopr,xeHr{fl, cKrr,r"."", "rr" 
tttni;"" t tt* 

"*'Oputtpv""vna 
n o611Ta r{ HeroBaTa

ysJ"Til:i:,H:#'Hif,i'H.?th#i':TJ""6""1#";""i'ffi ;ilJ'ffi #;ff '"':

cbrqecTByBu' '"oop'x(eHl4q,"9ry-..0"" '" '" '""""0: ' :S""cBeToBHoToHacJIeAcTBo-cKI4
soHra Eaucro u ,[,o6pr4HtrilIe, .n"Ouu Aa ca Oq1O91t*" 14 He 6usa Ia ce cql'Irar Karo

HapyueHr{e na peuren yrn, c ror"nu*ri-ciirtn 7B,g t':+ covr 8B'5 na Kou'*era no

cBeToBHo HacJIe,['cTBo , or 34..taMy cecl4fl' KaKTo ' ou 6uo* ocHoBaHIIe 3a eBeHTyan'o

;;;;;;". "" "0..r" "".rr*u*u 
HacBeroBHoro HacrleAcrBo B orlacHocr'

5. Hacroqrergo uprJoeana o"lTluuta-qJrerrKa Aa cnpe flsgfleABllrlo pa3BI{TIre Ha cKIr

cr,opr,?r(eHrrfl , 6y6ap*ruta 3OHa' AO MoMeHTa s--'KOfiro Kotllure'ra rlo cBeroBlro

HacJ IeAcTBoI I IeMoxeAaf r , Ipu , , ,o .ou ,BpaMKI{Ter ra36. rac [ Icecug 'npe:2012f . '8T ,3
ocHoBa Ha AoKJraA or tp'Atto"^utu MonrrTopu"t"tu Mficuq B HII 

"fluplrut 
c

yqacrrrero *ru 
"*il.nt" 

ot l{eurr,pa IIO CBeT0B"o-"utttocrso 
/ IUCN n r{3rrcKBa or

Ar,pxaBaTa-qr.reHKa ia un6op*"pu KOlrnrera 3a cBeroBHO rracJreACTBo 3a BCsKo HOBO

I I J I a H [ I p a H o I , I H B e C T I I I I I O H H 0 H a M e p e H I I e ' K a K T o u A ' _ I I p e A c T a B f l o B o C 3 a B c q K o
rr'Becrr{uuoHHo HaMepeHr{e s o6erra Ha cBeroBHoro HacJr"lttuo I{Jrr{ B 6yi[epnara uy

3oHa, BKJrrcqr,rTeJIHo rr oueHKa 3a troreHutaJrHrrTe npflKl'r Henps*u- u KyMyJrarI{BHI't

nrt^eftcrnuR Ha cboTBeTHoTo IIHB..TI|*I{HII. *'u*.p.,,"e BT,pxy I{3KJIIoq[TeJIHaTa

cBeroBHa rreH'Ocr na o6ercra' B cr,orBercrBl{e t 
""tt 

ilz o' oneparun'r'ITe yKa3a'rrf

3a nplrJrarage -Ha 
Kousenuuqra 3a cBeroBHoro HacJreAcrBo;

c;rel 35-ra cecu.n na KCH r rpe3;;ii;- MOCB ue e o'Uo6ptBarlo I{3fpaxAaHero Ha HOBI4

cKr,r rrr4CTI4 lI c'opsxe Hvrfl.3A.KI'I cnopT B IpaHI4IIl{Te Ha o6exra Ha cBeToBHOTo Ha.JI.ACTBO

ulr,r 6ySepHara My 3oHa - cKLI 3oHIr nuo tp' Bunt*o ll rp' [o6pl4nl4ure'

B rosir fleproA MocB . p*.na".o-o'"^olo6p"no "rr""crrrur4oHHl{ 
HaMepeHlrs nn IrpoeKrl{'

cBbp3aHr4 c: o6esnequuun" $yurcuuoufipaHero 
Ha cbrrrecrByBaur]r cbopbxeHfir' uo4o6prnaue

Ha 6esonacHocrra Ha Typrrcrr4Te, u"ratu*roB{Ba'e Ha rrpfipoAHtl Ntecroo6rarar''q 14

no4o6prnaue cbcrosHl{ero Ha oKoJIHara cpeAa' KaKTo cJIeABa:

.PeroucrpyKu l l f l I IMoAepHl , I3auuf l r ra f IpeuucTBaTeJIHacTaHuI Ig3aoTnaAHI IB0AI {

f*:3k*lilll""; 
jf#";"ffi lffil"*li.::lyn*aHacbrrecrBvBaurorpequcrBareirHo

cr,opsxeHrle 0 HOBO c6C CT,lll,oTO QyurcuraoHaJlHo 
'IpeAua3Haqegile I4 [peAMeT Ua Aeftnoct' c

uen no4o6pxnane Ha yarro"""io tu [petl[cTBaHe Ha OTIIaAHI4Te B0AU 14 oIIa3BaHe

xapaKTepucrl4Kure Ha rIpI4eMHI4Ka'

.PeuoHt ,cueJ IoTcTpaHf lBaHeHaaBap l {g 'HacbI I IecTByBaI I IBoAoI IpoBoA'3axpaHBalq

cbopr,)KeHrIf l3aII3KycTBeHcHfroTMexAIrHIIacTaHUI{gHaqeTIIpuceAaJIKOBlntfrua
flrrcTa ,rToM6att AO ropHa lnsrena cTaHII[s Ha rIeTIrpnceAaJIKOB ;lur[r Ha IIucTa

' 
,rToAoPKa"
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I
I

Aeapnpa:rr,rm rpr6onpoBoA e qacr

Pa:perueriH ca Aefrnocrl4, KoI'ITo He

oTcrpaHqBaHe Ha AbpBera.

or cbluecrByBarllu cbopbxeHl'Lfl 3a I',I3KycTBeH CHS|'

ca cBbp3aHI'I CbC 3acsfaHe Ha HOBI',I TepI',ITOpI4I',I lI

- PenoncTpyKu[q, upeycrpofrcrno tr MOAepHI{3aIIUs Ha crpaAa cbc cMeceHo

rrpeAHa3HaqeHrre rr@unarua Kbrqatt, loHa rrIII glurapHlanato

IrlnnecruquoHHoro npeAnoxeHHe rrpeABlrxAa peKoHcrpyKlllrs, lpeycrpoftcrno v

Mo,[epHr43aIII4fl Ha obulecrByBalllaTa crpaAa I'I B5HITIHa oTKpI{Ta Tepaca KbM Heq - "OI4HarHa
Kbrrla" B MeCTHoCtra ,,Tllnlurapnnra". flpe4nu4eno e 'npOMsHa I{ npeycrpoftcrnO Ha

BbTpeIxHa BuK rascra.nar\v:fl., KaKTo H l{3rpax,(aHeTo I'I Ha HoB KaHanIr3aIII{oHeH KoneKTop 3a

oTna.[br{Hla BoAu oT cbIrIecTByBarUaTa crpaAa Ao cbtuecTByBaula IICOB B

M.,,T I IurutapHI,IKa".

llpu rr,rouraxa Ha oTBeXAaIIIIIt KoJIeKTop He ce [peABI4xAa oTcI'IqaHe Ha AbpBecHa

pacTLITenHocT.

- YrCpennaHe Ha CbIIIeCTByBaUIa KaHaBKar OTBelIqqaUIa BOAI{Te OT CHeroTOlteHeTO Ha

cr,ulecrByBarIIH llucru B MecrHocrra ,IIIIgJllrrapurrKatt' cKu 3oHa BaHcKo'

I4unecruquogHoro npeAno)KeHr{e npeABr,rxAa yKpe[BaHe lcra6uttu3npanel Ha cbuecrByBallra

KaHaBKa 3a oTBexAaHe Ha noBbpxHocrHl'I BOAr{ OT TpI,I rrr4cTLr, B rlepl4oAa Ha cHeroToneHe I',I

oT BzrJrex{uTe IIpe3 npoJIeTTa I4 eceHTa, c uen [peAna3BaHe Ha IIHCTIITe oT epo3l{g I4

KO Mrrp o M erl4 p aH e Ha y ckr nu flT a 3 a p eKynrvBa\u s Ha ilvcT 14.

- tr{rrpaxgaHe Ha cncTeMa 3a [peBaHTIrBeH KoHTpoJI c IIeJI IIpeAoTBpaTqBaHe Ha

r r laBl |HI l

O6exmr e n OCH, B MHoro oracHa JraBrrHHa 3oHa, HelocpeAcrBeHo ao 6y(pepuara 3oHa I4

cKrr cbopbxeHr4rra B MecrHocrra ,,EbHAepI4IxKa fIoJItHa". Cucrerr,rara e Heo6xoAHMa 3a

oa"ayp""u"e Ha 6e3orracHocrra Ha rrocerr,rreJrrrre Ha MecrHocrra,,EbHAepHIxKa noJIqHa"'

O6utara ilnoul Ha cbopbxrequflTa e 69 xe.N{., Karo 3a MoHTa}Ka I4M ule ce I43noJI3Ba

xenr4Konrep. HsN{a Aa ce r.r3rpaxAar cr,nbrcrBalqrl o6erru Karo nbrl{ula v ApyrH'

Yupaereuuero Ha cbopbxeHl4{Ta ue craBa AIrcraHuI'IoHHo.

- E.nercrporr3rpaxAaHe rro cKrr-rrbr or HaqaJrHa craHIrLIq Ka6unroe fluQr Ao

ErugepnmKa flo,'rflHa - ocBerJreHrre, BIrAeo HadrroAeHrle, orlTrrrreH KabeJr.

Bcu.rKu eJreMeHTr.r Ha o6eKra - xa6elu r.r ocBerrrreJIHLI TeJIa tue ce pa3rlonoxar B Tpacero Ha

cr,rqecrByBarrl cKrr nbr. He ce npeABr,rxAa 3acflraHero Ha HoBLI Tepr{Topuw n yBpexAaHero Ha

pacrr4TenHocr. lIpeABr4AeHa e peKynrrrBa\ut Ha rpacero Ha cKIl rlbrs. I'lusecruqlroHHoro

HaMepeHire e cbrnacyBaHo npe3 flHyapv20I2r.

fopenocoueHrrre npoeKTlr rr LrHBecrr4ur4oHHH HaMepeHus ca 6wnv rIpoIIeAI,IpaHIr tro peAa Ha

6urapcroro eKoJIorI4rIHo 3aKoHoAarencrBo.

I4serg oAo6peHr.ITe npoeKTH Lr r4HBecrI{IIr{oHHI{ HaMepeHI{g, nocoqeHu Ilo-rope, KbM

MoMeHTa, no peAa Ha eKoJrofrrqHoTo 3aKoHoAaTeJIcTBo ce [polleAupaT olrle 2 npe4loNenur

3a peKoHcTpyKIIIu u pa3IIII4peHI4e Ha cT,uIeCTByBaqu [pequCTBaTeJIHI4 cTaHUI{u 3a oTIIaAHLI

BoAr.r n pafiona ua ,,Esn4epuntKa IroJIffHa" H ,,TITglg1gpHI4Ka", KaKTo tl npoeKTI{ 3a

peKynTr.rBa\vfl Ha TepeHa, cJreA Lr3nT,JrHeHr,re Ha T4HBecTLIIII{OHHI4 rlpeAnoxeHlds. 3a [oAMgHa

Ha qergpu oeAanKoB nuQr 4 FIX or M."BbHAepr4rrrKa rlotlqHa" Ao Ira."KolapcKl4 IIbr",

rIoAMflHa Ha ABa BJreKa rvn DfraHvI.IKa" u rI4Ir ,,KorBa" B M."flraroro" or ,rIOreH" A.{, xouro

6sxau npeAMer Ha MI4cHtra cbcrotJla ce [pe3 oKToMBpI{ 201ir.
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6. flonraps ucrcaserO cu KbM Abp]ICaBaTa - qJIeHKar Aa rapaHTllpa' qe C HoBuqT IIJIaH 3a

yrpa**"e Ha Hf| fllrpun, HsMa Aa IIS3BSJIII IOSJISABaIUO pa3BI{Tue Ha cKIr IIJIII

r{3rpa}r(Aane Ha ApyrII cbopb}I(eHus B o6eKTa la B 6y0epuaTa My 3oHa' HrITo rrle AolycHe

pa3IIIIIpflBaHe Ha TypIIcTIIqeCKaTa 3OHa II HaBJIlI3aHeTo fi B 
'O6erC'ra 

Ha CBeTOBHoTo

HacJ|eAcTBO;

fhrasrr 3a ynpaBneHlle Ha HII l{rapuu, 3a llepno M 2014-2024r' ure 6tAe elsrtoxeH 3a

r43rOTBqHe rrpez 2012r. B cboTBeTcTBLIe c npoUeAypIITe, pernaMeHTvpalu B 6snrapcKoTo

3aKoHoAaTeJIcTBo. B paurure Ha pa3pa6oTBaHeTO Ha lly, Ha TO3I'I BbIIpoC, ule 6bAe oTAeneHo

OCOoCHO BHHMAHI4C.

7. flpuxasna Ar,plr(aBa-qJreHKa Aa Bb3Jroxu He3aBIICIIMa oueHKa

Ha odeKTa Ha cBeroBHoro HacJreAcrBo Ir HeroBara 6ySepHa 3oHat

trcHu fpaHI{IIrr 3a U3rIOJr3BaHero Ha cKIr 3oHa ,rBaHcKottl
HlI ,,fluptln" ure 6lAeB paurure Ha pa3pa6oTBallll4t ce B MoMeHTa llnaH 3a yIIpaBneHI4e Ha

HalDaBeHa oueHKa Ha KanaIIVTera Ha cKIr 3OHaTa.

8. Cr,ulo rarca, usucKsa oT 1lpeAcToflulaTa Muc11q 3a Ha6JIIOASHIIS B HII [IupuH' B KoqTO

ue yqacrtut ,rp"ffiBlrreJrrr Ha IIeHTT'pa rro cBeroBHo HacJ'IeAcrBo u IUCN, 'qa

o[peAeJIII Aa,.III IIocJIeAHIITe IIOBIIIIIeHIIq B KalauIITeTa Ha ABeTe CKII cbopb)I(eHlIflt

pa3rro,ro)treHrr B 6ySepuara 3oHa Ha ofieKTat Ca [peABuAeHII s TY[I Ha cKII 3oHa

Faucmo H Aa HalpaBrr rrperropbKa 3a eBeHTyaJIHo BKJrIorIBaHe Ha odeKTa e Cnucrra Ha

cBeToBHOTO HaCJTeACTBO B OrracHocT, rr AorrbJIHUTeJrHo It3.rrcKBa OT AbplKaBa-qJreHKA Aa

rrpeAocTaBl{ Ha MIIcI{flTa IIpeBoA Ha TyII Ha aHTJIIIftcKII e3IIK;

B paurure Ha MLIcI{tTa, ct,cTotJla ce B nepnoAa oT 10-14 oKToMBpI'I 2011r', C qen

o6e3ne.{aBaHe Ha rrpo3paqHocr r{ o6eKTr4BHa oIIeHKa Ha clrryallutra, Ml4HplcrepcrBo Ha

oKoJIHara cpeAa I{ BoALIre (MOCB), opraHl,I3l4pa roceilIeHvle Ha repeH ua 6ytfepnuta 3olF^a 14

2-re noAueHeHr4 npes 2010r. cT,opbxeHrrs, KaKTo I4 npeAocraBil Ha MexAyHapoAHI4Te

eKcneprr.r uqnaTa HarI,IqHa I{HsopMaul4q oTHocHo r.f,x.

Cr,qo raKa, MOCB npegcraBr4 rr npeBoA Ha aHTJII{ftcxpI egur Ha LI3LIcKyeMI{Te .4oKyMeHTIr,

BKrrorrvrenHo Tyn Ha cKr,r 3oHa c rleHrbp rp. BaHcKo, peuieuuq no OBOC or 2000r. u EO or

2005r., KaKTo u pemeHlr.s 3a rrperleuKa Ha rroAMeHeHI4Te npes 2010r. csopr,x{eHllt, rpeAMer

HA MHCLI"'ITA.

B pavrure Ha MI4cHrra, Bbrrpocr4Te cBbp3aHI4 c AorlycrllMocrra Ha noAMeHare B cKIr 3oHlrre

6sxa o6ctgenu, Karo npeAcraBlrreJrr,rre' Ha MOCB cnoAenl{xa cBosra IIo3I'Iq[t, qe

Hacrorulr4Te pecrpr4Kquu, za6pauflBarr\vr [oAMqHa I,I crpol4TencrBo Ha HoBI'I cbopt'r{eHl'Iq B

6y$epuara 3oHa Ha OCH - cKr4 3oHr{re HaA rp. Eaucxo u .{o6prauuue ca neo6o$rosaHo

crpofr4, npeABrlA o6crogrencrBoro, qe cKr,r 3oHI4Te ca aKTLIBHo AeftcrBaul{, KaKTo Ir qe

TexHI4r{ecKI4Te I43LIcKBaHt4fl 3a 6e3olacHocr Ha rIocerLITeJILITe, HeMI'IHyeMo ule Hanalar

noAAbpxaHe u [oAMqHa Ha cbopbxeHlrt B AbnfocpoqeH IIJIaH.

Belre r.r3T:bKHaro, qe noAo6Hu ApacrutrHr4 LI3IzcKBaHLII, B KpafiHa cMerKa HacrpoftBar

Herarr4Br{crr,rrrHo MecrHrrre xopa vBracru KbM rlAe.flTa ua KoHeeHt\vflTa, eux4aftxlt B Hea rro-

cKopo 3arrJraxa 3a pa3BLITI'IeTO Ha perl{OHa.

CraHosr,rulero Ha v.ucr4fl"ra orHocHo ABere 3aMeHlr qe 6tle orpa3euo B AoKnaAa or Het.

9. Crulo rana, u:ucrcpa or Ar,pxaBa-qJreHKa, Aa rlpeAcraBrr B l{enrrpa no CeerosHo

HacJreAcrBo, B cpoK go 1 Senpyapu 2012 r., AoKJraA 3a KoHcepBaIIIloHHoro cbcroflHlre

Ha o6eKTa, BKJrK)qureJrHo rr rrorBbplr(AeHue, qe BcIrqKIr HerIoAxoAflrUI,I I,IHBecrlrquoHHIr

HaMepeHrrs ca c[peHr{,3a pa3rJrexAaHe or Korvrurera 3a cBeroBHo HacJreAcrBo, ua 36-ra

My cecuq ilpe32012 foAuHa.

HA KATIAqIITETA

c ueJI Aa ce [ocTaBqT
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Hacro's'qut AoKnar 3a cbcrotHl4ero Ha HfI rlrpuu rar:o o6exr Ha cBeroBHoro HacJreAcrBo eLr3forBeH B r43nbJrHe'r.re Ha r. 9 or pe'renue fS COM Znif

npoMqHa uluru r.r3rpax,qaHe Ha HoBH

HOHA KAPANXOBA
MI4HI,ICTbP HA OKOJIHATA CPF,,AA I4 BOnI4TE

tlpe: 2ol t.. tvtoc@ Apyrr
KoncepBarluonHr{r craryc na o6exra.

Kru uoueHTa, B MOCB He ca fiocrbnBuurr.l

uonu upo6JreMr4, cntpshuo c orra3BaHero r.r

3Harrr{Mrr rrpoeKTr{, CBbp3aH[ c peKoHCTpyKrlr,rr,
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2 . ' / ; .

REPORT ON THE STATE OF CONSERVATION OF PIRIN NATIONAL PARK
WORLD HERITAGE PROPERTY

Pirin National Park World Heritage Property (Republic of Bulgaria) (Identification
number 225)

I. Respons,e fror{r Rqpublic,of B=qleari? to tbe Wqrld lleritaee Qom-mitteg's Pecisiqn'

l. Havi+s examined Document WHC-ll/35.COM/7B.Add,
2.Beqall ine Decisions 34 COM 78.19 and 34 COM 8B.5, adopted at its 34th session
(Brasil ia, 2010),
The Ministry of Environment and Water (MOEW) as the institution in charge of the
management of Pirin National Park (PNP) as protected area according to national
legislation and as World Heritage Property (WHP), also considered Document WHC-
11/35.CoMllB.Add and Decisions 34 CoM tB.lg and 34 CoM 88.5, of the World
Heritage Committee (WHC), pointed in paragraphs I and 2 of Decision 35 COM 78.21 of
the WHC.

3. Als.o recallipe that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property has been
repeatedly and significantly impacted by the development of ski facilities and ski
runs within the property and its buffer zone
The Ministry of environment and water is aware of the findings and the conclusions of the
WHC, expressed in paragraph 3 of Decision 35 COM 78.21of the WHC.
We would like to point that within Pirin National Park there are only two ski zones (buffer
zones of the World Heritage Property) which constitute only 2.67 %o from the total area of
the National park.

4. Expresses serious concern about the recent approval of the replacement and
capacity upgrade of two ski facilities in the property's buffer zone, and recalls its
Decision, taken at its 34th session following the 2009 evaluation mission to the
property, that any additional development of ski facil i t ies, ski runs, or associated
infrastructure within the property and its buffer zone would result in the inscription
of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger;'l'he 

MOIrW has presented its position on the two investment proposals related to
replacement of' ftrcil i t ies. approved in 201 0.
In addition to what has been said. rve rvould like to point that the upgraded capacity, ol'thc
lacilities has not increased the tourist prcssure on the territory and has not ai'fected the
Outstanding lJniversal Value of'the Property. since there is no construction o1' nerv ski
pists but replacetnent o1' existing ski lacil i t ies - ski l i i ls. which to ensure only f 'astcr
transf-erring of the tourists.
In that relation" the highel capacity of tlie facilities do not increase the number of the
skiers. br-rt only inrptoves the quality of the service and the security of the tourists.
Since only the existing ski runs are used" there is no increased pressure on the tenitor.ies
around the ski runs in the bullbr zone or territories rvithin the World Heritage Property.
Also, it conres to lacilities used only dr"u"ing the rvinter season which are not clpened firr
clperation duling the rest part of'tlie year.
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As far as the Decision of the WHCI accolding to rvhich any additional development of
ski facilities, ski runs, or associated infrastructure within the property and its buffer
zone would result in the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in
Danger, rve rvish to note that the replacement and upgrading of existing facilities, should
be allou'ed in the btitTer zones of the WHP * "Bansko" and "Dobrinishte" ski zones and
respeotively not per:ceived as violations of Decisions: 34 COM 7I3.19,34 COM 811.5 and
Decision 35 COM 18.21 of- the Worlcl tleritage Committee, a<lopteci at its 34th and 35th
sessions and be grouncls fbr possible inclusion of'the Property on the World f:ler:itage list
irt Darrger.

5. Urges the State Party to halt further ski developments in the buffer zone until the
World Heritage Committee can consider these at its 36th session in 2012 on the basis
of the report of the forthcoming World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring
mission to the property, and requests the State Party to inform the World Heritage
Committee of any new planned developments, and to provide an Environmental
Impact Assessment for all development proposals in the property and its buffer zone,
including an assessment of the proposals' potential direct, indirect and cumulative
impacts on the property's Outstanding Universal Value, in line with Paragraph 172
of the Operational Guidelines;
Aller the 35th session of t l"re WllC ancl in 2011, the MOHW clid not approve the
construction of- nerv ski runs and ski facilities r.vitliin the World H0ritage Property or its
buffer zones - the "llernsko" and "Dobrinishte" ski zoncs. In tliat period, the MOlilW
consiclerecl and approvecl investment prclposals and prolects, related to: ensuring the
l'unclionitig ol already existing facilities, enhancing the sal'ety ol tourists, restoration o1'
habitats and improving the cornponents of the environment. l isted bellow:

- Reconstruction and modernization of Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) in the
"Plateau" (Platoto) locality, "Bansko" ski zone
The investment proposal provides lbr replacement of the eristing treatment facility' r.vith a
new one, with the sarne function ancl activity" in order to improve the conditions of
wastewater treatnrent and protect the characteristics of the receiver.

- Repair, aimed to el iminate a break down of exist ing water-main, supiplying faci l i t ies
fbr artificial snow, frorn the middle station of the four seat lift at "Tomba" ski run to
the upper terminal ol ' four seat l i f t  at "Todorka" ski run, "Banskoo' ski zone
'l'he 

darnaged rvater main is part of existing facilities fbr artificial snow. 
'l'he 

perrnitted
aotivities are not related to affecting ot'new territories and removing of'trees.

- Rehabil i tat ion, reconstruction and modernization of a builcl ing "Final House"o with
mixed use (snack refreshment bar, referee stationn etc.) - in the area of
"Shil igarnika", o'Banskoo' ski zone
The investment proposal provides rehabilitation, reconstruction and nodernization of an
existing building with and outdoor terrace - "Final house" in the area of "Shiligarnika". It
envisages change aud reorganization of internal plurnbing, and construction of nerv sewer
wastervatel collector tiom the existing building to an existing u'astewater tl'eatment plant
in the area of "Shiligarnika".'l'he 

installation of the outlet cclllector does not foresee cuttins of'trees.
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- Strengthening of existing ditch, leading off the rvaters from the snowmelt along
existing ski runs, in the area of Shil igarnika, ,,Bansko" ski zone
TIre investment proposal envisages strengthening /stabilizationl of existing ditch tbr
drainage of sult-ace \\iaters from three existing ski runs. during the snowmelt and rainf-all
in spring and autumn. in order to protect the ski runs tiom erosion and undermine the
ellbrts l i ir recultivation of the ski runs.

- Construction of a system for preventive control against avalanches'fhe 
constructicln is fbreseen r.vithin the World Heritage Property, in an area with very high

avalanche risk, located in close proxirnity to the bull'er zone o1'the WHP and the ski
lacilities in the area oi "Banderisl'rka poljana"". "'Bansko" ski zone. The system is
nccessary in order to ensLlre the sal'et,v ol'the visitors to the area of "Banderishka poliana".
The total area of'the constructions is 69 scluare meters. as for their insiallation ivili be used
helicopter. No supporting facilities, such as roads or others will be constructed. The
management of the f-acilities ivill be remote.

- Electrification of the ski run, from the starting station of the Gondola lift to the
area of ( 'Banderishka poljanao' - ensuring of l ightingo video surveil lance, f iber optic
cable.
All elements of the installation - cables and lighting will be placed in the path of an
existing ski run. Nen' areas shall not be aftbcted and also no vegetation'shall be damaged.
A reoultivation clf the road-bed of'the ski run is fbreseen. 

'l 'his 
investment proposal u'as

approved in .lernuar:y 2012.

The above projects and investment proposals \ryere proceeded in line with the
requirements o1 the Bulgarian environmental legislation.

Besides the approved pro.jects and invc'stment proposals, referred to above. currently there
afe two more investment proposals for reconstruction and modernization of existing waste
watel treatment plants in the area of "Banderishka poljana" and "Shiligarnika", "Bansko"
ski zone. as rvell as projects envisaging recultil,ation o1-the terrain, at the place of the tivo
replacements. allorved in 2010. rvhich were subject of the mission held in October 2An -
particular:ly the replacement of the fbur chair lifl 4 F-lX from "llanderishka poljana" to
"Kolarski pat" locality with a 6-seat chair lift - 6 CDL and the replacement of the two ski
cfu:ags rvith a fbur chair liti in the area of Platoto (Plateau locality).

6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to ensure that the new management plan
does not allow further ski development or construction of other facilities within the
property and its buffer zone,, nor extension of the tourism zone into the property;
The lV{anagen)ent Plan lbr Pirin National Park, fbr the period 2014 - 2024, rvill be
assignecl lbr elaboration in 2Al2^ according to the procedures. provided in the Bulgarian
legislation. Within the development of the management plan. special attention will be
given to the issue raised in the above paragraph.
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7. Encourages the State Party to commission an independent assessment of the
capacity of the property and its buffer zone in order to set clear usage limits for the
Bansko ski  zone;
Witliin the elaboration process of Pirin National Park Management Plan. an assessment of
the capacitl.'of the ski zone rvill be rnacle.

8. Also requests the forthcoming World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring
mission to the property to determine whether the recent capacity upgrades of ski
facilities in the property's buffer zone are foreseen in the Territorial Arrangement
Plan (TAP) and make a recommendation on the possible inscription of the property
on the List of World Heritage in Danger, and further requests the State Party to
provide the mission with an English translation of the TAP;
Within. the.ioint World l{eritagc Clenter/I l lCN reactive monitoring mission, held betrveen
10 to l4 October 2011. in older to ensure transparency and ob.iectivc assessmcnt of the
situation. the Ministry of Environment and Water. organized a 1-reid visit to the buffer'
zone and the trvo replacements. approved in 20i0 and provided the international experts
rvith ail the available infbrmation concelning the abovementioned leplacements of
faciiities.
lJesides. the MOHW provided translation in English of'the required documents. such as:
the Territorial Arrangement Plan for "Bansko" ski zone; Decision on environmental
impact assessment from 2000; Statement regarding environmental assessment for the
partial amendment of (TAP) for "Bansko" ski zone from 2005; and decisions regarding
consideration of the need to carry out environmental impact assessment of the two
investment proposals for replacements from 2010.
During ths mission. were discussed issucs related to the admissibil i ty of replacing of
lacilities rvithin the e.xisting ski zones. In this line. the representatives o1' the MOEW
shareci their view that the current restrictions o{' the World Heritage Comrnittee,
prohibiting the replacemcnts and the construction o1'new lacilities in the bullel zones o1'
the Propertl' * "Bansko" and "Doblinishte" ski zones. are too strict, git'en that the ski
zones are active and the technical lequirements for the safety of the r.,isitors, will
inevitabll,-r'equire nraintenance and lepiacernent of the existing eqr-ripment in iong term.
It rvas pointed that such clrastic reqnilenents rvould eventualiy set a negative attitude in
the iocal people and locetl ar.rthorities against the iclea of the Convention. seeing in it rather
a threat tci the developnrent of the region.'l'he 

opinion clf tlre mission on both replacenients r,vill be reflected in the missicln report.

9. R.eguests fifrthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by
I February 2012, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including
confirmation that all inappropriate developments have been haltedn for examination
by the World Heritage Committee at its 36th sessionin2012,
"fhis repol't on tltc state ol 'conservation ol'Pil in National Park as a World Herilage
Propert,v has been plepared pursuant to paragraph 9 of Decision 35 CIOM 78.2

II. Qther gurre4t consgrvatign issues iderltified bv the Sl4te Partv
ln 2011. MOEW did not identifled other ner,v conservation issues. related to the protection
of the World Heritage Property.
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I. In conformi tional Guidelines. nlease descri
r restorati tions and/or new constru

prgtected area (core zong 44d buffer zonp and/gr corridors) that mieht bp envisased.
To the preseut" there are no major projects" related to restorations, alterations and/or new
construction of tacilities in the Worfd flgitqge,P,Jopelty or its buffer zones" that have been
submitred ro rhe MOt.w. I l, /) li li I

NT[,[l \
NONA KARADJOVA t J \fuv )
MINISTER OF ENVIRONTUNNT:ND WATBR
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xolrJrAx
34 K OH q p PBAUI,TOHT{q T O qF C rqqHnE rrA H4Ur,roH.{r4H

IIApK ".IInpr4H" KATO QEEITT HA 9.BETqBHqTO HACJTEICTBO

I.9rropop, Ha lrpxanarp-crpa.qa Fo KgnseHunsra ,3a onasnaHe Ha cseTonnoro
Hacrqacrpo Hp .IQqecKq (Konsgnunqra) H.a Peqeyrq: 37 C9,M 7F.17 Ha
Ko-Mqrer,ng ceerosHo yacreAcrqq gr l?-ra,Mv cecr.rfl n KaM6,ol4ra. qap?rpad no
n?parpad

Koprurerrr no cBeroBno HacJIeAcrBo,

1. C.uea pa3rJrelmAaHe Ha AoKyMeHra WHC- I 3 137 .COM/7B.ADD,

2. llpunonanqfircr Peruenue 36 COM 78.18, rpnero na 36-ra cecufl ua KCH (CaHrcr
Ilerep6ypr,2012 r,),

MOCB B Kar{ecrBoro cLI Ha orroBopHa rzHcrr,rryrlur, ocbulecrBrBarrla ylpaBneHuero Ha Hfl

,,flupuH" Karo 3aqI4TeHa repr.rropr.rs c:brnacuo 6rrrapcKoro 3axoHoAareJrcrBo z O6em Ha
cBeroBHoro HacJIeAcrBo (OCH) xrna KoHseHuprqra 3a orra3BaHe Ha cBeroBHoro HacneAcrBo
na lOsecro, cr,uo B3e rroA BHr.rMaHr.re AoKlMeHr WHC-13/37.COMI7B.ADD z Peruenue 36
COM 78.18, npuero ua36qacecnfl na KCH (Canxr llerep6ypr,2012r.)

3.Or6enq?sa. qe [peAro]r(euoro rr3MeHeHrre Ha rrJraHa 3a ynpaBJreHrre Ha HaqnoualeH
[apK ,oflupuHot, Koero rIIe rro3BoJrrr fio-HararbrrrHoro pa3Brrrrre Ha cKV crlopr B
paMKLITe ua bySepnara 3oHa na o6ercra, e B rrpoqec Ha pa3r'Jrelr(AaHe or crpaHa Ha
Abp)KaBaTa - qJreHKa;

flpr.rnorvrurlre, qe ilpeABl4r Harr.{qHara KbM MoMeHTa zalpaua 3a crpor{TencrBo,
rlpeAnoxenllero Ha o6unna Eancxo or rHyapu 20I3r. npeABr{}r(Aarrre cMeKqaBaHe Ha
pexr.rMa 3a crpor.rreJrcrBo B ABere cKLr 3oHt4 /By$epnure 3oHkt na OCH/, r.e Bbpxy 2.66 Yo or
repl,ITopl4qra Ha HII u 33. llpeanox{enr.rero He cbAbpr{arxe KoHKperHr4 r4HBecrr{rlr4oHnr{
npeAnoxeHvrfl urrv InaHoBe.
flpeltroxeHlrero na O6uuna Eancro 6eme s cborBercrBr4e c HopMarr{BHara ypeA6a, ne
rlporirBopeqeme Ha peureHl4rra Ha KoMurera sa cBeroBHo HactreAcrBo, Koero 6eure
ocHoBaHLIe sa MOCB .qa 3anoqHe npoueAypara 3a pa3rnexAaHero My rrpe3 2013r.
Brnpexu fopHoro, Ha ro3l4 erarr, He ce npeABr4x4a $raHann3r4paHe Ha npeAnoxeHr4ero Ha
o6uluua Eascxo 3a I43MeHeHue Ha rrJraHa 3a y[paBneHr.re Ha HarluonaleH rrapK <Ilupuu>, c
Koero ra ce rolycHe r{3rpaxAaHero Ha cbopbxeHr.rr B cKpr 3oHa Eaucxo.
Eneuryaluo pa3BIzrI,Ie Ha cKr4 3oHa ,,EaHcKo" ce orraKBa [a 6r4e perxeHo rrpr4
pa:pa6ornaHero Ha HoB nJrau 3a ynpaBneur4e.

4.llslrcxna or Ar,pxaBara-qJreHKa Aa rapaHTupa, qe [peAJroxeHoro rr3Meneurre e B
cr,orBercrBlre cbc Crpareruqra 3a pa3Brrrrre na ycrofivnB Typrr3bnr or 2010 r, KaKTo rr
Aa BbBeAe rloAxoAslrltr MexaHrr3Mrr 3a ua6rrogenue Bbpxy nrr4eftcru{ero Ha cKrr
c[opra u Apyrrr Aefrnocru n dyQepnara 3oua Bbpxy OCH, KaKTo 6erue rorrcKaHo or
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Kouurera v
rrpeAJro)r(eHoTo

MOHr{TOplrHfOBaTa

[I3MCHEHIIE:

Mucrs (2011r.), rrpeAr{ ogo6pxnanero HA

npoeKT ,,Ycrofiur,Ino
cpe,{crBa or OIIOC,

3a ynpaBneHue na HfI

flpelnoNeHoro I43MeHeHI,Ie sa o6ulnsa Eancxo e B cborBercrBr4e clc Crparerr4rra 3a
HacbpqaBaHe Ha ycrofiuun ryplr3bM 14 He [porr4Bopeqr4 na Peurenusra Ha Korraurera no
cBeroBHo HacJreAcrBo sa IOHECKO (or 2012r. u 20I3r.). Or ropnure perxeHiu e BLrAHo, qe
Kouurernr, Bb3IIpIreMa cKI4 3oHr4Te rato Qaxr 14 AonycKa Bb3MoxHocr 3a rfixHoro pa3Burlre,
Ho I43I4cKBa roBa prBBI4Tr4e ila 6rle orleHeHo, c qen HeAo[ycKaHe Ha 3Haqr.rrerHo
nr,:4eficrnue Bbpxy OCH, T.e. Bbpxy repraropr.rr4Te r,r3BbH 6y(pepnure 3our4.
Kaxro Bu uu$oplaupaxMe c [oxna4a 3a KoHcepBaur4oHHara 3Haqr4Mocr na HfI ,,flr4puH" or
20 I 3r., B paMKlire Ha npoeKTa sa VcrofiquBo ynpaBneHr.re Ha Hfl ,,flupun" ra OCH, qe 6r4e
HanpaBeH aHaJru3I4 oueHKa 3a BJrr.rrHr4ero Ha cKr.l-3oHara HaI rp. Bancro r{ Apyrrz Aeftnocrz n
6yQepnara 3oHa. Bbpxy O6exra Ha cBeroBHoro HacneAcrso. Ha 6asa Ha ropHoro, rr1e ce
trperleHr4 neo6xoAurr,rocrra r.r MeroAa 3a BbBexAaHe Ha noAo6so sa6moAenue.
Kaxro e or6e"rrq:aHo no-rope, Ha ro3r. erarr He ce npeABr,rlxAa Srana-nzsnpaHe Ha
npeAnoxeHl.Iero Ha o6qusa Eallcro 14 BHac{Hero My 3a o4o6penue e Mr4Hr4crepcKr{ cbBer Ha
Peny6:rura Bt.nrapu.a.

5. Cnruq ,ranp u:4crcna. or AbprrtaB aril Aa u3Bbp[ru crparerrrqecKa eKor.rorurrHa orIeHKa
3a pa3Bltrlrero Ha 6y{epHara 3oHa, BKJrroqrrreJrno rr Aa rrpoBeAe KoHcyJrrarlvr{ cbc
3alrHTepecoBaHrrre crpaHrr, n HacroflBa Abplr(aBaTa a rapaHTnpar 9€ Te3rr
rlpeAr'Ioll(eHus HqMa Aa oKa)fiaT orpIrrIaTeJIHo Bb3AeftCrnue BT,pxy It3KJrIOrIuTeJrHara
cBeroBHa 3HaquMocr na obercra u [o-cfiequaJrHo Bbpxy HeroBara rlsrocr;

leficrnaulras KtM MoMeHTa llrlaH 3a yrrpaBneHr4e Ha HfI ,,flupun" He AonycKa HoBo
crpol4TencrBo Ha nl4crlr 14 BbxeHr4 Irvrnrryr, KaKTo s o6eKra Ha cBeroBHoro HacneAcrBo, TaKa r,r
e 6ySepuara My 3oHa - cKr,r ruzcrlr "BaHcKo" uo'[o6puur4rrle".
Kaxro Beqe cMe ranfroprraapzuru Cexperapnara, B paMKr4Te Ha
ynpaBneHr4e Ha ,,Haquoualeu napK ,,flr4ptrH", $unaucupan cbc
npeAcroll r43rorBsHero Ha HoB rrJraH 3a ynpaBneHr{e sa HII llupzH.
llpez 2012r., MOCB ogo6pu 3aAaHLre 3a H3forB.rrHe Ha HoB rrJraH
,,fIuprzH".
fIopa4LI :a6ansue or npolleAypeH xapaKTep, cpoKbr 3a lr3forBflHero HoBt4s rrJraH 3a
yrrpaBneHlle e npoAbnlreH Ao Meceq oKToMBpr{ 2015r., BMecro cbIrlz,s nepr4oA Ha
Hacrorular a 20 | 4 f oArrHa, KaKTo 6erue uanr4paHo rrbpBoHaqaJ.rHo.
BtslaoNuo e c HoBI4t nJIaH 3a ynpaBneHr{e Aa ce AonycHe rrocne4Barrlo rr3rpaxAaHe Ha cKr4
rII4crIl I{ cbopbxenr4s., eAI{HcrBeHo rqo ce orHacr ao 6y$epHara 3oHa sa O6exra ua
cBeroBHoro HacJreAcrBo, Kosro e npvrro3Hara c Peueuue 34 COM 8B.5 na KCH.

Tt,fi xaro lllana 3a ynpaBneHr4e Ha HaquoHaleH rrapK ,,flrlpr4H", [peAcraBnrBa paMKoB
AOKyMeHT 3a BOAeHe Ha noJrr4Tr,rKa u He rrpeABI,IXAa KOHKpeTHLT I,IHBeCTr,rqrrOHHt4
rlpeArloxeHl4l{, c:brul4q He noAnexzr u Ha npoqe.qypa no Exolorr4trHa orIeHKa (EO) ra
Oqeuxara 3a cT,BMecrrrMocr (OC).
Cruacso 33T, :a BVAau o6eua Ha non3BaHe Ha pecypcr,rre r{ crpoprrencrBoro B 3arrlr4TeHr4Te
Tepl4Topuu ce I43rorB.sr ycrpoftcrBeHr4 r{ TexHr,rqecKl4 nJraHoBe I4 npoeKTr,r, Karo I4MeHHo re
rroArrexar ua EO, OBOC u OC.
Bnn epr:xa c ropHoro, eABa cne4 Karo 6r4e paspa6oreu v lprrer HoB rrJraH 3a ynpaBneHr4e
na HII ,,lI[pI4H", rqe 6t4e pa:pa6oren r,r TepuropnzurHo ycrpoficrneH rrJraH 3a npeABr4AeHoro
pa3Bl4Trre ua 6yQepuara, c napaMerpl{ r.{ MecronoJroxeHr,re Ha KoHKperHr.rre cbopb}KeHr4q,
rIpeABI4AeHIr 3a lr3rpa)KAaue. Izlueuuo ropHt4r TYII salrrxuTeJrHo rrle noAnexn na EO z OC.
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Cruacso cneulraJrHoro 3aKoHoAareJrcrBo - 3arou 3a 3atrIr4TeHHTe repI4TopI{I4 (33T), npn
u3rorBqHero Ha HoBr4fl Trrar 3a ynpaBneHrie ce npeABr{xAa cBr.rKBaHero na o6uecrBeHu
o6crxAanus, c yqacrr4ero Ha npeAcraBr,rreJru Ha 3ar{HTepecoBaHr.rre rIeHTpanHI{ I4 MecrHI{
opfaHl4 Ha BJlacrra, na co6crBeHrrllr4Te IIJIIT rexHrr cApyxeHl,Ifl, Ha Hayr{HI4, aKaAeMI,IIIHI,I pI

HerrpaBrrTeJrcTBeHrr opf aHrr3arlun v I'p.
Bcuqru Bbrrpoc?r, BKrror{HTerHo I{ nepc[eKTr4Br4Te 3a crporrreJlcrBo, Morar la 6srat
rrocraBeHr4 3a pa3fne)KAaHe B paMKI4Te Ha re3u o6crN4aur.rq, c rler nocrr4raHe Ha KoHceucyc
rro ra3r4 qyBcrBr4TenHa reMa H cborBerHo HaMr,rpaHe Ha rroAxop.frr]\Lrs.6zutanc.
Brn epr,:ra c fopHoro, rrpe3 Meceq Senpyapu 2013r. 6eue ertcraHoBeHa pa6orara na

Koucylrarur'uufl cbBer (KC) xlu HauuonalHrrr napK, Karo BKJrroqI4TeJIHo e noAHoBeH I,I

cbcraBa Ha opfaHa. CruacHo flpanurHuxa sa pa6orara Ha KC, n cbcraBa My Ha KBoreH
rrpr4Hur4rr ca BKrrroqeHr4 npeAcraBkrrerru Ha AbpxaBHr4 r.rHcrr4Tyrrr4ri, o6u1rznu, HIIO ra 6nsHec
opfaH143au14r4.
flpe:2013r. 6sxa npoBeAeHr{ u2 ronrrt:er.rreJrHLt 3ace4aHvs. ua KC, B paMKLIre Ha Kol4ro ca
pa3rnexraHr4 Bbrrpocrr, cBbp3aHr,r c pa3Br4Tr4ero Ha cKLr c[opra e HII ,,fIHpuH".

OcseH ropHoro, Bu yBepf,BaMe, qe npu paspa6ornanero Ha rIJIaHa 3a yrlpaBneHl{e

3aAbnxllTenHo rIIe ce cna3BaT r4 r,r3r4cKBaHr4rTa, 3aJIoxeHI,I B HarIrroHaJIHoTO Lt MeXAyHapOAHO
3aKOHOAaTeJICTBO Lr MexqyHapOAHr{ AO|OBOpT{ vt HqMa [a Ce AOnycHe oTpLIuaTenHo
nrs4eficrnue Bbpxy r43Krrorrr4TeJrHara cBeroBHa 3Haqr,rMocr ua o6erra I,I HefoBara utnocr.

6. OrHono gaqnqna cBoero rrcrcaHe r(bM Abplr(aBara-qdreHKa, Aa rlorBbpArr, qe HqMa Aa
AorrycHe rro-HararbrnHo pa3Br.rrrre Ha cKr.r c[opr e o6ercra u rrDuToMHfl [o3l{uuqra.cfl
rre B cryqait sa Aorrr,JlHrrreJrgo pa3Brrrr{e Ha cKu cbopb}KeHuq, cKIc [Ircrlr, HJrII

acoquupaHu un$pacrpyKTypa n o6emra, ToBa rqe 6rAe ocnoBaHr.re 3a BKrIotIBaHero My

s CuucrKa Ha 3acrparueHoro cBeroBHo HacJreAcrBo;

PeureHuqra ua Kolrnrera rro cBeroBHoro Hacne.4crBo ca [peAenHo flcnr4 kr Karerop[r{Hl4 I{

A:bp)KaBara e HaqcHo, qe aKo ce lollycHe cTpor4TencTBo Ha rlvcTu vr cKu cbopbxeHllg, u3BbH
By$epHara 3oHa - ceraurHr4Te rpaHrluu na Cxu soHr,r ,,BaucKo" 14 ,,[o6puuulle, Hfl ,,[IIIpI,IH"
ue 6rAe BKrror{eH B T.H. ,,crptcbK ua o6errure B onacHocr".
fopnoro rqe 6rAe orqereHo r{ c HoBr4r rrJraH 3a ynpaBneHr.re, xofiro HflMa Aa .4orlycHe
noAo6uo pa3BHTr4e.

7. HacTgflna AbpxaBara Aa ycKoprr r.r3rrbJrueHrrero Ha rrpeflopbKrrre or cbBMecrHara
MoHrrropuuroBa Mrrcrrfl Ha Cercperapuara v IUCN B obercra Ha cBeroBHoro
HacJIeAcrBo, KoI{To He ca 6ulu rr3rrbJrHeH[ n3rlqJo KbM AHerrrHa Aara;

B o4o6peuoro rrpe3 20I2r.3a4anvre 3a HoB nJraH 3a y[paBneHr{e ria HII flnpun, ca 3aJIo)KeHLI
r{3r.rcKBaHilt, cBbp3aHI,I c Ll3nbnHeHr4e Ha npelopbKrrTe oT cbBMecTHaTa MoHI4TopIIHfoBa
v'r4slort, orpa3eHu e PeueHr4e 36 COM 7B.18.

8. Cr,uro raKa, rr3rrcKBa or AbpxaBara rrJreHKa Aa rrpeAcraBu Ha Ileurnpa 3a cBeroBHo
HacJregcrBor Ao I Seepyapu 2014 r., AoKJraA 3a KoHcepBarrrroHHoro cbcroqHrre Ha
o6enra, KaKTo rr 3a rr3rrbd'IHeHuero Ha fopHrrre u3rrcKBaHrrfl, ia pa3rJrellq.4aHe or
Kounrera 3a cBeroBHo HacJreAcrBo Ha 38-ra My cecrrfl upe: 2014 roArrHa.

Hacroquusr AoKnan e B rr3rrbJrHeHr,re Ha I 8 or'PeneHuero na KCH.
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IIIo ce orHact [a pr3nbnHeHr{ero Ha r43r4cKBanuflTa pr npenopbKr.rre or MLrcLrflTa Ha
Cexperapuara u IUCN e o6exra Ha cBeroBHoro HacneAcrBo or 201 lr., Bu npeAcraBrMe
cneAHara un$oplraqur:
IIJo ce orHacs Ao MapxvpaHero, KoMyHr{KrrpaHero n noAAbpxanero Ha fpaHrrrlrdre Ha
o6erra, KaKTo ca olpeAeneHr4 c perxeHr{e 34 COM 8B.5, Bz yBeAoMqBaMe, rre 3a rpaHr4rlrrre
na HII ,,flupuH" raro o6exr Ha cBeroBHoro HacneAcrBo r{ 6yQepnnre My 3oHr4 - cKLt 3oHr4
Bascxo ra .{o6puuuqe, LrMa cHerr4 r4 yrBbpAeHra GPS KoopAr4Harr,r.
B palaxure Ha rrpoeKTa ,,Ycrofiuuno ylpaBneHve Ha HII llupuu", $uHaHcupan rro OIIOC vt
lo-cileuI4aJlno leftuocr 2.17 ure 6rAe saupaBeHo MapKr4paHe Ha repr.rropaflTa Ha Hll
,,fIt4pIiH" raro OCH Ha repeH, BKnroqr4TenHo [r Ha ABere 6y$epHra 3oHr4, Ha 6asa Ha
yTBbpIeHr4Te KOOpAuHaTLr.
Maprupanero Ha fpaHurlr4Te ria HaquoHaJreH napK <flupuH> 14 pe3epBarlrre B Hero
rpolr3Tl4rla or 3anoeea Ns 379 or 1999 r., c Korro HarlrroHanHr,rr napK e o6sseH e
Hacro.f,Iqt4re cu fpaHutr4 u llnaua 3a yrrpaBneHr4e Ha o6exra - fJraBa 4.3. llporpaMr 14
lpoeKTI{ - t.2 or llpoexru rro nporpaMa "Irln@oprvraur4oHHo ocnryprBaHe.
Maprupauero Ha 6y(fepnara 3oHa Ha O6exra Ha cBeroBHoro HacJreAcrBo - cKr.r 3oHI4

,,EaHcKo" u,,.{o6punlrrrl€", cborBerHo [pot43Tur{a or Peruenue: 36 COM 78.18 or 36-ra
cecufl ua Konurer no cBeroBHo HacJre.qcrno, (rp. Canxr llerep6ypr, Pycufl,24 rcleu - 3 rora,
2012r.).
MaprzpaHero Ha rpaur{rlr{Te ua o6erra Ha cBeroBnoro HacneAcrBo kr 6y(pepHure My 3oHI4,
ule e cro6pa3eHo cr,c craHAaprr4Te B Errrapux r4 rrle ce rr3Bbprrrr{ [ocpeAcrBoM rlocraBf,He Ha

AT,pBeHI4 MapKI{pOBbqHr4 3Harlr4 r4Jrr.r JTeHTOBO MapKr{paHe Bbpxy TepeH rrnll B6pxy AbpBeTa.
B Aonr:rueHrre, Ha Bcr,rrrKr4 AbpBeHr.r MapKrrpoBbrrHlr 3Harlu rr Ha AbpBera c neHToBa
MapKr4poBKa, ule 6rAar MoHrr4paHr.6800 ra6eru (c pa3Mep 10x15 cn), c I,IMero Ha
HaurroHaJrHlrs napK rann 6y$epHara My 3oHa.

[lpxaeara ue fapaHTr.rpa, cniuBaHero Ha re3r4 rpaHr{rlu lr 3arra3BaHe rlerocrra ua o6exra.

flo noeoA r.{3rrbJrHeHrrero Ha ocraHaJrrrre ripenopbKLr or MucLrflTa [pe3 20ll r., c AoKnaAa 3a
KoHcepBarlr{onHara or 2013r., MOCB e npe.{craBrrno noApo6ua unQopMauut n I{enrrpa no
cBeroBHo HacneAcrBo. llpe4nra4 o6crosrelcrBoro, qe rroBeqero or ropHr4Te npelop6Kl4 ca
nptKo o6erpsauu c r43forBrHero Ha HoB rrJraH 3a ynpaBneHr4e Ha HaIIrIoHaJrHr,rr napK, Ha ro3l4
eTaII He MO)Ke Aa Ce OTrreTe CbtUeCTBeH HanpeAbK rro Tf,xHoTo r{3rrbJrHeHl4e, ilpeIBI4A
perrrcrpr{paHoro 3aKbcHeHr4e e pa:pa6orBaHero Ha AoKyMeHTa.

IIo ce orHacq Ao npenopbKr.rre Ha Mr4cr4flTa, cBbp3aHrr c HaJrr{que Ha AocrarbrrHo 3aKoHoBr4,
AofoBopHLI u aAMrrHrrcrparr.rBHr.r MepKLr, Kor4To Aa o6esueqar orra3BaHero ua o6erra,
[OTBr,pXAaBaMe, qe I4HcTI4TyIIuIITe, I{MaIIII4 oTHoIIIeHI{e KbM TepnTopusra, MOCB, ,.{Hll lr
PI4OCB - EraroeBfpaA, ca olpaBoMoilIeHr4 B AocrarbqHa creneH or cburecrByBauroro
3aKoHoAareJlcrBo -3axos 3a 3arrlr.{TeHr4Te repr4Topr4r,r (33T), 3axou 3a 6nororprqnoro
pasnoo6pa:ue (3BP), 3axon 3a ona3BaHe Ha oKoJrHara cpera (3OOC) u 3axon 3a BoAr4re
(3B), aa ocr,IlrecrBtnar e$exu,rBeH KoHTpon Bbpxy Aefisocrure Ha repuroplr{ra na Hll

,,fIEpI4H", BKrloqurerHo h ila cilupar Lr npeycraHoBrBar 4efinocru, Kor4To Bolqr .qo
yBpexAaHe [apaMeTpr.rTe Ha oKoJrHaTa cpeAa.
B AonuseHlle, [peABI4A 3uaqr.{Mocrra ua HauuouaJrHkrfl. rrapK r4 OCH, KaKTo I,r craryra Ha
Tepl4Topuqra Karo I43KJIIoqr,rrenHo Abpxansa co6crBeHocr, [orBT,pxAaBaMe, qe MOCB,

AHn ,,flupuH" u PI4OCB Eraroeerpa4 rrpr4narar eSexrnnen KourpoJr, Bbpxy
ocb[IecrBqBaHl4Te 4efiHocua, KaKTo or Konrlecr{oHepa ,,IOreH" A[, rara r4 or .qpyrt4
rloJl3Barenu Ha repr4Topnrra, Ta-r.a r{e Aa fapaHTupar ona3BaHero fi- n 4urocpoqeH rrJIaH.

llo ornoureHl4e Ha nperop:bKara 3a r43forBrHe Ha HoB rrnaH 3a ynpaBneHne Ha HfI ,,llupuH",

4
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npeAr{ r43Tur{aHe Ha cpoKa Ha leficTBue Ha TeKyrrlr{r, KaKTo Beqe cMe Br4 r{HoopMLIpaJrv,
npoMqHara n Hape46ara 3a r.r3rorBqHe Ha nJraHoBe 3a ynpaBneHr4e or 20I2t., carJlacHo Kotro

4eficrnarqure rrJraHoBere 3a ynpaBneHr{e ocraBar B cr4Jra Ao npr{eMaHero Ha HoBr4 TaKr4Ba,
fapaHTr4pa, qe HrMa Aa vMa rreplroA, npes xoftro sa HII ,,flupr,rH" HsMa Aa ulra Aeficrnaul
nJraH 3a ynpaBneHrre.

II. ,llpyru npo6.renru. cqrpraur c oua,sna,uerq uQ o,6eKra Ha c.neTonHofo
u a c.n,el crn o, yA q n r u d n u u p a n,u, gr qr p a,n a.ra -,q.rr e H rca

llpes 2013r., He ca KoHcrarlrpaHr4 Apyrrr KoHcepBarIHoHHr.{ npo6reuu, cBbp3aHI4 c
ona3BaHero Ha o6exra.

III. 4 crornercrnlre q {raparpad 172 or QueparrsFrre vsasaHns ra up4qarang Ha
KoHneuultqta, Mo.rq onuilete ncnqKu noreuu[a"tHr.r rua.tuN{u upoeKtu. cetD:aHu c
pexoucrpvrcuuq. npolrqua u/nru ulrpaxraue Ha Hosu croprxeHus n lau[reHara
requppgq (cr'pgesuqua roH? ,r.r, 6ydepua roHa g/urq rcoquaopu). Kqurg .ce
I |PEABII}KAAT.

llpe: 2013r., MOCB e pa3rnexraJro r,t o4o6puro caMo rrocoqeHr.rre rro-Aony HecbIrIecrBeHL{
r{HBecrrrur4oHHr.r HaMepenr4r u [poeKTr{, cBbp3aH}r c o6egne.raBaHe (pyHrcquoru4paHero Ha
cbqecrByBalr{I4 clopbxeHr.rr u nogo6pnBaHe B o6clyNnanero Ha ryplrcr}rre.

llnnecruqr{oHHo rrpeAJro)KeHrre 3a ,rflocraerue Ha BpeMeHHrr cbopb}KeHr{fl 3a HopMaJrHo
[porurraHe Ha Enponeftcrco rrbpBeHcrBo rro 6uarnon B Faucno, MecrHocr
,rErngepuIuKa rlo!'IqHatt, cKu-3oHa fp. Eagcxo
OcHosunre 4efiHocru ca cBbp3aHr4 c AocraBKa v crro6qnaue Ha Mqcro na rpr6nzre
eneMeHTI4 sa rpu6yuara; AocraBKa Ha erreMeHTlr 3a VIP na;rarxau crto6sBaHero fi; rocraera
14 [ocraBrHe Ha BaKc-Ka6uuu; r43HacsHe Ha reHepr4paHr.rre no BpeMe Ha MoHTaxa orrrarbqr4.

[ocranrara Ha MoAynr4Te ce e rr3BbpruI4na rro cbulecrByBar]Jvts. rrr,T Ao MecrHocr

,,Etugepuruxa norsna". He ca r{3BbprxBaHr{ I43KoIIHr4 pa6oru.
C:re4 rpax Ha Mepolprrrruero, cbopblreHr,r flTa aa pa:uo6euu kt pr3HeceHrr.

tr{unecruqlroHHo rrpeAJroxenrre 3a o,Perconcrpyxrluq Ha 3aBeAeHrre 3a xpaHeHe Ha
Erugepuruna rtorqHa, Cxu-3ona Eancrco
I4unecruqr.IoHHoro npeAnoxeHr{e [peABr.rxAa peKoucrpyKrlr4q Ha cbulecrByBaruara crpaAa,
nocrpoeHa npe: 2003 r. u o6e4rau{Baura 3aBeAeHLrr 3a xpaHeHe.
IrlnsecruuuoHHoro rlpeAnoxeHr4e rrpeABr{xAa noAMrHa Ha .4bpBeHa KoHcrpyxrlr4q B eAHa or
3anvre 3a KoHcyMaur,rs. Ha pecropaHT ,,TTIeKr4Te", c qen no4o6p.anane Ha
noxapoycrofiqunocrra ft, rarro lr rroAMflHa Ha HeHoceql4Te eJreMeHTr4 or rroKpilBnara
KoHcrpyKIII4t, c qer no4o6prnaHe Ha eueproe$eKTr,rBHocrra Ha crpaAara u HaMarqBaHe Ha
To nr'II4HHl.ITe rary6n.
PeroucrpyKur4s rrpeABr4xAa:
- peHoBr4paHe Ha r4HTepr4opa Ha HqKor.r or noMerrleHvrflTa;
- npepa6orBaHe Ha noMerqeHr4r, c rleJr no-go6po:ro o6clyNnaHe Ha rrocerrrreJrrrre;
- utJIocTHo ocBe)KaBaHe Ha I4HTepI4OpHI{Te Ir0KpLtrr.rr IIO TIOAOBe I4 CTeHI,r B CbOTBeTCTBT.Ie C
x uf ueHH o - caHuT apEr4Te I,I3 LIcKBaHT{{ ;
- pa3IIIupeHVe HA CbuIeCTByBarr{r.rTe roaJrerHr.r cT,c caHr4TapeH Bb3eJr 3a xopa cbc 3aTpyAHeHo
rrpr.rABprlKBaHe rr cTa.[ 3a noBr,rBaHe Ha MaJrKLr leqa.
Krrr nacroflxJvrs. MoMeHT rzHBecrr,{uuoHHoro HaMepeur4e He e peaJrr.r3r.rpauo.
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lluuecrnqrroHHoro rrpeAJroxeHrre (lID 3a ,,PeroncrpyKrrus, upeycrpoficrno *r
MoAepHlr3aulrfl Ha crpaAa cbc cMeceHo [peAHa3HaqeHr{e ,r@uHa,rua Kb[1att, 3oHa
,rIIIr4,u.rp2pHuKtt, cKr{ 3oHa c ueHTbp rp. Eaucro
flpoexrrr npeABl4xraue yBenl4qaBaHe na 6pox Ha roaJrerHr{Te B crpaAara ua ,,OuHalrua
Kblqa", orrlaAbr{Hl,ITe BoAI4, or Kor4To ce 3aycrBar B KaHaJrr,r3aqr4oHHara Mpe}Ka Ha cfpalara.
Hanpaneua e npexou@lrfypar\ufl Ha [oKpr4BHara KoHcrpyKukrr, c qen rroBr,rrxaBaHe Ha
rloxapHara 6esonacuocr Ha 3aBeAeHrlero. Crqara e 6una [r3rpaAeHa or croMaHa, c
loxapo3alrll4THo noKpvtrvre, BMecro or AbpBo. CrpourelHo MoHTaxHure 4efiuocrlr ca
IIpuKIroqHJII4.

llHnecrnqlroHHo [peAJro]I(euIae orllucraJrr,rpaHe Ha rrpneMHo-rrpeAaBareJrna craHrrurr 3a
rtac ulunl{ AaHHrr KbM cblllecrByBarqa GSM craHrlr.rq, pa3rroJror(eua Ha [oKprrBa Ha
crpaAa, n u. ,rflrarorott, cKIt 3oHa Eaucnott
I,IunecruquoHHoro npeAnoxeH[e npeABr{NAa loo6opyABaHe Ha cbruecrByBaqa [pr4eMHo -
npeAaBarelua 6a:ona craHql{t, pa3nono}KeHa Ha noKpr4Ba Ha crpaAa, HaxoArrrla ce B M.
,,flraroro", cKIII 3oHa Fagcro. Crpa4ara npe.qcraBnsBa MerarHo xale/cxnaA Ha ceAanKoB
nuQr IIIuruIfapHIzKa - fllaroro.CrqecrnyBarrlara GSM 6asoea craHrluq ce cbcror4 or eAHa
rpl6Ha MalITa, c BncoqI4Ha 4,00 Merpa. Texnolorptuuux rnra(f ce HaMr4pa B caMara crpaga.

fopenocoveHllTe [poeKTIl rr I,IHBecrr4ur4oHHr4 HaMepeHr4s 3ac.grar e,ul4HcrBeHo r4 caMo
6y$epnara 3oHa Ha o6exra Ha cBeroBHoro HacneAcrso. Crqkrre ca 6uru npoqeAr4paHr4 no
peAa Ha 6:r'lrapcroro eKoJlof[rrHo 3aKoHoAareJrcrBo v ca 6unu npe4Mer Ha rrperleHKa 3a
ueo6xoArauocrra or OBOC (no peaa ua 3OOC) u Ouenxa 3a cbBMecrr.rMocr c nperMera rr
ueJlzre Ha ona3BaHe na HII ,,flr4pktH" rz OCH u 3aururena 3oHa ,,flupr,rH" or Harypa 2000
(cr,uacuo Hapea6a 3a orIeHKa 3a cbBMecrzuocr).
3a ropuure npoeKTLI e 6uro [perleHeHo, r{e He rrporuBoper{ar Ha pexrrMa Ha Haur.roHaneH
napr ,,flupI,IH", orpe4eneH c IIY Ha o6exra, KaKTo r{ Ha 3arqr.rreHa 3oHa BG0000209 "flr4pr4H"
3a oIIa3BaHe Ha AI4BI4Te IITLIIII4, onpeAeneH cbc 3aloBeATa 3a o6qeqeaueto ia u qe HflMa Aa
AoBeAar Ao yBpexraHe Ha BIrAoBe u uecroo6tr'ralr'urfl, rrpeAMer Ha orra3BaHe B 3arrlr4TeHara
3oHa, HauvoHa,rrHrrr napK r,r o6err Ha cBeroBHoro HacneAcrBo.
llpes 2013r., e MOCB ne ca locrbrrBaJrr{ 3Har{r.rMr4 rrpoeKTr4, cBbp3aHH c peKoHcrpyKur4r,
rrpoMrHa ulutu r43fpaxAaHe Ha HoBr.r cbopbxeHr4s e OCH nnu 6y$epHara My 3oHa.

r,rcKPA MlrxArzn o[,ry' Li''&
MI4HI{CTbP HA OKOJIHATA

I

CPEAA II,BOAI4TE
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REPOBT ON rHE SrArp OF CONSEBVATTON gF,prBlly NATT9NAL
4A\K .WQRLD HE4ITAGE PROPERTY

Pirin National Park World Heritage Property (Republic of Bulgaria)
(Identification numb er 225\

blic of Bulsaria to the W
Decision: 37 COM 78.17. paraeraph by parasraph

The World Heritage Committeeo

1. H?vine exami+ed Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,

2. Rec4llipe, Decision 36 COM 78.18, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-
Petersburg,2012),

The Ministry of Environment and Water (MOEW) as the institution in charge of the
management of Pirin National Park (PNP) as protected area according to national
legislation and as World Heritage Property (WHP), also considered Document WHC-
l3l37.COMl7B.Add and Decision 36 COM 78.18 of the World Heritage Committee
(WHC), adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), pointed in paragraphs 1
and2 of Decision:37 COM 78.17 of the WHC.

3. Note,s that a proposed amendment to the management plan of Pirin National
Park which would allow further skiing developments within the buffer zone of the
properfyo is currently under consideration by the State Party;

We would like to remind that according to the currently existing ban over the
constructions in Bansko and Dobrinishte ski zones (buffer zones of the WHP), the
proposal of Bansko municipality for amendment of the management plan, envisaged
lightening of regimes on this territory, constituting 2.66% of the total area of the
National park and WHP. The proposal did not contain specific investment proposals or
plans.
The proposal of Bansko municipality for amendment of the management plan, was in
cornpliance with the legislative regulations, did not contradict to the decisions of the
World Heritage Committee, which gave grounds to the MOEW to initiate a procedure
for its consideration in 2013.
Despite the above, at this stage,. the MOEW is not envisaging further proceedings of
the proposal of Bansko municipality for amendment of the management plan of Pirin
National Park.
Possible development of Bansko ski zone is expected to be resolved on by the newly
elaborated management plan for the Property.
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4. Requepts the state Party to ensure that the proposed amendment is in line with

the 2010 Strategy for Sustainable Nature Tourism and that an appropriate

monitoring meclranism is put in place, as requested by the Com,mittee and the

2011 Reactive monitoring mission, before approval of the proposed amendment;

The proposed amendment of Bansko municipality is consistent with the Strategy for

sustainable tourism development and is not contradicting the decisions of the World

Heritage Committee of TINESCO (from 2012 and2013)'

AccorJing to these decisions, the Committee takes the ski zones as reality on the

ground und ullo*s their possible further development, but only in case that this

ievelopment is assessed, ln order to avoid a significant impact on the WHP, i'e'

outside of the buffer zone.

As the MOEW has already informed the Secretariat with the state of conservation

report of Pirin National Park from 2013, within the implementation of.the project for

the Sustainable Management of the Pirin National Park and WHP' will be analyzed

and evaluated the impict of the Bansko ski zone and other activities in the buffer zone

on the world Heritage Property. on the basis of the results, will be assessed the need

and the method for introducing of appropriate monitoring mechanism'

As noted above, at this stage, further proceeding of the proposal of Bansko

municipality is not foreseen and correspondingly it will not be submitted for approval

by the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Bulgaria'

5. Alpo requests the State Party to undertake a Strategic Environmental

Assessment of ttre development of the buffer zone' including consultations with

stakeholders, and urgeq the state Parfy to ensure that these proposals will not

negatively impact the Outttanding Universal Value (OUV) and in particular the

integrity of the ProPertY;

The currently acting Management Plan of Pirin National Park does not allow the

construction of new ski runs and cableways in the World Heritage Property and its

buffer zene - the ski zones of Bansko and Dobrinishte.
Within the project for Sustainable Management of Pirin National Park, funded by the

Operationui P-g.u- Environment - OPE (EU funds), a new management plan for

Pirin National Park, will be developed.
In 2012, the MOEW approved Terms of reference for the new management plan of

Pirin National Park.
Due to some procedural delays, the deadline for drafting of the new management plan

has been extended until October 2015, instead of the same period in20l4, as originally

planned.
it is possible with the new management plan to be allowed further construction of ski

runs and facilities, but only in the buffer zone of the World Heritage Property,

determined with Decision 34 COM 8V.5 of the WHC'

As the Management Plan of Pirin National Park is a framework document for guiding

the policy foiprotection of the Property and it does not provide for specific investment
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In relation to the above, in
Cornmittee (CC) under the
composition was renewed'
According to the rules of procedure
quotas principle, representatives of

proposals, it is not subject of Environmental Assessment (EA) and Appropriate

assessment (AA) Procedure.

According to the national legislation - Protected areas Act (PAA), the type and the

content of the activities, related to usage of natural resources and construction

activities in protected areas, are determined by special spatial and technical

development Plans and Projects.
In this line, after the adoption of the new management plan, and in case that it foresees

new development for tie buffer zone of tht WHP, for this development will be

developed a Territorial Arrangement plan (TAP) with-specific parameters and location

of the facilities envisaged. T[e abovlmentioned TAP will be obligatory a subject of

EA and AA.
According to the specific legislation - Protected areas Act (PAA), in the process for

preparation of the new management plan, are envisaged public. hearings with the

participation of representatives from G central and local authorities, owners or their

as sociations, scienlific, academic and non- governmental ot ganizations and others'

All the issues, which are of importance for the National Park, including the

perspectives for further development, will be considered during the discussions to be

held, in order to achieve consensus and find the right balance on this sensitive topic'

February 2013, was reestablished the Consultative
Pirin National Park Directorate (PNPD) and its

of the CC, in its composition are included, on

state institutions, municipalities, NGOs and

business organizations.
In 2013, *.r. held two meetings of the CC, at which issues, related to the

development of skiing in the Pirin National Park, were addressed.

Besides the above, we would like to assure you that the development of the

management plan will strictly follow the requirements, imposed by the national and

international legislation and treaties and will not allow a negative impact on the

outstanding universal value of the Property and its integrity.

6. Reitefates its fequpst to the State Party to confirm that no further ski

O.n.t,opr*nt i^iOe the property will be permitted and recllls its positiop that if

any additional development of ski facititieso ski runs, or associated infrastructure

within the properfy are undertaken, the conditions for inscription of the properfy

on the List of World Heritage in Danger will be fulfilled;

The decisions of the World Heritage Committee are very clear and explicit and the

State party is aware that if the construction of ski runs and facilities, outside the buffer

,on. - ski zones of Bansko and Dobrinishte, are allowed, Pirin National Park WHP

will be included in List of the World Heritage in danger'
The above requirement will be taken into account by the new management plan, which

will not allow such development.
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7. Urseq, the State Party to expedite the implementation of the outstanding
recommendations of the 20ll joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive
monitoring mission to the property which have not been fully implemented to
date;

In the approved in 2012 Terms of reference for
National Park, are set out requirements for
recommendations of the joint WHC/IUCN reactive
Decis ion 36 COM 7B.18.

a new management plan of Pirin
the implementation of all the
monitoring mission, as reflected in

8. Furthgr requeqts the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1
February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property and the
implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee
at its 38th session in 2014.

This report on the State of conservation of Pirin National Pak as a World Heritage
Property, has been prepared pursuant to $ 8 of Decision: 37 COM 78.18 of the WHC.

As regards the implementation of the requirements and recommendations of the joint
World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission from 201I, we would like
to provide the following information:

As far as the demarcation, communication and maintainance of the boundaries of
theWH Property and its buffer zone, as defined in Decision 34 COM 8B.5, are
concerned, please be informed that there are approved GPS coordinates.
Under the project for Sustainable Management of Pirin National Park, funded by the
OPE and in particular within Activity 2:17 of the project, will be carried out
demarcation at the field of Pirin National Park as WHP, including of the buffer zones
of the Property, based on the approved coordinates.
The demarcation of the boundaries of Pirin National Park and its reserves results from:
Order N379 from 1 999 of the minister of environment and water, for declaring of the
national park in its current boundaries. This is also required by Pirin National park
management plan - Chapter 4.3 - Programmes and Projects - item 2 "Information
Assurance".
The demarcation of the buffer zone of the World Heritage Property - ski zones
"Bansko" and "Dobrinishte", respectively evolves from Decision 36 COM 78.18 of
36th session of the world Heritage Committee (St. Petersburg, Russia, 2012).
The demarcation of the boundaries of the National Park, the World Heritage Property
and its buffer zone, will comply with the standards in Bulgaria and will be carried out
by placing of wooden signs and line marking on the ground or on the trees.
In addition, on all of the wooden signs and marked trees will be installed plates (with
size of 10x15 centimeters), with indication about the Property and its buffer zone.

The State Party will ensure that these boundaries are respected.
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Please mind that with the State of conservation report from 2013, the MOEW
presented detailed information to the World Heritage Center for the implementation of
the other recommendations of the mission from 201 1. Given the fact that most of the
recommendations are directly linked to the elaboration of the new management plan
and because of the recorded delay in the development of the document, at this stage,
significant progress in their implementation can not be reported.

As regards the recommendations of the mission, related to the presence of sufficient
legal, contractual or other administrative arrangements, which to ensure the protection
of the Propertyo we would like to confirm that that the institutions in charge of the area
- the MOEW, PNPD and the Regional inspectorate of environment and waters for the
town of Blagoevgrad, are authorized in sufficient degree by the existing legislation -
Protected Areas Act (PAA), Biological diversity Act (BDA) Act, Environmental
Protection Act (EPA) and the Water Protection Act (WPA), to provide effective
control over the activities, performed in Pirin National Park, including to terminate
activities, leading to damage of environmental parameters.
Given the importance of the National Park and WHP and given the status of the
territory as exclusively state property, we would like to confirm that the above
mentioned institutions, apply effective control over the activities, carried out by both
the concessionaire - Ulen Company and other users of the area, so as to ensure its
protection in long term.

As for the recommendation, which require from the State Party to ensure that the new
Management Plan of the Property is completed and approved on time and before the
expiry of the current one, as the MOEW has already informed the Secretariat, a change
in the Regulation for preparation of management plans for protected areas, from 2012,
stipulates that the acting management plans remain in full effect until new ones, are
adopted and entry into force. The above guarantees that Pirin NP and WHP will not
pass a period without management plan.

II. Qther currpnf conseryafion issuqs idgn(ified bv the Slate Par(v

In 2013, the MOEW has not registered any new conservation issues related to the
protection and conservation status of the Property.

II,I. I{r, conformifv with paraeraph 172 of tbg operatiqn?l guidelings" please

4escribg a4v poteqtial m?ior ,resforations. alterations and/gr new cq{rstrFction(s)
Withip the,protgcted ,are.? (core zone and butfqr zgpe ar"rd/,or corridprs) that might
be er,rvisaged.

In2013, the MOEW considered and approved only insignificant investment proposals,
aimed at ensuring the functioning of existing facilities and improving the quality of the
service, provided to tourists.
Information about the abovementioned proposals is pointed below:
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The abovementioned investment proposals concern only the buffer zone of the World
Heritage Property. They were proceeded in line with the Bulgarian environmental
legislation and were subject to a screening procedure for EIA under the Environmental
Protection Act and an Appropriate Assessment for their compatibility with the
conservation subject and objective of Pirin National Park, WHP and Natura 2000 site,
under the Regulation for Appropriate assessment.
It was estimated that the abovementioned investment proposals do not contradict to the
regimes, declared with the Management plan of Pirin National park and WHP and by
the order for declaration of Pirin as Natura 2000 site; will not cause damage to species
and habitats under conservation in the National park, World Heritage Property and
Natura 2000 site.
ln 2013, major projects, related to restorations, alterations and/or new construction in
the WHP and its buffer zone have not been submitted to the MOEW.

TSKRA MIHAYLOVA. !
.  i r

:  I . t

/ t t, /  L  
v v ' v v

MINISTER OF ENVIRONMENT AND WATER
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PBA HH 14E H uo JIE

Hr, K OE HA ET OT HA C

HA IOHECKO

HaqnonaneH napK ,rflfipuH" n o6enr Ha cBeToBHOTO HacJIeAcTBO IIa IOHECKO

(Peny6.nHrca Eurapnn) - Llaenrusunaunonen novrep 225

I. PegrcMe Ha norflana
MrauucrepcrBo Ha oKoJIHara cpeAa u BoAlIre (MOCB) u1e ce cro6pa':u c llcKaHero Ha

Kouurera 3a cBeroBHo HacJreAcrno ixcu) ua IOHECKO ra ue noAnoxl4 IIpOeKra Ha fllan.:a

ynpaBneHr,re na HaunoHaJIeH napr ,,Iluptt;' 1HII[I) na npoueAypl'I no Erolonaqsa oueHKa (EO) u

oqeura sa cbBMecTr4Mocr tocl 11o peAa Ha 6t.nrapcxoro 3aKoHOAaTeJICTBO, B Koero aa

TpaHCnOHI;Ipanu [npeKTI,IBI,ITe ua EnponeftCxus' cbIO3 3a CTpaTeII'IqecKa eKoJIorHtIHa oqeHlr.A u 3a

orra3BaHe nu np"po.oHr4Te Mecro o6ura'iius lr Ha Ar4Bara Qnopa u Sayna, YT1 "" 
B3eMar npeABI4'{ I{

KpaTKr4Te yKa3aHr4s na Mex4yHapoAHI4t cblo3 3a 3aIIII4ra Ha 1lpl4poAara (IUCN) sa usnrputBaHe I{a

OBOC n o6enru Ha cBeroBHoro HacJIeAcrBo.

,{npexuux ua HaquonareH rrapK ,,fIupEH" (AHfiD e MapKI4paJIa rpaHHIII4Te Ha Hllll u

O6err Ha cBeroBl.Ioro HacreAcrBo (OCH) n 6ytfepuara My 3oHa c tpafiHu 3Halrr Ha repeH B

H3rrbJrHeHr,re Ha rpenopbKa oT cbBMecTHa MoI{t4TopI'IHfoBa MI4cI'Iq Ha IOHECKO u IUCN' cbCTOtJIa

ce s HfIfI upes 2011r..{eftnocTTa e peaJII'I3lIpaHa B pal'IKure Ha npoeKr' Suuancnpau uo

oneparurua ilpofpaMa ,,oKOrHa cpe4a". Bcu'{ru npe[opbKl4 OT MI4CI'I'Ta ca 6nnu BeT]I noA

BHHMaHLIS or ,{rpNanaTa, KaTo [oBeqeTO OT TqX ca I'I315JIH9HI'I, a ApyIIl Ca B npOUeC Ha

TI3NbJIHEHHC.

llonacroqueM npoeKrbr Ha nJraH 3a ynpaBileHl4e na Hltfl ce npoueAllpa cbrnaffro 33T u

Hapel6ara ra pa:pa6oTBaHe Ha rIJIaHoBe 3a ylpaBneH[e Ha 3aI[I'ITeHI'I TepLIropI4I'I n Burapnr'

llpoerrrr Ha rrJraH 3a ynpaBneuue (IIY) ua HIIII ilpeABl4xAa ll3rorBtHero Ha MeroAI{Ka 3a

sa6mo.uenue Ha Bb3Aeitc.rsusra Ha cKtr c[opTa LI ,Up]TeI 4efinocru, KOIITO Ce OCbIUeCTBtBaT B

rpaHlrulrre ua 6yrfepna 3oHa, Bbpxy sao6uxansuus ru o6ert Ha cBeroBHoro HacJIeAcrBo c IIen Aa ce

rapaHTlrpa, qe re He ce orpa:!flBar HerarlrBHo Bbpxy LI3KJIIoIII'ITeJIHara yHl{Bepcanna crofinocr Ha

o6erra.

AHnil npoMorlrpa v npr4nara Crparerurra 3a HacbpqaBaHe Ha ycrofruun rypH3bM,

pa:pa6oteua B paMKLIt. tu flporpanrara 3a yqacrl'Ie Ha IOHECKO (2010r'), Karo I'I3nbJIHtBa

AeftnOCru B CbOTBeTCTBUe C [JIaHa Sa AeftCrnue K.6M cTparerutTa.

llpes 2014r. pr 2015r. MOCB He e perucrpHpzuo Apyru npo6leuu, cBbp3aHl',I C Ona3BaHero I',I

KoHcepBaIII4oHHLItr craryc na o6er<ra'

Bcnqru [poeKTu 1r r.rHBecr[rlrroHHr.r HaMepeHI,It n 6y$epnara 3oua er e OCH ce [poqe.Ill4par

no peAa ua 6rmapcKoro 3aKoHoAareJrcrBo r{ ca [peAMer Ha oIIeHKa sa srsAeficrBl'Iero Bbpxy

oKoJrHara cpeAa (OBOC) n Oqeuxa 3a cbBMecrr.rMocr (OC) c rpeAMera I'I IIeJII{Te Ha ona3BaHe Ha

3aruureua ioua ,,llupr4H" Karo qacr or Harypa 2000 (perlaMeHTrpaHu or 3aros 3a olra3BaHe Ha

oKonHara cpeAa - 3OOC r.r Hapea6a 3a ycnoBHflTa v peAa 3a I'I3BbpIIrBaHe Ha oIIeHKa 3a

cbBMecTI4MOCTTa Ha nJIaHOBe, nporpaMr{, [poeKTI4 I'I I4HBeCTLIIIHOHHI'I npeAnoxeHl4t C npeAMera v

ueJILIre Ha orla3BaHe Ha 3aIrII{TeHI{Te 3oHI4 - Hape46a:a OC)'

Konrpolrr IIo H3IbJIHeHI,IeTO Ha CbrnacyBaHI,ITe npoeKTLI I'I pIHBecTI',IqIIOHHII npeAnoxeHl{g

ce ocbulecrB.f,Ba or cnyxrlreJll{re Ha AHfIn ra ua MOCB.

flp* 2014r. n 2015r. MOCB e pa3rnex.{r}Jro r4 o4o6puno LIHBecTI'IquoHHI'I HaMepeHI'Iq pI

npoeKTlr, cBbp3aHr4 ocHoBHo c o6esneqasane tfyurqplonllpaHero Ha cbulecrByBalrlu cbopbxeHllt'

nbao6pqnaHe na 6esonacHocrra Ha rypr.rcrr.rre, Bb3craHoBtBaHe Ha rIp[poAHI'I Mecroo6u'tauus u

no4o6prnaHe cbcrotHr{ero Ha oKoJrHara cpeAa.
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HA IO

1. C.nel Karo pa3rJreAa AoICyMenr WHC-14/38'COM/7B '

2. Ilpunounqfircn Pemenue 37 COM 7B'.17 ' nprreTo na 37-uara cecrq (Ilnorrl fIeH'

2013r.),
MOCB B KaqecrBoro cr4 Ha orroBopHa HHcrr,rryrluq, ocbulecrBtBalrla y[paBJIeHI'Iero Ha HIIII

ra OCH 6M KoHseHUI,IqTa 3a ona3BaHe Ha cBeToBHoTo HacJIeAcTBo sa IOHECKO, Ctuto B3e IIon

BHr4MaHHe.[oK]MeHr $HC-14/38.COM/7B u Pegresue 37 COM 7P.,17 ua KCH, nocoqeHl4 n $ I u $

2 ot Peuenr.re 38 COM 7B.73 ua KCH.

3. Or6e.ilqrna nHQopuaUvlflT1r IIpeAocTaBeHa oT AbplgaBaTa - rlfleHKa' qe nOcJIeABaIUo

purr"t"e u 6y4.p"uTa 3oHa na ofiercra Moll(e la 6rle pa3rJleAago B paMKI{Te Ha HoBIIfl nJIaH

3a ynpaBJIeHlIe Ha HaqraOna.neH IIapK flupnn, KaTO C OTJIeA Ha IIOT€HUITaJIHIIT€ nr3AeftCrnnq

Bbpxy IT3KJIIOqIITSJIH6To CBSTOBHS 3HaqeHHe ua ofierrar MoJIII AbplxaBaTa - qJIeHKa tra

Ocnrypu HoBus TIJIaH 3a yIIpaBJIeHlIe Ha HII ,,[up*rH'( Aa 6nge npegMeT Ha eKoJlor[qHa

orIeHKa npeAII [p[eMaHeTo Fvry' B cboTBeTcTBIIe C [npercruBaTa Ha EnponeficKfls cblo3 3a

cTpaTernqecKa eKOJIorIrqHa OIISHKa' AIIpeKTIIBaTa IIa EC Sa ueCrOO6nraHnsTa' KAKTO I'I

KpaTKrTe yKa3aHlrfl Ha Mex4ynapoAHlrfl cbl03 3a 3aIqIITa Ha rlpnpoAaTa (IUCN) 3a

lr3BbprrrBaHe Ha oBoc B O6eKTn Ha cBeToBHOTO HaCJTeACTBO;

llpoerrrr na fllan 3a ynpaBneHr{e Ha HIIII ue 6rle roAJIoxeH Ha npoueAypl'I ro EO n OC

ro paau tru 6urapcroro 3aKoHoAareJrcrBo, B Koero ca rpaHcrIoHI'IpaHI'I .{uperrunure Ha

Enponeficxux c5ro3 3a cTpaTer[qecKa eKoJlofuqHa oIIeHKa H 3a oIIa3BaHe Ha npupo.uHl',Ire

Irecroo6ura]givfr Lr Ha .rIHBara tllopa u tfayna, Karo ce B3eMar npeABI4I I'l KparKI'ITe yKa3aHzfl Ha

MexaynapoAHr4q cbro3 3a 3arrlr{ra Ha npfipoAara (IUCN) :a ra:erpllrBaHe Ha OBOC e o6exrl'I Ha

cBeroBHoro lracJre,ucTBo ;

4. Crrqo raKa, MoJrrr AbplKaBara-qJreHKa, Aa ycKoplr lr3rlbJrlreHlrero Ha rlpe[opbKl{Te or

cbBMecrHa Mncuq na I{enrupa rro cBeroBHo HacJreAcrBo n IUCN o'r 2011 r.' KorITo Bce otrIe He

ca rr3rrbJrHeHu rr no-clequaJrHo Aa 3aBbpmr,r npoqeca Ha MapKlrpaHe Ha rpaHrrllrrre na obercra

Ha cBeroBHoro HacJreAcrBo rr na byQepnara My 3oHa;

llo-.qony e [peAcraBeHa rauifopuaUux orHocHo LISnbJIHeHI{ero Ha npelopbKl{Te or

cbBMecrHa Mucr4fl, n HIIII Ha eKcnepru or I]eurtpa no cBeroBHo HacneAcrBo ra IUCN or 2011 r. pt

no-cleUr4aJrHo ra3r4, nprlKaHBarrla AbpxaBara Aa 3aBbplnll MapKl{paHero Ha rpaHpIU}ITe Ha o6erra sa

cBeroBHoro HacJIeAcrBo u Ha 6yoepHara My 3oHa;

5. Crrqo rana, Ug Abp)rcaBara, Aa [peAcraBu n Ilenrrpa 3a cBeroBuo HacJre,UcrBo

aKryaJru3r{paH AoKJraA 3a ct,croqHrlero Ha HII ,rflupuno' Karo O6enr Ha cBeroBHoro

HacJreAcTBo, BKJIIOqIITeJIHO tt pe3roMe oT eAHa cTpaHuua OTHOCHO H3nbJIHeHIIeTo Ha

ropenocoqeHrrre r.rcKaHus (na Koruurera), 3a pa3rJrexAane or Koprurera 3a cBeroBHo

HacJreAcrBo Ha HeroBara 40 cecns nper 2016 roA[Ha.

Hacro.sugsr AoKnaA 3a cbcrorHr{ero Ha Hn|I raro o6err Ha cBeroBHoro HacJle.[crBo e

r43rorBeH B I,BnbJIHeHLIe Ha $ 5 or Peilresue: 38 COM 78.73 na KCH.

llo-4ony e [peAcraBeHa rant[oprr,raUua orHocHo I{3nbJIHeHLIero Ha npelopbKl'ITe or

cbBMecrHara ;ny1ncvr, c eKcneprr.r or I{eurrpa 3a cBeroBHo HacJIeAcrBo I{ IUCN n HlIfI, c:bcrocra ce

npes 2011r. :
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llpenoPrnu:
a ) ^ ^ o c l l r y p l | e Q e r c r u n r r o l ] ' m u p o K o M a u a 6 r r o p e f l | o H a J l H o I I J I a H I I p a H e 3 a

rrKoHoMrrqecpo pa3BlrTIIe, II Aa rapaHTIIpAr qe IIflMa Aa AoIrycKa (Aa parpemu) pa3BIITue

(pea.nuSnpaHeTo IIa IIHBeCTIIIIIIoHHII navrepenun)o K0IITO HaAxBbpJIqT KaIIaquTeTa Ha

TepIITOpHqra;
peruoHa,rnoro rrJragr{paHe B Brnrapur ce u3BbprrrBa no peAa Ha 3arosa 3a ycrpoficrBo Ha

repr{ropr,rrra (3YT). Cr1naqro 3YT sa repllropu.f,ra Ha BcflKa o6rqlrsa ce pa3pa6orBa o6ul

ycrpofrcrneH rJraH (oyD. B xola 
"u 

rrroru"tte ttu oYlI ce I'I3BbpIXBar EO ra OC c flpeAMera 14

qenprTe Ha oua3Bal{e na HIIII raro OCH LI 3auI}ITeHa 3oHa or Harypa 2000, B xoAa Ha KoI'ITo ce

npeABHxAaT MepKII 3a HeAOIIycKaHe Ha 6lAeIqO 3acTpotBaHe' Ha'UxBbpnqUO KanaUI{TeTa Ha

TepuTopI,Lsra.- 
byn na o6quna Baucxo n o6ur.rHa CanAascru Beqe ca 6r,rrua npoue.(HpaHl'I no peAa Ha

eKoJrorrrrrHoro 3aKoHoAarencrBo or repr.rroplraJlHo KoMrIereHTHI{fl opraH na MOCB - PI'IOCB -

Enaroenrpa4, Karo v sa EBaraOYlI errraa noJroxllTeilHn craHoBI'IuIa. CrrnacHo 3yT npeAcrol4 OyII-

Te Ha o6rqnsa Bancro u o6uuHa Can,uaucru Aa 6rlar pa3rneAaHl'I 14 IIprIerI'I Ha 3ace'uaH[fl Ha

cborBerHl,Ire o6uIuncKI'I cbBeru.

oYfI ua ocTaHaJII,ITe o6ut,tgu oKoJIo H|III - Cuuuuu, KpecHa Ia foue ,{elven Bce oule ce

ilporleAr,rpar ro peAa Ha 3aKoHa 3a orra3BaHe Ha oKoJIHara cpeAa (3OOC) n 3arosa ga 6nolorHtlHoro

pa:noo6pa:rae (3EP).

MOCB Moxe Ia ersAeficrna Bbpxy npeABr,rx,{aHll.gra Ha o6Iqunure, cBbp3aHI'I cbc

3acrposBaHe rrMeHHo nocpeAcrBoM rroAnaraHero Ha rexHure OYII Ha ropHI4Te oueHKH. B ra3H

Bpb3Ka cJreABa Aa ce or6ileNu, qe OY|I na o6uuanure Eaucxo u CanAancKpl ca cr,o6pa:eHu c

Aeficrsalqu.fl nraH 3a yllpaBneHue Ha Hn[.

6) ua flpoMorupa u npflJrara Crparerunra 3a pa3BllTne Ha ycrofi'rHn ryplr3bM'

rr3rorBega np.i2010.. Karo HaAexAHa aJrrepHarrrBa Ha ryplrcrrlqecKoro pa3Brrrlre' 6asupano

Ha CKLI C[Opra;

AHiln [poMorr,rpa v np]rJrafa Crparerurra 3a HacbpqaBaHe Ha ycroftuun rypl'I3bM'

paspa6oreHa B paMKlrre ua flporpaMara 3a yqacrue na IOHECKO, raro B cborBercrBue c nJIaHa 3a

.ueficrnne KbM crparerllsra Berle ca r43B6prrIeHI4 HtKoI,I Aefiuocruo I,I3noxeHI{ no-Aony:
- Ilpone.ueuu ca uuSopMarlr4oHHra cpeulr4 c xoreJlllepn v eKcIIeprI'I or o6ulascrure

a.(MprHtrcrpaur4r,r B [pl,IJrexarqr4Te Ha napKa o6ulraur,r, Ha Ko[ITo ca [peAocraBeHI'I eK3eMnr.f,pu or

,,Crparerur 3a pa3Br.rrvre Ha ycrofivun rypra:ru" u peKnaMHa IIanKa, cb3AaAeHa no [poeKTa.

- Crpa:reruflTa 3a ycroftvuno ynpaBneHr4e Ha [pupoAHure pecypcu tlpe3 HacbpEIaBaHe Ha

ycrofiuun rypr{36M s H[I|I e ny6nnrynaHa Ha cafirana.{HlI[ - pa3.{en ,,flpoeKru'0.

AHnf] noAAbpxa KoHTaKrr,r c 1n{unprqa or perl4oHa, Karo peAoBHo ocblrlecrBtna o6yueuur,

HacotreHl,I KbM ona3Bauero Ha 6uonoruqHoro pa3Hoo6pasue n HII[;
- AHfIn opraHu3r.rpa peryr.rpHo npoBexAaue Ha Koucylrarl,IBeH cbBer, n Kofito B3eMar

yqacTl4e npeAcTaBr,ITeJrH Ha pa3nr4qHl4 AbpXaBHr,r I{HCTpITyUUII, HenpaBI,ITeJICTBeHI4 OpfaHI'I3aIIktVt I{

IIpeAcraBr,rreJII,I Ha MecrHI,Ifi 6usHec.
- Vl s rrerre [ocerureJrcKr4 ]r unilopuaUploHl,I IIeHTbpa Ha .{uperUuxra ce noA.4bpxar

r.rHereplperarr,rBHlr eKcrro3r.rquu c 6orara rau(foprraauuq 3a [apKa. B nocerureJlcKlare ueHTpoBe cbIIIo

TaKa ce r.r3Hacqr npe3eHTauvu lr npeAocraBrr Mareprlanv, cBbp3aHI4 c 6uororu'IHoro I4 lanuaSruo

pasuoo6pa:ue Ha Hn. Brs BcsKa xnrt<a Ha repllToplrtra Ha H|In vua o6oco6en Kbr c

ran$oprvr aul4 oHHI4 Marepl,Ianu.
- CrsTyrecrso c o6ulprna Eaucxo nper 2013 r. IHII|I peanl43llpa rpoeKT BB3craHoBtBaHe L

KoHcepBarlyrfl Ha r.rcropuqecKr.r Mecra B rpaHpIIIkITe Ha flapKa - apxl{TeKTypeH KoMnleKc ,oKar.ar4, v

..Cs. Huxora".
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- B paurr'rre Ha flpoeKr"Yctofi'tptBo )mpaBJreHue Ha HaquosaleH napK ,,IIHpr4H" r4 pe3epBar
,,Tncura" (npoemrr) ca opraHr{3vpalv ABe rrpecKou0epeuqura, r.r3.(a.{eHr{ ca MHoxecrBo [eqarHr,r
uy6rulraquu n un(f opMarIuoHHH Marepr.raJrr{.

- B paurure Ha rlpoeKTa e I43fpaAeH r.r orKpr{T 3a noceuleHr.rs HoB [ocerereJrcKr4 rIeHTbp B rp.
Bancxo' PeuoHrupaHI'I ca Il ca I,I3rpa.qeHr.r HoBr.r eJreMeHTr4 Ha [ocerureJrcKara un$pacrpyniypu u
HII.

- llpes 2013r. no npoeKra e ocbrrlecrBeHa rrbryBarrla (forouuoN6a,,flupun - nuure6nara
[raHI'IHa", uspa6oreua or lHllil [ocBereHa Ha 5O-roAprrrrHr4Hara or cb3AaBaHero Ha 3arrlr.rreHara
repllropl4q Ia 30 rolusll or BKJIIoqBaHero sa HIIII s Cuncrxa Ha cBeroBHoro rrprpo.4Ho HacneAcrBo
Ha IOHECKO. I'Isrox6ara e [oKa3aHa B HtKoJrKo [o-roJreMr4 rpa,qa, BKJrroqr.rreJrHo H B croJrr{rlara.

- llpe:2015r. e I,I3rpaAeH Typr4crr,rqecKr.r 3acJroH o,Kopul,rurxr4 e3epa", nocorreH Karo
npelopbKa 3a r,r3rrbJrHeHlre B [JraHa:a Aefiuocu{ KbM crparerr4sra.

- llpe: 2015r. ca parpa6oreHl{: cnequzrJrr,r3krpalv npnnoxeHr.re. 3a ,oBvr3yann3arlus Ha
TyppIcrI'IqecKPITe Mapllpyrl{ s HIIII, LIHrepHer lazupana reorpa(pcxa unsoprr,raq}roHHa cr.rcreMa r,r
rvro6unuo npunoxeHlre B floMorrl Ha ryprrcra c Bb3MoxHocr 3a cJIeAeHe Ha MecronoJroxeHr4ero B
peaJrHo BpeMe.

- Yqacrue B MexAyHapoAHoro r43JroxeHue ,,EKcno Mprnano 2015- Ha reMa ,,llpexpanara ua
nnaHerara". AHIII noArorBI,I BH,{eo rr cHHMKoB Marepr4aJr 3a rrpprpoAur,rre rleHuocr}r Ha HfI, xarro
v 3a cbIrIecrByBarrILITe lloJloxr.rreJrHr.r [paKTr{Kr4, cBbp3aHlr c ycroftvuro npor{3BoAcrBo Lr
norpe6lenve Ha xpaHr4 B [punexarqr4Te Ha napKa repr,rropr.rrr.

OcseH ropeus6poeHl,Ire geftuocru, B npoeKra Ha rrJraH 3a ynpaBneHr.re Ha HII e rpeABr4reHa
peanl{3arlplgraHa npoeKTI'I, KOI4TO CbUIO Ca B H3[bJIHeHI,re Ha CTparerl,Itra.

flpegnu.4euo e HtKoLI or Aeftnocrr,rre .qa 6'slat ocbrrlecrBeHpr B 6r.qeut nepuo.{ cneA
ocuryprBane Ha cborBerHoro $unancr4paHe.

n) ncuo Aa MapKlrpa, KorvryHlrKrrpa H rroAqbp)r(a rpaHrrrrrrre Ha o6ercra, KaKTo ca
orlpeAeJreHn c peltreHue 34 COM 88.5, rgnonsnafiKlr yrBbpAeHrrre (crangaprr.r3r.rpaHrr GPS -
3aMepBaHlrn (Ilo6a;rHara crrcreMa 3a rro3rrrlrroHupaue), KaKTo [r Aa rapauTupa, qe re3n
rpaHrrun ce cna3BaT;

B paurnre Ha npoexra ,,Ycroftqnno y[paBJreHne ua HIIil n p*epBar ,,Tucara", creq
[poBeAeHa [poqeAypa uo 3arona sa o6qecrBeHr,rre nopbrrKr,r e peanr,r3r,rpana Aeftuocr ,,Maprupane
rpaHr4rlrrre sa HIIII, pe3epBarr.rre ,oEaroBlt AynKr,r - lNnnxupvud",,,IOreH" u ,,Tucara" tr Ha
6y(fepuara 3oHa Ha o6erra Ha cBeroBHoro npupoAHo HacJrercrBo Ha IOHECKO c rpafiuu 3Haur.r Ha
repeH".

O6qprsr 6poft na nocraBeHl4Te MapKr.rpoBbr{Hr{ 3Harlrd rro fpaHzrlara Ha 6y(pepuara 3oHa Ha
IOHECKO e 966.

MapxuponbqHnTe 3HaII[ ca 6unu o6pa6orenu c ueJr npertrurBaHe or He6raroupr4flTHvl
aruoc(pepz BJrnflHv:fr, Karo Ha Bcexr.r 3HaK e nocraBeHa ra6ela c pa3Mep 10x15 cM , Ha Koqro e
or6erssano, rle craBa Bbrlpoc 3a rpaHr.rua na 6y0epnara 3oHa ua OCH na IOHECKO.

r) la BbBeAe MeroAIr (noaxorur) :a na6.nroAeHrre Ha nrsAeftcrsrrffTa Ha cKH cnopra rr
Apyru geftnocrno Korrro ce ocbqecrBflBar B rpaHrrrlrrre Ha 6y$epna 3oHa, Bbpxy
lao6urcaJrsqnq rlr o6err Ha cBeroBHoro rracJreAcrBo, 3a Aa ce rapaHTrrpa, qe re He ce
orpa3sBar HerarI{BHo Bbpxy rr3KJrroqrrreJrnara ynrrBepcaJnra crofinocr Ha o6ercra

Ilpoerrrr na IIY na HIIII npeABr.rxra r.r3rorBsHero Ha MeroAprKa 3a ua6ruo4euue ua
nrsAeftcrsutra Ha cKI4 cnopra I{ Apyrrl 4efiuocru, Kolrro ce ocbrrlecrBsBar B rpaHr.rqr{Te na 6y$epua
3oHa, Bbpxy:ao6nralflr\Lrt ru o6err Ha cBeroBHoro HacnelcrBo c rleJr Aa ce rapaHTr,rpa, qe re He ce
oTpa3qBaT HeraTI{BH o Bbpxy II3 KJIIOqLITeJIHaTa yH LIBepCaJrrra CrOfi uocr ua O6erTa".

Clyxurelu na [HlI[ Ll3BbprrrBar execeAMuqHr.r [poBepru n 6y$epHara 3oHa, oueusnafirpr
nrsAeficrnuero Ha BcprrrKl,r lefigocrn B Her.
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c uen KoHrpon Bbpxy AefiHocrr4Te n 6yoepnara 3oHa exefoAHo Ce OoblrrecrBqBar v IIJIaHOBpI

rpoBepKLI c eKcrleprl,I na MOCB -[uperqur HC3n'

A) Aa rapaHTupar qe [pIIJIaraHeTO Ha MepKIr 3a Bb3CTaHoBqBaHe' e cTporo

KoHTpoJItIpaHo rr Ha6JrIoAaBaHo oT ,[nperUunTa Ha HaquOnaneH rrapK "flr,rputt" ll e B

cboTBeTcTBrre c ycJIoBIIsTa Ha Tyf|r oIIeHKIITe Ha Bb3AeftcTBIIe Bbpxy oKoJIHaTa cpeAa IIJIIT

Apyrfl nocJreABaul[ alMIrHI'rCTparIrBHll pe[eHfiq ;

B pegrenuf,ra IIo oIIeHKa 3a Bb3AeficTBl4ero Bbpxy oKoJIHaTa cpeAa (OBOC) u oUeHKa 3a

cbBMecTr4MocT (oc) Ha BcsKo r4HBecTr.rrIHOHHO HaMepeHI'Ie HMa 3aJIOXeHI',I MepKI',I V ycnoBufl 34

Bb3CTaHOBsBaHe/peKynTI,IBaIII4q Ha g6OTB9THOTO M9CTSO6I'ITAHV1' ExCneprure Ha -AHn 
v

cnyxHTeJrr,rre Ha napKoBara oxpaHa qpe3 r.r3rorBeHl,I or r{x KoHcrarI'IBHI'I [poroKoJII4 cb6nloAaBar

ocb[IecTBqBaHero Ha BCI,ITIKI,I HHBeCTI'IIIHOHHI'I HaMepe]Hvg., BKJIIOqHTeJIHO H Ha npeABI{AeHI4Te MepKI4

3a Bs3CTaHOBtBaHe H peKynTI'IBaUUt.

Corne.uHafopHoTooTAH|III[puna|aTcneAHaTaBsTpeIuHanpoueAypa:
- rrpeAr4 peanr.r3arlrflTa Ha r4HBecrnrlr.roHHo HaMepeHLIe Ha repl'ITopr4flTa Ha 6ySepuara roua'

.{upexropiT Ha Hflfl r.r3AaBa 3arroBeA Ha ocHoBaHr{e Ha nI,IcMo or MI4HI4crbpa Ha oKoJIHara cpeAa I'I

Bo.rlure. Crrlacno 3arroBeATa rJraBHr4sr r.rncneKTop Ha cborBerHl'Iq lIapKoB ytlacrbK I'I3rorBt rpa$uK

Ha cny)KI,ITeJILITe oT napKoBa oxpaHa, KoHTo Aa ocbIIIecTBflT KoHTponHa AefiHocT tlo ycfioBl4'f,Ta'

3AJIETHAJII'I 3A H3NbJIHEHI4E B NI'ICMOTO HA MPIHI'ICTbPA.

Clel [p]rKJrroqBaHe Ha KoHTpoJrHara AefiHocr npe3 cborBerHl,Is AeH cnyxl,ITeJII,ITe Ha

napKoBa oxpaHa rrpeAocraBrr Ha rJraBHlrfl r4Hc[eKTop KoHcrarI{BeH nporoKoJl' or KofiTo Aa e BpIAHo

KaKBr4 AeftHOCTr.r Ca r,r3BbplrreHH rrpe3 cboTBeTHr,rfl AeH V !l'aJrr4 ca crIa3eHI4 yCJIOBT{'Ta' yIIOMeHaTI4 B

Irr4cMoTo Ha MI4HI'ICTbpa.

frtaeHl4qr lIHc[eKTop Ha CboTBeTHI4t IIapKoB yqacrbK npeAcTaBt

AOKJTaAI4 3a LI3BbplIeHI4Te AefiHocTpI I{ oCbIIIeCTBeHI4t KOHTpOI OT [apKOBaTa

Ha yciroBpr flTa Ao ilplrKJrroqBaHe Ha BcI,IIIKLI AefiHocTI,I no ocblrlecTBflBaHeTo

HaMepeHple.
I,IsrpaNgaHero 14 OyHKurloHlrpaHero Ha BcT,ITIKLI abopbxeHl,Is pr crpilkr n 6ytpepnara 3oHa e

cbo6pa3eHo c ueo6xoAr.rMr,rre eKoJrorrrqHr.r HopMIr. Ha repuroptrflTa Ha cKIl 3oHa c IIeHTbp Bancxo ca

u:rpa4enu rpr,r 6pos 6uolorzqlur crbnaJra 3a flpequcrBaue Ha oTIIaAHHTe BoAI'I, noA6paHI'I I4

BHeApeHlr ca eKoJrorlrrrHr,r rexuoJrorr{r4 Ha BI,IcoKo HHBo, pa6orll ce rro nporpaMa 3a 3arpeBsBaHe I4

3aqraMrBaHe Ha orKprrrr.rre repeHn, pa6oru ce uo [porLIBoepo3I,IoHHo yKpelBaHe I'I Ap.

e) Aa ycroprr npoqeca r.r Aa o6e3[equ Aocrarbrrno pecypcur 3a Aa ce rapaHTnpar qe

HoBrrrr nJran 3a ynpaBJrenrre Ha o6exra e 3aBbpmeH [I oAo6peH HaBpeMer c ueJr npuJlaraHero

My BeAHara cJreA u3TrrrraHe cpoKa Ha AeficrBue Ha reKylqnq nJIaH 3a yrlpaBJrenne rlpe: 2013 r.,

Kaxro Berre cMe Bra rau(fopMr.rpaJrr,r, fipoMrnara n Hapea6ata 3a I,I3rorBtHe Ha IInaHoBe 3a

yrrpaBJreHr,re or 2012r., cbrJracHo Korro AeficrBarrlr4Te nJlaHoBere 3a yrIpaBJIeHI4e ocraBar B cl'Ina,uo

rrpHeMaHero Ha HoBr,r TaKlrBa rapaHTr.rpa, qe HqMa Aa LIMa neprloA, rlpe3 KofiTo 3a HIIII HqMa.IIa I4Ma

Ieficrnau nJIaH 3a ynpaBJIeHHe.
floHacrosueM rrJraHbr 3a yrrpaBJreHr4e Ha HIIII ce npolreAl4pa cbrJlacHo 33T u Hape.u6ara:a

pa3pa6orBaHe Ha nJraHoBe 3a yrrpaBJreHue Ha 3arrIr{TeHH TepHTopI{LI B Ebnmpl4q.

B paurure Ha ropHara npoqeAypa npoeKTbr Ha IIY 6eule rIoAJIoxeH Ha o6ilIecrBeuo

o6crx,4ane sa24 ronrn 2015r.
Ha24.08.2015r. npoeKrbr Ha IIY e BHeceH n MOCB 3aeAuo c IIporoKoJI or o6lqecrBeHoro

o6csxAaHe r{ cnpaBKa orHocHo Heorpa3eHnre 6enexru or o6lqecrBeHoro o6clx,{alre.

Krrtr rtlouenra MOCB flpaBr.r o6croen nperneA H a]Hulu3 Ha cbAbpxaHl{ero Ha IIpOeKTa Ha

flY. flpe4nprA ycraHoBeHrrre HecborBercrBr,rq B npoeKTa na IIY c rexHplqecKara crrelll4$uraqlrs u

yrBbpAeHoro or Mr.rHr,rcrbpa Ha oKoJrHara cpela z Bo.{LITe 3alla]P^]/le npoeKrbr na IIY IIIe 6bAa BbpHar

3a npepa6oTKa Ha LI3nbIHLIrer-s.

e AHil|I ce.[MLIqHH

oxpaHa IIo c[a3BaHero
HA HHBECTIIUI{OHHOTO
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x) la rr3rorBrr noqpo6Hn "fhanone 3a rr3rlbJrnelr[e Ha rypnluat' sa 6yQepuure 3oHIr

naA SancKo II ,[o6pnnuqer KoHcoJIIrAIrpaUn cbqecTByBaUIITet ogo6penu 1; [peABnAeH[

nJranoBe no npo3paqeH HaqIIH t lr \l_rapaHTllpar qe Te3u 6yrfepnn 3onu ca KaTeropfiqna (rCna)

qacT oT HOBI{g nJIaH 3a yrIpaBJIeHIIe;

c nnclro 04-02-11or 31.01 .2012r. ua MOCB e yBeAoMr4no CeKperapvrra, qe rraHoBere 3a

ynpaBneulle Ha HaIII4oHaJIHI'ITe napKOBe 14 TepI'IropI'IaJIHO ycTpOficTBeHI4Te. IIJIaHoBe' KaKBI{TO ce

rrpeAnonara, ve rpr6n a Aa 6TAAT,,[nUrOU"re 3a peaJILI3LIpaHe Ha TypI',I3Ma" (crrlacuo Peurenue 36

coM 7B.1g na KCH) npeABr,rA pa3nlrqHr.rre cn $ynrul4l4 Ce pa3pa6orBar B CbOrBercrBI'Ie c

pa3nlrr{Hu 3aKoHI{, atot"atto 3axou 3a 3aIrIuTeHI'ITe TepI'ITopI4I{ u 3aron ra ycrpoftcmo Ha

,"ptropr"ra. B Ta3LI Bpb3Ka, He e Bb3MoXHo I{3IoTBtHero Ha TyfI l.rn]I Apyr]I ycrpoficrneHn ]I

TexHr4rrecKlr nJraHoBe Aa craHe Karo qacr or flranosere 3a y[paBJIeHI'Ie Ha HauvoHaJIHLI [apKoBe'

Cnequarlrsr4paHoro 6ulrapcro 3aKoHoAareJlcrBo I,I3I,IoKBa BcLIqKu ycrpoftcrBeHl4 14

TexHr4qecKI,I IIJIaHoBe 3aAbJIXr4TenHo Aa ce cro6pasqr c pexuMLITe, 3ilJIoxeHI{ B [JIaHoBere 3a

yrrpaBJIeHLIe Ha cboTBeTHI,ITe 3aIIII4T9HI'I TeprITopIlH, B KoHKpeTuur clyuafi - nJIaHa 3a ynpaBJIeHHe Ha

Hflil, BbrIpeKI,I qe rcpI4ALIqecKI'I He Morar la6T/ar qacr or Hero'

Karro 
".". 

.t. yBeAoMI{nI4 CerperapraaTa c [peAxoAeH AoKiIaA eABa cneA KaTo 6bAe nppler

HoB nJraH 3a ynpaBneHr,re Ha HIIII qe 6r.ue pa-:pa6oteH LI ycrpoftcrBeH TIJIaH 3a npeABuAeHoro

pa3BlITI4e ua 6y$epnara 3oHa (Cru 36HI,I ,,EaHcKo" v ,,.{O6punuule"), c napaMeTpl'l u

MecrorroJroxeHge Ha KoHKperHr4Te cbopbxenl,Is, [peABI4AeHI,I 3a Pl3fpB)ItAaHe. I'Iuenuo ropHI4Te

ycrpoficrBeHl{ IIJIaHoBe 3aAbJIXureJIHo IIIe noAnexar Ha EO n OC'

uAenrndnqnpanu or crpanara-q.nenrca
llpes 2014r.u2015r. MOCB He e perr{crpr.rpzrno Apyru npo6lentu, cBbp3aHI{ c ona3BaHero 14

KoHcepBauI4oHHI,{q craryc na o6exra.

Kounen IIumeTe AJIHII 3

perconcrpyrcrlr,rs. nponrqua u/r.urr,r figrDaxlaHe Ha Hon[ croprxenuq n sluureHlra reDIIToDI|r

(crprleBuHHa gona n 6yfrepna goHa n/rlfllr KoDntroD[). Korlro ce npennlrxllr.

Bcuqru rpoeKTr.r u r.rHBecrlrqr4oHHr4 HaMepeHHt n 6y$epnara 3oHa ua OCH ce [poIIeAI'Ipar

no peAa ua 6urapcKoro 3aKoHoAareJrcrBo r4 ca rlpeAMer Ha oIIeHKa sa nrg.{eficrBl'Iero Bbpxy

oKoJrHara cpeAa (OBOC) u Oqesra 3a cbBMecrlrMocr (OC) c npeAMera LI IIeJII4Te Ha ona3BaHe Ha

3arruarena 3oHa,,llrrpr,rH" Karo qacr or Harypa 2000 (peuaMeHrl,IpaHer or 3OOC u Hape46a ra OC).

Konrpolrr ilo lr3rrtJrHenlrero Ha cbrJracyBaHl,ITe AefiHocrn I4 npoeKTI,I ce ocblrlecrBtBa or

cnyxr4rerrlrre Ha AHIII u MOCB.
llpes 2014r. v 2015r. MOCB e pa3rnex,uano u oAo6puno rocolleHure no-IonY

r4HBecrr4rll,roHHr4 HaMepeHHs r{ npoeKrn, cBbp3aHH ocHoBHo c o6e3[e'{anane SyurqploHl'IpaHero Ha

cbrrlecrByBarrll{ cbopbxeHl,rr, no.uo6prnaHe Ha 6e:onacuocrra Ha rypplcrl{Te, Bb3craHoBflBaHe Ha

rrpr4poAHra uecroo6ur aHufr Lr uo4o6panane cbcTosHueTo Ha oKo JIHaTa cpeAa.

- IlaeecmuquoHHo npednouceaue ,rPaStuup.nnaHe Ha cucmeMama 3a u3Kycm6eH cHflz 3a

cKu nucmu llbJYb 10 u 12 e ,,CKu4oHa EaHcxo"
ZneecrfiuproHHoro rrpeAno)KeHue rleJr]r ocuryptBaHe Ha 3acHexaBaHero Ha cKIl nucrn NsJ''lb

l0 u 12 na Cru-soHa,oFaHcKo".
llpeAnu.ueuure AefiHocrr.r ro pa3rxr.rpsBaHero Ha cllcreMara 3a cH.f,r BKJIIoqBaT

loArorBnTeluu pa6oru (u:nax4ane Ha rpeBHlrre rIIiIMoBe)o zsronura pa6oru rlo AbJrx{HHa Ha cKH

rrHcrI,ITe, o$opurHe Ha rrraxrnre, B KoI,ITo IrIe ce MoHTI,Ipar cbopbxeHl,IflTa 3a cHtr, Karo IrIaxrI'ITe

ilIe ce pa3noJroxaT Ha r.r3BecTHo pa3cTorHr,re eAHa oT Apyra, B 3aBI,ICI4MOCT OT IIJIOIIITa' KOqTO
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MarrrprHr4Te 3a cHm u1e o6cnyxBar, rroJraraHe Ha rpb6I,ITe I,I cnoMararerHure Ka6enu (ouruveH

xa6el, en. ra6en), MoHTax Ha opbArura 3a cH.f,r I,I Bb3craHoBI,ITeJIHH pa6oru. He ce [peABuxAa

ycBotBaHe Ha AonbnHI,ITeJIHLI TIJIOIqII.

He ce npeABI{xAa I,I3rpaKAaHe Ha Aonbm{I4TeJIHo BoAoxBaIqiHe.

He ce npeABHX,{a Bo.uoB3eMaHe 3a rrlrrefinu, npouI4IIIJIeHI,I I{ Apyru HyxtAI'I, KaKro I{

r43rpaxAaHe Ha HoBa r..rnu npoM.f,Ha Ha cbUecrByBaIIIa fibrHa uu$pacrpyKTypa, a orIIaAbIII4Te,

reHepr4paHr4 rro BpeMe Ha peaJrr{3auvrflTa - Aa ce cr6upar B cMeHseMI'I cr'.[oBe I'I .[a ce rpaHcnoprllpar

,uo cMerIiIIIero Ha rp. Pa:lor.

Kru AueruHa Aara peanr,r3arlHffTa Ha r,rHBecr[UI,IoHHoro npeAnoxeHl4e e 3arloqHaJla.

- Il ne ecmuquoHHo np e dnoetcea ue,r P eKoH cmpy Kqun H a cb ule c msy s at4 cKu-Bne K "r[ emcxa

Kom1a' c Uen ocuzypnnaue Ha flesonacuocm 3a mypucmume s soHa lllunuzapnuKa, cKu8oHa

EaHcxo"
PeroncrpyKrlr{sra ce r,r3pa3qBa B rrpeMecrBaHe Ha AoJIHara craHUl4fl Ha cblrlecrByBalrl cKI'I-

3ner ",{ercKa KorBao' c 32 u. rcro3ana,UHo or ceraufiroro it MecrorloJloxeHlae I,I HanpaBa Ha MaJIbK

Hacun, xofiro Aa ocurypu 6esonacnoro noJr3BaHe Ha cKpI - BJreKa. Ilelra e ocl4ryptBaHe Ha

AocrarbqHo cno6oAuo npocrpaHcrBo 3a rroJI3BaIrII,ITe cKI{ IIpIcra }''lb 8 pr cKI'I-BJIeK ,,,{etcra KorBa"'

TaKa qe la 6r1ar 'us6erHarl,I I4HII'rA.HTr{ C Typt4cT'r B M.CTHOCT ,,ITIs.nrarapHI4Ka", .KI'I-3OHa C IIeHTbp

rp. Eaucro. OcnosHr.rqr Morr.rB 3a r.rHBecrraquouHoro npeAnoxeHl{e e Hapacuaru-f;T 6pofi uHuuAeHrI'I

IIpe3 rrocneAHr4Te roAr.IHlr, nopa.4r,r npecuqaHe Ha ABa ocHoBHLI nOTOKa CKI'IOpU: IIpHABI'IXBaITII',ITe ce

or no-Bl,Icoxara r{acr Ha nJIaHI,IHara KbM trr. ,,Bru4epr,IlrrKa fIoJItHa" c rIoJI3BaIrII{Te rlucra Ns 8 I{ 0KI'I-

nreK,,,I[ercKa KorBa".
flocoqenoro lpecuqaHe e xou$nuxrna rotlKa, pelxeHllero Ha Koero ce cbcrol,I B

seo6xoArauocrra or ocno6oNAasaue Ha HyxHLIq nepllMersp 3a 6esonacHo IIoJBBaHe Ha

cbopbxeHl,L[Ta B Ta3I4 qacT Ha cKu-3oHaTa.

Cruacno 11pe11opbKa na fllanuncKa cnacr.rrenHa cnyx6a n no I,IHlIunarI'IBa Ha I4HBecrl4ropa

,,IOJIEH" A,{, e [peABr.rAeHo npo6leubr Aa 6r.Ue pe[reH qpe3 npeMecrBaHe Ha.[onHara craHlll'Ifl Ha

BJreKa B rroJrocaTa Ha cKr{-BJreKa, rrpu KoeTo AbJrxI,IHaTa Ha cbopbxenlleTo Iqe ce HaMaJII'I Or 551 tvt

ua 519 vr. He ce oqaKBa Aa ce KoM[poMernpa (fynrUurra Ha cbopbxeH]Iero, Karo ro3I'I IIoAxoA IIIe

Aorrpr.rHece 3a ocurypsBaue Ha 6esron<fnnKTHll ycJIoBfifigapa3nvqHuTe IroJI3BareJI[ Ha cKI'I-3oHara'

Ktu Aneur Ha lLar a peanlr3auu flT a Ha IIHBecTTIUIIoHHoTo npeAnoxeHl4e He e 3arloqHaJla.

- IlueecmuquoHuo npednouceruue ,,Ilszpaxcdaue Ha flasoea cmaHqun JYe 1182

,,EuudepuutKa nonnHa" u fuasoea cmaHqun lVb IISI ,rllfanuzapHuKa" e Ha4uononeH napK

,,fIupItH", c gblnoilcumen,Maxc Tenexon" OOtr

I4nnecruuptoHHoro rlpeAnoxeHlle e cBbp3aHo c:
- I4srpax.uaHe Ha 6asoea craHur{r l\b 1182 ,,Eln4epuurKa nortHa", Ha [oKpHBa Ha crpa.ua B

H;111- t,t. ,,BtngepIIIIIKa [OJl.nua", Jlutfrona cTaHIII,Iq - Ka6uurOn mlQr, rp. Fancxo;

- ,,Irl3rpax4aHe Ha 6a:ona craHrlus Ns 1 181 ,,ITlnrnrapHuKa" Ha noKpI'IBa Ha crpaAa B

M.,, rlnrprfapurara", Jlu$rona craHIII,Is -,,T lTralrnrapnux-fllaro", rp. EaHcKo.

Cr1y1acso [peAcraBeHara rnn$opMarlufl BcqKa eAHa or 6asosfire craHIII{u e qacr or

pbKoBoAHa ar"t.*u, 6asoea nppreMo - npeAaBarenHa craHllusu a6osaruu ycrpoficrna' Bpr:Kara Ha

Bc{Ka 6asona craHur.rr c pbKoBoAHara cr4creMa ce ocblrlecrBtBa qpe3 cblrlecrByBalIlara oIITI4r{Ha

Mpexa.
IIpu n3rpax,{agero Ha ABere 6asonu craHrILIu Ha rIoKpI,IBI,Ire Ha cbIrIecrByBaIrII'ITe lu(froen

craHqr,rr4, He e rlpoMeHtHa cbulecrByBallla rexullqecKa au$pacryyKTypa, He ca 6uttu uzvrplnBaHl4

r,r3Kongr.r pa6oru r4 rroJr3BaHe Ha Bpr.rs. He ca 6unu reHepI,IpaHrI orrlaAblrv: vrJrvI tpopr'uapauu

oTnaAbqHI,I BoAI4.

Krlr AseurHa Aara peanpr3arlusraHa r4HBecrI4III,IoHHoro npe.[JIoxeHI'Ie e np]IKJIIoqI{JIa.

HIIn -
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. I lueecmutluoHHonpednoucertue,,PeKoHcmpyKqunnameueduHa..cmaHllunHanuQm

Etndeputlo I u rrniiiiur i e nu 02676.191.1652, cxu-soHa zpad Earucxo"'

l{nnecu.rul.loHHoTo flpeAnoxeHue [peABI4X'Ua peKoHcTpyKul'Ifl Ha Mex'uuHHaTa cTaHuI4C c

rleJr nocTaBqHe /NIoHraX/ na ueralua KoHCrpyKUlIt' KotTO 4u 'ny*t sa oSuc c 11 pa6orHl. MecTa'

I,lgnecrHuuoHHoTo[peAnoXeHI,IeceepeaJII43I,Ipanoso6xsaraHacbulecTByBauo6exr_IIoA

Tepaca Ha MexAI4H"u arunut" na nrasr,,EtulepnU a'' I u 
"BruAeputla'' 

2' s o6xeara na Cxt'l-soHa c

tra"t"p rp.Baucxo - 3oHa Bln4epuurKa norsHa'

3eusu pa6oru He ca 6u1.r usnrprrrBaHfi, T.K. craBa BbIIpoc 3a rlpl4KpenqHe Ha MeraJIHa

KoHcrpyKullt KbM cbIIIecrByBauI o6exr'

oQucrruesyHKIII4oHI,IpacaMoBcnyqal,ITeHaIIpoBeX'uaHeHacbcTe3aHl,IqnocKI4'
KruArreruHa[aTapeaJII{3auI,IflTaHaI,IHBecTHIInoHHoTonpeAnoxeHl4eenpHKIIIoqHJIa.
- IlueecmuquoHHo npednouceHue 3a ,rPexoucmpyqtlufl u npoMnHa ua npedna3HflqeHuemo

Ha frulecm6y6au4a czpada - ,,ct<Jtad" c udeutmuQuKamop nn 61813'808'7'12 I "nApAKlUC"

I,IneecruquoHHoro ilpeArloxeHl4e e cBbp3aHo c peKoHcrpyKIII4t Ha cblrlecrBy-B1T1-::lT:'

nJroilr;;'";;,'-;;paAeHa B 3eMJII{Iqero Ha rp. Pa-:nor r rpoMtHa Ha npe'uHa3HaqeHl'Iero I'I B

,,rapaKJrr4c". Vln tqe ce ocbulecTBll B CbI[ecTByBaIIIaTa crpaAa' c OcI'IrypeH TpaHCnOpTeH AOCTbII'

TaKa qe r,r3lrbnHeHr,Iero Ha r4HBecrr4uHoHHLITe Aefinocru He e cBbp3aHo c npoMqHa Ha

ranspacrpyKTypaTa. He ca upeABI'IAeHI'I B3pI'IBHI{ 14 I43KoflHI'I pa6oru' KaKTo u noAo*ra6AtBaHe Ha

napaKnl4oa I4 orBex,uaHe Ha oTIIaAHI'I BO,IIu'

Kru AnelrHa AaTa peaJILI3aIIU sTAHaI'IHBeCTI',IUIIOHHOTO IIpeAnoxeHI{e e 3aIIOqHaJIa'

- IlHeecmu|uoHeH npoeKm sa O6eXm ,r3acuemane' npoeKmupaHe u peI4OHm HA n'bmHa

Mpeilc(r u npuJ,eJlcal4ama'u unQpac*py**ypo", nodofuexm: IIV 
"Cuuanutla"' 

M' 
"Kpailuu

nlonnuu" - )c ,r3aza3a" - 13 KMt c gb3noilcumen IHnn

HalrepeHr.rero ua.{HII[ e cBbp3aHO CbC 3aCHeMaHe' [poeKrl4paHe I',I peMoHT Ha IIbTHa Mpexa

vt [puneXaIIIaTa ir uutfpacrpyKTypa B IIapKOB 1rrlacTbK- ,,Cnnanuqa"' M'"KpaftHIl uorttHu"-

x...3ara3a.,-13 rvr I{ Bb3craHoBsBaHe 
"U 

l"p"a" MOCT Ha Blaxnna peKa' AbpBeH MOCT na cuuauuurxa

peKa 1a ABa AbpBeHlI MocTa Ha 3ara3Ka peKa. ,{efinocrure npeAcTaBIflBaT qacr oT npoeKr

o,Ygrofiuuno yIIpaBneHI,Ie Ha HaquOnaleH IIapK ,,fll4pfiH'o LI pe3epBaT ,,T!rCATt''

,{eftnocrure no Bb3craHoBqBaHe Ha flbrq ca 6ultu cBbp3aHI{ TJIaBHO C l{3rpax'4aHero Ha

n:bTHaTa HacTI,IJIKa OT TpoIIIeH K€tMbK, KaKTO pI noAMqHa pI peKoHcTpyKul{t Ha TpaHcnopTHaTa

r.rutfpacrpyrrypa - BoAocrorl[, peKoHcrpyKrlrrfl (nrscrauonrnaue) Ha cbulecrByBarqu AbpBeHn

MOCTOBe I4 noAnopHl4 CTeHI',I.

Kru AUeUHa Aara peanr{3arlfiflTaHar.rHBeCT]TUUOHHOTO npeAnoxeHne e TIpI4KJI]OqI',IJIa'

- LlneecmuquoHHo npednouceHue Ha ofluquua Pasnoz ta .PexoncmpyKqun u paswupeHue

HA OmKpumA mepa1y Hfl XUilCA ,flBOpO6", ,rytecmHo1m fIOnnHUme", O6U1' PAZnOZ' O6n'

Bnazoeezpad
IrlunecrnquoHHoTo npeAJIoXeHLIe e CBbp3aHo c peKoHcTpyKqI'Iq Ha cbUIecTByBaIIIa MaCHBHa

Tepaca Ha xl,Ixa ,,gBopoB"o pa3llonoxeHa B MecrHocrra ,,florflHl4Te'0, o6rq. Pa3ror, o6l'

EnarOerrpa,U. Crrlacuo upeAcTaBeHaTa r'rHipopuaUux TepacaTa 1qe ce pa3IIII4plI c AbpBeHa

KoHcrpyKrlr,rq or qaMoB ratip"a.n (urr,rnpenuupaH cpeqy rHnneHe, BJIara u ropene) 6eg Aa I'I3JIII3a or

3acrpoeHara flnorr1 Ha crpaAara. Heo6xo.ur.rMlrre Marepuanll ca 6uttu,uocraBeHlr B roroB Bkrr, v ca

6znl,r rr,ronrvpal:nHa M.flcTo. He ca ocbuIecTBqBaHI'I I'I3Ko1HI'I pI B3pr4Bnu pa6oru'

Kru AueuHa Aara peanlr3arlufrTA:F.la LTHBeCTT{UT4OHHOTO npeAnoxeHl',Ie e [pI4KnIOqLIJIa.

- IlueecmuuuoHgo npednouceHae Ha ,,Mapenzo Tpefiduuz" 3fl ,,PexoHcmpyKuun ua 3-

cedanxoe nufum rrTodopxa", cKtt4oHa Eavcxo "

IrlHsecruqnoHHoro npeAJroxeHr,re e cBbp3aHo c peKoHcrpyKIII,It Ha cblrlecrByBal[ 3-ceAarxoe

nurfr or rr,t. lllunurap""nu Ao np. Togopr<a (niNena IvIHLrs,,TogopKa"), uocrpoeH npeAla 27 r' u s

HerrpeKbcHara eKcrrJrouraps. or nocrpotBaHero My Ao MoMeHTa. flpeanux'ua ce cbop6xeHl,Iero Ha

crapara BbxeHara rrlr1r4fr. Aa ce saoni"" c 6rp:o ABLIxeuI ce 6-ce.qalron rultfr (c ornerqqu ce

ce4alru), c Koero rrle ce yBenr4qr{ Karrarlr.rreraHaItulvtflTa or 800 qosexa/qac Ha 2000 qosexa/'qac'
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pa6ou{oro BpeMe Hanr46raHe ce npoMe'r-pa6oru caMo rlpe3 3I,IMHtIfl ce3oH (01'12 -15'04)' BceKI{

AeH no 
,7,5 

u.,nopaAr,r KOeTO CTeIIeHTa na 6egnoroficrso HflMa Aa 6tAe suaquTeJlHa'

TpacerO Ha IIISSTCSAaJIKOBHS lutfr HanbJIHo cbBsaqa c15c CbIIIeCTByBaIIIoTo Tpace Ha

TplrceAanKoBr4q. llpe4nr,rx,ua ce ropHa lr AoJrHa nutfronu cTaHIII4LI Aa ce pa3noJloxar Ha Mecrara Ha

cbIIIecTByBaIIIlITe, KaTo KoHcTpyKTlIBHo Te Iqe ce IIOAAbpXaT oT nO ABa HoceIrlu Crrl6a (xOnOura) a

TepeHbr IIoA T{x ocraBa cBo6oAeH I'I 3arpeBeH'

Kru ffreurHa Aara e ycraHoBego' rle peaJII'I3aIIusra HA I'IHBECTHUI'IOHHOTO IIPEANO}I{EHHE E

3AIIOqHAJIA,
- IltteecmuquoHHo npednoucenue (IIil) ,,YKpeneaue u peKynmuaaqun Ha canaquqa no

cKu nbm zp.EaHcKo - Eondeputawa nonnfla" c sb3no]rcumar: ,rK)neu" Ar\1

YrpennaHeTo e IIpeABI,IAeHo Aa ce I'I3BbpIII}I B HIII no CKI'I nrr Ns 1 
"Bb}r4epuIIIKa 

noJItHa -

BaHcKo.., orAen 132, no4or ;1elr,,a'',s fIIrI 02676.191.1702 uo KKKP Ha rp' Bancro' o6rq' Eaucro'

IrlgroqHara crpaHa Ha cKrr rrbu, cBbp3Baul rp. Bancxo c MecrHocrra ,,Btn4epu[IKa rorsHa"'

Ha MecTa e c epo3l,Ipanu cTp6t"" ot*oau 6es pacTlITeJIHocr' Ha ropHl4t pr6' na KouTo ca

HaABI,TCIIaJII4 KOpeHI4. HaCtOgUaf A C;vtTyAgi,zrI BOAI{ AO OIaCHOCT OT [aJIarrII4 KaMbHLI' CBJII'IqaHe LI

cb6aprHe Ha AbpBeTa Bbpxy cKr4 rrbTs. B ocnonara Ha cKJIOHa KbM MOMeHTa I',IMa HapeAeHu ra6ploHl',I'

Ko'rro Ha Mecra ca noBpeAeHr4 or naAarql4Te or orKoca Marepl{tull4 I'I He 6I'Ixa M6TJII'I Aa cJlyxar Karo

cgrypHa 3aul1rTa. llopagu KoMnpoMeTlIpaHeTo I'IM, rlacT oT pa3pyileHl,Iq MaTepI'Ian e ilonaAHaJI

BbpxycKI,I[bTqI,Icb3AaBacepI4o3HaoIIacHocT3aTyplIcTI,ITeI4cKI,Iop
I4fl npemuxla yKpenBaHe Ha epo3LIpaJII4re 39MHI4 OTKOCI',I B r{acrlK 3 Or cxu ntr-l s Crfi

3OHa,,BaHcKo.. .rpe3 aHKepr'rpaHr4 AbpBeHI,I IoAIIOpHI,I CTeHI4 I4 yKpeIIBalqlI feoMpexn' 3a nocoqenn',s

yqacr6K ce rrpeABr,rxru ,rb.iuu"*te i Op. creHq c o6ua AbJIXuHa 125 u. flpe.unuNAa ce cbIIIo Aa ce

3arnaAI,I rOpHLIs pr6 na CKJIOHa, KaTO Ce OTHeMe HaABI'ICHanaTa 3eMHa MaCa H Ce OTCTpaHST

AbpBeraTa B HenocpeAcTBega 61tlrsocr (Ao 5 M) Ao ropHl'Ifl pr6 na cKnoHa' O6uara nJIoilI

npeABI,I.UeHa sa o6e3nectBaHe e 750 M2, n yuacTbK c A'JIXI{Ha 150 rra I'I ulIpI4HaTa 5 u' KaTo e

nnu"rpuro I(a6sftat orcTpaHeHr4 npeABapI{TenHO MapKI4paHI4 O6IqO 33 eJlosr lI cMbpqoBl4 AbpBera'

3a cpeAnara rperllHa Ha orKooa, Cnope.( HaKJIOHa I4 epo3LIOHHHt IIOTeHIIHEUI' Ce lpeAnara

rroKpr.rBaHe c JIeKa Mpexa 3a KaMbHI{ C AOnbJIHI'ITeJIHa epo3I4OHHa 3auluTa qpe3 KOKOCOBa Mpexa 14

eBeHTyaJrHO anu*an6 nOKpI,ITI4e. llpe4u nocTaB.t{HeTo I4M e [peABI'IAeHo nOJIaraHe Ha xI'IApOflOceB'

rrpeACTaBntBaIII xamOo6pa:Ha MaCa Ha BOAHa ocHOBa, cbAbpxalqa AbpBeHu BJIaKHa (npe4naSnauenu

aa o6pasynar 3arrllrreH clofi u Aa 3aAbpxaT BJIafaTa) u TpeBHa cMecKa (npe4craneHa oT BI'IAOBere

qepBeHa BJracaTKa (Festuca rubra), erlacarxa (Festuca commutate), onua BJIacaTKa (Festuca ovina)'

racuuleH pailrpac (Lolium perene), porar 3Be3AaH (Lotus corniculatus), runorefixa (Phleum

pretense),n"nag"u Merrruqa (Poa pratensis) u AereJIuHa (Trifulium repens). o:e:renqeaHe Ha orKoca

e rrpeABtIAeHo Aa ce ocblrlecrBll c MecrHH BH.qoBe nlp6a'

Kru AgeruftL ftarapeanpr3arlutra Ha I,IHBeCTI'rquoHHoro rlpeAnoxeHl,Ie He e 3alotlHaJla'

- IlueecmuquoHHo HQMepeHue ,rllzzpaucdaqe Ha MBEII Ha p' IlepneurKa 6 3eMJ'uqemo Ha

zp. fio6punuu1e"
ilp* 2014r. MOCB ce e npou3HecJro rro HeAorycrllMocr 3a I'IHBecrlIuI{oHHo HaMepeHI'Ie

,,I4:rpax&ane na MBEIf na p. flepnemKa B 3eMJrr.rulero Ha rp. ,{o6puttl4lrle" c qen nporl3Bex.uaEe Ha

eneKTpoeHeprulfl IIpgABI4A o6croqrelcTBoTo' qe CsilIOTo e HeAo[yCTI4Mo cnpsMo peXI'IMa'

pefnaMeHTI,IpaH cbc 33T, sanoeeATa 3a o6qssnaHe u fIY Ha HaUlloHuruvrfl' napK'

- IlneecmuquoHHo H(Mepe1ue ,,IlszpaucdaHe Ha MBEA Ha p' Eana peKa 6 3eMnuqemo Ha

zp. Pasnoz"
llpes 2015r. MOCB ce e rpou3HecJro no HeAOnyCrI'IMOCT 3a I',IHBeCTI4UI4OHHO HaMepeHile

,,Irl3rpax,4ane Ha MBEU sa p. EeIa peKa B 3eMnlIuIeTO Ha rp' Pa3IoIoo c qen [poI'I3BexAaHe Ha

eneKTpoeHeplu.fl IIpeABuA O6crOqreIcTBoTo, rle cbuloTo e HeAonycTI'IMo cIIpflMo pe)KuMa'

perJraMeHTLrpaH c.bc 33T, :anoneATa 3a o6qssnaHe u fIV Ha HaUlIoHaJrHvIs' napK'
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V. OcnrypflBage Ha [y6nnqeH locrbrr Ao troKnara 3a KogcepBaunonnara 3naqnMocr
MnnucrepcrBoro Ha oKoJrHara cpeAa u Bo,u.{Te AaBa cburacue Hacrocrqur .[oKna.rl .[a 6b.[e

Kaq€H na ye6-ctpanullara na l{e@}\no cBeroBno Hacne.rlcrBo r{ untfopuaur{onHa cucreMa 3a
KOHCepBaUUOHHOTO CBCTOTHUe o6errare Ha cBeroBHoro HacJIe.IIcrBo

I4BEJIIIHA BACHJIEBA
Muuucmtp Ha oKorHama cpeda u eodil(ne

Crmacynaln:
Eofiro Mamluon, sarra.
Mnpocnan Kanyrepon,
.[. Croen, HatI. orAen
HsrorBrr: {n. Haanosa, Abpx. erctlepr n,{upei<urlr HC3ll I og tl 3045-
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In response to a letter from the World Heritage Center and in fulfrllment of Decision 38 COM
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please find enclosed the State of conservation report of Pirin National Park World Heritage
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REPORT ON THE STATE OF CONSERVATION OF PIRIN NATIONAL PARK
WORLD HERITAGE PROPERTY

pirin National park World Heritage Property (Repubtic of Bulgaria) (Identification

number 225)

I. Executive summary

@nmentandWater(MoEw)wil l takeintoconsiderationtherequestof
the World i{eritage Committee (WHC) and will put the draft management plan of Pirin

National Park (PNP) to the procedures for Strategic environmental assessment (SEA) and

Appropriate assessment (AA) along with the Bulgarian legislation, in which are transposed

the- Directives of the European Union for strategic environmental assessment and for

conservation of natural habitats and of wild flora and fauna, also taking into account the

IUCN's World Heritage Advice Note on Environmental Assessment.
Pirin National Park Directorate (PNPD) carried out demarcation of the boundaries of Pirin

National Park and World Heritage Property (WHP) and its buffer zone with lasting marks at

the field. The activity was accomplished in fulfilment of a recommendation of the joint World

Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the Property (2011) within a Project,

funded by Operational Program Environment.
All of the recommendations, given by the mission have been taken into consideration by the

State Party, as most of them have been completed and others are still under implementation
phase.
The draft of the new management plan of PNP is currently proceeded under the Protected

areas Act and the Regulation for preparation of management plans for protected areas in

Bulgaria.
The draft management plan of PNP foresees elaboration of a methodology for monitoring the

impact of skiing and other activities that take place within the buffer zone on the sunounding
WHP in order to ensure that they do not negatively affect the outstanding universal value of
the site.
PNPD promotes and implements the Strategy for sustainable nature tourism, developed under
the Participation Program of UNESCO by completing activities, envisaged by the Action plan
- part of the Strategy.
ln2014 and 2015 the MOEW has not registered any new conservation issues, related to the
protection and conservation status of the Property.
All projects and investment proposals in the buffer zone and in the WHP are proceeded in line
with the Bulgarian legislation and are subject of Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and
AA for their compatibility with the conservation subject and objective of Pirin National Park
as WHP and Natura 2000 site (regulated by the Environmental Protection Act - EPA and the
Regulation for the conditions and procedures for assessing the compatibility of plans,
programs, projects and investment proposals with the conservation subject and objective of
Natura 2000 sites - Regulation for Appropriate assessment).
The control over the implementation of the approved projects and investment proposals is

carried out by PNPD and MOEW.
In2014 and 2015 the MOEW considered and approved projects and investment proposals,
related mainly to ensuring the functioning of existing facilities, improving the safety of
tourists, enhancing the quality of the tourist services and improving of the environment.
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II. Response from Renublic of Bulgaria to the World Heritage Committee's Decision: 38
COM 78.73. paragraph bv paragraph

The World Heritage Committee,
1. Havins examined Document WHC-I4/38.COM/7B,

2. Recalline Decision 37 COM 78.17, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh,2013),
The Ministry of Environment and Water as the institution in charge of the management of
Pirin National Park and World Heritage Property also considered Document WHC-
14/38.COM l7B and Decision 37 COM 78.17 of the WHC, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom
Penh, 2013), pointed in paragraphs I and 2 of Decision: 38 COM 7B.73 of the WHC.

3. Notes the information provided by the State Party that further developments in the
buffer zone of the property could be considered within the new management plan for
Pirin National Park, and given the potential impacts on the Outstanding Universal
Value (OUV) of the property, requests the State Party to ensure that the new
management plan is subject to Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) prior to
being adopted, in line with the European Union (EU) SEA Directive, the BU Habitat
Directive, and IUCN's World Heritage Advice Note on Environmental Assessmentl
The draft management plan of PNP witl be a subject to the procedures for SEA and AA along
with the Bulgarian legislation, in which are transposed the Directives of the European Union
for SEA and for conservation of natural habitats and of wild flora and fauna, taking also into
account the IUCN's World Heritage Advice Note on Environmental Assessment.

4. Also requests the State Party to expedite the implementation of the recommendations
of the 2011 joint World Heritage CentrelIUCN reactive monitoring mission which have
not yet been implementedo in particular to complete the process of the demarcation of
the boundaries of the property, including its buffer zone;
Below is presented information on the implementation of the recommendations of the 2011
joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the Property and
particularly the recommendation related to the completion of the process for demarcation of
the boundaries of the property, including its buffer zone;

5. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centren by I
December 2015, an updated report, including a l-page executive summary, on the state
of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above requests, for
examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 40th session in 2016.
Current report on the State of conservation of Pirin National Park as a World Heritage
Property has been prepared pursuant to $ 5 of Decision: 38 COM 78.73 of the WHC.

Information on the implementation of the recommendations of the 2011 joint World
Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property are indicated as
follows:
a) ensure effective wider regional planning for economic development, and ensure that
no developments that exceed the capacity of the area are permitted'
The regional planning in Bulgaria is canied out under the Territorial development Act (TDA).
According to TDA for the territory of each municipality is elaborated a Master development
plan (MDP).
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In the process of elaboration of MDP is canied out Strategic environmental assessment and
Appropriate assessment for its compatibility with the conservation subject and objective of
the respective protected area and Natura 2000 site. In the course of these assessments are
envisaged measures which to prevent from future developments which may exceed the
capacity of the area.
The MDP of Bansko and Sandanski municipalities have been already proceeded in

accordance to the environmental legislation by the competent territorial authority of the

MOEW - Regional Inspectorate of environment and waters for the town of Blagoevgrad. For

both master plans positive statements have been issued. According to TDA the master plans

of Bansko and Sandanski municipalities are about to be considered and adopted at sessions of
the respective municipal councils.
The master development plans of the other municipalities around Pirin National Park -

Simitli, Kresna and Gotse Delchev are still being proceeded along with the Environmental
protection Act and the Biological diversity Act.
The MOEW can influence on the intentions of the municipalities, related to development
particularly by subjecting their plans to the above mentioned assessments. In this regard it
should be noted that the plans of Bansko and Sandanski municipalities are consistent with the
currently acting management plan of PNP.
b) promote and implement the 2010 Strategy for sustainable nature tourism as a viable
alternative to ski-based tourism development
PNPD currently promotes and implements the Strategy for sustainable nature tourism
(Strategy), developed under the Participation Program of LTNESCO. Some of the activities,
envisaged by the Action plan, elaborated as part of the Strategy have been already completed.
The above mentioned are pointed below:
- Information meetings with hoteliers and experts from the municipal administrations in the
municipalities, adjacent to the park were carried out by PNPD. At these meetings were
popularized and distributed copies of the Strategy for sustainable nature tourism, as well as
copies of the advertising folder also developed within the project (note: The folder is showing
the specific potential of each municipality, surrounding PNP and the benefits for their
residents by developing sustainable tourism practices).
- The Strategy for sustainable nature tourism in PNP can be reached on the website of PNPD -

section "Projects".
- PNPD maintains good relations with the schools in the region by regularly organizing
trainings, aimed at protecting the unique biodiversity in PNP and WHP.
- PNPD organizes regular meetings of the Consultative council, established as consultative
body of the Directorate and involving representatives of various governmental institutions,
NGOs and representatives of local businesses.
- In the five visitor and information centres, managed by the Directorate are maintained
interpretative exhibitions, providing comprehensive information about the park. In the visitor
centres are also performed presentations and provided materials, related to biological and
landscape diversity of the national park. Besides, each chalet in the national park has a
separate place where informational materials, dedicated to the natural values of the Property
can be obtained.
- In 2013 PNPD jointly with Bansko municipality implemented a project, aimed at restoration
and conservation of historic sites within the park - architectural complex "Kalyata" and "St.
Nikola".
- Within the project "Sustainable management of Pirin National Park and Tisata Nature
Reserye" (Project) were organized two press - conferences and issued many printed
publications and information materials, aimed at raising the public awareness about the values
of the Property.
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- A new visitor centre in the town of Bansko was built and opened for visitors within the
Project. Some elements of the visitor infrastructure in the national park were repaired and new
ones were also built.
- In 2013 within the Project was organized a traveling exhibition "Pirin - the magic mountain"
prepared by PNPD and dedicated to the 50th anniversary of the national park and the 30th
anniversary of the inscription of PNP in the World Heritage list of UNESCO. The exhibition
was shown in several major cities in Bulgaria, including the capital.
- In 2015 was built tourist shelter "Komishki lakes". listed as a recommendation in the action
plan of the Strategy.
- In 2015 were also developed: specialized applications for "Visualization of the tourist routes
in Pirin National Park", web-based geographic information system and mobile application,
which to assist tourists and to provide them with options for tracking of certain locations in
real time.
- PNP and WHP participated at the intemational exhibitionooExpo Milano 2015", dedicated
on the core theme "Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life". For the purpose PNPD prepared and
participated with a video presentation about the WHP as well as with high quality photos of
emblematic natural features of the national park and photos, demonstrating existing good
practices, related to sustainable production and consumption of food in the adjacent park
afeas.
Besides the abovementioned activities the draft management plan for PNP foresees
implementation of certain projects which will be also in fulfilment of the Strategy.
It is envisaged that some of the activities will be carried out in the future after ensuring the
appropriate funding.
c) clearly demarcate, communicate and maintain the boundaries of the property as
defined in Decision 34 COM 88.5, using ascertained Global Positioning System (GPS)
measurements, and ensure that these boundaries are respected,
PNPD carried out demarcation of the boundaries of PNP and the buffer zone of the WHP of
LINESCO (ski zones "Bansko" and "Dobrinishte") with lasting marks at the field in fulfilment
of the recommendation of the joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission
to the Property (2011). The activity was accomplished within the Project for Sustainable
Management of Pirin National Park and Tisata Nature Reserve after carrying out of the
respective procedures, foreseen by the Public Procurement Act.
The total number of the placed marks along the boundary of the buffer zone of the WHP is
966.
The marks have been processed beforehand in order to be prevented from unfavourable
atmospheric conditions. On each mark is installed a plate with size of 10 x 15 centimetres,
indicating the boundary of the buffer zone of the Property.
d) put in place processes to monitor the impacts of the ski and other activities within the
buffer zone on the surrounding property, in order to ensure that they do not negatively
impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property
The draft management plan of PNP foresees elaboration of a methodology for monitoring the
impact of skiing and other activities that take place within the buffer zone on the surrounding
World Heritage Property in order to ensure that they do not negatively affect the outstanding
universal value of the site.
Weekly the employees of the PNPD perform inspections in the buffer zone, evaluating the
impact of all activities, carried out inside it.
Annually experts from the MOEW - National Nature Protection Service Directorate carry out
planned inspections at the Property in order to provide control over the activities in the buffer
zone.
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e) ensure that the implementation of restoration measures are strictly supervised and
monitored by the Pirin National Park Directorate in accordance with conditions in the
Territorial Arrangement Plan (TAP), Environmental Impact Assessments or any other
subsequent administrative decisions,
In the decisions for EIA and AA of any investment proposal are set out measures and
conditions for restoration/rehabilitation of the concerned area and habitat. The experts from
PNPD and the park rangers provide control over the implementation of all the investment
proposals including the fulfilment of the foreseen measures for restoration and re - cultivation
by means of control checks and drawing of protocols about the findings.
In relation to the above PNPD has developed and applies the following internal procedure:
- Before implementation of the investment proposal within the buffer zone of the Property the
Director of Pirin National Park issues an order on the basis of a letter from the minister of
environment and water.
- In line with the order the Chief inspector of the respective park region prepares a schedule
for the park rangers who are expected to provide control over the fulfilment of the conditions
and measures, laid down in the letter of the minister.
- After completing of the assigned control activity during the day the park rangers provide the
chief inspector with written statement with findings of what activities have been carried out
during the day and whether the conditions, mentioned in the letter of the minister have been
respectfully fulfilled.
- The chief inspector of the concrete park section presents in PNPD weekly reports on the
accomplished activities and the control provided by the park rangers over the implementation
of the imposed conditions till the completion of all the activities, related to the
implementation of certain investment proposal.
The construction and operation of all the facilities and buildings in the buffer zone is
consistent with the required environmental standards.
On the territory of Bansko ski zone are constructed three biological steps for wastewater
treatment. Besides, high level environmental technologies are functioning on the ground, a
program for grass and turfing of the open terrains is applied, measures for erosion control and
strengthening of the terrain are undertaken, etc.
f) expedite the process and make available sufficient resources to ensure that the new
Management Plan of the property is completed and approved on time for its
implementation immediately after the current Management Plan ceases being in effect
in 2013,
As we have informed the Secretariat a change in the Regulation for preparation of
management plans for protected areas from 2012 according to which the acting management
plans remain in full effect until new ones are adopted and entry into force, guarantees that
PNP and WHP will not pass a period without management plan.
The draft of the management plan of PNP is currently proceeded under the Protected areas
Act and the Regulation for preparation of management plans for protected areas in Bulgaria.
Within the foreseen procedure the draft management plan was a subject to a public hearing,
held on 24 July 2015.
On 24.08.2015 the draft of the management plan was submitted to the MOEW with the
minutes of the public hearing and information about the notes and opinions, which were made
during the hearing but were not reflected by the preparatory team in the draft document.
Currently, MOEW makes a thorough review and analysis of the content of the draft
management plan. Given the registered discrepancies between the draft management plan, the
technical specification and the assignment, approved by the minister of environment and
water, the draft will be returned for corrections to the team that conducted its preparation.
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g) prepare detailed 'oTourism Implementation Plans" for the Bansko and Dobrinishte
buffer zones, consolidating existing, approved and envisaged plans in a transparent
manner, and ensure that these buffer zone areas are explicit parts of the n€w
Management Plan;
With letter 04-02-13 from 31.01.2012 the MOEW informed the Secretariat that the
management plans for the national parks and the Territorial arrangement plans - TAP (what
are supposed to be the "Tourism Implementation Plans" for "Dobrinishte" and "Bansko" ski
zones" according to Decision 36 COM 78.18 of the WHC) because of their different
functions are developed in accordance with different laws, which are correspondingly the
Protected Areas Act and the Spatial Planning Act. In this line it is not possible a TAP or other
affangement or technical plan to be developed as part of the management plan of a national
park as required by the decision.
The specialized Bulgarian legislation requires all the arrangement and technical plans
obligatory to comply with the regimes, determined by the management plans of the relevant
protected areas (Pirin National Park in the current case), though juristically they can not be
part of the same document.
As we have informed the Secretariat only after the adoption of the new management plan of
PNP will be elaborated a Territorial Anangement plan for the development of the buffer zone
of the Property (Bansko and Dobrinishte ski zones) with specific parameters and location of
the facilities envisaged. The abovementioned TAP will be obligatory a subject to SEA and
AA for compliance with the conservation subject and objectives of Natura 2000.

III. Other current conservation issues identified by the State Partv
In2014 and 2015 the MOEW has notregistered any new conservation issues related to the
protection and conservation status of the Property.

IV. In conformitv with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines. olease describe
anv potential maior restorations. alterations and/or new construction(s) within the
protected area (core zone and buffer zone and/or corridors) that might be envisaged.
All projects and investment proposals in the buffer zone and in the WHP are proceeded in line
with the Bulgarian legislation and are subject of EIA and AA for their compatibility with the
conservation subject and objective of Pirin National Park and WHP and Natura 2000 site
(regulated by EPA and the Regulation for Appropriate assessment).
The control over the implementation of the approved investment proposals and activities is
carried out by PNPD and MOEW.
In 2014 and 2015 MOEW considered and approved the following projects and investment
proposals, related mainly to ensuring the functioning of existing facilities, improving the
safety of tourists, enhancing the quality of the tourist services provided and improving of the
environment.

- Investment proposal "Extension of the system for artiJicial snow, supplying ski runs I0
and 12 in Bansko Ski zone
The investment proposal aims to ensure snow for two ski runs in Bansko ski zone.
The planned activities related to the extension of the system for production of snow include:
preparatory work (removal of grass turfs); excavations along the ski runs; shaping of the
wells, in which will be installed the equipment for snow; laying of pipes and auxiliary cables
(optic cable, electric cable); installation of snow cannons and restoration works. The
investment proposal does not envisage occupation of additional lands neither a construction of
additional water catchment. The wells will be located at some distance from each other.
depending on the area that the snow machines will serve.
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Water eltraction for drinking, industrial and other needs is not envisaged, neither is the
construction of new or modification of the existing road infrastructure. The waste, generated
during the implementation will be gathered in removable containers and transported to the
landfill of the town Razlog.
At present the implementation of the investment proposal is over.

' Investment proposal "Reconstruction of an existing ski drag (surface lift) ,,Children,s
anchor" to ensure the safety of tourists in the area of "shiligarnika", Bansko Ski zone.
The reconstruction consists of moving of the lower station oflhe existing ski drag "Children,s
anchor" with 32 m. from its current location to the south-west direction and construction of a
small embankment to ensure the safe use of the ski - drag.
The goal is to provide enough space for the users of ski slope J\b 8 and ski-drag "Children's
anchor" so as to avoid incidents with tourists in the "shiligarnika area'o - Bansko ski zone.
The main motive for the investment proposal is the inireased number of incidents in the
recent years, due to the intersection of two major streams of skiers: those moving from the
higher part of the mountain to the area "Banderishka valley" and those, using ski track Ns 8
and ski-drag "Children's anchor".
The intersection in question is a point of conflict, the solution of which lies in the need to
release the required perimeter for safe use of the facilities in this part of the ski area.
According to the recommendation of the Mountain Rescue Service and on the initiative of the
investor - "Yulen" Joint stock company was envisaged the problem to be solved by moving
the lower station of the drag by means of which the length of the facility will be reduced from
551 meters to 519 meters. (practically will be shortened the distance between the two stations
- upper and lower in the existing range of the ski drag). It is not expected the function of the
facility to be compromised. This approach will help to ensure conflict-free conditions for
different users ofthe ski area.
At present the implementation of the investment proposal is close to its end.

- Investment proposal "Construction of a base station llb 1182" in the area of ,,Banderishka
valley" and base station JUb 1181 at the area of "shiligarnikau, Pirin National Park,
commksioned by uMax Telecom,'Ltd.
The investment proposal is related to:
- Construction of a base station }lb 1 182 on the roof of a building in the area of "Banderishka
valley" - lift station - "Cabin lift";
-"Construction of a base station }lb I I 8l on the roof of a building in the area of "shiligarnika"
- lift station - Shiligarnik - Plateau".
According to the information each base station is part of a management system, base
transceiver - transmission station and subscriber devices. The relationship of each base station
with the steering system is provided through the existing optical network.
The construction of the two base stations on the roofs of the lift stations has not changed the
existing technical infrastructure. No excavations and use of explosives were carried out during
the accomplishment of the investment proposal. No waste or waste water were formed ai
well.
At present the implementation of the investment proposal is over.

' Investment proposal "Reconstruction of intermediate tift station "Bunderitsa - 1,, and
"Bunderitsa - 2" in Bansko Ski zone
The investment proposal envisaged reconstruction of intermediate station by installation of
metal construction which to serve as offrce with l r working places.
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The investment proposal was realized, within the range of the existing facility - under the
terrace of the intermediate lift station "Banderitsa l" ind "Banderitsa 2" within the area of
"Banderishka valley'', Bansko ski zone.
There were no earthworks carried out, since it was a matter of attaching a metal construction
to the existing facility.
The office will function only in cases of conducting of ski competitions;
At present the implementation of the investment proposal is over.

- Investment proposal ,,Reconstruction and change of the use of an existing building -
"warehouse" into a ,,chapel,, in ptot llb 61t13.808.7.12, pirin Np
The investment proposal is related to reconstruction of an existing building with an area of 24
sq. meters (in the lands of Razlog) and change of its use from a o'warehouse" to a "chapel".
The investment proposal will be carried out in the existing building, with ensured traniport
access, so that the performance of investment activities shall not be related to changes of the
infrastructure. Using of explosives and excavation works are not foreseen, neither are water
supply of the chapel and lead off of wastewarers.
At present the investment proposal is almost over as only finishing works are about to be
executed.

- Investment proiect "Capturing, design and repair of a road network and related
infrastructare in "Sinanitsa' Park region in "Final meadows, area - ,rZuga1a" chalet -
with length of 13 kilometres, with contracting authority pNpD
The investment proposal of PNPD was related to capturing, design and repair of a road
network and connected infrastructure in "sinanitsa" Park region - "Final meadows" area -o'Zagaza" challet - with length of 13 km and restoration of wooden bridge on Vlahina river,
Sinanishka river and two wooden bridges on Zagazka river. The activities were part of the
project for sustainable management of PNP and Tisata Nature Reserve.
The reconstruction activities of the road were mainly related to the construction of a road
surface from crushed stoneo as well as replacement and reconstruction of transport
infrastructure - culverts, reconstruction (recovery) of existing wooden bridges and supporting
walls.
At present the implementation of the investment proposal is over.

- Investment proposal of Razlog municipality for reconstruction and extension of an open
terrace of "Yavorov" chalet,located in the ,rMeadows, aFea - Razlog municipality.
The investment proposal is related to the reconstruction of existing massive terrace of
"Yavorov" chalet located in the "Meadows'o area - Razlog municipality. According to the
information the terrace has been extended by wooden construction, made of pinewood
(impregnated against rot, moisture and buming) without going out from the built - up area.
The necessary materials have been delivered in ready for construction form and have been
assembled at the place. No excavations and blasting have been carried out.
At present the implementation of the investment proposal is over.

- Investment proposal of "Marengo Trading" for "Reconstruction of 3-seat lift "Todorko', -
Bansko Ski zone
The investment proposal is related to reconstruction of the existing 3-seats lift from
"Shiligarnika" area to "Todorka" peak ("Todorka" rope line), built some 27 years ago and in
continuous operation since its construction until the present. The investment proposal
envisaged the old facility to be replaced with fast six-seats lift (with detachable seats), *nicn
will increase the capacity of the line from 800 persons per hour to 2000 persons per hour. The
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working hours of the lift shall not be changed. It will remain working only during the winter
season (from 0l:12 to 15:04) with 7.5 working hours per day, ro th. degree of disturbance
will not be significant.
The route of the six - seats lift fully coincides with the existing route of the 3 - seat lift. It is
envisaged that the upper and lower lift stations will be located at the places of the existing
ones and be supported by two supporting pillars (columns) and the teirain below them will
remains free and grassed.
At present the implementation of the investment proposal is close to completion.

' Investment proposal of "Yalen' Joint stock company "strengthening and rehabilitation
of landslides along ski road Bansko - Banderishka meadow"
The strengthening is foreseen for accomplishment along ski road J,{! 1 "Banderishka valley -
Bansko" in plot Np02676.19I.1702 according to the Cadastral plan of the town of Bansko.
The east side of the ski road, connecting the town of Bansko with the area of "Banderishka
valley" is at some places with eroded steep slopes without vegetation and with overhanging
roots on the upper edge.
This situation leads to a danger from falling rocks, landslides and falling trees on the ski run.
At the foot of the slope currently are stacked metal cells with big pieces of crashed stones,
arranged in them (gabions), which are partially damaged by the materials, falling from the
slope and can not serve as reliable protection. Due to the damage of those metal cells part of
the destroyed material has fallen on the ski road and poses a serious danger to tourists and
skiers.
The investment proposal foresees strengthening of the eroded earth batters in section 3 of ski
road I in Bansko ski zone by means of buried wooden retaining walls and reinforcement geo
grids. For this section is foreseen placement of 5 walls with total length of 125 meters. It is
also envisaged to smooth the upper edge of the slope by taking away of the overhanging earth
and removing of the trees in close proximity (5 m) to the upper edge of the slope. The area
earmarked for deforestation is with length of 150 m., width of 5 m and total coverage of 750
m2. It is planned that 33 marked beforehand trees (fir and spruce) will be removed.
The middle third of the slope, in accordance to the incline and the erosion potential is
proposed to be covered with light grid for stones with additional protection for erosion,
composed by natural materials - coconut grid and straw coverage. Before the placement of the
grids is foreseen laying of hydro sawing seed in the form of water-based paste-like mass,
containing wood fibers (designed to form a protective layer to retain moisture) and grass
mixture (presented by the types of red fescue (Festuca rubra), fescue (Festuca commutate),
sheep's fescue (Festuca ovina), perennial ryegrass (Lolium Peren), bovine trefoil (Lotus
corniculatus), timothy (Phleum pretense), meadow grass (Poa pratensis) and clover
(Trifolium repens). Planting of the slope is scheduled to take place with local willow species.
At present the implementation of the investment proposal has not started. Only some
hindering trees have been removed as the Park administration assigned their cutting to a
company (in line with the Rules for assignment of activities in protected areas - exclusively
state property).

- Investment proposal "Construction of a Hydro power plant at Perleshka River in the
lands of Dobrinkhte"
In 2014 the MOEW did not approve the investment proposal for construction of a Hydro
power plant at Perleshka River in the lands of Dobrinishte, aimed at production of electricity.
The proposal was found to be inadmissible in regards to the regimes of the national park,
determined by the PAA, the declaration order and the management plan. The procedure was
terminated pursuant to Art. 13 of the Regulation for Appropriate assessment.
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- Investment proposal "Construction of a Hydro power plant at Bela reka River in the lands
of Razlog"
In 2015 the MOEW did not approve the investment proposal for construction of a Hydro
power plant at Bela reka river in the lands of Razlog, aimed at production of electricity. The
proposal was found to be inadmissible in regards to the regimes of the national park,
determined by the PAA, the declaration order and the management plan. The proced.n" *as
terminated pursuant to Art. 13 of the Regulation for Appropriate assessment.

V. Public access to the state of conservation report
The MOEW authorizes the World Heritage Centre to upload for public access, the State of
conservation report of Pirin National Park World Heritage Property, elaborated in compliance
with Decision: 38 COM 78.73 of the World Heritage Committee on World Heritage Centre's
State of Conservation Info on System - http:i/whc.unesco.org/en/soc).

VI. Signature of the

Ivelina Vassileva

Minkter of environmenf and

l0
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VI. ДОКЛАДИ НА МЕЖДУНАРОДНИЯ СЪЮЗ ЗА ЗАЩИТА НА ПРИРОДАТА 

(IUCN) ЗА НП „ПИРИН“ ЗА РАЗГЛЕЖДАНЕ ПО ВРЕМЕ НА СЕСИИ НА 
ЦЕНТЪРА ЗА СВЕТОВНО НАСЛЕДСТВО НА ЮНЕСКО 
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Distribution limited 

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, 

SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION 

CONVENTION CONCERNING THE PROTECTION 

SC-85/CONF.008/9 

Paris, December 1985 

OF THE WORLD CULTURAL AND NATURAL HERITAGE 

World Heritage Committee 

Ninth Ordinary Session 

Unesco Headquarters, Paris, 2-6 December 1985 

REPORT OF THE RAPPORTEUR 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. The ninth session of the World Heritage Committee was held at Unesco 
Headquarters in Paris from 2 to 6 December 1985. It was attended by the 
following States Members of the World Heritage Committee: Algeria, Australia, 
Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Cyprus, Germany (Federal Republic of), Greece, Guinea, 
India, Jordan, Lebanon, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Mexico, Norway, Sri Lanka, 
Turkey, United Republic of Tanzania, Yemen Arab Republic and Zaire. 

2. Representatives of the International Council of Monuments and Sites 
(ICOMOS), of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural 
:esources (IUCN) and of the International Centre for the Study of the 
Preservation and the Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM) attended the 
meeting in an advisory capacity. 

3. The following 24 States Parties to the Convention, not members of the 
Committee, were represented by observers: Argentina, Cameroon, Chile, Denmark, 
Ecuador, Egypt, France, Haiti, Holy See, Hungary, lraq, Italy, Niger, Nigeria, 
Peru, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Senegal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia 
and the United Kingdom. A representative of ALECSO, of the Council of Europe, 
of the League of Arab States, the President of the International Federation 
of Landscape Architects (IFLA), the Chairman of the International Fund for 
the Promotion of Culture (IFPC) and a representative of the International 
Union of Architects (IUA) also attended the meeting. The full list of 
participants is to be found in Annex I to this report. 
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were not taken very soon, the property would lose its international importance 
for migratory wildfowl. IUCN therefore strongly recommended the inclusion 
of this Park in the List of World Heritage in Danger. The Tunisian authorities 
had not responded to the Secretariat's request for further information, 
however, the representative of Tunisia informed the Committee that he would 
take up this matter at the highest level and he would inform the Secretariat 
and IUCN of the results of this enquiry. 

C. Other natural properties 

Los Glaciares, Argentina: Part of this Park was being considered for re
appropriation for a settlement scheme by the Province of Santa Cruz and the 
second phase of this project could result in the excision of a further 20,000 
ha which included an important habitat for the humeal deer. The Argentine 
representative confirmed this report and indicated that this problem was 
in fact of concern to the central government authorities, who wished to take 
this matter up with the Provincial Government. The Committee requested the 
Secretariat to contact the Argentine authorities to obtain more informati·:Jn 
on this matter. 

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, Australia: In reply to the Bureau's request 
for further information on the impacts of the construction of a road on the 
fringing reef adjacent to Cape Tribulation National Park, the Australian 
authorities had provided a comprehensive report which outlined a 3 year 
scientific research programme costing approximately 1 million $ to determine 
any short or possible long-term damage these reefs. The Committee expressed 
its satisfaction with this programme although it noted the comment by the 
IUCN representative that 3 years would be necessary before any conclusions 
could be reached. The representative of Australia indicated that it would 
inform the Committee at regular intervals on the progress and the results 
of this research programme. 

Pirin National Park, Bulgaria: The construction of a hotel and a ski-resort 
at the head of the Vihren Valley within this Park was being undertaken, against 
strong opposition by local conservation groups. The representative of IUCN 
requested whether an environmental impact assessment had been made for these 
developments. The representative of Bulgaria confirmed these developments 
and informed the Committee that she would request the Pirin National Park 
authorities to provide a full report which she would transmit to the Bureau 
at its next session. 

Wood Buffalo National Park, Canada: It was recalled that, when inscribing 
this property on the World Heritage List in 1983, the Committee had drawn 
the attention to the harmful consequences of the possible construction of 
a dam on the Slave River to the natural characteristics of this property. 
The Committee was informed that the plans for such a dam had been definitively 
cancelled and expressed its satisfaction to both the Provincial and National 
Canadian authorities. 

Galapagos National Park, Ecuador: A man-caused fire on Isabela Island in 
March 1985 had resulted in an international appeal to aid the efforts of 
the Ecuadorian Government and Park authorities to extinguish the blaze, which 
had burnt over 30,000 ha. A contribution of US$10,500 from the World Heritage 
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INTERNATIONAL UNION FOR CONSERVATION OF NATURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

10TH WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE MEETINGS 24-28 NOVEMBER 1986, PARIS, FRANCE  

AGENDA ITEM 8 MONITORING THE STATUS OF CONSERVATION OF PROPERTIES 
INCLUDED IN THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST 

Summary Report on Areas of Current Concern 

At the 7th Meeting of the Committee IUCN was asked to keep the Committee 
regularly informed of the state of conservation of existing natural 
properties. A brief update of conditions in 17 sites of concern is given 
below. 

A. NATURAL PROPERTIES ON THE LIST OF WORLD HERITAGE IN DANGER 

1. Ngorongoro Conservation Area, Tanzania. An IUCN mission visited the NCA 
21-24 April to meet with the Acting Conservator, to review conditions and to 
assist in formulating a request for technical assistance. Conditions were 
still much the same as described at the 7th and 8th Committee meetings with 
severe shortages of equipment and supplies necessary for effective 
management. A key Immediate need is vehicles for patrol and administration. 
Two project requests were prepared and submitted to the World Heritage 
Secretariat by the Unesco representative for Tanzania, and approved for 
immediate implementation. Further assistance in the order of several million 
dollars is being sought from NORAD as a result of the December IUCN workshop. 
If a portion of this is obtained, IUCN would recommend removal of the site 
from the Danger List. 

2. Djoudj National Park, Senegal. The situation here has remained unchanged 
since the December Committee report. IUCN has coordinated a major review of 
conservation issues in the Senegal Delta with special emphasis on the creation 
of the Diawling Reserve adjacent to the Djoudj, and is awaiting clearance from 
Mauritania to release the report. A project for assistance for Djoudj has 
been received by IUCN/WWF from Senegal's Director of National Parks and this 
is currently being screened. 

3. Garamba National Park, Zaire. Progress reports have been received from 
the project officers and the Zaire representative will provide further details 
at the Committee meeting. The rhino population has stabilised at 17 animals, 
but there remain serious problems in management (for example, late payments of 
staff salaries). 

B. NATURAL PROPERTIES IDENTIFIED FOR POSSIBLE INCLUSION ON THE LIST OF WORLD 
HERITAGE IN DANGER 

4. Ichkeul National Park. An official response to the request made at the 
last Committee meeting has been received by the Secretariat. The Tunisian 
Government in April opened tenders for construction of a sluice that would 
mitigate the immediate problems facing the park, but tenders have not been 
approved and long term problems still remain. A special wetlands management 
course was held in Ichkeul in January which assisted in raising local 
awareness of the problems with the park. 
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5. Tai National- Park,___Ivory Coast. IUCN's Tropical Forest Officer discussed 
situation in Abidjan in March and apparently no improvements have been 

made. Despite repeated requests no information has been received by the World 
Heritage Secretariat. We continue to recommend this site for the Danger List. 

C. OTHER NATURAL PROPERTIES 

6: Mane Pools, Sapi and Chewore Reserves, Zimbabwe. Unprecedented poaching 
pressures from the Zambian side of the Zambesi River have resulted in the loss 
of over 100 rhinos as well as loss of human life. Senior government officials 
from each country have issued statements of concern and patrols have been' 
reinforced. Addition of the Lower Zambesi National.Park in Zambia to the site 
as proposed at the 8th Committee meeting would be one measure that could lead 
to better protection of the area. (Further details to be reported at the 
Committee meeting). 

7. Selous Game Reserve, Tanzania. Reports have been received of heavy 
poaching over the past 2 years in this reserve which has an area larger than 
Switzerland. The elephant population declined from 85,000 to 60,000 with 
5,000 animals poached in 1985. The decline in black rhinos is even more 
pronounced with a drop of some 90% to less than 300 today. The area was 
visited in April and meetings held with the Warden and Game Department 
officials. With the assistance of WWF and Frankfurt. Zoological Society a 
census and management review is currently underway and will form the basis of 
a concerted assistance effort to be prepared in several months time. It 
should be noted that the Tanzanian Treasury received US$2 million in foreign 
exchange as revenue from hunting safaris in the Reserve in 1985. 

8. Iguazu National Park, Argentina. Missiones Province in which this park is 
located has sent a request to the Argentine Congress requesting that the area 
in the vicinity of the falls be transferred to their administration in order 
that additional commercial facilities can be developed. IUCN's  Director 
General has sent an intervention to the President of the Republic noting that 
this is inadvisable and that control should rest with the national park 
authorities. No replies have been received. 

9. Los Glaciares National Park, Argentina. IUCN visited the site in March. 
Development of a village settlement by the Province has indeed begun and has 
resulted in detrimental impacts in this key area of the park. There are also 
further plans for dam construction in the park and great concern by local 
conservationists over the future of this site has been expressed. 

10. Pirin National Park, Bulgaria. The report requested at the 9th Committee 
meeting has not yet been received. 

11. Aldabra Atoll, Seychelles. The Seychelles Island Foundation (SIF) has 
reported that lack of funds for management may require that facilities be 
developed on the island which could include an airstrip. While not 
necessarily resulting in severe detrimental impacts, commercial tourism 
development can bring with it a host of management problems and concern for 
careful planning to ensure minimal impacts should be registered with the SIF. 

12. Niokolo-Koba National Park, Senegal. A new road across this park has been 

proposed. Already suffering from intensive poaching the road could open up 

the park to further depredations. An alternative route has been suggested, 
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13. Mt. Nimba Reserve, Guinea. A Swedish mining company and the Société des 
Mines de Fer de Guinée have proposed a new railway link to the Liberian side 
of the mountain. IUCN has sent an intervention letter noting that although 
the forests on the Liberian side have been destroyed, those on the Guinea side 
still retain much of their biological and watershed value, and the new railway 
should take this into account. We are awaiting follow-up to this suggestion. 

14. Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, Australia. A proposal for revocation of 
390 ha of Lindeman Island for expansion of a holiday resort was tabled in the 
Queensland Legislative Assembly on 27 February 1986. Public interest in this 
action was high and on 12 March the proposal was withdrawn. Another potential 
threat from a proposed silica mine at Shelburne Bay has been the subject of an 
official IUCN enquiry. 

15. Kakadu National Park, Australia. The boundaries of this site have been 
considerably enlarged to include an important wetland area which should add to 
the viability of this property. During a visit to Australian National Park 
and Wildlife Service offices in Canberra in January, IUCN was informed that 
notation of this extension would be given to the Secretariat. The new area 
would be included as a part of the existing World Heritage Site, without need 
for a new nomination. The question of proposed mining in the park, however, 
is a matter of concern and clarification of these plans has been requested by 
the Secretariat. 

16. Galapagos Island National Park, Ecuador. Senior Ecuadorian parks 
officials visited IUCN Headquarters in March to discuss possible inclusion of 
a marine reserve surrounding the islands in the Park. This was strongly 
encouraged and a workshop on the topic is to be held later this year. 

17. Manas Tiger Reserve, India. The Committee at its 9th Session asked to be 
kept informed of possible construction of a dam on the Manas River. This 
proposal has now been rejected and the threat to the reserve has been averted. 

revised 9 October 1986 
Doc. 1863J 
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which confirmed that logging was taking place only 
outside the World Heritage area. 
 
V.145 The Bureau noted with concern the information 
regarding the cutting rates in the Forest outside the World 
Heritage area and requested the authorities to provide a 
report on these issues by 15 September 2001. 
 
Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) 
 
V.146 The Bureau noted that IUCN reviewed the 
information from the Minister of Environment and Water 
(MOEW) of Bulgaria dated 20 October 2000 and that no 
further information had been provided by the State Party. 
IUCN noted that the ski developments of 1985/86 were in 
compliance with the then existing Nature Protection Act 
and occupy an area of 48 ha.  On 18 ha of this area, 
however, two ski runs and one chair lift do not function 
properly and there are consequent problems of 
overcrowding and traffic congestion on narrow roads.  The 
Territorial Development Plan (TDP) submitted to the 
MOEW in 1999 proposes five new ski runs totalling 30 ha, 
plus their facilities, car parks and a cable car joining the 
zone with the town of Bansko. The proposed new ski runs 
are all within the World Heritage site. The State Party 
reports that the local population supported the project 
while NGOs rejected it completely. Following a positive 
Evaluation Impact Assessment (EIA), a public hearing and 
an assessment by the Senior Environment Council to the 
MOEW, part of the TDP has been given approval. 
 
V.147 IUCN has also received for review a letter from 
Bulgarian NGOs dated 14 February 2001 in response to 
the State Party letter. This letter notes that: The Bulgarian 
National Parks Act emphasises nature conservation before 
the provisions of developments for tourism and recreation; 
a national conference was held in January 2001 attended 
by 180 environmental NGOs.  Participants supported an 
appeal to the Ministry of Environment and Water, 
Bulgarian Prime Minister and the President to repeal the 
decision of allowing construction of new ski runs in the 
Park; no alternative solutions to the proposal have been 
considered; the EIA report notes that the forest to be clear-
cut in the area of the planned ski zone is between 50 and 
200 years old; the territorial management plan of the ski 
zone is in violation of a number of laws and Conventions, 
as well as the Park Management Plan; the plan to bring a 
further 1400 people to this area of the Park is contradictory 
to the principle of the management plan for the 
decentralisation of tourism; and conflict between the 
number of beds in the town and the capacity of the ski area 
is only an issue on weekends and holidays. 
 
V.148 The BALKANI Wildlife Society recommended 
the promotion of soft tourism and the improvement of the 
capacity of existing ski facilities. 
 
V.149 The Bureau commended the State Party for the 
efforts to protect the natural values of this site particularly 
through rehabilitation efforts and measures to alleviate 
current problems of overcrowding and traffic congestion.  
However, the Bureau expressed concerns about a number 

of aspects of the proposals, and stressed the importance of 
a full EIA and public hearings. Particular attention should 
be given in the EIA to the location of any new ski runs and 
facilities as well as possible alternative solutions.  The 
Bureau requested the State Party to submit a detailed 
update on the proposal to develop five new ski runs by 15 
September 2001 and to invite an IUCN/UNESCO mission 
to the site. 
 
Gros Morne National Park (Canada) 
 
V.150 The Bureau was informed that on 9 May 2001 a 
fax was received from Parks Canada providing new 
information on a number of developments since November 
2000, which was transmitted to IUCN for review.  
 
V.151 The Delegate of Canada informed the Bureau that 
staff from Gros Morne continue to work directly with the 
forestry company and the provincial government to ensure 
that the ecological integrity and the World Heritage values 
of the national park are recognized, taken into account and 
maintained in the context of forest operations. Canada 
would be pleased to provide additional information about 
this issue prior to the next Committee session.  
 
V.152 The Bureau commended the State Party for the 
efforts to enhance the protection of the site and particularly 
through the development of suitable solutions to address 
the effect of logging outside the World Heritage site on the 
aesthetic values that justified inscription of the site under 
criterion (iii).  The Bureau acknowledged the commitment 
by the logging company to the conservation of this site by 
deciding to cease clear cutting in the entire Main River 
watershed. The Bureau however requested the State Party 
to keep the Centre informed on progress towards ensuring 
that proposed alternative harvesting regimes take into full 
consideration any potential impacts to the ecological 
integrity of this site. 
 
Nahanni National Park (Canada) 
 
V.153 IUCN received reports by the Canadian Parks and 
Wilderness Society - Northwest Territories Chapter 
(CPAWS-NWT), and confirmed by the State Party, that 
the Canadian Zinc Corporation has submitted land use 
applications to the MacKenzie Valley Land and Water 
Board, in order to support future production at the Prairie 
Creek mine site. The mine is located immediately 
upstream from Nahanni National Park, in the South 
Nahanni watershed, about 15km north of the World 
Heritage site boundary. Although the mine infrastructure 
has been in place since the early 1980s, the mine has never 
operated.  The Canadian Zinc Corporation has applied for 
a land use permit to conduct a six or seven-hole mineral 
exploration drilling programme, and re-establish an access 
road to remove a cache of diesel fuel stored 40 km from 
the mine site. 
 
V.154 Both the mine site and the Nahanni National Park 
are situated in the South Nahanni watershed, traditional 
territory of the Dene People of the Deh Cho First Nations 
(DCFN), and a proposed protected area.  The Nahanni 
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Pacific region could be provided as part of the Periodic 
Reporting exercise for this region due in 2003. 
 
Europe and North America 
 
Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) 
 
XII.14 As requested by the 25th session of the World 
Heritage Committee and its Bureau, a joint 
UNESCO/IUCN monitoring mission was undertaken to 
the site from 11 to 16 February 2002.  The Bureau noted 
that the full report of the mission is currently being 
finalized and that it will be presented to the Committee at 
its 26th session. 
 
XII.15 The Bureau noted a number of preliminary 
mission findings and recommendations, in particular that 
potential threats to the site preceded the current 
development proposal, the lack of boundary maps and 
Management Plan at the time of the nomination, as well as 
the development of a ski area within the site. The new ski 
development inside the site concerns an additional 29.71 
ha of forest disturbance within the 818.46 ha. Furthermore, 
the Bureau noted that an all-season cable car is proposed. 
The mission noted that allowing that this development 
would set a precedent for further ski development 
proposals and continued erosion of the site. Remediable 
actions would be required, in particular for effective 
management controls and reforestation. The Bureau 
furthermore noted delays in the completion of the 
Management Plan, and that an �Interim Plan� is to be 
prepared to guide development and management of the 
site. 
 
XII.16 The mission recommended a number of actions to 
be undertaken by the State Party, including the provision 
of clarifications and updated information on the approved 
development, and notice of the conclusion of all appeals, 
accurate boundary maps of the site of Pirin (1983) 
showing the existing and proposed ski development areas, 
the development and adoption of an �Interim� Management 
Plan covering management objectives, regulations on 
development, staffing, visitor use and presentation and the 
creation of a Scientific Advisory Body for the site of Pirin. 
The Bureau noted that the State Party already provided 
detailed information dated 29 March 2002 including a 
map, an interim report on the status of the management 
plan and the extension of the site, which will be reviewed 
by IUCN and the Centre. The Bureau noted that this was a 
positive step, as the mission had recommended that in case 
such action is not taken, the Committee may consider 
inscribing Pirin World Heritage site on the List of World 
Heritage in Danger. 
 
XII.17 IUCN noted that new ski developments have not 
been allowed on other sites since their inscription on the 
World Heritage list. IUCN welcomed the assurance from 
the State Party that no new ski development would be 
approved within the site. 
 

XII.18 The Bureau adopted the following 
recommendation for action by the 26th session of the 
Committee: 
 
"The Committee notes the results of the report provided by 
the UNESCO-IUCN mission to the site and the number of 
existing and potential threats to the values and integrity of 
the site, including boundary issues, the lack of a 
management plan, and a new ski development proposal 
with forest disturbance. The Committee urges the State 
Party to implement the recommendations of the mission 
and take remedial actions to ensure that the World 
Heritage values of the site are protected. These actions 
should include: the development of effective management 
controls, reforestation of disturbed areas, the creation of a 
scientific advisory body and the provision of an interim 
management plan awaiting the management plan which 
should be finalized as a matter of urgency. The Committee 
welcomed the immediate response by the State Party to 
some of the concerns raised by the mission and invites the 
authorities to apply for international assistance as indicated 
in the mission report. The Committee acknowledged the 
support provided by the State Party of Switzerland for the 
preparation of the Biodiversity Conservation Management 
Plan for Pirin National Park and World Heritage site.  The 
Committee may wish to review additional material that 
may be available at the time of its 26th session and decide 
whether or not the conditions of potential threats as 
indicated in paragraph 83 (ii a, b, d) of the Operational 
Guidelines would be fulfilled". 
 
Caves of the Aggtelek Karst and Slovak Karst 
(Hungary/Slovakia) 
 
XII.19 The Bureau noted that the Minister for the 
Environment of Slovakia provided a report, dated 30 
January 2002, to the Centre that was transmitted to IUCN 
for review. The report noted that the Minister of 
Environment, after consultations with the concerned 
ministries, submitted the proposal to the Slovak 
Government for designating the Slovak Karst Caves as 
Slovak Karst National Park, noting that with such a 
designation the level of protection would increase. The 
report noted that up to the present, the site has been a 
Protected Landscape Area where geologic activities and 
mining have only been allowed with the permission of the 
nature and landscape protection body.  Caves are also 
protected as �national nature monuments� and afforded the 
highest level of protection.  Further, in 2001 the National 
Council of the Slovak Republic took all caves into State 
ownership. To date, no permission has been granted for 
any geologic or mining activity near the Skalisty potok � 
Kunia preipast cave system. The report also mentioned 
that the territorial plan of the Large Territorial Unit Kosice 
Region, approved in 1998 by the Slovak Government, 
does not propose any limestone mining in the Slovak Karst 
and emphasises its protection. 
 
XII.20 A number of NGOs, including Sosna, expressed 
concern that farmers affected by the designation of 
national park be adequately compensated, is developing, 
together with the Hrhov local government, proposals for 
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SUMMARY 

 
This document contains information on the state of conservation of properties inscribed on the World 
Heritage List.  
 
Part of this information has already been reviewed by the 26th session of the Bureau of the World Heritage 
Committee (8-13 April 2002). Reports on these properties are presented to the Committee for either noting, 
or for action, based on a recommendation made by the Bureau. 
 
Decision required: The Committee is requested to review the reports on the state of conservation of 
properties contained in this document and in the Report of the Rapporteur of the Bureau (WHC-
02/CONF.202/2) for background information and recommendations transmitted by the Bureau to the 
Committee for action. 
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Gunung Mulu National Park (Malaysia) 
Inscribed on the World Heritage List in 2000 under criteria 
N (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) 
 
International assistance:  None 
 
Previous deliberations: 
25th session of the Committee – paragraphs 61 – 66 of 
annex IX 
 
Main issues: Possible extension of the Park; consultation 
with indigenous communites in proposed extension. 
 
New information:  The State Party informed the Centre, by 
letter of 30 January 2002, that the Gunung Buda National 
Park, which lies adjacent to the Gunung Mulu World 
Heritage site, was declared a National Park on 14 
September 2000 and that at present there is no decision 
taken to enlarge the World Heritage site to include the 
Gunung Buda National Park. Therefore, the State Party 
has noted that the question of conducting negotiations with 
the indigenous people on this possible extension does not 
arise.  
 
Action required:  The Committee may wish to adopt the 
following decision: 
 
“The Committee notes that no decision regarding the 
possible extension of the Gunung Mulu World Heritage 
site to include the Gunung Buda National Park has been 
made. The Committee recommends that the Centre and 
IUCN continue to communicate with the State Party and 
raise the issue of the possible participation of indigenous 
people in the planning of the extension of the World 
Heritage site at the appropriate time in the future." 
 
Royal Chitwan National Park (Nepal) 
The Committee is requested to note the decision by the 
Bureau in document WHC-02/CONF.202/2, paragraphs 
XII.6 – XII.10 
 
Ha Long Bay (Vietnam) 
The Committee is requested to note the decision by the 
Bureau in document WHC-02/CONF.202/2, paragraphs 
XII.11– XII.13 
 
 
Europe and North America 
 
Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) 
Inscribed in 1983 on the World Heritage List under criteria 
N (i) (ii) (iii) 
 
International assistance:  None 
 
Previous deliberations: 25th extraordinary session of the 
Bureau – paragraphs  III.97-99. 
25th session of the Committee – paragraph VIII.85. 
26th session of the Bureau – paragraph VII.14-18 
 
Main issues: Ski development. 
 

New information:  The full report of the UNESCO-IUCN 
mission is contained in document WHC-
02/CONF.202/INF.09. IUCN received information in late 
March 2002 regarding the release of Environmental 
Impact Assessments (EIA) for a new ski run (Bandersihka 
polyana – Todorka Peak Ski Run) and two ski lifts. These 
are part of the Territorial Development Plan (TDP).  
Notable was mention of the proposal to grade 97% of the 
ski run between 1,603m and 2,536m, on gradients of 20-
50%.  IUCN was informed that the EIA for the 
Bandersihka polyana – Todorka Peak Ski Run states: 
“conducting of significant earthworks for the purposes of 
modelling the terrain shall be banned, excluding the initial, 
medium and final lift station and sites for the lift poles.”  
IUCN received a copy of the letter by the Minister of 
Environment and Waters dated 29 March 2002, which 
provided a map of Pirin National Park boundaries (current 
and 1987 area); and TDP area with the concession area of 
99.55 ha within the site. It informed that the draft of the 
Management Plan will be ready in February 2003, with the 
final version submitted for approval in March 2003 and 
indicated the State Party’s intention to nominate 
enlargement of the site, to coincide with the present area of 
the National Park (40,332.4ha), and its submission of a 
request for preparatory assistance; IUCN underlines that 
the letter notes that the Bulgarian Ministry of Culture takes 
part in World Heritage meetings, and hence the Ministry 
of Environment and Water will not be participating.  
 
Action required: The Committee may wish to adopt the 
following revised decision based on a recommendation 
transmitted by the 26th session of the Bureau: 
 
 "The Committee notes the results of the report provided 
by the UNESCO-IUCN mission to the site and the number 
of existing and potential threats to the values and integrity 
of the site, including boundary issues, the lack of a 
management plan, and a new ski development proposal 
with forest disturbance. The Committee welcomes the 
response by the State Party to some of the concerns raised 
by the mission report, and acknowledges the support 
provided by the Swiss Government to the Bulgarian-Swiss 
Biodiversity Conservation Project, which is preparing the 
Management Plan for the site.  The Committee urges the 
State Party to implement the recommendations of the 
mission and take remedial actions to ensure that the World 
Heritage values of the site are protected. These actions 
should include: the development of effective management 
controls, reforestation of disturbed areas, the creation of a 
scientific advisory body and the provision of an interim 
management plan awaiting the management plan which 
should be finalized as a matter of urgency. The Committee 
welcomes the immediate response by the State Party to 
some of the concerns raised by the mission and invites the 
authorities to apply for international assistance as indicated 
in the mission report. The Committee defers a decision to 
inscribe Pirin on the List of World Heritage in Danger 
until its 27th session, with decisions on this to be based on 
an assessment of the effectiveness of the State Party’s 
response to the UNESCO/IUCN Mission Report.” 
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Paris, UNESCO Headquarters, Room XII 
30 June – 5 July 2003 

 
Item 7B of the Provisional Agenda: State of conservation of properties inscribed on the World 
Heritage List 
 

CORRIGENDUM 
 

This document contains: (I) Revised Draft Decisions (the background concerning the 
revised Draft Decisions can be found in document WHC-03/27.COM/7B) and (II) New 
State of conservation reports of properties inscribed on the World Heritage List.  
 
I. The Draft Decisions for the World Heritage properties mentioned below have been revised since the 
preparation of document WHC-03/27.COM/7B and can be found in this document:  
 
Draft Decision 27 COM 7 (b) 2 (Taï National Park, Côte d'Ivoire) 
Draft Decision 27 COM 7 (b) 3 (Comoé National Park, Cote d'Ivoire) 
Draft Decision 27 COM 7 (b) 5 (W National Park of Niger, Niger) 
Draft Decision 27 COM 7 (b) 15 (Pirin National Park, Bulgaria) 
Draft Decision 27 COM 7 (b) 29 (Mount Emei Scenic Area, including Leshan Giant  
                                                       Buddha Scenic Area (China) 
Draft Decision 27 COM 7 (b) 31 (Lamu Old Town, Kenya) 
Draft Decision 27 COM 7 (b) 45 (Historic Ensemble of the Potala Palace, Lhasa, China) 
Draft Decision 27 COM 7 (b) 46 (Mahabodhi Temple Complex at Bodh Gaya, India) 
Draft Decision 27 COM 7 (b) 53 (Lumbini, the Birthplace of the Lord Buddha, Nepal) 
Draft Decision 27 COM 7 (b) 54 (Seokguram Grotto and Bulguska Temple, Republic of Korea) 
Draft Decision 27 COM 7 (b) 82 (Stonehenge, Avebury and Associated Sites, United Kingdom) 
Draft Decision 27 COM 7 (b) 89 (Port, Fortresses and Group of Monuments, Cartagena, Colombia) 
 
II. 3 State of conservation reports of the following properties have been added to the document: 
 
Draft Decision 27 COM 7 (b) 103 (Ouadi Qadisha, Lebanon) 
Draft Decision 27 COM 7 (b) 104 (Medina of Fes, Morocco) 
Draft Decision 27 COM 7 (b) 105 ( Taj Mahal,Agra Fort and Fatepur Sikhri, India)   
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urges the States Parties and funding agencies concerned 
to seek alternative solutions to that currently proposed;  
 
3.  Encourages the States Parties of Niger, Benin and 
Burkina Faso to cooperate with IUCN, UEMOA (Union 
Economique et Monétaire Ouest Africaine), Ramsar, the 
regional programme ECOPAS (Ecosystème protégés en 
Afrique Sahélienne) and the Centre in order to seek the 
most appropriate solution, and to seek assistance from the 
World Heritage Fund as necessary for the coordination of 
meetings and studies; 

 
4. Requests the authorities of Benin and Niger to 
provide by the 1 February 2004 and before any 
construction takes place, a detailed report on the proposed 
construction of a dam on the Mekrou river and the results 
of a detailed independent environmental and social impact 
assessment according to international standards;  

 
5.  Notes that the proposed construction of the dam is 
a serious potential threat to the integrity of the site; 
 
6.  Defers  the decision on the inscription of the W 
National Park on the List of World Heritage in Danger 
until its 28th session in 2004, after an assessment of the 
two most concerned States Parties' response and the 
outcomes of any missions or meetings held with the States 
Parties. 
 
 
 
EUROPE / NORTH AMERICA 
 
15. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) 
 
Draft Decision: 27 COM 7 (b) 15  
 
The World Heritage Committee,  
 
1.  Recalls its decision to defer the inscription of Pirin 
National Park on the List of World Heritage in Danger 
until its 27th  session, with decision on this to be based on 
an assessment of the State Party's response to the 
UNESCO / IUCN mission report; 
   
2. Welcomes the State Party's report as requested by 
the 26th session of the Committee and notes progress 
made in preparing the management plan for Pirin 
National Park, with support provided by the Swiss 
Government; 
 
3. Urges the State Party to adopt the final 
management plan by the end of 2003, as noted in the 
report, so that it constitutes a legal document, and to 
provide a copy in English to the WH Centre and IUCN 
along with a plan for implementation, including the 
allocation of sufficient resources, by 1 February 2004. Any 
development within the World Heritage site should comply 
with this Management Plan.  
 

4. Requests the Centre and IUCN to schedule a 
meeting in Bulgaria to review the situation with the 
authorities concerned. 
 
5. Requests the State Party to provide by 1 February 
2004, a precise map of the boundary of the World 
Heritage site as inscribed in 1983, including exact details 
of the existing and proposed Ski Development Zone, as 
well as a detailed report on (a) ongoing efforts to develop 
effective management mechanisms, (b) the restoration of 
the forest ecosystem of disturbed areas, (c) the creation of 
a Scientific Advisory Body, and (d) any developments of 
the proposed Ski Development Zone. 
 
 
B.  MIXED HERITAGE  
 
ASIA-PACIFIC  
 
 
29. Mount Emei Scenic Area, including Leshan Giant 
Buddha Scenic Area (China) 
 
Draft Decision: 27 COM 7 (b) 29  
 
The World Heritage Committee, 
 
1.  Takes note of the findings and recommendations 
of the ICOMOS monitoring mission to the World Heritage 
property of Mount Emei and the Leshan Giant Buddha;  
 
2.  Expresses its appreciation to the Chinese 
authorities for facilitating the ICOMOS mission and for 
providing further information regarding the tourism 
development projects in the buffer zone of the property;   
 
3.  Requests the State Party to: 
 

• = strengthen the management mechanisms and the 
effective implementation of existing legal 
provisions for the protection of the property, 
including the enhancement of co-operation with 
local stakeholders in its management and 
conservation. 

 
• = provide the WH Centre with a progress report by 

1 February 2004.  
 

4.  Requests the World Heritage Centre and the 
Advisory Bodies (ICOMOS and IUCN) to review the 
information provided by the State Party and co-operate 
with the authorities to find ways and means to enhance the 
state of conservation of the property. 
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UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL  
ORGANIZATION 

 
CONVENTION CONCERNING THE PROTECTION OF THE WORLD 

CULTURAL AND NATURAL HERITAGE 
 
 

WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE 
 

Twenty-seventh session 
 

Paris, UNESCO Headquarters, Room XII 
30 June – 5 July 2003 

 
 

 
Item 7B of the Provisional Agenda: State of conservation of properties inscribed on  
the World Heritage List 
 
 

SUMMARY 
 
This document contains information on the state of conservation of properties inscribed on the 
World Heritage List.  
 
Decision required: The Committee is requested to review the reports on the state of 
conservation of properties contained in this document The Committee may wish to adopt the 
draft decision presented at the end of each state of conservation report.  
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EUROPE / NORTH AMERICA  
 
14. Belovezhskaya Pushcha / Bialowieza Forest 
(Belarus/Poland) 
 
Year of inscription on the World Heritage List: 1979 
Criteria N (iii)  
 
Previous International Assistance:  
N.A  
 
Previous Bureau/Committee Deliberations:  
24th session of the Committee ( Chapter III.24 / Annex X 
page 112); 25th session of the Bureau ( Chapter V.142-
145) ; 25th session of the Committee - Chapter VIII.97  
 
New Information: 
WHC:  
The National Commission of Belarus submitted a report 
on the situation of the site dated 10 September 2002, 
providing the following information: 1. The name of the 
site has been changed following the Decree of the 
President of Belarus dated 16 March 1999. This had no 
impact on the legal status of the site. 2. Concerning the 
logging of 17 lots of relic forest and 200,000 cubic meters 
of forest, the report stated that these were due to an 
outbreak of bark- beetle. The World Heritage status 
applies only to the absolute preservation zone and in this 
area no logging took place, only in other functional zones. 
3. Concerning commercial hunting, it stated that wolf 
hunting is allowed, as wolf numbers have increased. 
Within the GEF project on the “Protection of Biodiversity 
of Forest in Belovezhskaia Pushcha”, animal counts were 
carried out and recommendations were made. 4. The 
drainage system was already set up in the 1960s – its 
negative effect on the adjacent ecosystems is now 
stabilized and the areas are gradually becoming covered by 
forest. Small water reservoirs are in place. 5. Concerning 
the gas reservoir, the report underlines that no construction 
of such reservoirs is undertaken in or near the World 
Heritage site.  
 
In a report received on 11 September 2002 from the 
Director of the Polish National Park, it was stated that due 
to extremely dry years, the loss of spruce stands and 
dispersion of bark- beetles have been observed. Operations 
of cut-out and removal of dead spruce stock from the 
forest were carried out.  
 
IUCN: 
IUCN has received a large number of letters and E-mails 
from local and international NGO’s and concerned 
individuals in relation to the state of conservation of this 
transboundary site. In particular, they highlighted 
extensive logging operations in both countries around the 
site, logging of trees more than 100 years old, and concern 
over the management of the bark-beetle infection and 
felled trees, which are inducing negative impacts on the 
site.  
 

IUCN notes, however, that the information received from 
these various organizations and individuals through letters 
or discussions with IUCN staff, is often conflicting with 
that received from the two States Parties. As a result, 
IUCN highly recommends that a joint IUCN / UNESCO 
monitoring mission be invited in order to gather first-hand 
information on the state of conservation of the site and to 
meet with the various stakeholders in each country.  
 
Issues: 
Logging; Lack of management mechanism (including 
legislation).  
 
Additional Details: 
Transboundary management, logging; community use.  
 
Draft Decision: 27 COM 7 (b) 14  
 
The World Heritage Committee, 
 
1. Notes the information provided by both States Parties, 
 
2. Encourages the States Parties to invite a joint 
UNESCO-IUCN monitoring mission to visit the site in 
2003 to review the state of conservation of the site and 
possibilities for transboundary management cooperation 
and to meet with all relevant stakeholders in both Belarus 
and Poland, 
 
3. Requests a report on the mission to be provided for 
review by its 28th session in 2004. 

  
 
15. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) 
 
Year of inscription on the World Heritage List: 1983 
Criteria N (i) (ii) (iii)  
 
Previous International Assistance:  
N.A  
 
Previous Bureau/Committee Deliberations:  
25th extraordinary session of the Bureau ( Chapter III.97-
99); 25th session of the Committee ( Chapter VIII.85); 
26th session of the Bureau ( Chapter VII.14-18); 26 COM 
21 (b) 2  
 
New Information: 
WHC:  
No information was provided by the State Party following 
the 26th session of the Committee and the results of the 
report provided by the UNESCO-IUCN mission to the site 
concerning the number of existing and potential threats to 
the site's values and integrity, including boundary issues, 
the lack of a management plan, and a new ski development 
proposal with forest disturbance.  
 
Issues: 
Tourism Pressure  
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Additional Details: 
Ski development  
 
Draft Decision: 27 COM 7 (b) 15  
 
The World Heritage Committee,  
  
1. Expresses its serious concern about the lack of response 
from the State Party, 
 
2. Recalls its decision to defer the inscription of Pirin 
National Park on the List of World Heritage in Danger 
until its 27th session, with decisions on this to be based on 
an assessment of the State Party’s response to the 
UNESCO/IUCN Mission Report; 
 
3. Requests the Centre and IUCN to schedule a mission to 
Bulgaria to review the situation with the authorities 
concerned; 
 
4. Requests a report by the State Party by 1 February 2004 
for review by its 28th session. 
 
 
16. Nahanni National Park (Canada) 
 
Year of inscription on the World Heritage List: 1978 
Criteria N (ii) (iii)  
 
Previous International Assistance:  
N.A  
 
Previous Bureau/Committee Deliberations:  
25th extraordinary session of the Bureau (Chapter III.101-
103); 25th session of the Committee ( Chapter VIII. 97); 
26 COM 21 (b)  
 
New Information: 
WHC:  
The Centre received a report from the State Party dated 7 
February 2003. The report provided information on the 
proposed industrial activities on Nahanni National Park 
and the expansion of the Park. The Mackenzie Valley 
Environment Impact Review Board found an 
environmental impact assessment of the proposed mine at 
Prairie Creek to be deficient. The Board is awaiting 
subsequent information from the Canadian Zinc 
Corporation.  
 
IUCN 
IUCN notes the progress in the development of a new 
Management Plan for Nahanni National Park, which is 
nearing completion. The report noted that Parks Canada is 
working with Deh Cho First Nations on the issue of the 
extension of Park’s boundary. Local communities have 
agreed to work with Parks Canada and other governmental 
agencies over the next three years on a detailed feasibility 
study of boundary options.  
 
Issues: 
Mining, Oil/Gas Exploration  

Additional Details: 
Proposed expansion of site 
 
Draft Decision: 27 COM 7 (b) 16  
 
The World Heritage Committee, 
  
1. Acknowledges progress made with the development of a 
new management plan for the site and the proposed 
expansion of the site as a long-term process, including 
consultations with the Deh Cho First Nations,  
 
2. Requests the State Party to keep the Centre informed on 
the development of the new management plan and 
environmental impact assessment of the proposed mine at 
Prairie Creek. 
 
 
17. Wood Buffalo National Park (Canada) 
 
Year of inscription on the World Heritage List: 1983 
Criteria N (ii) (iii) (iv)  
 
Previous International Assistance:  
N.A  
 
Previous Bureau/Committee Deliberations:  
26 COM 21(b) 4  
 
New Information: 
WHC:  
The Centre received the State Party’s report, dated 7 
February 2003, on the status of the proposal to build a 
winter road, as requested by the 26th session of the 
Committee. The report noted that the situation in relation 
to the proposed winter road has not changed since the 26th 
session of the Committee. The Canadian Parks and 
Wilderness Society (CPAWS) and the Mikisew Cree First 
Nation filed applications to the court, seeking prevention 
of the construction of the winter road. The report stated 
that the appeal has not yet been heard in the Court.  
 
Issues: 
Urban Pressure  
 
Additional Details: 
Road construction  
 
Draft Decision: 27 COM 7 (b) 17  
 
The World Heritage Committee, 
  
1. Notes the response from the State Party, as requested by 
the 26th session of the Committee; 
 
2. Requests the State Party to provide to the Centre with 
an update on the situation related to the proposal to build 
a winter road following the Court’s decision.  
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Item 15B of the Provisional Agenda:  State of conservation of properties inscribed on the 
World Heritage List 
 
 
  
 
 

SUMMARY 
 

This document contains information on the state of conservation of properties inscribed on the 
World Heritage List, and is separated in two parts: 
 
Part I  lists state of conservation reports for discussion by the Committee; 
Part II  lists state of conservation reports for noting by the Committee; 
 
Decision required: The Committee is requested to review the reports on the state of 
conservation of properties contained in this document. In certain cases, the Committee may 
wish to decide to discuss in detail the state of conservation report presented for noting.  
 
The Committee may wish to adopt the draft decision presented at the end of each state of 
conservation report.  
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21. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225) 
 
Year of inscription on the World Heritage List: 1983 
Criteria: N (i) (ii) (iii)  
 
Previous International Assistance:  
None 
 
Previous Bureau/Committee Deliberations:  
26 COM 21 (b) 2  
27 COM 7B.15 
 
Conservation issues: 
The joint UNESCO-IUCN mission was carried out from 3 to 
6 February 2004 in close cooperation with the State Party, 
the site manager and the Ministry for Environment and 
Waters. It noted that a number of ascertained and potential 
threats exist, including the existing ski development and 
other potential development proposals, which could threaten 
the values and the integrity of the World Heritage property. 
During the mission draft reports were provided to the 
mission team. The mission however noted that the response 
from the Government to the requests of the Committee was 
not adequate, and that no map of the World Heritage 
property was provided officially by the States Party despite 
repeated requests. 
The mission concluded with a number of specific 
recommendations on the following issues: 
 
(a) World Heritage area, zoning and buffer zones: The State 

Party should approve the management plan as soon as 
possible, but no later than by the end of 2004; provide 
the exact map of the World Heritage property as 
declared in 1983;  take the decision with respect to the 
exclusion of the Bansko ski-zone from the World 
Heritage property; prepare and submit a proposal for the 
extension of the World Heritage property to include 
other areas, if appropriate; in accordance with the 
Operational Guidelines and with the management plan 
to establish and the zoning system with a buffer zone 
and sub-zones and manage the whole area to ensure the 
integrity of the property.  

 
(b) State of conservation of the site: The State Party should 

ensure effective management by securing staff and 
resources for the National Park Directorate; effectively 
control those who work under licence agreements or 
have other legal rights for use of resources or other 
activities in the World Heritage property; take effective 
measures to stop the violations against the laws within 
and around the World Heritage property. 

 
(c) Management: The Pirin National Park Directorate 

should set priorities under the management plan 
according to the analysis made and in particular: 
defining the regimes and norms and its control, 
optimum protection and management of habitats of high 
conservation value, providing opportunities for 
conservation education and interpretation and 
stimulation of scientific studies, development of 

sustainable tourism and income generation for the 
communities; improve the management policy and the 
institutional development as defined by the management 
plan. 

 
(d) Improved communication: The State Party and 

particularly the Park Directorate should support long-
term monitoring for the purposes of conservation and 
maintenance of the values of the World Heritage 
property and regularly report on the state of the 
property. 

 
 

Draft Decision: 28 COM 15B.21 
 
The World Heritage Committee,  
 
1.  Recalling its decision to defer the inscription of Pirin 

National Park on the List of World Heritage in Danger 
until its 27th session (26 COM 21 (b) 2), with decision 
on this to be based on an assessment of the State Party's 
response to the UNESCO/IUCN mission report (27 
COM 7B.15) and noting the results of the joint 
UNESCO/IUCN mission of February 2004, 

  
2. Regrets that the State Party did not adopt the final 

management plan by the end of 2003 as requested (27 
COM 7B.15) and urges the State Party to adopt this 
plan at least by the end of 2004; 

 
3. Welcomes the cooperation of the State Party in 

addressing some of the issues, including the submission 
of an international assistance request for a potential 
extension of the World Heritage property; 

 
4. Requests that the State Party implement the specific 

recommendations of the 2004 UNESCO / IUCN mission 
concerning the state of conservation of the site, its 
management, its zoning and the establishment of buffer 
zones and improved communication; 

 
5.  Requests the State Party to provide a detailed report on 

actions taken to respond to the recommendations of the 
2004 mission report, as well as a clear map showing the 
boundaries of the site by 1 February 2005, for 
examination by the Committee at its 29th session in 
2005. 
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Item 7 of the Provisional Agenda: Examination of the state of conservation of World 
Heritage properties 
 
7B. State of conservation reports of properties inscribed on the World Heritage List 
 
 

SUMMARY 
 
As per Decision 7 EXT.COM 4B.1, paragraph 9, this document contains information on the 
state of conservation of properties inscribed on the World Heritage List, and is separated in two 
parts: 
 
PART A: State of conservation reports for adoption requiring discussion by the Committee; 
PART B: State of conservation reports for adoption requiring no discussion by the 
Committee; 
 
Decision required: The Committee is requested to review the reports on the state of 
conservation of properties contained in this document.   In certain cases, the Committee may 
wish to decide to discuss in detail the state of conservation report presented in PART B.    
The Committee may wish to adopt the draft Decision presented at the end of each state of 
conservation report.  
The full reports of Reactive Monitoring missions requested by the Committee are available at 
the following Web address in their original language: http://whc.unesco.org/archive/2005/ 
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partnerships encourage use of alternate fuels for 
transportation and facilities or highlight hybrid 
automobiles for transportation.  Another partnership is 
working to reduce solid waste, foster recycling and 
large-scale composting of organic materials.  These 
partnerships should help the park and adjacent 
communities foster a region-wide approach, serving 
visitors more efficiently and with less resource 
consumption in the future.    

Since July 2004, IUCN received information that an 
earlier ruling restricting snowmobiles in Yellowstone 
was overturned by judicial process with limited 
snowmobile access permitted for a period of three 
years pending further environmental impact studies.   
This issue has been contentious at least for the past ten 
years, subject to a high level of stakeholder 
involvement, political and judicial influence.  The 
park service has changed its position a number of 
times due to changed technology and differing 
philosophical approaches.  Additional information 
received by IUCN indicates there are currently 180 
miles of roads groomed for snowcoach and 
snowmobile access.   Peak use is 1,100 – 1,200 
snowmobiles per day, which compares with summer 
use of up to 25,000 vehicles per day.   Perceived 
impacts include noise, air quality; pollution of snow; 
unrestricted access; disturbance to wildlife that road 
grooming facilitates unnatural wildlife movement and 
that there is no ‘rest’ time for the park.   More than 50 
research projects have been undertaken to assess 
impacts.   Most research suggests impacts are 
localized. 

Although winter use planning has been underway for 
the last ten years, the YNP Master Plan is over 30 
years old and there is no Summer Use Plan.  YNP has 
a complex, multilayered planning structure.   Seasonal 
and issue specific planning in the absence of an up-to-
date general Management Plan for the property raises 
some questions of planning context, integration and a 
long term vision for the park.  It is recommended that 
the State Party review the currency and relevance of 
the 1973 Master Plan as the overarching plan for YNP 
and as the framework for the numerous sub plans 
which are in operation. 

Many issues reported by the State Party are similar to 
issues facing other World Heritage properties.   IUCN 
acknowledges the considerable efforts by the State 
Party to address these and that the State Party should 
be requested to annually report on new and emerging 
threats and management developments.   

Draft Decision: 29 COM 7B.22 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-
05/29.COM/7B.Rev and having noted the 
conclusions of the Document WHC-
05/29.COM/11A, 

2. Recalling its Decision 28 COM 15B.122 
adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004), 

3. Commends the State Party for additional 
information provided following the removal of 
the property from the List of World Heritage in 
Danger in 2003 and for its continued efforts in 
addressing key conservation and management 
issues in the property; 

4. Requests the State Party to review the currency 
and relevance of the 1973 Master Plan as the 
overarching plan for Yellowstone National 
Park and as the framework for the numerous 
sub plans which are in operation; 

5. Further requests the State Party to annually 
report on new and emerging threats and 
management developments and submit an 
updated report by 1 February 2006 for 
examination by the Committee at its 30th 
session in 2006. 

PART B : STATE OF CONSERVATION 
REPORTS FOR ADOPTION REQUIRING NO 
DISCUSSION  

23. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225) 

Year of inscription on the World Heritage List:  
1983 

Criteria: N (i) (ii) (iii)  

Previous Committee Decision(s):  

27 COM 7B.15 
28 COM 15B.21 

International Assistance :  

Preparatory Assistance for the extension of the 
property (US$ 15,000 in 2004) 

Previous monitoring mission(s): 

UNESCO/IUCN mission 2002; UNESCO/IUCN 
mission 3-6 February 2004 

Main threat(s) identified in previous report(s): 

Potential impacts resulting from uncoordinated ski 
resort construction; Lack of Management Plan and 
effective management mechanisms; Illegal logging 
leading to forest disturbance; Unresolved boundary 
issues 

Current conservation issues: 

Following the joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN 
mission from 3 to 6 February 2004, the State Party 
undertook a number of follow-up activities and 
submitted an international assistance request for the 
extension of the property and for preparation of a 
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nomination to modify the boundaries which was 
processed, and the project is currently underway. 

Furthermore, several reports were provided by the 
Ministry of Environment and Water: The first letter 
dated 28 September 2004 informing the Centre that 
the Management Plan of Pirin National Park was 
finally approved with Decision 646 dated 6 August 
2004 of the Council of Ministers of the Republic of 
Bulgaria; A second dated 12 January 2005 providing a 
map of the property and clarifying the status of 
different zoning arrangements; and thirdly a letter 
dated 19 January 2005 on the specific actions taken in 
response to Decision 28 COM 15B.21.  

IUCN points out that in late 2004, a coalition NGO 
(Save Pirin) started an independent review on the 
environmental and economic impact of the Bansko 
Skiing Zone as well as on the legal aspects of the 
project and its implementation.   However, IUCN has 
yet to review a copy of the complete study and is not 
in a position to provide an objective assessment of the 
environmental impact studies.   

The State Party responded to the specific request 
regarding the adoption of the Management Plan.   The 
plan identifies six zones: the reserve zone; zone of 
limited human impact; zone of conservation of forest 
ecosystems and recreation; zone for sustainable use of 
open territories and recreation; tourism zone, and the 
buildings and facilities zone.   A map indicating the 
original boundary at the time of the nomination was 
also provided.  Other additional maps clarifying 
earlier discrepancies were made available in January 
2005 providing additional detailed information about 
the boundaries of the World Heritage property as 
declared in 1983, as well as the present boundaries of 
the National Park in accordance with Bulgarian 
legislation. 

In regard to the possible exclusion of the Bansko ski 
zone from the World Heritage property, as well as any 
new territories, which may be included in the future, 
the State Party reports that a careful evaluation will be 
carried out by a team to be formed during the process 
of extension of the property.   The ultimate decision 
on the development of the ski resort will remain with 
the team.    

In response to a recommendation to improve 
communication, the State Party reports that a national 
programme for monitoring biodiversity is being 
financially supported by the Dutch Government.   This 
programme, upon approval will officially be 
introduced in Pirin National Park and is expected to 
enhance communication between the various agents, 
particularly regarding monitoring information.  A 
Scientific Council has been established and there is a 
provision in the Management Plan for the 
establishment of a Consultative Council of the Park. 

The State Party has adequately responded to the 
decision of the 28th session of the Committee 

(Suzhou, 2004), and has provided significant 
indications of the progress made in the 
implementation of the specific recommendations of 
the 2004 World Heritage Centre / IUCN mission 
concerning the state of conservation of the property, 
its management, its zoning, the establishment of 
buffer zones and improved communication.  The 
revised map provided is an improvement on the earlier 
map and is acceptable. 

Draft Decision: 29 COM 7B.23 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-
05/29.COM/7B.Rev, 

2. Recalling its Decision 28 COM 15B.21 
adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004), 

3. Notes with satisfaction that the State Party 
provided progress reports on measures taken 
to address the recommendations of the 2004 
World Heritage Centre/IUCN mission for 
examination by the Committee and that the 
Management Plan was finally approved in 
August 2004; 

4. Commends the State Party of Bulgaria for its 
continued commitment to address the 
conservation concerns of the property and for 
providing an updated map of the property as 
well as for the positive steps in expanding the 
size of the property; 

5. Expresses concern over uncontrolled ski 
development within the World Heritage 
property; 

6. Further commends the Dutch and Swiss 
Governments for the generous financial 
support to Bulgaria and Pirin National Park; 

7. Invites the State Party to bring forward a 
nomination that will help to better define the 
boundaries of the property based on its 
outstanding universal value and issues of 
integrity, notably in relation to the ski area. 

24. Skocjan Caves (Slovenia) (N 390) 

Year of inscription on the World Heritage List:  
1986  

Criteria: N (ii) (iii) 

Previous Committee Decision(s):  

24 COM VIII.23 
28 COM 15B.28 

International Assistance :  

None 
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Distribution Limited WHC-07/31.COM/7B 

Paris, 10 May 2007 
Original: English / French 

 
 
 
 

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC 
 AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION 

 
 

CONVENTION CONCERNING THE PROTECTION OF  
THE WORLD CULTURAL AND NATURAL HERITAGE 

 
 

World Heritage Committee 
Thirty first Session 

Christchurch, New Zealand 
 23 June – 2 July 2007 

 
 

Item  7B of the Provisional Agenda: State of conservation of World Heritage 
properties inscribed on the World Heritage List 
 

SUMMARY 
 
As per Decision 7 EXT.COM 4B.1, paragraph 9, this document contains 
information on the state of conservation of properties inscribed on the World 
Heritage List, and is separated in three categories: 

1. State of conservation reports for adoption requiring discussion by the 
Committee, and concerning properties considered for in-Danger listing; 

2. State of conservation reports for adoption requiring discussion by the 
Committee; 

3. State of conservation reports for adoption requiring no discussion by the 
Committee; 

 

Decision required: The Committee is requested to review the reports on the 
state of conservation of properties contained in this document. In certain cases, 
the Committee may wish to decide to discuss in detail the state of conservation 
reports which are submitted for adoption without discussion. The Committee may 
wish to adopt the draft Decision presented at the end of each state of 
conservation report. 

The full reports of Reactive Monitoring missions requested by the Committee are 
available at the following Web address in their original language: 
http://whc.unesco.org/archive/2007/ 
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Draft Decision:  31 COM 7B.25 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-07/31.COM/7B, 

2. Recalling Decision 30 COM 7B.19, adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006), 

3. Notes that the State Party has developed comprehensive monitoring and education 
programmes for the property and that development of a transboundary biosphere 
reserve is ongoing; 

4. Regrets that the State Party has not provided the specific information on its plans for 
the development of the gas pipeline as requested by the Committee at its 30th session 
(Vilnius, 2006) and in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;  

5. Urges the State Party to assess any impact of proposed development projects on the 
outstanding universal value and integrity of the property before implementing such 
development projects and to submit as soon as they are available to the World 
Heritage Centre the planning documents, including the Environmental Impact 
Assessment and a map showing the location of the planned routing of the pipeline in 
relation to the boundary and zones of the property,  

6. Also notes that construction of a gas pipeline through this World Heritage property 
would represent a clear case for inscription of the property on the List of World 
Heritage in Danger; 

7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2008 a 
report on the state of conservation of the property including information on the status of 
the planned pipeline project for examination by the Committee at its 32nd session in 
2008. 

26. Volcanoes of Kamchatka (Russian Federation) (N 765 bis) 

See Document WHC-07/31.COM/7B.Add  

FOR ADOPTION REQUIRING NO DISCUSSION 

27. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225) 

Year of inscription on the World Heritage List 

1983 

Criteria 

(vii) (viii) (ix) 
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Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger 

N/A 

Previous Committee Decisions 

27 COM 7B.15; 28 COM 15B.21;  29 COM 7B.23 

International Assistance 

Total amount provided to the property: USD 15,000 for preparatory assistance; 

UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds 

N/A 

Previous monitoring missions 

World Heritage Centre / IUCN missions 2002 and 2004 

Main threats identified in previous reports 

a) Developments in the Bansko ski zone; 

b) Lack of effective management mechanisms; 

c) Boundary issues; 

d) Illegal logging. 

Current conservation issues  

In 2006, the World Heritage Centre and IUCN received a report from the NGO Coalition 
“Save Pirin” assessing legal issues as well as environmental and socio-economic impacts of 
the developments in the Bansko ski zone in Pirin National Park. This ski zone is currently 
located within the property. The NGOs reported that the ski zone, with 100ha built “legally” 
and 150 ha built “illegally”, has been expanded three times since 2000. According to the 
report, the ski resort includes in its current form 12 ski slopes (of which only 6 were submitted 
to an EIA), 21 cable ways (of which only seven were submitted to an EIA), buildings and 
other infrastructure as well as three ski roads. 

In September 2006, the State Party provided following information in response to the NGO 
report in a letter to the World Heritage Centre: A ski resort with six ski runs was first 
constructed within the property near the town of Bansko in 1986. A new Territorial 
Arrangement Plan (TAP), subject to an Environmental Impact Assessment approved in 2000, 
envisaged a development of further ski runs and other facilities in the 99.55 ha ski zone as 
well as the rehabilitation of two former ski runs abandoned in the meantime. A concession 
contract for the construction and exploitation of the ski zone was given to Yulen Company in 
2001 and the company’s activities have been monitored at national and local level. Until the 
end of 2005, 12 violations of the concession agreements were registered, resulting in 
sanctions of more than USD 30,000. There was no violation since then. An amendment to 
the TAP was approved in 2005 on the request of the concessionaire. This amendment allows 
for changes in the development of the ski runs and other facilities in the 99.55 ha ski zone. 
The 10-year Management Plan for Pirin National Park approved in 2004 prohibits the 
construction of further ski zones and the expansion of existing ski zones in the park. The 
concessionaire is currently undertaking measures to mitigate the erosion caused by the 
development of the ski runs. The Ministry of Environment and Water is monitoring these 
activities. 

In January 2007, the World Heritage Centre received a complete re-nomination of Pirin 
National Park, which now includes the important central high mountain zone which was not 
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part of the national park at the time of its inscription. With this re-nomination, which is being 
evaluated for the 32nd session of the World Heritage Committee in 2008, the State Party 
proposes to extend the 27,400 ha World Heritage property by about 13,000 ha. However, in 
contrast to previous recommendations to exclude the Bansko ski zone from the World 
Heritage property and include it in an extended buffer zone, it proposes to retain the Bansko 
ski zone within the extended World Heritage property. The 2004 World Heritage Centre / 
IUCN mission had confirmed that the extension of the ski zone had been realized within the 
existing World Heritage property. In principle, major infrastructure should not be located 
within the boundaries of natural World Heritage properties. 

IUCN and the World Heritage Centre are concerned about the reported environmental and 
socio-economic impacts of the developments in the Bansko ski zone, in particular due to the 
policy of giving concessions to private companies that are incompatible with the conservation 
objectives of the property, including the concession for the development of the Bansko ski 
zone. The lack of control of the concessionaires has resulted in their failing to operate in 
accordance with concession agreements, leading to adverse impacts on the values of the 
property. The State Party should closely monitor the ongoing developments and 
implementation of mitigation measures. 

Other concerns relate to the continued hotel developments in the town of Bansko, outside 
the property, which have led and will continue to lead to a large increase in the town’s 
accommodation capacity, which is not matched by the capacity of the current ski zone. This 
creates additional pressure for future development of ski facilities in the area. The State 
Party should ensure, as stipulated in the 2004 Management Plan, that no further 
development of ski facilities or extension of the tourism zones is allowed within the property 
and confirm its commitment in relation to this issue. Furthermore, tourism pressure, 
especially during peak season and on weekends, has resulted in heavy motor traffic on the 
main road inside the property. It is urgently required to monitor the impacts of this motor 
traffic and to take actions to minimize any adverse impacts to the property. The State Party 
may therefore wish to explore options such as establishing a shuttle service during peak 
season and on weekends in order to limit private motor traffic, following the example of 
Vitosha National Park. 

Finally, it is noted that recent activities in relation to the implementation of the Management 
Plan included the establishment of both a Scientific Council and Consultative Council. IUCN 
notes, however, that the property could still benefit from developing and implementing a 
comprehensive long-term monitoring programme with indicators that could easily be 
monitored by the park staff in order to objectively measure impacts of tourism developments 
and progress made in the implementation of the Management Plan. 

Draft Decision:  31 COM 7B.27 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-07/31.COM/7B, 

2. Recalling Decisions 28 COM 15B.21 and 29 COM 7B.23, adopted at its 28th (Suzhou, 
2004) and 29th (Durban, 2005) sessions respectively, 

3. Commends the State Party for the progress made in implementing the 
recommendations of the joint 2004 World Heritage Centre / IUCN mission and urges 
the authorities to continue to fully implement all recommendations including developing 
and implementing a long-term monitoring programme; 
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4. Notes that the State Party has submitted, for evaluation by the 32nd session of the 
Committee in 2008, a re-nomination to extend the property which is expected to help to 
better define the boundaries of the property based on its outstanding universal value 
and issues of integrity; 

5. Requests the State Party to ensure that no further development of ski facilities or 
extension of the tourism zones is allowed within the property; 

6. Also urges the State Party to ensure that all existing and new concessions given to 
private companies operating in the property are compatible with the conservation 
objectives, to closely monitor the ongoing developments and implementation of 
mitigation measures, and to explore options for limiting the private motor traffic inside 
the property; 

7. Requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre and IUCN informed of 
progress made in implementing the recommendations of the joint 2004 mission and of 
any important changes in the state of conservation of the property. 

28. Ilulissat Icefjord (Denmark) (N 1149) 

Year of Inscription on the World Heritage List 

2004 

Criteria 

(vii) (viii) 

Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger 

N/A 

Previous Committee Decisions 
28 COM 14B.8 

International Assistance  

N/A 

UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds 

N/A 

Previous monitoring missions 

N/A 

Main threats identified in previous reports  

N/A 

Current conservation issues 

As requested by the Committee at the time of inscription at the 28th session (Suzhou, 2004), 
the State Party has reviewed the protection and management of the property, particularly in 
relation to hunting, fishing, and tourism activities. The State Party has responded to this 
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UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC 
AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION 

 
 

CONVENTION CONCERNING THE PROTECTION OF  
THE WORLD CULTURAL AND NATURAL HERITAGE 

 
 

World Heritage Committee 
Thirty-third session 

Seville, Spain 
22-30 June 2009 

 
 

Item 7B of the Provisional Agenda: State of conservation of World Heritage 
properties inscribed on the World Heritage List 
 
 

SUMMARY 
 
This document contains information on the state of conservation of properties 
inscribed on the World Heritage List.  The World Heritage Committee is requested 
to review the reports on the state of conservation of properties contained in this 
document. In certain cases, the World Heritage Committee may wish to decide to 
discuss in detail the state of conservation reports which are submitted for 
adoption without discussion. 

 

Decision required

The full reports of reactive monitoring missions requested by the World Heritage 
Committee are available at the following Web address in their original language: 

: The World Heritage Committee may wish to adopt the draft 
Decision presented at the end of each state of conservation report. 

 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/sessions/33COM/  
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EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA 

21. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225) 

1983 

Year of inscription on the World Heritage List 

(vii) (viii) (ix) 

Criteria 

N/A 

Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger 

28 COM 15B.21;   29 COM 7B.23;   31 COM 7B.27 
Previous Committee Decisions 

Total amount provided to the property: USD 15,000 for Preparatory Assistance 

International Assistance 

N/A 

UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds 

2002, 2004: Joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring missions 

Previous monitoring missions 

a) Developments in the Bansko ski zone 

Main threats identified in previous reports 

b) Lack of effective management mechanisms 

c) Boundary issues 

d) Illegal logging 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/225 

Illustrative material 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/sessions/32COM/documents/  
(Document WHC-08/32.COM/INF.8B2) 

This state of conservation report follows up on issues that were not considered at the 32nd 
session of the World Heritage Committee for procedural reasons, as the extension of the 
property was withdrawn by the State Party. This report is also based on further information 
received from the State Party on 28 January 2009 in response to a letter from the World 
Heritage Centre. 
 

Current conservation issues 

Pirin National Park (PNP) has had a long history of discussion by the World Heritage 
Committee in relation to concerns regarding the impacts of ski development adjacent to and 
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within the property.  An extension was put forward for consideration to the 32nd session of 
the World Heritage Committee (Quebec City, 2008) addressed to the key conservation 
issues already identified within the property.  The extension was recommended by IUCN for 
approval following the full IUCN evaluation process.  Eventually the proposed extension was 
withdrawn by the State Party, and this also prevented the state of conservation issues noted 
within the existing property from being discussed.  The World Heritage Centre and IUCN 
have agreed that, as a matter of procedure, in future all properties with state of conservation 
issues that are also nominated for extension, be considered by the World Heritage 
Committee under both the Agenda items on Nominations (item 8B) and state of conservation 
(item 7B). The situation is further complicated as the State Party has resubmitted the 
previously withdrawn extension following further community consultation, and this extension 
now re-enters the IUCN evaluation process and will be presented for the consideration of the 
World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. 
 
In September 2008, the World Heritage Centre and IUCN received a letter from a coalition of 
11 national and international NGOs drawing attention to a number of their concerns 
regarding PNP.  These included inter alia, exclusion of territories from the World Heritage 
property that have been subject to ski development, a new authorization of ski development 
in violation of the current management plan, changes to the management plan by the 
consultative committee to the PNP that would facilitate ski development, a lack of 
enforcement and a reduction in the budget of PNP. 
 
The State Party responded by letter from the Ministry of Environment and Water (MoEW) 
addressing the different points in detail.  The exclusion of areas was considered in IUCN’s 
2008 evaluation of the withdrawn extension.  IUCN found that there were areas that had 
indeed been developed for skiing, creating a significant impact on the values of the existing 
property.  Now that the extension proposal has been reinstated, the question of these 
excluded areas should again be considered by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th 
session in 2010. 
 
In relation to the authorization of new development, the MoEW notes that an approval was 
recommended by the Regional Governor of Blagoevgrad in relation to a proposed 
development of a ski and golf complex by a private organization, the Balkanstroy Company, 
which would affect PNP and potentially be a critical impact to its values.  The MoEW asserts 
that this development is not permissible considering the legal protection of the national park, 
and European legislation.  The MoEW also states that there was no ongoing construction 
within the property at the time of the letter, although it is not clear that there is no possibility 
of such construction.  IUCN noted in its 2008 evaluation that past development had taken 
place in the property beyond legal permissions, and is concerned that this matter is 
addressed as a key issue by the State Party. IUCN also considered that continued further 
development of ski facilities or extension of the tourism zones within the existing property 
would adversely affect its Outstanding Universal Value and integrity, and would lead to a 
situation where deletion of the property from the World Heritage List would need to be 
considered.  

 
The MoEW also confirms that the consultative committee to PNP recommended a decision 
to alter the Park management plan in favor of further ski development.  Such a decision 
would clearly not be in the interests of the conservation of PNP and would likely result in 
further loss of the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of this property.  However, the 
State Party report asserts that no process to amend the management plan in such a way has 
been undertaken, and that the consultative committee does not have an executive role in this 
matter.   
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The MoEW notes that there has been a reduction in State funding for the PNP Directorate 
but points to a significant increase in funds from other sources.  The detailed impact of these 
changes is not clear, thus it would be essential to understand clearly the level and use of 
existing and new funds to make sure that essential tasks related to the planning, 
management, environmental and enforcement of planning laws are properly resourced. 
 
The summary view of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN is that there remains a significant 
cause for concern regarding the continued pressure for even greater ski development in 
PNP.  Whilst the stated intention of the State Party to resist this appears clear, the reality on 
the ground cannot be assessed.  The key points that need to be verified include the following 
requirements: 
- That the legal protection of PNP and the authority of the MoEW to implement this 

protection are both clear and effectively applied;  
- That the spatial limits for ski development are clearly defined, have not been extended 

within the boundaries of PNP, and will be respected in the future; 
- That land use planning, Environmental Impact Assessment is used consistently for 

decisions taking in relation to all proposals for development and activities within and 
outside the boundaries of PNP; 

- That these responsibilities are shared with, are translated to all other levels of national, 
regional and local governance that might impact on the Park, and that the interests of 
PNP are also represented in decision taking on developments that could impact on it but 
are located outside its boundaries; 

- That there is sufficient and increased capacity of the MoEW to implement its role 
effectively and this work is adequately resourced.  In this regard the recent decrease in 
core budget for PNP should be reinstated to fully ensure the effective functioning of the 
protection regimes for the property. 

 
These matters should be addressed as an intrinsic part of the forthcoming IUCN evaluation 
mission to the property, and this mission should provide the basis for both an evaluation of 
the extension, and as a state of conservation report on the existing property, which should 
both be considered by the World Heritage Committee at the 34th session in 2010. 
 
Furthermore, the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies recommend that a state of 
conservation report on (unextended) properties should always be prepared, when those 
properties are both evaluated for an extension and examined by the World Heritage 
Committee for issues affecting the existing unextended property.  This process would ensure 
that the withdrawal of the extension does not prevent the existing state of conservation 
issues faced by the property from being discussed by the World Heritage Committee.  

Draft Decision:

The World Heritage Committee, 

 33 COM 7B.21  

1. Having examined

2. 

 Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 

Recalling

3. 

 Decision 31 COM 7B.27, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 

Also recalling that the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property have 
been repeatedly and significantly impacted by the development of ski facilities and 
extension of tourism zones, to the extent that the property may be considered for 
inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger, 
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4. Notes that

5. 

 the State Party has resubmitted a proposed extension for examination by 
the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;  

Considers

6. 

 that continued ski development is a critical threat to the Outstanding 
Universal Value and integrity of the property; 

Strongly urges

7. 

 the State Party to ensure that no further development of ski facilities or 
extension of the tourism zones takes place within the property, and to ensure all 
necessary steps to provide for rigorous enforcement of protection and planning 
requirements within Pirin National Park, and in relation to developments that could 
affect it located outside its boundaries;  

Requests

8. 

 IUCN, in carrying out its evaluation of the proposed extension of the 
property, to also consider the state of conservation of the existing property, and to 
review and advise whether the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the 
property, as currently inscribed on the World Heritage List, have been negatively 
affected by the recent development;  

Also requests

 

 

 the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 
2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property, with particular reference to 
its effective protection from inappropriate development and human use within and 
beyond its boundaries, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th 
session in 2010, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial 
progress, the possible inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in 
Danger. 

22. Waterton Glacier International Peace Park (Canada / United States of America) (N 
354 rev) 

1995 

Year of inscription on the World Heritage List 

(vii) (ix) 

Criteria 

N/A 

Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger 

19 COM VIII.1 A.1 

Previous Committee Decisions 

N/A 

International Assistance 

N/A 

UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds 
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Factors affecting the property in 2010* 
• Illegal activities 
• Impacts of tourism / visitor / recreation 
• Major visitor accommodation and associated infrastructure 
• Management systems/ management plan 
Factors* affecting the property identified in previous reports 
a) Developments in the Bansko ski zone 
b) Lack of effective management mechanisms 
c) Boundary issues 
d) Illegal logging 
International Assistance: requests for the property until 2010 
Requests approved: 2 (from 1995-2004)  
Total amount approved : 21,000 USD 

2004 Preparation of a nomination dossier for the extension of Pirin 
... (Approved) 

  15,000 USD 

1995 Establishment of an itinerant conservation laboratory to 
service ... (Approved) 

  6,000 USD 

Missions to the property until 2010** 
2002, 2004: Joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring missions 

2002 Report of the International Mission to Pirin National Park, Bulgaria, 11-16 
February 2002 (English only) 

Conservation issues presented to the World Heritage Committee in 2010 
On 21 January 2010 the World Heritage Centre received a report on the state of conservation 
of the property by the State Party. The last decision of the World Heritage Committee (33 
COM 7B.21) and several previous reports and Committee decisions have strongly voiced 
concerns about integrity and management and pointed out the need to address threats to the 
Outstanding Universal Value of the property, in particular the impacts caused by expanding 
ski tourism. The Committee previously noted the possibility of inclusion of the property on 
the List of World Heritage in Danger. 
At its 29th session (Durban, 2005) the Committee invited the State Party "to bring forward a 
nomination" based on new boundaries which would better protect the outstanding universal 
value and integrity of the property. A corresponding proposal was submitted for consideration 
of the Committee at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008) but then withdrawn by the State 
Party, despite a favourable recommendation by IUCN. The State Party submitted the 
nomination again for consideration by the Committee at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010). This 
report should therefore be considered in conjunction with the proposed extension of this 
property to be examined under agenda item 8. The parts of the report that refer to the 
resubmitted extension are not discussed below, as they have been further considered in 
relation to the nominated extension of the property. 
a) Impacts of ski development 
The State Party restates the background to the development of the Bansko ski zone that the 
extensions of ski zones were a necessary response to growing demand and that provisions for 
Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA) and spatial planning referred to as "Territorial 
Arrangement Plan" (TAP) were met. In the case of Bansko, a legal concession for 
"construction and exploitation" was granted to private Yulen Company in 2001. The 
construction is reported as having been finished in 2007 with no construction currently taking 
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place. The State Party considers that no works have been authorised that were not foreseen in 
the TAP. 
The State Party report also notes that pressure to further expand ski resorts is addressed in the 
management plan approved in 2004 which prohibits the construction of ski facilities other 
than the ones licensed and approved under the above mentioned TAP. All development 
proposals are reported to be subject to Environmental Impact Assessments and Strategic 
Environmental Assessments. As Pirin National Park is part of the European Natura 2000 site 
network, this is also a requirement under the Habitats Directive of the European Union. The 
State Party report also explicitly accepts that the continued ski development is a critical threat 
to the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property, as stated in the last 
Committee decision. Additional conservation issues are noted by the State Party which had 
previously not attracted major attention include waste water management and soil erosion 
related to ski development above the town of Bansko. 
The World Heritage Centre and IUCN consider that the development of ski facilities and the 
extension of tourism zones, in particular Bansko and Dobrinishte tourism zones within and 
adjacent to the property are the key concern regarding its State of Conservation. The 
development goes back to the beginning of the construction of Bansko Ski Resort in 1986 as 
detailed in various reports by IUCN and the World Heritage Centre. According to the most 
recent Committee decision on Pirin National Park the development has "repeatedly and 
significantly impacted" on the Outstanding Universal Value to an extent that the property 
"may be considered for inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger". 
The World Heritage Centre and IUCN consider that it is important to differentiate between 
the impacts of the existing ski infrastructure and potential future developments. There are 
clear indications for a strong demand for further tourism development, such as the massive 
growth of the town of Bansko and investment proposals, such as the one commented on by 
the State Party in a letter to the World Heritage Centre of January 2009 in response to 
concerns expressed by non-governmental organizations. 
As there are credible reports about past violations of TAP and EIA provisions, the existence 
of such plans and assessments does not necessarily equal protection on the ground. There is 
also a current infringement procedure by the Directorate-General for the Environment of the 
European Commission which should be taken into account in future monitoring. 
The World Heritage Centre and IUCN consider that existing ski development continues to be 
the utmost concern that will require permanent monitoring, including as regards the impacts 
of off-piste, night and helicopter skiing, all of which are being advertised and practised in 
Bansko Resort according to marketing materials. Future sports or other events in the ski 
resorts literally on the boundary of Pirin National Park may also generate impacts on the 
Outstanding Universal Value and the integrity of the property. 
The World Heritage Centre and IUCN consider that strong and effective protection and 
management to ensure no further ski development affects the property, is of the utmost 
importance, and that without this the Outstanding Universal Value of this property, whether 
extended or not, is certain to be irreversibly lost. IUCN also has noted in its evaluation of the 
extension of this property that a new management plan is under development for the period 
after the current plan expires in 2013. The process to develop the new management plan for 
the period post 2013 is planned to commence in 2010. In the past, the influence of the 
responsible authorities on the development of the Bansko ski resort appears to have been 
limited, given the repeated unauthorized modifications and violations of approved 
requirements within the existing property. In order to retain the Outstanding Universal Value 
of the property, it will be essential for the State Party to ensure that the new management to be 
developed for the period post 2013 will not permit further ski development or construction of 
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other facilities within the property (including its possible extension) and its buffer zone, nor 
extension of the tourism zone into the property. 
b) Effective management of the property 
According to the report by the State Party, the capacities to manage and protect the property 
are sufficient. After several years of substantial budget cuts, in particular as regards 
operational management activities, the funding level in 2009 has been reinstated to the levels 
at 2004. This situation is reported as appropriate to manage the acknowledged major threats 
associated with development proposals. Aside from skiing development, other threats, such as 
illegal logging and poaching, are described as less significant and manageable with the 
current capacities and resources. Traditional resource use such as grazing and collection of 
non-timber forest products are regulated in the management plan. 
The World Heritage Centre and IUCN recognise the maintenance of management resources 
for the property, alongside the currently proposed extension. While the state of conservation 
report by the State Party states a positive trend and visible results of restoration efforts, the 
findings of a recent IUCN technical evaluation mission clearly indicate that results are still 
not fully achieved. The restoration technique of sowing grass on eroded slopes is mentioned 
but not described in detail. It would be important to find out whether native species are used 
for this purpose, which is preferable from a conservation perspective. Potential concerns not 
referred to in the State Party report include the impacts of horse-back riding and cycling and 
the use of snow mobiles and quad bikes, as also observed during the IUCN technical 
evaluation. 
The World Heritage Centre and IUCN note the existence of additional conservation issues, in 
particular soil erosion in ski areas, waste water management, illegal logging, poaching and to 
a lesser extent grazing and harvesting of non-timber forest products do not appear to pose a 
major threat at this point in time but should be monitored and reported on in the future. The 
management plan seems appropriate to address many of the concerns provided the State Party 
ensures its effective enforcement. 
The conclusions of this report presented hereafter are fully compatible with the findings of the 
IUCN technical evaluation of the proposed extension of the property. Therefore the 
conclusions and the draft decisions derived from them purposefully overlap with the draft 
decisions proposed in relation to the nomination for extension. 
In line with the 2009 Committee decision, the World Heritage Centre and IUCN re- 
emphasize that inclusion on the List of World Heritage in Danger, stemming from possible 
future developments within the property but also from outside the boundaries in case of 
continued impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property remains a real 
consideration; and in the absence of agreement on the proposed extension considers that the 
property as currently listed no longer can be seen to demonstrate Outstanding Universal 
Value, on either current standards, or in relation to its condition at the time of inscription on 
the World Heritage List. The World Heritage Centre and IUCN note the need for a 
governmental commitment at the highest levels, and beyond the Bulgarian Ministry for 
Environment and Water, as the development pressure that threaten the property from both 
within and outside its borders can only be dealt with by working across various sectors, and 
with all relevant ministries and local authorities committed to the conservation of Pirin 
National Park and avoiding any further damage to it. 
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Фактори, влияещи върху имота през 2010 г. * 
• Незаконните дейности 
• Влияние на туризъм / посетител / развлечение 
• Настаняването на посетителите и свързана инфраструктура 
• Системи за управление / план за управление 
Фактори * засягащи имота идентифицирани в предишните доклади 
а) Развитието на ски зона Банско 
б) Липса на ефективни механизми за управление 
в) въпроси за границите 
г) Незаконната сеч 
Международната помощ: искания за имота до 2010 г. 
Исканията одобрени: 2 (от 1995-2004 г.)  
Одобрена обща сума: 21,000 USD 

2004 Подготовка на документация, номинация за разширяването 
на Пирин ... (Одобрен) 

  15000 USD 

1995 Създаване на мобилна лаборатория за обслужване ... 
(Одобрен) 

  6000 USD 

Мисии на имота до 2010 г. ** 
2002, 2004: Комитет за световно наследство / IUCN реагиращите мисии за наблюдение 

2002 Доклад на международната мисия за Национален парк Пирин, България, 11-16 
февруари 2002 г. (само на английски) 

Представени проблеми на опазването пред Комитета за световно наследство през 2010 
г. 
На 21 януари 2010 г. Центърът за световно наследство получи доклад на държавата-
страна по Конвенцията за консервационното състояние на обекта. В последното 
решение на Комитета за световно наследство за този обект (33 COM 7B.21), в 
множество предишни доклади и решения на Комитета, се изразява безпокойство за 
интегритета (целостта) и управлението на обекта и се отбелязва необходимостта от 
приемане на ответни мерки срещу заплахата за изключителната универсална ценност 
на обекта, свързана най-вече с последиците от развитието на ски-туризма. Комитетът 
вече е отбелязвал възможността за включване на  обекта в  Списъка на обектите на 
световно наследство в опасност. 
На своята 29-та сесия (Дърбан, 2005 г.), Комитетът прикани държавата-членка " да 
представи номинация за разширение на обекта на световното наследство", основано на 
новите граници на националния парк, които биха запазили по-добре неговата 
изключителна стойност. Подобно предложение за промяна в границите на обекта беше 
представено за разглеждане на 32-та сесия на Комитета по световно наследство  
(Квебек, 2008 г.), като същото беше впоследствие оттеглено от държавата - членка, 
въпреки благоприятното становище на IUCN (Международен съюз за защита на 
природата). Впоследствие, държавата-членка представи номинацията отново за 
разглеждане на 34-та сесия на Комитета по световно наследство (Бразилия, 2010 г.). 
Настоящият доклад трябва да бъде разглеждан в контекста на предложението за 
разширение на обекта на световното наследство, което предстои да бъде обсъдено в т. 8 
от дневния ред на горната сесия, а именно свързана с номинациите на нови обекти или 
промяна в границите на съществуващите. Частите от доклада, в които се споменава 
новото предложение за разширение не са посочени по-долу, тъй като те са взети под 
внимание в досието с предложение за разширение на обекта.  
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а) Последици от разширяването на ски зоната  
Държавата-страна по Конвенцията припомня че разширяването на ски зона Банско е 
било в отговор на  растящото търсене, и че изискванията свързани с Оценката на 
въздействието върху околната среда (ОВОС) и Териториално устройствения план 
(ТУП). През 2001 г., на частното дружество "Юлен " АД е дадена концесия за 
"строителство и експлоатация" на ски зоната в Банско. Докладвано е, че строителството 
е завършено през 2007 г. и там вече не се извършва никакво строителство. Държавата-
членка смята, че не е разрешавано строителство, което не е било предвидена в ТУП. 
Докладът на държавата-членка, също така, отбелязва, че натискът за по-нататъшна 
разширение  на ски курорта е овладян посредством приетия през 2004 г. план за 
управление, който забранява строителството на ски съоръжения извън предвидените и 
утвърдени от ТУП. Докладвано е че, всички инвестиционни намерения са предмет на 
оценка за въздействието върху околната среда и на екологична оценка. Предвид това, 
че Националният парк Пирин е и част от Европейската екологична мрежа Натура 2000, 
това също е и изискване на Директивата за хабитатите на Европейския съюз. В доклада 
на държавата-членка се признава ясно, че продължаващото разширение на ски зоната 
представлява сериозна заплаха за изключителната универсална стойност и интегритет 
на обекта, както се изтъква в последното решение на Комитета. Държавата-членка 
представя други консервационни проблеми, които до този момент не са били 
споменати, а именно : управлението на отпадните води и ерозията на почвата, 
причинена от развитието на ски зоната над град Банско.    
Центърът за световно наследство и IUCN (Международен съюз за защита на природата) 
са на мнение, че изграждането на съоръжения за ски спорт и разширението на 
туристическите зони, в частност в районите на Банско и Добринище, в границите на 
обекта на световното наследство, както и в  близост до него, представляват сериозен 
проблем за консервационното състояние на обекта. Както се изтъква в различните 
доклади на Международния съюз за защита на природата и Центъра за световно 
наследство, това развитие на туризма започва през 1986 г. с изграждането на курорта 
Банско. Според последното решение на Комитета за световно наследство за 
Националния парк Пирин това развитие " многократно и значително е повлияло" 
изключителната универсална стойност на обекта до степен, че същия може да се 
обсъжда за включване в списъка на световно наследство в опасност. 
Центърът за световно наследство и IUCN (Международен съюз за защита на природата) 
смятат че е необходимо да се направи разграничение между въздействието на 
сегашната инфраструктура и на едно потенциално бъдещо строителство (развитие). 
Има ясни индикации за силен натиск за последващо развитие на туризма, като 
например ускореното разрастване на град Банско и наличието на инвестиционни 
проекти, като този, коментиран от държавата-членка през януари 2009 г. в писмо до 
Центъра за световно наследство, изпратено в отговор на опасенията, изразени от 
неправителствени организации.  
Съществуват правдоподобни доклади за минали нарушения на изискванията на ОВОС 
и ТАП, ето защо наличието на подобни планове и оценки не означава задължително, че 
съществува на ефективна защита на място. От друга страна, понастоящем Генералната 
дирекция по околната среда към Европейската комисия е открила процедура за 
нарушение, която следва да бъде взета предвид при бъдещия мониторинг на обекта.  
Центърът за световно наследство и IUCN (Международен съюз за защита на 
природата), смятат, че сегашното устройство на ски зоната продължава да буди силно 
безпокойство и изисква постоянен мониторинг, в това число и за въздействието на 
спортове като каране на ски извън пистата, нощни ски, и ски с хеликоптер, които са 
широко рекламирани и практикувани в курорта Банско според съществуващите 
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маркетингови документи. Бъдещи спортове или спортни събития в ски курортите, 
осъществявани на границите на Националния парк Пирин, биха могли да генерират 
отрицателно въздействие върху изключителната универсална стойност и интегритета 
(целостта) на обекта. 
Центърът за световно наследство и IUCN (Международен съюз за защита на природата) 
са на мнение, че е изключително важно да се осигури засилена и ефективна защита и 
управление, гарантиращи че нито едно устройствено развитие в полза на ски спорта 
няма да засегне обекта  и че, в противен случай, изключителната универсална стойност 
на обекта, независимо дали той е разширен или не, ще бъде безвъзвратно загубена. В 
своята оценка за разширението на обекта IUCN (Международен съюз за защита на 
природата), отбелязва също така, че сега се изготвя нов план за управление на обекта за 
периода след изтичане на действащия план през 2013 година. Процесът по съставяне на 
новия план за управление за периода след 2013 г. е планиран да започне през 2010 г. 
Изглежда, че в миналото, влиянието на отговорните органи върху устройственото 
развитие на ски курорта в Банско е било ограничено, като се имат в предвид 
множеството неразрешени изменения и нарушения на одобрените изисквания в 
сегашните граници на обекта. За да се запази изключителната универсална стойност на 
обекта е изключително важно държавата-членка да гарантира, че новия план за 
управление, който ще се разработи за периода след 2013 г., няма да разреши 
последващо ски развитие (развитие с цел ски спорт), или изграждането на други 
съоръжения в границите на обекта на световното наследство (в това число и в 
границите на евентуалното му разширение) и в неговата буферна зона, както и няма да 
разреши разширение на туристическата зона ( ски зоните в Банско и Добринище), така 
че същата да се разрасне в посока обекта на световното наследство; 
б) Ефективно управление на обекта 
Съгласно доклада на държавата-членка, наличният капацитет за управление и опазване 
на обекта е задоволителен. След изминалия период от няколко години насъществени 
бюджетни съкращения най-вече по отношение на дейностите за оперативно 
управление, през 2009 г. нивото на финансиране достигна отново нивото от 2004 г. 
Тази ситуация е докладвана като благоприятна с цел управление на основните познати 
заплахи, свързани с инвестиционни проекти. Освен устройственото развитие свързано 
със ски курорта, други заплахи като незаконни сечи и бракониерството, са описани 
като по-малко значими и управляеми с настоящите ресурси и капацитет. 
Традиционното използване на ресурси като пасища и събиране на горски недървесни 
продукти е регламентирано от плана за управление. 
Центърът за световно наследство и IUCN (Международен съюз за защита на природата) 
оценяват (признават), поддръжката на ресурсите, предмет на управление в обекта и 
предлаганото разширение. Докато докладът за консервационното състояние, 
представен от държавата-членка изтъква наличието на положителна тенденция и 
видими резултати от усилията за възстановяване, то заключенията на доклада от 
последната мисия на IUCN (Международен съюз за защита на природата), сочат ясно, 
че резултатите все още не са напълно постигнати. Възстановителната техника, 
използвана за засяване на трева по ерозиралите склонове е само спомената, без да бъде 
подробно описана. Важно е да се знае дали за тази работа  са били използвани местни 
видове, което е за предпочитане от гледна точка на консервацията. Потенциалните 
заплахи, които не са отбелязани в доклада на държавата-членка са свързани с 
въздействието на конната езда, велотуризма, използването на моторни шейни и 
четириколки, наблюдавани по време на мисията на IUCN (Международен съюз за 
защита на природата) за техническа оценка. 
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Центърът за световно наследство и IUCN (Международен съюз за защита на природата) 
отбелязват наличие на други консервационни проблеми  като например почвена ерозия 
в ски зоните, управление на отпадните води, незаконно изсичане на гори, 
бракониерство и, в по-малка степен, наличието на пасища и събирането на горски 
недървесни продукти, които на този етап не представляват сериозен проблем, но следва 
да бъдат наблюдавани и отбелязани в бъдещите доклади. Планът за управление 
изглежда подходящ  за третиране на повечето от споменатите проблеми, при условие че 
бъде ефективно прилаган от държавата-членка. 
Представените по-долу заключения на настоящия доклад  са в духа на доклада на 
мисията на МСЗП за техническа оценка по предложението за разширение на обекта. 
Ето защо произтичащите от него заключения и проект за решение целенасочено се 
припокриват с изискванията в проекта на решение, отнасящи се до предложеното 
разширение. 
Съгласно решението на Комитета за световно наследство от 2009 г., Центърът за 
световно наследство и IUCN (Международен съюз за защита на природата) акцентират 
отново върху факта, че включването на обекта в Списъка на световно наследство в 
опасност е възможно решение, което подлежи на обсъждане. Това включване на обекта 
в списъка на обектите в опасност произтича, както от възможното бъдещо 
устройствено развитие на територията на обекта, така и извън неговите граници, в 
случай, че бъде повлияна неговата изключителната универсална ценност. При липса на 
съгласие по предложението за разширение, Центърът за световно наследство и IUCN 
(Международен съюз за защита на природата) смятат, че обектът вписан като такъв, не 
може вече да се счита за обект с изключително световно значение, както поради своите 
настоящи характерни особености, така и в сравнение със състоянието, в което е бил при 
включването му в Списъка на световното наследство. Центърът за световно наследство 
и IUCN (Международен съюз за защита на природата) отбелязват необходимостта от 
поемане на правителствен ангажимент на най-високо ниво, извън българското 
Министерство на околната среда и водите, тъй като на заплахата, свързана с натиск от 
развитие (строителство), в границите на обекта и извън него, може да се отговори 
единствено със съвместните усилия на различни сектори и с подкрепата на всички 
заинтересовани министерства и местни органи, ангажирани с опазването на 
Националния парк Пирин, за да се избегнат по този начин всички евентуални бъдещи 
щети.   
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Item 8 of the Provisional Agenda: Establishment of the World Heritage List 
and of the List of World Heritage in Danger 
 
8B. Nominations to the World Heritage List 
 
 

SUMMARY 
 
This document presents the nominations to be examined by the Committee at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010).  It is 
divided into three sections: 
 
I Examination of nominations of natural, mixed and cultural properties to the World Heritage List 
II      Examination of minor boundary modifications of natural, mixed and cultural properties to the World Heritage List 
III Record of the physical attributes of each property being discussed at the 34th session 
 
The Document presents for each nomination the proposed Draft Decision based on the recommendations of the 
appropriate Advisory Body(ies) as included in WHC-10/34.COM/INF.8B1, WHC-10/34.COM/INF.8B1.Add and WHC-
10/34.COM/INF.8B2 and it provides a record of the physical attributes of each property being discussed at the 34th 
session. The information is presented in two parts: 
• a table of the total surface area of each property and any buffer zone proposed, together with the geographic 

coordinates of each site's approximate centre point; and  
• a set of separate tables presenting the component parts of each of the 18 proposed serial properties. 
 
Decisions required:  
The Committee is requested to examine the recommendations and Draft Decisions presented in this Document, and, in 
accordance with paragraph 153 of the Operational Guidelines, take its Decisions concerning inscription on the World 
Heritage List in the following four categories: 
 
 (a)  properties which it inscribes on the World Heritage List; 
 (b)  properties which it decides not to inscribe on the World Heritage List; 
 (c)  properties whose consideration is referred; 
 (d)  properties whose consideration is deferred. 
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I. Examination of nominations of natural, 
mixed and cultural properties to the 
World Heritage List 

 
Summary 
 
At its 34th session, the Committee will be examining a total 
of 42 nominations. 
 
Out of the total of 42 nominations, 25 are new nominations, 
having not been presented previously. In addition, the 
Committee will be examining:  

  9 extensions of boundaries, 
  1 re-nomination under additional criteria 
  7 nominations deferred or referred by previous 
        sessions of the Committee. 

Of these nominations, ICOMOS and IUCN are 
recommending 10 for inscription and they are also 
recommending the extension of 7 properties already 
inscribed on the World Heritage List. 
 
 
Nominations withdrawn at the request of the State 
Party 
 
At the time of preparation of this Document, no nomination 
had been withdrawn by States Parties. 
 
 
Presentation of Nominations 
 
Within the natural, mixed and cultural groups, nominations 
are being presented by IUCN and ICOMOS in English 
alphabetical and regional order: Africa, Arab States, Asia / 
Pacific, Europe / North America, Latin America / Caribbean. 
The Advisory Bodies’ evaluation Documents and this 
working Document are presented in this order. As in the 
past, for ease of reference, an alphabetical summary table 
and index of recommendations is presented at the 
beginning of this Document (pp. 2-3). 
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Alphabetical Summary Table and Index of Recommendations by IUCN and ICOMOS  
to the 34th session of the World Heritage Committee (25 July- 3 August 2010)1 

 

State Party World Heritage nomination ID No. Recomm Criteria proposed by the 
State Party 

Pp 

  
NATURAL PROPERTIES 

     

Bulgaria Pirin National Park  (extension) 225 bis OK (vii)(viii)(ix) 7 
China China Danxia 1335  D (vii)(viii)(ix)(x) 4 
France Pitons, cirques and remparts of Reunion Island 1317  I (vii)(viii)(ix)(x) 5 
Italy Monte San Giorgio   

(extension of “Monte San Giorgio”, Switzerland)
1090 bis OK (viii) 8 

Kiribati Phoenix Islands Protected Area 1325  D (vii)(ix)(x) 4 
Portugal / Spain Dinosaur Ichnites of the Iberian Peninsula 1204 rev N (viii) 10 
Russian Federation Putorana Plateau 1234 rev I (vii)(ix) 10 
Tajikistan  Tajik National Park (Mountains of the Pamirs) 1252  D (vii)(viii)(ix)(x) 5 
  

 
MIXED NATURAL AND CULTURAL PROPERTIES 

  

 

  

Sri Lanka Central Highlands of Sri Lanka: its Cultural and 
Natural Heritage 

1203  R / D (iii)(v)(vi)(vii)(viii)(ix) 
(x) + CL 

11 

United States of 
America 

Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument, 
Hawaii 

1326  I / I (iii)(vi)(viii)(ix)(x) + CL 12 

  
 

CULTURAL PROPERTIES 

     

Australia Australian Convict Sites 1306  R (iv)(vi) 16 
Austria City of Graz – Historic Centre and Schloss Eggenberg 

(extension of the “City of Graz – Historic Centre”)  
931 bis OK (ii)(iv)(vi) 30 

Belarus / Poland Augustowski Canal – a work of man and nature 1304  N (i)(iv) + CL 23 
Belgium Major Mining Sites of Wallonia 1344  D (ii)(iv) 24 
Brazil São Francisco Square in the Town of São Cristóvão 1272 rev D (ii)(iv) 33 
China Historic Monuments of Dengfeng in “The Centre of 

Heaven and Earth” (Originally “Historic monuments of Mount 
Songshan”) 

1305 rev I (i)(ii)(iii)(iv)(vi) 21 

Ethiopia Konso Cultural Landscape 1333  D (iii)(v)(vi) + CL 15 
France Episcopal City of Albi 1337  I (ii)(iv)(v) 24 
Germany Upper Harz Water Management System 

(extension of “Mines of Rammelsberg and Historic Town of 
Goslar”) 

623 ter R (i)(ii)(iii)(iv) 27 

India The Jantar Mantar, Jaipur 1338 R (ii)(iv)(vi) 17 
India Matheran Light Railway   

(extension of the “Mountain Railways of India”)  
944 quater NA (ii)(iv) 21 

Iran  (Islamic 
Republic of) 

Sheikh Safi al-din Khānegāh and Shrine Ensemble in 
Ardabil 

1345 I (i)(ii)(iv)(vi) 17 

Iran  (Islamic 
Republic of) 

Tabriz Historic Bazaar Complex 1346  I (ii)(iii)(iv) 19 

Israel Sites of Christianity in the Galilee 1309  N (iii)(vi) 25 
Israel The Triple-arch Gate at Dan 1105 rev See 

Addendum 
(i)(ii)(iv) 31 

Kenya Fort Jesus, Mombasa 1295  D (ii)(iv) 15 
Marshall Islands Bikini Atoll, nuclear tests site 1339  R (iv)(vi) 20 
Mexico Camino Real de Tierra Adentro 1351  R (ii)(iv) 32 
Mexico Prehistoric Caves of Yagul and Mitla in the Central 

Valley of Oaxaca 
1352  R (ii)(iii)(iv) + CL 33 

Netherlands Seventeenth-century canal ring area of Amsterdam 
inside the Singelgracht 

1349  I (i)(ii)(iv) 25 

Norway Røros Mining Town and the Circumference 
(extension of “Røros Mining Town”) 

55 bis OK (iii)(iv)(v) + CL 27 

                                                 
1    On the recommendation of the Committee's Task Force on the Implementation of the Convention (1999-2000), and of the Bureau at its 

24th session (2000), a single summary table records the recommendation of the Advisory Bodies for inscription (I), referral (R), deferral 
(D), non-inscription (N), approval of an Extension (OK) or not approval of an extension (NA). For Mixed properties, the recommendations 
of both IUCN and ICOMOS are shown. The 25 properties highlighted in bold are considered "new" nominations, having not been 
presented to the Committee previously. 
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State Party World Heritage nomination ID No. Recomm Criteria proposed by the 
State Party 

Pp 

Republic of Korea Historic Villages of Korea: Hahoe and Yangdong 1324  R (iii)(iv)(v)(vi) 20 
Romania Church of the Resurrection of Suceviţa Monastery 

(extension of the “Churches of Moldavia”)
598 bis OK (i)(iv) 31 

Saudi Arabia At-Turaif District in ad-Dir’iyah 1329  D (iv)(v)(vi) 16 
Spain Palaeolithic Rock Art Ensemble in Siega Verde  

(extension of “Prehistoric Rock Art Sites in the Côa Valley”, 
Portugal) 

866 bis OK (i)(iii) 28 

Spain / Mexico / 
Slovenia 

The Mercury and Silver Binomial. Almadén and Idrija with 
San Luis Potosí 

1313 rev D (ii)(iv)(v) 32 

Tajikistan  Sarazm 1141 rev I (ii)(iii) 22 
Ukraine Kiev: Saint-Sophia Cathedral with Related Monastic 

Buildings, St. Cyril’s and St. Andrew’s Churches, Kiev 
Pechersk Lavra  
(extension of “Kiev: Saint-Sophia Cathedral and Related 
Monastic Buildings, Kiev Pechersk Lavra”) 

527 ter D (i)(ii)(iii)(iv) 29 

United Kingdom Darwin’s Landscape Laboratory 1247  N (iii)(vi) + CL 26 
United Republic of 
Tanzania 

Ngorongoro Conservation Area 
(re-nomination under additional criteria) 

39 bis See 
Addendum 

(iii)(iv) + CL 16 

United States of 
America 

Mount Vernon 1327  D (iv) + CL 26 

Viet Nam Central Sector of the Imperial Citadel of Thang Long - 
Hanoi 

1328  D (ii)(iii)(vi) 21 

 
 
 
  KEY 

I Recommended for inscription 
R Recommended for referral 
D Recommended for deferral 
OK  Approval Recommended of an extension or a modification 
N Not recommended for inscription 
NA Not approved extension 
(i) (ii) etc Cultural and/or Natural criteria proposed by the State Party. 
CL Proposed as a Cultural Landscape 
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A.2.2 Extension of properties already inscribed on the 
World Heritage List 

 
 

Property Pirin National Park (extension) 
Id. N° 225 bis 
State Party Bulgaria 
Criteria proposed by 
State Party 

(vii)(viii)(ix) 

 

See IUCN Evaluation Book, May 2010, page 79. 
 
Draft Decision: 34 COM 8B.5 
 
The World Heritage Committee, 
 
1. Having examined Documents WHC-10/34.COM/8B and 

WHC-10/34.COM/INF 8B2; 
 
2. Recalling Decision 33 COM 7B.21, adopted at its 33rd 

session (Seville, 2009); 
 
3. Approves the extension of the Pirin National Park, 

Bulgaria, inscribed under criteria (vii), (viii) and (ix), in 
order to strengthen the integrity and management of the 
World Heritage property; 

 
4. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal 

Value: 
 

Brief synthesis 
The World Heritage property covers an area of around 
40,000 ha in the Pirin Mountains, southwest Bulgaria, 
and overlaps with the undeveloped areas of Pirin 
National Park. The diverse limestone mountain 
landscapes of the property include over 70 glacial lakes 
and a range of glacial landforms, with many waterfalls, 
rocky screes and caves. Forests are dominated by 
conifers, and the higher areas harbour alpine meadows 
below the summits. The property includes a range of 
endemic and relict species that are representative of the 
Balkan Pleistocene flora. 
 
Criterion (vii): The mountain scenery of Pirin National 
Park is of exceptional beauty. The high mountain peaks 
and crags contrast with meadows, rivers and waterfalls 
and provide the opportunity to experience the aesthetics 
of a Balkan mountain landscape. The ability to 
experience remoteness and naturalness is an important 
attribute of the Outstanding Universal Value of the 
property. 
 
Criterion (viii): The principal earth science values of the 
property relate to its glacial geomorphology, 
demonstrated through a range of features including 
cirques, deep valleys and over 70 glacial lakes. The 
mountains of the property show a variety of forms and 
have been developed in several different rock types. 
Functioning natural processes allow for study of the 
continued evolution of the landforms of the property, and 
help to understand other upland areas in the region. 
 
Criterion (ix): The property is a good example of the 
continuing evolution of flora, as evidenced by a number 
of endemic and relict species, and the property also 
protects an example of a functioning ecosystem that is 
representative of the important natural ecosystems of the 
Balkan uplands. Pirin’s natural coniferous forests include 
Macedonian Pine and Bosnian Pine, with many old 
growth trees. In total, there are 1,315 species of vascular 
plants, about one third of Bulgaria’s flora, including 86 

Balkan endemics, 17 Bulgarian endemics and 18 
local endemics. The fauna of Pirin National Park 
includes 45 mammal species, including brown bear, 
wolf and pine marten, and 159 bird species. Pirin is 
also home to eight species of amphibians, eleven 
species of reptiles and six fish species. Although the 
forests are affected by some historical use, the 
natural functioning of the ecosystem ensures the 
protection of its regionally significant biodiversity 
values. 
 
Integrity 
The original inscription of the property in 1983 proved 
to be inadequate in representing and maintaining the 
Outstanding Universal Value of Pirin, but an 
extension in 2010 has addressed the issues to the 
best possible degree and represents the minimum 
area of Pirin National Park that can be considered to 
correspond to the requirements of Outstanding 
Universal Value set out in the World Heritage 
Convention. 
 
The National Park is clearly defined from the point of 
view of its mountainous nature and ecology, and the 
boundaries of the property are of sufficient size to 
capture the natural values of Pirin. Adequate 
boundaries have been established through the 
extension of the initially inscribed property, to include 
the most remote areas of the interior of the National 
Park, and exclude adjacent areas that are not 
compatible with World Heritage status due to impacts 
on integrity from ski development. The values of the 
property as extended retain the attributes of a natural 
landscape but they closely adjoin areas subject to 
intensive tourism development that are a risk to the 
integrity of the property. 
 
Protection and management requirements 
The property is covered by national legislation which 
should ensure strong national protection of the 
values of the property, including the prevention of 
encroachment from adjoining development. It is 
essential that this legislation is rigorously enforced 
and is respected by all levels of government that 
have responsibilities in the area. The property also 
has an effective and functioning management plan, 
provided its implementation can be ensured through 
adequate resources to both maintain the necessary 
staffing levels and undertake the necessary 
management activities to protect and manage the 
property. A system of regular monitoring of the 
natural values of Pirin and ongoing programmes to 
maintain habitats and landforms in their natural state, 
avoid disturbance and other impacts on wildlife, and 
to preserve the aesthetic values of the property are 
required. 
 
The World Heritage property has long been subject 
to tourism pressure, largely caused by the 
development of ski facilities and ski runs. Small ski 
areas were developed at Bansko, Dobrinishte and 
Kulinoto in the 1980s and 1990s. Activities such as 
night skiing, off-piste skiing and heliskiing are 
activities which may affect the values and integrity of 
the property and require rigorous control. Bansko, 
adjoining the property, has become one of the most 
rapidly developing towns in Bulgaria with hotels and 
holiday resorts constructed literally on the park 
boundary. Tourism development within and around 
the property has not been effectively controlled in the 
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past including some areas that were developed within 
the property and caused significant damage. The 
management plan for the property needs to ensure a 
long-term priority for the protection of the natural values 
of Pirin, and to guard against any encroachments and 
impacts within the property from skiing, sporting events 
or other inappropriate development. Equally the planning 
documents that are created by national, regional and 
local authorities need to similarly ensure the protection of 
the natural values of the property, and also integrate the 
benefits it provides as a natural landscape to the 
surrounding area. 
 
Other threats to the property include illegal logging, 
poaching and the use of snow mobiles and quad bikes. 
These uses require close monitoring, management and 
the enforcement of effective regulations. The 
management of visitor use to both prevent negative 
impacts and provide opportunities to experience the 
values of the property in a sustainable way is also an 
essential long term requirement for this property. 

 
5. Accepts, in the specific context of the above extension, 

the proposal of the State Party to exclude from the 
property four small areas (150.6 ha in total) on the 
periphery of the property which have been excluded 
from the national park; and also accepts the proposal of 
the State Party to exclude from the property the Bansko 
and Dobrinishte tourism zones (1078.28 ha in total), and 
to include these latter areas, which are still within the 
national park, in a new buffer zone; 

 
6.  Regrets that the Outstanding Universal Value of the 

property has been repeatedly and significantly impacted 
by the development of ski facilities and ski runs, to the 
extent that the property may be considered for 
inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger, and 
that continued ski development is a critical threat to the 
Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 

 
7. Requests the State Party to strictly ensure that no 

further ski development takes place within the property 
and its buffer zone, and to ensure that the existing ski 
facilities and ski runs comply with the approved 
requirements, including those for the restoration of 
degraded areas; 

 
8. Decides that any further development of and severe 

impacts from ski facilities or ski runs, or associated 
infrastructure, within the property and its buffer zone 
would result in the inscription of the property on the List 
of World Heritage in Danger; 

 
9. Urges the State Party to ensure that the new 

management plan to be developed for the period post 
2013 will not permit further ski development or 
construction of other ecologically unsustainable facilities 
within the property and its buffer zone, nor extension of 
the tourism zone into the property; 

 
10. Also urges the State Party to take all possible measures 

to prevent the inappropriate use of the World Heritage 
Emblem, including by not allowing its use in relation to 
the Bansko ski resort, which cannot be considered a 
sustainable use of a World Heritage property; and 
encourages the State Party to explore and enhance 
options for ecologically sustainable tourism in the 
property that will benefit local communities; 

 

11. Requests the State Party to invite a joint UNESCO / 
IUCN monitoring mission to the property in 2011 to 
assess the state of conservation of the property, with 
particular reference to its effective protection from 
inappropriate development and human use within 
and beyond its boundaries and to review a draft of 
the new management plan to ensure that it will 
provide for the continued protection of the 
Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 

 
12. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World 

Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the 
state of conservation of the property, with particular 
reference to its effective protection from 
inappropriate development and human use within 
and beyond its boundaries, for examination by the 
World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 
2011. This report should include the State Party 
response to the NGO submissions that resulted in an 
infringement procedure by the Directorate-General 
for the Environment of the European Commission. 

 
 

Property Monte San Giorgio    
(extension of “Monte San Giorgio” 
Switzerland) 

Id. N° 1090 bis 
State Party Italy
Criteria proposed by 
State Party 

(viii) 

 

See IUCN Evaluation Book, May 2010, page 93. 
 
Draft Decision: 34 COM 8B.6  
 
The World Heritage Committee, 
 
1.   Having examined Documents WHC-10/34.COM/8B 

and WHC-10/34.COM/INF 8B2, 
 
2.   Approves the extension of Monte San Giorgio, 

Switzerland, to include the portion of Monte San 
Giorgio, Italy, on the basis of natural criterion (viii); 

 
3.   Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding 

Universal Value: 
 

Brief synthesis 
The pyramid-shaped, wooded mountain of Monte 
San Giorgio beside Lake Lugano is regarded as the 
best fossil record of marine life from the Triassic 
Period (245–230 million years ago). The sequence 
records life in a tropical lagoon environment, 
sheltered and partially separated from the open sea 
by an offshore reef. Diverse marine life flourished 
within this lagoon, including reptiles, fish, bivalves, 
ammonites, echinoderms and crustaceans. Because 
the lagoon was near to land, the fossil remains also 
include some land-based fossils including reptiles, 
insects and plants. The result is a fossil resource of 
great richness. 
 
Criterion (viii): Monte San Giorgio is the single best 
known record of marine life in the Triassic period, 
and records important remains of life on land as well. 
The property has produced diverse and numerous 
fossils, many of which show exceptional 
completeness and detailed preservation. The long 
history of study of the property and the disciplined 
management of the resource have created a well 
documented and catalogued body of specimens of 
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Доклад за НП „Пирин“, като обект на световно наследство, приет на 34-та сесия на 
КСН на ЮНЕСКО в гр. Бразилия, Бразилия (25 Юли – 3 Август 2010 г.) 
 
 
A.2.2 Удължаване на обекти вече вписани в Списъка на световното културно и 
природно наследство 
 
Обект Национален парк Пирин (разширение) 
ИД № 225 bis 
Държава членка България 
Критерии предложени 
от държавата - членка 

(vii)(viii)(ix) 

 
Вижте IUCN Evaluation Book, май 2010 г. страница 79. 
 
Проект на решение: 34 COM 8B.5  
Комитетът за световно наследство, 
 
1. След като разгледа документи WHC-10/34.COM/8B и WHC-10/34.COM/INF.8B2 ; 

 
2. Като припомня решение 33 COM 7B.21, прието на неговата 33-та сесия (Севиля, 2009г.); 
 
3. Одобрява разширението на Националния парк Пирин, България, вписан по критерии 
(vii), (viii) и (ix), с цел укрепване на интегритета и управлението на обекта на световното 
наследство; 
 
4. Приема следната Декларация за изключителна универсална стойност 
Кратко описание 
Природният обект на световното наследство е разположен на площ около 40 000 ха. в 
планината Пирин, в Югозападна България и обхваща зоните с дива природа в 
Националния парк Пирин.  
Разнообразният пейзаж на планинския карстов релеф на обекта е осеян с над 70 ледникови 
езера, в него могат да се видят най-различни ледникови образувания, многобройни 
водопади, скални сипеи и пещери.  
Преобладават иглолистните гори а над тях, точно под планинските върхове се простират 
алпийски ливади. Обектът е местообитание на многобройни ендемични и реликтни 
растителни видове,   характерни за балканската флора от плейстоцена. 
Критерий (vii) : Планинският ландшафт на Националния парк Пирин притежава 
необикновена красота. Високопланинските върхове и зъбери контрастират с ливади, реки 
и водопади и предоставят възможност за наслада от допира до планински ландшафт, с 
висока естетическа стойност. Възможността, човек да се потопи в природата и да се 
почувства далеч от всичко, е важен атрибут на изключителната универсална стойност 
на обекта.   
Критерий (viii): Основната ценност на природния обект от гледна точка на естествените 
науки е свързана с ледниковата геоморфология, илюстрирана  с множество характерни 
форми като циркуси, дълбоки долини и над 70 ледникови езера. Планинският масив на 
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обекта е с разнообразни форми, той е изграден от различни видове скали. Естествените 
природни процеси дават възможност за изучаване на непрекъснатото развитие на 
релефните форми на обекта, което способства за опознаване на други планински зони в 
региона.     
Критерий (ix) : Обектът представлява добър пример за непрекъснатата еволюция на 
флората, илюстрирана от наличието на различни ендемични и реликтни видове, той е 
съхранил модела на функционираща екосистема, представителна за големите естествени 
екосистеми в Балканския регион. Естествените иглолистни масиви на Пирин са изградени 
от бяла и черна мура, както и множество вековни дървета. Тук е установено наличие на 
общо 1 315 вида висши растения или 1/3 от флората на България, включително 86 
балкански, 17 български и 18 локални ендемита. Фауната на Националния парк е 
представена от 45 вида бозайници, между които кафява мечка, вълк и дива коза, както и 
159 вида птици. Пирин също така се обитава от 8 вида земноводни, 11 вида влечуги и 6 
вида риби. Въпреки, че горите са засегнати в известна степен от експлоатация в 
исторически план, естественото функциониране на екосистемата гарантира опазването на 
ценно биоразнообразие, от регионалното значение.    
Интегритет  
Първоначално обявения през 1983г. обект на световното наследство, включва минимална 
територия от Националния парк Пирин, за която се считало, че отговаря на критериите за 
изключителна универсална стойност, установени от Конвенцията за световно наследство. 
Обектът, в границите му от 1983г., се оказва неадекватен, по отношение представителност 
и опазване на изключителната универсална стойност на Пирин. Ето защо, разширението от 
2010 г. даде възможност за  разрешаване на проблемите по най-добър начин. 
Националният парк е ясно определен от гледна точка на планинския си характер и на 
своята екология, а територията на обекта е достатъчна, за да съхрани природните ценности 
на Пирин. С разширението на първоначално вписания природен обект,се установяват 
адекватни граници, като се включват най-отдалечените зони на Националния парк и 
изключват съответно  зони, несъвместими със статута на обект на световното наследство, 
поради въздействието на развиващата се ски зона върху целостта на обекта. Ценността на 
разширения обект включва атрибутите на природен ландшафт, намиращ в непосредствена 
близост до район с интензивно туристическо развитие, представляващо заплаха за неговия 
интегритет. 
Необходими мерки за опазване и управление.  
Обектът е под закрилата на българското законодателство, което би трябвало да осигури 
сигурна защита на неговата ценност включително и от разрастването и настъплението на 
строителни дейности в съседни територии. От първостепенно значение е това 
законодателство да бъде стриктно прилагано и спазвано от всички отговорни управленски 
органи в този регион. Обектът има и ефективен и функционален план за управление,  в 
случай, че за неговото прилагане бъдат осигурени достатъчни средства за поддръжка на 
необходимия персонал и  осъществяване на необходимите дейности за опазване и 
управление на обекта. Необходимо е да се въведе система за редовен мониторинг на 
природните ценности на Пирин и постоянни програми за поддържане на местообитанията 
и на ландшафта в естественото им състояние, избягване на обезпокояване и други 
въздействия върху дивите видове и запазване на естетическите качества на обекта.    
Обектът на световното наследство е подложен от дълго време на натиск от страна на 
туризма, свързан основно с развитието на ски курорта и ски пистите. През 1980 и 1990 г. в 
Банско, Добринище и Кулиното са изградени малки ски зони. Дейности като нощни ски, 
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каране на ски извън пистата и хели ски биха могли да навредят на ценностите и на 
интегритета на обекта и следва да бъдат обект на сериозен контрол. Банско,  който се 
намира в непосредствена близост до обекта, се е превърнал в един от градовете с най-
бързо развитие в България, с хотели и курортни комплекси, построени буквално на 
границата с парка. Развитието на туризма в и около обекта не е било коректно 
контролирано и е засегнало обекта, причинявайки значителни щети. Наложително е 
планът за управление на обекта да даде дългосрочен приоритет на  дейности за опазване на 
природните ценности на Пирин и да забрани всякакво навлизане и въздействие свързано 
със ски туризма, спортните състезания или друга неподходяща развойна дейност в рамките 
на обекта.  
Освен това, съставените на национално, регионално и местно равнище планови документи, 
също трябва да гарантират опазването на природните ценности на обекта и да интегрират 
ползите, които осигурява природния ландшафт на околните територии. Други заплахи за 
обекта включват незаконното изсичане на гори, бракониерството и използването на 
моторни шейни и четириколесни моторни превозни средства – ATV. Подобно използване 
на територията изисква внимателно наблюдение, контрол и прилагане на  ефективни 
правила. Управлението на потока от посетители с цел предотвратяване на отрицателно 
въздействие и използване на природните ценности по един устойчив представлява също 
едно основно дългосрочно задължение. 
 
5.Приема, в специфичния контекст на предложеното разширение, предложението на 
държавата-членка да изключи от обекта на световното наследство четири малки зони по 
периферията на обекта (с обща площ 150,6 хa), които са били изключени от територията на 
Националния парк; и приема предложението на държавата-членка да изключи 
туристическите зони на Банско и Добринище  (с обща площ 1078,28 хa), както и да включи 
последните, които все още са част от Националния парк, в нова буферна зона;  
 
6. Изразява съжаление, че изключителната световна стойност на НП Пирин като обект на 
световното наследство е била значително и многократно повлияна от развитието на ски-
съоръжения и ски писти, до степен такава, че обекта може да се разглежда за вписване в 
списъка на световното наследство в опасност и да се счита,  че продължаването на 
строителството, свързано със ски спорт представлява критична заплаха за изключителното 
световно ценност на обекта; 
 
7. Призовава държавата - членка на Конвенцията категорично да гарантира, че няма да се 
извършва последващо строителство, с цел развитие на ски спорт (или да забрани 
категорично последващо строителство, с цел развитие на ски спорт), както в рамките 
на обекта на световното наследство, така и в буферната му зона (ски зона Банско и ски 
зона Добринище), както и да гарантира, че съществуващите ски съоръженията и писти са и 
ще бъдат в съответствие с одобрените изисквания,  
 
8. Решава, че всяко последващо развитие на ски съоръжения или ски писти и свързана с 
тях инфраструктура, както и сериозни нарушения в резултат на горните, в рамките на 
обекта на световното наследство и буферната му зона, ще доведе до вписването му в 
списъка на световното наследство в опасност; 
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9. Настоятелно призовава държавата - членка на Конвенцията да гарантира, че с новия 
план за управление на НП Пирин, който ще бъда разработен за периода след 2013г., няма 
да разреши последващо строителство, с цел развитие на ски спорт или строителство на 
други екологично неустойчиви съоръжения, в рамките на обекта на световното наследство 
и буферната му зона, нито пък ще допусне разширение на буферната зона, така че същата 
да навлезе в обекта на световното наследство.  
 
10. Също така, моли настоятелно държавата - членка на Конвенцията да предприеме 
всички възможни мерки за предотвратяване неправомерното използване на Емблемата на 
световното наследство, включително да забрани използването й в ски курорта на Банско, 
който не може да се счита за устойчиво използване на Обекта на световното наследство. 
Държавата-членка  на Конвенцията се насърчава да проучи и засили възможността за 
развитие на екологично устойчив туризъм в обекта на световното наследство, така че 
същия да е от полза за местните общности;  
 
11. Приканва държавата-членка да покани през 2011 г. съвместна мисия на ЮНЕСКО и 
IUCN (Международен съюз за защита на природата) за мониторинг на обекта, с цел оценка 
на консервационното състояние на обекта, като същата обърне специално внимание на 
защитата на обекта от нецелесъобразно развитие и човешко използване, в неговите 
граници и извън тях, както и с цел да се проучи възможността  за обявяване на подходяща 
буферна зона, в съответствие с изискванията на § 104 от Оперативните указания на 
Конвенцията (или буферна зона, обграждаща обекта), както и да прегледа проекта на план 
за управление, за периода след 2013г., с цел да се обезпечи, че същия ще гарантира 
осигуряване на трайна защита на изключителната универсална стойност на обекта. 
 
12. Също моли Държавата-членка  на Конвенцията, да представи в Центъра по световно 
наследство доклад за състоянието и опазването на обекта на световното наследство до 1 
февруари 2011 г., като обърне специално внимание върху осигуряването на ефективна 
защита от  неподходящо развитие и човешко използване, в и извън границите на обекта на 
световното наследство, който доклад ще бъде разглеждан от Комитета за световно 
наследство на 35-та му сесия през  2011. Този доклад трябва да включва  отговора на 
държава-членка на твърденията на неправителствени организации, довели до наказателна 
процедура пред Генерална дирекция  за околна среда на Европейската комисия. 
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Item 7B of the Provisional Agenda: State of c onservation of World Heritage 
properties inscribed on the World Heritage List 
 

SUMMARY 
 
This document contains information on the state of conservation of properties 
inscribed on the World Heritage List.  The World Heritage Committee is requested 
to review the reports on the state of conservation of properties contained in this 
document. In certain cases, the World Heritage Committee may wish to decide to 
discuss in detail the state of conservation reports which are submitted for 
adoption without discussion. 

 

Decision required: The World Heritage Committee may wish to adopt the draft 
Decision presented at the end of each state of conservation report. 

 

The full reports of reactive monitoring missions requested by the World Heritage 
Committee are available at the following Web address in their original language: 
http://whc.unesco.org/en/sessions/35COM/  
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EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA 

21. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225)   

Year of inscription on the World Heritage List 
1983, extension in 2010  
 
Criteria 
(vii) (viii) (ix)  
 
Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger 
N/A 
 
Previous Committee Decisions 
32 COM 8B.15;  33 COM 7B.21;  34 COM 7B.19;  34 COM 8B.5  
 
International Assistance 
Total amount provided to the property: USD 15,000 for Preparatory Assistance (2004) 
 
UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds 
Total amount provided to the property: 2010: financial support from the Participation Programme of UNESCO for 
development of a strategy for sustainable tourism 
 
Previous monitoring missions 
2002, 2004: Joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring missions 
 
Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports 
a) Developments in the Bansko ski zone,  
b) Lack of effective management mechanisms,  
c) Boundary issues,  
d) Illegal logging.  
 
Illustrative material 
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/225 
 

Current conservation issues 

On 25 January 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property was submitted by 
the State Party. The report provides information on the status of tourism developments in the 
Bansko ski zone as well as other threats, and includes a summary of the State Party 
response to NGO concerns regarding inappropriate developments within the property that 
resulted in an infringement procedure initiated by the European Commission, in line with 
Decision 34 COM 8B.5.  
 

a) Developments in the Bansko tourism zone 

The World Heritage Centre and IUCN note that two construction projects in the Chalin Valog 
area of the Bansko ski area located in the buffer zone were approved in 2007, namely: i) 
construction of a four-seat ski lift; and ii) construction of an engineering facility (tunnel) 
passing through the ski run at an elevation of 1185 to 1190 m. NGO concerns related to 
these projects resulted in the initiation of an infringement procedure by the European 
Commission. The State Party reports that the construction of the ski lift replaces an existing 
ski drag, and falls within the provisions of the Territorial Arrangement Plan (TAP). The World 
Heritage Centre and IUCN recall that the 2004 management plan, which remains in effect 
until August 2014, prohibits the construction of new ski facilities in the national park, except 
those approved under the 2000 TAP for the Bansko ski zone. However, they note that the 
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replacement of a ski drag with a four-seat ski lift significantly increases the capacity of the 
existing facility, which is likely to result in increased tourism pressure and impact the 
property’s Outstanding Universal Value (OUV). 

The State Party notes that in 2010 two additional development proposals were approved in 
the Bansko ski area located within the property’s buffer zone, namely: i) the replacement of 
an existing four-seat ski lift with a six-seat ski lift from Banderishka poljana to Kolarski pat; 
and ii) the replacement of two existing ski drags with a four-seat lift at Platoto. The World 
Heritage Centre requested additional information on these new developments in a letter 
dated 28 March 2011. In its response dated 11 April 2011, the State Party notes that the 
existing ski drags at Platoto and the replacement of the Banderishka polyana – Kolarski pat 
ski lift were foreseen in the TAP, is motivated by safety concerns, and were therefore granted 
permission. The World Heritage Centre and IUCN note the approval of these developments 
and that the proposals are not a like-for-like replacement of the lifts purely for safety reasons, 
but include an upgrade in their capacity that is likely to exacerbate tourism pressures and 
impact the OUV of the property. They also note that, from the available documentation, it is 
unclear whether the capacity upgrades of ski lifts approved in 2010 are provided for in the 
TAP, and that those could be considered as further developments of ski facilities within the 
property’s buffer zone. The World Heritage Centre and IUCN recommend that the 
forthcoming mission to the property should examine this issue and make a recommendation 
on whether the property meets the criteria for inscription on the List of World Heritage in 
Danger, in line with Committee Decision 34 C OM 7B.19  and Paragraph 180(b)(ii) of the 
Operational Guidelines. 

b) Ecologically sustainable tourism 

In 2010, the State Party received financial support from the UNESCO Participatory 
Programme for the development of a strategy for sustainable tourism. The World Heritage 
Centre and IUCN note these positive developments and encourage the State Party to 
continue to explore and enhance options for ecologically sustainable tourism. 

The World Heritage Centre and IUCN note that a maximum of 7800 skiers are permitted in 
the Bansko ski zone under the management plan, while the specialized Bulgarian media and 
NGO reports provide information that Bansko’s tourism accommodation capacity is between 
12,000 and 20,000 beds, which appears to be significantly higher than the capacity of ski 
facilities. This situation is reported to fuel the development of ski lifts and ski runs in Bansko 
ski zone. They have also received information, from the Bulgarian media and NGOs, that in 
February 2011, Bulgarian companies and the municipalities of Bansko and Razlog re-
announced plans for large-scale developments of ski facilities and the need for amendments 
in the management plan to allow new constructions within the property. In its letter dated 11 
April 2011, the State Party notes that no additional development projects have been 
submitted to the Ministry of Environment and Water. The World Heritage Centre and IUCN 
recall that the Committee in Decision 34 COM 7B.19 urged the State Party to ensure that the 
new management plan does not allow further ski development or construction of other 
facilities within the property and its buffer zone, nor extension of the tourism zone into the 
property. 

c) Adequacy of staff and financial resources 

The State Party report provides a summary of the property’s budget between 2004 – 2010. 
From this summary it is clear that the financial resources provided by the state budget 
remain fairly constant. However, the level of funding for management and restoration 
activities in the property fluctuates considerably and was significantly reduced in 2010. This 
reduction is attributed to the current economical crisis and associated tightened financial 
policies. In its report, the State Party notes that it is a potential beneficiary of several EU 
programmes, and that it envisages applying for funds from these sources. The World 
Heritage Centre and IUCN recommend that the State Party be encouraged to restore 
management funding to 2009 levels. 
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d) Other conservation issues 

The World Heritage Centre and IUCN note with satisfaction the State Party’s report that in 
2010 there were few reported cases of illegal logging, poaching and use of non-timber 
natural resources, and that these activities appear to be well controlled. 

With regard to off-piste skiing and the use of snow mobiles and All Terrain Vehicles (AVTs) 
off designated tracks, the State Party reports a growing number of violations, which it is 
addressing by awareness raising campaigns, and by increasing patrols in winter time. The 
World Heritage Centre and IUCN recommend that the State Party should be requested to 
ensure that off-piste skiing and the use of snow mobiles and ATVs is strictly controlled to 
minimize the impacts of these activities on the property’s OUV. 

IUCN notes that it has received reports that the operator of Bansko ski zone uses chemicals 
in the production of artificial snow, which is in violation of the management plan for Pirin 
National Park, which includes the Bansko ski zone. This has apparently resulted in nitrogen 
and nitrate levels which significantly exceed the approved standards. The World Heritage 
Centre and IUCN wish the draw the Committee’s attention on the need to immediately halt 
the use of chemicals. 

 

Conclusions 

The World Heritage Centre and IUCN recall that the OUV of the property has been 
repeatedly and significantly impacted by the development of ski facilities and ski runs. When 
the property was extended in 2010 (Decision 34 COM 8 B.5), the Bansko and Dobrinishte 
tourism zones were excluded from the property and included instead in a new buffer zone. 
The World Heritage Committee requested that the State Party abandon any further ski 
development within the property and its buffer zone, and also decided that any further 
development of ski facilities, ski runs, or associated infrastructure would result in the 
inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger (Decision 34 COM 7B.19).  
However, in 2010 the State Party approved the replacement and capacity upgrade of two ski 
lifts in the Bansko ski area within the property’s buffer zone; namely the Banderishka poljana 
to Kolarski pat and the Platoto ski lifts. The World Heritage Centre and IUCN note that the 
approved developments are not a like-for-like replacement, but include a clear capacity 
upgrade that is likely to add to tourism pressures and impact the OUV of the property. The 
World Heritage Centre and IUCN note that it is unclear whether the capacity upgrade of ski 
lifts approved in 2010 are provided for under the TAP.  These developments could constitute 
a further development of ski facilities within the property’s buffer zone. They therefore 
recommend that the forthcoming joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN monitoring mission 
examine this issue and make a recommendation on the possible inscription of the property 
on the List of World Heritage in Danger, in line with Committee Decision 34 COM 7B.19 and 
Paragraph 180(b)(ii) of the Operational Guidelines. Environmental Impact Assessments for 
the above and any future developments should be submitted to the World Heritage Centre, 
including an assessment of the proposals’ potential direct, indirect and cumulative impact on 
the property’s OUV, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines.   

The World Heritage Centre and IUCN also recommend that the Committee reiterate its 
request to the State Party to ensure that the new management plan does not allow further ski 
development or construction of other facilities within the property and its buffer zone, nor 
extension of the tourism zone into the property. They further recommend that the Committee 
also request the State Party to commission an independent assessment of the capacity of 
the buffer zone in relation to its role in protecting the property’s OUV. 
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Draft Decision: 35 COM 7B.21 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-11/35.COM/7B.Add, 

2. Recalling Decisions 34 COM 7B.19 and 34 COM 8B.5, adopted at its 34th session 
(Brasilia, 2010), 

3. Also recalling that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property has been repeatedly 
and significantly impacted by the development of ski facilities and ski runs within the 
property and its buffer zone,  

4. Expresses serious concern about the recent approval of the replacement and capacity 
upgrade of two ski facilities in the property’s buffer zone, and recalls its Decision, taken 
at its 34th session following the 2009 evaluation mission to the property, that any 
additional development of ski facilities, ski runs, or associated infrastructure within the 
property and its buffer zone would result in the inscription of the property on the List of 
World Heritage in Danger; 

5. Urges the State Party to halt further ski developments in the buffer zone until the World 
Heritage Committee can consider these at its 36th session in 2012 on the basis of the 
report of the forthcoming World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to 
the property, and requests the State Party to inform the World Heritage Committee of 
any new planned developments, and to provide Environmental Impact Assessment for 
all development proposals in the property and its buffer zone, including an assessment 
of the proposals’ potential direct, indirect and cumulative impact on the property’s 
Outstanding Universal Value, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines; 

6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to ensure that the new management plan does 
not allow further ski development or construction of other facilities within the property 
and its buffer zone, nor extension of the tourism zone into the property; 

7. Encourages the State Party to commission an independent assessment of the capacity 
of the property and its buffer zone in order to set clear usage limits for the Bansko ski 
zone; 

8. Also requests the forthcoming World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission 
to the property to determine whether the recent capacity upgrades of ski facilities in the 
property’s buffer zone are foreseen in the Territorial Arrangement Plan (TAP) and 
make a recommendation on the possible inscription of the property on the List of World 
Heritage in Danger, and further requests the State Party to provide the mission with an 
English translation of the TAP; 

9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, 
by 1 February 2012, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including 
confirmation that all inappropriate developments have been halted, for examination by 
the World Heritage Committee at its 36th session in 2012. 
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Доклад и проект на решение за Национален парк Пирин  като обект на световното 
наследство, разгледани на 35-та сесия на Комитет по световно наследство, 
състояла се в периода 19-29 юни 2011г. в гр. Париж, Франция 
 
Национален парк Пирин (България) (N 225)  
Година на вписване в Списъка на световното наследство 
1983 г., разширяването през 2010 г. 
 
Критерии 
(VII) (VIII) (IX) 
 
Предходни решения на комисията 
32 COM 8B.15, 33 COM 7B.21; 34 COM 7B.19; 34 COM 8B.5 
 
Международна финансова помощ 
Общата сума, предвидена за недвижими имоти: USD 15 000 за Подготвителен (2004) 
ЮНЕСКО извънбюджетните средства 
 
Общата сума, предвидена за недвижими имоти: 2010 г.: финансова подкрепа от 
Програмата за участие на ЮНЕСКО за разработването на стратегия за устойчив 
туризъм 
 
Предишни мисии за наблюдение 
2002, 2004: съвместни с участието на експерти от Центъра за световно наследство / 
Международния съюз за защита на природата - IUCN  
Фактори, влияещи върху обекта на световното наследство, определени в предишни 
доклади 
а) Развитие на ски зона Банско, 
б) Липса на ефективни механизми за управление, 
в) Въпроси, свързани с границите на обекта; 
г) Незаконна сеч. 
 
Текущи въпроси по опазването 
На 25 януари 2011 страната членка, в лицето на МОСВ е представила доклад за 
консервеционната значимост на обекта. Доклада представя информация относно 
състоянието на развитието на ски зона Банско и включва резюме на отговора на 
страната до ЕК по повод наказателната процедура, стартирана ат ЕК, в отговор на 
сигнал на НПО. 
 
а) Развитие на туризма в ски зона Банско 
  
Центърът по световно наследство (ЦСН) и IUCN отбелязват, че двата обекта в 
местността Чалин валог, разположени в буферната зона на обекта на световното 
наследство са били одобрени през 2007г., а именно: 
 1.) изграждане на четири-седалков лифт; и  
II) изграждането на инженерно съоръжение (тунел), преминаващ през съществуваща 
ски писта на кота от 1185-1190 м.  
Отбелязано е, че именно опасенията на НПО, свързани с горните проекти са довели до 
стартирането на наказателна процедура от страна на Европейската Комисия. 
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Държавата, съобщава, че изградения ски лифт е заменил съществуващ ски влек и 
попада в разпоредбите на Териториално устройствен план (ТУП) на ски зона Банско. 
ЦСН и IUCN припомнят, че в приетия през 2004 г. план за управление, който е в сила 
до август 2014 г., се забранява изграждането на нови ски съоръжения в национален 
парк „Пирин”, с изключение на тези, одобрени по ТУП от 2000 г. за ски-зона Банско. 
Въпреки това, те отбелязват, че подмяна на ски-влека с четири седалков лифт 
значително е увеличила капацитета на съществуващия обект, което вероятно ще доведе 
до увеличаване и на туристическия натиск и въздействие върху изключителната 
световна ценност на обекта на световното наследство. 
Държавата, в лицето на МОСВ отбелязва, че през 2010 г. са одобрени две допълнителни 
инвестиционни намерения в ски зона Банско, разположена в буферната зона на обекта, 
а именно:  
I) за подмяна на съществуваща четири седалков лифт с шест-седалков лифт от 
Бъндеришка поляна да Коларски път;  
и II) за подмяна на два съществуващи ски-влека с четири-седалков лифт вместността 
Платото.  
ЦСН е поискал допълнителна информация за тези нови обстоятелства, в писмо от 28 
март 2011 година. В отговора си от 11 април 2011 г., МОСВ е отбелязало, че 
съществуващите ски-влекове на Платото и подмяната на ски лифт от Бъндеришка 
поляна до Коларски път, са били предвидени в ТУП, като основен мотив за 
разрешаването им е обезпечаване на безопасност на посетителите.  
В тази връзка, в доклада си, ЦСН и IUCN отбелязват, че това не е просто подмяна на 
съоръжения, защото новите съоръжения завишават капацитета на съществуващите, 
което вероятно ще повиши туристическия натиск и въздействието върху 
изключителната универсална ценност на обекта. Те също така отбелязват, че от 
наличните документи, не е ясно дали на модернизацията и повишаването на капацитета 
на ски-лифтовете, одобрени през 2010 г., са предвидени в ТУП, и че същите могат да се 
разглеждат като последващо развитие на ски съоръжения, в буферна зона на обекта, 
което е в противоречие на решенията от 34-та сесия на Комитета по световно 
наследство. В тази връзка, Центърът по световно наследство и IUCN препоръчват 
предстоящата мисия в НП Пирин, да разгледа този въпрос и да направи препоръка дали 
обектът отговаря на критериите за вписване в Списъка на световното наследство в 
Опасност,  в съответствие с Решение на Комитета по 34 7B.19 COM и член 180 (б) (II) 
от Оперативни насоки.  
 
б) Екологично устойчив туризъм  
През 2010 г. държавата-членка е получила финансова помощ от Програмата за участие 
на ЮНЕСКО, с цел разработването на Стратегия за развитие на устойчив туризъм в НП 
Пирин.  
В тази връзка, Центърът по световно наследство и IUCN обръщат внимание на тези 
положителни за тях обстоятелства и насърчават държава - членка по продължи да 
проучва и подобрява възможностите за развитие на екологично устойчив туризъм в 
района на обекта.  
 
ЦСН и IUCN обръщат внимание на обстоятелството, че съгласно плана за управление, 
в ски зона Банско е разрешено практикуването на ски от не повече от 7800 скиори, а 
специализирани български медии и НПО са представили отчети и информация, 
съгласно които капацитетът на ски зона Банско е между 12 000 и 20 000 легла, което 
значително надхвърля капацитета на ски съоръженията. Именно тази ситуация според 
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тях стимулира и последващото развитие на ски-лифтовете и ски писти в Ски зона 
„Банско”.  
ЦСН и IUCN, също са получили информация от българските медии и неправителствени 
организации, че през февруари 2011 г. български фирми и общините Банско и Разлог са 
огласили планове си за реализирането на мащабни проекти за изграждане на 
допълнителни ски-съоръжения и са предявили искания за изменения в плана за 
управление на националния парк, които да направят допустимо ново строителство в 
обекта.  
В своя отговор от 11 Април 2011 г., Министерството на околната среда и водите 
отбелязва, че не са постъпвали допълнители проекти, свързани с развитие на ски спорт. 
ЦСН и IUCN припомнят, че в Решение 34 COM 7B.19, Комисията по световно 
наследство призова държавата-членка да гарантира, че новият план за управление няма 
да позволи последващо развитие, с цел развитие на ски спорт или изграждане на други 
ски съоръжения в обекта на световното наследство или в буферната му зона, нито ще 
допусне разширяване на съществуващите туристически зони, така че същите да 
навлезнат в обекта на световното наследство. 
 
в) Съответствие на човешки и финансови ресурси 
 

В Доклада на МОСВ е представено обобщение на бюджета, отпуснат за НП Пирин, в 
периода между 2004 - 2010.  
От това резюме е ясно, че финансовите средства, предвидени в държавния бюджет 
остават сравнително постоянни. Въпреки това, нивото на финансирането за управление, 
възстановителни и поддържащи дейностите се е променило, като значително е 
намаляло през 2010г. Това намаление се дължи на настоящата икономическа криза и 
свързаните с нея финансови ограничения. В доклада си, държава-членка отбелязва, че 
ДНП Пирин са потенциален бенефициент на няколко програми на ЕС.  
ЦСН и IUCN препоръчват на държавата-членка да бъдат възстановени средствата за 
управление, поддържане и възстановяване на обекта, до нивата на финансирането, 
отпуснато през 2009 г.  
 
г) Други въпроси свързани опазването на обекта 
ЦСН и IUCN отбелязват със задоволство информацията, посочена в доклада на 
държавата-членка, от която става ясно, че през 2010г. са регистрирани само единични 
случаи на незаконна сеч, бракониерството и нарушения свързани с използването на 
недървесни природни ресурси, както и че тези дейности са достатъчно добре 
контролирани.  
По отношение на карането на ски извън пистите и използването на ATV, държавата 
съобщава данни за нарастващ брой нарушения, срещу които съответно се инициират 
разяснителни кампании и увеличаване на патрулите през зимния период.  
ЦСН и IUCN изискват, държавата да гарантира, че дейности като каране на ски, извън 
пистите и използването на АТВ е строго контролирано и няма да доведе до нарушаване 
на изключителната световна ценност на обекта. 
IUCN отбелязват, че са получили информация, че операторът на ски зона „Банско” 
използва химикали в производството на изкуствен сняг, което е в нарушение на плана 
за управление на Национален парк „Пирин”, който включва ски-зона Банско. Това 
очевидно е резултат от съдържание на нитрати, които значително надвишават 
одобрените стандарти.  
ЦСН и IUCN обръщат внимание на Комитета по световно наследство за 
необходимостта от незабавно спиране на използването на химикали.  
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Заключения  
ЦСН и IUCN припомнят, че изключителната световна ценност на обекта е многократно 
и значително повлияна и нарушена от развитието на ски-съоръжения и ски писти.  
Когато обекта на световното наследство беше разширен през 2010 г. (Решение 34 COM 
8B.5) и туристически зони над Банско и Добринище, са били изключени от него и 
съответно обособени в нова буферна зона, Комитетът за световно наследство е поискал 
от държавата-членка, да се откаже от допълнително развитие на ски съоръжения в 
рамките на обекта и неговата буферна зона, а също така е решил, че всяко следващо 
развитие на ски-съоръжения, ски писти, или свързана с тях инфраструктура ще доведе 
до включването на обекта в списъка на застрашеното световно наследство (Решение 34 
COM 7B.19).  
Въпреки това, през 2010 г., държавата е одобрила подмяната, както и повишаване на 
капацитета на две съоръжения, в ски зона „Банско” и настояща буферна зона на обекта, 
а именно ски лифтове от Бъндеришка поляна до Коларски и в местността „Платото”. 
ЦСН и IUCN отбелязват, че одобрените съоръжения са  не просто подмяна на 
съществуващите, а включват ясно повишаване на капацитета им, което е вероятно да 
засили туристическия натиск и въздействие върху изключителната и универсална 
ценност на обекта. 
Центърът за световно наследство и IUCN обръщат внимание на обстоятелството, че не 
е ясно дали повишеният капацитет на ски лифтове, одобрени през 2010 г. са  
предвидени в ТУП. Тези промени биха могли да се разглеждат като последващо 
развитие на ски съоръжения в буферната зона на обекта.  
Поради горното, ЦСН и IUCN препоръчват предстоящата съвместна мониторингова 
мисия на обекта, с участието на техни експерти да разгледа и уточни този въпрос и 
направи препоръка относно евентуалното включване на обекта в списъка на световното 
наследство в опасност, в съответствие с Решение на Комитета по 34 7B.19 COM и 
Параграф 180 (б) (II) на Оперативни насоки за прилагане на Конвенцията.  
Оценки за въздействието върху околната среда за горните съоръжения, както и всяко 
бъдещо съоръжение, следва да бъдат представяни в Центъра по Световно наследство, 
включително и оценка на потенциалния пряк, непряк или кумулативен ефект на 
подобни проекти върху изключителната световна ценност на обекта, в съответствие с 
параграф 172 от Оперативните указания. 
ЦСН и IUCN препоръчват на Комитета по световно наследство да напомни  искането 
си пред държава-членка, че с новия план за управление на НП „Пирин” не трябва да се 
позволява последващо развитие на съоръжения за ски спорт и изграждане на други 
съоръжения, в обекта на световното наследство и неговата буферна зона, нито да се 
допуска разширяване на  туристическия зона и навлизането и в обекта на световното 
наследство. 
ЦНС и IUCN също така препоръчват на КСН да поиска от държава - членка да възложи 
независима оценка на капацитета на буферната зона, с цел установяване на нейната 
роля за опазване на световната универсална ценност на обекта на световното 
наследство. 
В заключение ЦСН и IUCN предлагат следния Проект на решение, който ще бъде 
гласуван в рамките на предстоящата 35-та сесия на КСН. 
 
Проект на решение: 35 COM 7B.21  
 
Комитетът за световно наследство,  
1. След като разгледа документа WHC-11/35.COM/7B.Add,  
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2. Припомняйки Решения 34 COM 7B.19 и 34 COM 8B.5, приети на 34та си сесия на 
КСН (Бразилия, 2010 г.);  
 
3. Също така припомняйки, че изключителната световна ценност на обекта е 
многократно и значително повлияна от развитието на ски-съоръжения и ски писти в 
рамките на обекта и неговата буферна зона; 
 
4. Изразява сериозна загриженост за последните одобрени подмени на съоръжения и 
повишаване на капацитета на две ски съоръжения в буферната зона на обекта, и 
припомня решението, взето на 34-та сесия на КСН, след мониторингова мисия, 
състояла са в НП Пирин през 2009г., че всяко допълнително развитие на ски 
съоръжения, ски писти, или свързана с тях инфраструктура в обекта и неговата буферна 
зона, ще доведе до вписване на обекта в Списъка на световно наследство в опасност;  
 
5. Настоятелно призовава държавата-членка да спре последващо развитие на ски 
съоръжения в буферната зона, до момента в който Комитета по световно наследство ще 
може да ги разгледа, в рамките на 36-та си сесия, през 2012 г., въз основа на доклад от 
предстоящата мисия за наблюдение в НП „Пирин, с участието на експерти от Центъра 
по световно наследство / IUCN и изисква от държавата-членка да информира Комитета 
за световно наследство за всяко ново планирано инвестиционно намерение, както и да 
представя ОВОС за всяко инвестиционно намерение в обекта на световното наследство 
или в буферната му зона, включително и оценка за потенциалните пряки, непряки и 
кумулативни  въздействия на съответното инвестицинно намерение върху 
изключителната световна ценност на обекта, в съответствие с член 172 от 
Оперативните указания за прилагане на Конвенцията за световното наследство;  
 
6. Повтаря искането си към държавата – членка, да гарантира, че с новият план за 
управление на НП Пирин, няма да позволи последващо развитие на ски или изграждане 
на други съоръжения в обекта и в буферната му зона, нито ще допусне разширяване на 
туристическия зона и навлизането й в обекта на световното наследство;  
 
7. Приканва държава-членка да възложи независима оценка на капацитета  
на обекта на световното наследство и неговата буферна зона, с цел да се поставят ясни 
граници за използването на ски зона „Банско”;  
 
8. Също така, изисква от предстоящата мисия за наблюдение в НП Пирин, в която ще 
участват представители на Центъра по световно наследство и IUCN, да определи дали 
последните повишения в капацитета на двете ски съоръжения, разположени в  
буферната зона на обекта, са предвидени в ТУП на ски зона Банско и да направи 
препоръка за евентуално включване на обекта в Списъка на световното наследство в 
опасност, и допълнително изисква от държава-членка да предостави на мисията 
превод на ТУП на английски език; 
 
9. Също така, изисква от държава-членка, да представи в Центъра по Световно 
наследство, в срок до 1 февруари 2012 г., доклад за консервационното състояние на 
обекта, включително и потвърждение, че всички неподходящи инвестиционни 
намерения са спрени, за разглеждането им от Комитета за световно наследство, на 36-та 
му сесия през 2012 година. 
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WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE 
 

Thirty-sixth session 
 

Saint-Petersburg, Russian Federation 
24 June – 6 July 2012  

 
 

Item 7B of the Provisional Agenda: State of conservation of World Heritage 
properties inscribed on the World Heritage List 
 

SUMMARY 
 
This document contains information on the state of conservation of properties 
inscribed on the World Heritage List.  The World Heritage Committee is requested 
to review the reports on the state of conservation of properties contained in this 
document. In certain cases, the World Heritage Committee may wish to decide to 
discuss in detail the state of conservation reports which are submitted for 
adoption without discussion. 

 

Decision required: The World Heritage Committee may wish to adopt the draft 
Decision presented at the end of each state of conservation report. 

 

The full reports of reactive monitoring missions requested by the World Heritage 
Committee are available at the following Web address in their original language: 
http://whc.unesco.org/en/sessions/36COM/  
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State of State of conservation of World Heritage properties  WHC-12/36.COM/7B, p. 51 
Inscribed on the World Heritage List 

EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA 

18. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225)   

Year of inscription on the World Heritage List 
1983, extension in 2010  
 
Criteria 
(vii) (viii) (ix)  
 
Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger 
N/A 
 
Previous Committee Decisions 
See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/225/documents/ 
 
International Assistance 
Global amount granted to the property: USD 15,000  
For details, see page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/225/assistance/ 
 
UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds 
Total amount provided to the property: 2010: financial support from the Participation Programme of UNESCO for 
development of a strategy for sustainable tourism 
 
Previous monitoring missions 
2002, 2004: Joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring missions 
 
Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports 
a) Developments in the Bansko ski zone,  
b) Lack of effective management mechanisms,  
c) Boundary issues,  
d) Illegal logging.  
 
Illustrative material 
See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/225  
 

Current conservation issues 

On 31 January 2012, a report on the state of conservation of the property was submitted by 
the State Party. The report provides a response to Decision 35 COM 7B.21, adopted by the 
World Heritage Committee at its 35th session. 

From 10 to 14 October 2011, a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring 
mission visited the property, in accordance with Decision 34 COM 7B.5. The mission’s 
objective was to review the recent capacity upgrades of ski facilities in the property’s buffer 
zone, in order to determine their likely impact on the property’s Outstanding Universal Value 
(OUV) and make a recommendation on the possible inscription of the property on the List of 
World Heritage in Danger, as requested by the Committee at its 35th session (UNESCO, 
2011). The mission also assessed the overall state of conservation of the property and other 
factors affecting its OUV. 

a) Developments in the Bansko tourism zone 

The State Party notes that the recent capacity upgrades of ski facilities, approved in 2010, 
has not resulted in increased tourism pressure, nor has it affected the OUV of the property. It 
states that higher capacity has not increased the number of skiers, but only improved their 
security and the quality of service. The State Party reports that in 2011, it has not approved 
the construction of any new ski runs and ski facilities within the property or its buffer zone. In 
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line with Committee Decision 35 COM 7B.21, the State Party provides a list of 6 approved 
and 2 proposed developments, which relate to ensuring the functioning of existing facilities, 
enhancing the safety of tourists, restoration of habitats and improving components of the 
environment.  

The mission noted that, although the replacements and capacity upgrades within the buffer 
zone of the property were not foreseen in the Territorial Arrangement Plan (TAP) for Bansko 
tourism zone, they have been undertaken in an appropriate manner and cannot be viewed as 
adversely affecting the OUV of the property. The mission is of the view that attention should 
be focussed on monitoring the impact of the buffer zone activities on the OUV of the 
property, including the requirements for integrity and protection and management, and 
considers that the State Party should be specifically requested to notify the World Heritage 
Centre of any development taking place in the buffer zone that it considers might have 
impacts on the OUV of the property. However, it should not need to notify amendments 
within the buffer zone that are assessed as not having impacts outside the buffer zone.  

However, the mission found that the municipalities of Bansko and Razlog have explicit and 
concrete plans to expand new ski zones within the property, as reflected in the TAPs of 
Dobrinishte (2010) and Kulinoto (2008). Furthermore, the concessionaire conveyed to the 
mission his request and plans to re-open and develop the Tzarna Mogila ski lift and ski run, 
which would extend developments outside the present buffer zone boundaries. The mission 
considers that if those developments were to proceed, they would clearly impact on the 
property’s OUV. It emphasized that any further developments of ski or other such facilities 
within the World Heritage Site would seriously compromise the integrity and the Outstanding 
Universal Value of the property. 

The World Heritage Centre and IUCN support the mission’s view that the World Heritage 
Committee needs to continue to take a very firm position that no further areas within the 
property, outside the already excluded areas, should be permitted for ski or other similarly 
high-impact developments. They emphasize that the 2010 exclusion of the Bansko and 
Dobrinishte buffer zones cannot be used as a precedent to consider further boundary 
modifications to facilitate additional ski development. They consider that the new 
Management Plan of the property should give this particular assurance. Worrying reports 
have been received about an unofficial proposal which envisages a new nomination of the 
property to reduce its size by 12% and to triple the skiing facilities within its current 
boundaries. The World Heritage Centre has sent a request to the State Party to provide 
clarification on this matter on 17 April 2012.  At the time of writing the present report, no 
response had yet been received from the State Party.    

b) Ecologically sustainable tourism 

The State Party reports that the 2014-2024 Management Plan of the property will pay special 
attention to not allowing further ski development or construction of other facilities within the 
property and its buffer zone, nor extension of the tourism zone into the property. It notes that 
as part of the preparation of the new Management Plan, an assessment of the capacity of 
the ski zone will be made. The World Heritage Centre and IUCN recall that the Committee 
had encouraged the State Party to commission an independent assessment of the capacity 
of the property and the buffer zone, rather than only the ski zone, in order to set clear usage 
limits for the ski zone. They also recall that the Committee’s recommendation was made in 
view of the apparent high capacity of tourism accommodation in Bansko town, which far 
exceeded the capacity of ski facilities. 

The mission noted that there is an obvious imbalance between the capacities of facilities in 
Bansko town and those in the ski zone, which drives the pressure to expand ski tourism at 
the expense of other more sustainable and less seasonally dependent forms of economic 
development. The mission considered that in promoting a sustainable and more balanced 
development of livelihoods in communities surrounding the property, emphasis should be on 
a diversification of tourism in terms of products, services and season, in line with the new 
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strategy for sustainable nature tourism, developed in 2010 by the Pirin National Park 
Directorate, with financial support from the UNESCO Participation Programme. 

The World Heritage Centre and IUCN support the mission’s recommendation that the tourism 
strategy, which emphasizes summer tourism and includes interesting proposals for each of 
the seven municipalities, taking into account their natural and cultural resources, needs to be 
promoted and implemented as a viable alternative to ski-based tourism development. They 
also support the mission’s recommendation that detailed “Tourism Implementation Plans” be 
prepared for the Bansko ski zone, based on the TAP, and for the Dobrinishte buffer zone, 
where no detailed plans currently exist. 

c) Other conservation issues: boundary demarcation and monitoring the impact of 
activities 

The mission noted that there is a need to clearly mark, communicate and maintain the 
boundary of the property, and especially the boundaries of the buffer zones, as defined in 
Committee Decision 34 COM 8B.5. The boundaries should be properly measured using 
ascertained GPS measurements, marked on the ground, and communicated to the 
municipalities and the ski zone concessionaire. They should be regularly monitored and 
enforced by the Pirin National Park Directorate to ensure that they are being respected, and 
violation of the boundaries should constitute a serious offence and breach of concession 
agreement, and be treated with the strictest measures by the Directorate and the Ministry of 
Environment and Water. 

The mission also noted the importance of putting in place processes to monitor the impacts 
of the ski and other activities within the buffer zone on the surrounding property. It stressed 
that the impact of past and potentially future increases of visitor numbers and new activities 
within the buffer zone or the municipalities of Bansko and Razlog should be monitored and 
managed, and should not be permitted to lead to impacts on the OUV of the property. Also, 
the implementation of restoration measures should be strictly supervised and monitored by 
the Pirin National Park Directorate in accordance with conditions in the TAP, Environmental 
Impact Assessments, or any other subsequent administrative decisions. 

Conclusion  

The World Heritage Centre and IUCN note the mission’s conclusion that the replacements 
and capacity upgrades of facilities in the buffer zone have been undertaken in an appropriate 
manner and cannot be viewed as adversely affecting the Outstanding Universal Value of the 
property. On that basis, they consider that there is currently no ascertained or potential 
danger to the OUV of the property as defined in Paragraph 180 of the Operational 
Guidelines, and they recommend that the Committee not inscribe the property on the List of 
World Heritage in Danger at its 36th session. 

However, the World Heritage Centre and IUCN note the mission’s observation that there are 
plans and aspirations to expand new ski zones within the property. They recommend that the 
Committee request the State Party to ensure, including through provisions in the new 
Management Plan, that no further areas within the property, outside the already excluded 
areas, should be permitted for ski or other similarly high-impact developments, emphasizing 
that the 2010 exclusion of the Bansko and Dobrinishte buffer zones cannot be used as a 
precedent to consider further boundary modifications to facilitate additional ski development. 
They also recommend that the Committee urge the State Party to promote and implement 
the 2010 strategy for sustainable nature tourism as a viable alternative to ski-based tourism 
development, and to prepare “Tourism Implementation Plans” for the Bansko and 
Dobrinishte buffer zones, for inclusion in the new Management Plan. They further 
recommend that the Committee request the State Party to clearly demarcate, communicate 
and maintain the boundaries of the property as defined in Decision 34 COM 8B.5, and 
ensure that they are being respected. 
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Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.18 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B, 

2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.21 adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011), 

3. Takes note of conclusion of the World Heritage Centre / IUCN monitoring mission that 
the recent capacity upgrades of ski facilities undertaken in the buffer zone of the 
property do not appear to have negatively impacted the Outstanding Universal Value of 
the property, and requests the State Party to ensure developments in the buffer zone 
are assessed to ensure that they do not create impacts on the property; 

4. Notes with concern the reported plans to expand new ski zones into the property, 
including the proposed reopening of the Tzarna Mogila ski lift and ski run, and 
reiterates its position that if any additional development of ski facilities, ski runs, or 
associated infrastructure within the property are undertaken, the conditions for 
inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger will be fulfilled; 

5. Urges the State Party to ensure, including through provisions in the new Management 
Plan, that no further areas within the property, outside the already excluded areas, are 
permitted for ski or other similar high-impact developments; 

6. Requests the State Party to implement the recommendations of the 2011 joint World 
Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property, in particular: 

a) ensure effective wider regional planning for economic development, and ensure 
that no developments that exceed the capacity of the area are permitted,  

b) promote and implement the 2010 strategy for sustainable nature tourism as a 
viable alternative to ski-based tourism development,  

c) clearly demarcate, communicate and maintain the boundaries of the property as 
defined in Decision 34 COM 8B.5, using ascertained Global Positioning System 
(GPS) measurements, and ensure that these boundaries are respected,  

d) put in place processes to monitor the impacts of the ski and other activities within 
the buffer zone on the surrounding property, in order to ensure that they do not 
negatively impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and put in 
place sufficient legal, contractual or other administrative arrangements to ensure 
that the Pirin National Park Directorate can influence the use and environmental 
impact of the chalets owned by the Bulgarian Tourism Union,  

e) ensure that the implementation of restoration measures are strictly supervised 
and monitored by the Pirin National Park Directorate in accordance with 
conditions in the Territorial Arrangement Plan (TAP), Environmental Impact 
Assessments or any other subsequent administrative decisions,  

f) expedite the process and make available sufficient resources to ensure that the 
new Management Plan of the property is completed and approved on time for its 
implementation immediately after the current Management Plan ceases being in 
effect in 2013,  

g) prepare detailed “Tourism Implementation Plans” for the Bansko and Dobrinishte 
buffer zones, consolidating existing, approved and envisaged plans in a 
transparent manner, and ensure that these buffer zone areas are explicit parts of 
the new Management Plan; 
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7. Also requests the State Party to provide to the World Heritage Centre, as soon as it is 
available, three printed and electronic copies of the new Management Plan for review; 

8. Further requests that the State Party submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 
February 2013, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including 
confirmation that no further ski development has been or will be permitted within the 
property, and a report on progress achieved in the implementation of the mission’s 
recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 37th 
session in 2013. 

19. Gulf of Porto: Calanche of Piana, Gulf of Girolata, Scandola Reserve (France) (N 
258) 

See Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B.Add (Late receipt of information from the State Party) 

20. Natural System of "Wrangel Island" Reserve (Russian Federation) (N 1023) 

Year of inscription on the World Heritage List 
2004 
 
Criteria 
(ix) (x) 
 
Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger 
N/A 
 
Previous Committee Decisions 
See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1023/documents/ 
 
International Assistance 
N/A 
 
UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds 
N/A 
 
Previous monitoring missions 
N/A 
 
Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports 
Lack of Management Plan  
 
Illustrative material 
See pages http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1023 and http://whc.unesco.org/en/arctic/  
 

Current conservation issues 

On 10 February 2012, a report on the state of conservation of the property was submitted by 
the State Party. The report describes monitoring activities at the property and gives a general 
overview of zoological surveys and research during 2010/2011. General observations on 
vegetation cover and watercourses, a list of historical objects within the reserve territory that 
are being monitored and an update on waste removal activities and infrastructure 
renewal/development during this period are also included in the report. 
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World Heritage 37 COM 
 WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add 

Paris, 17 May 2013 
Original: English / French 

 
 

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC 
AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION 

 
 

CONVENTION CONCERNING THE PROTECTION OF  
THE WORLD CULTURAL AND NATURAL HERITAGE 

 
 

WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE 
 

Thirty-seventh session 
 

Phnom Penh, Cambodia 
16 - 27 June 2013  

 
 

Item 7B of the Provisional Agenda: State of conservation of World Heritage 
properties inscribed on the World Heritage List 
 

SUMMARY 
 
This document contains information on the state of conservation of properties 
inscribed on the World Heritage List.  The World Heritage Committee is requested 
to review the reports on the state of conservation of properties contained in this 
document. The full reports of reactive monitoring missions requested by the 
World Heritage Committee are available at the following Web address in their 
original language: http://whc.unesco.org/en/sessions/37COM/  

 

All previous state of conservation reports are available through the World 
Heritage State of conservation Information System at the following Web address: 
http://whc.unesco.org/en/soc  

 

Decision required: The World Heritage Committee may wish to adopt the draft 
Decision presented at the end of each state of conservation report. 
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EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA 

17. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225bis)  

Year of inscription on the World Heritage List 
1983, extension 2010 
 
Criteria 
(vii) (viii) (ix) 
 
Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger 
N/A 
 
Previous Committee Decisions 
See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/225/documents/  
 
International Assistance 
Total amount granted: USD 15,000  
For details, see page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/225/assistance/ 
 
UNESCO extra-budgetary funds 
Total amount granted: financial support from the Participation Programme of UNESCO for development of a 
strategy for sustainable tourism (2010) 
 
Previous monitoring missions 
2002, 2004: Joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring missions; 2011: World Heritage Centre 
reactive monitoring mission 
 
Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports 
a) Developments in the Bansko ski zone;  
b) Lack of effective management mechanisms;  
c) Boundary issues;  
d) Illegal logging.  
 
Illustrative material 
See pages http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/225   
and http://whc.unesco.org/en/soc  
 

Current conservation issues 

On 1 February 2013, a comprehensive report on the state of conservation of the property 
was submitted by the State Party.   

a) Developments in the buffer zone 

The State Party provides details on five minor construction and reconstruction projects 
mainly in connection with existing skiing infrastructure which were considered and approved 
inside the buffer zone of the World Heritage property in 2012 following an Environmental 
Impact Assessment (EIA) and an Appropriate Assessment (AA) to verify their compatibility 
with the conservation objectives of Pirin National Park. These developments have been 
approved as their impacts on the National Park are considered insignificant by the State 
Party.  

The State Party further reports about a proposal by the Bansko Municipality to amend the 
regime of the Tourism Zone of the current management plan of the National Park, included in 
the buffer zone of the property to allow further development of Bansko skiing zones, within 
the area that was excluded from the property and became part of its buffer zone in 2010. 
This proposed amendment is currently under consideration by the State Party, in line with the 
relevant legislation. 
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Additional information was provided by the State Party in a letter dated 23 April 2013, further 
to an inquiry of the World Heritage Centre concerning the approval of the proposal of Bansko 
Municipality. The State Party confirmed that on 19 February 2013 the proposal has been 
considered by the High Ecological Expert Council (HEEC) under the Ministry of Environment 
and Water, which proposed that the Minister of Environment and Water submit the project  
for amendment of the management plan, for adoption by the Council of Ministers, after 
considering the comments of HEEC. The State Party also clarified that at this stage of the 
process, the proposal does not carry any specific investment proposals and therefore no 
environmental impact assessments are required. The State party also confirmed that if the 
proposed amendment is accepted, “this will only allow to further draw up a plan under the 
Spatial Planning Act, with specific parameters and location of concrete objects, which will be 
assessed for their impact”. At the time of writing this report, the project had not been 
submitted to the Council of Ministers.   

b) Plans for the establishment of new skiing zones inside the property 

The State Party recalls that no new proposals for the construction of skiing zones inside the 
property were approved in 2012, and that all issues of importance to the National Park will be 
considered in the course of the development of a new management plan for Pirin National 
Park. The State Party stresses that it is aware that the World Heritage status of the property 
does not allow for ski developments inside its boundary and would lead to its inscription on 
the List of World Heritage in Danger, but did not provide a clear commitment that no further 
ski development will be permitted within the property as was requested by the Committee in 
Decision 36 COM 7B.18 (Saint-Petersburg, 2012).   

c) Regional planning for sustainable development, including nature tourism 

The State Party confirms that the lack of a Master Development Plan for Bansko Municipality 
has triggered an excessive expansion in the number of beds in this part of the property’s 
buffer zone, and reports that preparation of a Master Development Plan for this municipality, 
including a SEA taking into account the National Park, has already started. The State Party 
notes that the 2010 Strategy for Sustainable Nature Tourism will be taken into account in 
upcoming development processes for municipal Master Plans and the National Park 
management plan and that an action plan for its implementation with specific activities, 
timetable and financial framework has been developed.  

d) Demarcation of the property  

The State Party informs that a GPS-based demarcation of the boundaries of the property will 
be conducted as part of the project “Sustainable Management of Pirin National Park”, but 
provides no expected completion date. The World Heritage Centre and IUCN are of the view 
that a timely completion of GPS-based demarcation of the property will be a key prerequisite 
to ensure that further encroachment of skiing facilities onto the territory of Pirin National Park 
and the property is prevented. 

e) Impact monitoring and minimization of ski and other activities in the buffer zone 

The State Party announces plans to assess the need and possible approach for monitoring 
of impacts of skiing and other activities in the buffer zone on the surrounding property, 
without committing at this stage to initiate such a monitoring programme. The State Party 
further stresses the existing legal means of controlling the environmental impact of existing 
buildings and related facilities within the National Park.   

f) Renewal of the management plan of Pirin National Park and tourism implementation 
plans  

The State Party provides an update on the planned management plan renewal process, 
which is expected to be approved in 2014. The same is true for tourism implementation plans 
for Bansko and Dobrinishte buffer zones. The existing management plan of the property will 
stay in force until then, based on new legislation on the matter. 
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As mentioned above in this report a proposed amendment to the existing management plan 
is currently under consideration by the State Party.  

Conclusion 

The World Heritage Centre and IUCN note that a proposed amendment of the management 
plan of Pirin National Park, which would permit further skiing developments inside the 
Bansko buffer zone, is currently under consideration by the State Party. They also take note 
of the information provided by the State Party that Environmental and Social Impact 
Assessments (ESIA) and Appropriate Assessments (AA) are to be undertaken with regard to 
the spatial and technical developments plans which will be developed, if the proposed 
amendment is approved.  They recommend to the Committee to request the State Party to 
ensure that the proposed amendment does not  contradict the 2010 Strategy for Sustainable 
Nature Tourism and that an appropriate monitoring mechanism for ski and other activities in 
the buffer zones is put in place, as requested by the Committee, before approval of the 
proposed amendment of the management plan and any further developments in the buffer 
zone. They also consider that the ESIA and AA, which would be undertaken with regard to 
the spatial and technical developments plans mentioned above, should rigorously evaluate 
the potential impacts  on the OUV and in particular the integrity of the property. 

They also recommend that the Committee reiterate its request to the State Party to clearly 
confirm that no further areas within the property, outside the already excluded areas, will be 
permitted for ski or other similarly high-impact developments. They further recommend that 
the Committee reiterate its request that the State Party urgently demarcate, communicate 
and maintain the boundaries of the property and ensure that they are being respected. 

Draft Decision:    37 COM 7B.17 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,  

2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.18 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 
2012), 

3. Notes that a proposed amendment to the management plan of Pirin National Park 
which would allow further skiing developments within the buffer zone of the property, is 
currently under consideration by the State Party; 

4. Requests the State Party to ensure that the proposed amendment is in line with the 
2010 Strategy for Sustainable Nature Tourism and that an appropriate monitoring 
mechanism is put in place, as requested by the Committee and the 2011 Reactive 
monitoring mission, before approval of the proposed amendment;  

5. Also requests the State Party to undertake a Strategic Environmental Assessment of 
the development of the buffer zone, including consultations with stakeholders, and 
urges the State Party to ensure that these proposals will not negatively impact the 
Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) and in particular the integrity of the property;  

6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to confirm that no further ski development 
inside the property will be permitted and recalls its position that if any additional 
development of ski facilities, ski runs, or associated infrastructure within the property 
are undertaken, the conditions for inscription of the property on the List of World 
Heritage in Danger will be fulfilled; 
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7. Urges the State Party to expedite the implementation of the outstanding 
recommendations of the 2011 joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring 
mission to the property which have not been fully implemented to date; 

8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 
2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of 
the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 
2014. 

 

18. Gros Morne National Park (Canada) (N 419) 

Year of inscription on the World Heritage List 
1987 
 
Criteria 
(vii)(viii) 
 
Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger 
N/A 
 
Previous Committee Decisions 
See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/419/documents/ 
 
International Assistance 
N/A 
 
UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds 
N/A 
 
Previous monitoring missions 
N/A 
 
Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports 
N/A 
 
Illustrative material 
See pages http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/419/    
And http://whc.unesco.org/en/soc  
 

Current conservation issues 

On 4 February 2013 the World Heritage Centre contacted the State Party in reference to 
information received on plans for directional drilling and hydraulic fracturing by the Shoal 
Point Energy company in community enclaves surrounded by the World Heritage property. 
The World Heritage Centre indicated concerns that these exploratory activities could threaten 
the Outstanding Universal Value, and in particular the integrity, of the property and requested 
more information. 

A response from the State Party on 25 February confirmed that Shoal Point Energy had 
plans to drill and hydraulically fracture (frack) three onshore-to-offshore test wells in 2013. 
Exploration activities would begin in the spring of 2013 in one of the enclaves at Sally’s 
Cove, located less than 500 meters from the Gros Morne National Park boundary, and could 
be extended to other enclaves including St Paul’s as well as other locations in the vicinity of 
the property. The response further noted that a Strategic Environmental Assessment process 
for the western Newfoundland offshore area adjacent to the Gros Morne National Park would 
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Доклад и Решение на Комитет по световно наследство които ще се 
разглеждат на 37-та сесия на КСН в Камбоджа, в периода от 16 юни до 
29 юни 2013г. 
 
 
На 1 февруари 2013 г., държавата представи подробен доклад за състоянието на обекта 
на световното наследство 
 
а) Развитие на буферната зона 
Държавата предостави подробности за пет незначителни проекта за строителство и 
реконструкция на обекти, свързани основно със съществуваща ски инфраструктура, 
които са били разгледани и одобрени в рамките на буферната зона на обекта на 
световното наследство през 2012 г. на база на проведени процедури по ОВОС и Оценка 
за съвместимост (ОС) с оглед да се провери тяхната съвместимост с целите на опазване 
на Национален парк Пирин . 
Тези промени са били приети, тъй като тяхното влияние върху Националния парк е 
било счетено за несъществено от държавата-членка. 
Също така, държавата, допълнително докладва за внесено в МОСВ предложение на 
Община Банско за изменение в режима на зона Туризъм, определена с Плана за 
управление на национален парк, в границите на буферната зона на обекта на световното 
наследство, с оглед да се допусне по-нататъшно развитие на ски зона Банско, намираща 
се на територията , изключена от ОСН и определена като негова буферна зона през 
2010 година. Предложеното изменение е в процес на разглеждане от страна на 
държавата -членка, в съответствие със съответното законодателство. 
Допълнителна информация беше предоставена от държавата-членка в писмо от 23 
април 2013 година, в отговор на запитване на Центъра за световно наследство относно 
одобрението на предложението на община Банско. Държавата, потвърди, че на 19 
февруари 2013 г. предложението е разгледано от Висшия екологичен експертен съвет 
(ВЕЕС) към Министерство на околната среда и водите, в което се предлага министърът 
на околната среда и водите да представи проект за изменение на плана за управление, 
за одобрение от Министерски съвет, след като се отразят коментарите на ВЕЕС. 
Държавата също така поясни, че на този етап от процеса, предложението не е свързано 
с реализирането на конкретни инвестиционни предложения и следователно оценките за 
въздействие върху околната среда не се изискват.  
Държавата, също потвърди, че ако предложеното изменение бъде прието, "това само ще 
позволи по-нататъшно разработване на план по ЗУТ, с конкретни параметри и 
разположение на конкретни обекти, които ще бъдат оценявани за тяхното въздействие". 
Към момента на написването на този доклад проектът не е бил представен пред 
Министерски съвет. 
 
б) планове за изграждането на нови ски зони вътре в обекта на световното наследство 
Държавата, припомня, че няма нови предложения за изграждане на ски зони в ОСН, 
които да са били одобрени през 2012 г., и че всички въпроси от значение за 
Националния парк ще бъдат разгледани в хода на разработването на нов план за 
управление. Държавата, подчертава, че е наясно, че статуса на обекта на световното 
наследство не позволява развитието на ски спорт вътре в границите му и ще доведе до 
вписването на ОСН в Списъка на застрашеното световно наследство, но не представи 
ясен ангажимент, че няма да допусне развитието на съоръжения за ски спорт в 
границите на обекта, както е поискано от комисията в Решение 36 COM 7B.18 (Санкт 
Петербург, 2012) 
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в) регионалното планиране за устойчиво развитие, включително природен туризъм 
Държавата, потвърждава, че липсата на Общ устройствен план на Община Банско е 
предизвикало прекомерното увеличаване на броя на леглата в тази част на буферната 
зона на ОСН, и съобщава, че изготвянето на ОУП на тази община, вече е започнало, 
като на същия ще бъде направена ЕО, която да отчете целите на опазване на 
Националния парк. Държавата отбелязва, че Стратегията за развитие на устойчив 
природен туризъм, разработена през 2010г. ще бъде взета под внимание в предстоящия 
процес на разработване на общински устройствени планове и на план за управление на 
Националния план, като за тази Стратегия има изготвен план за действие, с конкретни 
дейности, времеви график и финансова рамка. 
 
г) определяне на границите на ОСН 
Държавата, информира, че GPS-базирано маркиране на границите на обекта ще се 
извърши като част от проект "Устойчиво управление на Национален парк Пирин", но 
не дава очаквана дата на завършване на този процес. Центърът за световно наследство 
и IUCN са на мнение, че навременното завършване на GPS-базирано маркиране на 
границите на обекта ще бъде ключова предпоставка която да гарантира, че няма да се 
допусне последващо разрастване на ски-съоръжения на територията на Национален 
парк Пирин и ОСН. 
 
д) мониторинг на въздействието и свеждане до минимум развитието на ски и други 
дейности в буферната зона 
Държавата заявява намерения, за разработване на планове за оценка на необходимостта 
и възможните подходи за мониторинг на въздействието на ски спорта и други дейности 
в буферната зона върху заобикалящия я ОСН, без да се ангажира на този етап да 
започне такава програма. Държавата освен това подчертава съществуващите правни 
средства за контрол на въздействието върху околната среда на съществуващи сгради и 
съоръжения в рамките на Националния парк. 
 
е) Подновяване на плана за управление на Национален парк Пирин и разработване на 
планове за развитие на туризма планове за прилагане 
Държавата работи по актуализация на плана за управление на НП, който се очаква да 
бъде одобрен през 2014 година. Същото важи и за планове за развитие на туризма за 
ски зони Банско и Добринище, представляващи буферни зони на ОСН. Дотогава, 
съществуващият план за управление на обекта ще остане в сила, въз основа на нови 
разпоредби в съществуващото законодателство. 
Както бе споменато по-горе, предложено изменение на съществуващия план за 
управление е в процес на разглеждане от страна на държавата - членка. 
 
Заключение 
Центърът за световно наследство и IUCN отбелязват, че предложеното изменение на 
плана за управление на Национален парк Пирин, което ще позволи по-нататъшното 
развитие на съоръжения за ски спорт в границите на буферната зона (ски зона Банско), 
е в процес на разглеждане от страна на държавата членка. Те също отбелязват 
информацията, предоставена от държавата, че екологични и социални оценки на 
въздействието (ОВОС), както и оценки за съвместимост (ОС) трябва да бъдат 
предприети и по отношение на устройствените и технически планове, които ще бъдат 
разработени, ако предложеното изменение бъде одобрено. Секретариатът и IUCN 
препоръчват да се изисква от държавата да гарантира, че предложеното изменение не 
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противоречи на Стратегията за развитие на устойчив природен туризъм от 2010г., както 
и да въведе в действие подходящи механизми за мониторинг върху развитието на ски 
спорта и други дейности, осъществявани в буферните зони (както беше поискано от 
Комитета за световно наследство), преди одобряването на предложеното изменение на 
плана за управление и по-нататъшното развитие в буферната зона. Те също така смятат, 
че ОВОС и ОС, които ще бъдат предприети по отношение на устройствените и 
технически планове, споменати по-горе, следва стриктно да оценяват потенциалните 
въздействия върху изключителната световна ценност на обекта  и по-специално на 
неговата цялост. 
Центърът за световно наследство и IUCN също така препоръчват, Комитета да повтори 
изискването си към държавата, тя ясно да потвърди, че няма да се допуска развитието 
на ски спорт или други дейности, предполагащи сериозно въздействие, в обекта на 
световното наследство, извън вече изключените територии. 
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Решение: 37 COM 7B.17 
 
Комитетът за световно наследство, 
 
1. След разглеждане на документа WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add, 
 
2. Припомняйки Решение 36 COM 7B.18, прието на 36-та сесия на КСН (Санкт 
Петербург, 2012 г.), 
 
3. Отбелязва, че предложеното изменение на плана за управление на Национален парк 
«Пирин», което ще позволи по-нататъшното развитие на ски спорт в рамките на 
буферната зона на обекта, е в процес на разглеждане от страна на държавата - членка; 
 
4. Изисква от държавата-членка да гарантира, че предложеното изменение е в 
съответствие със Стратегията за развитие на устойчив туризъм от 2010 г, както и 
да въведе подходящи механизми за наблюдение върху въздействието на ски 
спорта и други дейности в буферната зона върху ОСН, както беше поискано от 
Комитета и мониторинговата мисия (2011г.), преди одобряването на предложеното 
изменение; 
 
5. Също така изисква, от държавата да извърши стратегическа екологична оценка за 
развитието на буферната зона, включително и да проведе консултации със 
заинтересованите страни, и настоява държавата да гарантира, че тези предложения 
няма да се окажат отрицателно въздействие върху изключителната световна значимост 
на обекта и по-специално върху неговата цялост; 
 
6. Отново заявява своето искане към държавата-членка, да потвърди, че няма да 
допусне по-нататъшно развитие на ски спорт в обекта и припомня позицията си, че в 
случай на допълнително развитие на ски съоръжения, ски писти, или асоциирани 
инфраструктура в обекта, това ще бъде основание за включването му в Списъка на 
застрашеното световно наследство; 
 
7. Настоява държавата да ускори изпълнението на препоръките от съвместната 
мониторингова мисия на Секретариата и IUCN в обекта на световното наследство, 
които не са били изпълнени изцяло към днешна дата; 
 
8. Също така, изисква от държавата членка да представи на Центъра за световно 
наследство, до 1 февруари 2014 г., доклад за консервационното състояние на обекта, 
както и за изпълнението на горните изисквания, за разглеждане от Комитета за 
световно наследство на 38-та му сесия през 2014 година. 
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World Heritage 38 COM 
 WHC-14/38.COM/7B 

Paris, 30 April 2014 
Original: English / French 

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC 
AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION 

CONVENTION CONCERNING THE PROTECTION OF  
THE WORLD CULTURAL AND NATURAL HERITAGE 

WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE 

Thirty-eighth session 

Doha, Qatar 
15 - 25 June 2014  

 

Item 7B of the Provisional Agenda: State of conservation of World Heritage 
properties inscribed on the World Heritage List 
 

SUMMARY 
 
This document contains information on the state of conservation of properties 
inscribed on the World Heritage List.  The World Heritage Committee is requested 
to review the reports on the state of conservation of properties contained in this 
document. The full reports of reactive monitoring missions requested by the 
World Heritage Committee are available at the following Web address in their 
original language: http://whc.unesco.org/en/sessions/38COM/documents   

 

All previous state of conservation reports are available through the World 
Heritage State of conservation Information System at the following Web address: 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/soc 

 

Decision required: The World Heritage Committee may wish to adopt the draft 
Decision presented at the end of each state of conservation report. 
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Inscribed on the World Heritage List 

EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA 

73. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225)   

Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1983 

Criteria  (vii)(viii)(ix) 

Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A  

Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/225/documents/  

International Assistance  
Requests approved: 1 (2004)  
Total amount approved: 15,000USD 
For details, see page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/225/assistance/  

UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds  
Total amount granted: financial support from the Participation Programme of UNESCO for 
development of a strategy for sustainable tourism (2010) 

Previous monitoring missions  
2002, 2004: Joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring missions; 2011: World Heritage 
Centre reactive monitoring mission 

Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports  
• Developments in the Bansko ski zone; 
• Lack of effective management mechanisms; 
• Boundary issues; 
• Illegal logging.  

Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/225/ 

Current conservation issues  
On 24 January 2014, the State Party submitted a report on the state of conservation of the property, 
which is available at http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/225/documents. The report provides the following 
information:  

• The proposal from Bansko Municipality to amend the management plan of Pirin National Park 
(PNP) with a view to weakening development restrictions in the buffer zone will not be submitted to 
the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Bulgaria for approval. Any potential new development of 
Bansko ski zone will be considered during the elaboration of the new management plan, which will 
be completed by October 2015, instead of October 2014 as originally planned. In case the new 
management plan foresees new development in the buffer zone of the property, this will require the 
development of a Territorial Arrangement Plan, which will be subject to Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA) and Appropriate Assessment (AA).  

• According to the State Party, the Ministry of Environment and Water (MoEW) approved several 
infrastructure maintenance projects in the buffer zone in 2013. The State Party considers that these 
were in line with the current zoning and management objectives of PNP. 

• The State Party reports that demarcation of the boundaries of the National Park and Word Heritage 
property has been initiated by approving GPS coordinates. Boundaries will also be demarcated on-
site, however a timeframe for the completion of this work is not provided.  
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• The State Party notes that the new management plan will include provisions for the implementation 
of the 2011 mission recommendations. Due to the delay in the adoption of the new management 
plan, the State Party notes that it currently cannot report substantial progress in that regard.    

Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN 
The confirmation that the suggested amendments that would have weakened the protection of the 
buffer zone will not be submitted to the Council of Ministers for approval is welcomed. It is also noted 
that the State Party considers that recent approvals for maintenance of infrastructure in the buffer zone 
were in line with the management objectives of PNP.  

The completion, adoption and implementation of the new management plan will be key to ensuring the 
integrity of the property. However, there is concern that the new management plan could consider 
permitting new ski infrastructure development projects in the buffer zone which could impact the 
Outstanding Universal Value (OUV). Although the State Party indicates that the management plan, as 
a framework document, is not subject to EIA and AA, it is considered that the management plan 
should define the strategic scope of possible infrastructure developments, including those that might 
compromise the OUV of the property, and therefore a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) 
would be advisable, in line with the EU SEA Directive and Article 6(3) of the EU Habitats Directive. It 
will be crucial for the State Party to ensure that the further elaboration of the management plan 
includes comprehensive public participation and expert consultation. Therefore, it is recommended 
that the World Heritage Committee request the State Party to ensure that the new management plan, 
in case it foresees new infrastructure developments in the buffer zone, will be subject to a SEA prior to 
being finalized and adopted. 

The State Party’s intention to include provisions in the new management plan for the implementation 
of the remaining recommendations of the 2011 joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring 
mission is noted. However, it is recommended that the Committee request the State Party to expedite 
the implementation of the mission’s recommendations, as the completion of the new management 
plan is not expected before October 2015.  

The World Heritage Centre and IUCN received reports that express concern about the extent of 
planned logging activities inside the property and their impact on its OUV. This information was duly 
communicated to the State Party in accordance with Paragraph 174 of the Operational Guidelines.   

Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.73 

The World Heritage Committee, 

1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,  

2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.17, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013), 

3. Notes the information provided by the State Party that further developments in the 
buffer zone of the property could be considered within the new management plan for 
Pirin National Park, and given the potential impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value 
(OUV) of the property, requests the State Party to ensure that the new management 
plan is subject to Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) prior to being adopted, in 
line with the European Union (EU) SEA Directive, the EU Habitat Directive, and IUCN’s 
World Heritage Advice Note on Environmental Assessment;  

4. Also requests the State Party to expedite the implementation of the recommendations 
of the 2011 joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission which have 
not yet been implemented, in particular to complete the process of the demarcation of 
the boundaries of the property, including its buffer zone; 

5. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 
2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of 
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conservation of the property and the implementation of the above requests, for 
examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 40th session in 2016.  

 

74. Gros-Morne National Park (Canada) (N 419)  

Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1987 

Criteria  (vii)(viii) 

Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A  

Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/419/documents/  

International Assistance  
Requests approved: 0  
Total amount approved: 0 USD 
For details, see page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/419/assistance/  

UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds  
N/A 

Previous monitoring missions  
N/A 

Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports  
Petroleum exploration in the vicinity of the World Heritage property 

Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/419/ 

Current conservation issues  
On 31 January 2014, the State Party submitted a state of conservation report, which is available at 
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/419/documents/. The State Party reports the following: 

• Parks Canada has contributed to the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) for the 
Western Newfoundland Offshore Area that is adjacent to Gros Morne National Park. This input 
takes into account the Outstanding Universal Value of the property. This SEA is currently being 
updated and not yet complete.  

• The Province of Newfoundland and Labrador has announced on 4 November 2013 that no 
applications for onshore and offshore petroleum exploration using hydraulic fracturing will be 
accepted until the full review of the process has been completed and guidelines have been put 
in place.  

• Shoal Point Energy Company’s request to extend part of their Exploration License for an area 
adjacent to the property until January 2015 was rejected by the joint federal-provincial Canada –
 Newfoundland and Labrador Offshore Petroleum Board (C- NLOPB) on 5 December 2013. The 
company has thus lost their license on 15 January 2014 and cannot proceed with drilling any 
test wells in this area. 

Consequently, the reactive monitoring mission as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 
37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013) has not been carried out as the State Party, the World Heritage 
Centre and IUCN considered the mission not necessary in the current situation. 

Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN 
It is recommended that the Committee welcome the decisions taken by the Province of Newfoundland 
and Labrador as well as by the C-NLOPB. It is however noted that while these decisions restrict 
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Договор № УР-051/29. 01. 2014 г. с предмет: „Разработване на ПУ на НП „Пирин“ за периода 2014 – 2023 г.“ 
Проект № DIR–5113325-3-91  „Устойчиво управление на НП „Пирин“ и Р „Тисата“ от ОП „Околна среда 2007-2013 г.“ 

  

 
1303 - гр. София; ул. „Пиротска“ 64; тел.: 986 70 02; факс: 986 67 81; e-mail: info@proles.bg 

ISO 9001-2008 Certified Company 

 
 
 
 

 
VII. ПРОГРАМА  „ЧОВЕКЪТ И БИОСФЕРАТА” (MAB) НА ЮНЕСКО –

 СЕВИЛСКА СТРАТЕГИЯ ЗА БИОСФЕРНИ РЕЗЕРВАТИ, МАРТ 1995 Г. 
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Програмата “Човекът и биосферата”(MAB) на ЮНЕСКО – Севилска стратегия 
за Биосферни резервати, март 1995   

Основните насоки са свързани с увеличаване приноса на биосферните резервати за 
прилагането на практика на международните конвенции, свързани с опазването на 
природата и устойчивото развитие, и най-вече на Конвенцията за биологичното 
разнообразие.  

Биосферните резервати са територии със сухоземни или крайбрежни/морски 
екосистеми или комбинация от тях, които са международно признати в рамките на 
Програмата „Човекът и биосферата” (МАВ) на UNESCO в съответствие с 
определената Нормативна рамка (Statutory Framework). Биосферните резервати, в 
голяма степен, имат предимство в сравнение с традиционните строго защитени 
територии, комбинирайки сърцевинни зони “core zones”,  в които се акцентира на 
дейности, свързани с опазване на природата и зони, в които се поощрява прилагане на 
устойчиви практики, гарантиращи, както икономическото развитие на съответните 
региони, така и опазването на природата в тях.  

При функционалното зониране в План за управление на НП „Пирин“ за периода 2014-
2023 г. НП „Пирин“ следва да се оценят възможностите територията на Националния 
парк и неговите прилежащи теретории да се зонира като „биосферен резерват(парк)“ 
на основата на резерват „Байови дупки-Джинджирица“ – обявен за биосферен 
резерват през 1977 г. по програмата „Човекът и биосферата“ на ЮНЕСКО и Резерват 
„Юлен“, вероятни сърцевинни  зони  в бъдещия биосферен резерват. 
В зонирането на План’14 и планиране на НП като „биосферен“ ще се отразят  
съвременните изисквания към биосферните резервати, обявени по Програмата 
„Човекът и биосферата“(МАВ) на ЮНЕСКО. Основа са указанията на МОСВ и 
Българският Национален комитет по Програмата  съгласно  изискванията на 
Секретариата към България, да съвмести своите биосферни резервати с новите 
изисквания до месец август 2016 г.  или да ги заличи от Световната мрежа. 
Последните изисквания на Секретариатът на ЮНЕСКО са за Периодична оценка на 
биосферните резервати UNESCO - Man and the Biosphere (MAB) Programme - Biosphere 
reserve periodic review – January 2013 на обектите от  Листата на биосферните 
резервати по Програмата „Човек и Биосфера“(MAB) на ЮНЕСКО.  
Нормативна рамка на Световната мрежа от биосферни резервати е формулирана с цел 
повишаване на ефективността на индивидуалните биосферни резервати и засилване на 
общото разбиране, комуникации и коопериране на регионално и международно ниво. 
Статия 4 на Нормативната рамка на Световната мрежа от биосферни резервати 
(Statutory Framework of the World Network of Biosphere Reserves) определя: 

⇒ "Обхваща мозайка от екосистеми, представителни за основните биогеографски 
региони, включително с градация на човешкото въздействие".  

⇒ “Следва да бъдат предвидени организационни мерки за привличането и участието на 
подходящ набор от публичните власти, местните общности и частните интереси в 
проектирането и извършването на функциите на биосферния резерват”. 
Обстоятелството, че по-голямата част от българските биосферни резервати са строги 
резервати, режима им на защита не позволява осъществяването на дейности, свързани 
с устойчиво ползване на природни ресурси, т.е. не се прилага изискуемата функция за 
развитие. Българските биосферни резервати не предполагат и необходимото зониране, 
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поради което към настоящия момент нито един от тях не отговаря на изискванията на 
Севилската стратегия. Липсата на подходящо зониране и обезпечаване на изискуемите 
функции, налага преразглеждане  на съществуващите стари биосферни резервати в 
България и привеждането им в съответствие с новите изисквания или съответно 
изключването им от Световната мрежа.  

В рамките на Програмата „Човекът и биосферата” (MAB) на UNESCO, биосферните 
резервати се изграждат, за да подобрят и демонстрират балансирани 
взаимоотношения между хората и биосферата. Биосферните резервати се обявяват от 
Международния Координационен Съвет (ICC) по Програмата „Човекът и биосферата” 
по молба на съответната държава. Биосферните резервати, всеки от които остава под 
суверенитета единствено на страната, в която е разположен и следователно подчинен 
на нейното законодателство, формират Световна мрежа, в която участието на всяка 
страна е доброволно. 
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VIII. ДОКУМЕНТИ ЗА ОБЯВЯВАНЕ НА ЗЗ "ПИРИН" ЗА ОПАЗВАНЕ НА 

ДИВИТЕ ПТИЦИ И ОПАЗВАНЕ НА ПРИРОДНИТЕ МЕСТООБИТАНИЯ И 
НА ДИВАТА ФЛОРА И ФАУНА 
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Ïåòúê, 9 ìàðò 2007 ã. Ñîôèÿ Öåíà 0,70 ëâ.

ÄÚÐÆÀÂÅÍ ÂÅÑÒÍÈÊ 21
ÁÐÎÉ

ÑÚÄÚÐÆÀÍÈÅ ÍÀ ÎÔÈÖÈÀËÍÈß ÐÀÇÄÅË

Ïðåçèäåíò íà ðåïóáëèêàòà

33333 Óêàç ¹ 66 çà íàñðî÷âàíå èçáîðè çà èç-áèðàíå íà ÷ëåíîâå íà Åâðîïåéñêèÿ ïàð-ëàìåíò îò Ðåïóáëèêà Áúëãàðèÿ íà20 ìàé 2007 ã. 1
Ìèíèñòåðñêè ñúâåò

33333 Ïîñòàíîâëåíèå ¹ 45 îò 27 ôåâðóàðè2007 ã. çà èçìåíåíèå è äîïúëíåíèå íà Òà-ðèôà ¹ 4 çà òàêñèòå, êîèòî ñå ñúáè-ðàò â ñèñòåìàòà íà Ìèíèñòåðñòâîòîíà âúòðåøíèòå ðàáîòè ïî Çàêîíà çàäúðæàâíèòå òàêñè, îäîáðåíà ñ Ïîñòà-íîâëåíèå ¹ 53 íà Ìèíèñòåðñêèÿ ñúâåòîò 1998 ã. 1
33333 Ïîñòàíîâëåíèå ¹ 46 îò 28 ôåâðóà-ðè 2007 ã. çà èçìåíåíèå è äîïúëíåíèå íàÓñòðîéñòâåíèÿ ïðàâèëíèê íà Ìèíèñ-òåðñòâîòî íà ïðàâîñúäèåòî, ïðèåò ñÏîñòàíîâëåíèå ¹ 192 íà Ìèíèñòåð-ñêèÿ ñúâåò îò 2002 ã. 5
33333 Ðåøåíèå ¹ 122 îò 2 ìàðò 2007 ã. çàïðèåìàíå íà ñïèñúê íà çàùèòåíèòå

ÎÔÈÖÈÀËÍO ÈÇÄÀÍÈÅ ÍÀ ÐÅÏÓÁËÈÊÀ ÁÚËÃÀÐÈß

çîíè çà îïàçâàíå íà äèâèòå ïòèöè è íàñïèñúê íà çàùèòåíèòå çîíè çà îïàçâà-íå íà ïðèðîäíèòå ìåñòîîáèòàíèÿ è íàäèâàòà ôëîðà è ôàóíà 6
Ìèíèñòåðñòâî íà òðàíñïîðòà

33333 Ñïîãîäáà ìåæäó ïðàâèòåëñòâîòî íàÐåïóáëèêà Áúëãàðèÿ è ïðàâèòåëñòâîòîíà Ðåïóáëèêà Òóðöèÿ çà ìîðñêî òúðãîâ-ñêî êîðàáîïëàâàíå 20
Ìèíèñòåðñòâî

íà çåìåäåëèåòî è ãîðèòå

33333 Íàðåäáà ¹ 4 îò 15 ôåâðóàðè 2007 ã.çà ïðîôèëàêòèêà, îãðàíè÷àâàíå è ëèê-âèäèðàíå íà áîëåñòòà êëàñè÷åñêà ÷óìàïî ñâèíåòå 24
Ìèíèñòåðñòâî

íà îáðàçîâàíèåòî è íàóêàòà

33333 Íàðåäáà ¹ 20 îò 12 äåêåìâðè 2006 ã.çà ïðèäîáèâàíå íà êâàëèôèêàöèÿ ïîïðîôåñèÿ �Ñòðîèòåë-ìîíòàæíèê� 53
33333 Íàðåäáà ¹ 21 îò 12 äåêåìâðè 2006 ã.çà ïðèäîáèâàíå íà êâàëèôèêàöèÿ ïîïðîôåñèÿ �Êîðàáîâîäèòåë� 74

ÎÔÈÖÈÀËÅÍ ÐÀÇÄÅË

ÏÐÅÇÈÄÅÍÒ
ÍÀ ÐÅÏÓÁËÈÊÀÒÀ

ÓÊÀÇ ¹ 66

Íà îñíîâàíèå ÷ë. 42, àë. 3 îò Êîíñòèòóöèÿòà
íà Ðåïóáëèêà Áúëãàðèÿ âúâ âðúçêà ñ ÷ë. 7, àë. 1
è 3 îò Çàêîíà çà èçáèðàíå íà ÷ëåíîâå íà Åâðî-
ïåéñêèÿ ïàðëàìåíò îò Ðåïóáëèêà Áúëãàðèÿ

Ï Î Ñ Ò À Í Î Â ß Â À Ì :
Íàñðî÷âàì èçáîðè çà èçáèðàíå íà ÷ëåíîâå

íà  Åâðîïåéñêèÿ ïàðëàìåíò îò Ðåïóáëèêà Áúë-
ãàðèÿ íà 20 ìàé 2007 ã.

Èçäàäåí â Ñîôèÿ íà 7 ìàðò 2007 ã.

Ïðåçèäåíò íà ðåïóáëèêàòà: Ãåîðãè Ïúðâàíîâ

Ïîäïå÷àòàí ñ äúðæàâíèÿ ïå÷àò.
Ìèíèñòúð íà ïðàâîñúäèåòî: Ãåîðãè  Ïåòêàíîâ

6539

ÌÈÍÈÑÒÅÐÑÊÈ ÑÚÂÅÒ

ÏÎÑÒÀÍÎÂËÅÍÈÅ ¹ 45
ÎÒ 27 ÔÅÂÐÓÀÐÈ 2007 Ã.

çà èçìåíåíèå è äîïúëíåíèå íà Òàðèôà ¹ 4 çà
òàêñèòå, êîèòî ñå ñúáèðàò â ñèñòåìàòà íà Ìè-
íèñòåðñòâîòî íà âúòðåøíèòå ðàáîòè ïî Çàêî-
íà çà äúðæàâíèòå òàêñè, îäîáðåíà ñ Ïîñòà-
íîâëåíèå ¹ 53 íà Ìèíèñòåðñêèÿ ñúâåò îò
1998 ã. (îáí., ÄÂ, áð. 27 îò 1998 ã.; èçì. è äîï.,
áð. 9, 33 è 78 îò 1999 ã., áð. 43, 65 è 86 îò 2000 ã.;
ïîïð., áð. 27 îò 2001 ã.; èçì. è äîï., áð. 106 è 108
îò 2001 ã., áð. 24, 34, 39, 106 è 111 îò 2003 ã.,
áð. 15, 24 è 32 îò 2004 ã.; ïîïð., áð. 36 îò 2004 ã.;

èçì., áð. 52 îò 2006 ã. è áð. 16 îò 2007 ã.)

ÌÈÍÈÑÒÅÐÑÊÈßÒ ÑÚÂÅÒ
Ï Î Ñ Ò À Í Î Â È :

§ 1. Â ÷ë. 31 ñå ïðàâÿò ñëåäíèòå èçìåíåíèÿ è
äîïúëíåíèÿ:
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§ 6. Â ÷ë. 23, ò. 1 áóêâà �ç� ñå èçìåíÿ òàêà:
�ç) ðåãèñòðèðà è ðàçãëåæäà ïîñòúïèëèòå â

ìèíèñòåðñòâîòî ïðåäëîæåíèÿ, ñèãíàëè, æàëáè
è ìîëáè, êàòî ñåçèðà èíñïåêòîðàòà ïî ÷ë. 46 îò
Çàêîíà çà àäìèíèñòðàöèÿòà;�.

§ 7. Â ïðèëîæåíèåòî êúì ÷ë. 13, àë. 4 ñå ïðà-
âÿò ñëåäíèòå èçìåíåíèÿ:

1. Â íàèìåíîâàíèåòî �×èñëåíîñò íà ïåðñî-
íàëà â îðãàíèçàöèîííèòå ñòðóêòóðè è àäìèíèñ-
òðàòèâíèòå çâåíà â Ìèíèñòåðñòâîòî íà ïðàâî-
ñúäèåòî� ÷èñëîòî �6604� ñå çàìåíÿ ñ �6613�.

2. Ñëåä ðåä �Ãëàâåí ñåêðåòàð 1� ñå ñúçäàâà
íîâ ðåä:

�Ôèíàíñîâ êîíòðîëüîð 1�.
3. Íà ðåä �äèðåêöèÿ �Ôèíàíñîâî-ñ÷åòîâîä-

íà äåéíîñò, ïëàíèðàíå è ïðîãíîçèðàíå� ÷èñëî-
òî �26� ñå çàìåíÿ ñ �27�.

4. Íà ðåä �äèðåêöèÿ �Èíâåñòèöèè, îáùåñòâå-
íè ïîðú÷êè, óïðàâëåíèå íà ñîáñòâåíîñòòà è ñòî-
ïàíñêèòå äåéíîñòè� ÷èñëîòî �36� ñå çàìåíÿ ñ �45�.

5. Íà ðåä �äèðåêöèÿ �Èíôîðìàöèîííî îáñëóæ-
âàíå è òåõíîëîãèè� ÷èñëîòî �14� ñå çàìåíÿ ñ �12�.

Çàêëþ÷èòåëíà ðàçïîðåäáà

§ 8. Â ÷ë. 3, àë. 3 îò Ïîñòàíîâëåíèå ¹ 205 íà
Ìèíèñòåðñêèÿ ñúâåò îò 1999 ã. çà ïðèåìàíå íà
Óñòðîéñòâåí ïðàâèëíèê íà Ìèíèñòåðñòâîòî íà
ïðàâîñúäèåòî (îáí., ÄÂ, áð. 104 îò 1999 ã.; èçì.
è äîï., áð. 2 è 14 îò 2000 ã., áð. 88 îò 2001 ã.,
áð. 83 îò 2002 ã., áð. 21, 48 è 69 îò 2003 ã., áð. 11,
18, 63, 68 è 97 îò 2004 ã., áð. 19 è 65 îò 2005 ã. è
áð. 35 îò 2006 ã.) äóìèòå �àë. 2, ò. 1 è 8� ñå çàìå-
íÿò ñ �àë. 2, ò. 1, 8 è 9�.

Ìèíèñòúð-ïðåäñåäàòåë:
Ñåðãåé Ñòàíèøåâ

Ãëàâåí ñåêðåòàð íà Ìèíèñòåðñêèÿ ñúâåò:
Ñåâäàëèí Ìàâðîâ

5121

ÐÅØÅÍÈÅ ¹ 122
ÎÒ 2 ÌÀÐÒ 2007 Ã.

çà ïðèåìàíå íà ñïèñúê íà çàùèòåíèòå çîíè çà
îïàçâàíå íà äèâèòå ïòèöè è íà ñïèñúê íà çà-
ùèòåíèòå çîíè çà îïàçâàíå íà ïðèðîäíèòå

ìåñòîîáèòàíèÿ è íà äèâàòà ôëîðà è ôàóíà

Íà îñíîâàíèå ÷ë. 10, àë. 4 îò Çàêîíà çà áèî-
ëîãè÷íîòî ðàçíîîáðàçèå è ÷ë. 60, àë. 1 îò Àäìè-
íèñòðàòèâíîïðîöåñóàëíèÿ êîäåêñ

ÌÈÍÈÑÒÅÐÑÊÈßÒ ÑÚÂÅÒ
Ð Å Ø È :

1. Ïðèåìà ñïèñúê íà çàùèòåíè çîíè çà îïàç-
âàíå íà äèâèòå ïòèöè ñúãëàñíî ïðèëîæåíèå ¹ 1.

2. Ïðèåìà ñïèñúê íà çàùèòåíèòå çîíè çà îïàç-
âàíå íà ïðèðîäíèòå ìåñòîîáèòàíèÿ è íà äèâàòà
ôëîðà è ôàóíà ñúãëàñíî ïðèëîæåíèå ¹ 2.

3. Çàùèòåíèòå çîíè çà îïàçâàíå íà äèâèòå
ïòèöè: �Øàáëåíñêè åçåðåí êîìïëåêñ�, �Âàð-
íåíñêî-Áåëîñëàâñêî åçåðî�, �Äåðâåíòñêè âúç-
âèøåíèÿ�, �Ïðîâàäèéñêî-Ðîÿêñêî ïëàòî�,
�Åìèíå�, �Êîìïëåêñ Êàì÷èÿ�, �Äóðàíêóëàø-
êî åçåðî�, �Êàëèàêðà�, �Ãàëàòà�, �Ìåëíèøêè
ïèðàìèäè�, �Äîáðîñòàí�, �Ìåñòà�, �Áàêàðëú-

êà�, �Áàòîâà�, �Ïàëàêàðèÿ�, �Ðóïèòå�, �Òðè-
ãðàä�Ìóðñàëèöà�, �Áåëèòå ñêàëè�, �Áàë÷èê�,
�Êàì÷èéñêà ïëàíèíà�, �Êîìïëåêñ Ìàíäðà
Ïîäà�, �Çàïàäíà Ñòðàíäæà�, �Âàñèëüîâñêà
ïëàíèíà�, �Ñàêàð�, �Çàïàäåí Áàëêàí� è �Ñðåä-
íà ãîðà�, êàêòî è çàùèòåíèòå çîíè çà îïàçâàíå
íà ïðèðîäíèòå ìåñòîîáèòàíèÿ è íà äèâàòà
ôëîðà è ôàóíà: �Ïëàæ Øêîðïèëîâöè�, �Äîëè-
íàòà íà ðåêà Áàòîâà�, �Ãàëàòà�, �Êàì÷èÿ�, �Ðåêà
Äîëíà Ëóäà Êàì÷èÿ�, �Åçåðî Äóðàíêóëàê�,
�Äåðâåíòñêè âúçâèøåíèÿ 1�, �Äîëíà Ìåñòà�,
�Êîìïëåêñ Êàëèàêðà�, �Ïàëàêàðèÿ�, �Âàðíåí-
ñêî-Áåëîñëàâñêè êîìïëåêñ�, �Åìèíå�Èðàêëè�,
�Ðåêà Ìåñòà�, �Ðóïèòå�Ñòðóìåøíèöà�, �Ñðå-
äåí Ïèðèí�Àëèáîòóø� è �Êîìïëåêñ Ìàíäðà
Ïîäà�, äà ñå âíåñàò çà ïîâòîðíî ðàçãëåæäàíå â
Íàöèîíàëíèÿ ñúâåò ïî áèîëîãè÷íî ðàçíîîáðà-
çèå íå ïî-êúñíî îò 30 îêòîìâðè 2007 ã.

4. Â çàùèòåíèòå çîíè íå ñå âêëþ÷âàò íàñåëå-
íèòå ìåñòà è ñåëèùíèòå îáðàçóâàíèÿ, òåðèòî-
ðèèòå ñ ïðèåò îáù óñòðîéñòâåí è/èëè ïîäðîáåí
óñòðîéñòâåí ïëàí êúì äàòàòà íà çàïîâåäòà íà
ìèíèñòúðà íà îêîëíàòà ñðåäà è âîäèòå çà îáÿ-
âÿâàíå íà ñúîòâåòíàòà çàùèòåíà çîíà, âêëþ÷è-
òåëíî êîíöåñèîííèòå ïëîùè çà äîáèâ íà ïîëåç-
íè èçêîïàåìè, êàêòî è òåðèòîðèèòå îò ïúðâî-
ñòåïåíåí îáùåñòâåí èíòåðåñ ïî ñìèñúëà íà Çà-
êîíà çà áèîëîãè÷íîòî ðàçíîîáðàçèå.

5. Îêîí÷àòåëíèòå ïëîùè íà çàùèòåíèòå çîíè
ñå îïðåäåëÿò â çàïîâåäèòå èì çà îáÿâÿâàíå ñëåä
ïðåäîñòàâÿíå îò Ìèíèñòåðñòâîòî íà çåìåäåëè-
åòî è ãîðèòå è îò Ìèíèñòåðñòâîòî íà ðåãèîíàë-
íîòî ðàçâèòèå è áëàãîóñòðîéñòâîòî (Àãåíöèÿòà
ïî ãåîäåçèÿ, êàðòîãðàôèÿ è êàäàñòúð) íà àêòó-
àëíèòå ãðàíèöè è ïëîùè íà èìîòèòå â òÿõ, êàòî
â ãðàíèöèòå íà çàùèòåíèòå çîíè ñå âêëþ÷âàò
öåëè èìîòè.

6. Êàòî âçå ïðåäâèä ñúîáðàæåíèÿòà çà îñú-
ùåñòâÿâàíåòî íà çàùèòà íà îñîáåíî âàæíè äúð-
æàâíè èíòåðåñè�èçïúëíåíèå íà çàäúëæåíè-
ÿòà íà Ðåïóáëèêà Áúëãàðèÿ êàòî ÷ëåí íà Åâ-
ðîïåéñêèÿ ñúþç äà ïðåäñòàâè â Åâðîïåéñêàòà
êîìèñèÿ êúì 1 ÿíóàðè 2007 ã. íàöèîíàëåí ñïè-
ñúê ñúñ çàùèòåíè çîíè, ñâîåâðåìåííî èçïúë-
íåíèå íà ÷ë. 4 îò Äèðåêòèâà 92/43/ÅÅÑ çà ìåñ-
òîîáèòàíèÿòà çà ïðåâåíöèÿ è çàùèòà îò óâ-
ðåæäàíå èëè óíèùîæàâàíå íà ïîòåíöèàëíî
çàùèòåíè çîíè îò Åâðîïåéñêàòà åêîëîãè÷íà
ìðåæà äî îêîí÷àòåëíîòî èì îáÿâÿâàíå çà òà-
êèâà ñúãëàñíî âúòðåøíîòî çàêîíîäàòåëñòâî,
êàêòî è èçáÿãâàíå íà çíà÷èòåëíè è òðóäíî-
ïîïðàâèìè ùåòè�íàëàãàíå íà ñàíêöèè îò
Åâðîïåéñêèÿ ñúä çà íåèçïúëíåíèå íà çàäúë-
æåíèÿòà ïî Äîãîâîðà çà ïðèñúåäèíÿâàíå íà
Ðåïóáëèêà Áúëãàðèÿ êúì Åâðîïåéñêèÿ ñúþç
è áëîêèðàíå íà ñðåäñòâàòà ïî åâðîïåéñêèòå
ôîíäîâå, êàêòî è íåîáðàòèìà çàãóáà íà áèî-
ëîãè÷íî ðàçíîîáðàçèå, äîïóñêà ïðåäâàðèòåë-
íî èçïúëíåíèå íà ðåøåíèåòî.

Ìèíèñòúð-ïðåäñåäàòåë:
Ñåðãåé Ñòàíèøåâ

Ãëàâåí ñåêðåòàð íà Ìèíèñòåðñêèÿ ñúâåò:
Ñåâäàëèí Ìàâðîâ
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Ïðèëîæåíèå ¹ 1
êúì ò. 1

Ñïèñúê íà çàùèòåíèòå çîíè çà îïàçâàíå íà äèâèòå ïòèöè

¹ KÎÄ ÈÌÅ ÎÁËÀÑÒ ÎÁÙÈÍÀ ÎÁÙÀ Òåðèòîðèÿ Àêâàòî-
ÏËÎÙ [õà] [õà] ðèÿ [õà]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

ÏÅÐÍÈÊ Ïåðíèê
Ðàäîìèð

1. BG0000113 Âèòîøà ÑÎÔÈÉÑÊÀ Ñàìîêîâ 27 360,00 27 360,00 0,00
ÑÎÔÈß Ñîôèÿ

2. BG0000152 Ïîìîðèéñêî
åçåðî ÁÓÐÃÀÑ Ïîìîðèå 948,04 824,79 123,25

Ðàçëîã
Áàíñêî
Ãîöå Äåë÷åâ

3. BG0000209 Ïèðèí ÁËÀÃÎÅÂÃÐÀÄ Ñòðóìÿíè 40 356,00 40 356,00 0,00
Ñèìèòëè
Ñàíäàíñêè
Êðåñíà

4. BG0000237 Îñòðîâ ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ Òóòðàêàí 975,88 975,88 0,00
Ïîæàðåâî

ËÎÂÅ× Ëóêîâèò
Óãúð÷èí

5. BG0000240 Ñòóäåíåö ÏËÅÂÅÍ Ïëåâåí 28 057,27 28 057,27 0,00
Äîëíè Äúáíèê

6. BG0000241 Ñðåáúðíà ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ Ñèëèñòðà 1448,20 1448,20 0,00
7. BG0000242 Çàëèâ ×åíãåíå ÁÓÐÃÀÑ Áóðãàñ 191,19 93,68 97,51

ñêåëå
8. BG0000270 Àòàíàñîâñêî ÁÓÐÃÀÑ Áóðãàñ 7208,89 7208,89 0,00

åçåðî
9. BG0000273 Áóðãàñêî åçåðî ÁÓÐÃÀÑ Áóðãàñ 3092,02 3092,02 0,00

Áÿëà
Ñëàòèíà

10. BG0000332 Êàðëóêîâñêè ÂÐÀÖÀ Ìåçäðà
êàðñò Ðîìàí 14 208,69 14 208,69 0,00

ËÎÂÅ× Ëóêîâèò
ÏËÅÂÅÍ ×åðâåí áðÿã
ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ Ïàâåë áàíÿ
ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ Ñåâëèåâî

Àïðèëöè
11. BG0000494 Öåíòðàëåí ËÎÂÅ× Òåòåâåí

Áàëêàí Òðîÿí 71 669,5 71 669,5 0,00
ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ Ñîïîò

Êàðëîâî
ÑÎÔÈÉÑÊÀ Ïèðäîï

Àíòîí
ÁËÀÃÎÅÂÃÐÀÄ Áåëèöà

ßêîðóäà
Áëàãîåâãðàä
Ðàçëîã
Ñèìèòëè

12. BG0000495 Ðèëà ÊÞÑÒÅÍÄÈË Ñàïàðåâà 81 046,00 81 046,00 0,00
áàíÿ
Äóïíèöà

ÏÀÇÀÐÄÆÈÊ Áåëîâî
Äîëíà áàíÿ

ÑÎÔÈÉÑÊÀ Ñàìîêîâ
Êîñòåíåö
Êîñòèíáðîä
Ñëèâíèöà

13. BG0002001 Ðàÿíîâöè ÑÎÔÈÉÑÊÀ Äðàãîìàí 13 180,40 13 180,40 0,00
Ãîäå÷
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Ñèìèòëè
Ñàíäàíñêè

14. BG0002003 Êðåñíà ÁËÀÃÎÅÂÃÐÀÄ Ñòðóìÿíè 23 495,61 23 495,61 0,00
Êðåñíà

15. BG0002004 Äîëíè Áîãðîâ� ÑÎÔÈÉÑÊÀ Åëèí Ïåëèí
Êàçè÷åíå ÑÎÔÈß Ñîôèÿ

2251,16 2251,16 0,00

16. BG0002005 Ïîíîð ÑÎÔÈÉÑÊÀ Ãîäå÷
Ñâîãå 31 379,85 31 379,85 0,00

17. BG0002006 Ðèáàðíèöè ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ Ëîì 475,46 475,46 0,00
Îðñîÿ

18. BG0002007 Îñòðîâ Èáèøà ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ Âúë÷åäðúì 399,31 399,31 0,00
19. BG0002008 Îñòðîâ äî

Ãîðíè Öèáúð ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ Âúë÷åäðúì 218,31 218,31 0,00
ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ Âúë÷åäðúì

20. BG0002009 Çëàòèÿòà ÂÐÀÖÀ Êîçëîäóé
Õàéðåäèí

43 494,44 43 494,44 0,00

Ìèçèÿ
21. BG0002010 ßçîâèð

Ïÿñú÷íèê ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ Õèñàðÿ
Ñúåäèíåíèå 3178,99 3178,99 0,00

22. BG0002012 Êðóìîâèöà ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ Èâàéëîâãðàä 11 196,42 11 196,42 0,00
ÊÚÐÄÆÀËÈ Êðóìîâãðàä

23. BG0002013 Ñòóäåí êëàäåíåö ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ Ñòàìáîëîâî
ÊÚÐÄÆÀËÈ Êðóìîâãðàä 15 995,61 15 995,61 0,00

Ìîì÷èëãðàä
Êúðäæàëè

24. BG0002014 Ìàäæàðîâî ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ Ìàäæàðîâî 3550,23 3550,23 0,00
25. BG0002015 ßçîâèð �Êîíóø� ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ Àñåíîâãðàä 37,68 37,68 0,00
26. BG0002016 Ðèáàðíèöè Ïëîâäèâ

Ïëîâäèâ ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ �Ìàðèöà� 145,76 145,76 0,00

27. BG0002017 Êîìïëåêñ ÂÅËÈÊÎ
�Áåëåíñêè ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ Ñâèùîâ 6897,03 6897,03 0,00
îñòðîâè� ÏËÅÂÅÍ Áåëåíå

28. BG0002018 Îñòðîâ Âàðäèì ÂÅËÈÊÎ Ñâèùîâ 1167,98 1167,98 0,00
ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ

29. BG0002019 Áÿëà ðåêà ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ Èâàéëîâãðàä
44 623,98 44 623,98 0,00

ÊÚÐÄÆÀËÈ Êðóìîâãðàä
30. BG0002020 Ðàäèí÷åâî ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ Ëþáèìåö

Õàðìàíëè 5786,05 5786,05 0,00
31. BG0002022 ßçîâèð �Ðîçîâ

êëàäåíåö� ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ Ãúëúáîâî 1284,10 1284,10 0,00
32. BG0002023 ßçîâèð ÑËÈÂÅÍ Íîâà Çàãîðà

�Îâ÷àðèöà� ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ Ðàäíåâî 4304,45 4304,45 0,00
ßÌÁÎË �Òóíäæà�

33. BG0002024 Ðèáàðíèöè ÐÓÑÅ Èâàíîâî
Ìå÷êà Áîðîâî 2737,95 2737,95 0,00

34. BG0002025 Ëîìîâåòå ÐÓÑÅ Âåòîâî
Èâàíîâî 3408,00 3408,00 0,00

35. BG0002027 ßçîâèð �Ìàëêî ßÌÁÎË Áîëÿðîâî 1329,02 1329,02 0,00
Øàðêîâî�

36. BG0002028 Êîìïëåêñ ÁÓÐÃÀÑ Êàðíîáàò 2871,82 2871,82 0,00
Ñòðàëäæà ßÌÁÎË Ñòðàëäæà

37. BG0002029 Êîòëåíñêà ÁÓÐÃÀÑ Ñóíãóðëàðå
ïëàíèíà ÂÅËÈÊÎ

99 263,72 99 263,72 0,00

ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ Åëåíà
ÑËÈÂÅÍ Ñëèâåí

Êîòåë
ÒÚÐÃÎÂÈÙÅ Îìóðòàã

Àíòîíîâî
ØÓÌÅÍ Âúðáèöà

38. BG0002030 Êîìïëåêñ ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ Òóòðàêàí 9431,82 9431,82 0,00
Êàëèìîê ÐÓÑÅ Ñëèâî ïîëå

39. BG0002031 Ñòåíàòà ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ Òóòðàêàí 79,73 79,73 0,00
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ÄÎÁÐÈ× Òåðâåë
40. BG0002039 Õúðñîâñêà ðåêà ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ Ñèëèñòðà

Êàéíàðäæà 35 428,63 35 428,63 0,00
Äóëîâî
Àëôàòàð
Ìàëêî

41. BG0002040 Ñòðàíäæà ÁÓÐÃÀÑ Òúðíîâî 115 417,34 115 417,34 0,00
Öàðåâî

42. BG0002041 Êîìïëåêñ Ñîçîïîë
Ðîïîòàìî ÁÓÐÃÀÑ Ïðèìîðñêî 3867,63 3287,49 580,14

43. BG0002046 ßòàòà ÂÀÐÍÀ Áåëîñëàâ
Âàðíà 144,38 144,38 0,00
Êðóøàðè
Òåðâåë

44. BG0002048 Ñóõà ðåêà ÄÎÁÐÈ× Äîáðè÷� 25 769,75 25 769,75 0,00
ñåëñêà

ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ Êàéíàðäæà
45. BG0002052 ßçîâèð ÑËÈÂÅÍ Íîâà Çàãîðà

�Æðåá÷åâî� Òâúðäèöà 2473,00 2473,00 0,00
ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ Íèêîëàåâî

Ãóðêîâî
46. BG0002053 Âðà÷àíñêè ÂÐÀÖÀ Âðàöà

Áàëêàí Êðèâîäîë
Ìåçäðà 30 879,80 30 879,80 0,00

ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ Âúðøåö
ÑÎÔÈÉÑÊÀ Ñâîãå

47. BG0002057 Áåñàïàðñêè ÏÀÇÀÐÄÆÈÊ Ïåùåðà
ðèäîâå Áðàöèãîâî

Ïàçàðäæèê 14 765,05 14 765,05 0,00
ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ Êðè÷èì

Ñòàìáîëèéñêè
48. BG0002058 Ñèíèòå êàìúíè� ÑËÈÂÅÍ Êîòåë

Ãðåáåíåö Ñëèâåí 15 926,00 15 926,00 0,00
49. BG0002059 Êàìåíñêè áàèð ÑËÈÂÅÍ Ñëèâåí 1652,69 1652,69 0,00
50. BG0002062 Ëóäîãîðèå ÐÀÇÃÐÀÄ Ñàìóèë

Ðàçãðàä
Çàâåò
Êóáðàò
Èñïåðèõ

91 388,98 91 388,98 0,00ÐÓÑÅ Âåòîâî
Ñëèâî ïîëå

ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ Òóòðàêàí
Ãëàâèíèöà
Àëôàòàð
Ñèëèñòðà
Äóëîâî
Ñèòîâî

51. BG0002063 Çàïàäíè Ðîäîïè ÏÀÇÀÐÄÆÈÊ Áàòàê
Ðàêèòîâî 72 263,51 72 263,51 0,00
Áðàöèãîâî

52. BG0002064 Ãàðâàíñêî áëàòî ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ Ñèòîâî 324,78 324,78 0,00
53. BG0002065 Áëàòî Ìàëúê

Ïðåñëàâåö ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ Ãëàâèíèöà 375,06 375,06 0,00
54. BG0002067 Îñòðîâ Ãîëÿ ÂÈÄÈÍ Âèäèí 414,56 414,56 0,00
55. BG0002069 Ðèáàðíèöè ÏÀÇÀÐÄÆÈÊ Ïàçàðäæèê

Çâúíè÷åâî Ñåïòåìâðè 1570,68 1570,68 0,00
56. BG0002070 Ðèáàðíèöè ÂÅËÈÊÎ Ñâèùîâ

Õàäæè Äèìèòðîâî ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ 446,53 446,53 0,00
57. BG0002071 Ìîñò Àðäà ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ Èâàéëîâãðàä

Ìàäæàðîâî
Ñòàìáîëîâî 15 022,48 15 022,48 0,00

ÊÚÐÄÆÀËÈ Êðóìîâãðàä
58. BG0002074 Íèêîïîëñêî ÏËÅÂÅÍ Íèêîïîë

 ïëàòî Áåëåíå 22 260,24 22 260,24 0,00
59. BG0002078 Ñëàâÿíêà ÁËÀÃÎÅÂÃÐÀÄ Õàäæèäèìîâî

Ñàíäàíñêè 19 446,67 19 446,67 0,00
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60. BG0002079 Îñîãîâî ÊÞÑÒÅÍÄÈË Íåâåñòèíî
Êþñòåíäèë 24 125,09 24 125,09 0,00

61. BG0002081 Ìàðèöà� ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ Äèìèòðîâ-
ãðàä

11 505,23 11 505,23 0,00
Ïúðâîìàé ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ Ïúðâîìàé

Ñàäîâî
Ðàêîâñêè

ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ Áðàòÿ
Äàñêàëîâè
×èðïàí

62. BG0002083 Ñâèùîâñêî� ÏËÅÂÅÍ Áåëåíå
Áåëåíñêà íèçèíà ÂÅËÈÊÎ Ñâèùîâ 5440,98 5440,98 0,00

ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ
63. BG0002085 ×àèðÿ ÄÎÁÐÈ× Ãåíåðàë

Òîøåâî 1451,15 1451,15 0,00
Äîáðè÷�ñåëñêà

64. BG0002086 Îðèçèùà �Ðîäîïè�
Öàëàïèöà ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ �Ìàðèöà� 3672,41 3672,41 0,00

Ñúåäèíåíèå
65. BG0002087 Ìàðèöà�Ïëîâäèâ ÏÀÇÀÐÄÆÈÊ Ïàçàðäæèê

Ïëîâäèâ
ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ �Ìàðèöà� 1117,55 1117,55 0,00

Ñòàìáîëèéñêè
�Ðîäîïè�

66. BG0002088 Ìèêðå ËÎÂÅ× Óãúð÷èí
Òðîÿí 12 386,98 12 386,98 0,00
Ëîâå÷

67. BG0002089 Íîåâöè ÏÅÐÍÈÊ Êîâà÷åâöè
Çåìåí
Ïåðíèê 8502,73 8502,73 0,00
Áðåçíèê

68. BG0002090 Áåðêîâèöà ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ Âúðøåö
Áåðêîâèöà 2799,83 2799,83 0,00

69. BG0002091 Îñòðîâ Ëàêúò ÏËÅÂÅÍ Íèêîïîë 1260,94 1260,94 0,00
70. BG0002092 Õàðìàíëèéñêà ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ Õàñêîâî

ðåêà Õàðìàíëè 4889,00 4889,00 0,00
71. BG0002093 Îâ÷àðîâî ÒÚÐÃÎÂÈÙÅ Òúðãîâèùå 1477,79 1477,79 0,00
72. BG0002094 Àäàòà�Òóíäæà ßÌÁÎË Òóíäæà

5636,48 5636,48 0,00
ÑËÈÂÅÍ Ñëèâåí

73. BG0002095 Ãîðíè Äúáíèê� Èñêúð
Òåëèø ÏËÅÂÅÍ ×åðâåí áðÿã 3398,34 3398,34 0,00

Äîëíè Äúáíèê
74. BG0002096 Îáíîâà ÏËÅÂÅÍ Íèêîïîë

Ëåâñêè
Ïîðäèì 5421,88 5421,88 0,00
Ïëåâåí

ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ Ñâèùîâ
75. BG0002099 Êî÷åðèíîâî ÁËÀÃÎÅÂÃÐÀÄ Áëàãîåâãðàä

ÊÞÑÒÅÍÄÈË Ðèëà 2434,86 2434,86 0,00
Êî÷åðèíîâî

76. BG0002100 Äîëíà Êîçíèöà ÊÞÑÒÅÍÄÈË Áîáîâ äîë
Íåâåñòèíî 3994,52 3994,52 0,00

77. BG0002101 Ìåùèöà ÏÅÐÍÈÊ Ïåðíèê
Áðåçíèê 3416,32 3416,32 0,00

ÑÎÔÈÉÑÊÀ Áîæóðèùå
78. BG0002102 Äåâåòàøêî ïëàòî ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ Ñåâëèåâî

ËÎÂÅ× Ëåòíèöà 7892,91 7892,91 0,00
Ëîâå÷

79. BG0002103 Çëàòî ïîëå ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ Õàñêîâî
Äèìèòðîâãðàä 409,11 409,11 0,00

80. BG0002104 Öèáúðñêî áëàòî ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ Ëîì
Âúë÷åäðúì 909,77 909,77 0,00

81. BG0002105 Ïåðñåíê ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ �Ðîäîïè�
ÑÌÎËßÍ ×åïåëàðå

Ñìîëÿí 15 677,46 15 677,46 0,00
Äåâèí
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82. BG0002106 ßçîâèð ÌÀÄÆÀÐÎÂÎ
�Èâàéëîâãðàä� ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ ÈÂÀÉËÎÂÃÐÀÄ 19 658,25 19 658,25 0,00

ËÞÁÈÌÅÖ
83. BG0002107 Áîáîøåâî ÁËÀÃÎÅÂÃÐÀÄ ÁËÀÃÎÅÂÃÐÀÄ

ÊÞÑÒÅÍÄÈË ÊÎ×ÅÐÈÍÎÂÎ 4835,20 4835,20 0,00
ÁÎÁÎØÅÂÎ

84. BG0002108 Ñêðèíî ÊÞÑÒÅÍÄÈË ÁÎÁÎÂ ÄÎË
ÍÅÂÅÑÒÈÍÎ 2494,71 2494,71 0,00
ÁÎÁÎØÅÂÎ

85. BG0002110 Àïðèëöè ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ ÑÅÂËÈÅÂÎ
1942,60 1942,60 0,00

ËÎÂÅ× ÀÏÐÈËÖÈ
86. BG0002111 Âåë÷åâî ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ ÑÅÂËÈÅÂÎ

ËÎÂÅ× ÒÐÎßÍ 2310,25 2310,25 0,00
ÀÏÐÈËÖÈ

87. BG0002112 Ðóé ÏÅÐÍÈÊ ÒÐÚÍ 17 398,80 17 398,80 0,00
88. BG0002114 Ðèáàðíèöè

×åëîïå÷åíå ÑÎÔÈß ÑÎÔÈß 65,19 65,19 0,00

Îáùî: 1 255 110,65 1 254 309,75 800,90
% îò òåðèòîðèÿòà
íà ñòðàíàòà 11,3

Ïðèëîæåíèå ¹ 2
êúì ò. 2

Ñïèñúê íà çàùèòåíèòå çîíè çà îïàçâàíå íà ïðèðîäíèòå ìåñòîîáèòàíèÿ è íà äèâàòà ôëîðà è ôàóíà

¹ KÎÄ ÈÌÅ ÎÁËÀÑÒ ÎÁÙÈÍÀ ÎÁÙÀ ÒÅÐÈÒÎ- ÀÊÂÀÒÎ-
ÏËÎÙ [õà] ÐÈß [õà] ÐÈß [õà]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. BG0000107 Ñóõà ðåêà ÂÀÐÍÀ ÀÊÑÀÊÎÂÎ
ÂÚË×ÈÄÎË
ÑÓÂÎÐÎÂÎ

ÄÎÁÐÈ× ÄÎÁÐÈ×-ÑÅËÑÊÀ 62 481,27 62 481,27 0,00
ÊÐÓØÀÐÈ
ÒÅÐÂÅË

ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ ÊÀÉÍÀÐÄÆÀ
2. BG0000110 Îñòðîâè Ñâ. Èâàí

è Ñâ. Ïåòúð ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÑÎÇÎÏÎË 30,02 30,02 0,00
3. BG0000113 Âèòîøà ÏÅÐÍÈÊ ÏÅÐÍÈÊ

ÐÀÄÎÌÈÐ
ÑÎÔÈÉÑÊÀ ÑÀÌÎÊÎÂ

27 360,00 27 360,00 0,00

ÑÎÔÈß ÑÎÔÈß
4. BG0000118 Çëàòíè ïÿñúöè ÂÀÐÍÀ ÀÊÑÀÊÎÂÎ

ÂÀÐÍÀ 1373,44 1373,44 0,00
ÄÎÁÐÈ× ÁÀË×ÈÊ

5. BG0000119 Òðèòå áðàòÿ ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÀÉÒÎÑ 1021,18 1021,18 0,00
6. BG0000130 Êðàéìîðñêà ÁÀË×ÈÊ

Äîáðóäæà ÄÎÁÐÈ×
ÃÅÍÅÐÀË-
ÒÎØÅÂÎ 6517,31 6517,31 0,00
ÊÀÂÀÐÍÀ
ØÀÁËÀ

7. BG0000132 Ïîáèòèòå êàìúíè ÂÀÐÍÀ ÀÂÐÅÍ
ÀÊÑÀÊÎÂÎ
ÁÅËÎÑËÀÂ 231,17 231,17 0,00
ÄÅÂÍß
ÑÓÂÎÐÎÂÎ

8. BG0000134 ×îêëüîâî áëàòî ÊÞÑÒÅÍÄÈË ÊÞÑÒÅÍÄÈË 280,86 280,86 0,00
ÏÅÐÍÈÊ ÐÀÄÎÌÈÐ

9. BG0000136 Ðåkà Ãîðíà ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÑÓÍÃÓÐËÀÐÅ
Ëóäà Kàì÷èÿ ÑËÈÂÅÍ ÊÎÒÅË 2275,10 2275,10 0,00

ÑËÈÂÅÍ
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10. BG0000138 Êàìåíèöà ØÓÌÅÍ ÃÀÐÀ ÕÈÒÐÈÍÎ
ÊÀÑÏÈ×ÀÍ 1454,53 1454,53 0,00
ØÓÌÅÍ

11. BG0000139 Ëóäà Êàì÷èÿ ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÑÓÍÃÓÐËÀÐÅ 6106,20 6106,20 0,00
ÑËÈÂÅÍ ÊÎÒÅË

12. BG0000141 Ðåêà Êàì÷èÿ ÂÀÐÍÀ ÄÎËÍÈ ×ÈÔËÈÊ 158,70 158,70 0,00
ÄÚËÃÎÏÎË

13. BG0000143 Êàðààãà÷ ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÖÀÐÅÂÎ
ÏÐÈÌÎÐÑÊÎ 64,11 64,11 0,00

14. BG0000146 Ïëàæ Ãðàäèíà� ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÑÎÇÎÏÎË 1152,28 212,37 939,91
Çëàòíà ðèáêà

15. BG0000149 Ðèøêè ïðîõîä ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÐÓÅÍ
ÑÓÍÃÓÐËÀÐÅ 11 851,30 11 851,30 0,00

ØÓÌÅÍ ÑÌßÄÎÂÎ
16. BG0000151 Àéòîñêà ïëàíèíà ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÀÉÒÎÑ

ÁÓÐÃÀÑ 29 379,40 29 379,40 0,00
ÏÎÌÎÐÈÅ

17. BG0000164 Ñèíèòå êàìúíè ÑËÈÂÅÍ ÑËÈÂÅÍ 11 919,68 11 919,68 0,00
18. BG0000165 Ëîçåíñêà ïëàíèíà ÑÎÔÈß ÑÎÔÈß 1296,04 1296,04 0,00
19. BG0000166 Âðà÷àíñêè Áàëêàí ÂÐÀÖÀ ÂÐÀÖÀ

ÊÐÈÂÎÄÎË
ÌÅÇÄÐÀ 36 025,45 36 025,45 0,00

ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ ÂÚÐØÅÖ
ÑÎÔÈÉÑÊÀ ÑÂÎÃÅ

20. BG0000169 Ëóäîãîðèå� ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ ÀËÔÀÒÀÐ
Ñðåáúðíà ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ 5223,80 5223,80 0,00

ÑÈÒÎÂÎ
21. BG0000171 Ëóäîãîðèå� ÐÀÇÃÐÀÄ ÇÀÂÅÒ

Áîáëàòà ÊÓÁÐÀÒ 4838,03 4838,03 0,00
ÃËÀÂÈÍÈÖÀ

ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ ÒÓÒÐÀÊÀÍ
22. BG0000178 Òè÷à ØÓÌÅÍ ÂÅËÈÊÈ

ÏÐÅÑËÀÂ 2704,64 2704,64 0,00
ÂÚÐÁÈÖÀ

23. BG0000180 Áîáëàòà ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ ÒÓÒÐÀÊÀÍ 3216,87 3216,87 0,00
24. BG0000181 Ðåêà Âèò ÏËÅÂÅÍ ÃÓËßÍÖÈ

Ä. ÌÈÒÐÎÏÎËÈß
ÄÎËÍÈ ÄÚÁÍÈÊ 5717,83 5717,83 0,00
ÏËÅÂÅÍ

25. BG0000182 Îðñîÿ ÂÈÄÈÍ ÄÈÌÎÂÎ
2460,62 2460,62 0,00

ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ ËÎÌ
26. BG0000190 Âèòàòà ñòåíà ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ

ÑÅÂËÈÅÂÎ
2629,69 2629,69 0,00

27. BG0000192 Ðåêà Òóíäæà 1 ÑËÈÂÅÍ ÍÎÂÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ
ÑËÈÂÅÍ
ÒÂÚÐÄÈÖÀ

ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ ÊÀÇÀÍËÚÊ
ÌÚÃËÈÆ 8159,75 8159,75 0,00
ÍÈÊÎËÀÅÂÎ
ÏÀÂÅË ÁÀÍß

ßÌÁÎË �ÒÓÍÄÆÀ�
ßÌÁÎË

28. BG0000194 Ðåêà ×àÿ ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ ÀÑÅÍÎÂÃÐÀÄ
�ÌÀÐÈÖÀ� 650,62 650,62 0,00
�ÐÎÄÎÏÈ�
ÑÀÄÎÂÎ

29. BG0000195 Ðåêà Òóíäæà 2 ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ ÒÎÏÎËÎÂÃÐÀÄ
ßÌÁÎË ÅËÕÎÂÎ 5948,72 5948,72 0,00

�ÒÓÍÄÆÀ�
ßÌÁÎË

30. BG0000196 Ðåêà Ìî÷óðèöà ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÊÀÐÍÎÁÀÒ
ÑÓÍÃÓÐËÀÐÅ

ÑËÈÂÅÍ ÊÎÒÅË
ßÌÁÎË ÑÒÐÀËÄÆÀ 6905,11 6905,11 0,00

�ÒÓÍÄÆÀ�
ßÌÁÎË
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31. BG0000198 Ñðåäåöêà ðåêà ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÑÐÅÄÅÖ
707,22 707,22 0,00

ßÌÁÎË ÁÎËßÐÎÂÎ
ÑÒÐÀËÄÆÀ

32. BG0000199 Öèáúð ÂÐÀÖÀ ÊÎÇËÎÄÓÉ
2971,73 2971,73 0,00

ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ ÂÚË×ÅÄÐÚÌ
ËÎÌ

33. BG0000203 Òóëîâî ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ ÌÚÃËÈÆ 161,64 161,64 0,00
34. BG0000204 Âàðäèì ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ ÑÂÈÙÎÂ

1104,89 1104,89 0,00
ÐÓÑÅ ÖÅÍÎÂÎ

35. BG0000205 Ñòðàëäæà ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÊÀÐÍÎÁÀÒ
881,30 881,30 0,00

ßÌÁÎË ÑÒÐÀËÄÆÀ
36. BG0000206 Ñúäèåâî ÑËÈÂÅÍ ÍÎÂÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ 516,67 516,67 0,00
37. BG0000209 Ïèðèí ÁËÀÃÎÅÂÃÐÀÄ ÁÀÍÑÊÎ

ÊÐÅÑÍÀ
ÐÀÇËÎÃ
ÑÀÍÄÀÍÑÊÈ 40 356,00 40 356,00 0,00
ÑÈÌÈÒËÈ
ÃÎÖÅ ÄÅË×ÅÂ
ÑÒÐÓÌßÍÈ

38. BG0000213 Òúðíîâñêè ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÂÅËÈÊÎ
âèñî÷èíè ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ

ÃÎÐÍÀ 4432,18 4432,18 0,00
ÎÐßÕÎÂÈÖÀ

39. BG0000214 Äðÿíîâñêè ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ
ìàíàñòèð ÄÐßÍÎÂÎ 2986,45 2986,45 0,00

ÒÐßÂÍÀ
40. BG0000216 Åìåí ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ ÂÅËÈÊÎ

ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ 490,17 490,17 0,00
ÏÀÂËÈÊÅÍÈ

41. BG0000217 Æäðåëîòî íà ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ ÑÂÈËÅÍÃÐÀÄ
7850,43 7850,43 0,00ð.Òóíäæà ÒÎÏÎËÎÂÃÐÀÄ

ßÌÁÎË ÅËÕÎÂÎ
42. BG0000219 Äåðâåíòñêè ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÌÀËÊÎ

âúçâèøåíèÿ 2 ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ

54 990,48 54 990,48 0,00ÑÐÅÄÅÖ
ßÌÁÎË ÁÎËßÐÎÂÎ

43. BG0000230 Ôàêèéñêà ðåêà ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÁÓÐÃÀÑ
ÑÎÇÎÏÎË 4101,46 4101,46 0,00
ÑÐÅÄÅÖ

44. BG0000231 Áåëåíñêà ãîðà ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ ÃÎÐÍÀ
ÎÐßÕÎÂÈÖÀ

7312,21 7312,21 0,00

ÏÎËÑÊÈ
ÒÐÚÌÁÅØ
ÑÒÐÀÆÈÖÀ

ÐÓÑÅ ÁßËÀ
45. BG0000232 Áàòèí ÐÓÑÅ ÁÎÐÎÂÎ 2691,05 2691,05 0,00

ÈÂÀÍÎÂÎ
46. BG0000233 Ñòóäåíà ðåêà ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ ÏÀÂËÈÊÅÍÈ

ÏÎËÑÊÈ
ÒÐÚÌÁÅØ 5299,36 5299,36 0,00
ÑÂÈÙÎÂ

ÐÓÑÅ ÖÅÍÎÂÎ
47. BG0000239 Îáíîâà� ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ ÏÀÂËÈÊÅÍÈ

10 748,67 10 748,67 0,00
Êàðàìàí äîë ÑÂÈÙÎÂ

ÏËÅÂÅÍ ÁÅËÅÍÅ
ËÅÂÑÊÈ
ÍÈÊÎÏÎË
ÏËÅÂÅÍ
ÏÎÐÄÈÌ

48. BG0000240 Ñòóäåíåö ËÎÂÅ× ËÓÊÎÂÈÒ
ÓÃÚÐ×ÈÍ

ÏËÅÂÅÍ ÄÎËÍÈ ÄÚÁÍÈÊ 28 057,27 28 057,27 0,00
ÏËÅÂÅÍ

49. BG0000241 Ñðåáúðíà ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ 1448,2 1448,2 0,00
50. BG0000242 Çàëèâ ×åíãåíå ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÁÓÐÃÀÑ 191,19 93,68 97,51

ñêåëå
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51. BG0000247 Íèêîïîëñêî ïëàòî ÏËÅÂÅÍ ÁÅËÅÍÅ 18 500,69 18 500,69 0,00
ÍÈÊÎÏÎË

52. BG0000254 Áåñàïàðñêè ÏÀÇÀÐÄÆÈÊ ÁÐÀÖÈÃÎÂÎ
âúçâèøåíèÿ ÏÀÇÀÐÄÆÈÊ

ÏÅÙÅÐÀ
ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ ÊÐÈ×ÈÌ

6743,06 6743,06 0,00

ÑÒÀÌÁÎËÈÉÑÊÈ
53. BG0000255 Ãðàäèíñkà ãîðà ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ ÏÚÐÂÎÌÀÉ

ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ ÁÐÀÒß
439,78 439,78 0,00

ÄÀÑÊÀËÎÂÈ
54. BG0000261 ßçîâèð ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ ÊÀÇÀÍËÚÊ

�Êîïðèíêà� ÏÀÂÅË ÁÀÍß 876,08 876,08 0,00
55. BG0000263 Ñêàëñêî ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ

ÄÐßÍÎÂÎ 2192,30 2192,30 0,00
ÑÅÂËÈÅÂÎ

56. BG0000266 Ïåùåðà Ìàíäðàòà ËÎÂÅ× ÓÃÚÐ×ÈÍ 1,00 1,00 0,00
57. BG0000269 Ïåùåðà ËÎÂÅ× ÒÅÒÅÂÅÍ 1,00 1,00 0,00

Ëÿñòîâèöàòà
58. BG0000270 Àòàíàñîâñêî åçåðî ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÁÓÐÃÀÑ 7208,89 7208,89 0,00
59. BG0000273 Áóðãàñêî åçåðî ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÁÓÐÃÀÑ 3092,02 3092,02 0,00
60. BG0000275 ßçîâèð �Ñòàìáî- ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ ÑÓÕÈÍÄÎË

9353,25 9353,25 0,00
ëèéñêè� ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ ÑÅÂËÈÅÂÎ

61. BG0000279 Ñòàðà ðåêà ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ ÇËÀÒÀÐÈÖÀ
ËßÑÊÎÂÅÖ

146,07 146,07 0,00
ÑÒÐÀÆÈÖÀ

ÒÚÐÃÎÂÈÙÅ ÀÍÒÎÍÎÂÎ
62. BG0000280 Çëàòàðèøêà ðåêà ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ ÅËÅÍÀ

ÇËÀÒÀÐÈÖÀ 67,64 67,64 0,00
ËßÑÊÎÂÅÖ

63. BG0000281 Ðåêà Áåëèöà ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ ÂÅËÈÊÎ

117,26 117,26 0,00ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ
ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ ÒÐßÂÍÀ

64. BG0000282 Äðÿíîâñêà ðåêà ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ
ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ ÄÐßÍÎÂÎ 187,62 187,62 0,00

ÒÐßÂÍÀ
65. BG0000287 Ìåðè÷ëåðñêà ðåêà ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ ×ÈÐÏÀÍ

ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ ÄÈÌÈÒÐÎÂÃÐÀÄ
509,90 509,90 0,00

66. BG0000289 Òðèëèñòíèê ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ �ÌÀÐÈÖÀ� 616,95 616,95 0,00
ÐÀÊÎÂÑÊÈ

67. BG0000291 Ãîðà�Øèøìàíöè ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ ÐÀÊÎÂÑÊÈ 373,99 373,99 0,00
68. BG0000294 Êúðøàëåâî ÊÞÑÒÅÍÄÈË ÊÞÑÒÅÍÄÈË 6307,08 6307,08 0,00
69. BG0000295 Äîëíè Êîðèòåí ÊÞÑÒÅÍÄÈË ÊÞÑÒÅÍÄÈË 461,69 461,69 0,00

ÒÐÅÊËßÍÎ
70. BG0000298 Êîíÿâñêà ïëàíèíà ÊÞÑÒÅÍÄÈË ÁÎÁÎÂ ÄÎË

ÊÞÑÒÅÍÄÈË
9671,95 9671,95 0,00

ÏÅÐÍÈÊ ÐÀÄÎÌÈÐ
71. BG0000301 ×åðíè ðèä ÑÎÔÈÉÑÊÀ ÈÕÒÈÌÀÍ

ÊÎÑÒÅÍÅÖ 858,45 858,45 0,00
ÑÎÔÈß ÑÎÔÈß

72. BG0000314 Ðåáðî ÏÅÐÍÈÊ ÁÐÅÇÍÈÊ 213,39 213,39 0,00
73. BG0000322 Äðàãîìàí ÑÎÔÈÉÑÊÀ ÃÎÄÅ×

ÄÐÀÃÎÌÀÍ
ÊÎÑÒÈÍÁÐÎÄ 21 357,18 21 357,18 0,00
ÑËÈÂÍÈÖÀ

74. BG0000334 Îñòðîâ ÂÐÀÖÀ ÎÐßÕÎÂÎ 4873,72 4873,72 0,00
75. BG0000335 Êàðàáîàç ÏËÅÂÅÍ ÃÓËßÍÖÈ

Ä. ÌÈÒÐÎ- 12 200,36 12 200,36 0,00
ÏÎËÈß

76. BG0000336 Çëàòèÿ ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ ÂÚË×ÅÄÐÚÌ 3194,78 3194,78 0,00
77. BG0000339 Ðàáðîâî ÂÈÄÈÍ ÁÎÉÍÈÖÀ

ÁÐÅÃÎÂÎ 910,82 910,82 0,00
ÂÈÄÈÍ
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78. BG0000340 Öàð Ïåòðîâî ÂÈÄÈÍ ÂÈÄÈÍ
ÊÓËÀ 1748,11 1748,11 0,00

79. BG0000365 Îâ÷è õúëìîâå ÏÀÇÀÐÄÆÈÊ ÏÀÇÀÐÄÆÈÊ 1309,66 1309,66 0,00
80. BG0000366 Êðåñíà� ÁËÀÃÎÅÂÃÐÀÄ ÊÐÅÑÍÀ

Èëèíäåíöè ÑÀÍÄÀÍÑÊÈ
ÑÈÌÈÒËÈ 48 345,66 48 345,66 0,00
ÑÒÐÓÌßÍÈ

81. BG0000374 Áåáðåø ÂÐÀÖÀ ÐÎÌÀÍ
ÑÎÔÈÉÑÊÀ ÁÎÒÅÂÃÐÀÄ 6821,91 6821,91 0,00

ÏÐÀÂÅÖ
82. BG0000377 Êàëèìîê� ÐÓÑÅ ÑËÈÂÎ ÏÎËÅ

Áðúøëåí ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ ÒÓÒÐÀÊÀÍ 7550,18 7550,18 0,00
83. BG0000382 Øóìåíñêî ïëàòî ØÓÌÅÍ ÂÅËÈÊÈ

ÏÐÅÑËÀÂ 4490,62 4490,62 0,00
ØÓÌÅÍ

84. BG0000396 Ïåðñèíà ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ ÑÂÈÙÎÂ
ÏËÅÂÅÍ ÁÅËÅÍÅ 22 404,52 22 404,52 0,00

ÍÈÊÎÏÎË
85. BG0000399 Áúëãàðêà ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ

ÑÅÂËÈÅÂÎ
ÒÐßÂÍÀ 17 970,27 17 970,27 0,00

ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ ÊÀÇÀÍËÚÊ
86. BG0000401 Ñâåòè Èëèéñêè ÑËÈÂÅÍ ÍÎÂÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ

8458,60 8458,60 0,00
âúçâèøåíèÿ ßÌÁÎË �ÒÓÍÄÆÀ�

87. BG0000402 Áàêàäæèöèòå ßÌÁÎË ÑÒÐÀËÄÆÀ 4501,34 4501,34 0,00
�ÒÓÍÄÆÀ�

88. BG0000418 Êåðìåíñêè ÑËÈÂÅÍ ÍÎÂÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ 1652,54 1652,54 0,00
âúçâèøåíèÿ ÑËÈÂÅÍ

89. BG0000420 Ãðåáåíåö ÑËÈÂÅÍ ÊÎÒÅË
ÑËÈÂÅÍ 10 039,55 10 039,55 0,00

ßÌÁÎË ÑÒÐÀËÄÆÀ
90. BG0000421 Ïðåñëàâñêà ÒÚÐÃÎÂÈÙÅ ÒÚÐÃÎÂÈÙÅ

 ïëàíèíà ØÓÌÅÍ ÂÅËÈÊÈ
ÏÐÅÑËÀÂ 14 060,01 14 060,01 0,00
ÂÚÐÁÈÖÀ

91. BG0000424 Ðåêà Âú÷à ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ ÊÐÈ×ÈÌ
Òðàêèÿ �ÐÎÄÎÏÈ�

ÑÒÀÌÁÎ- 550,32 550,32 0,00
ËÈÉÑÊÈ
ÏÅÐÓÙÈÖÀ

92. BG0000425 Ðåêà Ñúçëèéêà ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ ÃÚËÚÁÎÂÎ
ÐÀÄÍÅÂÎ
ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ 991,77 991,77 0,00

ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ ÑÈÌÅÎÍÎÂÃÐÀÄ
93. BG0000426 Ðåêà Ëóäà ßíà ÏÀÇÀÐÄÆÈÊ ÏÀÇÀÐÄÆÈÊ

ÏÀÍÀÃÞÐÈÙÅ 474,08 474,08 0,00
ÑÒÐÅË×À

94. BG0000427 Ðåêà Îâ÷àðèöà ÑËÈÂÅÍ ÍÎÂÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ
ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ ÃÚËÚÁÎÂÎ 1163,72 1163,72 0,00

ÐÀÄÍÅÂÎ
ßÌÁÎË �ÒÓÍÄÆÀ�

95. BG0000429 Ðåêà Ñòðÿìà ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ ÊÀËÎßÍÎÂÎ
ÊÀÐËÎÂÎ
�ÌÀÐÈÖÀ� 4078,38 4078,38 0,00
ÐÀÊÎÂÑÊÈ
ÕÈÑÀÐß

96. BG0000432 Ãîëÿìà ðåêà ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ ÑÒÐÀÆÈÖÀ
ÒÚÐÃÎÂÈÙÅ ÀÍÒÎÍÎÂÎ 7451,74 7451,74 0,00

ÏÎÏÎÂÎ
97. BG0000434 Áàíñêà ðåêà ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ ÄÈÌÈÒÐÎÂÃÐÀÄ 77,04 77,04 0,00

ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ
98. BG0000435 Ðåêà Êàÿëèéêà ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ ÏÚÐÂÎÌÀÉ 71,50 71,50 0,00

ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ ÄÈÌÈÒÐÎÂÃÐÀÄ
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99. BG0000436 Ðåêà Ìå÷êà ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ ÀÑÅÍÎÂÃÐÀÄ 3310,70 3310,70 0,00
ÏÚÐÂÎÌÀÉ

100. BG0000437 Ðåêà ×åðêåçèöà ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ ÀÑÅÍÎÂÃÐÀÄ 144,75 144,75 0,00
ÑÀÄÎÂÎ

101. BG0000438 Ðåêà ×èíàðäåðå ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ ÀÑÅÍÎÂÃÐÀÄ 1155,56 1155,56 0,00
ÏÚÐÂÎÌÀÉ

102. BG0000440 Ðåêà Ñîêîëèöà ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ ÃÚËÚÁÎÂÎ 141,54 141,54 0,00
ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ ÒÎÏÎËÎÂÃÐÀÄ

103. BG0000441 Ðåêà Áëàòíèöà ÑËÈÂÅÍ ÍÎÂÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ
ÑËÈÂÅÍ 1079,10 1079,10 0,00

ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ ÐÀÄÍÅÂÎ
104. BG0000442 Ðåêà Ìàðòèíêà ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ

×ÈÐÏÀÍ 182,11 182,11 0,00
ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ ÄÈÌÈÒÐÎÂÃÐÀÄ

105. BG0000443 Ðåêà Îìóðîâñêà ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ ÁÐÅÇÎÂÎ
ÏÚÐÂÎÌÀÉ

ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ ÁÐÀÒß 532,31 532,31 0,00
ÄÀÑÊÀËÎÂÈ
ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ

106. BG0000444 Ðåêà Ïÿñú÷íèê ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ �ÌÀÐÈÖÀ�
ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ
ÑÚÅÄÈÍÅÍÈÅ 1879,97 1879,97 0,00
ÕÈÑÀÐß

107. BG0000487 Áîæèòå ìîñòîâå ÂÐÀÖÀ ÂÐÀÖÀ 33,12 33,12 0,00
108. BG0000494 Öåíòðàëåí ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ ÑÅÂËÈÅÂÎ

Áàëêàí ËÎÂÅ× ÀÏÐÈËÖÈ
ÒÅÒÅÂÅÍ

ËÎÂÅ× ÒÐÎßÍ
ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ ÊÀÐËÎÂÎ 71 669,50 71 669,50 0,00
ÑÎÔÈÉÑÊÀ ÀÍÒÎÍ

ÇËÀÒÈÖÀ
ÏÈÐÄÎÏ

ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ ÏÀÂÅË ÁÀÍß
109. BG0000495 Ðèëà ÁËÀÃÎÅÂÃÐÀÄ ÁÅËÈÖÀ

ÁËÀÃÎÅÂÃÐÀÄ
ÐÀÇËÎÃ
ÑÈÌÈÒËÈ
ßÊÎÐÓÄÀ

ÊÞÑÒÅÍÄÈË ÄÓÏÍÈÖÀ
ÐÈËÀ 81 046,00 81 046,00 0,00
ÑÀÏÀÐÅÂÀ ÁÀÍß

ÏÀÇÀÐÄÆÈÊ ÁÅËÎÂÎ
ÑÎÔÈÉÑÊÀ ÄÎËÍÀ ÁÀÍß

ÊÎÑÒÅÍÅÖ
ÑÀÌÎÊÎÂ

110. BG0000496 Ðèëñêè ìàíàñòèð ÁËÀÃÎÅÂÃÐÀÄ ÁÅËÈÖÀ
ÁËÀÃÎÅÂÃÐÀÄ
ÐÀÇËÎÃ 25 833,53 25 833,53 0,00

ÊÞÑÒÅÍÄÈË ÄÓÏÍÈÖÀ
ÐÈËÀ

ÑÎÔÈß ÑÀÌÎÊÎÂ
111. BG0000497 Àð÷àð ÂÈÄÈÍ ÄÈÌÎÂÎ 28,60 28,60 0,00
112. BG0000498 Âèäáîë ÂÈÄÈÍ ÂÈÄÈÍ

ÃÐÀÌÀÄÀ 1305,14 1305,14 0,00
ÌÀÊÐÅØ

113. BG0000500 Âîéíèöà ÂÈÄÈÍ ÂÈÄÈÍ
ÃÐÀÌÀÄÀ 2312,99 2312,99 0,00
ÊÓËÀ

114. BG0000501 Ãîëÿìà Êàì÷èÿ ÂÀÐÍÀ ÄÚËÃÎÏÎË
ØÓÌÅÍ ÂÅËÈÊÈ

ÏÐÅÑËÀÂ
ÂÚÐÁÈÖÀ 216,69 216,69 0,00
ÑÌßÄÎÂÎ
ØÓÌÅÍ
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115. BG0000503 Ðåêà Ëîì ÂÈÄÈÍ ÐÓÆÈÍÖÈ
ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ ÁÐÓÑÀÐÖÈ

ËÎÌ 1441,13 1441,13 0,00
ÌÅÄÊÎÂÅÖ

116. BG0000507 Äåëåéíà ÂÈÄÈÍ ÁÐÅÃÎÂÎ 2257,54 2257,54 0,00
ÂÈÄÈÍ

117. BG0000508 Ðåêà Ñêúò ÂÐÀÖÀ ÁßËÀ ÑËÀÒÈÍÀ 408,59 408,59 0,00
ÌÈÇÈß

118. BG0000509 Öèáðèöà ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ ÂÚË×ÅÄÐÚÌ 962,68 962,68 0,00
ßÊÈÌÎÂÎ

119. BG0000513 Âîéíèøêè ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÑÐÅÄÅÖ
Áàêàäæèê ßÌÁÎË ÑÒÐÀËÄÆÀ 1138,94 1138,94 0,00

120. BG0000516 ×åðíàòà ìîãèëà ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÑÂÈÙÎÂ 13,07 13,07 0,00
ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ

121. BG0000517 Ïîðòèòîâöè� ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ ÁÎÉ×ÈÍÎÂÖÈ 664,38 664,38 0,00
Âëàäèìèðîâî ÂÐÀÖÀ ÊÐÈÂÎÄÎË

122. BG0000518 Âúðòîïñêè äîë ÂÈÄÈÍ ÂÈÄÈÍ
ÃÐÀÌÀÄÀ 958,82 958,82 0,00
ÄÈÌÎÂÎ

123. BG0000519 Ìîìèíáðîäñêî ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ ËÎÌ 26,61 26,61 0,00
áëàòî

124. BG0000521 Ìàêðåø ÂÈÄÈÍ ÁÅËÎÃÐÀÄ×ÈÊ
ÃÐÀÌÀÄÀ 2061,25 2061,25 0,00
ÄÈÌÎÂÎ
ÌÀÊÐÅØ

125. BG0000522 Âèäèíñêè ïàðê ÂÈÄÈÍ ÂÈÄÈÍ 1581,27 1581,27 0,00
ÃÐÀÌÀÄÀ

126. BG0000523 Øèøåíöè ÂÈÄÈÍ ÁÎÉÍÈÖÀ 572,85 572,85 0,00
ÊÓËÀ

127. BG0000524 Îðèçèùåòî ÂÈÄÈÍ ÂÈÄÈÍ 475,74 475,74 0,00
128. BG0000525 Òèìîê ÂÈÄÈÍ ÁÐÅÃÎÂÎ 499,68 499,68
129. BG0000526 Äîëíî Ëèíåâî ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ ËÎÌ 31,62 31,62 0,00
130. BG0000527 Êîçëîäóé ÂÐÀÖÀ ÊÎÇËÎÄÓÉ

125,38 125,38 0,00
ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ ÂÚË×ÅÄÐÚÌ

131. BG0000528 Îñòðîâñêà ñòåï ÂÐÀÖÀ ÎÐßÕÎÂÎ 301,29 301,29 0,00
(Âàäèí)

132. BG0000529 Ìàðòåí ÐÓÑÅ ÐÓÑÅ 1172,74 1172,74 0,00
Ðÿõîâî ÑËÈÂÎ ÏÎËÅ

133. BG0000530 Ïîæàðåâî�Ãàðâàí ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ ÃËÀÂÈÍÈÖÀ
ÑÈÒÎÂÎ 5886,27 5886,27 0,00
ÒÓÒÐÀÊÀÍ

134. BG0000532 Îñòðîâ Áëèçíàöè ÂÈÄÈÍ ÂÈÄÈÍ 141,90 141,90 0,00
135. BG0000533 Îñòðîâè Êîçëîäóé ÂÐÀÖÀ ÊÎÇËÎÄÓÉ 605,76 605,76 0,00
136. BG0000534 Îñòðîâ ×àéêà ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ ÑÈËÈÑÒÐÀ 245,68 245,68 0,00
137. BG0000539 Ãîðà Òîïîëÿíå ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ ÐÀÄÍÅÂÎ 67,55 67,55 0,00
138. BG0000552 Îñòðîâ Êóòîâî ÂÈÄÈÍ ÂÈÄÈÍ 119,32 119,32 0,00
139. BG0000553 Ãîðà Òîïîë÷àíå ÑËÈÂÅÍ ÑËÈÂÅÍ 66,58 66,58 0,00
140. BG0000554 Ãîðà Æåëþ ÑËÈÂÅÍ ÑËÈÂÅÍ 71,99 71,99 0,00

Âîéâîäà
141. BG0000567 Ãîðà Áëàòåö ÑËÈÂÅÍ ÑËÈÂÅÍ 47,85 47,85 0,00
142. BG0000569 Êàðäàì ÄÎÁÐÈ× ÃÅÍÅÐÀË 918,34 918,34 0,00

ÒÎØÅÂÎ
143. BG0000570 Èçâîðîâî� ÄÎÁÐÈ× ÃÅÍÅÐÀË

Êðàèùå ÒÎØÅÂÎ 1081,52 1081,52 0,00

144. BG0000572 Ðîñèöà�Ëîçíèöà ÄÎÁÐÈ× ÃÅÍÅÐÀË
ÒÎØÅÂÎ 1811,98 1811,98 0,00

145. BG0000574 Àõåëîé�Ðàâäà� ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÍÅÑÅÁÚÐ 3925,51 738,75 3186,76
Íåñåáúð ÏÎÌÎÐÈÅ

146. BG0000576 Ñâèùîâñêà ãîðà ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ ÑÂÈÙÎÂ 1917,20 1917,20 0,00
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147. BG0000578 Ðåêà Ìàðèöà ÏÀÇÀÐÄÆÈÊ ÁÅËÎÂÎ 14 693,10 14 693,10 0,00
ÏÀÇÀÐÄÆÈÊ
ÑÅÏÒÅÌÂÐÈ
�ÌÀÐÈÖÀ�
ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ
ÏÚÐÂÎÌÀÉ

ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ ÐÀÊÎÂÑÊÈ
�ÐÎÄÎÏÈ�
ÑÀÄÎÂÎ
ÑÒÀÌÁÎ-
ËÈÉÑÊÈ
ÁÐÀÒß

ÑÒÀÐÀ ÇÀÃÎÐÀ ÄÀÑÊÀËÎÂÈ
×ÈÐÏÀÍ

ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ ÄÈÌÈÒÐÎÂÃÐÀÄ
ËÞÁÈÌÅÖ
ÑÂÈËÅÍÃÐÀÄ
ÑÈÌÅÎÍÎÂÃÐÀÄ
ÕÀÐÌÀÍËÈ
ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ

148. BG0000587 Âàðêàí ÂÈÄÈÍ ÂÈÄÈÍ 1,00 1,00 0,00
149. BG0000589 Ìàðèíà äóïêà ÒÚÐÃÎÂÈÙÅ ÒÚÐÃÎÂÈÙÅ 1,00 1,00 0,00
150. BG0000591 Ñåäëàðêàòà ÏËÅÂÅÍ ×ÅÐÂÅÍ ÁÐßÃ 1,00 1,00
151. BG0000593 Áèëåðíèöèòå ÂÐÀÖÀ ÊÐÈÂÎÄÎË

64,51 64,51 0,00
ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ ÂÚÐØÅÖ

152. BG0000594 Áîæèÿ ìîñò� ÂÐÀÖÀ ÂÐÀÖÀ 227,90 227,90 0,00
Ïîíîðà

153. BG0000601 Êàëåíñêà ïåùåðà ÂÐÀÖÀ ÌÅÇÄÐÀ
377,38 377,38 0,00

ÂÐÀÖÀ
154. BG0000602 Êàáèþê ØÓÌÅÍ ØÓÌÅÍ 286,87 286,87 0,00
155. BG0000605 Áîæêîâà äóïêà ÐÓÑÅ ÂÅÒÎÂÎ 1,00 1,00 0,00
156. BG0000607 Ïåùåðà Ìèêðå ËÎÂÅ× ÓÃÚÐ×ÈÍ 1,00 1,00 0,00
157. BG0000608 Ëîìîâåòå ÐÀÇÃÐÀÄ ÐÀÇÃÐÀÄ

ÖÀÐ ÊÀËÎßÍ
ÂÅÒÎÂÎ

ÐÓÑÅ ÄÂÅ ÌÎÃÈËÈ 32 488,93 32 488,93 0,00
ÈÂÀÍÎÂÎ
ÐÓÑÅ

ÒÚÐÃÎÂÈÙÅ ÎÏÀÊÀ
ÏÎÏÎÂÎ

158. BG0000609 Ðåêà Ðîñèöà ÂÅËÈÊÎ
ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ

ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ ÏÀÂËÈÊÅÍÈ 1440,86 1440,86 0,00
ÑÓÕÈÍÄÎË
ÃÎÐÍÀ
ÎÐßÕÎÂÈÖÀ

159. BG0000610 Ðåêà ßíòðà ÂÅËÈÊÎ
ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ
ÃÎÐÍÀ
ÎÐßÕÎÂÈÖÀ

ÂÅËÈÊÎ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ ËßÑÊÎÂÅÖ
ÏÎËÑÊÈ
ÒÐÚÌÁÅØ
ÑÒÐÀÆÈÖÀ
ÑÂÈÙÎÂ 13 900,41 13 900,41 0,00
ÁÎÐÎÂÎ

ÐÓÑÅ ÁßËÀ
ÖÅÍÎÂÎ

ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ
ÄÐßÍÎÂÎ

160. BG0000611 ßçîâèð �Ãîðíè ÄÎËÍÈ ÄÚÁÍÈÊ
Äúáíèê� ÏËÅÂÅÍ ×ÅÐÂÅÍ ÁÐßÃ 2539,29 2539,29 0,00

ÈÑÊÚÐ
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161. BG0000612 Ðåêà Áëÿãîðíèöà ÑËÈÂÅÍ ÒÂÚÐÄÈÖÀ 1522,94 1522,94 0,00
162. BG0000613 Ðåêà Èñêúð ÏËÅÂÅÍ ÊÍÅÆÀ

Ä. ÌÈÒÐÎÏÎËÈß
ÈÑÊÚÐ 9458,01 9458,01 0,00
×ÅÐÂÅÍ ÁÐßÃ
ÃÓËßÍÖÈ

163. BG0000614 Ðåêà Îãîñòà ÂÐÀÖÀ ÊÎÇËÎÄÓÉ
ÌÈÇÈß 1253,24 1253,24 0,00
ÎÐßÕÎÂÎ

164. BG0000615 Äåâåòàøêî ïëàòî ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ ÑÅÂËÈÅÂÎ

ËÎÂÅ×
ËÅÒÍÈÖÀ 14 997,07 14 997,07 0,00
ËÎÂÅ×

165. BG0000616 Ìèêðå ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ ÑÅÂËÈÅÂÎ
ËÎÂÅ×

ËÎÂÅ× ÒÐÎßÍ 15 447,16 15 447,16 0,00
ÓÃÚÐ×ÈÍ

166. BG0000618 Âèäèìà ÃÀÁÐÎÂÎ ÑÅÂËÈÅÂÎ

ËÎÂÅ× ÀÏÐÈËÖÈ 1823,05 1823,05 0,00
ÒÐÎßÍ

167. BG0000620 Ïîìîðèå ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÏÎÌÎÐÈÅ 2085,15 956,66 1128,49
168. BG0000621 Åçåðî Øàáëà� ÄÎÁÐÈ× ØÀÁËÀ 2623,53 918,70 1704,83

Åçåðåö
169. BG0001001 Ðîïîòàìî ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÏÐÈÌÎÐÑÊÎ 12 815,82 9861,06 2954,75ÑÎÇÎÏÎË
170. BG0001007 Ñòðàíäæà ÌÀËÊÎ

ÁÓÐÃÀÑ ÒÚÐÍÎÂÎ 118 225,03 115 928,68 2296,35
ÖÀÐÅÂÎ

171. BG0001014 Êàðëóêîâî ÁßËÀ ÑËÀÒÈÍÀ
ÂÐÀÖÀ ÌÅÇÄÐÀ

ÐÎÌÀÍ
28 841,93 28 841,93 0,00

ËÎÂÅ× ËÓÊÎÂÈÒ
ßÁËÀÍÈÖÀ

ÏËÅÂÅÍ ×ÅÐÂÅÍ ÁÐßÃ
172. BG0001022 Îðàíîâñêè ÁËÀÃÎÅÂÃÐÀÄ ÁËÀÃÎÅÂÃÐÀÄ 13 270,57 13 270,57 0,00ïðîëîì�Ëåøêî ÑÈÌÈÒËÈ
173. BG0001032 Ðîäîïè�Èçòî÷íè ÊÈÐÊÎÂÎ

ÊÚÐÄÆÀËÈ ÊÐÓÌÎÂÃÐÀÄ
ÊÚÐÄÆÀËÈ
ÌÎÌ×ÈËÃÐÀÄ

ÑÌÎËßÍ ÇËÀÒÎÃÐÀÄ
ÈÂÀÉËÎÂÃÐÀÄ 217 352,95 217 352,95 0,00
ËÞÁÈÌÅÖ

ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ ÌÀÄÆÀÐÎÂÎ
ÑÂÈËÅÍÃÐÀÄ
ÑÒÀÌÁÎËÎÂÎ
ÕÀÐÌÀÍËÈ

174. BG0001033 Áðåñòîâèöà ÏËÎÂÄÈÂ ÏÅÐÓÙÈÖÀ 2670,58 2670,58 0,00�ÐÎÄÎÏÈ�
175. BG0001034 Îñòúð êàìúê ËÞÁÈÌÅÖ

ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ ÕÀÐÌÀÍËÈ 15 994,31 15 994,31 0,00
ÕÀÑÊÎÂÎ

176. BG0001036 Áúëãàðñêè èçâîð ËÓÊÎÂÈÒ
ËÎÂÅ× ÒÅÒÅÂÅÍ 2618,99 2618,99 0,00

ÓÃÚÐ×ÈÍ
ßÁËÀÍÈÖÀ

177. BG0001037 Ïúñòðèíà ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ ÁÎÉ×ÈÍÎÂÖÈ 3551,58 3551,58 0,00ÌÎÍÒÀÍÀ
178. BG0001042 Èñêúðñêè ÂÐÀÖÀ ÌÅÇÄÐÀ

ïðîëîì� ÑÎÔÈÉÑÊÀ ÁÎÒÅÂÃÐÀÄ 22 689,54 22 689,54 0,00
Ðæàíà ÑÂÎÃÅ

179. BG0001307 Ïëàíà ÑÎÔÈß ÑÎÔÈß
ÑÎÔÈÉÑÊÀ ÑÀÌÎÊÎÂ 2789,33 2789,33 0,00

180. BG0001375 Îñòðèöà
ÏÅÐÍÈÊ

ÏÅÐÍÈÊ
4429,50 4429,50 0,00ÐÀÄÎÌÈÐ

Îáùî: 1 484 377,9 1 472 069,3 12 308,6
% îò òåðèòîðèÿòà 13,4
íà ñòðàíàòà
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ÄÚÐÆÀÂÅÍ ÂÅÑÒÍÈÊ 84
ÁÐÎÉ

ÑÚÄÚÐÆÀÍÈÅ ÍÀ ÎÔÈÖÈÀËÍÈß ÐÀÇÄÅË

ÎÔÈÖÈÀËÍO ÈÇÄÀÍÈÅ ÍÀ ÐÅÏÓÁËÈÊÀ ÁÚËÃÀÐÈß

Íàðîäíî ñúáðàíèå

33333 Ðåøåíèå çà ïðîìåíè â ñúñòàâà è ðú-êîâîäñòâîòî íà Êîìèñèÿòà ïî èêîíî-ìè÷åñêàòà ïîëèòèêà 2
33333 Ðåøåíèå çà ïðîìåíè â ñúñòàâà íàÊîìèñèÿòà ïî ïðàâàòà íà ÷îâåêà èâåðîèçïîâåäàíèÿòà 2
33333 Ðåøåíèå çà ïîïúëâàíå ñúñòàâà íàÊîìèñèÿòà ïî åâðîïåéñêèòå âúïðîñè 2
33333 Ðåøåíèå çà ïîïúëâàíå ñúñòàâà íà Êî-ìèñèÿòà ïî îêîëíàòà ñðåäà è âîäèòå 2
33333 Ðåøåíèå çà ïîïúëâàíå ñúñòàâà íàÊîìèñèÿòà ïî áþäæåò è ôèíàíñè 2
33333 Ðåøåíèå  çà óâåëè÷àâàíå ÷èñëåíèÿñúñòàâ è ïîïúëâàíå ñúñòàâà íà Êî-ìèñèÿòà ïî çåìåäåëèåòî è ãîðèòå 3
33333 Ðåøåíèå çà ïðîìåíè â ñúñòàâà è ðú-êîâîäñòâîòî íà Êîìèñèÿòà ïî æàëáè-òå è ïåòèöèèòå íà ãðàæäàíèòå 3
33333 Ðåøåíèå çà ïîïúëâàíå ñúñòàâà íàÊîìèñèÿòà ïî ïðàâíè âúïðîñè 3
33333 Ðåøåíèå çà óâåëè÷àâàíå ÷èñëåíèÿ ñúñ-òàâ è ïîïúëâàíå ñúñòàâà íà Êîìèñèÿ-òà ïî çäðàâåîïàçâàíåòî 3
33333 Ðåøåíèå ïî Äîêëàäà çà äåéíîñòòà íàÊîìèñèÿòà çà áîðáà ñ êîðóïöèÿòà 3
33333 Ðåøåíèå çà ïðèåìàíå íà Îáîáùåíãîäèøåí äîêëàä çà äåéíîñòòà íà Âèñ-øèÿ ñúäåáåí ñúâåò ïðåç 2007 ã. 3
33333 Ðåøåíèå çà ïîäêðåïà íà Ïðàæêàòàäåêëàðàöèÿ çà åâðîïåéñêàòà ñúâåñò èêîìóíèçìà îò 3 þíè 2008 ãîäèíà 4
33333 Ðåøåíèå çà ïðèåìàíå íà ïðîöåäóðíèïðàâèëà çà îáñúæäàíå íà Äîêëàäà çàäåéíîñòòà íà Âèñøèÿ ñúäåáåí ñúâåò èäîêëàäèòå çà äåéíîñòòà è ïðèëàãàíå-òî íà çàêîíà íà Âúðõîâíèÿ êàñàöèîíåíñúä è ñúäèëèùàòà, Âúðõîâíèÿ àäìèíèñ-òðàòèâåí ñúä è àäìèíèñòðàòèâíèòåñúäèëèùà, Ãëàâíà ïðîêóðàòóðà è ðàç-ñëåäâàùèòå îðãàíè 4
33333 Îáðúùåíèå íà 40-òî Íàðîäíî ñúáðà-íèå êúì ãðàæäàíèòå íà ÐåïóáëèêàÁúëãàðèÿ ïî ïîâîä 100 ãîäèíè îò ïðî-âúçãëàñÿâàíåòî íà Íåçàâèñèìîñòòàíà áúëãàðñêàòà äúðæàâà 4

Ïðåçèäåíò íà ðåïóáëèêàòà

33333 Óêàç ¹ 261 çà îñâîáîæäàâàíå íà Âëà-äèìèð Àòàíàñîâ Àòàíàñîâ îò äëúæ-íîñòòà èçâúíðåäåí è ïúëíîìîùåí ïîñ-ëàíèê íà Ðåïóáëèêà Áúëãàðèÿ â Ðå-ïóáëèêà Ñëîâåíèÿ è çà íàçíà÷àâàíå íàÔèëèï Ãåîðãèåâ Áîêîâ çà èçâúíðåäåí èïúëíîìîùåí ïîñëàíèê íà ÐåïóáëèêàÁúëãàðèÿ â Ðåïóáëèêà Ñëîâåíèÿ 5
33333 Óêàç ¹ 262 çà ïðîìåíÿíå íàèìåíî-âàíèåòî íà ñ. Êèñåëè÷åâî, îáùèíà Ñìî-ëÿí, îáëàñò Ñìîëÿí 5
33333 Óêàç ¹ 263 çà ïðîìåíÿíå íàèìåíî-âàíèåòî íà ñ. Îðåøèöà, îáùèíà Ñìî-ëÿí, îáëàñò Ñìîëÿí 5
33333 Óêàç ¹ 264 çà ïðîìåíÿíå íàèìåíî-âàíèåòî íà ñ. Êîêîðêîâî, îáùèíà Ñìî-ëÿí, îáëàñò Ñìîëÿí 5

Ìèíèñòåðñòâî íà îòáðàíàòà

33333 Íàðåäáà çà èçìåíåíèå íà Íàðåäáà¹ Í-7 îò 2004 ã. çà ðåãèñòðàöèÿ íà âî-åííèòå âúçäóõîïëàâàòåëíè ñðåäñòâàâ Ðåïóáëèêà Áúëãàðèÿ 6
33333 Íàðåäáà çà èçìåíåíèå è äîïúëíåíèå íàÍàðåäáà ¹ 14 îò 2007 ã. çà óñëîâèÿòàè ðåäà çà ñåðòèôèöèðàíå íà ëåòàòåë-íàòà ãîäíîñò íà âîåííèòå âúçäóõî-ïëàâàòåëíè ñðåäñòâà 6

Ìèíèñòåðñòâî íà ðåãèîíàëíîòî
ðàçâèòèå è áëàãîóñòðîéñòâîòî

33333 Íàðåäáà ¹ 1 îò 16 ñåïòåìâðè 2008 ã.çà ñúçäàâàíåòî è ïîääúðæàíåòî íàñïåöèàëèçèðàíèòå êàðòè è ðåãèñòðèíà îáåêòèòå ïî ÷ë. 6, àë. 4 è 5 îò Çàêî-íà çà óñòðîéñòâîòî íà ×åðíîìîðñêî-òî êðàéáðåæèå 7
Äúðæàâíà àãåíöèÿ

 �Íàöèîíàëíà ñèãóðíîñò�

33333 Íàðåäáà ¹ I-1 îò 16 ñåïòåìâðè 2008 ã.çà ñïåöèôè÷íèòå èçèñêâàíèÿ, óñëîâè-ÿòà è ðåäà çà ïîñòúïâàíå íà äúðæàâ-íà ñëóæáà â Äúðæàâíà àãåíöèÿ �Íàöè-îíàëíà ñèãóðíîñò� 13
Âúðõîâåí àäìèíèñòðàòèâåí ñúä

33333 Ðåøåíèå ¹ 4004 îò 4 àïðèë 2008 ã.ïî àäìèíèñòðàòèâíî äåëî ¹ 12621 îò2007 ã. 16
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029012, 029013, 029016, 029017, 029018, 029019, 029020,
029021, 029022, 029023, 029024, 029025, 029026, 029027,
029028, 029031, 032001, 032002, 032003, 032004, 032005,
032006, 032007, 032008, 032009, 032010, 032011, 032012,
032013, 032014, 032015, 032016, 032017, 032018, 032019,
032021, 032022, 032023, 032025, 032026, 032027, 032028,
106001, 106002, 106003, 106004, 106005, 106006, 106032,
106033, 106034, 106036 ñúãëàñíî êàðòàòà íà âúçñòà-
íîâåíàòà ñîáñòâåíîñò çà çåìëèùåòî íà ñ. Øóìà,
ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 83466, îáùèíà Ãîäå÷, îáëàñò Ñîôèÿ, êúì
21.08.2007 ã. ñ îáùà ïëîù 1092,181 äêà.

5. Ïúëíèÿò îïèñ íà êîîðäèíàòèòå íà òî÷êèòå,
îïðåäåëÿùè ãðàíèöàòà íà çàùèòåíà çîíà �Ðàÿíîâ-
öè� ñ èäåíòèôèêàöèîíåí êîä BG0002001, êàêòî è
êîîðäèíàòíèòå ðåãèñòðè íà ÷àñòèòå îò èìîòèòå ïî
ò. 4 ñå ñúõðàíÿâàò è ñà íà ðàçïîëîæåíèå â ÌÎÑÂ è
ÐÈÎÑÂ�Ñîôèÿ.

6. Â ãðàíèöèòå íà çàùèòåíàòà çîíà ñå çàáðàíÿâà:
6.1. ïðåìàõâàíåòî íà õàðàêòåðèñòèêè íà ëàíäøàô-

òà (ñèíîðè, åäèíè÷íè è ãðóïè äúðâåòà, çàùèòíè ãîð-
ñêè ïîÿñè, êàìåííè îãðàäè è æèâè ïëåòîâå) ïðè
ïîëçâàíåòî íà çåìåäåëñêèòå çåìè êàòî òàêèâà;

6.2. çàëåñÿâàíåòî íà ëèâàäè, ïàñèùà è ìåðè, êàê-
òî è ïðåâðúùàíåòî èì â îáðàáîòâàåìè çåìè è òðàé-
íè íàñàæäåíèÿ;

6.3. èçïîëçâàíåòî íà ïåñòèöèäè è ìèíåðàëíè òî-
ðîâå â ïàñèùà è ëèâàäè;

6.4. êîñåíåòî íà ëèâàäèòå îò ïåðèôåðèÿòà êúì
öåíòúðà ñ áúðçîïîäâèæíà òåõíèêà è ïðåäè 15 þëè;

6.5. èçâúðøâàíåòî íà äåéíîñòè, ñâúðçàíè ñ îò-
âîäíÿâàíå èëè ïðåñóøàâàíå íà ìî÷óðèùà, ëèâàäè è
åñòåñòâåíè âîäíè îáåêòè;

6.6. ïîäìÿíàòà íà êðàéðå÷íèòå ãîðè îò ìåñòíè
äúðâåñíè âèäîâå ñ íåìåñòíè òàêèâà íà ðàçñòîÿíèå äî
50 ì îò ãðàíèöèòå íà âîäíèòå îáåêòè;

6.7. êîñåíåòî íà òðúñòèêà â ïåðèîäà îò 1 ìàðò äî
15 àâãóñò;

6.8. ïàëåíåòî íà òðúñòèêîâè ìàñèâè è êðàéáðåæ-
íà ðàñòèòåëíîñò.

7. Â ñðîê äî äâå ãîäèíè îò âëèçàíå â ñèëà íà çà-
ïîâåäòà ÐÈÎÑÂ�Ñîôèÿ, äà ïðåäïðèåìå íåîáõîäè-
ìèòå äåéñòâèÿ ïî îòðàçÿâàíå íà çàùèòåíàòà çîíà â
êàðòàòà íà âúçñòàíîâåíàòà ñîáñòâåíîñò, êàäàñòúðà
è èìîòíèÿ ðåãèñòúð çà ñúîòâåòíèòå çåìëèùà.

8. Çàùèòåíà çîíà �Ðàÿíîâöè� ñ èäåíòèôèêàöèî-
íåí êîä BG0002001 äà ñå âïèøå â ðåãèñòðèòå íà çà-
ùèòåíèòå çîíè, âîäåíè â ÌÎÑÂ è ÐÈÎÑÂ�Ñîôèÿ.

9. Íàðóøèòåëèòå íà çàïîâåäòà ñå íàêàçâàò ñúã-
ëàñíî àäìèíèñòðàòèâíîíàêàçàòåëíèòå ðàçïîðåäáè íà
Çàêîíà çà áèîëîãè÷íîòî ðàçíîîáðàçèå.

10. Çàïîâåäòà âëèçà â ñèëà îò äåíÿ íà îáíàðîäâà-
íåòî º â �Äúðæàâåí âåñòíèê�.

11. Çàïîâåäòà íå ïîäëåæè íà îáæàëâàíå.

Ìèíèñòúð: Äæ. ×àêúðîâ
3503

ÇÀÏÎÂÅÄ ¹ ÐÄ-572
îò 8 ñåïòåìâðè 2008 ã.

Íà îñíîâàíèå ÷ë. 12, àë. 6 âúâ âðúçêà ñ ÷ë. 6, àë. 1,
ò. 3 è 4 îò Çàêîíà çà áèîëîãè÷íîòî ðàçíîîáðàçèå è
ò. 1 îò Ðåøåíèå íà Ìèíèñòåðñêèÿ ñúâåò ¹ 122 îò
2.III.2007 ã. (ÄÂ, áð. 21 îò 2007 ã.):

1. Îáÿâÿâàì çàùèòåíà çîíà �Ïèðèí� ñ èäåíòèôè-
êàöèîíåí êîä BG0000209 â çåìëèùàòà íà: ãð. Ðàçëîã,
îáùèíà Ðàçëîã, ãð. Áàíñêî, ãð. Äîáðèíèùå, ñ. Îáè-
äèì è ñ. Êðåìåí, îáùèíà Áàíñêî, ñ. Áðåçíèöà è ñ. Êîð-
íèöà, îáùèíà Ãîöå Äåë÷åâ, ñ. Ïèðèí, ñ. Ëèëÿíîâî,

ñ. Ãîðíà Ñóøèöà, ñ. Ñóãàðåâî è ñ. Ïëîñêè, îáùèíà
Ñàíäàíñêè, ñ. Èëèíäåíöè, îáùèíà Ñòðóìÿíè, ñ. Ñòàðà
Êðåñíà è ñ. Âëàõè, îáùèíà Êðåñíà, ñ. Ãðàäåâî, ñ. Ñå-
íîêîñ è ñ. Áðåæàíè, îáùèíà Ñèìèòëè, îáëàñò Áëà-
ãîåâãðàä, ñ îáùà ïëîù 403 823,813 äêà.

2. Ïðåäìåò íà îïàçâàíå â çàùèòåíà çîíà �Ïèðèí�
ñ èäåíòèôèêàöèîíåí êîä BG0000209 ñà ñëåäíèòå
âèäîâå ïòèöè:

2.1. âèäîâå ïî ÷ë. 6, àë. 1, ò. 3 îò Çàêîíà çà áèîëî-
ãè÷íîòî ðàçíîîáðàçèå:

Ãîëÿìà áÿëà ÷àïëà (Egretta alba), Íîùíà ÷àïëà
(Nycticorax nycticorax), ×åðåí ùúðêåë (Ciconia nigra),
Áÿë ùúðêåë (Ciconia ciconia), Åãèïåòñêè ëåøîÿä
(Neophron percnopterus), Áåëîãëàâ ëåøîÿä (Gyps
fulvus), Îðåë ðèáàð (Pandion haliaetus), ×åðíà êàíÿ
(Milvus migrans), Êúñîïðúñò ÿñòðåá (Accipiter brevipes),
Îñîÿä (Pernis apivorus), Áåëîîïàøàò ìèøåëîâ (Buteo
rufinus), Ïîëñêè áëàòàð (Circus cyaneus), Ìàëúê êðåñ-
ëèâ îðåë (Aquila pomarina), Ñêàëåí îðåë (Aquila
chrysaetos), Ìàëúê îðåë (Hieraaetus pennatus), Îðåë
çìèÿð (Circaetus gallicus), Ñîêîë ñêèòíèê (Falco
peregrinus), Âå÷åðíà âåòðóøêà (Falco vespertinus),
Ëîâåí ñîêîë (Falco cherrug), Ëåùàðêà (Bonasa bonasia),
Ãëóõàð (Tetrao urogallus), Ëèâàäåí äúðäàâåö (Crex crex),
Áóõàë (Bubo bubo), Âðàá÷îâà êóêóìÿâêà (Glaucidium
passerinum), Ïåðíàòîíîãà êóêóìàâêà (Aegolius
funereus), Êîçîäîé (Caprimulgus europaeus), Áåëîãðúá
êúëâà÷ (Dendrocopos leucotos), Ñèâ êúëâà÷ (Picus
canus), ×åðåí êúëâà÷ (Dryocopus martius), Òðèïðúñò
êúëâà÷ (Picoides tridactylus), Ãîðñêà ÷ó÷óëèãà (Lullula
arborea), Ïîëñêà áúáðèöà (Anthus campestris), ×åðâå-
íîãúðáà ñâðà÷êà (Lanius collurio), ×åðíî÷åëà ñâðà÷-
êà (Lanius minor), ßñòðåáîãóøî êîïðèâàð÷å (Sylvia
nisoria) , Ïîëóáåëîâðàòà ìóõîëîâêà (Ficedula
semitorquata), Ãðàäèíñêà îâåñàðêà (Emberizia
hortulana), Ïëàíèíñêè êåêëèê (Alectoris graeca);

2.2. âèäîâå ïî ÷ë. 6, àë. 1, ò. 4 îò Çàêîíà çà áèîëî-
ãè÷íîòî ðàçíîîáðàçèå:

Îáèêíîâåí ìèøåëîâ (Buteo buteo), Ìàëúê ÿñòðåá
(Accipiter nisus), ×åðíîøèïà âåòðóøêà (Êåðêåíåç)
(Falco tinnunculus), Ñîêîë îðêî (Falco subbuteo), Ðå-
÷åí äúæäîñâèðåö (Charadrius dubius), Êúñîêðèë êþ-
êàâåö (Actitis hypoleucos), Ï÷åëîÿä (Merops apiaster).

3. Çàùèòåíàòà çîíà ïî ò. 1 ñå îáÿâÿâà ñ öåë:
3.1. îïàçâàíå è ïîääúðæàíå íà ìåñòîîáèòàíèÿòà

íà ïîñî÷åíèòå â ò. 2 âèäîâå ïòèöè çà ïîñòèãàíå íà
òÿõíîòî áëàãîïðèÿòíî ïðèðîäîçàùèòíî ñúñòîÿíèå;

3.2. âúçñòàíîâÿâàíå íà ìåñòîîáèòàíèÿ íà âèäîâå
ïòèöè ïî ò. 2, çà êîèòî å íåîáõîäèìî ïîäîáðÿâàíå íà
ïðèðîäîçàùèòíîòî èì ñúñòîÿíèå.

4. Â ãðàíèöèòå íà çàùèòåíà çîíà �Ïèðèí� ñ èäåí-
òèôèêàöèîíåí êîä BG0000209 ñå âêëþ÷âàò ïîçåì-
ëåíè èìîòè ñ íîìåðà, êàêòî ñëåäâà:

4.1. èìîòè ñ íîìåðà 000060, 000192, 000516, 000526,
000529, 000530, 000535, 000539, 000540, 000541, 000542,
000543, 000544, 000545, 000546, 000548, 000549, 000553,
000563, 000569, 000570, 000571, 000600, 000622, 000647,
000648, 000649, 000650, 000651, 000652, 000653, 000656,
000657, 000663, 000664, 000678, 000681, 000682, 000683,
000684, 000685, 000686, 000687, 000688, 000689, 000691,
000692, 000693, 000695, 000696, 000698, 000699, 000701,
000702, 000703, 000704, 000708, 000712, 000714, 000717,
000720, 000723, 000809, 026678, 027009, 027013, 027014,
027031, 027032, 027033, 027035, 027036, 027047, 027053,
043064, 044013, 044014, 044015, 044018, 044019, 044020,
044021, 044027, 051025, 051041, 051051, 054020, 055012,
086003, 086004, 086005, 086006, 086007, 086008, 087001,
087002, 087003, 087004, 087005, 087006, 087007, 095148,
095149, 105017, 105113, 106020, 107011, 107012, 107032,
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4.10. èìîòè ñ íîìåðà 000198, 000199, 000200,
000201, 000202, 000203, 000204, 000205, 000206, 000207,
000208, 000209, 000210, 000211, 000212, 000213, 000214,
000215, 000216, 000217, 000218, 000219, 000220, 000221,
000222, 000223, 000224, 000225, 000226, 000227, 000229,
000230, 000231, 000232, 000233, 000234, 000235, 000236,
000237, 000238, 000239, 000240, 000241, 000242, 000243,
000244, 000245, 000246, 000247, 000248, 000275, 000281,
000282, 000372, 000373, 000374, 000375, 000399, 000401,
000402, 000406, 000407, 000424, 000428, 000600, 000700
ñúãëàñíî êàðòàòà íà âúçñòàíîâåíàòà ñîáñòâåíîñò çà
çåìëèùåòî íà ñ. Ëèëÿíîâî, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 43699, îáùèíà
Ñàíäàíñêè, îáëàñò Áëàãîåâãðàä, êúì 07.01.2008 ã. ñ
îáùà ïëîù 48 530,425 äêà;

4.11. èìîòè ñ íîìåðà 000004, 000005, 000006,
000007, 000008, 000009, 000014, 000025, 000026, 000027,
000028, 000029, 000030, 000031, 000032, 000033, 000034,
000035, 000036, 000037, 000039, 000041, 000042, 000055,
000056, 000057, 000058, 000514, 000518, 000552, 000554
ñúãëàñíî êàðòàòà íà âúçñòàíîâåíàòà ñîáñòâåíîñò çà
çåìëèùåòî íà ñ. Ïëîñêè, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 56839, îáùèíà
Ñàíäàíñêè, îáëàñò Áëàãîåâãðàä, êúì 07.01.2008 ã. ñ
îáùà ïëîù 30 193,255 äêà;

4.12. èìîò ñ íîìåð 059001 ñúãëàñíî êàðòàòà íà
âúçñòàíîâåíàòà ñîáñòâåíîñò çà çåìëèùåòî íà
ñ. Èëèíäåíöè, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 32665, îáùèíà Ñòðóìÿíè, îá-
ëàñò Áëàãîåâãðàä, êúì 07.01.2008 ã. ñ îáùà ïëîù
1778,440 äêà;

4.13. èìîòè ñ íîìåðà 000151, 000152, 000154,
000155, 000156, 000157, 000158, 000161, 000162, 000163,
000164, 000165, 000166, 000167, 000168, 000169, 000170,
000180, 000181, 000182, 000183, 000184, 000185, 000186,
000188, 000189, 000190, 000191, 000192, 000193, 000194,
000195, 000196, 000223, 000224, 000225, 000226, 000227,
000228, 000229, 000230, 000273, 000274, 000275, 000276,
000277, 000278, 000279, 000280, 000281, 000282, 000283,
000284, 000285, 000286, 000368, 000369, 000370, 000371,
000373, 000374, 000375, 000376, 000377, 000378, 000379,
000380, 000381, 000382, 000383, 000384, 000385, 000386,
000387, 000388, 000389, 000390, 000391, 000392, 000393,
000436, 000437, 000438, 000439, 000440, 000441, 000442,
000443, 000444, 000445, 000446, 000447, 000448, 000449,
000450, 000451, 000452, 000453, 000464, 000488, 000489,
000490, 000491, 000492, 000493, 000494, 000495, 000496,
000497, 000498, 000499, 000500, 000501, 000502, 000503,
000504, 000505, 000506, 000507, 000508, 000509, 000510,
000511, 000512, 000513, 000514, 000515, 000516, 000517,
000518, 000519, 000599, 000600, 000601, 000652, 018001,
018002, 018003, 018004, 018005, 018006, 018007, 018008,
018009, 018010, 018011, 018012, 018013, 018014, 018015
ñúãëàñíî êàðòàòà íà âúçñòàíîâåíàòà ñîáñòâåíîñò çà
çåìëèùåòî íà ñ. Âëàõè, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 11569, îáùèíà
Êðåñíà, îáëàñò Áëàãîåâãðàä, êúì 07.01.2008 ã. ñ îáùà
ïëîù 53 387,961 äêà;

4.14. èìîòè ñ íîìåðà 000163, 000203, 000207 ñúã-
ëàñíî êàðòàòà íà âúçñòàíîâåíàòà ñîáñòâåíîñò çà
çåìëèùåòî íà ñ. Ñòàðà Êðåñíà, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 39699, îá-
ùèíà Êðåñíà, îáëàñò Áëàãîåâãðàä, êúì 07.01.2008 ã.
ñ îáùà ïëîù 6710,173 äêà;

4.15. èìîò ñ íîìåð 000007 ñúãëàñíî êàðòàòà íà
âúçñòàíîâåíàòà ñîáñòâåíîñò çà çåìëèùåòî íà ñ. Ñå-
íîêîñ, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 66247, îáùèíà Ñèìèòëè, îáëàñò
Áëàãîåâãðàä, êúì 04.01.2008 ã. ñ îáùà ïëîù
6925,296 äêà;

4.16. èìîò ñ íîìåð 000245 ñúãëàñíî êàðòàòà íà
âúçñòàíîâåíàòà ñîáñòâåíîñò çà çåìëèùåòî íà ñ. Áðå-
æàíè, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 06238, îáùèíà Ñèìèòëè, îáëàñò
Áëàãîåâãðàä, êúì 04.01.2008 ã. ñ îáùà ïëîù
1353,128 äêà;

107036, 108007, 108011, 109029, 110018, 110023, 110033,
110034, 111002, 111003, 111004, 111015, 111024, 111031,
112009, 113001, 114004, 116004, 118120�÷àñò
(24,421 äêà), 119025, 153008, 162054, 162056, 162057,
166008, 166010, 166011, 167001, 167003, 167005, 167007,
169052, 169053, 169100, 178009, 178010, 178011, 178012,
178013, 178014, 178015, 182012, 182013, 182019, 182051,
182075, 183004, 191001, 191002, 191003, 191004, 191005,
191006 ñúãëàñíî êàðòàòà íà âúçñòàíîâåíàòà ñîáñòâå-
íîñò çà çåìëèùåòî íà ãð. Áàíñêî, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 02676,
îáùèíà Áàíñêî, îáëàñò Áëàãîåâãðàä, êúì 08.01.2008 ã.
ñ îáùà ïëîù 102 528,672 äêà;

4.2. èìîòè ñ íîìåðà 000151, 000499, 000500, 000501,
000502, 000505, 000506, 000508, 000510, 000551, 000565,
000567, 000573, 000577, 000605�÷àñò (100,967 äêà),
000711, 000712, 000713, 000714, 000716, 000717, 000718,
000719, 000720, 000721, 000723, 000724, 000725, 000741,
000754 ñúãëàñíî êàðòàòà íà âúçñòàíîâåíàòà ñîáñòâå-
íîñò çà çåìëèùåòî íà ãð. Äîáðèíèùå, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 21498,
îáùèíà Áàíñêî, îáëàñò Áëàãîåâãðàä, êúì 08.01.2008 ã.
ñ îáùà ïëîù 22 775,000 äêà;

4.3. èìîòè ñ íîìåðà 000157, 000350, 000351, 000353,
000354, 000357, 000358, 000359, 000360, 000361, 000363,
000364, 000365, 000366, 000407, 000509, 000510, 000513,
000514, 000639, 000642, 000646, 000647 ñúãëàñíî êàð-
òàòà íà âúçñòàíîâåíàòà ñîáñòâåíîñò çà çåìëèùåòî
íà ñ. Êðåìåí, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 39614, îáùèíà Áàíñêî, îá-
ëàñò Áëàãîåâãðàä, êúì 08.01.2008 ã. ñ îáùà ïëîù
8909,261 äêà;

4.4. èìîòè ñ íîìåðà 000071 è 000279 ñúãëàñíî
êàðòàòà íà âúçñòàíîâåíàòà ñîáñòâåíîñò çà çåìëèùå-
òî íà ñ. Îáèäèì, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 53059, îáùèíà Áàíñêî,
îáëàñò Áëàãîåâãðàä, êúì 08.01.2008 ã. ñ îáùà ïëîù
13 509,696 äêà;

4.5. èìîòè ñ íîìåðà 010002, 010003, 010004, 010005,
010006, 055001, 055009 ñúãëàñíî êàðòàòà íà âúçñòà-
íîâåíàòà ñîáñòâåíîñò çà çåìëèùåòî íà ñ. Áðåçíèöà,
ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 06306, îáùèíà Ãîöå Äåë÷åâ, îáëàñò Áëàãî-
åâãðàä, êúì 04.01.2008 ã. ñ îáùà ïëîù 10 958,726 äêà;

4.6. èìîòè ñ íîìåðà 000012, 010010, 010011 ñúã-
ëàñíî êàðòàòà íà âúçñòàíîâåíàòà ñîáñòâåíîñò çà
çåìëèùåòî íà ñ. Êîðíèöà, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 38666, îáùèíà
Ãîöå Äåë÷åâ, îáëàñò Áëàãîåâãðàä, êúì 04.01.2008 ã.
ñ îáùà ïëîù 9003,680 äêà;

4.7. èìîòè ñ íîìåðà 000001, 000002, 000003, 000004,
000005, 000006, 000007, 000008, 000009, 000010, 000011,
000012, 000015, 000016, 000017, 000018, 000019, 000020,
000021, 000022, 000023, 000024, 000025, 000026, 000027,
000029, 000030, 000031, 000032, 000033, 000034, 000191,
000200, 000490, 000491, 000560, 000565, 000571, 000574,
000582, 000583, 000584, 000597, 000642, 000643, 000644,
000645, 000646, 000647, 000648, 000649, 000650, 000651,
000653, 000655, 000657, 000659, 000660, 000661, 000662,
000665, 000667, 000668, 000671, 000672, 000674, 000675,
000682, 000916, 000917, 000918, 000919, 000920, 000921,
010814, 020492, 020493, 020507, 166001, 166002, 166003,
167001, 167002 ñúãëàñíî êàðòàòà íà âúçñòàíîâåíàòà
ñîáñòâåíîñò çà çåìëèùåòî íà ñ. Ïèðèí, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ
56410, îáùèíà Ñàíäàíñêè, îáëàñò Áëàãîåâãðàä, êúì
07.01.2008 ã. ñ îáùà ïëîù 38 894,670 äêà;

4.8. èìîòè ñ íîìåðà 000001, 000002, 000003, 000010
ñúãëàñíî êàðòàòà íà âúçñòàíîâåíàòà ñîáñòâåíîñò çà
çåìëèùåòî íà ñ. Ñóãàðåâî, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 70189, îáùèíà
Ñàíäàíñêè, îáëàñò Áëàãîåâãðàä, êúì 07.01.2008 ã. ñ
îáùà ïëîù 2765,089 äêà;

4.9. èìîòè ñ íîìåðà 000001, 000002, 000003, 000004,
000005, 000698, 000699 ñúãëàñíî êàðòàòà íà âúçñòàíî-
âåíàòà ñîáñòâåíîñò çà çåìëèùåòî íà ñ. Ãîðíà Ñóøè-
öà, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 16403, îáùèíà Ñàíäàíñêè, îáëàñò Áëà-
ãîåâãðàä, êúì 07.01.2008 ã. ñ îáùà ïëîù 3308,939 äêà;
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apricaria), Áîéíèê (Philomachus pugnax), Ìàëêà ÷àé-
êà (Larus minutus), Áåëîáóçà ðèáàðêà (Chlidonias
hybridus), Çåìåðîäíî ðèáàð÷å (Alcedo atthis), Ñèíÿ-
âèöà (Coracias garrulus), Âîäíî øàâàð÷å (Acrocephalus
paludicola), ×åðâåíîãúðáà ñâðà÷êà (Lanius collurio),
Ìàëúê êîðìîðàí (Phalacrocorax pygmeus), ×åðâåí
àíãú÷ (Tadorna ferruginea), Ñèðèéñêè ïúñòúð êúëâà÷
(Dendrocopos syriacus);

2.2. âèäîâå ïî ÷ë. 6, àë. 1, ò. 4 îò Çàêîíà çà áèîëî-
ãè÷íîòî ðàçíîîáðàçèå:

Ìàëúê ãìóðåö (Tachybaptus ruficollis), Ãîëÿì ãìó-
ðåö (Podiceps cristatus), Ñèâà ÷àïëà (Ardea cinerea),
Íÿì ëåáåä (Cygnus olor), Ôèø (Anas penelope), Ñèâà
ïàòèöà (Anas strepera), Çèìíî áúðíå (Anas crecca),
Çåëåíîãëàâà ïàòèöà (Anas platyrhynchos), Øèëîîïà-
øàòà ïàòèöà (Anas acuta), Ëÿòíî áúðíå (Anas
querquedula), Êëîïà÷ (Anas clypeata), Êàôÿâîãëàâà
ïîòàïíèöà (Aythya ferina), Ìàëúê ÿñòðåá (Accipiter
nisus), Îáèêíîâåí ìèøåëîâ (Buteo buteo), ×åðíîøè-
ïà âåòðóøêà (Êåðêåíåç) (Falco tinnunculus), Âoäåí
äúðäàâåö (Rallus aquaticus), Çåëåíîíîæêà (Gallinula
chloropus), Ëèñêà (Fulica atra), Îáèêíîâåíà êàëóãå-
ðèöà (Vanellus vanellus), Êúñîêðèë êþêàâåö (Actitis
hypoleucos), Ðå÷íà ÷àéêà (Larus ridibundus), Ï÷åëîÿä
(Merops apiaster).

3. Çàùèòåíàòà çîíà ïî ò. 1 ñå îáÿâÿâà ñ öåë:
3.1. îïàçâàíå è ïîääúðæàíå íà ìåñòîîáèòàíèÿòà

íà ïîñî÷åíèòå â ò. 2 âèäîâå ïòèöè çà ïîñòèãàíå íà
òÿõíîòî áëàãîïðèÿòíî ïðèðîäîçàùèòíî ñúñòîÿíèå;

3.2. âúçñòàíîâÿâàíå íà ìåñòîîáèòàíèÿ íà âèäîâå
ïòèöè ïî ò. 2, çà êîèòî å íåîáõîäèìî ïîäîáðÿâàíå íà
ïðèðîäîçàùèòíîòî èì ñúñòîÿíèå.

4. Â ãðàíèöèòå íà çàùèòåíà çîíà �Äîëíè Áîãðîâ�
Êàçè÷åíå� ñ èäåíòèôèêàöèîíåí êîä BG0002004 ñå
âêëþ÷âàò ïîçåìëåíè èìîòè ñ íîìåðà, êàêòî ñëåäâà:

4.1. èìîòè ñ íîìåðà 000009, 000011, 000012, 000013,
000020, 000021, 000022, 019002, 019004, 019005, 019006,
019007, 019008, 019009, 019011, 019012, 019014, 019015,
019016, 019017, 019018, 019019, 019020, 019021, 019022,
019023, 019024, 019025, 019026, 019027, 019028, 020002,
020005, 020006, 020007, 020008, 020010, 020012, 020013,
021002, 021004, 021006, 021008, 021009, 021010, 021011,
021012, 021013, 021015, 021017, 021018, 021020, 021021,
021023, 021025, 021027, 021030, 021031, 021033, 021035,
021037, 021038, 021039, 021040, 021041, 021042 ñúã-
ëàñíî êàðòàòà íà âúçñòàíîâåíàòà ñîáñòâåíîñò çà
çåìëèùåòî íà ñ. Ãîðíè Ëîçåí, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 99190, ðà-
éîí �Ïàí÷àðåâî�, Ñòîëè÷íà îáùèíà, îáëàñò Ñîôèÿ,
êúì 17.12.2007 ã. ñ îáùà ïëîù 418,144 äêà;

4.2. èìîòè ñ íîìåðà 000019, 000020�÷àñò
(3,130 äêà), 000021, 000022, 000023, 000024�÷àñò
(11,569 äêà), 000026, 000027, 000028, 000029, 000030,
000031, 000033, 000034, 000037, 000049, 000054�÷àñò
(1,649 äêà), 000055, 000057, 000060, 000062, 000063,
000064, 000065, 000066, 000145, 000146, 000147, 000151,
000171, 000186, 000187, 000188, 000189, 000204, 000205,
000206, 000207, 000208, 000209, 000212, 000215, 000313,
000314�÷àñò (3,886 äêà), 000315, 000316, 000317,
000318, 000319, 000320, 000321, 000322, 000323, 000324,
000325, 000326, 000327, 000328, 000329, 000330, 000331,
000332, 000333, 000334, 000335, 000336, 000337, 000338,
000339, 000340, 000357, 002001, 002002, 002003, 002004,
002005, 002006, 002007, 002008, 002009, 002010, 002011,
002012, 002013, 002014, 002015, 002016, 002017, 002018,
002019, 002020, 002021, 002022, 002023, 002024, 002025,
002026, 002027, 002028, 002029, 002030, 002031, 002032,
002033, 002034, 002035, 002036, 002037, 002038, 002039,
002040, 002041, 002042, 002043, 002044, 002045, 002046,
002047, 002048, 002050, 002051, 002052, 002053, 002054,
002055, 002056, 002057, 002058, 002059, 002060, 002061,

4.17. èìîò ñ íîìåð 000486 ñúãëàñíî êàðòàòà íà
âúçñòàíîâåíàòà ñîáñòâåíîñò çà çåìëèùåòî íà ñ. Ãðà-
äåâî, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ 17405, îáùèíà Ñèìèòëè, îáëàñò Áëà-
ãîåâãðàä, êúì 04.01.2008 ã. ñ îáùà ïëîù 1066,062 äêà;

4.18. èìîòè ñ íîìåðà 61813.808.6, 61813.808.7,
61813.808.8, 61813.808.9, 61813.808.12, 61813.808.101,
61813.808.186, 61813.808.187, 61813.808.583, 61813.808.876
ñúãëàñíî êàäàñòðàëíà êàðòà íà ãð. Ðàçëîã, ÅÊÀÒÒÅ
61813, îáùèíà Ðàçëîã, îáëàñò Áëàãîåâãðàä, îäîáðåíà
ñúñ çàïîâåä ¹ ÐÄ-18-33 îò 15.05.2006 ã. íà èçïúëíèòåë-
íèÿ äèðåêòîð íà Àãåíöèÿòà ïî ãåîäåçèÿ, êàðòîãðàôèÿ
è êàäàñòúð, ñ îáùà ïëîù 41 225,340 äêà.

5. Ïúëíèÿò îïèñ íà êîîðäèíàòèòå íà òî÷êèòå,
îïðåäåëÿùè ãðàíèöàòà íà çàùèòåíà çîíà �Ïèðèí� ñ
èäåíòèôèêàöèîíåí êîä BG0000209, êàêòî è êîîðäè-
íàòíèòå ðåãèñòðè íà ÷àñòèòå îò èìîòèòå ïî ò. 4.1 è
4.2 ñå ñúõðàíÿâàò è ñà íà ðàçïîëîæåíèå â ÌÎÑÂ,
ÐÈÎÑÂ�Áëàãîåâãðàä, è äèðåêöèÿ �Íàöèîíàëåí
ïàðê Ïèðèí�.

6. Â ñðîê äî äâå ãîäèíè îò âëèçàíå â ñèëà íà çà-
ïîâåäòà äèðåêöèÿ �Íàöèîíàëåí ïàðê Ïèðèí� äà ïðåä-
ïðèåìå íåîáõîäèìèòå äåéñòâèÿ ïî îòðàçÿâàíå íà
çàùèòåíàòà çîíà â êàðòàòà íà âúçñòàíîâåíàòà ñîáñ-
òâåíîñò, êàäàñòúðà è èìîòíèÿ ðåãèñòúð çà ñúîòâåò-
íèòå çåìëèùà.

7. Çàùèòåíà çîíà �Ïèðèí� ñ èäåíòèôèêàöèîíåí
êîä BG0000209 äà ñå âïèøå â ðåãèñòðèòå íà çàùèòå-
íèòå çîíè, âîäåíè â ÌÎÑÂ è ÐÈÎÑÂ�Áëàãîåâãðàä.

8. Çàùèòåíèòå òåðèòîðèè, îáÿâåíè ïî ðåäà íà
Çàêîíà çà çàùèòåíèòå òåðèòîðèè, ïîïàäàùè â ãðà-
íèöàòà íà çàùèòåíà çîíà �Ïèðèí� ñ èäåíòèôèêàöè-
îíåí êîä BG0000209, çàïàçâàò ñòàòóòà, êàòåãîðèÿòà,
ãðàíèöèòå è ðåæèìèòå ñè íà îïàçâàíå.

9. Çàïîâåäòà âëèçà â ñèëà îò äåíÿ íà îáíàðîäâà-
íåòî º â �Äúðæàâåí âåñòíèê�.

10. Çàïîâåäòà íå ïîäëåæè íà îáæàëâàíå.

Ìèíèñòúð: Äæ. ×àêúðîâ
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Íà îñíîâàíèå ÷ë. 12, àë. 6 âúâ âðúçêà ñ ÷ë. 6, àë. 1,
ò. 3 è 4 îò Çàêîíà çà áèîëîãè÷íîòî ðàçíîîáðàçèå è
ò. 1 îò Ðåøåíèå íà Ìèíèñòåðñêèÿ ñúâåò ¹ 122 îò
2.III.2007 ã. (ÄÂ, áð. 21 îò 2007 ã.):

1. Îáÿâÿâàì çàùèòåíà çîíà �Äîëíè Áîãðîâ�
Êàçè÷åíå� ñ èäåíòèôèêàöèîíåí êîä BG0002004 â
çåìëèùàòà íà ñ. Ãîðíè Ëîçåí, ñ. Êàçè÷åíå, ñ. Êðè-
âèíà, ðàéîí �Ïàí÷àðåâî�, Ñòîëè÷íà îáùèíà, îáëàñò
Ñîôèÿ, ñ. Äîëíè Áîãðîâ, ðàéîí �Êðåìèêîâöè�, Ñòî-
ëè÷íà îáùèíà, îáëàñò Ñîôèÿ, è ñ. Ðàâíî ïîëå, îáùè-
íà Åëèí Ïåëèí, Ñîôèéñêà îáëàñò, ñ îáùà ïëîù
22 511,861 äêà.

2. Ïðåäìåò íà îïàçâàíå â çàùèòåíà çîíà �Äîëíè
Áîãðîâ�Êàçè÷åíå� ñ èäåíòèôèêàöèîíåí êîä
BG0002004 ñà ñëåäíèòå âèäîâå ïòèöè:

2.1. âèäîâå ïî ÷ë. 6, àë. 1, ò. 3 îò Çàêîíà çà áèîëî-
ãè÷íîòî ðàçíîîáðàçèå:

Ìàëúê âîäåí áèê (Ixobrychus minutus), Íîùíà
÷àïëà (Nycticorax nycticorax), Ãðèâåñòà ÷àïëà (Ardeola
ralloides), Ìàëêà áÿëà ÷àïëà (Egretta garzetta), Ãîëÿ-
ìà áÿëà ÷àïëà (Egretta alba), ×åðâåíà ÷àïëà (Ardea
purpurea), Áÿë ùúðêåë (Ciconia ciconia), Áåëîîêà
ïîòàïíèöà (Aythya nyroca), Òðúñòèêîâ áëàòàð (Circus
aeruginosus), Ïîëñêè áëàòàð (Circus cyaneus), Ëèâà-
äåí áëàòàð (Circus pygargus), Âå÷åðíà âåòðóøêà (Falco
vespertinus), Ñoêîë ñêèòíèê (Falco peregrinus), Ëèâà-
äåí äúðäàâåö (Crex crex), Çëàòèñòà áóëêà (Pluvialis
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РЕШЕНИЕ НА КОМИСИЯТА

от 12 декември 2008 година

за приемане съгласно Директива 92/43/ЕИО на Съвета на втори актуализиран списък на териториите
от значение за Общността в Алпийския биогеографски регион

(нотифицирано под номер С(2008) 7973)

(2009/91/ЕО)

КОМИСИЯТА НА ЕВРОПЕЙСКИТЕ ОБЩНОСТИ,

като взе предвид Договора за създаване на Европейската общност,

като взе предвид Директива 92/43/ЕИО на Съвета от 21 май
1992 г. за опазване на естествените местообитания и на дивата
флора и фауна (1), и по-специално член 4, параграф 2, трета
алинея от нея,

като има предвид, че:

(1) Алпийският биогеографски регион, посочен в член 1,
буква в), подточка iii) от Директива 92/43/ЕИО, обхваща
намиращата се в рамките на Общността територия на
Алпите (Австрия, Италия, Германия, Франция и Словения),
на Пиренеите (Франция и Испания), на Апенините (Италия),
на северните Феноскандинавски планини (Швеция и
Финландия), на Карпатите (Полша, Словакия и Румъния) и
на Стара планина, Рила, Пирин и Родопите (България), в
съответствие с биогеографската карта, одобрена на 25 април
2005 г. от комитета, създаден съгласно член 20 от
посочената директива, наричан по-долу „Комитета по
местообитанията“.

(2) Необходимо е, в контекста на започналия през 1995 г.
процес, да бъде отбелязан допълнителен напредък по
отношение на реалното изграждане на мрежата „Натура
2000“, която представлява съществен елемент от опазването
на биологичното разнообразие в Общността.

(3) С решения 2004/69/EО (2) и 2008/218/EО (3) на Коми-
сията бяха приети първоначален списък и първи актуали-
зиран списък на териториите от значение за Общността в
Алпийския биогеографски регион в съответствие с Дирек-
тива 92/43/ЕИО. Въз основа на член 4, параграф 4 и член 6,
параграф 1 от Директива 92/43/ЕИО заинтересованата
държава-членка определя териториите, включени в списъка
на териториите от значение за Общността в Алпийския
биогеографски регион, като специални защитени зони във
възможно най-кратък срок и в рамките на шест години, като
установява приоритети по отношение на съхраняването,
както и необходимите мерки за съхраняване.

(4) Списъците на териториите от значение за Общността се
преразглеждат в контекста на динамичното приспособяване
на мрежата „Натура 2000“. Затова е необходимо второ
актуализиране на списъка на териториите в Алпийския
регион.

(5) От една страна, второто актуализиране на списъка на
териториите от значение за Общността в Алпийския
биогеографски регион е необходимо, за да се включат

допълнителните територии, предложени от държавите-
членки от 2006 г. насам като територии от значение за
Общността в Алпийския биогеографски регион по смисъла
на член 1 от Директива 92/43/ЕИО. Задълженията,
произтичащи от член 4, параграф 4 и член 6, параграф 1
от Директива 92/43/ЕИО, се прилагат във възможно най-
кратък срок и в рамките на шест години от приемането на
втория актуализиран списък на териториите от значение за
Общността в Алпийския биогеографски регион.

(6) От друга страна, второто актуализиране на списъка на
териториите от значение за Общността в Алпийския
биогеографски регион е необходимо, за да бъде отразена
всяка промяна в информацията за териториите, представена
от държавите-членки след одобряването на първоначалния
и на първия актуализиран списък на Общността. В този
смисъл вторият актуализиран списък на териториите от
значение за Общността в Алпийския биогеографски регион
представлява консолидирана версия на списъка на терито-
риите от значение за Общността в Алпийския биогеографски
регион. Необходимо е обаче да се подчертае, че задълже-
нията, произтичащи от член 4, параграф 4 и член 6,
параграф 1 от Директива 92/43/ЕИО, се прилагат във
възможно най-кратък срок и в рамките на шест години от
приемането на първоначалния списък или на първия
актуализиран списък на териториите от значение за
Общността в Алпийския биогеографски регион, в зависи-
мост от това в кой от списъците съответната територия от
значение за Общността е включена за първи път в
качеството си на такава.

(7) По отношение на Алпийския биогеографски регион списъ-
ците на предложените територии от значение за Общността
по смисъла на член 1 от Директива 92/43/ЕИО са
предадени на Комисията в периода между март 2002 г. и
януари 2008 г. от съответните държави-членки в съот-
ветствие с член 4, параграф 1 от посочената директива.

(8) Заедно със списъците на предложените територии е
представена и информация за всяка територия в съответствие
с формуляра, установен с Решение 97/266/ЕО на Комисията
от 18 декември 1996 г. относно формуляра за предоставяне
на информация за предложените в рамките на „Натура
2000“ обекти (4).

(9) Информацията включва най-новата окончателна карта на
територията, изпратена от заинтересованата държава-
членка, наименованието на територията, нейното географско
положение и площ, както и данните, получени в резултат от
прилагането на критериите, определени в приложение III
към Директива 92/43/ЕИО.

13.2.2009 г. BG Официален вестник на Европейския съюз L 43/21
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(10) Въз основа на проектосписъка, изготвен от Комисията със
съгласието на всяка от заинтересованите държави-членки,
който определя също така териториите с приоритетни
типове естествени местообитания или с приоритетни видове,
следва да се приеме втори актуализиран списък на
териториите, избрани за територии от значение за Общ-
ността в Алпийския биогеографски регион.

(11) Данните за съществуването и разпределението на типовете
естествени местообитания и видовете се развиват постоянно
в резултат на наблюдението съгласно член 11 от Дирек-
тива 92/43/ЕИО. Следователно оценката и изборът на
територии на равнище на Общността са направени въз
основа на най-добрата налична към настоящия момент
информация.

(12) Някои държави-членки обаче не са предложили достатъчно
територии, за да изпълнят изискванията на Директива 92/
43/ЕИО по отношение на някои типове местообитания и
някои видове. За тези видове и типове местообитания
следователно не може да се направи заключението, че
мрежата е завършена. В същото време обаче, като се вземе
предвид времето, необходимо за получаването на информа-
цията и за постигането на споразумение с държавите-
членки, е необходимо да се одобри втори актуализиран
списък на териториите, който трябва да бъде преразглеждан
в съответствие с член 4 от Директива 92/43/ЕИО.

(13) Тъй като данните за съществуването и за разпределението на
някои от естествените типове местообитания от приложе-
ние I и на някои видове от приложение II към Директива 92/
43/ЕИО остават непълни, не може да се направи извод дали
мрежата е завършена или незавършена. Списъкът следва да
бъде преразгледан, ако е необходимо, в съответствие с
разпоредбите на член 4 от Директива 92/43/ЕИО.

(14) За постигане на по-голяма яснота и прозрачност Реше-
ние 2008/218/ЕО следва да бъде заменено.

(15) Мерките, предвидени в настоящото решение, са в съот-
ветствие със становището на Комитета по местообитанията,

ПРИЕ НАСТОЯЩОТО РЕШЕНИЕ:

Член 1

Вторият актуализиран списък на териториите от значение за
Общността в Алпийския биогеографски регион е установен в
приложението към настоящото решение в съответствие с член 4,
параграф 2, трета алинея от Директива 92/43/ЕИО.

Член 2

Решение 2008/218/ЕО се отменя.

Член 3

Адресати на настоящото решение са държавите-членки.

Съставено в Брюксел на 12 декември 2008 година.

За Комисията

Stavros DIMAS

Член на Комисията

L 43/22 BG Официален вестник на Европейския съюз 13.2.2009 г.
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ПРИЛОЖЕНИЕ

Втори актуализиран списък на териториите от значение за Общността в Алпийския биогеографски регион

Всяка територия от значение за Общността (ТЗО) се идентифицира чрез данните, представени във формуляра „Натура 2000“,
включително и чрез съответната карта. Тя е предоставена от компетентните национални органи в съответствие с член 4,
параграф 1, втора алинея от Директива 92/43/ЕИО.

Таблицата по-долу включва следните данни:

А : код на ТЗО от девет знака, първите два от които представляват кода по ISO на съответната държава-членка;
Б : наименование на ТЗО;
В : * = наличие в рамките на ТЗО на най-малко един приоритетен тип естествено местообитание и/или на един приоритетен

вид по смисъла на член 1 от Директива 92/43/ЕИО;
Г : площ на ТЗО в хектари или дължина в километри;
Д : географски координати на ТЗО (географска ширина и географска дължина).

Цялата информация, съдържаща се в списъка на Общността, изложен по-долу, се основава на сведенията, предложени,
предоставени и утвърдени от Австрия, България, Германия, Испания, Финландия, Франция, Италия, Полша, Румъния,
Швеция, Словения и Словакия.

А Б В Г Д

Код на ТЗО Наименование на ТЗО *
Площ на ТЗО

(ha)
Дължина на ТЗО

(km)
Географски координати на ТЗО

Географска
дължина Географска ширина

AT1203A00 Ötscher — Dürrenstein * 42 617 E 15 6 N 47 50

AT1211A00 Wienerwald — Thermenregion * 52 296 E 16 7 N 48 8

AT1212A00 Nordöstliche Randalpen: Hohe Wand — Schneeberg
— Rax

* 64 066 E 15 59 N 47 53

AT2101000 Nationalpark Hohe Tauern (Kernzone I und Son-
derschutzgebiete)

* 29 496 E 12 48 N 47 0

AT2102000 Nationalpark Nockberge (Kernzone) * 7 744 E 13 45 N 46 53

AT2103000 Hörfeld Moor — Kärntner Anteil * 88 E 14 31 N 47 0

AT2104000 Sablatnig Moor * 96 E 14 36 N 46 34

AT2105000 Vellacher Kotschna * 586 E 14 34 N 46 23

AT2106000 Mussen * 399 E 12 55 N 46 42

AT2108000 Inneres Pöllatal * 3 198 E 13 28 N 47 3

AT2109000 Wolayersee und Umgebung * 1 940 E 12 53 N 46 37

AT2112000 Villacher Alpe (Dobratsch) * 2 327 E 13 41 N 46 35

AT2114000 Obere Drau * 977,02 E 13 14 N 46 45

AT2115000 Hochmoor bei St. Lorenzen * 48 E 13 55 N 46 51

AT2116000 Görtschacher Moos — Obermoos im Gailtal * 1 199 E 13 30 N 46 36

AT2117000 Turner See * 59 E 14 34 N 46 35

AT2118000 Gail im Lesachtal * 55 E 12 56 N 46 40

AT2119000 Gut Walterskirchen * 32 E 14 11 N 46 37

AT2120000 Schütt — Graschelitzen * 2 307 E 13 41 N 46 35

AT2121000 Höfleinmoor * 6 E 14 23 N 46 34

AT2122000 Ratschitschacher Moor * 23 E 14 42 N 46 38

AT2123000 Möserner Moor * 12 E 13 15 N 46 42

AT2124000 Untere Lavant * 56 E 14 53 N 46 42

AT2125000 Reifnitzbach 1,7 E 14 10 N 46 36

AT2126000 Tiebelmündung * 58 E 14 0 N 46 41
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А Б В Г Д

Код на ТЗО Наименование на ТЗО *
Площ на ТЗО

(ha)
Дължина на ТЗО

(km)
Географски координати на ТЗО

Географска
дължина Географска ширина

AT2127000 Fronwiesen * 69 E 14 6 N 46 31

AT2128000 Kalk-Tuffquellen Völkermarkter Stausee * 3,7 E 14 40 N 46 37

AT2130000 Lendspitz-Maiernigg * 77,43 E 14 15 N 46 36

AT2132000 Hainsche-Moor * 0,59 E 14 12 N 46 33

AT2133000 Guntschacher Au * 53 E 14 20 N 46 32

AT2204000 Steirisches Dachsteinplateau * 7 451,17 E 13 48 N 47 30

AT2205000 Pürgschachen-Moos und ennsnahe Bereiche zwischen
Selzthal und dem Gesäuseeingang

* 1 619,14 E 14 24 N 47 34

AT2206000 Ödensee * 198,29 E 13 49 N 47 33

AT2207000 NSG Hörfeld * 47,49 E 14 30 N 47 1

AT2209001 Steilhangmoor im Untertal * 14,24 E 13 42 N 47 21

AT2209002 Patzenkar * 130,48 E 13 39 N 47 19

AT2209003 Hochlagen der südöstlichen Schladminger Tauern * 6 498,91 E 13 59 N 47 15

AT2209004 Hochlagen der östlichen Wölzer Tauern und Seckauer
Alpen

* 14 046,15 E 14 40 N 47 20

AT2210000 Ennstaler Alpen/Gesäuse * 14 529,94 E 14 36 N 47 33

AT2212000 NSG Wörschacher Moos und ennsnahe Bereiche * 401 E 14 10 N 47 33

AT2215000 Teile der Eisenerzer Alpen * 4 391,29 E 14 54 N 47 29

AT2216000 Kirchkogel bei Pernegg 40,43 E 15 19 N 47 20

AT2217000 Peggauer Wand 40,91 E 15 21 N 47 12

AT2219000 Teile des steirischen Nockgebietes * 2 080,53 E 13 49 N 46 56

AT2221000 Gamperlacke * 86,3 E 14 16 N 47 33

AT2223000 Pölshof bei Pöls * 7,86 E 14 36 N 47 13

AT2224000 Zlaimmöser-Moore/Weißenbachalm * 12,93 E 13 53 N 47 36

AT2226001 Dürnberger Moor * 37,76 E 14 21 N 47 5

AT2226002 Furtner Teich 32,03 E 14 23 N 47 5

AT2227000 Schluchtwald der Gulling * 149,83 E 14 11 N 47 29

AT2228000 Ramsauer Torf * 2,3 E 13 40 N 47 24

AT2233000 Raabklamm * 554,93 E 15 32 N 47 14

AT2236000 Ober- und Mittellauf der Mur mit Puxer Auwald, Puxer
Wand und Gulsen

* 1 309,19 E 14 50 N 47 14

AT2238000 Gersdorfer Altarm * 8,41 E 13 57 N 47 27

AT2240000 Ennsaltarme bei Niederstuttern * 69,66 E 14 4 N 47 30

AT2243000 Totes Gebirge mit Altausseer See * 24 201,69 E 14 7 N 47 36

AT2244000 Flaumeichenwälder im Grazer Bergland * 4,55 E 15 22 N 47 6

AT3101000 Dachstein * 14 627 E 13 40 N 47 30

AT3104000 Radinger Moorwiesen * 3 E 14 18 N 47 44

AT3106000 Reinthaler Moos * 16 E 13 31 N 47 55

AT3111000 Nationalpark Kalkalpen, 1. Verordnungsabschnitt * 21 454 E 14 22 N 47 46

AT3116000 Kalksteinmauer und Orchideenwiese Laussa * 103 E 14 26 N 47 57

AT3117000 Mond- und Attersee 6 135 E 13 29 N 47 47

AT3203010 Winklmoos * 78,08 E 12 35 N 47 39

AT3204002 Sieben-Möser/Gerlosplatte * 168,57 E 12 8 N 47 14

AT3205021 Obertauern-Hundsfeldmoor * 99,84 E 13 33 N 47 15
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А Б В Г Д

Код на ТЗО Наименование на ТЗО *
Площ на ТЗО

(ha)
Дължина на ТЗО

(km)
Географски координати на ТЗО

Географска
дължина Географска ширина

AT3206007 Bluntautal * 433,8 E 13 7 N 47 34

AT3207020 Seetaler See * 214,54 E 13 56 N 47 9

AT3208118 Schwarzbergklamm * 14,07 E 12 37 N 47 37

AT3210001 Hohe Tauern, Salzburg * 80 514 E 12 44 N 47 8

AT3211012 Kalkhochalpen, Salzburg * 23 710 E 13 5 N 47 30

AT3212111 Tauglgries * 31,9 E 13 8 N 47 39

AT3213003 Gerzkopf * 90,83 E 13 25 N 47 27

AT3214000 Rotmoos-Käfertal * 168,74 E 12 47 N 47 7

AT3222000 Moore am Überling * 38,41 E 13 54 N 47 10

AT3224000 Entrische Kirche 2 E 13 5 N 47 16

AT3226000 Zinkenbach-Karlgraben * 100,41 E 13 21 N 47 40

AT3227000 Untersberg-Vorland * 193,23 E 12 56 N 47 45

AT3301000 Hohe Tauern, Tirol * 61 000 E 12 28 N 47 2

AT3302000 Vilsalpsee * 1 831 E 10 30 N 47 27

AT3303000 Valsertal * 3 519,4 E 11 36 N 47 2

AT3304000 Karwendel * 73 000 E 11 29 N 47 24

AT3305000 Ötztaler Alpen * 39 470 E 11 1 N 46 50

AT3306000 Afrigal * 71,6 E 10 48 N 47 21

AT3307000 Egelsee * 3,07 E 12 10 N 47 36

AT3308000 Schwemm * 65,68 E 12 17 N 47 39

AT3309000 Tiroler Lech * 4 146,9 E 10 32 N 47 20

AT3310000 Arzler Pitzeklamm * 31,2 E 10 46 N 47 12

AT3311000 Engelswand 39,8 E 10 55 N 47 9

AT3313000 Fließer Sonnenhänge * 88,84 E 10 37 N 47 7

AT3401000 Naturschutzgebiet Rohrach * 48,19 E 9 48 N 47 35

AT3402000 Rheindelta * 2 065,65 E 9 38 N 47 30

AT3403000 Mehrerauer Seeufer — Mündung der Bregenzerach * 118,29 E 9 42 N 47 30

AT3405000 Bregenzerachschlucht * 434,02 E 9 48 N 47 29

AT3406000 Witmoos * 18,19 E 9 50 N 47 30

AT3407000 Fohramoos * 54,29 E 9 48 N 47 25

AT3408000 Bangs — Matschels * 447,42 E 9 32 N 47 16

AT3409000 Ludescherberg * 377,35 E 9 48 N 47 12

AT3410000 Gadental * 1 543,77 E 9 59 N 47 13

AT3413000 Wiegensee * 64,74 E 10 5 N 46 58

AT3414000 Leiblach * 7,62 E 9 44 N 47 33

AT3415000 Alpenmannstreu Gamperdonatal * 37,61 E 9 39 N 47 5

AT3416000 Spirkenwälder Saminatal * 477,57 E 9 36 N 47 9

AT3417000 Spirkenwälder Brandnertal * 104,74 E 9 45 N 47 7

AT3418000 Spirkenwald Oberer Tritt * 11,87 E 9 42 N 47 8

AT3419000 Spirkenwälder Innergamp * 43,87 E 9 38 N 47 9

AT3420000 Unter-Überlutt * 22,85 E 9 58 N 47 15

AT3421000 Gsieg — Obere Mähder 73,13 E 9 41 N 47 23

AT3422000 Schuttfluren Tafamunt 68,43 E 10 4 N 46 58
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А Б В Г Д

Код на ТЗО Наименование на ТЗО *
Площ на ТЗО

(ha)
Дължина на ТЗО

(km)
Географски координати на ТЗО

Географска
дължина Географска ширина

AT3423000 Soren, Gleggen-Köblern, Schweizer Ried und Birken-
Schwarzes Zeug

317,62 E 9 41 N 47 26

BG0000166 Vrachanski Balkan * 35 981,25 E 23 27 N 43 10

BG0000209 Pirin * 40 356 E 23 25 N 41 44

BG0000211 Tvardishka planina * 38 649,530 E 26 3 N 42 50

BG0000220 Dolna Mesta * 9 514,697 E 23 55 N 41 28

BG0000281 Reka Belitza * 117,26 E 25 37 N 42 54

BG0000308 Verila * 6 443,422 E 23 17 N 42 23

BG0000366 Kresna-Ilindentzi * 48 397,27 E 23 9 N 41 45

BG0000372 Tzigansko gradishte * 9 555,741 E 24 52 N 41 24

BG0000399 Bulgarka * 23 996,75 E 25 23 N 42 47

BG0000494 Tzentralen Balkan * 71 669,5 E 24 43 N 42 44

BG0000495 Rila * 81 046 E 23 31 N 42 8

BG0000496 Rilski manastir * 25 833,53 E 23 21 N 42 7

BG0000625 Izvoro * 7,038 E 23 25 N 41 51

BG0000626 Krushe * 291,873 E 23 22 N 41 51

BG0001021 Reka Mesta * 19 401,690 E 23 39 N 41 42

BG0001028 Sreden Pirin — Alibotush * 68 408,257 E 23 34 N 41 30

BG0001030 Rodopi — Zapadni * 271 909,215 E 24 13 N 41 45

BG0001031 Rodopi — Sredni * 154 845,526 E 25 3 N 41 49

BG0001040 Zapadna Stara Planina i Predbalkan * 219 715,842 E 22 55 N 43 20

BG0001042 Iskarski prolom — Rzhana * 22 693,26 E 23 29 N 43 1

BG0001043 Etropole — Baylovo * 27 448,254 E 23 52 N 42 43

BG0001386 Yadenitza * 17 016,213 E 24 0 N 42 6

BG0001389 Sredna gora * 105 083,38 E 24 17 N 42 35

BG0001493 Tzentralen Balkan — buffer * 129 409,065 E 24 40 N 42 48

DE8236371 Flyschberge bei Bad Wiessee * 954,58 0 E 11 40 N 47 42

DE8238301 Standortübungsplatz St. Margarethen/Brannenburg * 64 0 E 12 4 N 47 43

DE8239371 Hochriesgebiet und Hangwälder im Aschauer Tal * 1 826,39 0 E 12 15 N 47 44

DE8239372 Geigelstein und Achentaldurchbruch * 3 207,18 0 E 12 20 N 47 42

DE8240371 Mettenhamer Filz, Süssener und Lanzinger Moos mit
Extensivwiesen

* 151,09 0 E 12 26 N 47 44

DE8241371 Extensivwiesen um Ruhpolding 103,12 0 E 12 37 N 47 45

DE8241372 Östliche Chiemgauer Alpen * 12 922,66 0 E 12 40 N 47 42

DE8325301 Lindenberger Moos * 106 0 E 9 52 N 47 36

DE8332303 Bergsturzgebiet „Im Gsott“ * 118 0 E 11 5 N 47 38

DE8332304 Ammertaler Wiesmahdhänge * 440 0 E 11 3 N 47 36

DE8332371 Moore im oberen Ammertal * 629,53 0 E 11 2 N 47 36

DE8333371 Extensivwiesen um Glentleiten bei Großweil * 132,37 0 E 11 17 N 47 39

DE8334302 Probstalm und Probstenwand * 88 0 E 11 29 N 47 39

DE8334372 Kammmolchlebensraum bei Kochel 31,19 0 E 11 23 N 47 39

DE8334373 Kesselberggebiet * 647,95 0 E 11 20 N 47 37

DE8336371 Mangfallgebirge * 14 871,3 0 E 11 51 N 47 37

DE8342301 Nationalpark Berchtesgaden * 21 364 0 E 12 55 N 47 33
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DE8342302 NSG Aschau, NSG Schwarzbach und Schwimmendes
Moos

* 803 0 E 12 46 N 47 39

DE8343303 Untersberg * 3 514 0 E 12 59 N 47 41

DE8343371 Moore und Extensivwiesen bei Berchtesgaden * 30,71 0 E 12 57 N 47 37

DE8343372 Extensivwiesen in der Ramsau 42,69 0 E 12 56 N 47 36

DE8424302 Naturschutzgebiet „Rohrachschlucht“ * 174 0 E 9 48 N 47 35

DE8426301 Oberes Weißachtal mit Lanzen-, Katzen- und Mittel-
bach

* 712 0 E 10 3 N 47 31

DE8426302 Nagelfluhkette Hochgrat-Steineberg * 1 993 0 E 10 6 N 47 30

DE8427301 Grünten * 146 0 E 10 19 N 47 32

DE8429303 Kienberg mit Magerrasen im Tal der Steinacher Ach * 624 0 E 10 31 N 47 33

DE8429304 Aggenstein * 130 0 E 10 33 N 47 32

DE8430303 Falkenstein, Alatsee, Faulenbacher- und Lechtal * 987 0 E 10 42 N 47 33

DE8431371 Ammergebirge * 27 581,8 0 E 10 56 N 47 32

DE8432301 Loisachtal zwischen Farchant und Eschenlohe * 692 0 E 11 9 N 47 34

DE8432302 Auerberg, Mühlberg * 293 0 E 11 9 N 47 34

DE8433301 Karwendel mit Isar * 19 590 0 E 11 20 N 47 29

DE8433371 Estergebirge * 6 076,87 0 E 11 12 N 47 32

DE8434372 Jachenau und Extensivwiesen bei Fleck * 1 453,79 0 E 11 30 N 47 36

DE8525301 Häderichmoore * 89 0 E 9 59 N 47 29

DE8526301 Wildflusssystem Bolgenach * 164 0 E 10 8 N 47 26

DE8526302 Piesenkopfmoore * 779 0 E 10 8 N 47 25

DE8527301 Hörnergruppe * 1 183 0 E 10 10 N 47 27

DE8527371 Schönberger Ach * 29,56 0 E 10 12 N 47 26

DE8528301 Allgäuer Hochalpen * 21 227 0 E 10 19 N 47 23

DE8532371 Wettersteingebirge * 4 256,91 0 E 11 5 N 47 25

DE8533301 Mittenwalder Buckelwiesen * 1 927 0 E 11 14 N 47 27

DE8626301 Hoher Ifen * 2 451 0 E 10 8 N 47 22

DE8627301 Engenkopfmoor * 94 0 E 10 12 N 47 23

DE8627302 Schlappolt * 195 0 E 10 13 N 47 21

ES0000016 Ordesa y Monte Perdido * 15 608 W 0 1 N 42 38

ES0000018 Prepirineu Central català * 57 074,6 E 1 41 N 42 15

ES0000022 Aigüestortes * 56 033,3 E 0 56 N 42 33

ES0000123 Larra-Aztaparreta * 3 947,45 W 0 46 N 42 56

ES0000126 Roncesvalles-Selva de Irati * 17 039 W 1 7 N 42 58

ES0000149 Posets-Maladeta * 33 267 E 0 31 N 42 38

ES2200009 Larrondo-Lakartxela * 2 151 W 0 53 N 42 56

ES2200012 Río Salazar * 508,35 W 1 10 N 42 42

ES2200019 Monte Alduide * 9 028,6 W 1 27 N 43 1

ES2200025 Sistema fluvial de los ríos Irati, Urrobi y Erro * 1 096 W 1 19 N 42 42

ES2200027 Ríos Eska y Biniés * 385 W 0 58 N 42 44

ES2410001 Los Valles-Sur * 14 655 W 0 46 N 42 44

ES2410002 Pico y Turberas del Anayet 409 W 0 26 N 42 47

ES2410003 Los Valles * 27 058 W 0 40 N 42 48
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ES2410005 Guara Norte * 12 763 W 0 13 N 42 17

ES2410006 Bujaruelo-Garganta de Los Navarros * 9 775 W 0 8 N 42 42

ES2410008 Garganta de Obarra * 736 E 0 37 N 42 24

ES2410009 Congosto de Ventamillo * 247 E 0 27 N 42 29

ES2410010 Monte Pacino * 510 W 0 21 N 42 45

ES2410011 Cabecera del Río Aguas Limpias * 3 037 W 0 17 N 42 49

ES2410013 Macizo de Cotiella * 8 275 E 0 19 N 42 31

ES2410014 Garcipollera-Selva de Villanúa * 3 899 W 0 28 N 42 38

ES2410019 Río Cinca (Valle de Pineta) * 118 E 0 7 N 42 39

ES2410021 Curso Alto del Río Aragón 146 W 0 32 N 42 39

ES2410022 Cuevas de Villanúa 0,12 W 0 31 N 42 41

ES2410023 Collarada y Canal de Ip * 6 001 W 0 29 N 42 43

ES2410024 Telera-Acumuer * 5 555 W 0 19 N 42 38

ES2410025 Sierra y Cañones de Guara * 34 663 W 0 10 N 42 15

ES2410027 Río Aurín * 91 W 0 25 N 40 38

ES2410029 Tendeñera * 12 813 W 0 12 N 42 39

ES2410031 Foz Escarrilla-Cucuraza * 1 610 W 0 18 N 42 44

ES2410040 Puertos de Panticosa, Bramatuero y Brazatos * 3 001 W 0 11 N 42 46

ES2410044 Puerto de Otal-Cotefablo * 1964 W 0 12 N 42 36

ES2410045 Sobrepuerto * 3 469 W 0 14 N 42 34

ES2410046 Río Ésera * 1 759 E 0 28 N 42 34

ES2410048 Río Ara * 2 019,06 W 0 6 N 42 37

ES2410049 Río Isábena * 1993 E 0 34 N 42 19

ES2410050 Cuenca del Río Yesa * 5 601 E 0 2 N 42 31

ES2410051 Cuenca del Río Airés * 3 743 E 0 6 N 42 34

ES2410052 Alto Valle del Cinca * 14 655 E 0 11 N 42 40

ES2410053 Chistau * 9 767 E 0 18 N 42 35

ES2410054 Sierra Ferrera * 8 023 E 0 16 N 42 28

ES2410055 Sierra de Arro * 1 460 E 0 13 N 42 25

ES2410056 Sierra de Chía-Congosto de Seira * 8 666 E 0 24 N 42 30

ES2410059 El Turbón * 2 822 E 0 30 N 42 25

ES2410150 Cueva de Los Moros 0,25 W 0 31 N 42 41

ES2410154 Turberas del Macizo de Los Infiernos 50,27 W 0 16 N 42 46

ES2410155 Turberas de Acumuer 13,3 W 0 25 N 42 42

ES5120002 Capçaleres del Ter i del Fresser * 12 515,5 E 2 12 N 42 23

ES5120003 Serra Cavallera * 6 381,8 E 2 14 N 42 17

ES5120019 Riberes de l'Alt Ter * 409,83 41 E 2 19 N 42 14

ES5120022 Riu Duran * 102,73 91 E 1 47 N 42 25

ES5120024 Montgrony * 3 803,8 E 2 4 N 42 16

ES5120026 Tossa Plana de Lles-Puigpedrós * 13 308,2 E 1 40 N 42 27

ES5120027 Rasos de Tubau 644,53 E 2 2 N 42 13

ES5120028 Vall del Rigart * 210,26 E 2 7 N 42 18

ES5130002 Riu Verneda * 75,47 97 E 1 40 N 42 23
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ES5130003 Alt Pallars * 77 112,9 E 1 13 N 42 34

ES5130004 Baish Aran * 12 451 E 0 45 N 42 48

ES5130005 Era Artiga de Lin-Eth Portilhon * 6 872 E 0 42 N 42 41

ES5130006 Estanho de Vielha 28,88 E 0 49 N 42 42

ES5130007 Riberes de l'Alt Segre * 216,62 23 E 1 49 N 42 23

ES5130010 Serra de Boumort-Collegats * 18 637,6 E 1 6 N 42 14

ES5130011 Riu de la Llosa * 84,12 E 1 41 N 42 26

ES5130012 Vall Alta de Serradell-Serra de Sant Gervàs * 12 924,2 E 0 48 N 42 15

ES5130015 Serres del Montsec, Sant Mamet i Mitjana * 32 419,9 E 0 52 N 42 1

ES5130019 Estany de Montcortès 45,01 E 0 59 N 42 19

ES5130022 La Torrassa * 59,58 E 1 7 N 42 36

ES5130023 Beneïdor * 416,33 E 1 33 N 42 22

ES5130024 La Faiada de Malpàs i Cambatiri * 1 280,7 E 0 46 N 42 22

ES5130026 Serra de Prada-Castellàs * 3 735,9 E 1 18 N 42 16

ES5130029 Serres de Queralt i Els Tossals-Aigua d'Ora * 8 684,5 E 1 40 N 42 3

ES5130034 Riu Garona * 212,4 27 E 0 46 N 42 44

FI1300101 Pallas-Ounastunturi * 59 426 E 23 56 N 68 8

FI1300102 Malla * 3 089 E 20 40 N 69 3

FI1300103 Pöyrisjärven erämaa * 146 834 E 24 9 N 68 36

FI1300105 Käsivarren erämaa * 264 892 E 21 44 N 68 55

FI1300107 Jietanasvuoma * 1 511 E 22 34 N 68 27

FI1300108 Iiton palsasuot * 66 E 21 25 N 68 43

FI1300111 Sotkavuoma * 2 602 E 23 16 N 68 20

FI1300112 Saanan luonnonsuojelualue * 240 E 20 50 N 69 2

FI1300118 Tarvantovaara * 66 403 E 22 51 N 68 35

FI1300201 Lemmenjoen kansallispuisto * 285 990 E 25 36 N 68 35

FI1300202 Muotkatunturin erämaa * 158 208 E 26 17 N 69 8

FI1300204 Vätsärin erämaa * 157 368 E 28 34 N 69 13

FI1300207 Pieran Marin jänkä * 2 643 E 27 10 N 69 24

FI1300601 Puljun erämaa * 56 351 E 24 43 N 68 20

FI1302001 Kevo * 71 406 E 26 41 N 69 34

FI1302002 Kaldoaivin erämaa * 351 633 E 27 52 N 69 39

FI1302003 Paistunturin erämaa * 159 770 E 26 13 N 69 37

FI1302004 Pulmankijärvi 1 623 E 27 59 N 69 57

FI1302008 Vetsijoen suistolehto 14 E 27 18 N 69 57

FI1302009 Kirkkotupien niitty * 1,1 E 27 0 N 69 51

FI1302010 Luomusjoen kuolpuna 2 E 26 8 N 69 23

FI1302011 Välimaan kenttä * 2 E 27 29 N 70 1

FI1302012 Pappilan niitty * 3,2 E 27 0 N 69 51

FI1302013 Mieraslompolon kenttä * 2,2 E 27 12 N 69 35

FR7200742 Massif du Moulle de Jaout * 16 600 W 0 24 N 43 2

FR7200743 Massif du Ger et du Lurien * 14 150 W 0 21 N 42 49

FR7200744 Massif de Sesques et de l'Ossau * 25 650 W 0 30 N 42 54
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FR7200745 Massif du Montagnon * 8 871 W 0 31 N 43 1

FR7200746 Massif de l'Anie et d'Espelunguere * 14 461 W 0 38 N 42 53

FR7200747 Massif du Layens * 5 750 W 0 38 N 43 3

FR7200749 Montagnes du Baretous * 14 600 W 0 46 N 43 2

FR7200750 Montagnes de la Haute Soule * 14 750 W 0 53 N 42 59

FR7200751 Montagnes du Pic des Escaliers * 9 200 W 0 59 N 43 3

FR7200752 Massif des Arbailles * 13 000 W 1 1 N 43 7

FR7200753 Forêt d'Iraty * 2 500 W 1 4 N 43 1

FR7200754 Montagnes de Saint-Jean-Pied-de-Port * 13 500 W 1 11 N 43 4

FR7200781 Gave de Pau * 9 147 W 0 39 N 43 24

FR7200786 La Nive * 11 010 W 1 28 N 43 27

FR7200790 Le Saison (cours d'eau) * 2 200 W 0 52 N 43 14

FR7200791 Le Gave d'Oloron (cours d'eau) et Marais de Labastide-
Villefranche

* 2 450 W 0 51 N 43 22

FR7200792 Le Gave d'Aspe et le Lourdios (cours d'eau) * 1 600 W 0 36 N 43 4

FR7200793 Le Gave d'Ossau * 2 300 W 0 25 N 43 4

FR7300821 Vallée de l'Isard, mail de Bulard, pics de Maubermé, de
Serre-Haute et du Crabère

* 6 428 E 0 55 N 42 50

FR7300822 Vallée du Riberot et massif du Mont Valier * 7 745 E 1 3 N 42 48

FR7300825 Mont Ceint, mont Béas, tourbière de Bernadouze * 2 218 E 1 24 N 42 47

FR7300827 Vallée de l'Aston * 15 030 E 1 39 N 42 41

FR7300829 Quiès calcaires de Tarascon-sur-Ariège et grotte de la
Petite Caougno

* 2 484 E 1 39 N 42 49

FR7300831 Quérigut, Laurenti, Rabassolles, Balbonne, la Bruyante,
haute vallée de l'Oriège

* 10 279 E 2 2 N 42 40

FR7300838 Grotte de Montseron 1 E 1 19 N 43 1

FR7300839 Grotte du Ker de Massat 1 E 1 19 N 42 53

FR7300841 Queirs du Mas d'Azil et de Camarade, grottes du Mas
d'Azil et de la carrière de Sabarat

* 1 633 E 1 20 N 43 4

FR7300842 Pechs de Foix, Soula et Roquefixade, grotte de l'Herm * 2 216 E 1 39 N 42 56

FR7300880 Haute vallée d'Oô * 3 407 E 0 30 N 42 43

FR7300881 Haute vallée de la Pique * 8 251 E 0 35 N 42 43

FR7300883 Haute vallée de la Garonne * 11 134 E 0 46 N 42 52

FR7300884 Zones rupestres xérothermiques du bassin de
Marignac, Saint-Béat, pic du Gar, montagne de Rié

* 7 680 E 0 43 N 42 57

FR7300920 Granquet-Pibeste et Soum d'Ech * 7 275 W 0 9 N 43 3

FR7300921 Gabizos (et vallée d'Arrens, versant sud-est du Gabizos) * 2 924 W 0 16 N 42 55

FR7300922 Gaves de Pau et de Cauterets (et gorge de Cauterets) * 357 W 0 9 N 43 5

FR7300923 Moun Né de Cauterets, pic de Cabaliros * 3 711 W 0 8 N 42 55

FR7300924 Péguère, Barbat, Cambalès * 4 651 W 0 10 N 42 51

FR7300925 Gaube, Vignemale * 7 395 W 0 8 N 42 48

FR7300926 Ossoue, Aspé, Cestrède * 5 226 W 0 3 N 42 45

FR7300927 Estaubé, Gavarnie, Troumouse et Barroude * 9 479 E 0 3 N 42 43

FR7300928 Pic Long Campbielh * 8 174 E 0 7 N 42 47

FR7300929 Néouvielle * 6 191 E 0 9 N 42 51

FR7300930 Barèges, Ayré, Piquette * 1 451 E 0 5 N 42 52
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FR7300931 Lac Bleu Léviste * 7 377 E 0 2 N 42 55

FR7300932 Liset de Hount Blanque * 4 059 E 0 10 N 42 57

FR7300933 Hautes-Baronnies, Coume de Pailhas * 300 E 0 15 N 43 0

FR7300934 Rioumajou et Moudang * 9 522 E 0 17 N 42 44

FR7300935 Haut-Louron: Aygues Tortes, Caillauas, Gourgs Blancs,
Gorges de Clarabide, pics des Pichadères et d'Estiouère,
montagne de Tramadits

* 5 439 E 0 25 N 42 43

FR7301822 Garonne, Ariège, Hers, Salat, Pique et Neste * 9 602 E 1 49 N 43 5

FR8201680 Landes, pelouses et forêts du Vallon de la Jarjatte et
prairies humides de Lus

* 2 777 E 5 47 N 44 40

FR8201681 Pelouses à orchidées et lisières du Vercors occidental * 329 E 5 10 N 44 49

FR8201682 Pelouses et habitats rocheux du rebord méridional du
Vercors

* 2 284 E 5 17 N 44 52

FR8201692 Sources et habitats rocheux de la Vernaison et des
Goulets de Combe Laval et du Vallon de Sainte-Marie

* 1 235 E 5 20 N 44 59

FR8201696 Tuffières du Vercors * 71 E 5 35 N 44 50

FR8201698 Contamines Montjoie — Miage — Tré la Tête * 5 547 E 6 44 N 45 46

FR8201699 Aiguilles Rouges * 9 065 E 6 51 N 45 58

FR8201700 Haut Giffre * 12 442 E 6 49 N 46 2

FR8201701 Les Aravis * 8 907 E 6 33 N 45 58

FR8201702 Plateau de Beauregard * 87 E 6 23 N 45 52

FR8201703 Massif de la Tournette * 4 658 E 6 16 N 45 50

FR8201704 Les Frettes — Massif des Glières * 4 793 E 6 20 N 45 59

FR8201705 Massif du Bargy * 2 891 E 6 28 N 46 0

FR8201706 Roc d'Enfer * 4 054 E 6 35 N 46 11

FR8201708 Mont de Grange 1 261 E 6 48 N 46 15

FR8201709 Cornettes de Bise * 1 551 E 6 47 N 46 19

FR8201710 Massif des Voirons 978 E 6 21 N 46 12

FR8201712 Le Salève * 1 599 E 6 11 N 46 9

FR8201715 Vallée de l'Arve * 72 E 6 20 N 46 6

FR8201719 Delta de la Dranse * 53 E 6 30 N 46 23

FR8201720 Cluse du Lac d'Annecy * 282 E 6 13 N 45 47

FR8201722 Zones humides du Bas Chablais * 248 E 6 26 N 46 20

FR8201723 Plateau Gavot * 165 E 6 39 N 46 22

FR8201724 Marais de Chilly et de Marival 24 E 6 17 N 46 17

FR8201732 Tourbières du Luitel et leur bassin versant * 309 E 5 51 N 45 5

FR8201733 Cembraie, pelouses, lacs et tourbières de Belledonne,
de Chamrousse au Grand Colon

* 2 677 E 5 55 N 45 8

FR8201735 Landes, tourbières et habitats rocheux du Massif de
Taillefer

* 2 858 E 5 55 N 45 3

FR8201736 Marais à Laiche bicolore, prairies de fauche et habitats
rocheux du Vallon du Ferrand et du Plateau d'Emparis

* 2 446 E 6 13 N 45 4

FR8201738 Milieux alluviaux, pelouses steppiques et pessières du
Bassin de Bourg-d'Oisans

* 3 372 E 6 2 N 45 3

FR8201740 Landes, pelouses, forêts remarquables et habitats
rocheux des Hauts Plateaux de Chartreuse et de ses
versants

* 4 431 E 5 53 N 45 23

FR8201741 Forêts de ravins, landes et habitats rocheux des ubacs
du Charmant Som et des Gorges du Guiers Mort

* 2 070 E 5 45 N 45 19
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FR8201743 Prairies à orchidées, tuffières et gorges de la Bourne * 3 533 E 5 23 N 45 4

FR8201744 Landes, pelouses, forêts remarquables et habitats
rocheux des Hauts Plateaux et de la bordure orientale
du Vercors

* 18 960 E 5 30 N 44 52

FR8201745 Pelouses, forêts remarquables et habitats rocheux du
Plateau du Sornin

* 960 E 5 36 N 45 11

FR8201747 Landes, pelouses, forêts remarquables et habitats
rocheux du Massif de l'Obiou et des gorges de la
Souloise

* 3 750 E 5 53 N 44 46

FR8201751 Massif de la Muzelle en Oisans — Parc des Écrins * 16 676 E 6 3 N 44 55

FR8201753 Forêts, landes et prairies de fauche des versants du Col
d'Ornon

* 4 775 E 5 58 N 44 58

FR8201770 Réseau de zones humides, pelouses, landes et falaises
de l'avant-pays savoyard

* 3 156 E 5 45 N 45 36

FR8201772 Réseau de zones humides dans l'Albanais * 401 E 5 57 N 45 46

FR8201773 Réseau de zones humides dans la Combe de Savoie et
la Basse Vallée de l'Isère

* 822 E 6 13 N 45 34

FR8201774 Tourbière des Creusates * 12 E 6 1 N 45 41

FR8201775 Rebord méridional du Massif des Bauges * 1 170 E 6 1 N 45 31

FR8201776 Tourbière et lac des Saisies * 288 E 6 31 N 45 46

FR8201777 Les Adrets de Tarentaise 467 E 6 44 N 45 36

FR8201778 Landes, prairies et habitats rocheux du Massif du Mont
Thabor

* 4 806 E 6 34 N 45 7

FR8201779 Formations forestières et herbacées des Alpes internes * 1 562 E 6 52 N 45 17

FR8201780 Réseau de vallons d'altitude à Caricion * 9 516 E 7 0 N 45 29

FR8201781 Réseau de zones humides et alluviales des Hurtières * 508 E 6 17 N 45 29

FR8201782 Perron des Encombres * 2 034 E 6 25 N 45 16

FR8201783 Massif de la Vanoise * 54 030 E 6 52 N 45 23

FR8202002 Partie orientale du Massif des Bauges * 14 513 E 6 13 N 45 40

FR8202003 Massif de la Lauzière * 9 543 E 6 22 N 45 28

FR8202004 Mont Colombier * 2 182 E 6 7 N 45 38

FR9101468 Bassin du Rebenty * 8 587 E 1 59 N 42 46

FR9101470 Haute Vallée de l'Aude et Bassin de l'Aiguette * 17 094 E 2 11 N 42 46

FR9101471 Capcir, Carlit et Campcardos * 39 781 E 1 55 N 42 34

FR9101472 Massif du Puigmal * 8 805 E 2 7 N 42 26

FR9101473 Massif de Madres-Coronat * 21 412 E 2 14 N 42 37

FR9101475 Massif du Canigou * 11 746 E 2 21 N 42 28

FR9101476 Conque de la Preste * 8 436 E 2 25 N 42 25

FR9101478 Le Tech * 1 460 E 2 48 N 42 30

FR9102010 Sites à chiroptères des Pyrénées orientales 2 330 E 2 17 N 42 30

FR9301497 Plateau d'Emparis — Goleon * 7 476 E 6 17 N 45 5

FR9301498 Combeynot — Lautaret — Écrins * 9 944 E 6 25 N 44 59

FR9301499 Clarée * 25 732 E 6 37 N 45 1

FR9301502 Steppique Durancien et Queyrassin * 19 698 E 6 37 N 44 40

FR9301503 Rochebrune — Izoard — Vallée de la Cerveyrette * 26 701 E 6 40 N 44 47

FR9301504 Haut Guil — Mont Viso — Val Preveyre * 18 733 E 7 0 N 44 42

FR9301505 Vallon des Bans — Vallée du Fournel * 8 841 E 6 23 N 44 46
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FR9301506 Valgaudemar * 9 974 E 6 11 N 44 46

FR9301509 Piolit — Pic de Chabrières 1 599 E 6 17 N 44 35

FR9301511 Dévoluy — Durbon — Charance — Champsaur * 35 604 E 5 54 N 44 36

FR9301519 Le Buech * 2 431 E 5 50 N 44 17

FR9301523 Bois de Morgon — Forêt de Boscodon — Bragousse * 2 522 E 6 25 N 44 29

FR9301524 Haute Ubaye — Massif du Chambeyron * 14 105 E 6 51 N 44 34

FR9301525 Coste Plane — Champerous * 1 511 E 6 26 N 44 27

FR9301526 La Tour des Sagnes — Vallon des Terres Pleines —
Orrenaye

* 5 072 E 6 46 N 44 21

FR9301529 Dormillouse — Lavercq * 6 396 E 6 31 N 44 20

FR9301530 Cheval Blanc — Montagne des Boules — Barre des
Dourbes

* 8 275 E 6 26 N 44 7

FR9301533 L'Asse * 21 890 E 6 22 N 43 56

FR9301535 Montagne de Val-Haut — Clues de Barles — Clues de
Verdaches

* 13 225 E 6 16 N 44 16

FR9301546 Lac Saint-Léger * 5,27 E 6 20 N 44 25

FR9301547 Grand Coyer * 6 246 E 6 42 N 44 5

FR9301549 Entraunes * 19 796 E 6 47 N 44 8

FR9301550 Sites à chauves-souris de la Haute-Tinée * 1 738 E 6 55 N 44 15

FR9301552 Adret de Pra Gaze 99,82 E 6 51 N 44 16

FR9301554 Sites à chauves-souris — Castellet-les-Sausses et
Gorges de Daluis

* 3 428 E 6 48 N 44 1

FR9301556 Massif du Lauvet d'Ilonse et des Quatre Cantons —
Dome de Barrot — Gorges du Cian

* 14 839 E 7 3 N 44 3

FR9301559 Le Mercantour * 68 073 E 7 10 N 44 8

FR9301560 Mont Chajol * 1 426 E 7 32 N 44 7

FR9301561 Marguareis — Ubac de Tende à Saorge * 6 314 E 7 41 N 44 4

FR9301562 Sites à Spéléomanthes de Roquebilière * 415 E 7 18 N 44 1

FR9301566 Sites à chauves-souris de Breil-sur-Roya * 2 475 E 7 31 N 43 55

FR9302002 Montagne de Seymuit — Crête de la Scie 1 404 E 6 14 N 44 25

FR9302005 La Bendola * 1 058 E 7 34 N 43 58

IT1110006 Orsiera Rocciavré * 10 965 E 7 8 N 45 3

IT1110007 Laghi di Avigliana * 420 E 7 23 N 45 4

IT1110008 Madonna della Neve sul Monte Lera 62 E 7 28 N 45 10

IT1110010 Gran Bosco di Salbertrand * 3 712 E 6 55 N 45 3

IT1110013 Monti Pelati e Torre Cives * 145 E 7 44 N 45 24

IT1110021 Laghi di Ivrea * 1 598 E 7 53 N 45 29

IT1110022 Stagno di Oulx * 84 E 6 49 N 45 2

IT1110026 Champlas-Colle Sestriere 1 050 E 6 50 N 44 57

IT1110027 Boscaglie di Tasso di Giaglione (val Clarea) * 340 E 6 57 N 45 9

IT1110029 Pian della Mussa (Balme) * 3 554 E 7 9 N 45 17

IT1110030 Oasi xerotermiche della Val di Susa-Orrido di
Chianocco

* 1 250 E 7 7 N 45 9

IT1110031 Valle Thuras * 978 E 6 51 N 44 53

IT1110032 Pra-Barant * 4 120 E 7 3 N 44 45

IT1110033 Stazioni di Myricaria germanica * 132 E 7 7 N 44 48
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IT1110038 Col Basset (Sestriere) 271 E 6 52 N 44 58

IT1110039 Rocciamelone * 1 966 E 7 5 N 45 10

IT1110040 Oasi xerotermica di Oulx-Auberge * 1 070 E 6 49 N 45 3

IT1110042 Oasi xerotermica di Oulx-Amazas * 339 E 6 49 N 45 1

IT1110043 Pendici del Monte Chaberton * 329 E 6 46 N 44 57

IT1110044 Bardonecchia-Val Fredda * 1 686 E 6 48 N 45 5

IT1110045 Bosco di Pian Prà (Rorà) * 93 E 7 11 N 44 47

IT1110048 Grotta del Pugnetto 19 1 E 7 24 N 45 16

IT1110049 Les Arnaud e punta Quattro Sorelle * 1 328 E 6 39 N 45 4

IT1110052 Oasi xerotermica di Puys-Beaulard * 468 E 6 44 N 45 2

IT1110053 Valle della Ripa (Argentera) 327 E 6 54 N 44 53

IT1110055 Arnodera-Colle Montabone * 112 E 7 3 N 45 7

IT1110057 Serra di Ivrea * 4 572 E 7 56 N 45 29

IT1110058 Cima Fournier e Lago Nero 640 E 6 47 N 44 54

IT1110080 Val Troncea * 10 130 E 6 58 N 44 58

IT1110081 Monte Musiné e laghi di Caselette * 1 524 E 7 28 N 45 7

IT1120003 Monte Fenera * 3 348 E 8 20 N 45 42

IT1120006 Val Mastallone * 1 882 E 8 9 N 45 54

IT1120028 Alta Val Sesia * 7 545 E 7 53 N 45 53

IT1130002 Val Sessera * 10 787 E 8 2 N 45 41

IT1140003 Campello Monti * 548 E 8 13 N 45 56

IT1140004 Rifugio M. Luisa (Val Formazza) * 5 744 E 8 26 N 46 24

IT1140006 Greto torrente Toce tra Domodossola e Villadossola * 746 E 8 16 N 46 3

IT1140007 Boleto-Monte Avigno * 390 E 8 21 N 45 47

IT1140016 Alpi Veglia e Devero-Monte Giove * 15 118 E 8 15 N 46 18

IT1160016 Stazione di muschi calcarizzanti-C.ba Seviana e C.ba
Barmarossa

* 1,61 E 7 17 N 44 25

IT1160017 Stazione di Linum narbonense * 8,28 E 7 16 N 44 25

IT1160018 Sorgenti del Maira, bosco di Saretto, rocca Provenzale * 727 E 6 54 N 44 29

IT1160020 Bosco di Bagnasco * 381 E 8 4 N 44 16

IT1160021 Gruppo del Tenibres * 5 450 E 7 1 N 44 18

IT1160023 Vallone di Orgials-Colle della Lombarda * 530 E 7 8 N 44 13

IT1160024 Colle e Lago della Maddalena, Val Puriac * 1 834 E 6 54 N 44 23

IT1160026 Faggete di Pamparato, Tana del Forno, Grotta delle
Turbiglie e Grotte di Bos

2 940 E 7 52 N 44 15

IT1160035 M. Antoroto * 863 E 7 55 N 44 11

IT1160037 Grotta di rio Martino * 0,3 2 E 7 8 N 44 41

IT1160040 Stazioni di Euphorbia valliniana * 207 E 7 10 N 44 31

IT1160056 Alpi Marittime * 33 672 E 7 21 N 44 12

IT1160057 Alte Valli Pesio e Tanaro * 11 278 E 7 41 N 44 10

IT1160058 Gruppo del Monviso e bosco dell'Alevè * 7 232 E 7 5 N 44 38

IT1201000 Parco nazionale del Gran Paradiso * 71 124 E 7 18 N 45 31

IT1201010 Ambienti calcarei d'alta quota della valle di Rhêmes * 1 593 E 7 4 N 45 30

IT1202000 Parco naturale Mont Avic * 5 751 E 7 34 N 45 38
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IT1203010 Zona umida di Morgex * 30 E 7 3 N 45 44

IT1203020 Lago di Lolair * 28 E 7 8 N 45 41

IT1203030 Formazioni steppiche della Cote De Gargantua * 19 E 7 17 N 45 43

IT1203040 Stagno di Loson * 4,55 E 7 33 N 45 46

IT1203050 Lago di Villa * 27 E 7 41 N 45 41

IT1203060 Stagno di Holay 3,01 E 7 48 N 45 35

IT1203070 Mont Mars * 380 E 7 55 N 45 38

IT1204010 Ambienti glaciali del monte Bianco * 12 557 E 6 51 N 45 50

IT1204032 Talweg della Val Ferret * 120 E 7 1 N 45 51

IT1204220 Ambienti glaciali del gruppo del monte Rosa * 8 645 E 7 47 N 45 54

IT1205000 Ambienti d'alta quota delle Combe Thuilette e Sozin * 356 E 6 57 N 45 40

IT1205010 Ambienti d'alta quota della Valgrisenche * 336 E 7 0 N 45 32

IT1205020 Ambienti d'alta quota del colle del Gran San Bernardo * 750 E 7 8 N 45 52

IT1205030 Pont D'ael * 183 E 7 13 N 45 40

IT1205034 Castello e miniere abbandonate di Aymavilles 1,59 E 7 15 N 45 42

IT1205050 Ambienti xerici del Mont Torretta-Bellon * 49 E 7 14 N 45 43

IT1205061 Stazione di Astragalus alopecurus di Cogne 36 E 7 18 N 45 40

IT1205064 Vallone del Grauson * 489 E 7 23 N 45 38

IT1205065 Vallone dell'Urtier * 1 506 E 7 26 N 45 36

IT1205070 Zona umida di Les Iles di Saint-Marcel * 35 E 7 25 N 45 44

IT1205081 Ambienti calcarei d'alta quota attorno al lago Tsan * 453 E 7 32 N 45 51

IT1205082 Stagno di Lo Ditor * 22 E 7 33 N 45 50

IT1205090 Ambienti xerici di Grand Brison-Cly * 97 E 7 34 N 45 45

IT1205100 Ambienti d'alta quota del vallone della Legna * 1 103 E 7 36 N 45 35

IT1205110 Stazione di Peonia officinalis 33 E 7 47 N 45 37

IT1313712 Cima di Piano Cavallo-Bric Cornia * 4 486 E 7 47 N 44 6

IT1314609 Monte Monega-Monte Prearba * 3 670 E 7 48 N 44 1

IT1314610 Monte Saccarello-Monte Fronté * 3 927 E 7 44 N 44 3

IT1314611 Monte Gerbonte * 2 261 E 7 41 N 44 0

IT1315421 Monte Toraggio-Monte Pietravecchia * 2 648 E 7 40 N 43 58

IT1322122 Croce della Tia-Rio Barchei * 660 E 8 8 N 44 19

IT1322216 Ronco di Maglio * 1 449 E 8 14 N 44 18

IT1322217 Bric Tana-Bric Mongarda * 168 E 8 12 N 44 21

IT1322223 Cave Ferecchi * 37 E 8 12 N 44 22

IT1323014 Monte Spinarda-Rio Nero * 943 E 8 5 N 44 12

IT1323021 Bric Zerbi * 711 E 8 6 N 44 16

IT1323112 Monte Carmo-Monte Settepani * 7 575 E 8 11 N 44 13

IT1323115 Lago di Osiglia * 409 E 8 11 N 44 18

IT1323920 Monte Galero * 3 194 E 8 2 N 44 7

IT2010001 Lago di Ganna * 106 E 8 49 N 45 53

IT2010002 Monte Legnone e Chiusarella * 751 E 8 48 N 45 51

IT2010003 Versante nord del Campo dei Fiori * 1 312 E 8 45 N 45 52

IT2010004 Grotte del Campo dei Fiori * 894 E 8 46 N 45 51
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IT2010005 Monte Martica * 1 057 E 8 48 N 45 53

IT2010016 Val Veddasca * 4 920 E 8 49 N 46 3

IT2010018 Monte Sangiano * 195 E 8 37 N 45 52

IT2010019 Monti della Valcuvia * 1 629 E 8 42 N 45 55

IT2020001 Lago di Piano * 207 E 9 9 N 46 2

IT2020009 Valle del Dosso * 1 652 E 9 13 N 46 11

IT2020010 Lago di Segrino * 282 E 13 40 N 45 38

IT2030001 Grigna settentrionale * 1 617 E 9 23 N 45 57

IT2030002 Grigna meridionale * 2 732 E 9 23 N 45 55

IT2030003 Monte Barro * 649 E 9 22 N 45 50

IT2040001 Val Viera e cime di Fopel * 836 E 10 7 N 46 34

IT2040002 Motto di Livigno-Val Saliente * 1 252 E 10 9 N 46 34

IT2040003 Val Federia * 1 593 E 10 4 N 46 32

IT2040004 Valle Alpisella * 1 045 E 10 12 N 46 33

IT2040005 Valle della Forcola * 212 E 10 4 N 46 27

IT2040006 La Vallaccia-Pizzo Filone * 1 982 E 10 10 N 46 29

IT2040007 Passo e Monte di Foscagno * 1 081 E 10 11 N 46 28

IT2040008 Cime di Plator e monte delle Scale * 1 572 E 10 20 N 46 30

IT2040009 Valle di Fraele * 1 691 E 10 19 N 46 32

IT2040010 Valle del Braulio-Cresta di Reit * 3 559 E 10 24 N 46 30

IT2040011 Monte Vago-Val di Campo-Val Nera * 2 874 E 10 10 N 46 26

IT2040012 Val Viola Bormina-Ghiacciaio di cima dei Piazzi * 5 962 E 10 14 N 46 25

IT2040013 Val Zebrù-Gran Zebrù-Monte Confinale * 3 725 E 10 31 N 46 28

IT2040014 Valle e ghiacciaio dei Forni-Val Cedec-Gran
Zebrù-Cevedale

6 157 E 10 33 N 46 25

IT2040015 Paluaccio di Oga * 28 E 10 20 N 46 28

IT2040016 Monte di Scerscen-Ghiacciaio di Scerscen-Monte Motta * 9 666 E 9 54 N 46 20

IT2040017 Disgrazia-Sissone * 3 010 E 9 45 N 46 17

IT2040018 Val Codera * 818 E 9 30 N 46 15

IT2040019 Bagni di Masino-Pizzo Badile * 2 755 E 9 36 N 46 15

IT2040020 Val di Mello-Piano di Preda Rossa * 5 789 E 9 41 N 46 15

IT2040021 Val di Togno-Pizzo Scalino * 3 150 E 9 56 N 46 15

IT2040023 Valle dei Ratti * 928 E 9 30 N 46 12

IT2040024 da monte Belvedere a Vallorda * 2 119 E 10 10 N 46 11

IT2040025 Pian Gembro * 78 E 10 9 N 46 9

IT2040026 Val Lesina * 1 184 E 9 28 N 46 6

IT2040027 Valle del Bitto di Gerola * 2 458 E 9 31 N 46 3

IT2040028 Valle del Bitto di Albaredo * 3 399 E 9 35 N 46 4

IT2040029 Val Tartano * 1 452 E 9 40 N 46 5

IT2040030 Val Madre * 1 486 E 9 45 N 46 7

IT2040031 Val Cervia * 1 893 E 9 46 N 46 6

IT2040032 Valle del Livrio * 2 108 E 9 49 N 46 6

IT2040033 Val Venina * 3 644 E 9 54 N 46 5

IT2040034 Valle d'Arigna e ghiacciaio di Pizzo di Coca * 3 143 E 9 59 N 46 6
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IT2040035 Val Bondone-Val Caronella * 1 500 E 10 4 N 46 6

IT2040036 Val Belviso * 766 E 10 8 N 46 6

IT2040037 Rifugio Falk * 4,22 E 10 15 N 46 23

IT2040038 Val Fontana * 4 210 E 10 0 N 46 15

IT2040039 Val Zerta * 1 585 E 9 22 N 46 21

IT2040040 Val Bodengo * 2 555 E 9 16 N 46 15

IT2040041 Piano di Chiavenna * 2 514 E 9 23 N 46 16

IT2040042 Pian di Spagna e lago di Mezzola * 1 716 E 9 25 N 46 10

IT2060001 Valtorta e Valmoresca * 1 682 E 9 34 N 46 0

IT2060002 Valle di Piazzatorre-Isola di Fondra * 2 513 E 9 43 N 45 59

IT2060003 Alta Val Brembana-Laghi Gemelli * 4 251 E 9 50 N 46 0

IT2060004 Alta Val di Scalve * 7 053 E 10 9 N 46 0

IT2060005 Val Sedornia-Val Zurio-Pizzo della Presolana * 12 962 E 10 0 N 45 56

IT2060006 Boschi del Giovetto di Paline * 597 E 10 8 N 45 57

IT2060007 Valle Asinina * 1 506 E 9 34 N 45 54

IT2060008 Valle Parina 2 225 E 9 43 N 45 54

IT2060009 Val Nossana-Cima di Grem * 3 369 E 9 51 N 45 54

IT2060011 Canto Alto e Valle del Giongo * 565 E 9 39 N 45 45

IT2060012 Boschi dell'Astino e dell'Allegrezza * 50 E 9 38 N 45 42

IT2060016 Valpredina * 90 E 9 48 N 45 43

IT2070001 Torbiere del Tonale 47 E 10 34 N 46 15

IT2070002 Monte Piccolo-Monte Colmo * 412 E 10 23 N 46 11

IT2070003 Val Rabbia e Val Galinera 1 854 E 10 24 N 46 9

IT2070004 Monte Marser-Corni di Bos 2 591 E 10 26 N 46 5

IT2070005 Pizzo Badile-Alta Val Zumella * 2 184 E 10 24 N 46 0

IT2070006 Pascoli di Crocedomini-Alta Val Caffaro * 4 603 E 10 25 N 45 55

IT2070007 Vallone del Forcel Rosso * 3 067 E 10 30 N 46 4

IT2070008 Cresta Monte Colombé e cima Barbignana 156 E 10 24 N 46 2

IT2070009 Versanti dell'Avio * 1 678 E 10 28 N 46 10

IT2070010 Piz Olda-Val Malga 2 069 E 10 22 N 46 7

IT2070011 Torbiera La Goia 0,2 E 10 20 N 46 6

IT2070012 Torbiere di Val Braone * 68 E 10 23 N 45 58

IT2070013 Ghiacciaio dell'Adamello 2 976 E 10 31 N 46 9

IT2070014 Lago di Pile 4 E 10 27 N 46 0

IT2070015 Monte Cas-Cima di Corlor * 166 E 10 40 N 45 42

IT2070016 Cima Comer * 314 E 10 40 N 45 42

IT2070017 Valli di San Antonio * 4 160 E 10 12 N 46 9

IT2070018 Altopiano di Cariadeghe * 523 E 10 20 N 45 35

IT2070019 Sorgente Funtanì * 55 E 10 29 N 45 39

IT2070021 Valvestino * 6 473 E 10 35 N 45 45

IT2070022 Corno della Marogna * 3 571 E 10 42 N 45 48

IT2070023 Belvedere-Tri Plane 26 E 10 22 N 46 3

IT3110001 Biotopo vegetazione steppica Tartscher Leiten * 38 E 10 34 N 46 40
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IT3110002 Biotopo ontaneto di Sluderno * 125 E 10 34 N 46 38

IT3110004 Biotopo ontaneto di Cengles * 41 E 10 38 N 46 37

IT3110005 Biotopo ontaneto di Oris * 46 E 10 39 N 46 37

IT3110010 Biotopo vegetazione steppica Sonnenberg * 176 E 10 57 N 46 38

IT3110011 Val di Fosse nel parco naturale gruppo di Tessa * 10 087 E 10 56 N 46 44

IT3110012 Lacines-Catena del Monteneve nel parco naturale
gruppo di Tessa

* 8 095 E 11 5 N 46 49

IT3110013 Biotopo delta del Valsura * 28 E 11 10 N 46 37

IT3110014 Biotopo Gisser Auen 14 E 11 22 N 46 45

IT3110015 Biotopo Hühnerspiel 144 E 11 29 N 46 56

IT3110016 Biotopo Wiesermoos * 14 E 12 5 N 47 3

IT3110017 Parco naturale Vedrette di Ries-Aurina * 31 313 E 12 4 N 46 56

IT3110018 Ontaneti dell'Aurino * 25 E 11 56 N 46 53

IT3110019 Biotopo Rasner Möser * 25 E 12 4 N 46 48

IT3110020 Biotopo Monte Covolo-Alpe di Nemes * 278 E 12 25 N 46 40

IT3110022 Biotopo ontaneto della Rienza-Dobbiaco * 16 E 12 13 N 46 43

IT3110026 Valle di Funes-Sas De Putia-Rasciesa nel Parco naturale
Puez-Odle

* 5 258 E 11 46 N 46 37

IT3110027 Gardena-Valle Lunga-Puez nel Parco Naturale
Puez-Odle

* 5 396 E 11 48 N 46 35

IT3110029 Parco naturale dello Sciliar-Catinaccio * 7 293 E 11 35 N 46 29

IT3110030 Biotopo torbiera Totes Moos * 4,19 E 11 22 N 46 26

IT3110031 Biotopo Torbiera Wölfl * 10 E 11 24 N 46 25

IT3110032 Biotopo torbiera Tschingger * 3,08 E 11 23 N 46 26

IT3110033 Biotopo Buche di Ghiaccio 28 E 11 14 N 46 26

IT3110034 Biotopo lago di Caldaro * 241 E 11 15 N 46 22

IT3110035 Biotopo Castelfeder * 108 E 11 17 N 46 20

IT3110036 Parco naturale Monte Corno * 6 851 E 11 18 N 46 17

IT3110037 Biotopo lago di Favogna 10 E 11 11 N 46 16

IT3110038 Ultimo-Solda nel parco nazionale dello Stelvio * 27 989 E 10 48 N 46 31

IT3110039 Ortles-Monte Madaccio nel parco nazionale dello
Stelvio

* 4 188 E 10 31 N 46 31

IT3110040 Alpe di Cavallaccio nel parco nazionale dello Stelvio * 3 517 E 10 30 N 46 37

IT3110041 Jaggl * 702 E 10 33 N 46 47

IT3110042 Prati aridi rocciosi di Agumes * 0,34 E 10 34 N 46 37

IT3110043 Prati aridi rocciosi di Sant'Ottilia 0,12 E 10 37 N 46 36

IT3110044 Biotopo Sonnenberg vegetazione steppica Schlander-
ser Leiten

* 25 E 10 47 N 46 37

IT3110045 Biotopo Sonnenberg vegetazione steppica Kortscher
Leiten

* 56 E 10 43 N 46 38

IT3110046 Biotopo palude della Volpe * 4,03 E 11 14 N 46 30

IT3110048 Prati dell'Armentara * 344 E 11 55 N 46 37

IT3110049 Parco naturale Fanes-Senes-Braies * 25 418 E 12 3 N 46 39

IT3110050 Parco naturale Dolomiti di Sesto * 11 891 E 12 17 N 46 39

IT3110051 Biotopo Ahrau di Stegona * 18 E 11 55 N 46 48

IT3120001 Alta Val di Rabbi * 4 434 E 10 45 N 46 26
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IT3120002 Alta Val La Mare * 5 819 E 10 40 N 46 25

IT3120003 Alta Val del Monte * 4 464 E 10 35 N 46 22

IT3120004 Val Genova * 13 240 E 10 38 N 46 10

IT3120005 Adamello * 13 425 E 10 35 N 46 4

IT3120006 Presanella * 15 926 E 10 42 N 46 14

IT3120007 Monte Sadron * 3 651 E 10 54 N 46 17

IT3120008 Val di Tovel * 6 610 E 10 55 N 46 15

IT3120009 Dolomiti di Brenta * 22 664 E 10 51 N 46 12

IT3120010 Pale di San Martino * 5 328 E 11 51 N 46 14

IT3120011 Val Venegia * 2 237 E 11 48 N 46 18

IT3120012 Cima Bocche-Lusia * 3 058 E 11 45 N 46 19

IT3120013 Foresta di Paneveggio * 1 252 E 11 44 N 46 17

IT3120014 Lagorai Orientale * 7 698 E 11 44 N 46 14

IT3120015 Tre Cime Monte Bondone * 223 E 11 2 N 46 0

IT3120016 Corna Piana * 52 E 10 53 N 45 47

IT3120017 Campobrun * 426 E 11 7 N 45 42

IT3120018 Scanuppia * 529 E 11 9 N 45 57

IT3120019 Lago Nero * 3,08 E 11 18 N 46 17

IT3120020 Palù Longa * 6,05 E 11 22 N 46 17

IT3120021 Lago delle Buse * 18 E 11 27 N 46 10

IT3120022 Palù dei Mugheri * 10 E 11 41 N 46 17

IT3120023 Sorte di Bellamonte * 11 E 11 40 N 46 18

IT3120024 Zona umida Valfloriana * 203 E 11 22 N 46 13

IT3120025 Selva di Ega * 3,13 E 11 29 N 46 21

IT3120026 Becco della Palua * 17 E 11 29 N 46 21

IT3120027 Canzenagol * 3,39 E 11 36 N 46 16

IT3120028 Pra delle Nasse * 8,08 E 11 47 N 46 15

IT3120029 Sorgente Resenzuola * 4,34 E 11 39 N 46 0

IT3120030 Fontanazzo * 54 E 11 36 N 46 0

IT3120031 Masi Carretta * 3,02 E 11 37 N 46 6

IT3120032 I Mughi * 21 E 11 36 N 46 5

IT3120033 Palude di Roncegno * 21 E 11 25 N 46 3

IT3120034 Paludi di Sternigo * 24 E 11 15 N 46 8

IT3120035 Laghestel di Piné * 91 E 11 13 N 46 6

IT3120036 Redebus * 10 E 11 19 N 46 8

IT3120037 Le Grave * 30 E 11 10 N 46 7

IT3120038 Inghiaie * 30 E 11 18 N 45 59

IT3120039 Canneto di Levico 9,74 E 11 16 N 46 0

IT3120040 Lago Pudro * 13 E 11 13 N 46 4

IT3120041 Lago Costa * 3,83 E 11 14 N 46 4

IT3120042 Canneti di San Cristoforo * 9,39 E 11 14 N 46 2

IT3120043 Pizé * 16 E 11 15 N 46 2

IT3120044 Monte Barco e Monte della Gallina * 173 E 11 10 N 46 7
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IT3120045 Lagabrun * 4,49 E 11 11 N 46 12

IT3120046 Prati di Monte * 5,99 E 11 14 N 46 13

IT3120047 Paluda La Lot * 6,62 E 11 16 N 46 14

IT3120048 Laghetto di Vedes * 8,26 E 11 16 N 46 14

IT3120049 Lona-Lases 25 E 11 13 N 46 8

IT3120050 Torbiera delle Viote * 20 E 11 2 N 46 1

IT3120051 Stagni della Vela-Soprasasso * 87 E 11 5 N 46 5

IT3120052 Doss Trento * 16 E 11 6 N 46 4

IT3120053 Foci dell'Avisio * 133 E 11 4 N 46 8

IT3120054 La Rupe * 45 E 11 5 N 46 11

IT3120055 Lago di Toblino * 170 E 10 58 N 46 3

IT3120056 Palù Longia * 10 E 11 5 N 46 28

IT3120057 Palù Tremole * 4 E 11 4 N 46 28

IT3120058 Torbiere di Monte Sous * 97 E 11 3 N 46 30

IT3120059 Palù di Tuenno * 5,56 E 11 1 N 46 20

IT3120060 Forra di S. Giustina * 24 E 11 3 N 46 20

IT3120061 La Rocchetta * 89 E 11 3 N 46 14

IT3120062 Malga Flavona * 215 E 10 56 N 46 14

IT3120063 Lago di Tovel * 107 E 10 57 N 46 15

IT3120064 Torbiera del Tonale * 62 E 10 35 N 46 15

IT3120065 Lago D'Idro * 14 E 10 32 N 45 48

IT3120066 Palù di Boniprati * 11 E 10 36 N 45 55

IT3120067 Paludi di Malga Clevet * 103 E 10 32 N 45 55

IT3120068 Fiavé 137 E 10 49 N 45 59

IT3120069 Torbiera Lomasona * 26 E 10 51 N 45 59

IT3120070 Pian degli Uccelli * 185 E 10 48 N 46 13

IT3120071 Paludi del Dosson * 122 E 10 50 N 46 15

IT3120072 Paludi di Bocenago * 14 E 10 50 N 46 15

IT3120073 Paludi di Daré * 95 E 10 51 N 46 16

IT3120074 Marocche di Dro * 251 E 10 56 N 45 59

IT3120075 Monte Brione * 66 E 10 52 N 45 53

IT3120076 Lago D'Ampola * 24 E 10 39 N 45 52

IT3120077 Palù di Borghetto * 7,93 E 10 55 N 45 41

IT3120078 Torbiera Echen 8,33 E 11 11 N 45 54

IT3120079 Lago di Loppio * 113 E 10 55 N 45 51

IT3120080 Laghetti di Marco * 36 E 11 0 N 45 51

IT3120081 Pra dall'Albi-Cei * 117 E 11 1 N 45 57

IT3120082 Taio di Nomi * 5,29 E 11 4 N 45 55

IT3120083 Muga Bianca * 111 E 11 9 N 45 50

IT3120084 Roncon 2,91 E 11 37 N 46 24

IT3120085 Il Laghetto * 6,7 E 11 23 N 46 0

IT3120086 Servis * 324 E 11 4 N 45 56

IT3120087 Laghi e abisso di Lamar * 25 E 11 3 N 46 7
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IT3120088 Palù di Monte Rovere 16 E 11 17 N 45 57

IT3120089 Montepiano-Palù di Fornace * 33 E 11 11 N 46 7

IT3120090 Monte Calvo * 1,19 E 11 15 N 46 6

IT3120091 Alberé di Tenna * 6,82 E 11 15 N 46 1

IT3120092 Passo del Broccon * 345 E 11 40 N 46 7

IT3120093 Crinale Pichea-Rocchetta * 1 009 E 10 46 N 45 54

IT3120094 Alpe di Storo e Bondone * 759 E 10 36 N 45 48

IT3120095 Bocca D'ardole-Corno della Paura * 178 E 10 56 N 45 45

IT3120096 Bocca di Caset * 50 E 10 41 N 45 51

IT3120097 Catena di Lagorai * 2 855 E 11 32 N 46 13

IT3120098 Monti Lessini Nord * 792 E 11 4 N 45 42

IT3120099 Piccole Dolomiti * 1 229 E 11 7 N 45 44

IT3120100 Pasubio * 1 836 E 11 10 N 45 48

IT3120101 Condino * 72 E 10 36 N 45 53

IT3120102 Lago di Santa Colomba * 5,97 E 11 10 N 46 7

IT3120103 Monte Baldo di Brentonico * 2 061 E 10 54 N 45 48

IT3120104 Monte Baldo-Cima Valdritta * 456 E 10 51 N 45 44

IT3120105 Burrone di Ravina * 527 E 11 4 N 46 2

IT3120106 Nodo del Latemar * 1 862 E 11 35 N 46 22

IT3120107 Val Cadino * 1 110 E 11 24 N 46 13

IT3120108 Val San Nicolò * 715 E 11 47 N 46 25

IT3120109 Valle Flanginech * 81 E 10 47 N 46 9

IT3120110 Terlago * 109 E 11 3 N 46 5

IT3120111 Manzano * 100 E 10 57 N 45 52

IT3120112 Arnago * 157 E 10 54 N 46 22

IT3120113 Molina-Castello * 49 E 11 26 N 46 16

IT3120114 Monte Zugna * 1 696 E 11 2 N 45 50

IT3120115 Monte Brento * 254 E 10 54 N 45 59

IT3120116 Monte Malachin * 160 E 11 7 N 46 16

IT3120117 Ontaneta di Croviana * 23 E 10 54 N 46 20

IT3120118 Lago (Val di Fiemme) * 12 E 11 31 N 46 17

IT3120119 Val Duron * 761 E 11 40 N 46 29

IT3120120 Bassa Valle del Chiese * 20 E 10 33 N 45 49

IT3120121 Carbonare * 12 E 11 13 N 45 56

IT3120122 Gocciadoro * 19 E 11 8 N 46 3

IT3120123 Assizzi-Vignola * 88 E 11 16 N 46 2

IT3120124 Torcegno * 50 E 11 26 N 46 4

IT3120125 Zaccon * 371 E 11 25 N 46 2

IT3120126 Val Noana * 730 E 11 51 N 46 7

IT3120127 Monti Tremalzo e Tombea * 5 537 E 10 38 N 45 50

IT3120128 Alta Val Stava * 1 775 E 11 32 N 46 18

IT3120129 Ghiacciaio Marmolada 463 E 11 51 N 46 26

IT3120130 Il Colo 0,29 1 E 11 36 N 46 5
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IT3120131 Grotta Uvada 1,16 1 E 11 39 N 46 6

IT3120132 Grotta di Ernesto 1,06 1 E 11 39 N 45 58

IT3120133 Grotta di Collalto 0,6 5 E 10 53 N 46 5

IT3120134 Grotta del Calgeron 0,92 5 E 11 37 N 46 0

IT3120135 Grotta della Bigonda 1,23 22 E 11 35 N 46 1

IT3120136 Bus della Spia 0,66 1 E 11 1 N 46 13

IT3120137 Bus del Diaol 1,04 1 E 10 54 N 45 56

IT3120138 Grotta Cesare Battisti 0,45 2 E 11 2 N 46 8

IT3120139 Grotta di Costalta 0,54 1 E 11 22 N 45 59

IT3120140 Grotta del Vallon 0,3 1 E 10 51 N 46 8

IT3120141 Grotta della Lovara 0,95 1 E 11 3 N 46 13

IT3120142 Val Campelle * 1 136 E 11 30 N 46 7

IT3120143 Valle del Vanoi * 3 247 E 11 38 N 46 11

IT3120144 Valle del Verdes * 2 186 E 11 9 N 46 20

IT3120145 Monte Remà * 237 E 10 31 N 45 56

IT3120146 Laghetto delle Regole * 21 E 11 6 N 46 28

IT3120147 Monti Lessini Ovest * 1 028 E 10 56 N 45 41

IT3120149 Monte Ghello * 147 E 11 3 N 45 54

IT3120150 Talpina-Brentonico * 245 E 10 59 N 45 49

IT3120152 Tione-Villa Rendena * 185 E 10 42 N 46 2

IT3120154 Le Sole * 10 E 10 41 N 46 1

IT3120156 Adige * 14 E 11 1 N 45 47

IT3210002 Monti Lessini: cascate di Molina * 233 14 E 10 54 N 45 36

IT3210004 Monte Luppia e p.ta San Vigilio * 1 037 29 E 10 42 N 45 37

IT3210006 Monti Lessini: Ponte di Veja, Vaio della Marciora 171 12 E 10 58 N 45 37

IT3210007 Monte Baldo: val dei Mulini, Senge di Marciaga, Rocca
di Garda

* 676 21 E 10 43 N 45 34

IT3210021 Monte Pastello * 1 750 24 E 10 51 N 45 34

IT3210039 Monte Baldo Ovest * 6 510 67 E 10 49 N 45 44

IT3210040 Monti Lessini-Pasubio-Piccole Dolomiti vicentine * 13 872 179 E 11 12 N 45 44

IT3210041 Monte Baldo Est * 2 762 57 E 10 52 N 45 39

IT3210043 Fiume Adige tra Belluno Veronese e Verona ovest * 476 95 E 10 52 N 45 33

IT3220002 Granezza 1 303 17 E 11 32 N 45 49

IT3220007 Fiume Brenta dal confine trentino a Cismon del
Grappa

* 1 680 64 E 11 39 N 45 52

IT3220036 Altopiano dei Sette comuni * 14 988 87 E 11 28 N 45 57

IT3230003 Gruppo del Sella * 449 11 E 11 50 N 46 30

IT3230005 Gruppo Marmolada * 1 305 20 E 11 52 N 46 25

IT3230006 Val Visdende-Monte Peralba-Quaternà * 14 165 73 E 12 35 N 46 37

IT3230017 Monte Pelmo-Mondeval-Formin * 11 065 89 E 12 7 N 46 27

IT3230019 Lago di Misurina 75 5 E 12 15 N 46 35

IT3230022 Massiccio del Grappa * 22 473 142 E 11 48 N 45 53

IT3230025 Gruppo del Visentin: M. Faverghera-M. Cor * 1 562 24 E 12 18 N 46 3

IT3230026 Passo di San Boldo * 38 3 E 12 10 N 46 0
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IT3230027 Monte Dolada Versante SE * 659 13 E 12 20 N 46 11

IT3230031 Val Tovanella Bosconero * 8 845 53 E 12 17 N 46 20

IT3230035 Valli del Cismon-Vanoi: Monte Coppolo * 2 845 29 E 11 43 N 46 4

IT3230042 Torbiera di Lipoi * 65 5 E 11 57 N 46 2

IT3230043 Pale di San Martino: Focobon, Pape-San Lucano,
Agner-Croda Granda

* 10 909 66 E 11 54 N 46 18

IT3230044 Fontane di Nogaré * 212 9 E 12 14 N 46 9

IT3230045 Torbiera di Antole * 25 3 E 12 10 N 46 8

IT3230047 Lago di Santa Croce * 788 14 E 12 20 N 46 6

IT3230060 Torbiere di Danta * 205 11 E 12 29 N 46 33

IT3230063 Torbiere di Lac Torond * 38 3 E 11 59 N 46 14

IT3230067 Aree palustri di Melere-Monte Gal e boschi di Col
d'Ongia

* 111 8 E 12 12 N 46 2

IT3230068 Valpiana-Valmorel (aree palustri) * 126 6 E 12 13 N 46 4

IT3230071 Dolomiti di Ampezzo * 11 362 77 E 12 6 N 46 35

IT3230077 Foresta del Cansiglio * 5 060 44 E 12 24 N 46 4

IT3230078 Gruppo del Popera-Dolomiti di Auronzo e di val
Comelico

* 8 924 73 E 12 23 N 46 36

IT3230080 Val Talagona-Gruppo monte Cridola-Monte Duranno * 12 252 68 E 12 25 N 46 23

IT3230081 Gruppi Antelao-Marmarole-Sorapis * 17 069 74 E 12 17 N 46 30

IT3230083 Dolomiti Feltrine e Bellunesi * 31 383 178 E 12 3 N 46 11

IT3230084 Civetta-Cime di San Sebastiano * 6 597 68 E 12 4 N 46 20

IT3230085 Comelico-Bosco della Digola-Brentoni-Tudaio * 12 085 89 E 12 35 N 46 31

IT3230088 Fiume Piave dai Maserot alle grave di Pederobba * 3 236 121 E 12 1 N 46 2

IT3240003 Monte Cesen * 3 697 32 E 12 0 N 45 57

IT3310001 Dolomiti Friulane * 36 740 E 12 32 N 46 19

IT3310002 Val Colvera di Jof * 396 E 12 40 N 46 12

IT3310003 Monte Ciaurlec e Forra del torrente Cosa * 875 E 12 52 N 46 14

IT3310004 Forra del torrente Cellina * 289 E 12 36 N 46 11

IT3310006 Foresta del Cansiglio * 2 713 E 12 26 N 46 3

IT3320001 Gruppo del monte Coglians * 5 405 E 12 48 N 46 37

IT3320002 Monti Dimon e Paularo * 702 E 13 4 N 46 33

IT3320003 Creta di Aip e Sella di Lanza * 3 894 E 13 10 N 46 33

IT3320004 Monte Auernig e Monte Corona * 465 E 13 20 N 46 33

IT3320005 Valloni di rio Bianco e di Malborghetto * 4 662 E 13 24 N 46 32

IT3320006 Conca di Fusine * 3 598 E 13 39 N 46 28

IT3320007 Monti Bivera e Clapsavon * 1 832 E 12 37 N 46 26

IT3320008 Col Gentile * 1 038 E 12 48 N 46 27

IT3320009 Zuc dal Bor * 1 415 E 13 14 N 46 27

IT3320010 Jof di Montasio e Jof Fuart * 7 999 E 13 29 N 46 25

IT3320011 Monti Verzegnis e Valcalda * 2 406 E 12 51 N 46 21

IT3320012 Prealpi Giulie settentrionali * 9 592 E 13 13 N 46 21

IT3320013 Lago Minisini e Rivoli Bianchi * 402 E 13 8 N 46 18

IT3320014 Torrente Lerada * 365 E 13 23 N 46 12
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IT3320015 Valle del Medio Tagliamento * 3 580 E 13 2 N 46 14

IT3320016 Forra del Cornappo * 299 E 13 17 N 46 14

IT3320017 Rio Bianco di Taipana e Gran Monte * 1 721 E 13 20 N 46 16

IT3320018 Forra del Pradolino e monte Mia * 1 010 E 13 27 N 46 12

IT3320019 Monte Matajur * 213 E 13 33 N 46 11

IT6020002 Lago Secco e Agro Nero * 135 E 13 19 N 42 42

IT6020025 Monti della Laga (area sommitale) * 2 424 E 13 22 N 42 38

IT6050017 Pendici di Colle Nero * 132 E 13 51 N 41 43

IT6050018 Cime del Massiccio della Meta * 2 541 E 13 57 N 41 39

IT6050020 Val Canneto * 990 E 13 54 N 41 41

IT7110099 Gole del Sagittario * 1 349 E 13 48 N 41 57

IT7110100 Monte Genzana * 5 805 E 13 54 N 41 57

IT7110101 Lago di Scanno ed emissari 103 E 13 51 N 41 55

IT7110202 Gran Sasso * 33 995 E 13 37 N 42 26

IT7110204 Maiella sud ovest * 6 276 E 14 0 N 41 57

IT7110205 Parco nazionale d'Abruzzo * 58 880 E 13 41 N 41 51

IT7120201 Monti della Laga e lago di Campotosto * 15 816 E 13 25 N 42 40

IT7140043 Monti Pizi-Monte Secine * 4 195 E 14 10 N 41 54

IT7140203 Maiella * 36 119 E 14 6 N 42 4

PLC120001 Tatry * 21 018,13 E 19 56 N 49 15

PLC180001 Bieszczady * 111 519,5 E 22 25 N 49 11

PLH120001 Babia Góra * 3 350,433 E 19 31 N 49 35

PLH120002 Czarna Orawa * 183,9877 20 E 19 42 N 49 30

PLH120009 Kostrza * 36,36065 E 20 17 N 49 46

PLH120012 Na Policy * 77,29312 E 19 37 N 49 37

PLH120013 Pieniny * 2 334,639 E 20 22 N 49 25

PLH120016 Torfowiska Orawsko-Nowotarskie * 8 255,624 E 19 45 N 49 26

PLH120018 Ostoja Gorczańska * 17 997,89 E 20 8 N 49 34

PLH120019 Ostoja Popradzka * 57 930,99 E 20 50 N 49 25

PLH120020 Ostoje Nietoperzy Okolic Bukowca 20,3701 E 20 50 N 49 45

PLH120021 Cerkiew w Łosiu koło Ropy 0,1456404 E 21 5 N 49 34

PLH120022 Grota Zbójnicka na Łopieniu 27,59276 E 20 16 N 49 41

PLH120023 Opactwo Cystersów w Szczyrzycu 7,11712 E 20 11 N 49 47

PLH120024 Dolina Białki * 716,03 E 20 6 N 49 23

PLH120025 Małe Pieniny * 1 875,942 E 20 33 N 49 23

PLH120026 Polana Biały Potok * 53,41597 E 19 50 N 49 16

PLH120033 Bednarka 1 289,154 E 21 20 N 49 38

PLH120035 Nawojowa 1 223,244 E 20 45 N 49 33

PLH120036 Łabowa 3 251,189 E 20 51 N 49 32

PLH120037 Podkowce w Szczawnicy 569,1473 E 20 28 N 49 25

PLH120039 Krynica 163,799 E 20 57 N 49 23

PLH120043 Luboń Wielki 33,62509 E 19 59 N 49 39
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PLH180001 Ostoja Magurska * 20 084,5 E 21 30 N 49 31

PLH180011 Jasiołka * 686,731 E 21 41 N 49 35

PLH180013 Góry Słonne * 46 019,22 E 22 21 N 49 32

PLH180014 Ostoja Jaśliska * 29 279,04 E 21 50 N 49 23

PLH180015 Łysa Góra * 2 743,788 E 21 35 N 49 32

PLH180018 Trzciana 2 285,53 E 21 40 N 49 30

PLH240005 Beskid Śląski * 27 370 E 18 56 N 49 41

PLH240006 Beskid Żywiecki * 35 276,06 E 19 11 N 49 31

PLH240007 Kościół w Radziechowach 0,05684156 E 19 7 N 49 38

PLH240023 Beskid Mały * 7 186,163 E 19 24 N 49 45

ROSCI0001 Aninişurile de pe Tărlung * 131 E 25 49 N 45 32

ROSCI0002 Apuseni * 76 150 E 22 48 N 46 36

ROSCI0003 Arboretele de castan comestibil de la Baia Mare 1 897 E 23 33 N 47 41

ROSCI0007 Bazinul Ciucului de Jos * 2 687 E 25 52 N 46 14

ROSCI0009 Bisoca * 1 160 E 26 40 N 45 32

ROSCI0010 Bistriţa Aurie * 375 E 25 17 N 47 27

ROSCI0013 Bucegi * 38 745 E 25 30 N 45 22

ROSCI0015 Buila — Vânturariţa * 4 491 E 24 5 N 45 14

ROSCI0016 Buteasa 457 E 22 42 N 46 42

ROSCI0018 Căldările Zăbalei * 378 E 26 34 N 45 39

ROSCI0019 Călimani — Gurghiu * 136 657 E 25 5 N 46 54

ROSCI0023 Cascada Mişina * 221 E 26 34 N 45 45

ROSCI0024 Ceahlău * 7 739 E 25 56 N 46 57

ROSCI0027 Cheile Bicazului — Hăşmaş * 7 645 E 25 47 N 46 44

ROSCI0028 Cheile Cernei 535 E 22 39 N 45 39

ROSCI0033 Cheile Şugăului — Munticelu * 318 E 25 50 N 46 50

ROSCI0035 Cheile Turzii * 324 E 23 40 N 46 33

ROSCI0036 Cheile Vârghişului * 830 E 25 32 N 46 12

ROSCI0037 Ciomad — Balvanyos * 6 029 E 25 56 N 46 5

ROSCI0038 Ciucaş * 21 950 E 25 57 N 45 30

ROSCI0046 Cozia * 16 720 E 24 18 N 45 20

ROSCI0047 Creasta Nemirei * 3 550 E 26 20 N 46 13

ROSCI0051 Cuşma * 44 636 E 24 49 N 47 9

ROSCI0052 Dăncioanea * 340 E 22 38 N 45 26

ROSCI0054 Dealul Cetăţii Deva * 109 E 22 52 N 45 53

ROSCI0062 Defileul Crişului Repede — Pădurea Craiului * 38 813 E 22 31 N 46 52

ROSCI0063 Defileul Jiului * 11 156 E 23 21 N 45 16

ROSCI0069 Domogled — Valea Cernei * 62 014 E 22 36 N 45 3

ROSCI0084 Ferice — Plai 1 977 E 22 32 N 46 41

ROSCI0085 Frumoasa * 137 115 E 23 48 N 45 35

ROSCI0086 Găina — Lucina * 836 E 25 10 N 47 39

ROSCI0087 Grădiştea Muncelului — Ciclovina * 40 009 E 23 15 N 45 34

ROSCI0089 Gutâi — Creasta Cocoşului * 693 E 23 50 N 47 42
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ROSCI0090 Harghita Mădăraş * 13 349 E 25 34 N 46 28

ROSCI0091 Herculian * 12 846 E 25 42 N 46 12

ROSCI0092 Igniş * 19 602 E 23 46 N 47 50

ROSCI0096 Lacul Bâlbâitoarea * 3 E 26 6 N 45 23

ROSCI0097 Lacul Negru * 98 E 26 29 N 45 50

ROSCI0101 Larion * 3 016 E 25 2 N 47 21

ROSCI0102 Leaota * 1 400 E 25 19 N 45 23

ROSCI0113 Mlaştina după Luncă * 300 E 25 36 N 46 37

ROSCI0116 Molhaşurile Căpăţânei * 816 E 23 6 N 46 28

ROSCI0119 Muntele Mare * 1 659 E 23 14 N 46 28

ROSCI0120 Muntele Tâmpa * 203 E 25 36 N 45 38

ROSCI0121 Muntele Vulcan 95 E 22 57 N 46 14

ROSCI0122 Munţii Făgăraş * 198 495 E 24 44 N 45 31

ROSCI0124 Munţii Maramureşului * 103 391 E 24 33 N 47 46

ROSCI0125 Munţii Rodnei * 47 975 E 24 46 N 47 31

ROSCI0126 Munţii Ţarcu * 58 840 E 22 30 N 45 17

ROSCI0127 Muntioru Ursoaia * 156 E 26 40 N 45 35

ROSCI0128 Nordul Gorjului de Est * 49 114 E 23 37 N 45 15

ROSCI0129 Nordul Gorjului de Vest * 87 321 E 23 5 N 45 9

ROSCI0130 Oituz — Ojdula * 15 272 E 26 24 N 46 2

ROSCI0132 Oltul Mijlociu — Cibin — Hârtibaciu 2 054 E 24 11 N 45 41

ROSCI0137 Pădurea Bogăţii * 6 329 E 25 24 N 45 55

ROSCI0153 Pădurea Glodeasa * 535 E 25 43 N 45 23

ROSCI0156 Pădurea Goşman 190 E 26 12 N 46 42

ROSCI0182 Pădurea Verdele * 273 E 26 34 N 45 47

ROSCI0187 Pajiştile lui Suciu * 367 — —

ROSCI0188 Parâng * 29 907 E 23 35 N 45 20

ROSCI0189 Pârâul Barlangos 66 E 25 40 N 46 40

ROSCI0190 Penteleu * 11 233 E 26 23 N 45 37

ROSCI0193 Peştera Tăuşoare 103 E 24 31 N 47 26

ROSCI0194 Piatra Craiului * 16 072 E 25 11 N 45 28

ROSCI0195 Piatra Mare * 4 283 E 25 38 N 45 33

ROSCI0196 Pietrosul Broştenilor — Cheile Zugrenilor * 458 E 25 32 N 47 23

ROSCI0198 Platoul Mehedinţi * 53 892 E 22 38 N 44 55

ROSCI0204 Poiana Muntioru * 24 E 26 41 N 45 39

ROSCI0207 Postăvarul * 1 280 E 25 33 N 45 33

ROSCI0208 Putna — Vrancea * 38 190 E 26 31 N 45 54

ROSCI0212 Rarău — Giumalău * 2 498 E 25 33 N 47 26

ROSCI0217 Retezat * 43 198 E 22 47 N 45 19

ROSCI0219 Rusca Montană * 12 720 E 22 24 N 45 36

ROSCI0228 Şindriliţa * 884 E 26 32 N 45 43

ROSCI0229 Siriu * 5 747 E 26 9 N 45 31

ROSCI0230 Slănic 1 392 E 26 24 N 46 12
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ROSCI0233 Someşul Rece * 8 462 E 23 6 N 46 33

ROSCI0236 Strei — Haţeg * 23 941 E 23 3 N 45 26

ROSCI0239 Târnovu Mare — Latoriţa 1 304 E 23 53 N 45 21

ROSCI0241 Tinovul Apa Lina — Honcsok * 265 E 26 12 N 46 11

ROSCI0242 Tinovul Apa Roşie * 65 E 26 15 N 46 10

ROSCI0243 Tinovul de la Dealul Albinelor * 21 E 25 18 N 46 45

ROSCI0244 Tinovul de la Fântâna Brazilor * 38 E 25 15 N 46 30

ROSCI0245 Tinovul de la Româneşti * 20 E 25 10 N 47 22

ROSCI0246 Tinovul Luci * 271 E 25 43 N 46 18

ROSCI0247 Tinovul Mare Poiana Stampei * 644 E 25 4 N 47 16

ROSCI0248 Tinovul Mohoş — Lacul Sf. Ana * 440 E 25 53 N 46 7

ROSCI0249 Tinovul Şaru Dornei * 38 E 25 21 N 47 15

ROSCI0250 Ţinutul Pădurenilor * 4 318 E 22 27 N 45 43

ROSCI0251 Tisa Superioară * 6 392 E 24 5 N 47 56

ROSCI0252 Topliţa — Scaunul Rotund Borsec * 5 436 E 25 29 N 46 57

ROSCI0253 Trascău * 50 102 E 23 29 N 46 20

ROSCI0256 Turbăria Ruginosu Zagon * 350 E 26 13 N 45 45

ROSCI0258 Văile Brătiei şi Brătioarei * 347 E 24 58 N 45 19

ROSCI0260 Valea Cepelor * 761 E 22 42 N 46 26

ROSCI0262 Valea Iadei * 2 841 E 22 34 N 46 43

ROSCI0263 Valea Ierii * 6 194 E 23 16 N 46 35

ROSCI0264 Valea Izei şi Dealul Solovan * 47 675 E 24 11 N 47 43

ROSCI0268 Valea Vâlsanului * 9 602 E 24 45 N 45 15

ROSCI0270 Vânători-Neamţ * 30 841 E 26 13 N 47 10

SE0620001 Långfjället-Städjan-Nipfjället * 93 903,9 E 12 37 N 62 4

SE0620002 Vedungsfjällen * 19 411,4 E 13 12 N 61 54

SE0620003 Fjätälven och Västvallen i Storfjäten * 299,2 E 13 5 N 61 52

SE0620005 Storån-Österdalälven 820,2 E 12 40 N 61 54

SE0620009 Drevfjällen * 33 208 E 12 22 N 61 42

SE0620015 Fulufjället * 40 780,6 E 12 42 N 61 32

SE0620024 Skarsåsfjället * 2 297 E 12 53 N 61 20

SE0620220 Storbron * 249,2 E 12 51 N 61 23

SE0620266 Lillfjäten * 423,3 E 12 57 N 62 0

SE0720029 Sånfjället * 11 296,3 E 13 33 N 62 17

SE0720033 Rogen * 49 076,4 E 12 28 N 62 21

SE0720084 Vålådalen * 121 436,8 E 12 55 N 63 8

SE0720160 Oldflån-Ansätten * 28 096,1 E 13 44 N 63 51

SE0720164 Skäckerfjällen * 46 304,4 E 12 39 N 63 50

SE0720171 Svenskådalen * 24 673,3 E 13 23 N 63 58

SE0720182 Saxvattnet * 5 378,4 E 15 11 N 64 38

SE0720183 Frostvikenfjällen * 93 838,3 E 14 38 N 64 38

SE0720185 Bjurälven-Korallgrottan * 5 630,8 E 14 6 N 64 55

SE0720186 Grubbdalen * 2 601,7 E 13 46 N 64 1
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SE0720199 Gråberget-Hotagsfjällen * 118 139 E 14 35 N 64 9

SE0720200 Henvålen-Aloppan * 17 583,8 E 13 23 N 62 41

SE0720203 Hällingsåfallet * 16,2 E 14 23 N 64 21

SE0720206 Tännforsen * 9,4 E 12 44 N 63 26

SE0720209 Järvdalen * 2 022,7 E 13 39 N 63 8

SE0720212 Bastudalen * 2 834,7 E 13 51 N 63 5

SE0720213 Marntallsåsen * 4 058 E 13 58 N 62 56

SE0720214 Arådalen * 1 131,5 E 13 37 N 62 53

SE0720218 Brovallvålen * 5 222,9 E 13 15 N 62 19

SE0720220 Storåsen * 1 054,8 E 13 22 N 62 20

SE0720223 Hamrafjället * 676,2 E 12 16 N 62 34

SE0720250 Skrapavattnet * 30,6 E 14 25 N 63 51

SE0720259 Trappåsen 206,9 E 12 26 N 62 40

SE0720260 Kilbergsdalen * 2,2 E 13 58 N 62 23

SE0720262 Svallmyren * 213,9 E 12 32 N 62 35

SE0720263 Lill-Rånddalen * 52,5 E 13 18 N 62 15

SE0720264 Lerdalsälven-Tvärlidån * 70,5 E 13 56 N 64 44

SE0720265 Vallån Frostviken * 186,9 E 14 0 N 64 45

SE0720268 Sälgåsen * 10,9 E 14 21 N 64 27

SE0720269 Sörhållan * 3,8 E 13 19 N 62 14

SE0720273 Bågavattnet 26,1 E 14 17 N 64 5

SE0720274 Sandåsvallen * 16,7 E 12 22 N 62 32

SE0720276 Lillåsvallen Ramundberget * 10,1 E 12 24 N 62 40

SE0720277 Klinken * 469,6 E 12 17 N 62 43

SE0720279 Styggdalen-Vargån * 328,7 E 12 15 N 63 38

SE0720280 Rosselberget * 43,4 E 12 42 N 62 28

SE0720281 Stor-Mittåkläppen * 1 091,7 E 12 28 N 62 43

SE0720282 Ånnsjön * 8 960,5 E 12 30 N 63 16

SE0720283 Gröndalen Frostviken * 28,8 E 14 5 N 64 47

SE0720284 Jormön 198,8 E 14 0 N 64 42

SE0720285 Ljungan; Uppströms Storsjön 165,1 E 12 44 N 62 53

SE0720286 Åreälven 6 492,9 E 12 48 N 63 27

SE0720287 Storån (Ammerån alpin) 81,7 E 14 51 N 63 56

SE0720288 Dammån-Storån 200,7 E 14 1 N 63 7

SE0720289 Toskströmmen (Hårkan alpin) 4 016,9 E 14 12 N 64 1

SE0720291 Ljusnan (Hede-Svegsjön) 1 938,7 E 13 49 N 62 16

SE0720292 Kölån (Österdalälven) 256,1 E 12 56 N 62 9

SE0720296 Stikkenjukke (Saxån) 82,7 E 14 22 N 65 5

SE0720300 Fiskhusberget * 727,6 E 13 35 N 63 15

SE0720305 Kullflon-Nyflon * 3 646,3 E 14 56 N 63 58

SE0720355 Flon, Bruksvallarna * 39,5 E 12 29 N 62 36

SE0720356 Jöns-Erskölen 2,4 E 14 7 N 62 26

SE0720359 Ammerån 4 096,5 E 15 27 N 63 30
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SE0720361 Hårkan 5 745,7 E 14 44 N 63 37

SE0720369 Sölvbacka strömmar 43,9 E 13 19 N 62 47

SE0720371 Hökvattsån 25,5 E 14 53 N 63 51

SE0720401 Storsundet Laxviken 17,9 E 14 40 N 63 49

SE0720409 Läskvattsån 3,3 E 14 43 N 63 56

SE0720423 Berntbygget 5,6 E 14 24 N 63 50

SE0720424 Skrapavattsbäcken * 16,4 E 14 26 N 63 52

SE0720428 Höjden Botelnäset * 209,3 E 14 20 N 63 54

SE0720442 Myhrbodarna 4,1 E 14 14 N 64 5

SE0720447 Holmvallen 4,5 E 12 31 N 62 43

SE0720448 Brynndammen 12,2 E 13 46 N 62 31

SE0720449 Väster-Dalsvallen 2,4 E 12 25 N 63 13

SE0720452 Tångeråsen; Backen 4,4 E 13 48 N 63 34

SE0720453 Tångeråsen; Vallarna 3,6 E 13 48 N 63 33

SE0720456 Oppidala Ramundberget 1,2 E 12 20 N 62 43

SE0720464 Ramundberget sydost 1 2,4 E 12 24 N 62 41

SE0720465 Ramundberget sydost 3 3,2 E 12 24 N 62 42

SE0810054 Blaikfjället * 34 150,4 E 16 7 N 64 35

SE0810057 Gitsfjället * 40 158,2 E 15 31 N 64 50

SE0810058 Ryptjärnberget * 75 E 15 48 N 64 50

SE0810059 Marsfjället * 86 067,2 E 15 38 N 65 6

SE0810060 Skalmodal * 303,7 E 14 33 N 65 26

SE0810080 Vindelfjällen * 555 103,4 E 15 50 N 65 53

SE0810347 Rödingsjö * 6 383,2 E 15 10 N 64 47

SE0810350 Kalvtjärnarna * 879,3 E 15 19 N 64 43

SE0810355 Brattiken * 777,3 E 15 55 N 65 25

SE0810366 Rapstenjaure 162 E 14 42 N 65 5

SE0810367 Guorte, Joesjö 478,4 E 14 33 N 65 39

SE0810374 Dikasjön 4,8 E 15 54 N 65 13

SE0810377 Vilasund-Strimasund 16,6 E 14 54 N 66 2

SE0810385 Rövattsliden 33,5 E 15 6 N 65 42

SE0810386 Guortabäcken 4 E 15 6 N 65 20

SE0810394 Vardo- Laster- och Fjällfjällen * 106 154,2 E 14 40 N 65 16

SE0810395 Virisens vattensystem 3 684,4 E 14 54 N 65 26

SE0810396 Daune * 12 063,7 E 15 11 N 65 15

SE0810397 Södra Gardfjället * 37 116,4 E 15 37 N 65 19

SE0810398 Norra Borgafjäll * 13 059,9 E 15 0 N 64 52

SE0810399 Vojmsjölandet * 4 872,6 E 16 19 N 64 58

SE0810435 Vindelälven 33 142,6 E 17 27 N 65 38

SE0810439 Satsfjället * 11 862,4 E 15 10 N 64 58

SE0810443 Ammarnäsdeltat 277,6 E 16 13 N 65 57

SE0810482 Brånaviktjärnen 0,37 E 15 59 N 65 28

SE0810485 Rauksvajja * 59,9 E 15 45 N 65 38
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SE0810488 Skansnäsån 287,2 E 16 2 N 65 15

SE0810513 Njakafjäll * 6 276,7 E 15 38 N 64 57

SE0820056 Laisdalens fjällurskog * 72 705,4 E 16 53 N 66 1

SE0820057 Märkberget * 288,9 E 16 52 N 66 14

SE0820061 Veddek 1 * 6 090,2 E 17 19 N 65 58

SE0820120 Pieljekaise * 15 467,2 E 16 47 N 66 21

SE0820123 Hornavan-Sädvajaure fjällurskog * 80 568,2 E 17 5 N 66 26

SE0820124 Tjeggelvas * 32 911,6 E 17 45 N 66 31

SE0820125 Ramanj * 4 664 E 17 35 N 66 39

SE0820130 Udtja * 146 476,9 E 19 10 N 66 22

SE0820137 Såkkevarats * 7 192,7 E 19 30 N 66 29

SE0820154 Kallovaratjeh * 2 224,8 E 16 46 N 67 6

SE0820156 Pärlälvens fjällurskog * 115 732,7 E 18 0 N 66 49

SE0820163 Kvikkjokk-Kabla fjällurskog * 49 196,5 E 17 56 N 67 0

SE0820167 Muddus * 49 718,3 E 20 10 N 66 54

SE0820185 Sarek * 198 658 E 17 41 N 67 17

SE0820186 Ultevis fjällurskog * 117 264,9 E 19 9 N 67 7

SE0820193 Stubba * 33 411,2 E 20 3 N 67 5

SE0820201 Padjelanta * 200 234 E 16 39 N 67 25

SE0820202 Stora Sjöfallet * 128 056,4 E 17 34 N 67 35

SE0820204 Kaitum fjällurskog * 90 068,9 E 20 21 N 67 38

SE0820209 Lina fjällurskog * 98 065,1 E 20 29 N 67 21

SE0820216 Sjaunja * 281 463,9 E 18 52 N 67 27

SE0820234 Stordalen * 1 135,6 E 19 1 N 68 21

SE0820243 Rautas, delar * 81 650,4 E 19 54 N 68 1

SE0820244 Sautusvaara * 1 833,4 E 20 50 N 67 53

SE0820261 Abisko * 7 725,1 E 18 40 N 68 19

SE0820275 Alajaure * 17 021,3 E 20 10 N 68 7

SE0820282 Torneträsk-Soppero fjällurskog * 337 111,4 E 20 56 N 68 5

SE0820284 Vadvetjåkka * 2 696,6 E 18 26 N 68 32

SE0820287 Pessinki fjällurskog * 97 246 E 22 45 N 68 2

SE0820293 Norra Torneträsk * 45 626,4 E 19 6 N 68 26

SE0820294 Yraft * 717,1 E 16 34 N 66 17

SE0820295 Laidauredeltat * 1 918,6 E 18 12 N 67 8

SE0820334 Sulitelma 61 815,3 E 16 28 N 67 1

SE0820402 Aktse 2,1 E 18 18 N 67 8

SE0820430 Torne och Kalix älvsystem 176 165,6 E 19 57 N 68 4

SE0820431 Råneälven 15 638,7 E 21 31 N 66 21

SE0820434 Piteälven 52 513,7 E 18 37 N 66 17

SE0820472 Ratejokk 3,6 E 19 33 N 67 48

SE0820619 Tavvavuoma * 53 966,4 E 20 41 N 68 29

SE0820620 Pältsa * 24 980,7 E 20 25 N 68 59

SE0820621 Låktatjåkka 7 582,3 E 18 26 N 68 23
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SE0820623 Nissuntjårro 25 781,5 E 18 51 N 68 14

SE0820722 Jelka-Rimakåbbå * 37 694,4 E 19 39 N 66 56

SE0820737 Laisälven 11 071,7 E 17 11 N 65 57

SI3000001 Cvelbar — skalovje 4,543 E 14 50 N 46 27

SI3000002 Obistove skale 12,99 E 14 50 N 46 28

SI3000005 Mateča voda in Bistrica * 193,241 E 14 34 N 45 46

SI3000006 Ježevec 213,614 E 15 3 N 46 29

SI3000012 Kremžarjev potok izvir — izliv v Barbaro * 3,132 E 15 8 N 46 31

SI3000013 Vrzdenec * 132,725 E 14 16 N 46 1

SI3000014 Butajnova * 257,695 E 14 14 N 46 2

SI3000015 Medvedje Brdo * 188,995 E 14 8 N 45 57

SI3000016 Zaplana * 216,278 E 14 14 N 45 58

SI3000017 Ligojna * 139,73 E 14 18 N 45 59

SI3000018 Jereka 71,14 E 13 57 N 46 17

SI3000019 Nemški Rovt 124,078 E 13 59 N 46 16

SI3000020 Cerkno — Zakriž * 567,765 E 13 59 N 46 8

SI3000021 Podreber — Dvor 291,904 E 14 20 N 46 3

SI3000022 Briše 97,071 E 14 17 N 46 3

SI3000023 Otalež — Lazec * 518,942 E 13 59 N 46 4

SI3000024 Avče 24,923 E 13 41 N 46 6

SI3000026 Ribniška dolina * 431,442 E 14 43 N 45 43

SI3000027 Lipovšček 3,461 E 13 48 N 46 12

SI3000028 Suhadolnica Suhi dol — sotočje z Martiževim
grabnom

* 5,779 E 15 3 N 46 27

SI3000030 Žerjav — Dolina smrti 79,026 E 14 52 N 46 28

SI3000031 Pod Bučnico — melišča * 4,066 E 13 45 N 46 10

SI3000032 Pri Modreju — melišča * 11,041 E 13 45 N 46 9

SI3000033 Pod Mijo — melišča * 28,864 E 13 30 N 46 14

SI3000034 Banjščice — travišča 1 174,892 E 13 42 N 46 2

SI3000038 Smrekovško pogorje * 86,974 E 14 54 N 46 25

SI3000042 Jezerc pri Logatcu 0,325 E 14 13 N 45 56

SI3000043 Stahovica — melišča * 7,369 E 14 36 N 46 16

SI3000044 Bohinjska Bela — melišča * 72,086 E 14 3 N 46 18

SI3000045 Bohinjska Bela — skalovje 3,626 E 14 3 N 46 20

SI3000065 Gorska grapa 3,053 E 13 52 N 46 11

SI3000066 Huda grapa 1,748 E 13 54 N 46 11

SI3000067 Savinja — Letuš 225,005 E 15 3 N 46 17

SI3000070 Pikrnica — Selčnica * 24,529 E 15 1 N 46 30

SI3000077 Kendove robe 69,038 E 14 0 N 46 2

SI3000078 Jelenk 61,219 E 13 59 N 46 3

SI3000081 Jama v Globinah 13,716 E 14 3 N 46 2

SI3000082 Ukovnik 48,482 E 14 1 N 46 3

SI3000084 Jama pod Lešetnico 47,714 E 14 4 N 45 59

SI3000087 Zelenci 54,55 E 13 44 N 46 29
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SI3000090 Pesjakov buden 62,979 E 14 3 N 46 22

SI3000095 Tinetova jama 5,863 E 14 57 N 46 17

SI3000098 Mesarska lopa 21,337 E 14 54 N 46 22

SI3000102 Ledina na Jelovici * 23,202 E 14 6 N 46 15

SI3000103 Blato na Jelovici * 29,403 E 14 5 N 46 17

SI3000107 Breznica 53,335 E 14 9 N 46 23

SI3000108 Raduha * 1 622,504 E 14 45 N 46 24

SI3000110 Ratitovec * 2 469,147 E 14 4 N 46 13

SI3000111 Savinja pri Šentjanžu * 141,637 E 14 55 N 46 18

SI3000119 Porezen * 847,472 E 13 58 N 46 11

SI3000122 Tošč * 331,39 E 14 19 N 46 5

SI3000123 Divja jama nad Plavmi 47,08 E 13 34 N 46 3

SI3000124 Krasnica 76,684 E 13 49 N 46 7

SI3000126 Nanoščica * 668,745 E 14 11 N 45 46

SI3000127 Mali vrh nad Grahovim ob Bači 6,053 E 13 52 N 46 9

SI3000128 Znojile 10,191 E 13 55 N 46 11

SI3000129 Rinža * 235,109 E 14 50 N 45 39

SI3000132 Peca * 385,328 E 14 46 N 46 29

SI3000133 Radovna most v Sr. Radovni — jez HE Vintgar 46,287 E 14 5 N 46 23

SI3000136 Votla peč 12,508 E 14 58 N 46 32

SI3000140 Šentanelska reka (Mežica) * 100,28 E 14 52 N 46 35

SI3000145 Zasip * 96,442 E 14 7 N 46 23

SI3000151 Kozje stene pri Slivnici 19,646 E 14 25 N 45 47

SI3000158 Babja luknja 32,992 E 14 23 N 46 8

SI3000161 Studenec izvir — izliv v Kanomljico 2,237 E 13 54 N 46 2

SI3000166 Razbor * 1 467,236 E 15 1 N 46 28

SI3000167 Nadiža s pritoki 135,34 E 13 27 N 46 14

SI3000172 Zgornja Drava s pritoki * 5 949,097 E 15 20 N 46 35

SI3000173 Bloščica * 784,711 E 14 31 N 45 47

SI3000180 Rodine 103,171 E 14 10 N 46 22

SI3000182 Velka s Slivniškim potokom in Lahinski potok * 21,657 E 15 20 N 46 32

SI3000189 Žejna dolina * 54,71 E 14 9 N 45 57

SI3000196 Breginjski Stol * 1 574,498 E 13 28 N 46 16

SI3000199 Dolenja vas pri Ribnici 12,538 E 14 46 N 45 42

SI3000209 Jama pod Smogodnico 40,808 E 13 44 N 46 8

SI3000211 Jama na Pucovem kuclu 46,577 E 14 8 N 46 0

SI3000216 Barbarski potok s pritoki * 19,324 E 15 6 N 46 30

SI3000224 Huda luknja 3 014,799 E 15 10 N 46 24

SI3000230 Idrijca s pritoki 258,299 E 13 56 N 46 6

SI3000231 Javorniki — Snežnik * 43 821,47 E 14 22 N 45 38

SI3000232 Notranjski trikotnik * 15 201,701 E 14 13 N 45 48

SI3000235 Olševa — borovja * 128,916 E 14 39 N 46 25

SI3000236 Kobariško blato 58,757 E 13 32 N 46 14
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SI3000253 Julijske Alpe * 74 158,91 E 13 42 N 46 20

SI3000254 Soča z Volarjo * 1 399,456 E 13 36 N 46 13

SI3000255 Trnovski gozd — Nanos * 52 636,488 E 14 0 N 45 55

SI3000256 Krimsko hribovje — Menišija * 20 107,188 E 14 24 N 45 53

SI3000259 Bohinjska Bistrica * 650,142 E 13 56 N 46 16

SI3000261 Menina * 4 165,303 E 14 48 N 46 15

SI3000263 Kočevsko * 106 341,567 E 14 51 N 45 36

SI3000264 Kamniško — Savinjske Alpe * 14 519,39 E 14 36 N 46 20

SI3000270 Pohorje * 26 826,288 E 15 23 N 46 28

SI3000271 Ljubljansko barje * 12 666,086 E 14 21 N 45 58

SI3000277 Podbrdo — skalovje 2,243 E 13 57 N 46 12

SI3000278 Pokljuška barja * 871,697 E 13 58 N 46 20

SI3000281 Vrhe — povirno barje 6,296 E 15 2 N 46 29

SI3000285 Karavanke * 23 066,29 E 14 14 N 46 23

SKUEV0001 Tri peniažky * 141,952 E 20 13 N 48 37

SKUEV0002 Lúky pod Ukorovou 12,432 E 20 7 N 48 41

SKUEV0003 Rieka Rimava 4,068 E 19 56 N 48 40

SKUEV0005 Drieňová * 21,011 E 21 59 N 48 55

SKUEV0008 Repiská * 61,286 E 19 21 N 48 38

SKUEV0009 Koryto * 26,115 E 19 27 N 48 37

SKUEV0011 Potok Svetlica 1,933 E 22 3 N 49 11

SKUEV0013 Stráž 19,821 E 18 32 N 48 33

SKUEV0014 Lázky * 45,245 E 22 3 N 49 10

SKUEV0015 Dolná Bukovina * 292,781 E 18 56 N 48 23

SKUEV0016 Košariská * 10,002 E 21 57 N 49 14

SKUEV0018 Lúka pod cintorínom 4,676 E 20 6 N 48 41

SKUEV0021 Vinište * 5,803 E 18 3 N 48 38

SKUEV0023 Tomov štál * 1,534 E 18 34 N 48 32

SKUEV0024 Hradná dolina * 14,245 E 18 1 N 48 36

SKUEV0025 Vihorlat * 296,692 E 22 7 N 48 53

SKUEV0035 Čebovská lesostep * 212,969 E 19 13 N 48 11

SKUEV0036 Rieka Litava * 2 964,212 E 19 5 N 48 13

SKUEV0039 Bačkovské poniklece 11,66 E 21 37 N 48 45

SKUEV0043 Kamenná * 836,553 E 21 52 N 49 16

SKUEV0044 Badínsky prales * 153,456 E 19 3 N 48 41

SKUEV0045 Kopa * 90,814 E 19 27 N 48 36

SKUEV0046 Javorinka * 43,293 E 19 29 N 48 36

SKUEV0047 Dobročský prales * 204,29 E 19 40 N 48 40

SKUEV0048 Dukla * 6 874,267 E 21 50 N 49 22

SKUEV0049 Alúvium Rieky * 13,077 E 22 5 N 49 8

SKUEV0050 Humenský Sokol * 233,48 E 21 55 N 48 54

SKUEV0051 Kyjov * 571,56 E 22 1 N 48 51

SKUEV0056 Habáňovo * 3,353 E 19 40 N 48 35
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SKUEV0057 Rašeliniská Oravskej kotliny * 840,54 E 19 45 N 49 23

SKUEV0058 Tlstá * 293,361 E 19 21 N 48 57

SKUEV0059 Jelšie * 27,811 E 19 34 N 49 2

SKUEV0060 Chraste 13,731 E 19 31 N 49 2

SKUEV0061 Demänovská slatina 1,671 E 19 34 N 49 2

SKUEV0062 Príboj * 10,026 E 19 13 N 48 44

SKUEV0063 Ublianka * 45,416 E 22 20 N 48 56

SKUEV0101 Klokočovské rašeliniská * 37,44 E 18 33 N 49 29

SKUEV0102 Čertov * 406,065 E 18 13 N 49 16

SKUEV0103 Čachtické Karpaty * 715,999 E 17 43 N 48 42

SKUEV0104 Homolské Karpaty * 5 172,444 E 17 8 N 48 16

SKUEV0105 Travertíny pri Spišskom Podhradí * 232,309 E 20 46 N 48 59

SKUEV0106 Muráň * 176,406 E 20 29 N 48 52

SKUEV0107 Stráne pri Spišskom Podhradí * 51,636 E 20 41 N 49 0

SKUEV0108 Dubiny pri Ordzovanoch * 211,865 E 20 47 N 49 2

SKUEV0109 Rajtopíky * 256,003 E 20 51 N 48 59

SKUEV0110 Dubiny pri Levoči * 559,254 E 20 32 N 49 2

SKUEV0111 Stráň pri Dravciach 4,711 E 20 29 N 49 0

SKUEV0112 Slovenský raj * 15 696,07 E 20 21 N 48 54

SKUEV0127 Temešská skala * 165,108 E 18 29 N 48 52

SKUEV0128 Rokoš * 4 602,283 E 18 24 N 48 45

SKUEV0130 Zoborské vrchy * 1 868,99 E 18 6 N 48 21

SKUEV0131 Gýmeš * 73,407 E 18 13 N 48 24

SKUEV0132 Kostolianske lúky * 4,202 E 18 15 N 48 25

SKUEV0133 Hôrky * 82,535 E 18 11 N 48 29

SKUEV0134 Kulháň * 124,33 E 18 5 N 48 41

SKUEV0135 Bočina * 32,124 E 18 3 N 48 37

SKUEV0136 Dolné lazy * 7,265 E 18 4 N 48 38

SKUEV0137 Záhrada 16,789 E 18 3 N 48 38

SKUEV0138 Livinská jelšina * 13,566 E 18 5 N 48 43

SKUEV0139 Dolina Gánovského potoka * 19,245 E 20 20 N 49 1

SKUEV0140 Spišskoteplické slatiny * 24,49 E 20 13 N 49 2

SKUEV0141 Rieka Belá * 471,659 E 19 48 N 49 5

SKUEV0142 Hybica 9,633 E 19 51 N 49 3

SKUEV0143 Biely Váh 73,759 E 19 59 N 49 4

SKUEV0144 Belianske lúky * 131,434 E 20 23 N 49 12

SKUEV0145 Medzi bormi * 6,55 E 19 37 N 49 16

SKUEV0146 Blatá * 356,189 E 20 2 N 49 5

SKUEV0147 Žarnovica * 18,387 E 18 52 N 48 50

SKUEV0148 Rieka Vlára * 62,228 E 18 4 N 49 1

SKUEV0149 Mackov bok * 3,75 E 19 15 N 48 45

SKUEV0150 Červený Grúň * 244,655 E 19 25 N 48 59

SKUEV0151 Vrchovisko pri Pohorelskej Maši * 19,812 E 20 1 N 48 51
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Код на ТЗО Наименование на ТЗО *
Площ на ТЗО

(ha)
Дължина на ТЗО

(km)
Географски координати на ТЗО

Географска
дължина Географска ширина

SKUEV0152 Sliačske travertíny * 7,111 E 19 24 N 49 3

SKUEV0153 Horné lazy * 38,122 E 19 35 N 48 48

SKUEV0154 Suchá dolina * 3,115 E 19 35 N 48 49

SKUEV0163 Rudava * 2 257,75 E 17 16 N 48 32

SKUEV0164 Revúca * 44,656 E 19 16 N 48 58

SKUEV0175 Sedliská * 46,085 E 17 49 N 48 27

SKUEV0185 Pramene Hruštínky * 218,851 E 19 15 N 49 16

SKUEV0186 Mláčik * 408,517 E 19 1 N 48 39

SKUEV0187 Rašeliniská Oravských Beskýd * 131,526 E 19 15 N 49 30

SKUEV0188 Pilsko * 706,89 E 19 19 N 49 31

SKUEV0189 Babia hora * 503,94 E 19 30 N 49 34

SKUEV0190 Slaná Voda * 229,697 E 19 29 N 49 32

SKUEV0191 Rašeliniská Bielej Oravy * 39,16 E 19 17 N 49 28

SKUEV0192 Prosečné * 2 697,655 E 19 30 N 49 10

SKUEV0193 Zimníky 37,631 E 19 39 N 49 23

SKUEV0194 Hybická tiesňava 556,756 E 19 53 N 49 5

SKUEV0196 Brezové 13,494 E 20 1 N 49 3

SKUEV0197 Salatín * 3 358,789 E 19 20 N 48 59

SKUEV0198 Zvolen * 2 766,296 E 19 13 N 48 54

SKUEV0199 Plavno 52,341 E 19 14 N 48 43

SKUEV0200 Klenovský Vepor * 343,033 E 19 45 N 48 41

SKUEV0201 Gavurky * 87,431 E 19 8 N 48 27

SKUEV0202 Trešková 26,282 E 20 8 N 48 39

SKUEV0203 Stolica * 2 933,517 E 20 11 N 48 45

SKUEV0204 Homoľa * 2,234 E 20 11 N 48 49

SKUEV0205 Hubková * 2 796,71 E 21 53 N 48 58

SKUEV0206 Humenská * 198,921 E 21 56 N 48 54

SKUEV0207 Kamenná Baba * 339,975 E 20 55 N 49 3

SKUEV0209 Morské oko * 14 962,148 E 22 15 N 48 49

SKUEV0210 Stinská * 1 532,789 E 22 29 N 48 59

SKUEV0211 Danova * 891,343 E 21 57 N 49 19

SKUEV0212 Muteň * 34,612 E 20 16 N 48 35

SKUEV0216 Sitno * 1 180,728 E 18 52 N 48 24

SKUEV0219 Malina * 458,511 E 17 5 N 48 24

SKUEV0221 Varínka * 154,588 E 18 55 N 49 14

SKUEV0222 Jelešňa * 66,879 E 19 41 N 49 24

SKUEV0224 Jereňáš 137,085 E 20 46 N 48 58

SKUEV0225 Muránska planina * 20 315,214 E 19 59 N 48 45

SKUEV0228 Švihrová * 5,645 E 19 46 N 49 6

SKUEV0229 Beskýd * 29 215,126 E 22 22 N 49 3

SKUEV0230 Iľovnica * 484,533 E 22 4 N 49 1

SKUEV0231 Brekovský hradný vrch * 26,719 E 21 49 N 48 54

SKUEV0232 Rieka Laborec * 15,971 E 21 50 N 49 20
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Географска
дължина Географска ширина

SKUEV0233 Tok Udavy s prítokom Iľovnice * 21,55 E 22 2 N 49 1

SKUEV0234 Ulička * 101,814 E 22 27 N 49 0

SKUEV0238 Veľká Fatra * 43 600,809 E 19 4 N 48 58

SKUEV0239 Kozol * 91,58 E 18 45 N 49 6

SKUEV0240 Kľak * 85,71 E 18 38 N 48 58

SKUEV0241 Svrčinník * 222,49 E 18 59 N 48 48

SKUEV0243 Rieka Orava * 435,055 E 19 21 N 49 15

SKUEV0244 Harmanecký Hlboký jarok * 50,33 E 19 0 N 48 49

SKUEV0245 Boky * 175,98 E 19 1 N 48 34

SKUEV0246 Šupín * 11,89 E 19 15 N 48 45

SKUEV0247 Rohy * 23,323 E 19 22 N 48 32

SKUEV0248 Močidlianska skala * 204,25 E 19 24 N 48 36

SKUEV0249 Hrbatá lúčka * 181,11 E 19 23 N 48 38

SKUEV0250 Krivoštianka * 707,131 E 21 53 N 48 53

SKUEV0251 Zázrivské lazy * 2 808,095 E 19 9 N 49 16

SKUEV0252 Malá Fatra * 21 918,45 E 19 2 N 49 11

SKUEV0253 Rieka Váh 251,902 E 19 14 N 49 6

SKUEV0254 Močiar * 8,131 E 19 9 N 49 9

SKUEV0255 Šujské rašelinisko 12,232 E 18 37 N 49 3

SKUEV0256 Strážovské vrchy * 29 366,39 E 18 28 N 49 2

SKUEV0258 Tlstý vrch * 1 159,212 E 18 51 N 48 18

SKUEV0259 Stará hora * 2 799,139 E 18 55 N 48 18

SKUEV0260 Mäsiarsky bok * 321,289 E 19 5 N 48 23

SKUEV0262 Čajkovské bralie * 1 694,008 E 18 36 N 48 19

SKUEV0263 Hodrušská hornatina * 11 705,432 E 18 40 N 48 23

SKUEV0264 Klokoč * 2 568,296 E 18 46 N 48 29

SKUEV0265 Suť * 9 806,076 E 18 54 N 48 31

SKUEV0266 Skalka * 10 844,607 E 19 0 N 48 28

SKUEV0267 Biele hory * 10 168,783 E 17 18 N 48 28

SKUEV0268 Buková * 9,449 E 17 22 N 48 32

SKUEV0271 Šándorky * 1,498 E 18 38 N 48 17

SKUEV0273 Vtáčnik * 9 619,045 E 18 35 N 48 36

SKUEV0274 Baske * 3 645,13 E 18 16 N 48 52

SKUEV0275 Kňaží stôl * 3 768,371 E 18 19 N 48 49

SKUEV0276 Kuchynská hornatina * 3 382,107 E 17 12 N 48 21

SKUEV0277 Nad vinicami * 0,475 E 17 25 N 48 30

SKUEV0278 Brezovské Karpaty * 2 699,785 E 17 33 N 48 38

SKUEV0281 Tŕstie * 28,658 E 19 59 N 48 39

SKUEV0282 Tisovský kras * 1 469,966 E 19 53 N 48 40

SKUEV0283 Lúky na Besníku * 80,195 E 20 13 N 48 51

SKUEV0284 Teplické stráne * 355,965 E 20 17 N 48 36

SKUEV0285 Rieka Muráň s prítokmi * 204,285 E 20 14 N 48 36

SKUEV0286 Vápence v doline Hornádu * 27,213 E 20 38 N 48 54
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SKUEV0287 Galmus * 2 690,066 E 20 46 N 48 53

SKUEV0288 Kysucké Beskydy a Riečnica * 7 326,574 E 19 2 N 49 23

SKUEV0289 Chmúra 0,939 E 19 5 N 49 23

SKUEV0290 Horný tok Hornádu * 290,061 E 20 22 N 48 59

SKUEV0291 Jánsky potok * 26,274 E 20 46 N 48 55

SKUEV0296 Turková * 522,557 E 19 55 N 49 1

SKUEV0297 Brezinky * 8,445 E 20 10 N 48 50

SKUEV0298 Brvnište * 74,771 E 19 13 N 48 47

SKUEV0299 Baranovo * 790,563 E 19 8 N 48 46

SKUEV0300 Skribňovo * 221,607 E 19 46 N 48 59

SKUEV0301 Kopec * 3,761 E 19 13 N 48 46

SKUEV0302 Ďumbierske Nízke Tatry * 46 583,31 E 19 27 N 48 54

SKUEV0303 Alúvium Hrona * 259,755 E 20 10 N 48 50

SKUEV0304 Oravská vodná nádrž * 251,338 E 19 31 N 49 25

SKUEV0305 Choč * 2 191,783 E 19 19 N 49 8

SKUEV0306 Pod Suchým hrádkom * 744,611 E 19 49 N 49 7

SKUEV0307 Tatry * 61 735,299 E 19 57 N 49 11

SKUEV0308 Machy * 305,043 E 19 53 N 49 7

SKUEV0309 Rieka Poprad * 34,334 E 20 9 N 49 4

SKUEV0310 Kráľovohoľské Nízke Tatry * 35 513,27 E 19 58 N 48 55

SKUEV0318 Pod Čelom * 533,235 E 21 50 N 49 15

SKUEV0319 Poľana * 3 142,952 E 19 29 N 48 40

SKUEV0320 Šindliar * 7,69 E 20 55 N 49 2

SKUEV0321 Salvátorské lúky * 2,676 E 20 56 N 49 2

SKUEV0322 Fintické svahy * 753,898 E 21 15 N 49 4

SKUEV0323 Demjatské kopce * 8,682 E 21 17 N 49 6

SKUEV0324 Radvanovské skalky * 1,171 E 21 27 N 49 3

SKUEV0325 Medzianske skalky * 10,783 E 21 28 N 49 2

SKUEV0326 Strahuľka * 1 195,04 E 21 27 N 48 39

SKUEV0327 Milič * 5 114,445 E 21 27 N 48 34

SKUEV0328 Stredné Pohornádie * 7 275,577 E 21 9 N 48 49

SKUEV0330 Dunitová skalka * 1,477 E 21 7 N 48 55

SKUEV0331 Čergovský Minčol * 4 144,688 E 21 1 N 49 13

SKUEV0332 Čergov * 6 063,432 E 21 9 N 49 11

SKUEV0333 Beliansky potok 0,195 E 20 24 N 49 12

SKUEV0334 Veľké osturnianske jazero * 51,768 E 20 13 N 49 20

SKUEV0335 Malé osturnianske jazerá * 7,654 E 20 12 N 49 20

SKUEV0336 Rieka Torysa * 22,12 E 20 43 N 49 8

SKUEV0337 Pieniny * 1 301,22 E 20 25 N 49 23

SKUEV0338 Plavečské štrkoviská 66,24 E 20 51 N 49 16

SKUEV0339 Pieninské bradlá * 74,647 E 20 35 N 49 21

SKUEV0342 Drieňovec * 218,193 E 20 40 N 48 38

SKUEV0343 Plešivské stráne * 363,406 E 20 24 N 48 34
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SKUEV0344 Starovodské jedliny * 397,79 E 20 39 N 48 46

SKUEV0346 Pod Strážnym hrebeňom * 177,214 E 20 23 N 48 33

SKUEV0348 Dolina Čiernej Moldavy * 1 896,835 E 20 48 N 48 41

SKUEV0349 Jasovské dubiny * 36,251 E 20 58 N 48 40

SKUEV0350 Brzotínske skaly * 427,047 E 20 29 N 48 35

SKUEV0351 Folkmarská skala * 140,967 E 21 0 N 48 49

SKUEV0353 Plešivská planina * 2 863,689 E 20 25 N 48 37

SKUEV0354 Hnilecké rašeliniská * 55,311 E 20 35 N 48 49

SKUEV0356 Horný vrch * 5 861,392 E 20 46 N 48 38

SKUEV0364 Pokoradzské jazierká * 60,86 E 20 1 N 48 25

SKUEV0366 Drienčanský kras * 1 719,963 E 20 5 N 48 31

SKUEV0367 Holubyho kopanice * 3 933,045 E 17 47 N 48 51

SKUEV0368 Brezovská dolina * 2,477 E 18 8 N 49 5

SKUEV0369 Pavúkov jarok * 26,7 E 17 39 N 48 46

SKUEV0371 Žalostiná * 215,37 E 17 26 N 48 49

SKUEV0372 Krivoklátske lúky * 4,33 E 18 8 N 49 3

SKUEV0373 Krivoklátske bradlá * 64,764 E 18 9 N 49 2

SKUEV0374 Záhradská * 9,315 E 17 41 N 48 49

SKUEV0375 Krasín * 63,94 E 18 0 N 48 57

SKUEV0376 Vršatské bradlá * 283,932 E 18 9 N 49 4

SKUEV0377 Lukovský vrch * 215,14 E 17 51 N 48 53

SKUEV0378 Nebrová * 27,904 E 18 7 N 49 7

SKUEV0379 Kobela * 6,038 E 17 50 N 48 46

SKUEV0380 Tematínske vrchy * 2 471,265 E 17 55 N 48 39

SKUEV0381 Dielnice * 107,354 E 18 48 N 48 57

SKUEV0382 Turiec a Blatničianka * 284,162 E 18 47 N 48 53

SKUEV0383 Ponická dúbrava * 13,43 E 19 18 N 48 41

SKUEV0384 Klenovské Blatá * 4,36 E 19 47 N 48 41

SKUEV0385 Pliškov vrch * 85,265 E 22 8 N 49 8

SKUEV0386 Hostovické lúky * 13,376 E 22 6 N 49 7

SKUEV0387 Beskyd * 5 415,379 E 22 1 N 49 13

SKUEV0388 Vydrica * 7,1 E 17 6 N 48 11

SKUEV0390 Pusté pole * 90,352 E 21 26 N 48 55

SKUEV0397 Tok Váhu pri Zamarovciach 20,943 E 18 2 N 48 54

SKUEV0398 Slaná * 36,768 E 20 28 N 48 35

SKUEV0399 Bacúšska jelšina * 4,26 E 19 48 N 48 50

SKUEV0400 Detviansky potok * 74,126 E 19 25 N 48 35

SKUEV0401 Dubnícke bane * 234,752 E 21 28 N 48 55

SKUEV0402 Bradlo 0,01 E 20 11 N 48 37
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NATURA 2000 - STANDARD DATA FORM
For Special Protection Areas (SPA), 

Proposed Sites for Community Importance (pSCI),

Sites of Community Importance (SCI) and 

for Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) 

SITE BG0000209

SITENAME Pirin

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

• 1. SITE IDENTIFICATION

• 2. SITE LOCATION

• 3. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION

• 4. SITE DESCRIPTION

• 5. SITE PROTECTION STATUS AND RELATION WITH CORINE BIOTOPES

• 6. IMPACTS AND ACTIVITIES IN AND AROUND THE SITE

• 7. MAP OF THE SITE

1. SITE IDENTIFICATION

1.1 Type 1.2 Site code

C BG0000209

1.3 Site name

Pirin

1.4 First Compilation date 1.5 Update date

2006-01 2015-07

1.6 Respondent:

Name/Organisation: Ministry of Environment and Water, “National Nature Protection Service” Directorate

Address: Sofia  Maria Luiza Blvd.  22  1000    Sofia    

Email: r.dimova@moew.government.bg

1.7 Site indication and designation / classification dates

Date site classified as SPA: 2007-03

National legal reference of SPA designation
Site classified as SPA by Council of Ministers Decision No. 
122/02.03.2007 (promulgated SG 21/2007).

Date site proposed as SCI: 2007-03

Date site confirmed as SCI: 2008-12

Date site designated as SAC: No data 

National legal reference of SAC designation: No data 

Explanation(s):

Site classified as SPA and adopted as pSCI by Council of Ministers Decision No. 122/02.03.2007 
(promulgated SG 21/2007). Issued designation order by the Minister of Environment and Water 
with prohibitions and restrictions on activities contradicting the conservation objectives of the 
SPA – Order No. RD – 572/08.09.2008 (promulgated SG 84/2008).
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2. SITE LOCATION

2.1 Site-centre location [decimal degrees]:

Longitude

23.43027777777778

Latitude

41.74194444444444

2.2 Area [ha]: 2.3 Marine area [%]

40382.3813 0.0

2.4 Sitelength [km]:

0.0

2.5 Administrative region code and name

NUTS level 2 code Region Name

BG41 Югозападен / Yugozapaden

2.6 Biogeographical Region(s)

Alpine
(100.0 
%) 

3. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION

3.1 Habitat types present on the site and assessment for them

Annex I Habitat types Site assessment 

Code PF NP Cover [ha] 
Cave 
[number] 

Data 
quality 

A|B|C|D A|B|C 

Representativity
Relative 
Surface

Conservation Global

3130 61.38121 A B A A 

3160 16.15295 A B A B 

3260 10.49941 A C A B 

4060 4504.93731 A B A A 

4070 2701.5813 A A A A 

6150 1005.52129 A B A A 

6170 1150.89786 A A A A 

6230 1652.85086 B B A B 

62D0 3612.60783 B B B B 

6430 153.04922 A C A A 

7140 117.91655 A B A A 

8110 1725.53915 A B A A 

8120 888.00856 A A A A 

8210 1058.01839 A B A A 

8220 2182.26388 A A A A 

8310 142 G A B A A 

9110 4.8E-4 B C B B 

9130 226.14133 A C A A 

9150 0.00424 B C B B 

91BA 68.24622 A C A A 

91CA 3208.38019 A B A A 

91D0 0.52497 A C A A 

9410 1093.15106 A C A A 
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9530 57.30259  A  C  A  A  

95A0 6517.71634  A  A  A  A  

PF: for the habitat types that can have a non-priority as well as a priority form (6210, 7130, 9430) enter "X" in the column PF 
to indicate the priority form. 

NP: in case that a habitat type no longer exists in the site enter: x (optional) 

Cover: decimal values can be entered 

Caves: for habitat types 8310, 8330 (caves) enter the number of caves if estimated surface is not available. 

Data quality: G = 'Good' (e.g. based on surveys); M = 'Moderate' (e.g. based on partial data with some extrapolation); P = 
'Poor' (e.g. rough estimation) 

3.2 Species referred to in Article 4 of Directive 2009/147/EC and listed in Annex II of Directive 92/43/EEC and 

site evaluation for them

Species Population in the site Site assessment 

Group Code 
Scientific 
Name 

S NP Type Size Unit Cat. 
Data 
quality 

A|B|C|D A|B|C 

Min Max C|R|V|P Pop. Cons. Isol. Glob.

B A402 Accipiter brevipes r  1  1  p  G  C  B  C  C  

B A402 Accipiter brevipes c  10  10  i  G  C  B  C  C  

B A086 Accipiter nisus p  20  20  p  G  C  A  C  C  

B A168 Actitis hypoleucos r  6  6  p  G  C  A  C  C  

B A223 Aegolius funereus p  100  160  p  G  A  A  C  A  

B A465
Alectoris graeca 
graeca

p  42  100  p  G  B  A  B  A  

B A052 Anas crecca c  P  DD  D  

B A053
Anas 
platyrhynchos

c  P  DD  D  

B A255
Anthus 
campestris

r  5  5  p  G  C  B  C  C  

B A091 Aquila chrysaetos p  1  2  p  G  B  A  C  A  

B A089 Aquila pomarina r  2  2  p  G  C  B  C  C  

I 1093
Austropotamobius 
torrentium

p  6491  6491  i  C  G  C  A  C  A  

M 1308
Barbastella 
barbastellus

p  87  159  i  R  M  C  B  C  C  

A 1193
Bombina 
variegata

p  1  1  localities  V  P  C  A  B  A  

B A104 Bonasa bonasia p  80  100  p  G  B  A  C  A  

B A215 Bubo bubo c  1  1  i  G  C  B  C  C  

B A087 Buteo buteo c  P  DD  C  A  C  C  

B A087 Buteo buteo p  20  20  p  G  C  A  C  C  

B A403 Buteo rufinus r  1  1  p  G  C  B  C  C  

P 1386 Buxbaumia viridis p  75  75  logs  R  M  B  A  A  A  

M 1352 Canis lupus p  5  6  i  G  C  A  C  A  

B A224
Caprimulgus 
europaeus

c  P  DD  B  A  C  B  

B A224
Caprimulgus 
europaeus

r  20  20  p  G  B  A  C  B  

B A136 Charadrius dubius c  P  DD  C  B  C  C  

B A031 Ciconia ciconia c  P  DD  C  B  C  C  

B A030 Ciconia nigra c  P  DD  C  B  C  C  

B A080 Circaetus gallicus r  1  1  p  G  C  A  C  C  

B A080 Circaetus gallicus c  P  DD  C  A  C  C  

B A082 Circus cyaneus c  P  DD  C  B  C  C  

I 4046
Cordulegaster 
heros

p  1  1  localities  R  G  C  A  C  A  

B A122 Crex crex c  P  DD  C  B  C  C  

B A122 Crex crex r  26  26  m  C  B  C  C  

B A239 Dendrocopos 
leucotos

p  7  13  p  G  B  A  C  A  
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B A236
Dryocopus 
martius

p  190  210  p  G  B  A  C  A  

B A027 Egretta alba c  1  1  i  G  C  B  C  C  

B A379
Emberiza 
hortulana

r  25  25  p  G  C  B  C  C  

B A379
Emberiza 
hortulana

c  P  DD  C  B  C  C  

I 1065
Euphydryas 
aurinia

p  R  C  A  B  A  

I 6199
Euplagia 
quadripunctaria

p  31  224  i  V  P  C  B  C  B  

B A511 Falco cherrug c  1  1  i  G  C  A  B  A  

B A511 Falco cherrug r  1  i  G  C  A  B  A  

B A511 Falco cherrug r  1  2  i  G  C  A  B  A  

B A103 Falco peregrinus r  3  4  p  G  B  A  C  A  

B A099 Falco subbuteo c  P  DD  C  B  C  C  

B A099 Falco subbuteo r  2  2  p  G  C  B  C  C  

B A096 Falco tinnunculus p  25  25  p  G  C  A  C  C  

B A097 Falco vespertinus c  10  10  i  G  C  B  C  C  

B A442
Ficedula 
semitorquata

c  P  DD  C  B  C  C  

B A442
Ficedula 
semitorquata

r  1  3  p  G  C  B  C  C  

B A123
Gallinula 
chloropus

c  P  DD  D  

B A217
Glaucidium 
passerinum

p  2  4  p  G  B  A  A  A  

B A078 Gyps fulvus c  1  1  i  G  C  B  C  C  

B A092
Hieraaetus 
pennatus

c  2  2  i  G  C  B  C  C  

B A338 Lanius collurio c  P  DD  C  B  C  C  

B A338 Lanius collurio r  150  170  p  G  C  B  C  C  

B A339 Lanius minor c  P  DD  C  B  C  C  

B A459 Larus cachinnans c  P  DD  D  

F 1131 Leuciscus souffia p  P  A  A  A  A  

B A246 Lullula arborea p  80  120  p  G  C  A  C  B  

B A246 Lullula arborea c  P  DD  C  A  C  B  

B A230 Merops apiaster c  1000  1000  i  G  C  A  B  C  

B A073 Milvus migrans c  1  1  i  G  C  B  C  C  

I 1089 Morimus funereus p  R  C  A  C  A  

M 1323 Myotis bechsteinii p  101  250  i  R  M  C  B  C  C  

M 1307 Myotis blythii p  101  250  i  C  G  C  A  C  C  

M 1321
Myotis 
emarginatus

p  11  50  i  R  G  C  A  C  C  

M 1324 Myotis myotis p  101  250  i  C  G  C  A  C  C  

B A077
Neophron 
percnopterus

c  1  1  i  G  C  B  C  C  

B A023
Nycticorax 
nycticorax

c  1  1  i  G  C  B  C  C  

B A094 Pandion haliaetus c  1  1  i  G  C  B  C  C  

I 4053
Paracaloptenus 
caloptenoides

p  R  B  A  C  A  

B A072 Pernis apivorus c  10  10  i  G  B  A  C  B  

B A072 Pernis apivorus r  5  5  p  G  B  A  C  B  

B A241
Picoides 
tridactylus

p  20  20  p  G  B  A  A  A  

B A234 Picus canus p  50  50  p  G  B  A  C  A  

I 4042
Polyommatus 
eroides

p  R  B  A  B  A  

M 1304
Rhinolophus 
ferrumequinum

p  101  250  i  R  G  C  A  C  C  
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M 1303 Rhinolophus 
hipposideros

p  51  100  i  R  G  C  A  C  C  

I 1087 Rosalia alpina p  R  C  A  C  A  

M 1371
Rupicapra 
rupicapra 
balcanica

p  320  400  i  G  B  A  A  A  

B A307 Sylvia nisoria r  15  25  p  G  C  B  C  C  

B A307 Sylvia nisoria c  P  DD  C  B  C  C  

R 1219 Testudo graeca p  localities  P  DD  C  C  C  C  

R 1217 Testudo hermanni p  localities  P  DD  C  C  C  C  

B A108 Tetrao urogallus p  170  170  m  B  A  A  A  

P 4116 Tozzia carpathica p  V  DD  C  A  B  B  

A 1171 Triturus karelinii p  1  1  localities  V  P  C  A  C  B  

M 1354 Ursus arctos p  13  13  i  G  B  A  C  A  

Group: A = Amphibians, B = Birds, F = Fish, I = Invertebrates, M = Mammals, P = Plants, R = Reptiles 

S: in case that the data on species are sensitive and therefore have to be blocked for any public access enter: yes 

NP: in case that a species is no longer present in the site enter: x (optional) 

Type: p = permanent, r = reproducing, c = concentration, w = wintering (for plant and non-migratory species use permanent) 

Unit: i = individuals, p = pairs or other units according to the Standard list of population units and codes in accordance with 
Article 12 and 17 reporting (see reference portal) 

Abundance categories (Cat.): C = common, R = rare, V = very rare, P = present - to fill if data are deficient (DD) or in 
addition to population size information 

Data quality: G = 'Good' (e.g. based on surveys); M = 'Moderate' (e.g. based on partial data with some extrapolation); P = 
'Poor' (e.g. rough estimation); VP = 'Very poor' (use this category only, if not even a rough estimation of the population size 
can be made, in this case the fields for population size can remain empty, but the field "Abundance categories" has to be filled 
in) 

3.3 Other important species of flora and fauna (optional)

Species Population in the site Motivation

Group CODE 
Scientific 
Name 

S NP Size Unit Cat. 
Species 
Annex 

Other categories 

Min Max C|R|V|P IV V A B C D

I  Aculepeira talishia P  X  

I  Agroeca cuprea P  X  

B  A247  Alauda arvensis 300  300  X  

P  
Alchemilla 
bandericensis

R  X  

P  
Alchemilla 
bulgarica

C  X  

P  Alchemilla pirinica R  X  

I  
Alopecosa 
accentuata

P  X  

I  Alopecosa inquilina P  X  

I  Alopecosa pentheri P  X  

P  
Alyssum 
cuneifolium

P  X  

P  
Anemone 
narcissiflora

P  X  

R  Anguis fragilis P  X  

P  Anthemis orbelica P  X  

I  Antistea elegans P  X  

I  
Antrohyphantes 
rhodopensis

P  X  

I  
Anyphaena 
accentuata

P  X  

I  Apatura iris P  X  

P  
Arabis ferdinandi-
coburgi

P  X  

I  
Araeoncus 
anguineus

P  X  

I  Araeoncus 
clivifrons

P  X  
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I  Araeoncus humilis P  X  

I  Araneus angulatus P  X  

I  Araneus circe P  X  

I  Arctosa maculata P  X  

P  
Arctostaphylos 
uva-ursi

C  X  

P  Arenaria pirinica R  X  

P  Armeria rumelica P  X  

P  Artemisia eriantha P  X  

P  Asperula suberosa R  X  

P  
Asyneuma 
limonifoliom

P  X  

B  A218  Athene noctua 16  16  X  

I  Atipus piceus P  X  

P  Atropa bella-donna R  X  

P  Aubrieta gracilis P  X  

P  Bartsia alpina P  X  

I  
Bathyphantes 
gracilis

P  X  

I  
Bathyphantes 
nigrinus

P  X  

I  
Bolyphantes 
alticeps

P  X  

P  Brassica jordanoffii R  X  

A  Bufo bufo P  X  

A  Bufo viridis P  X  

P  
Callitriche 
hamulata

P  X  

I  
Calobius 
balcanicus

P  X  

I  
Calosoma 
sycophanta

P  X  

P  
Campanula 
abietina

P  X  

M  
Capreolus 
capreolus

254  254  X  

I  Carabus gigas R  X  

I  Carabus intricatus C  X  

B  A366  
Carduelis 
cannabina

460  460  X  

B  A363  Carduelis chloris 650  650  X  

P  Carex ferruginea P  X  

P  Carex parviflora V  X  

P  Carex rupestris P  X  

I  
Carterocephalus 
palaemon

P  X  

P  Carum graecum P  X  

P  
Centaurea 
achtarovii

R  X  

P  
Centaurea 
kernerana

P  X  

P  
Centaurea 
mannagetae

R  X  

P  
Centranthus 
kellereri

V  X  

I  
Centromerita 
bicolor

P  X  

I  
Centromerus 
lakatnikensis

P  X  

I  
Centromerus 
paucidentatus

P  X  

M  Cervus elaphus P  X  
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I  Cheiracanthium 
macedonicum

P  X  

I  
Cheiracanthium 
mildei

P  X  

I  
Cheiracanthium 
punctorium

P  X  

P  
Chondrilla 
urumoffii

P  X  

I  Cicurina cicur P  X  

I  Cineta gradata P  X  

M  
Clethrionomys 
glareolus

P  X  

I  Clubiona alpicola P  X  

I  Clubiona corticalis P  X  

I  Clubiona saxatilis P  X  

R  Coronella austriaca P  X  

B  A347  Corvus monedula 33  33  X  

B  A113  Coturnix coturnix 60  60  X  

I  Cryphoeca pirini P  X  

I  Cryphoeca silvicola P  X  

I  Cyclosa sierae P  X  

P  Daphne cneorum R  X  

P  Daphne kosaninii P  X  

P  Daphne oleoides C  X  

I  Dictyna pusilla P  X  

I  
Diplocephalus 
altimontanus

P  X  

I  
Dipoena 
melanogaster

P  X  

P  Draba korabensis P  X  

P  Draba lasiocarpa P  X  

I  
Drapestisca 
socialis

P  X  

I  
Drepanotylus 
pirinicus

P  X  

M  Dryomys nitedula P  X  

P  Dryopteris villarii R  X  

I  Dysdera erythrina P  X  

R  Elaphe longissima P  X  

B  A377  Emberiza cirlus 10  10  X  

P  Empetrum nigrum P  X  

I  
Enoplognatha 
thoracica

P  X  

I  Entelecara media P  X  

I  Episinus truncatus P  X  

I  Erebia medusa P  X  

I  Erebia pronoe P  X  

I  Erebia rhodopensis P  X  

I  
Eresus 
cinnaberinus

P  X  

P  Eriginon vihrensis R  X  

I  Erigone pirini P  X  

B  A269  Erithacus rubecula 16000  16000  X  

I  Ero furcata P  X  

P  
Euphrasia 
drosocalyx

P  X  

I  
Euryopis 
flavomaculata

P  X  

I  Evansia merens P  X  
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M  Felis silvestris 20  20  X  

P  Festuca pirinica R  X  

B  A359  Fringilla coelebs 21000  21000  X  

P  Galanthus nivalis P  X  

B  A244  Galerida cristata 55  55  X  

P  Galium stojanovii P  X  

P  Gentiana lutea C  X  

P  Gentiana punctata R  X  

P  
Gentianella 
engadinensis

C  X  

P  
Geranium 
bohemicum

V  X  

I  
Glaucopsyche 
alexis

P  X  

I  
Gnaphosa 
luciphuga

P  X  

I  Gonatium orientale P  X  

I  
Gongylidiellum 
latebricola

P  X  

I  
Harpactea 
hombergi

P  X  

I  Harpactea lepida P  X  

P  
Heracleum 
angustisectum

P  X  

P  
Hieracium 
stefanoffii

R  X  

B  A251  Hirundo rustica 200  200  X  

A  Hyla arborea C  X  

P  Isoetes setacea P  X  

P  Jasione bulgarica P  X  

P  Jovibarba heuffelii R  X  

B  A233  Jynx torquilla 25  25  X  

P  Kernera saxatilis R  X  

R  Lacerta agilis P  X  

R  Lacerta viridis C  X  

P  Laserpitium siler P  X  

P  
Leontopodium 
alpinum

R  X  

I  
Lepthyphantes 
alacris

P  X  

I  
Lepthyphantes 
centromeroides

P  X  

I  
Lepthyphantes 
improbulus

P  X  

I  
Lepthyphantes 
lithoclasicolus

P  X  

I  
Lepthyphantes 
mansuetus

P  X  

I  
Lepthyphantes 
obscurus

P  X  

I  
Lepthyphantes 
pallidus

P  X  

I  
Lepthyphantes 
pinicola

P  X  

I  
Lepthyphantes 
pulcher

P  X  

I  
Lepthyphantes 
quadrimaculatus

P  X  

I  
Lepthyphantes 
zimmermanni

P  X  

M  Lepus capensis 221  221  X  

I  Limenitis populi P  X  

P  
Limodorum 
abortivum

P  X  
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B  A271  Luscinia 
megarhynchos

300  300  X  

I  
Lycosoides 
coarctata

P  X  

I  Maculinea alcon P  X  

I  Maculinea arion P  X  

M  Martes foina P  X  

M  Martes martes 30  40  X  

I  Maso gallicus P  X  

I  
Mastigusa 
macrophtalma

P  X  

I  
Mecynargus 
paetulus

P  X  

I  
Megalepthyphantes 
collinus

P  X  

I  
Meioneta 
fuscipalpis

P  X  

M  Meles meles P  X  

I  Melitaea trivia P  X  

I  
Metopobactrus 
orbelicus

P  X  

I  Micaria aenea P  X  

I  Micaria guttulata P  X  

I  
Microtenonyx 
subitanea

P  X  

B  A383  Miliaria calandra 500  500  X  

B  A280  Monticola saxatilis 35  35  X  

B  A281  Monticola solitarius 2  2  X  

M  
Muscardinus 
avellanarius

P  X  

P  Myosotis arbelica P  X  

M  Myotis daubentonii P  X  

M  Myotis nattereri P  X  

M  Neomys anomalus R  X  

M  Neomys fodiens R  X  

I  Nerbia rhilensis R  X  

M  Nyctalus noctula P  X  

I  
Nymphalis 
santhomelas

P  X  

I  
Oedothorax 
gibbifer

P  X  

B  A278  
Oenanthe 
hispanica

22  22  X  

P  Orchis militaris P  X  

I  
Ostearius 
melanopygius

P  X  

B  A214  Otus scops 100  100  X  

P  
Oxytropis 
kozuharovii

P  X  

P  Oxytropis urumovii R  X  

P  Papaver degenii P  X  

I  Pardosa drenskii P  X  

I  Pardosa ferruginea P  X  

I  Pardosa incerta P  X  

I  Pardosa nigra P  X  

I  Pardosa palustris P  X  

I  Parnassius apollo P  X  

I  
Parnassius 
mnemosine

P  X  

B  A329  Parus caeruleus 350  350  X  
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B  A443  Parus lugubris 55  55  X  

P  
Peucedanum 
oligophyllum

P  X  

B  A235  Picus viridis 5  5  X  

P  Pinus leucodermis C  X  

P  Pinus peuce C  X  

M  
Pipistrellus 
pipistrellus

P  X  

I  Pirata hygrophilus P  X  

I  Pirata latitans P  X  

P  Pirinia koenigii P  X  

I  Plebeius sephirus P  X  

M  Plecotus austriacus P  X  

P  Poa pirinica R  X  

R  Podarcis erhardii P  X  

R  Podarcis muralis P  X  

I  
Poecilochroa 
conspicna

P  X  

I  
Poeciloneta 
variegata

P  X  

I  
Porrhomma 
convexum

P  X  

P  Potentilla apenina P  X  

P  Potentilla apennina P  X  

P  
Potentilla regis-
borisii

P  X  

P  Primula halleri R  X  

B  A267  Prunella collaris 250  250  X  

I  
Pseudosinella 
duodecimocellata

P  X  

I  Pyrgus cacaliae P  X  

B  A345  
Pyrrhocorax 
graculus

124  124  X  

A  Rana dalmatina P  X  

P  
Ranunculus 
fontanus

P  X  

B  A317  Regulus regulus 3320  3320  X  

P  
Rhinanthus 
javorkae

R  X  

P  
Rhynchocorys 
elephas

P  X  

I  
Robertus 
mediterraneus

P  X  

F  Salmo trutta P  X  

P  
Saxifraga 
androsacea

P  X  

P  
Saxifraga 
ferdinandi-coburgi

R  X  

P  Saxifraga spruneri P  X  

P  Saxifraga stribrnyi P  X  

I  
Scotophaeus 
quadripunctatus

P  X  

I  
Scotophaeus 
scutulatus

P  X  

P  
Scrophularia 
bulgarica

P  X  

I  Scytodes thoracica P  X  

P  Sedum kostovii R  X  

I  
Segestria 
senoculata

P  X  

P  
Sibbaldia 
procumbens

P  X  

P  R  X  
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Silene 
velenovskyana

I  Sintula retroversus P  X  

M  Sorex araneus P  X  

M  Sorex minutus P  X  

B  A210  Streptopelia turtur 80  80  X  

P  Subularia aquatica P  X  

B  A311  Sylvia atricapilla 3300  3300  X  

I  Tapinopa longidens P  X  

P  Taxus baccata V  X  

I  Tegenaria montana P  X  

I  Textrix denticulata P  X  

I  Theridion betteni P  X  

I  
Theridion 
bimaculatum

P  X  

I  
Theridion 
nigrovariegatum

P  X  

I  
Theridion 
petraeum

P  X  

I  Theridion tinctum P  X  

I  Thymelicus acteon P  X  

P  Thymus perinicus R  X  

B  A333  
Tichodroma 
muraria

65  65  X  

I  
Titanoeca 
quadriguttata

P  X  

P  Trollius europaeus P  X  

B  A283  Turdus merula 9500  9500  X  

B  A282  Turdus torquatus 1900  1900  X  

P  Utricularia minor R  X  

P  Valeriana montana P  X  

P  
Verbascum 
davidofii

P  X  

P  Veronica austriaca R  X  

P  Veronica kellererii P  X  

M  
Vespertilio 
murinus

P  X  

P  Viola grisebachiana R  X  

P  Viola orbelica P  X  

P  Viola orphanidis R  X  

P  Viola perinensis R  X  

P  Viola pyrenaica P  X  

I  
Walckenaera 
capito

P  X  

I  
Walckenaeria 
vigilax

P  X  

I  Zelotes hermani P  X  

I  Zodarion morosum P  X  

Group: A = Amphibians, B = Birds, F = Fish, Fu = Fungi, I = Invertebrates, L = Lichens, M = Mammals, P = Plants, R = 
Reptiles 

CODE: for Birds, Annex IV and V species the code as provided in the reference portal should be used in addition to the scientific 
name 

S: in case that the data on species are sensitive and therefore have to be blocked for any public access enter: yes 

NP: in case that a species is no longer present in the site enter: x (optional) 

Unit: i = individuals, p = pairs or other units according to the standard list of population units and codes in accordance with 
Article 12 and 17 reporting, (see reference portal) 

Cat.: Abundance categories: C = common, R = rare, V = very rare, P = present 

Motivation categories: IV, V: Annex Species (Habitats Directive), A: National Red List data; B: Endemics; C: International 
Conventions; D: other reasons 
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Negative Impacts

Rank
Threats and 
pressures 
[code]

Pollution 
(optional) 
[code]

inside/outside 
[i|o|b]

H E03 o

H H06.01 i

L J02.05.02 i

H G02 i

M C02 o

M I03.01 o

M E01.03 i

H E01.01 o

Positive Impacts

Rank
Activities, 
management 
[code]

Pollution 
(optional) 
[code]

inside/outside 
[i|o|b]

M G01.08 i

L G03 o

M D01.01 o

M G01.06 o

M B02.01 i

H D05 i

L B02.01 o

M G01.08 o

4. SITE DESCRIPTION

4.1 General site character

Habitat class % Cover

N06 1.0

N08 44.0

N23 1.0

N19 2.0

N16 3.0

N22 12.0

N17 34.0

N20 3.0

Total Habitat Cover 100

Other Site Characteristics

Pirin Mountain as a morphological unit represents a complex horst high mountain structure, rising in the middle part of the Rila-
Rhodopes massif between the graben valleys of the Struma and Mesta Rivers. The main orographic and hydrographic ridge 
stretches from northwest to south - southeast and lies closer to the northeastern parts of the mountain. Pirin is devided from Rila 
by Predel saddle (1140 m) and in the south it ends at the Parilska saddle (1170 m), which divides it from the border mountains 
Slavianka and Stargach. In morphographic aspect Pirin Mountain is divided into three parts: Northern, Middle and Southern. The 
Pirin National Park covers the high elevation areas in its northern part, which is distinguished by welldeveloped alpine relief. In 
morphological aspect two parts are differenciated here: northern part - sharp, marble Vihren ridge (including Vihren peak - 2915 
m, Kutelo - 2908 m, Banski and Razlozhki Suhodol), along the eastern slope of which the deep and waterless cirques Banski 
Suhodol, Bayuvi dupki and Kazanite are curved into, and a southern part - a granite ridge along which the Banderishki chukar 
(2737 m), Momin dvor and other peaks rise. Middle Pirin is located between the Todorova polyana and Popovi livadi saddles. It is 
comparatively lower (the highest is Oreliak peak - 2099 m). Southern Pirin is the lowest part of the mountain. It stretches 
between the Popovi livadi saddle and the Parila saddle. Its rounded ridge is almost at the level of the saddles in Northern Pirin 
(Sveshtnik peak 1973 m). The geological fundament of the mountain belongs to the Rhodopian Supergroup - metamorphic rocks. 
Biotite schists and gneisses, amphibolites, quartzites and marbles are the predominant rocks. They appear in the northern parts 
of the park as the marbles of the Dobrostan formation occupy the largest area (about 25% of the territory).

4.2 Quality and importance

Pirin is a territory with a high biological diversity ,compared to the hall country and other Bulgarian mountains. ?hat determine 
the significant role of the National park in the protection activities. The uniqueness of Pirin ensues from its relative isolation from 
the other mountain chains. Compared with them the Mediterranean influence, penetrating along the river valleys of Struma and 
Mesta Rivers, here is stronger. This results in the unique combination of the widespread Mediterranean species (12%) and the 
much less represented Arctic-Alpine species (less than 1%), although the relief of the mountain is a typical Alpine one. National 
significance Pirin have because of the different species of mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians , plants witch occur in this plase. 
In terms of flora, Pirin is among the most unique Bulgarian and Balkan mountain ranges. The shaping of the contemporary 
composition of the flora and the formation of the vegetation cover has continued after the last glaciating, when the species 
preserved so far in the refuges have re-colonized their former habitats. Of all the habitats described on the territory of Pirin, the 
rock habitat is the most representative for the unique character of the mountain. Refuges of the unique rock flora and fauna are 
the 35 cirque valleys, the 180 glacial lakes, the pyramidal and conic summits and the picturesque rock phenomena. European 
value Pirin have as a center for protection of many rare , endemic and protected species of flora, vegetation, medicinal plants and 
fishes.This territoty is inhabit from 38 spesies of birds from Anex I of Bird Directive, 9 spesies of mammals, 1spesies of reptile, 1 
spesies amphibian, 1sp. fish, 4sp. invertebrates, 1 sp. plant from Anex II of Habitat Directive and 25 habitat types of Anex I of 
Habitat Directive. Universal value Exceptional biological diversity and high percent of the endemic component characterize Pirin. 
Pirin endemic species are fourteen higher plants, which is more than half of all the Bulgarian endemic plants; 17 higher plants 
and two animals are Bulgarian endemic species; 86 higher plants and 6 representatives of the vertebrate fauna are Balkan 
endemic species. Despite the fact that only two groups of invertebrates have been studied in Pirin - Arthropods and Mollusks, the 
richness of the invertebrate fauna is indisputable: 216 endemics and 176 relicts. The identification of Pirin NP as a CORINE Site in 
1998 confirmed its value as a key territory of a high conservation importance. The Pirin NP has been inscribed as one of the 114 
Important Plant Areas of Bulgaria under the criteria of occurrence of threatened species, threatened habitats and floral richness.

4.3 Threats, pressures and activities with impacts on the site

The most important impacts and activities with high effect on the site
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L B i

L D02.01 i

M H07 o

H G02.10 o

M F03.01 i

M G01.05 i

M F03.02.03 i

H G01.02 i

H A04.03 i

M A03 i

H K01.01 i

M G01.03 i

H F03.02.03 o

M E01 i

M B02.04 i

H D01.02 o

M G05 i

M F04 i

L I03.01 i

M A04 i

M H07 i

H G02.02 i

M G01.04 i

M G01.04 o

H E01.01 i

M D04.02 o

H F02.03 i

H E03.04 i

M G01.08 o

M G01.06 o

M L10 o

H J02.05.02 o

M D04.02 i

L A05.01 i

M K02 i

M D01.01 o

H G02.04 i

M G01.08 i

M D01.01 i

H L09 o

M D02.01 o

H J02 o

H F03.02 o

M D01.02 i

H G01.06 i

L G02.08 i

L L09 i

L J02 i

M B03 o

H G02.02 o

M G01.03 o

M E03.01 i

L D02.02 i

M L04 i

M G02.01 o

M G05.01 i

M D05 o

H D05 i

M H06.01 o

M E01.03 i

M K02 i

M G01.04 o

H D01.02 o

M B02.02 o

L G02.08 i

M D05 o

M G01.02 o

Rank: H = high, M = medium, L = low

Pollution: N = Nitrogen input, P = Phosphor/Phosphate input, A = Acid input/acidification,

T = toxic inorganic chemicals, O = toxic organic chemicals, X = Mixed pollutions

i = inside, o = outside, b = both 

4.5 Documentation

Initial proposal and description of the site made by Pirin National Park Directorate, Bansko 2770, 4 Bulgaria str, pirin_np@abv.bg; 
E. Topuzova, T. Semerdgiev; B. Furnadgieva; P. Shurolinkov; P. Tzvetkov; St. Beshkov - NMNH; Dr. Zh. Spiridonov - Wilderness 
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Fund; P. Yankov, D. Georgiev, S. Nikolov, V. Delov, B. Barov - BSPB. Initially listed publications: Meshinev,T. , Apostolova,I. , 
Vasilev,P., Velchev,V. , Ganeva,A. , Georgiev,N. 1994 Ecology of the plant communities Sakalian,M. , Maini,K. , National strategy 
for protection of the biodiversity vol.1 basic reports, Sofia: 125-148 /Bulgarian and English/ Panov Panaiot. Floristic materials and 
notes.III-Phytology,1975, ? 2 p.68-77 Bondev,Iv.. Plant map. Atlas NRB.S.,GUGK. 1973 Kitanov,Boris P. Pirin flora. Sofia 1990 
Stoyanov,N. , Stefanov, B. Bulgarian flora. S.1948 Peoples republic of Bulgaria Flora. Daki Jordanov vol.1 - S. BAS 1963 Asiov, B. 
, Jordanova ,M. Bulgarian interesting plants. S. 2004 Data revised by a team of Bulgarian Academy of Sciences 
(http://www.bas.bg). New data provided by project "Mapping and assessment of the conservation status of the natural habitats 
and species - Phase 1" (see link).

Link(s): http://natura2000.moew.government.bg/Home/ProtectedSite?
code=BG0000209&siteType=HabitatDirective
http://natura2000.moew.government.bg/Home/ProtectedSite?
code=BG0000209&siteType=BirdsDirective

5. SITE PROTECTION STATUS (optional)

5.1 Designation types at national and regional level:

Code Cover [%] Code Cover [%] Code Cover [%]

BG00 BG02 100.0 BG01 15.484545066449625

5.2 Relation of the described site with other sites:

designated at national or regional level: 

Type code Site name Type Cover [%]

BG01 Yulen + 8.078666858403063

BG02 Pirin = 100.0

BG01 Bauvi dupki - Dzhindzhiritza + 7.405878208046563

designated at international level: 

Type Site name Type Cover [%]

Other 

IBA - 100.0

Pirin People's park + 65.0

Bajuvi dupki - Djindjirica Rezerve + 7.0

5.3 Site designation (optional)

By an Order ? 395/ 15. 10. 1999 of the Minister of Environment and Water Pirin People's Park was recategorized as a National 
Park according paragraph 2 of the Transitory and concluding regulations of the PAA. Art. 18. (1) Designated as national parks 
shall be areas without any settlements within their boundaries and which include natural ecosystems with large diversity of plant 
and animal species and habitats, with typical and remarkable landscapes and abiotic objects of nature. (2) The national parks 
shall be managed for the purpose of: 1. maintenance of the diversity of the ecosystems and wild nature protection; 2. 
conservation and maintenance of the biological diversity within the ecosystems; 3. providing of opportunities for development of 
scientific, educational and recreational activities; 4. creation of prerequisites for development of tourism, environmentally friendly 
livelihood of the population and other activities in harmony with the goals under the preceding items. Art. 20. The reserves and 
managed reserves within the national parks shall retain their regimes defined with the declaration orders thereof. PAA SG, issue 
133/11.11.98, amended SG, issue 98/99, amended SG, issue 28/04.04.2000, SG, issue 48/13.06.2000, SG issue 78/26.09.2000.

6. SITE MANAGEMENT

6.1 Body(ies) responsible for the site management:

Organisation: Regional Inspectorate of Environment and Water: Blagoevgrad

Address:

Email:

6.2 Management Plan(s):

An actual management plan does exist: 

Yes Name: Management Plan for Pirin National Park, adopted by Council of Ministers Decision No. 646/06.08.2014 
(promulgated SG 73/2004).
Link: http://www.moew.government.bg/files/file/Nature/Protected_areas/PU_NP-Pirin_2004-2013.pdf

No, but in preparation

No
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6.3 Conservation measures (optional)

National park Pirin management plan - from August 2004 to 2013

7. MAP OF THE SITES

INSPIRE ID:

Map delivered as PDF in electronic format (optional)

Yes No 

Reference(s) to the original map used for the digitalisation of the electronic boundaries (optional).
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	whc08-32com-24-Pirin.pdf
	2. REQUESTS FOR OBSERVER STATUS
	Decision:  32 COM 2
	1. Taking into consideration Rule 8 (Observers) of the Rules of Procedure of the Committee,  
	2. Authorizes the participation in the 32nd session as observers those representatives of the international governmental organizations (IGOs), international non-governmental organizations (INGOs), non-governmental organizations (NGOs), permanent observer missions to UNESCO and non profit-making institutions having activities in the fields covered by the Convention, who have requested observer participation at the session and as listed in Section A of the document WHC-08/32.COM/2;
	3. Further confirms the participation in the 32nd session as observers of all those invited by the Director-General of UNESCO in accordance with Rule 8.4 of the Rules of Procedure of the Committee and as listed in Section B of the document WHC-08/32.COM/2.
	4. Notes the ever-increasing interest in the implementation of the Convention by States Parties and observers and the challenges that the resultant growth in demand for participation in the Committee’s sessions poses for the host country;
	5. Notes further the need to ensure the efficiency and effectiveness of the Committee’s proceedings;
	6. Recognizing the importance of the participation of States Parties;
	7. Requests the World Heritage Centre to develop draft principles, policies and procedures to guide the process of evaluating and confirming requests for participation at meetings of the World Heritage Committee;
	8. Further requests the World Heritage Centre to propose any changes to the Rules of Procedure, the Operational Guidelines and the Host Country Agreement that may be warranted to operationalize the principles, policies and procedures described above, for examination at its 33rd session in 2009.


	3. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA AND TIMETABLE
	3A. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 
	Decision:  32 COM 3A
	1. Having examined the document WHC-08/32.COM/3A.Rev,
	2. Adopts the agenda included in the above-noted document.


	3B.  ADOPTION OF THE TIMETABLE
	Decision:  32 COM 3B
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/3B.Rev, 
	2. Adopts the timetable included in the above-mentioned document.


	4. REPORTS OF THE RAPPORTEURS
	4A. REPORT OF THE RAPPORTEUR OF THE 31ST SESSION OF THE WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE (CHRISTCHURCH, 2007)
	4B. REPORT OF THE RAPPORTEUR OF THE 16th SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF STATES PARTIES TO THE WORLD HERITAGE CONVENTION (UNESCO, 2007)
	5. REPORT OF THE WORLD HERITAGE CENTRE ON ITS ACTIVITIES AND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE’S DECISIONS
	Decision:  32 COM 5
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-08/32.COM/5, WHC-08/32.COM/INF.5A and WHC-08/32.COM/INF.5C,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 5.1 adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Takes note with appreciation of the results of the activities undertaken by the World Heritage Centre over the past year in pursuit of its five Strategic Objectives, and in particular the work underway to fully integrate local communities in every aspect of World Heritage site conservation and management;
	4. Further notes with appreciation the results of the activities of IUCN, ICOMOS and ICCROM over the past year in support of the implementation of the Convention;
	5. Notes that there are a range of emerging issues relating to workload, resourcing, governance and future challenges for the operation of the World Heritage Committee and the World Heritage Convention that would benefit from further exploration with the results of initial work to be discussed at the 33rd session of the World Heritage Committee.
	6. Requests the World Heritage Centre to present at the 33rd session of the World Heritage Committee a summary statement of the issues addressed during the year and recommendations for improving the work of the Centre for the consideration of the Committee. 


	6. PROGRESS REPORTS ON FUNDING INITIATIVES
	6A. PROGRESS REPORT ON THE AFRICAN WORLD HERITAGE FUND 
	Decision:  32 COM 6A 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/6A, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 29 COM 11C.1, 30 COM 11F and 31 COM 23B adopted at its 29th (Durban, 2005), 30th (Vilnius, 2006),and at its 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively;
	3. Takes note of the Report of progress made in the implementation of the African World Heritage Fund;
	4. Expresses its appreciation to partners at all levels for their support, and their technical and financial assistance to the African World Heritage Fund; 
	5. Welcomes the report of the first advocacy meeting organized in Abuja (Nigeria) from 24-25 April 2008;
	6. Notes the delay in collecting the funds from partners who have committed contributions;
	7. Requests the Board of Trustees to engage staff dedicated to resource mobilization, including follow-up of commitments;
	8. Calls upon the State Parties to the Convention, the African Union, the public and private institutions, the intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations, to continue supporting and contributing to the African World Heritage Fund; 
	9. Appeals to the international community to support the African World Heritage Fund and its funding strategy so as to ensure that the targeted Endowment Fund is quickly consolidated to enable the Fund becoming operational;
	10. Requests the African World Heritage Fund to submit a detailed progress report both on the African World Heritage Fund’s activities and on the strategy for future activities of capacity building for the preparation of nominations and of tentative lists, as well as for conservation and management plans of African properties, for examination at its 33rd session in 2009.


	6B. PROGRESS REPORT ON THE CREATION OF THE PACIFIC WORLD HERITAGE FUND 
	Decision:  32 COM 6B
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/6B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 11C, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Takes note of the developments that have taken place with regard to the establishment of the Pacific World Heritage Fund;
	4. Encourages the States Parties of the Pacific region to work with the World Heritage Centre on the development of this proposal, building on lessons learnt from the African World Heritage Fund and adapting it to the region’s needs. 
	5. Invites the States Parties of the Pacific region to present a progress report on this initiative, for the consideration of the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009. 


	7. EXAMINATION OF THE STATE OF CONSERVATION OF WORLD HERITAGE PROPERTIES
	7.1 PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL EXPERTS MEETING ON WORLD HERITAGE AND BUFFER ZONES 
	Decision:  32 COM 7.1
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7.1, 
	2. Recalling Decision 30 COM 9, adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006) and thanking the States Parties of Israel and Switzerland for jointly hosting the International Expert Meeting on World Heritage and Buffer Zones (Davos, Switzerland, 11-14 March 2008) in cooperation with the World Heritage Centre; 
	3. Notes the detailed report provided by the expert meeting which reflects on a wide range of issues relevant to World Heritage and buffer zones and also notes the publication under preparation for the World Heritage paper series; 
	4. Requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to use the terms “property” and “buffer zone” in all documents, and to stop using the term “core zone”.
	5. Also requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to prepare draft revisions to the Operational Guidelines, taking account of the Committee’s debate on the results of the International Expert Meeting on World Heritage and Buffer Zones by 1 December 2008, with particular emphasis on developing a lexicon of terms; 
	6. Further requests the World Heritage Centre to circulate these draft revisions to States Parties for comment, so that the proposed revisions can be submitted for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	7.2 PROPOSAL FOR THE PREPARATION OF A REVISED RECOMMENDATION CONCERNING THE SAFEGUARDING AND CONTEMPORARY ROLE OF HISTORIC AREAS
	Decision:  32 COM 7.2
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7.2,
	2. Recalling Decision 29 COM 5D, adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005) and Resolution 15 GA 7, adopted at the 15th General Assembly of States Parties to the Convention (UNESCO, 2005),
	3. Noting decision 179EX/25 regarding a “Proposal by the Director-General for the preparation of a revised recommendation concerning the safeguarding and contemporary role of historic areas” that includes a full preliminary study of the technical and legal aspects of the issue;
	4. Commends the Advisory Bodies ICOMOS, ICCROM and IUCN, and partner organizations UIA (International Union of Architects), IFLA (International Federation of Landscape Architects), IFHP (International Federation for Housing and Planning), OWHC (Organization of World Heritage Cities) and the Aga Khan Trust for Culture for their continued support and participation in this important initiative;
	5. Requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to prepare a plan of action and timetable, setting out the timeframe for developing new Orientation Guidelines on management of historic urban World Heritage properties including impact assessment tools, for submission to the Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	7.3 REPORT ON THE REINFORCED MONITORING MECHANISM
	Decision:  32 COM 7.3
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7.3,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 5.2 adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes the information provided on the activities carried out under the Reinforced Monitoring mechanism;
	4. Requests, in light of the report on the implementation of the Reinforced Monitoring mechanism, the World Heritage Centre to develop a protocol for implementing the mechanism, to address:
	a) the frequency of reporting;
	b) the expected results of reporting;
	c) the distribution of reports;
	d) cost estimates and budget management.
	5. Decides to allocate an amount of 50,000 USD for the implementation of the Reinforced Monitoring mechanism from the World Heritage Fund for 2008-2009.




	7A. STATE OF CONSERVATION OF WORLD HERITAGE PROPERTIES INSCRIBED ON THE LIST OF WORLD HERITAGE IN DANGER
	NATURAL HERITAGE
	AFRICA
	1. Manovo-Gounda St Floris National Park (Central African Republic) (N 475)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.1
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.1, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Expresses its utmost concern about the security situation in northern Central African Republic and its impact on the property, in particular the continued large scale poaching of wildlife, which could soon lead to the loss of the Outstanding Universal Value for which the property was inscribed on the World Heritage List; 
	4. Requests the Chairperson of the World Heritage Committee to contact the authorities of the Central African Republic to discuss conservation issues facing the property and necessary management measures;
	5. Regrets that the planned joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN Reactive Monitoring mission had to be postponed again due to the insecurity;
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN Reactive Monitoring mission, as soon as the security situation allows, to assess the impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and the potential for its rehabilitation and to develop an emergency action plan for the property, including the corrective measures, with all concerned stakeholders;
	7. Encourages the State Party, in collaboration with the World Heritage Centre, IUCN, the ECOFAC programme and other relevant stakeholders, to hold a workshop  to discuss a strategy to improve the protection of the values of the property prior to the mission, with funding from the World Heritage Fund;
	8. Urges the State Party to take all measures possible to halt poaching in the property and, in collaboration with the States Parties of Chad and Sudan, to consider developing transboundary cooperation to address this issue;
	9. Also calls upon the international community to further support urgent conservation measures to prevent the property from losing its Outstanding Universal Value ;
	10. Also reiterates its request to the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	11. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	12. Decides to retain Manovo-Gounda St. Floris National Park (Central African Republic) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	2. Comoé National Park (Côte d’Ivoire) (N 227)   
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.2
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.2, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Welcomes the improvement of the security situation in the property which could allow the management authority to regain control over the entire property in the near future;
	4. Notes that some progress was made in the implementation of the corrective measures, in particular with regard to community outreach activities and reinforcing anti-poaching patrols;
	5. Regrets that no ecological data were provided to assess the conservation status of the property and help define the boundaries of the management zones;
	6. Urges the State Party to increase its efforts to fully implement all the corrective measures and recommendations of the 2006 Reactive Monitoring mission within the timeframe set at the 30th session of the World Heritage Committee (Vilnius, 2006), in particular regarding the completion and implementation of the management plan;
	7. Calls upon the international community to financially support the management and rehabilitation of the property;
	8. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, including the conditions of integrity, and a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre a detailed report by 1 February 2009 on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the corrective measures and other recommendations of the 2006 monitoring mission, including a copy of the draft management plan, an overview of current and projected budgets for the management of the property and information on available  ecological data, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	10. Decides to retain Comoé National Park (Côte d’Ivoire) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	3. Mount Nimba Strict Nature Reserve (Côte d’Ivoire and Guinea) (N 155 bis)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.3
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.3, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party of Guinea did not submit the report on the state of conservation of the property and on progress in the implementation of the corrective measures and recommendations of the 2007 monitoring mission;
	4. Notes the positive efforts of the State Party of Côte d’Ivoire to address the challenges facing the property ;
	5. Also notes that the 2008 Reactive Monitoring mission to the portion of the property in Côte d’Ivoire observed that the Outstanding Universal Value appears to be maintained but that data on wildlife, in particular endangered species, is insufficient to evaluate the status of criterion(x);
	6. A lso regrets that the State Party of Côte d’Ivoire did not inform the World Heritage Committee of the planned mining exploration in its part of the property, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	7. Expresses its utmost concern about the planned mining activities in the Côte d’Ivoire part of the property and considers it incompatible with the World Heritage status of the property which, if implemented, would lead to the irreversible loss of the Outstanding Universal Value of this property; 
	8. Urges the State Party of Côte d’Ivoire to reconsider its plans for mining exploration or exploitation within the property and requests the State Party to confirm before the Committee’s 33rd session in 2009 that all mining concessions within the property have been revoked;
	9. Calls upon the holders of any mining concession covering the property to respect international standards with respect to mining in World Heritage properties, as outlined in the International Council on Mining and Metals Position Statement on Mining and Protected Areas (2003) and not to mine within World Heritage properties; 
	10. Urges the State Party of Côte d’Ivoire to implement immediately the recommendations of the 2008 joint World Heritage Centre /IUCN monitoring mission which can be considered as corrective measures: 
	a) re-establish the presence of the protected area authority Office Ivoirien des Parcs et Reserves (OIPR) within the property and resume management activities, establish cooperation mechanisms and strengthen communication with the local communities;
	b) conduct a wildlife survey of key species to clarify the status of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and establish a comprehensive monitoring programme to  monitor and control threats in particular from poaching; 
	c) define a buffer zone, in consultation with local stakeholders, with the appropriate legal status to strengthen the conservation of the property through sustainable management of the natural resources within this buffer zone;
	d) develop a management plan in close cooperation with all stakeholders, in particular the local community, and harmonise this plan with the plan being developed in Guinea;
	e) define a sustainable finance mechanism for the entire property together with the State Party of Guinea;

	11. Encourages the State Party of Côte d’Ivoire, in cooperation with its development partners, to increase its support to improve the livelihoods of local communities;
	12. Reiterates its request to the States Parties of Côte d’Ivoire and Guinea to meet and resume tripartite discussions with Liberia to enhance the required coordination which will be essential to implement the recommendations from the 2007 and 2008 monitoring missions. The States Parties may wish to request international assistance from the World Heritage Fund to organize a meeting before the 33rd session of the Committee;
	13. Urges the State Party of Guinea to implement the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007) and the other recommendations of the 2007 monitoring mission;
	14. Reiterates its request to the State Party of Guinea and the mining company SMFG to conduct the environmental impact assesment of the mining project, in accordance with the highest international standards and collect the necessary baseline data in order to clarify and quantify the potential impact of the planned exploitation on the property, in close consultation with all stake holders, the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, and to submit to the World Heritage Committee any intermediary results; 
	15. Requests the international community to assist by all possible means the States Parties of Côte d’Ivoire and Guinea to achieve the Desired State of Conservation of the property;
	16. Also requests the States Parties, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity, as well as a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	17. Further requests the States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on progress in the implementation of the corrective measures and other recommendations of the 2007 and 2008 missions, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	18. Decides to retain Mount Nimba Strict Nature Reserve (Côte d’Ivoire and Guinea) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	4. Virunga National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 63)
	Decision :  32 COM 7A.4
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.4, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Expresses its sincerest condolences to the families of guards who were killed during operations related to the protection of the property;
	4. Regrets that, despite the peace efforts undertaken by the State Party in the eastern part of the country, and the Peace Conference, permanent insecurity inside and around the property continues to hinder conservation activities ;
	5. Notes with concern the results and conclusions of the Reinforced Monitoring mission of August 2007 indicating that the Outstanding Universal Value for which the property was inscribed on the World Heritage List is becoming increasingly threatened and that the accumulating threats could have an irreversible impact on the property and its integrity ;
	6. Urges the State Party, in cooperation with the United Nations Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUC), to implement the Act of Commitment adopted on 23 January 2008 at the end of the Goma Peace and Development Conference in the two Kivus that provides for the disarmament of all armed national and foreign groups in this region ;
	7. Requests the State Party to implement the urgent actions recommended by the Reinforced Monitoring mission of August 2007, in particular : 
	a) halt all production of charcoal inside the property and promote alternative sources of energy;
	b) withdraw the non-strategic military postings;
	c) take steps to improve security in the property and its periphery, and in this endeavour to seek any cooperation that may be extended, consistent with its mandate and capabilities, by MONUC;
	d) ensure transparent management of income resulting from tourism and develop and implement a profit-sharing strategy with local communities; 
	e) strengthen communication activities and awareness raising for the authorities concerned and local populations;

	8. Also requests the State Party to implement the other recommendations of the Reinforced Monitoring mission of August 2007, in particular the recommendations for the institutional strengthening of the management authority for the protected areas, ICCN, as well as the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th session (Vilnius 2006); 
	9. Brings to the attention of the State Party that the presence of the Nyaleke army training and reunification camp inside the property, as well as the granting of mining and oil exploration concessions endangers the integrity of the property; 
	10. Further requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity as well as a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009 ;
	11. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, before 1 February 2009, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including an update on the disarmament of the armed groups within the property and information on monitoring the state of the threatened species, the extent of encroachment and deforestation in the region, and the level of poaching, as well as progress accomplished in the implementation of the recommendations of the Reinforced Monitoring mission and the corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009 ;
	12. Decides to continue to apply the Reinforced Monitoring mechanism to the property; 
	13. Also decides to retain Virunga National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	5. Kahuzi-Biega National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 137)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.5
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.5, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Acknowledges with appreciation the positive efforts made by the State Party in addressing the challenges facing the property;
	4. Also acknowledges the great financial and technical support provided for the conservation of the property by various partners;
	5. Recognizes that challenges for the conservation of the property remain numerous;
	6. Notes with concern the results of the preliminary inventory for the lowland sector, indicating the quasi-disappearance of the elephant, a 25% reduction in the gorilla population, continued poaching and artisanal mining operations in all the areas visited, as well as militia presence ;
	7. Requests the State Party, in consultation with ICCN, the management body for the protected areas, to continue with the implementation of the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006), in close cooperation with the local communities surrounding the property ; 
	8. Urges the State Party, in cooperation with MONUC, to implement the Act of Engagement adopted on 23 January 2008 following the Goma Peace and Development Conference in the two Kivu that foresees the disarmament of all national and foreign armed groups in this region ;
	9. Reiterates its request for the immediate withdrawal of all mining concessions that have been granted within the property; 
	10. Also requests the State Party to transmit to the World Heritage Centre the revised version of the Environmental Impact Study concerning the refurbishment of the RN3 road containing new proposals on mitigation measures, before taking a final decision with regard to the project, in conformity with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines; 
	11. Further requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, including conditions of integrity, as well as a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009 ; 
	12. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, before 1 February 2009 a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, including an update on the disarmament of armed groups within the property, the road refurbishing project, as well as progress achieved in the implementation of the corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009 ; 
	13. Decides to continue to apply the Reinforced Monitoring mechanism to the property; 
	14. Decides to retain Kahuzi-Biega National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	6. Garamba National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 136)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.6 
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.6, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Expresses its utmost concern as regards the results of the workshop on Survival Strategies for the Northern White Rhino that indicates that the sub-species is in imminent danger of extinction and notes the conclusion of the experts that only the capture and transfer to an appropriate and secure place, beyond the Congolese borders, presents sufficient guarantee for the survival of this sub-species ;
	4. Notes that a recent search mission has failed to locate any Northern white rhino and underlines the urgency of establishing the number of surviving rhino in the property;
	5. Urges the State Party, if remaining Northern white rhino are located, to consider undertaking their translocation from Garamba National Park to a safe place ex situ, including beyond the Congolese borders, to guarantee the survival of the sub-species and with the objective of building up the population in situ as soon as the situation permits, and requests the State Party of the Czech Republic to facilitate the participation of the Dvur Kralove Zoo in this programme; 
	6. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with ICCN, the management body for the protected areas, to continue the implementation of the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006);
	7. Calls upon the State Party to seek cooperation with the United Nations Organization Mission to the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUC), within its mandate and capabilities, to assist the Park authorities in the framework of its deployment around the property and to support the conservation of the property, in particular as regards disarmament;
	8. Further requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, including conditions of integrity, as well as a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009 ;
	9. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, and in particular on the situation regarding the requested translocation of the last northern white rhino to a secure place, as well as progress accomplished in the implementation of the corrective measures adopted, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009 ; 
	10. Decides to continue to apply the Reinforced Monitoring mechanism to the property; 
	11. Also decides to retain Garamba National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	7. Salonga National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 280)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.7
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.7, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes with concern reports of continued poaching, in particular poaching of elephants, by the army; 
	4. Expresses its satisfaction that the State Party has begun the implementation of some of the corrective measures established by the World Heritage Committee at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), notably the organization, with support from the World Heritage Fund, of a mixed anti-poaching operation;
	5. Requests the State Party, in cooperation with ICCN, the management body for the protected areas, to urgently pursue the implementation of the corrective measures, and to propose a timetable for their implementation ; 
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, including the conditions of integrity, as well as a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009 ; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and progress achieved in the implementation of all the corrective measures, with a proposal for a timetable for their implementation, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009 ; 
	8. Decides to continue to apply the Reinforced Monitoring mechanism to the property; 
	9. Also decides to retain Salonga National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	8. Okapi Wildlife Reserve (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 718)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.8
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.8, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes with concern the preliminary results of the inventory, showing substantial reductions in the population of flagship species, including elephants and okapis, thus significantly impacting the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	4. Welcomes the progress achieved in regaining management control over the property and in addressing poaching and small-scale mining in the property;
	5. Requests the State Party, in consultation with ICCN, to continue to implement the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th session (Vilnius 2006); 
	6. Regrets that the environmental management plan developed for the rehabilitation of the RN4 road crossing the property is not addressing the long-term impacts on the integrity of the property and expresses its concern about the increase in illegal exploitation of forest products in the vicinity of the Reserve, in particular timber and bush meat has already been reported;
	7. Urges the State Party to develop an additional environmental management plan for the RN4 to address the long term impacts, in particular to control increased immigration into the property and increasing wild meat trade and to provide three printed and electronic copies of it, as soon as it is ready, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies; 
	8. Reiterates its request to revoke any mining concessions that might have been granted in the property;
	9. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN mission to the property after the high-level meeting is held in Kinshasa to assess its state of conservation and progress in the implementation of the corrective measures in view of establishing the Desired state of conservation for a removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, update the corrective measures required and set a timeframe for their implementation;
	10. Also reiterates its request to the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	11. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and progress in the implementation of the corrective measures as well as the requested additional environmental management plan for the RN4, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	12. Decides to continue to apply the Reinforced Monitoring mechanism to the property; 
	13. Also decides to retain Okapi Wildlife Reserve (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	9. Simien National Park (Ethiopia) (N 9) 
	Decision: 32 COM 7A.9
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.9, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the request of the State Party to postpone the monitoring mission requested at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007) to allow for more time to implement the corrective measures; 
	4. Requests the State Party to continue to implement the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006) and, in particular, to mobilize the necessary funding for and start the implementation of the management plan, which includes the strategy to address the grazing pressure and the alternative livelihoods project, as soon as it is finalized ; 
	5. Calls upon the international community to financially support the implementation of the management plan and encourages the State Party to organize a donor conference with the assistance of the World Heritage Centre, the UNESCO Office in Addis Abeba and IUCN to identify potential donors and funding. The State Party might want to apply for assistance from the World Heritage Fund to organize this conference;
	6. Takes note of the initial draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value and Desired state of conservation prepared by the State Party and requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to assist the State Party in finalizing them;
	7. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN mission to the property to assess its state of conservation and progress in the implementation of the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006) in view of a possible removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and progress in the implementation of the corrective measures and the other recommendations of the 2006 monitoring mission, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	9. Decides to retain Simien National Park (Ethiopia) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	10. Air and Ténéré Natural Reserves (Niger) (N 573)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.10
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.3, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Expresses its utmost concern about the continued degradation of the Outstanding Universal Value for which the property was inscribed on the World Heritage List, in particular the reduction in key wildlife populations and the degradation of the vegetation cover as well as about the renewed insecurity in the northern part of the property, which is hampering efforts by the State Party to halt this degradation; 
	4. Appreciates the support already provided by the international donor community and calls upon it to increase its support to the State Party for the protection and ecological restoration of the property; 
	5. Notes the State Party’s interest in holding a regional workshop looking at the impact of conflict on natural resources and biodiversity in the region and encourages the State Party to collaborate with partners to hold such a workshop with a focus on improving security and protection of World Heritage properties during times of conflict; 
	6. Requests the State Party to organize, in cooperation with the IUCN Species Survival Commission and its relevant specialist groups, a comprehensive survey of the property, in particular populations size and distribution of threatened species in order to evaluate the status of its Outstanding Universal Value and to develop population recovery and rehablitation programmes; 
	7. Urges the State Party to continue its work on the corrective measures adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005); 
	8. Reiterates its request to the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity, as well as a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including on the status of the vulnerable species and ecosystems, as well as progress in the implementation of the corrective measures and the implementation of the COGERAT project, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	10. Decides to retain Aïr and Ténéré Natural Reserves (Niger) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	11. Niokolo-Koba National Park (Senegal) (N 153)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.11 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.1, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party has not been able to implement the urgent corrective measures within the 12 month timeframe set at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007) and that no information was provided on the status of wildlife populations or on progress in addressing threats from illegal logging, road construction, the proposed dam at Mako on the Gambia river, and potential mining exploration and exploitation in the region;
	4. Urges the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre the priority action plan that was developed and to provide information on its efforts to establish a private public partnership for the urgent implementation of the plan; 
	5. Calls upon the international donor community to continue to support the implementation of the corrective measures set by the World Heritage Committee;
	6. Requests the State Party and UNDP to report on the results and progress of the Integrated Ecosystem Management Programme (PGIES);
	7. Also urges the State Party to speed up the implementation of the corrective measures and in particular the urgent measures recommended by the World Heritage Committee at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007);
	8. Reiterates its request to the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, including the status of wildlife populations, and on progress in implementing the corrective measures, information on the implementation of the priority action plan and status of the envisaged public private partnership, the current status of the proposed dam on the Gambia river as well as any potential mining activities in the region, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	10. Decides to retain Niokolo-Koba National Park (Senegal) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.




	ASIA-PACIFIC 
	12. Manas Wildlife Sanctuary (India) (N 338)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.12
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.11, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the conclusion of the mission that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property has been significantly impacted by the past civil strife and that recovery had only just started and was still in its initial stages;
	4. Considers the presence of viable populations of all key species and a clear upward trend of these populations as key elements of the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	5. Commends the State Party, in particular the Bodoland Territorial Council and the management authority, for their efforts to implement the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 29th session (Durban, 2005), but notes however that further work is still needed;
	6. Urges the State Party to complete the implementation of the corrective measures and conservation activities, as follows: 
	a) urgently conduct a baseline survey on recovery of wildlife populations and set up a full monitoring system which will allow monitoring and documenting the recovery of the flagship species;
	b) resolve the problem of fund release which did not progress significantly since the last mission;
	c) complete the work for the reconstruction and improvement of the park infrastructure;
	d) fill the remaining vacant positions in the park by recruiting the best elements of the volunteers, and/or others, into permanent staff positions;
	e) strengthen and consolidate park management operations, in particular the efforts for reducing illegal logging and wildlife poaching in Panbari Range;
	f) continue the efforts for reintroduction of the one-horned rhino and assess the need and feasibility for a restoration programme of the swamp deer;
	7. Welcomes the initiative of the Bodoland Territorial Council to increase the protection status of the remaining high value reserve forests outside the property;
	8. Requests the State Party to implement the other recommendations of the 2007 mission, in particular finalising the management plan, developing a capacity building programme for park field staff as well as local stakeholders and developing a regional vision on tourism taking into account the limited carrying capacity of the property;
	9. Reiterates its request to the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, based on the results of the requested baseline survey, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the state of conservation of the property, in particular on progress in the implementation of the corrective measures and other recommendations of the 2007 mission, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	11. Decides to retain Manas Wildlife Sanctuary (India) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.




	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	13. Galapagos Islands (Ecuador) (N 1bis)
	Decision: 32 COM 7A.13
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.35, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Reminds the State Party that the state of conservation report has to be submitted in one of the two working languages of the World Heritage Convention (French and English); 
	4. Commends the State Party for progress achieved on the implementation of some of the key corrective measures in the Action Plan produced in response to the Presidential Decree No. 270, on its continuing success in the area of control and eradication of introduced species and on the progress made in establishing and capitalizing the Galapagos Invasive Species Trust Fund, and urges the State Party to continue their implementation; 
	5. Also urges the State Party to undertake a rigorous and transparent process whereby the position of the Galapagos National Park Service Director is filled without delay and underscores the importance of ongoing institutional and political commitment to avoid further instability of this position ;
	6. Requests the State Party to include in future reports sufficient quantitative information to objectively assess the actual impacts in the field of the activities implemented towards addressing the conservation, social and development problems affecting the property and provide  a definite timeframe for its completion; 
	7. Notes with concern that fundamental conservation issues and conflicts associated with the key threats that justified the inscription of this property in the List of World Heritage in Danger remain;
	8. Reiterates its request to the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, based on the results of the requested baseline survey, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	9. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a comprehensive report on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009, with particular emphasis on the identified corrective measures in its 15 point Action Plan. The report should also address the concerns noted above, along with progress on the various actions tasked by the Presidential Decree No. 270;
	10. Decides to retain the Galápagos Islands (Ecuador) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.




	CULTURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	14. Ruins of Kilwa Kisiwani and Ruins of Songo Mnara (United Republic of Tanzania) (C 144)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.14
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A.Add.2, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.15, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Commends the State Party for its continued efforts for the conservation and rehabilitation of the property, and particularly for the development of improved mechanisms for community involvement in the rehabilitation and the maintenance of the property; 
	4. Acknowledges receipt of a Statement of significance and a Statement of authenticity/ integrity, but regrets that these are not in conformity with the Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, including the conditions of authenticity and integrity, as outlined in the Operational Guidelines; 
	5. Notes with concern that the report does not provide detailed and explicit information on the progress made on delineating boundaries for the two components of the property and their buffer zones; requests the State Party to undertake this exercise as a matter of urgency and encourages the State Party to submit, if necessary a request for International Assistance for this purpose; 
	6. Notes with concern the challenges faced by the property from climate change, leading to among others beach erosion;
	7. Notes the danger posed to heritage by these challenges and their overwhelming nature;
	8. Requests partners to continue to assist the State Party financially and technically to address these challenges;
	9. Reiterates its request to the State party to use the management plan as the main vehicle for managing the site and for ensuring co-ordination of all activities affecting the property; 
	10. Adopts the following as the Desired state of conservation for the property in view of its future removal from the List of World Heritage in Danger:
	a) at least 70% rehabilitation of the heritage monuments; 
	b) surveyed and demarcated boundaries as well as the extension of the property to include Kilwa Kivinje and Sanje ya Kati; 
	c) established proper land-use plan; 
	d) demonstrate progress in the implementation of the management and the conservation plan; 
	e) fully established on-site administrative structures; 
	f) halted sea-wave action; 
	11. Adopts the following timeframe for the implementation of the above-mentioned corrective measures:
	a) changes within two years: 
	i) delineate the boundaries for the two components of the property and their buffer zones  to be submitted for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011;

	b) changes within three years:
	i) implementation of the management plan should be advanced, and there should be signs of added rehabilitation of architectural heritage; 
	ii) management structures should be well established in each serial site with an operational office and staff;
	iii) establishment of a proper land-use plan to protect sites integrity and resolve future land conflicts; 

	c) changes within five years:
	i) recovery of most of the architectural heritage for conservation should have been completed (though full recovery will take much longer and will require sustained effort for over a decade); 


	12. Invites the State Party to consider an extension of the property to include Kilwa Kivinje and Sanje ya Kati and recommends that the State Party submit this extension with the delineation of the boundaries for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011; 
	13. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission to assist the State Party in developing the previously requested Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, and in exploring how to ensure that the site’s management plan can function as the key, central co-ordinating mechanism in managing the property, and finally to assess the progress made in improving the state of conservation of the property; 
	14. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including the progress in implementing the corrective measures, and the re-evaluation of the timeframe  for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd  session in 2009;
	15. Decides to retain the Ruins of Kilwa Kisiwani and Ruins of Songo Mnara (United Republic of Tanzania) on the List of World Heritage in Danger




	ARAB STATES
	15. Abu Mena (Egypt) (C 90)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.15 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 7A.19 and 31 COM 7A.16, adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, 
	3. Takes note of the information provided by the State Party on the actions being taken to address the existing threats and urges the State Party to continue its work on the corrective measures adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006); 
	4. Invites the State Party to consider a request for International Assistance to support the preparation of the conservation and management plans; 
	5. Reiterates its requests to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	6. Requests the State Party to provide to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	7. Decides to retain Abu Mena (Egypt) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	16. Ashur (Qal'at Sherqat) (Iraq) (C 1130)
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.17, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes with great concern the continuing difficult situation in Iraq and deplores the loss of human lives;
	4. Requests the State Party to take possible emergency measures to protect the eastern part of the property from the rising waters of the Tigris River and to undertake necessary maintenance and conservation work to avoid further damage;
	5. Encourages the State Party, should the situation allow it, to implement the corrective measures identified:
	a) relocation or cancellation of the dam project;
	b) emergency excavations and protective measures against seepage;
	c) establishment of a local management unit on the site;
	d) preparation and implementation of a conservation and management plan;
	e) protection and consolidation of fragile mud brick structures.
	6. Reiterates its requests to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, and a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	7. Calls upon the international community to assist; in every way possible, the State Party in the protection of this property, with the advice of ICOMOS;
	8. Requests the State Party, should the situation allow, to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission to Ashur; 
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2009 an updated report for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	10. Decides to retain Ashur (Qal'at Sherqat) (Iraq) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	17. Samarra Archaeological City (Iraq) (C 276 rev)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.17
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 8B.23 adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes with great concern the continuing difficult situation in Iraq and deplores the loss of human lives;
	4. Also notes with concern the continued destruction of the archaeological remains, e.g. through vehicular movements and calls upon the State Party to ensure that this is addressed;
	5. Encourages the State Party, should the situation allow it, to implement the corrective measures identified:
	a) establishment of a local management coordination unit on the site;
	b) preparation and implementation of a conservation and management plan;
	c) maintenance and emergency conservation activities;

	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	7. Calls upon the international community to assist, in every way possible, the State Party in the protection of this property, with the advice of ICOMOS;
	8. Requests the State Party, should the situation allow, to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission to Samarra; 
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	10. Decides to retain Samarra Archaeological City (Iraq) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	18. Old City of Jerusalem and its Walls (site proposed by Jordan) (C 148 rev) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.18
	I
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-08/32.COM/7A.Add.2 and WHC-08/32.COM/7A.Add 3,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.18, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Also recalling the relevant provisions on the protection of cultural heritage including, as appropriate, the four Geneva Conventions (1949), the Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict of 1954, the Convention for the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage of 1972, the inscription of the Old City of Jerusalem and its Walls at the request of Jordan on the World Heritage List (1981) and on the List of World Heritage in Danger (1982), and the recommendations, resolutions and decisions of UNESCO,
	4. Affirming that nothing in the present decision, which aims at the safeguarding of the cultural heritage of the Old City of Jerusalem and its Walls, shall in any way affect the relevant United Nations resolutions and decisions, in particular the relevant Security Council resolutions on the legal status of Jerusalem,
	5. Welcomes the Action Plan for the Safeguarding of the Cultural Heritage of the Old City of Jerusalem developed in the context of the Director-General’s comprehensive initiative for the safeguarding of the cultural heritage of the Old City of Jerusalem and its Walls and strongly supports its implementation in coordination and consultation with the concerned parties;
	6. Thanks international donors for their generous contributions to the Action Plan and calls upon the international donor community to further support, through extra-budgetary funding, activities aimed at the safeguarding of the cultural heritage of the Old City of Jerusalem, in particular in the context of the Action Plan;
	7. Asks the World Heritage Centre to make technical expertise and assistance available for the future conservation works foreseen in the Old City of Jerusalem and its Walls, taking into consideration the activities foreseen in the context of the Action Plan, as needed;
	8. Takes note of the concerns expressed about the archaeological excavations undertaken in the Old City of Jerusalem, and asks the Israeli authorities to provide the World Heritage Centre with all relevant and detailed information about them; 
	9. Urges Israeli authorities to prevent any actions that could undermine the authenticity and integrity of the cultural heritage of the Old City of Jerusalem and its Walls; 
	10. Requests the World Heritage Centre to report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress in the implementation of the Action Plan for the Safeguarding of the Cultural Heritage of the Old City of Jerusalem at its 33rd session in 2009;

	II
	1. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.18 adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 176 EX/Special Plenary Meeting/Decision, adopted by the Executive Board of UNESCO at its 176th session, and Decision 179 EX/9 adopted by the Executive Board of UNESCO at its 179th session (April 2008), 
	2. Affirming that the design of the Mughrabi ascent should maintain the authenticity and integrity of the site, and that no measures, unilateral or otherwise, should be taken which will affect the authenticity and integrity of the site, in accordance with the Convention for the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage of 1972,
	3. Reaffirming the purpose and spirit of the professional encounter at the technical level of 13 January 2008, as well as the follow-up meeting of 24 February 2008,
	4. Requests the Israeli authorities to continue the cooperation engaged with all concerned parties, in particular with Jordanian and Waqf experts;
	5. Asks the World Heritage Centre to organize a technical follow-up meeting at the site with all concerned parties for additional exchanges of information to enable all necessary inputs to be considered;
	6. Being aware that the process for the design of the Mughrabi ascent, which allows the taking into consideration of the proposals submitted during the professional encounter, is still underway, requests the World Heritage Centre to follow closely, in the context of the Reinforced Monitoring mechanism, the developments associated with this process; 
	7. Thanks the World Heritage Centre for facilitating the holding of the professional encounter at the technical level of 13 January 2008, as well as the follow-up meeting of 24 February 2008, between Israeli, Jordanian and Waqf experts, as requested by Decision 31 COM 7A.18; 
	8. Takes note of the proposals for the design of the Mughrabi ascent, as evaluated by the Advisory Bodies, and asks that the proposed final design be provided to the World Heritage Centre; 
	9. Welcomes the regular information provided by the Israeli National Commission to UNESCO on the on-going activities related to the Mughrabi ascent, and urges the Israeli authorities to limit those archaeological activities to consolidation and stabilization works;
	10. Decides to continue with the Reinforced Monitoring mechanism for the state of conservation of the Mughrabi ascent, and requests a report from the World Heritage Centre at least every three months, until the 33rd session of the World Heritage Committee in 2009;

	III
	1. Decides to retain the Old City of Jerusalem and its Walls on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	19. Historic Town of Zabid (Yemen) (C 611)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.19
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.19, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes the progress made by the State Party to stop building violations and demolitions, to carry out a survey of the buildings, to complete heritage protection laws and to draft the conservation plan and urges the State Party to continue its work on the corrective measures adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007);
	4. Welcomes the joint German Technical Assistance (GTZ), Yemeni Government and Social Fund for Development (SFD) project and the considerable funding and expertise that this has provided; and also notes that first phase will be completed in June 2010;
	5. Welcomes, in particular, the emphasis that the joint project puts on integrating the local community’s social, cultural and economic needs with the preservation of the property;
	6. Reiterates its requests to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, and a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a progress report on the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;  
	8. Decides to retain the Historic Town of Zabid (Yemen) on the List of World Heritage in Danger




	ASIA-PACIFIC
	20. Minaret and Archaeological Remains of Jam (Afghanistan) (C 211 rev)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.20
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.20, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the commitment of the State Party and the international community to the safeguarding of this property and urges the State Party to continue its work on the corrective measures adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007);
	4. Reiterates its requests to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	5. Calls upon the international community, in co-operation with the World Heritage Centre, to continue its technical and financial support, in particular to implement the above corrective measures;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2009, a progress report on the implementation of corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	7. Decides to retain the Minaret and Archaeological Remains of Jam (Afghanistan) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	21. Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley (Afghanistan) (C 208 rev)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.21
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.21, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the efforts and commitment of the State Party and the international community for the safeguarding of this property and urges the State Party to continue its work on the corrective measures, particularly the completion of the management plan for the property, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007); 
	4. Welcomes the three-year timeframe proposed at the UNESCO 6th Expert Working Group Meeting in Tokyo in January 2008, to meet the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger; 
	5. Reiterates its requests to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	6. Calls upon the international community to continue providing technical and financial support, in particular to achieve the Desired state of conservation;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2009 a progress report on the implementation of the corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	8. Decides to retain the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley (Afghanistan) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	22. Bam and its Cultural Landscape (Islamic Republic of Iran) (C 128)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.22
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decisions 31 COM 7A.22 and 31 COM 8B.59, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes the commitment of the State Party and the international community to the safeguarding of this property and the progress made towards achieving the Desired state of conservation and urges the State Party to continue its work on the corrective measures adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007);
	4. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, an up-dated Nomination file based on the property boundaries approved in Decision 31 COM 8B.59, and the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2009 a report on the progress made in implementing the corrective measures for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	6. Decides to retain Bam and its Cultural Landscape (Islamic Republic of Iran) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	23. Fort and Shalamar Gardens in Lahore (Pakistan) (C 171–172)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.23
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.24, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes the progress made by the State Party in the overall preservation and conservation of Lahore Fort and Shalamar Gardens; 
	4. Reiterates its requests to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	5. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission so as to assess the progress made towards the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for its examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	6. Recommends that the State Party submit to the World Heritage Committee a formal request for the modification of the boundaries of the property;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2009, a progress report, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	8. Decides to retain the Fort and Shalamar Gardens in Lahore (Pakistan) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	24. Rice Terraces of the Philippine Cordilleras (Philippines) (C 722)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.24
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.25, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Takes note of the progress achieved in implementing the corrective measures identified by the World Heritage Committee in 2006, including by restoring and maintaining 42 communal irrigation systems within the property and by setting up a Project Development Unit to mobilise financial resources;
	4. Welcomes the steps undertaken towards the development of a twinning programme of exchange and cooperation between the World Heritage property of the Rice Terraces of the Philippines Cordilleras and the Cinque Terre property (Italy); 
	5. Urges the State Party to continue its work on the corrective measures adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006), particularly with regard to the implementation of the 2004 conservation and management plan; the development of a resource strategy; of zoning, land-use plans and of a specific plan for the promotion of community based tourism at the property; and the establishment of appropriate control procedures for development projects within the property;
	6. Reiterates its requests to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a proposal of the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger and a revised timeframe for the implementation of the corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to supply further details of the proposed mini-power project, including benefits to local communities, and to undertake an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for the project; 
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	9. Decides to retain the Rice Terraces of the Philippine Cordilleras (Philippines) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.




	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	25. The Walled City of Baku with the Shirvanshah’s Palace and the Maidan Tower (Azerbaijan) (C 958)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.25
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.26, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the establishment of a management structure within the Cabinet of Ministers, as well as significant progress made by the State Party in the implementation of the corrective measures for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to adopt the completed “Integrated Area Management Action Plan” and to integrate it into the urban planning system of the City of Baku;
	5. Also notes the initiation of a conservation master plan for “Icherisheher” and requests that the development of this planning tool be integrated within the “Integrated Area Management Action Plan”;
	6. Also reiterates its requests to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	7. Urges the State Party to prepare, in collaboration with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, guidelines for the rehabilitation and restoration of historic buildings, including rehabilitation methodologies, as well as for the design of new constructions and street furniture;
	8. Also urges the State Party to halt any demolition until further inspection by the Reactive Monitoring mission and review with assistance of the Advisory Bodies the rehabilitation and rebuilding works in progress;
	9. Encourages the State Party to clearly define and approve an institutional coordination framework for the active involvement of stakeholders;
	10. Invites the State Party to consider the extension of the buffer zones to integrate the 19th and 20th century urban areas;
	11. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission in order to review the implementation of the corrective measures;
	12. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, an updated report, on the state of conservation of the property, and progress made in the implementation of the corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	13. Decides to retain the Walled City of Baku with the Shirvanshah’s Palace and Maiden Tower (Azerbaijan) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	26. Dresden Elbe Valley (Germany) (C 1156)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.26
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 7B.77 and 31 COM 7A.27 adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, and in particular its concern that the construction project of the Waldschlösschen Bridge would irreversibly damage the values and integrity of the property in accordance with Paragraph 179 (b) of the Operational Guidelines,
	3. Notes with satisfaction that the State Party invited a Reinforced Monitoring mission to review the bridge construction project and any alternative solutions;
	4. Also notes the report provided by the Reinforced Monitoring mission of February 2008 confirming that the current bridge project would irreversibly damage the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property;
	5. Regrets the fact that the authorities, having allowed the construction works to proceed, have seriously compromised the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	6. Expresses its deep concern that the work planned will irreversibly damage the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property; 
	7. Strongly requests the State Party to immediately halt the current construction works and restore the property to its former state of conservation;
	8. Strongly urges the State Party to reconsider the alternative tunnel option; 
	9. Decides to continue to apply the Reinforced Monitoring mechanism to the property and requests the State Party to provide progress reports as relevant; 
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including a progress report on the implementation of the issues above-mentioned, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009 ;
	11. Further decides to retain the Dresden Elbe Valley (Germany) on the List of World Heritage in Danger, with the deletion of this property from the World Heritage List at its 33rd session in 2009, if the planned works on the bridge continue and the damage already caused is not reversed.


	27. Medieval Monuments in Kosovo [Serbia] (C 724)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.27
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 8B.53, 30 COM 8B.54, and 31 COM 7A.28 adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, 
	3. Acknowledges the continuing difficulties to monitor the property and the challenges to the follow-up to the intersectoral mission of January 2007; 
	4. Recalls its request for a risk preparedness study, in conformity with Paragraph 118 of the Operational Guidelines and Decisions 28 COM 10B.4 and 30 COM 7.2; 
	5. Also recalls its request, in cooperation with UNESCO programmes, the United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK) and the Institutions of Kosovo, as well as future European arrangements, to continue to take long-term corrective measures, including: ensuring adequate long-term legislative, regulatory protection and management of the property and strong protective regimes for the buffer zones; adequately delineated boundaries and the timely implementation of the management plan; 
	6. Reiterates its requests for the development, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, of a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	7. Requests, in cooperation with UNMIK, continued efforts in completing the short-term and long-term corrective measures to address the Desired state of conservation defined, for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	8. Also requests the submission, in cooperation with UNMIK, to the World Heritage  Centre by 1 February 2009, of an updated report on the state of conservation of the  property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in  2009; 
	9. Requests the submission, in cooperation with UNMIK, to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2009, of an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	10. Decides to retain the Medieval Monuments in Kosovo on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 




	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	28. Humberstone and Santa Laura Saltpeter Works (Chile) (C 1178)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.28
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.29, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes with satisfaction the progress made with re-routing the road A-16, the completion of the first phase of the Priority interventions programme and the participation process for management plan implementation;
	4. Requests the State Party to undertake a comprehensive structural assessment of priority buildings and to seek actively the necessary funds for stabilizing and conserving the remaining 21 buildings;
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, and a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, an updated report on the progress made in the above mentioned areas and in the implementation of the management plan, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	7. Decides to retain the Humberstone and Santa Laura Saltpeter Works (Chile) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	29. Chan Chan Archaeological Zone (Peru) (C 366)
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.29
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.30, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes the progress made by the State Party in implementing some of the corrective measures identified;
	4. Remains concerned that protective legislation for the property is still not officially approved and in force and that the management plan has not been fully implemented; 
	5. Requests the State Party, in light of the new tourism pressures, to incorporate into the management plan, an approach to public use and visitor management;
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, and a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the progress made in implementing the corrective measures for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	8. Decides to retain Chan Chan Archaeological Zone (Peru) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	30. Coro and its Port (Venezuela) (C 658) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.30 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A.Add.2, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.31, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes with appreciation the important efforts made by the State Party to mitigate decay factors at the property and the actions implemented to date;
	4. Also notes that the State Party has initiated participatory workshops to improve the awareness of earthen traditional techniques, and welcomes the assistance of the States Parties of Peru and Spain to develop capacity building for artisans and professional staff;
	5. Urges the State Party to officially approve the PLINCODE (Plan Integral de Conservación y Desarrollo para Coro y La Vela) at the presidential level so as to fully complete the Plan and its implementation, and further recognizes that a commitment has been made to sign it by the end of July 2008 ;
	6. Reiterates its requests to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	7. Endorses the recommendations made by the Reactive Monitoring mission of May 2008 and encourages the State Party to implement them, by following the prioritized corrective measures identified to meet the Desired state of conservation and timeline for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger; 
	8. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the progress made on the above for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	9. Decides to retain Coro and its Port (Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.





	GENERAL DECISIONS
	31. World Heritage properties of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) 
	Decision: 32 COM 7A.31
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.32, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Commends the State Party for its effort to control poaching but expresses its concern about the ongoing threats to the integrity of the properties; 
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to adopt a comprehensive approach to address the urgent threats to the properties in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) based on the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee as well as the recommendations from monitoring missions;
	5. Calls on all States Parties to the Convention to use their bilateral contacts to raise international awareness and promote the implementation of the recommendations of the World Heritage Committee; 
	6. Regrets that the State Party has postponed the high level meeting between the authorities of DRC, the Chairperson of the World Heritage Committee, the Director-General of UNESCO, the President of IUCN, donors and other interested parties to identify strategies to address the on-going deterioration of the state of conservation of the five properties from DRC inscribed on the List of World Heritage in Danger before the 32nd session of the World Heritage Committee, and urges the State Party to set a date for this meeting as soon as possible, in consultation with the Office of the Director-General of UNESCO, and the Chairperson of the World Heritage Committee and the office of the President of IUCN; 
	7. Welcomes the commitment of the United Nations Foundation, the African World Heritage Fund, and the States Parties of Italy and Belgium in supporting the activities for restoring the Outstanding Universal Value of the five properties;
	8. Notes with satisfaction the progress made in developing a trust fund for the DRC properties; 
	32. Impact of Climate Change on World Heritage properties
	Decision:  32 COM 7A.32
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7A, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 29 COM 7B.a, 30 COM 7.1 and 31 COM 7.1, adopted at its 29th (Durban, 2005), 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, 
	3. Also recalling Resolution 16 GA 10, adopted by the General Assembly of States Parties to the World Heritage Convention at its 16th session (UNESCO, 2007), 
	4. Noting the real danger from climate change faced by many World Heritage properties, 
	5. Decides to adopt the criteria proposed for assessing properties which are most threatened by climate change for inclusion on the List of World Heritage in Danger, noting that the emphasis of the corrective measures to be recommended should be on “adaptation” rather than on “mitigation”; 
	6. Approves the following amendments to the Operational Guidelines:
	a) Amendment to Paragraph 179 (b) (vi):
	b) New Paragraph : Paragraph 180 (b)(v): 
	c) Amendment to Paragraph 181: 







	7B. STATE OF CONSERVATION OF WORLD HERITAGE PROPERTIES
	NATURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	1. Mount Kenya National Park / Natural Forest (Kenya) (N800) 
	Decision: 32 COM 7B.1
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 28 COM 15B.4, adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004), 
	3. Regrets that a management plan has not been finalized and urges the State Party to prioritise this activity;
	4. Requests the State Party to conduct a review of the threats facing the property, including the following:
	a) fencing:
	i) take the necessary measures to halt the current fence construction within and adjacent to the property;
	ii) conduct an Environmental Impact Assessment study on existing and planned fences, including those under construction;
	iii) ensure that any implementation of fencing respects the findings of an Environmental Impact Assessment study, and does not compromise the values of the World Heritage Property, including the routes of migratory species; 
	iv) assess the protection status of the Hombe forest and its potential for re-inclusion as part of the property; 
	b) update, complete, adopt and implement the management plan;
	c) assess the threat to the values of the property from encroachment, deforestation, poaching, and human-wildlife conflict;

	5. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	6. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN Reactive Monitoring mission to the property during the long dry season between December 2008 and February 2009; 
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, three printed and electronic copies of the finalised management plan and a state of conservation report including the impact of the fence on wildlife and any other threats to the values of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.

	Decision:  32 COM 7B.2
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 29 COM 8B.4, adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005), 
	3. Requests the State Party to implement the recommendations of the 2008 Reactive Monitoring mission as soon as possible, including:
	a) through its relevant Ministry and the Department of Environment and Tourism, undertake urgently all the necessary steps to have the property proclaimed under national law and adopt the 2007 integrated management plan;
	b) in consultation with the landowners, clearly demarcate appropriate boundaries of the buffer zone of the property and obtain endorsement for its legal proclamation and for the 2007 Integrated management plan to ensure adequate legal protection of the property and its effective management;
	c) provide as a matter of priority the urgently required resources for management and for staff and services within the property;
	d) take urgent action to reduce the level of pollution in the Vaal River and conduct regular monitoring, including the monitoring of ground water quality and levels;
	e) establish clear policies for appropriate land use, particularly in relation to agriculture and tourism; 
	f) ensure development is effectively regulated in relation to environmental legislation and that any development does not threaten the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property;
	g) ensure that the issue of fire hazard is addressed as a matter of urgency through the provision of an on-site fire fighting facility equipped and manned for rapid response;

	4. Calls upon the international community to assist the State Party by mobilizing financial resources to enable the efficient management of the Vredefort Dome;


	3. Selous Game Reserve (United Republic of Tanzania) (N199)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.3
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.3, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Expresses its sincerest condolences to the family of the game reserve officer who was killed recently;
	4. Regrets that the State Party did not submit a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the recommendations of the 2007 mission;
	5. Expresses its utmost concern about reports received by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN of uranium prospecting within the property and in the wildlife corridor; and reiterates its position that mining is incompatible with the World Heritage status of the property;
	6. Urges the State Party to halt any prospecting or other mining developments within the property and calls upon the holders of any mining or exploration permit  covering the property to respect international standards with respect to mining in World Heritage properties, as outlined in the International Council on Mining and Metals Position Statement on Mining and Protected Areas (2003) and not to mine or explore within World Heritage properties; 
	7. Notes with concern other potential developments within or in the vicinity of the property which might impact its Outstanding Universal Value and integrity, in particular planned dam developments and the proposed upgrading of the Tunduru- Songea road and also urges the State Party to submit information to the World Heritage Centre on the status of these projects and their potential impact on the property, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	8. Further urges the State Party to implement the recommendations of the 2007 monitoring mission;
	9. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, including the conditions of integrity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	10. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN Reactive Monitoring mission to the property as foreseen in Decision 31 COM 7B.3, to take place during the 2008/2009 dry season in order to assess the state of conservation of the property, in particular the effective management and impact of hunting activities on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property;


	4. Mosi-oa- Tunya / Victoria Falls (Zambia/Zimbabwe) (N509) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.4
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.4, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the progress of the States Parties to improve the institutional arrangements for managing and protecting this transboundary property;
	4. Notes with concern the challenges and threats to the integrity of the property, in particular from urban development, increasing tourism numbers, invasive species, and insufficient funds to implement the joint management plan;
	5. Calls upon the international community to offer financial and technical support for the implementation of the joint management plan and related programmes, including research and monitoring, and actions to ensure land use compatibility within the property;
	6. Requests the States Parties to continue their joint efforts to implement the Institutional Framework and Legal Cooperation, Tourism Development, and Resource Conservation Programmes; 
	7. Also requests the States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, including progress in identifying funding to implement the joint management plan and related programmes, and in addressing the threats and challenges facing the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.




	ARAB STATES 
	5. Wadi Al-Hitan (Whale Valley) (Egypt) (N 1186) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.5
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 29 COM 8B.5, adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005), 
	3. Notes the significant progress achieved by the State Party in strengthening the management capacities and facilities in the property in line with the recommendations of the World Heritage Committee at the time of inscription; 
	4. Reiterates the recommendation of the IUCN Evaluation to consider a nomination of the Gebel Qatrani area for natural criteria as an extension to the existing property;
	5. Requests the State Party to implement the recommendations of the mission, to reinforce and complement the earlier recommendations of the World Heritage Committee at the time of inscription:
	a) develop a proposal for changing the boundary of the property, taking into account recommendations at the time of inscription as well as recent additional fossil discoveries to the north of the property, and the possibility to link the property with the Gebel Qatrani area;
	b) address the issue of uncontrolled vehicle access in the north of the property;
	c) ensure adequate funding for the property to ensure running costs and maintenance of infrastructure;
	d) finalize the current revision of the management plan and submit a copy to the World Heritage Centre; 
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010 a report on the state of conservation of the property, in particular on the implementation of the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. 


	6. Banc d'Arguin National Park (Mauritania) (N 506) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.6
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.12, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit a state of conservation report as requested at its 31 session (Christchurch, 2007);
	4. Welcomes the findings of the IUCN Management Effectiveness Assessment on the positive progress in managing the property; but notes with concern the many threats which the property continues to face;
	5. Requests the State Party to implement the recommendations of its previous decisions; and in particular to report on the following issues:   
	a) monitoring the status of values of the property;
	b) protection of marine resources from overexploitation and pollution; and
	c) status of the proposed Oil spill emergency response plan;

	6. Also requests the State Party to provide to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2009 a report on the state of conservation of the property, including progress in implementing the previous recommendations, together with a copy of the management plan for the next period, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009. 


	7. Ichkeul National Park (Tunisia) (N1094) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.7
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 7A.12 and 31 COM 7B.13, adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006), and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively,
	3. Commends the State Party for its successful management of limited water resources in 2006-7 and notes with satisfaction the continuation of the policy of considering Ichkeul as a net consumer of water; 
	4. Also notes that the State Party has begun the process of establishing a management structure, with powers of decision making and financial autonomy, as recommended by the 2006 mission, and has recently established an Agenda 21 Committee;
	5. Welcomes the measures proposed in the management plan to achieve management of water resources through cooperation with the authorities responsible for the dams and through mathematical modelling;
	6. Expresses its satisfaction at the continuing improvement of the state of conservation of the property, in particular the restoration of fresh water conditions, which have allowed the development of improved fish catches, greater expansion of water plants and the numbers of aquatic birds;




	ASIA-PACIFIC
	8. Purnululu National Park (Australia) (N1094) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.8
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 27 COM 8C.11 and 29 COM 7B.11, adopted at its 27th (UNESCO, 2003) and 29th (Durban, 2005) sessions respectively, 
	3. Notes the continued commitment of the State Party to address the conservation concerns of the property and its report on ongoing and planned measures;
	4. Notes with satisfaction the transfer of management of the Ord River Regeneration Reserve to the Western Australia Department for Environment and Conservation, and the commitment to extend the Purnululu Conservation Area in 2015, as a means of providing enhanced wider protection of the World Heritage property;
	5. Also notes the State Party’s intentions in relation to the review of the Purnululu National Park Management Plan and requests the State Party, in consultation with IUCN and ICOMOS, to:
	a) confirm the adequacy of sustainable finance for the management of the    property and its surrounding areas; 
	b) pursue the on-going consideration of indigenous cultural values of the property;
	c) facilitate a discussion over priority issues that should be brought to the attention of the World Heritage Committee; 
	6. Also requests the State Party to inform the World Heritage Centre of the legal resolution of the native title to Purnululu National Park when this is known, in order to establish an achievable schedule to report on these issues to the World Heritage Committee;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on progress made on the state of conservation of the property assessing the specific issues raised above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.

	Decision:  32 COM 7B.9
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.14, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Takes note with satisfaction of the progress made with the planning and preparation for the implementation of the plan for the eradication of invasive rabbits and rodents that adversely impact the property’s values and integrity;
	4. Requests the State Party to proceed swiftly with the implementation of the eradication plan and to secure and allocate sufficient financial and technical support for key pre and post eradication monitoring activities, such as vegetation and seabird monitoring on the island, which will help to demonstrate the benefits of the eradication project;
	5. Recalls the 2003 recommendation of the Bureau of the UNESCO Man-and-Biosphere (MAB) Programme’s International Coordinating Council to consider withdrawing Macquarie Island from the World Network of Biosphere Reserves and to focus on the World Heritage status of this property, considering that it is not a functional biosphere reserve as it lacks human residents and does not demonstrate sustainable development;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, including information on the progress made with the implementation of the eradication plan, the estimated size of the rabbit population on the island, and the potential impact on the island’s seabirds of long-lining fishing trials in the waters around the island, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.

	Decision:  32 COM 7B.10
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Offers its sympathy for the tragic loss of life as a result of cyclone Sidr;
	3. Calls upon the international community to support the State Party in its efforts to re-establish full management capacity at the property as soon as possible:
	4. Requests the State Party to implement the recommendations of the Reactive Monitoring mission, and place particular emphasis on the following:
	a) produce a detailed restoration and recovery plan;
	b) restore management capacity to:
	i) restore field stations and forest patrols;
	ii) communication and transport equipment;
	iii) implement ecological monitoring;

	c) support the revival of livelihood activities, including ecotourism;
	d) engage with local communities to communicate the importance of the property to sustainable livelihoods and to determine alternatives to encroachment into the property;


	Decision:  32 COM 7B.11 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.15, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Commends the State Party for consulting with stakeholders on the modification of the boundaries of the property; and for its Comprehensive River Basin Planning process and encourages it to extend this consultation with stakeholders, particularly the local communities, on its plans for dam building in the region;
	4. Requests the State Party to provide the following documents and reports when complete and as soon as possible for review and comment by the World Heritage Committee before their finalisation and implementation: 
	a) Environmental Impact Assessments for Comprehensive River Basin Planning and Special Hydroelectric Dam Planning for the following rivers:
	i) middle and lower reaches of the Nujiang River: The Report on Hydroelectric Dam Planning in the Middle and Lower Basins of Nujiang River for the 9-scalar dam;
	ii) upper reaches of Lancang River: The Report on Hydroelectric Dam Planning in the Upper Reach Segment of Lancang River for the 5-scalar dam; and
	iii) middle reaches of the Jinsha River: The Concise Report on the Comprehensive Planning for use of Yangtze River Basin for unspecified dams;

	b) Environmental Impact Assessments or operation plans for planned or existing mines demonstrating environmental management practices to prevent negative effects on the property;
	c) plans and justification for the modification of boundaries, including how ecological connectivity issues are being addressed.

	5. Also requests the State Party to highlight specific direct and indirect impacts of dam construction on the values of the property;
	6. Further requests, in addition to the reporting on points above, the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, including status of hydroelectric dam planning and development and boundary modification, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.

	Decision:  32 COM 7B.12 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 26 COM 21B.10, adopted at its 26th session (Budapest, 2002), 
	3. Notes the important on-going efforts of the State Party to protect the property, in particular for the strategic extensions to the National Park in order to address issues of integrity affecting the existing property;
	4. Requests the State Party to continue its efforts to create a protected area in the Karbi Anglong hills and to ensure the connectivity with the existing National Park, in order to ensure long term integrity of the property;
	5. Urges the State Party to ensure that adequate funding and staffing is provided for the management of the property and that funds provided by the central Government are transferred in a timely manner to the property;
	6. Expresses its concern about the planned upgrading of the NH37 national highway into a four-lane highway, which would block wildlife migrations and could threaten the values for which the property was inscribed on the World Heritage List and also requests the State Party to submit the plans for this development, including the Environmental Impact Assessment, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, before any decision on the upgrading of the road is taken;

	Decision:   32 COM 7B.13
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.17, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes with concern the ongoing problems of water supply caused by reduced summer monsoon rains in the last four years and the resulting problems with invasive vegetation, notably Prosopis julifora and Eichhornia crassifes;
	4. Also notes with concern the continuing absence of any information to gauge the effects of the repeated droughts on the diversity and abundance of birdlife in the property, placing in doubt its Outstanding Universal Value;
	5. Further notes the efforts of the State Party to address the water shortage as manifested by its investment in the Chiksana Canal and in the Govardhan Drain diversion projects, and in the proposed Dholpu-Bharatpur water supply project;
	6. Welcomes the increased involvement of local stakeholders in the management of the property and suggests that formal structures be established to enable local stakeholders to be consulted on management and to participate in the conservation of the property; 
	7. Requests the State Party to implement the recommendations of the 2008 Reactive Monitoring mission, notably to: 
	a) complete the Govardhan Drain diversion project in time to take advantage of the 2008 monsoon, and report on progress in the Dholpur-Bharatpur drinking water project; 
	b) complete the Prosopis invasive plant control measures and put into place a permanent control programme for this, and other invasive plants; 
	c) collaborate with local communities and stakeholders on management of the property in particular for the eradication of invasive vegetation; 
	d) implement a monitoring programme of breeding and wintering birds in the property and in the region as soon as possible, with special attention to the Siberian Crane, to enable monitoring of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; and to make the results of such monitoring available to international conservation organisations, engaging with conservation organisations as appropriate;  
	e) continue to invest in the maintenance and improvement of the property’s infrastructure, including tourism infrastructure; 
	f) carry out a public use planning exercise with the objectives of better defining management authority, state and central government investments in this regard; 
	g) support the efforts to identify and improve management of satellite wetlands surrounding the property as a strategy to enhance the resilience of bird populations to climatic and hydrological variations in the region; 



	14. Tropical Rainforest Heritage of Sumatra (Indonesia) (N 1167)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.14
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 7B.12 and 31 COM 7B.16, adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, 
	3. Recognises the efforts of the State Party to implement the draft Emergency Action Plan (EAP) and its efforts to combat illegal logging, and urges the State Party to complete and fully implement the EAP in 2008;
	4. Regrets the escalation of threats, in particular the severity of encroachment, which have degraded the integrity of the property;
	5. Calls upon the international community to provide technical and financial support for the implementation of the EAP;
	6. Requests the State Party to address the key recommendations from the previous Reactive Monitoring missions, and in particular to:
	a) provide sufficient financial support to the park authorities for effective staffing, enforcement, prosecution and restoration and to identify alternative sources of income for local communities to help reduce illegal activities;
	b) communicate and collaborate with government agencies at all levels to ensure that policies, laws, enforcement, and private enterprise support and do not counter the efforts of the park authorities;
	c) halt all encroachment immediately, including by issuing the decree on encroachment, and monitor and remove settlements and plantations from encroached areas to facilitate their restoration;
	d) ensure legal protection from road building and mining, and establish legal exceptions for any laws that allow these activities in the property;
	e) enforce the boundaries of the property and maintain, patrol and communicate these boundaries to concessionaires, local authorities and other stakeholders.

	7 Also requests the State Party to hold a coordination workshop, to coincide with the planned 2009 joint Reactive Monitoring mission, with government agencies and other stakeholders to ensure the harmonisation of policies for the protection of the values and integrity of the property;
	8 Reiterates its request to the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;


	15. Lorentz National Park (Indonesia) (N 955)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.15 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 29 COM 7B.3, adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005), 
	3. Notes with concern the extensive threats to the property in the Lake Habema and southern lowland regions and the inadequate functioning of the management agency;
	4. Acknowledges the increased funding allocated to the property in 2008 as compared to 2007 and the cooperation with international partners to improve conservation; however, also notes with concern reports of projected future overall funding reductions from an already inadequate level of funding; 
	5. Calls upon the international community to continue to support the property and increase financial and technical assistance;
	6. Urges the State Party to increase political, financial and technical support for the property; and to engage more closely with the Papua provincial government to ensure that adequate legal protection and financial support is accorded to the property for its effective management;
	7. Requests the State Party to fully implement the recommendations of the 2008 Reactive Monitoring mission and to prioritise those which are most urgent, in particular:
	a) address the threats in the Lake Habema Region of the property from road construction, forest die-back and illegal logging through the following activities:  
	b) improve management agency functioning through the following activities: 
	iv) increase capacity of staff through training and recruitment of technical experts;

	c) improve management of the southern lowlands region through the following activities: 

	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre a report, by 1 February 2010, on the state of conservation of the property, and progress on the implementation of recommendations of the 2008 monitoring mission, in particular on the cessation of damaging road construction, rehabilitation of existing roads, mitigation of impacts, and research into forest die-back, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	16. Shiretoko (Japan) (N 1193) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.16
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Corr,
	2. Recalling Decision 29 COM 8B.6, adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005), 
	3. Commends the State Party for responding effectively to the recommendations made at the time of inscription of the property;
	4. Takes note of the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN Reactive Monitoring mission and requests the State Party to implement them, with particular emphasis on the following:
	a) explore with the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) the obtaining of the Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas (PSSA) designation for the marine component of the property, with a view to giving it an added layer of protection;
	b) integrate the marine management plan with the overall management plan of the property and clearly identify activities, results and objectively verifiable indicators, assign clear roles and responsibilities and elaborate a time-frame for its implementation; 
	c) complete the revision of the overall management plan for the property and integrate all the other individual plans, including the one for the marine component, salmonids, sika deer, and for ecotourism and proper use; 
	d) consider identifying and designating locally relevant conservation zones, including no-take zones and practices, within the marine habitat, to ensure sustainable productivity of the marine biodiversity, including of the fishery resource; 
	e) continue the cooperation which has been initiated with the Russian Federation to find long-term solutions to resource use problems, particularly the unsustainable harvesting of the Walleye Pollock, and for regular exchange of scientific information; 
	f) continue and accelerate measures to promote the free movement of salmon within the property and also to increase salmon escapement, giving priority attention to the modification of structures on the Rusha River, and monitor impacts on salmon populations; 
	g) develop clear indicators to help define acceptable limits for the impact of grazing on natural vegetation, and monitor the impacts of control measures on sika deer populations and the biodiversity and ecosystems of the property; 
	h) develop a consolidated ecotourism strategy for the property and ensure that it is closely linked and integrated with regional strategies for tourism and economic development within Shiretoko; 
	i) develop a Climate Change Strategy for Shiretoko which includes: 
	i) a monitoring programme; and 
	ii) adaptive management strategies to minimise any impacts of climate change on its values; 


	5. Also requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed regularly on the progress made with the implementation of the recommendations of the 2008 monitoring mission and submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2012, a report on the above issues for examination by World Heritage Committee at its 36th session in 2012.


	17.  Dong Phayayen-Khao Yai Forest Complex (Thailand) (N 590)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.17 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.22, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the efforts made by the State Party to implement the recommendations of the World Heritage Committee;
	4. Encourages the State Party to manage the high visitor levels by integrating visitor and tourism planning into the overall management of the property;
	5. Requests the State Party to complete as soon as possible the Environmental Impact Assessments for the widening of Highway 304 and for the design of the wildlife corridors and to allocate the required financial resources to proceed urgently with the consideration of these corridors;
	6. Also requests the State Party to continue its efforts to implement all recommendations and plans that have been recently developed to enhance the conservation and management of the property;




	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	18. Isole Eolie (Aeolian Islands) (Italy) (N 908) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.18 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.24, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the detailed report by the State Party addressing major threats identified by the 2007 joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN mission;
	4. Welcomes that all the new mining activity that could affect the property has been stopped, and requests the State Party, in collaboration with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, to ensure that these mining activities will not be reopened in the future;
	5. Also requests the State Party to take action, by 1 February 2009 to fully implement items b) to i) of Decision 31 COM 7B.24; 
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed and updated report, on the issues mentioned above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. 

	19. Durmitor National Park (Montenegro) (N 100) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.19 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.29, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Regrets the fires which occurred in August 2007 in the vicinity of the property;
	4. Encourages the State Party to include risk reduction in its management of the property, particularly in relation to the impact of fires on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a clarification on the status and exact location of the hydro-electric dams for which tenders were issued in November 2007, a report on its management of risks to the values of the property, and a report on the overall state of conservation of the property, for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN.


	20.  Belovezhskaya Pushcha / Białowieża Forest (Belarus / Poland) (N 33 bis) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.20
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 7B.20 and 31 COM 7B.30, adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively,
	3. Notes with concern that a large part of the property on the Belarusian side might not have been managed according to World Heritage standards given that the State Party considered that only the strictly protected zone of the Belovezhskaya Pushcha National Park was inscribed on the World Heritage List, not the whole National Park;
	4. Reiterates its request to both States Parties to ensure that the management of the property and surrounding areas does not adversely impact on the values and integrity of the property, and to continue their efforts to implement the recommendations of the joint 2004 World Heritage Centre / IUCN mission, as confirmed by the 2007 recommendations of the European Diploma Group of Specialists;
	5. Requests both States Parties to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN Reactive Monitoring mission to the property, preferably in September or October 2008, in order to:
	a) assess the state of conservation of the property and surrounding areas that are intended to be proposed as extensions to the property;
	b) resolve the boundary issue on the Belarusian side before the revision of the functional zoning of the national park is completed and obtain a map of the whole transboundary property;
	c) review progress made with the management plans for the national parks and make recommendations on the consideration of World Heritage requirements in them; and
	d) advise on the possibility to re-nominate the property under additional criteria, with extended and consolidated boundaries and with appropriate buffer zones;
	e) assist in reviewing the draft Statement for Outstanding Universal Value for the property prepared by the Periodic Reporting Meeting held in Wroclaw, Poland (September 2007)

	6. Also requests both States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, updated reports on the state of conservation of the property and on further progress made in implementing pending recommendations from the 2004 World Heritage Centre / IUCN mission, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	21. Danube Delta (Romania) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.21 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 30 COM 7B.24, adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006), 
	3. Regrets that the States Parties of the Republic of Moldova, Romania and Ukraine did not provide a report as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th session, and also regrets that the State Party of Ukraine did not keep the World Heritage Centre and IUCN informed about the reopening of navigation routes, any actual or potential impacts on the Danube Delta World Heritage property, and the implementation of proposed mitigation measures;
	4. Notes that the development of the Bystroe Canal does not conform to the Espoo Convention and that concerns have been raised through the Bern, Ramsar, Water and Aarhus Conventions on impacts associated with the canal;
	5. Notes with concern that the European Union has a variety of economic and environmental projects in the River Basin of the Danube that are not harmonized or coordinated with the environmental requirements for the protection of the Danube Delta;
	6. Urges the State Party of Romania to implement the recommendations and agreed actions of the Odessa Conference of 2006, and in particular to strengthen cooperation with the States Parties of Ukraine and the Republic of Moldova;
	7. Requests the State Party of Romania to finalise, adopt and implement the following:
	a) rules for navigation in the Danube Delta;
	b) guidelines on architecture and building activities in the Danube Delta; and include mitigation measures for hydrological impacts from construction in these guidelines;
	c) tourism Master Plan, while making every effort to ensure the protection of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	d) mechanism for transboundary cooperation on the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of projects affecting the Delta;

	8. Also requests the State Party of Ukraine to provide regular updates on the status of the Bystroe Canal project; 
	9. Further requests the State Party of Romania to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, including a copy of the River Basin Management Plan for the Danube Delta and the tourism plan for the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	22. Golden Mountains of Altai (Russian Federation) (N768 rev) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.22
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.25, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes with concern that the State Party has not rejected plans to construct a gas pipeline which, if it were to pass through the property, would constitute a threat to its Outstanding Universal Value and integrity and would represent a clear case for inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	4. Reiterates its requests to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	5. Requests the State Party to provide full details of the feasibility study for the gas pipeline project including results of the Environmental Impact Assessment (considering both environmental and social/cultural impacts) to the World Heritage Centre, in accordance with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines; 
	6. Also requests the State Party to fully consider and effectively implement the recommendations of the 2007 World Heritage Centre / IUCN mission to strengthen the protection and management of the property; 


	23. Volcanoes of Kamchatka (Russian Federation) (N 765 bis) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.23 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 7B.25 and 31 COM 7B.26 adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, 
	3. Also recalling Decision 24 COM VIII.44-49 (Cairns, 2000) on World Heritage and mining and the subsequent commitment by major stakeholders in the mining industry (International Council on Minerals and Metals,2003) not to mine in World Heritage properties,
	4. Notes that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property remains intact and is not subject to immediate threat but that important issues related to the integrity and management of the property exist which, if not addressed, could jeopardize its Outstanding Universal Value and integrity;
	5. Urges the State Party to implement the following recommendations of the 2007 mission in order to strengthen the protection and management of the property:
	a) upgrade the protection regime of the regional Nature Parks, either by upgrading them to National Park status, as originally foreseen by the State Party, or by revising their zoning to better conserve the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and in particular its biodiversity values;
	b) establish a management structure and institutional strategy for the property, which can ensure that all resources in the property are managed with the objective of conserving the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and its integrity; 
	c) develop an integrated management plan for the entire property, defining its management objectives based on its Outstanding Universal Value and associated conditions of integrity, setting common standards for management to maintain the World Heritage values across the property and define planning and management responsibilities for the different management entities; 
	d) develop or revise the management plans for each of the six components of the property as part of the integrated management plan that detail how each will be managed to maintain the values for which the whole property was inscribed as well as how these plans will be resourced to ensure their implementation; 
	e) precisely set the boundaries of the property within the management plan, by translating the boundaries identified at the time of inscription into geographical coordinates;  

	6. Requests the State Party to implement the other recommendations of the 2007 mission     to address key conservation issues, in particular:
	a) submit to the World Heritage Committee, the Environmental Impact Assessments for existing and planned mineral mining, geothermal exploitation as well as exploration projects situated near the boundaries of the property; 
	b) monitor closely on-going mining, gas pipeline, and mineral or geothermal exploration activities close to the boundaries of the property to avoid adverse impacts on the property and to ensure that the highest environmental standards are met; 
	c) submit an additional scientific report on the state of conservation of the salmon populations in the property, showing the trends since the time of inscription; 
	d) as part of an overall management framework, establish an access policy for the entire property, based on establishing an overall framework for access control and limiting accessibility; 

	7. Also urges the State Party to provide, by 1 November 2008, information on the alleged changes in the regulations of Bystrinsky Nature Park to allow geological prospecting and reported plans to change the boundaries of the park to accommodate mining activities; 
	8. Invites the State Party to consider addressing the issue of joint management plans, management frameworks and management standards for all natural World Heritage properties in the Russian Federation composed of federal and regional protected areas through a national law for the management of natural World Heritage properties that meets the State Party’s obligations to the Convention; 


	24. Lake Baikal (Russian Federation) (N 754) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.24
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 30 COM 7B.3, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Welcomes the steps taken by the State Party to implement some of the recommendations from the 2005 monitoring mission, but notes that many have not yet been fully addressed;
	4. Urges the State Party to implement the remaining recommendations effectively; 
	5. Requests the State Party to complete its review of the legal provisions relevant to the property and to ensure that the law “On protection of Lake Baikal” and other laws and regulations are effectively implemented ;
	6. Also requests the State Party to provide detailed information on any exemptions or amendments to the prohibited activities listed in Resolution 643 of the Baikal Law, and to confirm that activities incompatible with the World Heritage status, including mining, will continue to be prohibited;
	7. Encourages the State Party to ensure adequate funding for management and monitoring of the property; 
	8. Also urges the State Party to finalise, as soon as possible, the municipal sewage treatment facilities to enable the operation of the closed water system within the Baikalsk Pulp and Paper Mill; 
	9. Further requests the State Party to set up legal and administrative frameworks to regulate tourism and recreation, to urgently develop and adopt effective planning regulations, and to establish a sustainable tourism strategy for the property;


	25. Western Caucasus (Russian Federation) (N 900)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.25
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.32, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the current and potential threats to the property from roads, logging and lack of effective management;
	4. Welcomes the recent decision of the State Party to change plans concerning the location of the Sliding Center (luge-bobsleigh), Olympic Mountain Village and the Biathlon Stadium from close proximity to the property and to relocate them to a new location;
	5. Urges the State Party to halt all activities affecting the values and integrity of the property, in particular, the extensive risks to the property from the current plans for the developments for 2014 Winter Olympic Games, and road plans;
	6. Requests the State Party to implement all the recommendations of the 2008 monitoring mission as a matter of urgency, and in particular the following:
	7. Requests the Director of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN to develop a dialogue with the International Olympic Committee to put in place an agreement regarding Olympics and World Heritage to parallel the ICMM position statement on the prohibition of mining in World Heritage Sites;
	8. Also requests the State Party to provide the World Heritage Centre with copies of all new infrastructure planning and Environmental Impact Assessment documents, to include summary translations in one of the two working languages of the Convention for review as soon as these documents are available and before construction begins;
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and progress in finding alternative locations for the Olympic Games development and infrastructure, and all the other recommendations of the 2008 monitoring mission, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	26. Natural System of "Wrangel Island" Reserve (Russian Federation) (N 1023)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.26
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 28 COM 14B.14, adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004), 
	3. Regrets that there has been no reported progress made by the State Party in implementing the World Heritage Committee’s decision at the time of inscription; 
	4. Requests the State Party to take the necessary steps to complete the management plan for the property as soon as possible, and send it in three copies to the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies for review, before the 33rd session of the World Heritage Committee in 2009; 


	27. Henderson Island (United Kingdom) (N 487)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.27
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.34, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Welcomes the completion and dissemination of a visitor code of conduct;
	4. Notes the importance of decisive action in relation to threats to the property and requests the State Party to finalise plans for rapid implementation of the eradication of the invasive Polynesian rat and to consider the appointment of a ranger for Henderson Island; 
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the overall state of conservation of the property, including reference to alien fauna and flora, sustainable use of timber, turtle nesting beaches, extinctions, ex situ conservation and translocation, the rat eradication scheme, as well as the planned ranger appointment for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010, and further requests the State Party to provide the World Heritage Centre with a copy of the Environmental Strategy for the Pitcairn Islands, when it is available.


	28. Giant's Causeway and Causeway Coast (United Kingdom) (N 369)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.28
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 29 COM 7B.27, adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005), 
	3. Takes notes of the detailed report provided by the State Party on the developments concerning the visitor centre and improved planning processes and management of the property; 
	4. Welcomes the involvement with stakeholders in implementing the decisions adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 27th (UNESCO, 2003) and 29th (Durban 2005) sessions and the recommendations of the 2003 joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN Reactive Monitoring mission to build a new visitor centre and notes that planning permission was not granted for a private investor development proposal; 
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, an update report on the situation of the planning and design for the visitor centre, for review.


	29. Yellowstone National Park (United States of America) (N 28)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.29 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 30 COM 7B.28, adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006), 
	3. Acknowledges progress in implementing the New World Mining District Response and Restoration project, restoring the roads within the guidelines of the National Environment Policy Act, and in implementing water quality improvement measures;
	4. Requests the State Party to continue to address the threats identified in this and previous reports in particular: 
	a) accelerate the adaptive management changes under the Bison management plan, including:
	i) carry out a risk analysis for disease transmission from bison to cattle and include other ungulates by including a review of scientific knowledge on disease transmission, bison behaviour and genetics, and seasonal factors;
	ii) consider changing cattle management practices so that bison can migrate naturally, and;
	iii) promote and enhance stakeholders’ participation and accountability and transparency on the implementation of this plan.

	b) increase efforts to understand the causes for the slow recovery of the cutthroat trout;
	i) carry out a scientific review of the programme to remove the lake trout invasive species;
	ii) investigate the effects of reduced lake levels and drought on the cutthroat trout and consider the potential role of climate change in further affecting the recovery of this species;

	c) assess the risk to grizzly bears from declining whitebark pine and investigate the severity of bark pine beetle infestation and the role of changing temperatures;

	5. Notes the continued pressures from high visitor use and calls on the State Party to: 
	a) implement a sustainability programme to reduce the impacts of visitation and parks operations to ensure that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property can be transmitted to future generations;
	b) continue assessing visitor numbers and the effects of visitor use on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	c) continue assessing winter visitation and the effects from snowmobiles;

	6. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN Reactive Monitoring mission in 2011 to review progress in implementing the recommendations of the World Heritage Committee; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on progress made in addressing the different issues above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	30. Everglades National Park (United States of America) (N 76) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.30
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.12, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Acknowleges the extensive on-going efforts of the Everglades National Park and the considerable funding of the State Party to protect and restore the property;
	4. Encourages the State Party to continue providing sufficient funding to ensure the corrective measures are implemented as effectively and as quickly as possible; 
	5. Also encourages the State Party to conduct a vulnerability assessment and develop a risk reduction strategy for climate change, including effective solutions to restoring the water flow and functioning of the Everglades ecosystem that will allow it to adapt to projected sea-level rise;
	6. Notes that previous state of conservation reports have not provided data and information on the status of many of the values for which the property was inscribed;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed state of conservation report, including information on species and ecosystems, and progress in implementing the corrective measures and achieving the desired state of conservation, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.




	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	31. Iguazu National Park (Argentina) (N 303) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.31
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.38, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property is present though degraded, but also notes with serious concern the various specific threats which the property currently faces in particular threats due to biodiversity and  visual impacts;
	4. Notes with satisfaction the rejection of the hot air balloon concession;
	5. Urges the State Party, in coordination with the State Party of Brazil, to implement the following recommendations of the 2008 World Heritage Centre / IUCN monitoring mission in order to the strengthen the management and protect the biodiversity values of the property:
	a) create a permanent and effective mechanism for transboundary co-operation, in particular for research, resource protection, and public use oriented to the appreciation of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	b) continue joint efforts with the State Party of Brazil toward a coordinated revision of the management plans for the two adjacent properties, including development of shared indicators and standards for minimising visitor impacts, and establishing acceptable limits of change for biological and aesthetic values, including visual and audio impacts for all tourism and public use activities and associated infrastructure; 
	c) carry out a study of the short-term oscillation of water levels in the Iguazú River and Falls to quantify biological and visual impacts, and develop a monitoring process to track change and regularly inform decision-making;
	d) carry out a study of the economic benefits of tourism to the local economies and an inventory of those local attractions that could aid in diverting visitation away from the Falls area and that would contribute to building local constituencies;
	e) remove as soon as possible the unsightly remains of old elevated walkways that affect the visual integrity of the Garganta del Diablo overlook and vicinity, and restore the natural riverscape; 
	f) develop and implement a research and monitoring strategy for the key species that were speficially listed when the site was inscribed; 
	6. Recommends that the State Party carry out a study to determine the technical and economical feasibility of acquiring the lands of the Argentine Peninsula Bottleneck for inclusion to the Iguazú National Park; 
	7. Also urges the State Party through its National World Heritage Committee to implement an early warning system to alert the World Heritage Committee in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines to any plans for the development of a hydroelectric project on the Paraná River of Argentina and Paraguay that would impact the property; 
	8. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on progress in the implementation of the recommendations of the 2008 mission, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	32. Iguaçu National Park (Brazil) (N 355) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.32
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.39, adopted at its 31th session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property is present though degraded, but notes with serious concern the various specific threats which the property currently faces, in particular threats due to biodiversity and visual impacts;
	4. Urges the State Party, in coordination with the State Party of Argentina, to implement the following recommendations of the 2008 World Heritage Centre / IUCN mission in order to strengthen the management and protect the biodiversity of the property:
	a) create a permanent and effective mechanism for transboundary co-operation, in particular for research, resource protection, and public use oriented to the appreciation of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	b) continue joint efforts with the State Party of Argentina toward a coordinated revision of the management plans for the two adjacent properties, including development of shared indicators and standards for minimising visitor impacts, and establishing acceptable limits of change for biological and aesthetic values, including visual and audio impacts for all tourism and public use activities and associated infrastructure; and short-term oscillations in the water levels of the Iguaçu River and Falls;  
	c) carry out a study of the short-term oscillation of water levels in the Iguaçu River and Falls to quantify biological and visual impacts, and develop a monitoring process to track change and regularly inform decision-making; 
	d) carry out a study of the economic benefits of tourism to the local economies and an inventory of those local attractions that could aid in diverting visitation away from the Falls area and that would contribute to building local constituencies;
	e) develop and implement a research and monitoring strategy for the key species that were specifically listed when site was inscribed; 
	f) develop a qualified Ranger Corps for the Park specially trained in addressing conservation issues; 

	5. Also urges the State Party to implement an early warning system to alert the World Heritage Committee to any plans for the development of a hydroelectric project on the Iguaçu River that would impact the property; 
	6. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on progress in the implementation of the recommendations of the 2008 mission, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	33. Belize Barrier Reef System (Belize) (N 764) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.33
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Expresses its serious concern at the reported destruction of mangrove and coral reef ecosystems within the property with accompanying adverse impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value and the integrity of the property;
	3. Requests the State Party to urgently ensure that these destructive activities cease immediately and that the affected areas be ecologically rehabilitated; and to inform the World Heritage Committee of any existing or proposed development plans in waters / cays within or adjacent to the property as required under Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	4. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	5. Further requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN Reactive Monitoring mission in 2008/2009 to assess the extent of the reported damage and the state of conservation of the property; 
	6. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including measures taken to stop the destruction of mangroves and coral reefs and a description of progress in rehabilitating the reported damage to the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	34. Los Katios National Park (Colombia) (N 1083) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.34
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Notes with satisfaction the review and assessment process initiated by the State Party to strengthen the conservation and management of this property; 
	3. Invites the State Party to consider requesting International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund to support the review and assessment process; 
	4. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the state of conservation of the property and progress made on the implementation of the above mentioned review and assessment process for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009. 


	35. Talamanca Range-La Amistad Reserves / La Amistad National Park  (Costa Rica / Panama) (N 205 bis) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.35
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.36, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Regrets that the States Parties did not submit their reports in one of the two working languages of the World Heritage Convention (French and English);
	4. Notes with concern the observations reported by the World Heritage Centre / IUCN mission to the property, in particular:
	a) absence of any planned measures to mitigate the impact of the hydroelectric dams on the seven aquatic species which would otherwise be lost from the affected river systems;
	b) significant incidence of cattle within the property, including the creation of illegal pastures within its boundaries;
	c) longer term risk to the property posed by potential piecemeal development of hydroelectric dams and their associated infrastructure;
	d) risk that communities displaced by the dam construction may migrate into the property if their needs are not adequately addressed;
	e) low presence of the management authority at the property; 
	f) absence of an effective participatory management process involving civil society and government authorities; 

	5. Requests the States Parties to jointly address these concerns by urgently carrying out the following recommendations, noting points a)-e) as priorities:
	a) design, implement and monitor the effectiveness of mitigation measures in relation to the need to maintain the migratory corridors of the Changuinola and Bonyic rivers for the affected aquatic species; implement measures downstream to reduce mortality from pollution and illegal fishing (Panama); 
	b) develop and implement a plan to control and manage cattle within the property; integrating private lands into the property by 2018 (Costa Rica, Panama), and cease or rigorously control and manage the movement of cattle through the property(Panama) to avoid any effects on the Outstanding Universal Value and the integrity of the  property; 
	c) ensure that the needs of all members of communities that may be displaced by the building of the hydro-electric dams are adequately met, ensuring that the property is not negatively affected (Panama); 
	d) identify and implement appropriate increases in management authority presence to support the effective management of the property (Costa Rica, Panama); 
	e) re-activate and support the bi-national Biosphere Reserve Committee for the property, incorporating government and non-government stakeholders, providing effective landscape level input into management planning issues, and use existing bi-national cooperation agreements, particularly those existing under the framework of the  CCAD, to further enhance this work (Costa Rica, Panama); 
	f) carry out an analysis of the cumulative effects of potential further dam construction outside of the property (Panama) and of other infrastructure development (Costa Rica, Panama) on the property’s Outstanding Universal Value and integrity to better guide future decision-making and restoration/mitigation programmes;
	g) implement a systematic ecological monitoring system to improve understanding of the reduction in wildlife numbers reported to be taking place (Costa Rica, Panama);
	h) carry out a detailed assessment of observed encroachment taking place on the Caribbean side (Costa Rica), and implement an appropriate response to stop further encroachments and to ensure property boundaries are respected and their control enforced; 
	i) assess the effectiveness of the follow-up on environmental crimes reporting, and implement corrective measures where necessary (Panama); 

	6. Reiterates its request to the States Parties to develop jointly, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	7. Also requests the State Party of Panama to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the progress made in regards to the identification and implementation of mitigation measures in relation to the need to maintain the migratory corridors of the Changuinola and Bonyic rivers for the affected aquatic species as noted in point 5a) above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	8. Further requests the States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a joint report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementaiton of the recommendations noted in points 5a)-i) above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009. 


	36. Alexander von Humboldt National Park (Cuba) (N 839 rev)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.36 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.37, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Acknowledges with appreciation the commitment from Sherrit International (Canada) to abstain from exploring or exploiting the mining concession granted within this property in line with the international policy statement of the International Council of Mining and Metals (ICMM) of not undertaking these activities in World Heritage properties;
	4. Requests the State Party to make a clear and unequivocal commitment to close down the mining concessions granted within the boundaries of the property, or those in its periphery that could affect the property;


	37. Sangay National Park (Ecuador) (N 250) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.37
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.40, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit its state of conservation report in one of the two languages of the Convention (French and English); 
	4. Commends the State Party for its implementation of the “Enhancing our Heritage” management effectiveness toolkit;
	5. Urges the State Party to continue monitoring the impacts of the Highway of Guamote – Macas, particularly on the section within the property; in particular to monitor changes in vegetation, wildlife behaviour and any sign of ecoystem fragmentation and to develop and implement a recovery programme where vegetation has been affected;
	6. Welcomes the clarification on boundaries, buffer zones and land tenure provided by the State Party; and notes that the area of the World Heritage property has not been reduced;
	7. Requests the State Party to clarify the discrepancies in the maps provided between the boundaries of the World Heritage property and the northern part of the national park and to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2008, clear maps in this regard, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	38. Río Plátano Biosphere Reserve (Honduras) (N 196) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.38
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.13, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Commends the State Party for its efforts in implementing the recommendations from the 2006 monitoring mission and encourages international donors and partners involved in the conservation and management of this property to continue supporting the State Party efforts for the effective implementation of these recommendations; 
	4. Urges the State Party to expedite efforts for completing the action plan required for the effective implementation of Recommendation 5 of the 2006 monitoring report and for finalizing a detailed map clearly demarcating the property; and to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2008, the finalized map, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on further progress achieved on the implementation of the recommendations made by the 2006 monitoring mission, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	39. Manú National Park (Peru) (N 402) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.39
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.41, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit its state of conservation report in one of the two languages of the Convention (French and English); 
	4. Requests that the State Party provide an updated high resolution map of the World Heritage property clearly indicating the original boundaries as per the 1987 nomination dossier, and explaining the discrepancy between the surface area indicated in the original nomination dossier, and the current value of the property’s surface area and the area being proposed for extension;
	5. Invites  the State Party to submit a request for boundary modification, including a precise map illustrating lands proposed for extension, and encourages the State Party to consult with the World Heritage Centre on statutory requirements for preparing and submitting such request; 
	6. Notes with concern continued reports of threats to the conservation and integrity of the property, including incidents of deforestation, agricultural encroachment, invasion and insecurity; 
	7. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	8. Also requests the State Party to provide the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010 with a report on the state of conservation, including full details on the reported threats and any other potential threats directly and indirectly affecting the integrity of the property, along with management’s response to these threats, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	40. Pitons Management Area (Saint Lucia) (N 1161) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.40 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 28 COM 14B.11, and 31 COM 7B.42, adopted at its 28th (Suzhou, 2004) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, 
	3. Notes with concern that development continues to affect the integrity of the property, which if not urgently addressed is likely to lead to significant loss of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	4. Welcomes the preparation of an integrated development strategy for the property and requests the State Party to take the necessary steps to adopt its recommendations as the foundation of a binding planning framework for the property under the laws of St. Lucia, noting the need for the State Party to reflect further on its recommendations in order to ensure that the anticipated levels of development that might result from this strategy do not prejudice the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	5. Encourages the State Party to develop activities with local partners, including UNDP and IUCN, for a programme to strengthen the management of the property, including in relation to the capacity of the management agencies and the communities within and adjacent to the property to protect, manage and benefit from the World Heritage status;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a full State Party report on the state of conservation of the property and on the steps taken to implement the recommendations above, including detailed baseline information on current land use within the property and a description of the development application and review process, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.





	MIXED PROPERTIES 
	ASIA-PACIFIC 
	41. Tasmanian Wilderness (Australia) (C/N 181 bis) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.41
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.43, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Takes note of the findings of the recent World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS / IUCN monitoring mission to the property, and requests the State Party to:
	a) institute a mechanism through the future Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area (TWWHA) management plan reviews, and involving all relevant stakeholders, to monitor, assess and manage the ecological integrity of the TWWHA and adjoining reserves by considering activities related to forestry operations, road construction and regeneration fires in the areas adjacent to the property;
	b) submit a proposal for modifying the boundaries of the TWWHA to include the adjacent 21 areas of national parks and state reserves, which are currently not a part of the inscribed World Heritage property but are covered by its management plan;
	c) not to renew the existing leases for mineral exploration and exploitation within the property and immediately adjacent to it (such as in the Melaleuca Cox Bight area), after their expiry and to rehabilitate the areas concerned and to incorporate them into the World Heritage property. Further, no new mining licenses should be granted within the property or in the areas which are being recommended for addition;
	d) maintain and improve the resourcing for the research, documentation, protection, monitoring and effective management for archaeological and Aboriginal cultural sites both those within the TWWHA and those in the adjacent forestry areas that reflect the wider context of Aboriginal land-use practices and are of potential Outstanding Universal Value; 
	e) manage the forestry areas outside the inscribed property in order to protect cultural sites of potential Outstanding Universal Value; 
	f) ensure logging roads in areas adjacent to the TWWHA consider the ecological integrity, possible cultural sites and aesthetic values of the property, and reclaim roads no longer required; 
	g) prepare and implement a vegetation management plan covering the TWWHA and the adjoining forest reserves jointly by national parks and the forestry authorities, to address representativity of vegetation types and to reduce risks, particularly from fires and climate change; 
	h) implement the recommendations emanating from the recently completed 2008 review of the Tasmania Regional Forest Agreement; 
	i) establish an active programme for monitoring the impacts of climate change on the property and incorporate this programme into a risk-reduction strategy and action plan; 
	4. Also requests the State Party to revise the Statement of Outstanding Universal Value for the property to include relevant recent natural and cultural knowledge available regarding the site, for approval by the World Heritage Committee; 
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to consider, at its own discretion, extension of the property to include appropriate areas of tall eucalyptus forest, having regard to the advice of IUCN; and also further requests the State Party to consider, at its own discretion, extension of the property to include appropriate cultural sites reflecting the wider context of Aboriginal land-use practices, and the possibility of re-nominating the property as a cultural landscape;
	6. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, including a revised Statement of Outstanding Universal Value and progress related to the above mentioned issues, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. 




	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	42. Pyrénées – Mont Perdu (France / Spain) (C/N 773 bis)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.42 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.44, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Congratulates the State Party of Spain for its efforts in addressing the conservation issues facing the property;
	4. Notes progress achieved on the implementation of some of the recommendations of the 2007 Reactive Monitoring mission and encourages further work to implement the remaining recommendations; 
	5. Regrets the relocation of the Gavarnie Festival has not occurred, despite the commitment from the State Party of France at the time of the inscription of the property, considers that the continuation of the Gavarnie Festival within the inscribed property represents an ascertained danger to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, as defined by Paragraph 180 of the Operational Guidelines; and requests the State Party of France to take the necessary steps to relocate the Festival in line with its previous commitments and past decisions of the World Heritage Committee; 
	6. Also requests the States Parties to implement a participatory process involving all key stakeholders associated with the conservation and management of the property, in order to raise the profile of the agropastoralism system and consider ways of sustaining and supporting it as a key part of the Outstanding Universal Value of the cultural landscape;  
	7. Acknowledges a number of  new cross-border initiatives underway or planned and further requests the States Parties to ensure more effective and coordinated management and monitoring of this property and, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, to develop a joint draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, to guide management activities;
	8. Requests moreover the State Party of France to define the management structure for its part of the property, finalise and implement the interim management plan, and agree on a process to harmonise this with the State Party of Spain;  
	9. Requests furthermore the two States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on progress in addressing the above recommendations and in particular on the relocation of the Gavarnie Festival, the coordinated management of the property and the completion and implementation of the interim management plan for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009, and strongly urges the States Parties to request inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	43. Mount Athos (Greece) (C/N 454)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.43 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 30 COM 7B.34, adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006) session,
	3. Notes with satisfaction the continuous efforts between national authorities responsible for heritage conservation and the leadership of the monastic community, the Holy Community of Mount Athos, to collaborate fruitfully and effectively to ensure the long term conservation of the property;
	4. Also notes that the submitted reports do not address the key issue concerning the development of an overall management framework for the property covering both the natural and cultural values, as recommended by the joint mission and endorsed by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006); 
	5. Urges the State Party and competent authorities to continue to implement all recommendations of the 2006 joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS / IUCN mission;




	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	44. Historic Sanctuary of Machu Picchu (Peru) (C/N 274)
	Decision: 32 COM 7B.44
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.45, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Taking note of the Report on the Implementation of Decision 31 COM 7B.45, submitted by the State Party by 1 February 2008, and of the additional Report issued by the concerned Management Unit on June 2008;
	4. Regrets that the State Party did not submit its report in one of the working languages of the World Heritage Convention (French or English); 
	5. Takes note of the reported progress made by the re-established Integrated Management Unit in preserving the archaeological and natural values of the property and the awareness programmes for the local population, particularly with respect to the implementation of a participative strategy on the control of the western access to the property, the issuance of official tourist information on the risks of passing the night in Aguas Calientes village (Machu Picchu Pueblo), the evaluation of landslide risks and risks management plans, and to adequate budgetary improvements;
	6. Further notes the need to sustain efforts in addressing a series of critical ongoing issues identified in past decisions of the World Heritage Committee, including:
	a) improvement of effective governance mechanisms for the property,
	b) further implementation of effective measures to address risks to the property,
	c) adequate management and control of Aguas Calientes growth, and of derived impacts on the property through adequate infrastructure including improved waste disposal systems,
	d) adequate visitor management; 
	7. Expresses its concern over the potentially negative consequences to the aesthetic values of the property by authorizing  helicopter flights over the Sanctuary, and urges the State Party to make a scientific evaluation of the risks of this practice; 
	8. Also urges the State Party to further intensify action, supported by adequate human and financial resources, to sustain effective implementation of the following measures: 
	a) further improvement of effective governance and integrated management of the property and particularly the Sanctuary, through the participation of all key stakeholders in the review and further implementation of the Management Plan;
	b) further development and implementation of a comprehensive risk preparedness assessment to identify and respond effectively to the range of risks noted above; 
	c) development and implementation of an urban plan for Aguas Calientes to address effectively the following issues:
	i) risk due to landslides;
	ii) effective enforcement of the urban plan, particularly with regard to the number and height of buildings;
	iii) controls on properties and the quality of the construction of the buildings;
	iv) adequate capacities of medical and fire services for the local population and visitors;
	v) more adequate management of solid and liquid waste and of adequate disposal systems;
	vi) additional measures to support sustainable economic and community development consistent with the values of the property;
	vii) development and effective implemention of plans to manage visitor use and provide alternatives for transport and access to the property, addressing the increasing congestion of Aguas Calientes; 


	9. Requests the World Heritage Centre, the Advisory Bodies and the international community to work closely with the State Party to provide additional technical and financial support to enhance the local and national capacity to urgently and effectively implement these measures, and requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS / IUCN mission to develop an action plan for the property, as part of the revised Management Plan; 
	10. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	11. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and progress achieved on the implementation of the measures for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.
	12. Decides to apply the Reinforced Monitoring mechanism to the property for the following two years and asks in particular that the Committee be informed of the results of the Reactive Monitoring mission and on any information relevant for the conservation of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	13. Strongly urges the State Party to consider requesting inscription of the property on the World Heritage List in Danger. 





	CULTURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	45. Royal Palaces of Abomey (Benin) (C 323)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.45 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.14, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes with satisfaction that the safeguarding work for the totality of the structural elements of the property has been progressing since July 2007 in the framework of the implementation of the 2007-2011 management plan;
	4. Draws the attention of the State Party to the need to integrate its entire reconstruction activities concerning the royal areas in the framework of a global reflection on their future reuse and their capacity to generate income to cover their daily maintenance;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit, no later than 31 October 2008, a reconstruction policy document for the palaces, that takes into consideration the objectives of the management and conservation plan, for examination by ICOMOS, ICCROM and the World Heritage Centre;
	6. Encourages the State Party to pursue its funding strategy for conservation activities and presentation of the property thanks to income generated by the entrance fees to the property; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, no later than 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.

	46. Aksum (Ethiopia) (C 15)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.46
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 30 COM 7B.39, adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006),
	3. Notes with satisfaction that significant progress has been achieved in the implementation of the Aksum Obelisk re-installation project;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2008, the map of the property indicating clearly the boundaries of the World Heritage property and buffer zones, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	5. Encourages the State Party to submit an International assistance request to address the issue of rising water table level at the Stelae Park;
	6. Requests the State Party to implement the site management road map and to take the necessary protective measures;
	7. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	8. Further requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS mission to Aksum end of 2009 with a view to assessing its state of conservation and to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on progress made in the management of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	47. Rock-Hewn Churches, Lalibela (Ethiopia) (C 18)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.47
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 7B.40 and 31 COM 7B.46, adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, 
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit a report on the state of conservation of the property and the Statement of Outstanding Universal Value requested at the 31st session (Christchurch, 2007); 
	4. Commends the State Party for having extensively modified its temporary shelter project in accordance with the recommendations of the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, and constructed them respecting the integrity of the property and its environment by using reversible constructions; 
	5. Requests the State Party:
	a) to urgently undertake appropriate restoration and conservation measures for the Aba Libanos and Gabriel Rufael Churches; 

	6. Encourages the State Party to implement the Conservation Action Plan for the property.  This Plan should, in particular: 
	a) identify and analyze the decay factors of the monuments;
	b) identify and implement the most suitable sustainable solutions for the conservation of the property over and above the construction of the temporary shelters; 
	c) involve the local partners in the framework of sustainable economic and social development;



	48. Lamu Old Town (Kenya) (C 1055)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.48
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.50, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes the State Party’s continued work on the management plan, which involved stakeholders and the local community, as well as its progress on the extension of the buffer zone and improvement of the property’s infrastructure;
	4. Reiterates its concern about the ongoing uncontrolled development at the property;
	5. Also notes with concern oil exploration near the property and the possible construction of the new port facility and requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Committee informed of any potential impacts on the property; 
	6. Strongly urges the State Party to continue work on the extension of the buffer zone and the protection of the property;
	7. Also urges the State Party to continue its efforts to improve the infrastructure in order to sustain the progress already made;  
	8. Also requests the State Party to finalize and approve the management plan as soon as possible so that it may be implemented;
	9. Further requests the State Party to prepare the supplementary action plan as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007) to include the identification of the key stakeholders for various actions as well as the necessary timeframe for carrying them out;
	10. Requests moreover the State Party to submit the published regional development plan and the final management plan in three copies for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;


	49. Timbuktu (Mali) (C 119 rev)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.49
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add.2 and draft Decision 32 COM 7B.49 Rev,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.47, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Deeply regrets that the State Party has completed 80% of the construction work for the new Ahmed Baba Cultural Centre without having provided new technical documents that could have permitted a review of the architectural design; 
	4. Acknowledges the restoration work being carried out on the Djingareyber Mosque but requests that this is adequately documented, with existing documentation being submitted to the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS by 30 November 2008, and in future subject to approval on appropriate methods and materials before work commences; 
	5. Expresses its concern at the adverse impact of the new construction for the Ahmed Baba Centre on the Sankore Mosque that has caused a significant loss of its historical authenticity, as well as having had deleterious effect on its inherent characteristics;
	6. Also expresses concern that little progress has been made in halting the decline of buildings in the Old City;
	7. Strongly urges the State Party to implement the following corrective measures that will mitigate the threats facing the property: 
	a) re-location of the amphitheatre, the Ahmed Baba house, and any other planned development of the classroom and visitor facilities to another location, in order to allow the creation of an urban open space which would allow the retention of the urban coherence of the historic square of Sankore;
	b) creation of a national coordinating committee for Timbuktu, which would be the only authority to receive and evaluate projects which could impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	c) evaluation of the various existing plans and other studies and the development of a Master plan for the Old City of Timbuktu, which would address both conservation and the aspirations of the city in the 21st century, while preserving the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	d) development of detailed building regulations and a land-use plan for the property and buffer zones;
	e) development of a plan for the participation of the population of the town in matters of heritage so that it can in practice benefit from the projects and development; 
	f) extension of the boundaries of the World Heritage property to cover the whole of the Old City, in order to protect the monuments, as well as their urban context; 
	g) accelerated implementation of the short and medium term actions envisaged in the management plan; 

	8. Invites the conservation community to support the State Party in it efforts to address the severe, cumulative threats that are impacting on this property;
	10. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission, with the aim of assessing the progress made in the implementation of the corrective measures, and to identify possible alternatives for the provision of additional facilities; 


	50. Old Towns of Djenné (Mali) (C 116 rev)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.50 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.51, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes with satisfaction that the preparation of the management and conservation plan has begun with the involvement of a large number of stakeholders, and encourages the State Party to finalize this work as soon as possible; 
	4. Reiterates its concern that few satisfactory solutions have been found concerning alterations to buildings, drainage problems, and problems being faced by the archaeological sites; 
	5. Requests the World Heritage Centre, in the framework of the World Heritage Earthen Architecture Programme to initiate a pilot project for conservation in the Old Towns of Djenné;
	6. Calls upon the international donor community and conservation specialists to provide technical assistance and/or funding for the implementation of a pilot project for the conservation of earthen architecture in Djenné; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property and progress achieved with regard to the improvement in the changes made on the built environment, drainage problems, and problems facing the archaeological sites, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. 


	51. Island of Mozambique (Mozambique) (C 599)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.51
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.48, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the progress made in phase 1 of a project for the rehabilitation of the San Sebastian Fortress, and the completion of the restoration of Casa Girassol;
	4. Expresses its concern that no progress has been made with the Conservation and management plan but acknowledges that an application for  help in finalizing the Plan has been submitted to the Africa 2009 Programme for promoting a better understanding of World Heritage values;
	5. Also expresses its serious concern that there has been little progress in addressing the serious degradation of historical monuments and urban structures, which is threatening the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	6. Urges the State Party to address the most severe degradation and put in place short-term remedial actions, including capacity building, in collaboration with all the stakeholders; 
	7. Calls upon the international community, in collaboration with UNESCO, to support the creation of partnerships to allow an integrated approach to the sustainable development of the property; 
	8. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	9. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS / ICCROM Reactive Monitoring mission to examine the state of conservation of the property and determine if it is under ascertained or potential threats, as defined by Paragraph 179 of the Operational Guidelines; 
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the progress made in implementing the Emergency Action Plan and in undertaking short-term remedial actions, and on the preparation of the Conservation and management plan, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger.  


	52. Richtersveld Cultural and Botanical Landscape (South Africa) (C 1265)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.52
	2. Having examined  Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	3. Recalling Decision 31 COM 8B.20, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	4. Expresses its concern that despite being given assurances in the Nomination file, that a prospecting mineral licence was issued for a considerable part of the property and its buffer zone two months after the inscription; 
	5. Appreciates the efforts being undertaken by the State Party to resolve the issue; 
	6. Also urges the State Party to continue its efforts in solving boundary, human use and management issues facing the Richtersveld Cultural and Botanical Landscape World Heritage property and other World Heritage properties in South Africa; 
	7. Further requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission to the property to assess its state of conservation; evaluate the extent to which the above recommendations are being met and meet with both the State Party and other stakeholders;


	53. Island of Saint-Louis (Senegal) (C 956 bis)
	Decision: 32 COM 7B.53
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 30 COM 7B.37, adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006), 
	3. Takes note of the actions taken by the State Party to improve the state of conservation of the property;
	4. Takes note  of the advancement achieved in the implementation of the recommendations of the 2006 World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS / ICCROM mission as set out in Decision 30 COM 7B.37;
	5. Considers that the property continues to be seriously threatened and encourages the State Party to ensure that no rehabilitation or other interventions affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	6. Urges the State Party to implement the management plan (Safeguarding and Enhancement Plan) which has just been adopted as a Presidential decree; 
	7. Encourages the State Party to coordinate the support of international partners in order to address the key recommendations of the World Heritage Committee; 
	8. Requests the State Party to urgently appoint a site manager for the property; 
	9. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	10. Further requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS / ICCROM Reactive Monitoring mission to examine the state of conservation of the property, to develop capacity building and determine if it is under ascertained or potential threats, as defined by Paragraph 179 of the Operational Guidelines;  
	11. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2009, a report on the progress made to improve the property’s state of conservation, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.  


	54. Stone Town of Zanzibar (United Republic of Tanzania) (C 173 rev)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.54 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.49 adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007);
	3. Reiterates the importance of conforming  with the deadline set by the World Heritage Committee and takes note of the results and recommendations of the World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS mission undertaken to the property;
	4. Regrets the decision of the State Party to proceed with the Malindi Port Development project without first undertaking the planned baseline survey and Environmental Impact Assessment requested in Decision 31 COM 7B.49; 
	5. Expresses its concern about the negative impacts to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property caused by work on the Malindi Port development project, including loss of two historic warehouses, and erection of new, inappropriately scaled and designed  port facilities without prior approval;
	6. Requests the State Party to urgently:
	a) carry out an immediate and independent Environmental Impact Assessment on both the cultural and bio-physical resources, in full collaboration with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, before November 2008; 
	b) ensure that the Environmental Impact Assessment includes a 3-5 year monitoring project in order to mitigate to the greatest extent negative impacts of work carried out and described in the mission report; 

	7. Expresses its appreciation for the efforts undertaken by the State Party to strengthen conditions for conservation, and acknowledges the ongoing challenges to maintain the state of conservation of the World Heritage property;
	8. Also requests the State Party to finalize the currently prepared integrated management plan with full participation of all the relevant stakeholders, by organizing a stakeholders meeting aiming at setting up a platform for the integrated management of the World Heritage property; 
	9. Further requests the State Party to finalize the Review of the 1994 Heritage Act in order to gain greater autonomy and greater effectiveness in the long term conservation of the property’s Outstanding Universal Value;
	10. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	11. Invites the Director General of UNESCO to approach the European Commission in order to explore possibilities of establishing a working mechanism whereby all projects to be implemented in World Heritage properties, meet all the requirements set by the World Heritage Committee; 




	ARAB STATES
	55. M’Zab Valley (Algeria) (C 188) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.55
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 30 COM 7B.48, adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006),
	3. Notes with satisfaction the State Party’s intention to prepare a safeguarding and management plan foreseen for 2010; and encourages it to submit a revised international assistance request for experts to assist local authorities in the preparation of this plan; 

	56. Tipasa (Algeria) (C 193) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.56 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.54, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Expresses its satisfaction at receiving the well structured and comprehensive terms of reference for the preparation of the Protection and management plan; 
	4. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the progress made with the completion and implementation of the Protection and management plan;
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2008, a map clearly displaying the delimitation of all components of this serial property, and its buffer zone, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, as soon as possible and prior to carrying out the work, the detailed design of the proposed port development showing its impact on the property;
	7. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a progress report on the implementation of the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	57. Ancient Thebes with its Necropolis (Egypt) (C 87)
	Decision: 32 COM 7B.57
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add.2,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 7B.46 and 31 COM 7B.55 adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006), and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, 
	3. Congratulates the State Party for its efforts in managing its World Heritage properties;
	4. Reiterates its request to: 
	a) revise the design of the Avenue of the sphinxes and its surroundings;
	b) abandon the project of building a landing stage for tourism cruise boats on the Western Bank of the Nile close to the new bridge, and to limit all such developments to the Eastern Bank;

	5. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to prepare and/or finalise the management plans for Karnak, Luxor and the West Bank and to integrate these plans into one comprehensive and coordinated Management plan, including a conservation plan and a tourism control strategy;
	6. Urges the State Party to establish a formal coordination mechanism under the responsibility of the Supreme Council of Antiquities between the latter, the Supreme Council of Luxor, the international scientific teams and other concerned stakeholders, and to hold regular consultations prior to the approval and launching of projects affecting the property and its buffer zone;
	7. Invites the State Party to strengthen efforts to restore Hassan Fathi’s new Gurnah village and to forward all projects related to the village prior to their approval for review by the World Heritage Committee;
	8. Further reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, as a central part of the establishment of the management plan and related co-ordinated mechanism, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	9. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission in early 2009 to examine the progress made by the State Party in addressing the situation and to report about it to the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;


	58. Historic Cairo (Egypt) (C 89)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.58
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.56, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the State Party’s commitment to revising the Cairo Financial Centre project so as to mitigate its impact on the urban landscape of the Citadel and requests that an alternative design be adopted and submitted, as soon as possible, to the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS for review ;
	4. Considers that the following measures should be taken into account in the alternative design, as they constitute the minimum requirements in order to not jeopardize the Outstanding Universal Value of the property:
	a) the height of the complex should be further reduced and shaped to allow the building to rise progressively from the level of the Salah Salem highway to approximately 31 metres in the Eastern part of the site (at a distance of 500 metres from the Citadel wall). This would reduce the visual impact of the new buildings on the Citadel;
	b) the volume of the complex, now appearing as a huge mass of high rise buildings, should be broken up into several parts which would better balance the urban form and volumes of the Citadel;
	c) the building elevations, now projected as continuous homogeneous horizontal glass strips, should be revised in order to harmonise with the surroundings and minimise visual disturbance.

	5. Urges the State Party to implement the main recommendations of the 2002 Symposium report, subsequently endorsed by the World Heritage Committee, in particular to prepare a comprehensive Urban Plan for the Conservation and Development of the Old City, whereby the conservation of historic buildings would be accompanied by appropriate development regulations;
	6. Requests the State Party to invite a high level mission headed by the Director of the World Heritage Centre to discuss these issues with the State Party’s officials;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the implementation of the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	59. Um er-Rasas (Kastrom Mefa'a) (Jordan) (C 1093)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.59
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.57, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Congratulates the State Party for the quality and extent of conservation measures undertaken since the mission of November 2006;
	4. Notes that the steps being taken by the State Party have removed the threat of loss of Outstanding Universal Value, and sustained the site’s authenticity and integrity, and that there is no need at present to consider World Heritage in Danger listing;
	5. Requests the State Party to provide to the World Heritage Centre a technical document including detailed documentation of all initiatives described in its state of conservation report, and supplementary information on the new management structure and staffing, the completion and initial operations of the visitor’s centre, the definitive organization of the pathway system, progress in development of the conservation plan and in the elaboration of a management plan; 
	6. Encourages the State Party to:
	a) develop a financial system with a minimum annual operations budget;
	b) prepare a possible revision of the boundaries of the property and buffer zone; 
	c) develop a timeframe for the implementation of short and long term corrective measures (conservation, maintenance and monitoring plans for ongoing consolidation and security works), as well as a needed archaeological research policy;

	7. Also requests the State Party to submit a report to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February, 2009, on its progress in implementing the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	60. Tyr (Lebanon) (C 299) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.60 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 7B.52, and 31 COM 7B.62 adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, 
	3. Regrets that the State Party has not submitted the report requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), without which it is not possible to assess the progress of activities at the property;
	4. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission to evaluate the progress and the impact of the projects in progress and envisaged; 
	6. Also requests the State Party to provide a detailed topographical map with geographic coordinates indicating the boundaries of the property, and if possible those of its buffer zone by 1 December 2008, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a progress report on the implementation of its recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	61. Medina of Essaouira (Ancient Mogador) (Morocco) (C 753 rev) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.61
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 30 COM 7B.47, adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006),


	62. Bahla Fort (Oman) (C 433) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.62
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 7B.56 and 31 COM 7B.67 adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006), and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, 
	3. Regrets that the State Party has not submitted the report requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), without which it is not possible to assess the progress of activities at the property;
	4. Strongly urges the State Party, if it has not already done so, to finalise and adopt the management plan taking into account the recommendations of the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, and to establish the necessary legal and administrative framework for its implementation;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2009, the adopted management plan in three printed and electronic copies and a detailed progress report on its implementation, the legal framework and administrative structure, as well as the souk project, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	63. Ancient City of Damascus (Syrian Arab Republic) (C 20)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.63
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.55, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Takes note with great satisfaction that the State Party has decided to cancel the urban development of King Faisal Street, and requests, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to be informed in advance of any proposals to re-design or re-shape the Faisal Street area, and of any other major project planned; 
	4. Also requests the State Party to ensure that: 
	a) all future infrastructure and sub-surface works on structures include an archaeological impact assessment, salvage excavation and mitigation as may be necessary to conserve archaeological resources; 
	b) traditional approaches to conservation, restoration, repair and maintenance of building fabric be employed in all work within the property and its neighbouring historic quarters within the buffer zone, in order to maintain the authenticity of the property; 
	c) conservation and planning procedures for adaptive re-use of the important stock of abandoned buildings within the property and the foreseen buffer zone be established, and implemented;

	5. Regrets the construction of the new cultural centre on Medhat Pasha Street, and urges the State Party to  transmit all available information on the project to the Word Heritage Centre, and to study how to mitigate the negative impact on the values of the urban historic context;
	6. Reiterates its invitation to the State Party to consider extending the boundaries of the property in order to include its valuable historical neighbourhoods and further requests the State Party to complete its work on defining the proposed buffer zone to be submitted to the World Heritage Centre, for approval by the World Heritage Committee;
	7. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to develop and implement a management plan intended to ensure co-ordination of all actions affecting the property and its surroundings, and which would bring together the many existing planning mechanisms, strategies, and international co-operation programmes in a framework which ensures respect for the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	8. Invites the State Party to explore the means to grant the bodies responsible for the Ancient City of Damascus, the authority, resources and status to develop, and implement the management plan mentioned above;
	9. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a progress report on the above recommendations and on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.




	ASIA-PACIFIC
	64. The Ruins of the Buddhist Vihara at Paharpur (Bangladesh) (C 322)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.64
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.76, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),  
	3. Notes the lack of progress in the implementation of the activity concerning the drainage problems and the development of a management plan;
	4. Expresses its serious concern about recent works carried out at the site concerning the installation of draining pipes along the main stupa of the Pararpur Vihara and light fittings in its immediate vicinity, which appear to have had a negative impact on the heritage values of the property;
	5. Requests the State Party of Bangladesh to suspend the above-mentioned works and implement the appropriate mitigating measures to prevent possible deterioration of the property until the situation is reassessed, as well as to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ Advisory Bodies Reactive Monitoring mission to the property, preferably before the end of 2008, in order to:
	a) assess the state of conservation of the property and particularly the impact of water and humidity on the brick masonry;
	b) review the effectiveness of the management system in place. 
	6. Urges the State Party to strengthen the capacity of the Department of Archaeology by providing it with adequate human and financial resources;
	7. Also requests the State Party to continue its efforts towards the definition of the boundaries, the solution of the drainage problems and the overall strengthening of the management system at the property;  
	8. Encourages the State Party to submit a request for International Assistance to undertake a project to define the boundaries of the property and the buffer zone;
	9. Further requests the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, and to submit it to the World Heritage Centre for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	10. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, the proposed delimitation of the property and its buffer zone, as well as the management plan for the property in three copies for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies; 
	11. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009 a progress report on the above issues, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009. 


	65. Angkor (Cambodia) (C 668)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.65
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 30 COM 7B.61, adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006), 
	3. Notes with satisfaction that a new ad hoc group of experts for sustainable development has been established and has become operational during 2007; 
	4. Welcomes the progress achieved through the project entitled “Angkor management plan”, in clarifying the challenges facing APSARA for the management and conservation of the property, as well as in defining the actions required to address them satisfactorily;
	5. Also welcomes the proposal for the development of a “Heritage Management Framework”, which would complement the “Angkor management plan” project by focusing specifically on the conservation of the heritage values of the property,  and strongly encourages the State Party to take this project forward as soon as possible;  
	6. Reiterates its serious concern for the continuing and increasing threats posed to the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property by the ongoing uncontrolled urban expansion in the property and its buffer zones, despite the efforts made by the Cambodian authorities;
	7. Requests the State Party to address these threats by ensuring swift and full implementation of the recommendations of the 2005 mission, and in particular to: 
	a) clarify, including by passing new legislation if necessary, the rules regarding property rights, ownership and building codes applicable to zones 1 and 2; 
	b) enforce existing laws regarding illegal occupation, unauthorised construction and development and park-land appropriation/alienation; 
	c) strengthen the capacities of APSARA to enable effective land use planning and management, including by providing it with the necessary resources;

	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the progress made on the issues mentioned above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. 


	66. Classical Gardens of Suzhou (China) (C 813 bis)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.66
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 30 COM 7B.62, adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006), 
	3. Welcomes the progress made in the development of an updated Plan for the Protection of the Historic and Cultural City (site management plan), as requested at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006);
	4. Takes note of the State Party’s intention to prepare a proposal for extension of the existing World Heritage property to include the entire historic town of Suzhou, and other historical canal towns within the same geo-cultural area in China;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, the approved revised Master Plan for the City of Suzhou (2007–2020) and the Site management plan, as well as an English summary of their contents, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies.


	67. Old Town of Lijiang (China) (C 811)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.67
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.69, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the continued efforts made by the State Party to improve management of the property, and its complete response to the requests made by the World Heritage Committee at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007); 
	4. Reiterates its requests to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, as well as linkages between tangible and intangible heritage aspects, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	5. Requests the State Party to implement all the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS mission of January 2008; and especially to: 
	a) complete the comprehensive conservation master plan, which should provide overarching principles for regional development and tourism control as well as conservation guidelines, together with the Site management plan;
	b) strengthen the capacity of the World Cultural Heritage Management Bureau to implement and coordinate more effectively these planning initiatives;

	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including information on the progress made in implementing the actions mentioned above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	68. Historic Centre of Macao (China) (C 1110)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.68
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Noting with concern that development projects are being implemented or proposed in areas surrounding the buffer zones of the property, which might have a negative impact on its visual integrity, 
	3. Welcomes the measures taken by the State Party of China to mitigate possible negative impacts of development projects on the visual integrity of the World Heritage property by reducing height limits for construction in sensitive areas surrounding the Guia Hill and the Monte Fortress ; 
	4. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	5. Also requests however the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission to the property to determine whether the above mentioned measures are adequate to ensure the long term protection of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and to provide advice on defining the setting of the property and any possible revision of the boundary of the buffer zone which might be required; 
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, an updated report on the progress made in implementing the measures mentioned above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	69. Red Fort Complex (India) (C 231 rev)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.69 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 8B.32, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, three printed and electronic copies of the revised comprehensive conservation management plan, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies. 


	70. Group of Monuments at Hampi (India) (C 241)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.70 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.81, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes the continuing efforts made by the Hampi World Heritage Area Management Authority (HWHAMA) to improve the management of the property;
	4. Notes with concern that the requests by the World Heritage Committee at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007) to implement the recommendations of the January 2007 mission have not yet been fully addressed; 
	5. Urges the State Party to: 
	a) modify the design and dimensions of the Anegundi Bridge and put in place traffic regulations for heavy vehicles;
	b) approve and implement the integrated management plan (IMP) based on a revised Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity;
	c) clarify the boundaries of the property and its buffer zones;
	d) ensure adequate human and financial resources to allow the implementation of the Integrated Management Plan; 

	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, as soon as possible, the modified design of the bridge; the new traffic regulations for heavy vehicles; the final approved version of the IMP in three copies; the location of the interpretation centre; clarifications on the boundaries and buffer zones and the draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, by 1 February 2009, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies and for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd Session;
	7. Also urges the State Party to ensure that the implementation of the IMP by the HWHAMA is fully integrated into the State and National Planning framework, particularly for tourism and urban development; 
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010 a progress report on the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	71. Sangiran Early Man Site (Indonesia) (C 593)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.71 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.70, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Expresses its satisfaction regarding the progress made by the State Party in implementing its 2007 recommendations; 
	4. Urges the State Party to give full consideration to implementing the recommendations of the 2008 joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS mission; 
	5. Reiterates its requests to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a progress report on the above issues, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	72. Meidan Emam, Esfahan (Islamic Republic of Iran) (C 115)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.72
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.71, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the efforts made by the State Party to address the overall preservation and conservation of the property and particularly the successful diversion of the subway;
	4. Also notes the progress made in drafting the nomination dossier for the extension of the property to include the Cultural and Historic Axis of Esfahan;
	5. Urges the State Party to complete the reduction of the height of the Jahan Nama Commercial Complex to ensure minimum negative impacts upon the visual integrity of the property; 
	6. Requests the State Party to establish mechanisms for undertaking systematic cultural, social and Environmental Impact Assessments prior to designing large scale development projects, which might impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the progress to complete the reduction of the height of the Jahan Nama Commercial Complex tower and in establishing assessment mechanisms for large scale projects, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	73. Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara (Japan) (C 870)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.73
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.72, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Takes note with satisfaction of the fact that the proposed construction of the Yamato-Kita Road will not impact negatively on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property; 
	4. Recommends to the State Party, however, to further develop and establish at the property the appropriate groundwater monitoring systems and risk mitigation plans, in order to be able to prevent any unwanted fluctuation of groundwater levels in case of unexpected contingencies;
	5. Also takes note with satisfaction that the revised plan for the 1300th Anniversary of Nara has been reduced in scope and, at present, does not involve any new reconstruction project;
	6. Also recommends that the State Party ensures, when preparing the detailed designs for the celebrations for the 1300th Anniversary of Nara, that the appropriate measures are taken to ensure that no damage is caused to the buried archaeological relics within the Nara palace site and its surroundings;  
	7. Requests the State Party to confirm whether or not any new reconstruction project is being planned at the property, in addition to that for the Former Imperial Audience Hall, and, if in the affirmative, to provide detailed information thereupon; 
	8. Also requests the State Party to clarify whether any change is being envisaged regarding the legal and institutional framework of the Nara Palace site, and to elaborate on the possible implications of this change for the management and conservation of the site as part of the World Heritage property;
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report including information on the points above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009. 


	74. Town of Luang Prabang (Lao People’s Democratic Republic) (C 479 rev)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.74 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling its Decision 31 COM 7B.73, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Reiterating its concern that the level of co-ordination and the priority given to protection of the property’s Outstanding Universal Value has been insufficient to halt the progressive loss of its fabric and traditions in the face of development pressures, 
	4. Recognizing the commitment of the State Party to improve the state of conservation of the property, including through recent measures to launch the revision of the Urban Plan, reinforce the Maison du Patrimoine and strengthen coordination with local stakeholders at the site, 
	5. Urges the State Party to implement all the recommendations made by the November 2007 mission and especially:
	a) to revise the Urban Plan for the province of Luang Prabang and define, in this context, a buffer zone for the property;
	b) to impose a moratorium, pending the approval of the revised Urban Plan, on major development projects such as the proposed new town in the Chompeth Valley, the airport extension and realignment, the conversion of the primary school and Fine Arts College for tourism, and the pedestrian / motorcycle bridge across the Nam Khan;
	c) to ensure the strict application of the Luang Prabang conservation plan (PSMV) and prepare an updated inventory and maps of the property, indicating the changes as regards listed buildings, existing and new constructions, wetlands, etc.; 

	6. Reiterates its requests to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	7. Invites the State Party to provide information on press reports of an alleged planned Mekong mainstream dam at Luang Prabang, to be developed for opening in 2014, and its potential impact on the property; 
	8. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the steps taken to implement the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 


	75. Lumbini, the Birthplace of the Lord Buddha (Nepal) (C 666)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.75 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 30 COM 7B.58, adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006), 
	3. Notes the action taken by the State Party and its commitment to comply with the requests of the World Heritage Committee;
	4. Requests the State Party to continue its work on the development of the integrated management plan, and particularly to:  
	a) draft, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, an updated Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, including the conditions of integrity and authenticity; 
	b) avoid carrying out any development project pending completion of the integrated management plan; 
	c) develop a strategy to ensure the long-term protection of the significant archaeological remains of the property and continue with surveying and monitoring the ground water levels and movements, under and adjacent to the Maya Devi Temple;
	d) develop a strategy for the rehabilitation of the Maya Devi temple incorporating the recommendations and the implementation of the corrective measures proposed by the 2005 mission;
	e) submit a programme of activities with time frame for c) and d) to the World Heritage Centre; 

	5. Calls upon the international community to provide technical and financial support to assist the State Party in these activities;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, the updated Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of authenticity and integrity and a report on the progress made on the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	76. Kathmandu Valley (Nepal) (C 121)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.76 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7A.23, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the efforts made by the State Party to implement the integrated management plan (IMP) completed in June 2007; and encourages its to continue its efforts to increase support for effective and sustainable implementation of the IMP; 
	4. Requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on the follow-up to the mitigation efforts for the proposed new road in the Pashupati Monument Zone.


	77. Old Town of Galle and its Fortifications (Sri Lanka) (C 451)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.77
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 29 COM 7B.56, adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005), 
	3. Notes the findings and recommendations made by the 2007 and 2008 UNESCO missions to Galle concerning the port development project in Galle Harbour and the international test cricket stadium in the buffer zone and the general state of conservation of the property;
	4. Urges the State Party to: 
	a) remove the intrusive and illegal construction within the cricket stadium as recommended by the mission;
	b) consider abandoning or downscaling the current port development project to an acceptable size respecting the Oustanding Universal Value of the property;
	c) submit to the World Heritage Centre revised boundaries of the property and buffer zone;
	d) improve the capacity and processes of the relevant authorities to plan, monitor, manage and conserve the urban heritage of Galle;
	e) develop a comprehensive conservation and management plan;

	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the progress made concerning the above mentioned recommendations for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	78. Parthian Fortresses of Nisa (Turkmenistan) (C 1242)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.78
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 8B.30, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes the actions taken by the State Party in response to six of the seven  recommendations made by the World Heritage Committee, and the actions planned for the period 2008-2010; and requests that three printed and electronic copies of the conservation plan be provided for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	4. Urges the State Party to complete the formulation of an interpretation and visitor management plan; 
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a progress report on the implementation of the management plan, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	79. Samarkand – Crossroads of Cultures (Uzbekistan) (C 603 rev)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.79 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.74, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the progress made by the State Party and its commitment to set up a Coordinating Committee for the property; 
	4. Notes with concern further new and inappropriate development proposals between the Afrosiab and Timurid city for the re-creation of the Timurid city walls, and a new hotel with “historic façades” near the city walls; 
	5. Urges the State Party to continue the development of the management plan, including appropriate zoning and other matters identified at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007);
	6. Also urges the State Party to develop an overall strategic approach to the property’s conservation to be agreed to by stakeholders through the adoption of the management plan, and to submit, to the World Heritage Centre, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, information about any major project proposals;
	7. Decides to implement the Reinforced Monitoring mechanism to the property and asks in particular that the Committee be informed on the results on any information relevant for the conservation of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2009, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including progress made in: 
	a)  finalizing the management plan,
	b)  developing the conservation plan,
	c)  documenting historic features (inventories and surveys),
	d)  strengthening the Coordinating Committee,
	e) developing proposed zoning and road schemes including proposals to close the new road between Afrosiab and Timurid city to through-traffic, 
	for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009. 





	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	80. Madriu-Perafita-Claror Valley (Andorra) (C 1160 bis)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.80 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 30 COM 7B.80, adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006), 
	3. Notes that the Law to protect the property as a cultural landscape entered into force in July 2006; 
	4. Also notes delays in finalizing the management plan while awaiting the outcome of legal challenges; 
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a progress report on the implementation of the management plan, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. 

	81. Historic Centre of the City of Salzburg (Austria) (C 784) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.81 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 29 COM 7B.72 and 31 COM 7B.105, adopted at its 29th (Durban, 2005) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, 
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not provide any report on the state of conservation of the property, as requested by the World Heritage Committee;
	4. Notes with concern the lack of information on major on-going development projects and reiterates the importance of completing a management plan to ensure the protection of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre a detailed report on the urban development projects considered as soon as possible, at the latest by 31 October 2008;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre three copies of the management plan and a report on the state of conservation of the property by 1 February 2009 for review by the World Heritage Committee at its 33d session in 2009;
	7. Requests the State Party to invite a Reactive Monitoring mission to assess the potential impact on the Outstanding Universal Value that could result from the implementation of the urban development projects under discussion.


	82. Historic Centre of Vienna (Austria) (C 1033)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.82
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 28 COM 15B.83, adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004),
	3. Urges the State Party to:
	a) halt the construction of the 100 m building of the Vienna Central Train Station project, the height of which would protrude above the trees on one side of the Belvedere Palace Park; 
	b) carry out, in collaboration with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, a comprehensive visual impact assessment of the entire project, fully sensitive to impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and addressing the parameters included in the ICOMOS report of November 2007;

	4. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report including the results of the visual impact assessment on its efforts to respond to the above for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009. 


	83. Palace and Gardens of Schönbrunn (Austria) (C 786)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.83
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 30 COM 7B.81, adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006), 
	3. Expresses its deep concern that the project plans for the new Kometgründe-Meidling structure suggest that its height exceeds the 60 metres which the State Party had agreed to maintain in June 2006;
	4. Requests the State Party to halt the project immediately and to submit as soon as possible to the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS visual studies in order to review the potential impacts of the proposed structure (73 – 78 m) on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit a report to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2009, on its efforts to respond to the issues above, including the results of the visual impact assessment, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its  33rd session in 2009.


	84. Belfries of Belgium and France (Belgium and France) (C 943 and 943 bis)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.84
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.108, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Takes note of the French State Party’s commitment to improve existing legislation to guarantee satisfactory legal protection and appropriate authorization procedures with regard to World Heritage status;
	4. Also takes note of the detailed visual impact study provided by the State Party of France regarding the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and that the present project covers, for the most part, the area of the old cloth market, coherent with the secular use of the immediate surroundings of the Béthune Belfry for commercial activities ;   
	5. Considers that the parking project does not have any direct visual impact on the inscribed property; 
	6. Encourages the State Party of France to:


	85. Old Bridge Area of the Old City of Mostar (Bosnia and Herzegovina) (C 946 rev)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.85
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B and Decision 32 COM 7B.85.Rev,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 7B.82 and 31 COM 7B.93 adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, 
	3. Also recalling with satisfaction that the works for the construction of the hotel were suspended immediately upon receipt of Decision 30 COM 7B.82, acknowledges that the State Party continues its efforts towards identifying appropriate solutions to protect the Outstanding Universal Value and the integrity of the property;
	4. Urges the State Party to redesign the new Rose Hotel, taking into account the requirements of the 2001 Master Plan and the 2005 Management Plan for the World Heritage property, the recommendations of the 2006 and 2007 missions, and in line with the specific recommendations made in the 2008 mission, in collaboration with UNESCO and the Advisory Bodies;
	5. Notes with concern cracks that appeared in the Old Bridge structure of Mostar after the earthquakes, and requests the State Party to continue monitoring, collecting data with precise indicators and take the appropriate measures to ensure the stability of the width and grade of the bridge, in collaboration with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, an update report on the state of conservation of the property, the results of the monitoring of the cracks in the Old Bridge and the redesign of the Rose Hotel project, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009. 


	86. Historic Centre of Prague (Czech Republic) (C 616)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.86 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.94, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Commends the State Party for its exemplary report on the state of conservation of the property and acknowledges the ongoing improvements of the overall legislative, planning and management system for urban conservation;
	4. Requests the State Party to improve the effectiveness of its existing planning, management and conservation measures for the property, as recommended by the joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS mission, by:
	a) strengthening the authority of the National Heritage Institute to enable it to orient the main decisions affecting the integrity of the Historic Centre;
	b) clarifying and integrating the rules presently in force to manage processes such as infill, reconstruction, rehabilitation and conservation in a unitary code to improve the ability of the responsible authorities to maintain the integrity of the original fabric of the city;
	c) urgently completing and approving the conservation plan for the Historic Centre in order to provide an effective zoning and planning tool for the conservation process in the Historic Centre; 
	d) completing the management plan of the property within the year 2008 as a comprehensive tool for the coordination of all the different regulatory and policy frameworks existing or foreseen for the Historic Centre, for eventual review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies; 

	5. Encourages the State Party to adopt the following measures proposed by the joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS mission to reduce further negative impacts of high rise construction in the property and its buffer zone:
	a) complete and adopt the high-rise limitations plan, in order to avoid possible visual intrusion into the historic urban landscape of Prague;
	b) conduct an evaluation of the present buffer zones of the Historic Centre in order to assess their effectiveness in protecting the visual integrity of the city and, if needed, extend these and adopt appropriate related zoning regulations;
	c) limit, in the case of the Pankrác Plain, the height of the new high-rise constructions to a maximum of 60-70 m, in order to avoid visual impacts on the historic urban landscape of the property;
	d) inform the World Heritage Centre, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, of any project that could affect the visual integrity of the World Heritage site; 

	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, including progress reports on efforts to address the measures proposed above, and in particular concerning the recommendation to curtail heights of planned high rise structures in the Pankrác Plain, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009. 


	87. Historic Centre (Old Town) of Tallinn (Estonia) (C 822)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.87
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.95, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the State Party’s efforts to address the issues raised by the World Heritage Committee during its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), including improved coordination of planning approvals between concerned municipal and federal departments; 
	4. Regrets that no progress has been made with a comprehensive management plan for the property and its buffer zone, as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th and 31st sessions; 
	5. Also notes that a Development Plan for the property is in progress and requests the State Party to provide three copies of this plan to the World Heritage Centre as well as a progress report on the comprehensive management plan and also requests the State Party to ensure the conformity between the two plans; 
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a progress report on the above requests and on the status of the proposed Framework for high-rise buildings, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	88. Prehistoric Sites and Decorated Caves of the Vézère Valley (France) (C 85)
	d)  carry out an impact study on any further intervention including chemical and mechanical treatments to the paintings;
	f) Encourages the State Party to make available to interested States Parties the report of the International Scientific Committee;

	89. Bordeaux, Port of the Moon (France) (C 1256)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.89
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 8B.38, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Reminds States Parties that, according to the Convention, they have an obligation, to protect and conserve world cultural and natural heritage, situated on their territory, and in particular to ensure that effective and active measures are taken for the protection and conservation of this heritage;
	4. Strongly regrets the destruction of the Pertuis Bridge by the State Party, without prior consultation or impact study, contravening Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, and affecting the property, only a few months following its inscription on the World Heritage List; 
	5. Considers that the information concerning the project of the drawbridge over the Garonne provided to the World Heritage Centre is incomplete and that such a drawbridge would constitute, by its size and cost, an inadequate solution that would have a significant impact on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property and that would be very difficult to reverse;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre for transmission to the Advisory Bodies, the environmental and cultural impact assessment studies on this bridge project, as well as on the other possible solutions to crossing the river, in order to be able to compare these different solutions, and that no construction work be undertaken until the afore mentioned studies have been provided for examination;


	90. Historical Monuments of Mtskheta (Georgia) (C 708)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.90 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.96, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes the substantive efforts of the State Party in defining and establishing the Cultural Heritage Programme, including legal assessments and relevant conservation, protection measures;
	4. Expresses its serious concern about the privatization processes of land situated in the vicinity of the World Heritage property, and strongly urges the State Party to immediately halt these processes before the boundary clarification and the preparation of a "Special Statement on protection of World Heritage properties in Georgia" defining the World Heritage property's status and its buffer zones are completed;
	5. Recalls its request to the State Party to give highest priority to development of an integrated management plan for the property;
	6. Invites the State Party to establish a Special State Commission on World Heritage in order to officially share the responsibilities between all relevant State institutions and national, local and religious authorities in ensuring an appropriate legal protection and management of this property; 
	7. Urges the State Party to immediately start the implementation of an integrated multistakeholder approach to the conservation of Jvari Church in coordination with ICCROM and relevant international experts on stone conservation;
	8. Also expresses its serious concern about the state of conservation of the archaeological components of the World Heritage property, their progressive deterioration and the abandonment of conservation efforts by the State Party, noting that this loss has a major impact on the Outstanding Universal Value, authenticity and integrity of the property and further urges the State Party to develop a special programme on protection of all archaeological components;
	9. Encourages the State Party to undertake global monitoring of the structural stability of the Svetiskhoveli Cathedral and implement special interventions for the conservation of the paintings;
	10. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a progress report including all above mentioned documents, as well as the boundaries clarification document, and if relevant, the boundaries modification proposal, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	91. Bagrati Cathedral and Gelati Monastery (Georgia) (C 710)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.91
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.97, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Strongly urges the State Party to immediately start preventive conservation work on the Bagrati Cathedral and Gelati Complex, as well as to develop, in coordination with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, a long-term programme for the systematic conservation of the mural paintings and mosaics with the involvement and collaboration of international specialists in this domain; 
	4. Also recalling the earlier discussions among the Advisory Bodies, international experts and the World Heritage Committee, notes the State Party’s intention to prepare a new reconstruction project for Bagrati Cathedral in order to recreate its initial religious use and functions, and underlines that in accordance with Paragraph 86 of the Operational Guidelines the reconstruction of historic buildings is justifiable only in exceptional circumstances; 
	5. Requests the State Party to provide assurances that no reconstruction work shall commence until the State Party has provided complete and detailed documentation concerning this project for review by the World Heritage Committee;
	6. Also requests the State Party to urgently prepare, approve and provide to the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, the management plan of the Bagrati Cathedral and Gelati Complex, including the boundaries clarification document clearly indicating its buffer zones;
	7. Encourages the State Party to organize an awareness-raising campaign for all World Heritage properties in Georgia; 
	8. Invites the State Party to prepare relevant documentation in order to initiate an international donors conference designed to address the major problems identified for all World Heritage properties in Georgia; 
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a progress report, including the complete and detailed documentation concerning the new reconstruction project for Bagrati Cathedral, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	92. Cologne Cathedral (Germany) (C 292 rev)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.92
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 7A.30 and 31 COM 7B.110, adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, 
	3. Notes the submission of a buffer zone including the east bank of the river and recalls the need to take into account the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and its integrity for any further development in the buffer zone;
	4. Takes note that an urban planning consultation process for the development of the Deutz area took place in 2007, and urges the State Party to provide further information prior to taking a decision concerning the future development of this area; 
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the progress concerning the proposals of urban development in the Deutz area.


	93. Upper Middle Rhine Valley (Germany) (C 1066)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.93
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Notes with satisfaction the State Party’s action in involving the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS in their reflection with regard to the Rhine crossing project and in the preservation of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	3. Requests the State Party to carry out an Environmental Impact Assessment of the Rhine crossing options, as well as to prepare an additional transport plan to evaluate in a more detailed manner the feasibility of possible construction and traffic management, whilst respecting the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	4. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, an updated report on progress in its reflections concerning the Rhine crossing for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	94. Budapest, including the Banks of the Danube, the Buda Castle Quarter and Andrassy Avenue (Hungary) (C 400 and 400 bis)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.94
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 26 COM 23.10/11/12 and 27 COM 8C.2, adopted at its 26th (Budapest, 2002) and 27th (UNESCO, 2003) sessions respectively, 
	3. Expresses its utmost concern regarding the ongoing demolition of old buildings of great architectural and urban quality in the buffer zone of the inscribed property, particularly in the “Jewish quarter”;
	4. Also expresses its grave concern regarding the reconstruction, in their place, of contemporary buildings of questionable quality that profoundly transform the architectural and urban value of this quarter; 


	95. Tokaj Wine Region Historic Cultural Landscape (Hungary) (C 1063)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.95
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 26 COM 23.28 and 26 COM 23.14, adopted at its 26th session (Budapest, 2002),
	3. Encourages the State Party, with the Slovakian authorities, to collaborate towards a transboundary extension of the property, as recommended at its 26th session (Budapest, 2002); 
	4. Notes the detailed report provided by the State Party on development proposals including an analysis of the situation and actions envisaged; 
	5. Urges the State Party to provide as soon as possible full details of the proposed power plant in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines and of the proposed heritage impact assessment; 
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	96. Skellig Michael (Ireland) (C 757)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.96 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Notes the conclusions and recommendations of the report of the ICOMOS advisory mission to the property in November 2007;
	3. Noting the need for improved visitor facilities; 
	4. Also notes the comments from the State Party on the mission report and its decision to incorporate the recommendations in the management plan for the property;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, three printed and electronic copies of the final management plan; 
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010 a progress report on the implementation of the advisory mission recommendations and the management plan for examination by the Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	97. Historic Centre of Riga (Latvia) (C 852)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.97
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B Add.2, 
	2. Expressing its appreciation to the State Party for the general success of its efforts to halt high-rise developments in the buffer zone of the World Heritage property with the exception of the development plan of the Southern Kipsala zone;
	3. Acknowledging the details provided by the State Party of the many effective efforts undertaken over the decade since inscription to strengthen conservation of the World Heritage property, 
	4. Noting the State Party’s contention that the development projects and plans at Kipsala should be accepted given their being in place at the time of inscription in 1997 and in subsequent discussions of the World Heritage Committee since its 27th session in 2003 (Decision 27 COM 7B.69 paragraph 5), 
	5. Also acknowledging the new Conception Project proposal for the left bank of the Daugava River presented to the joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS mission of March 2008, regrets that this plan does not deviate greatly from previous submissions, and will result in significant negative impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value of the World Heritage property; 
	6. Also regrets the construction of a new 20 storey tower within Kipsala which is now under way;
	7. Notes the results of the 2008 joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission, endorses its recommendations and requests the State Party to implement them;
	8. Decides that the state of conservation of the property is not such as to merit consideration of inclusion of this property on the World Heritage List in Danger at this stage; 
	9. Also requests the State Party to strengthen its efforts to reduce the impact of projects planned for realisation in Kipsala mainly by reducing considerably the height of any ongoing and new construction, and to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on such efforts for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009. 


	98. Curonian Spit (Lithuania / Russian Federation) (C 994)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.98 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 29 COM 7B.67, 30 COM 7B.87, 31 COM 7B.114, adopted at its 29th (Durban, 2005), 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively;
	3. Welcomes the continued collaboration between both States Parties and progress made in the Joint Lithuanian-Russian Post-project Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of the D-6 oil platform, in the bilateral “Agreement Concerning Co-operation in Case of Pollution accidents, Pollution Prevention, Mitigation and Compensation Measures” and in the joint “Lithuanian and Russian Action Plan for Co-operation in Case of Pollution accidents in the Baltic Sea”, and encourages them to continue bilateral environmental monitoring;  
	4. Regrets the delay in signing the above agreements and urges both States Parties to sign the Agreement and Action Plan and to initiate their implementation as a matter of urgency;
	5. Notes the additional information provided by the State Party of Lithuania on other current conservation issues identified in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines and requests the State Party of Lithuania to take into account the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property when examining cases of possibly illegal construction in Court, and to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on any progress on these issues;  
	6. Also requests both States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed and updated report, on the issues mentioned above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	99. Vilnius Historic Centre (Lithuania) (C 541)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.99 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 30 COM 7B.86, adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006),
	3. Notes the continued efforts made by the Ministry of Culture and the Municipality of Vilnius related to the legal and planning framework for the conservation of the property, and in particular the development of a Master/General Plan for the City of Vilnius;
	4. Notes with concern that an integrated management plan for the property has not been produced as a means of ensuring adequate management and protection;
	5. Strongly urges the State Party to initiate, as requested during its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006) development of the fully integrated management plan, to govern and co-ordinate all decisions affecting the Old Town development and conservation, through participatory consultation processes.
	6. Requests the State Party to ensure an adequate coordination mechanism for the implementation of the integrated management plan at both the local and national levels; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre the new Regulation on the Protection of the Vilnius Old Town, as well as the Master/General Plan and updated documentation on the development of high-rise buildings in the buffer zone for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the development of an integrated management plan for Vilnius Old Town as described in the recommendations above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	100. Megalithic Temples of Malta (Malta) (C 132 bis)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.100 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 29 COM 7B.80 and 31 COM 7B.115, adopted at its 29th (Durban, 2005) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively,
	3. Noting that the State Party has completed the draft management plan, 
	4. Urges the State Party to work towards its timely finalization, approval and implementation;
	5. Acknowledges the progress made by the State Party in the design of the visitor centre for the Haġar Qim and Mnajdra Archaeological Park and the protective shelters, taking into account advice by the 2006 expert mission for these components of the property and requests the State Party to take into consideration the need to minimize the impact of the construction mentioned above on the Outstanding Universal Value and visual integrity of the property;  
	6. Also requests the State Party to provide three printed and electronic copies of the final management plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a report on its implementation, as well as a report on work at the Haġar Qim and Mnajdra Archaeological Park and on the proposed works at the Tarxien and Ġgantija Temples. 


	101. Natural and Culturo-Historical Region of Kotor (Montenegro) (C 125)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.101 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 29 COM 7B.84 and 31 COM 7B.100, adopted at its 29th (Durban, 2005) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, 
	3. Noting the results of the February 2008 World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS mission to the property to examine the suitability of the proposed bridge at Verige and its impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	4. Notes with appreciation the State Party’s excellent conservation work and commends the State Party for cooperating with stakeholders in the conservation work;
	5. Urges the State Party to consider protective mechanisms including a feasibility study for a buffer zone to better protect the property
	6. Invites the State Party to consider re-nominating an enlarged area around the bay as a cultural landscape; 
	7. Requests the State Party to take into account the detailed recommendations of the joint mission and also urges the authorities to carry out a visual impact study of the Verige bridge project; 
	8. Also requests the State Party to carry out detailed environmental, cultural and visual impact studies in the event that other bridge or tunnel options are considered in the future; 
	9. Further requests the State Party to consider all other geographical and technical options which may replace the Verige Bridge project and would eliminate negative impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value; 
	10. Encourages the State Party to complete the management plan after having put in place adequate legal and protective measures, and appropriate resources; and further requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	11. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a copy of the visual impact study and a progress report on the approval and implementation of the management plan, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	102. Auschwitz Birkenau 
	Decision: 32 COM 7B.102 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 7B.88, and 31 COM 7B.101, adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively,
	3. Notes the progress made following the submission of the draft management plan for the property in April 2007, the preparation of a strategy and consultations undertaken with international experts in May 2008 as well as work on entering relevant buildings in the surroundings of the property on the register of monuments;
	4. Also notes the understandably slow progress with stakeholder consultations which delays the finalization of the management plan and the associated strategy and encourages the State Party to intensify efforts to ensure involvement of local communities;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the status of the management plan, the strategy and implementation frameworks, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	103. Historic Centre of Sighisoara (Romania) (C 902)
	Decision: 32 COM 7B.103
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.117, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes the detailed report of the State Party, and the elaboration of the Framework Programme for the Protection and Management of the Historic Centre of Sighisoara; 
	4. Encourages the State Party to explore all avenues to closely monitor the state of conservation of the Historic Centre of Sighisoara;
	5. Urges the State Party to approve and establish the Plan for the Protection and Management of the property including the Manual for Restoration, Rehabilitation and Construction;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, an updated and detailed report including the Plan for the Protection and Management of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	104. Kizhi Pogost (Russian Federation) (C 544)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.104 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.88, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Urges the State Party to start immediately with the repair and restoration works of the Church of Transfiguration;
	4. Notes the continuous efforts by the Directorate of the Kizhi Museum Reserve in the management of the World Heritage property, which represents a small part of the territory of the Reserve and encourages the site management to continue its work towards an integrated management plan for the property;
	5. Also urges the State Party to urgently confirm the implementation of the necessary administrative arrangements concerning the delegation of authorities for the restoration works, as well as the funds made available for restoration works for the duration of the project;
	6. Invites the State Party to establish a Special State Group in charge of effective coordination, in close collaboration with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, of the implementation of the World Heritage Committee’s decisions and the recommendations by the Reactive Monitoring missions concerning this property; 
	8. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a progress report on all issues mentioned above, including the following documents:
	a) detailed progress report of the restoration works;
	b) three printed and electronic copies of the draft integrated management plan for Kizhi Pogost including a tourism strategy, risk preparedness measures and maps indicating the boundaries of the World Heritage property and its buffer zone;
	c) revised and approved documents concerning protected areas of the Kizhi Museum Reserve including the boundaries of the property and its buffer zone; 

	for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 


	105. Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Groups of Monuments (Russian Federation) (C 540)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.105 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.102, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not provide the detailed state of conservation report, including the high rise development project in St. Petersburg requested by the World Heritage Committee, and also regrets that the maps submitted by the State Party dated 18 January 2007, 5 March 2007 and 5 February 2008, did not comply with the World Heritage Committee’s request as they did not provide detailed boundaries and buffer zones of all components of the property, including the Leningrad Region;
	4. Expresses its grave concern about the proposed Gazprom tower of the “Ohkta Centre”, which could affect the Outstanding Universal Value of this property and recalls that it considered at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007) the possibility of inclusion of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	5. Urges the State Party to inform the World Heritage Centre on the official position vis-à-vis the proposed project of the “Ohkta Centre” tower in St. Petersburg; 
	6. Invites the State Party to establish, in coordination with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, an international expert group on the St. Petersburg Retrospective Inventory, and provide necessary financial support for this activity, and also urges the State Party to finalize the boundary of the property and its buffer zone, including all components in the region, and present a report by 1 February 2009;
	7. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	8. Also requests the State Party:
	a) to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission to the property to evaluate the potential impact of the proposed Ohkta Tower on the Outstanding Universal Value, integrity and authenticity of the property;
	b) not to take action on any project until the results of the mission are available;

	9. Requests the Chairperson and the Director of the World Heritage Centre to convene a high-level meeting with the State Party to underscore the importance of cooperating with the Committee in determining the potential impact of the proposed Ohkta Centre on the Outstanding Universal Value, integrity and authenticity of the property;
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a state of conservation report, including details on the Gazprom project of the “Ohkta Centre”, which may have an impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	106. Kremlin and Red Square, Moscow (Russian Federation) (C 545)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.106
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.103, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Requests the State Party, in line with the recommendation of the Reactive Monitoring mission, to halt any new construction within the property or in the surrounding area the property which could visually affect it prior to:
	a) delineation and approval of a buffer zone; 
	b) approval of adequate and effective protective juridical regulations within the buffer zone; 
	c) establishment of an effective control mechanism and institutional framework between all stakeholders involved in the management and protection of the Kremlin and Red Square in Moscow, including the establishing a Special Coordination Board aiming at enhancing the protection of the property and its buffer zone; 
	d) preparation of the visual impact study for existing construction projects; 

	4. Also requests that the State Party implement the recommendations of the Reactive Monitoring mission, and in particular:
	a) submit to the World Heritage Centre, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, details concerning all ongoing projects, including visual impact studies for the projects of the “Middle Trading Rows” complex and the “Zaryadye” complex (former Hotel “Russiya”), as well as other planned urban development projects within or nearby the World Heritage property, 
	b) conduct, prior to the construction works within the “Middle Trading Rows” complex, necessary soil investigations under the Red Square, St. Basil Cathedral, Kremlin Walls and the “Middle Trading Rows”, including the underground water levels, in order to minimise any impact of future construction inside of “Middle Trading Rows” to components of the World Heritage property,

	5. Further requests the State Party to provide the World Heritage Centre with three copies of the Kremlin and Red Square in Moscow World Heritage property management plan ; 
	7. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, including progress reports on the requested measures noted above and described in the Reactive Monitoring mission report, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	107. Historical Centre of the City of Yaroslavl (Russian Federation) (C 1170)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.107 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 29 COM 8B.43, adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005), 
	3. Expresses its concern about numerous construction and restoration projects within the boundaries of the property which could affect its Outstanding Universal Value;
	4. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	5. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission to assess the state of conservation of the property and to evaluate the potential impact of the development projects under consideration on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	7. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2009, a detailed state of conservation report including, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, the description of any intention to undertake or to authorize major restoration or new construction which may affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	108. Works of Antoni Gaudí (Spain) (C 320 bis)
	Decision:  32COM 7B.108 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Requests the State Party to halt the construction of the tunnel section in the vicinity of the Church of the Sagrada Familia and to consider changing the route of the proposed high-speed train tunnel so as to avoid any potential adverse impact on the structural stability of the Church; 
	3. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the measures taken to ensure the protection of the World Heritage property for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.

	Decision:  32 COM 7B.109 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 7B.92 and 31 COM 7B.119, adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and its 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, 
	3. Notes the results of the seminar on management of Spanish World Heritage cities (27-28 September 2007, Aranjuez, Spain);
	4. Expresses its concern about the lack of progress with the integrated management plan for the property; 
	5. Also noting the changes made to the” Huerto de las Adoratrices project”, requests the State Party
	a) to suspend the project until the results of an expert mission are available; 
	b) to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	c) to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission to the property to evaluate the overall state of conservation of the property, the Huerto de las Adoratrices project and the management requirements and boundary clarification of the property, in discussion with the local authorities; 

	6. Recalling Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, also requests the State Party to inform the World Heritage Centre about any major restoration or construction projects or significant changes to the approved urban development plan (PGOU) and conservation documents, which may affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property.
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a progress report on the implementation of the Convenio between Regional Government of Castilla y Leon and the City of Salamanca, and on the preparation of the integrated management plan, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	110. Historic Areas of Istanbul (Turkey) (C 356)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.110
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add.2, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.89, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the results of the 2008 joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission and endorses its recommendations;
	4. Commends the efforts, progress and commitments made by the State Party in the implementation of the corrective measures to reduce threats to the property and improve management and conservation practices and for the preparation of the World Heritage management plan;
	5. Welcomes the institutional changes that have been initiated to improve the safeguarding of the property;
	6. Also welcomes the preparation of a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity and encourages the authorities to present it to the World Heritage Centre as soon as possible, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	7. Regrets that a number of benchmarks identified by the 2006 mission were not met within the agreed timeframe and that Decision 31 COM 7B.89 has not yet been fully implemented;
	8. Recalling its decision to consider inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger at its 32nd session in 2008, notes that this option could be reconsidered at its 33rd session in 2009;
	9. Requests the State Party to:
	a) continue to implement the Decision 31 COM 7B.89, as well as the recommendations and corrective measures to achieve the desired state of conservation established by the joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS missions of 2006 and 2008;
	b) finalize the integrated and comprehensive World Heritage management plan in compliance with the Operational Guidelines, including a buffer zone to protect the integrity of the property, by 1 February 2009 at the latest;
	c) provide the World Heritage Centre with information on impact studies, including a visual impact assessment, according to international standards for all new large-scale projects which may threaten the important views to and from the property and its buffer zone, including the Haliç bridge across the Golden Horn, as well as impact studies for large-scale urban renewal projects proposed for implementation within the framework of Law 5366;
	d) invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission in early 2009 to assess the state of conservation of the property and progress made in the finalisation of the management plan for the World Heritage property and in the implementation of the corrective measures addressing the desired state of conservation, as requested by the World Heritage Committee and the joint missions recommendations in 2006 and 2008;

	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a progress report including all issues indicated above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	111. Kiev: Saint-Sophia Cathedral and Related Monastic Buildings, Kiev-Pechersk Lavra (Ukraine) (C 527 bis)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.111 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 28 COM 15B.99 and 29 COM 8B.56, adopted at its 28th (Suzhou, 2004) and 29th (Durban, 2005) sessions respectively, 
	3. Notes the continued collaboration of the State Party with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS; 
	4. Expresses its concern about numerous construction or restoration projects within the buffer zone of the property which could affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	5. Invites the State Party to create a National Coordination Board in order to enhance collaboration between all stakeholders concerned;
	6. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	7. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission to assess the state of conservation of the property and the issues identified in Decision 29 COM 8B.56, adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005); 
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a state of conservation report covering all components of this property including, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, the description of any intention to undertake or to authorize major restoration or new construction projects which may affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	112. Tower of London (United Kingdom) (C 488)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.112
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 7B.74 and 31 COM 7B.90, adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, 
	3. Notes the actions taken by the State Party in response to the World Heritage Committee’s requests in developing a management plan, preparing guidance on methodology for assessing development in World Heritage views, and giving protection to the view of the Tower from the South Bank;
	4. Also notes progress with implementing proposals associated with the “Heritage Protection White Paper” and its subsequent “Heritage Protection Bill”;  
	5. Regrets that no buffer zone with protection has been put in place and that no specific skyline study of the Tower, its setting and views, has been carried out, to allow rapid in-depth assessments of the impact of development proposals in the immediate vicinity of the World Heritage property, 
	6. Also regrets that there appears to be lack of clarity on the management system set out in the management plan for addressing conflicts between conservation and development, particularly in the setting;
	7. Further regrets that large development projects with tall buildings continue to be approved while the issue of the property and its setting has not yet been resolved; 
	8. Takes note that the State Party has begun to comply with the requests of the World Heritage Committee (Decision 31 COM 7B.90) to protect the property, its setting and related vistas and defers consideration of the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger to its 33rd session in 2009;  
	9. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a progress report on the above issues, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	113. Westminster Palace, Westminster Abbey and Saint Margaret's Church (United Kingdom) (C 426)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.113 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.91, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the actions of the State Party in response to the World Heritage Committee’s requests in developing a management plan;
	5. Also notes progress with implementing proposals associated with the “Heritage Protection White Paper” and its subsequent “Heritage Protection Bill”;
	6. Regrets that the following issues still need to be addressed:
	a) buffer zone with adequate protection,
	b) specific skyline study of the property, its setting and views, to allow rapid in-depth assessments of the impact of development proposals in the immediate vicinity of the property, 
	c) lack of clarity on the management system set out in the management plan for addressing conflicts between conservation and development, particularly in the setting of the property;

	7. Takes note that the State Party has demonstrated its commitment to comply with the requests of the World Heritage Committee (Decision 31 COM 7B.91) to protect the property, its setting and related vistas.
	8. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a progress report on the above issues, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	114. Stonehenge, Avebury and Associated Sites (United Kingdom) (C 373)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.114 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.104, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Also recalling that at the time of the inscription of the property in 1986 the Committee noted with satisfaction the assurances provided by the authorities of the United Kingdom that the closure of the road which crosses the avenue at Stonehenge (A344 road) was receiving serious consideration as part of the overall plans for the future management of the property;
	4. Regrets that further delays have taken place in the long overdue improvements to visitor access to the Stonehenge part of the property, to its presentation to visitors, and to the setting of the monuments;
	5. Urges the State Party to address the issues above in priority; 
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a progress report on the closure of the road, visitor management and access, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	115. Liverpool – Maritime Mercantile City (United Kingdom) (C 1150)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.115 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.121, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the progress that has been made in developing supplementary planning guidance which will:
	a) clearly establish and respect prescribed heights;
	b) define the townscape characteristics, wider values (building density, urban patterns and materials) and sense of place;
	c) suggest how design briefs can incorporate characteristics and qualities of the property, 

	4. Also notes that work has been undertaken to raise the profile of the property and inform the general public about its Outstanding Universal Value and its management;
	5. Urges the State Party to complete and approve the Supplementary Planning Document as soon as possible; 
	6. Encourages the State Party to supplement this Supplementary Planning Document with the development of strategic plans for the overall townscape and for the skyline and river front – as highlighted by the 2006 Reactive Monitoring mission and reinforced by the comments of the Urban Panel – in order to achieve the highest quality and to ensure sustainable development; 
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, an update report on progress made on the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	116. City of Bath (United Kingdom) (C 428)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.116 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Expresses its concern at the potential impact on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property of the proposed Bath Western Riverside and the Dyson Academy developments;
	3. Requests the State Party to withhold final approval of the developments until the World Heritage Committee has had the opportunity to fully review these proposals; 
	4. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission to the property to consider its overall state of conservation and particularly the possible impact of the Bath Western Riverside development and the Dyson Academy on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property;
	5. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	117. Old and New Towns of Edinburgh (United Kingdom) (C 728)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.117 
	1. Having examined document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Expresses its concern at the potential impact of the Caltongate development;
	3. Deeply regrets that the State Party has approved this scheme in June 2008 not complying with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	4. Requests the State Party to invite a World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS joint Reactive Monitoring mission to the property to consider the overall state of conservation of the Old and New Towns, and particularly the impact of the Caltongate development on the integrity and Outstanding Universal Value of the World Heritage property, as well as the outline proposals for Leith Docks, the St James Centre, and other current proposals; 
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	118. Heart of Neolithic Orkney (United Kingdom) (C 514)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.118 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Expresses its concern at the potential impact of the proposed wind turbines on the integrity and Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and requests the State Party to suspend the project,
	3. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, further information on how the protection, including visual integrity, of the property might be strengthened to ensure that this project and other similar projects, which might impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property can be prevented; 
	4. Further requests the State Party to provide three printed and electronic copies of the draft revised management plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies. 




	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	119. Tiwanaku: Spiritual and Political Centre of the Tiwanaku Culture (Bolivia) (C 567 rev)
	Decision: 32 COM 7B.119 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Notes with satisfaction the approval of a three year “Preservation and conservation of Tiwanaku and the Akapana Pyramid” to be implemented at the property;
	3. Requests the State Party to develop, in consultation with the Advisory Bodies, as soon as possible, appropriate guidance and regulations for archaeological interventions in accordance with international standards;
	4. Also requests the State Party to work in close collaboration with the World Heritage Centre and the UNESCO Quito Office to implement the activities foreseen in the management and conservation plans;
	5. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the updated management and conservation plans and other aspects related to the preservation and conservation project, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.

	120.  Port, Fortresses and Group of Monuments, Cartagena (Colombia) (C 285)
	Decision:   32 COM 7B.120 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 28 COM 15B.112, adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004), 
	3. Deeply regrets that most of the recommendations of the 2006 Reactive Monitoring mission report are still in planning phase and no action has been taken ;
	4. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and on progress made in the implementation of the recommendations of the 2006 mission, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010, focusing on:
	a) updated information on the boundaries of the property and buffer zones of the World Heritage property and related regulations; 
	b) procedures and responsibilities concerning the establishment of urban building regulations;
	c) updated information on the instruments for land use control, notably in the property, and policies to promote diversification of activities; 
	d) advancement of the integral study of the condition of the Fortifications’ walls. 



	121. City of Quito (Ecuador) (C 120) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.121
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add;
	2. Expresses its deep concern about the impact of the reconstruction of the Compañía de Jesús tower on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	3. Requests the State Party to make a clear and unequivocal commitment to cease the reconstruction of the tower of the Jesuit Church so as to maintain the authenticity of the property;
	4. Urges the State Party to suspend work on the rehabilitation project for the Palacio Legislativo y Centro Cívico and revise it so as to remove any potential adverse impact on the Outstanding Universal Value and authenticity of the property; 
	5. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	6. Further requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission to Quito to re-evaluate the above-mentioned interventions in the framework of the actualization of the 2003 Special Plan for the Centre of Quito; 
	7. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the state of conservation of the property, for consideration at the 33rd session of the World Heritage Committee in 2009.


	122. Maya site of Copan (Honduras) (C 129) 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.122
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.126, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch 2007),
	3. Also recalling the recommendations of the previous monitoring missions of 1999, 2003 and 2005, 
	4. Notes the interest of the State Party in continuing to build an alternate airport to access the archaeological site and invites the State Party, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines to submit detailed information on the definitive location and plans for construction and operations, accompanied by the official Environmental Impact Assessment and archaeological/cultural impact study from the National Institute of Anthropology and History (IHAH);
	5. Encourages the State Party to finalise the management plan and to provide three printed and electronic copies of the resulting document for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, prior to its implementation;
	6. Invites the State Party to also submit the management plan for the Rio Amarillo site to the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to examine its potential articulation with the Copan management plan;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	123. Pre-Hispanic City of Teotihuacan (Mexico) (C 414)
	Decision: 32 COM 7B.123 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B; 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.127, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007);
	3. Reiterates its request to submit to the World Heritage Centre three printed and electronic copies of the finalized management plan by 30 October 2008, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies; 
	4. Invites the State Party to integrate the outcomes from other planning initiatives, such as the Regional Programme for Tourist Development and Municipal plans, into the management plan for the archaeological site, and to ensure the GIS system is available so that all appropriate actors can share the same information and tools for comprehensive decision-making;
	5. Also reiterates its request to set up an intersectoral working group specifically for the World Heritage property, with representatives from local, federal and national levels to analyze the archaeological, environmental and social impacts related to uncontrolled urban development to collaborate in the management of the archaeological site and its surroundings; 
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a progress report on the agreements achieved as well as on the advance of preparation of the management plan, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	124. Historic Centre of Mexico City and Xochimilco (Mexico) (C 412) 
	Decision: 32 COM 7B.124 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.128, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the intention of the State Party to propose the Comisión Interdependencial as the responsible institution for the implementation of the management plan for Xochimilco;
	4. Invites the State Party to organize, as soon as possible, a coordination meeting with the Comisión Interdependencial and the UNESCO Mexico Office to reflect on the feasibility of this commission to become the Management Unit of the property;
	5. Deeply regrets the demolition of historical buildings in the property of the Historical Centre of Mexico;
	6. Takes note of the declaration of the State Party concerning the absence of risk from further demolition;
	7. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	8. Expresses its satisfaction regarding the invitation by the State Party for a World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS joint Reactive Monitoring mission to assess the impacts of these actions on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property and to work with the different levels of authority to clarify the administrative and technical procedures for further interventions at the Historical Centre of Mexico ;
	9. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, an updated state of conservation report and the results of the coordination meeting mentioned above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	125. Fortifications on the Caribbean Side of Panama: Portobelo-San Lorenzo (Panama) (C 135)
	Decision: 32 COM 7B.125
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.122, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Regrets that the report sent by the State Party did not include actualized information, despite the worrying state of conservation of the property,
	4. Reiterates its invitation to the State Party to submit a request for International Assistance to support in particular the development of a management plan for the property; 
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a comprehensive progress report, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	126. Achaeological site of Panamá Viejo and Historic District of Panamá (Panama) (C 790 bis)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.126 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 27 COM 8C.40, adopted at its 27th session (UNESCO, 2003), 
	3. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	4. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, a comprehensive report on the current management system;
	5. Additionally requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring mission to assess the current state of conservation, the authenticity and the integrity of the property, and to give recommendations to enhance management and conservation practices, as well as guidance on an Emergency Plan; 
	6. Requests moreover the State Party to provide the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, with an updated report on the issues above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger.  


	127. Historical Centre of the City of Arequipa (Peru) (C 1016)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.127
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add.2,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.123, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Regrets that the details of the proposed projects affecting historic buildings were not received by 1 October 2007 as had been requested by the World Heritage Committee by Decision 31 COM 7B.123; 
	4. Requests the State Party to give urgent consideration to the recommendations of the Joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS mission of November 2006 and their phased implementation, especially in relation to tackling the demolition issue and strengthening the work teams;
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a completed Disaster Preparedness Plan, together with a progress report on the advances made in the implementation of the Plan, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	6. Invites the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Committee on a regular basis details of any new proposed projects potentially affecting historic buildings in the inscribed site, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, for consideration by the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS;
	7. Further requests the State Party to expand and complete the work of documentation in developing an inventory of the surviving historic buildings, and to submit a progress report on the work to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	8. Requests moreover the State Party to draw up and present to the World Heritage Committee a new Statement of Outstanding Universal Value justifying the inscription of the site, strengthening the connection between the city and the surrounding countryside, redefining the limits of the buffer zone and forming the basis of a revised master plan of Arequipa and other planning documents;
	9. Encourages the State Party to make a request for technical assistance under the World Heritage Fund in order to develop a programme of community participation leading to a civil society action plan for conservation;
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the progress made on the recommendations of the Reactive Monitoring mission for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009. 


	128. Historic Quarter of the City of Colonia del Sacramento (Uruguay) (C747)
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.128
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/7B.Add.2, 
	2. Recalling Decision 29 COM 7B.99, adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005), 
	3. Acknowledges the request made by State Party for a technical mission to review the foreseen interventions and to examine the state of conservation of the property and notes the results of this mission;
	4. Also notes that strong efforts are needed to improve management planning, and urges the State Party to complete the management plan and to officially establish a management authority for the coordination of the activities of the many national and local actors, organisations and stakeholders involved;
	5. Also urges the State Party to suspend the development of the project “Marinas de Sacramento” until alternatives without negative impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property have been identified, and to submit the alternative proposals to the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies for evaluation, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Invites the State Party to propose the extension of the property to include the “Bay and Islands of the City of Colonia del Sacramento”;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Committee, by 1 February 2009, a report on the progress made in addressing the above issues and the recommendations expressed by the mission report, to be examined by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009. 


	129. Trends in the State of Conservation of World Heritage Sites 
	Decision:  32 COM 7B.129
	1. Having examined documents WHC-08/32.COM/7B, WHC-08/32.COM7B.Add and WHC-08/32.COM7B.Add2, 
	2. Recognizing that the state of conservation reports are an important tool for sustaining the World Heritage properties; and
	3. Noting the discussion that took place at the 32nd session of the World Heritage Committee;
	4. Requests the World Heritage Centre to:
	a) prepare, after consultation with the Chairperson of the World Heritage Committee, an analytical summary of the state of conservation of the World Heritage discussed at the 32nd session (Québec City, 2008) identifying trends, by 1st November 2008, for distribution to the Committee members and discussion at the 33rd session in 2009;
	b) identify issues emanating from the analytical summary, in consultation with the Advisory Bodies, to be discussed on relevant agenda items of the Committee, including the Reinforced Monitoring mechanism;
	c) prepare a lexicon of terms and recommendations for their consistent application in state of conservation reports;
	d) provide, where available, a printed Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, for properties on the List of World Heritage in Danger and those discussed for in-Danger listing;
	e) add a link to illustrative material and relevant statements of Outstanding Universal Value, and attribute information to source and date;

	5. Also requests the World Heritage Centre to identify a mechanism for consultation with States Parties during the development of the State of Conservation reports to ensure their accuracy.






	8. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST AND THE LIST OF WORLD HERITAGE IN DANGER
	8A. TENTATIVE LISTS SUBMITTED BY STATES PARTIES AS OF 15 APRIL 2008, IN CONFORMITY WITH THE OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES
	Decision:  32 COM 8A
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/8A,
	2. Recognizes the value of the discussions held on issues raised in Document WHC-08/32.COM/8A;
	3. Notes that these discussions have not reached an agreed conclusion at the 32nd session;
	4. Requests that this item be included on the agenda for its 33rd session;
	5. Further requests the Chairperson of the 33rd session to establish a working group to continue the analysis of these issues in order to suggest a solution. 


	8B.  NOMINATIONS TO THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST
	CHANGES TO NAMES OF PROPERTIES INSCRIBED ON THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST
	Decision:  32 COM 8B.1
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/8B,
	2. Decides not to approve the proposed name change to the Historic Centre of Mexico City and Xochimilco as proposed by the Mexican authorities. 
	Decision:  32 COM 8B.2
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/8B,
	2. Approves the proposed name change to Greater St Lucia Wetland Park as proposed by the South African authorities. The name of the property becomes iSimangaliso Wetland Park in English and Parc de la zone humide d’iSimangaliso in French;
	3. Notes that decisions regarding changes in the names of properties must be approved by the World Heritage Committee before being published and promoted widely;
	4. Reminds States Parties wishing to change the names of properties already inscribed on the World Heritage List to comply with the procedure and calendar of Paragraph 167 of the Operational Guidelines.
	Decision:  32 COM 8B.3
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/8B,
	2. Takes note of the correction to the name of the Kvarken Archipelago / High Coast as proposed by the Swedish and Finnish authorities. The name of the property becomes High Coast / Kvarken Archipelago in English and Haute Côte / Archipel de Kvarken in French.

	Decision:  32 COM 8B.4
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/8B,
	2. Approves the proposed name change to Jungfrau-Aletsch-Bietschhorn as proposed by the Swiss authorities. The name of the property becomes Swiss Alps Jungfrau-Aletsch in English and Alpes suisses Jungfrau-Aletsch in French.





	EXAMINATION OF NOMINATIONS OF NATURAL, MIXED AND CULTURAL PROPERTIES TO THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST 
	NATURAL PROPERTIES
	ARAB STATES
	Decision:  32 COM 8B.5
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-08/32.COM/8B and WHC-08/32.COM/INF.8B2,
	2. Inscribes the Socotra Archipelago, Yemen, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criterion (x);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Commends the State Party for its major efforts for the long term conservation of the property; and recognises in particular the positive commitments from the State Party as set out in the Government of Yemen’s Cabinet Decrees No. 45-49 of 12 February 2008 which relate to the conservation and sustainable development of the Socotra Archipelago;
	5. Requests the State Party to implement these Decrees as quickly as possible and, in particular, that:
	a) management planning for the World Heritage property be enhanced to deal more effectively with key threats, in particular ensuring that: 
	i) future roading works minimise environmental impacts on biodiversity and where possible are located outside the property; 
	ii) grazing impacts on biodiversity are monitored and effective measures taken to reduce environmental impacts from grazing; and 
	iii) invasive species are effectively controlled, including through limiting the entry of invasive species at ports and the airport;
	b) a separate management authority be established for the World Heritage property which would give priority attention to the conservation of the unique biodiversity of the property. This Authority should have adequate sustained human and financial resources, and enforcement capacity;
	c) the buffer zones (which are not part of the inscribed property) be managed in a complementary manner to the property, with appropriate linkages developed with the management of the Socotra Biosphere Reserve; and
	d) a sustainable financing strategy be developed for the World Heritage property, which includes ongoing and adequate support from the Government of Yemen and international support from donors and partners;

	6. Acknowledges the efforts undertaken by the State Party in formulating a bio safety framework and ratifying the Cartagena Protocol and encourages the State Party to strengthen such regulations particularly those related to endemic species in Socotra Archipelago to prevent loss of the unique biodiversity;
	7. Further requests the State Party to invite a mission to the property in 2012 to assess progress with the above recommendations and report back to the World Heritage Committee.




	ASIA-PACIFIC
	Decision:  32 COM 8B.6
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	ASIA-PACIFIC
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	8C  UPDATE OF THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST AND THE LIST OF WORLD HERITAGE IN DANGER 
	8D  CLARIFICATIONS OF PROPERTY BOUNDARIES AND SIZES BY STATES PARTIES IN RESPONSE TO THE RETROSPECTIVE INVENTORY
	GLOBAL STRATEGY FOR A REPRESENTATIVE, BALANCED AND CREDIBLE WORLD HERITAGE LIST 
	9.  DISCUSSION ON OUTSTANDING UNIVERSAL VALUE 
	Decision: 32 COM 9
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/9
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 9 adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), which requested ICOMOS and IUCN to harmonize their reports and finalize the first compendium on Outstanding Universal Value and the inscription of proposed properties by criteria on the World Heritage List,
	3. Recognizing that Outstanding Universal Value reflects values and traditions from around the world, representing natural and cultural diversity, takes note of the discussion at the 32nd session of the World Heritage Committee (Quebec City, 2008); 
	4. Welcomes with appreciation the work of the Advisory Bodies in preparing so far the Compendium on standards for the inscription of natural and cultural properties on the World Heritage List; 
	5. Requests the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and IUCN to complete the first compendium for publication in the World Heritage Paper series, including: 
	a) an Executive Summary clearly presenting major conclusions from the report about the thresholds for Outstanding Universal Value relative to each of the criteria, and the potential implications for the World Heritage Committee of the conclusions arising from the report with recommendations; 
	b) a coordinated and integrated introduction; 
	c) a table that summarizes up to 3 landmark cases in the application of each criteria, explaining why the threshold for Outstanding Universal Value was or was not met and the implications of these cases; 
	d) in particular, guidance on comparative analysis; so as to increase its usefulness as a guide to States Parties in developing nominations;
	6. Requests ICOMOS and IUCN, when appropriate, to collaborate in the evaluation of properties so as to produce single evaluation reports on cultural landscapes or mixed sites with cross referencing as required; 
	7. Also requests ICOMOS and IUCN, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre, to finalize the second compendium, that shall cover Outstanding Universal Value with regard to debates about seeking to inscribe, or remove, properties from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for consideration by the Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; 
	8. Requests the World Heritage Centre to seek extra-budgetary resources to adequately finance the conclusion of the work in the above paragraphs; 
	9. Reinforces the rigorous, objective and consistent application of the three key tests to determine Outstanding Universal Value as set out in the Operational Guidelines:
	a) the property must meet one or more of the 10 criteria (Paragraph 77);
	b) the property must meet the conditions of integrity and/or authenticity (Paragraphs 79/95); and 
	c) the property must have an adequate protection and management system in place to ensure its safeguarding (Paragraph 78).





	GLOBAL STRATEGY FOR A REPRESENTATIVE, BALANCED AND CREDIBLE WORLD HERITAGE LIST 
	Decision:     32 COM 10
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/INF.10, 
	2. Recalling the discussion on the “Global Strategy for a representative, balanced and credible World Heritage List” at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), and the many experts reports, secretariat documents, notably the “Challenges for the Millennium”;
	3. Noting that the World Heritage Convention is approaching its fortieth anniversary in 2012 as well as the inscription of the 1000th property to the World Heritage List;
	4. Recognizing that the success and growing complexity and diversity of the Convention pose challenges and opportunities that could not have been fully envisaged when it came into force;
	5. Considers it appropriate to reflect on the achievements of nearly forty years of heritage protection through the Convention;
	6. Agrees that it is timely to consider how best to respond to these challenges and opportunities for the more effective implementation of the World Heritage Convention in the coming decades;
	7. Requests the World Heritage Centre to convene, before the 33rd session in 2009, a workshop in Paris to reflect on the future of the World Heritage Convention, identify global strategic issues, key challenges, trends and opportunities facing the World Heritage Convention and develop approaches to address these issues, as well as synergies with other international instruments;
	8. Welcomes the offer of Australia to co-sponsor the workshop and calls upon the World Heritage Centre to identify (an) interested State(s) Party(ies) to co-sponsor this workshop;
	9. Invites World Heritage Committee members, States Parties, and Advisory Bodies to make written submissions on the issues identified in paragraph 7 above, amongst others,  to assist in the establishment of the agenda and preparation of materials for the workshop, to the World Heritage Centre by 1 October 2008; 
	10. Decides to consider the results of this workshop at its 33rd session in 2009 and to present a report on these issues for consideration to the next session of the General Assembly of States Parties in 2009.


	10A.  PROGRESS REPORT ON THEMATIC STUDIES 
	Decision:  32 COM 10A 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/10A,
	2. Recalling Decisions 31 COM 13 and 31 COM 17 adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Thanking the Government of the United Kingdom for having hosted the Science and Technology expert workshop, which took place from 21 to 23 January 2008 in London, as well as all the experts who contributed to it,
	4. Noting the results and recommendations of the Science and Technology expert workshop within the framework of the Global Strategy,
	5. Takes note of the progress report on the global thematic studies undertaken by ICOMOS and IUCN; 
	6. Requests IUCN and ICOMOS to continue to develop their work on thematic studies, in relation to priorities identified in Document WHC-08/32.COM/10A; 
	7. Noting the underfunding of this significant activity for identifying properties with or having potential Outstanding Universal Value; 
	8. Takes note of the need for additional resources to be provided to support priority work by ICOMOS and IUCN on thematic studies, including updating existing studies, the application of criterion VII and new initiatives, and to promote their effective use by States Parties;
	9. Invites States Parties to the Convention to consider providing extra-budgetary assistance to support the work outlined in paragraphs 6 and 7 above; 
	10. Thanks the government of France for its generous offer to fund a thematic study on Agro-pastoral Cultural Landscapes.
	11. Thanks the government of Spain for its generous offer to fund a thematic study on prehistoric sites;


	10B. POINT OF INFORMATION ON THE PREPARATION OF SERIAL TRANSNATIONAL NOMINATIONS
	Decision:  32 COM 10B
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/10B;
	2. Recalling Decision 29 COM 18A adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005), 
	3. Notes the developing range of discussions on the nomination of serial transnational properties as a positive expression of international cooperation in line with the aims and objectives of the World Heritage Convention;
	4. Acknowledges the need to enhance the guidance to States Parties, Advisory Bodies and the World Heritage Centre on the policies and procedures linked to the nomination and management of serial national and transnational properties;
	5. Requests the Director of the World Heritage Centre to consult States Parties further on the issues raised in Document WHC-08/32.COM/10B, particularly the need to revise paragraph 137 of the Operational Guidelines and the challenges and benefits of serial national and transnational nominations, through a Circular Letter;
	6. Requests the World Heritage Centre, in cooperation with the Advisory Bodies, to organize an expert meeting to reflect on current and future practice and strategies for serial national and transnational nominations, taking account of the debate at the 32nd session and the input received through the Circular Letter.  The meeting that takes place should address the following subjects, among others:
	a) revision of paragraph 137 of the Operational Guidelines, which states that “the series as a whole – and not necessarily the individual parts of it – [must be] of Outstanding Universal Value”
	b) the risk of damaging the credibility of the World Heritage List by including properties on it, within serial national and transnational nominations, that would not merit inscription by themselves;
	c) the role of the World Heritage Centre in promoting and coordinating serial national and transnational nominations, and potential conflict of interest;
	d) clarification of the ultimate objectives of promoting serial national and transnational nominations as an approach under the Convention;
	e) strategies for funding the evaluation of complex serial national and transnational nominations.
	f) issues associated with losing the identity of individual World Heritage properties when they are subsumed by a larger, serial national or transnational nomination.
	7. Requests the World Heritage Centre in consultation with the Advisory Bodies, to prepare an information document for consideration at the 33rd session of the Committee in 2009, providing a list of all existing serial properties on the World Heritage List and of all the known potential future serial nominations;
	8. Requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to propose amendments to the Operational Guidelines and more detailed guidelines, if necessary, for the nomination of serial national and transnational properties, for consideration at the 33rd session of the Committee in 2009.
	9. Takes note that an expert workshop is proposed for November 2008 in Vilm (Germany), which will reflect on current and future practice and strategies for nomination and management of serial transnational natural World Heritage properties, and will update the Committee on progress with this discussion at its 33rd Session in 2009.
	10. Requests the World Heritage Centre to seek extrabudgetary funding to support the expert meeting referred in paragraph 6 above.




	11.  PERIODIC REPORTS
	11A. FOLLOW UP ON THE PERIODIC REPORT FOR AFRICA
	Decision:  32 COM 11A
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/11A,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 11C.1, 30 COM 11F and 30 COM 11G adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and  decisions 31 COM 10, 31 COM 11D.1, adopted at its 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively,
	3. Recognizing the financial and technical assistance  provided by various donors for the follow-up of the Periodic Reporting exercise for Africa, in particular for the implementation of the Africa Regional programme (Africa Nature and AFRICA 2009),    
	4. Takes note of the progress report on the follow-up activities to the Periodic Report for the Africa region;
	5. Calls upon the States Parties, the World Heritage Centre and all the other stakeholders involved in the conservation and protection of natural and cultural heritage of the Africa region to establish a fund raising strategy to supplement the necessary financial  resources required to implement the World Heritage Convention in Africa; 
	6. Recommends that States Parties, Advisory Bodies and the World Heritage Centre continue their collaboration in addressing any outstanding issues and  in particular focussing on  follow-up meetings and training exercises;
	7. Requests the World Heritage Centre in collaboration with the Advisory Bodies to launch in 2009 the second Cycle of Periodic Reporting in Africa, and to undertake a retrospective inventory so as to determine the amount of information needed from State Parties, and also a first indication of the number of properties in need of a revision of their Statements of Outstanding Universal Value; 
	8. Further requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to prepare a progress report on the follow-up to the African Periodic Report and on the preparation for the next cycle for Africa for examination by the Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	11B. FOLLOW UP ON THE PERIODIC REPORT FOR ARAB STATES 
	Decision :  32 COM 11B
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/11B,
	2. Recalling decisions 30 COM 11C, 31 COM 7.3 and 31 COM 11D.1, adopted respectively at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006) and 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Also recalling the need for States Parties, as stipulated in Article 5 (e) of the World Heritage Convention, "to foster the establishment or development of national or regional centres for training in the protection, conservation and presentation of the cultural and natural heritage and to encourage scientific research in this field ", 
	4. Takes note of the information provided by the World Heritage Centre on progress accomplished in the implementation of the Regional Programme for the Arab States;
	5. Encourages States Parties of the Arab region, in cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to continue with the implementation of the Regional Programme, especially the Action Plans adopted in Abu Dhabi in 2005, and develop them as operational national work plans;
	6. Requests States Parties of the Arab region that have not yet responded to the questions raised in 2006 in the framework of the Retrospective Inventory, to provide all clarifications and documentation requested before 1 December 2008;
	7. Also requests States Parties of the Arab region to revise or prepare all the missing Statements of Outstanding Universal Value concerning properties situated in their territories and to submit them before 1 February 2009 for examination at the 33rd session of the World Heritage Committee in 2009; 
	8. Urges States Parties of the Arab region to participate actively in the second cycle of periodic reporting and encourages them to take this opportunity to strengthen their management capacities for World Heritage properties; 
	9. Further requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to provide assistance to the Arab States in the preparation of the Periodic Report; 
	10. Warmly welcomes the proposal of the State Party of Bahrain to create a centre for the reinforcement of the implementation of the World Heritage Convention in the Arab region, and invites it to pursue collaboration established with the World Heritage Centre, as well as the consultation with the Arab States and the Arab League Educational, Cultural and Scientific Organization (ALECSO) for the efficient development of the project, and encourages it to undertake a feasibility study and all necessary steps for the establishment of the centre as a Category II Centre under the auspices of UNESCO, and invites it to submit a progress report on the project to its 33rd session in 2009; 
	11. Takes note of the offer of the State Party of Egypt to establish a second centre in Cairo to give support to capacity building within the region;
	12. Also requests the World Heritage Centre to submit the results of the Periodic Report for the Arab States to the Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	11C. FOLLOW UP ON THE PERIODIC REPORT FOR EUROPE
	Decision:  32 COM 11C
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/11C, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 11A.1, 30 COM 11A.2, 31 COM 11A.1 and  31 COM 11.A.2 adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively,
	3. Takes note of the results of the subregional meetings on the follow-up to Periodic Reporting for "Central and Eastern Europe" (Wroclaw, Poland, September 2007) as well as for "Mediterranean and South Eastern Europe" (Corfu, Greece, April 2008), and further notes that a number of training initiatives were financed through extrabudgetary sources
	4. Encourages the European States Parties to continue to submit any changes to names, criteria, boundaries and draft statements of significance/Outstanding Universal Value as soon as possible;
	5. Recommends that States Parties, Advisory Bodies and the World Heritage Centre continue their collaboration in addressing any outstanding issues, in particular with focused follow-up meetings and training exercises;
	6. Thanks the Greek authorities for having hosted the Mediterranean and South-Eastern European Meeting in Corfu, Greece, 18-19 April 2008, and the Spanish authorities for having organized the Iberian Meeting in Plasencia, Spain, 2-4 April 2008, and welcomes the offer of the Portuguese authorities to host a meeting for Mediterranean Europe in spring 2009;
	7. Requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to prepare a progress report on the follow-up to the European Periodic Report and on the preparations for the next cycle for Europe and North America for examination by the Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	11D. FOLLOW UP ON THE PERIODIC REPORT FOR LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	Decision:  32 COM 11D 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/11D, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 28 COM 16 adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004), 7 EXT.COM 5E adopted at its 7th extraordinary session (UNESCO, 2004) and 29 COM 5 adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005), 
	3. Takes note of the information provided by the World Heritage Centre on the progress made in the implementation of the above-mentioned Decisions for the follow-up to the Periodic Report in Latin America and the Caribbean;
	4. Notes with concern the lack of progress with respect to the SIDS Programme as agreed at the 29th session of the Committee in Durban (2005);
	5. Thanks the financial and technical collaboration provided by the Spanish Funds-in-Trust for the follow up of the Periodic Report exercise, and encourages the SFIT to continue its efforts towards the heritage conservation; 
	6. Requests the World Heritage Centre, in collaboration with the Advisory Bodies, the UNESCO regional offices and the States Parties of the region, to continue implementing the Action Plans concentrating on the priorities identified at the sub-regional workshops of 2006 and 2007, and to submit revised Action Plans covering the period 2011-2016, including a budget estimate, for the consideration of the Committee at its 34th Session in 2010; 
	7. Invites the Director-General of UNESCO to review operations and staffing in the UNESCO regional offices to ensure that services are provided in a coordinated manner with the World Heritage Centre, to assist the States Parties in Latin America and the Caribbean in the implementation of the World Heritage Convention and the respective Action Plans; 
	8. Calls upon the States Parties, the World Heritage Centre and all the other stakeholders involved in the protection and conservation of natural and cultural heritage of the region to establish a fund raising strategy to provide the necessary financial and human resources required to implement the World Heritage Action Plans; 
	9. Also requests the World Heritage Centre to provide a detailed report on the results and follow-up of the SIDS programme for the Committee’s consideration at its 33rd session in 2009. 
	10. Strongly encourages the States Parties, other World Heritage partners and stakeholders in the region to cooperate actively and take the necessary actions to follow up on the implementation of the Action Plans for World Heritage in Latin America and the Caribbean in a concerted and concrete manner; 
	11. Further requests the World Heritage Centre to report to the Committee at its 34th session in 2010 on the implementation of the Caribbean and Latin American Action Plans.


	11E. REFLECTION ON THE PREPARATION OF THE NEXT CYCLE OF PERIODIC REPORTING
	Decision:  32 COM 11E
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/11E,
	2. Recalling Decisions 25 COM VII.25-27 adopted at its 25th session (Helsinki, 2001), 7 EXT.COM 5 and 7 EXT.COM 5A.1 adopted at its 7th extraordinary session (UNESCO, 2004), 29 COM 11.A adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005), 30 COM 11G adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006), and 31 COM 11D1 adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Emphasizing the pivotal importance of Statements of Outstanding Universal Value in all World Heritage processes;
	4. Thanks the States Parties which participated in the Field Testing of the Revised Questionnaire; 
	5. Congratulates the Working Group on the simplification of the Periodic Reporting Questionnaire and setting up of indicators and the World Heritage Centre, for their work on the periodic reporting process, and welcomes the Revised Periodic Reporting Questionnaire (Sections I and II) and its web-based application, as presented in Document WHC-08/32.COM/INF.11E, for use during the Second Cycle of Periodic Reporting;
	6. Decides to launch the Second Cycle of Periodic Reporting in the Arab States Region;
	7. Thanks ALECSO for its offer to translate the revised Questionnaire into Arabic and requests the Director of the World Heritage Centre to identify extra budgetary funding to ensure the translation of the entire second Cycle of Periodic Reporting for the Arab States Region into Arabic;
	8. Thanks the Kingdom of Bahrain for its offer to host a workshop of States Parties in the Arab Region to launch the Periodic Reporting process in the region, and encourages other regions to conduct similar workshops on the new periodic reporting process;
	9. Requests all States Parties, in cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to finalize all missing Statements of Outstanding Universal Value for properties in their territory as soon as possible, and to do so before the beginning of the second Cycle of Periodic Reporting for the relevant Region; 
	10. Requests the World Heritage Centre to continue the Retrospective Inventory as the basis to prefill the Questionnaire at the outset of the second Cycle of periodic reporting in each region;
	11. Also requests the World Heritage Centre to seek extrabudgetary funding for the Working Group to develop indicators for World Heritage properties and, if possible, to report on the progress made on this issue to the Committee at its 33rd session in 2009.


	SPECIAL REPORTS 
	12. PROTECTION OF THE PALESTINIAN CULTURAL AND NATURAL HERITAGE
	Decision:  32 COM 12
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/12,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 12A adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Commends the efforts of all professionals involved in preserving the Palestinian cultural and natural heritage despite difficult conditions;
	4. Regrets that the prevailing situation, besides heavily affecting the life of the communities, does not allow effective and smooth implementation of conservation programmes;
	5. Urges all parties concerned with the safeguarding of the Palestinian cultural and natural heritage to take appropriate measures to prevent and avoid any damage to the Palestinian cultural and natural heritage and requests the World Heritage Centre to continue its efforts to this end, in liaison with the concerned parties;
	6. Thanks the concerned States Parties, IGOs and NGOs for their substantial contributions to UNESCO’s action in the Palestinian Territories and appeals to them to continue supporting this endeavour;
	7. Also requests the World Heritage Centre to continue assisting the Palestinian institutions concerned in reinforcing their capacity in the protection, preservation and management of the Palestinian cultural and natural heritage;


	WORKING METHODS AND TOOLS
	13. REVISION OF OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES
	Decision:  32 COM 13
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/13,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 16 adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Takes note of the amendments compiled in the Annex of the Document WHC-08/32.COM/13;
	4. Requests the World Heritage Centre, in close cooperation with the Advisory Bodies, to draft the amendments to the Operational Guidelines proposed in Document WHC-08/32.COM/13 taking account of the debate at the 32nd session and the Committee’s reflections, and in cooperation with the Chairperson of the World Heritage Committee, to develop a screening process for the Operational Guidelines to ensure consistent references between the different proposals for submission to the Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	5. Establishes an informal working group to review and propose revisions to Chapter VIII of the Operational Guidelines, as well as clear procedures and tools to promote consistent and appropriate use of the World Heritage emblem, for the consideration of the Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	6. Requests the World Heritage Centre, notwithstanding Decision 31 COM 16, to publish the updated English and French versions of the Basic Texts of the Convention following the 33rd session of the Committee in 2009.


	14. CONTINUATION OF THE REFLECTION OF ELECTIONS OF THE MEMBERS OF THE WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE
	FINANCIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES
	15. INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE
	16. REPORT ON THE EXECUTION OF THE 2006-2007 BUDGET AND ADJUSTMENTS TO THE 2008-2009 BUDGET
	Decision:  32 COM 16.1
	1. Takes note of the statement of accounts of the World Heritage Fund for 2006-2007 and the situation of the reserves and contributions as at 31 December 2007;
	2. Also takes note of the implementation of the budget and the statement of accounts for the World Heritage Fund for 2008-2009 and the current situation of the reserves and contributions as at 31 March 2008;
	3. Notes that, where possible, it is desirable that contributions by States Parties are paid by 31 March;
	4. Calls upon States Parties who have not yet paid the totality of their contributions, including voluntary contributions, to do so at their earliest convenience.
	Decision:  32 COM 16.2
	1. Having examined the budgetary adjustments proposed by the World Heritage Centre,
	2. Authorizes the World Heritage Centre to proceed with the necessary budgetary adjustments to partially compensate the Advisory Bodies and the World Heritage Centre a total amount of USD 250,000 for the negative effects of the exchange rate between the USD and the Euro, according to the Table presented in WHC-08/32.COM/16A, paragraph 18, from the USD 639,577 unspent balance of the 2006-07 funds.
	3. Also authorizes the World Heritage Centre to proceed with the additional budgetary revisions set out in the table below using the USD 389,577 balance of the unspent funds from 2006-07:
	4. Decides to reallocate the USD 90,000 in the current Budget line 1.2 “Studies and Evaluations” to support the development and publication of the resource manuals approved at the 31st session of the Committee and presented in Document WHC-08/32.COM/18;
	5. Encourages States Parties to contribute extra-budgetary funding to support the publication of resource manuals, which play an important part in capacity building; 
	6. Recognizes the desirability of protecting the World Heritage Fund from the adverse effects of currency fluctuations;
	7. Recommends that the General Assembly of States Parties consider paying future contributions to the World Heritage Fund using the split assessment method and percentages used for core contributions to UNESCO;
	8. Strongly recommends the General Conference and the Executive Board of UNESCO  to significantly increase the level of core funding to the World Heritage Centre so that adequate funding is available to support the staff necessary to enable the World Heritage Centre to effectively meet the increasing needs of this very successful and high profile Convention . 
	Decision: 32 COM 16B
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-08/32.COM/16A and WHC-08/32.COM/16B;
	2. Asks the Chairperson to establish an informal working group, comprised of World Heritage Committee members, for the following purposes:
	a) examine ways to ensure the continuity, efficiency and effectiveness of the World Heritage work and the sustainability of the World Heritage Fund in a context of increasing workload and a fixed budget, including measures to ensure adequate resourcing for the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies to meet their responsibilities;
	b) recommend measures that can be implemented by the Director General of UNESCO, by the World Heritage Committee and by the General Assembly of States Parties.

	3. Requests the informal working group to submit its report to the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009, with a view to presenting recommendations to the General Assembly of States Parties at its seventeenth session in 2009.






	17.  PROGRESS REPORT ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE 2007 AUDIT
	Decision: 32 COM 17
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/17,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 19, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Takes note of the progress in implementing the World Heritage Committee’s Decision 31 COM 19 (Christchurch, 2007);
	4. Encourages the Director General of UNESCO and the Director of the World Heritage Centre to continue their efforts in implementing the remaining recommendations of the management audit;
	5. Urges the Director General of UNESCO to fill the post of Deputy Director of Management as soon as possible;
	6. Requests that the Committee be informed at its 33rd session in 2009 about the progress made with the implementation of its decisions on the management audit of the World Heritage Centre.


	18.  OTHER BUSINESS
	TITLES AND COSTS FOR WORLD HERITAGE RESOURCE MANUALS 
	Decision: 32 COM 18 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/18,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 21B, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Endorses the revised timeline for the World Heritage Resource Manuals Series to be published in 2008/2009, including the addition of the Disaster Risk Reduction Manual, subject to availability of funding; 
	4. Allocates the amount of USD 49,577 from the unspent balance from the 2006-2007 budget towards the finalization and publication of the resource manual entitled Preparing World Heritage Nominations; and decides to reallocate the USD 90,000 in the current Budget line 1.2 “Studies and Evaluations” to support the development and publication of the resource manuals approved at the 31st session of the Committee and presented in Document WHC-08/32.COM/18;
	5. Encourages States Parties to contribute extra-budgetary funding to support the publication of titles within the Resource Manuals Series which play an important part in capacity building;
	6. Approves the proposed list of titles for future publications in the Resource Manuals Series and takes note of the indicative costs for their publication: 
	7. Requests the World Heritage Centre to prepare a list of titles for the Resource Manual Series to be presented and prioritized to the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009;
	8. Decides to replace and supersede Decision 31 COM 21B (Christchurch, 2007) by Decision 32 COM 18.


	CLOSING SESSION
	19. ELECTION OF THE CHAIRPERSON, VICE-CHAIRPERSONS AND RAPPORTEUR OF THE 34th SESSION OF THE WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE (JUNE 2009)
	Decision:  32 COM 19
	1. Recalling its Decision 31 COM 22, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), which elected a Bureau whose mandate began at the end of its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007) until the end of its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	2. Decides to elect, in accordance with Rule 13.1 of the Rules of Procedure of the Committee, a Bureau with the following composition:
	a) H.E. Maria Jesus San Segundo (Spain) as Chairperson of the World Heritage Committee, whose mandate will begin at the end of the 32nd session of the Committee (Quebec City, 2008) until the end of the 33rd session of the Committee (June 2009);
	b) Mr Antonio Ricarte (Brazil) as Rapporteur of the World Heritage Committee, whose mandate will begin at the end of the 32nd session of the Committee (Quebec City, 2008) until the end of the 33rd session of the Committee (June 2009);
	c) - Australia 
	3. Also decides that the Bureau of the 34th session of the World Heritage Committee (June/July 2010) will be elected at the end of the 33rd session of the World Heritage Committee (June 2009) in accordance with Rule 13.1 of the Rules of Procedure of the World Heritage Committee;




	20. PROVISIONAL AGENDA OF THE 33RD SESSION OF THE WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE
	Decision:  32 COM 20
	1. Having examined Document WHC-08/32.COM/20,
	2. Decides that its 33rd session will take place in Seville (Spain) in June 2009;
	3. Adopts the following provisional Agenda for the 33rd session of the World Heritage Committee in 2009:


	21. ADOPTION OF DECISIONS
	22. CLOSING CEREMONY 

	whc09-33com-20-Pirin.pdf
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/5C,
	2. Recalling the provisions of the Operational Guidelines in paragraphs 41 to 44,
	3. Notes with appreciation the information provided on the cooperation between the World Heritage Convention and other multilateral environmental agreements;
	4. Also notes the need for States Parties to address the great imbalance between nature and culture in the World Heritage List and to such end, recommends that a sharing of information between the multilateral environmental agreements and diverse stakeholders active in the conservation of World Heritage properties be undertaken, and that capacity building be reinforced in the field of heritage;
	5. Requests that the concept of sustainable development be emphasized and taken in due consideration in all relevant actions taken by the World Heritage Centre;
	6. Also requests the World Heritage Centre to continue the cooperation with the secretariats of other multilateral environmental agreements through the Biodiversity Liaison Group and other mechanisms, including bilateral cooperation to enhance synergies and coherence;
	7. Further requests the World Heritage Centre to identify other conventions and programmes in the field of cultural heritage and recommend a strategic approach for cooperation to be discussed at its 34th session in 2010;
	NATURAL HERITAGE
	AFRICA
	1. Manovo Gounda St. Floris National Park (Central African Republic) (N 475)
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 31 COM 7A.1 and 32 COM 7A.1, adopted at its 31st (Christchurch, 2007) and 32nd (Quebec City, 2008) sessions respectively, 
	3. Regrets that the State Party has not submitted a report on the state of conservation of the property as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008);
	4. Expresses its deep concern with regard to the conclusions of the joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN mission of April 2009 that noted a high risk of loosing the Outstanding Universal Value of the property if, in the short-term, urgent corrective measures are not taken to limit the major pressures affecting its integrity; 
	5. Urges the State Party to develop in cooperation with the World Heritage Centre, IUCN and other stakeholders a new short-term (3 years) emergency plan to restore the integrity of the property, taking into account the following corrective measures:
	a) Restructuring of the management of the Park, towards a simple and efficient organization dedicated specifically to the property, 
	b) Strengthening of supervisory staff to ensure the main management tasks (planning, surveillance, ecological monitoring, administration, logistics), 
	c) Increasing the number and training of ground staff mainly dedicated to surveillance during this transition period, and strengthened in the beginning by support from the armed forces, 
	d) Functional zoning of the Park with a priority intervention zone to conserve to the maximum the components determining the Outstanding Universal Value of the Park (ecosystems and wildlife), 
	e) An action plan targeting the restoration of security and tranquillity in this priority zone, 
	f)   A provisional budget adapted to these priorities, limited to the necessary, to already begin at this stage a reflection on management sustainability, 
	g) A plan to emerge from the crisis to be undertaken in parallel, through consultation, with the different protagonists, specifically those from Chad and Sudan;
	6. Encourages the State Party to request assistance from the World Heritage Fund to organize a workshop to prepare this emergency plan;
	7. Requests the State Party to ensure commitment at the highest level for the implementation of the emergency plan;
	8. Calls upon the State Party as well as the States Parties of Chad and Sudan, to strengthen their transboundary cooperation to control the threats, particularly from armed poaching and other illegal exploitation of natural resources;
	9. Invites donors as well as the international community at large to mobilise the necessary financial and technical resources for the implementation of the emergency plan to restore the intrinsic characteristics of the property, as well as its integrity;   
	10. Also requests the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value and a proposal for the desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, by 1 February 2010, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011; 
	11. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property, in particular on the development and implementation of the emergency plan as well as the implementation of the other recommendations of the 2009 mission, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	12. Decides to apply the Reinforced Monitoring Mechanism for one year to monitor the state of conservation of the property and further requests the World Heritage Centre to report on the progress achieved in the preparation and implementation of the emergency plan based on information provided by the State Party and the Advisory Bodies; 
	13. Invites the Director-General of UNESCO and the Chairperson of the World Heritage Committee to convene a meeting with the authorities of the Central African Republic, Sudan and Chad, together with representatives of the African Union and appropriate sub-regional organizations and the President of IUCN, to discuss progress in addressing the deteriorating state of conservation of the property, with the assistance of the World Heritage Fund and other funds as may be available;
	14. Also decides to retain Manovo-Gounda St. Floris National Park (Central African Republic) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	2. Comoé National Park (Côte d’Ivoire) (N 227)
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.2
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.2, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes with satisfaction that the State Party has now regained control over the entire property, thus creating the basic conditions to start the process of recovery of its integrity and Outstanding Universal Value; 
	4. Expresses its concern on the results of the rapid wildlife assessment, which indicate that wildlife populations are at critical low levels and that poaching and illegal activities are occurring across the property;   
	5. Urges the State Party to increase its efforts to fully implement all the corrective measures and recommendations of the 2006 mission within  an agreed timeframe, in particular by establishing an effective patrolling system for the whole property and developing and implementing a management plan which will set out a strategy for recovery of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	6. Calls upon the State Party and the international community to increase their financial support for the management and rehabilitation of the property;
	7. Requests the State Party in cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN to organise a comprehensive wildlife survey to fully assess the state of conservation of the property, which can be used as a baseline to monitor the recovery of the wildlife and to develop the desired state of conservation for removal from the List of World Heritage in Danger. The State Party might wish to request international assistance from the World Heritage Fund to finance this survey;    
	8. Expresses its utmost concern about the granting of mining exploration licences covering the property, urges the State Party to take the necessary steps to ensure the withdrawal of these licenses and calls on the holders of any concessions to respect international standards relating to mining in World Heritage properties, as outlined in the International Council on Mining and Metals Position Statement on Mining and Protected Areas (2003); 
	9. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value and a proposal for the desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	10. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the corrective measures and other recommendations of the World Heritage Committee, including a copy of the draft management plan, an overview of current and projected budgets for the management of the property, the status of anti-poaching activities, and information on wildlife populations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	11. Decides to retain Comoé National Park (Côte d’Ivoire) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	3. Mount Nimba Strict Nature Reserve (Côte d’Ivoire and Guinea) (N 155 bis)
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.3, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes with concern the limited progress in the implementation of the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 31st (Christchurch, 2007) and 32nd (Quebec City, 2008) sessions, as a result of the continued insecurity in the Côte d’Ivoire part of the property, preventing regular access by the management authority and the continued weak management capacity of the management authority in Guinea, as a result of lack of funding and trained staff;  
	4. Requests the State Party of Côte d’Ivoire to ensure the restoration of security in the property as to allow permanent access of the management authority to the property;
	5. Urges both States Parties to further increase their efforts to continue implementing the corrective measures, and the other recommendations of the World Heritage Committee; 
	6. Welcomes the responsible position of Tata Steel in agreeing not to carry out mining that would damage the Outstanding Universal Value of the property in Côte d’Ivoire, in line with the World Heritage Committee’s request to all holders of any mining concession to respect international standards with respect to mining in World Heritage properties, as outlined in the International Council on Mining and Metals Position Statement on Mining and Protected Areas (2003) and not to mine within World Heritage properties, and requests the Chairperson of the World Heritage Committee to write to the Chief Executive Officer of Tata Steel to convey the Committee’s appreciation for this action;
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party of Côte d’Ivoire to confirm urgently that all mining concessions within the property have been revoked; 
	8. Also welcomes the consultation initiated by the State Party of Guinea and the mining company SMFG on the Terms of Reference of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of the mining project and also reiterates its request to ensure that the EIA is conducted in accordance with the highest international standards and quantifies the potential impact of the planned exploitation on the property, in close consultation with all stake holders, and to submit to the World Heritage Committee any intermediary results; 
	9. Also requests the States Parties of Côte d’Ivoire and Guinea to seek international assistance from the World Heritage Fund to organize a new tripartite meeting with Liberia to enhance the required coordination to implement the recommendations from the 2007 and 2008 monitoring missions;
	10. Further requests both States Parties, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to further develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, as well as a proposal for the desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	11. Requests furthermore both States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on progress in the implementation of the corrective measures and other recommendations of the 2007 and 2008 missions, and the elimination of mining threats to the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 
	12. Decides to retain Mount Nimba Strict Nature Reserve (Côte d’Ivoire and Guinea) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	4. Virunga National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 63)
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.4
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.4, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Expresses its sincere condolences to the families of the guards killed during protection operations at the property as well as its support for the guards and families who have lost homes following the attack and occupation of the Rumangabo Station in October 2008;
	4. Regrets the breakdown in security that continues to hamper the implementation of conservation activities and threatens the Outstanding Universal Value of the property but expresses the hope that the new cooperation between the Congolese and Rwandan Governments will result in the restoration of security in and around the property; 
	5. Urges the State Party, in cooperation with the United Nations Organization Mission for the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUC), to reinforce its efforts to disarm all the armed groups, national and foreign, operating in and around the property;
	6. Expresses its deep concern with regard to the envisaged oil prospecting projects overlapping the property and also urges the State Party to exclude them from territory of the property;
	7. Reiterates its position regarding the incompatibility of oil exploration and exploitation with the World Heritage status; 
	8. Also regrets that the State Party has not yet undertaken the necessary measures to relocate, beyond the boundaries of the property, the training and reunification camp of the army based at Nyaleke;  
	9. Reiterates its request to the State Party to implement the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee following the 2006 monitoring mission and the 2007 reinforced monitoring mission;
	10. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies a draft statement of Outstanding Universal Value as well as a proposal for the desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the list of World Heritage in Danger for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	11. Encourages the State Party’s park management authority and other agencies to continue and strengthen their work to provide alternative energy sources as a way to alleviate deforestation pressures and calls on the international community to support these activities; 
	12. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including information on the progress of oil exploration and exploitation projects  overlapping the property, an update on the disarmament of armed groups within the park, and information on the situation of flagship species of the property, the extent of encroachment and deforestation in the region, the degree of poaching, as well as progress accomplished in the implementation of the corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	13. Decides to continue to apply the Reinforce Monitoring Mechanism for one more year;
	14. Also decides to retain Virunga National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	5. Kahuzi-Biega National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 137) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.5
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.5, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec, 2008),
	3. Notes with satisfaction the beginning of repatriation operations of FDLR Rwandan militia present in and around the property and requests the State Party, in cooperation with the United Nations Organization Mission for the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUC), to redouble its efforts to disarm all the national and foreign armed groups operating in and around the property;
	4. Notes with concern the fact that despite efforts made by the management authority of the property, a large part of the property remains beyond its control;
	5. Regrets the lack of significant progress in the resolution of the cases of illegal occupation of the corridor and the granting of mining concessions in the property;
	6. Takes note of the revised version of the environmental impact study for the rehabilitation of the RN3 crossing the property and urges the State Party to implement all its recommendations, including the need to restrict the road passing through the property to a limited amount of local traffic only,  to realign the main road to pass around and outside the property and to ensure the provision of adequate resources to the management authority to enable it to effectively control and manage the use of the road;
	7. Also requests the State Party to continue the implementation of the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th session (Vilnius 2006);
	8. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, as well as a proposal for the desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 
	9. Further requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to evaluate the state of conservation of the property and progress achieved in the implementation of the corrective measures, for the establishment of a desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, updating the necessary corrective measures and the timetable for their implementation;
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including an update on the state of the mining concessions granted in the property, progress achieved in the resolution the cases of illegal occupation of the corridor and the rehabilitation of the RN3 as well as the implementation of the corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010 ;
	11. Decides to continue to apply the reinforced monitoring mechanism to the property for one more year;
	12. Also decides to retain Kahuzi-Biega National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	6. Garamba National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 136) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.6 
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.6, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Expresses its most sincere condolences to the families of the guards killed in the course of operations linked to the protection of the property, as well as to the other victims of the different attacks against the park;
	4. Notes with deep concern the most recent breakdown of security that continues to delay the implementation of conservation activities and risks to threaten the achievements of these past years that had halted large-scale poaching of elephants and other flagship species;
	5. Expresses its great concern with regards to the possible extinction of the Northern white rhino of which no evidence has been identified to date, despite intensive searches within the property and in the adjacent hunting areas; 
	6. Urges the State Party, in cooperation with the Mission of the United Nations Organization for the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUC), to strengthen its efforts to disarm all the national and foreign armed groups operating in and around the property and restore security;
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party to implement the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee following the 2006 monitoring mission;
	8. Reiterates its requests to the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value and a proposal for the desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 
	9. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to assess the state of conservation of the property and progress achieved in the implementation of the corrective measures, establish the desired state of conservation for removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, update the required corrective measures and the timetable for their implementation;
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including information on the status of the population of the Northern white rhino and other flagship species of the property, an update on the disarmament of the armed groups in the park and progress achieved in the implementation of the corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	11. Decides to continue to apply the reinforced monitoring mechanism to the property for one more year;
	12. Also decides to retain Garamba National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	7. Salonga National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 280) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.7
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.7, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes with concern the delay in the implementation of the corrective measures established by the World Heritage Committee at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007);  
	4. Urges the State Party to redouble its efforts to implement the corrective measures and in particular those relating to the organization of a combined anti-poaching operation in cooperation with the Congolese Army (FARDC), to secure the property and implement the anti-poaching strategy; 
	5. Regrets the lack of funding available for the implementation of the corrective measures, and more particularly those relating to participatory delimitation and demarcation activities, and calls upon the State Party and donors to strengthen support to the property; 
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, as well as a proposal for the desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and progress achieved in the implementation of all the corrective measures, in particular those regarding the organization of a combined anti-poaching operation in cooperation with the Congolese Army (FARDC,) to secure the property, and on the implementation of the strategy for anti-poaching, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010 ;
	8. Decides to continue to apply the reinforced monitoring mechanism for one more year;
	9. Also decides to retain Salonga National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	8. Okapi Wildlife Reserve (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 718) 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.8, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Taking note of the conclusion of the mission that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property has been seriously degraded but that the security conditions are now in place to enable a beginning of the regeneration of the values and integrity of the property, congratulates the State Party for the progress achieved in this respect and encourages it to continue its efforts; 
	4. Considers that the indicators that describe the desired state of conservation and measure the restoration of the biological values of the property, its integrity and management, as established by the joint 2009 monitoring mission in co-operation with the management authority, must be reached to enable the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger ;
	5. Also takes note of the efforts made by the State Party and the management authority in the implementation of the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006) ; 
	6. Urges the State Party to implement the corrective measures as updated by the joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring in 2009, to restore the Outstanding Universal Value of the property:
	a) Continue efforts to resolve problems concerning the FARDC military involved in large-scale poaching in the south-west peripheral area of the property, 
	b) Officially cancel all the artisanal mining rights as well as those, encroaching the property, granted by the mining cadastre; 
	c) Take measures to mitigate impacts linked to the increase in traffic in the Okapi Wildlife Reserve, and in particular secure the necessary technical and financial means to contribute towards the implementation of the system to control immigration and strengthen the surveillance and anti-poaching mechanism; 
	d) Finalise and approve the management plan for the property, with the creation of an integrally protected zone with national park status; 
	e) Integrate the activities of the Immigration Control Committees (CCI) and the Local Committee for Monitoring and Conservation of Nature (CLSCN) in the management activities of the subsistence areas (agricultural and hunting areas), for which management modalities should be indicated in the management plan; 
	f)   Legalise and upscale the pilot system to regulate and monitor immigration and traffic on the RN4, and secure the right to close the RN4 to traffic at night and to establish a toll system; 
	g) Continue efforts to strengthen and reinvigorate the surveillance mechanism and render it more effective; 
	h) Request the State Party to halt illegal trafficking of timber, minerals and ivory across its north-eastern border;
	i)   Prepare and implement a zoning plan for forest areas adjacent to the property in order to protect it from the negative impact of unsustainable exploitation of the forest;
	7. Requests the State Party to ensure the monitoring of the indicators describing the desired state of conservation and undertake, before the end of 2010, a study to prepare the methodology to be used for the 2012 inventory to enable the monitoring of any increases in wildlife numbers. The State may wish to request assistance from the World Heritage Fund for this purpose;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit the draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value as well as the draft desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, based on the proposals developed during the monitoring mission, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property, in particular on progress accomplished in the implementation of the corrective measures and the other recommendations of the 2009 mission, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 
	10. Decides, in view of progress achieved in the implementation of the corrective measures and the improvement of the security situation, to no longer apply the reinforced monitoring mechanism to this property; 
	11. Also decides to retain Okapi Wildlife Reserve (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	9. Simien National Park (Ethiopia) (N 9) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.9
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.9, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Congratulates the State Party for the positive action it has taken in addressing corrective measures as recommended by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th, 31st and 32nd sessions;
	4. Welcomes the progress made in the implementation of the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006), in particular, the efforts to extend the property to include key habitat areas for the Walia ibex and Ethiopian wolf and the development of strategies to address the threats from grazing and settlements; 
	5. Requests the State Party to urgently re-gazette the newly established boundaries and start implementing the strategy to address the grazing pressure and the Alternative Livelihoods Development Project; 
	6. Expresses its concern that no measures to address the grazing strategy are included in the management plan and urges the State Party to ensure that this key threat to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property is addressed as part of the management plan; 
	7. Calls upon the international community to financially support the implementation of the management plan and also requests the State Party to organize a donor conference with the assistance of UNESCO and Advisory Bodies to identify potential donors and funding; 
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to invite as soon as possible the joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN mission to the property, as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008) to assess its state of conservation, review the draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, and to develop a proposal for the desired state of conservation for removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, with a view to removing it from the List of World Heritage in Danger at its 34th session in 2010; 
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on progress in the implementation of the corrective measures and the other recommendations of the 2006 monitoring mission, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	10. Decides to retain Simien National Park (Ethiopia) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	10. Air and Ténéré Natural Reserves (Niger) (N 573)
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.10
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.10, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Welcomes the fact that in spite of the continuing security problems, the implementation of the corrective measures has now started with support of the Co-management of natural resources of Aïr-Ténéré and its surrounding areas project (COGERAT), but notes that given the size of the property it will take time before a positive impact on the recovery of the Outstanding Universal Value can be registered; 
	4. Urges the State Party to continue and increase its efforts to fully implement all the corrective measures and other recommendations of the 2005 monitoring mission;
	5. Calls upon the international community to increase their support for the implementation of the corrective measures;
	6. Requests the State Party to provide copies to the World Heritage Centre of the strategic documents that have been developed for the recovery of the property (action plan for sustainable resource management of the property, restoration action plan for degraded land) as well as the studies on wood and thatch use;
	7. Reiterates its request to the State party to organize before the 34th session of the World Heritage Committee in 2010 and, in cooperation with the IUCN Species Survival Commission and its relevant specialists groups, a comprehensive survey of the property, in particular populations size and distribution of threatened species, to evaluate the status of its Outstanding Universal Value and develop population recovery and rehabilitation programmes; 
	8. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value and a proposal for the desired state of conservation for removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	9. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN mission to the property  as soon as the comprehensive survey mentioned above is available and before the 35th session of the World Heritage Committee in 2011, to assess its state of conservation and progress made in the implementation of the corrective measures in view of establishing the desired state of conservation for removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, update the corrective measures and set a timeframe for their implementation;
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the corrective measures and other recommendations of the World Heritage Committee, an overview of current and projected budgets for the management of the property, status of anti-poaching activities, and information on trends in wildlife populations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	11. Decides to retain Air and Ténéré Natural Reserves (Niger) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	11. Niokolo-Koba National Park (Senegal) (N 153)
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.11 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.11, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Expresses its serious concern about reports that poaching pressure is increasing in the property and is further eroding its Outstanding Universal Value; 
	4. Regrets that it has not been possible for the State Party to implement some of the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007) within the agreed timeframe;
	5. Also regrets that the State Party did not provide information on progress in addressing threats from illegal logging, spread of invasive species and associated drying of marshes, planned construction of a dam on the Gambia river, the planned transnational Tambacounda highway as well as its efforts to establish a public private partnership for the implementation of the corrected measures, as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008);
	6. Urges the State Party to increase efforts to urgently implement the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 31st session as well as the other recommendations of the 2007 joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN mission to avoid the potential imminent loss of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	7. Calls upon the State Party as well as the international donor community to increase their support for the management of the property and in particular the implementation of the corrective measures; 
	8. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value and a proposal for the desired state of conservation for removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	9. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission to review the state of conservation of the property and to review the implementation of the corrective measures and timeframe;
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the corrective measures and all other recommendations of the World Heritage Committee above mentioned in Paragraphs 5 and 6, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	11. Decides to retain Niokolo-Koba National Park (Senegal) on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 




	ASIA-PACIFIC
	12. Manas Wildlife Sanctuary (India) (N 338)
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.12
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.12, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes the State Party’s efforts to implement the corrective measures adopted by the Committee at is 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008) and the initiative by the Bodoland Territorial Council to expand Manas National Park to the west which will contribute to the improved integrity of the property;
	4. Takes note of the results of the comprehensive wildlife survey which seems to confirm that the recovery of wildlife populations has started but is still at an early stage, and reiterates its position that a clear upward trend of these populations needs to be demonstrated in order to allow for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	5. Requests the State Party to base further monitoring of wildlife trends on the results of the comprehensive wildlife survey and encourages the State Party to consider expanding the monitoring of the property to include the habitat ;
	6. Also requests the State Party to continue the implementation of the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 32nd session, as well as the other recommendations of the 2008 World Heritage Centre / IUCN monitoring mission, in particular the finalization of the management plan, and to submit it to the World Heritage Centre and IUCN for information; 
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value and a proposal for the desired state of conservation for removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, based on the available baseline data on wildlife populations and habitat, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the corrective measures and recommendations of the World Heritage Committee, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	9. Decides to retain Manas National Park (India) on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 



	LATIN AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN
	13. Galápagos Islands (Ecuador) (N 1 bis)
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.13
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.13, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Acknowledges and commends the progress made by the State Party on the implementation of some of the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007) and included in the Action Plan produced in response to the Presidential Decree No. 270; 
	4. Notes with concern the continued threats to the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property, arising from very rapid growth of land based tourism and from invasive alien species;
	5. Invites the State Party to continue to strengthen its efforts on the implementation of all of the corrective measures established for the property; 
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value and a proposal for the desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.  The State Party is encouraged, if it wishes to do so, to prepare and submit an International Assistant request to support this process;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a comprehensive report on the state of conservation of the property, with particular emphasis on the identified corrective measures in its 15 point Action Plan and on its response to land based visitation trends, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. The report should also address how corrective measures are contributing to addressing the requirements associated to the anticipated Statement of Outstanding Universal Value and the anticipated desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	8. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ IUCN reactive monitoring mission to assess progress made on the implementation of the decisions of the Committee;
	9. Decides to retain the Galápagos Islands (Ecuador) on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 




	CULTURAL HERITAGE
	AFRICA
	14. Ruins of Kilwa Kisiwani and Ruins of Songo Mnara (United Republic of Tanzania) (C 144)
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.14
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.14, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not provide the state of conservation report on time as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 32nd session; 
	4. Notes with satisfaction the State Party’s effectiveness in its recent efforts to strengthen the conservation of the World Heritage property and to improve implementation of its management mechanisms; 
	5. Takes note of the workshop on Outstanding Universal Value organized by the World Heritage Centre and thanks the State Party for submitting a statement of Outstanding Universal Value for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	6. Warmly welcomes the efforts made by the State Party, with the support of international donors, in the last few years, to respond to the Committee’s requests and invites the State Party to consider a request for international assistance to implement the corrective  measures  in progress; 
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including the progress in implementing the corrective measures, and the re-evaluation of the timeframe for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	8. Decides to retain the Ruins of Kilwa Kisiwani and Ruins of Songo Mnara (United Republic of Tanzania) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.



	ARAB STATES
	15. Abu Mena (Egypt) (C 90)
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.15
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.15, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Acknowledges the information provided by the State Party on the actions being taken to implement some of the corrective measures and urges the State Party to continue its work on all the corrective measures adopted at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006); 
	4. Recognizes the efforts made by the State Party to ensure the safeguarding of the site and encourages it to continue such efforts in cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	5. Reiterates its invitation to the State Party to submit a request for International Assistance to the World Heritage Committee to support the preparation of the requested  conservation and management plans, and to provide a basis for shaping and articulating priority needs within the context of developing an international appeal;
	6. Urges the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM, as well as any other relevant bodies, to cooperate with the State Party to put in place the corrective measures;
	7. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to assess progress in the implementation of all the corrective measures, to review the draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, to develop a proposal for the desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, and to revise the timeframe;
	8. Also requests the State Party to provide to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	9. Decides to retain Abu Mena (Egypt) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	16. Ashur (Qal'at Sherqat) (Iraq) (C 1130)
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.16, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes the efforts of the State Party to set up a management structure on site; 
	4. Requests the State Party to take all possible emergency measures to protect the eastern part of the property from the rising waters of the Tigris River, to undertake necessary maintenance and conservation work to avoid further damage, and to ensure continuing site security;
	5. Encourages the State Party, should the situation allow it, to implement the corrective measures previously identified:
	a) Relocation or cancellation of the dam project;
	b) Emergency excavations and protective measures against seepage;
	c) Preparation and implementation of a conservation and management plan;
	d) Protection and consolidation of fragile mud brick structures.
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value and a proposal for the desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010, as well as to provide a detailed map of the boundaries of the property; 
	7. Calls upon the international community to provide the necessary assistance to the State Party for the protection of this property;
	8. Also requests the State Party, should the conditions allow it, to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to Ashur to assess the state of conservation of the property;
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	10. Decides to retain Ashur (Qal'at Sherqat) (Iraq) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	17. Samarra Archaeological City (Iraq) (C 276 rev) 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.17 adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Requests the State Party, should the situation allow it, to implement the corrective measures identified:
	a) Establishment of a local management unit on the site, 
	b) Preparation and implementation of a conservation and management plan, 
	c) Maintenance and emergency conservation activities;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value and a proposal for the desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 
	5. Encourages the State Party to submit an International Assistance request for technical cooperation in order to address the damages to the property, and the need to develop remedial strategies which take into account the geographical extent of the property and its present security conditions;
	6. Calls upon the international community to provide all necessary assistance to the State Party in the protection of this property;
	7. Also requests the State Party, should the conditions allow it, to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to Samarra to assess the state of conservation of the property;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	9. Decides to retain Samarra Archaeological City (Iraq) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	18. Old City of Jerusalem and its Walls (site proposed by Jordan) (C 148 rev) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.18

	19. Historic Town of Zabid (Yemen) (C 611) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.19
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decisions 31 COM 7A.19 and 32 COM 7A.19, adopted respectively at its 31st (Christchurch, 2007) and 32nd (Quebec City, 2008) sessions;
	3. Takes notes of the progress that has been made in generating political support and commitment to the conservation of Zabid and the increase in resources for the General Organization for the Preservation of Historic Cities in Yemen (GOPHCY), supplemented by the socio-economic development project of the German Technical Assistance (GTZ), the Yemeni Government and the Social Fund for Development (SFD);
	4. Notes however that many difficult challenges remain in terms of defining violations and putting in place an adequate legal framework, developing a conservation plan, allowing GOPHCY staff to have a clear mandate to deal with violations and  construction permits and supporting their implementation work;
	5. Also notes that notwithstanding capacity building in construction skills, further support and training is still needed in traditional materials and techniques;
	6. Urges the State Party to continue to give the optimum support to the regeneration and conservation of Zabid;
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party to continue its efforts towards the implementation of the corrective measures adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007);

	8 Requests that priority is given to developing the conservation plan in line with the aims outlined as part of the architectural survey;
	9 Also reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, and a proposal for the desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	10 Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to assess progress on the 2007 action plan for the implementation of the corrective measures;
	11 Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010 a progress report on the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	12 Decides to retain the Historic Town of Zabid (Yemen) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.




	ASIA AND PACIFIC
	20. Minaret and Archaeological Remains of Jam (Afghanistan) (C 211 rev)
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.20
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.20, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Takes note of the report provided by the State Party on the state of conservation of the property, as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 32nd session; 
	4. Notes the State Party’s efforts and resources deployed to safeguard the property in extremely difficult circumstances and the commitment of the international community in reaching the desired state of conservation for this property; 
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to continue its efforts towards the implementation of the corrective measures adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007);
	6. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, for examination by the World Heritage Committee;
	7. Recognizing the support of the governments of Italy and Switzerland, calls upon the international community, in co-operation with the World Heritage Centre, to continue its technical and financial support with an aim to implement the agreed corrective measures, and particularly those identified as priorities in the recommendations of the Expert Group meeting in Rome (June 2008); 
	8. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a progress report on the implementation of the corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 
	9. Decides to retain the Minaret and Archaeological Remains of Jam (Afghanistan) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	21. Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley (Afghanistan) (C 208 rev)
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.21
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.21, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Takes note of the report provided by the State Party on the state of conservation of the property, as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 32nd session; 
	4. Notes the efforts and commitment of the State Party and the international community for the safeguarding of this property and urges the State Party to continue its work on the corrective measures, particularly the completion of the management plan for the property; 
	5. Thanks the governments of Germany and Japan for their support and calls upon the international community to continue providing technical and financial support, in particular to achieve the desired state of conservation;
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, for examination by the World Heritage Committee;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010 a progress report on the implementation of the corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 
	8. Decides to retain the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley (Afghanistan) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	22. Bam and its Cultural Landscape (Islamic Republic of Iran) (C 1208) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.22
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.22, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Warmly congratulates the State Party for its commitment and efforts in reaching the desired state of conservation and thanks the international community for its support;
	4. Recognizes the efforts of the State Party in continuing its work on the corrective measures adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007);
	5. Requests the State Party to clarify the status of the legal adoption of the comprehensive management plan;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, an up-dated Nomination file based on the property boundaries approved in Decision 31 COM 8B.59, and a report on the progress made in implementing the corrective measures for examination by the World Heritage Committee in view of  the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger at its 34th session in 2010;
	7. Decides to retain Bam and its Cultural Landscape (Islamic Republic of Iran) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	23. Fort and Shalamar Gardens in Lahore (Pakistan) (C 171–172)
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.23, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes with satisfaction the progress made by the State Party in the overall preservation and conservation of elements of the World Heritage property, notably by adopting the master plans and carrying out conservation works at the two sites of the Lahore Fort and Shalamar Gardens; 
	4. Notes however that some of the corrective measures agreed by the World Heritage Committee remain to be implemented, in order to achieve the desired state of conservation for the property;
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, and to submit it to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	6. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Committee a formal request for the modification of the boundaries of the property, according to the provision of paragraphs 163-165 of the Operational Guidelines;
	7. Urges the State Party to continue its efforts to achieve the desired state of conservation defined by the World Heritage Committee for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, and define a clear timeframe for the implementation of the relevant corrective measures;
	8. Encourages the State Party to give consideration to the recommendations of the joint UNESCO/ICOMOS mission of February 2009, and particularly to strengthen the human resources for the conservation and management of the World Heritage property, notably through appropriate capacity building programmes, possibly with International Assistance under the World Heritage Fund;  
	9. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the progress made in the implementation of the corrective measures, including a clear timeframe, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 
	10. Decides to retain the Fort and Shalamar Gardens in Lahore (Pakistan) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	24. Rice Terraces of the Philippine Cordilleras (Philippines) (C 722) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.24
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decisions 31 COM 7A.11 and 32 COM 7A.24, adopted at its 31st (Christchurch, 2007) and 32nd (Quebec City, 2008) sessions respectively,
	3. Notes with satisfaction and congratulates the State Party for the significant progress achieved in the implementation of the corrective measures towards the removal of the property from the World Heritage List in Danger, particularly the inclusive and community-based nature of actions implemented, and the efforts made in the valorisation and transmission of traditional practices which substantiate the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	4. Urges the State Party to secure the necessary resources to guarantee the continuance of the processes currently in place and the sustainability of the management system; 
	5. Warmly welcomes the draft of the desired state of conservation prepared by the State Party and requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to review it, in close consultation with the State Party, with a view to examining it at its 34th session in 2010; 
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010, with a view to considering the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	7. Decides to retain the Rice Terraces of the Philippine Cordilleras (Philippines) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.




	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	25. Walled City of Baku with the Shirvanshah's Palace and Maiden Tower (Azerbaijan) (C 958) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.25
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.25, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Warmly welcomes the State Party’s efforts to improve the state of conservation of the property and the significant progress made in the implementation of the corrective measures for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	4. Notes that the State Party developed a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	5. Also notes that the State Party informed the World Heritage Centre on 15 June 2009 that it has improved the conservation and management of the property and its buffer zone by carrying out the following:
	a) Preparation of the draft Conservation Master Plan,
	b) Ensuring that the State Department of the Historical-Architectural Reserve “Icherisheher” (SDAHRIS) now works in close contact and coordination with the Executive Power of City of Baku as well as other stakeholders,
	c) Setting up protection for the buffer zone;
	6. Requests the State Party, concerning development of its several management instruments:
	a) To formally approve the draft Conservation Master Plan (CMP), to submit it to the World Heritage Centre, and integrate it within the Integrated Area Management Action Plan (IAMAP),
	b) To extend and develop the design guidelines for the rehabilitation and restoration of historic buildings, and the design of new constructions and street furniture, already included in the IAMAP, for efficient use by the State Department of the Historical-Architectural Reserve “Icherisheher” (SDHARIS) and Icherisheher owners,   
	c) To ensure that the integrated CMP and IAMAP acknowledge and reference the Statement of Outstanding Universal Value to be approved by the World Heritage Committee,  
	d) To formally adopt the revised IAMAP in the urban planning system of the City of Baku;

	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and progress made in the implementation of the paragraph 6 above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	8. Decides to remove the walled city of Baku with the Shirvanshah’s Palace and Maiden Tower (Azerbaijan) from the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	26. Dresden Elbe Valley (Germany) (C 1156)
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.26
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 7B.77, 31 COM 7A.27 and 32 COM 7A.26, adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006), 31st (Christchurch, 2007) and 32nd (Quebec City, 2008) sessions respectively, and in particular its concern that the construction project of the Waldschlösschen Bridge would irreversibly damage the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property in accordance with Paragraph 179 (b) of the Operational Guidelines,
	3. Also recalling the report provided by the reinforced monitoring mission of February 2008 confirming that the current bridge project would irreversibly damage the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property,
	4. Further recalling that, according to Article 6.1 of the Convention, the properties inscribed on the World Heritage List constitute World Heritage, the protection of which is the duty of the international community as a whole and recalling further the duty of the international community to assist and to cooperate with States Parties in their endeavour to conserve such heritage,
	5. Recalling as well that States Parties have the obligation under the Convention to protect and conserve the World Cultural and Natural Heritage situated on their territory, notably to ensure that effective and active measures are taken for the protection and conservation of such heritage,
	6. Notes with deep regret that the State Party was unable to fulfil its obligations defined in the Convention, in particular the obligation to protect and conserve the Outstanding Universal Value, as inscribed, of the World Heritage property of the Dresden Elbe Valley;
	7. Regrets that the entreaties of the World Heritage Committee at its 30th, 31st, and 32nd sessions failed to protect the property;
	8. Also regrets the fact that the authorities have not halted the project, detrimental to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and that the damage already caused has not been reversed;
	9. Decides to delete the Dresden Elbe Valley (Germany) from the World Heritage List.
	10. Notes however the commitment of the State Party to fully explore and exhaust all options towards preserving the Outstanding Universal Value inherent in elements of the Dresden Elbe Valley,
	11. Considers that a new nomination for the heritage of Dresden which justifies Outstanding Universal Value could be envisaged, governed by the provisions of Section III of the Operational Guidelines.


	27. Medieval Monuments in Kosovo (Serbia) (C 724 bis)
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.27
	1. Decides to adjourn debate on this agenda item until its next ordinary session, it being understood that the report and Decision presented at the present 33rd session will continue to be before the Committee for debate at its next ordinary session, as indicated in documents:




	LATIN AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN
	28. Humberstone and Santa Laura Saltpeter Works (Chile) (C 1178) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.28
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.28 adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the progress made in implementing the Priority Interventions Programme;
	4. Requests the State Party to finalize the assessment phase and to begin interventions on buildings at risk and to secure the required resources for effective implementation, to revise the management plan and to finalise the definition of regulatory measures for the buffer zone;
	5. Invites the State Party to consider another request for International Assistance to invite experts who could assist in developing a concept for interventions, especially the most urgent structural consolidation and conservation measures required and provide training to the conservation team on site;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit the intervention proposals to the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS for evaluation prior to implementation;
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, for examination by the World Heritage Committee;
	8. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a proposal for the desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;

	9. Also requests the State Party to submit the required documentation for boundary modifications, including appropriate cartography, for approval by the World Heritage Committee; 
	10. Further requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS/ICCROM monitoring mission to the property to assess progress and to support the State Party in continuing to develop approaches to ensure the stability and long-term conservation of the industrial buildings, and to review the draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value ; 
	11. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 
	12. Decides to retain the Humberstone and Santa Laura Saltpeter Works (Chile) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	29. Chan Chan Archaeological Zone (Peru) (C 366) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.29
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.29, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes with satisfaction and appreciates the significant progress made in the implementation of corrective measures within the timeframe for implementation, particularly in regard to the implementation of the management plan; 
	4. Takes  note that  the State Party has developed a proposal for the desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger and urges the State Party to complete its review in cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 
	5. Also notes the updating of the plan of the property and the establishment of a buffer zone which will be articulated with other planning tools at the territorial and municipal levels and requests the State Party to submit the new boundaries for the buffer zone, including appropriate cartography as well as the legal framework for its regulation and protection, for approval by the World Heritage Committee;
	6. Reiterates its concern about the lack of enforcement of protective legislation and regulatory measures in full to guarantee the protection of the site and urges the State Party to conclude the revision process to ensure the sustainability of the management system;
	7. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value within the framework of the Retrospective Inventory for Latin America and the Caribbean;
	8. Further reiterates its request to the State Party, in light of the new tourism pressures, to revise provisions for public use and visitor management at the property and to integrate measures into the existing management plan; 
	9. Notes the advances made by the State Party in the preparation of the emergency and disaster preparedness plan and also requests a copy to be sent to World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies upon finalization at the end of 2009; 
	10. Further requests the State Party to provide secure funding to the management unit (Unidad Ejecutora 110) in order to guarantee the implementation of activities foreseen in the management plan;
	11. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 
	12. Decides to retain Chan Chan Archaeological Zone (Peru) on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 


	30. Coro and its Port (Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela) (C 658)


	Decision: 33 COM 7A.30
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.30, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit a report on the progress made on the implementation of the corrective measures, as requested by the World Heritage Committee; 
	4. Also regrets that the State Party did not submit a Statement of Outstanding Universal Value and reiterates its request to develop it in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies; 
	5. Urges the State Party to continue its work on the corrective measures adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008); 
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 
	7. Decides to retain Coro and its Port (Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela) on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 

	GENERAL DECISION
	31. World Heritage properties of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC)
	Decision: 33 COM 7A.31 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7A.31, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party has not yet proposed a new date for the high level meeting requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007) and urges the State Party to set a date for this meeting as soon as possible in consultation with the Office of the Director General of UNESCO, the Chairperson of the World Heritage Committee and the President of IUCN;
	4. Welcomes the continued commitment of MONUC to develop a Memorandum of Understanding with the protected area authority to improve cooperation for the conservation of the properties and also urges the State Party to follow up on this proposal, in cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN;
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to adopt a comprehensive approach involving the different relevant Ministries to address the urgent threats to the five World Heritage properties situated within the Democratic Republic of Congo, in particular in relation to the outstanding issues such as the cancellation of mining and oil exploration and exploitation concessions, the relocation of the Nyaleke army camp, and the measures required to address illegal occupation of the Kahuzi-Biega corridor;
	6. Also recalls its request to the State Party and the international community to raise international awareness and promote the implementation of the recommendations of the World Heritage Committee and particularly the proposed corrective measures.




	7B. REPORTS ON THE STATE OF CONSERVATION OF PROPERTIES INSCRIBED ON THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST 
	NATURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	1. Dja Wildlife Reserve (Cameroun) (N 407)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.1
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.5, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Regrets that, in its report, the State Party did not consider a number of the threats to the property that have been noted in previous decisions;
	4. Expresses its concern that mining activities are progressing near the property and its buffer zone, in advance of consideration of the Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA);
	5. Urges the State Party to ensure that the operations of the mining concessions adjacent to the property, including those operated by the company GEOVIC are fully assessed prior to activity commencing or further permissions being given, and requests the State Party to submit the ESIA to the World Heritage Centre as soon as possible, for consideration prior to any permissions for mining being granted;
	6. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN monitoring mission to the property, in order to evaluate the state of conservation of the property, the implementation of the recommendations of the 2006 mission and the threats from mining proposals and industrial farming that might affect the property; 
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property in relation to the above mentioned threats, and including information on the impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th  session in 2010.

	2. Taï National Park (Côte d’Ivoire) (N 195)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.2
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.6, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Welcomes the progress made by the State Party in addressing threats and management issues in the property, in particular; efforts to involve local communities in the management of  the property and the development of income- generating activities within the property as well as the development of a regular ecological monitoring plan to monitor the values and integrity of the property ;
	4. Notes with satisfaction the results of the 2008 bio-monitoring which indicate that the recovery of several wildlife species has started;
	5. Encourages the State Party to continue its efforts to establish a sustainable funding strategy for the property and calls upon the international community to continue its support for the management of the property; 
	6. Urges the State Party to continue efforts to combat commercial poaching in cooperation with the local communities as well as to implement the other recommendations of the 2006 monitoring mission; 
	7. Requests the State Party, in cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN to review the opportunity to develop an extension to the property in accordance with the Operational Guidelines to reflect the recent extension of Tai National Park;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2012, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress in curbing poaching and other threats to the property, outcomes of ecological monitoring and progress in establishing sustainable financing for the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 36th session in 2012. 


	3. Mount Kenya (Kenya) (N 800)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.3
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.1 adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit a report on the state of conservation of the property, as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 32nd session;
	4. Notes with satisfaction the findings of the mission that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property is intact and that the effectiveness of its management is considered to be at its highest level since the inscription of the property on the World Heritage List;
	5. Requests the State Party to carry out the following recommendations of the joint 2008 UNESCO/IUCN reactive monitoring mission:
	a) Complete the Environmental Impact Assessment of the fence between the local community cropland and the forest reserve as soon as possible, and develop a comprehensive fencing plan for the property; ensure that barriers to minimise human-wildlife conflict in the periphery of the national reserve and adjacent forest reserves are compatible with maintaining the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; and maintain the present moratorium on further fence construction until an approved fencing plan is in place, 
	b) Clarify, agree and formalise arrangements between Kenya Wildlife Service and Kenya Forest Service for the joint management of the property, defining the respective roles of each authority, 
	c) Finalise by 1 February 2010 the alignment, documentation and on-the-ground demarcation of the proposed internal boundary between forestry plantation zones and natural forest, 
	d) Finalise by 1 February 2010 the management plan for the property, according to the new Kenya Wildlife Service protected area planning guidelines, ensuring full consultation with key stakeholders and local communities, 
	e) Maintain and enhance protection activities aimed at eliminating subsistence hunting, illegal logging, forest fires etc. within the property and adjacent reserves. In particular, strengthen the capacity of the Kenya Forest Service in the region, so that it can effectively manage the buffer zone of the property; 

	6. Notes with concern the reported impacts of climate change on the property and recommends the State Party to exchange experience with other States Parties and experts, including experts of the World Commission on Protected Areas (WCPA), working on mountain World Heritage conservation, climate change and other environmental phenomena to explore appropriate and practical strategies for maintaining the Outstanding Universal Value of the property in the long term;
	7. Encourages the State Party to consider and assess with the support of the World Heritage Centre, IUCN and local stakeholders the feasibility of extending the boundaries of the property to include undisturbed forest areas;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a copy of the management plan, together with copies of any more specific monitoring reports that have been completed on the values of the property; 
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and progress in implementing the recommendations of the 2008 joint UNESCO/IUCN mission, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	4. Djoudj National Bird Sanctuary (Senegal) (N 25)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.4
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.7, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the on-going efforts of the State Party to restore the functioning of the wetlands to support birdlife, to improve the overall management of the property and to involve local communities in the management of the property;
	4. Also notes the importance of specific monitoring on the state of conservation of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; and requests the State Party to take this into account in its monitoring programme of birds and other wildlife, including the trends in key species, as well as the status of key threats; 
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the status of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, in particular on the trends in resident and migratory bird populations, the hydrology of the property, as well as on progress in the implementation of the Action Plan, including the on-going ecological restoration and monitoring activities for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	5. Vredefort Dome (South Africa) (N 1162)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.5
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.5, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Takes note of the report of the State Party, including the noted progress and the assessment of the significant challenges facing the property, notably in relation to protection and effective management of its values, governance and the relationship with private landowners, and wider  threats from illegal development and water pollution; 
	4. Regrets that extensive illegal developments have taken place and have had a negative impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	5. Urges the State Party to establish effective legal protection of the World Heritage property, as a matter or urgency, including protection of key vulnerable geological localities within the property and of their landscape setting, proclamation of the status of the property and to provide adequate resources to implement this legislation effectively; 
	6. Also takes note of the wish of the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN monitoring mission to the property to assess the extent of the impact of developments on the values of the property and how this may be remedied, and invites the mission team to also advise, jointly with the stakeholders, on the development of an action plan to ensure that the property’s effective protection and management can be rapidly put in place, as well as to advise on defining clearly the legal boundaries for the three satellite component sites of the serial property; 
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the steps taken to implement the recommendations of the 2008 World Heritage Centre/IUCN monitoring mission and the further concerns raised above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 


	6. Cape Floral Region Protected Areas (South Africa) (N 1007 rev)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.6
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.8, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Welcomes the efforts of the State Party to improve connectivity amongst the different components of the property, as well as its intention to prepare an extension for the property;
	4. Notes the reported progress towards the establishment of an overall management board for the property as well as efforts to increase financial resources for the control of invasive species and address the impacts of wildfires in the property; 
	5. Encourages the State Party to further continue and enhance its programmes for fire management, control of invasive species and mitigation of climate change impacts; 
	6. Urges the State Party to ensure appropriate funding for these and other management activities in the property; 
	7. Requests the State Party, to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on progress made in fire management, control of invasive species, mitigation of climate change impacts as well as the institutional, financial and staffing provision for the conservation of the property. 


	7. Rwenzori Mountains National Park (Uganda) (N 684)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.7
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.9, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes with satisfaction the progress made by the State Party in addressing threats and management issues in the property;
	4. Encourages the State Party to continue its efforts to establish a sustainable financing strategy for the property and calls on the international donor community to continue its support for the management of the property;
	5. Urges the State Party to take the necessary steps to ensure that all licences for mining within the property are eliminated, and that no further mining licenses are issued within the property, in line with the international policy statement of the International Council of Minerals and Metals (ICMM) of not undertaking these activities in World Heritage properties;
	6. Welcomes the development of an ecological monitoring plan to monitor the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property and requests the State Party to submit a copy to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010, together with copies of any more specific monitoring reports that have been completed on the values of the property as referred to in the State Party report;
	7. Invites the State Party to exchange experiences with other States Parties and experts, including experts of the IUCN’s World Commission on Protected Areas (WCPA),  on mountain World Heritage conservation and climate change, to explore appropriate and practical adaptation and mitigation strategies for maintaining the Outstanding Universal Value of the property in the long term; 
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2012, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including confirmation of the permanent elimination of mining concessions, a detailed ecological monitoring report, and progress on the provision of adequate funding for the management of the property and the other issues noted above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 36th session in 2012. 


	8. Selous Game Reserve (United Republic of Tanzania) (N 199)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.8
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.3, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes the conclusion of the World Heritage Centre / IUCN monitoring mission that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property appears to be intact but that pressures on the property are again increasing; 
	4. Expresses its utmost concern about the on-going mineral exploration within the property, as well as planned oil exploration activities and potential dam projects inside the property;
	5. Regrets that the State Party did not follow the procedure outlined in Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines and urges the State Party to inform the World Heritage Centre of all planned activities within and in the vicinity of the property which could impact its Outstanding Universal Value, including dam and mining projects, and provide an Environmental Impact Assessment before taking a decision on these projects;
	6. Reiterates its position that mineral exploration, mining, oil exploration and exploitation are incompatible with the World Heritage status, in line with the international policy statement of the International Council of Minerals and Metals (ICMM) of not undertaking these activities in World Heritage properties; and considers that any decision to go forward with the oil exploration inside the property would constitute a clear case for inscribing Selous Game Reserve on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	7. Recalls that any request of change of boundaries of the property should be submitted to the World Heritage Committee, in accordance with paragraphs 163-165 of the Operational Guidelines;
	8. Also urges the State Party to implement as soon as possible the recommendations of the 2007 and 2008 monitoring missions, in particular:
	a) Reinforce the capacity of the management authority, the Wildlife Division, to manage the property, in particular by increasing its human and financial resources and by reinstating the Revenue Retention Scheme, 
	b) Strengthen the implementation of the General management plan (GMP) and ensure regular and independent evaluations of its implementation, 
	c) Develop a detailed Tourism Strategy for the property, in line with the recommendations and principles outlined in the GMP, with a clear vision for both consumptive and non-consumptive tourism, 
	d) Further optimize the wildlife management in and around the property, by:
	(i) Developing a transparent system for allocating hunting blocks, 
	(ii) Establishing hunting quotas in a transparent way based on improved scientific and technical information systems, 
	(iii) Improving ecological monitoring systems, including the development of integrated databases that capture and analyse existing information from trophy reports provided by hunting companies, ranger patrol reports, anti-poaching reports and aerial surveys. Such systems would fill information gaps and provide a better basis for wildlife management, 
	(iv) Reinforce efforts to further develop community based wildlife management around the Property and draw upon lessons learned from other African countries who have successfully developed community managed wildlife areas, 
	(v) Enhance the capacity to carry-out anti-poaching activities; 


	9. Recommends that the property should be managed within the context of the larger Selous ecosystem and that the State Party considers strategic extensions to the property and designation of a formal buffer zone; 
	10. Notes with concern the reported significant declines of several species during the 2006 aerial survey of the Selous ecosystem and also recommends that a new survey is undertaken in 2010, involving technical support from the international conservation community and in particular the IUCN Species Survival Commission; 
	11. Appreciates the State Party’s efforts in improving the draft statement of Outstanding Universal Value based on the proposal developed by the 2008 monitoring mission which will be examined by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	12. Invites the State Party to organize a workshop with the participation of the World Heritage Centre, IUCN and other stakeholders, to discuss the implementation of the above mentioned recommendations (8, 9, and 10). The State Party may wish to request international assistance from the World Heritage Fund to organize this meeting; 
	13. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, including information on the status of the mining exploration, planned oil exploration and the Kidunda and Stiegler’s Gorge dams and on progress in the implementation of the recommendations of the 2007 and 2008 monitoring missions, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010, 


	9. Ngorongoro Conservation Area (United Republic of Tanzania) (N 39)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.9 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.2, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes with concern that while progress was made on certain issues, many of the recommendations of the 2007 mission are not yet fully implemented and in some cases, decisions were made against the recommendations; 
	4. Also expresses its concern that human pressure on the ecosystem, resulting from a growing resident population is leading to over grazing and increasing agricultural use of the land, and increasing tourism pressure is already affecting the integrity of the property and threatening its Outstanding Universal Value;
	5. Urges the State Party to implement all the recommendations of the 2007 reactive monitoring mission, and in particular to:
	a) Implement all the recommendations of the Environmental Impact Assessment relating to vehicle congestion within the crater, in particular putting a clear maximum limit of 100 vehicles allowed in the crater per day, 
	b) Develop an overall tourism strategy for the property to guide the public use of the property, prioritizing the quality of the tourism experience, not the quantity of visitors and tourism facilities, 
	c) Implement as quickly as possible a census and scientific study of the carrying capacity within the conservation area, based on the needs of the Maasai population and the assessment of the ecological impact of the human populations on the ecology of the property;

	6. Also urges the State Party to engage a dialogue between the Ngorongoro Crater Conservation Authority (NCAA), Maasai community leaders as well as other stakeholders, based on the results of the scientific study, to develop a joint strategy to address the issue of human population impact on the ecology of the property, including the issue of increasing agricultural use in the property;
	7. Requests the State Party to ensure the active participation of resident communities in decision-making processes and develop benefit-sharing mechanisms to encourage a sense of ownership of, and responsibility for, the conservation and sustainable use of the property’s natural resources;
	8. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, for examination by the World Heritage Committee; 
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on progress in the implementation of the recommendations of the 2007 and 2008 monitoring missions, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	10. Serengeti National Park (United Republic of Tanzania) (N 156)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.10 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.10, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Urges the State Party to ensure that the water resource studies recommended by Environmental Impact Assessment studies are carried out as quickly as possible; and to provide copies of these studies to the World Heritage Centre;
	4. Notes the steps taken towards transboundary collaboration on integrated water resource management of the Mara River between the State Party of Tanzania and the State Party of Kenya and encourages the States Parties to enact necessary policies to ensure that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property is not degraded due to insufficient water resources;
	5. Also encourages the State Party to consider and assess with the support of the World Heritage Centre, IUCN and local stakeholders the feasibility of extending the boundaries of the property;
	6. Expresses concern over the potential impact of installation of optical cables through the property and urges the State Party to ensure that the results of the Environmental Impact Assessment for the fibre optic cable are submitted to the World Heritage Centre as soon as possible; 
	7. Requests the State Party to implement the recommendations of the Environmental Impact Assessment with the objectives of the management plan of the property to maintain the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property including information on planned fibre optic cables route, water management measures and progress in implementing the Environmental Impact Assessment recommendations.




	ARAB STATES
	11. Banc d'Arguin National Park (Mauritania) (N 506)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.11
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.6, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the State Party’s efforts to manage sustainably the marine resources of the property; and establish a fund to ensure sustainable financing for the property;
	4. Also notes the significant international support of International Banc d’Arguin Foundation (FIBA) and international partners and welcomes the partnerships being developed on remote sensing;
	5. Urges the State Party to complete the «Plan d’Intervention en cas d’Ecoulement d’hydrocarbures et de substance chimiques dangereuses » (POLMAR) and to provide a copy to the World Heritage Centre, as soon as possible and preferably before  1 February 2010;
	6. Further notes with concern that threats from ongoing low rainfall are contributing to a decline in terrestrial habitats and wildlife; and encourages the State Party to assess adaptation measures to respond to climate change and other environmental phenomena with assistance from the international community;
	7. Also encourages the State Party to continue and enhance its efforts against poaching and wood harvesting, which have degraded the terrestrial portion of the property, and to establish a thorough terrestrial monitoring programme which includes wildlife populations, vegetation cover, and threats to the property;
	8. Requests the State Party to pursue its efforts to designate a ’particularly sensitive sea area’ (PSSA) in and near the property, in recognition of risks from the international West African shipping lane; 
	9. Also requests the State Party to provide three printed and electronic copies of the new management plan to the World Heritage Centre and IUCN;
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in addressing the threats to the terrestrial portion of the property and in implementing the previous decisions of the World Heritage Committee;  
	11. Request the State Party to work with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN to strengthen cooperation on management and research activities in conserving migratory species along the East Atlantic Flyway.



	ASIA-PACIFIC
	12. The Sundarbans (Bangladesh) (N 798)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.12
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.10, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes the efforts made by the State Party, with the support of International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund and the UNESCO Special Appeal fund, in restoring damaged or destroyed infrastructure;
	4. Commends the State Party for its efforts in developing a longer term response through a 5 year rehabilitation project for the property, as requested in Decision 32 COM 7B.10;
	5. Takes note of the further needs for the restoration of the property and its management capacity and urges the international community to treat the State Party’s request for financial support for the implementation of its recovery plan with the utmost priority;
	6. Requests the State Party to develop a programme of ecological monitoring, also documenting the impact of climate change on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including on progress made in restoring of damaged infrastructure for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.

	13. Kaziranga National Park (India) (N 337)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.13 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.12, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Welcomes the efforts of the Government of Assam to upgrade the conservation status of a part of the North Karbi Anglong reserve forest to a Wildlife Sanctuary, which will support the protection of the values of the property; 
	4. Encourages the State Party to report on trends in key wildlife populations, in order to allow effective monitoring of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and to assess the impact of poaching, and monitor the implementation of the recommendations of the  2007 Enhancing Our Heritage Management Effectiveness Evaluation Report;
	5. Requests the State Party to increase efforts to prevent poaching, by ensuring adequate financial and equipment support to the anti-poaching activities in the property and by engaging the local communities; 
	6. Notes the proposed alternatives to the planned upgrading of the NH37 and reiterates its request to prepare and to submit to the World Heritage Centre an Environmental Impact Assessment taking into account the three options identified and their potential impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, before a final decision is taken; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property, in particular on the question of the approval and location of the alternative route to the highway NH37, efforts to curb poaching and results of monitoring, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	14. Keoladeo National Park (India) (N 340)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.14
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.13, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Regrets that the prescribed water supply measures have not yet been completed and urges the State Party to ensure that the infrastructure requirements necessary to ensure the needs of the property for water supply are completed in 2009;
	4. Reiterates its request for the State Party to conduct a detailed study of the trends in the biodiversity values of the property including time series data;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including on the establishment of adequate water supplies, a detailed ecological monitoring report, and the other issues above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the possible inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 


	15. Tropical Rainforest Heritage of Sumatra (Indonesia) (N 1167)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.15
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.14, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes that substantial progress has been made by the State Party in implementing the Emergency Action Plan, to improve the management of the property and address illegal logging and other illegal activities;
	4. Notes with extreme concern that the property continues to face heavy pressure from illegal activities, including encroachment, which are a major threat to the integrity of the property, as confirmed by three monitoring missions since 2004; 
	5. Calls upon the State Party to take decisive action to secure the conservation of the property, including the demonstration of support from the highest national political level and from the World Heritage National Working Group, to achieve the actions needed to address the severe threats in the property;
	6. Requests the State Party to strengthen its efforts to implement the Emergency Action Plan and to involve all relevant ministries and other stakeholders at both national and local levels; 
	7. Urges the State Party to update and further detail the Emergency Action Plan, to extend the timeframe to ten years and to address the following issues in particular: 
	a) Establish an effective and prioritised monitoring system to assess the status and trends of key factors affecting the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, including wildlife populations, invasive species, deforestation, poaching, wildlife trade and any observed climate change and other environmental phenomena in all components of the property.  This system should, as a priority, map in detail and monitor the encroachments in and around the property and assess their changes and impacts since the inscription of the property, 
	b) Assess the feasibility to relocate and restore endangered species such as tiger and rhinoceros, following the relevant IUCN advice and guidelines, in cooperation with the relevant IUCN species specialist groups, 
	c) Improve coordination with socio-economic development programmes and institutions to promote sustainable socio-economic activities in and around the property and ensure that they are fully compatible with maintaining the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, 
	d) Close all illegal roads and develop appropriate regulations and infrastructure on existing legal public roads to reduce the negative impacts of traffic on wildlife and to ensure ecological connectivity, 
	e) Note that the establishment of new provinces, districts and sub-districts in the property may add to the complexity of its management and increase threats from development, 
	f) Support and strengthen the human resource capacities of the National Park Service of the property, in the field of social science and resource economy, 
	g) Provide law enforcement agencies with adequate resources for expanding their law enforcement activities to encroachment and poaching, 
	h) Develop and implement an ecosystem-based restoration plan of the degraded forests in the property and neighbouring landscape, 
	i) Consider establishing an appropriate buffer zone or other measures to secure the conservation of the property; 

	8. Takes note of the recommendations made by the current and previous reactive monitoring missions (2006, 2007, 2009), to consider the extension of the property by including habitats considered as critical for the key species of the property, and also takes note that the 2009 mission concludes that there are some areas in the property that do not have Outstanding Universal Value and recommends that the State Party in cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN submit a proposal to the World Heritage Committee for significant modifications with adjusted boundaries to reflect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	9. Invites the State Party to submit an International Assistance request to obtain support for the implementation of the above recommendations, and also requests the World Heritage Centre to support the State Party in the elaboration of such a submission if requested;
	10. Further requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN mission to the property in 2011 to assess the progress made in the implementation of the measures noted above; 
	11. Requests furthermore the State Party to urgently develop and submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010 for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	a) in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value; and
	b) a comprehensive report demonstrating how the State Party is addressing the Emergency Action Plan;

	12. Noting, in the absence of substantial demonstrated progress, the likely inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010, 
	13. Taking note of the efforts that have been made by the State Party in order to protect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, encourages the State Party to continue with those efforts in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies as well as with the support of the international community.


	16. Gunung Mulu National Park (Malaysia) (N 1013)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.16
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 26 COM 21B.15, adopted at its 26th session (Budapest, 2002), 
	3. Takes note of the reports of on-going conflict of land rights within and adjacent to the property which, if not urgently resolved, could threaten the effectiveness in managing the property and impact its integrity; 
	4. Requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on the above allegations concerning unresolved claims of traditional land use as well as on ways in which the State Party and the management authority of the property have been engaging with community leaders to effectively resolve conflicts surrounding land rights and benefit sharing from tourism;
	5. Also requests the State Party, in line with the provisions under Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to provide information on development of dams in the region surrounding the property and to carry out an assessment of potential impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a progress report on the above issues, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	17. Sagarmatha National Park (Nepal) (N 120)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.17
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.19, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit a report on the state of conservation of the property, as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 31st session;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to provide information on the Kongde View Resort and the Supreme Court decision, and any other developments within the property and to carry out consultation with stakeholders on mitigation measures before any development operations begin, as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006);
	5. Requests the State Party to strengthen the implementation of its strategies to achieve the objectives of the property’s management and tourism plan, and prioritise the following:
	a) Protecting endangered species and habitats,
	b) Clarifying the extent and location of mining of rock, sand, and turf,
	c) Reducing pressure on forest and rangelands from wood gathering, 
	d) Controlling environmental pollution, 
	e) Monitoring the state of conservation of the property;

	6. Invites the State Party to exchange experiences with other States Parties and experts, including experts of the World Commission on Protected Areas (WCPA), working on mountain World Heritage conservation and climate change, to explore appropriate and practical adaptation and mitigation strategies to maintain the Outstanding Universal Value of the property in the long term;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010 a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property including progress on the issues outlined above, in particular on the measures that will be taken to maintain the Outstanding Universal Value of the property in the face of climate change and growing tourism pressure, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	18. Tubbataha Reef Marine Park (Philippines) (N 653)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.18 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.20, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes the efforts of the State Party for the management of the property and the strong commitment of NGOs to providing financial assistance, research and monitoring and capacity-building activities to support the property;
	4. Welcomes the inter-agency cooperation at the provincial and national levels to support the property and encourages these stakeholders to continue this work particularly towards improving enforcement and halting illegal fishing activities, assessing relevance of designation of Particularly Sensitive Sea Area (PSSA) for the region surrounding the property, and ensuring sustainable financing;
	5. Regrets that illegal fishing continues to affect the property, and urges the State Party to continue to seek ways to increase compliance, particularly among fishermen from Roxas;
	6. Requests the State Party to put in place a programme of ecological monitoring of the property, particularly the effect of climatic events on sea surface temperature and coral bleaching, storm frequency and other factors that could be related to climate change;
	7. Also requests the State Party to develop a tourism strategy in collaboration with stakeholders and the fishing community to ensure that increased tourism does not impact the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including progress in reducing illegal fishing activities, provision of adequate funding for the management of the property and the other issues noted above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	19. East Rennell (Solomon Islands) (N 854)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.19 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.21, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit a report on the state of conservation of the property, as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 31st session;
	4. Notes the establishment of a single management association for the property, but expresses its concern that there is no confirmation about the finalisation of the World Heritage Protection Bill, nor up to date information on the other issues facing the property;
	5. Reiterates its recommendation that the State Party seeks international assistance from the World Heritage Fund for the establishment of a more effective protection and management system for the property;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by the 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property together with information on the status of the World Heritage Protection Bill and previous requests of the World Heritage Committee, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	20. Ha Long Bay (Viet Nam) (N 672 bis)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.20
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.23, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the progress made by the State Party in the management of the property, including the banning of jet-skis and the cancellation of the tourism project on Lam Bo; 
	4. Takes note of the need to continue to protect the values of Lam Bo from tourism development, and to ensure that revised plans for eco tourism activities are not implemented unless supported by a thorough and objective environmental assessment; 
	5. Recommends that the future of the Cua Van Cultural Centre be carefully assessed, and a plan developed to ensure its sustainable operation in an appropriate location, including considering its relocation to a less sensitive location in the buffer zone of the property; 
	6. Expresses serious concern that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property remains under pressure due to tourism, fishing and other activities within its boundaries, and from major economic development projects and landfill activities in the areas surrounding the property; 
	7. Requests the State Party to ensure that no development having a significant direct or indirect impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property takes place, and to:
	a) Strictly enforce the protective legislation for the property, and ensure that all developments that could impact the Outstanding Universal Value of the property are subject to rigorous Environment Impact Assessment in accordance with internationally accepted standards of best practice, taking into account its Outstanding Universal Value, 
	b) Further reinforce the Ha Long Bay Management Board and in particular enhance its capacity through additional staff and financial resources in relation to:
	(i) monitoring of impacts on the property, 
	(ii) regulation of use, 
	(iii) regulation of threats from outside the property including development and landfill projects, waste, fisheries, and visitors management; 


	8. Recommends that the State Party carries out a management effectiveness assessment for the property, considering the model provided by the UNESCO/IUCN/UNF Enhancing Our Heritage methodology, and to also put in place a three year programme to implement the outcomes of this assessment; 
	9. Also recommends that the State Party considers requesting international assistance from the World Heritage Fund to support the assessment and enhancement of the management effectiveness of the property; 
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on steps taken to implement the recommendations set out above, and especially to provide information on the landfill and other major developments taking place outside the boundaries of the property, and the assessments that have been made on their impacts, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 




	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	21. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.21 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.27, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Also recalling that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property has been repeatedly and significantly impacted by the development of ski facilities and extension of tourism zones, to the extent that the property may be considered for inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger,
	4. Notes that the State Party has resubmitted a proposed extension for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 
	5. Considers that continued ski development is a critical threat to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	6. Strongly urges the State Party to ensure that no further development of ski facilities or extension of the tourism zones takes place within the property, and to ensure all necessary steps to provide for rigorous enforcement of protection and planning requirements within Pirin National Park, and in relation to developments outside its boundaries that could affect it; 
	7. Requests IUCN, in carrying out its evaluation of the proposed extension of the property, to also consider the state of conservation of the existing property, and to review and advise whether its Outstanding Universal Value, has been negatively affected by the recent developments; 
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property, with particular reference to its effective protection from inappropriate development and human use within and beyond its boundaries, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the possible inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	22. Waterton Glacier International Peace Park (Canada / United States of America) (N 354 rev)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.22 

	23. Ilulissat Icefjord (Denmark) (N 1149)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.23
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.28, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes the improved legal protection through the Executive Order of 15 June 2007 and the completion of the management plan 2009-2014 in 2008 and requests the national, regional and local authorities to ensure their implementation;
	4. Requests the State Party to collaborate with other States Parties whose World Heritage properties contain glaciers to monitor the impacts on those properties of global climate change, and to develop adaptive management strategies to ensure the long-term protection of the Outstanding Universal Value of the properties in response to climate and other environmental change. 


	24. Belovezhskaya Pushcha / Białowieża Forest (Belarus / Poland) (N 33-627)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.24
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.20, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the report of the 2008 joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission, and notes with concern that an area of 82,371 ha within the property in Belarus has not been managed in a way compatible with its Outstanding Universal Value; 
	4. Also notes that there are a number of threats to the property including fragmentation resulting from fencing of the border and vehicular trails, impacts of invasive red oak, and overgrazing of flora by deer and bison ; 
	5. Welcomes the expressed intent on behalf of both States Parties to jointly prepare a re-nomination for the transboundary property in accordance with Paragraph 166 of the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Requests the States Parties to implement the recommendations of the reactive monitoring mission, and to: 
	a) Develop a joint management framework for the property to define a common overall conservation vision and objectives, joint management activities (such as monitoring, research, communications and strategies to address the issues raised by the World Heritage Committee), and a work plan, 
	b) Develop and implement an integrated management strategy for the whole forest complex within which the property is located, ensuring connectivity with neighbouring, related ecosystem components, 
	c) Ensure the participation of National Park management authorities in landscape level management processes to ensure the maintenance of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property,
	d) Reduce, though a clear time-bound plan, the total length of the network of forest roads and trails and encourage cooperation between the Polish and Belarusian components of the property to achieve this, 
	e) Restore natural processes in drained marshes and bogs such as encouraging the role of resident beavers as well as human-based support by direct management activities, 
	f) Facilitate trans-boundary movement of wildlife, particularly large ungulates, across the fence separating both sides of the property to support the establishment of property-wide populations of various ungulate species, 



	25. Laurisilva of Madeira (Portugal) (N 934) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.25 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Acknowledges the detailed report and environmental impact assessment (EIA) according to international standards provided by the State Party on the cable car project consisting of three stations of which one station is located within the inscribed property;
	3. Notes with concern that the EIA did not directly consider the Outstanding Universal Value of the property as a key consideration in its evaluation of the project;
	4. Requests that the State Party carry out a rapid assessment of the possible impacts of the project on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and to take these fully into account at each implementation phase of the project;
	5. Also notes the information on improving the interpretation, education facilities and visitor information at the property, including an interpretation centre to be created in line with the decision adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 23rd session (Marrakesh 1999);
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, an updated report on the completion of the cable car project, the rapid assessment on impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, as well as the implementation of the interpretation centre and the monitoring system for the property, for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN. 


	26. Danube Delta (Romania) (N 588) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.26
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.21, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party of the Republic of Moldova did not provide a report as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th and 32nd sessions;
	4. Welcomes the progress made with exchange of information and cooperation between the States Parties of Romania and Ukraine concerning the Danube Delta ecosystem; 
	5. Encourages the harmonization and coordination of all European Union projects in the River Basin of the Danube and requests that this be taken into account in the revision and update of the management plan for the World Heritage property as well as in the consideration of any potential impacts on its Outstanding Universal Value; 
	6. Notes the recommendations of the 2008 Ramsar mission to the Danube Delta region and the relevance of the recommendations of this mission to the maintenance of the integrity and protection of the property, and also requests the States Parties to collaborate as recommended by the Ramsar Secretariat;
	7. Also notes that the State Party of Romania has already implemented recommendations and agreed actions of the Odessa Conference of 2006, and encourages the States Parties of Romania and Ukraine to invite the authorities of the Republic of Moldova to participate in this cooperation;
	8. Further notes that the State Party of Romania adopted Rules for navigation in the Danube Delta and Guidelines on architecture and building activities in the Danube Delta and but regrets that a tourism master plan has not been submitted as requested;
	9. Further requests the State Party of Romania to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, including on the status and impacts of the relevant development projects affecting the Delta on its Outstanding Universal Value, and especially those related to dredging and navigation as well as  a copy of the River Basin management plan for the Danube Delta and the tourism plan for the property, for review by IUCN and the World Heritage Centre.


	27. Golden Mountains of Altai (Russian Federation) (N 768 rev)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.27 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.22, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the progress reported in the state of conservation report submitted by the State Party on enhancing the management of the property and in responding to the recommendations of the 2007 World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission;
	4. Notes with concern that the proposed Altai gas pipeline remains a threat to the property and requests an unequivocal confirmation of the decision to abandon the development of this project or any variant of it that could imply crossing the property;
	5. Urges the State Party to take effective measures to stop the illegal hunting and other illegal activities, whether or not linked to tourism development, which are affecting or could potentially affect the values and integrity of the property;
	6. Requests the State Party to provide clarification on existing or proposed plans for tourism development in the Ukok Quiet Zone National Park that could lead to the construction of a highway via the Ukok plateau;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010 a report on the state of conservation of the property in order to clarify the issues noted above, as well as on further progress achieved in implementing the recommendations of the 2007 World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission.


	28. Lake Baikal (Russian Federation) (N 754)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.28
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.24, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Welcomes the measures taken by the State Party to strengthen the management of the property, to confirm the operating budget and to reduce locally-generated pollution in Lake Baikal, and in particular, to finalise the closed water system within the Baikalsk pulp and paper mill; 
	4. Notes with concern that measures to halt illegal constructions on the shores still appear to be ineffective, that ongoing problems of local pollution in the Baikal inshore water area persist and that the contents of heavy metals in the water of the Selenga River and its delta exceed the maximum allowed concentrations; 
	5. Requests the State Party to further enhance its efforts in relation to the conservation of the property, including the following actions:
	a) Clarify the effectiveness and strengthen, if necessary, the legal provisions relevant to the protection of the property, including on the draft resolution ‘On amendment of the list of categories of activities prohibited in central ecological zone of the Baikal natural territory’, 
	b) Rapidly establish enhanced town-planning and land-use regulations to prevent illegal development in the property, and increase its control over such development,
	c) Develop and implement a comprehensive tourism strategy for the property, 
	d) Enhance the regulation and monitoring of pollution in Lake Baikal; 

	6. Also requests the State Party to provide detailed information on the proposal to lower the water level of the lake and its possible impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the Word Heritage Centre by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property addressing the points above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 


	29. Western Caucasus (Russian Federation) (N 900)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.29 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.25, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Urges the State Party to resolve as soon as possible the issue of the legal protection regime for the property, delimitation of its buffer zones and regulations concerning buffer zones management; 
	4. Encourages the State Party to increase control and patrolling of the property to discourage illegal activities within the property and to increase awareness-raising and the involvement of the local communities and stakeholders to ensure that appropriate legal protection is enforced;
	5. Notes with satisfaction the assurance given by the State Party that no development within the property or the buffer zone will take place;
	6. Requests that the State Party provide results of its monitoring activities including the 1999 - 2008 comparative wildlife study;
	7. Regrets that the State Party has not provided any maps indicating the location of installations for the 2014 Winter Olympic Games and other infrastructure developments in the property and in the Sochi National Park adjacent to the property;
	8. Requests that maps and detailed information be provided on the location and an assessment of potential impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property be provided before any construction begins and encourages the State Party to ensure that the Olympic Games and related infrastructure development do not threaten the property;
	9. Further requests the State Party to ensure that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property is taken into account in the Environmental Impact Assessments and that these documents, including maps are made public and that mitigation to any threats to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property are incorporated in the planning of all infrastructure and tourism development activities neighbouring and within the property; 
	10. Requests furthermore the State Party to review the plans and programmes relating to the ‘South of Russia 2008-2012’ Federal Target Programme together with plans and programmes of the Krasnodar Territory, Adygei Republic and Karachai-Cherkess Republic to ensure compatibility with the protection of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	11. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the steps taken to implement the recommendations of the 2008 World Heritage Centre / IUCN mission and on the additional concerns raised above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 
	12. Finally requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission to carry out a timely assessment of progress in implementing the above recommendations before the 34th session of the World Heritage Committee in 2010.


	30. Natural System of "Wrangel Island" Reserve (Russian Federation) (N 1023)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.30
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.26, adopted at its 32d session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes that the State Party has prepared and submitted a management plan for the property, as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004); and encourages the State Party to ensure its implementation to strengthen the integrity, protection and management of the property;
	4. Requests the State Party to confirm to the World Heritage Centre that the necessary ministerial approval and adequate finance are in place for the implementation of the management plan, including in relation to infrastructure, increased security and inspection officers and an effective monitoring system, considering climate change impacts on the property;
	5. Also encourages the State Party to further develop and implement an effective plan for public use within the property;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2012, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including a report on the status of its ecosystems and an assessment of the impacts of climate change, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 36th session in 2012.


	31. Virgin Komi Forests (Russian Federation) (N 719)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.31 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 22 COM VII.27, adopted at its 22nd session (Kyoto, 1998), 
	3. Expresses its serious concern with regard to the possibility of creating an enclave for mining activities within the Yugyd Va National Park, component of the Virgin Komi Forests World Heritage property and requests the State Party not to proceed with any development that could threaten the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	4. Requests the State Party to comply with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines and to inform the World Heritage Centre of any intention to authorize activities which may affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	5. Requests the State Party to ensure and to state unequivocally that no commitment has been made on any mining concessions within the boundaries of the inscribed property;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including the confirmation of the removal of any permission or plans to locate extractive industries within the boundaries of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. 


	32. Gough and Inaccessible Islands (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (N 740)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.32 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 28 COM 14B.17 and 32 COM 7B.27 adopted at its 28th (Suzhou, 2004) and 32nd (Quebec City, 2008) sessions respectively, 
	3. Notes the ongoing research efforts taking place at the property;
	4. Notes with concern the threats to the property by invasive species and the decline in conservation status of Northern Rockhopper Penguin, Tristan Albatross and Gough Bunting;
	5. Requests the State Party to ensure continuous programmes of eradication of Sagina for at least the next three years, and to eradicate mice within five years; and urges the State Party to make sufficient funds available for the rapid implementation of projects for the eradication of the introduced species;
	6. Also requests the State Party to support research to identify the causes of bird population declines and identify conservation measures to reverse these declines; including an assessment of possible management interventions to address seabird population declines caused by long line fishing; 
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2012, an updated report on the status of the eradication programme and an assessment of the status of and threats to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN. 




	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	33. Belize Barrier Reef System (Belize) (N 764) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.33
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.33, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes with great concern that the moratorium on mangrove cutting has expired and that the State Party has been facilitating the on-going sale, lease and development of lands within the property, resulting in ascertained danger to its Outstanding Universal Value;
	4. Further notes the weak institutional coordination mechanisms with regard to the management and protection of Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	5. Requests the State Party to implement the necessary legal measures to guarantee the permanent cessation of the sale and lease of lands throughout the property, and the cessation of mangrove cutting, coral dredging and other associated real estate development activities;
	6. Urges the State Party to implement the following additional corrective measures: 
	a) Ensure that development rights on existing private or leased lands within the property are clearly defined and strictly controlled with a view to conserving the Outstanding Universal Value of the property,
	b) Develop and implement a restoration policy for lands degraded by unauthorized activities,
	c) Establish a clear institutional coordination mechanism ensuring that the conservation of the property receives priority consideration within relevant governmental decision-making processes,
	d) Develop a legal framework for co-management under which the respective responsibilities of the State Party and conservation NGOs can be effectively established, monitored and evaluated in relation to the conservation of the property,
	e) Systematically consider and address the threat of introduced species within the management plans for the property,
	f) Make publicly available the information on land ownership for all lands within the property, including mangrove islands, in easily accessible format, to ensure transparency in land use and allocations,
	g) Develop and implement a medium-term plan to increase the no take zones within marine reserves, establishing ecologically effective protection and replenishment areas for heavily exploited fin fish, conch and lobster,
	7. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, to finalize the draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value and to provide a draft proposal for the desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including measures taken to permanently stop the sale and lease of lands for development within the property, the impact on its integrity from real estate development activities and on progress in addressing the recommendations of the World Heritage Centre / IUCN monitoring mission noted above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 
	9. Noting the information received from the monitoring mission and the oral report presented by the World Heritage Centre, decides to inscribe the Belize Barrier Reef System (Belize) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	34. Los Katios National Park (Colombia) (N 1083)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.34 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.34, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes with extreme concern the existing and potential threats to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property as described in the state of conservation report submitted by the State Party; 
	4. Welcomes the State Party’s request for  inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger in order to encourage national and international assistance and support required to address the threats affecting this property and appreciates that the State Party recognizes inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger as a mechanism to promote international collaboration in support of the property;
	5. Decides to inscribe Los Katios National Park (Colombia) on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	6. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, and a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	7. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess the threats facing the property, to advise the State Party regarding the points noted in Paragraph 6 above and to identify the necessary corrective measures and the timeframe for their implementation; 
	8. Invites the international community to make their utmost efforts to support the State Party to effectively address the existing and potential threats to the property;
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on progress in effectively addressing the threats to the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	35. Talamanca Range-La Amistad Reserves / La Amistad National Park (Costa Rica / Panama) (N 205 Bis)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.35  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.35, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Commends the State Party of Costa Rica for its on-going management efforts and its systematic analysis of the conservation challenges to the property, and notes its report on the proposed follow-up actions relating to the World Heritage Committee’s previous decisions, and urges it to implement these actions, namely:
	a) Ensure that tenure and permitted lands uses for all lands within the property boundaries are clarified and communicated to relevant stakeholders, 
	b) Formulate and implement the strategy for long term funding of park rangers, 
	c) Strengthen the National Commission for the Management of La Amistad International Park and expand its scope of responsibilities, including ensuring participation of civil society, 
	d) Establish with greater detail, the status of various extractive industries and other infrastructure development proposals potentially affecting the property, to inform decision-making regarding the conservation of the property, 
	e) Redirect current monitoring initiatives so that information pertaining to indicators of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property can be better tracked, 
	f) Monitor land use changes within the property to identify and deal with incursions, 
	g) Provide information on the detailed analysis of all development proposals within the property and the procedure for addressing the threat to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;

	4. Notes with concern that the state of conservation report for the State Party of Panama lacks sufficient detail to be considered as a full response to issues raised in decision 32 COM 7B.35;
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party of Panama to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report containing full technical details on the progress made in the identification and implementation of mitigation measures necessary to maintain the migratory corridors of affected aquatic species of the Changuinola and Bonyic rivers, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	6. Also reiterates its request to the States Parties to develop jointly, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, to be submitted to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	7. Requests the States Parties of Costa Rica and Panama to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a joint report, describing in detail progress made on the items set out in the World Heritage Committee decision 32 COM 7B.35, and, for the State Party of Costa Rica, on items 3.a) to 3.g) above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	36. Alejandro de Humboldt National Park (Cuba) (N 839 rev)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.36
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.36, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the progress achieved by the State Party in enhancing the management of the property, including the support for effective management capacity for the property; 
	4. Also welcomes the support provided by the Global Environmental Facility (GEF), WWF Canada and other international NGOs towards management activities and programmes that are under implementation in the context of the new management plan for 2009-2013;  
	5. Notes with concern that the State Party has not confirmed its commitment to close down the mining concessions granted within the boundaries of the property, or those in its periphery that could affect the property, as specifically requested by the World Heritage Committee in Decision 32 COM 7B.36, the continued existence of which represents a potential danger to the property, as per Paragraph 180 of the Operational Guidelines; these activities, if undertaken, would lead to the loss of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to make a clear and unequivocal commitment to eliminate the mining concessions granted within the boundaries of the property or those in its periphery that could seriously and irreversibly affect its Outstanding Universal Value if activated; 
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the specific actions undertaken regarding the issues mentioned above.  


	37. Río Plátano Biosphere Reserve (Honduras) (N 196)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.37
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.38, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party has not provided a state of conservation report for the property, as requested in Decision 32 COM 7B.38; 
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on further progress achieved in the implementation of the recommendations made by the 2006 monitoring mission, including a response to the report on illegal logging by Global Witness, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010, with a view to consider the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	38. Coiba National Park and its Special Zone of Marine Protection (Panama) (N 1138 rev)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.38
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 29 COM 8B.13, adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005), 
	3. Notes that the State Party has recently adopted the Coiba National Park management plan, as recommended in Decision 29 COM 8B.13; 
	4. Urges the State Party to finalize the management plan for the Special Zone of Marine Protection of the property and to ensure its effective implementation, and reminds the State Party of the recommendation made by IUCN in its evaluation of the nomination, that commercial fisheries need careful management and a clear fisheries monitoring system be implemented;
	5. Notes with concern the continued and growing presence of cattle in the property, which is the source of increasing damage to its Outstanding Universal Value, and strongly urges the State Party to ensure its complete removal as a priority matter; 
	6. Also notes with concern the growing potential for coastal development on the shores opposite the property, and requests the State Party to develop and implement a coastal zone development and conservation policy with the purpose of ensuring that cumulative development impacts to the property’s Outstanding Universal Value are foreseen and effectively averted; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including on progress made in removing cattle from the property finalizing and implementing a management plan for the Special Zone of Marine Protection and establishing a formal policy on development and conservation of the coastal zone opposite the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	39. Pitons Management Area (St Lucia) (N 1161)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.39
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.40, adopted at its 32nd (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Takes note of the activities reported in the State Party’s report on the state of conservation of the property but also notes that this does not address many of the key points of Decision 32 COM 7B.40, nor include detailed baseline information on current land use within the property and a description of the development application and review process as previously requested by the World Heritage Committee; 
	4. Expresses its serious concern that the State Party has not complied with all the requests expressed by the World Heritage Committee in Decision 32 COM 7B.40, and that:
	a) The Integrated Development Plan (IDP) for the property was approved without further reflection on the level of development foreseen, which may lead to a level of development that is incompatible with its Outstanding Universal Value,
	b) The moratorium on approval of developments within the property has been lifted without such an assessment of the IDP and without clear legal systems of planning advice being in place,
	c) A significant development has taken place that does not conform to the requirements of the IDP, and which is acknowledged to have damaged the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 

	5. Regrets that a range of critical issues are in evidence that pose a threat to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and that a number of threats to its integrity exist in relation to the protection, planning and management of the property, and the apparent reconsideration of the boundaries of the property; 
	6. Requests the State Party to urgently re-establish and maintain a moratorium on development decisions within or affecting the property, to allow a reconsideration by the State Party of the level of development foreseen in the IDP and for effective systems for protection and management of the property to be put in place, and to complete the previously requested baseline assessment of land use in the property;  
	7. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess its current state of conservation and the effectiveness of its protection, planning and management, including from development within and outside its boundaries; 
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the steps taken to respond to the concerns listed above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. 





	MIXED PROPERTIES
	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	40. Pyrénées – Mont Perdu (France / Spain) (C/N 773 bis)
	41. Ibiza, Biodiversity and Culture (Spain) (C/N 417 rev)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.41


	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	42. Historic Sanctuary of Machu Picchu (Peru) (C/N 274)
	a) Implementation of participatory and conflict resolution workshops commencing in 2009 to address community interests and demands, particularly in regard to access to the site, public use, urban development and planning, both inside the inscribed property and in the buffer zone so as to promote the shared responsibility in the management of the property and to improve governance at the site,
	b) Submission by 1 February 2010 of a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value and desired state of conservation, through a participatory workshop in conjunction with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies,
	c) Completion of an emergency action plan for risk reduction and disaster recovery at the Historic Sanctuary, supported by geodynamic and vulnerability studies, to respond to identified risks, 
	d) Implementation of a management effectiveness assessment of the work of the Management Unit, and agreement of a three-year plan to address the improvement of its effectiveness,
	e) Establishment and implementation of regulatory measures for the western access to the Sanctuary and definition of public use regulations,
	f) Harmonization of existing legal frameworks and regulatory measures and definition of strategies for efficient implementation,
	g) Analysis of land tenure status and mapping of current uses to identify adequate measures to maintain the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 



	CULTURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	43. Rock-Hewn Churches, Lalibela (Ethiopia) (C 18)
	44. Lamu Old Town (Kenya) (C 1055)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.44
	45. Timbuktu (Mali) (C 119 rev)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.45

	46. Island of Mozambique (Mozambique) (C 599)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.46

	47. Island of Saint-Louis (Senegal) (C 956 bis)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.47
	a) Implement the recently adopted Safeguarding and Enhancement Plan,
	b) Urgently appoint a site manager for the property,
	c) Launch preparation of the conservation and management plan first foreseen in the joint World Heritage Centre/ICCROM/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission report of 2006;


	48. Island of Gorée (Senegal) (C 26)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.48

	49. Richtersveld Cultural and Botanical Landscape (Republic of South Africa) (C 1265)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.49 

	50. Robben Island (Republic of South Africa) (C 916)


	ARAB STATES
	51. Tipasa (Algeria) (C 193) 
	52. Kasbah of Algiers (Algeria) (C 565)
	8.  Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, before 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, regarding the implementation of the Safeguarding Plan and rehabilitation activities, for examination by the Committee at its 35th session in 2011.
	53. Qal’at al-Bahrain – Ancient Harbour and Capital of Dilmun (Bahrain) (C 1192)
	54. Ancient Thebes with its Necropolis (Egypt) (C 87) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.54
	a) Revision of the design of the Avenue of the sphinxes and its surroundings,
	b) Preparation and/or finalisation of the management plans for Karnak, Luxor and the West Bank and integration of these plans into one comprehensive and coordinated Management plan, including conservation plans for individual site elements and a tourism control strategy,
	c) Establishment of a formal coordination mechanism under the responsibility of the Supreme Council of Antiquities to review all projects with the potential to affect the property and its buffer zone,
	d) Development in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, as a central part of the establishment of the management plan and related co-ordinated mechanisms; 


	55. Historic Cairo (Egypt) (C 89) 
	56. Um er-Rasas (Kastrom Mefa’a) (Jordan) (C 1093)
	57. Tyr (Lebanon) (C 299)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.57 

	58. Archaeological Site of Cyrene (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) (C 190)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.58 

	59. Ancient Ksour of Ouadane, Chinguetti, Tichitt and Oualata (Mauritania) (C 750)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.59

	60. Ksar of Ait-Ben-Haddou (Morocco) (C 444)
	a) Put in place a fully resourced management structure to co-ordinate the planning process for the property, take responsibility for the decision-making and implementation,
	b) Integrate the draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value for the property into the management plan; 

	61. Bahla Fort (Oman) (C 433)
	62. Aflaj Irrigation Systems of Oman (Oman) (C 1207)
	63. Ancient City of Damascus (Syrian Arab Republic) (C 20) 


	ASIA-PACIFIC
	64. The Ruins of the Buddhist Vihara at Paharpur (Bangladesh) (C 322) 
	a) Draft in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies a Statement of Outstanding Universal Value of the property,
	b) Elaborate in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies a comprehensive management plan which includes conservation policies and provisions for a buffer zone,
	c) Refrain from carrying out any major conservation works until the management plan has been developed and adopted and to ensure in the meantime that all necessary maintenance works are carried out in line with the recommendations made by the 2009 reactive monitoring mission,
	d) Ensure that the necessary professional staff are recruited to fill the vacant posts in the Department of Archaeology, including additional guards at the property,
	e) Remove the incompatible light fittings installed within the courtyard of the monastery once additional guards have been deployed at the property,
	f) Build the capacity of the staff of the Department of Archaeology in heritage management and conservation, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies; 
	65. Temple of Preah Vihear (Cambodia) (C 1224 rev)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.65

	66. Old Town of Lijiang (China) (C 811) 
	a) Complete as a matter of urgency the comprehensive Conservation Master Plan,
	b) Consider a re-submission of a request for minor modification to the buffer zones and the possibility of an extension to the boundaries of the property in order to protect the property and the area between its three components,
	c) Continue to strengthen the capacity of the World Cultural Heritage Management Bureau to implement and coordinate more effectively these planning initiatives; 

	67. Historic Centre of Macao (China) (C 1110)
	68. Historic Ensemble of the Potala Palace, Lhasa (China) (C 707 ter)
	a) Coherent and complementary,
	b) Include conservation policies for the traditional buildings within the protected sectors and other parts of the property,
	c) Based on an assessment of the foreseeable socio-economic impacts of the conservation policies on the local communities and include proposed mitigation measures, and
	d) Implemented through an institutional coordination body; 

	69. World Heritage properties in Beijing (China)
	70. Champaner-Pavagadh Archaeological Park (India) (C 1101)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.70

	71. Group of Monuments at Hampi (India) (C 241)
	a) Draft, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, an updated Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, and submit it to the World Heritage Centre, for examination by the World Heritage Committee, 
	b) Consider officially submitting a request for the extension of the boundaries of the property and its buffer zone according to the procedures indicated in the paragraphs 163-164 of the Operational Guidelines, and 
	c) Adopt and implement the IMP and incorporate fully its recommendations in the Master Plan, notably through the development and official adoption of detailed building regulations applicable for each category of zones within the new proposed boundaries of the property and its buffer zone, as well as the related urban design guidelines; 

	72. Sangiran Early Man Site (Indonesia) (C 593)
	a) Ensuring the authority of the site manager to control development through appropriate land-use regulations, 
	b) Setting up of archaeological and socio-cultural impact procedures for development, and
	c) Involving the residents as key stakeholders of the property; 

	73. Prambanan Temple Compounds (Indonesia) (C 642)
	74. Borobudur Temple Compounds (Indonesia) (C 592)
	a) Update the draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, to include conditions of integrity and authenticity of the property and the protection and management requirements necessary to maintain the Outstanding Universal Value,
	b) Develop in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies a management plan, based on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and integrating, visitor management and community development;
	a) Discontinue the practices that appear to have a negative impact on the stone of the Borobudur temple,
	b) Continue monitoring, research and testing activities, to find a substitute for the epoxy resin;

	75. Meidan Emam, Esfahan (Islamic Republic of Iran) (C 115)
	76. Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara (Japan) (C 870)
	77. Town of Luang Prabang (Lao People’s Democratic Republic) (C 479 rev) 
	78. Melaka and George Town, Historic Cities of the Straits of Malacca (Malaysia) (C 1223)
	a) The height of the two proposed development projects within the inscribed area, Bousted and AGB, will be reduced to 18 metres,
	b) The impact of the two projects in the buffer zone, E&O and Bintang, has been reduced through the implementation of the modifications negotiated between the Council and the developers,
	c) The provision allowing building higher than 18 metres within the inscribed property under certain circumstances in Georgetown has been abolished,
	d) The existing “Guidelines for Conservation Areas & Heritage Buildings” will be renamed “Regulations for Conservation Areas & Heritage Buildings”,
	e) Special Area Plans for the inscribed property and its buffer zone that would provide planning controls and guidance at a more detailed level, will be prepared,
	f) There will be no approval given for developments higher than 18 metres in the buffer zone until such time as the Special Area Plans are adopted,
	g) A Technical Review Committee will be established, including a representative of the Federal Government (Department of National Heritage) to review all major development proposals and proposed planning controls and policies that could impact adversely on the Outstanding Universal Value,
	h) Other measures to support the conservation of Georgetown have been taken, including the creation of a World Heritage Office, the strengthening of the Heritage Department within the City Council of Penang, and the creation of a World Heritage Day in Penang; 
	a) Develop the above-mentioned Special Area Plans for the inscribed property and its buffer zone, based on a careful analysis of important views, typologies and urban fabric the composition of the social fabric of George Town, and submit these to the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS by 1 February 2011, for review,
	b) Introduce new legal provisions in the protection and management system for the World Heritage property that would enable the central authorities at the level of the Federal Government to review and, if necessary veto proposals for major development projects, draft Special Area Plans and other relevant planning controls and policies both for George Town and Melaka;

	79. Lumbini, the Birthplace of the Lord Buddha (Nepal) (C 666 rev)
	80. Historical Monuments of Thatta (Pakistan) (C 143)
	a) Overall monitoring programme, 
	b) Management plan,
	c) Condition report for all monuments and tombs,
	d) Prioritized emergency intervention plan, and 
	e) Identification of the boundaries of the property and its buffer zone;

	81. Archaeological Ruins at Moenjodaro (Pakistan) (C 138)
	a) Continue its work to redefine the boundaries of the property and its buffer zone,
	b) Develop an archaeological research strategy, including non-invasive methods of investigation, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, and refrain from undertaking any major archaeological interventions until this strategy is in place,
	c) Ensure that adequate protection measures are in place to prevent encroachments within the areas of potential archaeological interest, which may be subject to a future extension of the property,
	d) Submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the progress made in the implementation of the above mentioned recommendations, and associated documentation, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.

	82. Old Town of Galle and its Fortifications (Sri Lanka) (C 451)
	a) Revised boundaries of the property and buffer zone to reflect the recent underwater archaeological discoveries made in the bay to the east of the Old Town, 
	b) Finalised comprehensive conservation and management plan, and 
	c) Detailed report on the progress made concerning the above mentioned recommendations. 

	83. Parthian Fortresses of Nisa (Turkmenistan) (C 1242)
	84. Samarkand – Crossroads of Cultures (Uzbekistan) (C 603 rev)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.84

	85. Complex of Hué Monuments (Vietnam) (C 678)


	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	86. Butrint (Albania) (C 570 bis)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.86 
	87. Historic Centres of Berat and Gjirokastra (Albania) (C 569 bis)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.87

	88. Historic Centre of the City of Salzburg (Austria) (C 784)  
	89. Historic Centre of Vienna (Austria) (C 1033)
	90. Palace and Gardens of Schönbrunn (Austria) (C 786)
	91. City of Graz – Historic Centre (Austria) (C 931)
	92. Fertö / Neusiedlersee Cultural Landscape (Austria/Hungary) (C 772 rev)
	93. Architectural, Residential and Cultural Complex of the Radziwill Family at Nesvizh (Belarus) (C 1196)
	a) The methodology to be adopted in rebuilding the Eastern Gallery,
	b) The types of proprietary materials and technologies being used in the conservation work,
	c) The intended degree of conservation, restoration and reconstruction work in the adopted approach to the project;

	94. Historic Centre of Brugge (Belgium) (C 996) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.94 

	95. Old Bridge Area of the Old City of Mostar (Bosnia and Herzegovina) (C 946 rev)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.95

	96. Historic Centre of Prague (Czech Republic) (C 666)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.96 

	97. Historic Centre of Cesky Krumlov (Czech Republic) (C 617)
	98. Jelling Mounds, Runic Stones and Church (Denmark) (C 697)
	a) Urgently provide information on any conservation and development plan to address the issue of an environmental covering for the stones to the World Heritage Centre for review by ICOMOS, 
	b) Consider extending the buffer zone in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS;

	99. Historic Centre (Old Town) of Tallinn (Estonia) (C 822)
	100. Prehistoric Sites and Decorated Caves of the Vézère Valley (France) (C 85)
	101. Bordeaux, Port of the Moon (France) (C 1256)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.101 

	102. Historical Monuments of Mtskheta (Georgia) (C 708) 
	103.  Bagrati Cathedral and Gelati Monastery (Georgia) (C 710) 
	104. Upper Middle Rhine Valley (Germany) (C 1066)
	105. Old Town of Regensburg with Stadtamhof (Germany) (C 1155)
	106. Tokaj Wine Region Historic Cultural Landscape (Hungary) (C 1063)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.106

	107. Budapest, including the Banks of the Danube, the Buda Castle Quarter and Andrassy Avenue (Hungary) (C 400 and 400 bis)
	108. Rock Drawings in Valcamonica (Italy) (C 94) 
	109. City of Vicenza and the Palladian Villas of the Veneto (Italy) (C 712 bis) 
	110. Historic Centre of Naples (Italy) (C 726)
	111. Historic Centre of Riga (Latvia) (C 852)
	a) How the revised “Daugava Left-bank Silhouette Development Concept” project is implemented in terms of the existing legal framework for the preservation and development of Old Riga and in the amended territorial planning regulations and how control mechanisms are guaranteed,
	b) The progress on the five recommendations of the Council for the Preservation and Development of the Historic Centre of Riga on the Daugava river left-bank Silhouette Development conception as specified in the State Party’s report, 
	c) The progress on the additional view points of the visual analysis as suggested by the Council for the Preservation and Development of the Historic Centre of Riga as specified in the State Party’s report; 

	112. Vilnius Historic Centre (Lithuania) (C 541) 
	113. City of Valletta (Malta) (C 131) 
	a) Provide a clear map showing the boundary of the property,
	b) Establish a declared buffer zone in accordance with Paragraph 103 of the Operational Guidelines, with height controls around the property as a means of protecting the skyline configuration of the city and prepare a “Views and Vistas Analysis” from strategic points within and outside the property,
	c) Establish clear policies in relation to height controls within the property as a means of protecting the skyline configuration of the city, by means of a “Views and Vistas Analysis” covering key areas and streetscape,
	d) Submit detailed information on the proposed large scale developments within the property to the World Heritage Centre in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;

	114. Natural and Culturo-Historical Region of Kotor (Montenegro) (C 125) 
	115.  Auschwitz Birkenau 
	116. Cultural Landscape of Sintra (Portugal) (C 723)
	117. Kizhi Pogost (Russian Federation) (C 544)
	a) Detailed report on the main restoration works,
	b) Three copies of the draft integrated management plan for Kizhi Pogost including a tourism strategy (in particular with an accent on any eventual threat to the property from the fluvial tourism), risk preparedness measures, 
	c) Revised and approved documents concerning protected areas of the Kizhi Museum Reserve including the boundaries of the property and its buffer zone;

	118. Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Groups of Monuments (Russian Federation) (C 540)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.118

	119. Kremlin and Red Square, Moscow (Russian Federation) (C 545)
	120. Historical Centre of the City of Yaroslavl (Russian Federation) (C 1170)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.120 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.107, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Acknowledges the results of the May 2009 World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission;
	4. Notes the restoration and renovation efforts of the Regional and local authorities in the preparation of the celebration of the millennium of the City of Yaroslavl;
	5. Expresses its serious concern about the changes to the horizontal urban skyline and in particular the construction of a new cathedral of the Assumption;
	6. Reiterates its concern about numerous planned constructions within the boundaries of the property which could affect its Outstanding Universal Value;
	7. Requests the State Party to pay particular attention to paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines and to provide to the World Heritage Centre information on all major projects within the boundaries of the property which could affect its Outstanding Universal Value prior to its evaluation, review, recommendations and approval by the authorities;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2011, a detailed progress report on the implementation of the recommendations of the May 2009 World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission and on state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2011.


	121. Works of Antoni Gaudí (Spain) (C 320 bis)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.121 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.108, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008)
	3. Regrets that no consideration has been given to halting the construction of the tunnel or to re-routing it further away from the temple of Sagrada Familia; 
	4. Urges the State Party to allow a thorough analysis of the potential adverse impacts and mitigation measures on the design and implementation of the tunnel and relevant impact assessment systems for examination by the Advisory Bodies;
	5. Encourages the State Party to invite an independent technical expert mission to the property in 2009, to review the project, its potential adverse impacts, and possible irreversible damage to the structure of the temple of Sagrada Familia;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010, a detailed updated report on the project for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	122. Old City of Salamanca (Spain) (C 381 rev)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.122 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.109, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Requests the State Party to abandon the projects of the “Huerto de las Adoratrices” and the “Plaza de los Bandos”, given their potential negative impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value of the World Heritage property;
	4. Notes the work undertaken towards setting up the requested integrated management plan for the property, and asks the State Party to ensure the full integration of this planning instrument with the “Special Plan” for urban management mandated by regional legislation (2002); 
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to prepare, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, and to ensure that the draft Statement is fully taken into account in the preparation of the integrated management plan;
	6. Urges the State Party to implement the recommendations made by the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission of February 2009;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a progress report on the efforts of the State Party to respond to the requests of the World Heritage Committee on efforts to implement the recommendations of the February 2009 mission report, and on the preparation of the integrated management plan, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	123. Cathedral, Alcázar and Archivo de Indias in Seville (Spain) (C 383 rev)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.123 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Expresses its concern that the State Party has not provided any information on the proposed Cajasol tower, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	3. Notes the documentation provided by the State Party in May 2009;
	4. Urges the State Party to carry out, if not already undertaken, a comprehensive impact assessment of the proposed developments on the Outstanding Universal Value of the World Heritage property and its setting;
	5. Also urges the State Party to halt any construction works on this project until such a comprehensive impact assessment has been completed and reviewed by ICOMOS;
	6. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, for examination by the World Heritage Committee;
	7. Also requests the State Party to define a buffer zone for the World Heritage property and to submit a map by 1 February 2010, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the steps taken to implement the recommendations set out above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	124. Historic Areas of Istanbul (Turkey) (C 356)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.124
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.110, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes the results of the 2009 joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission and endorses its recommendations;
	4. Also notes the appointment of a site manager of the property and encourages the State Party to implement fully the management structure adopted in 2006 and clarify roles and responsibilities;
	5. Further notes that, although some progress has been made in drafting the scope of a management plan, little progress has been made with its drafting, and urges the State Party to expedite this work to provide the framework for ensuring that development and improved infrastructure respects the attributes and value of the property;
	6. Reiterates its request for awareness raising on the scope and value of the property amongst stakeholders and particularly the local community;
	7. Also reiterates the recommendations of the 2006 and 2008 missions that all such development and redevelopment projects should respect the conservation of existing historic structures, and expresses concern that no significant modification appears to have been made to urban renewal projects proposed within the framework of Law 5366 for the “Preservation by Renovation and Utilization by Revitalizing of Deteriorated Immovable Historical and Cultural Properties” in order to incorporate conservation plans appropriate for the property;
	8. Expresses its grave concern at the potential impact of the proposed new metro bridge across the Golden Horn, as its towering cable-stay structure would have a significant adverse impact on the property and its setting and on the Süleymaniye Mosque in particular, and also urges the State Party to abandon this project or consider alternative proposals and submit details of these, together with an independent environmental impact assessments for assessment by ICOMOS before any irreversible decisions are made;
	9. Also expresses its concern at the potential impact of the implementation of the Traffic Plan on the historic peninsula, in particular (as well as the Golden Horn bridge) the Bosphorus road tunnel from Harem on the Asian shore to Kumkapı in the Historic Peninsula, just to the west of the Sultanahmet core area,  which would undoubtedly bring large volumes of traffic from the suburbs to the east of the Bosphorus directly into the heart of the property, and requests the State Party to provide details of the scheme and an independent environmental impact assessment before any irreversible commitments are made;
	10. Also expresses its concern that many Ottoman style timber houses are in danger and increasing numbers are empty and further urges the State Party to develop an holistic conservation or rehabilitation strategy or programme as part of the overall management plan; 
	11. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a state of conservation report for the property that addresses the above points for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the possible inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	125. Kiev: Saint-Sophia Cathedral and Related Monastic Buildings, Kiev-Pechersk Lavra (Ukraine) (C 527 bis)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.125
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.111, adopted at its 32d session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Notes the findings of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission of March 2009 and in particular that the current fragmented management is failing to address the needs of the property and recommended that a unified system is put in place together with a unified management plan; 
	4. Also notes the satisfactory condition of the key monuments of the property, but expresses concern that other monuments are in a less satisfactory condition and that the catacombs at the Lavra site remain in a critical condition;
	5.  Requests the State Party to ensure an integrated planning framework of the urban area through the development of a detailed urban development plan for the property and its buffer zone;
	6.  Also expresses great concern at the threats to the property from development in the buffer zone and setting from construction that appears not o be in conformity with current regulations, and urges the State Party to put in place a moratorium on the following projects until an urban development plan has considered appropriate uses for these sites:
	a) Buildings on the territory around the Arsenal and the earth fortification following the international competition, 
	b) A hotel complex around Saint Spas of Berestove Church, 
	c) A hotel and residential complex on the land of the former military factories near the Arsenal, 
	d) Tall buildings that could compromise the panorama of the historical monastic landscape along the Dnieper; 



	126. L’viv – the Ensemble of the Historic Centre (Ukraine) (C 865)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.126
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.120, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Expresses its concern about numerous construction projects within the World Heritage property and its buffer zone which could affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	4. Urges the State Party to complete the revision of the Master Plan for the World Heritage property;
	5. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to assess the state of conservation of the property and the issues identified in Decision 31 COM 7B.120, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007);
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed state of conservation report of this World Heritage property including the detailed existing projects and description of any intention to undertake or to authorize major restoration or new construction projects which may affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	127. Tower of London (United Kingdom) (C 488) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.127 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.112, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes the information provided by the State Party, in particular that the work is progressing on a brief to define a local setting, for the final publication "Seeing the History in View: a method for Assessing Heritage Significance within Views" in 2009, and that considerations are underway on how a Dynamic Visual Impact Study fits within the planning system, and that a draft revised London Plan is to be published for public consultation in 2009;
	4. Regrets that a buffer zone with protection has still not been put in place; 
	5. Also regrets that there is no overall study of the setting of the Tower yet in place that would allow a full impact assessment of proposed development;
	6. Requests the State Party to ensure that:
	a) The original intentions of the suggested “Skyline Study" are incorporated in related work being progressed as part of the Dynamic Visual Impact Study and the London Views Management Framework,
	b) The new Mayor’s review of the supplementary planning guidance, the London Views Management Framework, fully takes into account the relevant views of the November 2006 joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS mission,
	c) The sub-group of the Tower of London World Heritage Site Consultative Committee, fully considers the need for protection of the immediate surrounding of the Tower of London through an adequate and commonly agreed buffer zone;

	7. Urges the State Party to progress towards a buffer zone as soon as possible and bringing together guidance on visual impact in order to put in place a coherent approach;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the steps taken to implement the recommendations set out above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the possible inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 


	128. Westminster Palace, Westminster Abbey and Saint Margaret's Church (United Kingdom) (C 426)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.128 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.113, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes that work was at an advanced stage on the visual impact study as requested, that "Seeing the History in View: a method for Assessing Heritage Significance within Views" is expected to be published in 2009, and that the Westminster World Heritage property Dynamic Visual Impact Study Steering Group selected five views considered to best encapsulate the Outstanding Universal Value of the property for assessment using the draft methodology set out in "Seeing the History in the View", and acknowledges that any reference to a “Skyline Study" be omitted from future Decisions;
	4. Requests the State Party to ensure that:
	a) The original intentions of the suggested “Skyline Study" are incorporated in other related work being progressed as part of the London Views Management Framework,
	b) The review of the supplementary planning guidance, and the London Views Management Framework, fully takes into account the relevant recommendations of the November 2006 joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS mission,
	c) In considering the establishment of a buffer zone in the light of discussions following on from the emerging Dynamic Visual Impact Study, further analysis of the five selected views, and as part of the broader spatial planning process, the World Heritage Centre be informed of the outcome, and the agreed and protected buffer zone be submitted for approval by the World Heritage Committee as soon as possible,
	d) The World Heritage Centre receive copies of relevant documents as they emerge, including "Seeing the History in the View: a method for Assessing Heritage Significance within Views" due in 2009, "Metropolitan Views" draft supplementary planning guidance to be revised in 2009, as well as the revised “London Plan” to be published for public consultation in autumn 2009;

	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2011, a progress report on the issues above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 


	129. Stonehenge, Avebury and Associated Sites (United Kingdom) (C 373)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.129
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.114, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Regrets that the State Party continues to make little progress in the urgent resolution of the significant A344 road closures and visitor facility issues at the property, despite assurances made as long ago as 1986;
	4. Requests that the State Party keeps the World Heritage Centre informed of any progress, particularly the Ministerial announcement, as it occurs;
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011 a report on progress made on the road closure and visitor facilities, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	130. Liverpool – Maritime Mercantile City (United Kingdom) (C 1150)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.130
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.115, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes the detailed information provided by State Party and particularly: 
	a) The development of the new Supplementary Planning Document addresses the management issues raised by the World Heritage Committee in paragraphs 3b and 4b of Decision 31 COM 7B.121 and paragraph 3b and 3c of Decision 32 COM 7B.115,
	b) The final version of the Supplementary Planning Document is expected to be formally adopted by Liverpool City Council in June 2009,
	c) The revised Evidential Report will be provided to the World Heritage Centre when available,
	d) Progress on the improvement of the protection of World Heritage properties in England through changes to the planning system,
	e) Preparation of an expanded Statement of Outstanding Universal Value,
	f) The initiatives taken by the Liverpool City Council and other partners during 2008, particularly regarding the national statutory lists;

	4. Requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on progress on the issues above.  


	131. City of Bath (United Kingdom) (C 428)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.131
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.116, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the results of the November 2008 joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission and the good overall state of conservation and management of the property; 
	4. Expresses its satisfaction that the Dyson Academy Project has officially been withdrawn; 
	5. Strongly recommends that the State Party submit to the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, for review, a revised plan showing that all necessary social facilities have been included in the first Phase of the Bath Western Riverside project; 
	6. Urges the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, for review, a time-bound revised plan for the second and third phases of the Bath Western Riverside project, including revised density and volume of the ensemble, so as not to impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, its integrity and on important views to and from the property; 
	7. Also recommends that the State Party enhance the protection of the surrounding landscape of the property to prevent any future developments which could have adverse and cumulative impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	8. Invites the State Party to embark on a reinforced, integrated and homogenous interpretation for all the attributes bearing the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	9. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, for information and by 1 February 2011, the draft of the revised management plan, including the integrated and comprehensive Tourism management plan, the integrated Public Realm and Movement Strategy, respecting both the authenticity and integrity of the property, and the integrated Traffic Control Plan, before its final adoption. 


	132. Old and New Towns of Edinburgh (United Kingdom) (C 728)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.132
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.117, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes the results of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the Edinburgh Old and New Towns World Heritage property of November 2008 and the State Party’s response;
	4. Urges the State Party to take into account the recommendations by the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission, specifically addressing improvements for the Caltongate and Haymarket development; and requests that the mission’s findings on the Haymarket development are made available to the public enquiry;
	5. Welcomes that the St James Centre project improves the integrity of the property with the demolition of a building block impacting on the values and integrity of the property;
	6. Also welcomes the skyline study as an important tool in future development and planning of the site to protect important views in compliance with Paragraph 104 of the Operational Guidelines;
	7. Also requests the State Party to establish a declared buffer zone for the Edinburgh Old and New Towns World Heritage property in accordance with Paragraph 103 of the Operational Guidelines, in which height restrictions are established on the basis of key views and vistas from within and from outside across the property; 
	8. Further requests the State Party to establish clear policies in relation to height controls within the property on the basis of key views and vistas from within and outside the property; 
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to raise awareness among potential developers and stakeholders of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and the meaning of this for development projects within the property and its buffer zone; 
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property taking into account the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property, and on progress with the review of the management plan and establishment of the buffer zone, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 




	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	133. Brasilia (Brazil) (C 445)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.133
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 28 COM 15B.108, adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004),
	3. Takes note of the response provided by the State Party in regard to current issues of concern and notes progress made in developing the management plan;
	4. Encourages the State Party to finalize the delimitation of the buffer zone and submit the proposed new boundaries for the buffer zone, including appropriate cartography and the legal framework, to the World Heritage Centre, for examination by the World Heritage Committee; 
	5. Takes note of the projects planned for the property and requests the State Party, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to submit to the World Heritage Committee the technical documentation for Orla project, Vila Planalto development, transportation solutions W3 and changes in land use of superquadras for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	6. Also requests the State Party to provide three printed and electronic copies of the management plan, as soon as possible, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.

	134. San Agustín Archaeological Park (Colombia) (C 744)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.134
	1. Having examined Document  WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.124, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),  
	3. Notes with satisfaction the efforts and progress made by the State Party in implementing the decisions of the World Heritage Committee, 
	4. Encourages the State Party to finalise the delimitation of the inscribed archaeological sites and their buffer zones and reiterates its request that the proposed new boundaries for buffer zones, including appropriate cartography as well as the legal framework, be submitted for examination by the World Heritage Committee; 
	5. Also reiterates its request to submit alternative roads for the local community; 
	6. Requests the State Party to provide three printed and electronic copies of the management plan, as soon as possible, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	7. Also requests the State Party to continue to implement the recommendations made by the reactive monitoring mission of 2006;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	135. Colonial City of Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) (C 526)
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.125, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Encourages the adoption, and strict enforcement of the new law on monumental heritage, the Integrated Revitalization Plan and the implementation of the related actions proposed, and the adoption and full implementation of the Risk management plan for the Zona Colonial;
	4. Requests the State Party to:
	a) Submit to the World Heritage Centre, as soon as possible, the complete technical documentation of the Sans Souci project to be undertaken in the South Area, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, 
	b) Withhold any approval of the development until the World Heritage Committee has had the opportunity to fully review the project, 
	c) Invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property to consider its overall state of conservation and particularly the possible impact of the Sans Souci project on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property and to review the proposal for the delineation and protection of the buffer zone ;
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. 


	136. City of Quito (Ecuador) (C 2)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.136
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.121, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Concerning the intervention in the tower, requests the State Party to:
	a) Cease the reconstruction project of the tower of the Jesuit Church in light of the potential impact that the proposed reconstruction could entail,
	b) Carry out a holistic and multi-sector assessment of the architectural ensemble and establish an assessment of the attributes that contribute to Outstanding Universal Value as a basis for decision-making in the future,
	c) Identify and submit to the World Heritage Centre a proposal to restore the use of the tower as a bell tower for consideration by the Committee prior to taking action,
	d) Submit a report concerning the touristic operation foreseen by the Compañía de Jesús to ensure that international standards security measures are in place,
	e) In accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to submit information regarding new interventions foreseen in the Jesuitic complex;

	4. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value;
	5. Further encourages the State Party to define the limits of the inscribed property and buffer zone and further requests that the appropriate cartography and legal framework for protection, be submitted for approval by the World Heritage Centre;
	6. Notes the results of the 2009 joint World Heritage Centre/ ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission, endorses its recommendations and requests furthermore the State Party to implement them, particularly with respect to: 
	a) The need for a clear definition of the national and local responsibilities for the World Heritage City of Quito,
	b) The creation of a coordination policy between local and national institutions to ensure that the decision-making process mechanism guarantees the effective implementation of the World Heritage Convention,
	c) The establishment of precise regulations and principles for interventions at historic buildings at the property,
	d) To inform the World Heritage Committee on the measures taken to improve the technical consultation process when approving interventions affecting World Heritage; 

	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	137. Maya Site of Copan (Honduras) (C 129) 
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.137
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,  
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.122, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Notes progress by the State Party in implementing the decisions of the World Heritage Committee and invites the State Party to submit further details on the implementation of the management plan and conservation interventions at the property; 
	4. Urges the State Party to officially submit the limits of the World Heritage property and its potential buffer zone, in light of the requirements of the retrospective inventory; 
	5. Requests the State Party to inform the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies on the definitive decision on the location for the construction of the airport and related tourism management issues;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above-mentioned recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 


	138. Pre-Hispanic City of Teotihuacan (Mexico) (C 414)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.138
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.123, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit its report in one of the two working languages of the World Heritage Convention (French and English);
	4. Urges the State Party to finalize the management plan as soon as possible and provide three printed and electronic copies of the management plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;  
	5. Expresses its concern that the lack of a management plan appears to have allowed developments to take place, which have had a negative impact on the property; 
	6. Notes that the State Party has decided to temporarily halt the implementation of the lighting and sound project but that even so, the initial works have had a negative impact on the surface structure of the pyramid;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit full technical details of any revised Resplandor Teotihuacano project together with an impact assessment study to the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS for evaluation and examination prior to any approval or implementation; 
	8. Reiterates its request to the State Party to set up an intersectorial working group specifically for the World Heritage property, with representatives from local, federal and national levels to collaborate in the management of the archaeological site and its surroundings;
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	139. Historic Centre of Mexico City and Xochimilco (Mexico) (C 412)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.139
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.124 adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Expresses its concern to the fact that a holistic heritage conservation policy has not been agreed upon to guide the participatory decision making process for the World Heritage property and urges the State Party to develop an integrated management plan; 
	4. Takes note of the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission and requests the State Party to implement them as a matter of urgency;
	5. Notes with concern that the threats of abandon, collapse and the lack of proper sanctions will affect the authenticity and integrity of the built heritage; and also requests the State Party to submit a proposal for a better implementation of technical and administrative procedures on demolition issues; 
	6. Also notes the progress made by the Comision Interinstitucional in implementing the management plan for Xochimilco and also urges the State Party to finalise arrangements to put into operation the management unit to secure the sustainable application of the management plan;
	7. Also expresses its concern about the infrastructure works such as the new subway line in Xochimilco, and further requests the State Party in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to submit to the World Heritage Centre, detailed information on any major projects that may affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, 
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	140. Fortifications on the Caribbean Side of Panama: Portobelo-San Lorenzo (Panama) (C 135)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.140 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.125, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not provide updated information concerning the state of conservation of the property since 2006, and did not submit a comprehensive progress report as requested by the World Heritage Committee;
	4. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	5. Requests the State Party, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to submit to the World Heritage Committee the Work Plan of the Patronato 2010-2013 by 30 September 2009, for review by the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS;
	6. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to assess the current state of conservation, identify any ascertained or potential threats to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and to assist in developing an emergency action plan;
	7. Reiterates its invitation to the State Party to submit a request for International Assistance to support in particular the development of a management plan for the property; 
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of World Heritage Committee decisions, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger.  


	141. Archaeological site of Panamá Viejo and Historic Distric of Panamá (Panama) (C 790 bis)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.141 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.126, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes the progress report on the preparation of the Statement of Outstanding Universal Value of the property and requests the State Party to further develop it in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to integrate all components of the inscribed property and to meet the requirements of the Operational Guidelines;
	4. Also notes the results of the 2009 joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission, endorses its recommendations and requests the State Party to implement them by 30 November 2009 and in particular to:
	a) Develop an Emergency Plan for corrective measures that delineates a precise course of action for the conservation of the historic buildings and the rehabilitation of neglected buildings to address social lodging concerns.
	b) Prepare the Emergency Plan within the framework of a broad participatory decision-making process and guarantee the commitment of the highest levels of authority to the conservation of the property;

	5. Urges the State Party to:
	a) Approve of the revised legislative proposal to enhance the protection and the regulatory measures of the property and to establish one permanent management authority to ensure the sustainability of the management system of the property; 
	b) Continue developing a housing policy for the urban district in order to  improve the living conditions of the low-income families and to reactivate technical and financial assistance from international cooperation agencies;
	c) Define alternative routes to the Avenida Cincuentenario given the impacts on the property’s Outstanding Universal Value, integrity and authenticity;

	6. Also requests the State Party to, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, submit the following information to the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS for evaluation and consideration by the World Heritage Committee prior to implementation : 
	a) The intervention proposals for historic buildings within the protected area; 
	b) The proposed boundaries for the buffer zones of Panama Viejo and the Historic District, including the appropriate cartography and the legal framework for their regulation and protection;
	c) A final report  including the analysis  and monitoring of the potential impacts derived from the construction of the Cinta Costera; 

	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	142. Historical Centre of the City of Arequipa (Peru) (C 1016)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.142
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-09/33.COM/7B and WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Corr, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.127, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the progress reported by the State Party in implementing the recommendations from the 2008 reactive monitoring mission report, particularly in regard to starting the revision of the buffer zone;
	4. Also notes progress in deterring illegal demolitions and in strengthening institutional frameworks for the management of the property and requests the State Party to ensure the regulatory procedures for demolitions are strictly enforced;
	5. Regrets that the State Party did not submit a completed Disaster Preparedness Plan, as requested in Decision 32 COM 7B.127 and notes with concern that it has not been finalised in light of the vulnerability of the place; 
	6. Takes note of the projects planned for the Historic Centre and also requests the State Party, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to submit to the World Heritage Committee their specific details for consideration by the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	143. Chavín Archaeological Site (Peru) (C 330)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.143
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.129, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes with satisfaction progress made in measures to guarantee the conservation of the property and in developing the management plan and urges the State Party to finalise it to begin its implementation;
	4. Requests the State Party to provide three printed and electronic copies of the finalised management plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies as soon as possible;
	5. Encourages the State Party to precisely define a risk preparedness plan in light of the vulnerability of the site;
	6. Also requests the Sate Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, in accordance to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, architectural plans and specifications for public use facilities to be implemented at the property, as well as projects for river defences and the proposed new bridge, for review by the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS;
	7. Further requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations.


	144. Lines and Geoglyphs of Nasca and Pampas de Jumana (Peru) (C 700)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.144
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.130, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),  
	3. Urges the State Party to finalise the development of the management plan for the property and to secure adequate resources to sustain its implementation;  
	4. Takes note of the projects planned that might impact the property, in particular the Interoceanic Highway, the construction of a national airport and the proposed investment by the Regional Government, and requests the State Party, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to submit to the World Heritage Centre their specific details for review by ICOMOS;
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 


	145. Historic Centre of Lima (Peru) (C 500 bis)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.145
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 28 COM 15B.120, adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004),
	3. Requests the State Party to submit more detailed technical information in regard to current intervention projects.
	4. Urges the State Party to reconsider the construction of a cable car, considering the potential impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and to implement the Directorial Resolution so that the Corredor Segregado is not constructed in light of the effects it would have on the Historic Centre,
	5. Regrets that no specific information concerning Decision 28 COM 15B.120 was sent; and reiterates its request to provide updated information on the state of the management system, including the implementation of the Master Plan and the operation of the management unit;
	6. Also requests the State Party, in consulation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	7. Takes note of the projects presented by the State Party and also requests the State Party, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to submit additional information on the current status and technical specifications for interventions at the Municipal Theatre, the Metropolitan Museum and the Municipal Programme for the Integral Urban Renovation of Lima, including an assessment of the potential impact of these programs on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property for review by the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS; 
	8. Also requests the State Party to invite a jointed World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess its current state of conservation and the potential impact of the proposed and approved projects on the Outstanding Univseral Value of the property; 
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.



	146. Historic Quarter of the City of Colonia del Sacramento (Uruguay) (C 747)
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.128, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), and the recommendations of the previous monitoring missions of 2002, 2004 and 2008,
	3. Takes note of the decision taken by the State Party to halt construction of the planned “Marinas de Sacramento” project;
	4. Notes with satisfaction progress made in establishing a management authority and encourages the State Party to technically and financially support its efficient operation as a coordinating and regulatory entity;
	5. Requests the State Party, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to submit to the World Heritage Committee any new proposed projects potentially affecting the inscribed area, for review by the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS;
	6. Urges the State Party to fully develop and complete a comprehensive management plan for the property, including zoning and land use plans to be integrated into other planning tools;,
	7. Invites the State Party to submit as soon as possible an International Assistance request to develop a proposal for the extension of the property;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.

	147. Rainforests of the Atsinanana (Madagascar) (N 1257)
	Decision: 33 COM 7B.147 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Expresses its utmost concern about the increase in illegal logging as well as other illegal resource exploitation in the Marojejy and Masoala National Parks, which are part of the serial property “Rainforests of the Atsinanana”, which might affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	3. Takes note of the action plan that was developed by the Madagascar National Parks Board to address these threats and urges the State Party to ensure its urgent implementation;
	4. Calls upon all State Parties to the Convention to ensure that illegal timber originating from Madagascar is prevented from entering their national markets; 
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2009, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, in particular on the impacts of illegal logging on Masoala and Marojejy National Parks as well as a report on the implementation of the action plan and other measures taken to address the threats from illegal logging and other threats, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. 





	General Decision on the state of conservation of World Heritage properties 
	Decision:  33 COM 7C  
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-09/33.COM/7B and WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.129, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Takes note of the process being followed to consult State Parties to ensure the accuracy of the state of conservation reports during their preparation, as presented in the introduction of Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B and requests the World Heritage Centre to make every effort to ensure that States Parties’ input is included in these reports before they are distributed;
	4. Recognizes the efforts on the inclusion of references in the Working Documents on State of Conservation to the image gallery of the web-pages of the World Heritage Centre and encourages States Parties to provide the World Heritage Centre, whenever possible, with verified electronic illustrative material;
	5. Considers that its request, in Decision 32 COM 7B.129, to add a link to illustrative material also aimed at providing background information on cases indicating the potential of visual impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of a property and to make visual impact simulations provided by States Parties available to Members of the Word Heritage Committee;;
	6. Encourages States Parties to provide electronic illustrations of proposed projects in their State of Conservation Reports and to make these available to the Members of the World Heritage Committee; 
	7. Acknowledging the increasing number of State of Conservation reports and that reviewing these is a key tool for ensuring the effective conservation and credibility of World Heritage properties,
	8. Noting the results of the analytical document on trends provided with Circular Letter CL/WHC-09/03 and the in-depth discussion that took place at the 32nd session of the World Heritage Committee,
	9. Also noting the increasing number of natural disasters affecting World Heritage properties, requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to prepare a report on the progress made in the implementation of the Strategy for Disaster Risk Reduction at World Heritage properties and submit it for the examination by the Committee at its 34th session in 2010, 
	10. Also considers it desirable to receive from the World Heritage Centre a methodological framework for the processes of:
	a) Initiating the consideration of a property in the State of Conservation reports,
	b) Requesting a State Party progress or state of conservation report within a defined timeframe, and
	c) Evaluating desired State of Conservation Statements submitted by State Parties; 
	11. Requests the World Heritage Centre to:
	a) Prepare, in cooperation with the Advisory Bodies, information on criteria, thresholds and processes applied for the initiation of State of Conservation reports and review of Desired State of Conservation statements for discussion at the 34th session of the World Heritage Committee in 2010; 
	b) Also prepare, in consultation with the Chairperson of the World Heritage Committee, a summary of the trends, changes and threats based on an analytical summary of the state of conservation of World Heritage properties over 5 years for discussion at the 34th session of the World Heritage Committee in 2010, with a view to make recommendations for prioritizing management efforts in the context of the Global Strategy;
	12. Further requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, when preparing state of conservation reports, to distinguish between issues that impact or have the potential to impact on a site’s Outstanding Universal Value from issues that may impact values that are not recognized as being of Outstanding Universal Value;
	13. Notes that all reactive monitoring missions proposed in the draft decisions on State of Conservation of properties on the World Heritage List and the List of World Heritage in Danger are currently suggested to be joint missions of the World Heritage Centre and at least one Advisory Body, and considers that this has the potential to increase the overall budgetary requirements for missions and human resources; 
	14. Requests the World Heritage Centre to introduce a section on proposed missions to the relevant State of Conservation reports which outlines the objectives of a proposed mission as well as the specific roles and tasks of all bodies involved; 
	15. Also notes the petition on the Role of Black Carbon in the endangering of World Heritage properties and encourages all States Parties to exchange information on existing national policies, regulations and opportunities for immediate voluntary action to control the generation of black carbon that can affect World Heritage properties; 
	16. Also requests the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies to adopt a consistent approach to reporting on the impact of climate change on World Heritage properties and to ensure that future decisions in this respect are based on the Committee’s Strategy to assist States Parties to implement appropriate management responses to climate change;
	17. Further noting the profusion of terms used to describe the spatial and functional relationships among World Heritage properties, their buffer zones and the areas around these properties, requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to develop a glossary of terms in this respect, as well as proposed revisions to the Operational Guidelines regarding buffer zones, taking into account the results of the Expert Meeting on this issue for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	18. Also encourages all States Parties to fully implement paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines by informing the World Heritage Centre of restorations, constructions and other projects that may affect the Outstanding Universal Value of a property in their territory.




	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/10A,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 10B adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Thanking the Government of Germany for having hosted the Workshop on natural serial properties in Vilm, (Germany, 26 - 30 November 2008) as well as all the experts who contributed to it,
	4. Takes note of the outcomes and conclusions of the Workshop published in the BfN-Skripten series, as well as the analysis of the present situation of “Serial natural World Heritage Properties” prepared for publication by IUCN and the German Federal Agency for Nature Conservation as Number 6 in IUCN’s series of World Heritage Studies;
	5. Welcomes the offer of the government of Switzerland to host an expert meeting on natural and cultural serial World Heritage properties in the first half of 2010, which will take into account the results of the 2008 workshop on natural serial properties in Vilm (Germany);
	6. Requests the World Heritage Centre to present the conclusions and recommendations of the above-mentioned expert meeting at its 34th session in 2010.  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/10B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 7 EXT.COM 11, 31 COM 14, 32 COM 18 adopted respectively at its 7th Extraordinary session (UNESCO, 2004), 31st (Christchurch, 2007), and 32nd (Quebec City, 2008) sessions, 
	3. Encourages the World Heritage Centre, Advisory Bodies and State Parties to continue to support the broadening of the content of the global training strategy and welcomes the establishment of the World Heritage Training and Research Institutes in Bahrain and Brazil and requests the World Heritage Centre to inform the Committee regularly on the development of such Institutes; 
	4. Also requests the World Heritage Centre, ICCROM, IUCN, the States Parties and supporting institutions to prioritize identification of extra-budgetary funds for the implementation the Natural World Heritage Training and Capacity Development Programme proposal;
	5. Decides to allocate USD 141,000 for developing interactive formats of the finalized manuals and for the development of the following two titles of Resource Manuals during the biennium 2010-2011: 
	a) Assessing and monitoring impacts of proposed developments and tourism/public use activities on the Outstanding Universal Value of World Heritage properties taking into account the existing World Heritage manual on tourism and the upcoming workshop on sustainable tourism to take place at the Mogao Caves World Heritage site in China in September/October 2009, 
	b) Tentative Lists as a component of the Nominations Manual.
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/11A,
	2. Recalling Decisions 31 COM 11D.1 and 32 COM 11B, adopted respectively at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007) and at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	10. Requests moreover the World Heritage Centre to associate the States Parties to the drafting of the final report and to present the results of the Periodic Reporting exercise in the Arab States at its 34th session in 2010.
	1.  Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/11C,
	2.  Recalling Decisions 31 COM 10 and 32 COM 11A, adopted respectively at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007) and its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008); 
	4.  Expresses its thanks to the Swiss Government and the African World Heritage Fund for their financial support in the preparation of the exercise for the Second cycle of Periodic Reporting; 
	5.  Requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to pursue the implementation of the Regional Programme for Africa, and encourages them to continue seeking funding for its implementation; 
	6. Requests those States Parties of the Africa region that have not yet responded to the questions raised in the framework of the retrospective inventory to provide all clarifications and documentation requested before 1 February 2010 ;
	7. Also requests States Parties of the Africa region to revise or prepare all the missing Statements of Outstanding Universal Value concerning properties located on their territory and to submit them by 1 February 2010 for examination at the 35th session of the World Heritage Committee in 2011;
	8. Urges States Parties of the Africa region to actively participate in the second cycle of Periodic Reporting and to take the opportunity to strengthen their management capacities for World Heritage properties;
	9. Invites States Parties, the African World Heritage Fund, the World Heritage Centre and all the actors involved in the conservation and management of African natural and cultural heritage to develop a fund-raising strategy to boost the financial resources required for the implementation of World Heritage Convention in Africa and encourages twinning programmes for specific action in capacity building and periodic reporting ;
	10. Also invites African States Parties to host regional and sub-regional meetings foreseen in the framework of the second cycle of Periodic Reporting and thanks the State Party of Kenya for its offer to host the sub-regional meeting for Eastern Africa; 
	11. Also requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to provide assistance to African States Parties in the preparation of the Periodic Report;
	12. Decides to launch a second cycle of Periodic Reporting in the Africa region and also decides to allocate USD 150,000 for the implementation of activities foreseen in this framework;
	13. Warmly acknowledges the work of the Africa 2009 and Africa Nature programmes;
	14. Supports a follow-up programme for Africa 2009 and requests a report to be presented to the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010, to be integrated in the periodic reporting for Africa; 
	15. Further requests the World Heritage Centre, in consultation with the Advisory Bodies and the States Parties, to develop programme activities based on the results of the Africa 2009 and African Nature programmes;
	16. Requests furthermore the World Heritage Centre to keep it informed of progress achieved in the Periodic Reporting exercise at its 34th session in 2010.


	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/12,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 12 adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Takes note of the information provided by the World Heritage Centre and commends the efforts of all professionals involved in preserving the Palestinian cultural and natural heritage despite difficult conditions;
	4. Regrets the recent destructions in Gaza, and urges all parties concerned with the safeguarding of heritage to take appropriate measures to prevent and avoid any damage to the Palestinian cultural and natural heritage;
	5. Requests the World Heritage Centre to continue assisting the Palestinian institutions concerned in reinforcing their capacity in the protection, preservation and management of the Palestinian cultural and natural heritage;

	Decision: 33 COM 13 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/13 and WHC-09/33.COM/INF.13,
	2. Recalling Decisions 31 COM 16 and 32 COM 13 respectively adopted at its 31st (Christchurch, 2007) and 32nd (Quebec City, 2008) sessions;  
	3. Takes note of the report of the Working group of the Committee on the World Heritage emblem presented in document WHC-09/33.COM/INF.13 and the work undertaken to propose corresponding revisions to the Operational Guidelines;
	5. Also requests the World Heritage Centre, in cooperation with the Advisory Bodies in conformity with Section IIE of the Operational Guidelines, to organize an expert meeting to develop examples of the application of the conditions of integrity and authenticity to properties nominated under criteria (i) – (vi) for inclusion in Section IIE of the Operational Guidelines and to seek extra-budgetary funding to support the organization of this meeting.

	Decision: 33 COM 14A.1
	1. Taking into account rule 20 of the rules of procedure of the world heritage committee, on the creation of consultative bodies,
	1. Noting that the issue of observers’ participation in the Committee’s meetings requires further discussion, as suggested by the State Party of Canada;
	2. Requests the World Heritage Centre to propose amendments to Rule 8 of the Rules of Procedure and to circulate these proposals to all States Parties for comment, prior to 1 December 2009;
	3. Decides to inscribe the item “Amendment to the Rule 8 of the Rules of Procedure of the World Heritage Committee” on the agenda of the 34th session in 2010. 

	Decision: 33 COM 16A
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined document WHC-09/33.COM/16A,
	2. Takes note of the implementation rate of the budget for 2008-2009, the current situation of the Reserve and the contributions as at 31 December 2008;
	3. Requests the World Heritage Centre to present, at the next session of the Committee, a document on the situation of the accounts of the World Heritage Fund for the period 2008-2009 as well as the provisional implementation rate of the 2010-2011 budget according to the revised Budget structure (Decision 6 EXT.COM 6) and a schedule of appropriations and expenditure as of 31st March 2010;
	4. Decides to set the Contingency Reserve at USD 1,000,000;
	5. Requests the Director of the World Heritage Centre to adapt the contract cycle of ICOMOS to real time expenditure as is already the case for the other Advisory Bodies, and therefore authorizes the Director of the World Heritage Centre to proceed with necessary budgeting revisions using the unspent 2008-2009 funds to that effect, as a first step;
	6. Authorizes the Director of the World Heritage Centre to proceed , in liaison with the UNESCO services, with budgetary adjustments of up to a maximum of 10% of the amounts originally allocated to different headings, where necessary for improved efficiency, with the exception of the revisions requested in paragraph five;
	7. Urges States Parties to pay their outstanding contributions to the World Heritage Fund at their earliest convenience.

	Decision: 33 COM 16B
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/INF.17,
	2. Submits to the consideration of the General Assembly the following provisional Agenda for its 17th session. 

	18. ELECTION OF THE CHAIRPERSON, VICE-CHAIRPERSONS AND RAPPORTEUR OF THE 34TH SESSION OF THE WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE (JULY 2010)
	Decision:  33 COM 18
	1. Recalling its Decision 32 COM 19, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), which elected a Bureau whose mandate began at the end of its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008) until the end of its 33rd session (Seville, 2009), 
	2. Decides to elect, in accordance with Rule 13.1 of the Rules of Procedure of the Committee, a Bureau with the following composition:
	a) Mr Juca Ferreira Brazil as Chairperson of the World Heritage Committee, whose mandate will begin at the end of the 33rd session of the Committee (Seville, 2009) until the end of the 34th session of the Committee (July 2010);
	b) Ms Britta Rudolff as Rapporteur of the World Heritage Committee, whose mandate will begin at the end of the 33rd session of the Committee (Seville, 2009) until the end of the 34th session of the Committee (July 2010);
	c) Australia, Egypt and Sweden as Vice-Chairpersons of the World Heritage Committee, whose mandates will begin at the end of the 33rd session of the Committee (Seville, 2009) until the end of the 34th session of the Committee (July 2010);
	3. Also decides that the Bureau of the 35th session of the World Heritage Committee (June/July 2011) will be elected at the end of the 34th session of the World Heritage Committee (July 2010) in accordance with Rule 13.1 of the Rules of Procedure of the World Heritage Committee.




	19. PROVISIONAL AGENDA OF THE 34TH SESSION OF THE WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE (JULY 2010)

	whc13-37com-20-Pirin.pdf
	Decision: 37 COM 2
	1. Taking into consideration Rule 8 (Observers) of the Rules of Procedure of the Committee, 
	2. Authorizes the participation in the 37th session as observers of those representatives of the international governmental organizations (IGOs), international non-governmental organizations (INGOs), non-governmental organizations (NGOs), permanent observer missions to UNESCO and non profit-making institutions having activities in the fields covered by the Convention, who have requested observer participation at the session and as listed in Section A of document WHC-13/37.COM/2;
	3. Further confirms the participation in the 37th session as observers of all those invited by the Director- General of UNESCO in accordance with Rule 8.4 of the Rules of Procedure of the Committee and as listed in Section B of document WHC-13/37.COM/2.

	Decision: 37 COM 3A
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/3A; 
	2. Adopts the Agenda included in the above-mentioned document. 

	Decision: 37 COM 3B
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/3B.Rev,
	2. Adopts the timetable included in the above-mentioned document.
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/5A,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 5A.1 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note with appreciation of the results of the activities undertaken by the World Heritage Centre over the past year in pursuit of its five strategic objectives as presented in Document WHC-13/37.COM/5A;
	4. Notes the consultations between the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies towards the elaboration of a thematic paper proposing to States Parties general guidance regarding the management of their cultural and natural heritage of religious interest, and the progress report on this activity;
	5. Also takes note of the establishment of a steering group in charge of coordinating the elaboration of this thematic paper and invites States Parties to support this initiative;
	6. Further takes note of the report of the International Expert Meeting on “World Heritage and Indigenous Peoples” (Copenhagen, 20-21 September 2012), following Decision 35 COM 12D, and the report of the Expert Meeting on Visual Integrity (Agra, 6-9 March 2013) and requests the Consultative Body on Operational Guidelines to consider any implications for future revisions of the Operational Guidelines;
	7. Welcomes the establishment of the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) and encourages the use the network of natural World Heritage sites as priority sites for assessing the state of the planet's biodiversity, its ecosystems and the essential services they provide to society;
	8. Also encourages the World Heritage Centre to continue its cooperation with the Biodiversity Liaison Group (BLG) to create further synergies between the Conventions, as well as the joint activities initiated with the Secretariats of the CITES, Ramsar Convention and the Council of Europe, and further requests State Parties to ensure their National Biodiversity Strategy and their Action Plans fully consider the importance of natural World Heritage sites to achieve the Aichi Biodiversity Targets;
	9. Finally takes note of progress achieved through the Culture Conventions Liaison Group (CCLG) created by the Assistant Director-General for Culture in 2012 and further encourages it to pursue this work towards enhanced synergies among the Culture Conventions, including on working methods, procedures and in addressing resource issues for statutory meetings.

	Decision: 37 COM 5B
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/5B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 5B adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), 
	3. Takes note of the reports of the Advisory Bodies (ICCROM, ICOMOS and IUCN) on their activities and expresses its gratitude for the efforts undertaken;
	4. Welcomes the harmonization of the reports by the Advisory Bodies and the comments on the progress made and also takes note of the gaps identified in the implementation of the Convention. 

	Decision: 37 COM 5C 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/5C; 
	2. Recalling Decisions 33 COM 5A, 34 COM 5C, 35 COM 5D and 36 COM 12B adopted at its 33rd (Seville, 2009), 34th (Brasilia, 2010), 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Takes note of the Summary of the Director General’s meeting on “The World Heritage Convention: Thinking Ahead” (UNESCO HQs, 2-3 October 2012);
	4. Acknowledges the follow-up actions already undertaken and urges to pursue efforts in the framework of the implementation plans of the UNESCO External Auditor and of the Strategic Action Plan 2012-2022 which will be presented to the General Assembly at its 19th session in 2013;

	Decision: 37 COM 5D
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/5D and Document WHC-13/37 COM/INF.5D,
	2. Adopts the revised PACT strategy to improve the development of partnerships for World Heritage with the private sector, their implementation and their evaluation through adequate tools and guidelines;
	3. Requests the Secretariat to continue to report, in an analytical manner, on the implementation of the PACT strategy by submitting at each regular session of the World Heritage Committee a detailed inventory of on-going and envisaged partnerships as an Annex to the Report of the World Heritage Centre, using the current template.

	Decision:  37 COM 5E
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/5E,
	2. Takes note with appreciation of the results of the activities undertaken for the celebration of the 40th anniversary of the World Heritage Convention under the theme “World Heritage and Sustainable Development: the Role of Local Communities”;
	3. Requests the World Heritage Centre, in cooperation with the Advisory Bodies and in the framework of the Capacity Building Strategy, to seek extrabudgetary support with a view to the possible establishment, on a biennial basis, of a recognition of a best practice in priority domains of the implementation of the World Heritage Convention; 
	4. Also requests the Advisory Bodies in consultation with the Centre to seek extrabudgetary funding to develop, for examination at the next session, a scoping study on the establishment of a Site Management Network to facilitate sharing of best practice heritage management, including on its possible composition and functioning, its added value and cost implications, and report on this within the framework of the item on capacity building;
	6. Finally requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to report on the implementation of the two initiatives within the progress report on the Capacity Building Strategy to be presented at the 38th Committee session in 2014.

	Decision: 37 COM 6
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/6, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 9B, 36 COM 6 and 36 COM 9B, adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Welcomes the progress made on the implementation of the World Heritage Capacity Building Strategy (WHCBS) and the capacity building activities carried out in 2012 and 2013;
	4. Thanks the Government of Switzerland for its continued support for the implementation of the World Heritage Capacity Building Strategy;
	5. Calls on all States Parties and other organzations with an interest in capacity building to provide funding and other support for the implementation of the World Heritage Capacity Building Strategy and its associated programmes at the international and regional levels; 
	6. Acknowledges the very important role that category 2 centres and the capacity-building centres related to World Heritage are playing in the implementation of the WHCBS, and their potential to further contribute to capacity-building in general; 
	7. Welcomes the progress made by all category 2 centres related to World Heritage in implementing their activities as well as the outcomes of their third coordination meeting (Oslo, 5-8 March 2013), notably the decision by all of them to review, with the support of UNESCO, their strategies and plans by applying the results-based management (RBM) approach so as to ensure that their activities are tied to the overall objectives of UNESCO and the priorities established by the Committee;
	8. Further welcomes the proposed strengthening of synergies and cooperation at the regional level between UNESCO category 2 centres and UNESCO Chairs, IUCN regional networks and ICOMOS National Committees, and at the thematic level with ICCROM, ICOMOS International Scientific Committees and the UNESCO UNITWIN Networks; 
	9. Thanks the Nordic World Heritage Foundation (Oslo, Norway) for having hosted the third annual coordination meeting of category 2 centres related to World Heritage, with financial support from the Norwegian Ministry of Environment;
	10. Requests the World Heritage Centre and ICCROM to submit a progress report on the implementation of the World Heritage Capacity Building Strategy and the activities of the UNESCO category 2 centres related to World Heritage for examination by the Committee at its 38th session in 2014. 

	NATURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	1. Manovo Gounda St. Floris National Park (Central African Republic) (N 475)
	Decision:  37 COM 7A.1  
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.1 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note with satisfaction of the adoption by the countries of the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) of a Plan of Extreme Emergency Anti-Poaching in the northern zone of Central Africa as well as the agreement being validated between the Central African Republic, Chad and Cameroon to combat large-scale transfrontier poaching and launches an appeal to the States Parties concerned for this agreement to be signed without delay, so that effective actions may be established immediately and that Sudan and South Soudan be associated as soon as possible in this dynamic;
	4. Reiterates its utmost concern regarding the continued insecurity problems within the property due to the political situation in Central African Republic and the collateral repercussions of conflict in the neighbouring countries;
	5. Considers that the delay in the preparation of the emergency plan to safeguard the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property, the prevalence of poaching and the impacts of transhumant livestock, increase the risks of the disappearance of all the flagship species of large mammals in the property, and thus possibly calling into question the OUV for which the property was inscribed;
	6. Notes, nevertheless, that there still remains a potential for regeneration of the populations of fauna from the relict pockets of biodiversity adjacent to the property, but recalls with concern that this potential remains very fragile, and could rapidly disappear if security in the region and an effective control of poaching are not guaranteed;
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party to prepare an emergency action plan based on the corrective measures adopted by the Committee at its 33rd session (Seville, 2009) and the guidelines contained in the conclusion of the present report; 
	8. Regrets that the workshop to develop an emergency action plan was postponed due to political instability, and requests the World Heritage Centre to assist in the organization of this workshop before the 38th session in 2014, in a neighbouring country, if the situation in the Central African Republic remains unchanged;
	9. Also requests that this workshop considers the feasibility of the restoration of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property under the current conditions of security and draws necessary conclusions on the pertinence of this restoration action;
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the results of the workshop and the preparation, financing and implementation of an emergency plan, for the safeguarding of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014; 
	11. Decides to continue to apply the Reinforced Monitoring Mechanism for the property;
	12. Also decides to maintain Manovo-Gounda St Floris National Park (Central African Republic) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	2. Comoé National Park (Côte d’Ivoire) (N 227)
	Decision:   37 COM 7A.2 
	The World Heritage Committee, 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7.A.2 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Warmly welcomes the important progress accomplished by the State Party in the implementation of certain corrective measures since the normalization of the security situation, notably regaining control of the property by the management authority and the resumption of management and surveillance operations once again; 
	4. Regrets that the State Party has still not responded to the Committee request to confirm officially that no mining exploration permit affecting the property has been granted, and requests the State Party to officially confirm that no mining permit, exploration or exploitation, industrial or artisanal, affects the property and to submit the results of the impact studies on the mining permits granted in the northern part of the property on its Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) to the World Heritage Centre, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	5. Notes with concern the conclusion of the IUCN monitoring mission that the OUV for which the property was inscribed on the World Heritage List is greatly degraded and that the populations of key species like the elephant, the chimpanzee and the lion have been reduced to a worrying degree, but notes that the current populations of other species can recover if the appropriate conditions are reunited, and therefore the OUV can be recuperated;
	6. Also requests the State Party to carry out an aerial inventory without delay to confirm the status of the populations of flagship species that motivated the inscription of the property and to repeat it at least once every two years to monitor the rehabilitation of the populations; 
	7. Takes note of the draft Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, and urges the State Party in cooperation with IUCN to define the value indicators once the inventory data is made available;
	8. Strongly urges the State Party to implement the corrective measures as highlighted by the monitoring mission, notably:
	a) Complete the development and rehabilitation of the necessary infrastructure for the effective control and patrolling of the property, including the establishment of staffed and equipped control posts in all the sectors of the Park,
	b) Approve and implement the Management Plan for the property, as well as the three-year Rehabilitation Plan, taking specific note of the following points:
	(i) Define the boundaries of all the proposed zones in the provisional zoning of the property and the activities allowed and forbidden in each zone,
	(ii) Establish provisions for the formalization and responsibilization of the participatory management structures within all the villages that surround the property, including the control and monitoring of the property,

	c) Finalise the restoration of the integrity of the property, totally excluding cattle in the Park, combating agricultural encroachment in all the sectors of the property and in rehabilitating the degraded land;

	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the corrective measures for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	10. Decides to retain the Comoé National Park (Côte d’Ivoire) on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 


	3. Mount Nimba Strict Nature Reserve (Côte d’Ivoire/Guinea) (N 155 bis)
	Decision:  37 COM 7A.3 
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.3, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the conclusion of the joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN mission that the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property is still present but that it remains threatened by increasing anthropogenic pressures, notably uncontrolled fires, poaching, destruction of habitats on the periphery of the property, extension of agricultural and forestry practices on the boundaries and inside the property; 
	4. Notes with concern the granting of two new mining exploration permits near and/or overlapping the Guinean part of the property with cumulative impacts that could threaten the integrity of the property and urges the Guinea State Party to review the boundaries of the nickel exploration permits for the SAMA Resources Company to exclude the zone inside the property;
	5. Requests the two States Parties that no new mining exploration or exploitation permits located around the property be granted without a Strategic Environmental Impact Study (EIES) be carried out to assess the impacts, including cumulative of these projects; 
	6. Recalls its request to the two States Parties that:
	a) the EIES of the mining projects located in the mining enclave or the immediate boundary of the property be carried out in accordance with the highest international standards and in close consultation with all the stakeholders, 
	b) these EIES must qualify and quantify the potential impacts of these projects on the OUV of the project, at each stage of their cycle, including the construction and exploitation, taking into account their cumulative and collateral impacts linked to the treatment at site of the minerals and their transport, as well as socio-economic changes to be expected,
	c) these EIES should be submitted to the World Heritage Centre for evaluation by IUCN prior to any decision based on their conclusions and recommendations, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;

	7. Warmly welcomes the slight progress accomplished in the implementation of some of the corrective measures by the two States Parties, but also takes note of the conclusion of the reactive monitoring mission of 2013 that there remains an important effort to be made to achieve the restoration of the integrity of the property and conserve the OUV over the long term;
	8. Also requests the two States Parties to implement the corrective measures as updated by the 2013 mission, notably:
	a) Finalize the geo-referencing of the Park boundaries, correct and concretize these boundaries on the ground and submit a precise map to the World Heritage Committee at its next session,
	b) Restore the integrity of the cleared parts of the property, notably by the suppression of illegally planted crops with the ecological restoration of the degraded areas,
	c) Reinforce the management capacity of the Guinean Office for Biological Diversity and Protected Areas (OGUIDAP) and the Ivorian Parks and Reserves Authority (OIPR), notably by providing them with a operating budget for the site, increasing the number of surveillance staff, their capacities, their presence on the ground and technical resources, notably in transportation and arms and amunition,
	d) Create a buffer zone around the property in collaboration with local communities to enable an effective conservation of the OUV of the property, resorting to the establishment of communal forests,
	e) Strengthen actions to benefit local communities, promoting socio-economic activities compatible with the preservation of the OUV of the property, preferably in the outlying areas further away from the boundaries,
	f) Establish a harmonized ecological monitoring mechanism between OGUIDAP and OIPR in the two parts of the property,
	g) Finalize and implement the management plans of the two parts of the property located in both countries and prepare a master plan establishing a general vision of the management of the whole property, that will serve for the local, public and private donors, including the mining companies, an action plan for conservation of the property and the sustainable socio-economic development of its periphery, to strengthen the visibility of the property and its OUV,
	h) Organize joint surveillance operations between OGUIDAP and OIPR throughout the property,
	i) Establish a permanent funding mechanism for conservation of the property and the sustainable socio-economic development of its periphery;

	9. Recommends that a second phase of the UNDP/GEF programme for the conservation of biological diversity of Mont Nimba be developed, extended to the Ivorian part of the property to assist the two States Parties in the full implementation of these corrective measures;
	10. Commends the States Parties of Guinea, Côte d’Ivoire and Liberia for the efforts undertaken to implement a trans-boundary cooperation for the Mont Nimba Massif and encourages them to formalize this cooperation by a signature of the prepared framework agreement in the near future;
	11. Notes that in the absence of data on the current state of the biological values of the property that would enable the definition of appropriate indicators, the mission was not in a position to define the Desired State of Conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger and further requests the States Parties, with support from the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, to develop it as soon as an operational ecological monitoring mechanism of the state and tendencies of evolution of the property is established;
	12. Requests furthermore the two States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and the progress accomplished in the implementation of the corrective measures and other recommendations of the 2013 mission, as well as on progress in the environmental and social impact studies linked to mining exploitation, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	13. Decides to retain the Mount Nimba Strict Nature Reserve (Côte d’Ivoire and Guinea) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	4. Virunga National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 63)  
	Decision: 37 COM 7A.4  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.4 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Addresses its most sincere condolences to the families of the guards killed in operations for the protection of the Park;
	4. Expresses its utmost concern as to the degradation of the security situation that has serious repercussions on the state of conservation of the property, notably the loss of control of a part of the property, the increase in organized and armed poaching, and the illegal occupation of several parts of the property with the risk of cancelling the progress accomplished in the implementation of the corrective measures;
	5. Recalls the commitments taken by the Congolese Government in the Kinshasa Declaration of January 2011, notably regarding the security of the World Heritage properties and the strengthening of ICCN operational capacities;
	6. Reiterates its deep concern that the State Party has not yet revised the authorizations for petroleum exploration in the Park, as requested in its Decision 36 COM 7A.4, and on the consequences of the declaration of the Minister of Environment indicating that the government envisaged de-gazetting a part of the Park for petroleum exploitation;
	7. Expresses its serious concern regarding the project for a new Hydrocarbons Code that would allow petroleum exploitation in protected areas, including World Heritage properties, and requests the State Party to renounce this project;
	8. Reiterates its request to the State Party to cancel all the oil exploitation permits granted within the property and recalls the incompatibility of oil and mining exploitation and exploration with World Heritage status;
	9. Also recalls its appeal to the TOTAL and SOCO companies to subscribe to the commitments already accepted by SHELL and ICMM (International Council on Mining and Metals) not to undertake petroleum or mining exploration or exploitation within World Heritage properties, and its request to States Parties to the Convention to do their utmost to ensure that the mining or petroleum companies established on their territories do not damage World Heritage properties, in accordance with Article 6 of the Convention;
	10. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to assess the state of conservation of the property and notably the status of the petroleum exploration projects and the impact of the security situation on the property and, if necessary, to revise the corrective measures and their timetable;
	11. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, including an update of the progress accomplished in the implementation of the corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	12. Decides to continue the application of the Reinforced Monitoring Mechanism of the property;
	13. Also decides to retain Virunga National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	5. Kahuzi-Biega National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 137) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7A.5  
	The World Heritage Committee, 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.5, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Expresses its utmost concern about the renewed insecurity as a result of the infiltration of armed groups which has led to the suspension of surveillance in the lowland sector, covering 90% of the property;
	4. Considers that there is a significant risk that the achievements made in implementing the corrective measures will again be lost and notes that restoring security is the pre-condition for implementing the corrective measures and restoring the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	5. Strongly urges the State Party to take all necessary measures to restore security in the area and evacuate armed groups from the property in line with the commitments made in the Kinshasa Declaration and in order to create the conditions to allow the protected area management authority “Institut Congolais pour la Conservation de la Nature” (ICCN) to restore the surveillance in the entire property and continue the implementation of the corrective measures adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010);
	6. Takes note of the establishment of an inter-ministerial committee to deal with land use disputes and reiterates its request to the State Party to cancel land rights illegally granted in the property as well as mining concessions encroaching on the property, in conformity with the commitments made in the Kinshasa Declaration; 
	7. Reiterates its position that mining and oil exploration and exploitation are incompatible with World Heritage status; 
	8. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to carry out as soon as possible a survey of the main populations of wildlife in the lowland sectors of the property to enable an assessment of the state of the Outstanding Universal Value and the establishment of a timetable for the rehabilitation of the property;
	9. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including an update on the security situation in the property, mining concessions and land rights granted on the territory of the property, progress accomplished in the resolution of the problem of illegal occupation of the ecological corridor and in the implementation of the corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	10. Decides to maintain the Reinforced monitoring mechanism for the property; 
	11. Also decides to retain the Kahuzi-Biega National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	6. Garamba National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 136) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7A.6 
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.6 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Expresses its utmost concern regarding the alarming reduction of the elephant population by 85% compared to the number present at the time of inscription of the site on the World Heritage List, and the fact that the presence of the Northern White Rhinoceros in the property remains unconfirmed;
	4. Regrets the increase in poaching due to persistent pockets of armed groups, notably the ”Lord’s Resistance Army” (LRA) as well as the network of well equipped and heavily armed professional poachers and notes that the lack of arms and amunition continues to pose important risks for the guards during patrols;
	5. Commends the efforts of the management authority and its partners to extend the surveillance area  well as efforts to strengthen the guard numbers, provide equipment, train and establish a rapid intervention team to respond to the poaching crisis;
	6. Recalls the commitments taken by the Congolese Government in the Kinshasa Declaration of January 2011, specifically regarding security of the World Heritage properties and strengthening of the operational capacities of the Congolese Nature Conservation Institute (ICCN), and the availability of arms and ammunitions for surveillance activities;
	7. Requests the State Party to continue its efforts to implement the corrective measures to rehabilitate the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	8. Also requests the State Party, based on the results of the survey of large mammal populations and in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, to finalize the Desired State of Conservation of the property for removal from the List of World Heritage in Danger and update the required timetable, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, including an update of progress achieved in the implementation of the corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	10. Decides to continue the application of the Reinforced Monitoring Mechanism for the property;
	11. Also decides to retain Garamba National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	7. Salonga National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 280) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7A.7  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A, 
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.7, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Warmly welcomes the important efforts of the State Party to secure the property and reduce large-scale poaching, notably elephants, enabling the management authority to regain control of 80% of the property;
	4. Takes note of the progress reported by the property managers and their partners concerning the participatory management of the natural resources and their involvement in the marking of the property;
	5. Considers that it will need time to establish an effective management of the site in view of the vast area, logistical problems, available budgets and the security situation that, despite improvements, remains an important challenge;
	6. Urges the State Party to continue to implement the corrective measures, as updated by the World Heritage Centre/IUCN joint reactive monitoring mission in 2012 to rehabilitate the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	7. Requests the State Party to carry out inventories of the flagship species to quantify the state of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, establish a Desired State of Conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, and a realistic timetable;
	8. Reiterates its request to the State Party to provide detailed information on the oil exploration and exploitation projects in the central basin that risk encroaching on the property and recalls its position on the incompatibility of mining and oil exploration and exploitation with World Heritage status;
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2014 a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and progress achieved in the implementation of the corrective measures for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	10. Decides to continue to apply the Reinforced Monitoring Mechanism;
	11. Also decides to retain Salonga National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	8. Okapi Wildlife Reserve (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 718)
	Decision: 37 COM 7A.8  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.7, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Expresses its deep concern at the continued deterioration of the security situation in the property, the total loss of control of the southern part and its buffer zone, invaded by Simba rebels, increased poaching and the reopening of artisanal mining sites and considers that if this situation continues it is likely to destroy all progress made over the past five years;
	4. Notes with concern the results of the 2010/2011 inventories that show that the degradation of the Outstanding Universal Value continues and that the impact of the current insecurity may further aggravate the situation;
	5. Expresses its appreciation to the field staff of the site who, at great risk, continue efforts for the conservation of the site, and notes that the guards continue to lack the necessary material support, arms and munitions,  to deal with heavily armed poachers;
	6. Recalls the commitments made by the Congolese Government in the Kinshasa Declaration in January 2011, notably securing World Heritage properties and the strengthening of the operational capacity of the Congolese wildlife authority ICCN, including the provision of material support, arms and munitions for monitoring activities;
	7. Requests the State Party to continue its efforts to implement the corrective measures and the emergency plan of the Okapi Wildlife Reserve to halt the degradation of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and begin its rehabilitation;
	8. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission, as soon as the security situation permits, to assess the state of conservation of the property and progress in the implementation of corrective measures, to evaluate the Desired state of conservation for removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, and if necessary to revise the corrective measures and their implementation schedule accordingly, taking into account the evolution of the situation on the ground;
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, including an update on progress made in the implementation of corrective measures, for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	10. Decides to apply the Reinforced Monitoring Mechanism for the property;
	11. Also decides to retain the Okapi Wildlife Reserve (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	9. General Decision on the properties of the Democratic Republic of the Congo 
	Decision:  37 COM 7A.9 The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.36 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the establishment of an inter-ministerial committee, a framework agreement with the Mining Cadaster and the progress made in the establishment of the Trust Fund, also known as "Okapi Fund";
	4. Notes with concern the worsening of insecurity in eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) and the impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value of the World Heritage properties in this region;
	5. Reiterates its request to ensure the full implementation of the commitments made in the Declaration of Kinshasa, and the implementation of the Strategic Action Plan, and requests the State Party to allocate to the inter-ministerial committee, the necessary technical and financial means to ensure adequate monitoring;
	6. Expresses its deep concern about the Hydrocarbons Code project that could make possible oil exploration activities in the protected areas and the World Heritage properties, contrary to the commitments made by the State Party in the Kinshasa Declaration and urges the State Party to ensure that the status of protection of World Heritage properties is maintained;
	7. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to review its mining and oil exploration and exploitation permits to exclude World Heritage properties, and not to grant them within the boundaries of the DRC properties, and recalls the incompatibility of mining and oil exploration and exploitation with World Heritage status;
	8. Also warmly welcomes the support of donor countries to the conservation of the five DRC properties, and calls on the international community to continue its support in the implementation of the corrective measures and the Strategic Action Plan to create the conditions necessary for the rehabilitation of the Outstanding Universal Value of the five properties of the DRC;
	9. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the implementation of the Kinshasa Declaration, the status of mining and oil exploration and exploitation permits which affect the World Heritage properties, as well as on the Hydrocarbons Code, for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	10. Simien National Park (Ethiopia) (N 9) 
	11. Rainforests of the Atsinanana (Madagascar) (N 1257)
	Decision:  37 COM 7A.11 
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.10 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes important progress made by the State Party in the implementation of the corrective measures as well as its clear political will as expressed by the Prime Minister to eliminate all illegal stocks of rosewood;
	4. Takes note of the preparatory studies which are underway to identify possible solutions and requests that the results are reviewed and discussed by the relevant stakeholders in order to arrive at a broad consensus on the way forward to eliminate the illegal rosewood stocks and prevent illegal logging in the future; 
	5. Considers that eliminating the illegal stocks is a key condition for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger; 
	6. Also welcomes the decision by 16th Conference of Parties (COP16) of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) to include all species of Dalbergia and Diospyros occurring in Madagascar in Appendix II of CITES and also requests all State Parties to rigorously implement that decision and ensure that illegal timber from Madagascar is both forbidden and cannot enter their domestic markets; 
	7. Further requests the State Party to continue its efforts to implement corrective measures and the other recommendations of the 2011 monitoring mission;
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the entire serial property, including an evaluation of the implementation of corrective measures, and data on progress made towards achieving the Desired state of conservation for removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014; 
	9. Decides to retain Rainforests of the Atsinanana (Madagascar) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	12. Aïr and Ténéré Natural Reserves (Niger) (N 573)  ok
	Decision:   37 COM 7A.12
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.10, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Regrets that the lack of precise information in the State Party’s report prevents a meaningful assessment of the implementation of corrective measures identified by the IUCN monitoring mission of 2005 in response to Committee decisions;
	4. Reiterates its deep concern about the serious deterioration of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property but notes with satisfaction the gradual return of security in the area;
	5. Welcomes the organization of a preliminary inventory mission to the property with the support of the IUCN Species Survival Commission, and notes that this mission identified the existence of populations of certain ungulate species, but that it did not improve the knowledge of critically endangered species, and that it was not able to confirm the presence of flagship species in the site such as the Saharan cheetah, Addax and Dama gazelle;
	6. Also notes that a request for international assistance has been submitted to the Chairperson of the World Heritage Committee for a more detailed inventory mission, and reiterates its request to the State Party to invite a monitoring mission led by IUCN to the property as soon as the results of the inventory are available, in order to: 
	a) assess its state of conservation and progress in the implementation of corrective measures, 
	b) define the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger,
	c) update the corrective measures and set a timetable for their implementation;

	7. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to clarify information regarding the existence of an oil concession in the property and recalls that mining and oil exploration is incompatible with World Heritage status;
	8. Urges the State Party to continue and strengthen its efforts to fully implement all corrective measures, and in particular the anti-poaching measures, as well as the other recommendations made by the 2005 monitoring mission;
	9. Also takes note of the of the State Party’s report, in particular the fact that the current difficulties are mainly related to the lack of mobilization of additional financial resources for the completion of corrective measures , and reiterates its invitation to the International community to increase its support to the property;
	10. Requests the State Party to assess the presence of land mines within the property resulting from the last rebellion in Niger (2006-2009), and to envisage demining operations as appropriate;
	11. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and in particular the implementation of corrective measures and other recommendations of the World Heritage Committee, notably the complete study of endangered species within the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	12. Decides to retain the Air and Ténéré Natural Reserves (Niger) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	13. Niokolo-Koba National Park (Senegal) (N 153)  
	Decision: 37 COM 7A.13
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.12 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), 
	3. Notes with satisfaction the efforts undertaken by the State Party to reinforce the anti-poaching measures and the delineation of the property, in consultation with the neighbouring communities, and encourages the State Party to strengthen the operational means for the mobile brigades throughout the year by establishing a special anti-poaching budget; 
	4. However, expresses once again its utmost concern with regard to the low density of large animals within the property and urgently requests the State Party to strengthen the implementation of the corrective measures and the Emergency Action Plan prepared with assistance from IUCN, aimed at preserving the still existing elements of Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to submit a specific study on the impacts of the Sambangalou Dam project on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, prior to any decision-making on its construction, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2014, an updated explicit and informative report on the state of conservation of the property, including progress achieved in the implementation of the seven corrective measures and the other issues mentioned above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	7. Decides to retain the Niokolo-Koba National Park (Senegal) on the List of World Heritge in Danger.




	ASIA-PACIFIC
	14. Tropical Rainforest Heritage of Sumatra (Indonesia) (N 1167) 

	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	15. Everglades National Park (United States of America) (N 76) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7A.15
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.14, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the significant effort of the State Party to provide clear indication of the trends in conditions for the indicators developed for the Desired state of conservation for removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger and to connect them to the 14 corrective measures allowing a comprehensive report on progress;
	4. Notes with appreciation that the State Party is making progress on the implementation of the corrective measures, and requests the State Party to maintain this level of effort in particular toward completion of the three major projects including the Tamiami Trail Next Steps, the Everglades Restoration Strategies, and the Central Everglades Planning Project;
	5. Notes the continuous postponements in the finalization of the General Management Plan and urges the State Party to give priority to its finalization particularly in view of the importance to ensure an entire catchment scale approach to the planning and management of the property, and the cooperation among all partners toward protection of the Outstanding Universal Value as a consistent high priority;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, including progress achieved in implementing the corrective measures and in meeting the indicators developed for the Desired state of conservation for removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015;



	LATIN AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN
	16. Belize Barrier Reef Reserve System (Belize) (N 764)
	Decision:   37 COM 7A.16  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.15, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Commends the State Party for the progress made in implementing certain corrective measures, but urges it to address as a matter of priority the critically important issues related to permanent cessation of the sale and lease of lands throughout the property, clear definition and strict control of development rights on existing private and leased lands, the restoration of areas disturbed by unauthorized activities and to make a clear commitment toward no oil exploration with the property;
	4. Welcomes the decision of the Government of Belize to develop an offshore oil exploration and exploitation policy that would be compatible with the World Heritage Status of the property and requests the State Party that the draft of such policy is provided for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN;
	5. Also urges the State Party to continue its efforts to implement the remaining corrective measure as updated:
	6. Notes with concern that the National Environmental Appraisal Committee of Belize approved the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for the Yum Balisi Resort without previously submitting it for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, and urges the State Party to suspend the signed Environmental Compliance Plan for the Yum Balisi Resort and not to renew it until the EIA of the project has been reviewed;
	7. Also requests the State Party to prepare, based on the updated list of corrective measures and the Retrospective Statement of OUV and in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, the draft proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report of the state of conservation of the property, including on progress made in implementing corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014; 
	9. Decides to retain the Belize Barrier Reef Reserve System (Belize) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	17. Los Katios National Park (Colombia) (N 711) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7A.17 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 36COM 7A.16, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Acknowledges the notable progress made by the State Party in response to the updated corrective measures and towards the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger; 
	4. Encourages the State Party to consolidate the current efforts in order to be able to meet the indicators established for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger and in particular, to ensure that any agreement signed with the communities established within the Park take full and explicit consideration of the need to ensure the long term conservation of the property’s Outstanding Universal Value; 
	5. Regrets that the State Party did not provide further information on the status of the electrical utilities corridor planned near the property’s boundaries, and requests the State Party to report on the status of the Environmental Impact Assessment for this project to the World Heritage Centre, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, or otherwise to confirm that the project has been abandoned; 
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the remaining corrective measures and recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014; 
	7. Decides to retain Los Katíos National Park (Colombia) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	18. Río Plátano Biosphere Reserve (Honduras) (N 196) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7A.18 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A;
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.17, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012);
	3. Welcomes progress made towards the land titling for communities surrounding the property and in the provision of instruments designed to provide managed access to natural resources, and encourages the State Party to put in place further measures to provide greater tenure and livelihood security for indigenous communities and to ensure respect for their rights; 
	4. Also welcomes the establishment of a systematic monitoring platform, ensuring a systematic and integrated monitoring effort on land use and land use changes in and around the property, and the efforts undertaken to control illegal activities;
	5. Notes with concern that new illegal settlements appeared on the property and urges the State Party to continue to deal swiftly and effectively with such incursions in full observance of the rule of law;
	6. Requests the State Party to increase its efforts to implement the corrective measures identified in Decision 35 COM 7B.31, in particular the measures listed in paragraph 8 items b, c, e and f; 
	7. Strongly urges the State Party to advance on the proposal for the property’s boundary modification, without which the corrective measures cannot be adequately implemented and the property’s Outstanding Universal Value remains at risk;
	8. Reiterates its request to the State Party to finalize, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, with a particular focus on the advances related to the corrective measures and on the clarification of the property’s boundaries, particularly measures b, c, e and f mentioned above; 
	10. Decides to retain Rio Plátano Biosphere Reserve (Honduras) on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 





	CULTURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	19. Timbuktu (Mali) (C 119rev)
	Decision: 37 COM 7A.19  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 7B.106 and 36 COM 7B.107, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Commends the State Party for having requested emergency assistance from the World Heritage Fund to implement priority actions to strengthen the protection of the Timbuktu property;
	4. Expresses its concern regarding the damage caused to the Timbuktu property, in particular to the 11 mausoleums and the door on the western side of the Djingareyberre Mosque and the lack of maintenance and conservation activities concerning the other elements that constitute the property, which threatens the conservation of the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of Timbuktu;
	5. Also expresses its concern with regard to the State Party’s inability to field a mission to evaluate the precise state of conservation of the property and propose measures for the preservation of its OUV, due to armed conflict;
	6. Thanks the Director-General of UNESCO for the efforts deployed to respond to Decisions 36 COM 7B.106 and 36 COM 7B.107, notably through the creation of a Special Account to safeguard Mali cultural heritage and raise awareness within the international community;
	7. Also thanks France, Mali and UNESCO for having organized a solidarity day for Mali during which an international expert meeting was held resulting in the adoption of an Action Plan for the rehabilitation of cultural heritage and the ancient manuscripts of Mali; 
	8. Further thanks the UNESCO expert group on Mali, composed of the Advisory Bodies (ICOMOS, ICCROM), the International Council of Museums (ICOM), the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA), the School of African Heritage (EPA), the African World Heritage Fund (AWHF) and International Center for Earthen architecture, – National Superior School of Architecture in Grenoble (CRAterre-ENSAG) for having contributed to the preparation of this Action Plan in close cooperation with Malian and French experts;
	9. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to prepare the corrective measures as well as a Desired State of Conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, once the situation in the northern regions of Mali is stable, and after the UNESCO evaluation mission to Timbuktu; 
	10. Launches an appeal to the State Parties to the World Heritage Convention, African Union, European Union, Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU), other African organizations and the international community to contribute to the implementation of the Action Plan for the rehabilitation of the cultural heritage and safeguarding of ancient manuscripts in Mali;
	11. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, and specifically the progress achieved for the preservation of its OUV, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	12. Decides to retain Timbuktu (Mali) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	20. Tomb of the Askia (Mali) (C 1139) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7A.20  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 7B.106 and 36 COM 7B.107, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Commends the State Party for its request for emergency assistance from the World Heritage Fund to implement priority actions to strengthen protection for the Tomb of Askia property; 
	4. Expresses its concern with regards to the lack of maintenance of the property causing the deterioration of its architectural elements and increasing the risk of collapse of its columns, due to the closure of the management structure of the property since April 2012, which constitutes a threat to the conservation of its Outstanding Universal Value (OUV); 
	5. Also expresses its concern that the State Party has been unable to carry out a field mission, due to armed conflict in the region, and evaluate the precise state of conservation of the property and propose measures for the preservation of its OUV; 
	6. Thanks the Director-General of UNESCO for the efforts undertaken to respond to Decisions 36 COM 7B.106 and 36 COM 7B.107 through notably the creation of a special account for the safeguarding of Mail’s cultural heritage and awareness-raising of the international community; 
	7. Also thanks France, Mali and UNESCO for organizing a solidarity day for Mali during which an international expert meeting was held, which resulted in the adoption of an action plan for the rehabilitation of the cultural heritage and ancient manuscripts of Mali;
	8. Further thanks the UNESCO expert group on Mali, composed of the Advisory Bodies (ICOMOS, ICCROM), the International Council of Museums (ICOM), the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA), the School of African Heritage (EPA), African World Heritage Fund  (AWHF), and the International Centre for Earth Construction – Ecole nationale supérieure d’architecture, Grenoble CRA-Terre-ENSAG), for having contributed in the preparation of this action plan in close collaboration with Mali and French experts; 
	9. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to prepare all the corrective measures, as well as a Desired State of Conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, once a return to stability in the northern regions of Mali is effective, and following the UNESCO evaluation mission to Gao; 
	10. Launches an appeal to the States Parties to the World Heritage Convention, the African Union, the European Union, the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), the West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU), and to other African organizations and the international community for their contribution in the implementation of the action plan for the rehabilitation of the cultural heritage and the ancient manuscripts of Mali;
	11. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, and in particular on progress achieved for the preservation of its OUV, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	12. Decides to retain the Tomb of Askia (Mali) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	21. Tombs of Buganda Kings at Kasubi (Uganda) (C 1022)
	Decision: 37 COM 7A.21  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.18, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), 
	3. Welcomes the continued progress made by the State Party on preliminary work for the major reconstruction project on the Muzibu Azaala Mpanga, in particular the continuing research on traditional architecture, the training of craftspeople, capacity building in skills, and pilot re-building projects, and urges it to continue its efforts in collaboration with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	4. Notes that no revised timeline for the Muzibu Azaala Mpanga project has been provided, or a critical path established with proposed benchmarks, as recommended by the 2011 mission; and also urges the State Party to progress on these as soon as possible;
	5. Takes note with appreciation of the important contributions provided by the Government of Uganda and the Buganda Kingdom for the reconstruction project for the Muzibu Azaala Mpanga;
	6. Thanks the Government of Japan for providing additional funding, and for its continuing support through UNESCO to the re-construction project, in particular towards fire fighting and disaster risk management, and for research on thatching of royal tombs;
	7. Also notes the progress made with the development by the Buganda Kingdom, in consultation with the Government, of a phased draft Master Plan for the reconstruction and conservation of the entire property;
	8. Reiterates the need for the Master Plan to address wider issues than the restoration project, such as urban encroachment and unregulated urban development that can pose additional threats to the property, and to include appropriate regulations, guidelines and a work plan and timeframe for its implementation; and requests the State Party to submit the Master Plan to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	9. Also takes note of the capacity building work that has been undertaken, especially the continuing research on traditional architecture, the training of craftspeople, and development of skills needed for the project, and further notes the need for capacity building to be structured, as recommended by the 2011 mission;
	10. Suggests that a fully-fledged capacity building strategy still needs to be put in place to include components such as maintenance, resources management, conservation and documentation training, among others, and also requests the State Party to submit this strategy to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	11. Further takes note of progress made with the first phase of an interpretation and public awareness programme on the restoration of the property, and further urges the State Party to continue this work through the development of the second phase of this programme;
	12. Encourages the State Party to invite an ICOMOS advisory mission to the property in order to provide technical advice on the continued implementation of the reconstruction project and appropriate monitoring arrangements; 
	13. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, and on the implementation of the above and the recommendations of the 2011 mission, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	14. Decides to retain the Tombs of Buganda Kings at Kasubi (Uganda) on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 


	22. Ruins of Kilwa Kisiwani and Ruins of Songo Mnara (United Republic of Tanzania) (C 144)
	Decision:   37 COM 7A.22 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.19 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes with appreciation the progress made by the State Party in the implementation of the corrective measures and encourages it to continue its efforts, particularly in the approval and the sustained implementation of the management plan and the clarification of the boundaries of the property;
	4. Requests the State Party to provide three printed and electronic copies of the draft revised management plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	5. Also requests the State Party to invite a World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property to review the current state of conservation and evaluate whether the conditions for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger have been met;
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;




	ARAB STATES
	23. Abu Mena (Egypt) (C 90)
	24. Ashur (Qal'at Sherqat) (Iraq) (C 1130)
	Decision:   37 COM 7A.24 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.21, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the announcement by the State Party of the cancellation of the Makhool Dam project; 
	4. Requests the State Party to submit, in accordance to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, the details of all on-going or planned interventions at the site, including the construction of the protective shelter at the Royal Cemetery;
	5. Reiterates its invitation to the State Party to submit a request for International Assistance to the World Heritage Fund to support the preparation of the requested conservation and management plans;
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, proposals for corrective measures and for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, together with a proposed timeframe, and to finalize the retrospective Statement of Outstanding Universal Value for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014; 
	8. Decides to retain Ashur (Qal'at Sherqat) (Iraq) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	25. Samarra Archaeological City (Iraq) (C 276 rev) 
	Decision:  37 COM 7A.25
	1. Having examined Document WHC-17/37.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.22, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Urges the State Party to pursue its efforts in implementing the recommendations of the 2011 reactive monitoring mission, and to prioritize the implementation of the following actions:
	a) Develop baseline documentation, including missing architectural plans and topographic surveys, carry out a detailed conservation condition survey,
	b) Undertake identified preventive conservation actions to ensure the stability of the built fabric,
	c) Identify regulatory measures to ensure the protection of the property and establish protocols for the approval of public works in the vicinity of the site, including the development of heritage and environmental impact assessments,
	d) Initiate the planning process for the development of the Management Plan for the property, including a comprehensive conservation plan,
	e) Establish a site management unit with adequate staff to implement priority conservation measures as well as maintenance and monitoring actions;

	4. Encourages the State Party to submit an International Assistance Request to facilitate the implementation of the above;
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, proposals for corrective measures and for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, together with a proposed timeframe for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014; 
	7. Decides to retain Samarra Archaeological City (Iraq) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	26. Old City of Jerusalem and its Walls (site proposed by Jordan) (C 148 rev)
	27. Birthplace of Jesus: Church of the Nativity and the Pilgrimage Route, Bethlehem (Palestine) (C 1433)
	Decision: 37 COM 7A.27 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 8B.5, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop proposals for corrective measures and for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, together with a timeframe for their implementation, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	4. Recalls the need for an overarching conservation strategy for the Church of the Nativity to be developed as early as possible to guide the restoration project;
	5. Also requests the State Party to provide to the World Heritage Centre, for examination by the Advisory Bodies according to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, the conservation strategy and details of the restoration project for the Church of the Nativity, in particular for the roof for which tendering has commenced; 
	6. Urges the State Party to develop a specific conservation and management plan for the property as a whole that includes approaches to tourism and development regulations;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	8. Decides to retain the Birthplace of Jesus, Church of the Nativity and the pilgrimage route, Bethlehem (Palestine) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	28. Historic Town of Zabid (Yemen) (C 611) 
	Decision:   37 COM 7A.28 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.24, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Acknowledges the efforts made by the State Party in the implementation of the corrective measures and urges it to secure adequate resources and support to ensure their sustained and comprehensive implementation;
	4. Welcomes the development of the Conservation Plan and also urges the State Party to allocate the necessary resources for its implementation;
	5. Requests the State Party to finalize the approval process for regulatory measures for the property, in particular the adoption of the Law of Protection of historic sites, monuments, cities and their urban and cultural heritage, as well as new construction codes, and to ensure their appropriate enforcement;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit a boundary clarification indicating precisely the boundaries of the property at the time of inscription no later than 1 December 2013 and a boundary modification request for a buffer zone, according to Annex 11 of the Operational Guidelines, no later than 1 February 2014;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014; 
	8. Decides to retain the Historic Town of Zabid (Yemen) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.




	ASIA AND PACIFIC
	29. Minaret and Archaeological Remains of Jam (Afghanistan) (C 211 rev)
	Decision: 37COM 7A.29  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM7A.25, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), 
	3. Reiterates its request to the State Party to continue its efforts in the implementation of all the corrective measures adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), and requests the State Party to update the time frame for their implementation in order to achieve the Desired state of conservation for removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	4. Also requests the State Party to endorse the detailed topographic map of the property produced in 2012 with GeoEye Satellite Stereo Image Technology, and to submit the minor boundary modification request to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies; 
	5. Calls upon the international community to continue its technical and financial support in co-operation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies in the efforts to carry out the prioritised programme identified by the Third Expert Working Group Meeting in Turin (September 2012), in particular the river defense programme dealing with Jam and Hari Rud rivers; 
	6. Encourages the State Party to continue its efforts to develop and implement a comprehensive management system including a long-term conservation policy for the property; 
	7. Further requests the State Party to continue its work on the implementation of the adopted corrective measures and to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a revised timeframe for the implementation of the corrective measures; 
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the progress achieved in the state of conservation of the property, along with a revised timeframe for the implementation of the corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session 2014;
	9. Decides to retain the Minaret and Archaeological Remains of Jam (Afghanistan) on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 

	30. Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley (Afghanistan) (C 208 rev)
	Decision:   37 COM 7A.30  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.26, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), 
	3. Commends the progress made by the State Party on the implementation of the corrective measures and on capacity building;
	4. Takes note of the concerns expressed by the State Party on the critical condition of the large Western Buddha niche;
	5. Urges the State Party to:
	a) finalise the Management Plan with an overall strategy of managing the property as a Cultural Landscape, 
	b) ensure that the Cultural Master Plan is shared with other stakeholders intervening in the valley, and 
	c) enforce building codes and regulations on development in the buffer zones of the property and other areas protected under the 2004 Afghan Law on the Protection of Historical and Cultural Properties;

	6. Encourages the State Party to elaborate and implement a capacity building strategy with a view to reinforcing national capacity in the field of conservation and management of important historical and archaeological sites within the property, with the support of international donors;
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party, when considering options for the treatment of the Buddha niches, to ensure that proposals are based on feasibility studies which include: 
	a) an overall approach to conservation and presentation of the property, 
	b) an appropriate conservation philosophy based on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, 
	c) technical and financial possibilities for the implementation of the project proposals; 

	8. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to submit detailed information on any planned development within or nearby the property, in particular the proposed Foladi Valley Road, to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies, including a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA), in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	9. Requests the State Party to continue its work on the implementation of the adopted corrective measures and to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a revised timeframe for the implementation of the corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014; 
	10. Calls upon the international community to continue providing technical and financial support for the protection and management of the entire property, including component parts such as Shahr-i Gholghola, Shahr-i-Zuhak and Kakrak, in order to achieve the Desired state of conservation;
	11. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	12. Decides to retain the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley (Afghanistan) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	31. Bam and its Cultural Landscape (Islamic Republic of Iran) (C 1208 bis) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7A.31  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A, 
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.27, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Commends the considerable efforts made by the State Party, with the support of the international community, to address the threats that led to the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger and to implement the corrective measures; 
	4. Considers that the State Party has addressed the work needed to complete the remaining corrective measures identified by the October 2011 reactive monitoring mission and has now met the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	5. Notes that the property remains vulnerable and recommends that the State Party pay attention to the following:
	a) Revise the existing Management Plan to include visitor management component and action plans with timeframes and adequate resources for implementation,
	b) Control illegal construction and ensure effective protection of the buffer zone through the development and adoption of regulatory measures,
	c) Achieve consistency in restoration through the development guidelines and criteria for interventions to ensure a balanced approach to conservation that sustains the conditions of authenticity and integrity of the property,
	d) Ensure continuing site security with the involvement of the local authorities and communities; 

	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015 an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015; 
	7. Decides to remove Bam and its Cultural Landscape (Islamic Republic of Iran) from the List of World Heritage in Danger.




	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	32. Bagrati Cathedral and Gelati Monastery (Georgia) (C 710) 
	Decision:   37 COM 7A.32  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decisions 34 COM 7B.88, 35 COM 7A.29, 36 COM 7A.30, adopted at its 34th (Brasilia, 2010), 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Welcomes the progress in the implementation of the conservation programme plan for Gelati Monastery and encourages the State Party to continue to implement all relevant conservation measures regarding Gelati Monastery, including elaboration of a management plan;
	4. Expresses its deep regret that despite previous decisions the re-building of Bagrati Cathedral has been completed and considers that the Bagrati Cathedral has been altered to such an extent that its authenticity has been irreversibly compromised and that it no longer contributes to the justification for the criterion for which the property was inscribed;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit, by 1 February 2014, a request for a major boundary modification for the property to allow Gelati Monastery to justify the criterion on its own;
	6. Also encourages the State Party to seek the advice of the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies in developing the boundary modification and submit the draft to the World Heritage Centre for comments by the Advisory Bodies, by 30 September 2013;
	7. Decides to retain Bagrati Cathedral and Gelati Monastery (Georgia) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	33. Historical Monuments of Mtskheta (Georgia) (C 708) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7A.33  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decisions 34 COM 7A.27, 35 COM 7A.30 and 36 COM 7A.31, adopted at its 34th (Brasilia, 2010), 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively, 
	3. Acknowledges the detailed information provided by the State Party on the progress made to implement the corrective measures and urges the State Party to continue its work on all the corrective measures adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010);
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to submit a minor boundary modification proposal for a unified buffer zone of the property to enhance the protection of the property and to allow a clear understanding of the archaeological and visually sensitive areas around the property;
	5. Notes that a draft Management Plan was submitted by the State Party and encourages the State Party to strengthen the Plan by clearly identifying the attributes of the Outstanding Universal Value as the basis for legal protection, planning processes and management;
	6. Also notes that the State Party has halted inappropriate developments within the property and its setting and also urges the State Party to finalize the Urban Land-Use Master Plan, including zoning regulations with particular emphasis on the establishment of no-construction zones, strict limits to development rights and a conservation master plan and which should take into consideration the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, its specific landscape setting, as well as important views and connection lines; 
	7. Encourages the State Party to adopt as a matter of urgency the Urban Land-Use Master Plan as a major step towards the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	8. Notes with concern that the proposed location of the waste water treatment plant would have a highly negative impact on the sensitive river landscape that forms the setting for the monuments, and requests the State Party as a matter of urgency to re-locate the plant to a position that does not impact adversely on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	9. Takes note that the State Party plans to develop a national law for World Heritage properties in Georgia, as well as a “5C World Heritage Programming Approach”;  
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;  


	34. Medieval Monuments in Kosovo (Serbia) (C 724 bis) 
	35. Liverpool – Maritime Mercantile City (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (C 1150)
	Decision:   37 COM 7A.35  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.93, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Also recalling the results of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission of November 2011,
	4. Notes the information provided by the State Party that the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government decided not to call in the Liverpool Waters development for consideration at the national level, and that the Liverpool City Council had granted consent to the application submitted by the developer;
	5. Reiterates its serious concern over the potential threat of the proposed Liverpool Waters development on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and also notes that the implementation of the development, as currently planned, would irreversibly damage the attributes and conditions of integrity that warranted inscription, and could lead to the potential deletion of the property from the World Heritage List;
	6. Therefore, strongly urges the State Party to reconsider the proposed development to ensure the continued coherence of the architectural and town-planning attributes, and the continued safeguarding of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property including the conditions of authenticity and integrity;
	7. Further notes that the State Party has not yet developed a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger and a set of corrective measures and requests the State Party to pursue its consultations with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies to elaborate a Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger along with a set of corrective measures, and a time frame for their implementation;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	9. Decides to retain Liverpool – Maritime Mercantile City (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) on the World Heritage List in Danger.




	LATIN AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN
	36. Fortifications on the Caribbean Side of Panama: Portobelo-San Lorenzo (Panama) (C 135)
	Decision: 37 COM 7A.36  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A, 
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.102, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the information provided by the State Party on the conditions at the property and the actions implemented and regrets that the report did not specifically relate information to the adopted corrective measures;
	4. Expresses its serious concern for the limited progress that has been achieved in the execution of the corrective measures and urges the State Party to implement them within the approved timeframe, with particular attention to:
	a) formulation of a budgeted Emergency Plan that includes the identification of priority interventions for stabilization, conservation and protection with timeframes and priority interventions for implementation,
	b) ensuring that operational conservation arrangements are in place and that budgets have been secured for the implementation of the Emergency Plan,
	c) identification of measures to address encroachments and urban pressure;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit comprehensive technical and graphic information on the planned construction of a retaining wall at the Santiago de la Gloria fort in Portobelo by 30 October 2013, and to halt the interventions until the evaluation of the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies is submitted to the State Party;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit clear information on the role of the Patronato de Portobelo for the conservation of the property within the framework of a collective Management Plan for this property and the Archaeological Site of Panamá Viejo and Historic District of Panamá;
	7. Further requests the State Party to invite an advisory mission to support the State Party in providing guidelines to finalize the diagnosis and to prepare a comprehensive conservation Emergency Plan as soon as possible;
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014; 
	9. Decides to retain Fortifications on the Caribbean Side of Panama: Portobelo-San Lorenzo (Panama) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	37. Humberstone and Santa Laura Saltpeter Works (Chile) (C 1178) 
	a) Continue with the implementation of the Priority Interventions Programme and secure the necessary resources for sustained interventions, 
	b) Based on the Conservation Plan, finalize and adopt the Management Plan and ensure that adequate resources exist to make an effective preservation system for the property operational;
	(i) Continued implementation of the Priority Interventions Programme (PIP), according to its 2005 and 2008 definitions, 
	(ii) Development of a draft comprehensive conservation plan based on the necessary scientific research, a clear conservation strategy, and the appropriate safety and security standards, 
	(iii) Continued implementation of security and protection for the site, preventing the theft of materials, and prosecuting those who engage in this kind of activity,
	(iv) Review, approval and initial implementation of the management plan for the new period, 
	(v) Set up qualified management team, 
	(vi) Explore means to count with appropriate and sustained human, material, and financial resources, 
	(vii) Assessment and definition of visitation and presentation requirements and enhance visitor security measures,
	(viii) Definition and adoption of a visitor strategy and interpretation plan, 
	(ix) Establishing a buffer zone, defining regulatory measures to ensure its protection, and initiate procedures for gaining necessary approvals,


	38. Chan Chan Archaeological Zone (Peru) (C 366) 
	Decision:   37 COM 7A.38  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.34, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes the progress made by the State Party in the implementation of the adopted corrective measures and urges to continue its sustained efforts so as to meet the Desired state of conservation within the expected timeframe;
	4. Requests the State Party to submit a report on the conservation strategy for decorated surfaces and its related monitoring strategy; 
	5. Urges the State Party to approve and enforce the required legislation and regulations for each archaeological component of the property as well as the buffer zone to ensure their adequate protection, including the submission of legal texts and the related strategy for their implementation;
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to update the Master Plan, including a public use plan and a comprehensive risk preparedness plan for the property by 1 February 2014;
	7. Takes note of the documents “Guidelines for an Integral Plan for Risk Prevention”, “Plan for the Conservation of the Chan Chan Archaeological Complex in View of the El Niño Phenomenon” and “Guidelines for a comprehensive Plan for Risk Prevention in the Chan Chan Archaeological Complex”, and requests the submission, by 30 November 2013, of three printed copies and one electronic version to the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies for evaluation;
	8. Also requests that the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	9. Decides to retain Chan Chan Archaeological Zone (Peru) on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 


	39. Coro and its Port (Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela) (C 658)
	Decision:   37 COM 7A.39  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.35, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Acknowledges the efforts made by the State Party in addressing conservation concerns at the property and encourages it to continue such efforts in cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	4. Urges the State Party to develop and approve the Management Plan for the property, including a conservation programme with short, medium and long term priorities, provisions for risk management and provisions for public use, and requests it to submit three printed and electronic copies of the draft Management Plan by 1 February 2014 for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies; 
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies, the technical specifications and details of the projects for large scale drainage at the property and regulation of vehicular traffic at Zamora Street prior to implementation;
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to update, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, the Desired State of Conservation and the corrective measures for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, as well as a revised timeframe, and to submit a proposal to the World Heritage Centre by 30 November 2013 for examination by the Advisory Bodies, in view to submit the final proposal to World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014 for approval;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	8. Decides to retain Coro and its Port (Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.





	Emerging trends and general issues
	Decision: 37 COM 7  
	The World Heritage Committee, 
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/7A, WHC-13/37.COM/7A.Add, WHC-13/37.COM/7A.Add.2, WHC-13/37.COM/7B, WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add and WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add.Corr, 
	2. Expresses its utmost concern about the many conflicts which are affecting World Heritage properties and in particular the recent cases where World Heritage properties are intentionally destroyed by parties involved in the conflict, and the people in charge of their protection targeted;
	3. Takes note of the efforts of the World Heritage Centre and partners to try to minimize the impacts of conflicts on the properties by raising the awareness of the parties concerned and mobilizing financial support for their conservation, and appreciates the United Nations Security Council resolution 2100 of 25 April 2013 to ensure that, for the first time, the protection of cultural and historical sites, in collaboration with UNESCO, has been included in the mandate of the United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA);
	4. Launches an appeal to UNESCO and to the Parties to The Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict (1954), seeks their support for Mali and their cultural and technical cooperation, in particular for establishing property inventories and also requests the implementation of conservation measures for cultural properties threatened by armed conflict in other countries; 
	5. Also expresses its utmost concern about the impacts on World Heritage properties due to the rising poaching pressure on African elephants and rhinoceros linked to a growing illicit trade to Asia, fuelled by soaring prices for rhino horn and ivory and the increasing involvement organized crime in this lucrative business;
	6. Welcomes the measures taken by the 16th Conference of the Parties of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) to help address this poaching crisis and requests the World Heritage Centre and IUCN to strengthen its cooperation with the CITES Secretariat to assist States Parties to implement these measures;
	7. Also welcomes the relevant conclusions of the “Living with World Heritage in Africa” Conference held in Gauteng, South Africa (26-29 September 2012), which build on the recommendations of the independent review of the “No-go” commitment of the International Council on Mining and Metals (ICCM) concerning mining exploration/exploitation in World Heritage properties, noted in Decision 36 COM 7C; 
	8. Notes with concern the growing impact of the extractive industries on World Heritage properties, and urges all States Parties to the Convention and leading industry stakeholders, to respect the “No-go” commitment by not permitting extractives activities within World Heritage properties, and by making every effort to ensure that extractives companies located in their territory cause no damage to World Heritage properties, in line with Article 6 of the Convention; 
	9. Also requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to continue a dialogue with the extractive industries on extending the commitment made by Shell and the International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM) to not explore or develop oil, gas and mineral resources within World Heritage properties to other companies and parts of the industry, and also to ensure that existing and future operations in areas surrounding World Heritage properties are compatible with the protection of their Outstanding Universal Value and do not threaten their integrity; 
	10. Takes note that guidance on impact assessments is now available from the Advisory Bodies for both natural and cultural properties, and that more detailed joint guidelines are needed to provide a comprehensive overview of how the results of these assessments can be successfully integrated into decision-making processes for land-use planning;
	11. Thanks the State Party of the Netherlands, and the European Union for their support for the publication of the Managing Natural Heritage Resource Manual in printed versions and encourages other States Parties to the Convention to support translation and dissemination of this resource manual in a range of regional languages.

	NATURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	1. Dja Wildlife Reserve (Cameroon) (N 407) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.1 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.1, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes with satisfaction that the State Party has undertaken an emergency safeguarding plan for the protected areas of Cameroon, and that this is evidenced by the assignment of agents and supplementary budgets for the property, and calls on the State Party to continue and strengthen this support;
	4. Welcomes the initiative of the State Party to revise the development plan for the property and to set up a framework for multi-stakeholder dialogue throughout the property and its periphery, as well as the funds obtained by the State Party from the Franz Weber Foundation to contribute to the sustainable conservation of the property over a five-year period; and also welcomes that this year the State Party has already undertaken a series of activities to mitigate the threats due to the impacts of development projects around the property, to strengthen the technical and operational capacities of the property’s management body, and to promote the involvement of local communities in the management of the property and the improvement of their living conditions;
	5. Further welcomes the decision of the State Party to reduce by 20% the size of the Venture Capital Company’s exploitation zone in order to halt encroachment observed by the Committee on the property, but considers that its proximity to the property could engender negative impacts on its Outstanding Universal Value and requests the State Party to undertake an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) of the operation and submit it to the World Heritage Centre in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Notes that the State Party is considering a moratorium on mining exploration and exploitation in protected areas and also calls on the State Party to validate this commitment by a text of appropriate laws;
	7. Also notes that, although no exploitation activity has begun exploration activities continue at the GEOVIC mining site, and reiterates its request to the State Party to suspend the GEOVIC mining operations until a new ESIA meeting international standards is conducted on the basis of the terms of reference that will be developed with the support of the Franz Weber Foundation and submitted to the World Heritage Centre;
	8. Expresses its concern about the potential impacts of the Mekin Dam, the consequences of which could affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and in particular its integrity; 
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, explicit measures taken to prevent, reduce and offset the negative effects of the industrial plantation project of Sud Hevea on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, following the Memorandum of Understanding;
	10. Further notes that the means of action of the management authority of the property are too weak in regard to the issues at stake, particularly in terms of equipment and logistics, and that an efficient environmental monitoring system for the property is slow to materialize;
	11. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February  2014, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, especially on progress made in mitigating threats to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014. 

	2. Sangha Trinational (Cameroun / Central African Republic / Congo)  (N 1380rev)
	Decision:   37 COM 7B.2  
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 8B.8 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Expresses its utmost concern about the recent attacks on the part of the property situated in the Central African Republic, which lead to in the destruction and theft of most of essential materials and equipment, including vehicles and communication materials and the evacuation of the manager of the site together with the international staff and international researchers working at the property and about the reported increase in elephant poaching in and around the property;
	4. Urges the State Party of the Central African Republic to take all necessary action to restore security in the area and ensure the protection of the property;
	5. Requests the State Parties of Cameroun and Congo to increase surveillance activities to avoid insecurity and poaching also affecting areas of the property located within their respective territories;
	6. Launches an appeal to the State Parties of the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) to consider the sub-regional dimension regarding the consequences of crimes against wildlife to which the property is confronted, in order to ensure a sustainable and efficient control of poaching in Central Africa; 
	7. Also requests the States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed joint report on the state of conservation of the property, in particular on the impacts of the current security problems on the property, and the response undertaken, for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	3. Mount Kenya National Park/ Natural Forest (Kenya) (N 800)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.3  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.2, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Commends the State Party for the effective collaboration between the Wildlife and Forest Services and their efforts to increase stakeholder involvement in the site’s management, particularly through agreements with Community Forest Associations;
	4. Notes with concern the significant forest fire that affected the property in March 2012 and reportedly affected 10% of the Mount Kenya National Park; and requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre a report on the impacts of this fire on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and the actions taken for ecological restoration of the affected areas; 
	5. Notes with satisfaction the initiatives taken to improve fire risk preparedness, and to participate in the design of a climate change adaptation methodology for World Heritage Site managers but regrets that the State Party provided only limited information on the implementation of the recommendations of the 2008 reactive monitoring mission or the concerns raised by the Committee at its 35th session;
	6. Also requests the State Party to urgently implement the remaining recommendations of the 2008 reactive monitoring mission, in particular the replacement of physical boundary signs and the establishment of additional wildlife corridors;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and in particular on the impacts of the 2012 forest fire as well as on the progress made in implementing the outstanding recommendations of the 2008 reactive monitoring mission.  


	4. Lake Turkana National Parks (Kenya) (N 801bis)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.4 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add.Corr,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.3 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), 
	3. Noting the statement made by the State Party of Ethiopia during the 36th session of the Committee (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) to express its concern regarding the decision by the Committee requesting Ethiopia to halt construction of the dam, 
	4. Regrets that the State Party of Ethiopia has not submitted a progress report on the implementation of the actions requested in its Decision 36 COM 7B.3, including inviting a joint reactive monitoring mission to Ethiopia;
	5. Also regrets that construction of Gibe III and associated projects have continued without ensuring that a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) has been accomplished and reiterates its utmost concern about the potential and ascertained cumulative impacts of the Gibe III dam on Lake Turkana, and the related on-going and planned irrigation projects in the Lower Omo valley and the planned Gibe IV and Gibe V projects, which present a clear threat to the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property, in accordance with Paragraph 180 (b) of the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Reiterates its request to the States Parties of Kenya and Ethiopia to address this issue on a bilateral basis and conduct a SEA to assess the cumulative impacts of all developments impacting on the Lake Turkana basin in order to identify appropriate corrective measures to ensure that the water level in Lake Turkana, as well as a level of seasonal variation be maintained, which is sufficient to maintain the OUV of the property; 
	7. Welcomes the confirmation by the State Party of Kenya that no oil exploration will take place within the property but notes that oil exploration or exploitation in the immediate vicinity of the property, in particular in the areas of the lake not included within its boundaries, could represent an important risk to its OUV and would need to be carefully assessed through an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	8. Reiterates its call upon Tullow Oil to subscribe to the “No-go” commitment already supported by the International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM) and Shell not to explore or exploit oil or minerals inside World Heritage properties; 
	9. Requests the State Party of Kenya to implement the recommendations of the 2012 World Heritage Centre/IUCN monitoring mission to address the significant impacts of poaching, fishing and livestock grazing on the property;
	10. Also reiterates its request to the State Party of Ethiopia to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to review the impacts of the Gibe III dam and other hydro-electric developments and associated large-scale irrigation in the Omo region on the OUV of Lake Turkana;
	11. Urges the States Parties to allow for the completion of the on-going bilateral discussions on the impact of GIBE Dam on the Lake Turkana Property;
	12. Also requests the State Party of Kenya, in consultation with the State Party of Ethiopia, to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a progress report for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014, and a state of conservation report by 1 February 2015 for examination at its 39th session in 2015.


	5. Lake Malawi National Park (Malawi) (N 289) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.5 

	6. Vredefort Dome (South Africa) (N 1162)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.6 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 33 COM 7B.5 and 35 COM 7B.5, adopted at its 33rd (Seville, 2009) and 35th (UNESCO, 2011) sessions respectively, 
	3. Commends the State Party for the progress achieved in securing the support of all stakeholders for the proclamation of the property under national legislation, and requests the State Party to complete the proclamation process as soon as possible and to notify the World Heritage Centre when this has been completed;
	4. Takes note of the efforts undertaken by the State Party to respond to the previous requests of this Committee and in particular the progress achieved in relation to land use planning controls, the establishment of the Management Authority, and the preparation of Regulations and guidance material for the effective on-ground management by the Authority and also requests the State Party to finalise work associated with previous requests as early as possible;
	5. Further requests the State Party to implement the other recommendations of the 2010 joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN monitoring mission, in particular in relation to the presentation of the World Heritage property to visitors, the alignment of the boundaries of the buffer zone with existing farm cadastres, visitor access and associated site protection mechanisms;
	6. Finally requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above.


	7. Selous Game Reserve (United Republic of Tanzania) (N 199bis)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.7 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,  
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 7B.5 and 36 COM 8B.43 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), 
	3. Welcomes the anti-poaching measures initiated by the State Party as well as the reinstatement of the retention scheme and requests the State Party to submit as soon as possible a report on the efficiency of these measures;
	4. Takes note of the fact that no official notification has been made to the Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism on any proposed hydroelectric power projects in the property but notes with concern that the planning of the Stiegler’s Gorge dam project is reportedly advancing and a proposal for the development of the project was presented to the Government;
	5. Reiterates its utmost concern that the Stiegler’s Gorge dam project could seriously damage the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and urges the State Party to respect its commitment not to undertake any development activities within Selous Game Reserve and its buffer zone without prior approval of the World Heritage Committee in accordance with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Also urges the State Party to implement the recommendations of the 2010 reactive monitoring mission as well as its commitment to conservation concerning the minor boundary modification granted for the Mkuju uranium mine as requested in Decision 36 COM 8B.43, in particular adding valuable forestland to the property and finalizing compensation in line with the prescribed national legal procedures, including gazettement; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to undertake a Strategic Environmental Assessment to comprehensively identify the cumulative impacts of the following developments, assess least damaging alternatives and plan mitigation measures as appropriate: mining, energy, agriculture and associated infrastructure, such as road building, both within the property as well as in important wildlife corridors and dispersal areas that are critical for maintaining the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property; 
	8. Further requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess the state of conservation of Selous Game Reserve, including the impacts of elephant poaching, the management of the impacts of the Mkuju uranium mine adjacent to the property, asses the status of the Kidunda dam and Stiegler’s Gorge dam projects as well as the implementation of the recommendations of the 2010 monitoring mission; 
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a progress report on the implementation of the above, as well as a progress report on the implementation of Decision 36 COM 8B.43, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014, with a view to considering, in the case of confirmation of ascertained or potential danger, the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 




	ARAB STATES
	8. Banc d’Arguin National Park (Mauritania) (N 506) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.8 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 33 COM 7B.11, adopted at its 33rd session (Seville, 2009),
	3. Commends the State Party for its rapid response to the letter from the World Heritage Centre and for the exemplary management of the property;
	4. Requests the State Party to take all necessary measures to ensure that the mining activities undertaken in the region of the property do not have a negative impact on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV), and reiterates that mining activities and oil and gas exploration and exploitation are incompatible with World Heritage status;
	5. Welcomes the information provided by the State Party that work on the road that would connect the village of Mamghar with the Nouakchott – Nouadhibou road has been halted, pending the implementation of a number of ministerial conditions, and also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre copies of the Environmental Impact Assessments for this road and the other developments in the municipality of Nouamghar, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Further requests the State Party to notify the World Heritage Committee of any development that might negatively impact the property before any decisions are taken that are difficult to reverse, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	7. Encourages the State Party to continue providing adequate financial and material resources to the park authorities in order to prevent illegal fishing within and in the immediate surroundings of the property;
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to invite an IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property, in order to assess the potential impacts from mining, fisheries and oil exploration on the OUV of the property and the measures taken to mitigate them and provide recommendations for the continued protection of its OUV;
	9. Finally requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including a report on progress with the implementation of the above requests, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.

	9. Socotra Archipelago (Yemen) (N 1253) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.9 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 8B.5, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Welcomes the State Party’s formal pledge to conservation of the property through reconfirming commitment to the full implementation of the 2008 Cabinet Decrees addressing the various challenges facing the property; 
	4. Notes the challenging period the State Party is facing which hindered its ability to activate and follow up on the agreed strategies and actions for the conservation of the property; 
	5. Requests the State Party to immediately devise and adopt an action plan for the full activation and implementation the 2008 Cabinet Decrees;  
	6. Also requests the State Party to commence the establishment of an independent management authority mandated for the management and long term sustainable development of the property;
	7. Further requests the State Party to ensure that the road network in the property is not expanded and that the road master plan is revised in line with the property’s zoning plan, with a particular focus on mitigating impacts from existing roads;
	8. Urges the State Party to implement the other recommendations of the 2012 IUCN mission, including:
	a) Put in place an effective biodiversity monitoring system with the objective to assess the current impacts of other threats, such as cattle grazing and invasive species, and devise threat specific strategies to ensure their minimal long term impacts, 
	b) Adopt a strategy on strengthening the marine enforcement capacity supported by a clear policy framework, 
	c) Undertake a comprehensive tourism carrying capacity assessment and establish a monitoring system to ensure tourism sustainability and its minimal impact on the natural heritage and associated cultural values of the Archipelago, 
	d) Develop and implement a tourism development and marketing strategy for the Archipelago in collaboration with local and international private sectors;

	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015, a report on the progress made with the improvement of the management of the property and in addressing key conservation challenges and opportunities, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015. 




	ASIA-PACIFIC
	10. Great Barrier Reef (Australia) (N 154)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.10 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.8, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), 
	3. Welcomes the progress made by the State Party with the Strategic Assessment and reiterates its request to the State Party to ensure that the assessment and the resulting long-term plan for the sustainable development of the property are completed against defined criteria for success, fully address direct, indirect and cumulative impacts on the reef and lead to concrete measures to ensure the conservation of the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property; 
	4. Also welcomes the establishment of an independent review of the management arrangements for Gladstone Harbour, and requests that these efforts result in the optimization of port development and operation in Gladstone Harbour and on Curtis Island, as well as other existing port developments, consistent with the highest internationally recognized standards for best practice commensurate with iconic World Heritage status; 
	5. Also welcomes the renewed commitment for the Reef Water Quality Protection Plan and associated Reef Rescue measures and the positive results indicated in the Second Reef Plan Record Card; 
	6. Notes with concern the limited progress made by the State Party in implementing key requests made by the Committee (Decision 36 COM 7B.8) and the recommendations of the March 2012 joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission as well as on-going coastal development on the Reef, and urges the State Party to strengthen its efforts in order to fully implement the Committee requests and mission recommendations that have not yet or only partially been implemented, including by making commitments to:
	a) Ensure rigorously that development is not permitted if it would impact individually or cumulatively on the OUV of the property, or compromise the Strategic Assessment and resulting long-term plan for the sustainable development of the property, 
	b) Ensure that no port developments or associated port infrastructure are permitted outside the existing and long-established major port areas within or adjoining the property, 
	c) Ensure that the legislation protecting the property remains strong and adequate to maintain and enhance its OUV; 
	7. Considers that the above-mentioned issues represent a potential danger to the OUV of the property in line with paragraph 180 of the Operational Guidelines; 
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, including on the implementation of actions outlined above as well as on the other points raised in the 2012 mission report, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 


	11. Macquarie Island (Australia) (N 629 rev)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.11  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.10, adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010), 
	3. Expresses its satisfaction about the preliminary results of the Macquarie Island Pest Eradication Plan which show that no rodents have been detected since June 2011, that the vegetation has been re-established and that seabirds returned to breed in previously affected areas and notes the on-going efforts of the State Party to implement measures to mitigate the dieback of the Macquarie Cushion Plant, and to limit impacts of long-line fishing within and outside the Australian Exclusive Economic Zone around Macquarie Island; 
	4. Welcomes the commitment of the State Party to continue to monitor the results of the Macquarie Island Pest Eradication Plan and requests the State Party to include the monitoring of outcomes to confirm the continued recovery of the property’s vegetation and ecosystems; 
	5. Also requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on the progress made in implementing the above recommendations. 


	12. Three Parallel Rivers of Yunnan Protected Area (China) (N 1083 bis)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.12  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.9 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes with concern that the depth and quality of the Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA) appear to be incompatible with the scale and complexity of the planned hydropower development that may affect the property;
	4. Also notes with concern that preparatory construction has advanced in the absence of approved EIAs in several locations, and reiterates its request to the State Party not to proceed with project implementation prior to appropriate EIAs being completed;
	5. Requests the State Party to conduct a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of the West-East Electricity Transfer Project, including a thorough assessment of its direct, indirect and cumulative impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property, and encourages the State Party to seek the assistance of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN for the identification of technical expertise to support the preparation of such a SEA;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit maps of all licenses related to mining in the region surrounding the property, and including the area between the Hongshan and Haba Snow Mountain components of the property, to ensure that none overlap with the property;
	7. Further requests the State Party to ensure and monitor ecological and landscape connectivity in the area between the Hongshan and Haba Snow Mountain components of the property, including areas included in prospecting licenses; 
	8. Urges the State Party to ensure no mining activities, including prospecting and illegal mining, take place within the property or in adjacent areas if this would impact the OUV of the property;
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to undertake by 1 December 2014 a Management Effectiveness Assessment of the property, possibly using the “Enhancing Our Heritage” methodology, and considering the recommendations noted in the April 2013 IUCN reactive monitoring mission report;
	10. Also urges the State Party to develop and implement a systematic wildlife monitoring programme, to inform about the current status and trends of the populations of key species, as well as poaching activities, and to serve as a basis for the formulation and implementation of measures that would facilitate the recovery of wildlife populations;
	11. Requests moreover the State Party to implement the other recommendations of the April 2013 IUCN reactive monitoring mission report; 
	12. Finally requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, including progress achieved in the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	13. Lorentz National Park (Indonesia) (N 955)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.13 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.15, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Takes note that the State Party did not submit its report by 1 February 2013, and notes the information provided by the State Party in its report of 22 May 2013;
	4. Notes with serious concern the State Party’s intent to proceed with the construction of the Lake Habema – Nduga – Kenyem road without undertaking a Strategic Environmental Assessment of the integrated transport plan for Papua, and considers that the continuation of construction of the Lake Habema – Nduga – Kenyam road and the proposed Jayapura – Wamena – Mulia road, if built through the property would represent a clear potential danger to its Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) in line with paragraph 180 of the Operational Guidelines, and be a clear basis for the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	5. Urges the State Party to rigorously ensure the protection and conservation of the property’s OUV, and prevent the fragmentation of the largely intact wilderness that makes up the property; 
	6. Requests the State Party to provide detailed information about the revival of the Trans-Papua Highway plan, and the measures taken to ensure the protection of the property’s OUV; 
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party to fully implement the 2008 and 2011 monitoring mission recommendations, and to prioritize the following:
	a) Cease all road construction in the property and rehabilitate recently constructed roads and mitigate their impacts, 
	b) Further investigate and address forest die-back, and develop management guidelines for all relevant stakeholders undertaking activities within the property to contain the spread of the die-back disease, 
	c) Review the budgeting for the property in order to ensure that resources are directed to address the major threats to its OUV, 
	d) Build the capacity of park staff to manage complex ecological, technical and sociological issues; 

	8. Also requests the State Party to provide an electronic copy and three printed copies of the Management Plan and zoning plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN;
	9. Further requests the State Party to invite an IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property in order to assess its state of conservation, in particular in relation to impacts from road construction, to assist the State Party with developing a conservation strategy that will ensure the conservation and strict protection of the property’s OUV, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	10. Calls upon the international community to support the State Party in resolving the severe constraints to the effective operation of the Park management including funding, limited monitoring and surveillance equipment, and limited staff capacity and technical expertise; 
	11. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015 a report on the state of conservation of the property, including progress achieved in implementing the recommendations of the 2008 and 2011 monitoring missions, as well as the results of the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of the integrated transport programme for Papua Province, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015. 


	14. East Rennell (Solomon Island) (N 854)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.14 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.15, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Commends the State Party for passing the Protected Areas Act 2010 and for drafting the 2009 Rennell-Bellona Province Lake Tegano Heritage Park Ordinance, and urges the State Party to apply both of these instruments to the East Rennell property as soon as possible to ensure full and strict legal protection of the property;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to immediately ban all commercial logging from East Rennell to avoid loss of  the property’s Outstanding Universal Value;
	5. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to urgently undertake an assessment of the impact of invasive species, especially of associated introduction of rats  and invasive snails, to institute control and eradication measures as a matter of utmost priority, and to assess the feasibility of a long-term biosecurity programme to prevent reinvasion, and encourages the State Party to apply for International Assistance to support these actions;
	6. Requests the State Party to address the over-exploitation of coconut crab and other marine resources and to apply harvesting regimes based on traditional resource management practices, and including the restrictions recommended by the mission;
	7. Also requests the State Party to take full account of the impacts of climate change on the property and the livelihoods of the East Rennell community, and make provisions in the Management Plan for climate change adaptation and mitigation measures;
	8. Further requests the State Party to undertake an assessment to ascertain whether on-going logging of forests in West Rennell could have severe adverse impacts on the forests within the property, the fact that the property is not strictly protected against logging, and the introduction of invasive species represent a clear ascertained and potential danger respectively to the ecological integrity of the property and its Outstanding Universal Value, in conformity with Paragraph 180 of the Operational Guidelines;
	9. Decides to inscribe East Rennell (Solomon Islands) on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	10. Requests furthermore the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN and with both in-country and other international partners’ support, to develop and implement an Emergency Action Plan to remove the threats and provide support to the customary owners to enable them to protect the property to World Heritage standards and in accordance with traditional management practices;
	11. Requests moreover the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, to develop a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger and a set of corrective measures, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014; 
	12. Finally requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, including a report on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	15. Dong Phayayen-Khao Yai Forest Complex (Thailand) (N 590rev)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.15 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.45 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), 
	3. Extends its deepest condolences to the family of the guard killed during operations conducted to protect the property;
	4. Notes with concern that implementation of appropriate mitigation measures, to address impacts from expansion works on Highway 304, particularly along the sections of the highway within the property, have not been undertaken and no timeline for completion has been provided, and urges the State Party to expedite the construction of ecologically effective wildlife corridors, based on detailed plans and on completed, approved Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs), including detailed assessments of different options and carefully planned measures for mitigating impacts in the long term for both sections of the Highway transecting the property; 
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to implement and enforce speed limits and impact mitigation actions on other roads that bisect the property, and to monitor and restrict the use of other roads as shortcuts and transport routes through the property;
	6. Requests the State Party to complete an up-to-date assessment of the level of encroachment and any increase therein since the inscription of the property, including a detailed mapping exercise, as a matter of priority, and recommends that the State Party considers submitting a request for a major boundary modification to exclude encroached areas that do not contribute to Outstanding Universal Value, and to include adjoining areas of high conservation value, following the relevant procedures as outlined in the Operational Guidelines, and with prior advice of IUCN;
	7. Also requests the State Party to take the necessary measures to halt all illegal logging in the property, and ensure that all people participating in illegal resource extraction activities are removed from the property, and with the support of other States Parties concerned, particularly Cambodia, China, Lao People Democratic Republic and Viet Nam, halt illegal trade in Siamese rosewood (Dalbergia cochinchinensis);
	8. Also notes that construction continues at the Huay Samong Dam site, and also reiterates its request to the State Party to undertake all necessary mitigation, enforcement and anti-encroachment actions to ensure this project does not impact the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	9. Further reiterates its request to the State Party to implement all the recommendations of the 2012 joint UNESCO/IUCN reactive monitoring mission, including a clear statement on the extent and status of cattle grazing in the property, by June 2014;
	10. Further request the State Party to invite an IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property before the 38th session of the Committee in 2014, in order to assess progress in the implementation of the above recommendations and those made by the 2012 reactive monitoring mission, and to consider whether the property should be considered for inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	11. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated and detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, including a report on the progress achieved in the implementation of the 2012 mission recommendations and those actions outlined above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	16. Ha Long Bay (Viet Nam) (N 672bis)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.16  
	The World Heritage Committee, 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/37.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.20 adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011), 
	3. Notes that the State Party is yet to submit the plan for the sustainable use of the Cua Van Cultural Centre, and requests the State Party to submit this and other recently developed management related plans to the World Heritage Centre and urges the State Party to expedite any measures included in the plan to ensure sustainable use of the Centre and to limit tourism impacts on the property; 
	4. Welcomes the efforts made by the State Party to develop a number of management plans to address the multiple development, population and tourism pressures affecting the property, but also notes that these do not represent an integrated management approach of the property and its buffer zone, without which it will be extremely difficult to address these pressures over the long-term;
	5. Also welcomes the State Party’s intention to request international assistance to undertake a Management Effectiveness Evaluation for the property, in line with the ‘Enhancing our Heritage’ tool kit;
	6. Regrets that the State Party did not provide Environmental Impact Assessments on the impacts of the landfill and other major developments recently completed within the buffer zone of the property, but further notes that water quality within the property is reported to be well within national standards;
	7. Also urges the State Party to ensure that visitor regulations are effectively enforced to limit impacts from tourists in key areas in order to reduce visitor pressure on the property’s Outstanding Universal Value whilst enhancing visitor’s quality experience;
	8. Requests the State Party to invite an IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property before the 38th session of the Committee in 2014, in order to assist the State Party with the design of an action plan for the implementation of an integrated management of the property and its buffer zone and assess progress in the implementation of the recommendations made by the Committee at its 33rd (Seville, 2009) and 35th (UNESCO, 2011) sessions; 
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including a report on the outcome of the Management Effectiveness Evaluation for the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.




	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	17. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225)  
	Decision:    37 COM 7B.17  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.18 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes that a proposed amendment to the management plan of Pirin National Park which would allow further skiing developments within the buffer zone of the property, is currently under consideration by the State Party;
	4. Requests the State Party to ensure that the proposed amendment is in line with the 2010 Strategy for Sustainable Nature Tourism and that an appropriate monitoring mechanism is put in place, as requested by the Committee and the 2011 Reactive monitoring mission, before approval of the proposed amendment; 
	5. Also requests the State Party to undertake a Strategic Environmental Assessment of the development of the buffer zone, including consultations with stakeholders, and urges the State Party to ensure that these proposals will not negatively impact the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) and in particular the integrity of the property; 
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to confirm that no further ski development inside the property will be permitted and recalls its position that if any additional development of ski facilities, ski runs, or associated infrastructure within the property are undertaken, the conditions for inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger will be fulfilled;
	7. Urges the State Party to expedite the implementation of the outstanding recommendations of the 2011 joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property which have not been fully implemented to date;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.

	18. Gros-Morne National Park (Canada) (N 419) 
	Decision:  37 COM 7B.18  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Notes with serious concern the plans to drill and hydraulically fracture (frack) three onshore-to-offshore test wells in the immediate vicinity of the property which could impact the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) and in particular the integrity of the property as a result of pollution, industrial infrastructure and shocks to geological formations; 
	3. Urges the State Party to complete the Environmental Impact Assessment process to review the potential impacts on the OUV of the property and to submit a copy of the EIA to the World Heritage Centre, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, prior to making any decisions that would be difficult to reverse;
	4. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess these risks;
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, including the conclusions of the environmental assessment process, for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th Session in 2014.


	19. Gulf of Porto: Calanche of Piana, Gulf of Girolata, Scandola Reserve (France) (N 258)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.19  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.19 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the fact that the gas prospection license has not been renewed so far and considers that any exploratory drilling would require an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), which would need to assess its potential impact on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property, in particular its marine ecosystems, and be submitted to the World Heritage Committee for review;
	4. Requests the State Party to develop on overall management plan for the entire property and to clarify the existing management arrangements; 
	5. Notes with concern the increase in tourism pressure on the property and its possible impact on the OUV, and also requests the State Party to include in the Management Plan a sustainable tourism strategy and a set of measures to address the tourism pressure;
	6. Further requests the State Party to provide further details on the proposed construction of a new sewage treatment station for the city of Porto, and the possible enlargement of the D424 and D81 roads, in line with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	7. Welcomes the proposed enlargement of the Scandola Reserve and recommends that the State Party consider reflecting this enlargement into the property, following the appropriate procedures for boundary modifications as outlined in the Operational Guidelines; 
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2016, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, as well as of the recommendations of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe.


	20. Pitons, cirques and remparts of Reunion Island (N 1317)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.20  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34COM 8B.4, adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Welcomes the progress achieved by the State Party in the preparation of a management plan and the implementation of a strategy to combat invasive alien species, and requests the State Party to provide all the technical and financial resources for the effective long-term implementation of these mechanisms, and to undertake the necessary measures to remove the cattle from the property;
	4. Also requests the State Party to: 
	5. Recommends the State Party to seek IUCN’s expertise with regards to post-fire management and the control of invasive alien species;
	6. Further requests the State Party to develop a tourism management strategy for the property taking into account the results of the evaluation survey, currently underway, on the potential impact of major sporting events on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property;
	7. Recalls that the geothermal development project is incompatible with World Heritage status and requests furthermore the State Party to respect the commitment made in 2010, prior to inscription of the property, to definitively abandon the geothermal project in the ‘Plaine des Sables’; 
	8. Also recalls that economic activities such as agriculture, arboriculture, energy production and tourism must be managed in a way to avoid negative impacts to the integrity and the OUV of the property, that the development projects for economic purposes having a potential impact on the property must be the subject of environmental evaluations, in conformity with international best practice and requests moreover the State Party to submit the environmental impact assessments to the World Heritage Centre, in conformity with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	9. Finally requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, and on the implementation of the above.


	21. Volcanoes of Kamchatka (Russian Federation) (N 765bis)
	Decision:   37 COM 7B.21 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.21 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes with concern that the State Party reports that potential threats on the property from adjacent areas are getting more significant every year and regrets that the State Party does not provide sufficiently detailed information on trends in wildlife populations inside the property, nor on the implementation of several of the recommendations of the 2007 reactive monitoring mission;
	4. Considers that, in the absence of this information, the current state of conservation and management effectiveness of the property cannot be fully assessed; 
	5. Also notes with serious concern the decline in populations of wild Reindeer and Snow Sheep, and encourages the State Party to create a conservation zone to better protect the wintering grounds of these species as has been proposed by the Commission for Rare and Endangered Species of Kamchatka Krai;
	6. Welcomes the clarification by the State Party that there are no plans to construct hydropower stations inside the property, and requests the State Party to provide detailed information about possible plans to construct a hydropower station on the Zhupanova river, a key wintering area for wild Reindeer outside the property and their potential impact on Outstanding Universal Value, including copies of Environmental Impact Assessments once these are available, before taking any irreversible decisions, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party to clarify apparent contradictions regarding the overall area of the four regional nature parks that form part of the property, by providing detailed information, including maps, about the boundary “specifications” implemented in 2010 on these four parks, and a detailed map showing the boundaries of all components of the property;
	8. Urges the State Party to fully implement the recommendations of the 2007 reactive monitoring mission, particularly regarding the development and implementation of one integrated management plan and coordination structure, a comprehensive tourism management plan, and the strengthening of the institutional capacity of the administrations of the property, both in terms of human and financial resources;
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	22. Lake Baikal (Russian Federation) (N 754) 
	Decision:  37 COM 7B.22 
	1. Having examined  Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.22, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the State Party’s decision to close down the Baikalsk Paper and Pulp Mill (BPPM), as well as the brief outline of a closure plan and timeframe which was submitted to the World Heritage Centre including the measures foreseen to address the industrial legacy of the plant;
	4. Urges the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed closure plan with a precise timeframe;
	5. Requests the State Party to ensure that any plans for the future use of the BPPM site are subject to rigorous Environmental Impact Assessment, including specific assessment of potential direct, indirect and cumulative impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and to submit the results of such assessments to the World Heritage Centre in line with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Notes with concern the potential impacts on the property from the planned construction of a dam on the Orkhon river in Mongolia and also requests the State Parties of the Russian Federation and Mongolia to provide more information on the status of these plans as well as on the environmental impact assessments which are foreseen to quantify these potential impacts, in line with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	7. Welcomes the confirmation that mineral exploration remains prohibited in the Central Ecological Zone of the Baikal Nature Area but notes with concern that the license for the mining of ore at the Kholodninskoye deposit remains in effect until March 2025;
	8. Reiterates that mining is incompatible with World Heritage status, and also urges the State Party to cancel the mining license;
	9. Expresses its concern on a number of important existing and potential threats to the property in particular on-going and planned developments in the “Baikal Harbour” and “Gate of Baikal” Special Economic Zones, changes to federal legislation that permit development of tourism infrastructure in Barguzinskiy Strict Nature Reserve Biosphere Polygon; reported changes in the regulations in Baikalo-Lenskiy Strict Nature Reserve; pollution of the Selenga river and air pollution;
	10. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, under the umbrella of the Special Law for Baikal, an integrated management plan and land-use plan for the property that fully considers all proposed projects, including those inside the Special Economic Zones “Baikal Harbour” and “Gate of Baikal”, to ensure that they are implemented in a way that is compatible with the Outstanding Universal Value and conditions of integrity of the property;
	11. Further urges the State Party to assess the potential impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property of  the  above mentioned projects through an Environmental Impact Assessment and submit the results to the World Heritage Centre before a decision is taken to proceed, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	12. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, including a detailed report of progress achieved with the implementation of the closure plan for the BPPM, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	23. Western Caucasus (Russian Federation) (N 900)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.23 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.23, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Expresses its concern about the changes in the legal protection of the property which make it possible to develop large scale tourism infrastructure on the Lagonaki Plateau situated within the property boundaries and reiterates its request to the State Party to ensure that no large scale ski or tourism infrastructure is built within the property;
	4. Though the State Party reiterates its commitments not to develop any new capital construction projects that would affect the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) within the property boundaries, the World Heritage Committee considers that the installation of any such construction on the Lagonaki Plateau including Mount Fisht and Oshten would constitute a case for inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger in line with Paragraph 180 of the Operational Guidelines and its previous decisions;
	5. Notes the conclusion of the joint 2012 World Heritage Centre/IUCN monitoring mission that anthropogenic pressures on the property are increasing and urges the State Party to implement all its recommendations, in particular to: 
	a) Develop an overall sustainable tourism strategy and comprehensive plan for the property and adjacent special protected areas, privileging low impact tourism activities and ensuring that proposed tourism and recreational infrastructure does not impact on the OUV of the property, 
	b) Ensure that no areas of high biodiversity and key to the OUV of the property are included within the components of the biosphere polygon of the Caucasus Strict Nature Reserve, which might be used for construction of recreational infrastructure and that no activities are permitted within the polygon which are contrary to the property’s integrity, 
	c) Urgently clarify the delimitation of the northern buffer zone of the Caucasus Strict Nature Reserve, which is part of the property, and reinstate its legal protection, 
	d) Ensure that the potential impacts of any proposed infrastructure upgrading inside the property on its OUV are carefully assessed and that an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is sent to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies before a decision is taken in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, 
	e) Finalize the exact delineation of the boundary of all components of the property, establish a functional buffer zone for the property and submit an updated map of the property and its buffer zone to the World Heritage Centre, 
	f) Ensure the implementation of an overall management plan for the property by developing an operational plan and establishing an overall coordination body, 
	g) Adapt the “certificates” of the Nature Monuments included in the property to ensure all logging, including sanitary cutting, construction of roads, overpasses, power lines and other communication infrastructure are not allowed and the construction of capital construction projects for recreational use is prohibited, 
	h) Halt all construction and/or extension of buildings and facilities in the upper Mzimta Valley within the property boundaries and upgrade the legal protection status of this area;

	6. Takes note of the intention of the State Party to submit a proposal for a boundary modification by excluding parts of the Lagonaki plateau from the property which are reported to be degraded and by including other parts and recalls that such a proposal has to be clearly justified in terms of the OUV for which the property was inscribed, should be based on reliable scientific data and should be submitted as a new nomination, in accordance with Paragraph 165 of the Operational Guidelines;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, including a report on progress achieved with the implementation of the recommendations made above and by the mission, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014. 


	24. Virgin Komi Forests (Russian Federation) (N 719)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.24 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.24, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Taking note of the information recently received from the State Party that confirms major progress made in preparation of a proposal for significant modifications of the boundaries of the property aiming to clarify the legal status of all the components of the property and its extension of the property by 215 000 ha of unique virgin forests and also takes note of the intention of the State Party to submit the proposal for the significant boundary modification by 1 February 2014;
	4. Further takes note of the statement made by the State Party that no gold mining exploitation within the “Chudnoe” deposit is being implemented; 
	5. Expresses its concern that the State Party is carrying out gold mining exploration within the property and has not  reversed the boundary changes which removed the legal protection of four areas within the property, including the 19.9 square km gold mining concession, and notes that maps submitted with the nomination clearly show that no areas inside the property have been excluded and hence, that these four areas are well within the boundaries  of the property as inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1995;
	6. Considers that these issues clearly constitute an ascertained danger to the property’s Outstanding Universal Value, in line with Paragraph 180 of the Operational Guidelines;
	7. Requests the State Party to implement the following measures:
	a) Revoke or freeze the exploration and exploitation licenses already granted,
	b) Reverse the boundary changes made to Yugyd Va National Park;

	8. Recalls that mining is incompatible with World Heritage status, which is supported by the International Council of Mining and Metals’ (ICMM) international position statement of not undertaking such activities within World Heritage properties, calls upon the mining companies concerned not to proceed with gold mining within the property, and the financial institutions supporting the mining operation to withdraw their financial support;
	9. Also recalls that any proposed changes to the boundaries of a World Heritage property are subject to official procedures at least as rigorous as those involved in the nomination of the property, and should be considered through the procedure for major modifications of boundaries, as required under Paragraph 165 of the Operational Guidelines;
	10. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, to develop a Retrospective Statement of Outstanding Universal Value for examination by the World Heritage Committee;
	11. Recommends to the State Party to invite an IUCN advisory mission; 
	12. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	25. Golden Mountains of Altai (Russian Federation) (N 768rev)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.25  

	26. Primeval Beech Forests of the Carpathians and the Ancient Beech Forests of Germany (Slovakia / Germany / Ukraine) (N 1133bis) 
	Decision:   37 COM 7B.26  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 8B.13, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011), 
	3. Expresses its concern about the level of threats which might be affecting the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property and about the lack of adequate management response to address those pressures;
	4. Requests the State Party of Slovakia to ensure that a comprehensive vision for development around the Slovak component of the property and practical guidance for achieving an effective protection of its Outstanding Universal Value and in particular its integrity be included in the management plan requested by the Council of Europe, in order to ensure that both the requirements of the Convention and those of the Council of Europe can be met in one single management plan;
	5. Also requests the State Party of Slovakia to strengthen cooperation between different Ministries and Agencies relevant for the management of the property and to ensure that the World Heritage status of the property is recognized in their strategies and plans;
	6. Urges the State Party of Slovakia to halt unsustainable logging activities within component sites of the World Heritage property;
	7. Recalls that an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) should be conducted and submitted to the World Heritage Centre for all development projects within the property and its surroundings that could affect its Outstanding Universal Value, in line with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, and further requests the State Party of Slovakia to immediately halt all infrastructure development that could affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property until such EIAs are conducted ;
	8. Encourages the State Parties of Germany, Slovakia and Ukraine to enhance their transnational cooperation and to implement the recommendations adopted in its Decision 35 COM 8B.13, in particular the establishment of an integrated management system for the trilateral property  to ensure the protection of the functional linkages between the component parts, as well as research and monitoring plans in order to monitor the property as a whole, and the development of capacity building to share best practices;
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014. 


	27. Doñana National Park (Spain) (N 685bis)
	Decision:  37 COM 7B.27  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.27, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Acknowledges the efforts made in response to the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN/RAMSAR mission conducted in 2011 and requests the State Party to continue these efforts;
	4. Reiterates its concern about the cumulative impacts of a number of threats to the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property, in particular the possible deepening dredging of Guadalquivir estuary, the issue of over-extraction of the Doñana Aquifer and the potential impacts from hydrocarbon projects in the vicinity of the property and considers that if these issues are not effectively addressed, the property could meet the conditions for inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger in the near future;
	5. Welcomes the conclusion of the Environmental Impact Statement of the Balboa Refinery and its associated infrastructure and the non-approval of the construction of the refinery and associated infrastructure and also requests the State Party to inform the World Heritage Centre of any possible revision of the decision in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Urges the State Party not to permit any deepening dredging in the Lower Guadalquivir River and to ensure that any maintenance dredging activities are ecologically optimized, in line with the recommendations of the Scientific Commission and Decision 35 COM 7B.27 and to integrate the conclusions of the Scientific Commission as binding conditions into the Environmental Impact Statement;
	7. Expresses its concern on the possible impacts of planned projects for gas extraction and storage in the immediate vicinity of the property and further requests the State Party to ensure that the potential impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property is fully considered as part of the Environmental Impact Assessment and the results transmitted to the World Heritage Centre in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to further invest in the follow-up and implementation of the multiple risk preparedness plans and to establish direct communication lines between the management authority of the property and the La Rábida refinery in view of the expansion of that refinery;
	9. Requests moreover the State Party to approve and implement the Special Management Plan of the Irrigation Zones (located to the North of the Forest Crown of Doñana) without further delay;
	10. Finally requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	28. Giant Causeway and Causeway Coast (United-Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (N 369) 
	Decision:  37 COM 7B.28  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7C, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not keep the Committee fully informed about the Runkerry golf resort development prior to any decisions being taken that are difficult to reverse, in line with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to halt the proposed golf resort development project until its potential impact on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property has been thoroughly assessed;
	5. Invites the State Party to consult the World Heritage Centre and IUCN on potential modifications and alternatives to the golf resort development project to avoid adverse impacts on the OUV of the property; 
	6. Strongly encourages the State Party to consider strengthening its legal provisions and planning framework to allow the national authorities to ensure their responsibilities for the implementation of the World Heritage Convention at the national level regarding planned developments that could potentially impact on its World Heritage properties, and by ensuring that potential impacts on the OUV of any World Heritage property located on its territory be adequately assessed as part of the required Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for such developments, or through a specific Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA), and to also ensure that developments that adversely impact OUV are not permitted;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above requests, as well as a copy of the EIA of the proposed Runkerry golf resort development, including a thorough assessment of its impacts on the OUV of the property.




	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	29. Cerrado Protected Areas: Chapada dos Veadeiros and Emas National Parks (Brazil) (N 1032)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.29  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.30, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Reiterates its concern that the majority of the Chapada dos Veadeiros component of this serial property continues to no longer benefit from National Park status, and that its integrity is no longer guaranteed; 
	4. Recognizes the positive actions undertaken by the State Party to develop new conservation units to restore some of the legal protection that has been lost, and notes that the process of putting in place effective protection and management, based on due public consultation, is taking more time than previously anticipated;
	5. Considers that the possible boundary changes currently being considered by the State Party would represent a major boundary modification, and will require a re-nomination, as per Paragraph 165 of the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Reminds the State Party that until such a re-nomination is presented for consideration by the World Heritage Committee, the property as it is currently recognized under the World Heritage Convention is no longer afforded the full benefit of an adequate legal protective status, and therefore is regarded as being in potential danger in line with Paragraph 180 (b)(i) of the Operational Guidelines;
	7. Also considers that if significant progress to address the lack of protection of parts of the property has not been achieved by the 39th session of the World Heritage Committee, or in case of the emergence of a significant threat to the property before that time, the property will be considered for inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	8. Requests the State Party to finalize the establishment of new conservation units within and outside the property before the end of 2013, taking into consideration the following criteria:
	a) the need to ensure optimal public consultation with all affected land owners, and promote and support the establishment of private natural heritage reserves, 
	b) the application of management regimes that ensure the best possible protection of biodiversity and ecological processes, and ensure full collaboration in management between Federal and State agencies, as well as private owners. In case the proposed management regimes do not guarantee integral protection of Outstanding Universal Value (OUV), additional regulations need to be put in place, 
	c) consider extending the property to include the areas within and outside the property with the best status of conservation, prioritizing the area of Rio das Pedras (within the property), São Bartolomeu, the area of Rio dos Couros (south of the property) and the area of Ríos Macaco and Macaquinho (within and outside the property);
	9. Also requests the State Party to fully implement all the other recommendations of the 2013 IUCN reactive monitoring mission;
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit, by 1 February 2015, in line with Paragraph 165 of the Operational Guidelines, a major boundary modification for consideration by the World Heritage Committee, that will include additional lands of conservation value not currently included in the property, and result in a property that meets all requirements of OUV, including effective protection and management; 
	11. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including a report on the state of advancement of the re-nomination, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	30. Talamanca Range-La Amistad Reserves / La Amistad National Park (Costa Rica / Panama) (N 205bis)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.30  
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.31, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Commends the States Parties for the progress achieved in strengthening transboundary cooperation in the management of the property;
	4. Regrets that construction of the Bonyic dam has continued without prior consideration of the results of the on-going Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA), and urges the States Parties to complete it as a matter of priority and in line with international standards of best practice, in particular to:
	a) Analyse impacts based on evidence and science, including impacts on Outstanding Universal Value (OUV), 
	b) Consider least damaging alternatives, including the “no project” alternative, 
	c) Ensure broad stakeholder consultation and validation processes;

	5. Also regrets that the State Party of Panama did not suspend the construction of the Bonyic dam until the SEA has been completed and its results considered, as requested by Decision 34 COM 7B.32; 
	6. Notes with concern the irreversible damage to fresh water biodiversity in at least two watersheds (Changuinola and Bonyic) and the absence of adequate measures to mitigate for biodiversity loss, and requests the State Party of Panama to implement mitigation measures and put in place an effective and long-term monitoring programme to measure the extent to which these measures are effective;
	7. Also notes with concern the social conflicts related to the hydroelectric dams in both countries, which complicates governance of the wider region and multiplies the direct threats originating from the economic development projects;
	8. Also requests the States Parties to implement other recommendations of the 2013 IUCN reactive monitoring mission, in particular:
	a) Not permit any further development of hydro-energy projects, mining or road construction within or directly adjacent to the property, particularly in neighbouring protected areas and indigenous territories, 
	b) Ensure that any further planned economic development that could potentially negatively affect the property be subjected to independent Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs) that include a specific assessment of impacts on the OUV of the property and counts with all elements of due process to achieve Free, Prior and Informed Consent by indigenous peoples having territorial rights in the affected lands, 
	c) Guarantee the long term integrity of complete unaffected watersheds (from source to sea), which form part of the property at altitudes below 1,200 metres, to preserve aquatic ecosystems therein, 
	d) Harmonize the management plans of the protected areas that constitute the property within the framework of one overarching management plan,
	e) Compile and monitor field data on the present state of human activities, including intensity of cattle grazing and impact on OUV, extent of illicit crop cultivation within and directly adjacent to the park, including number of hectares affected, number of families making use of resources within the property, and nature and extent of overland pathways / trails present, 
	f) Continue to increase the number of park staff and include indigenous peoples and local farmers within park monitoring efforts to ensure integration of key stakeholders to the conservation agenda;

	9. Further requests the States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a joint report on the state of conservation of the property, including a report on progress with the implementation of the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015. 


	31. Coiba National Park and its Special Zone of Marine Protection (Panama) (N 1138 rev)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.31  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.33, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), 
	3. Requests the State Party to urgently finalize a draft Management Plan for the Special Zone of Marine Protection, adopt it and initiate its implementation, and to start with the independent Management Effectiveness Evaluation in order to inform the effective management for both Coiba National Park and its Special Zone of Marine Protection;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop and implement a coastal zone development and conservation policy in order to ensure that cumulative and combined coastal zone development impacts on the property’s Outstanding Universal Value are effectively addressed, and encourages the State Party to develop this policy on the basis of a Strategic Environmental Assessment of the coastal zone’s development potential;
	5. Expresses its concern about the potential impacts of the naval base on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and also requests the State Party to take the necessary measures to minimize these impacts, in particular:
	a) Put in place biosecurity measures to avoid that the naval base become a source of introduction of alien species, 
	b) Educate personnel to ensure they do not engage in trafficking of wildlife, 
	c) Ensure that personnel does not engage in agricultural production, 
	d) clearly mark boundaries, ideally with a fence, and as small as possible, with restrictions on movement of people beyond those boundaries, 
	e) Ensure that shore facilities are built and managed in such a way as to not destroy sea bottoms and contribute to erosion, 
	f) Not permit the airport to contribute to development pressures, such as tourism and hotels;

	6. Urges the State Party to finalize the retrospective Statement of Outstanding Universal Value;
	7. Further requests the State Party to invite a World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission to consider the state of conservation of the property as a whole, including in regards to impacts from the development of a naval base, and to advise on the development of a management plan and on coastal policy development issues;
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, and on the progress made on the issues mentioned above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	32. Pitons Management Area (Saint Lucia) (N 1161) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.32  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.34, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), 
	3. Also recalling the State Party’s intervention at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010), in which it committed to a strict moratorium on further development within the property, 
	4. Further recalling the repeatedly stated concerns by the World Heritage Committee that the property’s Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) may already have been significantly, and potentially irreversibly, compromised by past developments within the property, 
	5. Takes note of the activities reported in the State Party's report on the state of conservation of the property, including commissioning the Limits of Acceptable Change study, and welcomes the efforts by the State Party to improve the protection and management of the property;
	6. Notes the clear statement from the State Party that, through Cabinet Order No. 58, as approved on 28 January 2013, a full moratorium on all development in the property will be observed, and that “all previous development approvals have lapsed, and none have been renewed”; 
	7. Considers essential that the moratorium on all development remains fully in place and effective, across the whole extent of the property, until clear development control regulations are finalized to the satisfaction of the World Heritage Committee, and applied through the necessary legislative instruments, and based on the results of the Limits of Acceptable Change study; 
	8. Also considers that, should development once again be allowed to take place before this time, the integrity of the property would clearly be compromised, leading to consideration of the inclusion of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger; 
	9. Requests the State Party, as construction may not have commenced, to not approve any additional developments until the Limits to Acceptable Change study, along with development regulations and guidelines, are completed and legally integrated into the development review process;
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, focusing specifically on progress in establishing an effective development control system, and confirming the effective and continued implementation on development within the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014. 





	MIXED PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	33. Ecosystem and Relict Cultural Landscape of Lopé-Okanda (Gabon) (C/N 1147rev)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.33  
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 8B.54, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Expresses its grave concern regarding the Alembe-Mikouyi Road Development Project that could have an impact on the property, as well as the lack of information provided to the World Heritage Centre concerning the implementation of the main recommendations of Decision 31 COM 8B.54, notably those regarding the establishment of a management authority, the approval of the law on the National Parks and the training of staff specifically assigned to the conservation of archaeological sites;
	4. Urges the State Party to create this management authority and to appoint a site manager responsible for the equal conservation of both cultural and natural values of the property;
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party that high priority be accorded to the assignment of one or several well-trained persons to reinforce the preventive conservation measures and conduct restoration work at the archaeological sites;
	6. Requests the State Party to transmit to the World Heritage Centre the revised environmental and social impact study and the heritage impact study on the Alembe-Mikouyi Road Development Project, for examination by the Advisory Bodies;
	7. Also requests the State Party to desist from undertaking any work until such times as the requested additional information has been submitted to the World Heritage Centre;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2014 a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above-mentioned points for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.

	34. Bandiagara Cliffs (land of the Dogons) (Mali) (C/N 516) 
	Decision:     37 COM 7B.34  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Commends the State Party for its efforts in the protection and conservation of the property in the difficult context of armed conflict in the northern regions of Mali;
	3. Expresses its concern about the problems arising from the crisis and linked to the shutdown of cultural tourism which is one of the most important sources of income for local communities, the decline of cultural identities due to the crisis, and the resurgence of the phenomenon of illicit trafficking and sale of cultural property;
	4. Thanks the Director-General of UNESCO for her efforts to respond to Decisions 36 COM 7B.106 and 36 COM 7B.107, notably through the creation of a special account for the safeguarding of Malian cultural heritage and awareness-raising of the international community;
	5. Also thanks France, Mali and UNESCO to have organized a day of solidarity for Mali during which an international meeting of experts was held and resulted in the adoption of an Action Plan for the rehabilitation of the cultural heritage and ancient manuscripts of Mali;
	6. Further thanks the UNESCO experts group on Mali consisting of the Advisory Bodies (ICOMOS, ICCROM), the International Council of Museums (ICOM), the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA), the School of African Heritage (EPA), the African World Heritage Fund (AWHF) and the International Centre for Earthen Architecture (CRAterre-ENSAG) in Grenoble for having contributed to the development of the action plan in close collaboration with the Malian and French experts;
	7. Appeals to States Parties to the World Heritage Convention, the African Union, the European Union, the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), the West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU), other African organizations and the entire international community to contribute to the implementation of the action plan for the rehabilitation of the cultural heritage and ancient manuscripts of Mali;
	8. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the State of conservation of the Bandiagara Cliffs (Dogon Country). Property and especially on progress made in the preservation of their Outstanding Universal Value, for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.




	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	35. Historic Sanctuary of Machu Picchu (Peru) (C/N 274)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.35 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 33 COM 7B.42, 34 COM 7B.42, 35 COM 7B.38 and 36 COM 7B.39, adopted at its 33rd (Seville, 2009), 34th (Brasilia, 2010), 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively, 
	3. Expresses its deep concern that no strong and decisive action has been taken to implement the Emergency Action Plan drawn up in 2009 or the Revised Action Plan developed by the Advisory Mission of 2012, as a means of addressing threats to the property that have been underscored for more than ten years and which have increased since 2009;
	4. Notes that the International Support Panel has not had a dynamic impact in terms of fostering action to address the acknowledged threats to the property and also notes that the State Party did not submit a technical and financial proposal to continue supporting the collaboration with the International Support Panel;
	5. Considers that the long-standing threats to the property derived from increased public use, deficiencies in decision-making and governance mechanisms, uncontrolled development at Machu Picchu Village, among others, have not been comprehensively addressed and its effects have been further exacerbated; 
	6. Urges the State Party to confirm, by 30 July 2013, that the International Support Panel will assist national authorities in addressing, as a matter of urgency, all the unresolved issues, and requests that said confirmation includes an explicit course of action to implement the recommendations made in 2012 with a clear indication on the financial and technical resources available;
	7. Also requests the State Party, in line with the proposals made in the 2009 Emergency Action Plan, the recommendations of the 2012 advisory mission and previous decisions of the World Heritage Committee, to implement the following measures within the noted timeframe:
	a) Harmonize legislative frameworks and enforce regulatory measures and related sanctions for violations by 1 April 2014,
	b) Develop a comprehensive strategy for the Western access to the property by 1 April 2014,
	c) Undertake the Management effectiveness assessment to assist in the review and update of the Management Plan for the property by 1 April 2014,
	d) Finalize and adopt public use plan, in line with the provisions of the Management Plan for the property, including the definition of carrying capacity for the Historic Sanctuary and Machu Picchu village and the measures anticipated in respect to the visitation limits by 1 April 2014,
	e) Finalize risk reduction and disaster recovery plans, including all parts of the disaster risk cycle, not only the response to emergency situations, by 1 April 2014,
	f) Finalize and approve the Urban Plan for Machu Picchu Village, containing the definition of regulatory measures, including building codes and processes for approval of new construction in the village and adjacent areas at the property and its buffer zone by 1 April 2014; 
	8. Also considers that if the absence of the implementation of the above-mentioned actions is noted by the Committee at its 39th session in 2015, the cumulative impacts of the identified and long-standing threats would irreversibly impact the property, which could lead to the consideration of the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger by the Committee at its 39th session in 2015; 
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above and the final reports on the requested measures by 1 April 2014, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.





	CULTURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	36. Royal Palaces of Abomey (Benin) (C 323 bis) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.36  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.40, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), 
	3. Takes note of the information provided by the State Party concerning progress on the updating of the Management Plan and the development of a Disaster Risk Management Plan and a Reconstruction Policy;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to prioritise the development of a Disaster Risk Management Plan and a Reconstruction Policy and to finalize the updating of the management plan, including the development of a new overall vision for the property beyond that of its function as a museum, and to include clearer administrative, human and financial resource frameworks;
	5. Urges the State Party to reinforce its efforts to ensure proper conservation and maintenance at the property, especially in regard to reducing the risk of fires and other hazards;
	6. Also urges the State Party to undertake a through inventory of all of the buildings within the property and to ensure proper documentation before and after undertaking future restoration works;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above recommendations for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.

	37. Historic Town of Grand-Bassam (Côte d'Ivoire) (C 1322rev)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.37 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 8B.17 adopted at the 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the information provided by the State Party, in particular the boundaries of the property and its buffer zone;
	4. Notes with satisfaction the inscription of all the outstanding monuments and sites of the property on the National Heritage List, the establishment of the local Management Committee, the institutionalisation of the Heritage Centre, an improved functioning of the Building Permits Commission and the implementation of different restoration programmes for the outstanding monuments and houses of the property;
	5. Encourages the State Party to pursue its efforts for the improved knowledge of the property (cadastral inventory) and further to continue its efforts to strengthen the protection of the property through the Building Permits Commission, the conservation of the property and its monitoring as concerns the privately owned buildings and tree-lined areas, daily management (illegal habitations, waste and pollution) and the surveillance of natural threats (closure of the lagoon and its consequences, coastal erosion); 
	6. Requests the State Party to:
	a) Provide a global map showing the boundary of the property and its new buffer zone,
	b) Indicate the human resources of the local Management Committee and the Heritage Centre responsible for the management of the property,
	c) Confirm that the notifications of the Heritage Centre and/or the local Management Committee of the property, for the attention of the Building Permits Commission are, in fact, suspensive and not simply consultative, as indicated in some of the documents provided at the time of inscription,
	d) Implement a policy to assist in the conservation of private immovable property at both the technical level (practical conservation guide) and financial (combined public/private assistance),
	e) Implement a plantation and green spaces programme that respects the authenticity of the property in this domain, and carry out the necessary prior studies, 
	f) Define more diversified and precise monitoring indicators for conservation, to be applied to both monuments and houses, public squares and plantations.  They must cover all the constitutive components of the property, both public and private; 

	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015, a report on the state of conservation of the property providing information on the implementation of the above-mentioned points, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	38. Aksum (Ethiopia) (C 15)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.38  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.41, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes the results of the mission that the Church Museum when completed will not have an adverse visual impact on specific views within the property if a screen of tall trees is maintained and the building façade is slightly modified as recommended by the mission; and requests the State Party to submit the final plans to the World Heritage Centre as soon as possible;
	4. Urges the State Party to implement the Management Plan with, if possible, the involvement of the Department of Archaeology, Aksum University, and to review the Aksum Master Plan in terms of heritage management;
	5. Also urges the State Party to finalise the clarification of the boundaries of the property and its buffer zone as a matter of urgency and to submit a minor boundary modification to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015 for examination by the World Heritage Committee; 
	6. Also notes that the State Party considers that the cause of the rising water table in the Tomb of the Brick Arches has a direct relation with the destabilization of Stele III, which in turn is believed to be related to the re-installation of Stele II and that the State Party has not identified funding to deal with either an investigation of the rising water table or with strengthening the foundations of Stele III, as recommended by a technical report;
	7. Appeals to the international community, to consider supporting work to address the implications of the consolidation project of Stele III;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015. 


	39. Lower Omo Valley (Ethiopia) (C 17) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.39 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 20 COM 7D.64/65, adopted at its 20th session (Merida, 1996), 
	3. Expresses its concern over the Kuraz Sugar Cane Development Projects, which may have a negative impact on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the Lower Valley of the Omo, if located within or near the property;
	4. Regrets that the State Party has not replied to the World Heritage Centre’s letters regarding its official position and clarification on the projects and their location in relation to the boundaries of the property; 
	5. Urges the State Party to provide details on all planned development projects, and documents on the Kuraz Sugar Cane Development Projects, including the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) carried-out in 2011, to the World Heritage Centre by 1 December 2013 for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	6. Requests the State Party to carry-out Heritage Impact Assessments (HIAs), in particular for relevant roads and the sugar development projects, and submit them to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies before work commences and before any irreversible commitments are made;
	7. Also expresses its concern over the absence of a management plan, and the lack of clarification of the boundaries and buffer zone for the property;
	8. Invites the State Party to carry-out the above as a matter of urgency, and encourages the State Party to request international assistance for this endeavour; 
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	40. Lamu Old Town (Kenya) (C 1055)
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.43, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the documentation submitted by the State Party in regard to the Lamu Port – South Sudan – Ethiopia Transport (LAPSSET) corridor and the new Lamu Port and Metropolis Development Project and also for the Management Plan for the property; 
	4. Reiterates its deep concern about the likely negative impact of the LAPSSET corridor and the new Lamu Port and Metropolis Development Project on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property;
	5. Requests that the State Party urgently carry out a full Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) which focuses on potential impacts on the OUV of the property following ICOMOS Guidance, covering not merely the first three berths of the Lamu Port, but for the full scope of the project; the HIA should focus not only on the possible impacts on the built heritage and natural environment of the property, but also on the social, cultural, and religious impacts to the property and its surrounding landscape and setting; 
	6. Also requests the State Party to halt all work on the LAPSSET corridor and the new Lamu Port and Metropolis Development Project until the HIA has been carried out and its results discussed by the World Heritage Committee;
	7. Further requests the State Party that a chapter on management issues, specifically related to the LAPSSET corridor and the new Lamu Port and Metropolis Development Project, be written and integrated into the management plan;
	8. Reiterates its request from its 34th (Brasilia, 2010), 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions that the State Party furnish maps clearly showing the boundaries of the property and its buffer zone;
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.

	41. Old Towns of Djenné (Mali) (C 116 rev)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.41 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.44 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the actions implemented by the State Party at the property;
	4. Notes with deep concern the existing conservation conditions, including the recent collapse of historic buildings, and the limited progress that has been made in past years to address them;
	5. Urges the State Party, within the framework of the UNESCO Mali Action Plan adopted on 18 February 2013, to cooperate with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, as well as any other relevant international bodies, to identify means to implement the existing urban regulations, to update and approve a conservation and management plan for the property and to identify mechanisms to improve synergies among different stakeholders to ensure adequate protection and conservation of the historic fabric and the archaeological sites;
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre a boundary clarification in the framework of the Retrospective Inventory process;
	7. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to assess the state of conservation of the property, in particular the vulnerability of its distinctive architecture, the conditions of the archaeological components of the property and development proposals for different sectors, and to develop an emergency action plan for the implementation of priority conservation and protection measures;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014. 


	42. Island of Saint-Louis (Senegal) (C 956 bis)
	Decision:  37 COM 7B.42 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.43 adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes with satisfaction the progress accomplished by the State Party with regard to the financial consolidation of its tourism development projects for Saint-Louis and its region, with an important percentage to be allocated to the conservation of the property;
	4. Expresses its deep concern with regard to the continued degradation of the historic urban fabric and the construction of non-conform  buildings that affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to consolidate the conservation and management mechanisms for the property, and in particular:
	a) Ensure sufficient human resources necessary in the conservation and management of the property,
	b) Apply, without derogation, the control mechanisms for constructions and grant building permits, in coordination with the Secretariat of the Safeguarding Committee of the property and the municipality of Saint-Louis,
	c) Ensure adequate coordination between the initiatives carried out at the site and between the different institutional actors at the national, regional and local levels,

	6. Invites the State Party and the municipality to provide the World Heritage Centre with detailed information concerning the rehabilitation projects for the quays and surrounding areas, including major public buildings such as the Governance, the Cathedral and the Rognât as well as on the Tourism Development Programme and in general any major project foreseen on the Island of Saint-Louis and its region;
	7. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring  mission, in cooperation with the France-UNESCO Convention, to evaluate the general state of conservation of the property and progress in its management; 
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property indicating progress in the implementation of the above points for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	43. Mapungubwe Cultural Landscape (South Africa) (C 1099)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.43 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.48, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), 
	3. Acknowledges that archaeological advice will be provided to oversee the mitigation measures associated with the impact of open-cast coal mining on archaeological sites associated with the Mapungubwe Kingdom;
	4. Notes the progress made in establishing a buffer zone for the property that will cover land to the east of the boundary, and progress with the establishment of the Limpopo-Shashe Transfrontier Conservation Area (TFCA); 
	5. Urges the State Party to submit a minor boundary modification for a buffer zone that clarifies the policies for protecting the property with respect to mining in the buffer zone and in relation to “off-set benefits”;
	6. Also notes the production of the detailed and comprehensive Management Plan, requests the State Party to provide copies of the final approved plan to the World Heritage Centre and also urges the State Party to implement the plan with immediate effect;
	7. Takes note of the proposed underground expansion of the De Beers Venetia Mine in the buffer zone and also requests the State Party to provide further details to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies on the infrastructure arrangements associated with this expansion, in particular for transport and water supplies, and to provide appropriate Heritage Impact Assessments before any irreversible commitments are made;
	8. Commends the State Party for not authorizing mining projects in World Heritage properties;. 
	9. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 40th session in 2016;


	44. Fossil Hominid Sites of Sterkfontein, Swartkrans, Kromdraai, and Environs (South Africa) (C 915bis) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.44 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Acknowledges the submission by the State Party of a study on the “Situation assessment of the surface water and groundwater resource environments in the Cradle of Humankind World Heritage Site”, undertaken in accordance with best practice and reflecting current scientific knowledge;
	3. Notes with satisfaction progress made by the State Party in implementing the recommendations of the study; 
	4. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and progress made in putting in place satisfactory systems to mitigate the impacts of the Acid Mining Drainage (AMD) on the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015. 




	ARAB STATES
	45. Tipasa (Algeria) (C 193) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.45  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 33 COM 7B.51 and 35 COM 7B.46, adopted at its 33rd session (Seville, 2009) and 35th (UNESCO, 2011) sessions respectively, 
	3. Takes note of the progress made by the State Party in implementing the plan for the protection and enhancement of the property and its protected area;
	4. Also takes note of the State Party’s invitation of an advisory mission to the property and reiterates its request to submit to the World Heritage Centre an Heritage impact assessment of the proposed enhancement of Tipasa’s port, before the advisory mission and prior to any commitment being made;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit further details on the protection and enhancement works foreseen at the property;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.

	46. Kasbah of Algiers (Algeria) (C 565)
	Decision:  37 COM 7B.46  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.47, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Takes note of the information provided by the State Party concerning measures taken to protect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and commends its commitment for securing substantial funding for the urgently needed rehabilitation and conservation work on the urban fabric; 
	4. Encourages the State Party to continue its efforts through the implementation of the approved Permanent Plan for the Safeguarding and Enhancement of the property;
	5. Requests the State Party to provide, as soon as possible and before any irreversible commitments are made, a Heritage impact assessment for the Metro station access to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	47. Qal’at al-Bahrain – Ancient Harbour and Capital of Dilmun (Bahrain) (C 1192bis)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.47  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 32 COM 8B.54 and 33 COM 7B.53 adopted at its 32nd (Quebec City, 2008) and 33rd (Seville, 2009) sessions respectively, 
	3. Commends the State Party for its commitment to the conservation and protection of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property including its conditions of integrity, and for its close cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies towards the identification of alternative solutions of the route of the N-Road;
	4. Invites the State Party to continue its efforts towards the protection of the property as well as its cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	5. Approves the request of the State Party to explore options for the location of the bridge foreseen to cross the visual corridor within a distance ranging from 2 to 3 km to the shore and strongly recommends that priority be given to the options which would provide the maximal distance between the bridge and the shore;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit the results of the studies carried out concerning the location and design of the proposed bridge to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies before a final decision is taken;
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party to finalize the integrated management and conservation plan for the property and submit, by 1 February 2014, three printed and electronic copies of this plan, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015. 


	48. Ancient Thebes with its Necropolis (Egypt) (C 87)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.48  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.50, adopted at its 36th session (Saint Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes the information provided by the State Party on the implementation of projects at the property and urges the State Party to reduce interventions at the property to only essential stabilization works until the integrated management plan is fully developed and adopted;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party, in accordance to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to provide detailed information on the planning and design of proposed and on-going projects, in particular those related to infrastructure development, for review prior to implementation;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015. 


	49. Historic Cairo (Egypt) (C 89) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.49 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.51, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes that the State Party has established a management mechanism; 
	4. Requests the State Party to consider the boundaries of the property as proposed by the UNESCO Urban Regeneration of Historic Cairo Project (URHC) team, to be submitted to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015;
	5. Notes with concern the information provided by the State Party and the URHC team on the alarming situation of the state of conservation of the property;
	6. Strongly urges the State Party to ensure that measures are taken as soon as possible to stop illegal construction and to protect the archaeological areas;
	7. Also urges the State Party to prepare a management plan for the property;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	50. Petra (Jordan) (C 326) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.50 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.49, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Acknowledges the information provided by the State Party on the implementation of conservation and management measures to address existing conditions at the property;
	4. Urges the State Party to sustain on-going efforts, with particular attention to the following:
	a) Finalize the delineation of the buffer zone and develop adequate regulatory measures to ensure its protection, and submit a minor boundary modification proposal by 1 February 2014 for review by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014,
	b) Finalize the Petra Conservation Plan and develop a comprehensive Management Plan for the property, building on previous documents and ensuring synergies with existing planning initiatives; ensure official endorsement of existing plans (e.g. Operational Priorities Plan 2010-2015 or the Strategic Master Plan 2011-2030) by the governing bodies; submit all completed plans related to the conservation and management of the property for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, and undertake the necessary adoption process to ensure their effective enforcement,
	c) Finalize the development of the Disaster Risk Reduction Plan and secure the necessary resources for its implementation, prioritising the stabilization of the Siq,
	d) Finalize the development of a visitor management strategy, including regulations for public use, in consideration of the carrying capacity of the property,
	e) Identify priority capacity building needs and implement the necessary measures to address them,
	f) Ensure that Heritage Impact Assessments, in relation to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, are carried out for development works foreseen, and submit, in accordance to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, project proposals and their technical specifications to the World Heritage Centre for review prior to committing to their implementation;

	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	51. Um er-Rasas (Kastrom Mefa’a) (Jordan) (C 1093)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.51  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.50, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Takes note of the progress in the implementation of conservation and monitoring measures at the Stylite tower and requests the State Party to provide additional technical details about these measures to the World Heritage Centre, for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	4. Urges the State Party to complete the management plan which must include a comprehensive conservation plan as well as an archaeological research policy and a public use plan;
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a progress report on the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	52. Tyre (Lebanon) (C 299)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.52 
	a) Undertake a planning process for the development of a management plan for the property and include provisions for a conservation strategy, risk preparedness, presentation and interpretation as well as for regulatory measures, 
	b) Ensure that the management structure becomes fully operational by securing adequate resources for all aspects of documentation, conservation and monitoring, 
	c) Establish a maritime protection zone around the seashores of Tyre,
	d) Improve on-going maintenance practices for vegetation control and put in place measures for fire prevention and adequate drainage and sewage systems, 
	e) Establish a recovery programme for detached mosaics and ensure their protection until a decision is made on their conservation and restoration, 
	f) Monitor conservation interventions to assess their efficacy and use the monitor results to inform the development of the conservation strategy, 
	g) Further develop and implement the framework for coordination of the Baalbek and Tyre Archaeological Project (BTAP) and enhance cooperation between the General Directorate of Antiquities (DGA), the “Cultural Heritage and Urban Development” (CHUD), the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to effectively monitor the design and implementation of the project;


	53. Archaeological Site of Cyrene (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) (C 190) 
	54. Rock-Art Sites of Tadrart Acacus (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) (C 287)
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.55, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the on-going actions taken to implement the recommendations made by the 2011 reactive monitoring mission, but expresses its concern about the lack of information on the current state of conservation of the property;
	4. Urges the State Party to launch the conservation and recovery measures of the sites vandalised in 2009, as identified in the 2011 reactive monitoring mission, as soon as the security conditions permit;
	5. Reiterates its recommendation to the State Party to consider submitting an International Assistance request for the implementation of priority measures and for the development of a conservation and management strategy for the property;
	6. Thanks the Government of Italy for its contribution towards the safeguarding of Libya’s cultural heritage and calls upon the international community to provide additional and sustained support to the State Party for the implementation of a long-term conservation and management plan for the property;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.

	55. Ancient Ksour of Ouadane, Chinguetti, Tichitt and Oualata (Mauritania) (C 750)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.55 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.56, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the establishment of the national conservation programme and the enhancement of the cultural and natural heritage of the Ancient Towns and the creation of a fund to finance all the conservation activities and enhancement of the property,
	4. Also notes the progress achieved by the State Party in the implementation of some of its recommendations;
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to transmit to the World Heritage Centre a technical report on the restoration of the Tichitt Mosque and details of its conservation projects for the Town;
	6. Encourages the State Party to pursue its action in directly involving the local populations in the sustainable management of the ksour;
	7. Urges the State Party to complete the Management and Conservation Plan of the property, through an International Assistance request, If need be;
	8. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the implementation of the above points.


	56. Gebel Barkal and the Sites of the Napatan Region (Sudan) (C 1073) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.56 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.57, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit neither the report nor detailed topographical maps of the five component parts of the property, as requested;
	4. Expresses its concern about the absence of information on the state of conservation of the property and about the implementation of the recommendations of the 2011 mission;
	5. Urges the State Party to implement the actions requested in paragraphs 4, 5, and 6 of Decision 35 COM 7B.57, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011);
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to provide, in the framework of the Retrospective Inventory, detailed topographical maps of the five component parts of the property by 1 December 2013;
	7. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to finalize the limits of the buffer zones and their associated planning controls as soon as possible, to ensure that pressure from tourism, urban and infrastructure development do not have a negative impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and to submit a minor boundary modification by 1 February 2014 for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	8. Encourages the State Party to benefit from the Sudan-Qatar Archaeological Project (QSAP) in order to address the above issues and requests it to keep the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies informed of any major conservation, restoration and development projects related to the property; 
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	57. World Heritage properties of Syria 
	Decision:  37 COM 7B.57 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Deplores the conflict situation prevailing in the country and the loss of human lives;
	3. Takes note of the report provided by the State Party regarding the state of conservation of the six Syrian World Heritage properties and expresses its utmost concern at the damage occurred and threats facing these properties;
	4. Considers that the optimal conditions are not present anymore to ensure the conservation and protection of the Outstanding Universal Value of the properties and that they are threatened by both ascertained and potential danger, in accordance with paragraphs 177 to 179 of the Operational Guidelines;
	5. Decides to inscribe the Ancient City of Damascus, Ancient city of Bosra, Site of Palmyra, Ancient City of Aleppo, Crac des Chevaliers and Qal’at Salah El-Din, and Ancient Villages of Northern Syria (Syria) on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	6. Launches an appeal to the neighbouring countries and to the international community to cooperate in fighting against the illicit trafficking of cultural properties coming from Syria;
	7. Urges all parties associated with the situation in Syria to refrain from any action that would cause further damage to cultural heritage of the country and to fulfil their obligations under international law by taking all possible measures to protect such heritage, in particular the safeguarding of World Heritage properties and those included in the Tentative List;
	8. Requests the State Party to invite the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to undertake a mission to Syria as soon as the security conditions permit in order to assess the state of conservation of the properties and elaborate, in consultation with the State Party, an action plan for their recovery;
	9. Also requests the State Party in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to prepare, as soon as the situation allows, the corrective measures as well as a Desired state of conservation for the removal of the properties from the List of World Heritage in Danger, once a return to stability is effective in the country;
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the World Heritage properties in Syria for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014;


	58. Old City of Sana’a (Yemen) (C 385) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.58 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.60, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit the report in time as requested;
	4. Expresses its concern at the apparent continuing vulnerability of the property as a result of the current difficult situation;
	5. Urgently calls upon the international community to support the State Party, in co-operation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, in any way possible for priority conservation, management measures and capacity building programmes; 
	6. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to evaluate the state of conservation of the property and identify measures needed to reverse the decay and ensure the conservation and protection of the property, as soon as the security situation allows;
	7. Also requests the State Party to provide information to the World Heritage Centre on progress with the Heritage Protection Bill being currently considered by Parliament;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.




	ASIA-PACIFIC
	59. Historic Centre of Macao (China) (C 1110)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.59 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.64, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Takes note of the progress made in addressing the continuing inadequacy of the current management system in providing effective protection of, and addressing potential threats to, the attributes that  maintain the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	4. Also takes note of the State Party’s efforts to establish appropriate legal and planning instruments to protect, inter alia, the visual linkages between the inscribed property and the wider urban landscape and seascape of Macao;
	5. Requests the State Party to finalise the Management Plan by 1 February 2015 in compliance with the new Macao Heritage Law, the correlated new Urban Planning Law and other legal and planning instruments, and to submit the plan to the World Heritage Centre, for review by the Advisory Bodies.

	60. Ancient Building Complex in the Wudang Mountains (China) (C 705)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.60
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 28 COM 15B.62, adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004), 
	3. Notes with concern that a project to raise the Yuzhen Palace above the levels of the raised Danjiangkou Reservoir was planned in 2007 and implemented since 2012 without details being provided to the World Heritage Committee,  in accordance with Paragraph 172 of Operational Guidelines;
	4. Also notes that as result of the project, the Yuzhen Palace will become an island within the enlarged reservoir instead of being connected to the foot of the mountain, and that its relationship with the landscape and with other buildings within the property would be compromised; 
	5. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to assess the potential negative impact of the project on the Outstanding Universal Value, including authenticity and integrity of the property and to review the management system for the property as well as progress with the implementation of a Management Plan;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014. 


	61. Group of Monuments at Hampi (India) (C 241)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.61 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.66 adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011), 
	3. Acknowledges the steps taken by the State Party to address the removal of debris of the collapsed bridge and the relocation of the vehicular bridge outside of the property; 
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre the completed Integrated Management Plan together with a synthesis and a prioritisation of existing recommendations and intentions, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, 
	5. Also acknowledges the information provided by the State Party concerning the demolition works in the Hampi bazaar area following a decision of the High Court of Karnataka and the compensation scheme for affected families;
	6. Encourages the initiatives of the State Party to elaborate, in close cooperation with the local community, a strategy and action plan for the bazaar area to: 
	a) Develop within the IMP necessary legal and planning tools to prevent any further encroachments at the Hampi bazaar, 
	b) Develop a conservation strategy for the protection of the historic mandapas near the Virupaksha temple, in line with the IMP.  

	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	62. Meidan Emam, Esfahan (Islamic Republic of Iran) (C 115)
	Decision:  37 COM 7B.62 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.62, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party has not submitted a state of conservation report that addresses the recommendations of the World Heritage Committee at its 36th session;
	4. Notes the results of the May 2013 joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property and encourages the State Party to implement its recommendations, with particular attention to:
	a) Submit to the World Heritage Centre, the detailed documentation on the plan and routing of Metro Line 2, together with a comprehensive Heritage Impact Assessment in conformity with the ICOMOS Guidelines on Heritage Impact Assessments for World Heritage cultural property as well as an extensive monitoring plan, for review by the Advisory Bodies, in order to ascertain any potential impacts on the property and to identify possible mitigation measures prior to approving the project and making commitments to its implementation, 
	b) Immediately finalize the remaining demolition works at Jahan Nama building and officially inform the World Heritage Committee of its completion, 

	5. Requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed about any construction and emerging major development proposals in Esfahan in line with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines; 
	6. Encourages the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre the proposal for the boundaries of the property and the modification of the buffer zone, in accordance to Paragraph 164 of the Operational Guidelines, as well as the statement of Outstanding Universal Value, for review by the Advisory Bodies and approval by the Committee; 
	7. Takes note of the development of the Conservation Management Plan for the property and also encourages the State Party to finalize its review process by considering the following: 
	a) Integrate the approved Statement of Outstanding Universal of the property and the definition of the boundaries of the property and its buffer zone and identify provisions for its protection, 
	b) Carry out an assessment study of the vulnerability of the property against disasters such as earthquake or fire and develop a systematic strategy on risk preparedness, 
	c) Broadly disseminate the finalised Management Plan among all stakeholders and general public, 
	d) Ensure that the Management Plan becomes part of a larger strategic vision for urban development and conservation of Esfahan and integrate it with the Esfahan Master Plan and municipal by-laws, 
	e) Submit the finalized version to the World Heritage Centre, for comments by the Advisory Bodies; 

	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	63. Masjed-e Jame of Isfahan (Islamic Republic of Iran) (C 1397) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.63 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 8B.23, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not provide a state of conservation report as requested;
	4. Reiterates its requests to the State Party to urgently revise the Meydan-e Atiq project, in particular its north-western corner in the immediate vicinity of the Masjed-e Jāmé of Isfahan, in a way that will:
	a) not foresee any structural connection between the new galleries and the historic walls of the mosque or the structures connected to the mosque walls, which could transmit loads or vibrations to these, 
	b) provide ample passage for pedestrians, in particular through redesign of the entrance gate situation to the Meydan in the north-western corner, to ensure that the mosque and its adjacent historic structures are not endangered by crowds accessing the square during major events, 
	c) ensure that the overall design is appropriate to the local urban design tradition and setting of the mosque and sensitive to its Outstanding Universal Value,
	d) following the availability of a revised project design (following the criteria listed above) as well as a revised implementation schedule, conduct a comprehensive Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) and further archaeological excavation in order to ensure that the revised project proposal does not cause any negative impact on the historic structure of the mosque or its setting;

	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre detailed information on the revision of the Meydan-e Atiq project, including independently prepared HIA for the revised proposal, for review by the Advisory Bodies; 
	6. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to invite an ICOMOS Advisory Mission to be financed by the State Party to assist in the revision of the Meydan-e Atiq project;
	7. Reiterates its recommendation to the State Party to give consideration to the following:
	a) ensure that the design and presentation of information in the property are based on the principle of minimal intervention in full respect for the aesthetic and religious significance of the Masjed-e Jāmé of Isfahan, 
	b) give priority attention to the challenge posed by the necessary removal of the bracings in the shabestani domed areas;

	8. Further reiterates its requests to the State Party to strengthen the protection of the buffer zone and its wider setting and expand the monitoring mechanisms related to urban development, in particular through:
	a) integration of the buffer zone in the Isfahan Master Plan and municipal by-laws;
	b) development and adoption of an integrated conservation and Management Plan, with special sections on visitor management and risk-preparedness strategies;

	9. Also reiterates its recommendation to the State Party that Heritage Impact Assessments are carried out for any future developments in the buffer zone, such as further rehabilitation of the surrounding historic bazaar or the envisaged ablution facilities to the north-west of the mosque, in particular if these are intended to be directly attached to the mosque complex or in its immediate vicinity, to ensure that any developments do not impact adversely on the property and its wider setting;
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for examination by the Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	64. Mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi (Kazakhstan) (C 1103) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.64  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Takes note of the information provided by the State Party, in particular concerning the actions that have been taken to reduce the potential negative impact of the new mosque construction on the setting of the property;
	3. Requests the State Party to: 
	a) Submit detailed drawings of the latest mosque design, including the proposed exterior infrastructure, to the World Heritage Centre, for review by the Advisory Bodies, 
	b) Involve key stakeholders, including national experts and local community in the process of the new mosque project to seek their views and recommendations, 
	c) Provide information on the revised Master Plan of Turkestan, and an official commitment to retain the standard construction height of 2-3 storeys in Turkestan, the non-construction regulation in the buffer zone, and control over tall buildings in the wider setting,

	4. Also requests the State Party to provide details of any construction proposals in the buffer zone and in the wider setting of the property which might impact adversely on the historic landscape of the property, with appropriate Heritage Impact Assessments to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines; 
	5. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, together with the Management Plan, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	65. Kathmandu Valley (Nepal) (C 121)
	Decision 37 COM 7B.65  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,  
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.66, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), 
	3. Welcomes the State Party’s progress in finding an alternative route for the new Tilganga-Tamranganga tunnel and road; 
	4. Encourages the State Party to submit details of alternative routes for the road to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies, at the earliest opportunity, preferably at the concept stage and before irreversible commitments are made;
	5. Notes the adoption of ecological measures to manage environmental damage in the Mrigasthali deer park and on the route of the abandoned road through the Pashupati Monument Zone; 
	6. Also welcomes the progress with review and update of the 2007 Integrated Management Plan (IMP); the Disaster Risk Management Plan; and the formulation of regulations to ensure that Heritage Impact Assessments (HIAs) are produced for all significant developments within the property;
	7. Also notes the considerable conservation efforts evident in the list of recent projects undertaken, the awareness of and adherence to good conservation principles and the monitoring by the Department of Archaeology;  
	8. Regrets that the HIA of the new electric crematorium concurrently under construction in the Pashupati Monument Zone, was not undertaken on time to improve its design and position, especially with regard to the 30m high chimney which will have an adverse visual impact on the property; 
	9. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, for review by the Advisory Bodies, a scheme of mitigation of the impact of the crematorium chimney, including its position, colour and fabric, potential for screening and assurances that its construction method would allow removal;
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, for review by the Advisory Bodies: 
	a) Information concerning verification of the closure of the abandoned road,
	b) Information on progress on the review of the IMP and the development of a Disaster Risk Management Plan,
	c) HIAs of all significant development proposals in the property, including visitor and parking provisions mentioned in the Pashupati Master Plan, the extension to the airport and the route of the new road, and of any major conservation or reconstruction project, in particular the Bhaidegah temple, before approval for the schemes is granted, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;

	11. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	66. Historical Monuments at Makli, Thatta (Pakistan) (C 143)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.66  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.66, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Acknowledges the efforts made by the State Party in addressing the conservation issues of the property but expresses its concerns that significant threats to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property have yet to be fully addressed; 
	4. Encourages the State Party to invite an ICOMOS/ICCROM advisory mission to the property to assist in the following: 
	a) Develop a comprehensive programme for conservation and stabilisation of the most threatened monuments,
	b) Finalise the boundaries of the property and its buffer zones, 
	c) Define the objectives of a Management Plan for the property to address critical issues, including disaster risk management and public use,
	d) Elaborate a capacity building strategy with a view to reinforcing national capacity in the field of heritage conservation and management;

	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	67. Old Town of Galle and its Fortifications (Sri Lanka) (C 451)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.67 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 34 COM 7B.72, 35 COM 7B.78 and 36 COM 7B.68, adopted at its 34th (Brasilia, 2010), 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Regrets that the State Party has provided limited or no response to the decisions of the Committee and expresses its concern that no details have been given on the following:
	a) the revised port development project and its Heritage Impact Assessment or of its proposed timescale, 
	b) the extension of the property to include maritime archaeology and the definition of a buffer zone,
	c) the proposed intentions for the International Cricket Stadium,
	d) strengthening the role of the Galle Heritage Foundation and the overall management system for the property; 

	4. Requests the State Party to supply detailed plans for the revised port project and to conduct a comprehensive Heritage Impact Assessment study, in conformity with the ICOMOS Guidance for World Heritage cultural properties, to assess the impacts on Outstanding Universal Value of the property, including a technical study to ascertain potential impacts on the underwater archaeology and submit these as a matter of urgency to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies in advance of any irreversible commitments;
	5. Also requests the State Party to formally submit the proposals for the revision of the buffer zone and encourages them to consider an extension of the property to cover maritime archaeology of the bay;
	6. Further requests the State Party to provide updated information on their intentions in relation to the International Cricket Stadium; 
	7. Reiterates its request to strengthen the Galle Heritage Foundation or establish a cross-department Government Agency, Galle Conservation and Development Authority, in line with the recommendations made by the 2010 reactive monitoring mission, with a view to enhancing the management mechanism of the property;
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	68. Historic Centre of Bukhara (Uzbekistan) (C 602rev) 
	Decision: 36 COM 7B.68  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.79, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes the progress made by the State Party with the development of the GIS database as part of the development of the Management Plan;
	4. Requests the State Party, as a matter of urgency, to complete the Management Plan and implement it as soon as it is finalized and to establish a Steering Committee for the property to ensure its proper management and conservation;
	5. Also requests the State Party to develop a coordinated conservation approach to bring together key conservation activities carried out and planned within the property and its buffer zone;
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	69. Samarkand – Crossroads of Cultures (Uzbekistan) (C 603rev)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.69 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.69, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Acknowledges the submission of the Management Plan and commends the efforts by State Party to address the issues affecting the property;
	4. Considers that the management framework and conservation principles for restoration and conservation presented in the Management Plan provide a clear and sound basis for preservation of the property and its buffer zone; 
	5. Urges the State Party to officially adopt the Management Plan and secure adequate human and financial resources to ensure its implementation;  
	6. Takes note of the development of the draft traffic scheme that is a crucial project for the city and recommends on-going dialogue between the State Party and the Advisory Bodies as the project evolves further; 
	7. Notes that construction and infrastructure projects are anticipated within the framework of the traffic scheme and the Management Plan and reiterates that the World Heritage Committee shall be notified prior to any major restorations or new constructions which may affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property before making any decisions that would be difficult to reverse, in accordance to the Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	8. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015 an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.




	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	70. Historic Centres of Berat and Gjirokastra (Albania) (C 569bis) 
	Decision:   37 COM 7B.70 
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.82, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes the details of illegal buildings provided by the State Party for both Berat and Gjirokastra, and expresses its serious concern about its scale in Gjirokastra and the lack of progress in developing and implementing an Action Plan to deal with these violations;
	4. Also notes the lack of adequate legal tools that would stop illegal interventions, urges the State Party to approve and implement the ‘Regulation for the Historic Centre of Berat and its buffer zone’ as soon as possible, and requests it to introduce a similar regulation for Gjirokastra;
	5. Further notes the report of the 2012 ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission and that the two historic cities of Berat and Gjirokastra are not managed as a single property and also urges the State Party to put in place as soon as possible an over-arching management structure for the property that has responsibility for monitoring and adaptation of illegal constructions and for ensuring parity of management approaches across the property;
	6. Stresses the need for the State Party to underpin the management of the property, and particularly the processes of monitoring and controlling development, by a clearer articulation of the attributes of Outstanding Universal Value and by a focused set of monitoring indicators that clearly relate to it; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to address urgently the need for further fire hydrants to be provided at Gjirokastra and for those parts of Berat not covered by the on-going EU-funded project;
	8. Encourages the State Party to continue measures to raise awareness of World Heritage status amongst local communities in Berat and Gjirokastra;
	9. Further requests the State Party to provide to the World Heritage Centre details of the second phase of work at Berat Castle, taking into account the mission’s views, in advance of project approval, for review by the Advisory Bodies in line with Paragraph 172 of Operational Guidelines; 
	10. Regrets that no information about the new Kodra House Hotel project was submitted to the mission, takes note of the recently submitted documentation by the State Party, and requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre a heritage impact assessment, in conformity with the ICOMOS Guidelines on Heritage Impact Assessments for World Heritage cultural properties and to halt any works on the project until it has been evaluated by the Advisory Bodies;
	11. Further urges the State Party to address all the recommendations of the reactive monitoring mission and implement the recommended Action Plan, by the end of 2014, in order to reverse the decline within the property and ensure its vulnerabilities do not increase to a degree that would threaten its Outstanding Universal Value;
	12. Finally requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014 and 1 February 2015 respectively, updated reports on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.

	71. World Heritage properties of Vienna (Austria) 
	Decision 37 COM 7B.71 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.84 adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes that a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property took place in September 2012 and requests the State Party to implement the recommendations of the mission;
	4. Takes note of the information provided by the State Party on 31 May 2013 concerning the new project proposed in and around the Intercontinental Hotel, urges the State Party to provide the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies with details of the two proposed options for the development of the area and also urges the State Party to halt any redevelopment higher than existing structures until an evaluation has been made by the Advisory Bodies;
	5. Regrets the remaining visual impact of the developments at Vienna Main Train Station on the immediate and wider setting of the properties and also requests the State Party to endorse planning policies, in particular through amending item 46 of Vienna’s Urban Development Guidelines, to prevent similar developments in the future;
	6. Further requests the State Party to integrate standard requirements for comprehensive visual impact assessments in relation to the Outstanding Universal Value of the properties in its urban planning policies (including regulations for night-time impacts caused by illuminated advertisements);
	7. Requests furthermore the State Party to inform, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, the World Heritage Centre of any additional major urban development projects as well as amendments to current projects that may have a negative impact on the World Heritage properties, before any planning permissions are granted; 
	8. Finally requests the State Party to provide a report to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above.  


	72. Historic Centre of the City of Salzburg (Austria) (C 784) 
	Decision 37 COM 7B.72 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.83, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes the results of the April 2013 ICOMOS advisory mission to the property, invited by the State Party;
	4. Takes note of the Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) for the hydroelectric power plant Lehne and information provided by the State Party concerning a number of proposed new projects which may constitute negative impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV);
	5. Encourages the State Party to continue to provide to the World Heritage Centre any development proposals before their official approval in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	6. Requests the State Party to initiate the modification of the project designs and proportions of the Residential Buildings City Life Rehrlplatz, the project at Schwarzstrasse 45 / Ernest-Thunstr. 2 and the Nelböck Viaduct Rainerstrasse / Bahnhofsvorplatz and to carefully consider all other developments proposed on the basis of HIAs, in conformity with the ICOMOS Guidelines on Heritage Impact Assessments for World Heritage cultural properties, before any building permission is granted; 
	7. Reiterates its request to revise the draft Management Plan and to fully implement the recommendations of the 2009 World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission; 
	8. Expresses its concern about the apparent lack of adequate, legislative and planning mechanisms to protect the property from the various proposed, often aggressive, urban and infrastructure developments as well as a lack of an officially approved management system, which regulates compulsory participation of all concerned agencies in the review of these proposals;
	9. Also requests the State Party to integrate standard requirements for HIA in urban planning and development approval policies, and to strengthen legal mechanisms for the protection of monuments in their setting, especially through an expansion of the Austrian Monument Protection Law;
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	73. Ancient City of Nessebar (Bulgaria) (C 217) 
	Decision:   37 COM 7B.73 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.87, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Welcomes the progress made by the State Party in the implementation of its previous decisions and urges the State Party to adopt and implement the Management Plan;
	4. Takes note of the results of the November 2012 ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property and requests the State Party to implement its recommendations, in particular:
	a) Approve effective legislative and regulatory measures, including those for new construction and development, for the management of the buffer zone and the surrounding sea coastline and for the regulation of tourism activities,
	b) Maintain the moratorium on any new constructions within the World Heritage property, its buffer zone and at the surrounding sea coastline until the development and approval of an Urban Master Plan and a Conservation Plan,
	c) Strengthen the protection status of the sea coastline and include mandatory heritage impact assessments for proposed developments, 
	d) Make operational the proposed management system, including adequate staffing and resources for the implementation of the proposed projects, 
	e) Implement priority conservation and maintenance works, as identified in the Management Plan, for the historic buildings and archaeological sites, and prepare a technical manual for conservation, rehabilitation and restoration, 
	f) Develop capacity building activities for all professional staff involved with the conservation, protection and management of the property; 

	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above.


	74. Prehistoric Sites and Decorated Caves of the Vézère Valley (France) (C 85)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.74 





	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.92, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Welcomes the important progress in identifying micro-organisms responsible for the mould outbreak, and in stabilising of the atmospheric conditions through limiting access;
	4. Notes that these steps forward will be followed by further work on the hydro-climatic conditions starting in 2013, for the recording and mapping of areas most severely affected, which could lead to development of measures being developed to control the atmosphere of the caves; 
	5. Commends the State Party for the significant improvements in communicating both results of its research to the scientific community and the educational aspects to the general public by means of publication, websites and exhibitions;
	6. Also notes the progress made by the State Party towards the removal of undesirable infrastructure from the property and its replacement with new roads and car parks further from the focus of the property, 
	7. Further notes the enhancement of the system of management of the caves;
	8. Requests the State Party to provide details of the proposed new developments at the property, especially the development of the new reconstruction, new road and car park with appropriate Heritage Impact Assessments before their implementation, in accordance with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.
	75. Upper Middle Rhine Valley (Germany) (C 1066) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.75 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 34 COM 7B.87, 35 COM 7B.93 and 35 COM 8E, adopted at its 34th (Brasilia, 2010) and 35th (UNESCO, 2011) sessions respectively, 
	3. Notes the State Party’s decision not to pursue the plan to construct a bridge across the Rhine River in the vicinity of St Goar and St Goarshausen for the remaining legislative period, which is due to end in 2016, and to implement an extended ferry service on a trial basis until 2016 instead;
	4. Also notes the recommendations of the ICOMOS advisory mission carried out to the property in December 2012;
	5. Welcomes the progress made in developing the “World Heritage Master Plan” document, and in particular the exemplary participatory process used in its elaboration, and requests the State Party to refine the Master Plan in order to: 
	a) clearly define the World Heritage property’s importance, and the Master Plan’s position in balancing the various interests, 
	b) complete the “implementation concept”, and include a procedure for future revision, 
	c) clarify procedures, authorities, responsibilities, and terminology, and
	d) provide for a clear definition of an acceptable form of river crossing (ferry, tunnel, bridge), based on the impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	6. Recommends that the State Party:
	a) dismantle the cable car system between the town of Koblenz and the fortress Ehrenbreitstein by 30 June 2026 at the latest, 
	b) refuse the final permit for the bobsleigh track on the Loreley Plateau, dismantle the bobsleigh track, and rehabilitate the site to its previous state,
	c) deny approval for the large-scale hotel buildings contemplated for the Loreley Plateau; 

	7. Encourages the State Party to consider viable solutions for a smaller-scale redevelopment of the Loreley Plateau in consultation with the Advisory Bodies and all stakeholders;
	8. Also requests the State Party to closely monitor the situation related to alternative energy production installations such as wind turbines and pump storage stations, complete the related sightlines study, and submit this study to the World Heritage Centre for examination by the Advisory Bodies;
	9. Also encourages the State Party to reinforce efforts to reduce the noise from the railway in the most effective and sensible way;
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	76. Budapest, including the Banks of the Danube, the Buda Castle Quarter and Andrássy Avenue (Hungary) (C 400bis)  
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.76  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.95, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes the recent withdrawal of demolition and development schemes in the Jewish quarter and Becsi Street but notes with concern the deteriorating condition of existing historic buildings;
	4. Welcomes the new World Heritage legislation that took effect on 1 January 2012, and the statutory underpinning of World Heritage management plans;
	5. Also notes the reorganization and enhancement of administration of World Heritage properties protection both at the national and at the municipal level;
	6. Encourages the State Party to continue the work of preparation of the management plan and management structure for the property and its buffer zone, and the proposed enlargement of the buffer zone;
	7. Requests the State Party to implement the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission by establishing stringent controls over applications for new development within the property and buffer zone; 
	8. Further notes the details of proposed developments in the property and also requests the State Party to supply the World Heritage Centre with details of the Royal Garden project, detailed reports concerning soils, geology and hydrology in order to underpin the project at Kossuth Square; and details of the proposed new Museum Park as soon as design work is completed, with Heritage Impact Assessments, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines; 
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015. 


	77. Archaeological Areas of Pompei, Herculaneum and Torre Annunziata (Italy) (C 829) 
	Decision 37 COM 7B.77  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 7B.96 and 36 COM 7C, adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively, 
	3. Takes note of the numerous initiatives put in place by the State Party, including the “Great Pompeii Project”, supported by the European Commission, and the “Towards a system of Governance” project;
	4. Notes that a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property took place in January 2013 and requests the State Party to implement the recommendations of the mission, in particular:
	a) finalize the new management plan, with the involvement of all the authorities in charge at different levels, different stakeholders and the community, and submit it to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies by 1 February 2014,
	b) include in the new management plan a public use plan and a risk management plan, as well as provisions to regulate and control development at the vicinity of the property,
	c) ensure, through the new management plan, that adequate qualified staff, contractors and funds are allocated for the supervision and maintenance of the site,
	d) officially submit the proposal of the new buffer zone to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, in accordance with Paragraphs 163-165 of the Operational Guidelines,
	e) closely monitor the quality of work in the interventions to be done in the framework of the “Great Pompeii Project” and the daily maintenance of the site; 

	5. Also requests the State Party to inform the World Heritage Centre regularly and in due time about any project planned in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines; 
	6. Further requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission in 2014-2015 in order to assess the progress achieved in implementing the measures outlined above;
	7. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre a progress report by 1 February 2014, and an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above by 1 February 2015, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the possible inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	78. Portovenere, Cinque Terre and the Islands (Palmaria, Tino and Tinetto) (Italy) (C 826)
	Decision 37 COM 7B.78 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.77 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the emergency response provided by the State Party and commends the authorities for the steps undertaken for the safeguarding of the property;
	4. Notes that a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS advisory mission to the property, invited by the State Party, took place in October 2012;
	5. Requests the State Party to implement the recommendations of the mission and more particularly:
	a) Review the management system for the entire property, involving all the stakeholders, including local communities and focusing on the necessity to face the increasing socio-economic pressure, with a living landscape approach that recognizes and promotes the knowledge of traditional land uses in the property,
	b) Revise the Management Plan and incorporate within it a sustainable tourism strategy for the property, and an integrated risk management strategy,
	c) Define a buffer zone for the appropriate protection of the wider landscape and officially submit the proposal to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, in accordance with Paragraphs 163-165 of the Operational Guidelines;

	6. Also requests the State Party to carry out Heritage Impact Assessment studies on the major recuperation and improvement projects in the property, including the construction of the tunnel and the project to upgrade the public spaces in the Municipality of Vernazza, and to submit these with details of the plans to the World Heritage Centre, for review by the Advisory Bodies, before any irreversible commitments are made, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines; 
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above.


	79. Alto Douro Wine Region (Portugal) (C 1046)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.79  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.81, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the conclusions and recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/IUCN reactive monitoring mission, and thanks the Director-General of UNESCO for endorsing the recommendations of the mission;
	4. Notes with satisfaction the comprehensive documentation provided by the State Party in response to the mission’s recommendations;
	5. Requests the State Party to continue to implement the recommendations of the joint reactive monitoring mission regarding the Foz Tua Hydro-Electric Dam project and in particular to:
	a) Provide the Environmental Impact Assessment for the high voltage transmission lines by 1 September 2013 to the World Heritage Centre, for review by the Advisory Bodies, before any decision on their trajectory is taken, 
	b) Suspend further excavation of the navigation channel until hydraulic studies have been finalized and demonstrate that its lay-out is satisfactory in respect to its impact on the flow of the River Douro;

	6. Also requests the State Party to submit the revised World Heritage Management Plan of the Alto Douro Wine Region by 1 February 2014 for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies; 
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above.


	80. Kizhi Pogost (Russian Federation) (C 544) 
	Decision:    37 COM 7B.80
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.83, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes the progress made by the State Party in the conservation and protection of the Church of the Transfiguration and on the Church of the Intercession and urges it to sustain these efforts in timely manner and secure the necessary resources to ensure that no further loss of fabric and design features, which could constitute a threat to the property, occurs;
	4. Takes note of the steps the State Party is making towards developing legal measures for the protection of World Heritage cultural properties;
	5. Also takes note of the recommendations made by the April 2013 reactive monitoring mission to the property and also urges the State Party to implement its recommendations, in particular:
	a) Revise the management plan to ensure that the conservation and protection of attributes that convey the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property drive decision-making ; the revised Management Plan should include regulations for land use and for new developments, provisions for the management of the agricultural landscape, a sustainable tourism strategy, risk preparedness measures and measures for monitoring the state of archaeological resources, 
	b) Halt all proposed new developments in the buffer zone and setting of the property, including visitor and administration facilities, until the Management Plan has been revised and until Heritage and Environmental Impact Assessments have been undertaken to take into account the expected impacts and compatibility of development with the OUV of the property, 
	c) Enhance the implementation of the fire protection and security plans to improve the level of protection and quality of the environment at the property, 
	d) Finalise the development of Guiding Principles for the restoration projects that relate the conservation work to the key attributes of the property ; 

	6. Requests, in accordance to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, the State Party to submit the project proposal, technical specifications and heritage and environmental impact assessments, for the Office and Public Centre of the Kizhi Museum and for any other planned development projects, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies prior to committing to its implementation; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies the draft Management Plan in three printed and electronic copies;
	8. Further requests the State Party to invite an ICOMOS advisory  mission in early 2014 to assess the progress made in the restoration works and on the implementation of the above;
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	81. Historic Centre of the City of Yaroslav (Russian Federation) (C 1170) 
	Decision:  37 COM 7B.81 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.84, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit a state of conservation report in 2012 or 2013 despite the requests of the Committee at its 35th and 36th sessions and that therefore the concerns raised by the 2012 reactive monitoring mission have not been addressed;
	4. Urges the State Party to strengthen the national and regional legislative and regulatory protection for the property and its buffer zone;
	5. Also urges the State Party to improve the management structure of the property and its buffer zone, produce a Management Plan and consider appointing a site  manager with an appropriate advisory board with representation from national and regional professional conservation bodies;
	6. Notes the significant number of conservation projects undertaken on the property since 2008 but considers that a Conservation Strategy for the property, appropriate conservation guidance underpinned by research and archaeological recording would result in more consistent and better quality results;
	7. Reiterates its concerns that new development with inappropriate scale, height and mass, or incorporating non-traditional materials, imposes a particular threat to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property inscribed for its importance in town planning and spatial relationships between buildings;
	8. Strongly reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, for review by the Advisory Bodies, details of any proposed developments, including those said to have been halted in 2012, that may have an adverse impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, accompanied by heritage impact assessments, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	9. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and progress with the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	82. Cultural and Historic Ensemble of the Solovetsky Islands (Russian Federation) (C 632) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.82  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 7B.107 and 36 COM 7B.86 adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively, 
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit a state of conservation report; 
	4. Takes note of the steps the State Party is making towards developing legal measures for the protection of World Heritage cultural properties, as well as for the establishment of a “Committee on the conservation of the spiritual, cultural and natural heritage of the Solovetsky Archipelago”; 
	5. Notes that the State Party decided to organise, further to the Committee’s request and in collaboration with the World Heritage Centre, ICCROM and ICOMOS, a training workshop for the religious representatives involved in the management and use of the World Heritage properties in the Russian Federation;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre detailed information concerning the Master Plan of the Solovetsky Monastery and any other planning documents prior to the reactive monitoring mission; 
	7. Reiterates its concern about the possible reconstruction of the monastery buildings and other major interventions in the landscape of the property in terms of the impact on its Outstanding Universal Value (OUV), and also requests the State Party to provide detailed information to the World Heritage Centre prior to the mission; 
	8. Reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre all project proposals that may threaten the OUV of the property, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, as well as to submit alongside all new proposals Heritage Impact Assessments (HIAs), in conformity with the ICOMOS Guidance on HIAs for World Heritage cultural properties; 
	9. Further reiterates its request to the State Party to invite, as a matter of urgency, a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess the overall state of conservation of the property and recommends that the mission be scheduled as soon as possible; 
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	83. Kremlin and Red Square, Moscow (Russian Federation) (C 545)
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 35COM 7B.105 adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Takes note of the efforts the State Party is making towards to developing legal measures for the protection of World Heritage properties;
	4. Regrets that the State Party did not submit a state of conservation report; 
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, all project proposals that may threaten the Outstanding Universal Value of the property accompanied by appropriate Heritage Impact Assessments, in conformity with the ICOMOS Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments for World Heritage cultural properties; 
	6. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies three copies of a management plan for the property;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.

	84. Cathedral, Alcázar and Archivo de Indias in Seville (Spain) (C 383 rev)
	Decision:  37 COM 7B.84  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.88, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes the progress with finalising and approving Special Protection Plans for sectors of the Conjunto Histórico, due for completion in 2013;
	4. Also notes that the buffer zone will be completely covered by these Plans which should provide it with adequate protection;
	5. Further notes that for the wider setting, the local authorities will be tasked with establishing adequate control measures for new constructions;
	6. Considers that impact assessments for new constructions which can potentially impact the Outstanding Universal Value should be carried out in line with the ICOMOS Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments;
	7. Takes note that no collaboration with ICOMOS has so far been undertaken on studies necessary to avoid further high-rise buildings that would impact adversely on the Outstanding Universal Value, but notes furthermore the  request made by the State Party to ICOMOS to start this process;
	8. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a progress report on the implementation of the above. 


	85. Historic Areas of Istanbul (Turkey) (C 356) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.85  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.89, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Take notes of the results of the 2012 joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission and requests the State Party to implement its recommendations and to duly proceed with the annual review of the Management Plan; 
	4. Acknowledges the commitment of the State Party to halt work on the Golden Horn Bridge for a year in order to consider ways of further improving its design and mitigating its intrusion into the historic landscape, but notes that although amendments have refined the original design, the bridge will still impact adversely on views of the Historic Peninsula and on the ability of the property to convey certain aspects of its Outstanding Universal Value;
	5. Recognises the logic and benefits of a Bosphorus road tunnel, but also notes that the currently preferred shorter 5.4 km tunnel option, emerging partway along the southern shore of the Historic Peninsula with a wide 8-13 lane approach road, would have a highly significant, negative impact on the Sea Walls, the Marble Tower, and the overall relationship between the Historic Peninsula and the sea;
	6. Urges the State Party to undertake multi-disciplinary studies (technical, environmental, social, cultural and economic) as a basis for considering the extension of the tunnel beyond the Land Walls and to remove an intersection at Yenikapı in order to ensure that the impacts on the Historic Peninsula are both limited and largely positive; and to duly take all options into consideration when finalising the Heritage Impact Assessment, and submit this to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies before any irreversible decision or commitment is made;
	7. Notes with concern that the Yenikapı project for reclaiming a large area of land (58 hectares) to the south-west of the Historic Peninsula and thus create a recreation area for up to a million people, was started before a Heritage Impact Assessment had been undertaken, and without any advance notification being provided to the World Heritage Committee; and also requests that the State Party finalise the Heritage Impact Assessment, which should include the potential impact of such large gatherings on the environment and infrastructure of the peninsula as a whole, and submit it as soon as possible to the World Heritage Committee for review by the Advisory bodies;
	8. Also notes with concern the mission’s opinion that a crisis point has been reached for the remaining Ottoman timber buildings, and further requests the State Party to consider a rapid assessment of Ottoman buildings at risk, to reconsider renewal area schemes, to undertake first-aid works in order to slow down the rate of decay and loss, and, if possible, to reinstate grants allowing private owners to repair their buildings;
	9. Welcomes that height restrictions have been put in place by the State Party in a timely manner to protect the silhouette of the Historic Peninsula;
	10. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	86. Neolithic Site of Çatalhöyük (Turkey) (C 1405) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.86
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 8B.36, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the progress made by the State Party with regards to the Management Plan and takes note of the information regarding its approval and imminent implementation;
	4. Also takes note that the State Party intends to revise this Management Plan and requests it to ensure, within the framework of the revision process that: 
	a) the actions listed in the Management Plan, including suitable monitoring indicators, are elaborated in a such a way that they enable the State Party to adequately monitor the conservation and management of the property, 
	b) the legal underpinning of the Plan is secured, and that a more detailed financial strategy is elaborated to ensure that adequate funding is in place for all necessary actions;

	5. Also requests the State Party to provide printed and electronic copies of the revised Management Plan to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2014, for review by the Advisory Bodies.


	87. L'viv – the Ensemble of the Historic Centre (Ukraine) (C 865bis)
	Decision:   37 COM 7B.87  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.113, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Acknowledges the halting of the development of the Citadel and Bernadine monastery, the adoption of the Integrated Concept for the Redevelopment of the Centre of L´viv and of the Regulations for placing announcements in the city of L’viv, and the completion of the digitised mapping of the property; 
	4. Takes note of the 2012 reactive monitoring mission and urges the State Party to implement its recommendations and more particularly, address pressing conservation and management issues through the following:
	a) Formalise the statutory basis for measures of protection of the city’s Historic Zone, the property and buffer zone, and ensure that development projects are supported by adequate archaeological investigation and recording,
	b) Establish regulations for restoration and redevelopment, underpinned by detailed studies of the attributes contributing to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and introduce a system of Visual Impact Studies for new development proposals,
	c) Establish a management body, with wide representation to include non-governmental organisations, to oversee the management of the property,  
	d) Prepare a Strategic Management Plan for the property and its buffer zone, including provisions for zoning with specific area plans for important ensembles, for archaeological conservation and for traffic management; 

	5. Also urges the State Party to halt work on developments at the Hotel complex (Fedorova 23-15), at the Residence of the Minister of Interior (Krivonosa 1) and at the Residential complex (Dovboucha 15), allowing the development of Heritage Impact Assessments and their review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies; 
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, in conformity with the Operational Guidelines, Paragraph 172, details of all new major developments within the property, with appropriate Heritage Impact Assessments, for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the State of Conservation of the property and the progress on the implementation of the above for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	88. Kiev: Saint-Sophia Cathedral and Related Monastic Buildings, Kiev-Pechersk Lavra (Ukraine) (C 527 bis)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.88 

	89. Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (C 1215)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.89  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 8B.50, 34 COM 8E, and 36 COM 7B.94, adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006), 34th (Brasilia, 2010) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Also recalling past decisions regarding mining in World Heritage properties as well as the International Council on Mining and Metals’ (ICMM) Position Statement on Mining and Protected Areas to “not explore or mine in World Heritage properties”,
	4. Notes the information provided by the State Party on the resumption of mining at South Crofty and on various development proposals;
	5. Requests the State Party to provide updated information on the proposed mining project at South Crofty including comprehensive graphic documentation of the project and its relationship to the property and its setting, for review by the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, and also requests the State Party to halt any resumption of mining at the property until such time as the World Heritage Committee has been able to examine and scrutinize all of the necessary documentation; 
	6. Further requests the State Party to provide to the World Heritage Centre, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, details of any mining proposals for Redmoor mine, Tamar Valley, as soon as possible and before any decision is made that would be difficult to reverse;
	7. Regrets that the State Party has not complied with the request expressed by the Committee in Decision 36 COM 7B.94 to halt the Hayle Harbour project, and, given that planning permission has already been granted, strongly urges the State Party to halt the development of Hayle Harbour in the light of its potential impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and to consider, as a matter of urgency, all possible ways to develop alternative solutions for smaller-scale heritage-led regeneration for the Hayle Harbour site that respect its role as the port and harbour for the mining industry;
	8. Decides, in case the Hayle Harbour development project is not halted and reconsidered, to consider inscribing Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) on the List of World Heritage in Danger at its 38th session in 2014;
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit additional relevant information on the proposal for a mixed use development on land adjacent to Callington Road, Tavistock, Devon, when it becomes available;
	10. Requests moreover the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to assess the overall state of conservation of the property and the strategies in place to address mining exploration and sustainable development within the whole serial property;
	11. Finally requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	90. Westminster Palace, Westminster Abbey and Saint Margaret's Church (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (C 426bis)
	Decision:  37 COM 7B.90 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.92, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Expresses its concern about the proposed developments at Elizabeth House, Nine Elms Regeneration Development and Vauxhall Island Site and their potential adverse impact on the setting and views of the property and urges the State Party to ensure that these proposals are not approved in their current form and that they be revised in line with the concerns raised by English Heritage;
	4. Requests the State Party to strengthen its policy and planning frameworks to ensure the adequate protection of the setting of the property by defining the immediate and wider setting and view cones of the property in relation to its Outstanding Universal Value and by identifying adequate mechanisms within the respective policies of all relevant planning authorities to ensure that new constructions do not impact on views and other attributes of the property;
	5. Also urges the State Party to refrain from approving any large-scale development projects in the vicinity of the property until an adequate protection of its immediate and wider setting is in place;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.




	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	91. City of Potosi (Bolivia) (C 420) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.91  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.96, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), 
	3. Takes note of the information submitted by the State Party and regrets that insufficient details were provided to comprehensively assess the current factors affecting the property;
	4. Reiterates its requests the State Party to:
	a) Clarify whether Article 6 of Supreme Decree 27787 of October 2004 has been modified and if the moratorium on all exploration, extraction and any other interventions under and above ground between altitudes 4400m and 4700m is currently enforced, 
	b) Provide further details on the scope and extent of operations foreseen for interventions at the summit of the Cerro Rico, 
	c) Finalise the scientific studies for Cerro Rico and develop a comprehensive strategy for its stabilization and monitoring, 
	d) Provide details on the current arrangements for the management system for the property, including information on provisions and timeframes for conservation and rehabilitation works, proposals for public use and plans for risk management; 
	5. Requests the State Party to invite an ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission during 2013 to assess the current state of conservation of the property and to evaluate whether there are ascertained or potential dangers to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property would warrant inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	92. Tiwanaku: Spiritual and Political Centre of the Tiwanaku Culture (Bolivia, Plurinational State of) (C 567rev) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.92  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.119, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011), 
	3. Notes with satisfaction the adoption of the Presidential Decree of September 2011, creating the Centre of Archaeological and Anthropological Research and Management of Tiwanaku (CIAAAT); 
	4. Also notes the results of the International Meeting of experts held at Tiwanaku, Bolivia in August 2012 and organized within the framework of the Japanese Funds-in-Trust project to define regulations and guidelines for the development of a conservation plan for the property, and endorses its recommendations;
	5. Requests the State Party to finalize the Conservation Plan for Tiwanaku and submit it to the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies for review by 1 February 2014;
	6. Also requests the State Party upon approval of the Conservation plan, to develop the Management Plan for the property, which should include risk preparedness and public use components; and articulate it with other existing planning tools, such as the land use plan and submit the draft to the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies for evaluation;
	7. Further requests the State Party to finalize the process of appointment of the Executive Director of the CIAAAT, to ensure adequate staffing for the implementation of the conservation measures and the management plan of the property, and to inform the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies on the activities undertaken by the CIAAAT.
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to establish a buffer zone for the property to ensure the protection of its Outstanding Universal Value and conditions of authenticity and integrity; 
	9. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, as per Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, technical specifications on planned projects relating to interventions at the property and its museums, for consideration and review prior to implementation;
	10. Finally requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	93. Brasilia (Brazil) (C 445)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.93 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.97, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Acknowledges the information provided by the State Party on the progress made in the implementation of the recommendations of the 2012 reactive monitoring mission and notes with concern that the legal, technical and institutional requests were not sufficiently addressed;
	4. Urges the State Party to:
	a) Finalize the review of the Preservation Plan of the Brasilia Urban Area (PPCUB) and ensure that adequate provisions are included to conserve and protect the attributes of the World Heritage property, 
	b) Ensure that adequate regulations exist for the use of open spaces defined by the Plano Piloto  in the review of the PPCUB, 
	c) Formally establish and put in place the proposed Management Structure;

	5. Requests the State Party to submit, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2014 the proposals for infrastructure development around the Stadium and its surroundings, as well as those related to the Public Transportation Strategy, for review by the Advisory Bodies, prior to making commitments of approval or construction;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre a progress report by 1 February 2014 and an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above by 1 February 2015 for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015. 


	94. Churches of Chiloé (Chile) (C 971)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.94 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37COM/7B,
	2. Takes note of the comprehensive information submitted by the State Party but regrets that the information was submitted almost a year after having been requested; 
	3. Also regrets that the shopping mall was constructed, given its impact on the setting and skyline of Castro; 
	4. Requests the State Party to invite, as soon as possible, a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to address the following elements:
	a) The definition of the characteristics of the wider setting for all component parts, in relation to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and put in place appropriate protection, including the review of the buffer zones and regulatory measures for the protection of the setting of the Churches of Chiloe, 
	b) The review of the current protection and management arrangements for the property and the required measures to improve the legal framework and permit granting processes between types of preservation and institutional competences, 
	c) The update and enforcement of legislative and regulatory measures to ensure that the defined characteristics of the wider setting are adequately protected and that new development takes into account the visual relations between the inscribed property and its setting, 
	d) The measures to mitigate the visual impact of the Castro shopping mall on the component part as well as other measures  to better integrate it with the existing setting; 

	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014. 


	95. Historic Quarter of the Seaport City of Valparaíso (Chile) (C 959rev)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.95 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Takes note of the coordinating meeting organized by the National Monuments Council on 6 December 2012 with stakeholders and also notes the efforts made by national and municipal authorities to submit the plans and comprehensive technical documentation;
	3. Further notes the active role of the civil society in the preservation of the values of the seaport city of Valparaiso and its contribution to create a social dialogue for the conservation of the property; 
	4. Notes the complexity of the legal procedures for interventions, as well as the distribution of responsibilities between national and local authorities and the Ministries and National agencies involved in the preservation and development of the city;
	5. Welcomes the invitation made by the State Party for an advisory mission, to be financed by the latter, to assess the current state of conservation, the overall management and protection, and on-going and planned projects, in relation to the  Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	6. Also requests the State Party to delay any irreversible interventions in Puerto Barón, until the Advisory mission makes its recommendations; 
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	96. Colonial City of Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) (C 526)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.96 
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.123, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Acknowledges the information provided by the State Party on the actions carried out in response to the decisions made by the World Heritage Committee and urges the State Party to continue its work, with particular attention to:
	a) Formal establishment of the buffer zone at Santo Domingo East and approval of regulations for construction heights, 
	b) Approval and implementation of the Strategic Plan for the Integral Revitalization of the Colonial City of Santo Domingo, 
	c) Approval of regulations for the Steering Committee to ensure that the management system becomes fully operational, 
	d) Finalization of  the approval process for the new law for the protection, safeguarding and development of cultural heritage and the regulations for archaeological investigation; 

	4. Encourages the State Party to submit, according to paragraphs 163-165 of the Operational Guidelines, the designated buffer zone as a minor boundary modification to allow a clear understanding for the protection of the visually sensitive areas around the property; 
	5. Reiterates its deep concern to the State Party about the results of the view shed studies for the proposed Sansouci development at the left bank of the Ozama River;
	6. Reiterates its request, as expressed in Decisions 34 COM 7B.108 and 35 COM 7B.123 to develop alternative designs which take into account the attributes and scale of the inscribed property, and to submit the revised designs for evaluation prior to making any commitments for implementation;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre the project proposal, technical specifications and heritage impact assessment for the potential subway line and associated infrastructure, for review by the Advisory Bodies prior to making commitments to its construction, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	8. Welcomes the request of the State Party to receive an ICOMOS Advisory mission to assist in identifying the necessary measures to ensure the protection and conservation of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014. 


	97. City of Quito (Ecuador) (C 2)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.97 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.124, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2010),
	3. Takes notes of the information provided by the State Party on the actions implemented in terms of enhancing the conservation and management of the property;
	4. Also takes note of the submission by the State Party of a Heritage Impact Assessment, including technical, environmental and social studies concerning the option of the two metro stations in the historical centre; 
	5. Recommends that the State Party consider the implementation of the following measures:
	a) Integration of all existing planning tools into a management plan, with a clear management structure,
	b) Development of a single comprehensive conservation plan, with details on costs and timeframes for implementation at different heritage sectors, on the established guidelines and criteria for interventions on the anticipated changes in use, 
	c) Development of a heritage impact assessment, in accordance with ICOMOS Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments for Cultural World Heritage Properties, for the proposed interventions at the architectural ensemble of the Compañía de Jesús; 

	6. Welcomes the State Party’s invitation for an ICOMOS advisory mission to be financed by the State Party to evaluate the state of conservation of the property, the conservation, protection and management arrangements, including the alternatives for location of the metro stations and its related infrastructure, and provide guidance on the development of the conservation plan and the integration of the planning tools; 
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014. 


	98. National History Park – Citadel, Sans Souci, Ramiers (Haiti) (C 180) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.98 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.99, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the information provided by the State Party, the World Heritage Centre and the World Bank concerning the measures undertaken to implement the decisions of the World Heritage Committee and acknowledges the efforts made by the Institute for the Preservation of National Heritage (ISPAN) to ensure the safeguarding of the property;
	4. Thanks the Government of Spain and the Spanish Agency of International Development Cooperation for its generous contribution that enabled the continued implementation in 2013 of the Committee decisions;
	5. Also takes note of the State Party’s invitation for a World Heritage Centre/Advisory Bodies technical mission to examine the final project for the construction of the last section of National Road RN003, as well as the environmental, heritage and socio-economic impact studies on the site, and endorses the recommendations of the mission;
	6. Requests the State Party to continue its efforts to complete the cadastral survey as well as the delineation of the boundaries and regulations of the buffer zone and to await the results of this study before proceeding with the physical marking out of the property and to facilitate the establishment of a participatory strategy for the conservation and management of the Park; 
	7. Further takes note of the latest results of the structural stabilization studies for the Citadel and urges the State Party to undertake the necessary measures to initiate emergency actions in cooperation with the technical and financial institutions to ensure the integrity of the fortified structures of the Citadel and Ramiers, as well as the Sans-Souci Palace;
	8. Also requests the State Party to await the finalization and approval of the Conservation Plan before pursuing tourism development projects and further requests the participation of local communities in the conservation and management process for the site;
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit a study on visitor capacity levels for the Citadel, Ramiers and the Sans-Souci Palace to guarantee correct access conditions for visitors; 
	10. Requests, in addition, the State Party to submit by 30 December 2013, the Action Plan relating to the project for the Citadel, coordinated by the World Heritage Centre in close collaboration with ISPAN;
	11. Reiterates its request to the international community to ensure by every possible means, its support in the implementation of the recommendations to rapidly approve financial and human resources in order to assist the State Party to ensure the conservation of the entire property and in particular the quality of life of the inhabitants;
	12. Finally requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	99. Maya Site of Copan (Honduras) (C 129) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.99
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.100, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the information provided concerning the actions being implemented for the conservation of the property, and the decision made by the State Party to proceed with the construction of the aerodrome at Rio Amarillo and requests the State Party to ensure that the construction of the runway be limited to 1200 meters in order to avoid any possible impacts on the Archaeological site of Piedras Negras; 
	4. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies for review the complete cartographic information for the buffer zone of the property in the framework of the Retrospective Inventory; 
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to update the Environmental Impact Assessment and carry out a Heritage Impact Assessment in conformity with ICOMOS guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments for Cultural World Heritage Properties;
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, for review by the Advisory Bodies by 1 May 2014 three printed copies in addition to an electronic copy of the updated Management Plan for the property, which should include:
	a) Zoning and regulatory measures for the different use zones, and measures taken for a coherent territorial planning, accompanied by adequate cartographic material, 
	b) Public use provisions based on the results from the carrying capacity study, including detailed information on appropriate measures to ensure that no impacts occur as a result of the increased touristic visitation, 
	c) Guidelines for conservation and restoration interventions, in particular concerning tunnels, as well as an action plan that includes a monitoring system for their conservation and maintenance, 
	d) Final prototype of the protective shelter for the Hieroglyphic Stairs for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;

	7. Requests furthermore that the State Party submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015. 


	100. Archaeological Site of Panamá Viejo and Historic District of Panamá (Panamá) (C 790bis) 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 33 COM 7B.141, 34 COM 7B.113, 35 COM 7B.130, 36 COM 7B.103, adopted at its 33rd (Seville, 2009), 34th (Brasilia, 2010), 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively, and its concern that the construction of the Cinta Costera Phase III (Maritime Viaduct) would irreversibly impact on the property, 
	3. Also recalling the state of conservation reports and reactive monitoring mission reports of March 2009, March 2010 and October 2010 that underscored the impacts of the Cinta Costera project, in particular the Maritime Viaduct, and the poor state of conservation of the property;
	4. Notes the progress with developing a Management Plan, with quantifying the number of buildings at risk and with work on the streetscapes, and undergrounding networks, and reiterates its deep concern about the overall state of conservation of the property and regrets that no sufficient progress has been made in comprehensively and sustainably addressing issues, or in implementing the emergency Action Plan agreed in 2009; 
	5. Also regrets that the State Party decided to launch the construction of the Cinta Costera Phase III (Maritime Viaduct) that modifies in an irreversible manner the relation of the historic centre with its wider setting; 
	6. Requests the State Party to submit by 1 February 2015 a significant modification to the boundaries to allow it to justify a revision of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	7. Also requests the State Party to invite as soon as possible a high-level World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring Mission, guided by the World Heritage Centre, to discuss the different possibilities of this modification;
	8. Considers that in the absence of the implementation of the request made in this decision, the property would be deleted from the World Heritage List at its 39th session in 2015, in conformity with Chapter IV.C of the Operational Guidelines. 

	101. Historic Centre of the City of Arequipa (Peru) (C 1016)
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.101 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.104, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the information provided by the State Party on the actions taken to implement the recommendations made by the World Heritage Committee and reiterates its concern that measures to ensure the conservation and protection of the property continue to be at the planning stages; 
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to finalize the following documents for submission to the World Heritage Centre by 30 November 2013, for evaluation: 
	a) Risk Preparedness plan for the property, 
	b) Delineation of the buffer zone and approval of adequate regulatory measures, 
	c) Master Plan for the property in three printed copies, in addition to an electronic, for review by the Advisory Bodies, 
	d) Proposal for a minor boundary modification, according to the procedure established by the Operational Guidelines;

	5. Urges the State Party to finalize the management plan for the property as it has been requested by the World Heritage Committee since 2009 and submit three copies to the World Heritage Centre, for review by the Advisory Bodies by 1 February 2014;
	6. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to undertake an Environmental Impact Assessment, including Heritage Impact Assessments for the Via Troncal Interconectora project as a whole, including the assessment of potential impacts on the landscape areas of Lari Lari, Los Tucos, Cayma and Yanahuara and the identification of mitigation measures, and submit the assessment study to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies, prior to the approval and implementation of the project; 
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014. 


	102. Historic Centre of Lima (Peru) (C 500bis) 
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.102 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.134, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Acknowledges the efforts made by the State Party in the implementation of the recommendations made by the 2010 reactive monitoring mission and encourages it to continue with these efforts, in particular regarding the establishment of a fully functional and resourced management system for the property;
	4. Takes note of large scale projects being implemented and requests the State Party to: 
	a) Consider the development of alternative plans for the High Capacity Segregated Corridor, responsive to studies of transportation systems, and develop the adequate heritage impact assessments in the sections that could potentially impact the World Heritage property, 
	b) Submit to the World Heritage Centre the final design, technical specifications and precise location of the route, in relation to the inscribed property, for the Cable Car Project, including relevant heritage and visual impact assessments, for review by the Advisory Bodies prior to making any commitment to its implementation by 30 October 2014;

	5. Also requests the State Party to submit three printed and electronic copies of the finalised Master Plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the abovementioned requests, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015. 






	Omnibus Decision
	Decision: 37 COM 7B.103  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 34 COM 8B.6, 35 COM 7B.42, 35 COM 7B.63, 35 COM 7B.67, 35 COM 7B.68, 35 COM 7B.69, 35 COM 7B.73, 35 COM 7B.88, 35 COM 7B.94, 35 COM 7B.98, 35 COM 7B.102, 35 COM 7B.106, 35 COM 7B.109, 35 COM 7B.122, 35 COM 7B.127, 35 COM 7B.128, 35 COM 7B.131 and 35 COM 7B.133, adopted at its 34th (Brasilia, 2010) and 35th (UNESCO, 2011) sessions respectively, 
	3. Takes note with satisfaction of the measures taken by the States Parties concerned to address its previous requests to mitigate the threats on the Outstanding Universal Value of the following World Heritage properties : 
	4. Encourages the States Parties concerned to pursue their efforts to ensure the conservation of World Heritage properties; 
	5. Reminds the States Parties concerned to inform the World Heritage Centre in due course about any major development project which may affect the Outstanding Universal Value of a property, before any irreversible commitments are made, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines.
	Decision: 37 COM 7C 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7C, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 7C and 36 COM 7C, adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Expresses its appreciation to the Flemish Government for its support in establishing the online “State of Conservation Information System of World Heritage properties”; 
	4. Welcomes the contribution of the Information System to the improved transparency of World Heritage Reactive Monitoring and informed decision-making processes;  
	5. Encourages States Parties to make public the reports submitted on the state of conservation of World Heritage properties in order to facilitate their consultation by all stakeholders and contribute to an improved transparency of the reactive monitoring process and, in this case, requests the World Heritage Centre to make them publicly accessible through the State of Conservation Information System; 
	6. Also encourages the World Heritage Centre to continue exploring opportunities to link the Information System to other existing relevant databases as part of a wider Information and knowledge management system, in order to improve the synergies between the World Heritage Convention and other international conventions or programmes; 
	7. Calls upon all States Parties to the Convention to support the activities proposed to contribute towards the improvement of the Information System and its access for the international community. 
	Decision: 37 COM 8A
	8. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/8A, 
	9. Stressing the importance of the process of revision and updating of Tentative Lists, as a tool for the regional harmonisation of the World Heritage List and of long term planning of its development;
	10. Takes note of the Tentative Lists presented in Annexes 2 and 3 of this document.






	CHANGES TO NAMES OF PROPERTIES INSCRIBED ON THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST
	Decision: 37 COM 8B.1
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/8B,
	2. Approves the name change to Old Havana and its Fortification as proposed by the Cuban authorities. The name of the property in English becomes Old Havana and its Fortification System.
	Decision: 37 COM 8B.2
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/8B,
	2. Approves the name change to the Archaeological Ensemble of the Bend of the Boyne as proposed by the Irish authorities. The name of the property becomes Brú na Bóinne - Archaeological Ensemble of the Bend of the Boyne  in English and Brú na Bóinne - Ensemble archéologique de la Vallée de la Boyne in French.
	Decision: 37 COM 8B.3
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/8B,
	2. Approves the name change to Wooden Churches of Southern Little Poland as proposed by the Polish authorities. The name of the property becomes Wooden Churches of Southern Małopolska in English and Eglises en bois du sud de Małopolska in French.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.4
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/8B,
	2. Approves the name change to Cracow’s Historic Centre as proposed by the Polish authorities. The name of the property becomes Historic Centre of Kraków in English and Centre historique de Kraków in French.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.5
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/8B,
	2. Approves the name change to the Fossil Hominid Sites of Sterkfontein, Swartkrans, Kromdraai, and Environs as proposed by the South African authorities. The name of the property becomes Fossil Hominid Sites of South Africa in English and Sites des hominidés fossils d’Afrique du Sud in French.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.6
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/8B,
	2. Approves the name change to the Convent of St Gall as proposed by the Swiss authorities. The name of the property becomes Abbey of St Gall in English and Abbaye de St-Gall in French.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.7
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/8B,
	2. Approves the name change to Westminster Palace, Westminster Abbey and Saint Margaret’s Church as proposed by the English authorities. The name of the property becomes Palace of Westminster and Westminster Abbey including Saint Margaret’s Church in English and Palais de Westminster et l'abbaye de Westminster incluant l'église Sainte-Marguerite in French.






	EXAMINATION OF NOMINATIONS OF NATURAL, MIXED AND CULTURAL PROPERTIES TO THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST
	NATURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	Decision: 37 COM 8B.8
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B2,
	2. Inscribes the Namib Sand Sea, Namibia, on the World Heritage list on the basis of criteria (vii), (viii), (ix) and (x);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Commends the State Party for its landmark decision to terminate all existing mineral exploration licenses within the property, thus eliminating the threat of any future mining operations that would affect its integrity;
	5. Requests the State Party to provide a finalized management plan and map showing the intended zonation of the property and the institutional arrangements for its implementation and monitoring to the World Heritage Centre by 31 December 2013;
	6. Considers that inscription of the property on the World Heritage List provides an opportunity to further enhance a number of protection and management arrangements for the property and therefore also requests the State Party to:
	a) Confirm as soon as possible, through a letter to the World Heritage Centre, the termination of all remaining mineral prospecting licenses within the property at the earliest opportunity, noting that none of these old licences will be activated, and all will be extinguished by the end of January 2014;
	b) Strengthen further participatory management arrangements with the indigenous peoples with rights related to the property, including to maintain traditional access and sustainable use of natural resources within the property and its buffer zone;
	c) Improve visitor interpretation facilities to foster an appreciation of the unique values of the property;
	d) Establish and implement a long-term programme to monitor key ecological and management effectiveness indicators and the State of Conservation of the property;
	e) Strengthen management capacity in terms of financial and human resources, including the highly effective support provided to the property by the Gobabeb Training and Research Centre;
	f) Enhance arrangements for the identification, allocation, management and monitoring of tourism concessions; and
	g) Further strengthen efforts to control and eliminate invasive alien species within the property.
	7. Further requests the State Party to provide a report to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015 on progress in implementing the above recommendations for possible consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015;
	8. Encourages the State Party, and neighbouring States Parties, to consider options to nominate further outstanding areas of the Namib Desert, including the potential for nominations to form serial extensions of the present property.
	Decision: 37 COM 8B.9
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B2,
	2. Approves the extension of Mount Kenya National Park/Natural Forest, Kenya, to include the Lewa Wildlife Conservancy and Ngare Ndare Forest Reserve, on the basis of criteria (vii) and (ix) and takes note that the name of the property remains Mount Kenya National Park/Natural Forest to accommodate potential future extensions;
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Emphasizes the critical importance of maintaining the wildlife and elephant corridor between the Lewa Wildlife Conservancy - Ngare Ndare Forest Reserve and the Mountt Kenya National Park/Natural Forest World Heritage Site as vital to conservation connectivity and the viability of the property’s Outstanding Universal Value;

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.10
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B2;
	2. Inscribes the Xinjiang Tianshan, China, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (vii) and (ix);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Requests the State Party to:
	a) Complete a revised management plan for the entire property by 2014;
	b) Complete gazettal and legal protection of the areas merging Kalajun and Kuerdening;
	c) Consider progressive extensions and additions to the property noting the relative small size given the very large size of the Tianshan range;
	d) Initiate collaboration with neighbouring countries to explore the potential for a transnational serial nomination;
	e) Work with IUCN and other partners to explore the potential of integrating local communities and in particular traditional herdsmen into management of the property; and
	f) Cooperate with neighbouring State Parties, the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to undertake a regional comparative biodiversity and geodiversity study of Inner Asian high mountains and deserts and to conduct a regional expert workshop with a view to developing opportunities for future transnational potentially serial nominations.


	Decision: 37 COM 8B.11
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B2;
	2. Refers the examination of the nomination of the Great Himalayan National Park, India, back to the State Party in order to allow it to:
	a) Finalize the addition of Tirthan and Sainj Wildlife Sanctuaries to the nominated property to create a single area thereby increasing the overall size of the site and improving its integrity and potential to meet World Heritage criteria;
	b) Continue to strengthen the engagement of local communities in participatory governance of the site including the Tirthan and Sainj Wildlife Sanctuaries;
	c) Confirm the outstanding universal value of an enlarged property through further detailed comparative analysis of the values of the site with reference to other sites within the Western Himalayas and, in particular, the Nanda Devi and Valley of the Flowers National Parks World Heritage property;
	d) Consider undertaking a comparative study to fully assess the relative values of the nominated property against other sites in the Himalayas and adjacent mountain regions;
	e) Continue longer term plans to progressively increase the size of the nominated property with the addition of other surrounding protected areas to form an aggregated property that potentially includes the Rupi Bhabha Wildlife Sanctuary, Pin Valley National Park, Khirganga National Park and the Kanawar Wildlife Sanctuary.


	Decision: 37 COM 8B.12
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B2;
	2. Refers the nomination of Mount Hamiguitan Range Wildlife Sanctuary, Philippines back to the State Party taking note of the potential for this site to meet criteria (x), in order to allow the State Party to:
	a) Continue the work with the National Commission for Indigenous Peoples (NCIP) to resolve any outstanding land claims to ensure there is broad based support for the nomination of the site and that any future use of the area does not compromise the Outstanding Universal Value of the site;
	b)  Implement the envisaged expansion of the site to include important nesting habitats for endangered species such as the Philippine Eagle and implement the envisaged expansion of the buffer zone in order to enhance the integrity of the site;
	c) Prepare a detailed Visitor and Tourism Management Plan as a sub-plan to the Management Plan in recognition of the potential for increasing pressure for access and higher numbers of park visitors. Such a plan should be prepared in consultation with local communities to anticipate and plan for the impact of opening the site to increased visitation and to ensure that local people share in the benefits of future tourism use of the site;
	d) Develop and implement a research and monitoring programme to assess and adapt to the impacts of climate change on the site; 

	3. Commends the State Party for having finalized the Memorandum of Understanding with the stakeholders to secure their cooperation in the management and protection of the site and requests the State Party to submit it to the World Heritage Centre as soon as possible.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.13
	Decision: 37 COM 8B.14
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B2;
	2. Inscribes the Tajik National Park (Mountains of the Pamirs), Tajikistan, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (vii) and (viii);
	3. Adopts the following Statements of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Commends the State Party on its continued and responsive efforts to improve protection and management of the property, in particular for the development and future implementation of the management plan;
	5. Recommends the State Party to marshal the necessary human and financial resources to ensure effective long term protection and management in accordance with the property’s management plan and to explore options to secure additional international financial assistance for capacity building;
	6. Encourages the State Party to cooperate with the neighbouring State Party of Kyrgyzstan to develop improved and sustainable tourism programmes which enhance visitor services, income and which foster community-based tourism development;
	7. Also encourages the State Party to cooperate with neighbouring State Parties, the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to undertake a regional comparative biodiversity and geodiversity study of Inner Asian high mountains and deserts and to conduct a regional expert workshop with a view to developing opportunities for future transnational potentially serial nominations.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.15
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B2;
	2. Inscribes Mount Etna, Italy, on the World Heritage List under criterion (viii);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Commends the local, regional and national government authorities, park staff, forest rangers, cooperating scientists and scientific institutions, and non-governmental organizations for their commitment and support to the nominated property;
	5. Requests the State Party to coordinate regional and national authorities to maintain and strengthen their support to the property, to further increase the management capacity of the property;
	6. Recommends the State Party to review and update the management plan, to:
	a) Strengthen harmonization between the various management organizations and private sector partners in the use of the proposed property to ensure that the outstanding geological features are not adversely impacted by increasing tourism pressures.
	b) Strengthen mechanisms to monitor visitor use that balance the protection of natural heritage values with enhanced visitor experience and safety.
	c) Encourage improved research and monitoring of the values with the inclusion of technical staff (geologist, geomorphologist and volcanologist) as an integral part of the management team on the site. 
	d) Encourage the exchange of management experience and promotion of scientific and educational opportunities between Mount Etna and Isole Eolie (Aeolian Islands, Italy).

	7. Also recommends the park, regional and national authorities work together with relevant funding and technical partners in order to enhance the visitor experience of the property. This should include improvements to the environmental education and ecotourism facilities in the property, and tourism facilities in the buffer zone and wider park area;
	8. Encourages the State Party improve the integration of the property and its buffer zone into the wider landscape, to recognize and promote existing education, monitoring, research and training activities, and to improve the prospects for sustainable development of the region, including through possible adoption of experience from the UNESCO Man and Biosphere Programme;
	9. Recalling Decision 31 COM 8B.12 adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), reiterates that “there is increasingly limited potential for further inscriptions of volcanic sites on the World Heritage List”, and also requests IUCN to revisit and update its thematic study on “World Heritage Volcanoes”, with input from reviewers expert in volcanic sites, to clearly articulate a short and appropriately balanced list of the strongest remaining candidate volcanic sites with potential for inscription on the World Heritage List.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.16
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B2;
	2. Inscribes the El Pinacate and Gran Desierto de Altar Biosphere Reserve, Mexico, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (vii), (viii) and (x);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Commends the State Party on the decision to not locate electricity transmission infrastructure along the coast, in order to conserve the visual integrity of the area, and requests the State Party to apply the highest environmental standards in the alternative corridor in the northern part of the property;
	5. Requests the State Party to ensure full compliance with Environmental Impact Assessment requirements as regards the ongoing expansion of the Route 2 road development;
	6. Encourages the State Party to consider the future expansion of the property to include the adjacent Ramsar site of Bahia de Adair;
	7. Also encourages the State Parties of Mexico and the United States of America to strengthen cooperation on the conservation and management of the shared Greater Sonoran Desert Ecosystem, building upon the existing agreements and working relationships at all levels, which may eventually lead to the formal establishment of a transboundary protected area;
	8. Further encourages the State Parties of Mexico and the United States of America to further cooperate on the saving of the Sonoran Pronghorn from possible extinction;
	9. Furthermore encourages the State Party, and the neighbouring State Party of the United States of America, to fully consider environmental concerns in security efforts along the international border that forms the northern boundary of the property.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.17
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B, WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1 and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B2,
	2. Defers the examination of the nomination of the Bijagós Archipelago – Motom Moranghajogo, Guinea Bissau, to the World Heritage List to allow the State Party to:
	a) Strengthen the legal protection status of the property to ensure that all areas nominated have adequate legal and/or customary protection;
	b) Consider modification of the boundaries of areas to be nominated within the overall biosphere reserve to conform to integrity requirements and exclude heavily modified areas that do not contain attributes that contribute to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property. These areas, including the towns of Bolama and Bubaque, could be included in a buffer zone for the property as defined in paragraph 103 of the Operational Guidelines;
	c) Deepen the comparative analysis so as to ascertain whether the property might be considered to have the potential to demonstrate Outstanding Universal Value for cultural criteria;
	d) Ensure that an overall management plan/system is established for the nominated site with appropriate institutional and financial means and measures in place, including an overall coordination body for the whole property;
	e) Ensure that this management plan/system includes a clear and agreed strategy for sustainable tourism, including appropriate policies, programmes and tourism infrastructure that does not degrade the integrity of the property and its OUV;
	f) Update, detail and strengthen management plans for the existing legally protected areas included within the property in a way that is compatible with the overall management plan/system of the property;
	g) Establish effective protection and management measures and activities that minimize the effects of the non-native species, including those considered as invasive, and restore degraded areas where appropriate;
	h) Ensure that new shipping routes are not be established through the nominated site;
	i) Ensure that oil exploration and exploitation operations do not take place within the nominated property and that operations outside of the site do not have any significant impact on the nominated site; and
	j) Ensure that human and financial resources are sufficient to maintain the integrity of the property and the long-term preservation of its Outstanding Universal Value; in particular raise sufficient financial resources for the trust fund project (the “Fondation Bioguinée”), and take all measures to ensure that an adequate proportion of this fund is earmarked for the proposed site;

	3. Recommends that the State Party move forward plans to designate either the National Parks, or possibly the entire Biosphere Reserve, as a Ramsar site, to strengthen national and local protection and management and international recognition;
	4. Commends the State Party and its partner organisations for its committed and innovative work in participatory community management in this important protected area;
	5. Considers that the evaluation of any revised nomination would need to include an expert mission to the site;
	6. Encourages the State Party, under the principles of the Upstream Process, with the assistance of the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to seek advice on the potential of the site to satisfy cultural criteria and on reframing the nomination for natural criteria to address the concerns above.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.18
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B, WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1 and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B2,
	2. Approves the extension of uKhahlamba / Drakensberg Park, South Africa, to include Sehlabathebe National Park, Lesotho, to become the Maloti-Drakensberg Park, Lesotho/South Africa, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (i), (iii), (vii) and (x);
	3. Adopts the following provisional Statement of Outstanding Universal Value: 
	4. Requests the State Party to:
	a) Conduct further research on rock art on the basis of the ARAL (Analysis of Rock Art in Lesotho) project findings, in Sehlabathebe National Park and its surroundings to  add on the existing inventory;
	b) Include in this inventory the state of conservation of the documented rock art sites; 
	c) Study the potential cultural contribution of landscape elements, such as rock pools, in Sehlabathebe as part of on-going research;
	d) Designate on the basis of the revised inventory and the research, the most significant rock art sites as national historic sites through public gazetting;
	e) Collaborate with the State Party of South Africa, to update the existing cultural heritage management plan to include a risk preparedness and a disaster response plan;
	f) Further build capacity through the training of staff of the Sehlabathebe management base and the Department of Culture in the documentation and conservation of rock art, provide significantly enhanced qualified staff within Sehlabathebe National Park;
	g) Allocate a specific and adequate annual budget to allow for medium-term planning in conservation, inventorying and monitoring.

	5. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to:
	a) Submitting an International Assistance request for strengthening of heritage management;
	b) Ensure that oral history is included in the research priorities of the park and Maloti Drakensberg Transboundary Park in order to enhance interpretation of San rock art;
	c) Continuing a cautious approach towards conservation interventions on rock art sites and restrict such interventions to exceptional cases where rock art would otherwise become very fragile and vulnerable;
	d) Improving the presentation of cultural aspects and in particular the rock art sites within the Environmental Centre;
	e) Continuing the involvement of the local communities in the buffer zone and assisting them in establishing small-scale visitor services to generate direct revenues for the community;

	6. Also requests the State Party to carefully consider any proposed development of wind farms in areas neighbouring the Sehlabathebe National Park and to ensure that such developments do not adversely impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the transboundary site in particular on populations of Bearded Vultures and Cape Vultures in the Lesotho Highlands and the surrounding escarpment of South Africa;
	7. Further requests the States Parties to:
	a) Finalize revisions, amendments and enactment of relevant laws pertinent to the property, in particular to approve and enact the draft Nature Conservation Act 2005 in Lesotho;
	b) Update the current Sehlabathebe National Park and joint Sehlabathebe National Park/ uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park management and business plans which expire by 2013 and to ensure they provide for enhanced cooperation and joint management of both natural and cultural World Heritage values;
	c) Formalize the buffer zones surrounding the property and continue their cooperative attempts towards providing a buffer zone to the south of Sehlabathebe located in the territory of South Africa;
	d) Strengthen transnational collaboration to share technical capacity and ensure improved management capacity within Sehlabathebe National Park;

	8. Congratulates both States Parties on their cooperation in the nomination of the extension to create a new transboundary World Heritage property, and their collaborative approach to protect and manage the property to the highest international standards, and continue collaborating with the Advisory Bodies to improve the management plan of the property;
	9. Rrequests furthermore the State Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including a report on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015. 

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.19
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B, WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1, WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B2 and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B4,
	2. Defers the examination of the nomination of Pimachiowin Aki, Canada, to the World Heritage List in order to allow the State Party to:
	a) Consider options, in collaboration with the First Nations and the partners in the nomination, to refine and strengthen the boundaries of the nominated property to meet integrity requirements in relation to the operation of ecological processes within the property and surrounding areas;
	b) Explore whether there is a way that the relationship with nature that has persisted for generations between the Anishinaabe First Nations and Pimachiowin Aki, might be seen to have the potential to satisfy one or more of the cultural criteria and allow a fuller understanding of the inter-relationship between culture and nature within Pimachiowin Aki and how this could be related to the World Heritage Convention.

	3. Recommends that the State Party invite a joint ICOMOS and IUCN Advisory Mission, under the principles of the Upstream Processes, in order to address the above mentioned issues;
	4. Commends the State Party, the First Nations and other stakeholders for their exemplary efforts to develop a nomination that will protect, maintain and restore the significant cultural and natural assets and values associated with Pimachiowin Aki;
	5. Recognizes that this mixed nomination and the associated IUCN and ICOMOS evaluations have raised fundamental questions in terms of how the indissoluble bonds that exist in some places between culture and nature can be recognized on the World Heritage List, in particular the fact that the cultural and natural values of one property are currently evaluated separately and that the present wording of the criteria may be one contributor to this difficulty;
	6. Further recognizes that maintaining entirely separate evaluation processes for mixed nominations does not facilitate a shared decision-making process between the Advisory Bodies;
	7. Requests the World Heritage Centre, in consultation with the Advisory Bodies to examine options for changes to the criteria and/or to the Advisory Body evaluation process to address this issue and decides to include a debate on this item on the agenda of its 38th session.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.20
	Decision: 37 COM 8B.21
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Refers the nomination of Isandra Zoma, Madagascar, back to the State Party, in order to allow it, with the advice of ICOMOS and the World Heritage Centre, if requested, to:
	a) Complete the comparative analysis at the national level (historic areas of the Betsileo people and of the central highlands), to determine whether the property is the most representative and best preserved in Madagascar and in what way it is outstanding; and complete the comparative analysis at the regional level, notably in Africa,
	b) Review the property boundaries to include its various attributes currently in the buffer zone: tombs, vatolahy, defensive trenches, etc.,
	c) Update the property data with archaeological surveys and regular scientific monitoring,
	d) Implement a conservation plan for the property based on regular monitoring,
	e) Implement a management plan for the property by the overarching management body, which must include a tourism development and management plan, and be able to be incorporated into the local community development plans,
	f) Review and expand the notion of indicators for the property’s monitoring and conservation;

	3. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Making the property’s map boundaries identifiable on the ground,
	b) Developing tourism facilities and accommodation involving the local population.


	Decision: 37 COM 8B.22
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Noting that the State Party agreed to a revised name of property;
	3. Inscribes the Historic Centre of Agadez, Niger, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (ii) and (iii);
	4. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	5. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Continuing working on the inventory of monuments and housing, and on the intangible heritage,
	b) Establishing restoration standards to ensure the conservation of the authenticity of the property,
	c) Monitoring the results of the recently introduced policy to ban the use of non-traditional materials for walls, rendering, roofs and the renovation of door and window frames,
	d) Paying particular attention to the situation of advertisements inside the property and buffer zone limits, and the effectiveness of the measures taken to curb this phenomenon,
	e) Describing in a unified and practical form the indicators for monitoring the property and the results of their application.

	6. Requests the State Party to submit by 1 February 2014 a report to the World Heritage Centre about the progress made in implementing the above recommendations, to be examined by the Committee at its 38th session in 2014;
	7. Also recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Putting in place procedures for engagement with the population and for raising the population’s awareness about the conservation of the property,
	b) Paying particular attention to the transmission of knowhow concerning traditional construction practices,
	c) Paying particular attention to the question of traditional wood species which are now becoming rare,
	d) Paying more attention to the question of sanitation in general, both in technical and health terms. 

	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B.Add and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Inscribes Al Zubarah Archaeological Site, Qatar, on theWorld Heritage List on the basis of criteria (iii), (iv) and (v);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Carrying out Heritage Impact Assessments for major infrastructural projects considered in the vicinity of the property, in order to ensure that these do not impact adversely on the town and its wider desert setting,
	b) Continuing its wide-ranging survey, research and analysis of the wider setting of the property, and, in particular, its relationship with other coastal towns and inland settlements.


	Decision: 37 COM 8B.24
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes the Cultural Landscape of Honghe Hani Rice Terraces, China, as a cultural landscape on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (iii) and (v);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Putting in place a sustainable eco-tourism strategy for the property and its buffer zone, 
	b) Providing an interpretation strategy that allows understanding of the complex farming and water management systems and the distinctive social-economic and religious systems of the Hani communities; 

	5. Requests the State Party to submit by 1 February 2015, a report to the World Heritage Centre outlining progress made in the implementation of the abovementioned recommendations to be examined by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015, given the considerable pressure that the rice terraces could face from increased tourism;
	6. Also recommends that consideration is given to arranging an international workshop on the management of extensive terraced landscapes so that the work done on putting in place sustainable management of the Hani Honghe terraces might be shared with other properties in Asia that face similar challenges.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.25
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes Levuka Historical Port Town, Fiji, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (ii) and (iv);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Approving, promulgating and implementing the Fiji World Heritage Decree which provides for legal protection of the property and the buffer zone;
	b) Developing a medium-term plan for the conservation of structures in poor condition and for the professional development of expertise in conservation;
	c) Including archaeological sites in the inventory and completing it as soon as possible;
	d) Keeping the maximum building height and building density specified for hotel development to the prevalent level of existing buildings and integrating the requirement of Heritage Impact Assessments for any type of tourism developments in the property, buffer zone and wider setting;
	e) Finalizing the Levuka town-planning scheme.

	5. Requests the State Party to submit by 1 February 2015 a report to the World Heritage Centre outlining the progress made in the implementation of the above-mentioned recommendations to be examined by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.26 
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B, WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B.1 and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B.4,
	2. Takes note of the extended buffer zone provided by the State Party; 
	3. Inscribes the Golestan Palace, Iran (Islamic Republic of), on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (ii), (iii) and (iv);
	4. Adopts the following provisional Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	5. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Developing an awareness-raising programme at the public level related to risk preparedness, within the adopted buffer zone,
	b) Identifying an alternative location for the storage yard and plant nursery north of Shams-ol Imareh to allow for adequate conservation of this section of Golestan Palace as well as future public access.


	Decision: 37 COM 8B.27
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B, WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1 and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B4,
	2. Recognizing the Outstanding Universal Value of the site, refers the nomination of the Cultural Landscape of Maymand, Iran (Islamic Republic of) back to the State Party, in order to allow it to set the property into its wider agro-pastoral context, and demonstrate in which way the site is an outstanding reflection of transhumance in its geo-cultural region;; 
	3. Requests the State Party and the Advisory Bodies to continue to work closely on the nomination dossier as well as with the other States Parties, especially those in the region, to promote the concept of Desert Cultural Landscape;
	4. Also requests the State Party to develop a land-use strategy that integrates traditional agro-pastoralism into an economic development strategy;

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.28
	Decision: 37 COM 8B.29
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B, WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1 and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B4;
	2. Inscribes Fujisan, sacred place and source of artistic inspiration, Japan, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (iii) and (vi);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party operationalize the management system in order to manage the property as an entity and as a cultural landscape with respect to the following:
	a) Put in place an overall vision for the property related to its conflicting needs to offer access and recreation and to maintain spiritual and aesthetic qualities, 
	b) Delineate the pilgrim routes on the lower slopes of the mountain in relation to the shrines and lodging sites and to their links to the upper ascent routes, and consider how these might be perceived and understood, 
	c) Develop a visitor management strategy based on researched carrying capacities for the upper access routes, 
	d) Develop an overall conservation approach for the upper access routes and their associated huts and tractor routes, 
	e) Develop an interpretation strategy that informs how each of the individual sites can be appreciated and understood as part of the overall property and of the overall pilgrimage routes around both the upper and lower slopes of the mountain, in order to guide the development of visitor centres and interpretation at individual sites, 
	f) Strengthen the monitoring indicators to reflect spiritual and aesthetic aspects of the landscape; 

	5. Requests the State Party to submit a state of conservation report to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2016 in order to provide an update on the progress with the development of an overall vision for the property, a tourism strategy, a conservation approach for the access routes, an Interpretation strategy, a risk management strategy with the overall revision of the management plan to reflect a cultural landscape approach to be examined by the World Heritage Committee at its 40th session in 2016 and encourages the State Party to ask ICOMOS advice on these approaches.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.30
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B, WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1 and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B4,
	2. Inscribes the Historic Monuments and Sites in Kaesong, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (ii) and (iii);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Developing tourism management and interpretation plans for the nominated property components;
	b) Further developing the monitoring system to ensure coordination between the monitoring bodies.

	5. Requests the State Party to submit by 1 February 2015 a report to the World Heritage Centre outlining the progress made in the implementation of the above-mentioned recommendations and the guidelines for protection and management to be examined by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.31
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B.Add WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1.Add and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B4,
	2. Inscribes the Hill Forts of Rajasthan, India, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (ii) and (iii);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Requests the State Party to submit, by 1 February 2015, a State of Conservation Report to the World Heritage Centre, reporting on progress with the conservation project at Jaisalmer, and conservation work at Chittorgarh and Kumbhalgarh Forts, to be examined by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.32
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B, WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1 and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B4,
	2. Inscribes the Red Bay Basque Whaling Station, Canada, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (iii) and (iv);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Notifying the World Heritage Committee of any agricultural or mining project which could possibly arise in the surroundings of the property and which could potentially have a negative impact on it, in accordance with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	b) Improving and deepening the interpretation of the site for visitors, in view of the inexplicit nature of the remains preserved on land and in the bay. 


	Decision: 37 COM 8B.33
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B, WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1 and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B4,
	2. Noting that the State Party agreed to a revised name of property;
	3. Inscribes the Bergpark Wilhelmshöhe, Germany, on the World Heritage List as a cultural landscape on the basis of criteria (iii) and (iv);
	4. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.34
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes the Medici Villas and Gardens in Tuscany, Italy, on the World Heritage List as a cultural landscape on the basis of criteria (ii), (iv) and (vi);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Confirming the actual operation of the Steering Committee’s transversal management system and its two bodies: the Technical Bureau and the Observatory, detailing the human and material resources available to them;
	b) Establishing precise secondary monitoring indicators; coordinating and analysing the property’s monitoring by the transversal management entity;
	c) Establishing an updated Management Plan, including implementation dates, and in particular add a conservation schedule for the property’s constituent components;
	d) Compiling a table of the available and necessary human resources, levels of qualification and training requirements as part of the management plan.


	Decision: 37 COM 8B.35
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Decides not to inscribe the Town and the Castle of Vianden, Luxembourg, on the World Heritage List.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.36
	The nomination of Teylers, Haarlem, Netherlands, was withdrawn at the request of the State Party. 

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.37
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes the Wooden Tserkvas of the Carpathian Region in Poland and Ukraine, Poland / Ukraine, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (iii) and (iv);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the States Parties give consideration to the following:
	a) Ensuring that all district and local land use and development plans recognise and provide specific protection for the nominated properties and buffer zones in order to provide protection at all levels and prevent any negative impact of future developments;
	b) Completing the establishment of the overarching Steering Committee in accordance with Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention, paragraph 114 and the timeframe provided by the States Parties.


	Decision: 37 COM 8B.38
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B.1 and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B.4,
	2. Inscribes the University of Coimbra – Alta and Sofia, Portugal, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (ii), (iv) and (vi);
	3. Adopts the following provisional Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to augmenting the monitoring system to include specific indicators, responsibilities and timeframes for monitoring exercises in the different property components.
	5. Also recommends that the State Party give consideration to creating a consultative forum for community and NGO involvement.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.39
	Decision: 37 COM 8B.40
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Noting that the State Party agreed to a revised name of property;
	3. Inscribes the Ancient City of Tauric Chersonese and its Chora, Ukraine, with the exception of serial component no. 7 Cape Vinogradny, on the World Heritage List as a cultural landscape on the basis of criteria (ii) and (v);
	4. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	5. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Finalizing and officially adopting the management plan including interpretation, visitor and risk management strategies;
	b) Approving the project for the revision of boundaries and land use regimes and integration of the protection zones proposed in the municipal zoning and Development Master Plan;
	c) Launching immediate conservation and stabilization measures for the most fragile section of exposed archaeological remains to prevent collapses and disintegration;
	d) Attributing adequate financial resources for a medium-term conservation programme and management of the site;
	e) Developing a schedule and plan for the relocation of the yacht club and a cooperation plan with the church authorities aimed at better integrating the use and activities of the church within the archaeological site;
	f) Providing an overview of possible later extensions of the landscape property and its anticipated expansion in line with paragraph 139 of the Operational Guidelines;
	g) Surveying the wider chora landscape with the help of non-destructive remote sensing techniques to gain a better understanding of the extension and significance of further chora components;
	h) Initiating underwater archaeological surveys of the port bay of Tauric Chersonese to gain better knowledge about the extension and significance of the quay structures.

	6. Request the State Party to submit by 1 February 2015 a report to the World Heritage Centre outlining progress made in the implementation of the demands and abovementioned recommendations to be examined by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015;
	7. Encourages States Parties to provide international cooperation to assist in financing the most urgent conservation requirements.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.41
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B, WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1 and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B4,
	2. Approves the extension of the Wieliczka Salt Mine to include the Bochnia Salt Mine and Wieliczka Saltworks Castle, and thus become the Wieliczka and Bochnia Royal Salt Mines, Poland, on the basis of criterion (iv);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Clarifying and specifying the extent of the subsurface and connecting shafts forming the Wieliczka mine; provide an adequate map to show the extent and area of the mine;
	b) Confirming the setting up of the Monitoring and Coordination Team for the property which was recently announced; specify its composition, its human and material resources and how it will function in practice;
	c) Paying particular attention to the control of urban development in the buffer zone, in the vicinity of Wieliczka Saltworks Castle, and for the development of the “Pôle Campi” at Bochnia, and keep the World Heritage Committee informed, in accordance with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention;
	d) Providing a better description of the safety plan with regard to the operation of the tourism activity;
	e) Strengthening the study and monitoring of the risks associated with humidity affecting the underground structure and the sculptures of the Bochnia mine, particularly in view of the high level of tourist visits and the development of the spa;
	f) Paying particular attention to the risks of flooding at the Bochnia mine, bearing in mind a possible increase in torrential rain as a result of climate change;
	g) Stating the monitoring used for the underground electrical and mechanical systems at the Bochnia mine, and provide details about the emergency evacuation plans;
	h) Paying greater attention, in the case of architectural restorations and of technical historical reconstructions, to inaccurate reconstructions and the risk of over-interpretation of existing remains.  


	Decision: 37 COM 8B.42
	The nomination of the Sacral Complex on the remains of the Roman Forum in Zadar, Croatia, was withdrawn at the request of the State Party. 

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.43
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B, WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B.1 and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B.4,
	2. Recognizing the Outstanding Universal Value of the site, refers the nomination of the Bolgar Historical and Archaeological Complex, Russian Federation, back to the State Party in order to allow it, in collaboration with the Advisory Body (ICOMOS), in particular by inviting an advisory mission to the site, to take adequate measures for an inscription on the basis of criteria (iii) and (vi) at its next session.






	EXAMINATION OF MINOR BOUNDARY MODIFICATIONS OF NATURAL, MIXED AND CULTURAL PROPERTIES ALREADY INSCRIBED ON THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST
	Decision: 37 COM 8B.44
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B.Add, WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1.Add, WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B2.Add and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B4.,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.41, Decision 34 COM 7B.38, Decision 34 COM 8B.46 and Decision 36 COM 8B.45;
	3. Notes that the proposed minor boundary modification has been submitted under natural criteria only although it appears to contain significant cultural attributes that relate to those located within the inscribed property;
	4. Approves the proposed minor boundary modification of the Tasmanian Wilderness, Australia, and requests the State Party to address the following concerns regarding the cultural values of the property:
	a) Undertake further study and consultation with the Tasmanian Aboriginal community in order to provide more detailed information on the cultural value of the additional areas and how these relate to the Outstanding Universal Value of the existing property;
	b) Provide detailed information on the legal provisions for the protection of cultural heritage in the extended property;
	c) Provide detailed information on the management arrangements for cultural heritage and in particular for the control of access to archaeological sites and sites of cultural significance.
	Decision: 37 COM 8B.45
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B.Add and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Refers the proposed minor boundary modification and buffer zone for Tyre, Lebanon, back to the State Party in order to allow it to:
	a) Consider including in the property the underwater archaeology following the boundary of the Marine Archaeology Protection Area of the Marine Protection Zone (MPZ), in process of approval, as well as the tower remains located along Hamra Street, the reburied remains of the Byzantine basilica and of the aqueduct;
	b) Develop a comprehensive and updated archaeological map indicating the physical remains and the areas with archaeological potential, according to the results of the most recent investigations, and the designated protected zones, which could act as a reliable reference for any minor boundary modification;
	c) Consider the creation of a marine buffer zone on the basis of the marine Buffer Protection Zone (MB), the Coastal Protection Area (MC) and the Marine Environment Protection Area (ME) of the MPZ;
	d) Prepare a map for the District of Tyre to include adjacent municipalities, the territory of which has yielded archaeological findings or possesses archaeological potential, and depict existing remains and areas as well as enforced protection regimes according to the legal and planning provisions, as a basis for the elaboration of a buffer zone which is functionally related to the property and may therefore contribute to sustaining its Outstanding Universal Value and protecting its integrity;
	e) Provide detailed information on how the buffer zone would function in contributing to the protection and sustainment of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and how the relevant stakeholders are involved.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.46
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B.Add and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Approves the proposed minor boundary modification and buffer zone for the Jeongneung area, component part of the Royal Tombs of the Joseon Dynasty, Republic of Korea.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.47
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B.Add and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Approves the proposed minor boundary modification and buffer zone for the Town of Luang Prabang, Lao People’s Democratic Republic.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.48
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B.Add and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Approves the proposed minor boundary modification and buffer zone of the Church of the Immaculate Conception of San Agustin (Manila), component part of the Baroque Churches of the Philippines, Philippines;
	3. Refers the examination of the proposed minor boundary modification and buffer zone of the component of the Church of San Agustin (Paoay) component part of the Baroque Churches of the Philippines, Philippines, back to the State Party in order to allow it to:
	a) Justify the specific contribution of the convent ruins to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	b) Extend the nominated area of the church to include the convent in order to form one single component;
	c) Expand the buffer zone towards the directions in which the property component is not yet surrounded by a protective buffer zone or to provide justification for the rationale of not establishing buffer zone in these areas.

	4. Also refers the examination of the proposed buffer zone for the Church of Santo Tomas de Villanueva (Miagao), component part of the Baroque Churches of the Philippines, Philippines, back to the State Party in order to allow it to expand the buffer zone towards the directions in which the property component is not yet surrounded by a protective buffer zone or to provide justification for the rationale of not establishing buffer zone in these areas; 
	5. Further refers the examination of the proposed minor boundary modification and buffer zone of the Church of Nuestra Señora de la Asunción (Santa Maria), component part of the Baroque Churches of the Philippines, Philippines, back to the State Party in order to allow it to:
	a) Justify the reduction of the property along the eastern slopes towards the old Spanish cemetery and provide the rationale for expansion of the boundaries towards the south;
	b) Expand the buffer zone towards the directions in which the property component is not yet surrounded by a protective buffer zone or to provide justification for the rationale of not establishing buffer zones in the respective areas.


	Decision: 37 COM 8B.49
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B.Add and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Approves the proposed buffer zone for Amiens Cathedral, France.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.50
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B.Add and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Approves the proposed buffer zone for Bourges Cathedral, France.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.51
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B.Add and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2.  Approves the proposed buffer zone for Aachen Cathedral, Germany.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.52
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B.Add and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Refers the examination of the proposed buffer zone for the Historic Centre of Warsaw, Poland, back to the State Party in order to allow it to:
	a) Provide detailed information regarding the protection afforded by the buffer zone as a Monument of History and under the Act on the Protection of Monuments and the Guardianship of Monuments;
	b) Consider legal protection and regulation of the buffer zone as a whole by inclusion in the National Heritage Register.


	Decision: 37 COM 8B.53
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B.Add and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Approves the proposed buffer zone for the Garrison Border Town of Elvas and its Fortifications, Portugal.

	Decision: 37 COM 8B.54
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B.Add and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Approves the proposed minor boundary modification of the Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Groups of Monuments, Russian Federation;
	3. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Slightly modifying the protection zones established according to the Saint Petersburg Law no. 820-7 where necessary to cover with the appropriate regime (CZ or DRZ1) those small portions of territory that are proposed to be included in the inscribed property and are currently not covered by the appropriate level of protection (CZ or DRZ1) regime;
	b) Establishing a buffer zone based on the DRZ2 zone according to an agreed timeframe, considering the reiterated requests made by the World Heritage Committee since its 30th Session for boundary clarifications and the need for a robust protection of the cultural historic setting of component 540-001;
	c) Modifying the juridical status of the property component “Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg” within the Russian legal framework to become a ‘remarkable site’ and modifying the detailed provisions of the protection zone regimes established in 2009 by the Saint Petersburg Law no. 820-7 in order to better detail and differentiate them;
	d) Developing a comprehensive management framework for the entire inscribed property, together with a management plan, on the basis of detailed urban and safeguard plans for the Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg, to be elaborated as early as possible.


	Decision: 37 COM 8B.55
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B.Add and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Refers the examination of the proposed buffer zone for Burgos Cathedral, Spain, back to the State Party in order to allow it to:
	a) Provide a detailed overview of the site management arrangements that would be put in place in the proposed buffer zone; and in relation to both World Heritage properties;
	b) Provide a map showing the relationship between the two World Heritage properties of Burgos Cathedral and the Route of Santiago de Compostela within Burgos.


	Decision: 37 COM 8B.56
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8B.Add.2 and WHC-13/37.COM/8B.Add.2.Corr,
	2. Adopts the Statements of Outstanding Universal Value for the following World Heritage properties inscribed at the 36th session of the World Heritage Committee (Saint Petersburg, 2012):
	 Brazil: Rio de Janeiro: Carioca Landscapes between the Mountain and the Sea;
	 India: Western Ghats;
	 Palestine: Birthplace of Jesus: Church of the Nativity and the Pilgrimage Route, Bethlehem;
	 Russian Federation: Lena Pillars Nature Park.


	Decision: 37 COM 8C.1
	1. Having examined the state of conservation reports of properties inscribed on the World Heritage List (WHC-13/37.COM/7B, WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add and WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add.Corr) and the proposals for inscription of properties on the World Heritage List (WHC-13/37.COM/8B and WHC-13/37.COM/8B.Add), 
	2. Decides to inscribe the following properties on the List of World Heritage in Danger:
	1. Having examined the state of conservation reports of properties inscribed on the List of World Heritage in Danger (WHC-13/37.COM/7A, WHC-13/37.COM/7A.Add and WHC-13/37.COM/7A.Add.2),
	2. Decides to maintain the following properties on the List of World Heritage in Danger:

	Decision: 37 COM 8D
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/8D,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 8D, adopted at its 36th session (Saint Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Acknowledges the excellent work accomplished by States Parties in the clarification of the delimitation of their World Heritage properties and thanks them for their efforts to improve the credibility of the World Heritage List;
	4. Recalls that the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies will not be able to examine proposals for minor or significant modifications to boundaries of World Heritage properties whenever the delimitation of such properties as inscribed is unclear;
	5. Takes note of the clarifications of property boundaries and areas provided by the following States Parties in response to the Retrospective Inventory, as presented in the Annexes of Document WHC-13/37.COM/8D:
	 Algeria: Kasbah of Algiers;
	 Brazil: Sanctuary of Bom Jesus do Congonhas; Brasilia; Historic Centre of São Luís; 
	 Cuba: San Pedro de la Roca Castle, Santiago de Cuba; 
	 Dominican Republic: Colonial City of Santo Domingo;
	 Germany: Hanseatic City of Lübeck; Völklingen Ironworks;
	 Jordan: Petra;
	 Mexico: Sian Ka’an; Pre-Hispanic City and National Park of Palenque; Historic Centre of Puebla; Historic Town of Guanajuato and Adjacent Mines; Historic Centre of Morelia; Whale Sanctuary of El Vizcaino; Historic Centre of Zacatecas; Rock Paintings of the Sierra de San Francisco; Archaeological Zone of Paquimé, Casas Grandes; Historic Monuments Zone of Tlacotalpan;
	 Panama: Darien National Park;
	 Paraguay: Jesuit Missions of La Santísima Trinidad de Paraná and Jesús de Tavarangue;
	 Peru: City of Cuzco; Historic Sanctuary of Machu Picchu; Chavin (Archaeological Property); Chan Chan Archaeological Zone; Historic Centre of Lima; Río Abiseo National Park; Lines and Geoglyphs of Nasca and Pampas de Jumana;
	 Russian Federation: Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Groups of Monuments; Kizhi Pogost; 
	 Spain: Old Town of Ávila with its Extra-Muros Churches; Historic City of Toledo; Historic Walled Town of Cuenca; Palau de la Música Catalana and Hospital de Sant Pau, Barcelona;
	 Viet Nam: Complex of Hué Monuments;

	6. Requests the States Parties which have not yet answered the questions raised in the framework of the Retrospective Inventory to provide all clarifications and documentation as soon as possible and by 1 December 2013 at the latest.

	Decision: 37 COM 8E
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/8E and WHC-13/37.COM/8E.Add,
	2. Congratulates States Parties for the excellent work accomplished in the elaboration of retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value for World Heritage properties in their territories;
	3. Adopts the retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value, as presented in the Annex of Document WHC-13/37.COM/8E, for the following World Heritage properties:
	 Andorra: Madriu-Perafita-Claror Valley;
	 Argentina: Cueva de las Manos, Río Pinturas; Jesuit Block and Estancias of Córdoba; Quebrada de Humahuaca; Iguazu National Park;
	 Australia: Shark Bay, Western Australia; Greater Blue Mountains Area; Royal Exhibition Building and Carlton Gardens; Willandra Lakes Region; Kakadu National Park;
	 Austria / Hungary: Fertö / Neusiedlersee Cultural Landscape;
	 Bangladesh: The Sundarbans; Ruins of the Buddhist Vihara at Paharpur;
	 Belgium : La Grand-Place, Brussels;
	 Belgium / France: Belfries of Belgium and France;
	 Bolivia: Fuerte de Samaipata; Tiwanaku: Spiritual and Political Centre of the Tiwanaku Culture; Historic City of Sucre; Jesuit Missions of the Chiquitos;
	 Brazil: Serra da Capivara National Park;
	 Chile: Humberstone and Santa Laura Saltpeter Works; Rapa Nui National Park; Churches of Chiloé; Sewell Mining Town; Historic quarter of the Seaport City of Valparaiso;
	 China: Huanglong Scenic and Historic Interest Area; Mount Huangshan; Mountain Resort and its Outlying Temples, Chengde; Ancient City of Ping Yao; Classical Gardens of Suzhou; Summer Palace, an Imperial Garden in Beijing; Ancient Villages in Southern Anhui – Xidi and Hongcun; Longmen Grottoes; Yungang Grottoes; Yin Xu; Imperial Tombs of the Ming and Qing Dynasties; Historic center of Macao; Mausoleum of the First Qin Emperor;
	 Colombia: Port, Fortresses and Group of Monuments, Cartagena; Historic Centre of Santa Cruz de Mompox; San Agustín Archaeological Park; National Archeological Park of Tierradentro;
	 Costa Rica: Area de Conservación Guanacaste;
	 Cuba: Trinidad and the Valley de los Ingenios; Desembarco del Granma National Park; Alejandro de Humboldt National Park; Old Havana; 
	 Cyprus: Choirokoitia; Painted Churches in the Troodos Region;
	 Denmark: Kronborg Castle;
	 Ecuador: City of Quito; Historic Centre of Santa Ana de los Ríos de Cuenca; Galápagos Islands;
	 El Salvador: Joya de Cerén Archaeological Site;
	 Ethiopia: Aksum; Fasil Ghebbi;
	 Finland / Sweden: High Coast / Kvarken Archipelago;
	 Guatemala: Archeological Park and Ruins of Quirigua; Antigua Guatemala; 
	 Germany: Classical Weimar; Messel Pit Fossil Site; Roman Monuments, Cathedral of St Peter and Church of Our Lady in Trier; Aachen Cathedral; Cologne Cathedral; Hanseatic City of Lübeck; Historic Centres of Stralsund and Wismar; Museumsinsel (Museum Island), Berlin; Old town of Regensburg with Stadtamhof; Speyer Cathedral; Town Hall and Roland on the Marketplace of Bremen; Town of Bamberg;
	 Greece: Mount Athos;
	 Honduras: Maya Site of Copan;
	 Hungary: Old Village of Hollókő and its Surroundings; Millenary Benedictine Abbey of Pannonhalma and its Natural Environment; Early Christian Necropolis of Pécs (Sopianae); Tokaj Wine Region Historic Cultural Landscape; Hortobágy National Park - the Puszta; Budapest, including the Banks of the Danube, the Buda Castle Quarter and Andrássy Avenue; 
	 Hungary / Slovakia: Caves of Aggtelek Karst and Slovak Karst;
	 India: Sun Temple, Konârak; Group of Monuments at Hampi; Mahabodhi Temple Complex at Bodh Gaya; Elephanta Caves; Great Living Chola Temples; Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus (formerly Victoria Terminus); Mountain Railways of India;
	 Indonesia: Ujung Kulon National Park; Komodo National Park; Lorentz National Park; Tropical Rainforest Heritage of Sumatra; Sangiran Early Man Site;
	 Iran (Islamic Republic of): Pasargadae; Takht-e Soleyman;
	 Ireland: Archaeological Ensemble of the Bend of the Boyne;
	 Italy: Venice and its Lagoon;
	 Japan: Yakushima; Shirakami-Sanchi; Buddhist Monuments in the Horyu-ji Area; Shiretoko; Historic Monuments of Ancient Kyoto (Kyoto, Uji and Otsu Cities); Shrines and Temples of Nikko; Sacred Sites and Pilgrimage Routes in the Kii Mountain Range; Itsukushima Shinto Shrine; Himeji-jo; 
	 Latvia: Historic Centre of Riga;
	 Lao People’s Democratic Republic: Town of Luang Prabang;
	 Lithuania: Vilnius Historic Centre;
	 Luxembourg: City of Luxembourg: its Old Quarters and Fortifications;
	 Malaysia: Kinabalu Park;
	 Mauritius: Aapravasi Ghat;
	 Mexico: Pre-Hispanic City of Teotihuacan; Historic Centre of Morelia; Earliest 16th-Century Monasteries on the Slopes of Popocatepetl; Historic Monuments Zone of Querétaro; Historic Fortified Town of Campeche; Franciscan Missions in the Sierra Gorda of Querétaro; Agave Landscape and the Ancient Industrial Facilities of Tequila; Whale Sanctuary of El Vizcaino; Ancient Maya City of Calakmul, Campeche; Archaeological Monuments Zone of Xochicalco; Historic Monuments Zone of Tlacotalpan; Pre-Hispanic City of Chichen-Itza; Historic Centre of Zacatecas; Historic Centre of Oaxaca and Archaeological Site of Monte Albán; Sian Ka’an; Luis Barragán House and Studio; Rock Paintings of the Sierra de San Francisco; Archaeological Zone of Paquimé, Casas Grandes; Historic Centre of Puebla; Historic Town of Guanajuato and Adjacent Mines; Pre-hispanic town of Uxmal; Hospicio Cabañas, Guadalajara; Islands and Protected Areas of the Gulf of California; Historic Centre of Mexico City and Xochimilco; Pre-Hispanic City and National Park of Palenque; El Tajin, Pre-Hispanic City; 
	 Netherlands: Ir.D.F. Woudagemaal (D.F. Wouda Steam Pumping Station); Schokland and Surroundings; Droogmakerij de Beemster (Beemster Polder); Rietveld Schröderhuis (Rietveld Schröder House);
	 Nicaragua: Ruins of León Viejo;
	 Nigeria: Sukur Cultural Landscape;
	 Norway: Rock Art of Alta; Urnes Stave Church; Bryggen;
	 Oman: Archaeological Sites of Bat, Al-Khutm and Al-Ayn;
	 Pakistan: Taxila; Historical Monuments at Makli, Thatta; Rohtas Fort; Buddhist Ruins of Takht-i-Bahi and Neighbouring City Remains at Sahr-i-Bahlol;
	 Panama: Darien National Park; Archaeological Site of Panamá Viejo and Historic District of Panamá;
	 Paraguay: Jesuit Missions of La Santísima Trinidad de Paraná and Jesús de Tavarangue;
	 Peru: City of Cuzco; Chavin (Archaeological Site); Historic Centre of Lima; Historic Sanctuary of Machu Picchu;
	 Philippines: Historic town of Vigan;
	 South Africa: uKhahlamba / Drakensberg Park;
	 Switzerland: Abbey of St Gall; Benedictine Convent of St John at Müstair; Old City of Berne; Three Castles, Defensive Wall and Ramparts of the Market-Town of Bellinzona;
	 Thailand: Dong Phayayen-Khao Yai Forest Complex; Thungyai-Huai Kha Khaeng Wildlife Sanctuaries; Historic Town of Sukhothai and Associated Historic Towns; Ban Chiang Archaeological Site;
	 Turkey: Göreme National Park and the Rock Sites of Cappadocia; Nemrut Dağ; Great Mosque and Hospital of Divriği; Hierapolis-Pamukkale;
	 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland: Blaenavon Industrial Landscape; Blenheim Palace; Canterbury Cathedral, St Augustine's Abbey, and St Martin's Church; Castles and Town Walls of King Edward in Gwynedd; City of Bath; Durham Castle and Cathedral; Giant's Causeway and Causeway Coast; Heart of Neolithic Orkney; Ironbridge Gorge; Maritime Greenwich; New Lanark; Old and New Towns of Edinburgh; Stonehenge, Avebury and Associated Sites; Studley Royal Park including the Ruins of Fountains Abbey; Tower of London; St Kilda; Westminster Palace, Westminster Abbey and Saint Margaret's Church;
	 Uruguay: Historic Quarter of the City of Colonia del Sacramento;
	 Uzbekistan: Itchan Kala;
	 Venezuela : Coro and its Port; Ciudad Universitaria de Caracas;

	4. Decides that retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value for World Heritage properties in Danger will be reviewed by the Advisory Bodies in priority;
	5. Further decides that, considering the high number of retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value to be examined, the order in which they will be reviewed by the Advisory Bodies will follow the Second Cycle of Periodic Reporting, namely: 
	 World Heritage properties in the Arab States;
	 World Heritage properties in Africa;
	 World Heritage properties in Asia and the Pacific;
	 World Heritage properties in Latin America and the Caribbean;
	 World Heritage properties in Europe and North America; 

	6. Requests the World Heritage Centre to harmonise all sub-headings in the adopted Statements of Outstanding Universal Value where appropriate and when resources and staff time allow to carry out this work;
	7. Also requests the State Parties, Advisory Bodies and World Heritage Centre to ensure the use of gender-neutral language in the Statements proposed for adoption to the World Heritage Committee;
	8. Further requests the World Heritage Centre to keep the adopted Statements in line with subsequent decisions by the World Heritage Committee concerning name changes of World Heritage properties, and to reflect them throughout the text of the Statements, in consultation with States Parties and Advisory Bodies;
	9. Finally requests the States Parties to provide support to the World Heritage Centre for translation of the adopted Statements of Outstanding Universal Value into English or French respectively, and finally requests the Centre to upload these onto its web-pages.

	Decision: 37 COM 9 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/9,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 13.III adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010), Decision 35 COM 12C adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011) and Decision 36 COM 12C adopted at its 36th session (Saint Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Requests  the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to take into account the rich debate held at its 37th session, in particular  on capacity-building, methodology and processes for Tentative Lists and upstream nomination projects, in order to enhance dialogue and communication among all relevant parties including the World Heritage Centre, UNESCO field offices, IUCN regional offices, ICOMOS national committees, international scientific committees and ICCROM capacity-building programmes, as well as UNESCO Category 2 Centres related to world heritage and universities;
	4. Suggests to the States Parties to take into account the assessments of impact on natural and cultural heritage;
	5. Welcomes all the actions undertaken to improve the processes and practices prior to consideration by the World Heritage Committee of a nomination (the ‘upstream processes’) and commends the States Parties, the Advisory Bodies and the World Heritage Centre for the pilot projects in which progress was made;
	6. Also commends the State Party of Namibia for having successfully achieved the pilot project concerning the Namib Sand Sea;
	7. Urges the States Parties concerned that have not yet done so, to fully collaborate providing technical and financial support to implement the required actions to make progress with the pilot projects and encourages them to seek assistance from the World Heritage Centre to identify opportunities to secure resources to progress the project, if necessary;
	8. Calls upon the international community to provide technical and financial support to assist the States Parties concerned in the implementation of their pilot projects which were not able to identify adequate resources;
	9. Also requests the Advisory Bodies and the World Heritage Centre to report on the progress in implementing the pilot projects for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.

	Decision: 37 COM 10A 
	1. Having examined document WHC-13/37.COM/10A, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 32 COM 11D, 34 COM 10B.2, 35 COM 10B and 36 COM 10C adopted respectively at its 32nd (Quebec City, 2008), 34th (Brasilia, 2010), 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint Petersburg, 2012) sessions,
	3. Expresses its sincere appreciation to the States Parties from Latin America and the Caribbean for their efforts in preparing and submitting their Periodic Reports and thanks especially all focal points and site managers for their effective participation and commitment; 
	4. Notes with satisfaction that all the 32 States Parties from Latin America and the Caribbean have participated actively in the Periodic Reporting exercise and 29 Section I questionnaires and 122 Section II questionnaires were successfully submitted; 
	5. Reiterates its satisfaction that at the moment of the launching of the second cycle, 116 draft retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value were submitted and welcomes the final submission of 66 Statements for adoption by the World Heritage Committee at its 37th session;
	6. Thanks the authorities of Argentina, Barbados, Brazil, Chile, Dominican Republic and Mexico for their support in successfully organizing regional and sub-regional meetings, in collaboration with the World Heritage Centre and UNESCO field offices;
	7. Takes note of the successful use of the special electronic platform as an indispensable tool in providing the comprehensive documentation, gathered in the World Heritage Centre database for future monitoring and follow-up of the Action Plan and acknowledges the importance of this tool in developing the thematic working groups and their related programmes;
	8. Welcomes with satisfaction the synthesis report and endorses the proposal to develop the Action Plan to be submitted to the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session for evaluation;
	9. Requests the World Heritage Centre to develop the above-mentioned Action Plan, in collaboration with the States Parties of the region, the Advisory Bodies, the focal points, site managers and the World Heritage related-Category 2 Centres in the region and other partners;
	10. Also takes note of the significant progress made concerning the Retrospective Inventory for the region, both in terms of clarification of boundaries and minor boundary modifications and also requests the States Parties to continue participating actively in this regard, especially when clarifications or modifications of boundaries have been requested by the World Heritage Committee in relation to the evaluation of the state of conservation of the respective properties; 
	11. Also thanks the Government of Spain for financing the translation of the Report containing the results of the Second Cycle of the Periodic Reporting into Spanish, further requests the World Heritage Centre to widely disseminate the Report among all stakeholders in the region, encourages the publication of the report in the World Heritage Papers series and calls on the international community to support the request; 
	12. Decides that the significant modifications to boundaries and changes to criteria (re-nominations) requested by States Parties as a follow-up to the Second Cycle of the Periodic Reporting Exercise will not fall within the limit of two nominations per State Party per year imposed by Paragraph 61 of the Operational Guidelines, while they will still fall within the overall limit of forty-five complete nominations per year. This decision shall apply for the 1 February 2014 and 1 February 2015 deadlines for the Latin America and the Caribbean Region, after which time the normal limit established in Paragraph 61 will be resumed;
	13. Encourages the States Parties and all other World Heritage partners and stakeholders, including the UNESCO Category 2 Centres in the Region, to actively cooperate and to take the necessary actions to follow-up, in a concerted and concrete manner, towards the development of the Action Plan;
	14. Also encourages UNESCO Category 2 Centre for World Heritage of Zacatecas (Mexico) and the UNESCO Category 2 Centre Lucio Costa of Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) for heritage management, when appropriate, to coordinate their activities and the development of learning tools in Portuguese and Spanish to implement the capacity-building strategy and associated programmes, also welcomes the establishment of an observatory for heritage management foreseen in Brazil, and calls for a close cooperation with the Caribbean Capacity building Programme (CCBP); 
	15. Recognizes the valuable role played by local communities, including indigenous peoples, in the management of cultural and natural heritage properties and further encourages programmes at Latin America and the Caribbean World Heritage properties to also focus on the active involvement and participation of the local communities in their implementation and derivation of direct benefits; 
	16. Also calls on the States Parties to cooperate with technical and financial resources at the national level to implement the Action Plan, and on the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to provide support for its implementation.

	Decision: 37 COM 10B 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/10B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 10B adopted at its 36th session (Saint Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Recalling furthermore that the second cycle of Periodic Reporting in Europe and North America takes place on a two-year basis (Group A: North America, Western, Nordic and Baltic Europe sub-regions for the first year 2012-2013, and Group B: Mediterranean, Central, Eastern and South-Eastern Europe for the second year 2013-2014), provided that a report on the Periodic Reporting exercise for North America will be presented at the 38th session of the World Heritage Committee in 2014, and an overall report on the Periodic Reporting exercise for Europe will be presented at the 39th session of the World Heritage Committee in 2015,
	4. Takes note of the activities implementing the second cycle of Periodic Reporting for Group A and preparing the launch of Periodic Reporting for Group B;
	5. Thanks the German authorities and the Georgian authorities for having hosted preparatory meetings in the framework of the Periodic Reporting exercise; 
	6. Also thanks the Nordic World Heritage Foundation for its collaboration in the preparation of the second cycle of the Periodic Reporting;
	7. Reiterates its sincere appreciation to the Italian authorities, the Azerbaijani authorities and the Luxembourg authorities for their proposals to host future meetings in the framework of the Periodic Reporting exercise in 2013-2015;
	8. Welcomes the progress made with the initiative to prepare an integrated and targeted strategy addressing the priority needs in training and capacity-building for the preservation of World Heritage properties in Central, Eastern and South-Eastern Europe and commends the Steering Group for its commitment to carry forward this work;
	9. Also commends the States Parties which have submitted draft retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value before the official launch of the Periodic Reporting exercise as requested in Decision 35 COM 10C.2, and urges the States Parties to submit the pending retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value as soon as possible;
	10. Reiterates its gratitude to the Andorran, Monegasque, Portuguese and Dutch authorities, as well as the Flemish authorities for their financial contributions to the implementation of the second cycle of the Periodic Reporting in Europe and North America, and encourages further support and collaboration in the future;
	11. Requests the World Heritage Centre to report back to the World Heritage Committee on progress made with Periodic Reporting at its 38th session in 2014.





	Decision 37 COM 10C.1 
	Decision 37 COM 10C.2  
	Decision: 37 COM 10C.3 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37 COM/10C,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 10C.3, adopted at its 35th session (Brasilia, 2011),
	3. Takes note of the progress accomplished in the follow-up of the second cycle of Periodic Reporting in the Arab States;
	4. Commends the States Parties of the Arab Region for their commitment and thanks especially all focal points for their effective participation and involvement;
	5. Notes with satisfaction the designation of focal points for natural heritage related issues and requests the States Parties which have not yet done so to designate a focal point for nature;
	6. Encourages the States Parties to follow the recommendation of the Rabat meeting regarding the establishment of national entities for World Heritage;
	7. Also thanks the Arab Regional Centre for World Heritage (ARC-WH), based in Bahrain, for its commitment and its important financial support to projects aiming at developing the implementation of the Convention in the Arab States and invites the latter to reinforce their cooperation with the Regional Centre;
	8. Reiterates its request to the Arab States Parties to submit the remaining retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value, no later than 1 February 2014, and boundary clarifications for their properties, no later than 1 December 2013.
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/11, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 12B and 36 COM 9A adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th sessions (Saint Petersburg, 2012) respectively, 
	3. Decides to amend Articles 22.6, 22.7, 23.1 and 23.2 of the Rules of Procedure as follows:
	Decision: 37 COM 12.I 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/12, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 13.I, 36 COM 13.II adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 35 COM 12B adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Decides to establish a Consultative Body under Rule 20 of the Rules of Procedure during its 37th session to examine proposed revisions to the Operational Guidelines.
	Decision: 37 COM 12.II 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/12, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 13.I and 36 COM 13.II adopted at its 36th session (Saint Petersburg, 2012) and 35 COM 12B adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Noting Decisions 7.COM 3 and 7.COM 6 adopted by the Committee for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict at its seventh meeting in December 2012, and welcoming the reflections on the interaction between the World Heritage Convention and the Second Protocol (1999) to the 1954 Hague Convention on the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict; 
	4. Requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to develop, in cooperation with the Secretariat of the Hague Convention (1954), a revision of Annex 5 of the Operational Guidelines (Format for the Nomination of Properties for Inscription on the World Heritage List) in order to allow Parties to the Second Protocol (1999) to request, if they wish so, the inscription of the nominated property on the List of Cultural Property under Enhanced Protection;
	5. Takes note of the recommendations of the International World Heritage Expert Meeting on Earthen Architecture and further requests the World Heritage Centre to prepare, in the framework of the World Heritage Earthen Architecture Programme (WHEAP), a draft text and review the best place in which such a proposal could be reflected (e.g. Resource Manuals, web-pages or Operational Guidelines); 
	6. Notes the results of the International Expert Meeting on Visual Integrity (India, 2013) following the International Expert Meeting on Integrity for Cultural Heritage (UAE, 2012) and considers that further examination of proposed revisions may be brought to the 38th session of the World Heritage Committee after the expert meeting on the UNESCO Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape and World Heritage (Brazil, September 2013), which should reflect upon the identification of urban heritage within the categories of the Convention and propose the appropriate revisions to the Operational Guidelines, together with the proposed revisions of the relevant section in Annex 3 to reflect the guidance required for the nomination, evaluation and management of urban heritage, for examination by the Committee when establishing the next cycle of revision of the Operational Guidelines; 
	7. Also notes the results of the International Expert Meeting on World Heritage Convention and Indigenous Peoples (Denmark, 2012) and decides to re-examine the recommendations of this meeting following the results of the discussions to be held by the Executive Board on the UNESCO Policy on indigenous peoples for further steps; 
	8. Approves the revisions of the Operational Guidelines for these paragraphs: 127, 128, 132, 150, 161, 162 and 240 as follows:
	9. Decides not to approve the changes proposed for paragraphs 61, 141 and 168;
	10. Further requests the World Heritage Centre to proceed with the corrections of language inconsistencies between the English and French versions of the Operational Guidelines.
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	Decision: 37 COM 13
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/13, 
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 12 adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011), which requested to “establish a four-year cycle for updating the Operational Guidelines and that the Operational Guidelines should be restricted to operational guidance, and that a new document, ‘Policy Guidelines’, be developed as a means to capture the range of policies that the Committee and the General Assembly adopt” (Decision 35 COM 12B, point 11) and to “develop ‘Policy Guidelines’ for the implementation of the World Heritage Convention, drawing in part on the results of expert meetings and consultative bodies” (Decision 35 COM 12B, point 12),
	3. Welcomes the first draft Policy Guidelines document prepared by the World Heritage Centre in consultation with the Advisory Bodies;
	4. Takes note of the workload and financial constraints to carry out a full analysis of all relevant decisions and policies developed by the General Assembly and the World Heritage Committee from 1978 to 2013;
	5. Encourages States Parties to consider providing earmarked contributions to the World Heritage Fund for the development of Policy Guidelines and their review;
	6. Requests ICCROM, in collaboration with the World Heritage Centre and the other Advisory Bodies, to further develop the Policy Guidelines and present a scoping document so that stakeholders are made fully aware of policy decisions that have been taken by the World Heritage Committee or the General Assembly subject to available funding;
	7. Also requests the World Heritage Centre to present a report on progress made to the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.

	Decision: 37 COM 14  
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-13/37.COM/14 and WHC-13/37.COM/INF.14, 
	2. Expresses its deep concern at the status of the International Assistance budget;
	3. Warmly thanks the Governments of Italy and India for their generous contribution to the International Assistance budget, which made the approval of several requests possible since 2010;
	4. Encourages other States Parties to follow their example, since without additional contributions being made to the World Heritage Fund, it will not be possible to effectively respond to International Assistance requests, thereby weakening the credibility of the Convention and the fulfilment of its objectives;
	5. Recalls its Decision 37 COM 12 whereby it adopted the revision of paragraph 240 related to International Assistance in the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Also recalls that, according to the new calendar which entered into force last year, the deadline for receiving all International Assistance requests for the 2014 cycle is 31 October 2013;
	7. Takes note of the status of implementation of the International Assistance request for Atsinanana Forests (Madagascar) approved in 2010 by the Committee and requests the Secretariat to submit the revised budget and activities of the second installment of US$65,000 for approval by the Chairperson of the Committee; 
	8. Also requests the Secretariat to submit a progress report on the implementation of this request at the 39th session of the Committee in 2015, under the agenda item relating to International Assistance;
	9. Also takes note of the analysis on Preparatory Assistance dedicated to the preparation of nomination files during the period 2001-2010.

	Decision: 37 COM 15.I  
	Decision: 37 COM 15.II
	Decision:  37 COM 17 
	1. Recalling its Decision 36 COM 17, adopted at its 36th session (Saint Petersburg, 2012), which elected its Bureau whose mandate will be until the end of its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013), 
	2. Decides to elect, in accordance with Rule 13.1 of the Rules of Procedure of the Committee, its Bureau with the following composition:
	a) H.E. Sheika Al Mayassa Bint Hamad Al-Thani (Qatar) as Chairperson of the World Heritage Committee, whose mandate will begin at the end of the 37th session of the Committee (Phnom Penh, 2013) until the end of the 38th session of the Committee (2014);
	c) Mr. Francisco J. Gutierrez (Colombia) as the Rapporteur of the World Heritage Committee whose mandates will begin at the end of the 37th session of the Committee (Phnom Penh, 2013) until the end of the 38th session of the Committee (2014); 

	3. Also decides that the Bureau of the 39th session of the World Heritage Committee (2015) will be elected at the end of the 38th session of the World Heritage Committee (2014) in accordance with Rule 13.1 of the Rules of Procedure of the World Heritage Committee;
	4. Takes note of the invitation by Germany to host the 39th session of the Committee in 2015.

	Decision: 37 COM 18A
	Decision: 37 COM 18B  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/18B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 12B adopted at its 36th session; 
	3. Considering the costs inherent to the holding of an additional ordinary session of the World Heritage Committee and the financial situation that UNESCO, including its World Heritage Centre, is facing; 
	4. Decides not to hold an additional ordinary session in October/November 2013;
	5. Requests the World Heritage Centre to re-assess the eventual possibility of holding an additional ordinary session of this Committee in 2015 and to present a report on this issue at its 39th session in 2015. 

	Decision: 37 COM 19  
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	2. Admission of Observers
	Decision: 38 COM 2
	1. Taking into consideration Rule 8 (Observers) of the Rules of Procedure of the Committee,
	2. Authorizes the participation in the 38th session as observers of those representatives of the international governmental organizations (IGOs), international non-governmental organizations (INGOs), non-governmental organizations (NGOs), permanent ob...
	3. Further confirms the participation in the 38th session as observers of all those invited by the Director-General of UNESCO in accordance with Rule 8.4 of the Rules of Procedure of the Committee and as listed in Section B of document WHC-14/38.COM/2.


	3A.  Provisional Agenda of the 38th session of the World Heritage Committee (Doha, 2014)
	Decision: 38 COM 3A
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/3A.Rev,
	2. Adopts the Agenda included in the above-mentioned document.


	3B.  Provisional TIMETABLE of the 38th session of the World Heritage Committee (Doha, 2014)
	Decision: 38 COM 3B
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/3B.Rev,
	2. Adopts the timetable included in the above-mentioned document.


	4.  Report of the Rapporteur of the 37th session of the World Heritage Committee (Phnom Penh, 2013)
	Decision: 38 COM 4
	1. Takes note of the report of the Rapporteur of the 37th session of the World Heritage Committee (Phnom Penh, 2013).


	5A.  Report of the World Heritage Centre on its activities and the implementation of the World Heritage Committee’s Decisions
	Decision: 38 COM 5A
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/5A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 5A adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Takes note with appreciation of the activities undertaken by the World Heritage Centre over the past year in pursuit of the expected results and the five strategic objectives as presented in Document WHC-14/38.COM/5A;
	4. Takes notes with concern of the restructuring of the World Heritage Centre and urges the Director-General of UNESCO to ensure adequate expertise on natural and cultural heritage in the World Heritage Centre;
	5. Also takes note of the report of the International World Heritage Expert Meeting on the Recommendation on Historic Urban Landscape (Rio de Janeiro, 3-5 September 2013), following Decision 36 COM 13.II and decides to examine the proposals made in th...
	6. Invites the State Parties to support the activities carried out by the World Heritage Centre for the implementation of the Convention;
	7. Requests the World Heritage Centre to present, at its 39th session, a report on its activities.


	5B.  Reports of the Advisory Bodies
	Decision: 38 COM 5B
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/5B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 5B adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Takes note with appreciation of the reports of the Advisory Bodies (ICCROM, ICOMOS and IUCN) on their activities;
	4. Welcomes the harmonization of the reports by the Advisory Bodies and the comments on the progress made and gaps identified for the implementation of the Convention.


	5C. Follow-up to the Director-General’s meeting on “The World Heritage Convention: Thinking Ahead” (UNESCO HQ, 2-3 October 2012)
	Decision: 38 COM 5C
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/5C,
	2. Recalling Decisions 33 COM 5A, 34 COM 5C, 35 COM 5D, 36 COM 12B and 37 COM 5C adopted at its 33rd (Seville, 2009), 34th (Brasilia, 2010), 35th (UNESCO, 2011) 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Takes note of the positive impact of the actions already undertaken, as well as of plans for further actions, and invites all stakeholders to pursue efforts to enhance and facilitate dialogue, communication and transparency in all processes of the ...
	4. Requests the World Heritage Centre to present a progress report on the implementation of this decision at its 39th session in 2015.


	5D.  World Heritage and Sustainable Development
	Decision: 38 COM 5D
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/5D,
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 5E and 36 COM 5C, adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Welcomes the progress made towards the development of a draft policy for integrating a sustainable development perspective into the processes of the World Heritage Convention, despite the lack of resources;
	4. Acknowledges the eight key dimensions of sustainable development, namely Inclusive Economic Development, Environmental Sustainability, Peace and Security, Resilience/Disaster Risk Reduction, Gender Equality, Local Communities/Indigenous Peoples and...
	5. Acknowledges the significance of developing a policy which would emphasize the link between World Heritage and sustainable development in conjunction with the upcoming establishment of the UN post-2015 development agenda;
	6. Endorses the proposed methodology for developing the draft policy for integrating a sustainable development perspective into the processes of the World Heritage Convention;
	7. Recognizes however, that broader consultations should be conducted in the drafting process of the policy and that adequate financial resources should be mobilized in this regard;
	8. Strongly encourages all States Parties, other potential donors and partner institutions to provide financial or in-kind support for the successful completion of this initiative;
	9. Requests the World Heritage Centre along with the Advisory Bodies, if feasible, within the available resources, to submit a draft of the policy for examination by the Committee at its 39th session, in 2015.


	5E.  Report on the World Heritage Thematic Programmes
	Decision: 38 COM 5E
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/5E,
	2. Recalling Decisions 32 COM 10, 32 COM 10A, 34 COM 5F.1, 36 COM 5D and 36 COM 5E, adopted at its 32nd (Quebec City, 2008), 34th (Brasilia, 2010) and 36th (Saint Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Welcomes the progress report on the implementation of the World Heritage Thematic Programmes and Initiative and thanks all States Parties, donors and other organizations for having contributed to achieving their objectives;
	4. Acknowledges the results attained by the Forest Programme and expresses its regrets that no extrabudgetary funding could be secured and asks the World Heritage Centre to explore alternative options before phasing out the Programme;
	5. Notes the importance of the World Heritage Cities Programme and underlines the relevance of the Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape to provide a comprehensive and thorough framework for cities’ urban planning, conservation and sustainabl...
	6. Takes note that the follow-up of the HEADS Programme will be ensured in the framework of extra-budgetary projects, through extra-budgetary funding secured by the UNESCO Mexico Office from the Carlos Slim Foundation, and in coordination with the Cat...
	7. Also takes note of the results achieved by the Earthen Architecture Programme and the lack of extra-budgetary resources; further takes note that the programme will be pursued, provided that extra-budgetary funding can be secured, with the assistanc...
	8. Notes the results achieved in the implementation of the Astronomy and World Heritage Initiative as well as the lack of extra-budgetary funding; also notes that the World Heritage Centre will continue basic coordination with its strategic partners, ...
	9. Welcomes the progress made in the implementation of the World Heritage Sustainable Tourism Programme and in securing the extrabudgetary funding and encourages the States Parties to participate in the Programme with national activities;
	10. Acknowledges the results of the World Heritage Programme for Small Island Developing States (SIDS), which has been beneficial to all regions and continues to achieve its key objectives;
	11. Also requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, with the support of interested States Parties, to continue efforts to implement the activities foreseen under the remaining Thematic Programmes in 2014-2015;
	12. Further encourages States Parties, international organizations and donors to contribute to the Thematic Programmes and Initiatives and further requests the World Heritage Centre to submit an updated result-based report on Thematic Programmes and I...


	5F.  Follow-up to the Audit of the Working Methods of Cultural Conventions and to the Evaluation of UNESCO’s Standard-Setting work of the Culture Sector
	Decision: 38 COM 5F.1
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/5F and its Annexes,
	2. Welcomes the findings of the audit and the recommendations offered therein;
	3. Takes note that the General Assembly of States Parties decided to establish a sub-account under the World Heritage Fund with regard to recommendation 1(a), to be funded from Voluntary Contributions and to be used exclusively for enhancing the human...
	4. Takes further note that the established practice of the Convention with regard to translation and interpretation of statutory meetings – specifically, that costs of interpretation in languages other than English and French for Committee sessions ar...
	5. Also welcomes the establishment by the Culture Sector of a Conventions Common Services Unit that aims to support the work of all convention secretariats, as suggested in Recommendation 3, and expects that it will add value and provide cost-effectiv...
	6. Acknowledges the necessity to prioritize the workload of the Secretariat to align it with available resources (Recommendation 1 (b)), while recalling that the Organization is confronting an unprecedented financial situation that demands creative so...
	7. Considers that the annual frequency of sessions of the Committee is appropriate and welcomes the suggestion in Recommendation 1 (c) to reduce the duration and agenda of the sessions;
	8. Takes note of the suggestion to synchronize the meetings of the States Parties to the different Conventions (Recommendation 1 (c)), but considers that this would not be an advantage to States Parties in view of the duration and location of the sess...

	Decision: 38 COM 5F.2
	1.  Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/5F as well as the “Evaluation of UNESCO’s Standard-setting work of the Culture Sector: Part III – 1972 Convention,
	2. Noting that the present evaluation constitues the first such evaluation of the impact and effectiveness of the World Heritage Convention of 1972,
	3. Welcomes the findings of the evaluation and the recommendations offered therein;
	4. Takes note that the current periodic mechanism already includes a number of indicators and considers that Recommendation 1, with regard both to the World Heritage Convention of 1972 and the Recommendation concerning the Protection, at National Leve...
	5. Also takes note, with regard to Recommendation 2, that the Operational Guidelines include a provision (paragraph 172) aiming to prevent negative impact of development projects on the Outstanding Universal Value of the World Heritage properties, thr...
	6. Calls upon States Parties, with a view to fully satisfy Recommendation 2, to introduce or reinforce existing mechanisms for evaluation of the impact of investment projects, both national and international, on cultural and natural heritage in genera...
	7. Further takes note of Recommendation 3 and decides to seek technical and legal advice regarding resolution of legal disputes pertaining to the meaning of certain provisions of the Convention and about the scope of obligations arising thereunder, on...
	8. Recognizes that the proposals contained in Recommendation 4 are already being addressed by the Secretariat of the Convention of 1972 and the other cultural conventions secretariats, through the creation of Common Conventions Services Unit and that ...
	9. Urges the States Parties to the Convention, in view of complying with Recommendation 4, to enhance coherence in the development of the legal tools that are necessary to make protection of heritage under the relevant UNESCO Standard-setting instrume...
	10. Further takes note of Decision 194 EX/22 (paragraph 6) by the Executive Board of UNESCO concerning actions to be taken towards implementation of the recommendations of the evaluation of UNESCO’s Standard-setting work of the Culture Sector.


	6.  Follow-up to the World Heritage Capacity Building strategy and Progress report on the World Heritage-related Category 2 Centres
	Decision: 38 COM 6
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/6,
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 6, 36 COM 9B, 37 COM 5E and 37 COM 6, adopted at its 36th (Saint Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Commends the progress made in the implementation of the World Heritage Capacity Building Strategy (WHCBS), its accompanying World Heritage Capacity Building Programme, and the capacity building activities carried out in 2013 and 2014;
	4. Notes with appreciation the continued support of the Government of Switzerland in the implementation of the World Heritage Capacity Building Programme;
	5. Acknowledges the acute need, however, for additional significant contributions in order to reach a critical mass of support for the programme to be able to reach its goal, and calls upon other States Parties and organizations to provide additional ...
	6. Takes note of the development of the regional capacity building strategies and initiatives as a follow up to Periodic Reporting exercise in all regions, and notably of the conclusion of the Regional Capacity Building Strategy and Associated Program...
	7. Encourages the ongoing efforts by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to establish a biennial recognition of best practice, notably through identifying extrabudgetary financial support towards the implementation of this activity;
	8. Welcomes the progress made by all category 2 centres related to World Heritage in implementing their activities as well as the outcomes of their fourth coordination meeting (Shanghai, 23-26 May 2014), generously hosted by WHITR-AP;
	9. Further welcomes the establishment of the Centre for World Natural Heritage Management and Training for the Asia and Pacific Region in Dehradun (India) as a category 2 centre under the auspices of UNESCO;
	10. Also takes note of the new integrated comprehensive strategy for category 2 centres, adopted by the General Conference of UNESCO, at its 37th session (Paris, 2013);
	11. Also encourages the ongoing efforts to develop a UNITWIN network of UNESCO Chairs active in the field of heritage conservation which would help streamlining their contribution to the objectives of the World Heritage Convention and strengthen their...
	12. Requests the World Heritage Centre and ICCROM to submit a progress report on the implementation of the World Heritage Capacity Building Strategy and the activities of the category 2 centres related to World Heritage for examination by the Committe...


	7.  State of conservation of World Heritage properties
	Decision: 38 COM 7
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7,
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 12B, 35 COM 12E and 37 COM 7C adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Noting with regret that issues related to Management Plan / System remain a serious cause for concern, requests all States Parties to ensure that all World Heritage properties are managed in such a manner that their Outstanding Universal Value (OUV...
	4. Taking note of the benefits to States Parties of systematically utilizing Heritage and Environmental Impact Assessments in the review of development projects, recommends that States Parties use these tools in assessing projects before they reach a ...
	5. Also noting that tourism development in and around World Heritage properties is a key issue for their management, strongly encourages States Parties to ensure sustainable planning and management of tourism at World Heritage properties and to contri...
	6. Reiterating its utmost concern about the continued impacts on World Heritage properties due to the rising pressure from poaching, particularly of elephant, rhinoceros, and valuable timber species, linked to a growing illicit trade, and the increasi...
	7. Takes note with concern of the continuing threat posed to World Heritage properties by disasters and conflicts, of the widespread lack of adequate preparedness, and of the need to integrate a concern for heritage within international policies and p...
	8. Also requests that States Parties with an interest in the promotion of capacity building on the issues of management, impact assessments, disaster risk management, sustainable tourism management, and poaching and wildlife crimes to liaise with the ...
	9. Welcomes the commitment made by TOTAL in June 2013 not to explore or exploit oil or gas inside sites inscribed on the World Heritage List as well as the new policy on World Heritage Sites adopted by the investment bank HSBC not to knowingly provide...
	10. Also welcomes the progress in the dialogue between the World Heritage Centre, the Advisory Bodies and the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and encourages the development of a mechanism that would allow to identify potential impacts of future ...
	Strategic issues related to the state of conservation of World Heritage properties
	11. Also recalling that States Parties concerned shall submit by 1 February to the Committee through the Secretariat, their reports on the state of conservation of specific properties (Paragraph 169 of the Operational Guidelines ),
	12. Acknowledging that the established minimum two-year cycle for the examination of state of conservation reports for individual properties (except for cases of utmost urgency and for properties inscribed on the List of World Heritage in Danger), ass...
	13. Reminds States Parties of the importance of submitting their state of conservation reports to the World Heritage Centre in one of the working languages of the World Heritage Convention, English or French;
	14. Notes with appreciation the high number of States Parties which have authorized the public upload of their state of conservation reports, facilitating their consultation by all stakeholders of the Convention and contributing to an improved transpa...


	7A.  State of conservation of the properties inscribed on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	CULTURAL PROPERTIES
	ARAB STATES
	1. Abu Mena (Egypt) (C 90)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.1
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.23 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the efforts made by the State Party in the implementation of measures at the property and urges it to continue with the implementation of the corrective measures, with particular attention to the following:
	a) Undertake detailed condition surveys to identify priority interventions to ensure stabilization of archaeological remains,
	b) Define a comprehensive strategy to address drainage of groundwater and impacts from other sources of humidity,
	c) Finalize discussions with involved communities and develop a programme for the removal of inadequate new constructions and the creation of facilities to allow for religious uses in areas outside the boundaries of the inscribed property and its buff...
	d) Further develop the management plan to establish a clear policy framework, identify strategies and actions, with precise timeframes, costs and responsibilities for implementation, in main issues for the property such as archaeological research, con...
	e) Finalize the surveys to identify adequate boundaries for the property and buffer zones and submit, by 1 February 2015, a proposal for a minor boundary modification, in accordance with Paragraphs 163-165 of the Operational Guidelines, for examinatio...

	4. Requests the State Party to submit, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, details of all on-going or planned restoration interventions at the property, particularly those at the Great Basilica and the reburial strategy, fo...
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...
	6. Decides to retain Abu Mena (Egypt) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	2. Ashur (Qal'at Sherqat) (Iraq) (C 1130)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.2
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.24 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Takes note of the efforts made by the State Party in addressing the conservation of the property;
	4. Regrets that the protective shelter was built at the Royal Cemetery in spite of the request made to submit details for the intervention for review prior to its construction, notes the physical and visual impacts of the shelter on the attributes of ...
	5. Reiterates its request to submit, in accordance to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines , details of all on-going or planned interventions at the site for review prior to implementation to ensure that no additional impacts are derived from t...
	6. Urges the State Party to submit a request for International Assistance to support the preparation of the conservation and management plans, to include the definition of an overarching conservation policy and to define a time schedule for conservati...
	7. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, proposals for corrective measures and for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the ...
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...
	9. Decides to retain Ashur (Qal'at Sherqat) (Iraq) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	3. Samarra Archaeological City (Iraq) (C 276 rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.3
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.25, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the efforts made by the State Party in the implementation of a restoration programme for the property;
	4. Reiterates the need for the State Party to pursue its efforts and prioritise the implementation of the following, as requested by the Committee in its Decision 37 COM7A.25:
	a) Develop baseline documentation, including missing architectural plans and topographic surveys, carry out a detailed conservation condition survey,
	b) Undertake identified preventive conservation actions to ensure the stability of the built fabric,
	c) Identify regulatory measures to ensure the protection of the property and establish protocols for the approval of public works in the vicinity of the site, including the development of heritage and environmental impact assessments,
	d) Initiate the planning process for the development of the Management Plan for the property, including a comprehensive conservation plan,
	e) Establish a site management unit with adequate staff to implement priority conservation measures as well as maintenance and monitoring actions;

	5. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, proposals for corrective measures and for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the ...
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the W...
	7. Decides to retain Samarra Archaeological City (Iraq) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	4. Old City of Jerusalem and its Walls (site proposed by Jordan) (C 148 rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.4

	5. Birthplace of Jesus: Church of the Nativity and the Pilgrimage Route, Bethlehem (Palestine) (C 1433)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.5
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.27, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Regrets that the State Party had not developed the overarching conservation strategy for the Church of the Nativity prior to the commencement of the restoration works and requests the State Party to provide such strategy based on the analysis of th...
	4. Notes the progress made towards the restoration of the roof of the Church of the Nativity but expresses its concern that this work is not being guided by a defined conservation approach;
	5. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to develop corrective measures, a timeframe for their implementation and a Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the ...
	6. Further requests the State Party to expedite the development of the management plan and provide an electronic and three printed copies of this plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	7. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at ...
	8. Decides to retain the Birthplace of Jesus, Church of the Nativity and the Pilgrimage Route, Bethlehem (Palestine) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	6. Ancient City of Damascus (Syrian Arab Republic) (C 20bis)
	See Decision 38 COM 7A.12

	7. Ancient City of Bosra (Syrian Arab Republic) (C 22)
	See Decision 38 COM 7A.12

	8. Ancient City of Palmyra (Syrian Arab Republic) (C 23)
	See Decision 38 COM 7A.12

	9. Ancient City of Aleppo (Syrian Arab Republic) (C 21)
	See Decision 38 COM 7A.12

	10. Crac des chevaliers and Qal’at Salah El-Din (Syrian Arab Republic) (C 1229)
	See Decision 38 COM 7A.12

	11. Ancient villages of Northern Syria (Syrian Arab Republic) (C 1348)
	See Decision 38 COM 7A.12

	12. General Decision on the World Heritage properties of the Syrian Arab Republic
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.12
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 7B.58, 36 COM 7B.58, 37 COM 7B.57 and 37 COM 8C.1, adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011), 36th (Saint Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Deplores the conflict situation prevailing in the country, the loss of human life and the degradation of humanitarian conditions;
	4. Takes note of the report provided by the State Party regarding the state of conservation of the six Syrian World Heritage properties and the 12 sites inscribed on the Tentative List and expresses its utmost concern at the damage occurred and the th...
	5. Welcoming the contributions and efforts of States Parties who have already taken effective action, reiterates its appeal to the neighbouring countries and to the international community to continue cooperation in fighting against the illicit traffi...
	6. Urges all parties  involved in the conflict in Syria to refrain from any action that would cause further damage to cultural heritage of the country and to fulfil their obligations under international law by taking all possible measures to protect s...
	7. Also urges the State Party to adopt measures for the evacuation of World Heritage properties being used for military purposes;
	8. Further urges the State Party to safeguard damaged property through minimal first aid interventions, to prevent theft, further collapse and natural degradation, and refrain from undertaking conservation work until the situation allows, for the deve...
	9. Reiterates its suggestions to the State Party to consider ratifying the Second Protocol (1999) of the 1954 Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Heritage during times of Armed Conflict;
	10. Commends the Directorate General of Antiquities and Museums (DGAM), and all the heritage professionals and the local communities in Syria who are working on monitoring and protecting cultural heritage, for their sustained efforts amidst difficult ...
	11. Requests the State Party to pursue the systematic documentation of all damage incurred by the World Heritage properties whenever conditions allow, to inform the development of the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the properties fro...
	12. Recalls the request to UNESCO to establish a Special Fund for the conservation of World Heritage properties in Syria and welcomes the establishment of earmarked projects as an appropriate means to raise funds for the safeguarding of Syria’s cultur...
	13. Expresses its thanks to the European Union, the Flemish Government and the Arab Regional Centre for World Heritage for their financial contributions to the earmarked funds;
	14. Calls upon the international community to further support the safeguarding of Syrian cultural heritage through earmarked funds;
	15. Also requests the State Party to invite, as soon as the security conditions allow, a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to Syria to assess the state of conservation of the properties and elaborate, in consultation with ...
	16. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination...
	17. Decides to retain the Ancient City of Damascus (Syrian Arab Republic), on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	18. Decides to retain the Ancient City of Bosra (Syrian Arab Republic), on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	19. Decides to retain the Site of Palmyra (Syrian Arab Republic), on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	20. Decides to retain the Ancient City of Aleppo (Syrian Arab Republic), on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	21. Decides to retain the Crac des Chevaliers and Qal’at Salah El-Din (Syrian Arab Republic), on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	22. Decides to retain the Ancient Villages of Northern Syria (Syrian Arab Republic), on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	13. Historic Town of Zabid (Yemen) (C 611)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.13
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.28, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Acknowledges with great concern, the extreme conditions that have prevailed in Zabid over the past three years and the way this has hindered external donors from fulfilling their pledges, and notes the major impact that this had had on the availabi...
	4. Also notes with concern the lack of support for conservation initiatives from some inhabitants of Zabid;
	5. Nonetheless welcomes the positive progress that has been possible and in particular the adoption of a new law in August 2013 on the protection of historic sites, monuments, cities and their urban and cultural heritage and further notes the submissi...
	6. Also welcomes the continuing support of the German Agency for International Cooperation (GIZ) and the proposed collaboration of the World Heritage Category 2 centre (ARC-WH) in Bahrain and calls on the wider international community to offer what su...
	7. Requests the State Party to submit revised information on the definition of the boundaries at the time of inscription, and to finalise the delineation of the buffer zone and submit a minor boundary modification proposal by 1 February 2015 for revie...
	8. Also requests the State Party to pursue all necessary efforts to raise the awareness of local communities on the values of the property and the importance of their engagement in its preservation;
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its ...
	10. Decides to retain the Historic Town of Zabid (Yemen) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.



	ASIA AND PACIFIC
	14. Minaret and Archaeological Remains of Jam (Afghanistan) (C 211 rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.14
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.29, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013);
	3. Acknowledges the efforts made by the State Party in the implementation of the corrective measures adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007) and urges it to sustain these efforts to work on all corrective measures identified;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to adopt the detailed topographic map of the property produced in 2012, and finalise the buffer zone, and to submit a proposal for a minor boundary modification, in accordance to paragraphs 163-165 of the O...
	5. Requests the State Party to consider submitting an International Assistance request for the preparation of a long term conservation strategy for the whole property and the development of a multidisciplinary action plan for the stabilisation of the ...
	6. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to revise the timeframe for the implementation of the corrective measures upon development of the conservation strategy and action plan;
	7. Encourages the State Party to elaborate and implement, with the support of international donors, a capacity building programme to strengthen local and national capacity in heritage conservation and management including developing the capacity of lo...
	8. Calls upon the international community to continue its technical and financial support, in co-operation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, in the implementation of corrective measures and in the development of a long term conse...
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the progress achieved in the state of conservation of the property, along with a revised timefra...
	10. Decides to retain the Minaret and Archaeological Remains of Jam (Afghanistan) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	15. Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley (Afghanistan) (C 208 rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.15
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.30, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the progress made by the State Party on the implementation of the corrective measures, notably the conservation efforts at the Buddha niches and other component parts of the property, including Shahr-i-Gholghola and others, and efforts to ...
	4. Takes note of the continued concern expressed by the State Party on the critical condition of the large Western Buddha niche; also takes note of the need to consider the appropriateness of the interventions at the lower gallery of the Eastern Buddh...
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party, when considering options for the treatment of the Buddha niches, to ensure that proposals are based on feasibility studies which include:
	a) an agreed overall approach to conservation and presentation of the property,
	b) an appropriate conservation philosophy based on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property,
	c) technical and financial feasibilities for the implementation of the project proposals;

	6. Regrets that Heritage Impact Assessments (HIA) to assess the impacts of the development of the Foladi Road construction were carried out only after the road construction took place, and were not shared with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisor...
	7. Requests the State Party, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines , to submit detailed information, including HIAs, on any major planned developments within or nearby the property, such as the proposed Bamiyan Culture Centre ...
	8. Also urges the State Party to incorporate the Cultural Master Plan into the Urban Development Master Plan for the Bamiyan Valley to mitigate development pressure, and to enforce building codes and regulations on development in the buffer zones of t...
	9. Further urges the State Party to finalize the Management Plan within an overall strategy of managing the property as a cultural landscape;
	10. Encourages the State Party to elaborate and implement, with the support of international donors, a capacity building programme to strengthen local and national capacity in heritage conservation and management, including developing the capacity of ...
	11. Calls upon the international community to continue providing technical and financial support for the protection and management of the entire property, in order to achieve the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the L...
	12. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by...
	13. Decides to retain the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the Bamiyan Valley (Afghanistan) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.



	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	16. Bagrati Cathedral and Gelati Monastery (Georgia) (C 710)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.16
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.32, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the progress in the implementation of the conservation programme plan for Gelati Monastery;
	4. Notes that the State Party submitted on 1 February 2014 a request for a Major Boundary Modification for the property, further to the request of the Committee;
	5. Decides to retain the Bagrati Cathedral and Gelati Monastery (Georgia) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	17. Historical Monuments of Mtskheta (Georgia) (C 708)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.17
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decisions 34 COM 7A.27, 35 COM 7A.30, 36 COM 7A.31 and 37 COM 7A.33 adopted at its 34th (Brasilia, 2010), 35th (UNESCO, 2011), 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Acknowledges the detailed information provided by the State Party on the progress made to implement the corrective measures and urges the State Party to finalise its work on all the corrective measures adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010) b...
	4. Requests the State Party to invite a joint ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess the progress achieved in implementing all corrective measures in order to reach the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the ...
	5. Also requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to provide advice to the State Party in finalising the Management Plan and the World Heritage State Programme;
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the implementation of all corrective measures, as well as a minor boundary modification proposa...
	7. Decides to retain the Historical Monuments of Mtskheta (Georgia) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	18. Medieval Monuments in Kosovo (Serbia) (C 724 bis)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.18
	1. Decides to adjourn the debate on this agenda item until its next ordinary session.


	19. Liverpool – Maritime Mercantile City (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (C 1150)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.19
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 7B.93 and 37 COM 7A.35, adopted at its 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Also recalling the results of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission of November 2011,
	4. Reiterates its serious concern over the potential threat of the Liverpool Waters development scheme on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property, and notes that the implementation of the development, as currently planned, would irrevers...
	5. Also notes the information provided by the State Party, and requests it to:
	a) submit comprehensive documentation for any proposed detailed master plans and detailed planning proposals, before they are adopted, together with an overall vision for the property over-arching such master plans, as well as details of the draft leg...
	b) ensure that the process whereby master plans and detailed plans for the Liverpool Waters scheme, when developed, takes into consideration the concerns of the World Heritage Committee;

	6. Strongly urges the State Party to consider all measures that would allow changes to the extent and scope of the proposed Liverpool Waters scheme to ensure the continued coherence of the architectural and town-planning attributes, and the continued ...
	7. Further notes with appreciation that the State Party submitted a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger along with a set of corrective measures, and expressed its wil...
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...
	9. Decides to retain Liverpool – Maritime Mercantile City (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) on the World Heritage List in Danger.



	LATIN AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN
	20. Fortifications on the Caribbean Side of Panama: Portobelo-San Lorenzo (Panama) (C 135)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.20
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.36 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Appreciates the efforts made by the State Party to fund and organize the advisory mission conducted in 2014 and encourages it to implement the recommendations contained in the mission report;
	4. Welcomes the development and adoption of the Emergency Plan for the property and urges the State Party to secure the necessary resources to commence the immediate implementation of the identified priority conservation and stabilisation measures;
	5. Expresses its concern about the findings of the mission regarding the continuing deterioration of the historic fabric and erosion of the conditions of authenticity and integrity and also urges the State Party to prioritise implementation of the fol...
	a) Update the legislative and regulatory measures to ensure the protection of the property and its terrestrial and maritime setting and to legally define the functions of the Patronato Portobelo-San Lorenzo,
	b) Strengthen management arrangements and establish a technical office for conservation, with specialised staff, at the local level to guarantee high quality interventions at the component parts,
	c) Define the boundaries of the component parts of the property and their buffer zones, including regulatory measures for their management and submit the revised boundaries as a minor boundary modification for consideration by the World Heritage Commi...
	d) Develop a land use plan for Portobelo and San Lorenzo and include provisions and measures to control urban development and relocation of families occupying the inscribed property;
	e) Promote international and interdisciplinary collaboration for the implementation of conservation actions and define a capacity building strategy to ensure the sustainability of conservation efforts,
	f) Define, in collaboration with local authorities, measures to address environmental degradation and deficiencies in infrastructure services that are impacting cultural and natural heritage assets and constitute public health concerns,
	g) Carry out the necessary scientific studies in relation to deterioration processes to better inform decision-making regarding conservation options;

	6. Requests that technical details of proposed major interventions be submitted to the World Heritage Centre for review prior to making commitments to their implementation;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...
	8. Decides to retain Fortifications on the Caribbean Side of Panama: Portobelo-San Lorenzo (Panama) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	21. Humberstone and Santa Laura Saltpeter Works (Chile) (C 1178)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.21
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A;
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.37 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the State Party for efforts made in the implementation of the corrective measures for the property and encourages it to sustain these efforts to ensure that the Desired state of conservation for the property is met within the established t...
	4. Urges the State Party to conclude the planning process for the formulation of the management plan and the comprehensive conservation plan and requests it to provide an electronic and three printed copies of the finalised draft management plan for r...
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...
	6. Decides to retain Humberstone and Santa Laura Saltpeter Works (Chile) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	22. Chan Archaeological Zone (Peru) (C 366)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.22
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.38 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the State Party for its long-term commitment and efforts to address the deterioration of the earthen architecture remains of the property and to put in place a sustainable and operational management system to continue to handle decay facto...
	4. Considers that the State Party has made considerable progress in meeting the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger and in the implementation of the corrective measures;
	5. Notes however that the corrective measures, which are currently in planning stages, have to be finalized to ensure the long-term protection of the property and urges the State Party to:
	a) Finalize the update process of the Management Plan and other planning tools for the property at the municipal and provincial level and provide an electronic and three printed copies of the draft revised planning tools for review by the World Herita...
	b) Finalize the approval process of Law 28261 to ensure that the property is adequately protected from illegal occupation;

	6. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property with a view to assess whether the implementation of the above-mentioned actions may warrant the removal of the property from the Lis...
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...
	8. Decides to retain Chan Chan Archaeological Zone (Peru) on the the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	23. Coro and its Port (Venezuela, Bolivarian Republic of) (C 658)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.23
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.39 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the efforts made by the State Party in addressing the state of conservation of the property and progress on implementation of recommendations made by the World Heritage Committee and the monitoring missions to the property;
	4. Takes note of the submission of the revised cartography for the component parts of the property and proposed buffer zone and requests that it be finalized within the framework of the retrospective inventory process;
	5. Adopts the revised Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger (DSOCR), as follows:
	a) Traditional civil, religious and domestic architecture has been conserved in accordance to clear conservation principles that ensure that conditions of authenticity and integrity continue to be met. Conservation interventions are based on a priorit...
	b) The participatory management arrangements for the property are sustained through adequate resource allocation and staffing and guided by the adopted Management Plan, which includes provisions and regulatory measures for the component parts of the p...
	c) The disaster risk preparedness plan is fully operational and a comprehensive drainage system to prevent impacts from flooding vulnerability has been implemented,
	d) The legal framework has been harmonised and effective measures are in place to adequately enforce regulations and sanction non-compliant development;

	6. Also adopts the revised corrective measures and timeframe for implementation, as follows:
	a) Measures to be implemented within one year:
	(i) Development of a spatial analysis for the property to identify and assist with the design of the conservation, use and functioning of the component parts,
	(ii) Full development of the management plan for the property, including definition of regulatory measures for proposed buffer zones and heritage areas, a sustainable development strategy for the property, a public use plan, and a disaster risk prepar...
	(iii) Full development of the conservation strategy and action plan, including a prioritised and costed interventions programme, based on the results from condition surveys, and guidelines for conservation, restoration and maintenance interventions,
	(iv) Development of a strategy and action plan to formally integrate traditional know-how in conservation strategies and support capacity-building in the long-term,
	(v) Development and implementation of a strategy to address problems related to ownership and abandonment of traditional domestic and civil architecture and identification of actions for proposed building reutilization,

	b) Measures to be implemented within two years:
	(i) Harmonisation of legal tools to ensure that overlapping mandates and provisions have been addressed and that a coherent policies are adopted to better inform decision-making regarding development and/or interventions at the property,
	(ii) Full operation of the management structure to articulate different levels of government and promote social inclusion in decision-making, so that the implementation of conservation and management endeavours formally includes community councils in ...
	(iii) Articulation of provisions made in the Management Plan with local and regional planning tools and development, when appropriate, of supporting municipal ordinances to ensure management policies are complied with,
	(iv) Development and implementation of a vehicular traffic strategy for the property,
	(v) Implementation of comprehensive drainage system for the property to address vulnerability to flooding,
	(vi) Development and implementation of a strategy to secure adequate resources to support building maintenance and conservation, as well as continued use, by owners;


	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the progress on the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2...
	8. Decides to retain Coro and its Port (Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.



	AFRICA
	24. Timbuktu (Mali) (C 119rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.24
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.19, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013,)
	3. Congratulates the State Party for having accomplished significant progress enabling the commencement of the reconstruction of the mausoleums on 14 March 2014;
	4. Notes with satisfaction the preparation of a restoration and reconstruction strategy for damaged cultural heritage in northern Mali detailing the reconstruction method for the destroyed mausoleums, and appreciates the place accorded to the role of ...
	5. Warmly welcomes the reconstruction of the two mausoleums alongside the outer west wall of the Djingareyber Mosque (Sheik Babadjer and Amadou Fulani), as well as the daily documentation work undertake throughout this reconstruction so as to better u...
	6. Recalls the importance of the work concerning the constitution of documentation provided for each of the mausoleums, taking into account the character and unique specificity of each of them, and encourages the State Party to accomplish the document...
	7. Thanks all the countries and institutions that have contributed financially to the UNESCO and Mali Action Plan, adopted on 18 February 2013 in Paris, and more particularly Switzerland, the European Union, the International Association of Francophon...
	8. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ ICOMOS/ICCROM mission to evaluate the general state of conservation of the property and progress achieved in the reconstruction of the mausoleums and the restoration of the mosques, ...
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and progress in the implementation of the above-mentioned points,...
	10. Decides to continue the application of the Reinforced Monitoring Mechanism of the property;
	11. Decides to retain Timbuktu (Mali) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	25. Tomb of the Askia (Mali) (C 1139)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.25
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.20, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the State Party for having organized the joint UNESCO/Mali mission of 11 February 2014, despite difficult security conditions;
	4. Notes with satisfaction the preparation of a rehabilitation and reconstruction strategy for the damaged cultural heritage of North Mali, that includes the rehabilitation of the Tomb of Askia;
	5. Requests the State Party to undertake the necessary actions to enable the urgent detailed architectural diagnostic to take place, to better identify all the weak structural points of the two mosques, and urges the commencement of the necessary cons...
	6. Expresses its concern that the management plan prepared for the period 2002-2007 has not yet been updated, and the activities of the Gao Cultural Mission have not yet recommenced, despite the nomination of a new manager, due to lack of work space a...
	7. Further requests the State Party to proceed with the revision of the 2002-2007 management plan in close consultation with the Management Committee of the property;
	8. Thanks all the countries and institutions that have financially contributed to the UNESCO-Mali Action Plan adopted on 18 February 2013 in Paris, and more particularly Switzerland, European Union, International Association of Francophone Mayors (AIM...
	9. Requests furthermore that the State Party invite a joint UNESCO/ICOMOS/ICCROM mission to evaluate the general state of conservation of the property and the progress achieved in the rehabilitation of all the components of the property, prepare all t...
	10. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report on the state of conservation of the property including the implementation of the above-mentioned points, for examination by the World Heritage C...
	11. Decides to retain the Tomb of Askia (Mali) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	26. Tombs of Buganda Kings at Kasubi (Uganda) (C 1022)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.26
	1. UHaving examinedU Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A.Add,
	2. URecallingU Decision 37 COM 7A.21 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. UWelcomesU the continuing commitment of the State Party to pursue the reconstruction of the Muzibu Azaala Mpanga and the restoration of the wider property;
	4. UExpresses concernU that detailed information on the planned work, and timelines for the reconstruction of the Muzibu Azaala Mpanga have still not been provided, even though work on the supportive framework for the building has been undertaken;
	5. URequestsU the State Party to implement the recommendations of the ICOMOS Advisory Mission to the property (12-15 May 2014), in particular:
	a) Finalise a realistic, revised reconstruction project timeline with clearly defined benchmarks, and submit it as a matter of urgency to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies,
	b) Document the reconstruction process,
	c) Improve organisation, skills, equipment and security issues,
	d) Urgently reconvene the National Technical Committee to oversee the technicalities of the reconstruction project,
	e) Fully implement the current governance structure; and reassess the human and financial resources required to complete the Reconstruction Project, in particular to cover the Site Manager’s full-time presence on the property,
	f) Reconsider the current design of the firefighting system, which will have a negative impact on the visual qualities and spirit of place of the property,
	g) Agree upon the final Master Plan before implementing any new constructions; and reconsider the tall concrete wall recently constructed around the perimeter of the property as well as the proposed ‘living museum’ concept that may impact negatively o...

	6. UAlso requestsU the State Party to invite a UNESCO/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to the property to consider the concerns highlighted by the Mission relating to: the lack of effective management and resources for the reconstruction proj...
	7. UFurther requestsU the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, including a 1-page executive summary, for examination...
	8. UDecidesU to retain the Tombs of Buganda Kings at Kasubi (Uganda) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	27. Ruins of Kilwa Kisiwani and Ruins of Songo Mnara (United Republic of Tanzania) (C 144)
	Decision:  38 COM 7A.27
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.22, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the efforts made by the State Party in the implementation of the corrective measures;
	4. Considers that the State Party has made considerable progress in meeting the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	5. Notes however that several actions are currently in planning stages, rendering the property vulnerable, and urges the State Party to implement the following:
	a) Finalize the process for establishing the boundaries of the property, of the buffer zones and their regulatory measures and submit, by 1 February 2015, a proposal for a minor boundary modification, in accordance to Paragraphs 163-165 of the Operati...
	b) Finalize the updated Management Plan, including the formulation of a draft Sustainable Tourism Development Plan, and the elaboration of Land Use Plans for Kilwa Kisiwani and Songo Mnara and provide an electronic and three printed copies of the upda...
	c) Maintain and reinforce the management structure and secure resources for its adequate and efficient functioning;

	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, including a 1-page executive summary, for examination by the Wo...
	7. Decides to remove Ruins of Kilwa Kisiwani and Ruins of Songo Mnara (United Republic of Tanzania) from the List of World Heritage in Danger.




	NATURAL PROPERTIES
	ASIA-PACIFIC
	28. Tropical Rainforest Heritage of Sumatra (Indonesia) (N 1167)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.28
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.14, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the State Party for the development of an Emergency Action Plan, which could facilitate the implementation of the corrective measures;
	4. Expresses its serious concern about the pressure to downgrade the protection status of Kerinci Seblat National Park to a Protected Forest, which would not only expose the property to the risk of road construction and the associated potential impact...
	5. Notes that the mission confirmed that illegal traditional gold mining is ongoing within the property, and reiterates its position that mining is incompatible with World Heritage status;
	6. Requests the State Party to ensure that any development of geothermal energy within the property remains prohibited by law, and urges the State Party to provide information to the World Heritage Centre of any plans to develop geothermal energy in a...
	7. Considers that the indicators that describe the Desired state of conservation, as established by the 2013 IUCN reactive monitoring mission in co-operation with the State Party and UNESCO, must be reached within a timeframe of 5 to 10 years, in orde...
	8. Also requests the State Party to implement the following corrective measures as developed during the 2013 mission to restore the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property:
	a) Significantly enhance law enforcement capacity by developing and implementing a strategic plan for the control of illegal activities, as a collaborative effort involving National Park authorities, the Natural Resources Conservation Agency, NGOs, lo...
	(i) provide law enforcement agencies with adequate resources to expand their activities,
	(ii) ensure that reports of illegal activities are quickly and efficiently responded to, and that transgressors are tried on the basis of conservation law (in addition to criminal law),
	(iii) identify and prosecute syndicates, networks and businesses involved in illegal activities, in cooperation with the relevant authorities for the eradication of forest crime and corruption,

	b) Strengthen property-wide monitoring of key species, including Sumatran Elephant, Tiger, Rhino and Orangutan, by:
	(i) enhancing collaboration among government, NGOs and universities,
	(ii) agreeing on a common methodological framework for monitoring each species,
	(iii) expanding monitoring efforts to address geographical gaps in monitoring activities,
	(iv) synchronizing data analyses for all key species to facilitate progress reporting,

	c) Strengthen species recovery efforts by implementing habitat improvement and ecosystem restoration programmes, as required, including the control of invasive species,
	d) Maintain the policy that prohibits the construction of new roads in National Parks, and conduct a Strategic Environmental Assessment of the road network in the entire Bukit Barisan Mountain Range, in order to identify transport options and technolo...
	e) Ensure that rigorous Environmental Impact Assessments are carried out for all proposed developments within the property (e.g. road improvement projects) and in its vicinity (e.g. mining projects), to ensure that these do not have a negative impact ...
	f) Close and rehabilitate all mines within the property, investigate the existence of any mining concessions and exploration permits that overlap with the property, and revoke any overlapping concessions and/or permits that are identified,
	g) In consultation with relevant stakeholders, including local communities, clarify in law the boundaries of each component National Park of the property, and complete the demarcation of these boundaries on the ground,
	h) Ensure that all provinces, districts and sub-districts that overlap with the property recognize its World Heritage status and avoid the designation of development zones within its boundaries,
	i) Ensure that the World Heritage Working Group under the Coordinating Ministry of People Welfare is taking an active role in promoting strong coordination between different ministries in the protection and management of the property,
	j) Ensure that the National Strategic Areas process establishes buffer zones around each National Park in the property and identifies and protects critical wildlife habitats outside the property;

	9. Also urges the State Party to rigorously ensure that the Aceh Spatial Plan explicitly recognizes the boundaries of the property, that no land is allocated therein for development purposes either within or immediately adjacent to the property, and t...
	10. Notes with concern the reported decision by the State Party of Australia to rescind its commitment of 3 million Australian dollars for the conservation of Sumatran Rhinoceros, also considers that this is likely to significantly compromise the like...
	11. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the implementation of the corrective measures and the other points noted above, as well as on ...
	12. Decides to retain the Tropical Rainforest Heritage of Sumatra (Indonesia) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	29. East Rennell (Solomon Islands) (N 854)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.29
	1. Having examined document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.14, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Notes with appreciation that some progress has been achieved in the implementation of the recommendations of the Committee and the 2012 IUCN reactive monitoring mission;
	4. Welcomes the assessment of threats to the property undertaken with support from the Government of Australia, and considers that the findings and recommendations of this assessment could provide a basis for the State Party to develop, in consultatio...
	5. Notes with concern the reported plans to commence bauxite mining in West Rennell in 2014, which is likely to have similar impacts to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property as logging, and requests the State Party to undertake rigorous Envi...
	6. Also requests the State Party to urgently put in place interim measures to mitigate the impact of existing logging operations, halt new logging operations, and to defer consideration of bauxite mining licence applications until the new management p...
	7. Further requests the State Party to undertake urgent action to halt the further spread of rats on Rennell Island and prevent them from entering the property, and to put in place the biosecurity controls necessary to prevent further introductions of...
	8. Acknowledges the State Party’s concern of climate induced sea level rise affecting the insular Lake Tegano and notes that the Climate Change Division of the Ministry of Environment will work with the Provincial Government on climate change adaptati...
	9. Further notes that the State Party acknowledges that the property should be declared under the East Solomon Islands’ Protected Areas Act (2010);
	10. Urges the State Party to expedite the completion and implementation of the revised management plan for the property, and requests furthermore the State Party to provide an electronic and three printed copies of the draft revised management plan fo...
	11. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examinatio...
	12. Decides to retain East Rennell (Solomon Islands) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.



	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	30. Everglades National Park (United States of America) (N 76)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.30
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.15, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Reiterates the request that the State Party submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, including progress achieved in implementing the corrective measures and in meeting ...
	4. Decides to retain Everglades National Park (United States of America) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.



	LATIN AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN
	31. Belize Barrier Reef Reserve System (Belize) (N 764)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.31
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37COM 7A.16 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the State Party for the progress achieved in the implementation of certain corrective measures, particularly those regarding expansion of no-take zones and eradication and control of invasive species; and for its efforts undertaken to cont...
	4. Urges the State Party to establish, as a matter of priority, a legislative instrument that will guarantee permanent cessation of the sale and lease of lands throughout the property and a clear definition and strict control of development rights on ...
	5. Welcomes the State Party’s commitment to finalize the Integrated Coastal Zone Management Plan, the Land Use Policy Implementation Plan, the National Protected Areas Bill and the Fisheries Resources Bill by the end of 2014, and requests the State Pa...
	6. Expresses its serious concern about the State Party’s statement that it is not prepared to eliminate all oil concessions within and adjacent to the property and reiterates its position that oil exploration and exploitation within or affecting the p...
	7. Also requests the State Party to ensure that the Petroleum Exploration and Development Framework clarifies that petroleum concessions overlapping on the property will not be permitted, and that no oil exploration or exploitation will be allowed to ...
	8. Further urges the State Party to prepare, as a matter of priority and in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, a draft proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in...
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, including progress made in implementing corrective measures, ...
	10. Decides to retain the Belize Barrier Reef Reserve System (Belize) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	32. Los Katios National Park (Colombia) (N 711)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.32
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.17, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the progress reported by the State Party in the implementation of the updated corrective measures and towards achieving the indicators established for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World...
	4. Requests the State Party to make a clear commitment to the long-term securing of adequate funding, management and staffing levels, in order to ensure that progress in restoring and securing the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property can ...
	5. Encourages the State Party to formalize a buffer zone around the property according to paragraphs 163-165 of the Operational Guidelines , as a minor boundary modification for review by the World Heritage Committee, and as a means to further embed t...
	6. Notes with appreciation the external support already granted to the property, invites the international community to further support the State Party to effectively address the existing and potential threats to the property, and urges the States Par...
	7. Also requests the States Parties of Colombia and Panama to ensure that the ongoing Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) of the electricity transmission corridor include a specific assessment of potential impacts on the OUV of the prope...
	8. Further requests the State Party to invite an IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property, in order to assess progress with the implementation of the corrective measures and towards achieving the indicators of the DSOCR, and regarding the stat...
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examinat...
	10. Decides to retain Los Katíos National Park (Colombia) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	33. Río Plátano Biosphere Reserve (Honduras) (N 196)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.33
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.18, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the progress achieved by the State Party with the development of a draft proposal for the Desired State of Conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger (DSOCR), and requests the State Party, in con...
	4. Also welcomes the State Party’s efforts to implement the corrective measures, and the progress achieved, in particular with the establishment of a systematic monitoring platform, the on-going process of land titling for communities surrounding the ...
	5. Urges the State Party, as a matter of priority, to advance on the proposal for the property’s boundary modification, without which the corrective measures cannot be adequately implemented and the property’s Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) remains...
	6. Takes note of the State Party’s intention to avoid the construction of hydroelectric projects larger than 15 MW in the buffer zone of the biosphere reserve and to minimize the environmental and social impacts of the construction of dams in the Patu...
	7. Notes with concern that little progress has been made towards increasing human resources and logistical capacity to the agencies responsible for the protection and management of the property;
	8. Also notes with concern that illegal activities, including illegal logging, illegal settlements and drug-related activities, continue to impact on the property, and strongly urges the State Party to deal swiftly and effectively with such incursions...
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and on further progress achieved with the implementation of the c...
	10. Decides to retain Río Plátano Biosphere Reserve (Honduras) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.



	AFRICA
	34. Manovo Gounda St. Floris National Park (Central African Republic) (N 475)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.34
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.1, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Regrets the degradation of the security situation in the Central African Republic marked by an outbreak of violence and internal conflicts;
	4. Reiterates its utmost concern regarding the likely disappearance of most of the flagship species of large mammals in the property, due to poaching and the impact of transhumant cattle, and expresses its deep concern as regards the further deteriora...
	5. Also expresses its continuing concern that the property may lose its Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) which may lead to its deletion from the World Heritage List, in conformity with Paragraph 176 d) and Chapter IV.C of the Operational Guidelines a...
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to organize a workshop to assess the feasibility of the restoration of the OUV of the property in the current conditions of security and based on these conclusions, the eventual preparation of an emergency ...
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a progress report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the current state of conservation of the property and the perspectives of regeneration of the char...
	8. Decides to continue the application of the Reinforced Monitoring mechanism to this property;
	9. Decides to retain Manovo Gounda St. Floris National Park (Central African Republic) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	35. Comoé National Park (Côte d’Ivoire) (N 227)
	Decision:  38 COM 7A.35Error! Use the Home tab to apply Heading 5;Properties to the text that you want to appear here.
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.2, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the State Party for the efforts undertaken in the implementation of the corrective measures and the actions carried out with the local populations in establishing the Village Conservation and Development Associations (VCDA) and their invol...
	4. Notes with concern the delay in carrying out the wildlife inventory to enable the identification of value indicators for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger and requests the St...
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, in consultation with IUCN, a proposal for the value indicators for the Desired state of conservation, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015;
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to officially confirm as soon as possible, that no mining research or exploitation permit, industrial or artisanal, affects the property and to submit to the World Heritage Centre the results of the impact ...
	7. Further requests the State Party to urgently update the management plan and the establishment of the rehabilitation plan so as to coordinate efficiently all the control, rehabilitation and monitoring actions;
	8. Furthermore requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the corrective measures...
	9. Decides to retain Comoé National Park (Côte d'Ivoire) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	36. Mount Nimba Strict Nature Reserve (Côte d’Ivoire/Guinea) (N 155 bis)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.36
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.3, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the progress reported by the Ivorian and Guinean State Parties in the implementation of the corrective measures, notably the efforts to restore the integrity of the property and strengthen its management capacity;
	4. Notes with concern that the Guinean State Party does not appear to have established a strategy to prolong the accomplishments of the UNDP/GEF (Global Environmental Facility) Programme for conservation of the biodiversity of Mount Nimba that support...
	5. Comments the efforts in setting up transboundary cooperation on the Nimba Massif and requests the State Parties to continue efforts to develop a common management plan for the Massif and create a trust fund and implement the agreement through commo...
	6. Encourages the State Parties to work on the development of a trans-boundary project in cooperation with the GEF and other potential donors to better combine their efforts for the sustainable protection of the OUV of the property;
	7. Welcomes the fact that the Guinean Office for Environmental Assessment has confirmed that the mining companies are obliged to carry out a Strategic Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (SEA) to take account of cumulative impacts on the OUV, a...
	8. Reiterates its request to the Guinean State Party to revise the boundaries of the mining permit of the SAMA Resources Company to eliminate all encroachment on the property;
	9. Urges the State Parties to continue their efforts to implement the corrective measures, as approved by the Committee in its Decision 37 COM 7A.3;
	10. Further requests the State Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a joint updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above-mentio...
	11. Decides to retain Mount Nimba Strict Nature Reserve (Guinea / Côte d'Ivoire) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	37. Virunga National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 63)
	7. Takes note of the press statement of SOCO not to undertake or commission any exploratory or other drilling within Virunga National Park unless UNESCO and the DRC Government agree that such activities are not incompatible with its World Heritage sta...
	15. Also decides to retain Virunga National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	38. Kahuzi-Biega National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 137)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.38
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.5, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the reported improvement in the security situation which has allowed the park staff to again start patrolling the areas previously out of control and notes that restoring the security is a pre-condition for implementing the corrective meas...
	4. Also welcomes the ongoing efforts of the State Party to carry out a survey of the main populations of wildlife in the lowland sectors of the property to enable an assessment of the state of its OUV, as well as the establishment of a timetable for t...
	5. Also notes that the area of the property covered by ranger patrolling remains limited, and requests the State Party to take urgent measures to improve the efficiency and security of patrols and curb the illegal activities, in particular poaching an...
	6. Expresses its concern that no progress was made in evacuating the ecological corridor, which is crucial to ensure ecological connectivity between the highland and lowland sectors, nor in the cancelling of mining concessions and reiterates its reque...
	7. Urges the State Party to continue its efforts to implement the corrective measures to restore the OUV of the property;
	8. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property as soon as the results of the wildlife survey are available, in order to re-assess the state of conservation of the property, t...
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, including an update of progress achieved in the imple...
	10. Decides to continue the application of the Reinforced monitoring mechanism to the property;
	11. Also decides to retain Kahuzi-Biega National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	39. Garamba National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 136)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.39
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.6 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the improvement in the security situation as a result of the military operations to contain the Lord Resistance Army and considers that it is a key condition to halt poaching in the property and start the rehabilitation of the Outstanding ...
	4. Commends the State Party for its efforts to strengthen the operational capacities of the Congolese Nature Conservation Institute (ICCN), in particular by making available arms and ammunitions for surveillance activities, in line with the Kinshasa D...
	5. Thanks the European Commission, the World Bank, the Government of Spain and other donors for their continued strong financial support for the property, despite the difficult security context;
	6. Reiterates its concern regarding the alarming reduction of the elephant population by 85% compared to the number present at the time of inscription of the site on the World Heritage List, and the fact that Northern White Rhinoceros is likely to be ...
	7. Urges the State Party to continue its efforts to implement the corrective measures to rehabilitate the OUV of the property;
	8. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property to re-asses its state of conservation, to update the corrective measures and establish a new time frame for their implementation and...
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress achieved in the implementation of th...
	10. Decides to continue the application of the Reinforced Monitoring Mechanism for the property;
	11. Also decides to retain Garamba National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	40. Salonga National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 280)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.40
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.7 adopted during its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes with satisfaction the important efforts of the State Party to secure the property and the efforts of the patrols to reduce professional poaching of elephants, and encourages the State Party to continue these efforts and to reinforce them w...
	4. Takes note of the difficulties reported by the managers of the property concerning the participatory management of natural resources and their implication in the demarcation of the property and also encourages the State Party to establish a communi...
	5. Urges the State Party to continue to implement the corrective measures, as updated by the joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission in 2012 to rehabilitate the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property;
	6. Launches an appeal to donors to provide the necessary financial and technical support to the site manager for the implementation of the corrective measures;
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party to undertake inventories of flagship species to quantify the state of the OUV of the property and the Desired state of conservation for removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger as w...
	8. Regrets that the State Party has not provided detailed information regarding the oil exploration and exploitation projects in the central basin that risk encroaching into the property, as requested by the Committee at its 36th and 37th sessions and...
	9. Recalls its position that mining is incompatible with World Heritage status, which is supported by the International Council of Mining and Metals (ICMM) international position statement of not undertaking such activities within World Heritage prope...
	10. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the points mentioned above, for ex...
	11. Decides to continue to apply the Reinforced Monitoring mechanism;
	12. Also decides to retain Salonga National Park (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	41. Okapi Wildlife Reserve (Democratic Republic of the Congo) (N 718)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.41
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.8, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Expresses its deepest concern as regards the degradation of the security situation at the property, the loss of control of approximately 75% of the Reserve, the increase in poaching and the reopening of several artisanal mining works, and considers...
	4. Notes with concern the results of the 2010/2011 inventories that demonstrate that the degradation of the Outstanding universal value (OUV) of the property has continued and that the impacts of the security situation risk to further exacerbate the s...
	5. Commends the efforts of the staff of the property who, at great risk, continue its efforts for the conservation of the property, and notes that the guards continue to lack the necessary material support to combat poachers;
	6. Recalls the commitments undertaken by the Congolese Government in the Kinshasa Declaration, dated January 2011, notably regarding the security of World Heritage properties, and the strengthening of the operational capacities of the Congolese Instit...
	7. Urges the State Party to continue its efforts to implement the corrective measures, updated by the joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission of 2014, as well as preventive measures to halt and reverse the degradation of the OUV o...
	a) Continue the efforts to solve the problems linked to the presence of the military involved in illegal activities and obtain support of the military hierarchy to assist in respect of the laws,
	b) Close down all the artisanal mining quarries and cancel all the mining titles that encroach the property and which are granted illegally by the Mining Cadastre, especially those granted to the KiloGold Society,
	c) Undertake measures to mitigate the impacts linked to the increase in traffic within the property, and notably by mobilising the necessary technical and financial resources to contribute towards the functioning of the immigration control system, and...
	d) Finalize and approve the management plan for the property, with the creation of an integral conservation zone,
	e) Integrate the activities of the Committee for Visits and Passage (CSP) and the Local Committees for Monitoring and Conservation of Natural Resources (CLSCN) in the management activities of the livelihood zones (agricultural and hunting zones) for w...
	f) Continue efforts to strengthen and revitalize the surveillance mechanism and render it more efficient,
	g) Prepare and implement a zoning plan of the forest areas adjacent to the property to act as protection against negative impacts of unsustainable exploitation of the forest,
	h) Strengthen communication and cooperation between all the stakeholders and the State services to increase the conservation of the natural resources of the property,
	i) Support the establishment and the active operation of the permanent consultation framework recommended by the Mambasa Round Table (11-12 May 2013) with all parties concerned to contribute in strengthening security at the property and the sustainabl...

	8. Also recalls the obligations of the Congolese Government linked to the protection of the values of the property and the other World Heritage properties on its territory, with regard to the illegal detention, transport, commerce and exportation of n...
	9. Requests the State Party to also implement the other recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN mission of 2014;
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, with an update on progress accomplished in the impleme...
	11. Decides to continue to apply the Reinforced Monitoring mechanism to the property;
	12. Also decides to retain Okapi Wildlife Reserve (Democratic Republic of the Congo) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	42. General Decision on the properties of the Democratic Republic of the Congo
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.42
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.9, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013) and reaffirming the need to implement the Kinshasa Declaration adopted in 2011,
	3. Notes that the security situation in the eastern part of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) has improved since the last session but that it still remains unstable and commends the courage of the staff of the Congolese Institute for Nature C...
	4. Urges the State Party to guarantee the implementation of the commitments undertaken in the Kinshasa Declaration and to ensure the execution of the Strategic Plan of Action and requests the State Party to approve the decree to officialise the creati...
	5. Reiterates its utmost concern as regards the Hydrocarbons Code that could make possible oil exploitation activities in protected areas and also urges the State Party to ensure that the protection status of the World Heritage properties be maintained;
	6. Also requests the State Party to review the mining and oil exploration and exploitation titles to exclude the World Heritage properties and not to grant further titles within the boundaries of the properties of the DRC and recalls its position that...
	7. Congratulates the TOTAL Company for its commitment not to carry out oil or gas exploration and exploitation activities in properties inscribed on the World Heritage List, a principle to which the Shell Company has already subscribed;
	8. Takes note of the press statement of SOCO not to undertake or commission any exploratory or other drilling within Virunga National Park unless UNESCO and the DRC Government agree that such activities are not incompatible with its World Heritage sta...
	9. Warmly welcomes the support of donor countries in the conservation of the five DRC properties, and calls on the international community to continue to provide support in the implementation of the corrective measures and the Strategic Action Plan to...
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the implementation of the Kinshasa Declaration, the situation regarding mining and oil explora...


	43. Simien National Park (Ethiopia) (N 9)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.43
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.10, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the State Party’s efforts to complete the re-gazettal of Simien Mountains National Park in 2014 as well as its sustained efforts to strengthen the management effectiveness of the property and to implement the corrective measures;
	4. Considers that if sufficient financial resources are secured to complete the implementation of the corrective measures, it should be possible to achieve the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Herita...
	5. Notes with appreciation the support already provided by different donors to assist the State Party with the implementation of the corrective measures, and reiterates its call to the international community to increase the financial support to the p...
	6. Requests the State Party to follow up with the interested donors and conservation partners who attended the 2012 donor conference in order to mobilize the additional funding required; reiterates its request to review the Grazing Pressure Reduction ...
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above, for examination ...
	8. Decides to retain the Simien National Park (Ethiopia) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	44. Rainforests of the Atsinanana (Madagascar) (N 1257)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.44
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.11, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the efforts undertaken by the State Party in the implementation of the corrective measures and the commitments contained in the action plan annexed to the decision of the Conference of Parties of CITES in Bangkok (COP16);
	4. Welcomes the clear political will of the State Party as expressed by the President of the Republic of Madagascar to undertake the necessary measures to halt the illegal traffic of rosewood;
	5. Notes with concern an increase in illegal logging since end-2013 and the continued illegal exportation despite the embargo established in the framework of the CITES action plan and requests the State Party to strengthen the surveillance mechanism t...
	6. Urges the State Party of Madagascar as well as the recipient States Parties of the illegal traffic to reinforce efforts to respect the embargo and to inform the port and airport authorities of their respective capitals of the fraudulent nature of t...
	7. Also requests the State Party to postpone the sale and exportation of the illegal stocks until the results of the current studies as well as the endorsement of the CITES Permanent Committee have been obtained and reiterates the importance of the co...
	8. Also reiterates that the elimination of illegal logging in the components of the property and the illegal stocks constitute a key condition for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	9. Further requests the State Party to continue its efforts in the implementation of the corrective measures and the recommendations of the 2011 joint UNESCO/IUCN mission that have not yet been entirely implemented;
	10. Requests furthermore the State Party to invite a joint UNESCO/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess this progress and the progress achieved in the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of ...
	11. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary on the state of conservation of the entire serial property, including an evaluation of the implem...
	12. Decides to retain the Rainforests of the Atsinanana (Madagascar) on the List of World Heritage in Danger


	45. Aïr and Ténéré Natural Reserves (Niger) (N 573)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.45
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.10, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the efforts undertaken by the State Party in the areas of defence and land restoration, demining and reinforcement of the physical presence of forestry agents in the property, and requests the State Party to continue its efforts to impleme...
	4. Expresses its deep concern regarding the degradation of the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property linked to the illegal activities such as poaching and abusive logging, and requests the State Party to prioritize the combat against these...
	5. Takes note of the information provided by the State Party according to which an inventory mission is foreseen for 2014 to confirm and quantify the presence of flagship wildlife species (white antelope, dama gazelle and Saharan cheetah) within the p...
	6. Also requests the State Party to provide more information together with maps concerning the demining activities within the property;
	7. Also takes note of information provided by the State Party concerning the absence of extraction activities in and on the periphery of the property and further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015 a det...
	8. Decides to retain the Air and Ténéré Natural Reserves (Niger) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	46. Niokolo-Koba National Park (Senegal) (N 153)
	Decision: 38 COM 7A.46
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7A.13, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the efforts of the State Party to strengthen surveillance and curb poaching, notably the progress achieved in the rehabilitation of the surveillance tracks and guard posts, as well as the strengthening of surveillance staff;
	4. Reiterates its serious concern as regards the state of conservation of the key species in the park, notably the elephant and chimpanzee and requests the State Party to urgently implement an inventory of large wildlife with technical support from th...
	5. Requests the State Party to continue its efforts to implement the corrective measures adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010);
	6. Further reiterates its request to the State Party to provide detailed information on the dam project at Sambangalou, as well as the restoration of the basalt quarry located within the property and closed in 2012;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...
	8. Decides to retain the Niokolo-Koba National Park (Senegal) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.





	7B. State of conservation of World Heritage properties inscribed on the World Heritage LisT
	CULTURAL PROPERTIES
	ARAB STATES
	1. Ouadi Qadisha (the Holy Valley) and the Forest of the Cedars of God (Horsh Arz el-Rab) (C 850)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.1
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.53, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes progress made with the construction of a sample of the proposed paved road around Qannoubin Monastery; and requests that the project plan for the remainder of the road be submitted for review before work progresses;
	4. Reiterates its request to abandon the associated project of cableways and model villages in the property;
	5. Notes with extreme concern the planning violation near the church of Saint George and the excavation and construction works in the property and its buffer zone, and also notes that remedial measures have been taken to demolish the mausoleum structu...
	6. Further notes the State Party’s acknowledgment of the negative impacts arising from the lack of adequate management;
	7. Regrets that the State Party has not responded to the main recommendations of the 2012 mission and reiterates its request to implement these, and in particular to:
	a) Revise the management system for the property and establish a permanent management structure,
	b) Update the 1998 management plan on the basis of the 2007 guidelines, including a conservation plan and a sustainable visitors management plan,
	c) Undertake socio-economic studies aiming at improving the living conditions of the communities in and around the property;

	8. Reiterates its encouragement to the State Party to submit a request for International Assistance for the implementation of the recommendations of the 2012 mission;
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination ...


	2. Archaeological Site of Cyrene (Libya) (C 190)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.2
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.53, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Takes note with great concern of the information provided by the State Party in its report on the state of conservation of the property;
	4. Urges the State Party to undertake all possible measures to stop encroachment and destruction of the archaeological areas as soon as possible;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit a detailed map of the current encroachment and destruction at the property, and to accelerate the elaboration of its management plan;
	6. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint UNESCO/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the site as soon as possible and to submit to the World Heritage Centre, before the visit of the mission, a precise mapping of the different violations at ...
	7. Further requests the State Party to pursue its efforts towards the establishment of a dialogue between the responsible national and local authorities and the local community in order to guarantee the long term protection of the site;
	8. Strongly advises the State Party to initiate an action, at national level, with all concerned governmental institutions in view of ensuring the effective conservation of the property, with a focus on legal protection and alternative housing solutions;
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examinat...


	3. Ksar Ait-Ben-Haddou (Morocco) (C 444)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.3
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.55, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Commends the State Party for the efforts achieved in the management and conservation of the property;
	4. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre more detailed information on the management system established and the positive impact of the commissioning of the bridge linking the two banks of the Oued El Maleh, so that this may b...
	5. Recommends the State Party adopt an approach focused on historic urban landscape as an additional tool in the sustainable management of the property.


	4. Bahla Fort (Oman) (C 433)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.4
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.57, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Commends the State Party for the efforts aiming at ensuring the long-term management and conservation of the property, and the launching of the project entitled “Rehabilitating and Refurbishing the Old Souq at Bahla: From Study to Reinstatement”, a...
	4. Regrets that neither the finalized version of the management plan nor a request for a minor boundary modification to enlarge the buffer zone have been submitted;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit the finalized version of the management plan, including the legal framework that will support its implementation, to the World Heritage Centre as soon as possible;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit, by 1 February 2015, a request for a minor boundary modification in view of enlarging the buffer zone, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the results of the monitoring of the aging charac...


	5. Gebel Barkal and the Sites of the Napatan Region (Sudan) (C 1073)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.5
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.56, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Acknowledges the efforts made by the State Party in improving the management of the property;
	4. Regrets that the management plan has not been sufficiently developed and that key components are still missing;
	5. Also regrets that no detailed information has been provided to address the conservation and management issues raised by the 2011 reactive monitoring mission, and reiterates the need to develop appropriate concrete measures as soon as possible as id...
	6. Takes note of the maps of four of the five component parts of the property provided by the State Party but requests that they be reviewed in accordance to standards identified in Annex 11 of the Operational Guidelines (topographical data, clear ind...
	7. Also requests the State Party to provide detailed information on the state of conservation of the property, including a report for each of the five components, to fully develop the management plan so that it is operational and to develop a comprehe...
	8. Recommends to the State Party to organize as soon as possible, in the framework of the Sudan-Qatar Archaeological Project (QSAP), a workshop to address the management and monitoring system of the property, in cooperation with the World Heritage Cen...
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination ...


	6. Archaeological Site of Carthage (Tunisia) (C 37)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.6
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 7B.59 and 36 COM 8B.47 adopted at its 36th session (Saint Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Commends the State Party for the adoption of the Protection and Enhancement Plan (PPMV) presented for the property;
	4. Encourages the State Party to continue its land management policy in the archaeological area in order to prevent damage to the integrity of the property;
	5. Reiterates its invitation to the State Party to provide further information on the criteria used to define the buffer zone submitted for examination to the World Heritage Committee at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), the regulations and e...
	6. Invites the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre a proposal to modify the boundaries according to the procedure set out in paragraphs 163-165 of the Operational Guidelines, and recommends that this proposal concerns the establishment ...
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party to implement the recommendations of the 2012 mission, in particular:
	a) implementation of the PPMV of the property,
	b) development of a Presentation Plan and a Tourism Management Plan,
	c) design and implementation of an archaeological and conservation strategy ,
	d) coordination of the tools for the management and preservation of the property and the coordination of the roles of the different stakeholders;

	8. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a progress report on the application of the above recommendations and, by 1 December 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property (both rep...


	7. Old City of Sana’a (Yemen) (C 385)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.7
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.58, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Acknowledges the continuing vulnerability of the property as a result of the extreme conditions that have prevailed in Sana’s over the past four years;
	4. Nonetheless welcomes the positive progress that has been possible and in particular the adoption of a new law in August 2013 on the protection of historic sites, monuments, cities and their urban and cultural heritage; the Prime Minister’s Decree f...
	5. Also welcomes the support of the German Agency for International Cooperation (GIZ) for capacity building work with the General Organisation for the Preservation of the Historic Cities of Yemen (GOHPCY); but acknowledges the urgent need of further r...
	6. Reiterates its call to the international community to support the State Party, in co-operation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, in any way possible for priority conservation, management measures and capacity building programm...
	7. Expresses its concern at the apparent lack of engagement of GOPHCY in the major project to rehabilitate the water and sewage system being developed by the Sana’s Secretariat and on the potential negative structural impacts that this project could h...
	8. Requests the State Party, as a matter of urgency to supply full details of this project, including the Heritage Impact Assessment and appropriate risk mitigation measures, to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies before any wo...
	9. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to evaluate the state of conservation of the property and identify measures needed to reverse the decay and ensure the conserv...
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by...



	ASIA-PACIFIC
	8. Angkor (Cambodia) (C 668)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.8
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.65, adopted at its 34th session (Brasília, 2010),
	3. Commends the State Party and the international community, including ICC-Angkor, for the significant progress made in the conservation and management of the property, notably in developing a Heritage Management Framework;
	4. Also commends the State Party for the elaboration of a Tourism Management Plan and a Risk Map, which are important tools for managing the World Heritage property;
	5. Notes the progress made by the State Party in controlling illegal activities within the property, and urges the State Party to further advance its efforts in this regard;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit the Tourism Management Plan, the Risk Map, and the Heritage Management Framework, as well as the Practical Manual for Integrated Site Management and the pilot project reports, to the World Heritage Centre, once th...
	7. Also requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations.


	9. Ancient Building Complex in the Wudang Mountains (China) (C 705)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.9
	1. Having examined document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.60 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Strongly regrets that the project to raise the Yuzhen Palace was not brought to the attention of the World Heritage Committee in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines ;
	4. Takes note of the report of the 2014 joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to the property and the assessment made that the project, while altering the setting and context of the Yuzhen Palace, does not constitute a ...
	5. Notes the recommendations of the mission in regard to the final shape of the earthwork platform, the final disposition of the archaeological remains, and the eventual landscaping, interpretation, and use of the palace, and requests the State Party ...
	6. Also notes the ongoing work on the finalization of the Master Plan on Conservation Management of the property and also requests that the work on this plan be completed as soon as possible for submission to the World Heritage Centre for review by th...
	7. Urges the State Party to institute a living heritage approach to the management of the property which ensures that it is managed as a cultural landscape in order to protect the OUV of the 62 component parts within their overall landscape setting an...
	8. Invites the State Party to clarify with the World Heritage Centre that the buffer zone of the property corresponds to the entirety of the Wudang Mountains National Scenic Area as acknowledged at the time of inscription, and not the 62 individual bu...
	9. Also urges the State Party to protect against the overdevelopment of tourism at the property, and in particular to enforce rules related to carrying capacity for the more fragile sites that are part of the property;
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above for examination by the Wor...


	10. Historic Ensemble of the Potala Palace, Lhasa (China) (C 707ter)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.10Error! Use the Home tab to apply Heading 5;Properties to the text that you want to appear here.
	1. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 7B.65 and 37 COM 7B.103 adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	2. Notes with concern the information provided by the State Party concerning reports of development issues,
	3. Regrets that the State Party has not sent to the World Heritage Centre details of the two new commercial shopping malls, ancillary car parking and drainage and road works in advance of commencement of development as requested in Decision 37 COM 7B....
	4. Notes the State Party’s assessment of the impact of the developments undertaken in response to the World Heritage Centre’s requests for information and also regrets that this assessment seems only to have been undertaken retrospectively with no evi...
	5. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to the property to consider the new development, the demolition of structures and new road and drainage work, in order to assess their impact...
	6. Notes with appreciation the copy of the Regulation on Preservation of the Old Town of Lhasa provided by the State Party (Appendix 2 in the State of conservation report), but also requests that copies of the revised Conservation Master Plan and Cons...
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its ...


	11. Temple and Cemetery of Confucius and the Kong Family Mansion in Qufu (China) (C 704)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.11
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Takes note of the information submitted by the State Party regarding the comprehensive redevelopment of the Ancient Panchi area that is currently underway within the buffer zone of the property;
	3. Expresses its concern about the potential impacts that this project may have on the attributes that sustain the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property, including its authenticity and integrity;
	4. Strongly urges the State Party to inform the Committee, through the World Heritage Centre, about the full scope of the Ancient Panchi area project, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, and about any other projects that ma...
	5. Requests the State Party to invite an ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property to enable a formal assessment of the new developments and their potential impact on the property’s OUV;
	6. Also strongly urges the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, a Heritage Impact Assessment for the Ancient Panchi area project, in conformity with the ICOMOS Guidelines on Heritage Impact Assessments for World Heritage Cultural Proper...
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, an electronic and three printed copies of the complete conservation plan for the property as well as its summary in English, for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination ...


	12. Mahabodhi Temple Complex at Bodh Gaya (India) (C 1056rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.12
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.61, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Regrets the unfortunate incident of a bomb attack, which occurred within the property in July 2013 and commends the State Party for the measures taken to ensure the safety of visitors and the protection of the property;
	4. Notes the progress made on the previous decisions of the Committee, including the recommendations of the February 2011 World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM joint reactive monitoring mission;
	5. Requests the State Party to expedite the completion of the Management Plan, the formal adoption of the buffer zone and its regulations and to formally submit the minor boundary modification of the property;
	6. Also requests the State Party to provide an electronic version and three printed copies of the Management Plan to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	7. Further requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on the progress made in implementing the above recommendations.


	13. Sangiran Early Man Site (C 593) (Indonesia)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.13
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.70, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011);
	3. Notes the progress of the State Party in strengthening legislative protection and development control measures for the property through the environmental impact assessment regulations now in place for the Sragen Regency, and seeks assurance that th...
	4. Urges the State Party to establish the Integrated Management Bureau for the property to enhance coordinated management and to draw up comprehensive plans for conservation and tourism management of the property;
	5. Also notes the strategies for involving residents as stakeholders within the property and also urges the State Party to implement the remaining recommendations of the 2008 mission report as soon as possible;
	6. Further notes the policies and actions adopted to prevent illegal sand mining at the property, and the measures taken to improve cartography and interpretation of the property;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, a progress report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the progress in the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its...


	14. Cultural Landscape of Bali Province: the Subak System as a Manifestation of the Tri Hita Karana Philosophy (Indonesia) (C 1194rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.14
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 8B.26, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Acknowledges the information provided by the State Party on actions taken for the management of the property since June 2012;
	4. Notes with concern that the vulnerabilities of the cultural landscape that were acknowledged at the time of inscription, and the need to support the traditional practices of the subak communities through their engagement in the management of the pr...
	5. Regrets that the laudable governance structures and Management Plan developed with the nomination have not been fully put in place and implemented, and that incentives and subsidies to support prosperous rural livelihoods and strong subak instituti...
	6. Urges the State Party to operationalise the Governing Assembly which incorporates the traditional practices underpinning the property as envisaged in the Decree of 2010, as soon as possible, and include in its membership representatives of the suba...
	7. Also urges the State Party to allow the Governing Assembly to implement the approved Management Plan, as set out at the time of inscription, in order that the various multi-disciplinary Action Plans based on agreed Strategic Priorities can be deliv...
	8. Requests the State Party to consider how the various commitments for protection and management made at the time of inscription and approved by the Committee in the Statement of Outstanding Universal Value might be put into practice as soon as possi...
	9. In the light of the high potential vulnerability of the subak landscape, encourages the State Party to invite an ICOMOS/ICCROM advisory mission to the property, to be financed by the State Party, in order to consider how progress can be made in put...
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by...


	15. Masjed-e Jame of Isfahan (Islamic Republic of Iran) (C 1397)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.15
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.63, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Notes the progress made in the revision of the Meydan-e Atiq project in response to the Committees request;
	4. Requests the State Party to develop, adopt and implement an integrated conservation and management plan, as well as to elaborate mechanisms for monitoring urban development;
	5. Reiterates its recommendation to the State Party that Heritage Impact Assessments are carried out for any future developments in the buffer zone, such as further rehabilitation of the surrounding historic bazaar, to ensure that any developments do ...
	6. Welcomes the invitation by the State Party to host the ICOMOS advisory mission, to consider how the requests of the Committee at the time of inscription have been addressed;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, including progress made in the implementation of the above recom...


	16. Mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi (Kazakhstan) (C 1103)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.16
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.64, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Notes the efforts made by the State Party to respond to the issues raised concerning the architectural design of the Mosque for 2000 prayers and the inclusion of various stakeholders and national experts in the planning process;
	4. Regrets that despite assurances provided by the State Party, the heights of the minarets have only been reduced to 33.1 metres, instead of 26 metres, and that the height of the dome has not been reduced at all, much less to the 28 metres recommende...
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to provide to the World Heritage Centre the following documents for review by the Advisory Bodies:
	a) an architectural perspective illustrating the visual relationship between the setting of the Mosque and the Mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi, in order to judge whether the slight reduction in the height of the construction still poses a potential ne...
	b) an electronic and three printed copies of the revised management plan for the property, in accordance to the recommendations made in the technical review, as well as its summary in English,
	c) the revised map of the property’s buffer zone;

	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015 an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation and the above mentioned documents, for review by the World Heritage Centr...


	17. Vat Phou and Associated Ancient Settlements within the Champasak Cultural Landscape (Lao People’s Democratic Republic) (C 481)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.17
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling decisions 35COM 7B.72 and 36 COM 7B.64, adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively;
	3. Takes note of the actions undertaken by the State Party towards addressing some of the requests made at previous sessions; in particular work to progress the redesign of the road, to formulate a Master Plan, and to define local land use zones;
	4. Notes that inadequately detailed plans have been provided for the proposed road alignment and urges the State Party to develop plans of the amended road alignment at a larger scale in order to clarify precisely the proposed details; and requests it...
	5. Also urges the State Party to suspend any work that may be ongoing on the new road until work on the expanded Master Plan, which includes a landscape approach to formulate a clear guidance for development requested below, is elaborated;
	6. Also notes the submission of a Master Plan and local land use plans by the State Party, but expresses concern that the Master Plan does not have sufficient detail and scope to act as the strategic planning framework to protect the attributes of Out...
	7. Further urges the State Party to develop an expanded Master Plan based on a landscape approach, taking into account the nature of the property as a cultural landscape, and its attributes of OUV, and to ensure that local land use zoning plans confor...
	8. Regrets that a number of construction projects are being proposed or undertaken without notifying the Committee and urges furthermore the State Party to provide detailed information on these projects to the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bo...
	9. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to the property to consider the implementation of the above and in order to develop ways of mitigating potential threats to the OUV of t...
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination...


	18. Lumbini, the Birthplace of the Lord Buddha (Nepal) (C 666rev
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.18
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.64, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes the progress made in developing the Integrated Management Framework document and its Management Plan, the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), as well as conservation measures taken for the property;
	4. Also notes the awareness raising efforts undertaken by the State Party, notably in the publication of two books on Lumbini and the development of the UNDP/UNESCO brochure to raise funds for the completion of the Kenzo Tange Master Plan;
	5. Urges the State Party to adopt the Integrated Management Framework document and to continue its work on the finalization of the Integrated Management Plan/Process (IMP), and also urges the State Party to not approve any development project within t...
	6. Notes with concern the proposed development of the Lumbini World Peace City in the Greater Lumbini Area, and requests the State Party to submit detailed information on this development, and to submit information about any other proposed major resto...
	7. Encourages the State Party to develop a strategy for the protection of the larger Greater Lumbini Area and its setting, including but not limited to Tilaurakot and Ramagrama, and to further reduce industrial activity in the vicinity of the property;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	19. Fort and Shalamar Gardens in Lahore (Pakistan) (C 171)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.19
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.28, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the efforts of the State Party in addressing the state of conservation of the property and encourages it to continue to support existing management mechanisms and to secure adequate funding for sustaining conservation and maintenance actions;
	4. Requests the State Party to continue to update the Conservation Plan and submit it to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	5. Also encourages the State Party to continue its efforts for the reconstitution of the training institute to ensure the long-term capacity to address the conservation and maintenance of the property;
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to formally submit to the World Heritage Centre a proposal for a minor boundary modification which includes a new buffer zone for the property, as well as the adopted regulatory measures, in accordance to P...
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	20. Rice Terraces of the Philippine Cordilleras (Philippines) (C 722)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.20
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.29 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Recognizing the continued progress achieved, welcomes the commitment of the State Party in sustaining conservation and management efforts at this vulnerable property;
	4. Encourages the State Party to continue with its actions based on the corrective measures identified for the property, with particular attention to the following:
	a) Integrating community based land use and zoning plans into the Master Plan to inform decision-making on the ground,
	b) Finalise the planning process for the updating of the Master Plan through a broad consultative process, and integrate provisions from adopted Ordinances and Legal Bills, and submit an electronic and three printed copies of the revised Master Plan f...
	c) Ensure broad dissemination of the results of the Master Plan and the provisions and regulations applicable for the protection and safeguarding of tangible and intangible heritage;

	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the W...


	21. Old Town of Galle and its Fortifications (Sri Lanka) (C 451)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.21
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 34 COM 7B.72, 35 COM 7B.78, 36 COM 7B.68 and 37 COM 7B.67 adopted at its 34th (Brasilia, 2010), 35th (UNESCO, 2011), 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh) sessions respectively,
	3. Acknowledges that the State Party has provided further information on the proposed Port project including cross sections and photo-montages, but regrets that these have not been submitted in sufficient detail to allow a full assessment of the poten...
	4. Encourages the State Party to invite an ICOMOS advisory mission to the property, to be financed by the State Party, in order to consider the potential impact of the Port project, and requests the State Party, in advance of such a mission, to provid...
	5. Expresses its concern that the State Party’s report has only addressed the Port and has not responded to other requests of the World Heritage Committee;
	6. Reiterates it request to the State Party to formally submit the proposals for the revision of the buffer zone and reiterates its encouragement to the State Party to consider an extension of the property to cover the maritime archaeology of the bay;
	7. Urges the State Party to make progress with reinforcing the overall management system for the property through the operationalising the cross-departmental functions of the Galle Heritage Foundation in order to strengthen coordination with other con...
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	22. Golden Temple of Dambulla (Sri Lanka) (C 561)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.22
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add and WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add.Corr,
	2. Recalling Decision 21 COM VII.C.55 adopted at its 21st session (Naples, 1997),
	3. Expresses its concern at the current situation under which the property has been managed solely by the Temple authorities without any involvement of the relevant authorities of the State Party;
	4. Strongly requests the State Party to submit a state of conservation report as a matter of urgency and to invite an ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property to carry out the following:
	a) a thorough analysis on the current situation on how the property is being managed by the Temple authorities and the role of the State Party including any remedial meassures if necessary,
	b) a thorough analysis of the state of conservation of the attributes namely, overall interior, paintings, sculptures and the spiritual atmosphere with proposals to ensure their protection,
	c) make a series of recommendations addressing the issues related to conservation and management of the property, in particular on its structure, that should involve not only the Temple authorities but also the relevant authorities of the State Party ...

	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the progress achieved in the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World H...



	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	23. Walled City of Baku with the Shirvanshah's Palace and Maiden Tower (Azerbaijan) (C 958)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.23
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.71, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the actions undertaken by the State Party to improve the conservation and management of the property and urges it to finalize the approval process for recently developed management and planning tools to ensure their effective implemen...
	4. Encourages the State Party to sustain its conservation and protection efforts with particular attention to the following:
	a) Formulate and adopt guidance for a consistent conservation and maintenance approach to the building stock within the property to ensure that fabric decay is adequately addressed and urban planning coherence is maintained,
	b) Actively encourage the rehabilitation of decayed buildings through incentives to strengthen conservation of historic buildings and support a living city approach,
	c) In accordance with the legislative framework, examine options for the removal of illegal constructions within the property and for alternatives to mitigate the impacts, in relation to character and volume, of existing new constructions and/or eleva...
	d) Strictly enforce regulatory measures in the buffer zone, giving consideration to defining a larger protection zone for the wider setting of the property to avoid further erosion of its visual qualities and to enhance protection,
	e) Continue the work of the Technical Review Committee to review projects for intervention and enforce planning controls and clear procedures for approval of proposals,
	f) Consider the integration of the Historic Urban Landscape approach for the definition/updating of planning tools for the property, its buffer zone and wider setting;

	5. Also urges the State Party to strengthen the effective implementation of the moratorium on further construction, elevation and inappropriate transformation of historical buildings within the property;
	6. Requests the State Party to continue, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines , to inform the World Heritage Centre about planned projects within the buffer zone and wider setting of the property and to submit technical detai...
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 December 2015 a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above, for examination by the Worl...


	24. Historic Centre of Brugge (Belgium) (C 996)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.24
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 34 COM 7B.79 and 36 COM 7B.72, adopted at its 34th (Brasilia, 2010) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Commends the State Party for the wide range of positive initiatives that it has developed to strengthen the governance system of the property and embed it within a strategy for its wider urbanized hinterland, while respecting the Historic Urban Lan...
	4. Notes in particular that a Management Plan, based on the draft attributes of Outstanding Universal Value (OUV), has been developed and approved;
	5. Urges the State Party to finalise the retrospective Statement of OUV, in cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, possibly with the help of an Advisory Mission;
	6. Also notes that no details have been provided on progress with ongoing projects such as the new national archives repository along the Predikherenrei, and also urges the State Party to provide to the World Heritage Centre the necessary information,...


	25. City of Dubrovnik (Croatia) (C 95bis)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.25
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 22 COM VII.17, adopted at its 22nd session (Kyoto, 1998),
	3. Takes note of the information submitted by the State Party regarding the large project planned for the plateau of Mount Srđ and Bosanka in the vicinity of the World Heritage property;
	4. Requests the State Party to provide the project documentation and the respective heritage impact assessment (HIA) before any development works have started and any final decision has been taken in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelin...
	5. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess current conditions at the property, including the evaluation of potential development impacts and identify options for dev...
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies the Management Plan of the property, including a tourism strategy and legal regulations of cruise ship tourism, as well as the project documentat...
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a progress report on the state of conservation of the property, and by 1 December 2015 a state of conservation report on the implementation of the above, b...


	26. Mont-Saint-Michel and its Bay (France) (C 80bis)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.26
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 7B.91 and 36 COM 7B.74, adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Commends the State Party on the progress made in defining and strengthening the protection of the immediate and wider setting of the property, and, in particular, in developing specific visual modelling tools for addressing the impact of wind turbi...
	4. Notes with satisfaction that most recommendations of the 2011 joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring Mission related to the Pathway Bridge (pont-passerelle), car park, urban plan for the Barracks, and planting plans for the Cloister...
	5. Regrets however the decision to maintain the height of the Ford (gué) at 7.30m, instead of the 6.80m proposed by the 2011 Reactive Monitoring Mission;
	6. Also notes that a Management Plan for the property is being developed with input from ICOMOS, and that a Coordinator has been appointed for its implementation, which will include the establishment of a Coordinating Committee; and requests that the ...
	7. Urges the State Party to consider how the Security Pathway recently excavated in the rock face may have had an impact on the integrity of the property, and to implement the necessary mitigation measures.


	27. Venice and its lagoon (Italy) (C 394)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.27
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 13 COM IX.22, adopted at its 13th session (UNESCO, 1989),
	3. Takes note of the State Party’s efforts to develop a range of mechanisms to safeguard Venice and its lagoon landscape and of the approved Management Plan resulting from extensive consultations among all stakholders, and encourages the State Party t...
	4. Expresses its concern about the extent and scale of proposals for large infrastructure, navigation and construction projects in the Lagoon that can potentially jeopardize the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property by generating irreversi...
	5. Requests the State Party to undertake Heritage Impact Assessments (HIAs) for these projects to assess both individual and overall cumulative impacts of the potential modifications of the Lagoon and its immediate land and seascape, in order to preve...
	6. Also expresses its concern about the negative environmental impacts triggered by medium motor boats to high tonnage ships that have progressively caused erosion of the lagoon beds, mud banks and salt marshes, and which could represent potential thr...
	7. Urges the State Party to prohibit the largest ships and tankers to enter the Lagoon and further requests the State Party to adopt, as a matter of urgency, a legal document introducing such a process;
	8. Recognises the exceptionally high tourism pressure on the city of Venice, and the extensive tourism related activities, urges the State Party to prioritise the development of a sustainable tourism strategy, and also encourages the State Party to de...
	9. Further encourages financial institutions and agencies to ensure that Heritage and/or Environmental Impact Assessments are carried out to determine that there are no negative impacts on the OUV, before planning investment in large-scale development...
	10. Encourages furthermore the State Party to continue with the assessment of the hydrology and geo-mechanics functioning of the Venice Lagoon and its whole drainage basin; and invites the State Party to establish a strong coordination among all stake...
	11. Also takes note of the proposal for the establishment of the buffer zone and also invites the State Party to undertake its revision in line with the ICOMOS technical review and submit to the World Heritage Centre the minor boundary modification by...
	12. Requests furthermore the State Party to invite a joint UNESCO/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property in 2015 to assess current conditions at the property, including the evaluation of potential impacts derived from development proposals...
	13. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a progress report on the state of conservation of the property, and by 1 December 2015 a state of conservation report on the implementation of the above,...


	28. Curonian Spit (Lithuania / Russian Federation) (C 994)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.28
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.78 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the continuing collaboration between the two national parks and the commitment to produce a transnational Management Plan for the property, as well as the recently strengthened regulations within the Russian National Park that should suppo...
	4. Also welcomes the significant progress made within Lithuania to contain and reverse illegal development;
	5. Expresses its concern however that work on the liquefied gas terminal outside Klaipėda has been approved and commenced although no impact assessments were provided, despite its earlier requests and reiterates its request to the State Party of Lithu...
	6. Expresses its strong concern that approval in principle has apparently been given for the construction of a large suspension bridge from Klaipėda across the lagoon to the Spit, as this structure could have severe adverse visual impacts and affect t...
	7. Understands that the bridge could be part of a larger project to develop a deep sea port at Klaipėda, which could have an impact on the stability of the dunes, and notes with regret that no details of either project have been submitted to the World...
	8. Requests the State Party of Lithuania to halt further development of both projects until full details have been provided, including detailed impact assessments (Strategic Environmental and Heritage Impact Assessments), in order to allow an evaluati...
	9. Also requests the State Party of Lithuania to invite an ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property in 2014 to consider the proposed bridge and port projects as well as the liquefied gas terminal project;
	10. Further requests the States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a progress report on the implementation of the above and, by 1 December 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the im...


	29. Natural and Culturo-Historical Region of Kotor (Montenegro) (C 125)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.29
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.79 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the actions undertaken by the State Party for improving the legal and management arrangements for the property and for the implementation of the recommendations from the 2013 advisory mission;
	4. Encourages the State Party to continue its efforts with particular attention to the following;
	a) Ensure the sustained operation and resourcing of the management system, particularly by formally designating the newly created Management Council of the Kotor Region as a coordinating entity between different management levels,
	b) Continue with the harmonisation of planning tools to establish a clear policy framework for heritage decision-making to ensure that urbanisation and development are adequately planned for and controlled, particularly in consideration of the landsca...
	c) Consider the establishment of a zoning system for protection of the property, based on the Special Purpose Spatial Plan for the Coastal Area (SPSPCA), with adequate regulatory regimes that include detailed provisions regarding the acceptable limits...
	d) Conclude the Spatial Urban Plan, including the Regional Transport Strategy, and integrate its provisions in the planning tools of all three neighbouring municipalities,

	5. Encourages controlled implementation of developments in Morinj, Kostanjica and Glavati and requests the State Party to undertake Heritage Impact Assessment to ensure that no impact occurs on Outstanding Universal Value. The State Party is invited t...
	6. Requests that Heritage Impact Assessments (HIAs) be undertaken for all options for the transportation connection at Verige, including the by-pass road around Kotor, and that project proposals under consideration, with corresponding HIAs, be submitt...
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	30. Kizhi Pogost (Russian Federation) (C 544)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.30
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.80 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the State Party for its sustained actions in the implementation of recommendations made by the World Heritage Committee and the monitoring missions to the property;
	4. Takes note of the submission of the request for minor boundary modification for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session under Item 8 of the Agenda;
	5. Reiterates its concern that the introduction of any new developments or tourism infrastructure will alter the historical and visual characteristics of the property and its setting, and highlights that the present balance between the natural and bui...
	6. Urges the State Party to regulate tourism pressure (including river based tourism) and to prohibit the extension of developments within the protected areas of the Kizhi Museum-Reserve and Kizhi Island;
	7. Also urges the State Party to continue its efforts with particular attention to the finalisation of the review process of the Management Plan considering the recommendations made by the ICOMOS technical review and to further clarify provisions for ...
	8. Reiterates its request that the State Party implement all correctives measures identified in 2010, and submit the revised and approved Master Plan for Kizhi Island, including strict land-use regulations for all protected areas, an Integrated Manage...
	9. Also reiterates its request that the State Party halts all proposed new developments in the buffer zone and the settings of the property, including visitor and administration facilities until these are reviewed, and requests the State Party, in acc...
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by...


	31. Historic Centre of the City of Yaroslavl (Russian Federation) (C 1170)
	Decision: 38COM 7B.31
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 7B.84 and 37 COM 7B.81 adopted at its 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Notes the progress made by the State Party in strengthening legislative and regulatory control to improve the protection of the property;
	4. Reiterates its concerns that inappropriate construction and/or infrastructure developments with inappropriate scale, height and mass, or incorporating non-traditional materials, impose a threat to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property ins...
	a) to finalize and adopt an appropriate legal instrument which should take into consideration the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) to restrict land use and developments within the property, with particular emphasis on the establishment of no-construc...
	b) to ensure that this legal instrument be applicable even for the projects which were already approved within the existing Urban Master Plan,
	c) to ensure that heritage impact assessments become a mandatory prior to any development;

	5. Also urges the State Party to improve the management structure of the property and to submit to the World Heritage Centre, a Management Plan along with a Conservation strategy for the property, for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	6. Strongly reiterates its request to the State Party to submit, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines , details of any proposed developments, including those reported as still awaiting implementation, such as the new bypass r...
	7. Also notes that the excavated remains of the original bell tower of the Cathedral of the Assumption are being conserved and requests the State Party to confirm that the proposed reconstruction of the bell tower has been cancelled;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above points, for examination by...


	32. Cultural and Historic Ensemble of the Solovetsky Islands (Russian Federation)  (C 632)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.32
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 7B.107, 36 COM 7B.86 and 37 COM 7B.82 adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011), 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Notes the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to the property in August 2013 and requests the State Party to give high priority to the implementation of its recommendations;
	4. Encourages the State Party to revise the Development Strategy of the Solovetsky Archipelago and its Master Plan, including all proposed projects, in order to enhance the protection of the property and to sustain its Outstanding Universal Value (OUV);
	5. Urges the State Party to pay special attention to the living religious heritage of the property by defining its legal protection status and adopting efficient regulatory and management instruments, and also requests the State Party to revise and/or...
	6. Reiterates its concern about the possible reconstruction of the monastery buildings and other major interventions in the landscape of the property given their potential impact on its OUV, and also reiterates its request to the State Party to submit...
	7. Takes note of the steps taken by the State Party to develop legal measures for the protection of World Heritage cultural properties and further reiterates its request that it develops and implements appropriate legal measures and regulations for co...
	8. Welcomes the results of the International Seminar for religious representatives involved in the management and use of the World Heritage properties (Moscow, 2013), and further encourages the State Party to share its experience with other States Par...
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a progress report on the state of conservation of the property, and by 1 December 2015 a state of conservation report, on the implementation of the above, ...


	33. Kiev: Saint-Sophia Cathedral and Related Monastic Buildings, Kiev-Pechersk Lavra (Ukraine) (C 527 bis)
	Decision: 38COM 7B.33
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 7B.112, 36 COM 7B.90 and 37 COM 7B.88, adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011), 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Acknowledges the detailed information provided by the State Party on the progress made in the implementation of its previous decisions;
	4. Reiterates its regret that the building on Klovsky descent has been completed despite the requests made at its previous sessions, and that, instead of modifying its height, mitigation through a lighting effect is envisaged, and also reiterates its ...
	5. Urges the State Party to finalize and adopt documents, regulations and measures specified in all its previous decisions to prevent any inappropriate development and potential threats to the property’s Outstanding Universal Value (OUV);
	6. Also urges the State Party to complete development and ratification of the new cultural heritage legislation and the plans for the protection of the buffer zone, to complete and issue the Urban Master Plan, including zoning regulations with particu...
	7. Encourages the State Party to continue its efforts with the finalization of the Management Plan taking into account the recommendations made by the ICOMOS technical review and to clarify methods of implementation, and requests the World Heritage Ce...
	8. Also requests the State Party to ensure the implementation of the Management Plan by a qualified management team underpinned by effective consultation with local stakeholders, specialists and conservation experts;
	9. Also encourages the State Party to continue monitoring, conservation and repair works within the property, and, in particular, the stabilisation work on the Varangian caves;
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015, a progress report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination ...


	34. Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (C 1215)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.34
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B;
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 7B.94 and 37 COM 7B.89, adopted at its 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Notes the information provided by the State Party in January 2014;
	4. Takes note of the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to the property in October 2013 and requests the State Party to give highest priority to the implementation of its recommendations;
	5. Expresses its concern at the recent flooding at the property caused by severe weather, and also notes the commitment of the State Party to repair resulting damage;
	6. Encourages the State Party, Cornish Mining World Heritage Site Partnership Board, the Cornish Mining World Heritage Site Management Office, and the three local councils that constitute the main agencies in the management system of the serial proper...
	7. Further notes that mining at South Crofty will most likely not proceed for some time and calls on the State Party to request a design revision for the ensemble of buildings, based on a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA), in conformity with the ICOMOS...
	8. Strongly regrets that the State Party did not comply with the requests made in Decisions 36 COM 7B.94 and 37 COM 7B.89 to halt the supermarket development project at Hayle Harbour, and calls on the State Party to find more appropriate, heritage-led...
	9. Requests the State Party to invite a joint ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to evaluate the extent of impacts resulting from the implementation of the supermarket project at Hayle Harbour on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property ...
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination ...


	35. Tower of London (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (C 488)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.35
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 7B.114 and 36 COM 7B.91, adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Also recalling the results of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission of December 2011,
	4. Takes note of the State Party’s efforts to strengthen the planning framework through guidance documents and enhanced coordination of the relevant planning authorities;
	5. Requests the State Party to ensure that, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, any planned larger-scale projects in the immediate and wider setting of the World Heritage property be submitted to the World Heritage Centre as soon...
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre the revised Management Plan of the World Heritage property as soon as available;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, for review by the Advisory Bodies.


	36. Westminster Palace, Westminster Abbey and Saint Margaret's Church (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (C 426bis)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.36
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 7B.92 and 37 COM 7B.90, adopted at its 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Also recalling the results of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission of December 2011,
	4. Takes note of the State Party’s efforts to strengthen the policy and planning framework through guidance documents and enhanced coordination of the relevant planning authorities;
	5. Notes with concern that the State Party has not taken action to revise the development schemes of Nine Elms Regeneration Development Market Towers, Vauxhall Cross and Vauxhall Island Site, and urges the State Party to ensure that the proposals are ...
	6. While noting that formal consent has yet to be granted for the Elizabeth House development scheme, also notes with serious concern that there are no legal obstacles for granting final permission for the development scheme, and reiterates its reques...
	7. Requests the State Party to ensure that, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, any larger-scale projects which may be proposed in the future in the immediate and wider setting of the World Heritage property be submitted to the W...
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at i...


	37. New Lanark (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (C 429rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.37
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Notes the report submitted by the State Party on two planning applications for the Pleasance Housing proposals and the extension of the Hyndford Quarry;
	3. Expresses its concern about the potential adverse impacts of the Hyndford Quarry extension and Pleasance Housing projects on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the World Heritage property and its buffer zone;
	4. Requests the State Party to suspend any further decisions on the planning applications for Hyndford Quarry and Pleasance Housing to allow for the elaboration of heritage impact assessments for each of the development projects, and also notes the de...
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre as soon as available the Heritage Impact Assessments for the Hyndford Quarry extension and Pleasance Housing projects, elaborated in accordance with the ICOMOS Guidance;
	6. Encourages the State Party to take up consultations with the Advisory Bodies and the World Heritage Centre regarding adequate modifications to the projects as currently proposed, and to consider inviting an ICOMOS advisory mission to the property t...
	7. Further requests the State Party to notify the World Heritage Centre of any decision or development on the above matters as soon as available and to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page exec...




	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	38. City of Potosi (Plurinational State of Bolivia) (C 420)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.38
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.91, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Acknowledges the efforts made by the State Party in the stabilization of the summit of Cerro Rico and regrets that Article 6 of Supreme Decree 27787 of October 2004 was not modified and the moratorium on all explorations between altitudes 4400 m an...
	4. Notes with concern that stabilization interventions have been halted and urges the State Party to evaluate the preliminary results obtained, to define a revised strategy and timeframe for completion of the project, and to submit to the World Herita...
	5. Notes the result of the reactive monitoring mission to the property and endorses its recommendations and encourages the State Party to implement them;
	6. Also encourages the State Party to reinforce the Inter-institutional Committee and the Emergency Committee to expand their policy framework beyond issues pertaining to Cerro Rico to address all the components of property; Requests the State Party t...
	7. Also notes with concern that conservation interventions have not been sustained and that no effective management system is currently in place, and also urges the State Party to develop an integrated and participatory Management Plan that includes a...
	8. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger and a set o...
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at it...


	39. Tiwanaku: Spiritual and Political Centre of the Tiwanaku Culture (Bolivia, Plurinational State of) (C 567rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.39
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.92 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Notes the appointment of the director for the Research Centre, Archaeological, Anthropological and Management Tiwanaku (CIAAAT) and the approval of the management structure for the property and urges the State Party to secure the necessary resource...
	4. Notes with appreciation the progress made by the national and local authorities in the development of the management and conservation plan for the property;
	5. Expresses its concern about the extent of restoration interventions undertaken at the Akapana pyramid and the Puma Punku sector that can potentially erode the conditions of authenticity of the property and requests the State Party to halt these int...
	6. Also requests the State Party to finalise the conservation and management planning process and to provide an electronic and three printed copies of the draft revised management plan and the conservation plan by 1 October 2014 for review by the Worl...
	7. Reiterates its request to establish a buffer zone for the property and adopt the necessary regulatory measures to ensure the protection of its Outstanding Universal Value and conditions of authenticity and integrity;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination ...


	40. Churches of Chiloé (Chile) (C 971)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.40
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.94, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Acknowledges the significant efforts made by the State Party and the Foundation Friends of the Churches of Chiloé (FUNDAICH) for the conservation of the churches of Chiloé;
	4. Notes the result of the 2013 World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property and endorses its recommendations;
	5. Encourages the State Party to strengthen the National Monuments Council (CMN) and to enhance its joint work with other administrative levels and sectors of the property;
	6. Urges the State Party to finalize the legal definition of buffer zones and visually sensitive areas around each component part and establish the appropriate legislative measures to ensure the overall protection of the property;
	7. Invites the State Party to submit by 1 February 2015, according to paragraphs 163-165 of the Operational Guidelines, the final proposal for the buffer zones of each component part of the property as a minor boundary modification for review by the W...
	8. Requests the State Party to:
	a) Review all existing Urban Master Plans in the light of the characteristics defined in the final proposal of buffer zones and new regulatory measures designed for the protection of the settings of the Churches of Chiloe,
	b) Establish Urban Master Plans and clear building parameters and restrictions for all the municipalities that do not include these planning tools in their management framework,
	c) Establish rural management frameworks, including the characteristics defined in the final proposal of buffer zones for the Churches of Chiloe located in rural areas, to better manage and protect all component parts of the property;

	9. Also requests the State Party to establish an Integrated Management Plan for all sixteen churches inscribed in the serial property, with emphasis in a mutual cooperation among the different communities, to ensure the protection of the Outstanding U...
	10. Notes with concern that the construction of Castro shopping mall has been completed and that no measures have been considered to mitigate its impact on the Castro Church;
	11. Reiterates its requests to the State Party to develop measures to mitigate the impact of the Castro shopping mall on the visual characteristics and setting of the Castro church to better integrate it with the existing setting;
	12. Further requests the State Party to submit a Study of Traffic Impact for the Castro shopping mall on the urban tissue of the City of Castro by 1 February 2015;
	13. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 3...


	41. Historic Quarter of the Seaport City of Valparaíso (Chile) (C 959rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.41
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.95, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Appreciates the efforts made by the State Party to fund and organize the Advisory mission conducted in November 2013 and encourages it to implement the recommendations contained in the mission report;
	4. Takes note of the work undertaken by the national and municipal authorities, and the contributions from sectors of civil society, to elaborate a Management Plan and promote the conservation of the property and encourages the State Party to adopt a ...
	5. Also encourages the State Party to review the Management Plan to incorporate provisions for attributes related to the cultural landscape aspects of the city (such as the shoreline, the geographical amphitheatre, the elevators, the Bodegas Bolivar; ...
	6. Considering that management arrangements are insufficient, urges the State Party to create a management structure to ensure coordination among the main entities with mandates and the property and enhance decision-making for the property;
	7. Requests the State Party to undertake, before commencing works for the planned expansion project in Terminal 2, an Environmental and Heritage Impact Assessment, to identify potential impacts and define mitigation measures to ensure that the OUV of ...
	8. Notes with concern that the proposed project of Puerto Barón Mall may affect the OUV of the property and requests the State Party to define in a multisectorial group constituted by all relevant stakeholders, in particular the Site Manager, the Cons...
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	42. Colonial City of Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) (C 526)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.42
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.95, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Acknowledges the efforts made by the State Party to fund and organise the advisory mission conducted in January 2014 and encourages it to implement the recommendations contained in the mission report;
	4. Recognizes the efforts made by national and municipal authorities in implementing recommendations to control concerns for the property such as Subway Number 6, the Programme for the Promotion of Tourism financed by an Inter-American Development Ban...
	5. Considers that all projects or actions affecting the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property and undertaken by any international, governmental, non-governmental or private entity, including the Inter-American Development Bank project, mus...
	6. Requests the State Party to implement the following and ensure specific and realistic timeframes are applied:
	a) Finalize the process for approval of the buffer zone in East Santo Domingo and its corresponding regulatory measures,
	b) Finalize the approval process for the new Law for the Protection, Safeguarding and Development of Cultural Heritage and ensure that its provisions are integrated into planning tools for the property,
	c) Improve management capacities and secure adequate resources for sustained implementation of conservation, protection and management actions, specially concerning the full functioning of the Steering Committee and the Strategic Plan for the Integral...
	d) Identify alternatives to address transportation issues and develop Heritage Impact Assessments for the Subway project and submit them to the World Heritage Centre for review prior to making any commitments for implementation,
	e) Review the occupation-open space ratio of the Sansouci development project and define parameters for the further design of specific projects to ensure that potential negative impacts to the visual qualities of the setting of the property are mitiga...
	f) Ensure that design parameters for architectural projects consider the attributes that convey OUV and the conditions of integrity and authenticity of the property and that, in accordance to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines , the revised d...

	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 40t...


	43. City of Quito (Ecuador) (C 2)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.43
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.97, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the State Party for preparing a comprehensive Management Plan for the property that reflects the recommendations made by the 2013 ICOMOS advisory mission;
	4. Urges the State Party to take into account the recommendations made by the 2013 ICOMOS advisory mission regarding the management system, including the decision-making process, management responsibilities, and governance;
	5. Also commends the State Party for undertaking Heritage Impact Assessments of the proposed interventions at the architectural ensemble of the Society of Jesus and of the Quito subway project’s San Francisco and Plaza del Teatro stations, in accordan...
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to consider the implementation of a single comprehensive conservation plan with details on costs and timeframes for implementation at different sectors of the property, on the established guidelines and cri...
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the W...


	44. National History Park – Citadel, Sans Souci, Ramiers (Haiti) (C 180)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.44
	1. Having examined document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.98 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013);
	3. Recognizes the extreme social, economic and environmental vulnerabilities facing the State Party and by extension the impacts on its heritage assets;
	4. Welcomes the measures taken by the State Party to implement the decisions of the World Heritage Committee, and acknowledges the efforts of the Institute for the Protection of National Heritage to ensure the safeguard of the property, as well as the...
	5. Notes the latest results of the studies on the structural stability of the Citadel and the emergency shoring work that have been made, and requests the State Party to continue and finalize the work of structural reinforcement, in cooperation with t...
	6. Also takes note of the request for assistance for expertise on the welcome capacities of the monuments;
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre the Tourism Development Plan including an analysis of the welcome capacities of the monuments before continuing with the development of tourism projects;
	8. Further notes the demarcation process for the perimeter of the Park and also requests the State Party to submit proposals to define the boundaries of the buffer zone of the Park, as well as the results of the cadastral survey;
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre:
	a) a timetable and methodology for developing the Management Plan for the Park and the buffer zone, by 1 December 2014, for examination by the Advisory Bodies,
	b) the terms of reference for the study of the deviation of the National Highway No. 3 and the programme for project of rehabilitation  of the “Park road”, as well as an environmental and heritage impact assessment for this project;

	10. Also reiterates its request to the international community to ensure, by all means, its support for the implementation of the recommendations, and to quickly approve the financial and human resources to enable the State Party to ensure the conserv...
	11. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a one-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above mentioned p...


	45. Historic Centre of Puebla (Mexico) (C 416)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.45
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 28 COM 15B.116, adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004),
	3. Takes notes of the information provided by the State Party regarding the alternative route for the cable car and management arrangements for the property;
	4. Notes the current challenges being faced in the conservation and management of the property and requests the State Party to:
	a) Articulate existing planning and conservation tools and establish a single conservation and management policy for the property to be adopted at the three involved levels of government,
	b) Further develop this policy into a participatory management plan and provide an electronic and three printed copies of this plan or management system for the property for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies,
	c) Submit, in accordance to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines , technical details and location for large infrastructure development foreseen at the property, in particular revised proposals for the cable car, to the World Heritage Centre for...

	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	46. Historic Centre of the City of Arequipa (Peru) (C 1016)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.46
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.101, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Takes note of the significant progress made by the State Party in addressing the final delimitation of boundaries and buffer zone, and the completion of the Risk preparedness plan and the Master Plan of the Historic Centre of Arequipa;
	4. Urges the State Party to complete the process of final approval and implementation of the new boundaries for the property as well as for its Master Plan and Risk preparedness plan;
	5. Invites the State Party to submit, according to paragraphs 163-165 of the Operational Guidelines, the final proposal for the buffer zone as a minor boundary modification to enhance the protection of the visually sensitive areas around the property;
	6. Notes with strong concern that work has started on the construction of the Chilina Bridge, one of the components of the project Via Troncal Interconectora, without the completion of a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) as requested by the World Herit...
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party to undertake, an HIA encompassing all the components of the Via Troncal Interconectora project, including the assessment of potential impacts on the landscape areas of Lari Lari, Los Tucos, Cayma and Yanahu...
	8. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property to consider the assessments of potential impacts of the Via Local Interconectora project, as well as the development of an acti...
	9. Further requests the State Party to complete the review of the Metropolitan Development Plan in order to rationalize inconsistencies with the Master Plan of the property and confirm whether or not this plan is to be regarded as the management plan ...
	10. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a progress report and, by 1 December 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, both re...


	47. Historic Inner City of Paramaribo (C 940rev) (Suriname)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.47
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 26 COM 23.20, adopted at its 26th session (Budapest, 2002),
	3. Welcomes the development and approval of the Emergency Action Plan for the property and the efforts being made by the State Party to address conservation and management concerns;
	4. Urges the State Party to continue with the implementation of actions foreseen, in particular:
	a) Update and harmonise legislative and regulatory frameworks to address overlaps and strengthen the role of the Management Authority,
	b) Finalise the formal process for the adoption of the Paramaribo Historic Inner City Management Plan and broadly disseminate its contents to ensure its implementation by all stakeholders,
	c) Develop a zoning plan and urban regulations to complement existing provisions in the Management Plan,
	d) Establish the Building Committee of Public Works to evaluate designs for new projects,
	e) Finalise the formal process for establishing buffer zones and their regulatory measures and submit a proposal for a minor boundary modification, according to the procedure established by the Operational Guidelines, for examination by the World Heri...

	5. Acknowledges the State Party’s commitment to ensure that all requests to demolish historic buildings are be rejected;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit, in accordance to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines , project proposals for the redevelopment of the Waterfront as well as technical specifications and details about the foreseen conservation and rehabil...
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...



	AFRICA
	48. Lower Omo Valley (Ethiopia) (C 17)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.48
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.39, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) on the potential impacts of the Ethiopian Sugar Development Corporation Project (Kuraz project) on the Lower Omo Valley;
	4. Notes that this HIA indicates the potential for massive adverse impacts on the property from the irrigation and excavations associated with the development of sugar plantations, settlements and access routes, and also notes that there is conflictin...
	5. Strongly urges the State Party to provide as soon as possible clear documentation on the scope and extent of the project and its precise location with regards to the property, in order to clarify whether it is within the property or its buffer zone...
	6. Also recalls its request to the State Party to submit the final report of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) carried out in 2011 to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	7. Also requests the State Party to improve the HIA with a detailed cultural heritage assessment based on the precise details of the Kuraz project and the precise attributes of the property and to submit these to the World Heritage Centre for review b...
	8. Further notes that the State Party has obtained funding from the European Union Development Project, which will enable the boundary delineation and management plan to be developed in 2014/2015;
	9. Encourages the State Party to carry out an assessment of fossil-bearing sediments, as recommended by the HIA, in order to more clearly define areas of potential archaeological importance;
	10. Further requests the State Party to invite a joint UNESCO/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property to consider the above issues and the potential impact of the Kuraz project;
	11. Recognizes the high “Paleo-tourism” potential of the site noted in the HIA, and recommends that the State Party seek funding to test new tourism management tools, which have been developed recently through the World Heritage Sustainable Tourism Pr...
	12. Acknowledges the State Party’s urgent wish for international assistance for the site management plan and a possible extension of the property, and also encourages the submission of an International Assistance request to the World Heritage Fund bef...
	13. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 4...


	49. Lamu Old Town (Kenya) (C 1055)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.49
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 34 COM 7B.46, 35 COM 7B.39, 36 COM 7B.43 and 37 COM 7B.40, adopted at its 34th (Brasilia, 2010), 35th (UNESCO, 2011), 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Strongly regrets that the Lamu Port – South Sudan – Ethiopia Transport (LAPSSET) Corridor Development Authority project was not halted, and reiterates its request to the State Party to halt all work on the LAPSSET development project until the Heri...
	4. Takes note of the delay in the finalization of the HIA, and urges the State Party to complete the report and submit it to the World Heritage Centre as soon as possible for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	5. Also takes note of the progress made on the development of a new chapter of the management plan covering the LAPSSET development project, requests that it integrates the results of the HIA, and that the finalized version be submitted to the World H...
	6. Also requests the State Party to encourage the involvement of the local community in the development and implementation of the planning and mitigation mechanisms that will be developed to offset the impacts of the LAPSSET project;
	7. Also reiterates its request made at its 34th (Brasilia, 2010), 35th (UNESCO, 2011), 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions that the State Party furnish maps clearly showing the boundaries of the property and its buffer ...
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to invite a joint UNESCO/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to the property to discuss the results of the HIA and their implementation with the State Party and local stakeholders, to examine the work alre...
	9. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination ...


	50. Old Towns of Djenné (Mali) (C 116 rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.50
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.41 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Acknowledges the efforts of the State Party for the implementation of the previous recommendations of the World Heritage Committee, notwithstanding the difficult situations being faced;
	4. Expresses its deep concern about the current state of the property and the limited resources currently available to achieve substantial progress in addressing conservation and management issues;
	5. Notes the conclusions of the reactive monitoring mission to the property and urges the State Party to begin the implementation of the proposed priority action plan with particular attention to the following:
	a) Define the boundaries of the archaeological sites and their buffer zones and establish regulations to ensure their adequate protection from encroachment,
	b) Implement anti-erosion measures for the archaeological sites based on a study of hydrological dynamics at the different sites,
	c) Implement measures to address illegal occupations at the river banks,
	d) Define conservation and maintenance regulations for the building stock at the historic town and facilitate access to materials for maintenance actions by the local inhabitants,
	e) Secure resources to strengthen the activities of the Cultural Mission and to allow for management arrangements to become fully operational,
	f) Finalise the adoption process of the urban regulatory measures and strengthen institutional frameworks for their enforcement;

	6. Requests the State Party to finalize the update of the management plan and to provide an electronic and three printed copies of the revised management plan or management system for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	7. Also urges the State Party, within the framework of the UNESCO Mali Action Plan adopted on 18 February 2013, to cooperate with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, as well as any other relevant international bodies, to identify means ...
	8. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint UNESCO/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to assess the progress made in the implementation of the priority action plan and to ascertain whether the criteria for inscription on the List of World Herit...
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and on the steps taken to implement the recommendations set ou...


	51. Island of Mozambique (Mozambique) (C 599)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.51
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.46, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Commends the State Party for its efforts and progress made in improving the state of conservation of the property, including increasing the number of technical staff hired for the Conservation Office of Mozambique Island (GACIM), and signing two Me...
	4. Encourages the State Party to finalize efforts to formalize and adopt the buffer zone in conformity with Paragraph 107 of the Operational Guidelines, and to update the legislation for the protection and conservation of heritage;
	5. Recommends that the Management and Conservation Plan for Mozambique Island (2010 – 2014) be duly evaluated and updated in 2015 with the close participation of all stakeholders, including local communities;
	6. Takes note of the intention of the State Party to submit the development plans for the Mozambique Island Hospital and the São Lourenco Fortress to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies, and also recommends that the State Party...
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 40th session i...


	52. Historic Centre of Agadez (Niger) (C 1268)
	Decision: 38COM 7B.52
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 8B.22, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the State Party for the actions it has undertaken in response to the World Heritage Committee’s recommendations at the time of inscription to continue the inventory of built and intangible heritage, to promote the use of restoration standa...
	4. Also commends the State Party for initiating procedures to engage and raise the population’s awareness about the conservation of the property, to transmit knowhow concerning traditional construction practices, to address the issue of rare tradition...
	5. Congratulates the State Party for its efforts to include local communities - and especially youth and women - in the conservation of the property; and encourages the State Party to develop a sustainable tourism management plan;
	6. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to more fully respond to the World Heritage Committee’s request to describe in a unified and practical form the indicators for monitoring the property...
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	53. Osun-Osogbo Sacred Groove (Nigeria) (C 1118)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.53
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 29 COM 8B.23B, adopted at its 29th session (Durban 2005),
	3. Welcoming the continuing efforts of the State Party to improve the conservation of the property through the development of a Conservation Management Plan for 2010-2014,
	4. Notes with concern that in the nine years since inscription, urban development pressures in the wider setting have increased as have the scale and commercialisation of the annual festival and overall visitor numbers; and considers that development ...
	5. Regrets that the road through the property has not been diverted as requested at the time of inscription, and urges the State Party to ensure this is carried-out as soon as possible;
	6. Expresses concern that the Cultural Tourism Management Plan, also requested at the time of inscription, has not yet been developed; and also considers that such a plan is urgently needed in order to address ways to sustain the spiritual, symbolic a...
	7. Also expresses concern that the natural qualities of the sacred grove, upon which its cultural values depend, and particularly the Osun River, appear to have been adversely affected by water-borne pollution;
	8. Requests the State Party to invite an ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property in order to consider with the State Party how approaches to urban development, cultural tourism management and the conservation of natural resources might be s...
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015 a progress report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the above issues, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.


	54. Island of Saint-Louis (Senegal) (C 956 bis)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.54
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.42 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Acknowledges the legal establishment of the Committee for the Safeguarding of Saint-Louis;
	4. Takes note of the findings of the 2014 reactive monitoring mission to the property and urges the State Party to fully implement its recommendations with particular attention to the following;
	a) Develop, within a participatory and inclusive approach, the conservation and management plan for the property, which should include specific provisions for management and decision-making arrangements, including means for enhancing collaboration, th...
	b) Based on the management plan, define mechanisms for the review and approval of proposed projects for modification or new construction and for their monitoring during implementation,
	c) Strengthen existing conservation and management capacities at different levels and secure the necessary technical, material and financial resources for the implementation of conservation and management actions sustained undertaking,
	d) Carry-out a comprehensive condition survey and assessment to develop a conservation and maintenance action plan, which should include a clear conservation policy and a road map of actions to address vulnerable heritage components and improvement of...
	e) Halt the housing development that is taking place south of the island and not far from the Comptoir du Fleuve and identify measures to mitigate impacts on this sector;
	f) Enhance outreach and awareness raising regarding the conservation and protection of the property and promote adequate dissemination and consultation on proposed projects;

	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, in accordance to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines , technical details and specifications, as well as Heritage Impact Assessments, on large scale projects foreseen at the pr...
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	55. Stone Town of Zanzibar (Tanzania, United Republic of) (C 173rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.55
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.49 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Deeply regrets that in spite of extensive dialogue among the State Party, the Advisory Bodies and the World Heritage Centre, a new hotel and internal alterations at the Mambo Msiige building were carried out in contravention of the agreed upon matr...
	4. Urges the State Party to halt the ongoing work, and urgently implement the mitigation measures recommended by the Advisory Mission, which include lowering the overall height of the new building by two stories; and also considers that if these are n...
	5. Further considers that as the current structure of the Mambo Msiige is not in compliance with the Management Plan, the Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) and buildings regulations, this reflects a serious lack of adequate management and development c...
	6. Notes that the State Party acknowledges the lack of adequate resources and effective governance as result of conflicts within the management structure, and that the adopted Management Plan has been only partially implemented and it is not being use...
	7. Reiterates its concern that the current critical conditions at the property have remained largely unaddressed with no significant progress having been made to reverse the decay in most of the building stock, in spite of recommendations of the Commi...
	8. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to the property in 2014 to assess the implementation of mitigation measures and the state of conservation of the property with the aim to ass...
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...




	MIXED PROPERTIES
	ARAB STATES
	56. Wadi Rum Protected Area (Jordan) (C/N 1377)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.56
	1. Having examined document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 8B.15  adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes the report of the 2014 joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property and the progress made on the conservation and management recommendations;
	4. Urges the State Party to take urgent measures to ensure the removal of illegal tourist camps from the property, and to rehabilitate degraded areas;
	5. Also urges the State Party to establish an integrated cultural and natural heritage database to fully identify the attributes of Outstanding Universal Value, and to serve as the basis for conservation monitoring, and appropriate interpretation;
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to ensure that the updated management plan provides legal measures and policies, backed by the necessary staff and financial resources, to enable effective management of the property and its buffer zone, in...
	7. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to ensure, in implementing the management plan, provisions for additional and appropriately trained staff within the management unit for the property focused on research, protection and presentation of...
	8. Also requests the State Party to fully implement the requests made by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session and the specific recommendations by the 2014 joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/IUCN reactive monitoring mission;
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the Wo...



	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	57. Pyrénées Mont Perdu (France, Spain) (C/N 773bis)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.57
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.37, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes the information provided by the States Parties of France and Spain on the actions undertaken following its earlier decisions and welcomes the joint report submitted to the World Heritage Centre;
	4. Welcomes with satisfaction the operational establishment of the Joint Steering Committee and requests that it integrate the associative, agricultural and scientific sectors, taking into account the geographical and institutional balance;
	5. Also requests the two States Parties to continue their collaboration to complete the joint Management Plan as soon as possible and to provide adequate technical and financial means for the implementation of the foreseen activities and further reque...
	6. Commends the organization of the transboundary workshops on agropastoralism but remains concerned by the lack of specific support for agropastoral activities within the boundaries of the property and reiterates its request to the two States Parties...
	7. Urges the State Party of France to continue its efforts to reduce the impact of the Gavarnie Festival and, at the same time, to continue seeking alternative sites located outside of the boundaries of the property;
	8. Warmly welcomes the progress achieved in planning for the closure of the Troumouse Road and urges the State Party of France to ensure the implementation of those plans in accordance with the foreseen timetable;
	9. Further requests the States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2018, a joint updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above.


	58. Natural and Cultural Heritage of the Ohrid region (the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia) (C/N 99ter)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.58
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 22 COM VII.30 and 33 COM 8B.40 adopted at its 22nd (Kyoto, 1998) and 33rd (Seville, 2009) sessions respectively,
	3. Welcomes the actions undertaken by the State Party in response to the recommendations made by the 2013 Advisory Mission related to the project for the Instauration of St. Clement’s University at Plaoshnik and recommends that dialogue between the St...
	4. Encourages the State Party to implement all recommendations made by the 2013 Advisory Mission for improving the state of conservation of the property with particular attention to the following:
	a) Finalise the Management Plan for the property and the Integrated Protection Plan for the Old Town Nucleus of Ohrid and submit an electronic and three printed copies of the draft revised management plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and th...
	b) Develop a detailed urban plan for the entire monumental ensemble, in line with the existing regulatory framework, to ensure the enforcement of provisions and to control activities that might impact the entire protected area,
	c) Strictly enforce legal and regulatory provisions and establish a management structure to control development pressures and interventions at the property,
	d) Develop a comprehensive action plan for the lakeshore to provide adequate guidance on the type and extent of potential developments in relation to the attributes of Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property and its setting;

	5. Expresses its concern over several planned major infrastructure projects within the property, including the Ljubanishta 1 and 2 coastal developments, the Ohrid-Peshtani road, and the Galičica Ski Centre and Resort, and requests that technical detai...
	6. Considers that the planned construction of the Galičica Ski Centre and Resort is likely to have significant direct and indirect impacts on the OUV of the property, and requests the State Party to halt the project until the abovementioned impact ass...
	7. Also requests that selected project proposals for the implementation of the Pan European Railway Corridor VIII be submitted to the World Heritage Centre upon completion for review by the Advisory Bodies and urges the State Party to identify alterna...
	8. Also encourages the States Parties of Albania and the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, with the support of the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, to continue to cooperate in the framework of the Upstream process towards the preparatio...
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on urgent progress required to address the issues mentioned above, and by 1 December 2015, an updated repor...



	AFRICA
	59. Ecosystem and Relict Cultural Landscape of Lopé-Okanda (Gabon) (C/N 1147rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.59
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.33, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the State Party for its efforts to monitor the property and perform regular patrols in spite of limited human resources, and urges the State Party to take measures to significantly increase the number of surveillance staff for the property...
	4. Expresses its concern that the proposed upgrading of the Alembé-Mikouyi Road could impact on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property, in particular on its archaeological sites, and could also exacerbate the threat of poaching;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, as soon as possible, full details of the various possible alignments of the road in relation to the specific cultural attributes of the property; as well as the revised environmental,...
	6. Takes note of the Environmental Impact Assessment which was submitted for the optical fibre project and requests the State Party to implement the proposed mitigation measures to avoid impacts during the construction phase on wildlife populations an...
	7. Welcomes the efforts of the State Party to develop management capacity for the cultural attributes of the property, and recommends that it further strengthens management structure, to ensure that it can engage fully with the impact assessments of t...
	8. Also takes note of the 2007 Law on National Parks and also requests the State Party to submit a copy to the World Heritage Centre, and to ensure its enforcement in order to enhance the effective long-term conservation and management of the property;
	9. Further requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property to evaluate its overall state of conservation and capacity to manage cultural attributes, and also to assess the Alembe...
	10. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015 a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above-mentioned poi...


	60. Bandiagara Cliffs (land of the Dogons) (Mali) (C/N 516)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.60
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.34, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the efforts made by the State Party for the management of the property;
	4. Notes that conservation and management actions are needed for different component parts of the property and that resources will need to be secured for their full implementation and calls upon the international community to contribute and support th...
	5. Notes with concern the acts of vandalism at the prehistoric sites of Toloy, requests the State Party to provide a detailed report on their effects and potential impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and urges the State Party to ...
	6. Encourages the State Party to commence a participatory planning process for the review of the management and conservation plan to identify a course of action for interventions and to update and articulate regulatory measures and provisions to ensur...
	7. Also requests the State Party to provide an electronic and three printed copies of the draft revised management and conservation plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination b...


	61. Ngorongoro Conservation Area (Tanzania, United Republic of) (C/N 39bis)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.61
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.35 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Commends the State Party for the progress achieved in addressing the escalating threat of poaching, particularly affecting elephant populations;
	4. Welcomes the establishment of the Memorandum of Understanding between the Ngorongoro Conservation Area Authority (NCAA) and the Department of Antiquities and the proposed integration of the cultural department in the operational structure of the pr...
	5. Reiterates is concern about the impacts of livestock grazing and increased population pressure on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property, and considers that existing and planned measures be reviewed and an overall strategy be develop...
	6. Also welcomes the initiation of a dialogue process with the local communities of the property aimed at improving stakeholder involvement in decision-making over land-use, identification of sustainable livelihoods, benefit-sharing and other issues, ...
	7. Notes the efforts made in evaluating road-surfacing options for the heavily used main road through the property, and requests the State Party to carry out an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) in cooperation with Tanzania National Parks, to asse...
	8. Also encourages the State Party to sustain efforts to implement the recommendations of the 2012 reactive monitoring mission with particular reference to road surface improvements, a road development strategy, control of invasive species and impleme...
	9. Expresses its concern at the advanced state of the Museum building at Laetoli for which no detailed plans nor appropriate Heritage Impact Assessments (HIA) have been submitted to the World Heritage Centre; and that the museum proposals have apparen...
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit the outcomes of the International Technical Committee meeting for Laetoli to be held in May 2014 to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies before making any commitments to their implemen...
	11. Also notes that limited progress has been achieved regarding the cultural components of the property and reiterates its request to address the current conditions of the cultural components of the property, as requested in Decision 34 COM 8B.13, pa...
	12. Further expresses its concern about the potential impacts on the OUV of the property from a lodge development project on the crater rim, and further requests the State Party to provide more information on this project, including a copy of the EIA,...
	13. Acknowledges the commitment of the State Party to submit copies of relevant technical and regulatory documents for review by the Advisory Bodies and requests furthermore the State Party to provide an electronic and three printed copies of the draf...
	14. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examinatio...




	NATURAL PROPERTIES
	ARAB STATES
	62. Banc d’Arguin National Park (Mauritania) (N 506)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.62
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.8 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the significant progress achieved by the State Party and its partners since the inscription of the property in terms of its protection and management, in particular the strengthening of its legal framework, the creation of a functional man...
	4. Takes note of the conclusion of the reactive monitoring mission that so far, the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property has been preserved in part thanks to its isolation but that the region is undergoing rapid changes characterized by n...
	5. Notes with concern the many infrastructure projects being developed around the property, which could potentially impact on its OUV, and requests the State Party not to authorize infrastructure inside the property or in its vicinity, without having ...
	6. Expresses its utmost concern about the road to Mamghar, which presents a serious threat to the integrity of the property and is impacting on its cultural values, and urges the State Party to ensure that its use is restricted to mitigate its impact ...
	7. Also requests the State Party to ensure that the draft EIA for the water sourcing system linked to the extension of the Tasiast mine is completed to assess its potential impacts on the OUV of the property, and submitted to the World Heritage Centre...
	8. Appreciates the fact that no oil or mining exploration permits were attributed within the property, but also expresses concern about potential impacts if any of the on-going exploration projects lead to exploitation, in particular, in oil blocks cl...
	9. Also welcomes the initiative to conduct a “Territorial Diagnostic” in order to assess the cumulative impacts of the different planned development projects on the property, and further requests the State Party to develop on the basis of this study a...
	10. Requests furthermore the State Party to implement all other recommendations of the 2014 joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission and take them into account in the development of the new management plan, in particular:
	a) Ensure the sustainability of the fishing surveillance system, maintain the restrictions on fishing foreseen in the law and develop an agreement with all stakeholders to limit the catch of threatened fish species, in particular rays and sharks,
	b) Create a residence permit system to ensure that fishing rights are restricted to the local population, as well as to ensure that no new villages develop in the park,
	c) Update urgently the emergency MARPOL plan to ensure that an operational system is in place to address a potential oil spill,
	d) Submit to the International Maritime Organization the request to designate Banc d’Arguin region as a Particularly Sensitive Sea Area,
	e) Put in place a system of shared governance involving all stakeholders, including reviving the Board of the Park, its Scientific Council and the participatory management process and reinforcing its cooperation with its technical and financial partne...
	f) Link the funding for the property from the trust fund to the management effectiveness of the site and the conservation of its OUV;

	11. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the recommendations of th...



	ASIA-PACIFIC
	63. Great Barrier Reef (Australia) (N 154)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.63
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 7B.8 and 37 COM 7B.10, adopted at its 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Welcomes the progress being made by the State Party with the Strategic Assessment and reiterates its request to the State Party to complete this work, responding fully to the past decisions of the Committee, in order to ensure that the Long-Term Pl...
	4. Also welcomes the progress made by the State Party with regard to water quality, in particular the endorsement of the 2013 Reef Water Quality Protection Plan, the release of the Scientific Consensus Statement and the progress toward the Reef Plan t...
	5. Further welcomes the State Party’s intention to focus port development to the Priority Port Development Areas (PPDAs) and its confirmation that these will exclude the Fitzroy Delta, Keppel Bay, and north Curtis Island, as well as the State Party’s ...
	6. Requests the State Party to ensure the full completion of the independent review of the institutional and management arrangements for the property, as recommended by the 2012 reactive monitoring mission, as a key input to the LTPSD, and considers t...
	7. Notes with concern the recent approvals for coastal developments in the absence of a completed Strategic Assessment and resulting Long-Term Plan for Sustainable Development, and regrets the State Party’s approval for dumping 3 million cubic metres ...
	8. Also notes with concern that the provisions of the Queensland Ports Strategy cannot be applied retroactively, and therefore strongly urges the State Party to:
	a) Ensure rigorously that proposed development outside PPDAs is not permitted and that developments within PPDAs do not impact individually or cumulatively the OUV of the property,
	b) Ensure that plans to be developed for each PPDA exclude from development areas identified as of conservation significance under the 2003 Great Barrier Reef Zoning plan;

	9. Recalls that the outcomes of the Strategic Assessment and resulting Long-Term Plan for Sustainable Development, as well as the findings of the second Great Barrier Reef Outlook Report, should be considered at its 39th session in 2015 (Decision 36 C...
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, including on the implementation of actions outlined...


	64. The Sundarbans (Bangladesh) (N 798)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.64
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. URecallingU Decision 35 COM 7B.11, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. URegretsU that the State Party did not submit a report on the state of conservation of the property as requested by the Committee at its 35th session;
	4. UNotes with concernU that the indirect impacts on the property of the construction of a coal fired power plant at Khulna do not appear to have been assessed, UconsidersU that increased navigation on the Pashur River and the required dredging are li...
	5. UAlso notes with concernU the reports of further infrastructure and industrial development downstream of the power plant, and of plans for the construction of an additional coal fired power plant in the same location, and Ualso requestsU the State ...
	6. UReiteratesU that in the absence of ecological monitoring data for the property, it is not possible to assess the status of its OUV, and Ualso reiterates its requestU to the State Party to urgently submit the results of the ecological monitoring pr...
	7. URecallsU that inadequate resources and infrastructure are likely to limit the effective protection of the property against potential threats from poaching, resource extraction and other illegal activities, and UencouragesU the State Party to submi...
	8. UFurther requests Uthe State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and on the urgent progress required to address the ...


	65. Manas Wildlife Sanctuary (India) (N 338)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.65
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.10 taken at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the information provided by the State Party that the delay in fund release has been addressed, and recommends that the State Party provide updates of the financial situation of the property in future reports to the Committee;
	4. Notes with appreciation the positive results achieved up to 2013 with the reintroduction of Greater One-horned Rhinoceros, as well as the development of a comprehensive Eastern Swamp Deer Translocation Protocol, the implementation of which is antic...
	5. Notes with serious concern the reported recent poaching of nearly one third of the recovering rhino population, which is a sharp reminder of the fragility of the property’s recovering Outstanding Universal Value (OUV), and urges the State Party to ...
	6. Requests the State Party to take urgent measures to address the reported new encroachment at Bhuyanpara Range within the property, and rehabilitate degraded areas;
	7. Also notes with utmost concern the reported deterioration of the security situation in the property, and considers that a further deterioration of the security situation, associated with the reported surge in poaching and concerns regarding encroac...
	8. Reiterates its request to the State Party of Bhutan to submit a copy of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of the Mangdechhu hydro-electric project as per Decision 36 COM 7B.10, including an assessment of potential impacts on the property’s ...
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, on the implementation of the above and updates of th...


	66. Keoladeo National Park (N 340) (India)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.66
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.18, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the continuing efforts of the State Party to replenish the water regime within the property’s wetland system, and in that regard notes with appreciation the completion of the Govardhan Drain project;
	4. Encourages the State Party to continue ecological monitoring programmes of satellite wetlands to ensure that these continue to perform their critical supporting role in maintaining the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and requests the S...
	a) clear time series data on water flows to the property from all relevant projects in order to demonstrate whether the minimum of 550 million cubic feet (mcft) of water per annum required to sustain the property’s wetland values, as recommended by th...
	b) clear and accurate data and analyses of bird counts, including detailed information on methodologies used, in order to demonstrate the sustained recovery of bird populations,
	c) an electronic and three printed copies of the draft revised management plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN,
	d) further information on development in the immediate vicinity of the property, including information on how development is being regulated to avoid negative impacts on the property’s Outstanding Universal Value;

	5. Also welcomes the reported participation of local communities in various aspects of management of the property, and urges the State Party to ensure that the control of invasive species is keeping pace with their dispersal under changing conditions ...
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	67. Lorentz National Park (Indonesia) (N 955)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.67
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.13, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Notes with appreciation the State Party’s efforts to improve the property’s management capacity, and welcomes the State Party’s commitment, as expressed during the mission, to apply the highest standards to the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)...
	4. Notes with concern that despite the absence of an EIA, significant road construction has been allowed to continue until recently;
	5. Requests the State Party to rigorously ensure that the current halt imposed on further road construction remains in place until the EIA has been completed, in conformity with IUCN’s World Heritage Advice Note on Environmental Assessment and its rec...
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit the completed EIA to the World Heritage Centre for review by IUCN, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines ;
	7. Urges the State Party to guarantee effective monitoring and strict control of the road and its impact and control of any future development pressures, related or not to the presence of the road, and considers that if this cannot be achieved, the pr...
	8. Further requests the State Party to urgently revise the property’s management plan and zonation scheme, in order to ensure that they adequately reflect the property’s OUV, and to provide an electronic and three printed copies of the draft revised m...
	9. Also urges the State Party to undertake an assessment of the level of poaching in the property, and to conduct further in-depth investigations to the cause of the Nothofagus dieback disease, including an assessment of the health of all Nothofagus f...
	10. Requests furthermore the State Party to fully implement all the recommendations of the 2014 IUCN reactive monitoring mission;
	11. Reiterates its call upon the international community to support the State Party in resolving the severe constraints to the effective operation of the Park management including funding, limited monitoring and surveillance equipment, and limited sta...
	12. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and on progress achieved with the implementation of the reco...


	68. Sagarmatha National Park (Nepal) (N 120)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.68
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.14, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Expresses its sincere condolences to the families of the Sherpas killed in the avalanche on 18 April 2014;
	4. Reiterates its concern that the verdict of the Supreme Court of Nepal remains unknown with respect to the Kongde View Resort which is within the property and is reportedly still operating, and urges the State Party to submit the verdict to the Worl...
	5. Recommends the State Party to consult the Mountains Biome Specialist Group of the IUCN World Commission on Protected Areas and the IUCN Theme on Indigenous & Local Communities, Equity and Protected Areas (TILCEPA) for technical advice on the overal...
	6. Encourages the State Party to invite an IUCN advisory mission to provide advice on these matters and suggests that the State Party request International Assistance in this regard;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit an electronic and three printed copies of the (draft) revised Sagarmatha National Park Tourism and Management Plan for 2014-2018 for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN;
	8. Also encourages the State Party to submit a minor boundary modification to formally recognize the existing Buffer Zone of Sagarmatha National Park as a buffer zone to the property consistent with the Operational Guidelines ;
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress with respect to legal proceedings re...


	69. Chitwan National Park (Nepal) (N 284)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.69
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 28 COM 15B.11, adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004),
	3. Welcomes the reported success of anti-poaching measures as indicated by two recent years of zero rhino poaching (2011 and 2013), as well as the reported strong community support for the conservation of the property;
	4. Notes with concern the reported plans for the East-West Electric Railroad and the Tarai Hulaki Highway crossing the property and that construction of bridges related to the highway project is reported to have started in the buffer zone of the natio...
	5. Notes with appreciation the advice sought by the State Party’s consultants on the application of IUCN’s World Heritage Advice Note on Environmental Assessment;
	6. Requests the State Party to ensure that Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA) for both projects are completed in conformity with IUCN’s Advice Note, including an assessment of cumulative impacts and alternative alignments that do not cross the pro...
	7. Further requests the State Party to put on hold any construction of infrastructure that could preclude the viability of alternative alignments that would avoid the property, until the EIA processes for both projects have been completed;
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, on the status of the above infrastructure projects, and o...


	70. Puerto-Princesa Subterranean River National Park (Philippines) (N 652rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.70
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 23 COM VIII.A.1, adopted at its 23rd session (Marrakesh, 1999),
	3. Notes with appreciation the State Party’s commitment to the protection and conservation of the property, and commends the efforts undertaken by the new park administration to regulate tourism and control illegal activities;
	4. Notes the State Party’s intention to carry out a Survey and Registration of Protected Areas Occupants (SRPAO) to clarify the issue of land claims and land sales in the property, and requests the State Party to take appropriate measures to remove il...
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, an electronic and three printed copies of the draft revised management plan of the property, including a clear zoning scheme and regulations for appropriate tourism development w...
	6. Further requests the State Party to invite an IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property, in order to support a comprehensive resolution of the issues relating to the boundary of the property and buffer zone, impacts from the land claims and ...
	7. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above recommendations, for e...


	71. Dong Phayayen-Khao Yai Forest Complex (Thailand) (N 590rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.71
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.15, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Notes with concern that the threat of illegal logging and trade of Siamese Rosewood (Dalbergia cochinchinensis) continues, despite commendable efforts by the State Party and park rangers to address this issue, sometimes at great personal risk, and ...
	4. Encourages the State Party to strengthen international cooperation with other States Parties concerned, particularly Cambodia, China, Lao People’s Democratic Republic and Viet Nam, to halt illegal trade in Siamese Rosewood (Dalbergia cochinchinensis);
	5. Notes with concern that the property continues to be under pressure from encroachment, including resort developments; appreciates that a number of the cases have resulted in successful prosecution against land encroachment, and encourages the State...
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to implement and enforce speed limits and impact mitigation actions along Highway 304 and other roads crossing the property, and urges the State Party to not permit the re-opening or expansion of any other ...
	7. Notes with appreciation the actions already undertaken to mitigate the impacts of the Huay Samong Dam on the property during the construction phase and also reiterates its request to the State Party to continue efforts to implement and enforce miti...
	8. Also notes the reported consideration by the State Party to build another dam in the Klang Dong area of the property, which, if approved, would be likely to inundate a significant portion of the property, and also urges the State Party to make a co...
	9. Requests the State Party to implement all the other recommendations from the 2014 IUCN reactive monitoring mission, in particular:
	a) Enhance and strengthen inter-agency and international cooperation, including with the military and local police, to address the issue of illegal Siamese Rosewood logging, transportation, and sale, including through budgetary provisions to facilitat...
	b) Urgently address the severe threats from the various types of encroachment to the property which affect its OUV, by implementing measures specified in the reactive monitoring mission report;
	c) Urgently submit to the World Heritage Centre:
	(i) detailed plans for long-term enforcement actions to prevent encroachment after expansion of Highway 304,
	(ii) any plans to expand or reopen other roads bisecting the property, and confirmation of the status of discussions on expanding Highway 348 and reopening of Route 3462,

	d) Building on the positive results already achieved in reducing illegal grazing activities, continue to engage with local communities to fully remove the remaining domestic cattle from the property, and increase cooperation with local provincial auth...
	e) Take urgent measures, as specified in the reactive monitoring mission report, to improve the property’s management effectiveness;

	10. Also requests the State Party to submit an electronic and three printed copies of the draft revised management plan to the World Heritage Centre for review by IUCN;
	11. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above as well as o...


	72. Ha Long Bay (Viet Nam) (N 672bis)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.72
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.16, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the State Party for comprehensively addressing the conservation issues previously identified by the Committee, and welcomes the satisfactory progress made in finding effective solutions, related to industrial developments outside the prope...
	4. Also welcomes the intention of the State Party to evaluate the management effectiveness of the property and establish an integrated management system;
	5. Requests the State Party to implement all the recommendations of the 2013 IUCN reactive monitoring mission, and in particular to strengthen the administrative capability of the Ha Long Bay Management Department by allowing it a greater degree of in...
	6. Encourages the State Party to further strengthen its efforts toward ensuring that tourist visitor pressure in the property continues to be reduced to a level that is compatible with the long-term conservation of the property and, also encourages th...
	7. Urges the State Party to continue its efforts to ensure that the floating villages can be sustainably managed without pressure on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2016, a progress report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the implementation of the above.



	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	73. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.73
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.17, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Notes the information provided by the State Party that further developments in the buffer zone of the property could be considered within the new management plan for Pirin National Park, and given the potential impacts on the Outstanding Universal ...
	4. Also requests the State Party to expedite the implementation of the recommendations of the 2011 joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission which have not yet been implemented, in particular to complete the process of the demarcati...
	5. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above requests, for exa...


	74. Gros-Morne National Park (Canada) (N 419)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.74
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.18, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the decision taken by the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador not to accept applications for petroleum exploration using hydraulic fracturing until a full review of the process is completed, as well as the decision by the joint federal-p...
	4. Notes that the reactive monitoring mission requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 37th session has not been carried out as the State Party, the World Heritage Centre and IUCN considered the mission not necessary in the current circumstanc...
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property, if the moratorium on acceptance of applications for petroleum exploration in the vicinity of the property is disco...
	6. Requests the State Party to complete the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) process, to review the potential impacts on the VUE of the property and to submit a copy of the SEA to the World Heritage Centre, prior to making any decisions that w...
	7. Encourages the State Party to establish a buffer zone to enhance the effective protection of the property;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the findings of the SEA, for examination by the Worl...


	75. Primeval Beech Forests of the Carpathians and the Ancient Beech Forests of Germany (Ukraine, Germany, Slovakia) (N 1133bis)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.75
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.26, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the progress achieved by the States Parties of Germany, Slovakia and Ukraine towards a closer transnational cooperation, in particular the establishment of an integrated management system for the trilateral property, as well as research an...
	4. Regrets that the State Party of Slovakia did not provide any information on the concerns raised in Decision 37 COM 7B.26 and reiterates its concern about the integrity and management of the component sites in Slovakia, and particularly about Poloni...
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party of Slovakia to ensure that a comprehensive vision for development and effective protection of the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the Slovak components of the property and in particular its integrity b...
	6. Urges the State Party of Slovakia to intensify efforts to strengthen cooperation between different Ministries and Agencies relevant for the management of the property and to ensure that the World Heritage status of the property is recognized and su...
	7. Reiterates that, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines , an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) should be conducted and submitted to the World Heritage Centre for all development projects within the property and its surrounding...
	8. Requests the State Party of Slovakia to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the component sites of the property in Slovakia and in particular Poloniny National Park, to assess the threats to the property, in par...
	9. Also requests the State Party of Slovakia, in consultation with the States Parties of Germany and Ukraine, to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of t...


	76. Lake Baikal (Russian Federation) (N 754)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.76
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.22, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the information provided by the State Party that the Baikalsk Pulp and Paper Mill (BPPM) has been shut down, although it continues to produce heat, and requests the State Party to develop a detailed Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) on...
	4. Notes with concern that the State Party of Mongolia continues to consider the development of dams on the Selenga and Orkhon rivers, and also requests the State Party of Mongolia to ensure that no dam development on either river proceeds before the ...
	5. Further requests the State Party of Mongolia to invite an IUCN reactive monitoring mission, with an invitation also extended to the authorities of the Russian Federation, in order to review the scope, scale and status of the dam projects in Mongoli...
	6. Reiterates its position that mining is incompatible with World Heritage status, and requests furthermore the State Party of the Russian Federation to ensure that mining at the Kholodninskoye deposit remains prohibited beyond 31 December 2014;
	7. Expresses its concern over the continued development of the “Baikal Harbour” and “Gate of Baikal” Special Economic Zones and the lack of assessment of the impacts of these developments on the OUV of the property, and requests moreover the State Par...
	8. Also expresses its concern over reported proposals to introduce changes to Federal Law N 94-FZ which would weaken the protection of the property, and requests in addition the State Party to provide further information on these proposed changes;
	9. Urges the State Party to expedite the development of management plans for the protected areas which constitute the property as well as an integrated management plan for the property as a whole, in line with Paragraph 112 of the Operational Guidelines;
	10. Finally requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, including on the implementation of the actions note...


	77. Western Caucasus (Russian Federation) (N 900)
	Decision: 38.COM 7B.77
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.23, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Expresses its utmost concern about the adoption of amendments to Federal Law N 406-FZ, dated 28 December 2013, which make it possible to develop large scale tourism infrastructure in strict nature reserves, and could also impact other natural World...
	4. Takes note of the intention of the State Party to submit a proposal for a boundary modification by excluding parts of the Lagonaki plateau from the property which are reported to be degraded and by including other parts, and recalls that such a pro...
	5. Reiterates its position that the installation of capital construction on the Lagonaki Plateau, including Mount Fisht and Oshten, would constitute a case for inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger in line with Paragraph ...
	6. Notes with concern that development pressures on the property appear to increase continuously, as noted by reports that new construction works have been conducted inside the property without prior assessment of their potential impact on its OUV, in...
	7. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to implement all the recommendations of the 2012 joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission;
	8. Requests the State Party to report on the status of the proposed Persian leopard reintroduction project and provide the World Heritage Centre with detailed information and data on this project, in line with the 2013 IUCN Guidelines for Reintroducti...
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	78. Virgin Komi Forests (Russian Federation) (N 719)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.78
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.24, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Regrets that the State Party has reversed neither the boundary changes which removed the legal protection of four areas within the property nor the 19.9 square km gold mining concession and has not revoked or frozen mining exploitation licences gra...
	4. Takes note of the August 2013 decision of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation which declared inoperative the order of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Ecology on approval of the Regulations about “Yugyd Va” National Park”, thereby conf...
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to implement the following measures:
	a) Revoke or freeze the exploration and exploitation licenses already granted,
	b) Reverse the boundary changes made to Yugyd Va National Park;

	6. Notes that the State Party had submitted a re-nomination of the property proposing significant boundary modifications, which was incomplete and was therefore not transmitted for evaluation;
	7. Considers that any resumption of mining activities inside the property would provide the basis for immediate inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger, in line with Paragraph 180 of the Operational Guidelines;
	8. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above requests, for examinat...


	79. Doñana National Park (Spain) (N 685bis)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.79
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.27, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Notes the information provided by the State Party that populations of bird species and Iberian Lynx are recovering, as well as the progress reported by the State Party on the implementation of the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre/...
	4. Also notes that dredging to deepen the estuary of the Guadalquivir River has not commenced, and also requests the State Party to make a permanent commitment to not permit plans for dredging to deepen the Guadalquivir River, considering the potentia...
	5. Expresses its utmost concern about the continued reported decline in the condition of the Doñana aquifer, reported plans to increase water use for irrigation of rice paddies upstream of the property, to legalise illegal water use under the revised ...
	6. Urges the State Party to ensure that any future projects increasing water use upstream of the property will not be allowed to proceed if they would impact adversely on the property’s OUV, and considers that the continued depletion of the Doñana aqu...
	7. Also urges the State Party to ensure that potential direct, indirect and cumulative impacts on the property’s OUV from mining and gas exploitation and storage projects in its vicinity are thoroughly assessed, in conformity with IUCN’s World Heritag...
	8. Further urges the State Party, in light of the concerns noted above, to undertake a Strategic Environmental Assessment of the Guadalquivir River Basin, particularly in relation to water supply scenarios, agricultural, industrial and commercial deve...
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to invite an IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property, including an invitation to the Secretariat of the Ramsar Convention, to assess its state of conservation as well as potential threats to its OUV;
	10. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, including on progress with the implementation of t...


	80. Giant’s Causeway and Causeway Coast (United-Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (N 369)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.80
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.28, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Notes the information provided by the State Party that the majority of the recommendations from the 2013 IUCN advisory mission are being implemented;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to consider, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, potential modifications and alternatives to the golf resort development project to avoid potential adverse impacts;
	5. Expresses concern that a petroleum exploration license was awarded in February 2011, which overlaps with the property, and that the State Party did not inform the Committee as required by paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Also notes the confirmation provided by the State Party that no exploratory works have taken place within the property to date, nor that any planning applications for such work within the property have been submitted, and urges the State Party to e...
	7. Reiterates its position that oil and gas exploration and exploitation are incompatible with World Heritage status, and also urges the State Party to exclude the property from the petroleum exploration license;
	8. Takes note of the State Party’s intention to submit a proposal for a boundary modification of the property, and strongly encourages the State Party to ensure that any planned modifications of the property’s boundaries would not result in a further ...
	9. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, including on the implementation of actions outlined above, f...



	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	81. Iguazú National Park (Argentina) (N 303)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.81
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.28, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Regrets that the brief joint State Party report only commented on transboundary cooperation and did not address important conservation issues, including issues of transboundary significance, such as water flows and alien invasive species (AIS);
	4. Also regrets the lack of tangible progress in formalizing and operationalizing transboundary cooperation with the neighbouring property of Iguaçu National Park in Brazil, and reiterates its request to the States Parties of Argentina and Brazil to f...
	5. Requests the State Party to ensure full coordination with the State Party of Brazil in updating both management plans, addressing in particular law enforcement, AIS, public use communication, education and awareness;
	6. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the State Party of Brazil, to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the...


	82. Iguaçu National Park (Brazil) (N 355)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.82
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.29, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes that the construction of the Baixo Iguaçu Hydroelectric Project has been suspended due to major flooding in the surroundings of the property on 7-9 June 2014, which has paralyzed the project, and that the State Party has confirmed that the co...
	4. Requests the State Party to provide the World Heritage Centre with a detailed Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, and in conformity with IUCN’s World Heritage advice note on Environm...
	5. Also notes with significant concern that proposed Bill 7123/2010, currently under consideration by the Brazilian Congress, represents a continued risk that the "Settler's Road" might be re-opened, and recalls that the illegal opening of the road in...
	6. Considers that a re-opening of the “Settler’s Road” or the continued construction of the Baixo Iguaçu Hydroelectric Project prior to an assessment of impacts on the property’s Outstanding Universal Value having been completed, could create the cond...
	7. Expresses its concern about the changes to federal protected area legislation as proposed in Bill 7123/2010, which would enable road construction in protected areas, and which could also impact on other World Heritage properties in Brazil, and urge...
	8. Reiterates its request to the States Parties of Brazil and Argentina to foster transboundary cooperation between the two contiguous properties of Iguaçu National Park and Iguazú National Park, in order to politically confirm and technically guide c...
	9. Also requests the State Party to ensure reinforced coordination with the State Party of Argentina in updating both management plans, addressing in particular conservation financing, law enforcement, alien invasive species, public use, communication...
	10. Further request the State Party of Brazil to invite an IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess the status and potential impact of the Baixo Iguaçu dam and the overall state of conservation of the property, including the area pre...
	11. Further requests the State Party to submit by 1 February 2015 to the World Heritage Centre, a progress report on the implementation of the above and, in consultation with the State Party of Argentina, by 1 December 2015 an updated report, includin...


	83. Galápagos Islands (Ecuador) (N 1bis)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.83
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.32, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the progress achieved by the State Party in implementing the recommendations of the 2010 World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission;
	4. Urges the State Party to sustain its efforts to fully implement all of the recommendations of the 2010 reactive monitoring mission, in particular putting in place the biosecurity infrastructure for the islands, with a particular focus on the requir...
	5. Notes with concern that despite the reported implementation of a sustainable tourism strategy, visitor numbers continue to increase rapidly, and also urges the State Party to complement a comprehensive tourism strategy with the necessary enforcemen...
	6. Also welcomes the State Party efforts to ban sport fishing in the property and strongly encourages it to closely monitoring the regulation to ensure that artisanal experiential fishing remains the only tourist activity involving fishing;
	7. Also encourages the State Party to finish and effectively implement its Sustainable Development and Zoning Plan as an instrument to provide integral management of the archipelago and to ensure conservation of its Outstanding Universal Value, and re...
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above for examination by t...


	84. Coiba National Park and its Special Zone of Marine Protection (Panama) (N 1138rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.84
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.31, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the State Party’s progress with the removal of the livestock from the property and encourages the State Party to fully implement its commitment to have all livestock removed from the property by end 2014;
	4. Also welcomes the State Party’s progress with the development and implementation of biosafety measures and naval staff training and encourages the State Party to remain vigilant in ensuring that the naval base does not become a threat to the Outsta...
	5. Notes the conclusion of the joint 2014 World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission that the property remains under pressure, and requests the State Party to implement all its recommendations;
	6. Expresses its concern about the negative impact of fisheries, and in particular illegal and sport fisheries, on the OUV of the property, and urges the State Party to complete and implement the management plan for the Special Zone of Marine Protecti...
	7. Further requests the State Party to rigorously ensure that no development will be permitted within the boundaries of the property, and that cumulative and combined impacts on the property’s OUV caused by mainland developments are effectively addres...
	8. Also urges the State Party to ensure the Coiba Fund becomes fully operational at the earliest time possible and the decision-making power of the Executive Council is strengthened, by including representatives from the tourism sector and the local c...
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015 an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the progress made with the implementation of t...


	85. Pitons Management Area (Saint Lucia) (N 1161)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.85
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.32, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. UNotes with appreciationU the efforts undertaken by the State Party to address the problem of invasive species and to improve stakeholder engagement;
	4. UWelcomesU the completion of the Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) Study, and UrequestsU the State Party to ensure its legal recognition and integration within the development planning and control legislation and processes for the property, to full...
	5. UNotesU that a number of planned and ongoing developments, such as Freedom Bay and Sugar Beach, are considered to exceed the LAC, and Ualso requestsU the State Party to ensure these developments are either abandoned, or significantly modified to en...
	6. UFurther requestsU the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre any revised master plans, prior to making any decisions that would be difficult to reverse, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	7. UConsidersU that, should any development exceeding the LAC be allowed to proceed, the integrity of the property would clearly be compromised, leading to consideration of the inclusion of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	8. URecommendsU that the development of geothermal energy within the property should be prohibited, and UurgesU the State Party to ensure that any planned development of geothermal energy outside the property is subject to a detailed environmental imp...
	9. URequests furthermoreU the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, and including the legal adoption and full implementatio...



	AFRICA
	86. Dja Wildlife Reserve (Cameroon) (N 407)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.86
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.1, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Takes note with satisfaction of the efforts of the State Party to increase staff and the operational budget and the investment in the Conservation Service of the property, and encourages the State Party to continue and further strengthen its support;
	4. Notes with concern that to date, the State Party has not yet fulfilled all the conditions set out by the Committee in its Decision 36 COM 7B.1, and in particular that no concrete measure appears to have been taken to reduce the direct and indirect ...
	5. Commends the commitment of the State Party in carrying out a Strategic Environmental and Social Study (SESS) of all the current and future projects around the property and requests the State Party to undertake this SESS without delay and to submit ...
	6. Expresses its utmost concern regarding continued deforestation and increase in poaching and also requests the State Party and its partners to strengthen their support to the Conservation Service of the property to reverse this tendency;
	7. Urges the State Party to:
	a) prevent any start-up of mining work until an Environmental and Social Impact Study (ESIS) has been carried out, in conformity with IUCN’s World Heritage advice note on Environmental Impact Assessments,
	b) define, in consultation with the Sud Hevea Cameroun Company, adequate measures to be undertaken to foresee, mitigate and compensate the negative effects of the agricultural exploitation project of Sud Hevea and other commercial species to the OUV o...
	c) implement adequate urgent measures to mitigate the direct and indirect impacts on the OUV of the property and submit them to the World Heritage Centre for examination by IUCN before the filling up of the Mekin dam reservoir;

	8. Encourages the State Party to ensure significant progress by the end of 2014 regarding all of the above-mentioned recommendations and to envisage an exhaustive assessment of this property for the Committee’s next session;
	9. Urges the State Party to clarify whether the boundaries of the Reserve as inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1987 have been modified and recalls that any such modification to the boundaries must be referred to the Committee, in conformity with...
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, and more particularly on progress accomplished in f...


	87. Sangha Trinational (Cameroun/Central African Republic/Congo) (N 1380rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.87
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 8B.8 and 37 COM 7B.2 adopted respectively at its 36th (Saint Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions,
	3. Commends the States Parties of the Congo, the Central African Republic (CAR) and Cameroon for having taken measures to ensure security in the area of the property and to ensure the protection of the property and its adjacent areas and avoid the deg...
	4. Notes with satisfaction the adoption by the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) of a short and long-term plan and of an Extreme Emergency Anti-Poaching action plan at the regional and international levels, as well as the signing of...
	5. Requests the States Parties to accelerate the implementation of these mechanisms and launches an appeal to donors to assist in the mobilization of the necessary technical and financial support;
	6. Also requests the States Parties to continue their actions for the security of the property and to allocate the necessary technical and financial means to sustain them over the long-term;
	7. Expresses its grave concern with regard to the granting by the States Parties of the Congo and the CAR, of mining exploration and exploitation concessions encroaching upon the property and its buffer zone despite the legislation in force, and urges...
	8. Further requests the States Parties of the Congo and the CAR to submit to the World Heritage Centre environmental impact studies (EIS) demonstrating that the mining activities outside the property do not impact on its OUV, in accordance with Paragr...
	9. Notes with concern the multiplication of infrastructure development projects within and around the property that could impact its OUV, in particular the Ouesso-Bangui road project and the project to distribute optical fibre around Ouesso, and moreo...
	10. Requests furthermore the States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report including a one-page executive summary on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above points fo...


	88. Lakes of Ounianga (Chad) (N 1400)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.88
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 8B.7 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Regrets that the State Party has not submitted a state of conservation report that was requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), but welcomes the publication of a management plan for the property for 20...
	4. Requests the State Party to implement the management plan for the property and to provide adequate staffing and resources to this end;
	5. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to implement the recommendations contained in Decision 36 COM 8B.7, adopted at the time of inscription of the property;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the recommendations adopted at the time...


	89. Taï National Park (Côte d'Ivoire) (N 195)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.89
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.2 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Commends the State Party for the efforts undertaken to regain control of the property, notably through the strengthening of patrols for illegal activities and the first steps taken in recovering land illegally occupied for agricultural activities, ...
	4. Welcomes the information concerning the identification of sufficient financial means for the implementation of the updated development and management plan;
	5. Requests the State Party, with assistance from the regional consultation committee on extraction activities, to intensify the control of gold mining activities to eliminate it;
	6. Also requests the State Party to adopt a protocol for monitoring poaching and other illegal activities to enable a detailed assessment, for annual comparison;
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party to publish as soon as possible the decree formalizing the extension of the Park, and to submit, once published, a request for the modification of the boundaries of the property to the World Heritage Centre ...
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above points, for exami...


	90. Lake Turkana National Parks (Kenya) (N 801bis)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.90
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.4 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the initiation of bilateral discussions between the States Parties of Kenya and Ethiopia on the potential impact of the Gibe III dam and associated agricultural irrigation projects on the property, and the stated intention to carry out a S...
	4. Notes with concern that construction of large scale irrigation schemes has continued, and that initial filling of the reservoir of the Gibe III dam is reported to start this year, i.e. prior to the expected completion of the SEA, and prior to the i...
	5. Considers that the imminent completion of the Gibe III dam and initial filling of its reservoir, and the ongoing development of associated large-scale irrigation projects in the Omo River Valley could lead to an irreversible loss of the Outstanding...
	6. Welcomes the invitation by the State Party of Ethiopia for a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to review the impacts of the Gibe III dam, other planned hydro-electric developments and associated large-scale irrigation pro...
	7.  Decides to re-examine this issue at its 39th session in 2015, with a view to considering in the case of confirmation of the ascertained or potential danger to its Outstanding Universal Value, the possible inscription of the property on the List of...
	8. Urges the State Party of Ethiopia not to start the filling of the dam and to halt the construction of the large scale irrigation projects before the SEA is completed and appropriate mitigation measures are identified to guarantee sufficient inflow ...
	9. Requests the States Parties of Kenya and Ethiopia, with the support of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, to develop, a set of corrective measures, which should include actions and indicators to ensure that impacts to OUV from the filling of the d...
	10. Recalls its request to the State Party of Kenya, in consultation with the State Party of Ethiopia, to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of...


	91. Kenya Lake System in the Great Rift Valley (Kenya) (N 1060rev)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.91
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 8B.6, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Welcomes the decision of the State Party to stop further developments in part of the Ututu Conservancy on the southern shores of Lake Elementaita, including a 1-year moratorium on developments in riparian areas, considers that the developments in c...
	4. Notes the resolutions of the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR) with regard to the recognition of rights of the Endorois in relation to Lake Bogoria, and urges the State Party to respond to ACHPR regarding these resolutions and...
	5. Also considers that any development of geothermal energy within the property is likely to have a significant impact on its OUV and should not be permitted, and also requests the State Party to ensure that any proposed development of geothermal ener...
	6. Further requests the State Party of Tanzania to provide to the World Heritage Centre further information on reported plans for the construction of a soda ash plant at Lake Natron, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, and ...
	7. Reiterates its encouragement to the States Parties of Kenya and Tanzania to cooperate regarding the effective conservation of Lake Natron and other lakes in the region, and to consider further potential serial extensions as part of a potential tran...
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party of Kenya to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, and on the implementation of the above, for exam...


	92. Lake Malawi National Park (Malawi) (N 289)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.92
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.5, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Reiterates its concern over oil exploration activities throughout the lake, noting that an accidental spill would pose a potentially severe risk to the integrity of the entire lake ecosystem including the aquatic zone and shoreline of the property
	4. Notes that an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) for oil exploration in the northern part of the lake is being carried out, and requests the State Party to ensure that this ESIA includes a specific assessment of potential impacts of ...
	5. Urges the State Party to cancel the oil exploitation permit which overlaps with the property and reiterates its position that oil, gas and mineral exploration and exploitation are incompatible with World Heritage status;
	6. Calls on Surestream and RAKGAS, who have been awarded oil exploration concessions on the lake, to make a commitment to not exploit nor explore for oil or gas in World Heritage properties;
	7. Also requests the State Party of Malawi to implement all the recommendations of the 2014 joint UNESCO/IUCN reactive monitoring mission:
	a) Demarcate the boundary of the outer limits of the aquatic zone of the property with floating buoys,
	b) Deploy patrol boats, other equipment and personnel to ensure enforcement of fishing restrictions and other measures aimed at protecting the OUV of the property,
	c) Design and implement an effective monitoring protocol to provide a basis for assessing changes in fish diversity and populations, other fauna, water quality and management parameters that could be used in adapting management interventions for bette...
	d) Closely engage with communities in the village enclaves and in the periphery of the property to develop suitable resource management programmes,
	e) Promote low-impact eco-tourism ventures that comply with appropriate environmental and social impact standards;

	8. Also urges the State Party to revise the 2007-2011 management plan for the property, provide an electronic and three printed copies for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN as soon as it is available and to ensure that the revised managemen...
	9. Encourages the States Parties of Malawi, Mozambique and Tanzania to collaborate in identifying important localities for the protection of endemic fish and evolutionary processes with a view to incorporating such areas into an extended trans-nationa...
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination...


	93. Rwenzori Mountains National Park (Uganda) (N 684)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.93
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.4, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes progress made in engaging local communities in management, fire protection activities, sustainable use of resources, sharing of benefits and recognition of the cultural values of the property as well as towards the development of a sustain...
	4. Also welcomes the ongoing trans-boundary collaboration with the management authorities responsible for the bordering Virunga National Park World Heritage property (Democratic Republic of the Congo) and also encourages the States Parties to continue...
	5. Acknowledges completion of an ecological monitoring plan for the property, the measures taken to strengthen management effectiveness and  the work carried out to monitor the effects of climate change on snow recession, glacial melting and species d...
	6. Expresses its utmost concern about the decision by the State Party to award a 25 year concession agreement to re-open Kilembe copper mine around and potentially inside the property and urges the State Party to ensure that no mineral exploration or ...
	7. Requests the State Party to urgently submit to the World Heritage Centre details of the concession awarded to Tibet Hima Ltd and reiterates that before mining activity is resumed outside the property, a detailed environmental impact assessment shou...
	8. Also requests the State Party to provide an electronic and three printed copies of the revised management plan, including the sustainable financing plan, for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN;
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination ...


	94. Serengeti National Park (United Republic of Tanzania) (N 156)
	Decision:  38 COM 7B.94
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.6, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the efforts of the State Party to address the escalating threat of poaching, particularly affecting elephant and rhino populations, and calls upon the international community, and in particular destination countries, to take all necessary ...
	4. Also welcomes the information that a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) is underway for the “Comprehensive Transport and Trade System Development Master Plan” and urges the State Party to ensure an open, transparent and participatory process ...
	5. Notes that the State Party re-confirms that the construction of a proposed North road traversing the park has been abandoned and reiterates its call to the international community to support the development of an alternative alignment, passing to t...
	6. Also notes the efforts made in evaluating road-surfacing options for the heavily used main road through the property and requests the State Party to carry out an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) in cooperation with Ngorongoro Conservation Area...
	7. Also requests the States Parties of Kenya and Tanzania to further strengthen efforts towards the sustainable management of the Mara River Basin and preparation of a joint management plan for the basin and to sustain and strengthen management progra...
	8. Encourages the State Party to submit a request for International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for a hydrological survey of the property and related determination of the water use carrying capacity, feeding in to the planned revision of t...
	9. Further requests the State Party to provide an electronic and three printed copies of the draft revised management plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN;
	10. Recognizes the progress made in negotiations over the possible future extension of the park to incorporate critical lake-shore habitats around the Speke Gulf and also encourages the State Party to conclude this process in close consultation with a...
	11. Requests furthermore the State Party to provide detailed information about reported plans for an airport development at Mugumu, including a copy of the EIA of this project for review, in conformity with IUCN’s World Heritage Advice Note on Environ...
	12. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examinatio...


	95. Selous Game Reserve (United Republic of Tanzania) (N 199bis)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.95
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 7B.5, 36 COM 8B.43 and 37 COM 7B.7, adopted at its 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Commends the State Party for the establishment of the Tanzania Wildlife Authority (TAWA), the formulation of a comprehensive National Anti-poaching Strategy, the establishment of the Wildlife Conservation Basket Fund for supporting anti-poaching in...
	4. Notes with concern the poaching and the ensuing dramatic declines in elephant populations, as evidenced by the results of the recent aerial elephant survey, and considers that poaching and the effects thereof represent a clear ascertained danger to...
	5. Appreciates the State Party’s concurrence with the recommendation of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN to include the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	6. Decides to inscribe Selous Game Reserve (United Republic of Tanzania) on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	7. Requests the State Party to collaborate with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, in particular on the formulated National Anti-poaching Strategy, the implementation of which would eradicate this plague in the Larger Selous Ecosystem within 12 months;
	8. Exhorts the international donor community, to provide urgent technical and financial assistance for the implementation of the anti-poaching strategy, and also calls upon the States Parties which are transit and destination countries for ivory and r...
	9. Also requests the State Party to implement the recommendations of the 2013 joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission, which build upon earlier mission recommendations, in particular to:
	a) Ensure full disaster preparedness and independent quantitative and qualitative water monitoring related to the Mkuju River Project (MRP) and an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) in the case of consideration of In-Situ Leaching (ISL),
	b) Develop a strategy to manage the property at the wider landscape level of the “Larger Selous Ecosystem” and formalize this landscape level management through the establishment of a buffer zone and potentially strategic additions to the property,
	c) Clarify the status of planning and decision-making of the Stiegler's Gorge Dam project and ensure a comprehensive understanding of the impacts, risks, costs, benefits, and alternatives as a basis for any decision-making regarding the project both i...
	d) Complete the existing Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) for the Kidunda dam project and fully consider the OUV of the property in all assessments and decision-making,
	e) Take advantage of the upcoming updating of the General Management Plan to fully consider the World Heritage status of the property and to address the emerging issue of alien invasive species,
	f) Further enhance the involvement of, and benefits for, local communities, in particular by consolidating Wildlife Management Areas as a promising entry point and framework;

	10. Reiterates its request to the State Party not to undertake any development activities within Selous Game Reserve and its surrounding areas without prior approval of the World Heritage Committee in accordance with the Operational Guidelines;
	11. Also reiterates its request to the State Party not to engage in any mining activity within the property after exclusion of the Mkuju River Mining site as per Decision 36 COM 8B.43, in line with its established position that mining and oil and gas ...
	12. Welcomes the willingness of the State Party to address the multiple threats to the OUV of the property, and to undertake a SEA for the Larger Selous Ecosystem, and recalls that this SEA should comprehensively identify the cumulative impacts of the...
	13. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, including a one-page executive summary and a proposal for the Desired state of conservatio...


	96. Mosi-oa-Tunya / Victoria Falls (Zambia, Zimbabwe) (N 509)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.96
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.7, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the completion of the monitoring plan, and requests the States Parties to report on the monitoring results as soon as these are available;
	4. Also welcomes the voluntary measures taken by the State Party of Zambia to limit the dry-season diversion of water from the falls for hydro-electric power generation, thereby restoring part of the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property, ...
	5. Notes with concern the notified intention of the State Party of Botswana to abstract 495 million cubic metres of water per annum from the Zambezi River for irrigation, which represents 5-10 % of dry season water flow at the falls, and strongly urge...
	6. Recognises the measures taken by the States Parties of Zambia and Zimbabwe to protect the OUV of the property by denying authorisation of inappropriate tourism development activities, and urges them to not permit any further proposals for a tethere...
	7. Further urges the States Parties of Zambia and Zimbabwe to expedite the completion of the sustainable financing/business plan, and to consider mechanisms for financing management operations largely from park entry fees and other site-based revenue;
	8. Further requests the States Parties of Zambia and Zimbabwe to provide, to the World Heritage Centre, an electronic and three printed copies of the draft revised joint management plan as well as the SEA for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN;
	9. Requests furthermore the States Parties of Zambia and Zimbabwe to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation ...


	97. Mana Pools National Park, Sapi and Chewore Safari Areas (N 302) (Zimbabwe)
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.97
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.8, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Welcomes the decision of the State Party of Zimbabwe to implement the “no mining in World Heritage properties” policy and withdraw the prospecting permit for mining of mineral sands within the property;
	4. Also welcomes the reported improvements made to the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for the Vine semi-permanent camp, through more comprehensive inclusion of stakeholders’ concerns and development of mitigation measures as well as initiation ...
	5. Notes with concern that the State Party of Zambia approved an open cast mining development in Lower Zambezi National Park across the Zambezi River from the property, without due consideration of potential impacts on its Outstanding Universal Value ...
	6. Recalls its recommendation to the State Party of Zambia to consider nominating the Lower Zambezi National Park in order to eventually constitute a joint trans-boundary inscription on the World Heritage List, in line with the World Heritage Committe...
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party of Zimbabwe to conduct a new survey of key wildlife species to determine current wildlife population estimates of the area, to continue site monitoring programmes and to conduct a feasibility study for a po...
	8. Requests the State Party of Zimbabwe to provide an electronic and three printed copies of the draft revised management plan for the property as a whole, for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN;
	9. Also requests the State Parties of Zambia and Zimbabwe to inform the World Heritage Centre of any planned developments that might impact on the property, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, and to ensure that EIAs conduc...
	10. Further requests the State Party of Zambia to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report on the status of the decision regarding the Kangaluwi and Chisawa open cast mine in Lower Zambezi National Park and its potential impac...
	11. Requests furthermore the State Party of Zimbabwe, in consultation with the State Party of Zambia, to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of ...




	OMNIBUS
	Decision: 38 COM 7B.98
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Takes note with satisfaction of the measures taken by the States Parties concerned to address its previous requests to mitigate the threats on the Outstanding Universal Value of the following World Heritage properties:
	 Town of Luang Prabang (Lao People's Democratic Republic),
	 Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Groups of Monuments (Russian Federation),
	 Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison (Barbados),
	 Port, Fortresses and Group of Monuments, Cartagena (Colombia),
	 Pre-Hispanic City of Teotihuacan (Mexico),
	 Historic Quarter of the City of Colonia del Sacramento (Uruguay),
	 Royal Palaces of Abomey (Benin),
	 Rock-Hewn Churches, Lalibela (Ethiopia),
	 Aapravasi Ghat (Mauritius);

	3. Encourages the States Parties concerned to pursue their efforts to ensure the conservation of World Heritage properties;
	4. Reminds the States Parties concerned to inform the World Heritage Centre in due course about any major development project that may negatively impact the Outstanding Universal Value of a property, before any irreversible decisions are made, in line...



	8A.  Tentative Lists submitted by States Parties as of 15 April 2014, in conformity with the Operational Guidelines
	Decision: 38 COM 8A
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/8A,
	2. Stressing the importance of the process of revision and updating of Tentative Lists, as a tool for regional harmonisation of the World Heritage List and of long term planning of its development;
	3. Takes note of the Tentative Lists presented in Annexes 2 and 3 of this document;
	4. Recalls that all States Parties to the Convention shall, in so far as possible, submit tentative lists of those properties situated on their territory which might be considered suitable for inscription on the World Heritage List;
	5. Encourages States Parties to the Convention who have not yet submitted any tentative list of those properties situated on their territory which might be considered suitable for inscription on the World Heritage List to request International Assista...
	6. Requests the World Heritage Centre to present a proposal for revising the procedure of registration of Tentative Lists in the Operational Guidelines, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session, in 2015.


	8B.  Nominations to the World Heritage List
	Changes to names of properties inscribed on the World Heritage List
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.1
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/8B,
	2. Approves the name change to Hal Saflieni Hypogeum as proposed by the Maltese authorities. The name of the property becomes Ħal Saflieni Hypogeum in English and Ipogée de Ħal Saflieni in French.

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.2
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/8B,
	2. Approves the name change to the Church Village of Gammelstad, Luleå as proposed by the Swedish authorities. The name of the property becomes Church Town of Gammelstad, Luleå in English and Ville-église de Gammelstad, Luleå in French.

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.3
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/8B,
	2. Approves the name change to Varberg Radio Station as proposed by the Swedish authorities. The name of the property becomes Grimeton Radio Station, Varberg in English and Station radio Grimeton, Varberg in French.


	Examination of nominations of natural, mixed and cultural properties to the World Heritage List
	NOMINATIONS TO BE PROCESSED ON AN EMERGENCY BASIS
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.4
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B.Add and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Considers that Palestine: Land of Olives and Vines – Cultural Landscape of Southern Jerusalem, Battir, Palestine is unquestionably of Outstanding Universal Value;
	3. Also considers that the site faces an emergency for which an immediate decision by the World Heritage Committee could ensure its safeguarding;
	4. Inscribes Palestine: Land of Olives and Vines Cultural Landscape of Southern Jerusalem, Battir, Palestine, on the World Heritage List on an emergency basis, on the basis of criteria (iv) and (v);
	5. Takes note of the following provisional Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	6. Also inscribes Palestine: Land of Olives and Vines – Cultural Landscape of Southern Jerusalem, Battir, Palestine, on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	7. Encourages the international community to facilitate the conservation of the property and requests that the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS provide support to the State Party as may be appropriate;
	8. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger and a set o...
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th se...


	NATURAL SITES
	AFRICA
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.5
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B2,
	2. Inscribes Okavango Delta, Botswana, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (vii), (ix) and (x);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Commends the efforts and achievements of the State Party and its neighbouring countries for adopting significant measures serving the long term conservation and protection of the property;
	5. Requests the State Party to:
	a) continue efforts to develop, in partnership with Universities, NGOs and wildlife experts, a coordinated and systematic wildlife monitoring programme to establish population baselines for key species and to track long term trends,
	b) continue efforts to rationalize veterinary cordon fencing, removing it when its effectiveness for disease control has become questionable or where more holistic approaches to animal sanitation and disease control are possible,
	c) ensure no extractive industry activity is permitted in the property, and permanently extinguish all the few remaining mineral prospecting concessions, which are scheduled to expire in 2014, without awarding any timeframe extensions and not issue an...
	d) carefully monitor and manage mining in areas outside of the property so as to avoid any adverse impacts to the property,
	e) expand and strengthen programmes which accommodate traditional resource use for livelihoods, user access rights, cultural rights and access to opportunities to participate in the tourism sector, in keeping with the property’s Outstanding Universal ...
	f) continue efforts to address a range of other protection and management issues including governance, stakeholder empowerment, management planning, management capacity and control of alien invasive species;

	6. Further requests the State Party to submit, by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, including confirmation of progress on the issues and actions noted above to ensure effecti...


	ASIA / PACIFIC
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.6
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.7
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B.Add and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B2.Add,
	2. Inscribes the Great Himalayan National Park Conservation Area, India, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criterion (x);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:

	Brief Synthesis
	The Great Himalayan National Park Conservation Area is located in the western part of the Himalayan Mountains in the northern Indian State of Himachal Pradesh. The 90,540 ha property includes the upper mountain glacial and snow melt water source origi...
	The property lies within the ecologically distinct Western Himalayas at the junction between two of the world’s major biogeographic realms, the Palearctic and Indomalayan Realms. Displaying biotic elements from both these realms, the Great Himalayan N...
	The Great Himalayan National Park Conservation Area is at the core of a larger area of surrounding protected areas which form an island of undisturbed environments in the greater Western Himalayan landscape. The diversity of species present is rich; h...
	Criterion (x): The Great Himalayan National Park Conservation Area is located within the globally significant “Western Himalayan Temperate Forests” ecoregion. The property also protects part of Conservation International’s Himalaya “biodiversity hot s...
	Integrity
	The property is of a sufficient size to ensure the natural functioning of ecological processes. Its rugged topography and inaccessibility together with its location within a much larger ecological complex of protected areas ensures its integrity. The ...
	A 26,560 ha buffer zone known as an Ecozone is defined along the south-western side of the property. This buffer zone coincides with the areas of greatest human pressure and is managed in sympathy with the core values of the Great Himalayan National P...
	Human settlement related threats pose the greatest concern and include agriculture, localised poaching, traditional grazing, human-wildlife conflicts and hydropower development. Tourism impact is minimal and trekking routes are closely regulated.
	Protection and management requirements
	The property is subject to sound legal protection, however, this needs to be strengthened to ensure consistent high level protection across all areas. Tirthan and Sainj Wildlife Sanctuaries are designated in recognition of their ecological and zoologi...
	The property’s boundaries are considered appropriate and an effective management regime is in place including an overall management plan and adequate resourcing. The property has a buffer zone along its south-western side which corresponds to the 26,5...
	The sensitive resolution of access and use rights by communities is needed to bolster protection as is fostering alternative livelihoods which are sympathetic to the conservation of the area. Local communities are engaged in management decisions; howe...
	Included within the property is the Sainj Wildlife Sanctuary with 120 inhabitants and the Tirthan Wildlife Sanctuary, which is uninhabited but currently subject to traditional grazing. The inclusion of these two Wildlife Sanctuaries supports the integ...
	4. Requests the State Party to:
	a) expedite, in accordance with legislated processes, the resolution of community rights based issues with respect to local communities and indigenous peoples in the Tirthan and Sainj Wildlife Sanctuaries, including in relation to the phasing out of g...
	b) continue, in consultation with communities and stakeholders, longer term plans to progressively increase the size of the property, in order to increase integrity and better provide for the conservation of wide-ranging species, through extensions of...

	5. Commends the State Party and the range of stakeholders in the nominated property for their efficient and effective action to address concerns related to the property’s integrity, protection and management, as previously raised by the World Heritage...
	6. Recommends the States Parties to consider undertaking a regional comparative study with the possible support of the IUCN, other partners such as the International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD) and the newly established UNESCO ...
	7. Requests the State Party of India to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, including confirmation of progress on the above-mentioned req...

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.8
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B.Add and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B2.Add,
	2. Inscribes the Mount Hamiguitan Range Wildlife Sanctuary, Philippines, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criterion (x);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Commends the State Party and the range of stakeholders in the nominated property for their efficient and effective action to address concerns related to the property’s integrity, protection and management, as previously raised by the World Heritage...
	5. Encourages the State Party to continue efforts to work collaboratively with local communities and indigenous peoples on the management of the property and to ensure the equitable access and sharing of benefits, including those that may accrue from ...
	6. Also encourages the State Party, in consultation with communities and other stakeholders, to consider the possible further nomination of serial extensions to the property to include other protected areas with highly significant biodiversity values ...

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.9
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B2,
	2. Approves the extension of the South China Karst to include the South China Karst Phase II, China, on the World Heritage List under criteria (vii) and (viii);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Urges the State Party to continue efforts to integrate planning, governance and management across the whole South China Karst World Heritage property including the proposed finalization of a management plan anticipated by 2015;
	5. Commends the State Party for its efforts to manage diverse threats to the property arising from tourism, water pollution, agriculture and urban development activities and recommends the continued close monitoring of these potential impacts;
	6. Notes that the inscription of this property completes the South China Karst serial property, thereby making a significant contribution to the recognition of karst sites on the World Heritage List and setting a high standard for the quality of argum...
	7. Also recommends that the State Party consider future re-nomination of South China Karst properties under biodiversity criteria in light of the intact forest cover in many of the properties which are of high biological value;
	8. Encourages the State Party to cooperate with the State Party of Viet Nam to ensure technical cooperation and exchange as well as the harmonization of management practice and promotion in line with the transnational dimension of the karst systems of...
	9. Requests the State Party to submit, by 1 December 2016, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, including progress on the finalization of a property-wide management plan; the implementation of i...


	EUROPE / NORTH AMERICA
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.10
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B2,
	2. Inscribes Stevns Klint, Denmark, on the World Heritage List under criterion (viii);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends the State Party, in managing the property following inscription, to:
	a) establish without delay the revised and specific management system proposed to assume responsibility for the property upon inscription on the World Heritage List,
	b) retain policies to ensure that no mining and/or quarrying activities take place within the property, nor any adjacent extraction activities that could impact the property,
	c) ensure effective implementation of fossil collecting guidelines, including appropriate curation of key specimens,
	d) ensure effective engagement of the private landowners in the protection and management of the property on an ongoing basis,
	e) ensure effective presentation of the property, to provide for a high quality visitor experience, supported by appropriate education and interpretation facilities,
	f)  continue strong processes of local community engagement in the property, and the commendable shared management approach with local communities and stakeholders;

	5. Considers that this nomination can be regarded as completing the recognition of the phenomenon of asteroid impact, and its impact on the history of life on Earth, on the World Heritage List.

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.11
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B2,
	2. Refers the nomination of the Tectono-volcanic ensemble of the Chaîne des Puys and Limagne Fault, France, back to the State Party in order to allow it to:
	a) specify the tectonic and structural elements interacting with monogenetic volcanism in this geological scale model, which are outstanding examples representing major stages of Earth's history on which is based outstanding universal value;
	b) to provide additional information about the management of the site in relation to the public and private local stakeholders;

	3. Notes the deep divergence in the scientific interpretations raised following the evaluation of this nomination;
	4. Recommends to the State Party and IUCN to deepen the dialogue, in relation with the specialist Earth Science organisations identified in point C.12 of Annex 6 of the Operational Guidelines;
	5. Requests the State Party to invite a mission to implement the upstream process proposed in Decision 38 COM 9A for the evaluation of complex nominations;
	6. Recalling Decision 37 COM 8B.15 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013), reiterates its request to IUCN to revisit and update its thematic study on “World Heritage Volcanoes” to clearly articulate a short and appropriately balanced list of t...

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.12
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B2,
	2. Approves the extension of the Belovezhskaya Pushcha / Białowieża Forest, Belarus, Poland, which becomes Białowieża Forest, Belarus, Poland on the World Heritage List under criteria (ix) and (x);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Commends the State Parties of Belarus and Poland for their efforts to establish agreements aiming to enhance the coordination and effective management of this transboundary property;
	5. Requests the State Party of Poland, as a matter of urgency, to:
	a) adopt the new Management Plan for Bialowieza National Park as soon as possible, and by 1 October 2014 at the latest, and to provide a copy of the adopted and approved plan to the World Heritage Centre when available,
	b) establish as a matter of urgency the Steering Committee between the National Park and the Forest Administration to ensure the integrated planning and management of the Polish side of the property, and to provide adequate financial resources for the...

	6. Also requests the States Parties of Poland and Belarus to:
	a) establish as a matter of urgency the Transboundary Steering Committee that will coordinate, promote and facilitate the integrated management of the property,
	b) provide adequate human and financial resources to ensure the effective functioning of the Transboundary Steering Committee,
	c) expedite the preparation and further official adoption of the integrated management plan for the property addressing all key issues concerning the effective conservation and management of this transboundary property, particularly those concerning f...
	d) ensure that this integrated management plan is adequately funded to ensure its effective implementation, and
	e) maintain and enhance the level of cooperation and engagement of local communities that have been achieved during the preparation of this nomination as to ensure their contribution to the effective management of the property;

	7. Further requests the States Parties to submit, by 1 December 2015, a joint report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, including confirmation of progress achieved on the above points, for examination ...

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.13
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B2,
	2. Approves the extension proposed by Denmark and Germany of the Wadden Sea, Germany, Netherlands, on the World Heritage List under criteria (viii), (ix) and (x);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Commends the State Parties of Germany, Netherlands and Denmark for their joint efforts in extending this property;
	5. Requests the State Party of Denmark, in cooperation with the State Parties of the Netherlands and Germany, to prepare an implementation plan to enhance the conservation and management of the attributes of Outstanding Universal Value within the Dani...
	6. Also requests the State Parties of Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands to develop a single integrated management plan for the entire transboundary property in conformity with the requirements of Paragraph 111 of the Operational Guidelines, and to ...
	7. Recommends the States Parties to extend further the monitoring of impacts of fisheries activities within the existing and extended property, and consider the opportunities to ensure protection of the property from any detrimental impacts;
	8. Further requests the State Parties of Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands to submit, by 1 December 2016, a joint report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, including confirmation of progress on the ...



	MIXED SITES
	ASIA-PACIFIC
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.14
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B, WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1 and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B2,
	2. Inscribes the Trang An Landscape Complex, Viet Nam, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (v), (vii) and (viii);
	3. Takes note of the following provisional Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	Brief Synthesis
	Trang An has been accorded the highest legal status for protection available in Viet Nam. The property is owned by the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam and controlled by the Ninh Binh Provincial People’s Committee. Most of it is secured within three sta...

	4.  Commends the State Party for:
	a) ensuring application of the highest legal protection available in the country, including designation of three protected areas of national status within the property,
	b) commencing revision of the Management Plan and Zoning Plan, that recognise the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and ensure that the protection is aligned and integrated into provincial planning,
	c) preparing, as part of the Management Plan, an effective, well enforced, and adequately resourced tourism management section specifying regulations that ensure full protection of the natural features of the site, and that establish daily, seasonal a...
	d) publishing a substantial body of work that demonstrates the way that Trang An has to be seen as an exemplar site related to the way communities adapt to changing climatic conditions,
	e) nominating the site within a boundary that clearly considers the archaeological record,
	f)  providing national protection for the archaeological sites and their essential setting,
	g) ensuring adequate conservation of excavated and unexcavated archaeological sites, and
	h) putting in place strong management arrangements to ensure the protection and appropriate presentation of the archaeological sites and appropriate visitor management arrangements;

	5. Requests the State Party to submit a revised management plan and zoning plan to the World Heritage Centre, which includes a tourism management plan;
	6.  Requests the State Party to:
	a) Provide continued support for ongoing archaeological research and publication,
	b) Update the archaeological management plan as new information becomes available,
	c) Ensure effective implementation of the tourism section of the management plan including its measures for preventing overcrowding and environmental impacts,
	d) Revise the property management plan to incorporate the archaeological and tourism sections and updates it as necessary,
	e) Modify the boundary of the property to better reflect the areas and attributes of Outstanding Universal Value and ensure an appropriate surrounding buffer zone;

	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, a copy of the gazetted property management plan including its section on tourism, and a report on progress made in the undertaking of the recommended work, includi...


	EUROPE / NORTH AMERICA
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.15

	LATIN AMERICA / CARIBBEAN
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.16
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B, WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1 and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B2,
	2. Approves the extension and re-nomination of the Ancient Maya City of Calakmul, Campeche, to include the protected tropical forests of Calakmul and become the Ancient Maya City and Protected Tropical Forests of Calakmul, Campeche, Mexico, on the Wor...
	3. Takes note of the following provisional Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	Brief synthesis
	4. Commends the State Party for the active involvement of local and indigenous communities, academic and research institutions, NGOs, and authorities at all levels of government, in the protection and management of the protected area of Calakmul Biosp...
	5. Recognizes the important work of the Advisory Council which coordinates the protection and management activities of the Cultural and Natural authorities (Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia-INAH and Comisión Nacional de Áreas Naturales Pr...
	6. Requests the State Party to build upon the existing coordination for the protection and management archaeological and the natural heritage in order to establish an integrated Plan for the Protection and Management of the property as a mixed site, a...
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit, by 1 December 2015, such joint Management Plan and report the progress achieved in the strengthening of the Advisory Council as a coordination mechanism for the protection and management at the mixed property;
	8. Further requests the State Party to consider in the future a revision of the boundaries of the property to include additional identified cultural sites within and around it that relate to Calakmul as well as to assure that the buffer zone is config...
	9. Encourages the State Party to continue its technical and financial support for Natural and Cultural studies, that will continue to reveal new sites and updated information of the Mayan Culture, as well as of the tropical forests environment, where ...
	10. Requests moreover the State Party to strengthen the monitoring system for the Cultural and Natural values, and submit a report on progress achieved, by 1 December 2015, to be examined by the World Heritage Committee at its 40th session in 2016.



	CULTURAL SITES
	AFRICA
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.17
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Defers the examination of the nomination of Tongo-Tangzuk Tallensi Cultural Landscape, Ghana, to the World Heritage List in order to allow the State Party to:
	a) develop, through survey and research, a database of the overall Tallensi cultural landscape and its context in order to allow a fuller understanding of its distinctiveness, structures and challenges,
	b) provide adequate protection to defeat major threats,
	c) put in place management measures to provide a framework within which traditional practices and rituals associated with building, farming, and forestry practices can be supported and encouraged through an appropriate collaborative management system,
	d) enhance capacity building for local committees on earthen architecture which can begin to reverse the decline of the traditional buildings;

	3. Considers that such a new nomination would need to encompass a large enough area to provide a sustainable socio-economic unit that might be able to harness the benefits of cultural tourism and promote ways for farmers to add value to their local pr...
	4. Also considers that any new nomination would need to include an augmented comparative analysis;
	5. Further considers that any revised nomination would need to be considered by an expert mission to the site.

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.18
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Defers the examination of the nomination of Mount Mulanje Cultural Landscape, Malawi, to the World Heritage List in order to allow the State Party, with the advice of ICOMOS, IUCN and the World Heritage Centre, if requested, to:
	a) Strengthen the justification of criterion (vi) and explore the applicability of criterion (iii) to illustrate in more detail how spiritual traditions as well as traditional management approaches for cultural and natural resources might be said to b...
	b) Identify in relation to the identified attributes of Outstanding Universal Value the information sources of authenticity,
	c) Augment the comparative analysis, in particular at a regional level, to highlight the specific aspects of cultural guardianship at Mount Mulanje that would demonstrate Outstanding Universal Value;

	3. Considers that, if such studies suggest that a robust case could be made to justify the Outstanding Universal Value of the site, then the State Party should also:
	a) Initiate documentation and conservation activities for tangible cultural heritage resources, in particular those subject to regular visitation,
	b) Analyse and describe the traditional management mechanisms and establish closer ties between the three official management agencies and community elders in view of integrating the traditional and spiritual management practices in the overall proper...
	c) Promote a more active role of the Department for Culture in the management of the property, including – if necessary – additional financial resources and training to enable staff to fully commit to this responsibility,
	d) Explore options of extending the buffer zone towards the east,
	e) Prohibit mining activity in the property and carry out an impact study on any new project that may affect the integrity of the site prior to any new nomination;

	4. Also considers that any revised nomination would need to be considered by an expert mission to the site;
	5. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Developing a training program and a system of licensing for local guides to ensure consistent quality standards in guiding services,
	b) Exploring the qualities of Mount Mulanje with regard to natural heritage criteria as initially envisaged in the tentative list entry.


	Decision: 38 COM 8B.19
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Refers the nomination of Barotse Cultural Landscape, Zambia, to the World Heritage List in order to allow the State Party to strengthen the nomination file with:
	a) a robust boundary that takes account of the major negative impacts of new roads, and other developments, and excludes urban areas, the airport, and zones for mining and oil and gas extraction, and includes essential attributes that reflect fully th...
	b) survey, documentation and recording of the physical manifestations of the wider flood plain cultural landscape including the Liuwa National Park, and all of its traditional land management practices and other traditions,
	c) a structured management approach that brings together traditional practices and planning policies based on the involvement and know-how of local communities,
	d) elaborate a sustainable landscape protection policy that would, in the future, protect the site from the risks that threaten its integrity;

	3. Recommends that, as a matter of urgency, steps should be taken to ensure that further pylons are not installed in the landscape next to palaces;
	4. Encourages the State Party to call upon ICOMOS in the framework of upstream processes to advise them on the above recommendations;
	5. Considers that any revised nomination would need to be considered by an expert mission to the site;
	6. Recommends the State Party to invite an ICOMOS Advisory Mission.


	ARAB STATES
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.20
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Recognizing that no additional information was asked from the State Party by ICOMOS during the evaluation process of the property, decides that in future ICOMOS shall ask for additional information within the stipulated timelines so that States Par...
	3. Inscribes Erbil Citadel, Iraq, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criterion (iv);
	4. Takes note of the following provisional Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	The Citadel is a protected site under the legislation of Iraq and of the Kurdistan region. The authority in charge of its revitalization efforts, the High Commission for Erbil Citadel Revitalization (HCECR), is working in a strategic partnership with ...
	5. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Surveying, documenting and mapping surviving surface buried archaeological remains of all types and establishing mechanisms to document and protect buried archaeological remains in order to enable justification in future of criteria (iii) and (v),
	b) Proceeding with the implementation of the stabilization of the slopes of the archaeological mound,
	c) Reconsidering the location of the Kurdistan National Museum or substantially revising the architectural design of the current project to harmonise with the Citadel and its relationship with its setting,
	d) Elaborating a strategy to attract private investors and to build a solid public/private partnership to implement the conservation and revitalisation programme,
	e) Undertaking juridical studies with a view to improving the existing legal framework by introducing mechanisms to support private investment,
	f)  Strengthening involvement of former inhabitants and of Erbil’s civil society at large in the revitalisation of the Citadel;

	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the implementation of the above-mentioned recommendations for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its ...

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.21
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes Historic Jeddah, the Gate to Makkah, Saudi Arabia, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (ii), (iv) and (vi);
	3. Takes note of the following provisional Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	Brief synthesis
	4. Recommends the State Party in managing the property following inscription to:
	a) Establish the management system proposed in the nomination file,
	b) Ensure effective presentation of the property to provide high quality visitor experience,
	c) Paying particular attention to the conservation of the authenticity with regard to the ongoing projects and development work,
	d) Reinforcing the monitoring system for the building in place where they are tending to deteriorate,
	e) Continue strong processes of local community engagement in the property;

	5. Encourages the State Party to establish a detailed database of all attributes relating to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and in particular details of all the tower houses, other urban houses, the wikalas, mosques and Zawiyas and of...
	6. Recommends that the State Party, in cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS launches a programme in order to develop a comprehensive strategy for the conservation of the property based on the historic urban landscape approach;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 December 2015, a report on the state of conservation of the property and the state of implementation of the above, including a 1-page executive summary for examination by the Worl...

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.22
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Defers the examination of the nomination of Khor Dubai (Dubai Creek), United Arab Emirates, to the World Heritage List in order to allow the State Party to:
	a) Reconsider the limits of the nominated property and its buffer zone in relation to the proposed criteria and ongoing urban development plans,
	b) Deepen the urban historic and comparative analysis in order to understand whether the property might be considered of Outstanding Universal Value,
	c) Develop the analysis of the role of Historic Dubai as international trade centre on a natural harbour, and demonstrate the uniqueness and the preservation of the waterway feature and role,
	d) Better explain the uniqueness of the technological elements characteristic of Historic Dubai buildings, particularly the wind-towers,
	e) Reinforce the existing legal and regulatory protection mechanisms for the historic areas and natural elements and prove the effectiveness of the management system to control and direct urban development plans within the property;

	3. Recommends the State Party to invite an ICOMOS Advisory Mission.


	ASIA / PACIFIC
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.23
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes The Grand Canal, China, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (i), (iii), (iv) and (vi);
	3. Takes note of the following provisional Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Continuing the work that has begun to revise the system of buffer zones in terms of their territorial definition, by major canal environment zone type, and enact protection measures that are fully adapted to local situations and negotiated with the...
	b) Completing the setting up of the Grand Canal Heritage Monitoring and Archive Centre. Better explaining the technological elements that form part of the canal, particularly the hydraulic functioning of the archaeological parts of the Grand Canal. A ...
	c) Clarifying the historic periods that are actually represented by the preserved sections of the canal,
	d) Stepping up efforts in environmental and landscape conservation, for example by defining priority cones of vision for the properties, and then protecting them from the impact of new buildings,
	e) Strengthening the quality of the tourism development and visitor reception plans in those zones of the canal that have recently been opened up for tourism (interpretation centre, qualified guides),
	f)  Examining the possibility of a supplementary continuous buffer zone with a low level of constraint, which could both indicate the value of the functional continuity of the Grand Canal and also involve all the local residents in adhering to its val...
	g) Clarifying recent and projected funding, drawing a clearer distinction between operations and investment, and drawing a distinction between funding relating to the hydraulic conservation of the waterway, its conservation as cultural and natural her...
	h) Continuing and deepening efforts to improve water quality by incorporating them systematically in conservation and development programmes linked to the Grand Canal,
	i)  Strengthening the continuing education of the permanent or temporary staff at the various sites with regard to the overall values of the Grand Canal,
	j)  Encouraging international cooperation in order to promote the sharing of knowledge relating to canal management/conservation;

	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the implementation of the above-mentioned recommendations for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its ...

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.24
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes the Silk Roads: the Routes Network of Chang’an – Tian-shan Corridor, China, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (ii), (iii), (v) and (vi);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the States Parties give consideration to the following:
	a) Undertaking further studies of sites that reflect the many planned way stations and watch towers and consider how they might be added to the series in the future,
	b) Considering extending boundaries of sites to include the sophisticated arrangements for water management that underpinned many of the settlements and their agriculture along the Silk Roads,
	c) Implementing the timetables for developing detailed management plans that would provide strategies for conservation and visitor management, including interpretation,
	d) Suggesting how international resources might contribute to the technical monitoring of remote sites;

	5. Requests the States Parties to submit, by 1 December 2015, a report to the World Heritage Centre on progress made in the implementation of the above mentioned recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 40th session in 2...
	6. Encourages the States Parties to call upon ICOMOS to provide further detailed advice on these recommendations or in relation to conservation and management of specific sites.

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.25
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes Rani-ki-Vav (The Queen’s Stepwell) at Patan, Gujarat, India, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (i) and (iv);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Developing an adequate risk preparedness plan, including consideration for specific stabilization methods on site which may prevent major damage in case of seismic activity,
	b) Augmenting the monitoring indicators to provide measurable benchmarks for the interpretation of data collected,
	c) Combining the data sets of different surveys and studies now compiled in different lists and inventories into one single database, which links the inventory records to the photographic and cartographic documentation of sculptures,
	d) Conducting a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) in accordance with the ICOMOS Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessment for World Cultural Heritage properties once concrete plans for the visitor centre have been prepared,
	e) Strengthening approaches to visitor management including through community involvement and revenue generation models wherever possible.


	Decision: 38 COM 8B.26
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes Shahr-i Sokhta, Islamic Republic of Iran, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (ii), (iii) and (iv);
	3. Takes note of the following provisional Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Paying sustained attention to installation of speed-control systems on the Zahedan-Zabol road on the section it passes the buffer zone of Shahr-i Sokhta,
	b) Conducting adequate archaeological studies of the property and its buffer zone prior to the implementation of the proposals by the provincial government on re-locating the high-voltage power transmission line and re-directing the Zahedan-Zabol main...
	c) Linking the data base of the property with a geographic information system (GIS),
	d) Promoting risk preparedness management on the property, so that the already existing fire station, police station, and emergency services can function more effectively inside the property,
	e) Enforcing the publication of an archaeological map of the landscape zone of Shahr-i Sokhta, intended by the ICHHTO Base of the property, as soon as possible;
	f) Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the progress made in implementing a comprehensive Management Plan for the property for examination by the World H...


	Decision: 38 COM 8B.27
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes the Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites, Japan on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (ii) and (iv);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Continuing to pay close attention to economic and urban development in the vicinity of the sites by strictly applying the planned protection measures for the buffer zones, and even consider strengthening them,
	b) Giving deeper consideration to the archaeological nature of the Arafune site and the advantages and disadvantages of a protective roof,
	c) Strengthening the cooperation between the local structures and the Central Coordination Committee in order to harmonise the various provisions in the management plans for each of the sites and to arrive at a unified Management Plan,
	d) Undertaking research on the transmission of expertise by women, from France and within Japan itself, thanks to their roles as instructors and workers; and improve knowledge about the latter’s working and social conditions.


	Decision: 38 COM 8B.28
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes Pyu Ancient Cities, Myanmar, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (ii), (iii) and (iv);
	3. Takes note of the following provisional Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Notes that the State Party has provided documentation to clarify the scope and extent of the attributes of Outstanding Universal Value of the three cities in relation to:
	a) The urban planning and the overall relationship of the various elements of the cities’ urban morphology revealed through archaeological excavation,
	b) Details of the Pyu hydraulic system, what survives, what is still in use, and what needs conserving and how the best preserved parts are included within the property boundaries,
	c) Sites of industrial production,
	d) Locations and details of monasteries,
	e) Locations of villages in the sites and buffer zones and details of those within the boundaries;

	5. Also notes that the State Party has provided a deeper justification for the inclusion of all three cities in terms of how they each contribute to the overall series;
	6. Further notes that the State Party has provided, in additional information, maps of the nominated sites (to a larger scale than those already provided in the dossier) that set out the attributes of the potential Outstanding Universal Value of the p...
	7. Notes furthermore that the State Party has an endorsed Property Management Plan to be complemented through the ongoing development of a risk preparedness strategy, a tourism management strategy/plan to prepare for an increase in visitors, and the a...
	8. Recommends the State Party to develop and implement as soon as possible a conservation plan for the burial sites, allied to capacity-building in the conservation of these particularly fragile and vulnerable sites;
	9. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the implementation of the above-mentioned recommendations for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its ...

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.29
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes Namhansanseong, Republic of Korea, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (ii) and (iv);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Paying sustained attention to the control of the development of tourism - in all its private and public forms - inside the property, and in the central urban part of the buffer zone, in order to protect the visual expression of the Outstanding Univ...
	b) Paying attention to the urban development of the Gwangju City zone in the proximity of the outer buffer zone,
	c) Focusing efforts on sharing the values of the property more effectively with the inhabitants of Namhansanseong, involving them in the management of the property, and encouraging them to participate in NCTI which coordinates the property’s management;
	d) Taking great care with fire safety, very susceptible during the dry season, and if necessary reinforcing fire safety protection,
	e) Strengthening the role of the common overarching organisation NCTI in coordinating the various partners involved in the management and monitoring of the property.


	Decision: 38 COM 8B.30
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Refers the nomination of the Silk Roads: Penjikent-Samarkand-Poykent Corridor, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, back to the States Parties, in order to allow them, with the advice of ICOMOS and the World Heritage Centre, if requested, to:
	a) Augment the internal comparative analysis to broaden the selection of sites considered in relation to the re-appraised Outstanding Universal Value,
	b) Provide more detailed information on each of the nominated sites in order to allow a fuller understanding of their structures and the way they have developed over time;
	c) Also provide more detailed and accurate maps that show the precise location of the boundaries of the sites in relation to the topography;
	d) Reconsider the boundaries of Penjikent and Poykent to allow the sites to include all the key archaeological areas, and extend the buffer zones in order that they provide adequate protection for the context and setting of the sites;
	e) Develop conservation plans for the consolidation and/or back filling of the highly damaged and vulnerable excavated areas of Penjikent and Poykent and seek means and resources for the implementation of these plans;
	f)  Provide clarity as to how the already inscribed properties of Samarkand and Bukhara contribute to the value of the series, and whether Bukhara should be included in the title;
	g) Strengthen the management arrangements to allow coordination between the component parts in the series on a national basis.

	3. Recommends the States Parties, if necessary, to invite an ICOMOS Advisory Mission in the framework of the Upstream Processes to advise on the implementation of the above recommendations;
	4. Invites the international community to consider support for projects to conserve and consolidate the excavated areas in Penjikent and Poykent that are currently threatened by severe erosion.


	EUROPE / NORTH AMERICA
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.31
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.32
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Noting that the State Party agreed to a revised name of property;
	3. Inscribes the Decorated cave of Pont d’Arc, known as Grotte Chauvet-Pont d’Arc, Ardèche France, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (i) and (iii);
	4. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	5. Recommends that the State Party create a long-term legal framework that retains the current access restrictions for visitors to a maximum annual number and which continues to prevent direct physical contact with the walls or floors of the cave.

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.33
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes the Carolingian Westwork and Civitas Corvey, Germany, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (ii), (iii) and (iv);
	3. Takes notes of the following provisional Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Approving formally and implementing the management plan and its operational master plan with a budget and an implementation timescale,
	b) Implementing the planned comprehensive conditions assessment and monitoring of the Westwork,
	c) Developing an overall risk management plan for the property, including also risk preparedness against floods, explosions and other types of accidents, considering the proximity of the railway,
	d) Continuing further systematic research and non-destructive archaeological investigation both for conservation and research purposes,
	e) Expanding the presentation of the “Carolingian Westwork and Civitas Corvey” in the museum and outside the church with regard to the Carolingian era,
	f)  Reinforcing the monitoring system with regard to the identification of indicators related to the objectives identified in the management plan,
	g) Finalise the study for protecting the panoramic views from and towards Corvey, approve and enforce related protective measures as soon as possible and before any decision concerning wind farm location is finalized;

	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the implementation of the above-mentioned recommendations for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its ...

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.34
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes the Caves of Maresha and Bet Guvrin in the Judean Lowlands as a Microcosm of the Land of the Caves, Israel, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criterion (v);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Paying particular attention to the conservation of the authenticity with regard to the ongoing and projected restoration and development work; the exterior reconstructions must be minimal,
	b) Submitting the ‘Villas Hill’ development project, if confirmed, to the World Heritage Committee for examination, in accordance with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines,
	c) Reinforcing the monitoring system for the physical parameters (temperature and humidity) within the man-made caves and the monitoring of the rocks and land in places where they are tending to deteriorate.


	Decision: 38 COM 8B.35
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes the Van Nellefabriek, Netherlands, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (ii) and (iv);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Confirming the completion and promulgation of the new Municipal urban development plan for the property and the whole of its buffer zone; it is also necessary to pay attention to the height regulations for the other zones in the vicinity of the pro...
	b) Confirming the effective setting up of the Management Committee for the property in its definitive enlarged form, and its practical functioning,
	c) Confirming that there is no threat to the property from the transport of hazardous materials in the vicinity,
	d) Submitting all proposals for a project for the construction of a visitor reception centre at the entrance to the property to the World Heritage Committee for examination, in accordance with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;

	5. Requests the State Party to submit, by 1 February 2015, a report to the World Heritage Committee setting out the progress achieved in implementing the recommendations mentioned above, which will be examined by the World Heritage Committee at its 39...

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.36
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.37
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes Bursa and Cumalıkızık: the Birth of the Ottoman Empire, Turkey, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (i), (ii), (iv) and (vi);
	3. Takes note of the following provisional Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to augmenting the monitoring indicators to allow for judgment of changes in state of conservation and requests the State Party to submit them to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015.

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.38
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes Pergamon and its Multi-Layered Cultural Landscape, Turkey, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (vi);
	3. Takes note of the following provisional Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Also takes note of:
	a) the extension of the buffer zone of component part 1 having included all the tumuli and their visual connections to the acropolis,
	b) the buffer zone of component part 2 to comply with the natural protection zone beyond the Selinos river to the south and west,
	c) that the State Party has put in effect integrated protection measures at the highest level;

	5. Further takes note of the visual impact assessment to foresee possible indications of constructions within the boundaries of the property and buffer zone to ensure visual integrity between the tumuli and the acropolis;
	6. Requests the State Party to complete the Management Plan expeditiously and submit a progress report by 1 December 2015 for review by ICOMOS;
	7. Also recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Improving the monitoring system by specifying which organisation is responsible for monitoring each indicator and include seismic monitoring,
	b) Restricting vehicle access to the acropolis except emergency services;

	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the implementation of the above-mentioned recommendations for examination by the World Heritage Committee at...

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.39
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes the Monumental Earthworks of Poverty Point, United States of America, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criterion (iii);
	3. Takes note of the following provisional Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	Poverty Point Monumental Earthworks has been owned and managed by the State of Louisiana as a state historic site open to the public since 1972. The management structure has been established under the federal and state legal framework in force, furthe...
	4. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Continuing its policy of land acquisition in parallel with scientific investigations with a view to establishing favourable conditions to enlarge the limits of the property in case research results would suggest doing so,
	b) Continuing to implement and assess best management practices that have been successful in minimizing the impact of Highway 577 on the visitor experience at the site,
	c) Continuing to build capacity and expertise within the management system to profit from the existing Geographical Information Systems (GIS) approach;

	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the implementation of the above-mentioned recommendations for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its ...

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.40
	The proposed extension of the Renaissance Monumental Ensembles of Úbeda and Baeza to include Jaén Cathedral, Spain, was withdrawn at the request of the State Party.

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.41
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes the Vineyard Landscape of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato, Italy, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (iii) and (v);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the States Parties give consideration to the following:
	a) Improving the representation of the municipalities and of socio-professional bodies within the Association,
	b) Strengthening the financial and staff resources of the Association,
	c) Paying greater attention to the social values that make an important contribution to the management and conservation of the property: winegrowers, companies and workers, winegrowing and winemaking trade organisations, the transmission of expertise ...
	d) Ensuring better coordination between the projects in the Management Plan put forward by different municipalities and consolidate them financially,
	e) Reorganising the conservation monitoring indicators, and make them more coherent with regard to the different component parts of the property.


	Decision: 38 COM 8B.42
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B.Add and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 8B.43;
	3. Considers that the integrity and authenticity of the site have been affected by recent construction and restoration activities and these conditions cannot be met with regard to criterion (iii) as the testimony of the civilization of the Volga Bolga...
	4. Inscribes the Bolgar Historical and Archaeological Complex, Russian Federation, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (ii) and (vi);
	5. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	6. Recommends that the State Party give consideration to the following:
	a) Finalizing the Management Plan including strategies for implementation of the strategic objectives and directions as well as activity schedules and quality assessment schemes,
	b) Developing a monitoring system with precise indicators to observe and document the state of conservation of the property,
	c) Formally confirming its commitment to move the pilgrimage village outside of the site boundaries, as assured during the Advisory Mission in 2013 and presenting a plan and timeframe for the relocation,
	d) Creating a comprehensive site archive and store, which collects all data and reports and as far as possible all archaeological finds, in a centralized facility in the vicinity of the site,
	e) Reducing some of the conservation works already undertaken, in particular surface treatments of historic materials in the vicinity of restored additions, which prevent distinguishing between historic and added materials,
	f)  Refraining from developing new projects or visitor infrastructure on the site, except following the explicit approval of the World Heritage Centre in consultation with the Advisory Bodies;

	7. Requests the State Party to submit, by 1 December 2015, a report to the World Heritage Centre on progress made in the implementation of the above-mentioned recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 40th session in 2016.


	LATIN AMERICA / CARIBBEAN
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.43
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes the Qhapaq Ñan, Andean Road System, Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru, with exception of the following site components: Tambillitos (AR-TAM-19/CS-2011), Quimsa Cruz – Ilata (BO-DV-04/CS-2011), Jimbura - Puente Roto (EC...
	3. Takes note of the following provisional Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the States Parties give consideration to the following:
	a) Finalizing the establishment of the international technical cooperation secretariat to ensure effective communication as well as the functionality of the overarching management framework in the future,
	b) Establishing a monitoring system including specific indicators for monitoring exercises to ensure the regular documentation of the state of conservation of this extensive and often remote serial property; in this context in particular develop crite...
	c) Finalizing Management and Conservation Plans, including risk preparedness and disaster management strategies in earthquake prone regions, for each of the segments and submit the documents to the World Heritage Centre,
	d) Submitting adequate maps illustrating the functional relations between different site components to complete the documentation of the Qhapaq Ñan to allow for better future management and monitoring under the World Heritage system, and consider maki...
	e) Extending the buffer zone of Angualasto (AR-ANC-13/CS-2011) to include the nearby hills and the road structures,
	f)  Establishing a shared buffer zone or the archaeological sites of Molle (PE-XP-38/S-2011) and Huaycán de Cieneguilla (PE-XP-39/S-2011) to preserve the shared landscape features in the wider surroundings,
	g) Formalizing the buffer zone currently discussed and agreed upon with the community at segment Pancca-Buena Vista-Chuquibambilla (PE-CD-06/CS-2011),
	h) Connecting the separate segments of Cerro Jircancha – Cerro Torre (PE-HH-52/CS-2011) and Maraycalla – Inca Misana (PE-HH-53/CS-2011), which already share a common buffer zone by extending the property boundaries which are currently defined by manag...
	i)  Reviewing the general concept of buffer zone designation as parallel strips alongside of road segments towards more dynamic buffer zone designations which take into account the features and view sheds of the surrounding landscape,
	j)  Conducting, in the meantime, comprehensive Heritage Impact Assessments (HIA) according to the ICOMOS Guidance provided for cultural World Heritage properties, for any significant development which would be visible from a property component, regard...
	k) Identifying the attributes of each of the Qhapaq Ñan road segments that sustain the inclusion of criterion (vi) and the implications in terms of management of the property;

	5. Requests the States Parties to submit, by 1 December 2015, a report to the World Heritage Centre on progress made in the implementation of the abovementioned recommendations for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 40th session in 2016;
	6. Encourages the States Parties to call upon ICOMOS to provide detailed recommendations in relation to conservation and management of specific component parts.

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.44
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1,
	2. Inscribes the Precolumbian chiefdom settlements with stone spheres of the Diquís, Costa Rica, on the World Heritage List on the basis of criterion (iii);
	3. Adopts the following Statement of Outstanding Universal Value:
	4. Recommends that the States Parties give consideration to the following:
	a) Conducting detailed Heritage Impact Assessments (HIA’s) in accordance with the ICOMOS Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments for World Cultural Heritage for the Diquís Hydroelectric Dam and the Southern International Airport, to identify their pot...
	b) Reaching a consensual agreement with the property owner of El Silencio to ensure the site’s long-term protection,
	c) Completing the development of risk preparedness and disaster management plans including protective measures and emergency plans for Finca 6 during major flood events and completing the formal integration of the revised buffer zones in the Regulator...
	d) Ascertaining the required financial and personnel resources outlined in the management plan, including providing for a guardian or site manager for each of the properties to ensure their long-term protection and also assist visitors to the site; IC...
	e) Involving the local teams in the process of monitoring and provide training to facilitate both monitoring and documentation tasks,
	f)  Augmenting the monitoring indicators to provide more precise information on methods of data collection;

	5. Commends the State Party for its preservation policy not to initiate new excavations or visitor promotion before the current conservation necessities are addressed and recommends to continue this exemplary approach in the future;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on progress made in the implementation of the above-mentioned recommendations for examination by the World Heritage...



	Statements of Outstanding Universal Value of the three properties inscribed at the 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013) and not adopted by the World Heritage Committee
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.45
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/8B,
	2. Adopts the following Statements of Outstanding Universal Value for the following World Heritage properties inscribed at the 37th session of the World Heritage Committee (Phnom Penh, 2013):


	Examination of minor boundary modifications of natural, mixed and cultural properties already inscribed on the World Heritage List
	NATURAL PROPERTIES
	LATIN AMERICA / CARIBBEAN
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.46
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B.Add, WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B2.Add,
	2. Refers the minor boundary modification of Darien National Park, Panama, back to the State Party, to allow it to:
	a) provide a large scale map indicating the precise boundaries of the new additions to the property, and their relationship to the existing boundary of the property;
	b) provide a specific and concise statement on the key values in each of the new areas proposed for addition to the property, and how they will be managed, together with details of the management plan for the property on its revised boundary;
	c) confirm the necessary legal decrees referred to in the proposal, to enable protection of the property, have been formally approved;
	d) confirm, and provide supporting information, on the necessary consultation with indigenous and local peoples in support of the proposed addition of the new areas to the property.

	3. Encourages the State Party of Panama, with the support of IUCN and the World Heritage Centre, to consider further options to strengthen the protection and management of the property, taking account of the IUCN evaluation of the minor boundary modif...



	MIXED PROPERTIES
	ASIA / PACIFIC
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.47
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B.Add, WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1.Add and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B2.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 32 COM 7B.41, 34 COM 7B.38, 36 COM 8B.45 and 37 COM 8B.44;
	3. Does not approve the proposed minor modification of the boundaries of the Tasmanian Wilderness, Australia;
	4. Requests to the State Party to:
	a) Undertake further study and consultation with the Tasmanian Aboriginal community in order to provide more detailed information on the cultural value of the property and how these relate to the Outstanding Universal value,
	b) Provide detailed information on the legal provisions for the protection of cultural heritage in the extended property,
	c) Provide detailed information on the management arrangements for cultural heritage and in particular for the control of access to archaeological sites and sites of cultural significance.




	CULTURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.48
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B.Add, and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Notes the confirmation by the State Party that mining activity is legally prohibited in protected areas, including in World Heritage properties;
	3. Approves the proposed buffer zone of Mapungubwe Cultural Landscape, South Africa;
	4. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre the Environmental Management Framework for the proposed buffer zone as soon as it has been finalised including land uses and approved regulatory tools;
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre information about the ‘off-setting’ in relation to the Vele Colliery, as previously requested by the World Heritage Committee.


	ARAB STATES
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.49
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B.Add, and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Approves the proposed minor modification to the boundary and to the buffer zone of Qal’at al-Bahrain – Ancient Harbour and Capital of Dilmun, Bahrain;
	3. Recommends that the State Party provide to the World Heritage Centre:
	a) A copy of the amended Heritage Law, Decree 11 of 1995, which was planned for promulgation in the second quarter of 2014,
	b) An indication of when the current draft Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) that has been created between the Ministry of Culture and the owners of the properties located within the area designated for the extension of the World Heritage property wil...
	c) Land use and Zoning regulations which are subcategories of the Physical Planning Legislation of 1994 once they are finalized at their forthcoming revision in late 2014.



	EUROPE / NORTH AMERICA
	Decision: 38 COM 8B.50
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B.Add, and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Welcomes the efforts of the State Party to reinforce the management of interventions in the buffer zone of its World Heritage properties through a new executive order;
	3. Recognizes that, considering this new executive order, a general re-evaluation of the buffer zones is necessary;
	4. Does not approve the proposed minor modification to the boundary of the buffer zone for the Plantin-Moretus House-Workshops-Museum Complex, Belgium, and invites the State Party in collaboration with the Advisory Body to work out a new proposal for ...

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.51
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B.Add, and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Refers the examination of the proposed minor modification to the boundary of Archaeological Areas of Pompeii, Herculaneum and Torre Annunziata, Italy, back to the State Party in order to allow it to:
	a) Provide further explanation of the rationale chosen for the proposed new boundaries of the Herculaneum component, based on a study of the known extent and topography of the ancient city,
	b) Explain in detail the management implications of expanding the Herculaneum component, not only with regard to the measures for preventive archaeology but also to the management arrangements and regulations that should be set up for the parts of the...
	c) Reconsider the proposal for inclusion of the villas in Boscoreale and Stabiae according to the present ICOMOS recommendations and on the basis of the original justification for inscription of the property on the World Heritage List;

	3. Refers the examination of the proposed minor modification to the boundary of the buffer zone for Archaeological Areas of Pompeii, Herculaneum and Torre Annunziata, Italy, back to the State Party in order to allow it to:
	a) Further explain the rationale for the delineation of the boundaries of the buffer zone, in particular with regard to the protection of the visual links of the inscribed property with Mount Vesuvius,
	b) Provide further detailed information on how the different levels of protection in force within the area work in practice to protect the inscribed property and the buffer zone,
	c) Describe in detail what are the management arrangements for the buffer zone, with regard to urban development in the area and specifically as to how the views from and towards Mount Vesuvius and the inscribed property are protected.


	Decision: 38 COM 8B.52
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B.Add, and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Refers the examination of the proposed buffer zone for the Historic Centre of Florence, Italy, back to the State Party in order to allow it to:
	a) Explain in detail the rationale for the delineation of the buffer zone, also through graphical and photographic documentation, and its relation to the results of the preparatory study,
	b) Clarify and illustrate through cartographic and visual documentation the relevant views, vistas and belvederes worthy of protection, including those from inside the inscribed property towards the outside hillsides,
	c) Explain in detail how the protection and management systems function in practice,
	d) Clarify how and by when the management system/plan submitted in 2006 will be amended so as to include the necessary regulatory and management measures to allow the buffer zone to effectively act as an added layer of protection for the inscribed pro...
	e) Adopt and approve the urban regulations concerning the respecting of belvederes and views in any future planning and building decision.


	Decision: 38 COM 8B.53
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B.Add, and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Refers the examination of the proposed minor modification to the boundary of the buffer zones for the Megalithic Temples of Malta, Malta, back to the State Party in order to allow it to:
	a) Provide a textual description and detailed justification for the precise lines of the buffer zones of the component sites of the serial property,
	b) Provide information on the management arrangements in place for the buffer zones,
	c) Strengthen the site-specific development limitation (particularly height limitation) measures within the buffer zones and provide information on the outcomes of the review of the Local Plans;

	3. Encourages the State Party to keep the World Heritage Committee informed of any development projects within the vicinity of the property in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines.

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.54
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B.Add, and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Approves the proposed buffer zone for the Historic Centre of Warsaw, Poland;
	3. Recommends that as a matter of urgency the whole area of the proposed buffer zone should be covered with spatial development plans aimed at ensuring no adverse impact of new development on the Outstanding Universal Value of the World Heritage prope...
	4. Also recommends that the following requirements should be incorporated in all development plans covering the proposed buffer zone:
	a) The height of new buildings (or additional volumes at or on existing buildings) should be limited. Scale, materials, techniques and colours should be defined;
	b) For existing buildings that are to be renovated, permitted materials, techniques and colours should be defined;
	c) For existing and new buildings, possible measures for energy-saving and energy-production on the building should be defined, and respectively limited;
	d) For new and renovated buildings the type of use should be defined;
	e) Views to and from the World Heritage property should be carefully studied and significant views should be left open;
	f)  The fact that the area of a development plan is part of the buffer zone should be mentioned in the prescriptions of each plan, and its delimitation shown in the plan;
	g) Within the buffer zone, the position of the historic preservation officer should be strengthened;
	h) Already existing development plans should be modified to fulfil the above-mentioned requirements.

	5. Requests that the State Party submit, by 1 February 2016, a report to the World Heritage Centre on progress made in the implementation of the above-mentioned recommendations for examination by the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS.

	Decision: 38 COM 8B.55
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B.Add, and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Refers the examination of the proposed minor modification to the buffer zone of Kizhi Pogost, Russian Federation, back to the State Party in order to allow it to:
	a) Submit a complete set of maps, either cadastral or topographical, that also identify the additional 590 ha of proposed extension to the buffer zone and which are presented at a scale which is appropriate to the size in hectares of the property and ...
	b) Explain the reasons for the inclusion of the plots of land on Bolshoy Klimenetskiy Island in the buffer zone, in relation to its protective function for the inscribed property;
	c) Clarify and explain in detail through which legal and planning regulatory measures the proposed extended buffer zone will guarantee the effective protection of the property and how these would prevent deforestation and other possibly harmful activi...
	d) Amend the above mentioned WHP Protected Zone Kizhi Pogost as approved by the Order of the Ministry of Culture of the Russian Federation  n. 1268 – 29 December 2011 in order to make it correspond to the proposed extended buffer zone;
	e) Elaborate measures to ensure the protection of the visual qualities of the landscape setting of the property and the views that can be enjoyed from and towards it;
	f) Ensure that the perimeter of the newly proposed boundaries of the buffer zone be incorporated into the 2013 Management Plan.


	Decision: 38 COM 8B.56
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B.Add, and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1.Add,
	2. Approves the proposed buffer zone for Burgos Cathedral, Spain;
	3. Recommends that the State Party provide to the World Heritage Centre copies of the revised General Urban Development Plan and the Special Plan for the Historic Centre once they are completed and approved.




	8C.  Update of the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Decision: 38 COM 8C.1
	1. Having examined the state of conservation reports of properties inscribed on the World Heritage List (WHC-14/38.COM/7B, WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add and WHC-14/38.COM/7B.Add.Corr) and the proposals for inscription of properties on the World Heritage List (...
	2. Decides to inscribe the following properties on the List of World Heritage in Danger:

	Decision: 38 COM 8C.2
	1. Having examined the state of conservation reports of properties inscribed on the List of World Heritage in Danger (WHC-14/38.COM/7A and WHC-14/38.COM/7A.Add),
	2. Decides to retain the following properties on the List of World Heritage in Danger:

	Decision: 38 COM 8C.3
	1. Having examined the state of conservation reports of properties inscribed on the List of World Heritage in Danger (WHC-14/38.COM/7A and WHC-14/38.COM/7A.Add),
	2. Decides to remove the following property from the List of World Heritage in Danger:


	8D.  Clarifications of Property Boundaries and Areas by States Parties in response to the Retrospective Inventory
	Decision: 38 COM 8D
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/8D,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 8D, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Acknowledges the excellent work accomplished by States Parties in the clarification of the delimitations of their World Heritage properties and commends them for their efforts to improve the credibility of the World Heritage List;
	4. Recalls that the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies will not be able to examine proposals for minor or significant modifications to boundaries of World Heritage properties whenever the delimitations of such properties as inscribed are un...
	5. Takes note of the clarifications of property boundaries and areas provided by the States Parties in response to the Retrospective Inventory, as presented in the annexes of Document WHC-14/38.COM/8D:
	ASIA AND THE PACIFIC:

	- China: Mogao Caves; Mausoleum of the First Qin Emperor; Lushan National Park; Wulingyuan Scenic and Historic Interest Area; Jiuzhaigou Valley Scenic and Historic Interest Area;
	- Japan: Historic Monuments of Ancient Kyoto (Kyotot, Uji and Otsu Cities);
	- Thailand: Thungyai-Huai Kha Khaeng Wildlife Sanctuaries;
	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA:

	- Canada: Miguasha National Park; Canadian Rocky Mountain Parks;
	- Canada / United States of America: Kluane / Wrangell-St. Elias / Glacier Bay / Tatshenshini-Alsek;
	- France: Prehistoric Sites and Decorated Caves of the Vézère Valley;
	- Germany: Speyer Cathedral; Roman Monuments, Cathedral of St. Peter and Church of Our Lady in Trier; Abbey and Altenmünster of Lorsch;
	- Russian Federation: Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Groups of Monuments;
	- Spain: Route of Santiago de Compostela;
	- United States of America: Redwood National and State Parks; Mammoth Cave National Park; Statue of Liberty; Yosemite National Park; Taos Pueblo;
	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARRIBBEAN:

	- Argentina: Iguazu National Park;
	- Argentina / Brazil: Jesuit Missions of the Guarani: San Ignacio Mini, Santa Ana, Nuestra Senora de Loreto, Santa Maria Mayor, Ruins of San Miguel das Missoes;
	- Brazil: Historic Town of Ouro Preto; Serra da Capivara National Park; Historic Centre of the Town of Olinda; Historic Centre of Salvador de Bahia;
	- Colombia: San Augustín Archeological Park; National Archeological Park of Tierradentro; Los Katíos National Park;
	- Costa Rica / Panama : Talamanca Range-La Amistad Reserves / La Amistad National Park ;
	- Guatemala: Archaeological Park and Ruins of Quirigua;
	- Mexico: Historic Monuments Zone of Querétaro; Earliest 16th-Century Monasteries on the Slopes of Popocatepetl; Hospicio Cabañas, Guadalajara; Historic Centre of Mexico City and Xochimilco;
	- Uruguay: Historic Quarter of the City of Colonia del Sacramento.
	6. Requests the States Parties which have not yet answered the questions raised in the framework of the Retrospective Inventory to provide all clarifications and documentation as soon as possible and by 1 December 2014 at the latest.


	8E.  Adoption of Retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value
	Decision: 38 COM 8E
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/8E,
	2. Congratulates the States Parties for the excellent work accomplished in the elaboration of retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value for World Heritage properties in their territories;
	3. Adopts the retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value, as presented in the Annex of Document WHC-14/38.COM/8E, for the following World Heritage properties:
	ASIA AND THE PACIFIC:
	 China: Wulingyuan Scenic and Historic Interest Area;
	 Japan: Gusuku Sites and Related Properties of the Kingdom of Ryukyu; Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara; Historic Villages of Shirakawa-go and Gokayama; The Hiroshima Peace Memorial (Genbaku Dome);
	 Sri Lanka: Sinharaja Forest;
	 Vietnam: Hoi An Ancient Town; Complex of Hué Monuments;
	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA:
	 Albania: Butrint;
	 Armenia: Monastery of Geghard and the Upper Azat Valley;
	 Austria: Semmering Railway; Wachau Cultural Landscape;
	 Azerbaijan: Walled City of Baku with the Shirvanshah's Palace and Maiden Tower;
	 Belarus / Estonia / Finland / Latvia / Lithuania / Moldova / Norway / Russian Federation / Sweden / Ukraine: Struve Geodetic Arc;
	 Belgium: Major Town Houses of the Architect Victor Horta (Brussels); Neolithic Flint Mines at Spiennes (Mons); Notre-Dame Cathedral in Tournai; Plantin-Moretus House-Workshops-Museum Complex;
	 Bosnia and Herzegovina: Old Bridge Area of the Old City of Mostar;
	 Cyprus: Paphos;
	 Denmark: Ilulissat Icefjord;
	 Finland: Bronze Age Burial Site of Sammallahdenmäki; Fortress of Suomenlinna; Old Rauma; Petäjävesi Old Church; Verla Groundwood and Board Mill;
	 Georgia: Historical Monuments of Mtskheta; Upper Svaneti;
	 Germany / Poland: Muskauer Park / Park Mużakowski;
	 Germany: Abbey and Altenmünster of Lorsch; Bauhaus and its Sites in Weimar and Dessau; Castles of Augustusburg and Falkenlust at Brühl; Collegiate Church, Castle and Old Town of Quedlinburg; Garden Kingdom of Dessau-Wörlitz; Luther Memorials in Eisl...
	 Holy See / Italy: Historic Centre of Rome, the Properties of the Holy See in that City Enjoying Extraterritorial Rights and San Paolo Fuori le Mura;
	 Holy See: Vatican City;
	 Iceland: Þingvellir National Park;
	 Italy: Botanical Garden (Orto Botanico), Padua; Ferrara, City of the Renaissance, and its Po Delta; Historic Centre of Florence; Historic Centre of Naples;
	 Lithuania / Russian Federation: Curonian Spit;
	 Lithuania: Kernavė Archaeological Site (Cultural Reserve of Kernavė);
	 Malta: City of Valletta; Hal Saflieni Hypogeum; Megalithic Temples of Malta;
	 Montenegro: Natural and Culturo-Historical Region of Kotor;
	 Netherlands: Historic Area of Willemstad, Inner City and Harbour, Curaçao;
	 Norway: Vegaøyan -- The Vega Archipelago; West Norwegian Fjords – Geirangerfjord and Nærøyfjord;
	 Poland: Centennial Hall in Wrocław; Historic Centre of Warsaw;
	 Portugal: Historic Centre of Évora; Landscape of the Pico Island Vineyard Culture; Monastery of Alcobaça; Monastery of the Hieronymites and Tower of Belém in Lisbon;
	 Russian Federation: Church of the Ascension, Kolomenskoye; Historical Centre of the City of Yaroslavl; Kizhi Pogost;
	 Slovakia: Bardejov Town Conservation Reserve; Vlkolínec;
	 Slovenia: Škocjan Caves;
	 Spain: Archaeological Ensemble of Mérida; Burgos Cathedral; Historic Centre of Cordoba; Monastery and Site of the Escurial, Madrid; Monuments of Oviedo and the Kingdom of the Asturias; Mudejar Architecture of Aragon; Old City of Salamanca; Old Town ...
	 Turkey: Archaeological Site of Troy; City of Safranbolu; Hattusha: the Hittite Capital; Xanthos-Letoon;
	 Ukraine: Kiev: Saint-Sophia Cathedral and Related Monastic Buildings, Kiev-Pechersk Lavra;
	 United Kingdom: Gough and Inaccessible Islands; Henderson Island; Historic Town of St George and Related Fortifications, Bermuda;
	 United States of America: Cahokia Mounds State Historic Site; Chaco Culture; Independence Hall; Mesa Verde National Park; Monticello and the University of Virginia in Charlottesville; Statue of Liberty;
	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARRIBBEANS:
	 Argentina: Ischigualasto / Talampaya Natural Parks; Los Glaciares; Península Valdés;
	 Belize: Belize Barrier Reef Reserve System;
	 Bolivia: City of Potosí;
	 Brazil: Brasilia; Historic Centre of Salvador de Bahia; Historic Centre of São Luís; Historic Centre of the Town of Diamantina; Historic Centre of the Town of Goiás; Historic Centre of the Town of Olinda; Historic Town of Ouro Preto; Sanctuary of Bo...
	 Colombia: Los Katíos National Park;
	 Costa Rica / Panama: Talamanca Range-La Amistad Reserves / La Amistad National Park;
	 Cuba: Archaeological Landscape of the First Coffee Plantations in the South-East of Cuba; San Pedro de la Roca Castle, Santiago de Cuba; Urban Historic Centre of Cienfuegos; Viñales Valley;
	 Dominican Republic: Colonial City of Santo Domingo;
	 Guatemala: Tikal National Park;
	 Panama: Coiba National Park and its Special Zone of Marine Protection; Fortifications on the Caribbean Side, Portobelo and San Lorenzo;
	 Suriname: Central Suriname Nature Reserve; Historic Inner City of Paramaribo;

	4. Decides that retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value for World Heritage properties in Danger will be reviewed by the Advisory Bodies in priority;
	5. Further decides that, considering the high number of retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value to be examined, the order in which they will be reviewed by the Advisory Bodies will follow the Second Cycle of Periodic Reporting, namely:
	 World Heritage properties in the Arab States;
	 World Heritage properties in Africa;
	 World Heritage properties in Asia and the Pacific;
	 World Heritage properties in Latin America and the Caribbean;
	 World Heritage properties in Europe and North America;

	6. Takes note that the World Heritage Centre is in the process of harmonising all sub-headings in the adopted Statements of Outstanding Universal Value and, as appropriate, reflects name changes of World Heritage properties throughout the text of the ...
	7. Requests the States Parties to provide support to the World Heritage Centre for translation of the adopted Statements of Outstanding Universal Value into English or French respectively, and finally requests the Centre to upload the two language ver...


	9A.  Progress report on the Upstream Processes
	Decision: 38 COM 9A
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/9A,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 13.III adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010), Decision 35 COM 12C at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011), Decision 36 COM 12C at its 36th session (Saint Petersburg, 2012) and Decision 37 COM 9 at its 37th session (Phnom...
	3. Welcomes all the actions undertaken to improve the processes and practices prior to consideration by the World Heritage Committee of a nomination (the ‘Upstream Processes’) and commends the States Parties, the Advisory Bodies and the World Heritage...
	4. Acknowledges that outside of the referenced pilot projects, in order to be effective, the upstream support should ideally intervene at an early stage, more precisely at the moment of the revision of States Parties Tentative Lists;
	5. Also commends the State Party of Namibia for the inscription on the World Heritage List of the Namib Sand Sea at the 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013), Saudi Arabia for the submission of the nomination on the Rock Drawings in the region of Hail, and ...
	6. Urges the States Parties concerned that have not yet done so, to fully collaborate providing technical and financial support to implement the required actions to make progress with the pilot projects and encourages them to seek assistance from the ...
	7. Calls upon the international community to provide technical and financial support to assist the States Parties concerned in the implementation of their pilot projects which were not able to identify adequate resources;
	8. Requests the Advisory Bodies and the World Heritage Centre to report on the progress in implementing the pilot projects for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015;
	9. Also requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to draft a proposal in view of including the Upstream Process in the Operational Guidelines and to specify their implementation modalities, in the light of the outcomes of the Director...


	9B.  Reflections on processes for mixed nomination
	Decision: 38 COM 9B
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/9B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 8B.19 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the detailed report made by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies on mixed sites and related evaluation processes;
	4. Acknowledges from that report that the review of the decision processes for mixed nominations reveals that in most cases these appear to be more complex than those sites nominated for only cultural or natural values and might require more time at t...
	5. Further acknowledges the complexities for the Advisory Bodies evaluating in relation to the completeness check of nominations, the re-nomination under new criteria of already inscribed sites to become mixed properties and preparation of draft decis...
	6. Takes note of the project undertaken by the Advisory Bodies on evaluation procedures of mixed nominations, to be completed by 2015, and requests them to prepare, for State Party comment, a discussion document including options for changes to the cr...
	7. Encourages the States Parties to fully consider the potential and constraints of nominating mixed sites at the earliest stages, and to seek early and proactive advice from the Advisory Bodies and the World Heritage Centre for such nominations, in c...
	8. Also requests the World Heritage Centre, IUCN and ICOMOS to prepare an updated joint report on this matter, including options for changes to the criteria and to the Advisory Body evaluation process for mixed nominations, for consideration by the Wo...


	9C.  Recommendations of the evaluation of the Global Strategy and the PACT initiative: Follow-up to Resolution 19 GA 9
	Decision: 38 COM 9C
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/9C,
	2. Recalling Resolution 19 GA 9, particularly paragraphs 5, 6 and 12 adopted by the 19th session of the General Assembly of the States Parties to the Convention in 2013,
	3. Also recalling the principle that submission of nominations to the World Heritage List is an exclusive prerogative of the States Parties, in conformity with the World Heritage Convention,
	4. Reiterates the necessity to progress on the implementation of the recommendations of the independent evaluation by UNESCO’s External Auditor on the implementation of the Global Strategy, as requested by Resolution 17 GA 9 and reiterated by the abov...
	5. Strongly encourages the States Parties, with the exception of those that have no sites inscribed on the World Heritage List, to refrain on a voluntary basis from submitting new nominations during their mandate, taking into consideration the Externa...
	6. Decides to establish an ad-hoc Working Group that will meet during its 39th session in 2015 to discuss the External Auditor Recommendation 20;
	7. Also decides to report on the outcomes of the discussions on recommendations 12 and 20 to the 20th session of the General Assembly to be held in 2015.


	10A.  Final report on the results of the second cycle of the Periodic Reporting exercise for North America and Progress report for the Europe and North America region
	Decision: 38 COM 10A.1
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/10A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 10B, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the preparation of the Periodic Report for North America by the World Heritage Focal Points from North America, illustrating the close cooperation between the two States Parties of Canada and the United States of America;
	4. Takes note of the Periodic Report for North America and the activities undertaken as a follow-up of the First Cycle, including the work undertaken in the framework of the Retrospective Inventory and the preparation of the retrospective Statements o...
	5. Decides that the significant modifications to boundaries and changes to criteria (re-nominations) requested by the States Parties of Canada and the United States of America as a follow-up to the Second Cycle of the Periodic Reporting exercise will ...
	6. Also encourages the States Parties to prepare an Action Plan to address the main conclusions, issues and opportunities identified in the Periodic Report for North America and present it to the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015.

	Decision: 38 COM 10A.2
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/10A,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 10B, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Also recalling that the second cycle of Periodic Reporting in Europe and North America takes place on a two-year basis (Group A: North America, Western, Nordic and Baltic Europe sub-regions for the first year 2012-2013; and Group B: Mediterranean, ...
	4. Takes note of the activities that took place in the framework of the implementation of the second cycle of Periodic Reporting for Group A and B;
	5. Thanks the Italian and the Azerbaijani authorities for having hosted Periodic Reporting meetings since the 37th session of the World Heritage Committee;
	6. Commends the World Heritage Centre for its efforts to make the Periodic Reporting data available as soon as possible to the Focal Points and site managers through the provision of the Periodic Reporting national data sets and the publication of the...
	7. Notes with appreciation the support of the Nordic World Heritage Foundation in the implementation of the second cycle of the Periodic Reporting;
	8. Reiterates its gratitude to the States Parties for their financial contributions to the implementation of the second cycle of the Periodic Reporting in Europe and North America, and also encourages support in the future;
	9. Requests the World Heritage Centre to submit to the World Heritage Committee an overall Periodic Report and Action Plan for Europe at its 39th session in 2015.


	10B.  Progress Report on Periodic Reporting in all other regions
	Decision: 38 COM 10B.1
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/10B,
	2. Recalling decisions 36 COM 10A and 37 COM 10 C.1, adopted at its 36th session (Saint Petersburg, 2012) and 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013) respectively,
	3. Welcomes the progress made in the follow-up of the second cycle of Periodic Reporting in the Asia and the Pacific region;
	4. Notes with appreciation the contribution of the Government of Australia to the organization of a sub-regional workshop in the Pacific for the follow-up of the second cycle of Periodic Reporting;
	5. Also notes with appreciation the contribution of the World Heritage Institute of Training and Research for the Asia and the Pacific Region (WHITR-AP), a category 2 centre under the auspices of UNESCO, to the implementation of integrated capacity bu...
	6. Encourages the Centre for World Natural Heritage Management and Training for Asia and the Pacific Region, established as part of the Wildlife Institute of India (WII) as a category 2 centre under the auspices of UNESCO, to support capacity building...
	7. Calls upon Asia-Pacific States Parties to actively implement the Regional Action Plans and also encourages them to intensify their contributions to the implementation of follow-up activities while working closely with the World Heritage Centre and ...
	8. Reminds States Parties which have not already done so to submit their Retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value by 1 February 2015 at the latest, as well as clarifications of boundaries by 1 December 2014 at the latest;
	9. Requests the World Heritage Centre to present a progress report on the implementation of the Action Plans for Asia and the Pacific region at its 39th session in 2015.

	Decision: 38 COM 10B.2
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/10B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 10A, adopted at its 36th session (Saint Petersburg, 2012), and Decision 37 COM 10C.2 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom-Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the progress made in the follow-up of the second cycle of Periodic Reporting in the Africa Region;
	4. Notes with appreciation the financial contribution of the Governments of Norway, Flanders (Belgium), Spain, South Africa and the Netherlands, as well as UNDP/GEF Small Grants Programme and the MAVA Foundation to activities carried-out in the framew...
	5. Calls upon State Parties to financially and technically support the implementation of the Regional Action Plan for the Africa Region through follow-up activities with the World Heritage Centre, the Advisory Bodies and the African World Heritage Fund;
	6. Reiterates its request to State Parties to submit their national plans and budgets to the World Heritage Committee as indicated in the Expected Result 1 of the Action Plan for 2012-2017, and in accordance with the Management and Conservation Plans ...
	7. Reminds States Parties which have not already done so to submit their Retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value by 1 February 2015 at the latest, as well as clarifications of boundaries by 1 December 2014 at the latest;
	8. Requests the World Heritage Centre, in collaboration with the Advisory Bodies, and with the support of States Parties, to continue its efforts to coordinate and implement the Regional Capacity Building Programme according to the Action Plan 2012-2017;
	9. Also requests the State Parties, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to pay special attention to the management of properties inscribed on the List of World Heritage in Danger due to armed conflict;
	10. Further requests the World Heritage Centre to present a progress report on the implementation of the Action Plan for the Africa region at its 39th session in 2015.

	Decision: 38 COM 10B.3
	1. Having examined document WHC-14/38.COM/10B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 10C.3, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Takes note of the progress accomplished in the follow-up of the Second Cycle of Periodic Reporting in the Arab States and encourages them to continue their efforts in the implementation of its recommendations;
	4. Commends the States Parties of the Arab Region for their commitment and thanks all focal points for their effective participation and involvement;
	5. Notes with satisfaction the increased number of focal points designated for issues related to natural heritage and reiterates its request to those States Parties that have not yet done so yet to designate a focal point for nature;
	6. Also encourages the States Parties to follow the recommendation of the Chairperson of the World Heritage Committee (June 2011), in her letter to the Arab States regarding the establishment of national entities for World Heritage;
	7. Further encourages the States Parties to continue in the implementation of the Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape, in order to enhance the conservation of urban ensembles inscribed on the World Heritage List;
	8. Also notes with appreciation the commitment and important financial contribution of the Arab Regional Centre for World Heritage (ARC-WH), based in Bahrain, to projects aiming at developing the implementation of the Convention in the Arab States and...
	9. Reminds States Parties which have not already done so to submit their Retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value by 1 February 2015 at the latest, as well as clarifications of boundaries by 1 December 2014 at the latest.

	Decision: 38 COM 10B.4
	1. Having examined document WHC-14/38.COM/10B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37COM 10A adopted at the 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Congratulates the States Parties of Latin America and the Caribbean Region for their efforts to continue follow-up actions to the exercise of the second cycle of the Periodic Reporting exercise for Latin America and the Caribbean, and adopts the 20...
	4. Notes with appreciation the support of the Government of Brazil and the National Institute for Historic and Artistic Heritage (IPHAN) in organizing the regional meeting “Towards defining an Action Plan for World Heritage in Latin America and the Ca...
	5. Encourages States Parties and all other World Heritage partners and stakeholders in Latin America and the Caribbean to cooperate actively to ensure the implementation of the Action Plan,  which reflects regional priorities to include, but not limit...
	6. Calls upon the States Parties from the Region to support the implementation of the 2014-2024 Action Plan and also encourages them to provide technical and financial resources at national level for its implementation;
	7. Further encourages States Parties to continue working, in close cooperation with the World Heritage Centre, Advisory Bodies and the Region’s category 2 centres, to develop sub-regional action plans, based on the Action Plan and taking into consider...
	8. Acknowledges the progress made by the States Parties of Mexico and Brazil in effectively establishing the UNESCO category 2 centre for the World Heritage in Zacatecas, Mexico, as well as the UNESCO Lucio Costa category 2 centre of Rio de Janeiro, B...
	9. Also calls upon States Parties from other regions to support the efforts of the Latin American and the Caribbean Region in implementing the Action Plan, in the spirit of the international cooperation promoted by the World Heritage Convention;
	10. Reminds States Parties which have not already done so to submit their Retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value by 1 February 2015 at the latest, as well as clarifications of boundaries by 1 December 2014 at the latest;
	11. Requests the World Heritage Centre to provide information on the progress made in the implementation of the regional Action Plan and sub-regional action plans at its 40th session in 2016.


	11.  Examination of International Assistance requests
	Decision: 38 COM 11
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/11,
	2. Notes with concern the already low level of the International Assistance budget;
	3. Thanks the States Parties of Italy, India, Finland and the Republic of Korea for their generous contribution which made possible the approval of several International Assistance requests since 2010;
	4. Strongly appeals to all States Parties to contribute to the sub-account of the World Heritage Fund for International Assistance.


	12.  Presentation of the final accounts of the World Heritage Fund for 2012-2013, the interim financial statement and the state of implementation of the 2014-2015 budget
	UDecisionU: 38 COM 12
	1. Recalling its decision 35 COM 12B adopted at its 35th session to establish a Budget Working Group as a Standing Consultative Body of the Committee,
	2. UHaving examinedU Document WHC-14/38.COM/12,
	3. Takes note of the statement of accounts of the World Heritage Fund for the biennium 2012-2013 and the situation of the reserves and contributions as at 31 December 2013;
	4. Also takes note of the statement of accounts of the World Heritage Fund for the first three months of the biennium 2014-2015 and the situation of the contributions as at 31 March 2014 which indicates a shortfall of about US$ 3 million;
	5. Approves the new presentation related to the consolidated table of allotments and expenditures for activities financed by the three sources of funding, as shown at the end of Annex II of Document WHC-14/38.COM/12;
	6. Notes with concern the impact of the budget reduction of the UNESCO regular budget on programme activities, and appreciates the continuing efforts undertaken to manage and mitigate the challenges brought about by this situation;
	7. Recalls with deep concern the current financial situation of the World Heritage Fund which has hampered its ability to provide for activities related to the Convention, including conservation and management of properties which are a top priority, a...
	8. Notes that the World Heritage Fund will not increase significantly in future due to the universality of the Convention, as well as the provisions of the Convention that determine the statutory funding of the World Heritage Fund, while at the same t...
	9. Considers that without additional contributions being made to the World Heritage Fund, financial resources will not be sufficient to provide for statutory processes, and also notes that there have already been significant cuts to key Convention pro...
	10. Recalls that the payment of compulsory and voluntary assessed contributions is, as per the Article 16 of the World Heritage Convention, an obligation incumbent on States Parties having ratified the Convention;
	11. Thanks the States Parties, that have already made their contributions and strongly calls upon the other States Parties, that have not yet paid the totality of their assessed contributions, including voluntary assessed contributions in accordance w...
	12. Also recognizes that States Parties have an obligation to fulfil the objectives of the Convention and have a responsibility to provide sufficient funding for statutory processes and International Assistance;
	13. Strongly encourages the States Parties to contribute to the sub-account for International Assistance and make voluntary contributions by choosing among the options described in Resolution 19 GA 8 as follows:
	14. Expresses its concern at the worsened staffing situation of the World Heritage Centre – as expressed in Decision 37 COM 15.I, staffing is not sufficient to implement the statutory activities required by the Convention – and further notes that the ...
	15. Also strongly encourages States Parties to contribute to the sub-account for “enhancing the human capacities of the World Heritage Centre”;
	16. Requests the World Heritage Centre to report annually to the Committee on the amounts of supplementary voluntary contributions received as well as the contributors of such voluntary contributions;
	17. Decides to approve the budget adjustment requested by ICOMOS in the amount of US$ 126,908;
	18. Also decides to approve the creation of a new budget line for Advisory Missions under the World Heritage Fund (2.0 “Advisory Missions” under “Action 2: Identification, management and promotion of World Heritage”) to be used to the benefit of State...
	19. Further decides to re-allocate an amount of US$ 80,000 from the Reactive and Reinforced Monitoring Missions Budget to be reflected under the item Advisory Missions;
	20. Recalling that the rules of the International Assistance mechanism allow funding to be granted for Advisory Missions or other relevant provision of advice, both for preparatory assistance and state of conservation matters, further encourages State...
	21. Decides furthermore to request the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to prepare a document and to submit it to the Committee for the examination of the role, nature and funding of Advisory Missions, within the framework of the revision...
	22. Further recognizes the necessity to urgently achieve the sustainability of the World Heritage Fund and calls on the Secretariat and the Advisory Bodies to propose, in consultation with States Parties, to the Committee for consideration at its 39th...
	23. Notes with appreciation the supplementary costs absorbed by the Qatari Authorities as host of the 38th session of the World Heritage Committee in addition to those listed in the Statement of Requirements;
	24. Finally requests the World Heritage Centre to report on the implementation of this Decision at its 39th session in 2015.


	13.  Other Business
	Decision: 38 COM 13
	1. Having examined documents WHC-14/38.COM/8B, WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B1, WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B2, WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B3 and WHC-14/38.COM/INF.8B4.Rev;
	2. Appreciative of the high level of expertise and work carried out by Advisory Bodies to meet World Heritage Committee’s expanding needs;
	3. Realising that the growing number of nominations and inscriptions to the World Heritage List has increased not only the workload but also the financial burdens faced by Advisory Bodies;
	4. Conscious of the ample need by a significant number of States Parties for technical assistance and support in the preparation of nominations as well as during the inscription process;
	5. Taking into account the present state of the evaluation and consultation process between the Advisory Bodies and States Parties;
	6. Taking also into account the factual errors in evaluations by the Advisory Bodies as was observed during the 38th session of the World Heritage Committee (Doha, 2014);
	7. Underlines that a consistent application of the Operational Guidelines and the Convention is essential;
	8. Calls upon the Advisory Bodies to consult and have a dialogue with all concerned States Parties during the course of the evaluation of nominations, in order to enhance overall transparency and to optimise future decision-making by the World Heritag...
	9. Also establishes an ad-hoc working group composed of, in principle, two members from each regional group, at the invitation of Germany, that would meet inter-sessionally to examine the issues related to working methods of the evaluation and decisio...


	14.  Election of the Chairperson, Vice-Chairpersons and Rapporteur of the 39th session of the World Heritage Committee (2015)
	Decision: 38 COM 14
	1. Recalling its Decision 37 COM 17, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013), which elected its Bureau whose mandate will be until the end of its 38th session (Doha, 2014),
	2. Decides to elect, in accordance with Rule 13.1 of the Rules of Procedure of the Committee, its Bureau with the following composition:
	a) Professor Maria BÖHMER (Germany) as Chairperson of the World Heritage Committee, whose mandate will begin at the end of the 38th session of the Committee (Doha, 2014) until the end of the 39th session of the Committee (2015),
	b) Senegal,
	c) Ms Naya Khairallah (Lebanon) as the Rapporteur of the World Heritage Committee whose mandates will begin at the end of the 38th session of the Committee (Doha, 2014) until the end of the 39th session of the Committee (2015);

	3. Also decides that the Bureau of the 40th session of the World Heritage Committee (2016) will be elected at the end of the 39th session of the World Heritage Committee (2015) in accordance with Rule 13.1 of the Rules of Procedure of the World Herita...


	15.  Provisional Agenda of the 39th session of the World Heritage Committee (2015)
	Decision: 38 COM 15
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/15,
	2.  Decides that its 39th session will take place in Bonn, Germany, from 28 June to 8 July 2015;
	3.  Requests the World Heritage Centre to consult with the incoming Chairperson regarding the Provisional Agenda and a detailed timetable;
	4.  Adopts the Provisional Agenda for the 39th session of the World Heritage Committee in 2015 as contained in Document WHC-14/38.COM/15 and as amended.
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	CLIMATE CHANGE AND WORLD HERITAGE PROPERTIES 
	STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT
	GENERAL DECISION ON THE STATE OF CONSERVATION OF WORLD HERITAGE PROPERTIES 
	Draft Decision:  32 COM 7B.148  
	1. Having examined Documents WHC-09/33.COM/7B and WHC-09/33.COM/7B.Add, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.129, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Acknowledging the increasing number of state of conservation reports and that reviewing these is a key tool for ensuring the effective conservation of  World Heritage properties, 
	4. Noting the results of the analytical document on trends provided with Circular Letter CL/WHC-09/03 and the in-depth discussion that took place at the 32nd session of the World Heritage Committee;
	5. Requests the World Heritage Centre to prepare, after consultation with the Chairperson of the World Heritage Committee, an analytical summary of the state of conservation of World Heritage properties over 5 years for discussion at the 34th session of the World Heritage Committee in 2010;
	6. Recognizes the efforts on the inclusion of illustrative material in the Working Documents on state of conservation and encourages States Parties to provide the World Heritage Centre, whenever possible, with verified electronic illustrative material which could be included in the web-pages of the World Heritage Centre;
	7. Takes note of the process being followed to consult States Parties to ensure the accuracy of the state of conservation reports during their preparation, as presented in the introduction of Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, and also requests the World Heritage Centre to maintain such consultation with States Parties; 
	8. Also takes note of the petition on the Role of Black Carbon in endangering World Heritage properties and urges States Parties having properties in high latitudes and altitudes to take effective measures to identify the sources of and control the generation of black carbon in and around such properties.



	II. REPORTS ON THE STATE OF CONSERVATION OF PROPERTIES INSCRIBED ON THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST 
	NATURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	1. Dja Wildlife Reserve (Cameroun) (N 407)
	2. Taï National Park (Côte d’Ivoire) (N 195)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.2
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.6, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Welcomes the progress made by the State Party in addressing threats and management issues in the property, in particular; efforts to involve local communities in the management of  the property and the development of income- generating activities within the property as well as the development of a regular ecological monitoring plan to monitor the values and integrity of the property ;
	4. Notes with satisfaction the results of the 2008 bio-monitoring which indicate that the recovery of several wildlife species has started;
	5. Encourages the State Party to continue its efforts to establish a sustainable funding strategy for the property and calls upon the international community to continue its support for the management of the property; 
	6. Urges the State Party to continue efforts to combat commercial in cooperation with the local communities as well as to implement the other recommendations of the 2006 monitoring mission; 
	7. Requests the State Party, in cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN to review the opportunity to develop an extension to the property in accordance with the Operational Guidelines to reflect the recent extension of the Tai national park;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2012, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress in curbing poaching and other threats to the property, and outcomes of ecological monitoring, and progress in establishing sustainable financing for the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2012;

	3. Mount Kenya (Kenya) (N 800)
	4. Djoudj National Bird Sanctuary (Senegal) (N 25)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.4
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.7, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the on-going efforts of the State Party to restore the functioning of the wetlands to support birdlife, to improve the overall management of the property and to involve local communities in the management of  the property
	4. Also notes the importance of specific monitoring on the state of conservation of the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property; and requests the State Party to take account of this in its monitoring programme of birds and other wildlife, including the trends in key species, as well as the status of key threats; 
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the status of the Outstanding Universal Value and the conditions of integrity of the property, in particular on the trends in resident and migratory bird populations, the hydrology of the property, as well as on progress in the implementation of the Action Plan, including the on-going ecological restoration and monitoring activities. 


	5. Vredefort Dome (South Africa) (N 1162)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.5
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.5, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Takes note of the report of the State Party, and both the progress noted and its assessment of the significant challenges facing the property, notably in relation protection and effective management of its values, governance and the relationship with private landowners, and wider  threats from illegal development and water pollution; 
	4. Regrets that extensive illegal developments have taken place and have had a negative impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	5. Urges the State Party to establish effective legal protection of the World Heritage property, as a matter or urgency, including protection of key vulnerable geological localities within the property and their landscape setting, proclamation of the status of the property and to provide adequate resources to implement this legislation effectively; 
	6. Takes note of the wish of the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN monitoring mission to the property to assess the extent of the impact of developments on the values of the property and how this may be remedied ; and invites the mission team to also advise, jointly with the stakeholders, on the development of an action plan to ensure that the property’s effective protection and management can be rapidly put in place ;  
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the steps taken to implement the recommendations of the 2008 World Heritage Centre/IUCN mission and the further concerns raised above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the possible inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 


	6. Cape Floral Region Protected Areas (South Africa) (N 1007 rev)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.6
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.8, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Welcomes the efforts of the State Party to improve connectivity amongst the different components of the property, as well as its intention to prepare an extension for the property;
	4. Notes the reported progress towards the establishment of an overall management board for the property as well as efforts to increase financial resources for the control of invasive species and address the impacts of wildfires in the property; 
	5. Encourages the State Party to further continue and enhance its programmes for fire management, control of invasive species, mitigation of climate change impacts; 
	6. Urges the State Party to ensure appropriate funding for these and other management activities in the property; 
	7. Requests the State Party, to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on progress made in fire management, control of invasive species, mitigation of climate change impacts as well as the institutional, financial and staffing provision for the conservation of the property. 


	7. Rwenzori Mountains National Park (Uganda) (N 684)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.7
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.9, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes with satisfaction the progress made by the State Party in addressing threats and management issues in the property;
	4. Encourages the State Party to continue its efforts to establish a sustainable financing strategy for the property and calls on the international donor community to continue its support for the management of the property;
	5. Urges the State Party to take the necessary steps to ensure all licences for mining within the property are eliminated, and that no further mining licenses are issued in relation to the property, in line with the international policy statement of the International Council of Minerals and Metals (ICMM) of not undertaking these activities in World Heritage properties;
	6. Welcomes the development of an ecological monitoring plan to monitor the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property and requests the State Party to submit a copy to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010, together with copies of any more specific monitoring reports that have been completed on the values of the property as referred to in the State Party report;
	7. Invites the State Party to exchange experience with other States Parties and experts, including experts of the IUCN’s World Commission on Protected Areas (WCPA), working on mountain World Heritage conservation and climate change, to explore appropriate and practical adaptation and mitigation strategies for maintaining the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property in the long term; 
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2012, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including confirmation of the permanent elimination of mining concessions, progress on a detailed ecological monitoring report, and on the provision of adequate funding for the management of the property and the other issues noted above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 36th session in 2012. 


	8. Selous Game Reserve (United Republic of Tanzania) (N 199)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.8
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.3, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes the conclusion of the World Heritage Centre / IUCN monitoring mission that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property appears to be intact but that pressures on the property are again increasing; 
	4. Expresses its utmost concern about the on-going mineral exploration within the property, as well as planned oil exploration activities and potential dam projects inside the property;
	5. Regrets that the State Party did not follow the procedure outlined in Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines and urges the State Party to inform the World Heritage Centre of all planned activities within and in the vicinity of the property which could impact its Outstanding Universal Value, including dam and mining projects, and provide an Environmental Impact Assessment before taking a decision on these projects;
	6. Reiterates its position that mineral exploration, mining, oil exploration and exploitation are incompatible with the World Heritage status, in line with the international policy statement of the International Council of Minerals and Metals (ICMM) of not undertaking these activities in World Heritage properties; and considers that any decision to go forward with the oil exploration inside the property would constitute a clear case for inscribing Selous Game Reserve on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	7. Recalls that any request of change of boundaries of the property should be submitted to the World Heritage Committee, in accordance with paragraphs 163-165 of the Operational Guidelines;
	8. Also urges the State Party to implement as soon as possible the recommendations of the 2007 and 2008 missions, in particular:
	a) Reinforce the capacity of the management authority, the Wildlife Division, to manage the property, in particular by increasing its human and financial resources and by reinstating the Revenue Retention Scheme, 
	b) Strengthen the implementation of the General management plan (GMP) and ensure regular and independent evaluations of its implementation, 
	c) Develop a detailed Tourism Strategy for the property, in line with the recommendations and principles outlined in the GMP, with a clear vision for both consumptive and non-consumptive tourism, 
	d) Further optimize the wildlife management in and around the property, by:
	(i) Developing a transparent system for allocating hunting blocks, 
	(ii) Establishing hunting quotas in a transparent way based on improved scientific and technical information systems, 
	(iii) Improving ecological monitoring systems, including the development of integrated databases that capture and analyse existing information from trophy reports provided by hunting companies, ranger patrol reports, anti-poaching reports and aerial surveys. Such systems would fill information gaps and provide a better basis for wildlife management, 
	(iv) Reinforce efforts to further develop community based wildlife management around the Property and draw upon lessons learned from other Afrcan countries who have succesfully developed community managed wildlife areas, 
	(v) Enhance the capacity to carry-out anti-poaching activities; 


	9. Recommends that the property should be managed within the context of the larger Selous ecosystem and that the State Party considers strategic extensions to the property and designation of a formal buffer zone; 
	10. Notes with concern the reported significant declines of several species during the 2006 aerial survey of the Selous ecosystem and also recommends that a new survey is undertaken in 2010, involving technical support from the international conservation community and in particular the IUCN Species Survival Commission; 
	11. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, to further develop the draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity, based on the proposal developed by the 2008 monitoring mission, for examination by the Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	12. Invites the State Party to organize a workshop with the participation of the World Heritage Centre, IUCN and other stakeholders, to discuss the implementation of the above mentioned recommendations. The State Party may wish to request international assistance from the World Heritage Fund to organize this meeting; 
	13. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, including information on the status of the mining exploration, planned oil exploration and the Kidunda and Stiegler’s Gorge dam and on progress in the implementation of the recommendations of the 2007 and 2008 monitoring missions, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34 session in 2010. 


	9. Ngorongoro Conservation Area (United Republic of Tanzania) (N 39)
	10. Serengeti National Park (United Republic of Tanzania) (N 156)


	ARAB STATES
	11. Banc d'Arguin National Park (Mauritania) (N 506)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.11
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.6, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the State Party’s efforts to manage sustainably the marine resources of the property; and establish its fund to ensure sustainable financing for the property;
	4. Also notes the significant international support of FIBA and international partners and welcomes the partnerships being developed on remote sensing;
	5. Urges the State Party to complete the «Plan d’Intervention en cas d’Ecoulement d’hydrocarbures et de substance chimiques dangereuses » (POLMAR) and to provide a copy to the World Heritage Centre, as soon as possible and preferably before  1 February 2010;
	6. Further notes with concern that threats from ongoing low rainfall, which are contributing to a decline in terrestrial habitat and wildlife; and encourages the State Party to assess adaptation measures to respond to climate change;
	7. Also encourages the State Party to continue and enhance its efforts against poaching and wood harvesting that have degraded the terrestrial portion of the property, and to establish a thorough terrestrial monitoring programme to include wildlife populations, vegetation cover, and threats to the property;
	8. Requests the State Party to further its efforts to designate a ’particularly sensitive sea area’ (PSSA) in and near the property, in recognition of risks from the international West African shipping lane; 
	9. Also requests the State Party to provide three printed and electronic copies of the new management plan to the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in addressing the threats to the terrestrial portion of the property and in implementing the previous decisions.  



	ASIA-PACIFIC
	12. The Sundarbans (Bangladesh) (N 798)
	13. Kaziranga National Park (India) (N 337)
	14. Keoladeo National Park (India) (N 340)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.14
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.13, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Regrets that the prescribed water supply measures have not yet been completed and urges the State Party to ensure that the infrastructure requirements necessary to ensure the needs of the property for water supply are completed in 2009;
	4. Reiterates its request for the State Party to conduct a detailed study of the trends in the biodiversity values of the property including time series data;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including on the establishment of adequate water supplies, a detailed ecological monitoring report, and the other issues above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the possible inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 

	15. Tropical Rainforest Heritage of Sumatra (Indonesia) (N 1167)
	16. Gunung Mulu National Park (Malaysia) (N 1013)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.16
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 26 COM 21B.15, adopted at its 26th session (Budapest, 2002), 
	3. Takes note of the reports of on-going conflict of land rights within and adjacent to the property which, if not urgently resolved, could threaten the effectiveness in managing the property and impact its integrity; 
	4. Requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on the above allegations concerning unresolved claims of traditional land use as well as on ways in which the State Party and the management authority of the property have been engaging with community leaders to effectively resolve conflicts surrounding land rights and benefit sharing from tourism;
	5. Also requests the State Party, in line with the provisions under paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines,  to provide information on development of dams in the region surrounding the property and to carry out an assessment of potential impact on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property;
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a progress report on the above issues, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	17. Sagarmatha National Park (Nepal) (N 120)
	18. Tubbataha Reef Marine Park (Philippines) (N 653)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.18 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision31 COM 7B.20, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes the efforts of theState Party in the management of the property and the strong commitment of NGOs to providing financial assistance, research and monitoring and capacity-building activities to support the property;
	4. Welcomes the inter-agency cooperation at the Provincial and National levels to support the property and encourages these stakeholders to continue this work particularly towards improving enforcement and halting illegal fishing activities, assessing relevance of designation of Particularly Sensitive Sea Area (PSSA) for the region surrounding the property, and ensuring sustainable financing;
	5. Regrets that illegal fishing continues to affect the property, and urges the State Party to continue to seek ways to increase compliance, particularly among fishermen from Roxas;
	6. Requests the State Party to put in place a programme of ecological monitoring of the property, particularly the effect of climatic events on sea surface temperature and coral bleaching, storm frequency and other factors that could be related to climate change;
	7. Also requests the State Party to develop a tourism strategy in collaboration with stakeholders and fishing community to ensure that increased tourism does not impact the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including progress in reducing illegal fishing activities, provision of adequate funding for the management of the property and the other issues noted above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	19. East Rennell (Solomon Islands) (N 854)
	20. Ha Long Bay (Viet Nam) (N 672 bis)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.20
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 26 COM 21B.10, adopted at its 26th session (Budapest, 2002), 
	3. Notes the progress made by the State Party in the management of the property, including the banning of jet-skis and the cancellation of the tourism project on Lam Bo; 
	4. Takes note of the need to continue to protect the values of Lam Bo from tourism development, and to ensure that revised plans for eco tourism activities are not implemented unless supported by a thorough and objective environmental assessment; 
	5. Recommends that the future of the Cua Van cultural centre be carefully assessed, and a plan developed to ensure its sustainable operation in an appropriate location, including consideration to the relocation of the Cua Van Cultural Centre to a less sensitive location in the buffer zone of the property; 
	6. Expresses its strong concern that the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property remain under pressure due to tourism, fishing and other activities within its boundaries, and from major economic development projects and landfill activities in the areas surrounding the property; 
	7. Requests the State Party to ensure that no development having a significant direct or indirect impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property take place, and to:
	a) Strictly enforce the protective legislation for the property, and to ensure all developments that could impact on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property are subject to rigorous Environment Impact Assessment to internationally accepted standards of best practice which consider the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property 
	b) Further reinforce the Ha Long Bay Management Board and in particular to enhance its capacity through additional staff and financial resources in relation to:
	(i) the monitoring of impacts on the property, 
	(ii) the regulation of use, 
	(iii) the regulation of threats from outside the property including development and landfill projects, waste, fisheries, and the management of visitors; 


	8. Recommends that the State Party carries out a management effectiveness assessment for the property, considering the model provided by the UNESCO/IUCN/UNF Enhancing Our Heritage methodology, and to also put in place a three year programme to implement the outcomes of this assessment; 
	9. Also recommends that the State Party consider requesting International Assistance to support the assessment and enhancement of the management effectiveness of the property; 
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the steps taken to implement the recommendations set out above, and especially to provide information on the landfill and other major developments taking place outside the boundaries of the property, and the assessments that have been made on their impacts, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 




	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	21. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.21 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.27, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Also recalling that the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property have been repeatedly and significantly impacted by the development of ski facilities and extension of tourism zones, to the extent that the property may be considered for inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger,
	4. Notes that the State Party has resubmitted a proposed extension for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 
	5. Considers that continued ski development is a critical threat to the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property;
	6. Strongly urges the State Party to ensure that no further development of ski facilities or extension of the tourism zones takes place within the property, and to ensure all necessary steps to provide for rigorous enforcement of protection and planning requirements within Pirin National Park, and in relation to developments that could affect it located outside its boundaries; 
	7. Requests IUCN, in carrying out its evaluation of the proposed extension of the property, to also consider the state of conservation of the existing property, and to review and advise whether the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property, as currently inscribed on the World Heritage List, have been negatively affected by the recent development; 
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property, with particular reference to its effective protection from inappropriate development and human use within and beyond its boundaries, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the possible inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

	22. Waterton Glacier International Peace Park (Canada / United States of America) (N 354 rev)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.22 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 29 COM 11A, adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005) on the Periodic Report for North America in which it noted continued excellent cooperation between the States Parties of Canada and the United States of America, 
	3. Notes the concerns of the State Party of the United States of America regarding the threat to the property from current and planned development and mining activities within the Elk and Flathead Valleys;
	4. Also notes the high level of public concern regarding the protection of the property from threats from both mining and climate change; 
	5. Urges the State Party of Canada not to permit any development or other resource extraction in the upper Flathead River basin until adequate baseline and comparative research has been completed and considered jointly with the State Party of the United States of America;
	6. Requests the State Party of Canada to work closely and in consultation with the State Party of the United States of America to take all necessary steps to assess and prevent threats from mining exploration or other activities located outside its boundaries on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property, and in particular to assure the continued quantity and quality of water supplies; 
	7. Also requests the two States Parties to collaborate on the monitoring of climate change and the development of adaptive management strategies to maximise the resilience of the property to climate change, considering the protection of the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property;
	8. Further requests the States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a joint report on the environmental impact assessments for mining proposals, progress in developing climate change adaptation strategies for the management of the property, taking into account the broader ecosystem, together with a state of conservation report, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	23. Ilulissat Icefjord (Denmark) (N 1149)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.23
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.28, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes the improved legal protection through the Executive Order of 15 June 2007 and the completion of the management plan 2009-2014 in 2008 and requests the national, regional and local authorities to ensure their implementation;
	4. Requests the State Party to collaborate with other States Parties whose World Heritage properties contain glaciers to monitor the impacts on those properties of global climate change, and to develop adaptive management strategies to ensure the long-term protection of the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the properties in response to climate and other environmental change. 


	24. Belovezhskaya Pushcha / Białowieża Forest (Belarus / Poland) (N 33-627)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.24
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.20, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the report of the 2008 joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission, and notes with concern that an area of 82,371 ha within the property in Belarus has not been managed in a way compatible with its Outstanding Universal Value and integrity; 
	4. Also notes that there are a number of threats to the property including fragmentation of resulting from fencing of the border and vehicular trails and impacts of invasive red oak, and overgrazing of flora by deer and bison ; 
	5. Welcomes the expressed intent on behalf of both States Parties to jointly prepare a re-nomination for the transboundary property in accordance with Paragraph 166 of the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Requests the States Parties to implement the recommendations of the reactive monitoring mission, and to: 
	a) Develop a joint management framework for the property to define common overall conservation vision and objectives, joint management activities (such as monitoring, research, communications, including strategies to address those issues raised by the World Heritage Committee), and a work plan, 
	b) Develop and implement an integrated management strategy for the whole forest complex and within which the property is located, ensuring connectivity with neighbouring, related ecosystem components, 
	c) Ensure the participation of National Park Management in landscape level Management Processes to ensure the maintenance of the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property,
	d) Reduce, though a clear time-bound plan, the total length of the network of forest roads and trails and encourage cooperation between the Polish and Belarusian components of the property to achieve this, 
	e) Restore natural processes in drained marshes and bogs such as encouraging the role of resident beavers as well as human-based support by direct management activities, 
	f) Facilitate trans-boundary movement of wildlife, particularly large ungulates, across the fence separating both sides of the property to support the establishment of property-wide populations of various ungulate species, 



	25. Laurisilva of Madeira (Portugal) (N 934) 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.25 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Acknowledges the detailed report and environmental impact assessment (EIA) according to international standards provided by the State Party on the cable car project of three stations at the World Heritage property of which one station is located within the inscribed property;
	3. Notes with concern that the EIA did not directly consider the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property as a key consideration in its evaluation of the project;
	4. Requests that the State Party carry out a rapid assessment of the possible impacts of the project on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property, and to take these fully into account at each implementation phase of the project; 
	5. Also notes the information on improving the interpretation, education facilities and visitor information at the property, including an interpretation centre to be created in line with the decision adopted at its 23rd session (Marrakesh 1999);
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, an updated report on the completion of the cable car project, the rapid assessment on impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property, as well as the implementation of the interpretation centre and the monitoring system for the property, for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN. 


	26. Danube Delta (Romania) (N 588) 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.26
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.21, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party of the Republic of Moldova did not provide a report as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th and 32nd sessions;
	4. Welcomes the progress made with exchange of information and cooperation between the States Parties of Romania and Ukraine concerning the Danube Delta ecosystem; 
	5. Encourages the harmonization and coordination of all European Union projects in the River Basin of the Danube and requests that this be taken into account in the revision and update of the management plan for the World Heritage property as well as considerations of any impacts on its Outstanding Universal Value and integrity; 
	6. Notes the recommendations of the 2008 Ramsar mission to the Danube Delta region and the relevance of the recommendations of this mission to the maintenance of the integrity and protection of the property, and also requests the States Parties to collaborate as recommended by the Ramsar Secretariat;
	7. Also notes that the State Party of Romania has already implemented recommendations and agreed actions of the Odessa Conference of 2006, and encourages the States Parties of Romania and Ukraine to invite the authorities of the Republic of Moldova to participate in this cooperation;
	8. Further notes that the State Party of Romania adopted Rules for navigation in the Danube Delta and Guidelines on architecture and building activities in the Danube Delta and also regrets that a tourism master plan has not been submitted as requested;
	9. Further requests the State Party of Romania to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, an update report on the state of conservation of the property, including a report on the status and impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property of the relevant development projects affecting the Delta and especially those related to dredging and navigation, a copy of the River Basin management plan for the Danube Delta and the tourism plan for the property, for review by IUCN and the World Heritage Centre.


	27. Golden Mountains of Altai (Russian Federation) (N 768 rev)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.27 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.22, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the progress reported in the state of conservation report submitted by the State Party in enhancing the management of the property and in responding to the recommendations of the 2007 World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission;
	4. Notes with concern that the proposed Altai gas pipeline remains a threat to the property and requests unequivocal confirmation on the decision to abandon the development of this project or any variant of it that could imply crossing the property;
	5. Urges the State Party to take effective measures to stop the illegal hunting and other illegal actitivities, whether or not linked to tourism development, which are affecting or could potentially affect the values and integrity of the property;
	6. Requests the State Party to provide clarification on exisiting or proposed plans for tourism development in the Ukok Quiet Zone National Park that could lead to the construction of a highway via the Ukok plateau;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010 a report on the state of conservation in order to clarify the issues noted above, as well as on further progress achieved in implementing the recommendations of the 2007 World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission. 


	28. Lake Baikal (Russian Federation) (N 754)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.28
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.24, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Welcomes the measures taken by the State Party to strengthen the management of the property, to confirm the operating budget and to reduce locally-generated pollution in Lake Baikal, and in particular, to finalise the closed water system within the Baikalsk pulp and paper mill; 
	4. Notes with concern that measures to halt illegal constructions on the shores still appear to be ineffective, that ongoing problems of local pollution in the Baikal inshore water area persist and that the contents of heavy metals in the water of the Selenga River and its delta exceed the maximum allowed concentrations; 
	5. Requests the State Party to further enhance its efforts in relation to the conservation of the property, including the following actions:
	a) Clarify the effectiveness and strengthen, if necessary, the legal provisions relevant to the protection of the property, including on the draft resolution ‘On amendment of the list of categories of activities prohibited in central ecological zone of the Baikal natural territory’, 
	b) Rapidly establish enhanced town-planning and land-use regulations to prevent illegal development in the property, and increase its control over such development,
	c) Develop and implement a comprehensive tourism strategy for the property, 
	d) Enhance the regulation and monitoring of pollution in Lake Baikal; 

	6. Also requests the State Party to provide detailed information on the proposal to lower the water level of the lake and its possible impact on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the Word Heritage Centre by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property addressing the points above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 


	29. Western Caucasus (Russian Federation) (N 900)
	30. Natural System of "Wrangel Island" Reserve (Russian Federation) (N 1023)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.30
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.26, adopted at its 32d session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes that the State Party has prepared and submitted a management plan for the property, as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004); and encourages the State Party to ensure its implementation to strengthen the integrity, protection and management of the property;
	4. Requests the State Party to confirm to the World Heritage Centre that the necessary ministerial approval and adequate finance are in place for the implementation of the management plan, including in relation to infrastructure, increased security and inspection officers and an effective monitoring system, considering climate change impacts on the property;
	5. Also encourages the State Party to further develop and implement an effective plan for public use within the property;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2012, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including a report on the status of its ecosystems and including an assessment of the impacts of climate change, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 36th session in 2012.


	31. Virgin Komi Forests (Russian Federation) (N 719)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.31 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 22 COM VII.27, adopted at its 22nd session (Kyoto, 1998), 
	3. Expresses its serious concern that a decision to create an enclave for mining activities within the Yugyd Va National Park component of the Virgin Komi Forests appears to have been taken, and considers that such a development could threaten the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property;
	4. Regrets that the State Party did not comply with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines and has not informed the World Heritage Centre of any intention to authorize activities which may affect the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property;
	5. Requests the State Party to make a clear and unequivocal commitment to eliminate any mining concessions and enclaves granted within the boundaries of the property as inscribed on the World Heritage List;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including the confirmation of the removal of any permissions or plans to locate extractive industries within the boundaries of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.  


	32. Gough and Inaccessible Islands (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (N 740)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.32 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 28 COM 14B.17 and 32 COM 7B.27 adopted at its 28th (Suzhou, 2004) and 32nd (Quebec City, 2008) sessions respectively, 
	3. Notes the ongoing research efforts taking place at the property;
	4. Notes with concern the threats to the property by invasive species and the decline in conservation status of Northern Rockhopper Penguins, Tristan Albatross and Gough Bunting;
	5. Requests the State Party to ensure continuous programmes of eradication of Sagina for at least the next three years, and to eradicate mice within five years; and urges the State Party to make sufficient funds available for the rapid implementation of projects for the eradication of the introduced species;
	6. Also requests the State Party to support research to identify the causes of bird population declines and identify conservation measures to reverse these declines; including an assessment of possible management interventions to address seabird population declines caused by long line fishing; 
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2012, an updated report on the status of the eradication programme and an assessment of the status of and threats to the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property, for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN. 




	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	33. Belize Barrier Reef System (Belize) (N 764) 
	34. Los Katios National Park (Colombia) (N 1083)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.36 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.34, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes with extreme concern the existing and potential threats to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property as described in the state of conservation report submitted by the State Party; 
	4. Takes note that the State Party has requested inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger in order to encourage national and international assistance and support required to address the threats affecting this property; 
	5. Decides to inscribe Los Katios National Park (Colombia) on the List of World Heritage in Danger.
	6. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity, and a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	7. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess the threats facing the property, to advise the State Party regarding the points noted in Paragraph 6 above and to identify the necessary corrective measures and the timeframe for their implementation; 
	8. Invites the international community to make their utmost efforts to support the State Party to effectively address the existing and potential threats to this property;
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property and progress in effectively addressing the threats to the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010; 

	35. Talamanca Range-La Amistad Reserves / La Amistad National Park (Costa Rica / Panama) (N 205 Bis)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.35  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.35, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the State Party’s report on the setting out of proposed follow-up actions relating to the World Heritage Committee’s previous decisions, and urges it to implement these actions, namely:
	a) Ensure that tenure and permitted lands uses for all lands within the property boundaries are clarified and communicated to relevant stakeholders, 
	b) Formulate and implement the strategy for long term funding of park rangers, 
	c) Strengthen the National Commission for the Management of La Amistad International Park and expand its scope of responsibilities, including ensuring participation of civil society, 
	d) Establish with greater detail, the status of various extractive industry and other infrastructure development proposals potentially affecting the property to inform decision-making regarding the conservation of the property, 
	e) Redirect current monitoring initiatives so that information pertaining to indicators of the property’s Outstanding Universal value can be better tracked, 
	f) Monitor land use changes within the property to identify and deal with incursions, 
	g) Provide information on the detailed analysis of all development proposals within the property and the procedure for addressing the threat to the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property;

	4. Notes with concern that the state of conservation report for the State Party of Panama lacks sufficient detail to be considered as a full response to issues raised in decision 32 COM 7B.35;
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party of Panama to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report containing full technical details, on the progress made in regards to the identification and implementation of mitigation measures in relation to the need to maintain the migratory corridors of the Changuinola and Bonyic rivers for the affected aquatic species for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	6. Also reiterates its request to the States Parties to develop jointly, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity, to be submitted to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	7. Requests the States Parties of Costa Rica and Panama to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a joint report, describing in detail progress made on the items set out in the World Heritage Committee decision 32 COM 7B.35, and, for the State Party of Costa Rica, on items 3.a) to 3.g) above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	36. Alejandro de Humboldt National Park (Cuba) (N 839 rev)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.36
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.36, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the progress achieved by the State Party in enhancing the management of the property, including the support for effective management capacity for the property; 
	4. Also welcomes the support provided by the GEF, WWF Canada and other international NGOs towards management activities and programmes that are under implementation in the context of the new management plan for 2009-2013;  
	5. Notes with concern that the State Party has not confirmed its commitment to close down the mining concessions granted within the boundaries of the property, or those in its periphery that could affect the property, as specifically requested by the World Heritage Committee in Decision 32 COM 7B.36, and the continued existence of which represents a potential danger to the property, as per Paragraph 180 of the Operational Guidelines; these activities, if undertaken, would lead to the loss of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to make a clear and unequivocal commitment to eliminate the mining concessions granted within the boundaries of the property or those in its periphery that could seriously and irreversibly affect its Outstanding Universal Value and integrity if activated; 
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the specific actions undertaken regarding the issues above mentioned.  


	37. Río Plátano Biosphere Reserve (Honduras) (N 196)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.37
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.38, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party has not provided a state of conservation report for the property, as requested in Decision 32 COM 7B.38; 
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on further progress achieved on the implementation of the recommendations made by the 2006 monitoring mission, including a response to the report on illegal logging by Global Witness, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.



	38. Coiba National Park and its Special Zone of Marine Protection (Panama) (N 1138 rev)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.38
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 29 COM 8B.13, adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005), 
	3. Notes that the State Party has recently adopted the Coiba National Park management plan, as recommended in Decision 29 COM 8B.13; 
	4. Urges the State Party to finalize the management plan for the Special Zone of Marine Protection portion of the property and to ensure its effective implementation, and reminds the State Party of the recommendation made by IUCN in its evaluation of the nomination, whereby commercial fisheries need careful management, and that a clear fisheries monitoring system be implemented;
	5. Notes with concern the continued and growing presence of cattle on the property, which are the source of increasing damage to its Outstanding Universal Value, and strongly urges the State Party to ensure its complete removal as a priority matter; 
	6. Also notes with concern the growing potential for coastal development on the shores opposite the property, and requests the State Party to develop and implement a coastal zone development and conservation policy with the purpose of ensuring that cumulative development impacts to the property’s Outstanding Universal value and its integrity are foreseen and effectively averted; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including on progress made on removing cattle from the property, on finalizing and implementing a management plan for the Special Zone of Marine Protection and establishing a formal policy on development and conservation of the coastal zone opposite the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	39. Pitons Management Area (St Lucia) (N 1161)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.39
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.40, adopted at its 32nd (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Takes note of the activities reported in the State Party’s report on the state of conservation of the property but also notes that this does not address many of the key points of Decision 32 COM 7B.40, nor include detailed baseline information on current land use within the property and a description of the development application and review process as previously requested by the World Heritage Committee; 
	4. Expresses its serious concern that the State Party has not complied with all the requests expressed by the World Heritage Committee in Decision 32 COM 7B.40, and that:
	a) The Integrated Development Plan (IDP) for the property was approved without further reflection on the level of development foreseen, and that this may lead to a level of development that is incompatible with the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property,
	b) The moratorium on approval of developments within the property has been lifted without such an assessment of the IDP and without clear legal systems of planning advice being in place,
	c) A significant development has taken place that does not conform to the requirements of the IDP, and which is acknowledged to have damaged the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 

	5. Regrets that a range of critical issues are in evidence that pose a threat to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and that a number of threats to its integrity exist in relation to the protection, planning and management of the property, and the apparent reconsideration of the boundaries of the property; 
	6. Requests the State Party to urgently re-establish and maintain a moratorium on development decisions within or affecting the property, to allow a reconsideration by the State Party of the level of development foreseen in the IDP and for effective systems for protection and management of the property to be put in place, and to complete the previously requested baseline assessment of land use in the property;  
	7. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess its current and Desired state of conservation and the effectiveness of its protection, planning and management, including from development within and outside its boundaries; 
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the steps taken to respond to the concerns listed above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. 





	MIXED PROPERTIES
	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	40. Pyrénées – Mont Perdu (France / Spain) (C/N 773 bis)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.40 
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.42, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the actions taken by the State Party of France in relation to the increased support for agropastoralism but regrets the lack of strategy and clear links to conservation of the cultural landscape features;
	4. Requests the two States Parties to establish, on a joint and mutually agreed basis, a management and monitoring body for the property, including national natural and cultural focal points for World Heritage;
	5. Also regrets that the State Party of France considers the Gavarnie Festival within the inscribed property should continue, despite the consideration by the World Heritage Committee that it represents an ascertained danger to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, as defined by Paragraph 180 of the Operational Guidelines; 
	6. Strongly urges the State Party of France to take the necessary steps to relocate the Festival in line with its previous commitments and past decisions of the World Heritage Committee; as well as to close the upper section of the Troumouse road;
	7. Also requests both States Parties in cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to organize a transboundary workshop to draft a joint vision and management planning structure for the property as a whole, and to consider the finalization of the interim management plan for the property, as discussed during the July 2007 reactive monitoring mission to the property;
	8. Finally requests the States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a joint report on progress in addressing the above recommendations and including the relocation of the Gavarnie Festival, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011, when, in the absence of substantial progress the World Heritage Committee may consider to start the process for the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger

	41. Ibiza, Biodiversity and Culture (Spain) (C/N 417 rev)


	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	42. Historic Sanctuary of Machu Picchu (Peru) (C/N 274)


	CULTURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	43. Rock-Hewn Churches, Lalibela (Ethiopia) (C 18)
	44. Lamu Old Town (Kenya) (C 1055)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.44
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.48, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the progress made with the finalisation of the management plan, the extension of the buffer zone, the development of infrastructure projects and the identification of possible donors;
	4. Also notes that the oil and gas exploration has ceased and that the current plans for the second national port are unlikely to impinge adversely on the property; but nevertheless stresses the need for National Museums of Kenya (NMK) to be involved in the whole planning process for the proposed port; 
	5. Requests the State Party to provide three printed and electronic copies of the management plan which is due to be completed shortly, together with an action plan, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	6. Also requests that the proposal to extend the buffer zone to cover the Ras-Kitau-Manda skyline be submitted to the World Heritage Committee for approval; 
	7. Urges the State Party to continue with its exploration of a wider extension of the buffer zone to cover the Lamu peninsula and the wider water catchment area supported by the Donor Conference;
	8. Requests that the proposals for major developments at Fort Lamu and the Lamu seafront be submitted to the World Heritage Centre in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines; 
	9. Expresses its continuing concern at pressures on the property from informal settlements and projects in the buffer zone;  
	10. Urges the State Party, in collaboration with the relevant ministries, to support the NMK and the Lamu County Council to put in place strong planning mechanisms and protection measures in order to provide a robust structure and ensure the protection of the property; 
	11. Further requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS / ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to the property in 2010 to assess the state of conservation and in particular, the potential threat to the Shella sand dunes and other parts of the buffer zone, and also the overall sustainable development of the property; 
	12. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2011 a progress report on the implementation of the above for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 

	45. Timbuktu (Mali) (C 119 rev)
	46. Island of Mozambique (Mozambique) (C 599)
	47. Island of Saint-Louis (Senegal) (C 956 bis)
	48. Island of Gorée (Senegal) (C 26)
	49. Richtersveld Cultural and Botanical Landscape (Republic of South Africa) (C 1265)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.49 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.52, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes with satisfaction that the State Party has confirmed that prospecting/mining activities are not allowed within the property and its buffer zone, in line with the “No-go” commitment of the International Council for Minerals and Metals (ICMM) in World Heritage properties (2003); 
	4. Also notes the actions implemented by the State Party to address the specific prospecting permit at the property and urges the State Party to expedite the process for the final cancellation of this permit as soon as possible and inform the World Heritage Centre; 
	5. Takes note of the results of the 2009 joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission, endorses its recommendations and requests the State Party to implement them, particularly in respect to presenting the property and addressing potential threats derived from overgrazing, desertification and plant poaching; 
	6. Welcomes the State Party’s decision not to reduce the buffer zone and invites the State Party to probe the possibility of a potential extension into the Richtersveld National Park to strengthen the sustainability of the Outstanding Universal Value of the cultural landscape, in line with Decision 31 COM 8B.20, paragraph 4a, at the time of inscription; 
	7. Encourages the State Party to carry out an assessment of the impact of mining activities in areas close to the buffer zone on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property and to identify measures to comprehensively address them; 
	8. Requests the State Party to provide three printed and electronic copies of the revised management plan, including measures to address Paragraph 7 above, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies; 
	9. Also requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations.


	50. Robben Island (Republic of South Africa) (C 916)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.50 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.53, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the continued progress by the State Party on the implementation of the Integrated Conservation management plan, specifically in relation to physical conservation and preventive conservation work, ongoing improvements in interpretation and visitor management, and better cooperation with the Department of Public Works ;
	4. Encourages the State Party to continue working on stabilizing and reorganizing the institutional/managerial aspects of the property including the creation of a statutory authority under the World Heritage Convention Act with a permanent Chief Executive Officer ;
	5. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property, in 2010/2011, to assess the effectiveness of the management plan and structure in conserving the Outstanding Universal Value of the property ;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit, by 1 February 2012, a detailed progress report on management/institutional aspects of the property as well as ongoing conservation, maintenance, interpretation, and visitor management. 




	ARAB STATES
	51. Tipasa (Algeria) (C 193) 
	At its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), the World Heritage Committee requested the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2009, a report on the progress made with the completion and implementation of the “Protection and valorization plan” (PPMVSA), a map clearly displaying the delimitation of all components of this serial property, and its buffer zone, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009; and (as soon as possible and prior to carrying out the work), the detailed design of the proposed port development showing its impact on the property. The State Party report was received on 30 January 2009.
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.51 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.56, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on progress made with the completion and implementation of the “Protection and Valorisation Plan for the archaeological site of Tipasa and its zone of protection”;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, prior to carrying out the work, the detailed design and plans of the proposed port development, together with an assessment of its impact on the property; 
	5. Also requests that the State Party submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a progress report on the implementation of the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	52. Kasbah of Algiers (Algeria) (C 565)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.52
	1. Having examined document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2.  Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.59, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Takes note of the information provided by the State Party on the activities carried out in view of the conservation of the Kasbah of Algiers, and regarding the carrying out of emergency work, as outlined in the first phase of the implementation of the Permanent Safeguarding Plan;
	4. Also takes note of the concerted activities undertaken in order that the Algiers metro work does not affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	5. Congratulates the State Party for all the measures undertaken and encourages the pursuit of its efforts to conserve and rehabilitate the property; 
	6. Requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Committee informed on a regular basis of the progress achieved regarding the metro project;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit before 1 February 2010, a cadastral plan on the biggest scale available, showing the boundary of the property;
	8.  Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, before 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the state of conservtion of the property, regarding the implementation of the Safeguarding Plan and rehabilitation activities, for examination by the Committee at its 35th session in 2011.



	53. Qal’at al-Bahrain – Ancient Harbour and Capital of Dilmun (Bahrain) (C 1192)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.53
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 31 COM 7B.60 and 32 COM 8B.54, adopted at its 31st (Christchurch, 2007) and 32nd (Quebec City, 2008) sessions respectively,
	3. Notes with satisfaction the progress achieved by the State Party in the implementation of a series of important measures aiming at conserving and protecting the property;
	4. Requests the State Party to provide, by 1 February 2011, three printed and electronic copies of the final integrated management and conservation plan, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies. 


	54. Ancient Thebes with its Necropolis (Egypt) (C 87) 
	55. Historic Cairo (Egypt) (C 89) 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.55 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision  32 COM 7B.58, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the State Party’s commitment to obtain a modification of the design of the Cairo Financial Centre so as to mitigate its impact on the urban landscape of the Citadel;
	4. Takes note of the steps taken by the State Party for the preparation of a Management and Conservation plan for the property and welcomes its decision to involve the World Heritage Centre in this process, in consultation with the Advisory Bodies;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property and a progress report on modifications to the Cairo Financial Centre and on the elaboration of the management plan, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	56. Um er-Rasas (Kastrom Mefa’a) (Jordan) (C 1093)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.56  
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.59, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes with appreciation the State Party’s continuing efforts to improve the state of conservation of the property; 
	4. Expresses its concern that the road building described in the State Party’s report may have been carried out in spite of the objections raised by the World Heritage Centre-ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission of March 2008, and requests the State Party to provide detailed information including maps and photographs to the World Heritage Centre on the completed road system;  
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to provide to the World Heritage Centre a technical document including detailed documentation for all initiatives described in its state of conservation reports for 2008 and 2009; 
	6. Also requests the State Party to provide a progress report on the technical studies serving as a basis for the restoration project of the Stylite tower;
	7. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to report on the progress in developing the management plan (including a comprehensive conservation plan and an archaeological research policy) for the site, as requested by the World Heritage Committee, and to urgently develop a financial system which will support annual operations, a possible revision of the boundaries of the inscribed property and its buffer zone, and timeframe for the implementation of short and long term corrective measures already identified;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on its progress in implementing the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	57. Tyr (Lebanon) (C 299)
	58. Archaeological Site of Cyrene (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) (C 190)
	59. Ancient Ksour of Ouadane, Chinguetti, Tichitt and Oualata (Mauritania) (C 750)
	60. Ksar of Ait-Ben-Haddou (Morocco) (C 444)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.60
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.65, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes the continuing efforts of the State Party to improve the state of conservation of the property; 
	4. Also notes with satisfaction the completion of the management plan in 2007, and initial efforts to implement it; 
	5. Reiterates its concern that no progress has been made in establishing a satisfactory overall management structure and in putting in place sustainable funding arrangements for conservation and management of the property;
	6. Urges the State Party to undertake the following:
	a) Put in place a fully resourced management structure to co-ordinate the planning process for the property, take responsibility for the decision-making and implementation,
	b) Integrate the draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value for the property into the management plan; 

	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2011an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, and on the progress achieved in implementing the measures identified above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	61. Bahla Fort (Oman) (C 433)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.61
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.62, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not yet finalise and adopt the management plan taking into account the recommendations of the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies and did not establish the necessary legal and administrative frameworks for its implementation;
	4. Notes that the State Party has provided a revised detailed project proposal for the restoration of the Souq and the concerns expressed by ICOMOS on the overall approach of the project, and requests the State Party not to commence the work until a further revised proposal has been agreed;
	5. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess the overall state of conservation of the property, in particular the activities in the Qasaba area and the Souq, and their effects on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, the adopted management plan in three printed and electronic copies and a detailed progress report on its implementation, the legal framework and administrative structure, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	62. Aflaj Irrigation Systems of Oman (Oman) (C 1207)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.62 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 31COM 7B.68, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Acknowledges the details of the legal protection now in place for all aspects of the property;
	4. Notes the considerable progress that has been made in putting in place a well-researched framework for the development of the management plan, in promoting wider understanding of the value and attributes of the property, in involving local communities and their expertise in working towards sustainable management, and in supporting the restoration of Aflaj channels and their associated buildings;
	5. Also notes that the management plan is due for completion in the near future;
	6. Requests the State Party to provide three printed and electronic copies of the completed management plan to the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies.


	63. Ancient City of Damascus (Syrian Arab Republic) (C 20) 
	2. At its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), the World Heritage Committee, while welcoming the cancellation of the development foreseen on King Faisal street, requested to be informed of any revised plans and of details of any other major projects. It also requested that all infrastructure work should include an archaeological impact assessment and salvage excavations. It further highlighted the  need to apply traditional approaches to conservation, restoration, repair and maintenance of building fabric, in order to maintain the authenticity of the property. The World Heritage Committee regretted the construction of the new cultural centre on Medhat Pasha Street, urging the State Party to  transmit all available information on the project. 
	3. It reiterated its invitation to the State Party to consider extending the boundaries of the property, in order to include associated historical neighbourhoods and further requested the State Party to complete its work on defining a buffer zone. 
	4. Finally, regarding the development of a management plan, the World Heritage Committee requested the State Party to ensure co-ordination of all actions undertaken, bringing together the various planning mechanisms and international co-operation programmes, and to grant the authority, resources and status to the bodies responsible for the Ancient City of Damascus. 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.63 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.63, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Requests to be informed in detail of any future proposals to re-design or re-shape the King Faisal street area;
	4. Regrets that the requested information on the new cultural centre on Medhat Pasha Street was not provided and reiterates its request to receive it as soon as possible for review;
	5. Takes note of the progress made in protecting the historical neighbourhoods of the Ancient city and in defining a buffer zone and also reiterates its request to the State Party to complete the establishment of the buffer zone to be submitted for approval by the World Heritage Committee;  
	6. Also notes the numerous conservation and rehabilitation projects on-going in the property, however, while acknowledging the need for infrastructure improvement and the importance of upgrading  buildings for the quality of life of the local community, also requests the State Party to ensure that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property be respected and its authenticity and integrity maintained, through employing traditional approaches to conservation, restoration, repair and maintenance of building fabric;
	7. Further requests the State Party to ensure proper archaeological studies and salvage excavation prior to undertaking infrastructure work and to present the archaeological remains discovered in an appropriate setting;
	8. Urges the State Party to ensure coordination of all actions undertaken in the property and to develop a comprehensive management plan;
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a progress report on the above recommendations and on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.




	ASIA-PACIFIC
	64. The Ruins of the Buddhist Vihara at Paharpur (Bangladesh) (C 322) 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.64
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.64, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Takes note of the information provided by the State Party on the steps taken in the past year and the readiness for cooperation of its authorities;
	4. Regrets that issues of drainage, management and conservation of the property have not been adequately addressed by the State Party despite International Assistance;
	5. Urges the State Party, as a matter of priority, to address the recommendations made by the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission carried out in February-March 2009, in particular to: 
	a) Draft in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies a Statement of Outstanding Universal Value of the property including condition of authenticity and integrity;
	b) Elaborate in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies a comprehensive management plan which includes conservation policies and provisions for a buffer zone;
	c) Refrain from carrying out any major conservation works until the management plan has been developed and adopted and to ensure in the meantime that all necessary maintenance works are carried out in line with the recommendations made by the 2009 reactive monitoring mission;
	d) Ensure that the necessary professional staff are recruited to fill the vacant posts in the Department of Archaeology, including additional guards at the property;
	e) Remove the incompatible light fittings installed within the courtyard of the monastery once additional guards have been deployed at the property;  
	f) Build the capacity of the staff of the Department of Archaeology in heritage management and conservation, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies; 
	6. Invites the State Party to request International Assistance to implement the recommendations contained in paragraph 5 above; 
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the progress achieved in the implementation of the recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 


	65. Temple of Preah Vihear (Cambodia) (C 1224 rev)
	66. Old Town of Lijiang (China) (C 811) 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.66
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.67, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes the continued efforts made by the State Party to improve management of the property, and its timely response to the requests made by the World Heritage Committee; 
	4. Requests the State Party to: 
	a) Complete as a matter of urgency the comprehensive Conservation Master Plan,
	b) Consider a re-submission of a request for minor modification to the buffer zones and the possibility of an extension to the boundaries of the property in order to protect the property and the area between its three components,
	c) Continue to strengthen the capacity of the World Cultural Heritage Management Bureau to implement and coordinate more effectively these planning initiatives; 

	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including information on the progress made in implementing the actions mentioned above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	67. Historic Centre of Macao (China) (C 1110)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.67
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.68, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Welcomes the measures taken by the State Party of China to mitigate possible negative impacts of development projects on the visual integrity of the property by reducing height limits for construction in sensitive areas surrounding the Guia Hill and the Monte Fortress; 
	4. Notes with concern, however, the apparent inadequacy of the current management system, with its buffer zone and legal provisions, to protect effectively the very important visual and functional linkages between the inscribed monuments and the wider urban land and seascape of Macao; 
	5. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, including the above-mentioned linkages;
	6. Also requests the State Party to develop the appropriate legal and planning tools to protect these linkages, including a comprehensive urban plan that seeks to protect the heritage significance of what is left of the historic urban landscape that contributes to the setting and views of the property;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, an updated report on the progress made in implementing the measures mentioned above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	68. Historic Ensemble of the Potala Palace, Lhasa (China) (C 707 ter)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.68
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.77, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),  
	3. Notes the efforts made by the State Party to revise and extend the boundaries of the proposed buffer zones;
	4. Acknowledges progress with the Urban Development Plan for Lhasa and with elaboration of conservation plans for the three areas of the property and requests that the State Party ensures that they are:
	a) Coherent and complementary,
	b) Include conservation policies for the traditional buildings within the protected sectors and other parts of the property,
	c) Based on an assessment of the foreseeable socio-economic impacts of the conservation policies on the local communities and include proposed mitigation measures, and
	d) Implemented through an institutional coordination body; 

	5. Also requests the State Party to submit the drafts of the above-mentioned Plans to the World Heritage Centre, before their finalisation and enactment by the competent authorities, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies; 
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	69. World Heritage properties in Beijing (China)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.69
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.78, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Expresses its appreciation for the organization of the International Seminar on Conservation of Painted Surfaces on Wooden Structures in East Asia (29 October – 2 November 2008), carried out in order to improve knowledge on the restoration of polychromy within East Asia, as well as to strengthen the theoretical framework for conservation decision-making, notably in relation to the authenticity of World Heritage properties; 
	4. Notes the special efforts of the State Party to strengthen conservation of the World Heritage properties in Beijing, including the development of conservation plans for the World Heritage properties of the Temple of Heaven and the Summer Palace in Beijing, and the Imperial Palaces of the Ming and Qing Dynasties;
	5. Requests the State Party to provide three printed and electronic copies of each of the three Conservation Master Plans to the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies. 


	70. Champaner-Pavagadh Archaeological Park (India) (C 1101)
	71. Group of Monuments at Hampi (India) (C 241)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.71
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.70, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes the substantial work undertaken at the property by the Hampi World Heritage Area Management Authority (HWHAMA), notably the identification of the new proposed boundaries of the property and its buffer zone as part of the new integrated management plan (IMP);
	4. Requests the State Party to: 
	a) Draft, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, an updated Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, and submit it to the World Heritage Centre, for examination by the World Heritage Committee, 
	b) Consider officially submitting a request for the extension of the boundaries of the property and its buffer zone according to the procedures indicated in the paragraphs 163-164 of the Operational Guidelines and 
	c) Adopt and implement the IMP and incorporate fully its recommendations in the Master Plan, notably through the development and official adoption of detailed building regulations applicable for each category of zones within the new proposed boundaries of the property and its buffer zone, as well as the related urban design guidelines; 

	5. Offers its condolences for the death of eight persons and its sympathy for some twenty injured due to the collapse of the Anegundi Bridge during construction,
	6. Encourages the State Party to demolish the remaining pillars of the collapsed bridge (taking into account security concerns and negative visual impacts) and to consider a new, more appropriate location for a vehicular bridge outside the current and possible future boundaries of the property; 
	7. Expresses its concern over illegal constructions and other developments, such as social housing projects, within the extended boundaries which are being considered for the possible extension of the property, particularly in Virupapura Gada Island and Hampi Villages, which appear to have a negative impact on the integrity of the landscape;
	8. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010 a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value; the adopted IMP and a report on the progress made in the implementation of the recommendations contained in paragraphs 4 and 6 above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	72. Sangiran Early Man Site (Indonesia) (C 593)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.72
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.71, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Expresses its satisfaction regarding the progress made by the State Party in implementing some recommendations of the 2008 joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission;
	4. Urges the State Party to give full consideration to implementing the remaining recommendations of the 2008 mission, in particular:
	a) Ensuring the authority of the site manager to control development through appropriate land-use regulations, 
	b) Setting up of archaeological and socio-cultural impact procedures for development, and
	c) Involving the residents as key stakeholders of the property; 

	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a progress report on the above issues, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	73. Prambanan Temple Compounds (Indonesia) (C 642)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.73
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.83, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),  


	74. Borobudur Temple Compounds (Indonesia) (C 592)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.74
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.84, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),  
	3. Notes the State Party’s efforts in revising the legal and institutional framework for the protection and management of the property and its surrounding area, and encourages it to continue the development of the new Presidential Decree and updated Master Plan; 
	4. Requests the State Party to:
	a) Update the draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies, to include conditions of integrity and authenticity of the property and the protection and management requirements necessary to maintain the Outstanding Universal Value; 
	b) Develop in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies a management plan, based on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and integrating, visitor management and community development;

	5. Also requests the State Party to:
	a) Discontinue the practices that appear to have a negative impact on the stone of the Borodbudur temple,
	b) Continue monitoring, research and testing activities, to find a substitute for the epoxy resin;

	6. Also encourages the State Party to apply for International Assistance to develop a pilot project in order to formulate a protocol for the long-term conservation of the stone;
	7. Further requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies informed of progress made in the implementation of paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 above.


	75. Meidan Emam, Esfahan (Islamic Republic of Iran) (C 115)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.75
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.72, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008);  
	3. Acknowledges the steps taken by the State Party to implement the decisions of the World Heritage Committee in particular with regard to the proposed extension of the property to include the Historical Axis of Esfahan;
	4. Regrets that no further progress has been made in the reduction of the height of the Jahan-Nama building despite the repeated assurance provided by the State Party in the past years, and urges the authorities to complete its reduction by the proposed two floors as soon as possible; 
	5. Also urges the authorities to carry out the Environmental Impact Assessment of the metro line project as a matter of priority and to submit the findings to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies in advance of the project moving forward; 
	6. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property, to advise on the issue of the metro line once the Environmental Impact Assessment has been completed; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010 a report on the progress made in reducing the height of the Jahan-Nama Commercial complex tower and in the proposed metro line project, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	76. Historic Monuments of Ancient Nara (Japan) (C 870)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.76
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.73 adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Notes that plans are being developed for a groundwater monitoring system and risk mitigation plans to protect the buried cultural properties from possible fluctuation of groundwater levels, and further requests the State Party to submit as soon as possible a concrete timetable for their completion to the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	4. Further notes that the proposed design for temporary structures to be set up on the Heijo Palace site for the 1300th Anniversary Commemorative Events in 2010 would not have a negative impact on the buried cultural objects and the visual integrity of the landscape and requests that a date for their removal be established;
	5. Recalling that any reconstruction project within the property would have to be based only on complete and detailed documentation and to no extent on conjecture, and on all provisions for authenticity and integrity as outlined in the Operational Guidelines, and appropriately interpreted,
	6. Also requests the State Party, in case it wished to proceed with the proposed reconstruction of certain structures within the Nara Palace site, to submit to the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies a full justification of the rationale for the reconstruction, including the detailed evidence on which it is based;
	7. Further requests the State Party to clarify how the new administrative and institutional framework for the management of the Nara Palace site “National Government Park” impacts on the overall management system for the entire inscribed serial property, i.e. in which ways the conservation policies at each of the eight sites forming the listed property are harmonised and coordinated so as to ensure that Outstanding Universal Value of the World Heritage property is maintained and presented;
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report including information on the points above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 


	77. Town of Luang Prabang (Lao People’s Democratic Republic) (C 479 rev) 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.77
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.74, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Recognizing the commitment of the State Party to improve the state of conservation of the property, including the measures to develop a revised Urban Plan that will include a buffer zone and priority zones for development, and the efforts undertaken to improve institutional and technical capacity of the Heritage House thus enabling a more efficient implementation of the conservation plan for the property (PSMV),
	4. Also recognizing the State Party’s assurances regarding the Chompeth new town, primary school and Fine Arts College, and the lighter pedestrian bridge, but also noting with concern that the State Party proposes to go ahead with the extension and realignment of the airport runway, 
	5. Encourages the State Party to continue its efforts, with assistance from the World Heritage Centre, the Advisory Bodies and the international partners, in order to implement all the remaining recommendations made by the November 2007 mission and especially to ensure the strict and timely application of the Luang Prabang conservation plan (PSMV) and prepare an updated inventory and maps of the property, indicating the changes since the inscription;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, at the latest by 1 February 2011, the revised Urban Plan, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the steps taken to implement the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	78. Melaka and George Town, Historic Cities of the Straits of Malacca (Malaysia) (C 1223)
	79. Lumbini, the Birthplace of the Lord Buddha (Nepal) (C 666 rev)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.79
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.75, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the efforts and commitment of the State Party for the safeguarding of this property;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to draft, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, an updated Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, and submit it to the World Heritage Centre as soon as possible, for examination by the World Heritage Committee; 
	5. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to continue its work on the development of the integrated management plan (IMP), based on the draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, and avoid carrying out any development project within the property and the adjacent areas identified as having potential archaeological significance, pending completion of the IMP; 
	6. Calls upon the international community to provide technical and financial support to assist the State Party in the development of the IMP and in particular in identifying and implementing the appropriate conservation measures for the archaeological remains contained within the Maya Devi Temple; 
	7. Requests the State Party to submit detailed information to the World Heritage Centre on any proposed developments in the vicinity of the property which might have an impact on its Outstanding Universal Value, and particularly on the proposed ring road surrounding Lumbini, in line with the provisions of Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines; 
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011 a report on the progress made on the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 


	80. Historical Monuments of Thatta (Pakistan) (C 143)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.80
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.85, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes the ongoing conservation work undertaken by the State Party including the documentation of monuments and tombs, repair work and the installation of interpretive signs and boards; 
	4. Requests the State Party to provide three printed and electronic copies of the Master Plan, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	5. Also requests the State Party to continue progress in the implementation of the following: 
	a) Overall monitoring programme, 
	b) Management plan,
	c) Condition report for all monuments and tombs,
	d) Prioritized emergency intervention plan, and 
	e) Identification of the boundaries of the property and its buffer zone;

	6. Further requests the State Party to make progress with the soil investigations and stabilization of the tomb of Jam Nizamuddin, in the light of comments received from the Advisory Bodies and the World Heritage Centre; 
	7. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit a report to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2011 on the progress in implementing the recommendations of the 2006 mission, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 


	81. Archaeological Ruins at Moenjodaro (Pakistan) (C 138)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.81
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.86, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),  
	3. Notes that a comprehensive Master Plan has been prepared, that a Medium Term Action Plan is being implemented and that work is in progress to identify the actual extent of the archaeological area of Moenjodaro;
	4. Requests the State Party, however, to clarify if the Master Plan has been updated since January 2006; and whether the updated Medium Term Action Plan referred to above integrates the World Heritage Committee’s previous request to revise the Action Plan according to the recommendations of the 2006 mission;
	5. Encourages the State Party to convene the Technical Consultative Committee for Moenjodaro as soon as possible, to review the on-going activities and the contents of the Master Plan;
	6. Also requests the State Party to:
	a) Continue its work to redefine the boundaries of the property and its buffer zone,
	b) Develop an archaeological research strategy, including non-invasive methods of investigation, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, and refrain from undertaking any major archaeological interventions until this strategy is in place,
	c) Ensure that adequate protection measures are in place to prevent encroachments within the areas of potential archaeological interest, which may be subject to a future extension of the property,
	d) Submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the progress made in the implementation of the above mentioned recommendations, and associated documentation, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.



	82. Old Town of Galle and its Fortifications (Sri Lanka) (C 451)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.82
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.77, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Notes the efforts of the State Party in the conservation and restoration of the property and sewage system and progress made in implementing the recommendations of the 2008 mission concerning the removal of constructions of the cricket stadium; 
	4. Also notes the intention of the State Party to downscale the port development project, 
	5. Urges the State Party to carry out an Environmental Impact Assessment of the proposed port development project as a matter of priority and to submit the findings to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies in advance of the project moving forward;
	6. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property in 2009, to advise on the issue of the port development once the Environmental Impact Assessment has been completed; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre as soon as possible additional details regarding the demolition programme for the Galle international cricket ground including clarification on which building has been demolished, which buildings are planned to be demolished, what the new proposed building referred to in the State Party report comprises and the schedule for completion of these works; 
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010 for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session, a detailed report including:
	a) Revised boundaries of the property and buffer zone to reflect the recent underwater archaeological discoveries made in the bay to the east of the Old Town, 
	b) Finalised comprehensive conservation and management plan, and 
	c) Detailed report on the progress made concerning the above mentioned recommendations. 



	83. Parthian Fortresses of Nisa (Turkmenistan) (C 1242)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.83
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 31 COM 8B.30 and 32 COM 7B.78, adopted at its 31st (Christchurch, 2007) and 32nd (Quebec City, 2008) sessions respectively, 
	3. Notes the summary management plan submitted by the State Party and progress that has been made by the State Party on the implementation of the management plan, including interpretation and visitor management; 
	4. Requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies informed on the design and location of the proposed new site museum and visitor facilities; 
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a progress report on the implementation and revision of the management plan, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	84. Samarkand – Crossroads of Cultures (Uzbekistan) (C 603 rev)
	85. Complex of Hué Monuments (Vietnam) (C 678)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.85
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.76, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),  
	3. Notes the progress made by the State Party in dealing with illegal buildings, preparing an inventory of heritage properties, starting the development of a management plan and carrying out mitigating measures at the Minh Mang and Khai Dinh Tombs to reduce the impact of the new highway;
	4. Notes, however, that no significant progress appears to have been made in developing a Statement of Outstanding Universal Value that includes consideration for the geomantic elements associated with the inscribed monuments, and in redefining accordingly the boundaries of the property and its buffer zone; 
	5. Encourages the State Party to consider, in due time, renominating the property and, in preparation for this, ensure that the management plan under preparation covers the areas being considered for the extension of the property and is based on a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value for the property that includes consideration for the geomantic elements associated with the inscribed monuments as well as the conditions of integrity and authenticity;
	6. Requests the State Party to ensure that the management plan is integrated in the larger regulatory framework being developed for the city of Hue (Master Plan);
	7. Urges the State Party to complete the works needed to minimize the negative impact of noise and visual pollution on the Minh Mang and Khai Dinh tombs;
	8. Reiterates its request to the State Party to consider refraining from carrying out major infrastructure projects within the areas being considered for the extension of the property, as recommended by the 2006 mission, until an appropriate regulatory framework is approved, including the management plan for the property ;
	9. Notes press reports concerning ongoing international projects for the conservation of the World Heritage property and recommends to the State Party to ensure that all works are carefully coordinated within the framework of the management plan under elaboration;
	10. Invites the State Party to request International Assistance to implement the recommendations of paragraph 5 above; 
	11. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a progress report on the implementation of the recommendations above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.




	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	86. Butrint (Albania) (C 570 bis)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.86 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.75, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Acknowledges considerable progress made with the development of Management and conservation plans and putting in place adequate resources;
	4. Expresses its concern that adequate measures are yet to be taken to control the illegal construction in the Ksamili village;
	5. Urges the State Party to fully implement the 2007 mission recommendations and in particular, in parallel with the finalisation of the management plan, the establishment of a planning system for controlling development around the property that acknowledges the Outstanding Universal Value; 
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2011 a report on progress made concerning the issues above and the implementation of the recommendations of the 2007 World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission.

	87. Historic Centres of Berat and Gjirokastra (Albania) (C 569bis)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.87
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 8B.56, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Urges the State Party to fully comply with the requests of the World Heritage Committee;
	4. Acknowledges progress made with the development of an inventory of planning violations;
	5. Expresses its concern that violations are continuing to occur in a prominent part of the buffer zone in Berat opposite the castle gates, as well as in Old Bazaar area of Gjirokastra; 
	6. Also urges the State Party to put in place an agreed action plan and timescale to address these violations and to stop further violations;
	7. Requests the State Party to put in place more detailed and appropriate monitoring indicators related to the attributes that carry the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	8. Also acknowledges some progress in planning better provision of water hydrants, to enhance fire protection, but expresses concern at the lack of an overall agreed fire response plan for the property and encourages the State Party to address this issue as a matter of urgency;
	9. Expresses its great concern, in view of the ambitious targets for the tourism industry, that there is a lack of an overall tourism development plan that would aim to reconcile the benefits and disbenefits of tourism for local communities within the framework of the management plan and also requests the State Party to address this issue;
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a progress report on the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	88. Historic Centre of the City of Salzburg (Austria) (C 784)  
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.88
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.81, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the State Party’s timely submission of the draft management plan requested by the World Heritage Committee;
	4. Also notes the recommendations made by the January 2009 joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission;
	5. Calls upon the State Party to ensure that Environmental Impact Assessments are carried out for all large-scale development projects even if located outside the buffer zone, with particular reference to the potential impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;  
	6. Also calls upon the State Party to carry out an Environmental and Cultural Impact Assessment for the hydroelectric power station to be submitted to the World Heritage Centre;
	7. Requests the State Party to take steps towards implementing the mission’s recommendations, particularly by ensuring clear mechanisms for a co-ordinated and integrated approach among all decision-making entities; 
	8. Also requests the State Party to revise the draft management plan taking into account the recommendations of the joint mission and elaborating on enhanced coordination mechanisms;   
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property, and its efforts to strengthen and re-orient the management plan, for review by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	89. Historic Centre of Vienna (Austria) (C 1033)
	At its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), the World Heritage Committee urged the State Party to halt the construction of the 100m high building of the Vienna Central Train Station project, the height of which would protrude above the trees on one side of the Belvedere Palace Park,  and further, to carry out, in collaboration with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, a comprehensive visual impact assessment of the entire project, fully sensitive to impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property. 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.89 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.82, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes with appreciation the reduction in planned height of the tallest of the structures planned for the Vienna Central Train Station project from 100m to 88m;
	4. Regrets that the State Party did not provide the requested comprehensive visual impact assessment of the entire project, and that there was no visual impact assessment used as a basis for determining the appropriate height for the planned building;
	5. Strongly urges the State Party to carry out the comprehensive visual impact assessment of the entire project, as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 32nd session;
	6. Requests the State Party to halt any building permission for this project until the visual assessment has been reviewed by ICOMOS so that the project would not have any negative impact on the Outstanding Universal Value, authenticity and integrity of the property; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property including the visual impact assessment requested above for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. 


	90. Palace and Gardens of Schönbrunn (Austria) (C 786)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.90 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.83, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes that the State Party maintained the moratorium on construction of the project;  
	4. Expresses its continuing concern that the project plans for the new Kometgründe-Meidling structure exceed the 60m height which the State Party had agreed to maintain in June 2006;
	5. Requests the State Party to ensure that construction of the Kometgründe-Meidling project remains halted until the World Heritage Committee has examined satisfactorily its potential impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value, authenticity and integrity of the property;
	6. Urges the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, as soon as possible, the visual impact studies requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 32nd session in order to review any potential adverse impacts of the proposed building of 73m on the Outstanding Universal Value, authenticity and integrity of the property;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, as soon as possible, detailed plansof the new hotel complex adjacent to the Technical Museum, as well as the high-rise construction plan of the city of Vienna, for review by ICOMOS; 
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010, a report on the issues above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 


	91. City of Graz – Historic Centre (Austria) (C 931)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.91
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.106, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007)
	3. Notes with appreciation the detailed description of projects and initiatives underway provided by the State Party in the state of conservation report; 
	4. Acknowledges the initiatives undertaken in the last years by the State Party (since the 2005-2006 debate about the appropriateness of the design of the Kastner and Ohler Department) to improve the quality of the planning process and the planning instruments available to protect the Outstanding Universal Value of the World Heritage property;
	5. Requests the State Party to examine the implementation of the recommendations made in this report to improve the transparency and effectiveness of the planning system to protect the Outstanding Universal Value, authenticity, and integrity of the property; 
	6. Also requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on the state of conservation of the property and on its efforts to implement the recommendations above mentioned.  


	92. Fertö / Neusiedlersee Cultural Landscape (Austria/Hungary) (C 772 rev)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.92
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.107, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes with appreciation the States Parties’ joint efforts and activities and welcomes the fact that the controversial heart clinic project has been abandoned;
	4. Also notes the development of Construction Guidelines, however expresses its concern that these appear to be encouraging development that is larger in scale than the existing vernacular buildings and would allow development in inappropriate locations and may impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	5. Requests the State Party of Austria to re-assess the Construction Guidelines to ensure that they respect the form and scale of traditional buildings, do not encourage development on open land, and are based on zoning that reflects the attributes of this cultural landscape, and submit them to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies. 


	93. Architectural, Residential and Cultural Complex of the Radziwill Family at Nesvizh (Belarus) (C 1196)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.93
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 29 COM 8B.34, adopted at its 29th session (Durban, 2005),
	3. Regrets the significant amount of dismantling as well as the intention to rebuild the Eastern Gallery; 
	4. Requests the State Party to urgently clarify, for review by the Advisory Bodies:
	a) The methodology to be adopted in rebuilding the Eastern Gallery,
	b) The types of proprietary materials and technologies being used in the conservation work,
	c) The intended degree of conservation, restoration and reconstruction work in the adopted approach to the project,

	5. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property to review the work in progress, to consider the conservation approaches and to review the overall state of conservation of the property;
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including all above-mentioned clarifications, as well as the technical analysis of the stability of all structures of the Complex, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	94. Historic Centre of Brugge (Belgium) (C 996) 
	95. Old Bridge Area of the Old City of Mostar (Bosnia and Herzegovina) (C 946 rev)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.95
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.85, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Also recalling the results and recommendation of the reactive monitoring missions of 2006, 2007 and 2008, 
	4. Acknowledges the receipt of the report of the experts submitted with the State Party report, as well as the additional information received by the World Heritage Centre in April 2009 after the deadline established by the World Heritage Committee;
	5. Commends the State Party for the monitoring system that has been put in place to ensure the structural stability of the bridge;
	6. Requests the State Party to provide the detailed drawings to the World Heritage Centre and also requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to cooperate with the State Party to ensure that the best solution be found in the redesign of the Ruza Hotel; 
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a progress report on the state of conservation of the property including the status of the redesign, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. 


	96. Historic Centre of Prague (Czech Republic) (C 666)
	At its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008) the World Heritage Committee requested the State Party to improve the effectiveness of its existing planning, management and conservation measures in order to further reduce negative impact of high-rise construction in the property and its buffer zone, in line with the 2008 joint mission recommendations. The State Party submitted a state of conservation report on the Historic Centre of Prague on 28 January 2009, which addresses these issues:  
	a) Strengthening the authority of the National Heritage Institute to enable it to orient the main decisions affecting the integrity of the Historic Centre 
	b) Clarifying and integrating the rules presently in force to manage processes such as infill, reconstruction, rehabilitation and conservation in a unitary code to improve the ability of the responsible authorities to maintain the integrity of the original fabric of the city
	c) Urgently completing and approving the conservation plan for the Historic Centre in order to provide an effective zoning and planning tool for the conservation process in the Historic Centre 
	d) Completing the management plan of the property in 2008 as a comprehensive tool for the coordination of all the different regulatory and policy frameworks existing or foreseen for the Historic Centre, for eventual review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.96 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.86, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes the information provided and progress made by the State Party in the preparation of the new Land Use Plan and the management plans;
	4. Expresses its deep concern at the potential impacts of the Blanka Tunnel Complex on the property, on the lack of information so far provided and on the apparent lack of an impact assessment of this project on the attributes and value of the property, and requests the State Party to urgently provide full details of this project;
	5. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess the implications of the Blanka Tunnel Complex, the concerns over new traffic proposals, changes to Wenceslas Square, the possible creation of Prague's “Museum Mile and the issue of historic railway stations; 
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010, a detailed progress report on the above mentioned issues, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	97. Historic Centre of Cesky Krumlov (Czech Republic) (C 617)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.97
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.109, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),  
	3. Notes the efforts of the State Party to ensure the protection and management of the World Heritage property;
	4. Also notes that the dismantling the revolving amphitheatre is extended to 31 December 2009 and the deadline for rehabilitating the affected areas into the original condition is extended to 30 April 2010 and requests the State Party to submit the detailed project for the new theatre location and its exact position as well as an impact assessment; 
	5. Further notes with serious concern that the State Party plans to continue using the property for open-air theatre activities;
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party that in accordance with Paragraph 119 of the Operational Guidelines, the State Party should ensure that the sustainable use has no negative impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value, integrity and authenticity of the property; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, an up-dated report on progress made on the measures taken to address the above issues, for review by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.  


	98. Jelling Mounds, Runic Stones and Church (Denmark) (C 697)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.98
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Takes note of the results of the ICOMOS advisory mission to the property; 
	3. Requests the State Party to: 
	a) Urgently provide information on any conservation and development plan to address the issue of an environmental covering for the stones to the World Heritage Centre for review by ICOMOS, 
	b) Consider extending the buffer zone in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS;

	4. Also requests the State Party to submit a report on the steps taken to implement the advisory mission recommendations to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2011 for review by ICOMOS. 


	99. Historic Centre (Old Town) of Tallinn (Estonia) (C 822)
	The World Heritage Committee at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008) regretted that no progress had been made in developing a comprehensive management plan for the property and its buffer zone, and requested the State Party to submit the property’s Development Plan and ensure conformity between the two plans. The World Heritage Committee also asked the State Party to submit a progress report on the status of the proposed thematic plan “Framework for High-rise Buildings”, all for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger.
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.99
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.87, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes the quality and usefulness of the Development Plan for Old Tallinn in exploring future development and conservation scenarios to preserve the Old Town, developed by the State Party; 
	4. Strongly regrets that the State Party has not yet put into place an adequate management plan/system for the Tallin Old Town requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006), 31st (Christchurch, 2007) and 32nd (Quebec City, 2008) sessions respectively; 
	5. Suggests that the State Party invite, a technical advisory mission, if necessary, to assist local authorities in initiating work on the requested management plan / system;
	6. Also notes the progress made in implementing the thematic plan “Framework for high-rise buildings”, and the commendable progress made by the State Party in strengthening the conditions for conservation of the World Heritage; 
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a progress report on the state of conservation of the property and on the above issues, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011, 


	100. Prehistoric Sites and Decorated Caves of the Vézère Valley (France) (C 85)
	101. Bordeaux, Port of the Moon (France) (C 1256)
	102. Historical Monuments of Mtskheta (Georgia) (C 708) 
	The World Heritage Committee, at its 32nd session (Quebec City, July 2008), expressed its serious concern about the privatization processes of land situated in the vicinity of the property, and urged the State Party to immediately halt these before the boundary clarification and the preparation of a "Special Statement on protection of World Heritage properties in Georgia" are completed. The World Heritage Committee reiterated its request to give highest priority to development of an integrated management plan for the property, and invited the State Party to establish a Special State Commission on World Heritage. Expressing its serious concern about the state of conservation of the archaeological components of the property, the World Heritage Committee urged the State Party to develop a special programme on protection of all archaeological components and indicated that, in the absence of substantial progress, it would consider the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger.
	The State Party state of conservation report was received on 29 January 2009 and covered: 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.102 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.90, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Expresses its serious concern about the state of conservation of the different components of the property, and urges the State Party to provide necessary financial and administrative support and to give highest priority to the conservation and restoration works;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to finalize and approve an integrated management plan for the property;
	5. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to prepare the boundaries clarification document, and if relevant, the boundaries modification proposal;
	6. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS mission to the property in early 2010 to assess any progress made in implementing its decisions;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a progress report including all above mentioned documents, as well as the monitoring of the state of conservation of all components of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010, with a view to consider the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger.


	103. Bagrati Cathedral and Gelati Monastery (Georgia) (C 710) 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.103
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.91, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Reiterates its request to the State Party to urgently prepare, approve and submit to the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies the management plan of the Bagrati Cathedral and Gelati Monastery, including the boundaries clarification document clearly indicating its buffer zones;
	4. Requests the State Party to provide detailed and complete information concerning the monitoring of the state of conservation of property as well as the rehabilitation project and a progress report on works carried out;
	5. Invites the State Party to prepare relevant documentation in order to initiate an international donors conference designed to address major problems identified for all World Heritage properties in Georgia; 
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a progress report, including the complete and detailed documentation concerning the new reconstruction project for Bagrati Cathedral, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	104. Upper Middle Rhine Valley (Germany) (C 1066)
	105. Old Town of Regensburg with Stadtamhof (Germany) (C 1155)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.105
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.98, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes the detailed report submitted by the State Party;
	4. Welcomes the intitiative and progress made on setting up a Steering Committee for the World Heritage property and recalls the procedures stipulated by the Operational Guidelines in view of responsibilities, information flow and review requirements between the State Party, Advisory Bodies and the World Heritage Centre; 
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, an updated report on the planning process for a new bridge, including relevant impact assessments and on the experiences gained with the work of the Steering Committee, for review by ICOMOS. 


	106. Tokaj Wine Region Historic Cultural Landscape (Hungary) (C 1063)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.106
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.95, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Notes with satisfaction the thorough impact assessment carried out for the proposed straw burning power plant;
	4. Also notes that this assessment has produced a basis for dialogue on how the property might be developed in a sustainable way and how the Outstanding Universal Value and development might be reconciled;
	5. Urges the State Party, in view of the considerable potential visual, environmental and ecological impact of the proposed straw burning power plant on the property, to reconsider and significantly modify the design of the project and eliminate all traffic impacts on the cultural landscape values and integrity of the property; 
	6. Further notes that the drafting of a World Heritage Bill could considerably strengthen the legal environment for the preservation of World Heritage properties in Hungary;
	7. Recalls its Decision adopted at its 26th session (Budapest, 2002) to encourage collaboration with Slovakia concerning a transboundary extension;
	8. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a progress report on the negotiations over the possible development of the power plant, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	107. Budapest, including the Banks of the Danube, the Buda Castle Quarter and Andrassy Avenue (Hungary) (C 400 and 400 bis)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.107
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.94, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Notes the specific measures undertaken to re-examine demolition permits and promote a fund for rehabilitation, and urges the State Party to continue with its vigilance in preventing further losses and inappropriate development in the buffer zone of the property; 
	4. Welcomes the various strategic measures being planned, in particular the revision of the management plan, the establishment of a management body, the reassessment of the buffer zone, the assessment of the relationship between the property and the buffer zone, and the drafting of a national World Heritage Bill;  
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a progress report on the issues above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 


	108. Rock Drawings in Valcamonica (Italy) (C 94) 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.108
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.112, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes the progress made with mapping of the rock art sites with view to deliniating the 182 parts of the property and their buffer zones and requests the State Party to submit the completed plans as soon as possible;
	4. Also requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on further progress with actions identified in the Management, Conservation and Research components of the management plan, in particular those applying to the recommendations of the 2004 reactive monitoring mission report. 


	109. City of Vicenza and the Palladian Villas of the Veneto (Italy) (C 712 bis) 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.109
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.113, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Notes with appreciation the submission of the final management plan of the property and the activities towards its implementation;
	4. Notes with concern the advanced stage of the highway project, and urges the State Party to submit as soon as possible the revised plans to ensure that they are in line with the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission of 2005;
	5. Requests the State Party to halt the project until an assessment of the revised plans has been made to ensure that they are in line with the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission of 2005;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit, to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, an updated report on the implementation of the project of the A31 motorway Valdastico-South for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	110. Historic Centre of Naples (Italy) (C 726)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.110 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Notes the report of the World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS advisory mission carried out in December 2008 at the invitation of the State Party;
	3. Welcomes the State Party’s efforts to obtain major funding for restoration projects at the Historic Centre of Naples for key monuments and encourages the State Party to ensure funding for the overall conservation of the vulnerable urban fabric;
	4. Regrets that the management plan announced by the Periodic Report in 2006 has not been prepared and urges the authorities to commence its preparation in full consultation with all stakeholders, the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS;
	5. Requests the State Party to consider the conclusions of the advisory mission and to take into account the detailed recommendations;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed progress report on the implementation of the recommendations as well as the management plan for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.  


	111. Historic Centre of Riga (Latvia) (C 852)
	At its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), the World Heritage Committee expressed its appreciation to the State Party for the general success of its efforts to halt high-rise developments in the buffer zone of the World Heritage property with the exception of the development plan of the Southern Kipsala zone.
	While acknowledging the State Party’s contention that the development plans at Kipsala were in place at the time of inscription in 1997, and were then not challenged, the World Heritage Committee regretted their implementation including construction of a 20 storey tower and also regretted that the new Conception project proposal for the left bank of the Daugava River (as presented to the joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission of March 2008) did not deviate greatly from previous submissions, and would result in significant negative impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value of the World Heritage property. The World Heritage Committee also endorsed the recommendations of the 2008 joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission, and requested the State Party to implement them. 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.111 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.97, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes with appreciation the comprehensive efforts made by the State Party in the last year to respond to the decisions of the World Heritage Committee and the recommendations by the 2008 reactive monitoring mission;
	4. Acknowledges the efforts of the State Party to modify the “Daugava Left-bank Silhouette Development Concept” in reducing the height and density of planned buildings, and re-locating these buildings farther from the water’s edge, in ways which reduce the visual impact of the planned projects on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property;
	5. Requests the State Party to provide a report on:
	a) How the revised “Daugava Left-bank Silhouette Development Concept” project is implemented in terms of the existing legal framework for the preservation and development of Old Riga and in the amended territorial planning regulations and how control mechanisms are guaranteed,
	b) The progress on the five recommendations of the Council for the Preservation and Development of the Historic Centre of Riga on the Daugava river left-bank Silhouette Development conception as specified in the State Party’s report, 
	c) The progress on the additional view points of the visual analysis as suggested by the Council for the Preservation and Development of the Historic Centre of Riga as specified in the State Party’s report; 

	6. Encourages the State Party to apply a holistic planning approach for the city, at both a large and a small scale, fully taking into account the socio-economic impact of projects; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the recommendations of the 2008 mission report. 


	112. Vilnius Historic Centre (Lithuania) (C 541) 
	The World Heritage Committee, at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), while noting the State Party’s efforts for the development of a Master/General Plan for the City of Vilnius; regretted that an integrated management plan for the property requested at its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006) had not been produced, and reiterated its request that this integrated management plan be developed “to govern and co-ordinate all decisions affecting the Old Town development and conservation, through participatory consultation processes”. The World Heritage Committee’s Decision also requested that the State Party provide the “new Regulation on the Protection of the Vilnius Old Town, as well as the Master/General Plan and updated documentation on the development of high-rise buildings in the buffer zone for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies”.
	The State Party provided a report on 2 February 2009 which describes efforts undertaken in the last year to respond to the World Heritage Committee’s request to develop an “integrated management plan” through development of an overall set of guidelines to develop mechanisms for improved co-ordination and integrated management of World Heritage properties in Lithuania, and an accompanying document for improving co-ordination and integrated management of the Vilnius Old Town World Heritage property. The report does not, however, contain the text of the Regulation on the Protection of the Vilnius Old Town, the Master/General Plan approved in 2007, nor updated documentation on the development of high-rise buildings in the buffer zone as requested in Decision 32 COM 7B.99.
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.112
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.99, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not provide the documentation on the “Regulation on the Protection of the Vilnius Old Town” and the updated documentation on the development of high-rise buildings in the buffer zone as requested by the Committee at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008);
	4. Commends the State Party for the innovative quality of the guidelines proposed to improve coordination and integrated management of all World Heritage properties in Lithuania and the World Heritage City of Vilnius in particular, and encourages the State Party to continue to explore and develop this mechanism for full implementation;
	5. Requests that the new commission for the property begin its regular work as soon as possible, with a clear set of conservation objectives and procedures, as well as a decision-making process which emphasizes the protection of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	6. Encourages the continued work on the development of the Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, based on the values recognized at the time of inscription, and the additional analysis and evaluation of the existing management system, and a proposal for reconciling the various planning instruments to ensure an integrated approach to the management of the property; 
	7. Reiterates it request for the State Party to submit the information requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 32nd session related to the legislation covering the property (including any new legislation), the planning instruments in force for the protection of the property, and the regulations concerning the construction of high buildings which may have an impact on the visual integrity;  
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the further development and implementation of the guidelines proposed to improve coordination and integrated management of World Heritage properties in Lithuania with particular reference to the Vilnius Old Town for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	113. City of Valletta (Malta) (C 131)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.113
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Notes the boundary definition of the property as provided in the report by the State Party; 
	3. Requests the State Party to:
	a) Provide a clear map showing the boundary of the property,
	b) Establish a declared buffer zone in accordance with Paragraph 103 of the Operational Guidelines, with height controls around the property as a means of protecting the skyline configuration of the city and prepare a “Views and Vistas Analysis” from strategic points within and outside the property,
	c) Establish clear policies in relation to height controls within the property as a means of protecting the skyline configuration of the city, by means of a “Views and Vistas Analysis” covering key areas and streetscape,
	d) Submit detailed information on the proposed large scale developments within the property to the World Heritage Centre in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;

	4. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a state of conservation report on the issues above and in particular on the progress made with the establishment of a buffer zone and height controls within the property, together with information on the proposed large scale development projects. 


	114. Natural and Culturo-Historical Region of Kotor (Montenegro) (C 125) 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.114
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.101, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Notes the follow-up activities to the February 2008 World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS mission to the property taking into account the key recommendations concerning the proposed bridge at Verige, the adoption and implementation of the management plan, and the coordination of conservation activities and development planning for the whole area of Kotor Bay; 
	4. Regrets that no coordination body has been established yet as recommended and requests the State Party to fully implement all recommendations in accordance with Decision 32 COM 7B.101;
	5. Welcomes that funding has been obtained to carry out the visual impact study of the proposed bridge at Verige with the German Technical Cooperation Agency (GTZ);  
	6. Expresses great concern at the proposed bypass road and associated tourist development and urges the State Party to suspend further consideration of this until a buffer zone has been established, with adequate protection, and management mechanisms have been put in place to allow full impact studies to be undertaken; 
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a copy of the visual impact study and information on the management system, including the establishment of a coordinating body as well as the implementation of the management plan, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	115. Auschwitz Birkenau 
	German Nazi Concentration and Extermination Camp (1940-1945) (Poland) (C 31)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.115
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.102, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Notes progress made with the conservation strategy and the negociations concerning the register of additional areas in the register of monuments to further enhance the protection of the authenticity and integrity of the property; 
	4. Welcomes the new variant of the expressway S1 which takes into account the values, integrity and authenticity of the property and does not adversely impact on its Outstanding Universal Value; 
	5. Encourages the State Party to continue stakeholder and local community consultations towards the finalization of the management plan; 
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the status of the consultations, the management plan as well as the implementation of the conservation strategy.


	116. Cultural Landscape of Sintra (Portugal) (C 723)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.116
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 7B.89 and 31 COM 7B.116, adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006) and 31st (Christchurch, 2007) sessions respectively, and the detailed recommendations made by the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/IUCN reactive monitoring mission of March 2006,
	3. Takes note of the progress made in the implementation of the short-term Action Plan 2007-2009, in particular in the restoration and gradual opening of the palaces and parks;
	4. Notes with serious concern the uninterrupted urban encroachment both on the territory of the property and its buffer zone and beyond it, as well as the pressure caused by increased visitation;
	5. Expresses its concern about the continuing lack of coordination mechanisms involving all relevant stakeholders responsible for the management of the property and its buffer zone;
	6. Strongly encourages the State Party to consider establishing a Steering Committee for the property in order to enhance coordination and coherent decision-making among all relevant stakeholders on the territory of the property and its buffer zone;
	7. Urges the State Party to amplify its efforts, to set up a comprehensive management plan for the property clearly defining the roles of all relevant stakeholders, the conservation measures and development objectives for the property as well as the appropriate financial resources;
	8. Further encourages the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value for the property, as a sound basis for its management;
	9. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess the overall state of conservation of the property; 
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a report on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. 


	117. Kizhi Pogost (Russian Federation) (C 544)
	The World Heritage Committee, since its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), has requested the State Party to begin immediately necessary repair and restoration works for the Church of Transfiguration, and to confirm arrangements delegation of authority for these restoration works, as well as their funding.  The World Heritage Committee at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008) requested that the State Party provide a detailed progress report on the restoration works, and the draft integrated management plan for Kizhi Pogost including a tourism strategy, risk preparedness measures and maps indicating the boundaries of the property and its buffer zone, all for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.117
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.104, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Appreciating the continuing efforts by the Kizhi Museum Reserve to improve maintenance, monitoring and presentation of the World Heritage property, 
	4. Regrets that the State Party has not implemented any requested activities and strongly urges the State Party to establish a Special State Group in charge to coordinate the implementation of all World Heritage Committee’s decisions concerning this property; 
	5. Expresses its deep concern over the continuing deterioration of the structural fabric of the Church of the Transfiguration; 
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to progress on all issues mentioned over a decade including the following documents:
	a) Detailed report on the main restoration works,
	b) Three copies of the draft integrated management plan for Kizhi Pogost including a tourism strategy (in particular with an accent on any eventual threat to the property from the fluvial tourism), risk preparedness measures, 
	c) Revised and approved documents concerning protected areas of the Kizhi Museum Reserve including the boundaries of the property and its buffer zone;

	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, with a progress report on the implementation of the above mentioned activities, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010, 
	8. Decides, in conformity with Paragraphs 177 and 179 of the Operational Guidelines, to inscribe Kizhi Pogost (Russian Federation) on the List of World Heritage in Danger; 
	9. Also requests the State Party to develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, a Desired state of conservation, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value, a set corrective measures, as well as a timeframe for their implementation and to submit them to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. 


	118. Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Groups of Monuments (Russian Federation) (C 540)
	119. Kremlin and Red Square, Moscow (Russian Federation) (C 545)
	120. Historical Centre of the City of Yaroslavl (Russian Federation) (C 1170)
	121. Works of Antoni Gaudí (Spain) (C 320 bis)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.121 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.108, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008)
	3. Regrets that no consideration has been given to halting the construction of the tunnel or to re-routing it further away from the Cathedral; 
	4. Urges the State Party to halt the tunnel project in order to allow a thorough analysis of its potential adverse impacts and possible alternative routing solutions;
	5. Encourages the State Party to invite an independent technical expert mission to the property in 2009, to review the project, its potential adverse impacts, possible irreversible damage to the structure of the Cathedral, possible alternative routing solutions, and if necessary, the possibility of inscribing the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger, in conformity with Paragraphs 178-179 of the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2010, a detailed updated report on the project and possible alternative routing solutions for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	122. Old City of Salamanca (Spain) (C 381 rev)
	At its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), the World Heritage Committee expressed its concern about the lack of progress made with the integrated management plan for the property and about the changes made to the “Huerto de las Adoratrices” project. It requested that the State Party suspend the “Huerto de las Adoratrices” project until the results of an expert mission are available, and develop, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity.
	On 29 January 2009, the State Party submitted an updated state of conservation report for the property. This report provides detailed background concerning the State Party’s efforts to initiate the integrated management plan requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 32nd session. The report further provides a detailed analysis of a thoroughly designed methodology intended to provide a flexible and practical planning instrument based on the conservation of the Outstanding Universal Value of the World Heritage property. In its report the State Party informs that it has already launched the project and expects its completion at the end of 2009: “Its objective is to be an integrative instrument that serves as a common reference framework for the actions to be taken by all the participating agents, and especially the Public Administrations. It will ensure the proper coordination of actions and take into consideration any possible problems that could arise. It will also incorporate the mechanisms required for self-assessment and error correction.”
	A joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission took place from 11 to 13 February 2009 to evaluate the overall state of conservation of the property, its management requirements including clarification of its boundaries, as well as the “Huerto de las Adoratrices” project. 
	The mission noted a generally satisfactory state of conservation of the property, particularly as compared to the first mission in 2002, and significant planning and conservation efforts by the responsible local and regional authorities. The mission also noted that work on the integrated management plan is underway, coordinated by the Regional Government of Castilla and Leon, which also includes the preparation of the draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value. 
	Concerning the revised project of the “Huerto de las Adoratrices”, the mission welcomed the efforts made by the developer and architects to reduce the volume and height of the building project but also considered that the project, despite its adaptation, would still negatively impact the integrity of the World Heritage property. The mission therefore recommended that the State Party be asked to “seek another location for this project, the utility of which is not disputed” as requested by the Committee in its Decision 26 COM 21B.69 (2006).

	The mission further pointed out the need to base the management plan on research into the important attributes of the property in order to preserve its integrity and authenticity, and avoid unsuitable future alterations to its historic fabric including façadism. 
	The mission formulated the following specific recommendations:
	- The mission recommended that the “Huerto de las Adoratrices” project be definitively stopped at its currently proposed location due its potential negative impacts on the surrounding urban structure and monuments, and thus on the integrity and Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	- The mission recommended that the underground parking project at the “Plaza de los Bandos” be abandonned given the potential negative impact an increase in automobile traffic would have on the integrity of the property and its Outstanding Universal Value as well as the potential impact on the authenticity of this archaeologically sensitive area of the former Via de la Plata.  The mission also suggested setting up an integrated traffic plan for the old town. 
	The mission further recommended: 

	- that the State Party consider possible modification of the boundaries of the inscribed property to include those urban areas which are related to its Outstanding Universal Value and which were previously omitted (a draft plan is included in the Annex of the joint mission report);
	- that the State Party consider modification of the boundary of the buffer zone to fully include the historic town within the town walls of the middle ages, as well as the urban sector across the Rio Tormes with its important views of the World Heritage property, so as to increase protection of the property;
	- that the State Party, in line with the binding regional legislation, elaborate a “Special Plan” which includes more restrictive measures for proposed modifications to the built environment. (The mission notes that Article 43 of the Law of 11 July 2002 and article 94 of the accompanying decree stipulate that towns should adopt “Special Plans” which guarantee maintenance of urban structure, architetctural qualities and landscape silhouettes; the mission noted the importance of integrating the requirements of the Special Plan and the integrated management plan requested by the World Heritage Committee);
	- that the State Party finalize as soon as possible the draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value as a basis for the integrated management plan of the World Heritage property;
	- that the local and regional authorities enhance the information flow and communication with local communities;
	- that the local and regional authorities reinforce their efforts to promote the importance of the transmission of traditional restoration craftsmanship, in particular in relation to the city’s characteristic masonry work.   
	The report of the joint mission is currently being transmitted to the State Party for comments.


	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.122 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.109, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Requests the State Party to abandon the projects of the “Huerto de las Adoratrices” and the “Plaza de los Bandos”, given their potential negative impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value of the World Heritage property;
	4. Notes the work undertaken towards setting up the requested integrated management plan for the property, and asks the State Party to ensure the full integration of this planning instrument with the “Special Plan” for urban management mandated by regional legislation (2002); 
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to prepare, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, and to ensure that the draft Statement is fully taken into account in the preparation of the integrated management plan;
	6. Urges the State Party to implement the recommendations made by the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission of February 2009;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a progress report on the efforts of the State Party to respond to the requests of the World Heritage Committee on efforts to implement the recommendations of the February 2009 mission report, and on the preparation of the integrated management plan, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	123. Cathedral, Alcázar and Archivo de Indias in Seville (Spain) (C 383 rev)
	124. Historic Areas of Istanbul (Turkey) (C 356)
	125. Kiev: Saint-Sophia Cathedral and Related Monastic Buildings, Kiev-Pechersk Lavra (Ukraine) (C 527 bis)
	126. L’viv – the Ensemble of the Historic Centre (Ukraine) (C 865)
	127. Tower of London (United Kingdom) (C 488) 
	At its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), the World Heritage Committee noted the actions taken by the State Party in developing a management plan, starting to prepare guidance on methodology for assessing development in World Heritage views, and progress with protection to the view of the Tower from the South Bank.
	However it regretted that no buffer zone with protection had been put in place and that no specific skyline study of the Tower, its setting and views, had been carried out, to allow assessments of the impact of development proposals and that there appeared to be lack of clarity on the management system set out in the management plan for addressing conflicts between conservation and development, particularly in the setting, resulting in large development projects with tall buildings continuing to be approved.
	In the light of some progress made, the World Heritage Committee deferred consideration of the inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger to its 33rd session in 2009.
	a) Buffer zone with protection
	b) Skyline study of the Tower, its setting and views  
	c) Management system/management plan 
	d) Large development projects  
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.127 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.112, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes the information provided by the State Party, in particular that the work is progressing on a brief to define a local setting, for the final publication "Seeing the History in View: a method for Assessing Heritage Significance within Views" in 2009, and that considerations are underway on how a Dynamic Visual Impact Study fits within the planning system, and that a draft revised London Plan is to be published for public consultation in 2009;
	4. Regrets that a buffer zone with protection has still not been put in place; 
	5. Also regrets that there is no overall study of the setting of the Tower yet in place that would allow a full impact assessment of proposed development;
	6. Requests the State Party to ensure that:
	a) The original intentions of the suggested “Skyline Study" are incorporated in related work being progressed as part of the Dynamic Visual Impact Study and the London Views Management Framework,
	b) The new Mayor’s review of the supplementary planning guidance, the London Views Management Framework, fully takes into account the relevant views of the November 2006 joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS mission,
	c) The sub-group of the Tower of London World Heritage Site Consultative Committee, fully considers the need for protection of the immediate surrounding of the Tower of London through an adequate and commonly agreed buffer zone;

	7. Urges the State Party to progress towards a buffer zone as soon as possible and bringing together guidance on visual impact in order to put in place a coherent approach;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the steps taken to implement the recommendations set out above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011, with a view to considering, in the absence of substantial progress, the possible inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger. 


	128. Westminster Palace, Westminster Abbey and Saint Margaret's Church (United Kingdom) (C 426)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.128 
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.113, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes that work was at an advanced stage on the visual impact study as requested, that "Seeing the History in View: a method for Assessing Heritage Significance within Views" is expected to be published in 2009, and that the Westminster World Heritage property Dynamic Visual Impact Study Steering Group selected five views considered to best encapsulate the Outstanding Universal Value of the property for assessment using the draft methodology set out in "Seeing the History in the View", and acknowledges that any reference to a “Skyline Study" be omitted from future Decisions;
	3. Requests the State Party to ensure that:
	a) The original intentions of the suggested “Skyline Study" are incorporated in other related work being progressed as part of the London Views Management Framework,
	b) The review of the supplementary planning guidance, and the London Views Management Framework, fully takes into account the relevant recommendations of the November 2006 joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS mission,
	c) In considering the establishment of a buffer zone in the light of discussions following on from the emerging Dynamic Visual Impact Study, further analysis of the five selected views, and as part of the broader spatial planning process, the World Heritage Centre be informed of the outcome, and the agreed and protected buffer zone be submitted for approval by the World Heritage Committee as soon as possible,
	d) The World Heritage Centre receive copies of relevant documents as they emerge, including "Seeing the History in the View: a method for Assessing Heritage Significance within Views" due in 2009, "Metropolitan Views" draft supplementary planning guidance to be revised in 2009, as well as the revised “London Plan” to be published for public consultation in autumn 2009;

	4. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2011, a progress report on the issues above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 


	129. Stonehenge, Avebury and Associated Sites (United Kingdom) (C 373)
	At the time of the inscription of the property in 1986, the World Heritage Committee ‘noted with satisfaction the assurances provided by the authorities that the closure of the road which crosses the avenue at Stonehenge (A344 road) was receiving serious consideration as part of the overall plans for the future management of the property’. However, a series of delays have since taken place regarding the road closure and in long overdue improvements to visitor access to the Stonehenge part of the property, its presentation to visitors, and to the setting of the monuments. In consequence, the World Heritage Committee has repeatedly urged the State Party to address these issues as a matter of priority.
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.129
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.114, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Regrets that the State Party continues to make little progress in the urgent resolution of the significant A344 road closures and visitor facility issues at the property, despite assurances made as long ago as 1986;
	4. Requests that the State Party keeps the World Heritage Centre informed of any progress, particularly the Ministerial announcement, as it occurs;
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011 a report on progress made on the road closure and visitor facilities, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	130. Liverpool – Maritime Mercantile City (United Kingdom) (C 1150)
	At its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007) the World Heritage Committee noted the progress that had been made in developing supplementary planning guidance which will clearly establish and respect prescribed heights; define the townscape characteristics, wider values (building density, urban patterns and materials) and sense of place; suggest how design briefs can incorporate characteristics and qualities of the property. The World Heritage Committee also noted that work has been undertaken to raise the profile of the property and inform the general public about its Outstanding Universal Value and its management. It urged the State Party to complete and approve the Supplementary Planning Document as soon as possible, and to supplement this Document with the development of strategic plans for the overall townscape and for the skyline and river front – as highlighted by the 2006 World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission and reinforced by the comments of the Urban Panel – in order to achieve the highest quality, and to ensure sustainable development. 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.130
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.115, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes the detailed information provided by State Party and particularly : 
	a) The development of the new Supplementary Planning Document addresses the management issues raised by the World Heritage Committee in paragraphs 3b and 4b of Decision 31 COM 7B.121 and paragraph 3b and 3c of Decision 32 COM 7B.115,
	b) The final version of the Supplementary Planning Document is expected to be formally adopted by Liverpool City Council in June 2009,
	c) The revised Evidential Report will be provided to the World Heritage Centre when available,
	d) Progress on the improvement of the protection of World Heritage properties in England through changes to the planning system,
	e) Preparation of an expanded Statement of Outstanding Universal Value,
	f) The initiatives taken by the Liverpool City Council and other partners during 2008, particularly regarding the national statutory lists;

	4. Requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on progress on the issues above.  


	131. City of Bath (United Kingdom) (C 428)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.131
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.116, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Notes the results of the November 2008 joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission and the good overall state of conservation and management of the property; 
	4. Expresses its satisfaction that the Dyson Academy Project has officially been withdrawn; 
	5. Strongly recommends that the State Party submit to the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, for review, a revised plan showing that all necessary social facilities have been included in the first Phase of the Bath Western Riverside project; 
	6. Urges the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS, for review, a time-bound revised plan for the second and third phases of the Bath Western Riverside project, including revised density and volume of the ensemble, so as not to impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, its integrity and on important views to and from the property; 
	7. Also recommends that the State Party enhance the protection of the surrounding landscape of the property to prevent any future developments which could have adverse and cumulative impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	8. Invites the State Party to embark on a reinforced, integrated and homogenous interpretation for all the attributes bearing the Outstanding Universal Value of the property; 
	9. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, for information and by 1 February 2011, the draft of the revised management plan, including the integrated and comprehensive Tourism management plan, the integrated Public Realm and Movement Strategy, respecting both the authenticity and integrity of the property, and the integrated Traffic Control Plan, before its final adoption. 


	132. Old and New Towns of Edinburgh (United Kingdom) (C 728)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.132
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.117, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Notes the results of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the Edinburgh Old and New Towns World Heritage property of November 2008 and the State Party’s response;
	4. Urges the State Party to take into account the recommendations by the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission, specifically addressing improvements for the Caltongate and Haymarket development; and requests that the mission’s findings on the Haymarket development are made available to the public enquiry;
	5. Welcomes that the St James Centre project improves the integrity of the property with the demolition of a building block impacting on the values and integrity of the property;
	6. Also welcomes the skyline study as an important tool in future development and planning of the site to protect important views in compliance with Paragraph 104 of the Operational Guidelines;
	7. Also requests the State Party to establish a declared buffer zone for the Edinburgh Old and New Towns World Heritage property in accordance with Paragraph 103 of the Operational Guidelines, in which height restrictions are established on the basis of key views and vistas from within and from outside across the property; 
	8. Further requests the State Party to establish clear policies in relation to height controls within the property on the basis of key views and vistas from within and outside the property; 
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to raise awareness among potential developers and stakeholders of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and the meaning of this for development projects within the property and its buffer zone; 
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a report on the state of conservation of the property taking into account the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property, and on progress with the review of the management plan and establishment of the buffer zone, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 




	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	133. Brasilia (Brazil) (C 445)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.133
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 28 COM 15B.108, adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004),
	3. Takes note of the response provided by the State Party in regard to current issues of concern and notes progress made in developing the management plan;
	4. Encourages the State Party to finalize the delimitation of the buffer zone and submit the proposed new boundaries for the buffer zone, including appropriate cartography and the legal framework, to the World Heritage Centre, for examination by the World Heritage Committee; 
	5. Takes note of the projects planned for the property and also requests the State Party, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to submit to the World Heritage Committee the technical documentation for Orla project, Vila Planalto development, transportation solutions W3 and changes in land use of superquadras for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	6. Further requests the State Party to provide three printed and electronic copies of the management plan, as soon as possible, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	7. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.

	134. San Agustín Archaeological Park (Colombia) (C 744)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.134
	1. Having examined Document  WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.124, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),  
	3. Notes with satisfaction the efforts and progress made by the State Party in implementing the decisions of the World Heritage Committee, 
	4. Encourages the State Party to finalise the delimitation of the inscribed archaeological sites and their buffer zones and reiterates its request that the proposed new boundaries for buffer zones, including appropriate cartography as well as the legal framework, be submitted for examination by the World Heritage Committee; 
	5. Also reiterates its request to submit alternative roads for the local community; 
	6. Requests the State Party to provide three printed and electronic copies of the management plan, as soon as possible, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	7. Also requests the State Party to continue to implement the recommendations made by the reactive monitoring mission of 2006;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	135. Colonial City of Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) (C 526)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.135
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.125, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Encourages the adoption, and strict enforcement of the new law on monumental heritage, the Integrated Revitalization Plan and the implementation of the related actions proposed, and the adoption and full implementation of the Risk management plan for the Zona Colonial;
	4. Requests the State Party to:
	a) Submit to the World Heritage Centre, as soon as possible, the complete technical documentation of the Sans Souci project to be undertaken in the South Area, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, 
	b) Withhold any approval of the development until the World Heritage Committee has had the opportunity to fully review the project, 
	c) Invite a joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property to consider its overall state of conservation and particularly the possible impact of the Sans Souci project on the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property and to review the proposal for the delineation and protection of the buffer zone ;

	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010. 


	136. City of Quito (Ecuador) (C 2)
	137. Maya Site of Copan (Honduras) (C 129) 
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.137
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B,  
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.122, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Notes progress by the State Party in implementing the decisions of the World Heritage Committee and invites the State Party to submit further details on the implementation of the management plan and conservation interventions at the property; 
	4. Urges the State Party to officially submit the limits of the World Heritage property and its potential buffer zone, in light of the requirements of the retrospective inventory; 
	5. Requests the State Party to inform the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies on the definitive decision on the location for the construction of the airport and related tourism management issues;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above-mentioned recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 


	138. Pre-Hispanic City of Teotihuacan (Mexico) (C 414)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.138
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.123, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),  
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit its report in one of the two working languages of the World Heritage Convention (French and English);
	4. Urges the State Party to finalize the management plan as soon as possible and provide three printed and electronic copies of the management plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;  
	5. Expresses its concern that the lack of a management plan appears to have allowed developments to take place, which have had a negative impact on the property; 
	6. Notes that the State Party has decided to temporarily halt the implementation of the lighting and sound project but that even so, the initial works have had a negative impact on the surface structure of the pyramid;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit full technical details of any revised Resplandor Teotihuacano project together with an impact assessment study to the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS for evaluation and examination prior to any approval or implementation; 
	8. Reiterates its request to the State Party to set up an intersectorial working group specifically for the World Heritage property, with representatives from local, federal and national levels to collaborate in the management of the archaeological site and its surroundings;
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	139. Historic Centre of Mexico City and Xochimilco (Mexico) (C 412)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.139
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.124 adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Expresses its concern to the fact that a holistic heritage conservation policy has not been agreed upon to guide the participatory decision making process for the World Heritage property and urges the State Party to develop an integrated management plan; 
	4. Takes note of the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission and requests the State Party to implement them as a matter of urgency;
	5. Notes with concern that the threats of abandon, collapse and the lack of proper sanctions will affect the authenticity and integrity of the built heritage; and also requests the State Party to submit a proposal for a better implementation of technical and administrative procedures on demolition issues; 
	6. Also notes the progress made by the Comision Interinstitucional in implementing the management plan for Xochimilco and also urges the State Party to finalise arrangements to put into operation the management unit to secure the sustainable application of the management plan;
	7. Also expresses its concern about the infrastructure works such as the new subway line in Xochimilco, and further requests the State Party in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to submit to the World Heritage Centre, detailed information on any major projects that may affect the Outstanding Universal Value, authenticity and integrity of the property, 
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	140. Fortifications on the Caribbean Side of Panama: Portobelo-San Lorenzo (Panama) (C 135)
	141. Archaeological site of Panamá Viejo and Historic Distric of Panamá (Panama) (C 790 bis)
	142. Historical Centre of the City of Arequipa (Peru) (C 1016)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.142
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.127, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), 
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit its report in one of the two working languages of the World Heritage Convention (French and English);  
	4. Notes the progress reported by the State Party in implementing the recommendations from the 2008 reactive monitoring mission report, particularly in regard to starting the revision of the the buffer zone;
	5. Also notes progress in deterring illegal demolitions and in strengthening institutional frameworks for the management of the property and requests the State Party to ensure the regulatory procedures for demolitions are strictly enforced;
	6. Also regrets that the State Party did not submit a completed Disaster Preparedness Plan, as requested in Decision 32 COM 7B.127 and notes with concern that it has not been finalised in light of the vulnerability of the place; 
	7. Takes note of the projects planned for the Historic Centre and also requests the State Party, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to submit to the World Heritage Committee their specific details for consideration by the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.


	143. Chavín Archaeological Site (Peru) (C 330)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.143
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.129, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007), 
	3. Notes with satisfaction progress made in measures to guarantee the conservation of the property and in developing the management plan and urges the State Party to finalise it to begin its implementation;
	4. Requests the State Party to provide three printed and electronic copies of the finalised management plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies as soon as possible;
	5. Encourages the State Party to precisely define a risk preparedness plan in light of the vulnerability of the site;
	6. Also requests the Sate Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, in accordance to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, architectural plans and specifications for public use facilities to be implemented at the property, as well as projects for river defences and the proposed new bridge, for review by the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS;
	7. Further requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations.


	144. Lines and Geoglyphs of Nasca and Pampas de Jumana (Peru) (C 700)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.144
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 7B.130, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),  
	3. Urges the State Party to finalise the development of the management plan for the property and to secure adequate resources to sustain its implementation;  
	4. Takes note of the projects planned that might impact the property, in particular the Interoceanic Highway, the construction of a national airport and the proposed investment by the Regional Government, and requests the State Party, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to submit to the World Heritage Centre their specific details for review by ICOMOS;
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011. 


	145. Historic Centre of Lima (Peru) (C 500 bis)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.145
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 28 COM 15B.120, adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004),
	3. Requests the State Party to submit more detailed technical information in regard to current intervention projects.
	4. Urges the State Party to reconsider the construction of a cable car, considering the potential impacts on the visual integrity of the property, and to implement the Directorial Resolution so that the Corredor Segregado is not constructed in light of the effects it would have on the Historic Centre,
	5. Regrets that no specific information concerning Decision 28 COM 15B.120 was sent; and reiterates its request to provide updated information on the state of the management system, including the implementation of the Master Plan and the operation of the management unit;
	6. Takes note of the projects presented by the State Party and also requests the State Party, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to submit additional information on the current status and technical specifications for interventions at the Municipal Theatre, the Metropolitan Museum and the Municipal Programme for the Integral Urban Renovation of Lima, considering the potential impact said programmes could have on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, for review by the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS;
	7. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value including the conditions of integrity and authenticity, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2010, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session in 2010.


	146. Historic Quarter of the City of Colonia del Sacramento (Uruguay) (C 747)
	Draft Decision: 33 COM 7B.146
	1. Having examined Document WHC-09/33.COM/7B, 
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.128, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008), and the recommendations of the previous monitoring missions of 2002, 2004 and 2008,
	3. Takes note of the decision taken by the State Party to halt construction of the planned “Marinas de Sacramento” project;
	4. Notes with satisfaction progress made in establishing a management authority and encourages the State Party to technically and financially support its efficient operation as a coordinating and regulatory entity;
	5. Requests the State Party, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, to submit to the World Heritage Committee any new proposed projects potentially affecting the inscribed area, for review by the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS;
	6. Urges the State Party to fully develop and complete a comprehensive management plan for the property, including zoning and land use plans to be integrated into other planning tools;,
	7. Invites the State Party to submit as soon as possible an International Assistance request to develop a proposal for the extension of the property;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2011, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for the examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session in 2011.
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	I.  INTRODUCTION
	ELABORATION OF THE STATE OF CONSERVATION REPORTS
	STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT

	II. REPORTS ON THE STATE OF CONSERVATION OF PROPERTIES INSCRIBED ON THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST
	NATURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	1. Dja Wildlife Reserve (Cameroon) (N 407)
	2. Taï National Park (Côte d’Ivoire) (N 195)
	UYear of inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	UPrevious Monitoring Missions
	UMain threats identified in previous reports
	a) Poaching;
	b) Agricultural encroachment;
	c) Artisanal gold mining.

	UIllustrative material
	UCurrent conservation issues
	UConclusion
	The World Heritage Committee and IUCN note the important progress achieved by the State Party with in particular support from Germany, to ensure the sustainable funding of the Park and recommend to continue these efforts.
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN recommend the completion of the modification of the decree concerning the extension of the Park, without delay, and to submit a proposal for the modification of the boundaries of the property to the World Heritage Co...

	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.2
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 33 COM 7B.2, adopted at its 33rd session (Seville, 2009),
	3. Congratulates the State Party for resuming, with support from international cooperation, conservation activities following the post-electoral crisis;
	4. Welcomes the initiative of the State Party to establish Village Associations for Conservation and Development and Village Surveillance Committees to improve the participation of neighbouring populations in decisions concerning activities and develo...
	5. Notes with satisfaction the results of bio-monitoring of 2009-2010 indicating the maintenance of flagship species including chimpanzees, deukars and elephants but expresses its concern as regards the reduction in the populations of certain species ...
	6. Requests the State Party to evaluate the impact of the post-electoral crisis on the Outstanding Universal Value, quantifying the threats of poaching, agricultural encroachment and gold  mining and providing an updated ecological monitoring report s...
	7. Strongly urges the State Party to strengthen its action against poaching by concentrating efforts on surveillance of the vulnerable zones, agricultural encroachment and gold mining noted in the Park;
	8. Encourages the State Party to continue its efforts to establish a sustainable funding mechanism and a business plan for the Park;
	9. Also requests the State Party to publish as soon as possible the decree formalizing the extension of the territory of the Park and to submit, following publication, a request to modify the boundaries of the property to the World Heritage Centre for...
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property with particular emphasis on the evolution of poaching, the animal populations (notably monkeys), the...



	3. Lake Turkana National Parks (Kenya) (N 801bis)
	4. Rwenzori Mountains National Park (Uganda) (N 684)
	UYear of inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	13TUPrevious monitoring missions
	UMain threats identified in previous reports
	a) Mining activities inside the property;
	b) Staffing and budgetary deficiencies;
	c) Degradation of buffer zone;
	d) Impact of tourism and climbing expeditions;
	e) Climate Change.

	UIllustrative material
	UCurrent conservation issues
	a) Management
	b) Community collaboration
	c) Resource conservation and protection
	d) Mining
	e) Tourism management
	f) Research and monitoring
	g) Forest fire

	UConclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.4
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 33 COM 7B.7, adopted at its 33rd session (Seville, 2009),
	3. Welcomes the progress made by the State Party in engaging local communities in the conservation of the property;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to continue its efforts to establish a sustainable financing strategy and business plan for the property, and calls on the international donor community to strengthen its support for the management of the p...
	5. Also welcomes the transboundary collaboration between the States Parties of Uganda and the Democratic Republic of the Congo in coordinating protection activities in the border areas between the two adjoining properties of Rwenzori Mountains Nationa...
	6. Recognizes the efforts made by the State Party to monitor the impacts of climate change and initiate mitigation and adaptation measures, and also encourages the State Party to consult with the Mountains Specialist Group of the World Commission on P...
	7. Notes with concern the damage caused by the recent wild fire in the property, indicating that park management is not adequately equipped to respond to high-altitude wild fires, and urges the State Party to implement the recommendations from the man...
	8. Reiterates its request to the State Party to revoke any existing licenses for mining within the property and ensure that no further mining licenses are issued within the property, in line with the Committee’s established position that mineral explo...
	9. Requests the State Party to confirm the permanent cessation of mining activities and licenses within the property, and to submit a copy of the park’s ecological monitoring plan to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2014, together with addition...


	5. Selous Game Reserve (United Republic of Tanzania) (N 199)
	6. Serengeti National Park (United Republic of Tanzania) (N 156)
	UYear of inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	N/A

	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	UPrevious monitoring missions
	UFactors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Potential impacts of a hydro-electric project in Kenya;
	b) Poaching;
	c) Reduced and degraded water resources;
	d) Potential impact of optical cables’ installation;
	e) Proposed road crossing the northern part of the Property

	UIlustrative material
	UCurrent conservation issues
	a) North Road and railway proposals
	The State Party reports that following the Government’s decision to abandon the part of the road project initially planned to traverse the property, the finalization of the ESIA for the revised North Road proposal has been slowed down. It notes that t...
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN note that in December 2011, Uganda and Tanzania entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with a China-based company for the development of three ports and a railway line linking the coast via Musoma to Kampal...
	They also note that on 15 March 2012 the East African Court of Justice ruled that a legal case against the North Road proposal across the Serengeti will proceed to a full trial. The suit seeks to permanently restrain the construction of a trunk road o...
	b) Poaching
	The State Party reports a rise in elephant poaching in recent years, with 33 elephants poached in 2011 compared to 12 in 2010 but notes that long-term data over 20 years indicate a demographically healthy and increasing elephant population of over 300...
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN note that populations of key species have been stable and are currently not threatened but also note that subsistence poaching, poaching for commercial meat markets, and high-value poaching for ivory and rhino horn w...
	c) Management of the Mara River Basin
	The State Party reports that the Lake Victoria Basin Commission (LVBC) is undertaking studies to determine the most effective options for implementing the Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan (BSAP) for the Sustainable Management of the Mara River in...
	d) Implementation of other recommendations
	The State Party report also provides details on progress in the ongoing implementation of the mission’s recommendations in relation to managing human-wildlife conflict, controlling the spread of alien invasive species, dialogue with communities in Spe...
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN recall the State Party’s announcement at the 35th session to reconsider the North Road, but note that the current report does not provide any details on concrete plans to develop the southern alignment. They welcome ...
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN further note that the State Party has made susbtantial efforts to implement Decision 35 COM 7B.7 and some of the recommendations of the 2011 mission and consider that the World Heritage Committee might encourage the ...
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN wish to highlight the rise in poaching within the property and recommend that the Committee request the State Party to continue strengthening its anti-poaching efforts, by increasing the resources allocated and by im...
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN note the worrying reports received by IUCN of ongoing deforestation of the Mau catchment area of the Mara River and other rivers vital to the northern Serengeti ecosystem and recall that substantial progress has been...

	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.6
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.7, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Welcomes the substantial efforts made by the State Party to implement the recommendations of the 2010 mission as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session, and encourages the State Party to continue its efforts to fully implemen...
	4. Notes the commitment of the State Party to solicit funding for a Strategic Environmental and Social Assessment (SEA) for the northern Tanzanian road and calls on donors to provide funding for this study as well as for the construction of a southern...
	5. Also welcomes the announcement by the State Party that the planned railway linking the coast via Musoma to Kampala will not traverse the property but will go south of it;
	6. Remains concerned by the rise in poaching within the property, and requests the State Party to continue strengthening its anti-poaching efforts and to provide specific information on the extent and impact of poaching in its next report;
	7. Takes note of reports of on-going deforestation of the Mau catchment area of the Mara River and other rivers in Kenya vital to the northern Serengeti ecosystem, and also requests the State Parties of Tanzania and Kenya, via the Lake Victoria Basin ...
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, in particular on progress in implementing the recommendations of the 2010 mission as well as detaile...


	7. Mosi-oa-Tunya / Victoria Falls (Zambia/Zimbabwe) (N 509)
	UYear of inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	UPrevious monitoring missions
	UMain threats identified in previous reports
	a) Unplanned tourism development;
	b) Uncontrolled urban development driven by population increase;
	c) Invasive species;
	d) Pollution (water, air and visual);
	e) Reduced water flows over the falls due to drought and/or upstream hydropower production.

	UIllustrative material
	UCurrent conservation issues
	a) Transboundary management co-ordination
	The States Parties report that the Joint Technical Committee (JTC) and the Joint Site Management Committee (JSMC) each met twice during 2010 and twice in 2011. The Joint Ministerial Committee is yet to meet. Through the work of these committees annual...
	b) Site monitoring
	The States Parties report the development of 57 benchmarks and indicators that are being used to monitor progress in maintaining the Outstanding Universal Value and ecological integrity of the property. Details of these benchmarks and indicators are t...
	c) Control of invasive species
	The States Parties report an intensification of efforts to control invasive species in the falls area using mechanical, chemical and biological methods. A total of 2.5 ha of land was cleared of the invasive weed Lantana camara, but the States Parties ...
	d) Tourism development and regulation
	The States Parties report an increase in visitor numbers over the 2009 figure, with a total of 232,400 visitors in 2010 and 215,380 during the first 11 months of 2011. A new helipad has been completed away from the falls so that helicopter operators c...
	As noted above, the State Party of Zambia submitted a new project brief for a smaller tethered balloon at a different location. The project brief for this proposal notes that the new location is south of the Eastern Cataract, meaning that the balloon ...
	e) Other conservation issues of concern – water abstraction, poaching, pollution, and urban development
	In respect of other threats and recommendations of the 2006 mission, the States Parties report as follows:
	An agreement has been reached to reduce water abstraction for hydro-electric power generation by the Zambia Electricity Supply Corporation (ZESCO), which entails a 40% reduction in power generation and correspondingly stronger flow of water over the f...
	The State Party further notes that poaching has been reduced by 65%, 107 arrests have been made, and 3,662 snares and other items have been confiscated from poachers. In addition, the States Parties have run combined security meetings and patrols, acq...
	The report further notes that pollution arising from effluent discharge from urban areas on either side of the border is being addressed. Sewerage ponds on the Zimbabwe side have been rehabilitated, but those on the Zambia side are still reported to b...

	UConclusion
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN welcome the progress made since the introduction of the Joint Integrated Management Plan in developing a unified management approach by the States Parties through regular meetings of the Joint Technical and Site Mana...
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN also note the States Parties’ stated intention to develop a comprehensive monitoring plan for the property by December 2012 and encourage the JSMC to make this a priority. There is a need to identify specific quantif...
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN note that despite some improvements, helicopter use and noise remains a significant concern that impacts on the quality of experience of visitors to the property and requires continued regulation and management. Furt...
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN note the measures taken to halt any furher development of hotels and other tourist facilities on the river banks and islands; to reduce noise and river pollution and to maintain the site’s visual integrity and natura...
	However, with regards to the amphicoach project, the environmental project brief submitted does not currenty adequately address mitigation of visual and physical impacts.  Considering the spa project, the brief should include a limit to the height of ...
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN note the loss of revenue (estimated at USD 218,160 annually) that would be involved in reducing the amount of water diverted from the falls to generate electricity. They however note that the ZESCO plant, as reported...

	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.7
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.6 adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Welcomes the further progress of the two States Parties in strengthening the joint management of the trans-boundary property through the work of the Joint Technical and Site Management Committees, and the measures taken to promote sustainable touri...
	4. Encourages the two States Parties to develop a sustainable financing strategy and business plan for the property, recognising that implementation of the Joint Integrated Management Plan may be largely financed from park entry fees and other interna...
	5. Also welcomes the voluntary agreement of the State Party of Zambia to introduce a limit on the dry-season diversion of water from the falls for hydro-electric power generation, which would significantly restore a major attribute of the Outstanding ...
	6. Notes that the State Party of Zambia submitted three environmental project briefs, including for a tethered balloon project adjacent to the property, reiterates its previous conclusion at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010) that any tethered balloons...
	7. Also requests that the State Party of Zambia to address IUCN’s comments regarding the proposed amphicoach and spa lodge projects, before considering whether to proceed with the two proposed projects;
	8. Recommends the States Parties to conduct a joint Strategic Environmental Assessment of developments within the property and in its vicinity, in order to protect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, including its aesthetic value and the ...
	9. Also recognizes the progress made in developing benchmarks and indicators to monitor the State of Conservation of the property and also requests the States Parties to develop a comprehensive monitoring plan for the property and submit a copy to the...
	10. Reiterates its request to the two States Parties to continue their on-going efforts to control invasive species;
	11. Further requests the two States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2014 a jointly prepared report on the state of conservation of the property, including details of progress made in the implementation of measures to addre...



	ASIA-PACIFIC
	8. Great Barrier Reef (Australia) (N 154)
	9. Three Parallel Rivers of Yunnan Protected Area (China) (N 1083 bis)
	UYear of inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	UPrevious monitoring missions
	UFactors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Dams;
	b) Boundary modifications;
	c) Mining;
	d) Signage
	e) Management planning.

	UIllustrative material
	see page 37TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1083U37T
	UCurrent conservation issues
	UConclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.9
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.12 adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Acknowledges the information provided by the State Party on the on-going actions to address conservation issues at the property and urges the State Party to continue these efforts;
	4. Welcomes the efforts made by the State Party to ensure those mining areas which were excluded through the boundary modification and are now adjacent to the property and its buffer zone comply with international environmental and health standards;
	5. Regrets that comprehensive lists and accompanying maps of proposed dams in areas near to the property and its buffer zone have not yet been provided, and requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 December 2012 a detailed ...
	6. Also urges the State Party to ensure that active site preparation works for proposed hydroelectric projects do not proceed ahead of an approved Environmental Impact Assessment;
	7. Also requests the State Party to invite an IUCN reactive monitoring mission to review the potential impacts of the proposed dams, and of mining in the areas adjacent to the property, on the property’s Outstanding Universal Value, and to assess the ...
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2013, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress made in undertaking a Strategic Environmental Assessment of all the proposed ...


	10. Manas Wildlife Sanctuary (India) (N 338)
	11. Keoladeo National Park (India) (N 340)
	UYear of inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	UPrevious monitoring missions
	13TMarch 2005: World Heritage Centre site visit; March 2008: Joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission.

	UFactors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Inadequate water supply and competition for water with neighbouring communities;
	b) Poor water (quality and quantity) management;
	c) Invasive species (Prosopis, Eichhornia, Paspalum)

	UIllustrative material
	See page 37TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/340U37T

	UCurrent conservation problems
	a) Issues related to adequate water supply
	b) Ecological monitoring and Management Plan
	The State Party reports the implementation of an ecological monitoring programme across a range of 8 indicators for selected birds, mammals, reptiles, vegetation and water levels. Thresholds have been set to ensure the Outstanding Universal Value of t...
	The State Party also report on monitoring of a number of satellite wetlands which act as an essential part of the overall wetland ecosystem providing habitat to birdlife in the region. The monitoring programme was initiated under a UNESCO-IUCN project...
	The State Party report details bird counts for 15 heron species from 1991 to 2011. These show fluctuations and a number of failed breeding seasons particularly from 1997 onwards which are attributed to a lack of water.
	The existence of a science based Management Plan in operation for the property is a welcome confirmation. The implementation of ecological monitoring programmes for the property and surrounding satellite wetlands is also welcomed. Given the importance...
	Furthermore the World Heritage Centre and IUCN appreciate the time-series data on heron bird counts. This data illustrates the serious decline in total heron numbers since 1997. Numbers of birds average 5,777 p.a. in the 6 years between 1991 and 1997,...
	c) Other conservation issues – inappropriate developments near the park boundary and participatory management
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN have also received reports on threats from inappropriate residential and industrial development close to the park boundary and the need to further strengthen participatory management. In response to these reports,  t...

	UConclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.11
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.14, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Welcomes the efforts and the progress made by the State Party to replenish the water regime within the property’s wetland systems through the decisions to release environmental water flows from reservoirs and completed water related projects and ur...
	4. Regrets the delays in completion of the Govardhan Drain project and reiterates its request to the State Party to expedite completion of this project and initiate the planned water flows from this project to the property;
	5. Encourages the State Party to continue ecological monitoring programmes, which are independent of specific projects, in order to assess long-term ecosystem changes and particularly the recovery of bird populations;
	6. Also urges the State Party to further intensify the involvement of local communities in the management of the property, building on its existing achievements, including in the control of invasive species and other aspects of management, as appropri...
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property including confirmation of the completion of the Govardhan Drain, the progress made in providing adequate wate...


	12. Shiretoko (Japan) (N 1193)
	UYear of inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	UPrevious monitoring missions
	February 2008: joint UNESCO / IUCN mission

	UFactors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Completion of the revision of the overall Management Plan;
	b) Implementation of the recommendations of the joint UNESCO/IUCN reactive monitoring mission.

	UIllustrative material
	See page 37TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1193U37T

	UCurrent conservation issues
	a) Particularly Sensitive Sea Area (PSSA) designation for marine areas to improve protection
	b) Management planning
	c) Management of marine resources
	d) Management of salmonids and river constructions
	e) Management of Sika Deer grazing impacts
	f) Ecotourism Strategy linked to regional tourism development
	g) Climate Change Strategy to monitor impacts and implement adaptive management strategies

	UConclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.12
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 7B.16, adopted at its 32nd session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Acknowledges the efforts made by the State Party and information on the on-going actions to address conservation issues at the property and urges the State Party to continue these efforts;
	4. Requests the State Party to update statistics on annual Steller Sea Lion quotas and numbers caught and to report on population trends within the property;
	5. Also requests the State Party to consider more significant river construction modifications including the complete removal of dams and their foundations on the Rusha River in order to facilitate natural salmonid migration and spawning, and further ...
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Center by 1 February 2015, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including on progress achieved in the further removal of river structures in the property and in addr...


	13. Phoenix Islands Protected Area (Kiribati) (N 1325)
	UYear of inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	UPrevious monitoring missions
	UFactors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Illegal fishing and overfishing by licensed and unlicensed vessels;
	b) Degradation of seamounts;

	UIllustrative material
	See page 37TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1325U37T

	UCurrent conservation issues
	a) Strengthen the management framework for fisheries, including the extension of no-take areas, measures to prevent degradation of seamounts and concrete timelines for the phasing out of tuna fishing
	b) Ensure an appropriate and sustainable budget towards management of Phoenix Islands Protected Area through a funded and functional trust fund or through other appropriate mechanisms
	c) Ensure capacities and resources for refined and systematic monitoring, surveillance and law enforcement

	UConclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.13
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 8B.2, adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Welcomes the State Party’s effort in attracting a preliminary financial contribution for the implementation of the 2010-2014 Management Plan from the Global Environment Facility, and for the design of a fundraising framework for the envisaged Trust...
	4. Notes the essential importance of the establishment and full capitalisation of the Trust Fund to the long term conservation of the property, and requests the State Party, with the support of its partners, to:
	a) Ensure the Trust Fund is fully capitalised, operational, and disbursing funds,
	b) Provide a clear financial plan outlining funds to be allocated for core managment needs, including the proportion to compensate the State Party for the loss in tuna fishing licences fees ,
	c) Enable the extension of no-take zones for the property no later than 2014;

	5. Considers that the envisaged future extension of the zonation, as requested by the Committee at the time of inscription as an essential requirement, should consider the Outstanding Universal Value of the property by establishing no-take zones in th...
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015 a report on the progress made with the management of the property, in particular measures addressing illegal and overfishing of inshore and offshore fisheries, ...


	14. Sagarmatha National Park (Nepal) (N 120)
	UYear of inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	UPrevious monitoring missions
	UFactors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Pressure and degradation from increasing tourism and mountaineering;
	b) Development of tourism resort in core area;
	c) Climate change;
	d) Aircraft use;
	e) Mining;
	f) Deforestation for firewood.

	UIllustrative material
	See page 37TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/120U37T
	UCurrent conservation issues
	a) Development of tourism resort in core area
	b) Strengthening management and tourism planning
	c) Declaration of a Buffer Zone to the World Heritage property
	d) Other conservation issues of concern

	UConclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.14
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.16, adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	4. Reiterates its concern that the legal process has not been completed with respect to the Kongde View Resort which is within the property’s core area and is reportedly still operating, and also urges the State Party to submit the verdict to the Worl...
	5. Recommends the State Party to consult the Mountains Biome Specialist Group of the IUCN World Commission on Protected Areas for technical advice on the overall state of conservation of the property with particular attention to the impacts of the Kon...
	6. Welcomes the commitment of the State Party to:
	a) Revise the Sagarmatha National Park Tourism and Management Plan for 2013-2017,
	b) Request international assistance in support of enhanced tourism planning, development and management, and
	c) Submit documentation to incorporate the Sagarmatha National Park buffer zone as a buffer zone to the World Heritage property, and to seek further advice on this proposal from IUCN;

	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and on the progress with respect to legal proceedings related to the Kongde View Resort, for examina...


	15. East Rennell (Solomon Island) (N 854)
	UYear of Inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	UPrevious monitoring missions
	UFactors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Mining;
	b) Logging;
	c) Over-exploitation of coconut crab and  marine resources;
	d) Invasive species.

	UIllustrative material
	UCurrent conservation issues
	a) Logging
	b) Invasive species associated with illegal logging
	c) Legislation, Management Planning and administration of the property
	d) Over-exploitation of coconut crab and marine resources
	UConclusion
	Draft Decison: 36 COM 7B.15
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.17, adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Commends the State Party for its work to rectify deficiencies in the protection legislation, Management Planning and administration of the property, that have been the subject of Committee concerns since 2003;
	4. Expresses its serious concern that applications for commercial logging rights within the property are being considered by the State Party, which if granted would represent an ascertained danger to the property in line with Paragraph 180 of the Oper...
	5. Requests the State Party to immediately ban all commercial logging from Rennell Island to avoid loss of integrity and the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and to assess the possible associated introduction of rats and invasive land snai...
	6. Urges the State Party to make an immediate assessment of the over-exploitation of Coconut Crab and other marine resources;
	7. Also requests the State Party to invite an IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property, to assess its current state of conservation, particularly in relation to the threat of logging operations on Rennell Island, the associated threat of invas...
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2013, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, including a report on the outcome of an assessment of over-exploitation of resources and th...


	16. Central Highlands of Sri Lanka (Sri Lanka) (N 1203)
	UYear of inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	43TSee page 37TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1203/documents/U37T43T
	International Assistance
	N/A
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	13TN/A

	Illustrative material
	43TSee page 43T37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/120337T
	Current conservation issues
	a) Management framework, including a management and monitoring framework for tourism
	b) Boundaries and buffer zones
	c) Other conservation issues – invasive species, forest dieback, illegal gemming, cardamom cultivation, and infrastructure development

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.16
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.18, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Welcomes the progress achieved in the development of an overall management framework for the serial property, as required by the Operational Guidelines, as well as management plans for each of the component parts of the property;
	4. Urges the State Party to expedite the development of an effective management and monitoring framework for tourism, and requests the State Party to provide three printed and electronic copies of the tourism management plans for review by the World H...
	5. Also urges the State Party to ensure that adequate staffing and funding are available for the effective implementation of the new management plans, and to expedite the field demarcation of property boundaries;
	6. Encourages the State Party to include as part of the planned regular monitoring of threats the regular evaluation of the effectiveness of management provisions, in order to ensure that existing and new threats are effectively controlled;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including a report on the current status of threats to the property and its buffer zones.


	17. Dong Phayayen-Khao Yai Forest Complex (Thailand) (N 590)

	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	18. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	13TPrevious monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Developments in the Bansko ski zone,
	b) Lack of effective management mechanisms,
	c) Boundary issues,
	d) Illegal logging.

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Developments in the Bansko tourism zone
	b) Ecologically sustainable tourism
	The State Party reports that the 2014-2024 Management Plan of the property will pay special attention to not allowing further ski development or construction of other facilities within the property and its buffer zone, nor extension of the tourism zon...
	The mission noted that there is an obvious imbalance between the capacities of facilities in Bansko town and those in the ski zone, which drives the pressure to expand ski tourism at the expense of other more sustainable and less seasonally dependent ...
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN support the mission’s recommendation that the tourism strategy, which emphasizes summer tourism and includes interesting proposals for each of the seven municipalities, taking into account their natural and cultural ...
	c) Other conservation issues: boundary demarcation and monitoring the impact of activities
	The mission noted that there is a need to clearly mark, communicate and maintain the boundary of the property, and especially the boundaries of the buffer zones, as defined in Committee Decision 34 COM 8B.5. The boundaries should be properly measured ...
	The mission also noted the importance of putting in place processes to monitor the impacts of the ski and other activities within the buffer zone on the surrounding property. It stressed that the impact of past and potentially future increases of visi...

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.18
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.21 adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Takes note of conclusion of the World Heritage Centre / IUCN monitoring mission that the recent capacity upgrades of ski facilities undertaken in the buffer zone of the property do not appear to have negatively impacted the Outstanding Universal Va...
	4. Notes with concern the reported plans to expand new ski zones into the property, including the proposed reopening of the Tzarna Mogila ski lift and ski run, and reiterates its position that if any additional development of ski facilities, ski runs,...
	5. Urges the State Party to ensure, including through provisions in the new Management Plan, that no further areas within the property, outside the already excluded areas, are permitted for ski or other similar high-impact developments;
	6. Requests the State Party to implement the recommendations of the 2011 joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property, in particular:
	a) ensure effective wider regional planning for economic development, and ensure that no developments that exceed the capacity of the area are permitted,
	b) promote and implement the 2010 strategy for sustainable nature tourism as a viable alternative to ski-based tourism development,
	c) clearly demarcate, communicate and maintain the boundaries of the property as defined in Decision 34 COM 8B.5, using ascertained Global Positioning System (GPS) measurements, and ensure that these boundaries are respected,
	d) put in place processes to monitor the impacts of the ski and other activities within the buffer zone on the surrounding property, in order to ensure that they do not negatively impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and put in p...
	e) ensure that the implementation of restoration measures are strictly supervised and monitored by the Pirin National Park Directorate in accordance with conditions in the Territorial Arrangement Plan (TAP), Environmental Impact Assessments or any oth...
	f) expedite the process and make available sufficient resources to ensure that the new Management Plan of the property is completed and approved on time for its implementation immediately after the current Management Plan ceases being in effect in 2013,
	g) prepare detailed “Tourism Implementation Plans” for the Bansko and Dobrinishte buffer zones, consolidating existing, approved and envisaged plans in a transparent manner, and ensure that these buffer zone areas are explicit parts of the new Managem...

	7. Also requests the State Party to provide to the World Heritage Centre, as soon as it is available, three printed and electronic copies of the new Management Plan for review;
	8. Further requests that the State Party submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2013, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including confirmation that no further ski development has been or will be permitted within the pr...


	19. Gulf of Porto: Calanche of Piana, Gulf of Girolata, Scandola Reserve (France) (N 258)
	20. Natural System of "Wrangel Island" Reserve (Russian Federation) (N 1023)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	N/A

	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Monitoring
	b) Management Plan
	c) Waste removal
	The State Party reports that an unspecified amount of additional funding was allocated to the property, to support the removal of waste accumulated on the island. Empty fuel barrels have been warehoused, pressed, and shipped from the island. Residuals...
	d) Infrastructure renewal and development

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.20
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 33 COM 7B.30, adopted at its 33rd session (Seville, 2009),
	3. Welcomes the efforts of the State Party to increase inspection, monitoring and waste removal from the property;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to ensure that ministerial approval and adequate finance are in place for the implementation of the Management Plan and to establish an effective monitoring system that considers potential climate change im...
	5. Notes the plans to develop further tourism infrastructure and increase visitation to the island and urges the State Party to develop and implement an effective plan for tourism use within the property and, taking into account the particular sensiti...
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2013, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, including the ministerial approval and provision of adequate and increased financing of the Managem...


	21. Volcanoes of Kamchatka (Russian Federation) (N 765bis)
	22. Lake Baikal (Russian Federation) (N 754)
	23. Western Caucasus (Russian Federation) (N 900)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	April 2008: World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission; May 2009: High-level visit by the Director of the World Heritage Centre and the Chairperson of the World Heritage Committee; May 2010: World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitori...

	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Lack of Management Plan
	b) Weakening of conservation controls and laws
	c) Impacts of proposed tourism infrastructure development
	d) Road construction
	e) Deforestation

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Amendments to the legislative framework
	b) Legal certificate and conservation regime of natural monuments that form part of the property
	c) Infrastructure development for tourism facilities
	d) Implementation of the other recommendations of the 2010 monitoring mission

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.23
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 32 COM 7B.25, 34 COM 7B.24, and 35 COM 7B.24, adopted at its 32nd (Quebec City, 2008), 34th (Brasilia, 2010) and 35th (UNESCO, 2011) sessions respectively,
	3. Expresses its utmost concern about Federal Law No. 365-FZ dated 30 November 2011, which is weakening the protection status of Strict State Nature Reserves and therefore could affect the Outstanding Universal Value of several World Heritage properti...
	4. Also expresses its serious concern about the plans to construct tourist and mountain ski facilities at Lagonaki and considers that a decision to proceed with plans to develop these facilities would affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the prop...
	5. Reiterates its request to urgently implement all recommendations of the 2010 monitoring mission in order to protect the property’s Outstanding Universal Value, and in particular urges the State Party to immediately abandon any plans for recreationa...
	6. Encourages financial institutions not to invest in any developments on the Lagonaki Plateau or other parts of the property, which might impact its Outstanding Universal Value;
	7. Regrets that the State Party has not submitted the updated map of the boundaries of the property and detailed information on the activities allowed in the Natural Monuments which are part of the property, and urges the State Party to submit the upd...
	8. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN mission to the property to review the state of conservation of the property, progress in the implementation of the recommendations of the 2010 monitoring mission and to determine...
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2013, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 37t...


	24. Virgin Komi Forests (Russian Federation) (N 719)
	See Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B.Add (Late receipt of the State Party’s report on the state of conservation)

	25. Golden Mountains of Altai (Russian Federation (N 768rev)
	26. Henderson Island (United Kingdom) (N 487)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material
	a) Rat eradication
	The State Party reports that a rat eradication programme, which is coordinated by the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) and partly funded by the Government of the United Kingdom, was initiated on Henderson Island in the second half of 2...
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN emphasize the crucial importance of the successful finalization of the rat eradication programme for safeguarding the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of Henderson Island as predation by the Polynesian Rat on chicks...
	b) Ranger Post
	The State Party notes that a full-time ranger will not be deployed at Henderson Island until biosecurity issues have been fully assessed and the necessary biosecurity measures have been taken, particularly in relation to the risk of a re-introduction ...
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN note that, while the deployment of a permanent ranger on the island requires an assessment of biosecurity issues and corresponding measures, the presence of the Ranger Post itself is a crucial measure to prevent new ...
	c) Other measures

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.26
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.27, adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Welcomes the progress made by the State Party in the implementation of the rat eradication programme, and the reported preliminary results indicating the success of the eradication operation with minimal negative impacts on non-target species;
	4. Urges the State Party, in close cooperation with the Pitcairn authorities and the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, to rapidly finalize biosecurity assessments and the strengthening of biosecurity measures, and to establish a permanent Ran...
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, the final result of the rat eradication programme, and the progress achieved in the establishment o...


	27. Yellowstone National Park (United States of America) (N 28)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	N/A
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	1995: joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN mission
	September 2011: joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission

	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Mining;
	b) Wildlife management: bison and cut-throat trout;
	c) Invasive alien species;
	d) Water quality;
	e) Road construction;
	f) Snow mobile noise and impact on air quality;
	g) High visitor use.

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Securing bison migration on ranch lands surrounding the park
	b) Ensuring adequate funding to intensify lake trout suppression efforts over the next six years
	c) Increasing the Yellowstone grizzly bear population's connectivity with bears in the region, and further mitigating human-bear conflict
	d)  Assessing the impact of hunting of wolves on the Yellowstone wolf population
	e) Developing a long-term vision and action plan for integrated management of the property and its surrounding areas
	f) Reducing visitor impacts and improving winter use management
	The mission noted that the park’s 2008 YES! initiative, along with other sustainable resource use programmes, are proving successful in meeting their ambitious targets.
	g) Other conservation issues
	The mission further noted that restoration of mine tailings is proceeding well and there are no adverse impacts on aquatic life from disharge flows, and road construction is kept within prescribed corridors and conducted in harmony with wildlife needs.
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN conclude that there are no outstanding problems or serious impacts on natural park resources from mining restoration and associated water pollution, or from road construction and use.

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.27
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.28, adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Commends the State Party for the substantial progress made to find effective solutions to conservation issues affecting the property, particularly relating to bison migration, suppression of the lake trout population, mitigation of human-grizzly be...
	4. Notes that the conservation programmes will require sustained effort and considerable input of resources if they are to be successful in the long term;
	5. Encourages the State Party to establish effective co-operative relations between the park and private landowners and State land and wildlife regulatory agencies in lands surrounding the park, in the interest of achieving long-term conservation goal...
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, including on progress in addressing the key conservation issues, including mobilizing the necessary...



	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	28. Iguazu National Park (Argentina) (N 303)
	29. Iguaçu National Park (Brazil) (N 355)
	30. Cerrado Protected Areas: Chapada dos Veadeiros and Emas National Parks (Brazil) (N 1032)
	31. Talamanca Range-La Amistad Reserves / La Amistad National Park (Costa Rica / Panama) (N 205bis)
	32. Galápagos Islands (Ecuador) (N 1bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year (s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Inadequate implementation of the Special Law on Galápagos;
	b) Inadequate and ineffective quarantine measures;
	c) Illegal fishing;
	d) High immigration rate;
	e) Unsustainable and uncontrolled tourism development.

	13TIllustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Biosecurity
	The State Party further reports that the agency in charge of managing biosecurity in Galapagos (Agrocalidad) has been strengthened with the addition of 6 technicians and the installation of animal pathology and molecular biology investigation faciliti...
	The dockyards in Guayaquil and the single offloading facility in Galapagos remain to be completed, and the cargo ships still do not meet strict biosecurity standards. Until these issues are finalized, the property continues to be subjected to a higher...
	b) Tourism
	Notwithstanding a small decline in 2009, tourist arrivals have increased year after year since 1992 (nearly 117,000 in the first 7 months of 2011).  As the number of available berths on cruise ships has not increased for approximately 10 years, the in...
	The State Party reports that it does not consider the imposition of temporary maximum number of visitors as practical for the case of Galapagos but rather considers improved tourism management as a prefered approach. There is a concerted effort on the...
	Information from Park press releases indicate that it has established new 15 day itineraries for cruise ships, starting in February 2012, which are designed to reduce the visitor impact on specific visitor sites and distribute visitors more uniformly ...
	The State Party reported in its 2011 report to the Committee that the “artisanal fishing” tourism activity would be evaluated in the course of that year, to ensure that it was not marketed and practiced as outright sport fishing, but rather as an auth...
	c) Galapagos National Park Service (GNPS)
	d) Fisheries and marine reserve management
	The State Party reports that fisheries are being adequately managed. The sea cucumber fishery was opened for 60 days in 2011 after a 2 year ban, based on results from the sea cucumber population monitoring programme. Strict monitoring took place and b...
	The State Party also reports many marine control activities with the support of the Navy, with the capture of 18 ships caught fishing illegally, along with the confiscation of 20 longlines, which are illegal within the reserve. A significant increase ...
	e) Immigration
	f) Education

	Conclusion
	They note that the State Party is making concerted efforts at developing a suitable ecotourism policy and regulatory framework for the property, and that it has shown determination in dealing with developments that disregard established procedures. Th...

	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.32
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.30, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Welcomes the further progress achieved by the State Party in implementing the recommendations of the 2010 World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission;
	4. Requests the State Party to sustain its efforts to implement all of the recommendations of the reactive monitoring mission, in particular those where  activities are at the planning stage and require finalization and implementation as soon as possi...
	a) Putting in place the biosecurity infrastructure for the islands, with a particular focus on the requirements for international biosecurity standards both for cargo ships, and for loading and offloading facilities,
	b) Implementing a sustainable tourism strategy through appropriate regulatory, legal and policy instruments,
	c) Resolving the issue over the capacity of judges in Galapagos to hear environmental crime cases as a matter of urgency,
	d) Resolving the sport fishing / artisanal fishing issue;

	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, with particular emphasis on the implementation of the points noted above, as well as on further progres...


	33. Coiba National Park and its Special Zone of Marine Protection (Panama) (N 1138 rev)
	34. Pitons Management Area (Saint Lucia) (N 1161)


	MIXED PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	35. Ngorongoro Conservation Area (United Republic of Tanzania) (C/N 39)

	ASIA-PACIFIC
	36. Tasmanian Wilderness (Australia)

	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	37. Pyrénées – Mont Perdu (France / Spain) (C/N 773 bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	February 1999: UNESCO visit; July 2007: Joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS / IUCN reactive monitoring mission

	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Impacts of the Gavarnie Festival (France);
	b) Insufficient support for agropastoralism;
	c) Inefficient transboundary cooperation.

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Transboundary management arrangements

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.37
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 33 COM 7B.40 and 34 COM 7B 39 adopted at its 33rd (Seville, 2009) and 34th (Brasilia, 2010) sessions respectively,
	3. Welcomes with interest the elements of information concerning the joint governance of the property, whilst encouraging the State Parties to finalize the participation of representatives of the two national parks in the jurisdictions of these instit...
	4. Regrets that no concrete progress has been accomplished concerning the relocation of the Gavarnie Festival and, given its location in the most scenic place of the property explicitly inscribed for the aesthetic values of its natural landscape, stro...
	5. Strongly urges the State Party of France to prepare a study on potential relocation sites for the Festival, integrating the advantages and inconveniences of these sites, property rights and usage, as well as the costs of the operation;
	6. Also regrets that the study on the closure of the Troumouse Road that should have been completed in 2010, is still not finalized, and also strongly urges the State Party of France to submit this study to the World Heritage Centre by 31 December 2012;
	7. Further regrets that the 2012-2014 Action Plans do not place sufficient emphasis on agro-pastoralism activities and the restoration of pastoral built heritage, and encourages the State Parties to improve support to these activities in the next acti...
	8. Requests the State Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated joint report on the state of conservation of the property, notably on the issues relating to the relocation of the Festival and the closure of the Tro...


	38. Mount Athos (Greece) (C/N 454)

	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	39. Historic Sanctuary of Machu Picchu (Peru) (C/N 274)


	CULTURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	40. Royal Palaces of Abomey (Benin) (C 323 bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Absence of a national legislative mechanism for the protection of cultural heritage;
	b) Major deterioration of almost 50% of the earthen structural components;
	c) Lack of presentation and interpretation at the site.

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Management of the property
	b) Current state of conservation
	c) Fire incidents

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision : 36 COM 7B.40
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.43, adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Acknowledges the information provided by the State Party in regard to the state of conservation of the property and urges it to continue its efforts in the sustained implementation of conservation and management measures;
	4. Expresses its concern at the damage caused to the Houégbadja Palace by the fire in January 2012 and the lack of any mention of the fire and its impact in the State Party report;
	5. Considers that the lack of adequate prevention and maintenance measures and response plans appears to have contributed to the fires in 2009 and 2012;
	6. Requests the State Party to develop a comprehensive disaster risk Management Plan and submit it to the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies for review by 1 February 2013;
	7. Also urges the State Party to develop a reconstruction policy document as requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 34th session and to halt all reconstruction work until such a policy and a detailed reconstruction project plan for the fire ...
	8. Further urges the State Party to update the Management Plan as a framework for the reconstruction policy and disaster risk Management Plan;
	9. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to assess the state of conservation of the property and to assist in defining ways to address the development of a reconstruction policy...
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2013, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its...


	41. Aksum (Ethiopia) (C 15)
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	Illustrative material
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision:  36 COM 7B.41
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.45 adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Acknowledges the information provided by the State Party, in particular the efforts made towards the delimitation of boundaries of the property and of a suggested buffer zone, as well as the submission of a draft retrospective Statement of Outstand...
	4. Expresses its concern that the construction of the Orthodox Church Museum has started on the property without prior submission of information on this construction to the World Heritage Centre in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines...
	5. Also expresses its strong concern that this Orthodox Church Museum construction will have a negative impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to establish more structured management arrangements at the property, including a Management Plan, and to provide the World Heritage Centre, for review by the Advisory Bodies, with maps showing the precise ...
	7. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to undertake investigations on the causes of the rising water table and renews its invitation to the State Party to submit a request for International Assistance to :
	a) conduct the study on the causes of the rising water,
	b) support the Stele 3 consolidation project;

	8. Requests the State Party to invite a World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS high level reactive monitoring mission to assess the Orthodox Church Museum project before any further construction activity takes place;
	9. Also requests the State Party to halt the Orthodox Church Museum construction until the World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS mission and the assessment are completed;
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2013, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its...


	42. Rock-Hewn Churches, Lalibela (Ethiopia) (C 18)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	13T2004, 2005, 2008, 2009: World Heritage Centre follow-up missions; 2006,: 13TWorld Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM13T reactive monitoring mission; 2007, 2008: 13TWorld Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission;

	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) 13TLack of clearly defined boundaries for the property and the buffer zone;
	b) 13TImpact of the four temporary shelters constructed in 2008;
	c) 13TAbsence of a Management Plan for the property;
	d) 13TInsufficient urban and architectural regulations;
	e) 13TUrban development and encroachment around the property;
	f) 13TImpact of rainwater and humidity;
	g) 13TImpact of earthquakes;
	h) 13TGeological and architectural characteristics of the property.

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	b)  Urban encroachment and site management

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.42
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.44, adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Acknowledges the information provided by the State Party, notably the development of maps of the property’s boundaries and suggested buffer zone, and requests the State Party to submit the finalized maps in the context of the retrospective inventor...
	4. Encourages the State Party to finalize the consultation process for the draft Management Plan for the property, and also requests the State Party to submit the draft Management Plan, including the resettlement action plan and the development plan f...
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to:
	a) Submit details of the type and frequency of monitoring arrangements for all temporary shelters,
	b) Regularly provide information about the World Bank Tourism Development Project that is being implemented at the property,
	c) Pursue its efforts to implement the pilot preservation project at Gabriel Rufael Church in cooperation with the World Monuments Fund;

	6. Further requests the State Party to conduct a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA), in conformity with the ICOMOS Guidelines on Heritage Impact Assessments for World Heritage cultural properties, to evaluate the potential impact of any planned demograp...
	7. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at ...


	43. Lamu Old Town (Kenya) (C 1055)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	2001
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	Total amount granted to property: USD 31,776

	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Lamu-Southern Sudan-Ethiopia Transport (LAPSSET) corridor and new Lamu Port
	b) Encroachment in the Shela sand dunes and water catchment area
	c) Boundaries, buffer zones and finalized Management Plan

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.43
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.39, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes the general information provided by the State Party on the Lamu-Southern Sudan-Ethiopia Transport (LAPSSET) corridor, Lamu Port development, encroachment and uncontrolled development in the Shela sand dunes and Lamu Old Town;
	4. Expresses its strong concern that detailed information on the LAPSSET corridor and Lamu Port project, such as its scope, projected kinds of primary and secondary developments foreseen, projected economic and population data, has not been submitted ...
	5. Notes with concern, that information made available by Kenyan government authorities to the public domain suggests a project of major scale, which may impact the social and cultural unity of Lamu Old Town, its environment and setting, in particular...
	6. Also expresses its concern about the likely negative impact of the LAPSSET corridor and the new Lamu Port and Metropolis, including secondary developments foreseen, on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	7. Requests the State Party to halt and prevent any further construction of the new Lamu Port and LAPSSET facilities at Lamu until :
	a) a comprehensive Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA), in conformity with the ICOMOS Guidelines on Heritage Impact Assessments for World Heritage Cultural Properties, to assess the project’s potential impact on ...
	b) these EIA and HIA have been submitted to the World Heritage Centre for examination by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies,
	c) appropriate solutions to ensure that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property is fully preserved, have been identified and agreed upon;

	8. Reiterates its request to the State Party to provide detailed information on the development of the LAPSSET corridor and new Lamu Port and Metropolis, and planned secondary developments, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, inc...
	9. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to provide to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies:
	a) the requested maps showing the precise boundaries of the property and the buffer zones areas, indicating those gazetted at present as well as those planned to be gazetted in the near future,
	b) three printed and electronic copies of the finalized draft Management Plan;

	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2013, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 37...


	44. Old Towns of Djenné (Mali) (C 116 rev)
	1988
	Criteria
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) No management and conservation plan;
	b) Pressure from urban development;
	c) Deterioration of dwellings;
	d) Waste disposal problems;
	e) Encroachment of the archaeological sites.

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) State of conservation of archaeological heritage

	b) Waste disposal problems
	c) Rehabilitation of architectural heritage
	d) Demolition of Old Courthouse
	e) Urban regulations and management and conservation plan
	f) Boundaries and buffer zone
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.44
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.47, adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Acknowledges the information provided on the state of conservation of the property and the measures implemented in regard to its conservation;
	4. Notes with concern the conservation conditions at the property and the lack of significant progress made in implementing the management and conservation plans;
	5. Expresses its regret at the demolition of the Old Courthouse, a significant and prominent example of the Djenné architectural style, that had been renovated as part of an urban restoration project and considers that its destruction impacts adversel...
	6. Urges the State Party to cooperate with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, as well as any other relevant international bodies, to put in place measures to address pressing concerns regarding implementation of regulatory measures to ...
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2012, a boundary clarification in the framework of the Retrospective Inventory process;
	8. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to assess the state of conservation of the property, in particular the vulnerability of its distinctive architecture, the conditions of the arc...
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2013, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the steps taken to implement the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its...


	45. Aapravasi Ghat (Mauritius) (C 1227)
	46. Island of Mozambique (Mozambique)
	47. Saloum Delta (Senegal) (C 1359)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material
	See page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/135937T

	Current conservation issues
	The State Party submitted its report on 1 February 2012. It essentially provides an update on the implementation of the recommendations that the Committee had made in 2011, following the inscription of the property.
	a) Management Plan
	In the framework of the implementation of the Management Plan, several eco-guard training sessions were held in 2011 and were to be extended to the conservation of cultural elements. However, the subjects covered, the reports on which were appended to...
	b) Implementation of other recommendations of the Committee
	According to the State Party, the recent improvement in the condition of the mangrove contributes to better natural protection of the shell mounds, however preventive natural management of erosion must be studied.  As for human waste management, the S...
	The report of the State Party also refers to the preparation of an urban regulation for classified perimeters for which the future Management Committee will be responsible once it is finalized. On the issue of major development projects, the report no...
	Regarding the provision of an annual monitoring report on the property, the State Party’s report indicates that it will be the responsibility of the Management Committee and its secretariat, once they are established.

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.47
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 8B.14, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes with satisfaction that the decisions taken by the State Party are steps in the right direction towards greater attention to the management of the cultural heritage of the property and encourages it to continue its efforts;
	4. Requests the State Party to:
	a) Continue to give priority attention to the simultaneous protection and conservation of cultural elements of the property and the natural elements associated with them,
	b) Ensure that this joint protection and conservation is carried out at the same level on the entire property, in particular through the deployment of eco-guards over the entire site,
	c) Establish a training programme for eco-guards in the cultural values of the property,
	d) Continue studies and research on protection of the shell mounds against erosion by currents, as well as projects and technical research for better management of human waste and domestic waste within the property,
	e) Develop a policy for monitoring the conservation of the property with clearly defined indicators and a regular programme of observation of these indicators;

	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property.


	48. Mapungubwe Cultural Landscape (South Africa) (C 1099)
	49. Stone Town of Zanzibar (United Republic of Tanzania) (C 173rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Development pressures;
	b) Environmental pressures in relation with the Malindi port project;
	c) Natural disasters and lack of risk-preparedness;
	d) Visitors/ tourist pressures;
	e) Lack of resources;
	f) Lack of legal framework;

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.49
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.45, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes the information provided by the State Party on the efforts made to improve the conservation and management of the property;
	4. Also notes that the Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) has been undertaken on the proposed hotel complex development at Mambo Msiige and the adjacent designated public open space, and urges the State Party to submit this HIA to the World Heritage Cen...
	5. Expresses its deep concern about the state of conservation of the property and the lack of significant progress in addressing the requests of the Committee;
	6. Reiterates its requests to the State Party to:
	a) Complete and submit a comprehensive condition assessment of the property and identify priority measures for intervention, including required resources for implementation,
	b) Establish an effective monitoring system to control and enforce sanctions on illegal construction and evaluate the adequacy of proposals for new construction and development, both at the inscribed property and within its buffer zone,
	c) Further develop the tourism development plan to effectively contribute to poverty alleviation and improvement of socio-economic conditions of the local population;

	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th ses...



	ARAB STATES
	50. Ancient Thebes with its Necropolis (Egypt) (C 87)
	51. Historic Cairo (Egypt) (C 89)
	52. Tyre (Lebanon) (C 299)
	53. Ouadi Qadisha (the Holy Valley) and the Forest of the Cedars of God (Horsh Arz el-Rab) (Lebanon) (C 850)
	54. Archaeological Site of Cyrene (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) (C 190)
	55. Rock-Art Sites of Tadrart Acacus (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) (C 287)
	56. Ancient Ksour of Ouadane, Chinguetti, Tichitt and Oualata (Mauritania) (C 750)
	57. Bahla Fort (Oman) (C 433)
	58. Ancient Villages of Northern Syria (Syrian Arab Republic) (C 1348)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	See page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/decisions/429437T
	International Assistance
	For details, see page  37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1348/assistance37T
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) 28TProtection Policy28T 28Tdoes28T 28Tnot adequately28T 28Tintegrate28T 28Tcultural landscapes28T;
	b) 28TLack of28T 28Thuman and financial resources;
	c) 28TDevelopment or infrastructure projects28T 28Tthat may affect28T 28Tthe integrity28T 28Tof the property;
	d) 28TManagement Plan still incomplete28T 28Tand28T 28Tlack of an Action Plan.

	Illustrative material
	See page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/134837T

	Current conservation issues
	a) Pursuing and extending the policy of protection and conservation of the cultural landscapes, notably through the revision of the Antiquities Law,
	b) Increase the number of guards for those parks with the least number or which are most exposed to illegal activity,
	c) Confirm that Park No 1 (Saint Simeon Sanctuary) is not affected by a project for high voltage power lines,
	d) Confirm the complete rejection of the large property development project in Park No 3 (Sinkhar site),
	e) Confirm that the visual integrity of Park No 5 (Jebel Zawiye) is not compromised by large quarry and/or industrial projects,
	f) Complete as soon as possible the land surveys for each of the parks, under the supervision of the General Directorate for Antiquities and Museums (DGAM),
	g) Maintain throughout the management transition period, DGAM's prerogatives for the supervision of the preservation and conservation of the property,
	h) Provide the ‘Maison du patrimoine’ and parks management centres with the human and material resources commensurate with their new missions for the protection, conservation, and economic and tourism development of the property as stipulated in the M...
	i) Finalise the Management Plan and the Action Plan with a schedule of actions considered suitable for the property's conservation and its expression of Outstanding Universal Value, together with their implementation timeframes,
	j) Detail the monitoring indicators for the property's conservation as a function of the particularities of each site and as a function of more extensive landscape data.
	a) 28TMonitoring of the appropriation measures on the28T 28TRoueiha28T 28Tsite28T 28Tis funded28T 28Tas28T 28Ta priority28T;
	b) 28TThe28T 28TSinkhar28T 28Tsite28T 28Tis designated as28T 28Tfully protected28T 28Tagainst potential28T 28Treal estate projects28T 28Tunsuitable for28T 28Tits preservation28T;
	c) 28TA budget28T 28Thas been earmarked for28T 28Tthe protection28T 28Tand rehabilitation of28T the A28Tncient28T 28TVillages28T 28Tin the year 201228T, which will enable 28Tthe preparation of the28T 28TManagement28T Plan 28Tand the contractual implem...
	d) 28TA documentary project28T 28Tin the form of28T a 28Tdatabase28T 28Tand28T 28TGeographic Information System28T 28Tis28T 28Tannounced28T 28Tfor the sites of28T 28TSaint28T 28TSimeon28T 28Tand Jebel Zawiye28T.
	28TRecruitment28T 28Tof qualified personnel28T, notably in 28Tarcheology28T, 28Thas28T been 28Tannounced28T 28Tstatewide28T, 28Tin particular for28T 28Tthe two28T 28Tregional offices28T 28Tof the DGAM28T responsible 28Tfor28T the property28T, but28T 2...

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.58
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 8B.23, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Expresses its utmost concern for the country's current situation, the loss of life and potential risks to the property;
	4. Notes the report sent by the State Party and the circumstances that hinder the implementation of responses to recommendations of the World Heritage Committee;
	5. Maintains most of its previous recommendations and requests the State Party to:
	a) Continue and extend the policy of protection and conservation of the cultural landscapes, notably through the revision of the Antiquities Law,
	b) Increase the number of guards for the parks with the least number or those most exposed to illegal activity,
	c) Confirm that Park No.1 (Saint Simeon Sanctuary) is not affected by a project for high voltage power lines,
	d) Confirm that the visual integrity of Park No. 5 (Jebel Zawiye) is not compromised by large quarry and / or industrial projects,
	e) Promptly complete the land surveys for each of the parks, under the General Directorate for Antiquities and Museums (DGAM)’s supervision,
	f) Maintain throughout the management transition period, DGAM’s prerogatives for the supervision of the preservation and conservation of the property,
	g) Provide the ‘Maison du patrimoine’ and park management centres with the human and material resources commensurate with their new missions for the protection, conservation, and economic and tourism development of the property as stipulated in the Ma...
	h) Finalize the Management Plan and the Action Plan with a schedule of actions considered suitable for the property’s conservation and its expression of Outstanding Universal Value, together with their implementation timeframes,
	i) Detail the monitoring indicators for the property’s conservation as a function of the particularities of each site and as a function of more extensive landscape data;

	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2013, a report on the state of conservation of the property for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 37th session in 2013.


	59. Archaeological Site of Carthage (Tunisia) (C 37)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	N/A

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Protection and Enhancement Plan (PPMV)

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.59
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.59, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes the report presented by the State Party and the information provided on the property’s boundaries;
	4. Encourages the State Party to continue its policy of land management of the areas in the archaeological zone to avoid alteration to the integrity of the property;
	5. Requests the State Party to implement the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission of January 2012, including:
	a) the revision, adoption and implementation of the Protection and Enhancement Plan for the property,
	b) the elaboration of a Presentation Plan and a Tourism Management Plan,
	c) the development of an archaeological and conservation strategy,
	d) the coordination of preservation and management tools of the property, and coordination of the roles of the different stakeholders concerned;

	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014 a report on progress made in implementing the above recommendations for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	60. Old City of Sana’a (Yemen) (C 385)

	ASIA-PACIFIC
	61. Mahabodhi Temple Complex at Bodh Gaya (India) (C1056 rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Lack of co-ordinated and integrated management system;
	b) Loss of character of the cultural landscape directly associated with the property and its outstanding universal value;
	c) Lack of protection under national legislation.

	Illustrative material
	see page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/105637T
	Current conservation issues
	a) State of Conservation of the property, in particular the Bodhi Tree
	b) Buffer zone, setting and re-nomination of the property as a cultural landscape
	c) Site and visitor management
	d) Improving legal protection at the national level

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.61
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.70, adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Acknowledges the efforts made by the State Party to address the conservation issues at the property; and notes the pragmatic approach currently applied by the Bodhgaya Temple Management Committee (BTMC) to retain its special legal status, under the...
	4. Also notes the results of the February 2011 joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission, endorses its recommendations on the satisfactory condition of the property, including the sacred Bodhi Tree, and requests the State P...
	a) Ensure urgent protection of the vulnerable setting and the wider landscape through a balanced vision, which integrates conservation, pilgrimage and community development,
	b) Formally designate an adequate buffer zone for the immediate setting of the property and appropriate protection for the wider landscape,
	c) Identify, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies a two-step approach, firstly, an adequate buffer zone for the protection of the immediate setting as well as a regulatory framework for the protection of the wider  la...
	d) Revise the Management Plan and the regional development plan in light of the proposed buffer zone boundaries and regulations; and conduct a study of pilgrimage patterns and visitor behaviour to identify the most significant pressures and develop, o...
	e) Undertake capacity-building activities for all local stakeholders concerned to raise awareness of World Heritage management requirements;

	5. Encourages the State Party to submit the designated buffer zone as a minor boundary modification;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session...


	62. Meidan Emam, Esfahan (Islamic Republic of Iran) (C 115)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	See page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/115/documents/37T
	International Assistance
	Total amount granted to the property: USD 2,752
	For details, see page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/intassistance/1657/37T
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Uncoordinated urban development - construction of a large scale commercial complex;
	b) Subway route through the historical axis of Esfahan.

	Illustrative material
	See page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/11537T
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.62
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34COM 7B.71, adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Takes note of the further reduction in height of the Jahan-Nama Building and reiterates its request to the State Party to confirm as soon as possible, in writing, to the World Heritage Centre, that the demolition has been completed;
	4. Requests the State Party to submit, as a matter of urgency, to the World Heritage Centre, for review by the Advisory Bodies, detailed information and documentation on the proposed route of metro line 2;
	5. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to develop a Management Plan for the property, in consultation with all stakeholders, and to ensure that this Management Plan becomes part of a larger strategic vision for integrated urban development ...
	6. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property to consider the impact of the current metro constructions on the property and its wider setting;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit maps precisely indicating the property boundaries and buffer zone;
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2013, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at ...


	63. Town of Luang Prabang (Lao People’s Democratic Republic) (C 479rev)
	64. Vat Phou and Associated Ancient Settlements within the Champasak Cultural Landscape (Lao People’s Democratic Republic) (C 481)
	65. Lumbini, the Birthplace of the Lord Buddha (Nepal) (C 666 rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the World Heritage List in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	13TPrevious monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Lack of a conservation policy and inappropriate management of the property;
	b) Impact of the new structure of the Maya Devi Temple (constructed in 2002) on the archaeological remains, as well as on the visual integrity.

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Integrated Management Plan (IMP)
	b) Planned development projects
	c) Environmental degradation as result of industrial activity
	d) Other issues

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.65
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.74, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes the progress in developing the Integrated Management Plan (IMP) as well as the conservation measures taken for the property;
	4. Requests the State Party to continue its work on the finalization of the Integrated Management Plan (IMP), and to continue its commitment to not approving any development project within the property or in the adjacent areas identified as having pot...
	5. Encourages the State Party to continue to develop also strategies to further reduce industrial activity in the vicinity of the property; and requests that for any future proposals an Heritage Impact Assessment should be undertaken to consider the p...
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre detailed information on any proposed major restoration or new construction in the vicinity of the property, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bo...
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38t...


	66. Kathmandu Valley (Nepal) (C 121)
	67. Historical Monuments at Makli, Thatta (Pakistan) (C 143)
	68. Old Town of Galle and its Fortifications (Sri Lanka) (C 451)
	69. Samarkand – Crossroads of Cultures (Uzbekistan) (C 603rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Lack of strategic approach to urban conservation;
	b) Lack of a proper Management Plan;
	c) Detrimental impact of new roads;
	d) Conservation of urban fabric.

	Illustrative material
	See page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/60337T

	Current conservation issues
	a) The scope and extent of the general plan 2010-2015
	b) Clarification on the major Conservation and Restoration proposals in the general plan
	c) Scope of World Bank Water and Sewage projects and impact on archaeological and historic structures
	d) Progress on and scope of the Management Plan
	e) New Urban Development projects
	f) State of conservation

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision 36 COM 7B.69
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.80, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Welcomes the progress made by the State Party in the preparation of the Management Plan and encourages the State Party to continue its cooperation with Ministry of Culture, local authorities, the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS to finalize the Man...
	4. Requests the State Party to ensure that the Management Plan contains a clear articulation of conservation principles for restoration and conservation of historic structures and especially of the traditional urban fabric, and also contains the syste...
	5. Notes the maps provided for an overall traffic scheme for the Samarkand area which includes proposed new roads in the property and its buffer zone, and also requests the State Party, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, t...
	6. Further requests that once the overall draft traffic scheme has been scrutinised by the World Heritage Committee any detailed road proposals should be subject to an Heritage Impact Assessment in accordance with ICOMOS Guidance;
	7. Also notes the list of proposed conservation projects within the State program up to 2015 and reiterates the recommendations of the 2007 mission report that priority should be given to the conservation of traditional houses;
	8. Further notes the State Party’s assertion that, at the current stage of urban development, neither new large constructions nor crucial infrastructure works are foreseen within the property and also reiterates the recommendation of the 2007 mission ...
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2013 an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, including submission of the completed Management Plan...



	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	70. Madriu-Perafita-Claror Valley (Andorra) (C 1160bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	See page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1160/documents/37T
	International Assistance
	N/A
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Main threats identified in previous reports
	13TDelay in the finalization of the Management Plan and completion of the entomological inventory for the property

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft decision: 36 COM 7B.70
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.75, adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Takes note with satisfaction of the approval and entry into force of the “Management Plan of the Madriu-Perafita-Claror Valley” on 28 December 2011;
	4. Requests the State Party to update the Management Plan as soon as the Retrospective Statement of Outstanding Universal Value is adopted by the Committee;
	5. Also requests the State Party to present a global access strategy for the property, as requested by the Committee at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004);
	6. Invites the State Party to submit a progress report on the implementation of the above recommendations to the World Heritage Centre, for review by the Advisory Bodies within the second cycle of Periodic Reporting.


	71. Walled City of Baku (Azerbaijan) (C 958)
	72. Historic Centre of Brugge (Belgium) (C 996)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Main threats identified in previous reports
	a) Potential impacts of new construction projects
	b) Gradual erosion of the attributes that convey the Outstanding Universal Value and consequently threaten the integrity of the property with regards to its overall coherence and originality.

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	The factors affecting the property, identified by the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission of March 2010, remain relevant. Following notice of two new projects (see below) within the perimeter of the property and likely to af...
	a)  Responses to the Committee recommendations
	b)  The Prédikherenrei (National Archives Centre)
	Constuction work progressed considerably during the 2010-2011 period and in February 2012, and the roof is now ready to be placed in position. Without repeating the arguments presented (Annex 2 of the State Party report and the Permanent Delegation le...
	This case is an indication of the gradual erosion of the urban fabric flagged up by the joint mission in 2010. In respect to this project, there has been no prior information sent by the State Party to the Secretariat of the World Heritage Committee, ...
	c)  The Minnewaterpark Terrace
	13TThe World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies consider that the ongoing procedure referred to (Annex 2 of the State Party report) in no way exonerates the Brugge authorities from anticipating the possible consequences of economic development pr...
	d)  General aspects of the property
	Since the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS mission report of March 2010, the Historic Centre of Brugge continues to undergo negative erosion to its major characteristics upon which is based its Outstanding Universal Value. This phenomenon is due, am...
	In the light of the recommendations of the joint mission and the Committee, transmitted by the State Party to the city of Brugge, the city set up a control procedure for demolitions, presented in its response of February 2011 (p. 4/6). The city has ad...
	The categorization into of seven levels of heritage value of the monuments follows along the same lines of possible reinterpretation. The scientific aspect is interesting. However, it is to be feared that it will leave the door open to eventual conven...

	13TConclusion
	13TThe World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies consider, in view of earlier controversial discussions regarding projects that do not take full account of the long historical context in the development of the Historic Centre of Brugge, that the m...
	13TThey recognize  the efforts of the State Party in the implementation of the recommendations in Decision 34 COM 7B.79 of the Committee, but consider that these efforts should be pursued by the State Party as concerns the implementation of points c),...
	13TThe World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies acknowledge the efforts of the State Party in the preparation of the Management Plan. However, they recommend that the Committee request the State Party to finalise this Plan in 2013, also taking in...

	Draft decision: 36 COM 7B.72
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 33 COM 7B.94 and 34 COM 7B.79, adopted respectively at its 33rd (Seville, 2009) and 34th (Brasilia, 2010) sessions,
	3. Recognizes the efforts of the State Party in the preparation of the Management Plan and requests the State Party to finalise this Plan, also taking into account the UNESCO Recommendation concerning the Historic Urban Landscape (November 2011) and t...
	4. Also reiterates its concern regarding the gradual erosion of the attributes that convey the Outstanding Universal Value, as continued erosion is a threat to the integrity of the property;
	5. Also requests the State Party to inform the World Heritage Centre, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, of any project presenting a potential impact to the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property;
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the progress achieved in the implementation of the above-mentioned recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at...


	73. Historic Centre of Prague (Czech Republic) (C 616)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Development of high rise constructions on the Pankrác plain;
	b) Lack of effectiveness of existing planning, management and conservation measures for the property;

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.73
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.89, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Welcomes the information that the building permissions for the Epoque Towers on the Pankrác Plain have been revoked and acknowledges the progress towards a land-use plan amendment extending the height restriction zone on the basis of a ban on build...
	4. Requests the State Party to notify the World Heritage Centre when the amendment to the land-use plan has been passed by the Prague City Assembly;
	5. Also requests the State Party to provide the finalized Management Plan to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2013;
	6. Encourages the State Party to continue informing the World Heritage Centre, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, about any envisaged developments, major restorations or rehabilitations;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, including the progress towards a design for downgrading the North-South Trunk Road and the ...


	74. Mont-Saint-Michel and its Bay (France) (C 80 bis)
	75. Provins, Town of Medieval Fairs (France) (C 873 rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	See page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/873/documents/37T
	International Assistance
	N/A
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary funds
	N/A
	Previous monitoring missions
	Main threats identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft decision: 36 COM 7B.75
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.84, adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Takes note of the information provided by the State Party in response to the concerns raised by the revision of the Architectural, Urban, and Landscape Heritage Protection Zones (ZPPAUP) and their possible transformation into architecture and herit...
	4. Notes with satisfaction of the convention between the State and the Town of Provins concluded on 9 December 2004, comprising 16 million Euros devoted to the restoration of historic monuments of the Town, as well as the unfavourable advice concernin...
	5. Requests the State Party to do its utmost so that the Outstanding Universal Value of the property and the attributes conveying this value be preserved, and even reinforced, in the framework of a transformation of the protection regulations concerni...
	6. Also requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed of any project that might have an impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, and if need be, to...


	76. Villa Adriana (Tivoli) (Italy) (C 907)
	77. Portovenere, Cinque Terre and the Islands (Palmaria, Tino and Tinetto) (Italy) (C 826)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary funds
	13TPrevious monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	N/A

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Damages caused by floods of 26 October 2011
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.77
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Extends its sympathy to the victims of the floods of October 2011 and their families;
	3. Takes note of the emergency response provided by the State Party and encourages the State Party to conduct a detailed survey in order to obtain further information on the state of conservation of the property;
	4. Commends the steps undertaken by the regional authorities for the safeguarding of the property;
	5. Notes that the State Party has invited an advisory mission to assess the overall state of conservation of the property and to provide technical advice on remedial measures and risk preparedness;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2013, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above.


	78. Curonian Spit (Lithuania / Russian Federation) (C 994)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	13TAugust 2001: World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/IUCN mission; November 2003: World Heritage Centre mission; July 2009: ICOMOS/IUCN Technical Advisory mission (invited by Lithuania); December 2010: WHC/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission

	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Potential pollution from the oil exploitation of the D-6 oil field in the Baltic Sea by the Russian Federation;
	b) Lack of bilateral cooperation between Lithuania and the Russian Federation including joint assessment of environmental impact of the D-6 project;
	c) Impacts of sewage spill accident which took place at Klaipeda Water Treatment Station (Lithuania);
	d) New and possibly illegal constructions;
	e) Sand dunes erosion;
	f) Possible tourism economic zone in Kaliningrad.

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Designation of a New Economic Zone and Proposed new leisure complexes in the Kaliningrad region
	b) Legal Protection
	c) Need for coordinated management mechanism in line with the requirements of the Operational Guidelines;
	d) Overall tourism strategy
	e) Fire Protection
	f) Management Plan
	g) Other matters

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.78
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 31 COM 7B.114, 32 COM 7B.98 and 34 COM 7B.91 adopted at its 31st (Christchurch, 2007), 32nd (Quebec City, 2008) and 34th (Brasilia, 2010) sessions respectively;
	3. Welcomes the submission of the first joint report by the two States Parties;
	4. Recognizes the efforts made by both States Parties to ensure the safeguarding of the property and encourages them to continue such efforts in cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	5. Also welcomes the progress made in terms of greater collaboration between the National Parks in both parts of the property and the joint actions that have been agreed to take forward work on an overall Tourism Strategy, a joint Traffic Management P...
	6. Notes that the State Party of the Russian Federation has suspended the proposed Economic Development Zone in the Kaliningrad region;
	7. Requests confirmation from the State Party of the Russian Federation, by 1 September 2012, that the proposed large leisure complexes will not be constructed;
	8. Takes note of the possibility of a liquefied gas terminal outside the property at Klaipeda and also requests the State Party of Lithuania to undertake full impact assessments (Strategic Environmental and Heritage Impact Assessments) prior to any de...
	9. Also notes the progress with the revised National Park Plan for Lithuania and further requests the State Party of Lithuania to provide three printed and electronic copies of the revised Management Plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and th...
	10. Requests furthermore both States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a joint updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Com...


	79. Natural and Culturo-Historical Region of Kotor (Montenegro) (C 125)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary funds
	13TPrevious monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Earthquake damage
	b) Lack of Management Planning/system
	c) Inadequate legal system
	d) Accelerated urban development and urban pressure
	e) Proposed major bridge at Verige
	f) Lack of buffer zone – requested since 2003

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Verige Bridge and the by-pass project

	b) Management Plan
	c) Legal Framework
	d) Buffer Zone
	e) Accelerated urban development and urban pressure
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision 36 COM 7B.79
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 33 COM 7B.114, adopted at its 33rd session (Seville, 2009),
	3. Welcomes the progress made in updating and adopting the Management Plan;
	4. Requests the State Party to submit three printed and electronic copies of the revised Management Plan, including information how the issue of tourism pressure is addressed, to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	5. Takes note that the State Party has submitted a draft retrospective Statement of Outstanding Universal Value for the property, as requested in the Decision 32 COM 7B.101; as well as a proposal for a Buffer zone, as requested in the Decision 33 COM ...
	6. Notes the progress made on developing legal protection, but urges the State Party to develop detailed prescriptions for its implementation and for the overall coordinated management of the property;
	7. Also urges the State Party, in the light of the negative impact on the Outstanding Universal Value identified by the Visual Impact Assessment, to abandon the idea of a bridge at Verige, to explore alternative means of linking the bays, such as a tu...
	8. Highlights the continued need to put in place as soon as possible an integrated spatial development plan of the three neighbouring municipalities and a regional transport strategy that includes alternatives to the Verige bridge project and its asso...
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38t...


	80. Centennial Hall in Wroclaw (Poland) (C 1165)
	81. Alto Douro Wine Region (Portugal) (C 1046)
	a) Foz Tua Hydro-electric Dam Project:
	Finally, the State Party underlines its readiness for cooperation and expresses its wish that another mission be carried out by the Advisory Bodies as soon as possible to verify the state of the development and to access all affected and potentially ...
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.81
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 25 COM X.A, adopted at its 25th session (Helsinki, 2001),
	3. Notes with concern the conclusions of the ICOMOS advisory mission that the potential impacts of the Foz Tua Hydro-electric Dam Project on the property and its setting would cause irreversible damage to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	4. Also notes with concern that planning processes for this project have not taken full account of the World Heritage status of the property through an analysis of impact on its Outstanding Universal Value, and that an Environmental Impact Assessment ...
	5. Regrets that information on this project was not mentioned in the nomination dossier and was not communicated to the World Heritage Centre before commitments have been made, as required by Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Expresses its concern that construction works commenced in April 2011, before the recommendations of the advisory mission were known and before the World Heritage Committee could consider the project;
	7. Urges the State Party to immediately halt any construction work of the Foz Tua Dam and any related infrastructure;
	8. Notes that the State Party is revising the plans for the dam, power station and other landscape works linked to infrastructure and requests that full details of these plans, together with a heritage impact assessment, be submitted as soon as possib...
	9. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property to consider the potential impact of the revised Foz Tua Hydro-electric Dam project on the Outstanding Universal Value of t...
	10.  Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2013, an updated report on the revision or reconsideration of the Foz Tua Hydro-Electric Dam project and on the overall state of conservation of the property f...


	82. Historic Centre of Sighişoara (Romania) (C 902)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	See page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/902/documents/37T
	International Assistance
	N/A
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Main threats identified in previous reports
	a) Park and development projects and revalorisation in general, submission of restoration and construction projects to the World Heritage Centre lacking;
	b) Deterioration of monuments in general and fortifications in particular, weak protection and maintenance measures;
	c) Lack of an approved Protection and Management Plan

	Illustrative material
	See page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/90237T
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.82
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.93, adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Takes note of the measures established by the State Party to ensure the monitoring of the state of conservation of the property, as well as its protection and management, in particular the institution of the World Heritage Bureau of Sighişoara, and...
	4. Expresses its concern with respect to the development projects mentioned in the report and invites the State Party to prepare and submit to the World Heritage Centre visual impact studies of any restoration or construction project foreseen in the p...
	5. Recognizes also the efforts of the State Party in the preparation of a Management Plan, but considers that the current project remains at present insufficient and must involve all the parties concerned in the management of the property in order to ...
	6. Requests the State Party to submit a final version of the Management Plan to the World Heritage Centre for examination by the Advisory Bodies, prior to its approval by the national authorities;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above.


	83. Kizhi Pogost (Russian Federation) (C 544)
	84. Historic Centre of the City of Yaroslav (Russian Federation) (C 1170)
	85. Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Groups of Monuments (Russian Federation) (C 540)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Quality of new design projects in the inscribed zone;
	b) High-rise development ;
	c) Confusion over definition and extent of inscribed property and its buffer zones.

	Illustrative material
	See page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/54037T

	Current conservation issues
	a) Boundary issues
	b) Legal framework
	c) Revised “Okhta Centre” project
	d) Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
	e) Management of the property
	f) State of conservation
	g) Communities involvement
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.85
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.104, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes the conclusions of the International expert forum on boundary issues held in Saint Petersburg regarding the establishment of an international open-ended group of experts on boundary issue;
	4. Welcomes the efforts of the State Party deployed for cancelation of the "Okhta-Center" tower project, also notes the development of a new skyscraper project of the Lakhta business Center in the Primorskiy District of St. Petersburg and requests the...
	5. Invites the State Party to designate a principal management authority with sufficient authority to control the property, as well as to develop an overall Management Plan for the property, including a Plan for Environmental Design and Urbanism for t...
	6. Also invites the State Party to study, in coordination with the World Heritage Centre, the feasibility to develop a legal mechanism for the protection and management of the World Heritage properties in the Russian Federation;
	7. Takes note that the State Party submitted a draft retrospective Statement of Outstanding Universal Value for the property, as requested in Decision 35 COM 7B.104;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38...


	86. Cultural and Historic Ensemble of the Solovetsky Islands (Russian Federation) (C 632)
	87. Old City of Salamanca (Spain) (C 381 rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	13TMarch 2002: ICOMOS mission; February 2009: joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission

	Main threats identified in previous reports
	a) 13TUrban development pressure (Projects at “Huerto de las Adoratrices”, “Plaza de los Bandos” and “Vaguada de la Palma”);
	b) 13TLack of comprehensive Management Plan.

	Illustrative material
	See page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/38137T

	Current conservation issues
	a) Management Plan
	b) Urban Development Projects
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.87
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.99, adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Takes note of the draft Management Plan of the property and requests the State Party to take into account the results of its review by the Advisory Bodies;
	4. Also takes note that the State Party has submitted a draft retrospective Statement of Outstanding Universal Value for the property;
	5. Urges the State Party to complete, as soon as possible, the Special Plan for Protection of the Historical Area mandated by regional legislation (2002) which will take into consideration the provisions of the Management Plan and to submit it to the ...
	6. Expresses its satisfaction that the State Party has decided to abandon the “Plaza de los Bandos” project, and to suspend the “Huerto de las Adoratrices” and the “Vaguada de la Palma” projects, and also requests the State Party to revoke the relevan...
	7. Also urges the State Party to inform the World Heritage Centre in due course about any plans to resume the above projects and any other major development projects that may negatively impact the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, before an...


	88. Cathedral, Alcázar and Archivo de Indias in Seville (Spain) (C 383 rev)
	89. Historic Areas of Istanbul (Turkey) (C 356)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Golden Horn Bridge
	b) Urban Renewal
	c) Marmaray Rail Tube Tunnel
	d) Bosporus Transition Tunnel Project for Motor Vehicles
	e) Management Plan
	f) Conservation work

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.89
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.102 adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Notes that an Advisory Expert Committee has been established, as requested by the Committee, but expresses its regret that the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies have not been involved in the work of this Committee until its 8th meeting ...
	4. Regrets that, according to the information received, no further mitigation measures to the negative visual impact of the proposed Golden Horn Bridge have so far been proposed beyond those already announced by the State Party and examined by the Com...
	5. Considers that the Bridge, as currently being constructed, will have an overall negative impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and urges the State Party to pursue, as a matter of urgency, any further possible work to mitigate t...
	6. Requests the State Party to invite an urgent joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to assess progress in mitigating the visual impacts of the proposed Golden Horn Bridge, to consider proposed renewal and conservation projec...
	7. Acknowledges the detailed information provided by the State Party on the revision of the Management Plan and on proposed renewal and conservation projects and other conservation initiatives;
	8. Further acknowledges the efforts made by the State Party to address the need for conservation plans, an effective management system, development strategies for traffic and tourism, and a buffer zone;
	9. Also considers that the revised Management Plan is a significant improvement, commends the State Party for its scope in relation to the overall Historic Peninsula, and also requests it to address, at the first annual review of the Management Plan, ...
	10. Also commends the proposals to develop a Silhouette Master Plan for the Historic Peninsula that will lead to a definition of the silhouette and appropriate height controls;
	11. Acknowledging the concerns expressed by the World Heritage Committee in previous sessions on renewal projects in various areas of the Historic Peninsula, further considers that the detailed information now provided by the State Party on proposed r...
	12. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2013, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at ...


	90. Kiev: Saint-Sophia Cathedral and Related Monastic Buildings, Kiev-Pechersk Lavra (Ukraine) (C 527 bis)
	91. Tower of London (United Kingdom) (C 488)
	92. Westminster Palace, Westminster Abbey and Saint Margaret’s Church (United Kingdom) (C 426bis)
	93. Liverpool – Maritime Mercantile City (United Kingdom) (C 1150)
	94. Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape (United Kingdom) (C 1215)

	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	95. Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison (Barbados) (C 1376)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	N/A

	Illustrative material
	See page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1376/documents/37T

	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.95
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 8B.42, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes that a programme for traditional building conservation is being planned; and encourages the State Party to ensure that this is directed by experts trained in traditional building conservation and that there is involvement from local tertiary ...
	4. Requests the State Party to provide further details of both programmes, including timelines and to submit this information to the World Heritage Centre;
	5. Acknowledges the intention of the State Party to appoint consultants to undertake a comprehensive technical assessment of twenty-one specified listed buildings, and also encourages the State Party to consider enlarging its scope to include non list...
	6. Also notes that there is no confirmation that the Management Plan has been officially adopted or implemented, nor whether the necessary funding for its implementation has been put in place, and also requests the State Party to provide confirmation ...
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its ...


	96. City of Potosi (Bolivia) (C 420)
	97. Brasilia (Brazil) (C 445)
	98. Port, Fortresses and Group of Monuments, Cartagena (Colombia) (C 285)
	99. National History Park – Citadel, Sans Souci, Ramiers (Haiti) (C 180)
	100. Maya Site of Copan (Honduras) (C 129)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	13T2003: World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission; 2005: ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission; 2011: World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission

	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) The foreseen construction of an airport in the vicinity of the World Heritage property in a national protected area;
	b) Deterioration of construction materials due to natural decay phenomena;
	c) Risk of structural failure of archaeological complexes resulting from tunnels excavated  for archaeological purposes;
	d) Deterioration derived from uncontrolled visitation and potential to exceed carrying capacity at specific time periods;
	e) Legal issues concerning the ownership of the land in the property and its buffer zone and the delimitation of the property and its buffer zone.

	Illustrative material
	See page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/12937T

	Current conservation issues
	c) Management Plan
	d) Conservation programme for the tunnels and conservation guidelines for the property
	e) Protective shelter for the hieroglyphic stairway and laboratory for sculpture conservation
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.100
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.126, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes that  no direct impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the inscribed property is to be expected from the construction of the Rio Amarillo Aerodrome and requests the State Party, should a decision be made to proceed with its construction...
	4. Acknowledges the information provided by the State Party regarding the implementation of conservation measures for the property and reiterates its request to fully develop a comprehensive strategy for the conservation of the tunnels and the establi...
	5. Also requests the State Party to finalise the process for updating the Management Plan for the property, including provisions for risk management and a public use plan based on carrying capacities studies, and upon completion to provide three print...
	6. Further requests the State Party to update, approve and enforce the regulatory measures for the management of different zones prescribed in the Plan and to work with the Local Government to ensure the protection of the property against development ...
	7. Urges the State Party to integrate the updated Management Plan within local and regional planning instruments to develop a coherent territorial planning and management strategy with a regional vision;
	8. Moreover requests the State Party to submit, in accordance to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, the results from the prototype protective shelter for the Hieroglyphic Stairway as well as the technical specifications for the final design,...
	9. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2013, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 37th ses...


	101. Pre-Hispanic City of Teotihuacan (Mexico) (C 414)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Urban development pressures in the areas surrounding the property

	Illustrative material
	See page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/41437T

	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.101
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.111, adopted at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010),
	3. Acknowledges the information provided by the State Party on the conservation conditions of the property and encourages it to use the resulting baseline documentation for the development of a priority action plan and for subsequent monitoring of con...
	4. Urges the State Party to take the necessary steps to ensure the full implementation of the Management Plan and to secure the required human and financial resources for its systematic and sustained operation;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit additional information on the state of conservation of the property, its buffer zone and wider setting and their related regulations, and on actions being taken to address pressing concerns, including peddlers, la...
	6. Invites the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS any new proposals for development and public use at the property, in accordance to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, for review prior to approval and implementation;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38t...


	102. Fortifications on the Caribbean Side of Panama: Portobello-San Lorenzo (Panama) (C 135)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Deterioration and destruction of the fabric of the property by environmental factors, lack of a maintenance programme, polluted water;
	b) Erosion;
	c) Absence of management policies included in Management Plans;
	d) Uncontrolled urban development;
	e) Tourism pressures (in particular at Portobelo);
	f) Torrential rains.

	Illustrative material
	See page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/13537T

	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.102
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.129, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2010),
	3. Notes the limited implementation of activities being carried out by the State Party with regards to the fragile state of conservation of the property;
	4. Reiterates its deep concern regarding the state of conservation of the property, in particular the significant and accelerated degradation of the historic fabric which directly impacts its Outstanding Universal Value, and the lack of significant pr...
	5. Urges the State Party to finalize the processes related to the establishment of boundaries, buffer zones and the related regulations of the two components of the inscribed property, and to submit them within the Retrospective Inventory process of t...
	6. Considers that the State Party has not complied with all the requests expressed by previous World Heritage Committee Decisions, and that therefore the property is in danger in conformity with Chapter IV.B of the Operational Guidelines and decides t...
	7. Adopts the following Desired state of conservation for the property, for its future removal from the List of World Heritage in Danger:
	a) The approval and full implementation of an emergency plan, a comprehensive assessment of structural and mechanical risks, preventative conservation strategy and maintenance measures at San Lorenzo and Portobelo,
	b) National laws and policies for the conservation of built heritage at San Lorenzo and Portobelo defined and in place,
	c) Long-term consolidation and conservation through annual plans for the components of the inscribed property ensured,
	d) The operational and participatory management system, including its related public use plan, approved and implemented,
	e) The Management Plan fully integrated within territorial and urban development plans,
	f) Encroachments and urban pressure adequately controlled,
	g) The boundaries and buffer zone of all component parts of the World Heritage property precisely clarified,
	h) Budgets for the preparation, implementation and follow-up of the management structures and conservation measures secured;

	8. Also adopts the following corrective measures and the timeframe for their implementation:
	a) To be carried out immediately (by September 2012-March 2013)
	(i) Risk assessment completed for all structures and built materials, and an Emergency Plan for all the components of the property in coherence with the recommendations of the reactive monitoring mission and defined timeframe and phasing for their imp...
	(ii) Operational management arrangements and budgets for its implementation ensured,
	(iii)  Budgets for the implementation of the Emergency Plan (first stage) secured,
	(iv) Encroachments and urban pressure adequately controlled and reforestation undertaken,
	(v) Technical Office in Portobelo to secure the implementation of the conservation measures and management arrangements set up and functioning,

	b) To be carried out within one year (by September 2013)

	First phase of the Emergency Plan implemented:
	(i) Boundaries and buffer zones for each of the component parts of the property defined,
	(ii) Regulatory measures for the established buffer zones for controlling development and addressing existing threats finalized and approved,
	(iii) Monitoring indicators as a tool to assess the state of conservation of the fortified built heritage put in place,
	(iv) Development of a Management Plan begun,
	(v) Awareness raising activities within the local communities to identify opportunities for eco and cultural tourism to contribute to the improvement of living conditions of the surrounding communities undertaken in full coherence with the conservatio...
	c) To be carried out within two years (by September 2014):

	37T Second Phase of the Emergency Plan implemented
	Protection
	(i) National laws and policies for the conservation of built heritage at San Lorenzo and Portobelo developed,

	Management and planning
	(ii) Management Plan for the property, including scheduled and costed provisions for conservation, preventative conservation and maintenance of built heritage, public use, and risk management finalized, approved and adopted,
	(iii) Management, territorial and urban development plans integrated,
	(iv) Annual conservation plans for each of the components of the inscribed property developed and in place,
	d) To be carried out within two-three years (by September 2015):
	(i) Implementation of the Emergency Plan completed,
	(ii) Operational management arrangements and budgets for the continued implementation of the approved Management Plan secured,


	9. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre a financial estimation of the costs associated with the implementation of each of the corrective measures, and invites the State Party to consider a request for international assistanc...
	10. Also urges the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, as well as other relevant bodies, to cooperate with the State Party to implement the adopted corrective measures;
	11. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2013, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 37...


	103. Archaeological Site of Panamá Viejo and Historic District of Panamá (Panamá) (C 790bis)
	104. Historic Centre of the City of Arequipa (Peru) (C 1016)
	105. Historic Quarter of the City of Colonia del Sacramento (Uruguay) (C 747)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Inappropriate architectural and urban design for a marina and hotel-casino in a building block at the old harbour;
	b) Lack of a comprehensive participatory Management Plan for the Historic Quarter.

	Illustrative material
	See page 37Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/74737T

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.105
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/36.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.135, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Welcomes the development of the Management Plan for the property and requests the State Party to finalise its approval process at the national and local level;
	4. Encourages the State Party to continue its efforts in the harmonisation of planning tools for the property, in particular the articulation of the recently developed Management Plan with the Local Plan for Sustainable Land Use Planning and Development;
	5. Reiterates its invitation to the State Party to consider, within the framework of the Retrospective inventory exercise, the extension of the property and/or its buffer zone to include the "Bay and Islands of the City of Colonia del Sacramento" and ...
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38t...






	2013-Doklad-37com-7B-Add-Pirin-eng.pdf
	I.  EMERGING TRENDS AND GENERAL ISSUES
	Impacts on World Heritage from conflict and civil unrest
	Poaching and illegal trade: cooperation with CITES
	Establishment of effective legal frameworks for World Heritage
	Fires (Disaster risk reduction)
	Threats from extractive industries
	Environmental and Social Impact Assessment and Heritage Impact Assessment
	Space Technology
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7
	1. Having examined Document WHC.13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Expresses its utmost concern about the many conflicts which are affecting World Heritage properties and in particular that the recent cases where parties engaged in the conflict are intentionally destroying heritage sites or targeting the people in...
	3. Takes note of the efforts of the World Heritage Centre and partners to try to minimize the impacts on the properties by raising the awareness of the parties engaged in the conflict and mobilizing financial support for their conservation and calls u...
	4. Also expresses its utmost concern about the impacts on World Heritage properties due to the rising poaching pressure on elephants and rhinoceros linked to a growing illicit trade to Asia, fuelled by soaring prices for rhino horn and ivory and the i...
	5. Welcomes the measures taken by the 16th Conference of the Parties of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) to help address this poaching crisis and requests the World Heritage Centre and IUCN to strengthen its cooperat...
	6. Also requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to develop for the 38th session of the World Heritage Committee in 2014 an analysis of the effectiveness of national legal recognition of World Heritage properties, and recommends furt...
	7. Also welcomes the relevant conclusions of the “Living with World Heritage in Africa” Conference held in Gauteng, South Africa (26-29 September 2012) which build on the recommendations of the independent review of the “No-go” principle concerning mi...
	8. Notes with concern the growing impact of the extractive industries on World Heritage properties, and urges all States Parties to the Convention to respect the “No-go” principle, and leading industry stakeholders, by not permitting extractives activ...
	9. Further requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to continue a dialogue with the extractives industry on extending the commitment made by Shell and the International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM) to not explore or develop oi...
	10. Further welcomes that guidance on impact assessments is now available from the Advisory Bodies for both natural and cultural properties, and also notes that more detailed joint guidelines are needed to provide a comprehensive overview of how the r...
	11. Requests furthermore the World Heritage Centre and Advisory Bodies to develop, where possible, appropriate capacity building activities to be linked to the Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) requests made by the World Heritage Committee;
	12. Welcomes furthermore the publication of the Managing Natural Heritage Resource Manual in printed versions; thanks the State Party of the Netherlands, and the European Union for their support for this and further encourages other States Parties to ...
	13. Requests moreover States Parties, with the support of the Advisory Bodies and World Heritage Centre, to prioritize the establishment of effective and up-to-date management plans and management systems for all World Heritage properties;
	14. Further notes how the use of the recent remote sensing technology can assist States Parties in the management and monitoring of the state of conservation of their properties and further encourages them to apply it whenever possible;
	15. Finally requests the World Heritage Centre to make the state of conservation reports received from States Parties public at the time of their distribution to the Advisory Bodies.



	II. REPORTS ON THE STATE OF CONSERVATION OF PROPERTIES INSCRIBED ON THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST
	NATURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	1. Dja Wildlife Reserve (Cameroon) (N 407)
	UYear of inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	UPrevious monitoring missions
	13TMarch 1998: UNESCO monitoring mission; June 2006, December 2009 and February-March 2012: joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring missions.

	UFactors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Lack of entire approval and implementation of management plan;
	b) Mining exploitation project close to the property;
	c) Industrial agriculture in the buffer zone;
	d) Threats exerted by commercial hunting and deforestation around the Park.

	UIllustrative material
	See page 38TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/407U38T

	UCurrent conservation issues
	a) Mining activity within and around the property
	The report recalls that the GEOVIC Mining Corp, which has a cobalt mining exploitation project on a site located 30 km from the property, submitted a second social and environmental management plan to the Ministry of Environment, Protection of Nature ...
	b)  Construction of the Mekin Dam
	c)  Industrial agricultural exploitation and forest exploitation in the periphery of the property
	d)   Poaching for bushmeat markets
	The report indicates that the service in charge of managing the property continues to face various difficulties linked primarily to the lack of operational resources to tackle poaching. The development plan of the property must be evaluated and revise...
	The report states that, apart from its own resources, the management authority of the property works together with the forestry and hunting control posts depending on the same ministry. These services are sometimes supported by other national services...
	The report indicates a considerable patroling effort (foot and motorized patrols, fixed and mobile barriers), seizure of weapons, ammunition and large quantities of game (more than 3 tons of meat and a dozen ivory tusks seized in 2012). It does not, h...
	The report mentions numerous awareness-raising and environmental education activities that have been conducted by the management authority of the Reserve and various partners:  festivals, radio programmes, presentations and debates in schools, etc.. H...
	The report also mentions that incentives for alternative activities to hunting have been implemented, such as training in traditional farming and agroforestry. RAPAC through the ECOFAC V project also finances the revival of  production chains in the M...
	Moreover, in the framework of the sustainable conservation of the property supported by the Franz Weber Foundation, an education and awareness-raising campaign for the populations in the fight against poaching will be conducted in 2013. This activity ...
	e)  Strengthening of human and logistical resources of the management body of the property
	The report states that 24 new officers were assigned to the property in 2012 for an updated total of 72 staff (including 16 managers and supervisors). These agents are divided into four branches, two of which are located on the outskirts of the Biosph...
	The sustainable conservation of the property foresees in 2013 the development of a comprehensive personnel restructuring plan to enhance effectiveness of teams in the field, and the provision of motorized and aquatic  transportation equipment to eco-g...
	f)  Effective monitoring system of the biodiversity of the property
	The State Party points out in its report that what little ecological research is currently ongoing in the Biosphere Reserve is that of the Great Apes Project. The ecological monitoring activities are not operational. However, the MIST ecological monit...
	g)  Delineation of the property
	A map provided in the State Party’s report, specifies the size of the Faunal Wildlife Reserve itself, with a discontinuous prioity area of intervention and a peripheral zone that surrounds the entire property. This map is defined on the basis of the f...

	UConclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.1
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.1, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes with satisfaction that the State Party has undertaken an emergency safeguarding plan for the protected areas of Cameroon, and that this is evidenced by the assignment of agents and supplementary budgets for the property, and calls on the Stat...
	4. Welcomes the initiative of the State Party to revise the development plan for the property and to set up a framework for multi-stakeholder dialogue throughout the property and its periphery, as well as the funds obtained by the State Party from the...
	5. Further welcomes the decision of the State Party to reduce by 20% the size of the Venture Capital Company’s exploitation zone in order to halt encroachment observed by the Committee on the property, but considers that its proximity to the property ...
	6. Notes that the State Party is considering a moratorium on mining exploration and exploitation in protected areas and also calls on the State Party to validate this commitment by a text of appropriate laws;
	7. Also notes that, although no exploitation activity has begun exploration activities continue at the GEOVIC mining site, and reiterates its request to the State Party to suspend the GEOVIC mining operations until a new ESIA meeting international sta...
	8. Expresses its concern about the potential impacts of the Mekin Dam, the consequences of which could affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and in particular its integrity;
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, explicit measures taken to prevent, reduce and offset the negative effects of the industrial plantation project of Sud Hevea on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, f...
	10. Further notes that the means of action of the management authority of the property are too weak in regard to the issues at stake, particularly in terms of equipment and logistics, and that an efficient environmental monitoring system for the prope...
	11. Considers that, in 2014, if significant progress is not made on the remaining recommendations set out in Decision 36 COM 7B.1, as well as on the new above-mentioned requests, the property will meet the criteria for inscription on the List of World...
	12. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, especially on progress made in mitigating threats to the Outstanding Universal Value of th...


	2. Sangha Trinational (Cameroun / Central African Republic / Congo) (N 1380rev)
	UYear of inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	N/A
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO extra-budgetary Funds
	UPrevious monitoring missions
	UFactors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	N/A

	UIllustrative material
	UCurrent conservation issues
	UConclusion
	Draft Decision:   37 COM 7B.2
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 8B.8 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Expresses its utmost concern about the recent attacks on the part of the property situated in the Central African Republic, which lead to in the destruction and theft of most of essential materials and equipment, including vehicles and communicatio...
	4. Urges the State Party of the Central African Republic to take all necessary action to restore security in the area and ensure the protection of the property;
	5. Requests the State Parties of Cameroun and Congo to increase surveillance activities to avoid insecurity and poaching also affecting areas of the property located within their respective territories;
	6. Launches an appeal to the State Parties of the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) to consider the sub-regional dimension regarding the consequences of crimes against wildlife to which the property is confronted, in order to ensure...
	7. Also requests the States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed joint report on the state of conservation of the property, in particular on the impacts of the current security problems on the property, and th...


	4. Lake Turkana National Parks (Kenya) (N 801bis)
	5. Lake Malawi National Park (Malawi) (N 289)
	UYear of inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	UPrevious monitoring missions
	UFactors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Illegal fresh wood cutting;
	b) Woodland management;
	c) Fires;
	d) Expansion of enclaved villages.

	UIllustrative material
	See pages 38TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/289/U38T
	and 38TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/socU38T

	UCurrent conservation issues
	a) Oil exploration in Lake Malawi
	In August 2012, the World Heritage Centre and IUCN received information about oil exploration activities in Lake Malawi which may threaten the ecological integrity of the property and its unique endemic fish fauna. The State Party, in an email to the ...
	b) Inadequate size of the property
	IUCN notes that the property is a small serial site (94 kmP2P), with 17 components clustered around the Cape Maclear Peninsula in the southern part of the lake. Less than 10% of its area covers aquatic habitats, which are the basis of its inscription ...

	UConclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.5
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Expresses its concern about oil exploration activities in Lake Malawi, and considers that oil drilling poses a potentially severe risk to the integrity of the entire lake ecosystem, including the aquatic zone and shoreline of the property and reite...



	ARAB STATES
	8. Banc d'Arguin National Park (Mauritania) (N 506)
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	N/A
	UPrevious monitoring missions
	UFactors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Illegal fishing;
	b) Mechanical shellfish harvesting;
	c) Oil exploitation;
	d) Tourism and increased accessibility due to the new Nouadhibou-Nouakchott road;
	e) Lack of management capacity and resources.

	UIllustrative material
	UCurrent conservation issues
	a) Offshore hydrocarbon exploration
	b) Mining exploration and exploitation
	c) Intensification of fishing activities
	d) Indirect impacts from the Nouakchott – Nouadhibou road, including the establishment of a new city north of Chami, and various developments in the municipality of Nouamghar

	UConclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.8
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 33 COM 7B.11, adopted at its 33rd session (Seville, 2009),
	3. Commends the State Party for its rapid response to the letter from the World Heritage Centre, requesting further information on a range of concerning developments within the property and in its vicinity;
	4. Notes with serious concern the reported increases in mining and hydrocarbon exploration and exploitation in close proximity to the property, reiterates that mining and oil and gas exploration and exploitation are incompatible with World Heritage st...
	5. Welcomes the information provided by the State Party that work on the road that would connect the village of Mamghar with the Nouakchott – Nouadhibou road has been halted, pending the implementation of a number of ministerial conditions, and also r...
	6. Further requests the State Party to notify the World Heritage Committee of any development that might negatively impact the property before any decisions are taken that are difficult to reverse, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guideli...
	7. Also notes with concern the reported increases in fishing activities and the resulting reductions in fish stocks, and encourages the State Party to continue providing adequate financial and material resources to the park authorities in order to pre...
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to invite an IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property, in order to assess the potential impacts from mining, fisheries and oil exploration on the OUV of the property and the measures taken to mitigate th...
	9. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including a report on progress with the implementation of the above requests, for examination by th...


	9. Socotra Archipelago (Yemen) (N 1263)
	UYear of inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	UPrevious monitoring missions
	December 2012: IUCN mission
	UFactors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Legal frameworks, governance and management systems;
	b) Ground transport infrastructure: roading;
	c) Livestock grazing: sheep, goat and cattle;
	d) Invasive species;
	e) Fishing and collection of marine resources;
	f) Solid waste: primarily in and around main settlements.

	UIllustrative material
	UCurrent conservation issues
	a) Governance and Management
	b) Road Construction
	c) Livestock Grazing
	d) Invasive Species
	e) Tourism Development
	f) Marine Resource Exploitation

	UConclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.9
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 32 COM 8B.5, adopted at its 32th session (Quebec City, 2008),
	3. Welcomes the State Party’s formal pledge to conservation of the property through reconfirming commitment to the full implementation of the 2008 Cabinet Decrees addressing the various challenges facing the property;
	4. Notes the challenging period the State Party is facing which hindered its ability to activate and follow up on the agreed strategies and actions for the conservation of the property;
	5. Requests the State Party to immediately devise and adopt an action plan for the full activation and implementation the 2008 Cabinet Decrees;
	6. Also requests the State Party to commence the establishment of an independent management authority mandated for the management and long term sustainable development of the property;
	7. Further requests the State Party to ensure that the road network in the property is not expanded and that the road master plan is revised in line with the property’s zoning plan, with a particular focus on mitigating impacts from existing roads;
	8. Urges the State Party to implement the other recommendations of the 2012 IUCN mission, including:
	a) Put in place an effective biodiversity monitoring system with the objective to assess the current impacts of other threats, such as cattle grazing and invasive species, and devise threat specific strategies to ensure their minimal long term impacts,
	b) Adopt a strategy on strengthening the marine enforcement capacity supported by a clear policy framework,
	c) Undertake a comprehensive tourism carrying capacity assessment and establish a monitoring system to ensure tourism sustainability and its minimal impact on the natural heritage and associated cultural values of the Archipelago,
	d) Develop and implement a tourism development and marketing strategy for the Archipelago in collaboration with local and international private sectors;

	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015, a report on the progress made with the improvement of the management of the property and in addressing key conservation challenges and opportunities, fo...



	ASIA-PACIFIC
	12. Three Parallel Rivers of Yunnan Protected Area (China) (N 1083bis)
	UYear of inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	UPrevious monitoring missions
	UFactors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Dams;
	b) Boundary modifications;
	c) Mining;
	d) Signage;
	e) Management planning.

	UIllustrative material
	See pages 38TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1083U38T
	and 38TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/socU38T
	UCurrent conservation issues
	a) Hydropower development
	b) Mining
	c) Overall management and management effectiveness

	UConclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.12
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.9 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes with concern that the depth and quality of the Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA) appear to be incompatible with the scale and complexity of the planned hydropower development that may affect the property;
	4. Also notes with concern that preparatory construction has advanced in the absence of approved EIAs in several locations, and reiterates its request to the State Party not to proceed with project implementation prior to appropriate EIAs being comple...
	5. Requests the State Party to conduct a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of the West-East Electricity Transfer Project, including a thorough assessment of its direct, indirect and cumulative impacts on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of...
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit maps of all licenses related to mining in the region surrounding the property, and including the area between the Hongshan and Haba Snow Mountain components of the property, to ensure that none overlap with t...
	7. Further requests the State Party to ensure and monitor ecological and landscape connectivity in the area between the Hongshan and Haba Snow Mountain components of the property, including areas included in prospecting licenses;
	8. Urges the State Party to ensure no mining activities, including prospecting and illegal mining, takes place within the property or in adjacent areas if this would impact the OUV of the property;
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to undertake by 1 December 2014 a Management Effectiveness Assessment of the property, possibly using the “Enhancing Our Heritage” methodology, and considering the recommendations noted in the April 2013 IUCN re...
	10. Also urges the State Party to develop and implement a systematic wildlife monitoring programme, to inform about the current status and trends of the populations of key species, as well as poaching activities, and to serve as a basis for the formul...
	11. Requests moreover the State Party to implement the other recommendations of the April 2013 IUCN reactive monitoring mission report;
	12. Finally requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property, including progress achieved in the implementation of the above, for examination by the Wor...


	13. Lorentz National Park (Indonesia) (N 955)
	UYear of inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	See page 38TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/955/documents/U38T
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	UPrevious monitoring missions
	UFactors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Mining;
	b) Security limitations;
	c) Development threats;
	d) Exploitation of marine resources;
	e) Absence of a co-ordinating agency;
	f) Absence of a finalized strategic management plan;
	g) Park boundaries not physically demarcated;
	h) Inadequate financing.

	UIllustrative material
	See pages 38TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/955U38T
	and 38TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/socU38T
	UCurrent conservation issues
	a) Infrastructure development
	b) Forest dieback
	c) Management issues

	UConclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.13
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.15, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit its report on the state of conservation of the property, as requested by the Committee at its 35th session;
	4. Notes with serious concern the reports indicating that the Trans-Papua Highway plan may be revived without a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of the integrated transport plan for Papua as it relates to the property having been undertaken, a...
	5. Requests the State Party to provide detailed information about the revival of the Trans-Papua Highway plan, and the measures taken to ensure the protection of the property’s OUV;
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to fully implement the 2008 and 2011 mission recommendations, and to prioritize the following:
	a) Cease all road construction in the property and rehabilitate recently constructed roads and mitigate their impacts,
	b) Investigate and address forest dieback, and develop management guidelines for all relevant stakeholders undertaking activities within the property to contain the spread of the dieback disease,
	c) Develop and implement a strategy to engage customary owners in park management decision-making processes,
	d) Review the budgeting for the property in order to ensure that resources are directed to address the major threats to its OUV,
	e) Review the draft Management Plan and zonation plan using protection of OUV as the primary basis for zone allocation,
	f) Build the capacity of park staff to manage complex ecological, technical and sociological issues;

	7. Urges the State Party to convene a high level national meeting, in cooperation with IUCN and UNESCO, to review in a comprehensive manner the management and governance arrangements between national, provincial and local governments and customary own...
	8. Calls upon the international community to support the State Party in resolving the severe constraints to the effective operation of the park management including funding, limited monitoring and surveillance equipment, and limited staff capacity and...
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including progress achieved in implementing the recommendations of the 2008 and 2011 missions, as well ...


	16. Ha Long Bay (Viet Nam) (N 672bis)
	UYear of inscription on the World Heritage List
	UCriteria
	UYear(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	UPrevious Committee Decisions
	UInternational Assistance
	UUNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	UPrevious monitoring missions
	13TJanuary 2003 and December 2006: UNESCO/IUCN mission

	UFactors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Population growth;
	b) Increased tourism pressure and development;
	c) Urban and industrial development;
	d) Lack of financial and technical resources;
	e) Absence of an integrated planning approach.

	UIllustrative material
	See pages 38TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/672U38T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T

	Current conservation problems
	a) Urban and industrial development
	b)    Tourism management
	c)    Absence of an integrated planning approach;
	d)    Other conservation issues – population growth

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.16
	The World Heritage Committee,
	1. Having examined Document WHC-12/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.20 adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes that the State Party is yet to submit the plan for the sustainable use of the Cua Van Cultural Centre, and requests the State Party to submit this and other recently developed management related plans to the World Heritage Centre and urges th...
	4. Welcomes the efforts made by the State Party to develop a number of management plans to address the multiple development, population and tourism pressures affecting the property, but also notes that these do not represent an integrated management a...
	5. Welcomes the State Party’s intention to request international assistance to undertake a Management Effectiveness Evaluation for the property, in line with the ‘Enhancing our Heritage’ tool kit;
	6. Regrets that the State Party did not provide Environmental Impact Assessments on the impacts of the landfill and other major developments recently completed within the buffer zone of the property, but further notes that water quality within the pro...
	7. Also urges the State Party to ensure that visitor regulations are effectively enforced to limit impacts from tourists in key areas in order to reduce visitor pressure on the property’s Outstanding Universal Value whilst enhancing visitor’s quality ...
	8. Requests the State Party to invite a reactive monitoring mission to the property to be conducted by IUCN before the 38th session of the Committee in 2014, in order to assist the State Party with the design of an action plan for the implementation o...
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including a report on the outcome of the Management Effectiveness Evaluation for the property, for exam...



	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	17. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Developments in the Bansko ski zone;
	b) Lack of effective management mechanisms;
	c) Boundary issues;
	d) Illegal logging.

	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/22538T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T
	Current conservation issues
	a) Developments in the buffer zone
	b) Plans for the establishment of new skiing zones inside the property
	c) Regional planning for sustainable development, including nature tourism
	d) Demarcation of the property
	e) Impact monitoring and minimization of ski and other activities in the buffer zone
	f) Renewal of the management plan of Pirin National Park and tourism implementation plans

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision:    37 COM 7B.17
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.18 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes that a proposed amendment to the management plan of Pirin National Park which would allow further skiing developments within the buffer zone of the property, is currently under consideration by the State Party;
	4. Requests the State Party to ensure that the proposed amendment is in line with the 2010 Strategy for Sustainable Nature Tourism and that an appropriate monitoring mechanism is put in place, as requested by the Committee and the 2011 Reactive monito...
	5. Also requests the State Party to undertake a Strategic Environmental Assessment of the development of the buffer zone, including consultations with stakeholders, and urges the State Party to ensure that these proposals will not negatively impact th...
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to confirm that no further ski development inside the property will be permitted and recalls its position that if any additional development of ski facilities, ski runs, or associated infrastructure within ...
	7. Urges the State Party to expedite the implementation of the outstanding recommendations of the 2011 joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property which have not been fully implemented to date;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session...


	18. Gros Morne National Park (Canada) (N 419)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	N/A

	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	N/A

	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/419/38T
	And 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T

	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision:  37 COM 7B.18
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Notes with serious concern the plans to drill and hydraulically fracture (frack) three onshore-to-offshore test wells in the immediate vicinity of the property which could impact the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) and in particular the integrity...
	3. Urges the State Party to complete the Environmental Impact Assessment process to review the potential impacts on the OUV of the property and to submit a copy of the EIA to the World Heritage Centre, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operation...
	4. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess these risks;
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property, including the conclusions of the environmental assessment process, for consideration by the Wo...


	22. Lake Baikal (Russian Federation) (N 754)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	(vii) (viii) (ix) (x)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Lack of adequate management system;
	b) Uncertain legal protection;
	c) Pollution;
	d) Illegal timber harvesting;
	e) Gas and oil pipeline project across the World Heritage property (issue resolved);
	f) Illegal construction on the Lake shore;
	g) Illegal sale of land;
	h) Tourism development
	i) Lack of mechanism to control waste water discharge.

	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/75438T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T
	Current conservation issues
	a) Baikalsk Paper and Pulp Mill
	b) Long-term strategy for economic development of Baikalsk based on alternative sources
	c) Development of the Kholodninskoye ore deposit
	d) Special Economic Zones with development of marinas and mountain skiing facilities
	e) Conservation status and management of protected areas that make up the property
	f) Other conservation issues – pollution of the Selenga River and planned dam projects on one of its tributaries

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision:  37 COM 7B.22
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.22, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the State Party’s decision to close down the Baikalsk Paper and Pulp Mill (BPPM), and urges the State Party to close it as soon as possible and submit a clear timeframe and a closure plan including the measures foreseen to address the indu...
	4. Reiterates its position that the continued operation of BPPM without adequate measures in place to address the considerable negative environmental impacts would represent a clear ascertained danger to the property’s Outstanding Universal Value in l...
	5. Notes with concern the potential impacts on the property from the planned construction of a dam on the Orkhon river in Mongolia and requests the State Parties of the Russian Federation and Mongolia to provide more information on the status of these...
	6. Welcomes the confirmation that mineral exploration remains prohibited in the Central Ecological Zone of the Baikal Nature Area but notes with concern that the license for the mining of ore at the Kholodninskoye deposit remains in effect until March...
	7. Reiterates that mining is incompatible with World Heritage status, and urges the State Party to cancel the mining license;
	8. Expresses its concern on a number of important existing and potential threats to the property in particular on-going and planned developments in the “Baikal Harbour” and “Gate of Baikal” Special Economic Zones, changes to federal legislation that p...
	9. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop, under the umbrella of the Special Law for Baikal, an integrated management plan and land-use plan for the property that fully considers all proposed projects, including those inside the Special ...
	10. Also urges the State Party to asses the potential impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property of the above mentioned projects through an Environmental Impact assessment and submit the results to the World Heritage Centre before a dec...
	11. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38...


	25. Golden Mountains of Altai (Russian Federation (N 768rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	13T2001: UNESCO/UNDP mission; 2007, 2012: World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission

	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Impacts of a road project across the property
	b) Gas pipeline construction plans

	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/76838T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T
	Current conservation issues
	a) Gas pipeline project
	b) Hydro power cascade on Multa River
	c) Progress made in the implementation of other recommendations of the 2012 mission

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.25
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.25, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note that no official decision has been made on the Altai gas pipeline project and that the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment would not allow the construction of a gas pipeline through the World Heritage property;
	4. Expresses its utmost concern about a new decree 212 N 202 dated 2 August 2012 of the Republic of Altai which allows the “construction and exploitation of linear objects as well as structures that are an integral part of the process”, which weakens ...
	5. Notes with concern reports that preparatory survey works on the pipeline route are continuing within the World Heritage property;
	6. Reiterates its position that any decision to go forward with the gas pipeline through the property would represent and ascertained danger to its Outstanding Universal Value in line with Paragraph 180 of the Operational Guidelines, and represent a c...
	7. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to make an unequivocal decision to abandon the construction of the Altai gas pipeline through the property and urges the State Party to ensure that no further preparatory works be undertaken within the...
	8. Requests the State Party to ensure that Environmental Impact Assessments be submitted to the World Heritage Centre for any infrastructure development in or around the property, including the gas pipeline and hydropower projects, which could affect ...
	9. Also requests the State Party to continue its efforts to implement the recommendations of the 2012 reactive monitoring mission;
	10. Also reiterates its position that all legal issues concerning natural properties in the Russian Federation, which are composed of federal and regional protected areas, be addressed through a comprehensive national legal framework for the protectio...
	11. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its...


	26. Primeval Beech Forests of the Carpathians and the Ancient Beech Forests of Germany (Germany, Slovakia, Ukraine) (N 1133bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1133/38T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T
	Current conservation issues
	a) Lack of integrated management
	IUCN notes that although an Integrated Management Plan for the property had been prepared at the time of its nomination, its implementation is not clear nor is its relationship with other forest management plans of several forest reserves that form th...
	The World Heritage Centre and IUCN note the management challenges pointed out  by the Group of Specialists of the European Diploma, who concluded that the management of the park could not be considered exemplary, as required by the regulation of the E...
	b) Unsustainable logging
	c) Infrastructure development

	Draft Decision:   37 COM 7B.26
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 8B.13, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Expresses its concern about the level of threats which might be affecting the Outstanding Universal Value and integrity of the property and about the lack of adequate management response to address those pressures;
	4. Requests the State Party of Slovakia to ensure that a comprehensive vision for development around the Slovak component of the property and practical guidance for achieving an effective protection of its Outstanding Universal Value and in particular...
	5. Also requests the State Party of Slovakia to strengthen cooperation between different Ministries and Agencies relevant for the management of the property and to ensure that the World Heritage status of the property is recognized in their strategies...
	6. Urges the State Party of Slovakia to halt unsustainable logging activities within component sites of the World Heritage property;
	7. Recalls that an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) should be conducted and submitted to the World Heritage Centre for all development projects within the property and its surroundings that could affect its Outstanding Universal Value, in line wi...
	8. Encourages the State Parties of Germany, Slovakia and Ukraine to enhance their transnational cooperation and to implement the recommendations adopted in its Decision 35 COM 8B.13, in particular the establishment of an integrated management system f...
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at ...


	28. Giant's Causeway and Causeway Coast (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (N 369)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material
	See page 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/369/gallery/38T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc/62738T
	Current conservation issues
	a) Overall state of conservation
	b) Development projects
	c) Planning policies related to protection and heritage-led development

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision:  37 COM 7B.28
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7C, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not keep the Committee fully informed about the Runkerry golf resort development prior to any decisions being taken that are difficult to reverse, in line with paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to halt the proposed golf resort development project until its potential impact on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property has been thoroughly assessed;
	5. Invites the State Party to consult the World Heritage Centre and IUCN on potential modifications and alternatives to the golf resort development project to avoid adverse impacts on the OUV of the property;
	6. Strongly encourages the State Party to consider strengthening its legal provisions and planning framework to allow the national authorities to ensure their responsibilities for the implementation of the World Heritage Convention at the national lev...
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above requests, as well as a copy of the EIA of the proposed Runkerry golf reso...



	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	29. Cerrado Protected Areas: Chapada dos Veadeiros and Emas National Parks (Brazil) (N 1035)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	N/A
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	March 2013: IUCN reactive monitoring mission

	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Insufficient legal framework and protection in place

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Loss of the protection status of 72% of Chapada dos Veadeiros National Park
	b) Status of features that sustain OUV

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.29
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.30, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Reiterates its concern that the majority of the Chapada dos Veadeiros component of this serial property continues to no longer benefit from National Park status, and that its integrity is no longer guaranteed;
	4. Recognizes the positive actions undertaken by the State Party to develop new conservation units to restore some of the legal protection that has been lost, and notes that the process of putting in place effective protection and management, based on...
	5. Considers that the possible boundary changes currently being considered by the State Party would represent a major boundary modification, and will require a re-nomination, as per Paragraph 165 of the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Reminds the State Party that until such a re-nomination is presented for consideration by the World Heritage Committee, the property as it is currently recognized under the World Heritage Convention is no longer afforded the full benefit of an adeq...
	7. Also considers that if significant progress to address the lack of protection of parts of the property has not been achieved by the 39th session of the World Heritage Committee, or in case of the emergence of a significant threat to the property be...
	8. Requests the State Party to finalize the establishment of new conservation units within and outside the property before the end of 2013, taking into consideration the following criteria:
	a) the need to ensure optimal public consultation with all affected land owners, and promote and support the establishment of private natural heritage reserves,
	b) the application of management regimes that ensure the best possible protection of biodiversity and ecological processes, and ensure full collaboration in management between Federal and State agencies, as well as private owners. In case the proposed...
	c) consider extending the property to include the areas within and outside the property with the best status of conservation, prioritizing the area of Rio das Pedras (within the property), São Bartolomeu, the area of Rio dos Couros (south of the prope...

	9. Also requests the State Party to fully implement all the other recommendations of the 2013 IUCN reactive monitoring mission;
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit, by 1 February 2015, in line with Paragraph 165 of the Operational Guidelines, a major boundary modification for consideration by the World Heritage Committee, that will include additional lands of conservat...
	11. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including a report on the state of advancement of the re-nomination, for examination by the World H...


	31. Coiba National Park and its Special Zone of Marine Protection (Panama) (N 1138 rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	N/A
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Continued and growing presence of cattle;
	b) Delayed implementation of the Management Plan for the Special Zone of Marine Protection;
	c) Planned construction of a naval base;
	d) Absence of clear regulations relating to the property;
	e) Commercial and sport fishing;
	f) Insufficient management capacity at the property.
	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Management planning, fisheries management and governance
	b) Coastal development
	c) Continued presence of livestock
	d) Naval station on Coiba Island

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.31
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.33, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Requests the State Party to urgently finalize a draft Management Plan for the Special Zone of Marine Protection, adopt it and initiate its implementation, and to start with the independent Management Effectiveness Evaluation in order to inform the ...
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to develop and implement a coastal zone development and conservation policy in order to ensure that cumulative and combined coastal zone development impacts on the property’s Outstanding Universal Value are...
	5. Expresses its concern about the potential impacts of the naval base on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and also requests the State Party to take the necessary measures to minimize these impacts, in particular:
	a) Put in place biosecurity measures to avoid that the naval base become a source of introduction of alien species,
	b) Educate personnel to ensure they do not engage in trafficking of wildlife,
	c) Ensure that personnel does not engage in agricultural production,
	d) clearly mark boundaries, ideally with a fence, and as small as possible, with restrictions on movement of people beyond those boundaries,
	e) Ensure that shore facilities are built and managed in such a way as to not destroy sea bottoms and contribute to erosion,
	f) Not permit the airport to contribute to development pressures, such as tourism and hotels;

	6. Urges the State Party to finalize the retrospective Statement of Outstanding Universal Value;
	7. Further requests the State Party to invite a World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission to consider the state of conservation of the property as a whole, including in regards to impacts from the development of a naval base, and to adv...
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, and on the progress made on the issues mentioned above, for examination by the World Heritage Co...


	32. Pitons Management Area (Saint Lucia) (N 1161)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.32
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.34, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Also recalling the State Party’s intervention at its 34th session (Brasilia, 2010), in which it committed to a strict moratorium on further development within the property,
	4. Further recalling the repeatedly stated concerns by the World Heritage Committee that the property’s Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) may already have been significantly, and potentially irreversibly, compromised by past developments within the pr...
	5. Takes note of the activities reported in the State Party's report on the state of conservation of the property, including commissioning the Limits of Acceptable Change study, welcomes the efforts by the State Party to improve the protection and man...
	6. Notes the clear statement from the State Party that, through Cabinet Order No. 58, as approved on 28 January 2013, a full moratorium on all development in the property will be observed, and that “all previous development approvals have lapsed, and ...
	7. Considers essential that the moratorium on all development remains fully in place and effective, across the whole extent of the property, until clear development control regulations are finalized to the satisfaction of the World Heritage Committee,...
	8. Also considers that, should development once again be allowed to take place before this time, the integrity of the property would clearly be compromised, leading to consideration of the inclusion of the property on the List of World Heritage in Dan...
	9. Requests the State Party, as construction may not have commenced, to not approve any additional developments until the Limits to Acceptable Change study, along with development regulations and guidelines, are completed and legally integrated into t...
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, focusing specifically on progress in establishing an effective development control system, and confirm...




	MIXED PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	33. Ecosystem and Relict Cultural Landscape of Lopé-Okanda (Gabon) (C/N 1147rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	See page 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1147/documents/38T
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	13TN/A

	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Creation of structures to optimize the management and conservation of the site;
	b) Training of conservation managers;
	c) Invasive alien plants;
	d) Illegal hunting for trade;
	e) Illegal wood trade;
	f) Projects for road infrastructure.

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Management and conservation of the property
	In its Decision 31 COM 8B.54, the World Heritage Committee made several requests to the State Party concerning the conservation and protection of the site.  But since inscription, no structure responsible for the equal management of both natural and c...
	b) Alembe-Mikouyi Road Development Project
	In May 2012, the World Heritage Centre learned of an environmental and social impact study on work for the “Alembe-Mikouyi Road Development Project” mandated by the China Road Corporation and Bridge Society, contracted by the State Party. All the cult...
	This study highlights three possible impacts that could affect the integrity of the property: (i) an alteration to the landscape and the living environment; (ii) risk of pollution of surface and underground water; (iii)  loss of vegetation.  It makes ...

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.33
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 31 COM 8B.54, adopted at its 31st session (Christchurch, 2007),
	3. Expresses its grave concern regarding the Alembe-Mikouyi Road Development Project that could have an impact on the property, as well as the lack of information provided to the World Heritage Centre concerning the implementation of the main recommen...
	4. Urges the State Party to create this management authority and to appoint a site manager responsible for the equal conservation of both cultural and natural values of the property;
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party that high priority be accorded to the assignment of one or several well-trained persons to reinforce the preventive conservation measures and conduct restoration work at the archaeological sites;
	6. Requests the State Party to transmit to the World Heritage Centre the revised environmental and social impact study and the heritage impact study on the Alembe-Mikouyi Road Development Project, for examination by the Advisory Bodies;
	7. Also requests the State Party to desist from undertaking any work until such times as the requested additional information has been submitted to the World Heritage Centre;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2014 a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above-mentioned points for examination by the World Heritage Com...


	34. Cliffs of Bandiagara (Land of the Dogons), Mali (C/N 516)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	13TPrevious monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Insufficient site management means
	b) Illicit traffic of cultural property

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision:     37 COM 7B.34
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Commends the State Party for its efforts in the protection and conservation of the property in the difficult context of armed conflict in the northern regions of Mali;
	3. Expresses its concern about the problems arising from the crisis and linked to the shutdown of cultural tourism which is one of the most important sources of income for local communities, the decline of cultural identities due to the crisis, and th...
	4. Thanks the Director-General of UNESCO for her efforts to respond to Decisions 36 COM 7B.106 and 36 COM 7B.107, notably through the creation of a special account for the safeguarding of Malian cultural heritage and awareness-raising of the internati...
	5. Thanks France, Mali and UNESCO to have organized a day of solidarity for Mali during which an international meeting of experts was held and resulted in the adoption of an Action Plan for the rehabilitation of the cultural heritage and ancient manus...
	6. Also thanks the UNESCO experts group on Mali consisting of the Advisory Bodies (ICOMOS, ICCROM), the International Council of Museums (ICOM), the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA), the School of African Heritage (EPA), the Afr...
	7. Appeals to States Parties to the World Heritage Convention, the African Union, the European Union, the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), the West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU), other African organizations and the ent...
	8. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the Bandiagara Cliffs (Dogon Country). Property and especially on progress made in the preservation of their Outs...



	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	35. Historic Sanctuary of Machu Picchu (Peru) (C/N 274)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Delays in reviewing the Master Plan and developing detailed yearly operational plans, and inadequate budgetary support for effective implementation;
	b) No evaluation of transport options, related geological studies, or the impact of bus traffic on increasing the risk of landslides;
	c) Lack of impact studies related to the carrying capacity of the Citadel and Inca Trail;
	d) Delays in the development and implementation of a public use plan;
	e) Delays in implementing urban planning and control measures for Machu Picchu Village, the main point of entry to the property, which has impacted on the visual values of the property;
	f) Lack of effective management of the property;
	g) Lack of risk management plans related to natural disasters;
	h) Inadequate governance arrangements including lack of adequate coordination of activities between different institutions and stakeholders involved in site management;
	i) Uncontrolled visitor access to the western part of the Sanctuary, related to the construction of the Carrilluchayoc Bridge.

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) International Support Panel
	b) Emergency Action Plan
	c) Public use and urban planning
	d) Western access to the property
	e) Risk reduction and disaster recovery plans
	f) Governance, harmonization of legislative frameworks and enforcement of regulatory measures
	g) Inventory of land ownership and regulatory measures for land use zones
	h) Carrying capacity studies and guidelines for the Public Use Plan
	i) Interventions related to the maintenance and conservation at the Citadel

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.35
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 33 COM 7B.42, 34 COM 7B.42, 35 COM 7B.38 and 36 COM 7B.39, adopted at its 33rd (Seville, 2009), 34th (Brasilia, 2010), 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Expresses its deep concern that no strong and decisive action has been taken to implement the Emergency Action Plan drawn up in 2009 or the Revised Action Plan developed by the Advisory Mission of 2012, as a means of addressing threats to the prope...
	4. Notes that the International Support Panel has not had a dynamic impact in terms of fostering action to address the acknowledged threats to the property and also notes that the State Party did not submit a technical and financial proposal to contin...
	5. Considers that the long-standing threats to the property derived from increased public use, deficiencies in decision-making and governance mechanisms, uncontrolled development at Machu Picchu Village, among others, have not been comprehensively add...
	6. Urges the State Party to confirm, by 30 July 2013, that the International Support Panel will assist national authorities in addressing, as a matter of urgency, all the unresolved issues, and requests that said confirmation includes an explicit cour...
	7. Also requests the State Party, in line with the proposals made in the 2009 Emergency Action Plan, the recommendations of the 2012 advisory mission and previous decisions of the World Heritage Committee, to implement the following measures within th...
	a) Harmonize legislative frameworks and enforce regulatory measures and related sanctions for violations by 1 April 2014,
	b) Develop a comprehensive strategy for the Western access to the property by 1 April 2014,
	c) Undertake the Management effectiveness assessment to assist in the review and update of the Management Plan for the property by 1 April 2014,
	d) Finalize and adopt public use, in line with the provisions of the Management Plan for the property, including the definition of carrying capacity for the Historic Sanctuary and Machu Picchu village and the measures anticipated in respect to the vis...
	e) Finalize risk reduction and disaster recovery plans, including all parts of the disaster risk cycle, not only the response to emergency situations, by 1 April 2014,
	f) Finalize and approve the Urban Plan for Machu Picchu Village, containing the definition of regulatory measures, including building codes and processes for approval of new construction in the village and adjacent areas at the property and its buffer...

	8. Also considers that in the absence of the implementation of the above actions by the Committee’s 38th session in 2014, the cumulative impacts of the identified and long-standing threats would irreversibly impact the property, which will result in t...
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above and the final reports on the requested measures by 1 Apr...




	CULTURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	36. Royal Palaces of Abomey (Benin) (C 323 bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	1985
	Criteria
	(iii) (iv)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	See page 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/323/documents/38T
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Total amount granted: USD 450,000 from the Government of Japan and from the Riksantikvaren (Norwegian Cultural Heritage Directorate)
	Previous monitoring missions
	May/June 2004 and February 2007: Joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS missions; February 2006: Joint World Heritage Centre / CRAterre-ENSAG / Getty Conservation Institute monitoring mission; December 2012: Joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS / ICCROM...
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Absence of a national legislative mechanism for the protection of cultural heritage;
	b) Major deterioration of almost 50% of the earthen structural components;
	c) Lack of presentation and interpretation at the site;
	d) Lack and loss of documentation on the site;
	e) Lack of sharing of knowledge between site managers and among authorities;
	f) Need to distinguish between the site museum and the World Heritage site;
	g) No conservation or safeguarding measures have been undertaken at the site following the 2012 fire.

	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/32338T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T
	Current conservation issues
	a) Development of a Comprehensive Disaster Risk Management Plan
	b) Development of a Reconstruction Policy for Fire Damaged Buildings
	c) Updating of the Management Plan
	d) General State of Conservation of the Property
	e) Other Conservation Issues

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.36
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.40, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the information provided by the State Party concerning progress on the updating of the Management Plan and the development of a Disaster Risk Management Plan and a Reconstruction Policy;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to prioritise the development of a Disaster Risk Management Plan and a Reconstruction Policy and to finalize the updating of the management plan, including the development of a new overall vision for the pr...
	5. Urges the State Party to reinforce its efforts to ensure proper conservation and maintenance at the property, especially in regard to reducing the risk of fires and other hazards;
	6. Also urges the State Party to undertake a through inventory of all of the buildings within the property and to ensure proper documentation before and after undertaking future restoration works;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above recommendations for consideration by the World Heritage Committee...


	39. Lower Valley of the Omo (Ethiopia) (C 17)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Soil erosion

	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1738T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T

	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.39
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 20 COM 7D.64/65, adopted at its 20th session (Merida, 1996),
	3. Expresses its concern over the Kuraz Sugar Cane Development Projects, which may have a negative impact on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the Lower Valley of the Omo, if located within or near the property;
	4. Regrets that the State Party has not replied to the World Heritage Centre’s letters regarding its official position and clarification on the projects and their location in relation to the boundaries of the property;
	5. Urges the State Party to provide details on all planned development projects, and documents on the Kuraz Sugar Cane Development Projects, including the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) carried-out in 2011, to the World Heritage Centre by 1 Dec...
	6. Requests the State Party to carry-out Heritage Impact Assessments (HIAs), in particular for relevant roads and the sugar development projects, and submit them to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies before work commences and ...
	7. Also expresses its concern over the absence of a management plan, and the lack of clarification of the boundaries and buffer zone for the property;
	8. Invites the State Party to carry-out the above as a matter of urgency, and encourages the State Party to request international assistance for this endeavour;
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session in 2014.


	40. Lamu Old Town (Kenya) (C 1055)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	2001
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Lamu-Southern Sudan-Ethiopia Transport (LAPSSET) Corridor, and Lamu Port and Metropolis  Development Project
	b) Management Plan
	c) Boundaries of the property and buffer zone map

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.40
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.43, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the documentation submitted by the State Party in regard to the Lamu Port – South Sudan – Ethiopia Transport (LAPSSET) corridor and the new Lamu Port and Metropolis Development Project and also for the Management Plan for the property;
	4. Reiterates its deep concern about the likely negative impact of the LAPSSET corridor and the new Lamu Port and Metropolis Development Project on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property;
	5. Requests that the State Party urgently carry out a full Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) which focuses on potential impacts on the OUV of the property following ICOMOS Guidance, covering not merely the first three berths of the Lamu Port, but for t...
	6. Also requests the State Party to halt all work on the LAPSSET corridor and the new Lamu Port and Metropolis Development Project until the HIA has been carried out and its results discussed by the World Heritage Committee;
	7. Further requests the State Party that a chapter on management issues, specifically related to the LAPSSET corridor and the new Lamu Port and Metropolis Development Project, be written and integrated into the management plan;
	8. Reiterates it requests from its 34th (Brasilia, 2010), 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions that the State Party furnish maps clearly showing the boundaries of the property and its buffer zone;
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at ...


	44. Fossil Hominid Sites of Sterkfontein, Swartkrans, Kromdraai, and Environs (South Africa) (C 915bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	See page 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/915/documents38T
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	13TN/A

	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Development plan ;
	b) Acid contamination of karts.

	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/91538T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.44
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Acknowledges the submission by the State Party of a study on the “Situation assessment of the surface water and groundwater resource environments in the Cradle of Humankind World Heritage Site”, undertaken in accordance with best practice and refle...
	3. Urges the State Party to implement the recommendations contained in the study, with the objective of eliminating Acid Mine Drainage (AMD) and to provide details on how the necessary resources will be put in place, and which agencies and authorities...
	4. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission in 2014 to evaluate the state of conservation of the property and potential threats to its Outstanding Universal Value;
	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, details of major planned interventions before any irreversible commitments are m...
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and progress made in putting in place satisfactory systems to mitigate the impacts of the AM...



	ARAB STATES
	47. Qal’at al-Bahrain – Ancient Harbour and Capital of Dilmun (Bahrain) (C 1192)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	See page 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1192/documents/38T
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	a) Project of land reclamation (“North Star”) in the bay in front of the property, as well as the project of a fishing harbour (issue resolved);
	b) Physical and visual integrity threatened by the urban and architectural development projects around the protected area;
	c) Visual integrity threatened by a project of a causeway foreseen off the northern coast as part of the global response to the traffic congestion in this part of the country;
	d) Physical and visual integrity of the property threatened by a segment of the “N Road” project, a highway planned on the northern coast of the country whose route is expected to cross the western part of the buffer zone, at a fifty meter distance fr...

	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/119238T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.47
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 32 COM 8B.54 and 33 COM 7B.53 adopted at its 32nd (Quebec City, 2008) and 33rd (Seville, 2009) sessions respectively,
	3. Commends the State Party for its commitment to the conservation and protection of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property including its conditions of integrity, and for its close cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory B...
	4. Invites the State Party to continue its efforts towards the protection of the property as well as its cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	5. Approves the request of the State Party to explore options for the location of the bridge foreseen to cross the visual corridor within a distance ranging from 2 to 3 km to the shore and strongly recommends that priority be given to the options whic...
	6. Requests the State Party to submit the the results of the studies carried out concerning the location and design of the proposed bridge to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies before a final decision is taken;
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party to finalize the integrated management and conservation plan for the property and submit, by 1 February 2014, three printed and electronic copies of this plan, for review by the World Heritage Centre and the...
	8. Also request the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at its 39...


	53. Archaeological Site of Cyrene (Libya) (C 190)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	January 2007: Joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission; August 2008: World Heritage Centre mission.
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Need to complete the Management Plan in order to co-ordinate actions in the short- and medium-term;
	b) Need to provide a detailed map at the appropriate scale showing the boundaries of the property and buffer zone;
	c) Threat to rock-hewn monumental tombs as a result of inadequate protection, leading to vandalism and the development of agricultural activities in the rural zone and urban constructions;
	d) Inappropriate earlier restoration work;
	e) Problem of discharge of sewage from the modern town into the Wadi Bel Ghadir;
	f) Inadequate on-site security and control systems;
	g) Need for a presentation and interpretation system for visitors and the local population.

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Capacity-building
	b) Management and Conservation Plan
	c) Boundaries of the property

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.53
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.54, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Commends the State Party for the progress made in the reinforcement of the protection and conservation of the property as well as the implementation of other measures recommended by the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS mission of January 2007;
	4. Thanks all the donors and partners which have technically and financially supported the State Party in its efforts towards the reinforcement of the protection of the property and the improvement of its state of conservation and invites them to cont...
	5. Requests the State Party to finalize, as soon as possible, the conservation and management plan of the property and submit it to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, within the framework of the Retrospective Inventory, a map clearly showing the boundaries of the property as well as regulatory measures foreseen to ensure the protection of the ...
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a state of conservation report of the property, with a specific attention to the key attributes which carry its Outstanding Universal Value, for examinatio...


	54. Rock Art Sites of Tadrart Acacus (Libya) (C 287)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.54
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.55, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the on-going actions taken to implement the recommendations made by the 2011 reactive monitoring mission, but expresses its concern about the lack of information on the current state of conservation of the property;
	4. Urges the State Party to launch the conservation and recovery measures of the sites vandalised in 2009, as identified in the 2011 reactive monitoring mission, as soon as the security conditions permit;
	5. Reiterates its recommendation to the State Party to consider submitting an International Assistance request for the implementation of priority measures and for the development of a conservation and management strategy for the property;
	6. Thanks the Government of Italy for its contribution towards the safeguarding of Libya’s cultural heritage and calls upon the international community to provide additional and sustained support to the State Party for the implementation of a long-ter...
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th ...


	56. Gebel Barkal and the Sites of the Napatan Region (Sudan) (C 1073)
	Year of inscription on the List of World Heritage
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	See page 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1073/documents38T
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) 13TDeterioration as a result of exposure to difficult environmental conditions such as wind with sand and floods;
	b) 13TUrban encroachment;
	c) 13TAbsence of a management plan with government commitment.

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Deterioration of the property as a result of exposure to difficult environmental conditions
	b) Implementation of the management plan for the property
	c) Urban encroachment and other development projects
	The State Party was requested by the World Heritage Committee to finalize the limits of the buffer zones and their associated planning controls as soon as possible, to ensure that pressure from tourism, urban and infrastructure development do not have...

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.56
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.57, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit neither the report nor detailed topographical maps of the five component parts of the property, as requested;
	4. Expresses its concern about the absence of information on the state of conservation of the property and about the implementation of the recommendations of the 2011 mission;
	5. Urges the State Party to implement the actions requested in paragraphs 4, 5, and 6 of Decision 35 COM 7B.57, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011);
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to provide, in the framework of the Retrospective Inventory, detailed topographical maps of the five component parts of the property by 1 December 2013;
	7. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to finalize the limits of the buffer zones and their associated planning controls as soon as possible, to ensure that pressure from tourism, urban and infrastructure development do not have a negative ...
	8. Encourages the State Party to benefit from the Sudan-Qatar Archaeological Project (QSAP) in order to address the above issues and requests it to keep the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies informed of any major conservation, restoration ...
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38t...


	57. World Heritage properties in Syria (Syrian Arab Republic)
	Current conservation issues
	Actions implemented by the Advisory Bodies and UNESCO

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision:  37 COM 7B.57
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Deplores the conflict situation prevailing in the country and the loss of human lives;
	3. Takes note of the report provided by the State Party regarding the state of conservation of the six Syrian World Heritage properties and expresses its utmost concern at the damage occurred and threats facing these properties;
	4. Considers that the optimal conditions are not present anymore to ensure the conservation and protection of the Outstanding Universal Value of the properties and that they are threatened by both ascertained and potential danger, in accordance with p...
	5. Decides to inscribe the Ancient City of Damascus, Ancient city of Bosra, Site of Palmyra, Ancient City of Aleppo, Crac des Chevaliers and Qal’at Salah El-Din, and Ancient Villages of Northern Syria (Syria) on the List of World Heritage in Danger;
	6. Launches an appeal to the neighbouring States Parties to Syria (Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Turkey) and to the international community to cooperate in fighting against the illicit trafficking of cultural property coming from Syria;
	7. Urges all parties associated with the situation in Syria to refrain from any action that would cause further damage to cultural heritage of the country and to fulfil their obligations under international law by taking all possible measures to prote...
	8. Requests the State Party to invite the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to undertake a mission to Syria as soon as the security conditions permit in order to assess the state of conservation of the properties and elaborate, in consulta...
	9. Also requests the State Party in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to prepare, as soon as the situation allows, the corrective measures as well as a Desired state of conservation for the removal of the properties f...
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2014, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the World Heritage properties in Syria for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th sessio...


	58. Old City of Sana’a (Yemen) (C 385)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	1998, 1999, 2003: World Heritage Centre monitoring missions; 2003 to 2005, and 2010: World Heritage Centre and experts missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.58
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.60, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit the report as requested;
	4. Expresses its concern at the apparent continuing vulnerability of the property as a result of the current difficult situation;
	5. Calls upon the international community to support the State Party, in co-operation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, in any way possible for priority conservation, management measures and capacity building programmes;
	6. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to evaluate the state of conservation of the property and identify measures needed to reverse the decay and ensure the conservation and protection o...
	7. Also requests the State Party to provide information to the World Heritage Centre on progress with the Heritage Protection Bill being considered by Parliament;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its ...



	ASIA-PACIFIC
	62. Meidan Emam, Esfahan (Islamic Republic of Iran) (C 115)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	See page 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/115/documents/38T
	International Assistance
	N/A
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Uncoordinated urban development - construction of a large scale commercial complex;
	b) Subway route under the historical axis of Esfahan.

	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/11538T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision:  37 COM 7B.62
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.62, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Regrets that the State Party has not submitted a state of conservation report that addresses the recommendations of the World Heritage Committee at its 36th session;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to submit, as a matter of urgency, to the World Heritage Centre, for review by the Advisory Bodies, detailed information and documentation on the proposed route of metro line 2, and on its impact on the pro...
	5. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to develop a Management Plan for the property, in consultation with all stakeholders, and to ensure that this Management Plan becomes part of a larger strategic vision for integrated urban development ...
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th ses...


	63. Masjed-e Jāmé of Isfahan (Islamic Republic of Iran) (C 1397)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	N/A
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	N/A

	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/139738T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T

	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.63
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 8B.23, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not provide a state of conservation report as requested;
	4. Reiterates its requests to the State Party to urgently revise the Meydan-e Atiq project, in particular its north-western corner in the immediate vicinity of the Masjed-e Jāmé of Isfahan, in a way that will:
	a) not foresee any structural connection between the new galleries and the historic walls of the mosque or the structures connected to the mosque walls, which could transmit loads or vibrations to these,
	b) provide ample passage for pedestrians, in particular through redesign of the entrance gate situation to the Meydan in the north-western corner, to ensure that the mosque and its adjacent historic structures are not endangered by crowds accessing th...
	c) ensure that the overall design is appropriate to the local urban design tradition and setting of the mosque and sensitive to its Outstanding Universal Value,
	d) following the availability of a revised project design (following the criteria listed above) as well as a revised implementation schedule, conduct a comprehensive Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) and further archaeological excavation in order to en...

	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre detailed information on the revision of the Meydan-e Atiq project, including independently prepared HIA for the revised proposal, for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	6. Also reiterates its recommendation to the State Party to give consideration to the following:
	a) ensure that the design and presentation of information in the property are based on the principle of minimal intervention in full respect for the aesthetic and religious significance of the Masjed-e Jāmé of Isfahan,
	b) give priority attention to the challenge posed by the necessary removal of the bracings in the shabestani domed areas;

	7. Further reiterates its requests to the State Party to strengthen the protection of the buffer zone and its wider setting and expand the monitoring mechanisms related to urban development, in particular through:
	a) integration of the buffer zone in the Isfahan Master Plan and municipal by-laws;
	b) development and adoption of an integrated conservation and Management Plan, with special sections on visitor management and risk-preparedness strategies;

	8. Reiterates furthermore its recommendation to the State Party that Heritage Impact Assessments are carried out for any future developments in the buffer zone, such as further rehabilitation of the surrounding historic bazaar or the envisaged ablutio...
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property, including progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations, for examination by the Comm...


	64. Mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi (Kazakhstan) (C 1103)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	13TN/A

	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	N/A

	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/110338T

	Current conservation issues
	a) Construction of a new mosque
	b) Newly developed Master Plan
	c) Buffer Zone
	d) Conservation and Management Plan

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.64
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Takes note of the information provided by the State Party, in particular concerning the actions that have been taken to reduce the potential negative impact of the new mosque construction on the setting of the property;
	3. Requests the State Party to:
	a) Submit detailed drawings of the latest mosque design, including the proposed exterior infrastructure, to the World Heritage Centre, for review by the Advisory Bodies,
	b) Involve key stakeholders, including national experts and local community in the process of the new mosque project to seek their views and recommendations,
	c) Provide information on the revised Master Plan of Turkestan, and an official commitment to retain the standard construction height of 2-3 storeys in Turkestan, the non-construction regulation in the buffer zone, and control over tall buildings in t...

	4. Also requests the State Party to provide details of any construction proposals in the buffer zone and in the wider setting of the property which might impact adversely on the historic landscape of the property, with appropriate Heritage Impact Asse...
	5. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, together with the Management Plan, for examination by t...


	67. Old Town of Galle and its Fortifications (Sri Lanka) (C 451)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Need for development and management plan;
	b) Intrusive and illegal constructions within the Galle cricket ground impacting on the integrity of the property;
	c) Potential impacts of a proposed port construction on the integrity of the property.

	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/45138T
	and 38Thttp://hwhc.unesco.org/en/soc38T
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.67
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 34 COM 7B.72, 35 COM 7B.78 and 36 COM 7B.68, adopted at its 34th (Brasilia, 2010), 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Regrets that the State Party has provided limited or no response to the decisions of the Committee and expresses its concern that no details have been given on the following:
	a) the revised port development project and its Heritage Impact Assessment or of its proposed timescale,
	b) the extension of the property to include maritime archaeology and the definition of a buffer zone,
	c) the proposed intentions for the International Cricket Stadium,
	d) strengthening the role of the Galle Heritage Foundation and the overall management system for the property;

	4. Requests the State Party to supply detailed plans for the revised port project and to conduct a comprehensive Heritage Impact Assessment study, in conformity with the ICOMOS Guidance for World Heritage cultural properties, to assess the impacts on ...
	5. Also requests the State Party to formally submit the proposals for the revision of the buffer zone and encourages them to consider an extension of the property to cover maritime archaeology of the bay;
	6. Further requests the State Party to provide updated information on their intentions in relation to the International Cricket Stadium;
	7. Reiterates its request to strengthen the Galle Heritage Foundation or establish a cross-department Government Agency, Galle Conservation and Development Authority, in line with the recommendations made by the 2010 reactive monitoring mission, with ...
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its ...


	68. Historic Centre of Bukhara (Uzbekistan) (C 602rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	October 2010: World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission.

	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Lack of a proper conservation and management plan;
	b) Recent hotel constructions which would negatively affect the integrity of the property;
	c) Heavy traffic, pollution and poor sewege system;
	d) Use of new building material and methods.

	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/60238T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T

	Current conservation issues
	a) Management Plan
	b) Potential negative impacts on the authenticity and integrity of the property
	c) Potential projects within the property and/or buffer zone

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 36 COM 7B.68
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.79, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes the progress made by the State Party with the development of the GIS database as part of the development of the Management Plan;
	4. Requests the State Party, as a matter of urgency, to complete the Management Plan and implement it as soon as it is finalized and to establish a Steering Committee for the property to ensure its proper management and conservation;
	5. Also requests the State Party to develop a coordinated conservation approach to bring together key conservation activities carried out and planned within the property and its buffer zone;
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2...



	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	72. Historic Centre of the City of Salzburg (Austria) (C 784)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	llustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/784
	38Tand http://whc.unesco.org/en/soc
	Current conservation issues
	a) Hydroelectric Power Plant Lehen
	b) Residential Buildings City Life Rehrlplatz
	c) Project Schwarzstrasse 45 / Ernest-Thunstr. 2
	d) High-rise structure Nelböck Viaduct Rainerstrasse/Bahnhofsvorplatz
	e) Other projects

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision 37 COM 7B.72
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.83, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes the results of the April 2013 ICOMOS advisory mission to the property, invited by the State Party;
	4. Takes note of the Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) for the hydroelectric power plant Lehne and information provided by the State Party concerning a number of proposed new projects which may constitute negative impacts on the Outstanding Universal V...
	5. Encourages the State Party to continue to provide to the World Heritage Centre any development proposals before their official approval in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	6. Requests the State Party to initiate the modification of the project designs and proportions of the Residential Buildings City Life Rehrlplatz, the project at Schwarzstrasse 45 / Ernest-Thunstr. 2 and the Nelböck Viaduct Rainerstrasse / Bahnhofsvor...
	7. Reiterates its request to revise the draft Management Plan and to fully implement the recommendations of the 2009 World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission;
	8. Expresses its concern about the apparent lack of adequate, legislative and planning mechanisms to protect the property from the various proposed, often aggressive, urban and infrastructure developments as well as a lack of an officially approved ma...
	9. Also requests the State Party to integrate standard requirements for HIA in urban planning and development approval policies, and to strengthen legal mechanisms for the protection of monuments in their setting, especially through an expansion of th...
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th ses...


	75. Upper Middle Rhine Valley (Germany) (C 1066)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	See page 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1066/documents38T
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	13TFebruary 2008: Joint World Heritage Centre / ICOMOS advisory mission; December 2012: ICOMOS advisory mission

	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Noise pollution and traffic increase;
	b) Potential impacts of the Rhine crossing project;
	c) Lack of a Master Plan for the sustainable development of the property.

	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/106638T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T

	Current conservation issues
	a) Master Plan for the property
	b) New bridge across the Rhine River
	c) Cable car transportation system installed between the town of Koblenz and the fortress
	d) Large-scale hotel buildings contemplated for the Loreley Plateau, and the summer bobsleigh track
	e) Alternative energy production installations such as wind turbines and pump storage stations
	f) Noise from the railway

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.75
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 34 COM 7B.87, 35 COM 7B.93 and 35 COM 8E, adopted at its 34th (Brasilia, 2010) and 35th (UNESCO, 2011) sessions respectively,
	3. Notes the State Party’s decision not to pursue the plan to construct a bridge across the Rhine River in the vicinity of St Goar and St Goarshausen for the remaining legislative period, which is due to end in 2016, and to implement an extended ferry...
	4. Also notes the recommendations of the ICOMOS advisory mission carried out to the property in December 2012;
	5. Welcomes the progress made in developing the “World Heritage Master Plan” document, and in particular the exemplary participatory process used in its elaboration, and requests the State Party to refine the Master Plan in order to:
	a) clearly define the World Heritage property’s importance, and the Master Plan’s position in balancing the various interests,
	b) complete the “implementation concept”, and include a procedure for future revision,
	c) clarify procedures, authorities, responsibilities, and terminology, and
	d) provide for a clear definition of an acceptable form of river crossing (ferry, tunnel, bridge), based on the impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;

	6. Recommends that the State Party:
	a) dismantle, as previously agreed, the cable car system between the town of Koblenz and the fortress Ehrenbreitstein,
	b) refuse the final permit for the bobsleigh track on the Loreley Plateau, dismantle the bobsleigh track, and rehabilitate the site to its previous state,
	c) deny approval for the large-scale hotel buildings contemplated for the Loreley Plateau;

	7. Encourages the State Party to consider viable solutions for a smaller-scale redevelopment of the Loreley Plateau in consultation with the Advisory Bodies and all stakeholders;
	8. Also requests the State Party to closely monitor the situation related to alternative energy production installations such as wind turbines and pump storage stations, complete the related sightlines study, and submit this study to the World Heritag...
	9. Also encourages the State Party to reinforce efforts to reduce the noise from the railway in the most effective and sensible way;
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for consideration by the World Heritage Committee at i...


	76. Budapest, including the Banks of the Danube, the Buda Castle Quarter and Andrássy Avenue (Hungary) (C 400bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Current conservation issues
	a) Legislation and Management of the Property
	b) Demolition and New Development
	c) Street of Culture
	d) Further Developments within the World Heritage property and Buffer Zone
	e) Enlargement and Revision of the property buffer zone

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.76
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.95, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes the recent withdrawal of demolition and development schemes in the Jewish quarter and Becsi Street but notes with concern the deteriorating condition of existing historic buildings;
	4. Welcomes the new World Heritage legislation that took effect on 1 January 2012, and the statutory underpinning of World Heritage management plans;
	5. Also notes the reorganization and enhancement of administration of World Heritage properties protection both at the national and at the municipal level;
	6. Encourages the State Party to continue the work of preparation of the management plan and management structure for the property and its buffer zone, and the proposed enlargement of the buffer zone;
	7. Requests the State Party to implement the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission by establishing stringent controls over applications for new development within the property and buffer zone;
	8. Further notes the details of proposed developments in the property and also requests the State Party to supply the World Heritage Centre with details of the Royal Garden project, detailed reports concerning soils, geology and hydrology in order to ...
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its ...


	77. Archaeological Areas of Pompei, Herculaneum and Torre Annunziata (Italy) (C 829)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) A series of structural collapses at the property;
	b) Building projects in the vicinity of the property;
	c) Management system;
	d) Inadequate restoration and maintenance; lack of skills;
	e) Ineffective drainage systems;
	f) Visitor pressure.

	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Management
	b) Restoration and maintenance

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision 37 COM 7B.77
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 7B.96 and 36 COM 7C, adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Takes note of the numerous initiatives put in place by the State Party, including the “Great Pompeii Project”, supported by the European Commission, and the “Towards a system of Governance” project;
	4. Notes that a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property took place in January 2013 and requests the State Party to implement the recommendations of the mission, in particular:
	a) finalize the new management plan, with the involvement of all the authorities in charge at different levels, different stakeholders and the community, and submit it to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies by 1 February 2014,
	b) include in the new management plan a public use plan and a risk management plan, as well as provisions to regulate and control development at the vicinity of the property,
	c) ensure, through the new management plan, that adequate qualified staff, contractors and funds are allocated for the supervision and maintenance of the site,
	d) officially submit the proposal of the new buffer zone to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, in accordance with Paragraphs 163-165 of the Operational Guidelines,
	e) closely monitor the quality of work in the interventions to be done in the framework of the “Great Pompeii Project” and the daily maintenance of the site;

	5. Also requests the State Party to inform the World Heritage Centre regularly and in due time about any project planned in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Further requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission in 2014-2015 in order to assess the progress achieved in implementing the measures outlined above;
	7. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre a progress report by 1 February 2014, and an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above by 1 February 2015, for examina...


	80. Kizhi Pogost (Russian Federation) (C 544)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	N/A
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/54438T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision:    37 COM 7B.80
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.83, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes the progress made by the State Party in the conservation and protection of the Church of the Transfiguration and on the Church of the Intercession and urges it to sustain these efforts in timely manner and secure the necessary resources to en...
	4. Takes note of the steps the State Party is making towards developing legal measures for the protection of World Heritage cultural properties;
	5. Also takes note of the recommendations made by the April 2013 reactive monitoring mission to the property and also urges the State Party to implement its recommendations, in particular:
	a) Revise the management plan to ensure that the conservation and protection of attributes that convey the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property drive decision-making ; the revised Management Plan should include regulations for land use an...
	b) Halt all proposed new developments in the buffer zone and setting of the property, including visitor and administration facilities, until the Management Plan has been revised and until Heritage and Environmental Impact Assessments have been underta...
	c) Enhance the implementation of the fire protection and security plans to improve the level of protection and quality of the environment at the property,
	d) Finalise the development of Guiding Principles for the restoration projects that relate the conservation work to the key attributes of the property ;

	6. Requests, in accordance to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, the State Party to submit the project proposal, technical specifications and heritage and environmental impact assessments, for the Office and Public Centre of the Kizhi Museum...
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies the draft Management Plan in three printed and electronic copies;
	8. Further requests the State Party to invite an ICOMOS advisory  mission in early 2014 to assess the progress made in the restoration works and on the implementation of the above;
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at ...


	81. Historic Centre of the City of Yaroslav (Russian Federation) (C 1170)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1170/38T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision:  37 COM 7B.81
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.84, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit a state of conservation report in 2012 or 2013 despite the requests of the Committee at its 35th and 36th sessions and that therefore the concerns raised by the 2012 reactive monitoring mission have not b...
	4. Urges the State Party to strengthen the national and regional legislative and regulatory protection for the property and its buffer zone;
	5. Also urges the State Party to improve the management structure of the property and its buffer zone, produce a Management Plan and consider appointing a site  manager with an appropriate advisory board with representation from national and regional ...
	6. Notes the significant number of conservation projects undertaken on the property since 2008 but considers that a Conservation Strategy for the property, appropriate conservation guidance underpinned by research and archaeological recording would re...
	7. Reiterates its concerns that new development with inappropriate scale, height and mass, or incorporating non-traditional materials, imposes a particular threat to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property inscribed for its importance in town ...
	8. Strongly reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, for review by the Advisory Bodies, details of any proposed developments, including those said to have been halted in 2012, that may have an adverse impact on...
	9. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and progress with the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee a...


	82. Cultural and Historic Ensemble of the Solovetsky Islands (Russian Federation) (C 632)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	(iv)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.82
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 7B.107 and 36 COM 7B.86 adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Regrets that the State Party did not submit a state of conservation report;
	4. Takes note of the steps the State Party is making towards developing legal measures for the protection of World Heritage cultural properties, as well as for the establishment of a “Committee on the conservation of the spiritual, cultural and natura...
	5. Notes that the State Party decided to organise, further to the Committee’s request and in collaboration with the World Heritage Centre, ICCROM and ICOMOS, a training workshop for the religious representatives involved in the management and use of t...
	6. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre detailed information concerning the Master Plan of the Solovetsky Monastery and any other planning documents prior to the reactive monitoring mission;
	7. Reiterates its concern about the possible reconstruction of the monastery buildings and other major interventions in the landscape of the property in terms of the impact on its Outstanding Universal Value (OUV), and also requests the State Party to...
	8. Reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre all project proposals that may threaten the OUV of the property, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, as well as to submit alongside all new...
	9. Further reiterates its request to the State Party to invite, as a matter of urgency, a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess the overall state of conservation of the property and recommends ...
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, a report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th ...


	83. Kremlin and Red Square, Moscow (Russian Federation) (C 545)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Construction and restoration works
	b) Legislative and administrative arrangements
	c) Boundary issues

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.83
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 35COM 7B.105 adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Takes note of the efforts the State Party is making towards to developing legal measures for the protection of World Heritage properties;
	4. Regrets that the State Party did not submit a state of conservation report;
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, all project proposals that may threaten the Outstanding Universal Value of the property accompanied by...
	6. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies three copies of a management plan for the property;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report on the state of conservation of the property and implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session...


	85. Historic Areas of Istanbul (Turkey) (C 356)
	Current conservation issues
	a) Mitigating the Impacts of the Haliç metro crossing (Golden Horn) Bridge
	b) Bosphorus Transition Tunnel Project for Motor Vehicles
	c) The Yenikapı Assembly Ground
	d) Proposed renewal and conservation projects
	e) Strategic Management of the property
	f) Other issues

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.85
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.89, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Take notes of the results of the 2012 joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission and requests the State Party to implement its recommendations and to duly proceed with the annual review of the Management Plan;
	4. Acknowledges the commitment of the State Party to halt work on the Golden Horn Bridge for a year in order to consider ways of further improving its design and mitigating its intrusion into the historic landscape, but notes that although amendments ...
	5. Recognises the logic and benefits of a Bosphorus road tunnel, but also notes that the currently preferred shorter 5.4 km tunnel option, emerging partway along the southern shore of the Historic Peninsula with a wide 8-13 lane approach road, would h...
	6. Urges the State Party to undertake multi-disciplinary studies (technical, environmental, social, cultural and economic) as a basis for considering the extension of the tunnel beyond the Land Walls and to remove an intersection at Yenikapı in order ...
	7. Notes with concern that the Yenikapı project for reclaiming a large area of land (58 hectares) to the south-west of the Historic Peninsula and thus create a recreation area for up to a million people, was started before a Heritage Impact Assessment...
	8. Also notes with concern the mission’s opinion that a crisis point has been reached for the remaining Ottoman timber buildings, and further requests the State Party to consider a rapid assessment of Ottoman buildings at risk, to reconsider renewal a...
	9. Welcomes that height restrictions have been put in place by the State Party in a timely manner to protect the silhouette of the Historic Peninsula;
	10. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at...


	89. Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (C 1215)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	13TN/A

	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Resumption of mining activities
	b) Harbour development

	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/121538T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T

	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.89
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 30 COM 8B.50, 34 COM 8E, and 36 COM 7B.94, adopted at its 30th (Vilnius, 2006), 34th (Brasilia, 2010) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Also recalling past decisions regarding mining in World Heritage properties as well as the International Council on Mining and Metals’ (ICMM) Position Statement on Mining and Protected Areas to “not explore or mine in World Heritage properties”,
	4. Notes the information provided by the State Party on the resumption of mining at South Crofty and on various development proposals;
	5. Requests the State Party to provide updated information on the proposed mining project at South Crofty including comprehensive graphic documentation of the project and its relationship to the property and its setting, for review by the World Herita...
	6. Further requests the State Party to provide to the World Heritage Centre, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, details of any mining proposals for Redmoor mine, Tamar Valley, as soon as possible and before any decision is made ...
	7. Regrets that the State Party has not complied with the request expressed by the Committee in Decision 36 COM 7B.94 to halt the Hayle Harbour project, and, given that planning permission has already been granted, strongly urges the State Party to ha...
	8. Decides, in case the Hayle Harbour development project is not halted and reconsidered, to consider inscribing Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) on the List of World Heritage in Danger at...
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit additional relevant information on the proposal for a mixed use development on land adjacent to Callington Road, Tavistock, Devon, when it becomes available;
	10. Requests moreover the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to assess the overall state of conservation of the property and the strategies in place to address mining exploration and sustainab...
	11. Finally requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at ...


	90. Westminster Palace, Westminster Abbey and Saint Margaret's Church (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (C 426bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Construction proposals in the immediate vicinity of Westminster Palace, Westminster Abbey and Saint Margaret's Church that could have an adverse impact on the setting, related vistas and integrity of the property;
	b) Lack of an in-depth visual impact study on possible impacts of development projects, as well as lack of an approved management plan;
	c) Need for protection of the immediate surroundings of the property through an adequate buffer zone.

	Illustrative material
	See page 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/426/gallery/38T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T
	Current conservation issues
	Elizabeth House
	Planning Policy Framework
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision:  37 COM 7B.90
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.92, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Expresses its concern about the proposed developments at Elizabeth House, Nine Elms Regeneration Development and Vauxhall Island Site and their potential adverse impact on the setting and views of the property and urges the State Party to ensure th...
	4. Requests the State Party to strengthen its policy and planning frameworks to ensure the adequate protection of the setting of the property by defining the immediate and wider setting and view cones of the property in relation to its Outstanding Uni...
	5. Also urges the State Party to refrain from approving any large-scale development projects in the vicinity of the property until an adequate protection of its immediate and wider setting is in place;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its ...



	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	91. City of Potosi (Bolivia) (C 420)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Illustrative material
	Current conservation issues
	a) Emergency Committee
	b) Geophysical and topographic studies, stabilisation of the top of the mountain and monitoring system
	c) Management Plan

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.91
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.96, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the information submitted by the State Party and regrets that insufficient details were provided to comprehensively assess the current factors affecting the property;
	4. Reiterates its requests the State Party to:
	a) Clarify whether Article 6 of Supreme Decree 27787 of October 2004 has been modified and if the moratorium on all exploration, extraction and any other interventions under and above ground between altitudes 4400m and 4700m is currently enforced,
	b) Provide further details on the scope and extent of operations foreseen for interventions at the summit of the Cerro Rico,
	c) Finalise the scientific studies for Cerro Rico and develop a comprehensive strategy for its stabilization and monitoring,
	d) Provide details on the current arrangements for the management system for the property, including information on provisions and timeframes for conservation and rehabilitation works, proposals for public use and plans for risk management;

	5. Also requests the State Party to invite an ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission during 2013 to assess the current state of conservation of the property and to evaluate whether there are ascertained or potential dangers to the Outstanding Universal Va...
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its ...


	92. Tiwanaku: Spiritual and Political Centre of the Tiwanaku Culture (Bolivia) (C 567rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	November 2007: World Heritage Centre Preparatory Mission; February – March 2009: World Heritage Centre Technical Assessment Mission for the implementation of the JFIT project; November 2009: World Heritage Centre. UNESCO Quito Office monitoring missio...

	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material
	See pages 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/567/38T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T

	Current conservation issues
	a) Legislative and regulatory frameworks
	b) Institutional Arrangements
	c) Preventive conservation projects
	d) Installation of an integrated water drainage system for the property
	e) International Meeting of experts in Tiwanaku (27-29 August 2012)
	f) UNESCO Project for the Conservation and Preservation of Tiwanaku and Akapana Pyramid

	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.92
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.119, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Notes with satisfaction the adoption of the Presidential Decree of September 2011, creating the Centre of Archaeological and Anthropological Research and Management of Tiwanaku (CIAAAT);
	4. Also notes the results of the International Meeting of experts held at Tiwanaku, Bolivia in August 2012 and organized within the framework of the Japanese Funds-in-Trust project to define regulations and guidelines for the development of a conserva...
	5. Requests the State Party to finalize the Conservation Plan for Tiwanaku and submit it to the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies for review by 1 February 2014;
	6. Also requests the State Party upon approval of the Conservation plan, to develop the Management Plan for the property, which should include risk preparedness and public use components; and articulate it with other existing planning tools, such as t...
	7. Further requests the State Party to finalize the process of appointment of the Executive Director of the CIAAAT, to ensure adequate staffing for the implementation of the conservation measures and the management plan of the property, and to inform ...
	8. Requests furthermore the State Party to establish a buffer zone for the property to ensure the protection of its Outstanding Universal Value and conditions of authenticity and integrity;
	9. Request moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, as per Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, technical specifications on planned projects relating to interventions at the property and its muse...
	10. Finally requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its...


	98. National History Park – Citadel, Sans Souci, Ramiers (Haiti) (C 180)
	a) Lack of a Management Plan;
	b) Lack of a Conservation Plan;
	c) Water damage;
	d) Vandalism;
	e) Seismic activities;
	f) Infrastructure projects;
	g) Lack of a Risk Preparedness Plan;
	h) Potential non controlled touristic development
	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.98
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.99, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Takes note of the information provided by the State Party, the World Heritage Centre and the World Bank concerning the measures undertaken to implement the decisions of the World Heritage Committee and acknowledges the efforts made by the Institute...
	4. Thanks the Government of Spain and the Spanish Agency of International Development Cooperation for its generous contribution that enabled the continued implementation in 2013 of the World Heritage Committee decisions;
	5. Also takes note of the State Party’s invitation for a World Heritage Centre/Advisory Bodies technical mission to examine the final project for the construction of the last section of National Road RN003, as well as the environmental, heritage and s...
	6. Requests the State Party to continue its efforts to complete the cadastral survey as well as the delineation of the boundaries and regulations of the buffer zone and to await the results of this study before proceeding with the physical marking out...
	7. Further takes note of the latest results of the structural stabilization studies for the Citadel and urges the State Party to undertake the necessary measures to initiate emergency actions in cooperation with the technical and financial institution...
	8. Also requests the State Party to await the finalization and approval of the Conservation Plan before pursuing tourism development projects and further requests the participation of local communities in the conservation and management process for th...
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit a study on visitor capacity levels for the Citadel, Ramiers and the Sans-Souci Palace to guarantee correct access conditions for visitors;
	10. Requests, in addition, the State Party to submit by 30 December 2013, the Action Plan relating to the project for the Citadel, coordinated by the World Heritage Centre in close collaboration with ISPAN;
	11. Requests moreover the international community to ensure by every possible means, its support in the implementation of the recommendations to rapidly approve financial and human resources in order to assist the State Party to ensure the conservatio...
	12. Finally, requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2014, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above recommendations, for examination by the World Heritage...


	100. Archaeological Site of Panamá Viejo and Historic District of Panamá (Panamá) (C 790bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) The severe deterioration of historic buildings which threatens the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	b) Conflicting interests of different stakeholders with regard to the use, management and conservation of the historic centre;
	c) Limited capacity for the rehabilitation and maintenance of historic structures;
	d) Deficiencies in the implementation of the legislative framework for protection;
	e) Lack of implementation of clear conservation and management policies for the property;
	f) Demolition of urban ensembles and buildings;
	g) Forced displacement of occupants and squatters;
	h) Urban development projects within the protected area (i.e. Cinta Costera).

	Illustrative material
	See page 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/79038T
	and 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/soc38T

	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.100
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 33 COM 7B.141, 34 COM 7B.113, 35 COM 7B.130, 36 COM 7B.103, adopted at its 33rd (Seville, 2009), 34th (Brasilia, 2010), 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively, and its concern that the constr...
	3. Also recalling the state of conservation reports and reactive monitoring mission reports of March 2009, March 2010 and October 2010 that underscored the impacts of the Cinta Costera project, in particular the Maritime Viaduct, and the poor state of...
	4. Notes progress with developing a Management Plan, with quantifying the number of buildings at risk and with work on the streetscapes, and undergrounding infrastructure, and reiterates its deep concern about the overall state of conservation of the ...
	5. Also regrets the fact that the authorities did not yet sufficiently explore alternatives, long-term sustainable traffic management solutions and decided, unilaterally, to proceed with the construction of the Cinta Costera Phase III (Maritime Viaduc...
	6. Considers that the work already undertaken on the new construction of the Maritime Viaduct impacts adversely on the property and decides to inscribe the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger, in conformity with Paragraphs 177 and 179 of ...
	7. Requests the State Party to invite as a matter of urgency a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to verify the degree of impact that the Construction of the Cinta Costera Phase III (Maritime Viaduct) has had on the Outstan...
	8. Also requests the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies to submit a report on the findings of the reactive monitoring mission for examination and decision by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th Session in 2014.


	102. Historic Centre of Lima (Peru) (C 500 bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List
	Criteria
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger
	Previous Committee Decisions
	International Assistance
	UNESCO extra-budgetary funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	a) Formalization of the procedures to set up a Management Coordination Unit to implement the Strategic Plan;
	b) Revision of the Master and Strategic Plans;
	c) New development projects within the Historic Centre including urban transportation systems (Corredor Segregado) and interventions in historical buildings;
	d) Development of the cable car project for tourism purposes.

	Illustrative material
	See pages: 38Thttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/50038T

	Current conservation issues
	Conclusion
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.102
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.134, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Acknowledges the efforts made by the State Party in the implementation of the recommendations made by the 2010 reactive monitoring mission and encourages it to continue with these efforts, in particular regarding the establishment of a fully functi...
	4. Takes note of large scale projects being implemented and requests the State Party to:
	a) Consider the development of alternative plans for the High Capacity Segregated Corridor, responsive to studies of transportation systems, and develop the adequate heritage impact assessments in the sections that could potentially impact the World H...
	b) Submit to the World Heritage Centre the final design, technical specifications and precise location of the route, in relation to the inscribed property, for the Cable Car Project, including relevant heritage and visual impact assessments, for revie...

	5. Also requests the State Party to submit three printed and electronic copies of the finalised Master Plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies;
	6. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the abovementioned requests, for examination by the World Heritage...





	III.  OMNIBUS DECISION
	NATURAL PROPERTIES
	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	Monte San Giorgio (Italy / Switzerland) (N 1090bis)


	CULTURAL PROPERTIES
	AFRICA
	Island of Gorée (Senegal) (C 26)

	ASIA – PACIFIC
	Old Town of Lijiang (China) (C 811 bis)
	Historic Ensemble of the Potala Palace, Lhasa (China) (C 707ter)
	Taj Mahal (India) (C 252); Agra Fort (India) (C 251); Fatehpur Sikri (India) (C 255)
	Champaner-Pavagadh Archaeological Park (India) (C 1101)
	Prambanan Temple Compounds (Indonesia) (C 642)
	Melaka and George Town, Historic Cities of the Straits of Malacca (Malaysia) (C 1223bis)

	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	Historic Centre of Český Krumlov (Czech Republic) (C 617)
	Tokaj Wine Region Historic Cultural Landscape (Hungary) (C 1063)
	Vilnius Historic centre (Lithuania) (C 541bis)
	Churches of Moldavia (Romania) (C 598bis)
	Ensemble of the Ferrapontov Monastery (Russian Federation) (C 982)
	Works of Antoni Gaudi (Spain) (C 320bis)

	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	San Augustin Archaeological Park (Colombia) (C 744)
	Historic centre of Mexico City and Xochimilco (Mexico) (C 412)
	Camino real de Tierra Adentro (Mexico) (C 1351)
	Lines and Geoglyphs of Nasca and Pampas de Jumana (Peru) (C 700)
	City of Cuzco (Peru) (C 273)
	Draft Decision: 37 COM 7B.103
	1. Having examined Document WHC-13/37.COM/7B.Add,
	2. Recalling Decisions 34 COM 8B.6, 35 COM 7B.42, 35 COM 7B.63, 35 COM 7B.67, 35 COM 7B.68, 35 COM 7B.69, 35 COM 7B.73, 35 COM 7B.88, 35 COM 7B.94, 35 COM 7B.98, 35 COM 7B.102, 35 COM 7B.106, 35 COM 7B.109, 35 COM 7B.122, 35 COM 7B.127, 35 COM 7B.128,...
	3. Takes note with satisfaction of the measures taken by the States Parties concerned to address its previous requests to mitigate the threats on the Outstanding Universal Value of the following World Heritage properties :
	 Old Town of Lijiang (China)
	 Historic Ensemble of the Potala Palace, Lhasa (China)
	 San Augustin Arhcaeological Park (Colombia)
	 Historic Centre of Český Krumlov (Czech Republic)
	 Tokaj Wine Region Historic Cultural Landscape (Hungary)
	 Taj Mahal (India)
	 Agra Fort (India)
	 Fatehpur Sikri (India)
	 Champaner-Pavagadh Archaeological Park (India)
	 Prambanan Temple Compounds (Indonesia)
	 Monte San Giorgio (Italy / Switzerland)
	 Vilnius Historic centre (Lithuania)
	 Melaka and George Town, Historic Cities of the Straits of Malacca (Malaysia)
	 Historic centre of Mexico City and Xochimilco (Mexico)
	 Camino real de Tierra Adentro (Mexico)
	 Lines and Geoglyphs of Nasca and Pampas de Jumana (Peru)
	 City of Cuzco (Peru)
	 Churches of Moldavia (Romania)
	 Ensemble of the Ferrapontov Monastery (Russian Federation)
	 Island of Gorée (Senegal)
	 Works of Antoni Gaudi (Spain)

	4. Encourages the States Parties concerned to pursue their efforts to ensure the conservation of World Heritage properties;
	5. Reminds the States Parties concerned to inform the World Heritage Centre in due course about any major development project that may negatively impact the Outstanding Universal Value of a property, before any irreversible commitments are made, in li...






	2014-Doklad-38com-7B-Pirin-eng.pdf
	I. REPORTS ON THE STATE OF CONSERVATION OF PROPERTIES INSCRIBED ON THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST
	CULTURAL PROPERTIES
	ARAB STATES
	1. Ouadi Qadisha (the Holy Valley) and the Forest of the Cedars of God (Horsh Arz el-Rab) (C 850)
	2. Archaeological Site of Cyrene (Libya) (C 190)
	3. Ksar Ait-Ben-Haddou (Morocco) (C 444)
	4. Bahla Fort (Oman) (C 433)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1987
	Criteria  (iv)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   1988-2004
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/433/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Deterioration of the earthen structures of the Fort;
	 Use of inappropriate conservation techniques;
	 Urban pressure;
	 Lack of a management plan and appropriate legislation.

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/433/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision: 38 COM 7B.4
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.57, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Commends the State Party for the efforts aiming at ensuring the long-term management and conservation of the property, and the launching of the project entitled “Rehabilitating and Refurbishing the Old Souq at Bahla: From Study to Reinstatement”, a...
	4. Regrets that neither the finalized version of the management plan nor a request for a minor boundary modification to enlarge the buffer zone have been submitted;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit the finalized version of the management plan, including the legal framework that will support its implementation, to the World Heritage Centre as soon as possible;
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit, by 1 February 2015, a request for a minor boundary modification in view of enlarging the buffer zone, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 39th session in 2015;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the results of the monitoring of the aging charac...


	5. Gebel Barkal and the Sites of the Napatan Region (Sudan) (C 1073)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  2003
	Criteria  (i)(ii)(iii)(iv)(vi)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1073/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1073/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision: 38 COM 7B.5
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.56, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Acknowledges the efforts made by the State Party in improving the management of the property;
	4. Regrets that the management plan has not been sufficiently developed and that key components are still missing;
	5. Also regrets that no detailed information has been provided to address the conservation and management issues raised by the 2011 reactive monitoring mission, and reiterates the need to develop appropriate concrete measures as soon as possible as id...
	6. Takes note of the maps of four of the five component parts of the property provided by the State Party but requests that they be reviewed in accordance to standards identified in Annex 11 of the Operational Guidelines (topographical data, clear ind...
	7. Also requests the State Party to provide detailed information on the state of conservation of the property, including a report for each of the five components, to fully develop the management plan so that it is operational and to develop a comprehe...
	8. Recommends to the State Party to organize as soon as possible, in the framework of the Sudan-Qatar Archaeological Project (QSAP), a workshop to address the management and monitoring system of the property, in cooperation with the World Heritage Cen...
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination ...


	6. Archaeological Site of Carthage (Tunisia) (C 37)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1979
	Criteria  (ii)(iii)(vi)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/37/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/37/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.6
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 7B.59 and 36 COM 8B.47 adopted at its 36th session (Saint Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Commends the State Party for the adoption of the Protection and Enhancement Plan (PPMV) presented for the property;
	4. Encourages the State Party to continue its land management policy in the archaeological area in order to prevent damage to the integrity of the property;
	5. Reiterates its invitation to the State Party to provide further information on the criteria used to define the buffer zone submitted for examination to the World Heritage Committee at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012), the regulations and e...
	6. Invites the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre a proposal to modify the boundaries according to the procedure set out in paragraphs 163-165 of the Operational Guidelines, and recommends that this proposal concerns the establishment ...
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party to implement the recommendations of the 2012 mission, in particular:
	a) implementation of the PPMV of the property,
	b) development of a Presentation Plan and a Tourism Management Plan,
	c) design and implementation of an archaeological and conservation strategy ,
	d) coordination of the tools for the management and preservation of the property and the coordination of the roles of the different stakeholders;

	8. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a progress report on the application of the above recommendations and, by 1 February 2016, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property (both rep...


	7. Old City of Sana’a (Yemen) (C 385)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1986
	Criteria  (iv)(v)(vi)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/385/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/385/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision: 38 COM 7B.7
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.58, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Acknowledges the continuing vulnerability of the property as a result of the extreme conditions that have prevailed in Sana’s over the past four years;
	4. Nonetheless welcomes the positive progress that has been possible and in particular the adoption of a new law in August 2013 on the protection of historic sites, monuments, cities and their urban and cultural heritage; the Prime Minister’s Decree f...
	5. Also welcomes the support of the German Agency for International Cooperation (GIZ) for capacity building work with the General Organisation for the Preservation of the Historic Cities of Yemen (GOHPCY); but acknowledges the urgent need of further r...
	6. Reiterates its call to the international community to support the State Party, in co-operation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, in any way possible for priority conservation, management measures and capacity building programm...
	7. Expresses its concern at the apparent lack of engagement of GOPHCY in the major project to rehabilitate the water and sewage system being developed by the Sana’s Secretariat and on the potential negative structural impacts that this project could h...
	8. Requests the State Party, as a matter of urgency to supply full details of this project, including the Heritage Impact Assessment and appropriate risk mitigation measures, to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies before any wo...
	9. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to evaluate the state of conservation of the property and identify measures needed to reverse the decay and ensure the conserv...
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by...



	ASIA-PACIFIC
	8. Angkor (Cambodia) (C 668)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1992
	Criteria  (i)(ii)(iii)(iv)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   1992-2004
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/668/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Uncontrolled urban expansion;
	 Lack of an appropriate management system;
	 Lack of clarity regarding property rights, ownership and building codes;
	 Poor law enforcement;

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/668/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.8
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 34 COM 7B.65, adopted at its 34th session (Brasília, 2010),
	3. Commends the State Party and the international communcity, inclcuding ICC-Angkor, for the significant progress made in the conservation and management of the property, notably in developing a Heritage Management Framework;
	4. Also commends the State Party for the elaboration of a Tourism Management Plan and a Risk Map, which are important tools for managing the World Heritage property;
	5. Notes the progress made by the State Party in controlling illegal activities within the property, and urges the State Party to further advance its efforts in this regard;
	6. Requests the State Party to submit the Tourism Management Plan, the Risk Map, and the Heritage Management Framework, as well as the Practical Manual for Integrated Site Management and the pilot project reports, to the World Heritage Centre, once th...
	7. Also requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on the progress made in the implementation of the above recommendations.


	9. Ancient Building Complex in the Wudang Mountains (China) (C 705)
	10. Historic Ensemble of the Potala Palace, Lhasa (China) (C 707ter)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1994
	Criteria  (i)(iv)(vi)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/707/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/707/
	Current conservation issues
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.10
	1. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 7B.65 and 37 COM 7B.103 adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	2. Notes with concern the information provided by the State Party concerning reports of development issues,
	3. Regrets that the State Party has not sent to the World Heritage Centre details of the two new commercial shopping malls, ancillary car parking and drainage and road works in advance of commencement of development as requested in Decision 37 COM 7B....
	4. Notes the State Party’s assessment of the impact of the developments undertaken in response to the World Heritage Centre’s requests for information and also regrets that this assessment seems only to have been undertaken retrospectively with no evi...
	5. Requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to the property to consider the new development, the demolition of structures and new road and drainage work, in order to assess their impact...
	6. Notes with appreciation the copy of the Regulation on Preservation of the Old Town of Lhasa provided by the State Party (Appendix 2 in the State of conservation report), but also requests that copies of the revised Conservation Master Plan and Cons...
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its ...


	11. Temple and Cemetery of Confucius and the Kong Family Mansion in Qufu (China) (C 704)
	12. Mahabodhi Temple Complex at Bodh Gaya (India) (C 1056rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  2002
	Criteria  (i)(ii)(iii)(iv)(vi)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1056/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Lack of co-ordinated and integrated management system;
	 Loss of character of the cultural landscape directly associated with the property and its outstanding universal value;
	 Lack of protection under national legislation.

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1056/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision: 38 COM 7B.12
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.61, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Regrets the unfortunate incident of a bomb attack, which occurred within the property in July 2013 and commends the State Party for the measures taken to ensure the safety of visitors and the protection of the property;
	4. Notes the progress made on the previous decisions of the Committee, including the recommendations of the February 2011 World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM joint reactive monitoring mission;
	5. Requests the State Party to expedite the completion of the Management Plan, the formal adoption of the buffer zone and its regulations and to formally submit the minor boundary modification of the property;
	6. Also requests the State Party to provide an electronic version and three printed copies of the Management Plan to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	7. Further requests the State Party to keep the World Heritage Centre informed on the progress made in implementing the above recommendations.


	13. Sangiran Early Man Site (C 593) (Indonesia)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1996
	Criteria  (iii)(vi)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/593/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Establishment of a new Management Board;
	 Finalisation of appropriate land-use regulations facing of development pressure;
	 Involvement of the residents as stakeholders in property management;
	 Control over sand mining.

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/593/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.13
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35 COM 7B.70, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011);
	3. Notes the progress of the State Party in strengthening legislative protection and development control measures for the property through the environmental impact assessment regulations now in place for the Sragen Regency, and seeks assurance that th...
	4. Urges the State Party to establish the Integrated Management Bureau for the property to enhance coordinated management and to draw up comprehensive plans for conservation and tourism management of the property;
	5. Also notes the strategies for involving residents as stakeholders within the property and also urges the State Party to implement the remaining recommendations of the 2008 mission report as soon as possible;
	6. Further notes the policies and actions adopted to prevent illegal sand mining at the property, and the measures taken to improve cartography and interpretation of the property;
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, a progress report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the progress in the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its...


	14. Cultural Landscape of Bali Province: the Subak System as a Manifestation of the Tri Hita Karana Philosophy (Indonesia) (C 1194rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List 2012
	Criteria (ii)(iii)(v)(vi)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1194/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1194/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision: 38 COM 7B.14
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 8B.26, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Acknowledges the information provided by the State Party on actions taken for the management of the property since June 2012;
	4. Notes with concern that the vulnerabilities of the cultural landscape that were acknowledged at the time of inscription, and the need to support the traditional practices of the subak communities through their engagement in the management of the pr...
	5. Regrets that the laudable governance structures and Management Plan developed with the nomination have not been fully put in place and implemented, and that incentives and subsidies to support prosperous rural livelihoods and strong subak instituti...
	6. Urges the State Party to operationalise the Governing Assembly which incorporates the traditional practices underpinning the property as envisaged in the Decree of 2010, as soon as possible, and include in its membership representatives of the suba...
	7. Also urges the State Party to allow the Governing Assembly to implement the approved Management Plan, as set out at the time of inscription, in order that the various multi-disciplinary Action Plans based on agreed Strategic Priorities can be deliv...
	8. Requests the State Party to consider how the various commitments for protection and management made at the time of inscription and approved by the Committee in the Statement of Outstanding Universal Value might be put into practice as soon as possi...
	9. In the light of the high potential vulnerability of the subak landscape, encourages the State Party to invite an ICOMOS/ICCROM advisory mission to the property, to be financed by the State Party, in order to consider how progress can be made in put...
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by...


	15. Masjed-e Jame of Isfahan (Islamic Republic of Iran) (C 1397)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  2012
	Criteria  (ii)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1397/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 On-going development projects;
	 Management systems/management plan

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1397/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.15
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.63, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Notes the progress made in the revision of the Meydan-e Atiq project in response to the Committees request;
	4. Requests the State Party to develop, adopt and implement an integrated conservation and management plan, as well as to elaborate mechanisms for monitoring urban development;
	5. Reiterates its recommendation to the State Party that Heritage Impact Assessments are carried out for any future developments in the buffer zone, such as further rehabilitation of the surrounding historic bazaar, to ensure that any developments do ...
	6. Welcomes the invitation by the State Party to host the ICOMOS advisory mission, to consider how the requests of the Committee at the time of inscription have been addressed;
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, including progress made in the implementation of the above recom...


	16. Mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed Yasawi (Kazakhstan) (C 1103)
	17. Vat Phou and Associated Ancient Settlements within the Champasak Cultural Landscape (Lao People’s Democratic Republic) (C 481)
	18. Lumbini, the Birthplace of the Lord Buddha (Nepal) (C 666rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1997
	Criteria  (iii)(vi)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/666/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/666/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.18
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.64, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes the progress made in developing the Integrated Management Framework document and its Management Plan, the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), as well as conservation measures taken for the property;
	4. Also notes the awareness raising efforts undertaken by the State Party, notably in the publication of two books on Lumbini and the development of the UNDP/UNESCO brochure to raise funds for the completion of the Kenzo Tange Master Plan;
	5. Urges the State Party to adopt the Integrated Management Framework document and to continue its work on the finalization of the Integrated Management Plan/Process (IMP), and also urges the State Party to not approve any development project within t...
	6. Notes with concern the proposed development of the Lumbini World Peace City in the Greater Lumbini Area, and requests the State Party to submit detailed information on this development, and to submit information about any other proposed major resto...
	7. Encourages the State Party to develop a strategy for the protection of the larger Greater Lumbini Area and its setting, including but not limited to Tilaurakot and Ramagrama, and to further reduce industrial activity in the vicinity of the property;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	19. Fort and Shalamar Gardens in Lahore (Pakistan) (C 171)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1981
	Criteria  (i)(ii)(iii)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   2000 -2012
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/171/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Demolition of two of the tanks and partial demolition of a third tank of the hydraulic works of the Shalamar Gardens (issue resolved);
	 Encroachments and urban pressure;
	 Inadequate management mechanisms (including incomplete legislation, lack of financial resources);
	 Lack of definition of boundaries of the Lahore Fort and Shalamar Gardens.

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/171/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision: 38 COM 7B.19
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7A.28, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the efforts of the State Party in addressing the state of conservation of the property and encourages it to continue to support existing management mechanisms and to secure adequate funding for sustaining conservation and maintenance actions;
	4. Requests the State Party to continue to update the Conservation Plan and submit it to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	5. Also encourages the State Party to continue its efforts for the reconstitution of the training institute to ensure the long-term capacity to address the conservation and maintenance of the property;
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to formally submit to the World Heritage Centre a proposal for a minor boundary modification which includes a new buffer zone for the property, as well as the adopted regulatory measures, in accordance to P...
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	20. Rice Terraces of the Philippine Cordilleras (Philippines) (C 722)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1995
	Criteria  (iii)(iv)(v)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   2001 -2012
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/722/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Lack of sustainable funding for the functioning management agencies;
	 Implementation of the Conservation and Management Plan through operational arrangements;
	 Implementation of Community-Based Land Use and Zoning Plan;
	 Need for an integrated tourism Management Plan and mechanisms to control tourism related infrastructure developments;
	 Vulnerability to natural disasters.

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/722/
	Current conservation issues
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.20
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.29 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Recognizing the continued progress achieved, welcomes the commitment of the State Party in sustaining conservation and management efforts at this vulnerable property;
	4. Encourages the State Party to continue with its actions based on the corrective measures identified for the property, with particular attention to the following:
	a) Integrating community based land use and zoning plans into the Master Plan to inform decision-making on the ground,
	b) Finalise the planning process for the updating of the Master Plan through a broad consultative process, and integrate provisions from adopted Ordinances and Legal Bills, and submit an electronic and three printed copies of the revised Master Plan f...
	c) Ensure broad dissemination of the results of the Master Plan and the provisions and regulations applicable for the protection and safeguarding of tangible and intangible heritage;

	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the W...


	21. Old Town of Galle and its Fortifications (Sri Lanka) (C 451)
	22. Golden Temple of Dambulla (Sri Lanka) (C 561)

	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	23. Walled City of Baku with the Shirvanshah's Palace and Maiden Tower (Azerbaijan) (C 958)
	24. Historic Centre of Brugge (Belgium) (C 996)
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/996/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision: 38 COM 7B.24
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 34 COM 7B.79 and 36 COM 7B.72, adopted at its 34th (Brasilia, 2010) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Commends the State Party for the wide range of positive initiatives that it has developed to strengthen the governance system of the property and embed it within a strategy for its wider urbanized hinterland, while respecting the Historic Urban Lan...
	4. Notes in particular that a Management Plan, based on the draft attributes of Outstanding Universal Value (OUV), has been developed and approved;
	5. Urges the State Party to finalise the retrospective Statement of OUV, in cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, possibly with the help of an Advisory Mission;
	6. Also notes that no details have been provided on progress with ongoing projects such as the new national archives repository along the Predikherenrei, and also urges the State Party to provide to the World Heritage Centre the necessary information,...


	25. City of Dubrovnik (Croatia) (C 95bis)
	26. Mont-Saint-Michel and its Bay (France) (C 80bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1979
	Criteria  (i)(iii)(vi)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/80/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/80/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.26
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 7B.91 and 36 COM 7B.74, adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Commends the State Party on the progress made in defining and strengthening the protection of the immediate and wider setting of the property, and, in particular, in developing specific visual modelling tools for addressing the impact of wind turbi...
	4. Notes with satisfaction that most recommendations of the 2011 joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring Mission related to the Pathway Bridge (pont-passerelle), car park, urban plan for the Barracks, and planting plans for the Cloister...
	5. Regrets however the decision to maintain the height of the Ford (gué) at 7.30m, instead of the 6.80m proposed by the 2011 Reactive Monitoring Mission;
	6. Also notes that a Management Plan for the property is being developed with input from ICOMOS, and that a Coordinator has been appointed for its implementation, which will include the establishment of a Coordinating Committee; and requests that the ...
	7. Urges the State Party to consider how the Security Pathway recently excavated in the rock face may have had an impact on the integrity of the property, and to implement the necessary mitigation measures.


	27. Venice and its lagoon (Italy) (C 394)
	28. Curonian Spit (Lithuania / Russian Federation) (C 994)
	29. Natural and Culturo-Historical Region of Kotor (Montenegro) (C 125)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1979
	Criteria  (i)(ii)(iii)(iv)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   1979-2003
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/125/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Earthquake damage
	 Lack of Management Planning/system
	 Inadequate legal system
	 Accelerated urban development and urban pressure
	 Proposed major bridge at Verige
	 Lack of buffer zone – requested since 2003

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/125/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.29
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.79 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the actions undertaken by the State Party for improving the legal and management arrangements for the property and for the implementation of the recommendations from the 2013 advisory mission;
	4. Encourages the State Party to continue its efforts with particular attention to the following;
	a) Ensure the sustained operation and resourcing of the management system, in particular of the Management Council of the Kotor Region, as a coordinating entity between different management levels,
	b) Continue with the harmonisation of planning tools to establish a clear policy framework for heritage decision-making to ensure that urbanisation and development are adequately planned for,
	c) Consider the establishment of a legal system of zones for protection with adequate regulatory regimes that include detailed provisions on the acceptable limits and rate for change, particularly in terms of specific urban development parameters in c...
	d) Conclude the Spatial Urban Plan, including the Regional Transport Strategy, and to integrate its provisions in the planning tools of all three neighbouring municipalities,
	e) Halt any building or infrastructure development projects within the property until such time as the necessary planning and management tools have been finalized and put into practice;

	5. Requests that Heritage Impact Assessments (HIAs) be undertaken for all options for the transportation connection at Verige and that project proposals under consideration, with corresponding HIAs, be submitted to the World Heritage Centre for review...
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	30. Kizhi Pogost (Russian Federation) (C 544)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1990
	Criteria  (i)(iv)(v)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/544/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/544/
	Current conservation issues
	On 31 January 2014, the State Party submitted a state of conservation report, which is available at 45TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/544/documents/U45T. Progress is reported on the following:
	 Management plan: the plan was revised in 2013. It considers projects aimed at protection and conservation of the property and its environment, and provisions for sustainable development, a management scheme, and monitoring.
	 New development in the buffer zone and setting: the proposal for an administration and visitor centre has been suspended. Heritage and Environmental Impact assessments will be carried out and submitted for review. The management plan foresees the un...
	 Fire protection and security measures: overall plans have been revised and a site security system is operational. Emergency measures identified in a document “Overhaul of the outdoor fire-fighting system of the Kizhi Pogost” are being reviewed to im...
	 Restoration projects: Guiding principles for interventions are included in the management plan. Funding has been allocated to continue without interruptions, interventions at the Church of Transfiguration.
	 Legal protection: new legislation has come into force that increases administrative penalties for violation of the requirements of conservation, use and protection of cultural heritage or for failure to observe restrictions in buffer zone.
	 Protection and buffer zone: a request for a minor boundary modification was submitted in November 2013 and will be examined by the Committee under the corresponding item. The report indicates that agricultural lands and woodlands are to be granted t...
	Other actions have been implemented including continued research, and a promotion programme. Power infrastructure will be improved through underground cabling systems.

	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision: 38 COM 7B.30
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.80 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the State Party for its sustained actions in the implementation of recommendations made by the World Heritage Committee and the monitoring missions to the property;
	4. Takes note of the submission of the request for minor boundary modification for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 38th session under Item 8 of the Agenda;
	5. Reiterates its concern that the introduction of any new developments or tourism infrastructure will alter the historical and visual characteristics of the property and its setting, and highlights that the present balance between the natural and bui...
	6. Urges the State Party to regulate tourism pressure (including river based tourism) and to prohibit the extension of developments within the protected areas of the Kizhi Museum-Reserve and Kizhi Island;
	7. Also urges the State Party to continue its efforts with particular attention to the finalisation of the review process of the Management Plan considering the recommendations made by the ICOMOS technical review and to further clarify provisions for ...
	8. Reiterates its request that the State Party implement all correctives measures identified in 2010, and submit the revised and approved Master Plan for Kizhi Island, including strict land-use regulations for all protected areas, an Integrated Manage...
	9. Also reiterates its request that the State Party halts all proposed new developments in the buffer zone and the settings of the property, including visitor and administration facilities until these are reviewed, and requests the State Party, in acc...
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by...


	31. Historic Centre of the City of Yaroslavl (Russian Federation) (C 1170)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  2005
	Criteria  (ii)(iv)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1170/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1170/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38COM 7B.31
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 7B.84 and 37 COM 7B.81 adopted at its 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Notes the progress made by the State Party in strengthening legislative and regulatory control to improve the protection of the property;
	4. Reiterates its concerns that inappropriate construction and/or infrastructure developments with inappropriate scale, height and mass, or incorporating non-traditional materials, impose a threat to the Outstanding Universal Value of the property ins...
	a) to finalize and adopt an appropriate legal instrument which should take into consideration the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) to restrict land use and developments within the property, with particular emphasis on the establishment of no-construc...
	b) to ensure that this legal instrument be applicable even for the projects which were already approved within the existing Urban Master Plan,
	c) to ensure that heritage impact assessments become a mandatory prior to any development;

	5. Also urges the State Party to improve the management structure of the property and to submit to the World Heritage Centre, a Management Plan along with a Conservation strategy for the property, for review by the Advisory Bodies;
	6. Strongly reiterates its request to the State Party to submit, in conformity with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, details of any proposed developments, including those reported as still awaiting implementation, such as the new bypass ro...
	7. Also notes that the excavated remains of the original bell tower of the Cathedral of the Assumption are being conserved and requests the State Party to confirm that the proposed reconstruction of the bell tower has been cancelled;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above points, for examination by...


	32. Cultural and Historic Ensemble of the Solovetsky Islands (Russian Federation) (C 632)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1992
	Criteria  (iv)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/632/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.32
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 7B.107, 36 COM 7B.86 and 37 COM 7B.82 adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011), 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Notes the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to the property in August 2013 and requests the State Party to give high priority to the implementation of its recommendations;
	4. Encourages the State Party to revise the Development Strategy of the Solovetsky Archipelago and its Master Plan, including all proposed projects, in order to enhance the protection of the property and to sustain its Outstanding Universal Value (OUV);
	5. Urges the State Party to pay special attention to the living religious heritage of the property by defining its legal protection status and adopting efficient regulatory and management instruments, and also requests the State Party to revise and/or...
	6. Reiterates its concern about the possible reconstruction of the monastery buildings and other major interventions in the landscape of the property given their potential impact on its OUV, and also reiterates its request to the State Party to submit...
	7. Takes note of the steps taken by the State Party to develop legal measures for the protection of World Heritage cultural properties and further reiterates its request that it develops and implements appropriate legal measures and regulations for co...
	8. Welcomes the results of the International Seminar for religious representatives involved in the management and use of the World Heritage properties (Moscow, 2013), and further encourages the State Party to share its experience with other States Par...
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a progress report on the state of conservation of the property, and by 1 February 2016 a state of conservation report, on the implementation of the above, ...


	33. Kiev: Saint-Sophia Cathedral and Related Monastic Buildings, Kiev-Pechersk Lavra (Ukraine) (C 527 bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1990
	Criteria  (i)(ii)(iii)(iv)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/527/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/527/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38COM 7B.33
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 7B.112, 36 COM 7B.90 and 37 COM 7B.88, adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011), 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Acknowledges the detailed information provided by the State Party on the progress made in the implementation of its previous decisions;
	4. Reiterates its regret that the building on Klovsky descent has been completed despite the requests made at its previous sessions, and that, instead of modifying its height, mitigation through a lighting effect is envisaged, and also reiterates its ...
	5. Urges the State Party to finalize and adopt documents, regulations and measures specified in all its previous decisions to prevent any inappropriate development and potential threats to the property’s Outstanding Universal Value (OUV);
	6. Also urges the State Party to complete development and ratification of the new cultural heritage legislation and the plans for the protection of the buffer zone, to complete and issue the Urban Master Plan, including zoning regulations with particu...
	7. Encourages the State Party to continue its efforts with the finalization of the Management Plan taking into account the recommendations made by the ICOMOS technical review and to clarify methods of implementation, and requests the World Heritage Ce...
	8. Also requests the State Party to ensure the implementation of the Management Plan by a qualified management team underpinned by effective consultation with local stakeholders, specialists and conservation experts;
	9. Also encourages the State Party to continue monitoring, conservation and repair works within the property, and, in particular, the stabilisation work on the Varangian caves;
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2016, a progress report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination ...


	34. Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (C 1215)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  2006
	Criteria  (ii)(iii)(iv)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1215/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1215/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.34
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B;
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 7B.94 and 37 COM 7B.89, adopted at its 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Notes the information provided by the State Party in January 2014;
	4. Takes note of the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/ICCROM reactive monitoring mission to the property in October 2013 and requests the State Party to give highest priority to the implementation of its recommendations;
	5. Expresses its concern at the recent flooding at the property caused by severe weather, and also notes the commitment of the State Party to repair resulting damage;
	6. Encourages the State Party, Cornish Mining World Heritage Site Partnership Board, the Cornish Mining World Heritage Site Management Office, and the three local councils that constitute the main agencies in the management system of the serial proper...
	7. Further notes that mining at South Crofty will most likely not proceed for some time and calls on the State Party to request a design revision for the ensemble of buildings, based on a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA), in conformity with the ICOMOS...
	8. Strongly regrets that the State Party has not complied with the requests made in Decisions 36 COM 7B.94 and 37 COM 7B.89 to halt the supermarket development project at Hayle Harbour, and reiterates its urgent request to the State Party to immediate...
	9. Considers that the implementation of the supermarket project at Hayle Harbour constitutes a threat to the OUV of the property and that the property is in danger in conformity with Chapter IV.B of the Operational Guidelines, and decides to inscribe ...
	10. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop corrective measures and a timeframe for their implementation, along with a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the rem...
	11. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination ...


	35. Tower of London (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (C 488)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1988
	Criteria  (ii)(iv)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/488/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Construction proposals in the immediate vicinity of the Tower of London that could harm the setting, related vistas and integrity of the World Heritage property;
	 Lack of an in-depth visual impact study on possible impacts of development projects, as well as the lack of an approved management plan;
	 Lack of protection of the immediate surroundings of the Tower of London through an adequate and commonly agreed buffer zone.

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/488/
	Current conservation issues
	Draft Decision:   38 COM 7B.35
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 35 COM 7B.114 and 36 COM 7B.91, adopted at its 35th (UNESCO, 2011) and 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) sessions respectively,
	3. Also recalling the results of the joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission of December 2011,
	4. Takes note of the State Party’s efforts to strengthen the planning framework through guidance documents and enhanced coordination of the relevant planning authorities;
	5. Requests the State Party to ensure that, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, any planned larger-scale projects in the immediate and wider setting of the World Heritage property be submitted to the World Heritage Centre as soon...
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre the revised Management Plan of the World Heritage property as soon as available;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, for review by the Advisory Bodies.


	36. Westminster Palace, Westminster Abbey and Saint Margaret's Church (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (C 426bis)
	37. New Lanark (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (C 429rev)

	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	38. City of Potosi (Plurinational State of Bolivia) (C 420)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1987
	Criteria  (ii)(iv)(vi)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/420/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/420/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.38
	1. Having examinated Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.91, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Acknowledges the efforts made by the State Party in the stabilization of the summit of Cerro Rico and regrets that Article 6 of Supreme Decree 27787 of October 2004 was not modified and the moratorium on all explorations between altitudes 4400 m an...
	4. Notes with concern that stabilization interventions have been halted and urges the State Party to evaluate the preliminary results obtained, to define a revised strategy and timeframe for completion of the project, and to submit to the World Herita...
	5. Notes the result of the reactive monitoring mission to the property and endorses its recommendations and encourages the State Party to implement them;
	6. Also encourages the State Party to reinforce the Inter-institutional Committee and the Emergency Committee to expand their policy framework beyond issues pertaining to Cerro Rico to address all the components of property;Requests the State Party to...
	7. Also notes with concern that conservation interventions have not been sustained and that no effective management system is currently in place, and also urges the State Party to develop an integrated and participatory Management Plan that includes a...
	8. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to develop a proposal for the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of World Heritage in Danger and a set o...
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at it...


	39. Tiwanaku: Spiritual and Political Centre of the Tiwanaku Culture (Bolivia, Plurinational State of) (C 567rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  2000
	Criteria  (iii)(iv)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/567/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/567/
	Current conservation issues
	On 31 January 2014, the State Party submitted a State of conservation report, which is available at 45TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/567/documents/U45T. Progress is reported on the following:
	 Conservation and management plan: an executive director has been appointed for the Research Centre, Archaeological, Anthropological and Management Tiwanaku (CIAAAT) who is expected to carry the development of these plans forward. Negotiations are cu...
	 Management arrangements: the director for CIAAAT has been appointed and the board of directors has approved the management structure. No information is provided on whether resources have been allocated for the CIAAAT and approved staff to become ful...
	 Buffer zone: the State Party reports that the management planning process should establish additional criteria for the establishment of the buffer zone, enlarging the currently protected polygonal of 100 yards from the protected areas. Provisions sh...
	 Planned projects and interventions: project proposals will be submitted for review upon approval by the board of directors of CIAAAT. However, information included in the Annexes of the report shows that the Autonomous Municipal Government of Tiwana...

	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.39
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.92 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Notes the appointment of the director for the Research Centre, Archaeological, Anthropological and Management Tiwanaku (CIAAAT) and the approval of the management structure for the property and urges the State Party to secure the necessary resource...
	4. Expresses its concern about the extent of restoration interventions undertaken at the Akapana pyramid and the Puma Punku sector that can potentially erode the conditions of authenticity of the property and requests the State Party to halt these int...
	5. Also requests the State Party to finalise the conservation and management planning process and to provide an electronic and three printed copies of the draft revised management plan and the conservation plan by 1 December 2014 for review by the Wor...
	6. Reiterates its request to establish a buffer zone for the property and adopt the necessary regulatory measures to ensure the protection of its Outstanding Universal Value and conditions of authenticity and integrity;
	7. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination ...


	40. Churches of Chiloé (Chile) (C 971)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  2000
	Criteria  (ii)(iii)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/971/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	December 2013: Joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/971/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.40
	1. Having examinated Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.94, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Acknowledges the significant efforts made by the State Party and the Foundation Friends of the Churches of Chiloé (FUNDAICH) for the conservation of the churches of Chiloé;
	4. Notes the result of the 2013 World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property and endorses its recommendations;
	5. Encourages the State Party to strengthen the National Monuments Council (CMN) and to enhance its joint work with other administrative levels and sectors of the property;
	6. Urges the State Party to finalize the legal definition of buffer zones and visually sensitive areas around each component part and establish the appropriate legislative measures to ensure the overall protection of the property;
	7. Invites the State Party to submit by 1 of February 2015, according to paragraphs 163-165 of the Operational Guidelines, the final proposal for the buffer zones of each component part of the property as a minor boundary modification for review by th...
	8. Requests the State Party to:
	a) Review all existing Urban Master Plans in the light of the characteristics defined in the final proposal of buffer zones and new regulatory measures designed for the protection of the settings of the Churches of Chiloe,
	b) Establish Urban Master Plans and clear building parameters and restrictions for all the municipalities that do not include these planning tools in their management framework,
	c) Establish rural management frameworks, including the characteristics defined in the final proposal of buffer zones for the Churches of Chiloe located in rural areas, to better manage and protect all component parts of the property;

	9. Also requests the State Party to establish an Integrated Management Plan for all sixteen churches inscribed in the serial property, with emphasis in a mutual cooperation among the different communities, to ensure the protection of the Outstanding U...
	10. Notes with concern that the construction of Castro shopping mall has been completed and that no measures have been considered to mitigate its impact on the Castro Church;
	11. Reiterates its requests to the State Party to develop measures to mitigate the impact of the Castro shopping mall on the visual characteristics and setting of the Castro church to better integrate it with the existing setting;
	12. Further requests the State Party to submit a Study of Traffic Impact for the Castro shopping mall on the urban tissue of the City of Castro by 1 February 2015;
	13. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 3...


	41. Historic Quarter of the Seaport City of Valparaíso (Chile) (C 959rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  2003
	Criteria  (iii)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/959/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/959/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.41
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.95, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Appreciates the efforts made by the State Party to fund and organize the Advisory mission conducted in November 2013 and encourages it to implement the recommendations contained in the mission report;
	4. Takes note of the work undertaken by the national and municipal authorities, and the contributions from sectors of civil society, to elaborate a Management Plan and promote the conservation of the property and encourages the State Party to adopt a ...
	5. Also encourages the State Party to review the Management Plan to incorporate provisions for attributes related to the cultural landscape aspects of the city (such as the shoreline, the geographical amphitheatre, the elevators, the Bodegas Bolivar; ...
	6. Considering that management arrangements are insufficient, urges the State Party to create a management structure to ensure coordination among the main entities with mandates and the property and enhance decision-making for the property;
	7. Notes with concern that the expansion projects for Terminal 2 of the Port and Puerto Barón Mall may affect the OUV of the property and requests the State Party to halt interventions in Puerto Baron and the Seaport area until the Environmental and H...
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	42. Colonial City of Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) (C 526)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1990
	Criteria  (ii)(iv)(vi)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/526/documents
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/526/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:   38 COM 7B.42
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.95, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Acknowledges the efforts made by the State Party to fund and organise the advisory mission conducted in January 2014 and encourages it to implement the recommendations contained in the mission report;
	4. Recognizes the efforts made by national and municipal authorities in implementing recommendations to control concerns for the property such as Subway Number 6, the Programme for the Promotion of Tourism financed by an Inter-American Development Ban...
	5. Considers that all projects or actions affecting the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property and undertaken by any international, governmental, non-governmental or private entity, including the Inter-American Development Bank project, mus...
	6. Requests the State Party to implement the following:
	a) Finalize the process for approval of the buffer zone in East Santo Domingo and its corresponding regulatory measures,
	b) Finalize the approval process for the new Law for the Protection, Safeguarding and Development of Cultural Heritage and ensure that its provisions are integrated into planning tools for the property,
	c) Improve management capacities and secure adequate resources for sustained implementation of conservation, protection and management actions, specially concerning the full functioning of the Steering Committee and the Strategic Plan for the Integral...
	d) Identify alternatives to address transportation issues and develop Heritage Impact Assessments for the Subway project and submit them to the World Heritage Centre for review prior to making any commitments for implementation,
	e) Review the occupation-open space ratio of the Sansouci development project and define parameters for the further design of specific projects to ensure that potential negative impacts to the visual qualities of the setting of the property are mitiga...
	f) Ensure that design parameters for architectural projects consider the attributes that convey OUV and the conditions of integrity and authenticity of the property and that, in accordance to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, the revised de...

	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 40t...


	43. City of Quito (Ecuador) (C 2)
	44. National History Park – Citadel, Sans Souci, Ramiers (Haiti) (C 180)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1982
	Criteria  (iv)(vi)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/180/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/180/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.44
	1. Having examined document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.98 adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013);
	3. Takes note of the measures taken by the State Party to implement the decisions of the World Heritage Committee, and acknowledges the efforts of the Institute for the Protection of National Heritage to ensure the safeguard of the property;
	4. Notes the latest results of the studies on the structural stability of the Citadel and the emergency shoring work that have been made, and requests the State Party to continue and finalize the work of structural reinforcement, in cooperation with t...
	5. Also takes note of the request for assistance for expertise on the welcome capacities of the monuments;
	6. Reiterates its request to the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre the Tourism Development Plan including an analysis of the welcome capacities of the monuments before continuing with the development of tourism projects;
	7. Further notes the demarcation process for the perimeter of the Park and also requests the State Party to submit proposals to define the boundaries of the buffer zone of the Park, as well as the results of the cadastral survey;
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre:
	a) a timetable and methodology for developing the Management Plan for the Park and the buffer zone, by 1 December 2014, for examination by the Advisory Bodies,
	b) the terms of reference for the study of the deviation of the National Highway No. 3 and the programme for project of rehabilitation  of the “Park road”, as well as an environmental and heritage impact assessment for this project;

	9. Also reiterates its request to the international community to ensure, by all means, its support for the implementation of the recommendations, and to quickly approve the financial and human resources to enable the State Party to ensure the conserva...
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a one-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above mentioned p...


	45. Historic Centre of Puebla (Mexico) (C 416)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1987
	Criteria  (ii)(iv)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/416/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/416/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.45
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 28 COM 15B.116, adopted at its 28th session (Suzhou, 2004),
	3. Takes notes of the information provided by the State Party regarding the alternative route for the cable car and management arrangements for the property;
	4. Notes the current challenges being faced in the conservation and management of the property and requests the State Party to:
	a) Articulate existing planning and conservation tools and establish a single conservation and management policy for the property to be adopted at the three involved levels of government,
	b) Further develop this policy into a participatory management plan and provide an electronic and three printed copies of this plan or management system for the property for review by the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies,
	c) Submit, in accordance to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, technical details and location for large infrastructure development foreseen at the property, in particular revised proposals for the cable car, to the World Heritage Centre for ...

	5. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	46. Historic Centre of the City of Arequipa (Peru) (C 1016)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  2000
	Criteria  (i)(iv)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1016/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1016/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.46
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.101, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Takes note of the significant progress made by the State Party in addressing the final delimitation of boundaries and buffer zone, and the completion of the Risk preparedness plan and the Master Plan of the Historic Centre of Arequipa;
	4. Urges the State Party to complete the process of final approval and implementation of the new boundaries for the property as well as for its Master Plan and Risk preparedness plan;
	5. Invites the State Party to submit, according to paragraphs 163-165 of the Operational Guidelines, the final proposal for the buffer zone as a minor boundary modification to enhance the protection of the visually sensitive areas around the property;
	6. Notes with strong concern that work has started on the construction of the Chilina Bridge, one of the components of the project Via Troncal Interconectora, without the completion of a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) as requested by the World Herit...
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party to undertake, an HIA encompassing all the components of the Via Troncal Interconectora project, including the assessment of potential impacts on the landscape areas of Lari Lari, Los Tucos, Cayma and Yanahu...
	8. Also requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission to the property to consider the assessments of potential impacts of the Via Local Interconectora project, as well as the development of an acti...
	9. Further requests the State Party to complete the review of the Metropolitan Development Plan in order to rationalize inconsistencies with the Master Plan of the property and confirm whether or not this plan is to be regarded as the management plan ...
	10. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a progress report and, by 1 February 2016, an updated report on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, both re...


	47. Historic Inner City of Paramaribo (C 940rev) (Suriname)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  2002
	Criteria  (ii)(iv)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/940/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/940/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:   38 COM 7B.47
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 26 COM 23.20, adopted at its 26th session (Budapest, 2002),
	3. Welcomes the development and approval of the Emergency Action Plan for the property and the efforts being made by the State Party to address conservation and management concerns;
	4. Urges the State Party to continue with the implementation of actions foreseen, in particular:
	a) Update and harmonise legislative and regulatory frameworks to address overlaps and strengthen the role of the Management Authority,
	b) Finalise the formal process for the adoption of the Paramaribo Historic Inner City Management Plan and broadly disseminate its contents to ensure its implementation by all stakeholders,
	c) Develop a zoning plan and urban regulations to complement existing provisions in the Management Plan,
	d) Finalise the formal process for establishing buffer zones and their regulatory measures and submit a proposal for a minor boundary modification, according to the procedure established by the Operational Guidelines, for examination by the World Heri...

	5. Requests the State Party to submit, in accordance to Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, project proposals for the redevelopment of the Waterfront as well as technical specifications and details about the foreseen conservation and rehabili...
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...



	AFRICA
	48. Lower Omo Valley (Ethiopia) (C 17)
	49. Lamu Old Town (Kenya) (C 1055)
	50. Old Towns of Djenné (Mali) (C 116 rev)
	51. Island of Mozambique (Mozambique) (C 599)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1991
	Criteria  (iv)(vi)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/599/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Management Plan not yet finalized;
	 Growing number of collapsed or seriously dilapidated buildings;
	 Threats to authenticity through inappropriate repairs;
	 Lack of development control;
	 Lack of adequate sewage and water systems;
	 Lack of adequate financial and human resources.

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/599
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.51
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.46, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Commends the State Party for its efforts and progress made in improving the state of conservation of the property, including increasing the number of technical staff hired for the Conservation Office of Mozambique Island (GACIM), and signing two Me...
	4. Encourages the State Party to finalize efforts to formalize and adopt the buffer zone in conformity with Paragraph 107 of the Operational Guidelines, and to update the legislation for the protection and conservation of heritage;
	5. Recommends that the Management and Conservation Plan for Mozambique Island (2010 – 2014) be duly evaluated and updated in 2015 with the close participation of all stakeholders, including local communities;
	6. Takes note of the intention of the State Party to submit the development plans for the Mozambique Island Hospital and the São Lourenco Fortress to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies, and also recommends that the State Party...
	7. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at its 40th session i...


	52. Historic Centre of Agadez (Niger) (C 1268)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  2013
	Criteria  (ii)(iii)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1268/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1268/
	Current conservation issues
	 A general inventory of the built environment and of the intangible heritage is in progress.
	 Control and compliance measures as well as communication and awareness activities are being used to promote the use of restoration standards to ensure the conservation of the property. Discussions are envisaged to enhance planning regulations and st...
	 The results of the recently introduced policy to ban the use of non-traditional materials are being monitored. The City and the Conservation and Management Unit of the Historic Centre of Agadez (CECOGAZ) will clarify and make more understandable the...
	 Measures are being taken to reduce the size of advertisements inside the property and buffer zone to an acceptable size (maximum height of 2m and maximum width/length of 80 cm), and to remove some if necessary.
	 Regular monitoring of the state of conservation and management is undertaken by the key parties involved in managing the property.
	Progress on other issues raised at the time of inscription are also reported by the State Party:
	 Strategies have been implemented to engage the population and raise awareness about the conservation of the property.
	 A reflection day was organized in 2013 for the benefit of fifteen traditional master masons in order to raise awareness of the general principles of earthen construction, the role of traditional techniques, and the importance of their transmission t...
	 For current needs, there is no significant shortfall of the most commonly used traditional wood species (palmier doum).
	 Dossiers are being developed by various organizations such as NGOs to contribute effectively to the difficult sanitation problem in the property.

	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre, ICOMOS and ICCROM
	Draft Decision:  38COM 7B.52
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 8B.22, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the State Party for the actions it has undertaken in response to the World Heritage Committee’s recommendations at the time of inscription to continue the inventory of built and intangible heritage, to promote the use of restoration standa...
	4. Also commends the State Party for initiating procedures to engage and raise the population’s awareness about the conservation of the property, to transmit knowhow concerning traditional construction practices, to address the issue of rare tradition...
	5. Congratulates the State Party for its efforts to include local communities - and especially youth and women - in the conservation of the property; and encourages the State Party to develop a sustainable tourism management plan;
	6. Requests the State Party, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies, to more fully respond to the World Heritage Committee’s request to describe in a unified and practical form the indicators for monitoring the property...
	7. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	53. Osun-Osogbo Sacred Groove (Nigeria) (C 1118)
	54. Island of Saint-Louis (Senegal) (C 956 bis)
	55. Stone Town of Zanzibar (Tanzania, United Republic of) (C 173rev)


	MIXED PROPERTIES
	ARAB STATES
	56. Wadi Rum Protected Area (Jordan) (C/N 1377)

	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	57. Pyrénées Mont Perdu (France, Spain) (C/N 773bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1997
	Criteria  (iii)(iv)(v)(vii)(viii)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/773/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Impacts of the Gavarnie Festival (France)
	 Insufficient support for agropastoralism
	 Inefficient transboundary cooperation

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/773/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies
	Draft Decision: 38 COM 7B.57
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.37, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes the information provided by the States Parties of France and Spain on the actions undertaken following its earlier decisions and welcomes the joint report submitted to the World Heritage Centre;
	4. Welcomes with satisfaction the operational establishment of the Joint Steering Committee and requests that it integrate the associative, agricultural and scientific sectors, taking into account the geographical and institutional balance;
	5. Also requests the two States Parties to continue their collaboration to complete the joint Management Plan as soon as possible and to provide adequate technical and financial means for the implementation of the foreseen activities and further reque...
	6. Commends the organization of the transboundary workshops on agropastoralism but remains concerned by the lack of specific support for agropastoral activities within the boundaries of the property and reiterates its request to the two States Parties...
	7. Urges the State Party of France to continue its efforts to reduce the impact of the Gavarnie Festival and, at the same time, to continue seeking alternative sites located outside of the boundaries of the property;
	8. Warmly welcomes the progress achieved in planning for the closure of the Troumouse Road and urges the State Party of France to ensure the implementation of those plans in accordance with the foreseen timetable;
	9. Further requests the States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2019, a joint updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above.


	58. Natural and Cultural Heritage of the Ohrid region (the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia) (C/N 99ter)

	AFRICA
	59. Ecosystem and Relict Cultural Landscape of Lopé-Okanda (Gabon) (C/N 1147rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  2007
	Criteria  (iii)(iv)(ix)(x)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions   See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1147/documents
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1147
	Current Conservation Issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies
	Draft Decision: 38 COM 7B.59
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.33, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the State Party for its efforts to monitor the property and perform regular patrols in spite of limited human resources, and urges the State Party to take measures to significantly increase the number of surveillance staff for the property...
	4. Expresses its concern that the proposed upgrading of the Alembé-Mikouyi Road could impact on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property, in particular on its archaeological sites, and could also exacerbate the threat of poaching;
	5. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, as soon as possible, full details of the various possible alignments of the road in relation to the specific cultural attributes of the property; as well as the revised environmental,...
	6. Takes note of the Environmental Impact Assessment which was submitted for the optical fibre project and requests the State Party to implement the proposed mitigation measures to avoid impacts during the construction phase on wildlife populations an...
	7. Welcomes the efforts of the State Party to develop management capacity for the cultural attributes of the property, and recommends that it further strengthens management structure, to ensure that it can engage fully with the impact assessments of t...
	8. Also takes note of the 2007 Law on National Parks and also requests the State Party to submit a copy to the World Heritage Centre, and to ensure its enforcement in order to enhance the effective long-term conservation and management of the property;
	9. Further requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property to evaluate its overall state of conservation and capacity to manage cultural attributes, and also to assess the Alembe...
	10. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015 a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above-mentioned poi...


	60. Bandiagara Cliffs (land of the Dogons) (Mali) (C/N 516)
	61. Ngorongoro Conservation Area (Tanzania, United Republic of) (C/N 39bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1979
	Criteria  (iv)(vii)(viii)(ix)(x)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   1984 -1989
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/39/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Increased human population;
	 Poaching;
	 Spread of invasive species;
	 Tourism pressure;
	 Grazing pressure;
	 Governance of the property;
	 Challenging situation of community livelihoods.

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/39/
	Current conservation issues
	On 31 January 2014, the State Party submitted a state of conservation report. An executive summary of this report is available at 45TUhttp://whc.unesco.org/en/list/39/documents/U. Progress is reported on the following:
	 45TMemorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the Ngorongoro Conservation Area Authority (NCAA) and the Department of Antiquities signed in September 2013 and budget requests for the cultural department to become operational;
	 45TReports from the partial re-excavation of the Laetoli footprint track way were reviewed in January 2014. An International technical committee meeting will be convened to explore options to ensure the conservation of this significant cultural attr...

	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.61
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.35 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Commends the State Party for the progress achieved in addressing the escalating threat of poaching, particularly affecting elephant populations;
	4. Welcomes the establishment of the Memorandum of Understanding between the Ngorongoro Conservation Area Authority (NCAA) and the Department of Antiquities and the proposed integration of the cultural department in the operational structure of the pr...
	5. Reiterates is concern about the impacts of livestock grazing and increased population pressure on the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property, and considers that existing and planned measures be reviewed and an overall strategy be develop...
	6. Also welcomes the initiation of a dialogue process with the local communities of the property aimed at improving stakeholder involvement in decision-making over land-use, identification of sustainable livelihoods, benefit-sharing and other issues, ...
	7. Notes the efforts made in evaluating road-surfacing options for the heavily used main road through the property, and requests the State Party to carry out an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) in cooperation with Tanzania National Parks, to asse...
	8. Also encourages the State Party to sustain efforts to implement the recommendations of the 2012 reactive monitoring mission with particular reference to road surface improvements, a road development strategy, control of invasive species and impleme...
	9. Expresses its concern at the advanced state of the Museum building at Laetoli for which no detailed plans nor appropriate Heritage Impact Assessments (HIA) have been submitted to the World Heritage Centre; and that the museum proposals have apparen...
	10. Also requests the State Party to submit the outcomes of the International Technical Committee meeting for Laetoli to be held in May 2014 to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies before making any commitments to their implemen...
	11. Also notes that limited progress has been achieved regarding the cultural components of the property and reiterates its request to address the current conditions of the cultural components of the property, as requested in Decision 34 COM 8B.13, pa...
	12. Further expresses its concern about the potential impacts on the OUV of the property from a lodge development project on the crater rim, and further requests the State Party to provide more information on this project, including a copy of the EIA,...
	13. Acknowledges the commitment of the State Party to submit copies of relevant technical and regulatory documents for review by the Advisory Bodies and requests furthermore the State Party to provide an electronic and three printed copies of the draf...
	14. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examinatio...




	NATURAL PROPERTIES
	ARAB STATES
	62. Banc d’Arguin National Park (Mauritania) (N 506)

	ASIA-PACIFIC
	63. Great Barrier Reef (Australia) (N 154)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1981
	Criteria  (vii)(viii)(ix)(x)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/154/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/154/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.63
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 7B.8 and 37 COM 7B.10, adopted at its 36th (Saint-Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions respectively,
	3. Welcomes the progress being made by the State Party with the Strategic Assessment and reiterates its request to the State Party to complete this work, responding fully to the past decisions of the Committee, in order to ensure that the Long-Term Pl...
	4. Also welcomes the progress made by the State Party with regard to water quality, in particular the endorsement of the 2013 Reef Water Quality Protection Plan, the release of the Scientific Consensus Statement and the progress toward the Reef Plan t...
	5. Further welcomes the State Party’s intention to focus port development to the Priority Port Development Areas (PPDAs) and its confirmation that these will exclude the Fitzroy Delta, Keppel Bay, and north Curtis Island, as well as the State Party’s ...
	6. Requests the State Party to ensure the full completion of the independent review of the institutional and management arrangements for the property, as recommended by the 2012 reactive monitoring mission, as a key input to the LTPSD, and considers t...
	7. Notes with concern the recent approvals for coastal developments in the absence of a completed Strategic Assessment and resulting Long-Term Plan for Sustainable Development, and regrets the State Party’s approval for dumping 3 million cubic metres ...
	8. Also notes with concern that the provisions of the Queensland Ports Strategy cannot be applied retroactively, and therefore strongly urges the State Party to:
	a) Ensure rigorously that proposed development outside PPDAs is not permitted and that developments within PPDAs do not impact individually or cumulatively the OUV of the property,
	b) Ensure that plans to be developed for each PPDA exclude from development areas identified as of conservation significance under the 2003 Great Barrier Reef Zoning plan;

	9. Recalls that the outcomes of the Strategic Assessment and resulting Long-Term Plan for Sustainable Development, as well as the findings of the second Great Barrier Reef Outlook Report, should be considered at its 39th session in 2015 (Decision 36 C...
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, including on the implementation of actions outlined...


	64. The Sundarbans (Bangladesh) (N 798)
	65. Manas Wildlife Sanctuary (India) (N 338)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1985
	Criteria  (vii)(ix)(x)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   1992 -2011
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/338/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Forced evacuation of Park staff;
	 Poaching and logging;
	 Illegal cultivation;
	 Slow release of funds;
	 Invasive species;
	 Uncontrolled infrastructure development by local tourism groups;
	 Attempts by paramilitary group Sashastra Seema Bal to set up base camps in the property.

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/338/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.65
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.10 taken at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the information provided by the State Party that the delay in fund release has been addressed, and recommends that the State Party provide updates of the financial situation of the property in future reports to the Committee;
	4. Notes with appreciation the positive results achieved up to 2013 with the reintroduction of Greater One-horned Rhinoceros, as well as the development of a comprehensive Eastern Swamp Deer Translocation Protocol, the implementation of which is antic...
	5. Notes with serious concern the reported recent poaching of nearly one third of the recovering rhino population, which is a sharp reminder of the fragility of the property’s recovering Outstanding Universal Value (OUV), and urges the State Party to ...
	6. Requests the State Party to take urgent measures to address the reported new encroachment at Bhuyanpara Range within the property, and rehabilitate degraded areas;
	7. Also notes with utmost concern the reported deterioration of the security situation in the property, and considers that a further deterioration of the security situation, associated with the reported surge in poaching and concerns regarding encroac...
	8. Reiterates its request to the State Party of Bhutan to submit a copy of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of the Mangdechhu hydro-electric project as per Decision 36 COM 7B.10, including an assessment of potential impacts on the property’s ...
	9. Also requests the State Party of India to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property, in order to assess its state of conservation, in particular in relation to the reported illegal activities related to t...
	10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, on the implementation of the above and updates of t...


	66. Keoladeo National Park (N 340) (India)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1985
	Criteria  (x)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/340/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Inadequate water supply and competition for water with neighbouring communities;
	 Poor water (quality and quantity) management;
	 Invasive species (Prosopis, Eichhornia, Paspalum).

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/340/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:   38 COM 7B.66
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.18, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the continuing efforts of the State Party to replenish the water regime within the property’s wetland system, and in that regard notes with appreciation the completion of the Govardhan Drain project;
	4. Encourages the State Party to continue ecological monitoring programmes of satellite wetlands to ensure that these continue to perform their critical supporting role in maintaining the Outstanding Universal Value of the property, and requests the S...
	a) clear time series data on water flows to the property from all relevant projects in order to demonstrate whether the minimum of 550 million cubic feet (mcft) of water per annum required to sustain the property’s wetland values, as recommended by th...
	b) clear and accurate data and analyses of bird counts, including detailed information on methodologies used, in order to demonstrate the sustained recovery of bird populations,
	c) an electronic and three printed copies of the draft revised management plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN,
	d) further information on development in the immediate vicinity of the property, including information on how development is being regulated to avoid negative impacts on the property’s Outstanding Universal Value;

	5. Also welcomes the reported participation of local communities in various aspects of management of the property, and urges the State Party to ensure that the control of invasive species is keeping pace with their dispersal under changing conditions ...
	6. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	67. Lorentz National Park (Indonesia) (N 955)
	68. Sagarmatha National Park (Nepal) (N 120)
	69. Chitwan National Park (Nepal) (N 284)
	70. Puerto-Princesa Subterranean River National Park (Philippines) (N 652rev)
	71. Dong Phayayen-Khao Yai Forest Complex (Thailand) (N 590rev)
	72. Ha Long Bay (Viet Nam) (N 672bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1994
	Criteria  (vii)(viii)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/672/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/672/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.72
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.16, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Commends the State Party for comprehensively addressing the conservation issues previously identified by the Committee, and welcomes the satisfactory progress made in finding effective solutions, related to industrial developments outside the prope...
	4. Also welcomes the intention of the State Party to evaluate the management effectiveness of the property and establish an integrated management system;
	5. Requests the State Party to implement all the recommendations of the 2013 IUCN reactive monitoring mission, and in particular to strengthen the administrative capability of the Ha Long Bay Management Department by allowing it a greater degree of in...
	6. Encourages the State Party to further strengthen its efforts toward ensuring that tourist visitor pressure in the property continues to be reduced to a level that is compatible with the long-term conservation of the property and, also encourages th...
	7. Urges the State Party to continue its efforts to ensure that the floating villages can be sustainably managed without pressure on the Outstanding Universal Value of the property;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2017, a progress report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the implementation of the above.



	EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA
	73. Pirin National Park (Bulgaria) (N 225)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1983
	Criteria  (vii)(viii)(ix)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/225/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/225/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.73
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.17, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Notes the information provided by the State Party that further developments in the buffer zone of the property could be considered within the new management plan for Pirin National Park, and given the potential impacts on the Outstanding Universal ...
	4. Also requests the State Party to expedite the implementation of the recommendations of the 2011 joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission which have not yet been implemented, in particular to complete the process of the demarcati...
	5. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above requests, for exa...


	74. Gros-Morne National Park (Canada) (N 419)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1987
	Criteria  (vii)(viii)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/419/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/419/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:   38 COM 7B.74
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.18, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the decision taken by the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador not to accept applications for petroleum exploration using hydraulic fracturing until a full review of the process is completed, as well as the decision by the joint federal-p...
	4. Notes that the reactive monitoring mission requested by the World Heritage Committee at its 37th session has not been carried out as the State Party, the World Heritage Centre and IUCN considered the mission not necessary in the current circumstanc...
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property, if the moratorium on acceptance of applications for petroleum exploration in the vicinity of the property is disco...
	6. Requests the State Party to complete the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) process, to review the potential impacts on the VUE of the property and to submit a copy of the SEA to the World Heritage Centre, prior to making any decisions that w...
	7. Encourages the State Party to establish a buffer zone to enhance the effective protection of the property;
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the findings of the SEA, for examination by the Worl...


	75. Primeval Beech Forests of the Carpathians and the Ancient Beech Forests of Germany (Ukraine, Germany, Slovakia) (N 1133bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  2007
	Criteria  (ix)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1133/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1133/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.75
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.26, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the progress achieved by the States Parties of Germany, Slovakia and Ukraine towards a closer transnational cooperation, in particular the establishment of an integrated management system for the trilateral property, as well as research an...
	4. Regrets that the State Party of Slovakia did not provide any information on the concerns raised in Decision 37 COM 7B.26 and reiterates its concern about the integrity and management of the component sites in Slovakia, and particularly about Poloni...
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party of Slovakia to ensure that a comprehensive vision for development and effective protection of the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the Slovak components of the property and in particular its integrity b...
	6. Urges the State Party of Slovakia to intensify efforts to strengthen cooperation between different Ministries and Agencies relevant for the management of the property and to ensure that the World Heritage status of the property is recognized and su...
	7. Reiterates that, in line with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) should be conducted and submitted to the World Heritage Centre for all development projects within the property and its surroundings...
	8. Requests the State Party of Slovakia to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the component sites of the property in Slovakia and in particular Poloniny National Park, to assess the threats to the property, in par...
	9. Also requests the State Party of Slovakia, in consultation with the States Parties of Germany and Ukraine, to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of t...


	76. Lake Baikal (Russian Federation) (N 754)
	77. Western Caucasus (Russian Federation) (N 900)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1999
	Criteria  (ix)(x)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/900/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/900/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	The State Party Report does not explicitly address the request to send Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) reports on all infrastructure upgrading/development projects to the World Heritage Centre before any decisions on these are taken. No informa...
	Draft Decision:  38.COM 7B.77
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.23, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Expresses its utmost concern about the adoption of amendments to Federal Law N 406-FZ, dated 28 December 2013, which make it possible to develop large scale tourism infrastructure in stict nature reserves, and could also impact other natural World ...
	4. Takes note of the intention of the State Party to submit a proposal for a boundary modification by excluding parts of the Lagonaki plateau from the property which are reported to be degraded and by including other parts, and recalls that such a pro...
	5. Reiterates its position that the installation of capital construction on the Lagonaki Plateau, including Mount Fisht and Oshten, would constitute a case for inscription of the property on the List of World Heritage in Danger in line with Paragraph ...
	6. Notes with concern that development pressures on the property appear to increase continuously, as noted by reports that new construction works have been conducted inside the property without prior assessment of their potential impact on its OUV, in...
	7. Also reiterates its request to the State Party to implement all the recommendations of the 2012 joint World Heritage Centre / IUCN reactive monitoring mission;
	8. Requests the State Party to report on the status of the proposed Persian leopard reintroduction project and provide the World Heritage Centre with detailed information and data on this project, in line with the 2013 IUCN Guidelines for Reintroducti...
	9. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination by ...


	78. Virgin Komi Forests (Russian Federation) (N 719)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1995
	Criteria  (vii)(ix)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/719/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/719/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.78
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.24, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Regrets that the State Party has reversed neither the boundary changes which removed the legal protection of four areas within the property nor the 19.9 square km gold mining concession and has not revoked or frozen mining exploitation licences gra...
	4. Takes note of the August 2013 decision of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation which declared inoperative the order of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Ecology on approval of the Regulations about “Yugyd Va” National Park”, thereby conf...
	5. Reiterates its request to the State Party to implement the following measures:
	a) Revoke or freeze the exploration and exploitation licenses already granted,
	b) Reverse the boundary changes made to Yugyd Va National Park;

	6. Notes that the State Party had submitted a re-nomination of the property proposing significant boundary modifications, which was incomplete and was therefore not transmitted for evaluation;
	7. Considers that any resumption of mining activities inside the property would provide the basis for immediate inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger, in line with Paragraph 180 of the Operational Guidelines;
	8. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and on the implementation of the above requests, for examinat...


	79. Doñana National Park (Spain) (N 685bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1994
	Criteria  (vii)(ix)(x)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/685/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/685/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.79
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.27, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Notes the information provided by the State Party that populations of bird species and Iberian Lynx are recovering, as well as the progress reported by the State Party on the implementation of the recommendations of the joint World Heritage Centre/...
	4. Also notes that dredging to deepen the estuary of the Guadalquivir River has not commenced, and also requests the State Party to make a permanent commitment to not permit plans for dredging to deepen the Guadalquivir River, considering the potentia...
	5. Expresses its utmost concern about the continued reported decline in the condition of the Doñana aquifer, reported plans to increase water use for irrigation of rice paddies upstream of the property, to legalise illegal water use under the revised ...
	6. Urges the State Party to ensure that any future projects increasing water use upstream of the property will not be allowed to proceed if they would impact adversely on the property’s OUV, and considers that the continued depletion of the Doñana aqu...
	7. Also urges the State Party to ensure that potential direct, indirect and cumulative impacts on the property’s OUV from mining and gas exploitation and storage projects in its vicinity are thoroughly assessed, in conformity with IUCN’s World Heritag...
	8. Further urges the State Party, in light of the concerns noted above, to undertake a Strategic Environmental Assessment of the Guadalquivir River Basin, particularly in relation to water supply scenarios, agricultural, industrial and commercial deve...
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to invite an IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property, including an invitation to the Secretariat of the Ramsar Convention, to assess its state of conservation as well as potential threats to its OUV;
	10. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, including on progress with the implementation of t...


	80. Giant’s Causeway and Causeway Coast (United-Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) (N 369)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1986
	Criteria  (vii)(viii)
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/369/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/369/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.80
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.28, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Notes the information provided by the State Party that the majority of the recommendations from the 2013 IUCN advisory mission are being implemented;
	4. Reiterates its request to the State Party to consider, in consultation with the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, potential modifications and alternatives to the golf resort development project to avoid potential adverse impacts;
	5. Expresses concern that a petroleum exploration license was awarded in February 2011, which overlaps with the property, and that the State Party did not inform the Committee as required by paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;
	6. Also notes the confirmation provided by the State Party that no exploratory works have taken place within the property to date, nor that any planning applications for such work within the property have been submitted, and urges the State Party to e...
	7. Reiterates its position that oil and gas exploration and exploitation are incompatible with World Heritage status, and also urges the State Party to exclude the property from the petroleum exploration license;
	8. Takes note of the State Party’s intention to submit a proposal for a boundary modification of the property, and strongly encourages the State Party to ensure that any planned modifications of the property’s boundaries would not result in a further ...
	9. Requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property, including on the implementation of actions outlined above, f...



	LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
	81. Iguazú National Park (Argentina) (N 303)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1984
	Criteria  (vii)(x)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/303/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38COM 7B.81
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.28, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Regrets that the brief joint State Party report only commented on transboundary cooperation and did not address important conservation issues, including issues of transboundary significance, such as water flows and alien invasive species (AIS);
	4. Also regrets the lack of tangible progress in formalizing and operationalizing transboundary cooperation with the neighbouring property of Iguaçu National Park in Brazil, and reiterates its request to the States Parties of Argentina and Brazil to f...
	5. Requests the State Party to ensure full coordination with the State Party of Brazil in updating both management plans, addressing in particular law enforcement, AIS, public use communication, education and awareness;
	6. Also requests the State Party, in consultation with the State Party of Brazil, to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the...


	82. Iguaçu National Park (Brazil) (N 355)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1986
	Criteria  (vii)(x)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   1999-2001
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/355/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/355/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38COM 7B.82
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.29, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Notes with utmost concern that the construction of the Baixo Iguaçu Hydroelectric Project appears to have started and requests the State Party to halt the construction with immediate effect, and to provide the World Heritage Centre with a detailed ...
	4. Also notes with significant concern that the continued risk of the re-opening of the "Settler's Road" has not been unambiguously removed, recalls that the illegal opening of the road in 1997 led the Committee to inscribe the property on the List of...
	5. Considers that a re-opening of the “Settler’s Road” or the continued construction of the Baixo Iguaçu Hydroelectric Project prior to an assessment of impacts on the property’s OUV having been completed, could create the conditions to re-inscribe th...
	6. Expresses its concern about the changes to federal protected area legislation as proposed in Bill 7123/2010, which would enable road construction in protected areas, and which could also impact on other World Heritage properties in Brazil, and urge...
	7. Regrets the lack of tangible progress in formalizing and operationalizing transboundary cooperation with the neighbouring property of Iguazú National Park in Argentina, and reiterates its request to the States Parties of Brazil and Argentina to for...
	8. Requests the State Party to ensure full coordination with the State Party of Argentina in updating both management plans, addressing in particular conservation financing, law enforcement, alien invasive species, public use, communication, education...
	9. Also requests the State Party of Brazil to invite an IUCN reactive monitoring mission to the property to assess the status and potential impact of the Baixo Iguaçu dam and the “Settler’s Road”, and the overall state of conservation of the property;
	10. Further requests the State Party, in consultation with the State Party of Argentina, to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property ...


	83. Galápagos Islands (Ecuador) (N 1bis)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1978
	Criteria  (vii)(viii)(ix)(x)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   2007-2010
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.83
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.32, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the progress achieved by the State Party in implementing the recommendations of the 2010 World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission;
	4. Urges the State Party to sustain its efforts to fully implement all of the recommendations of the 2010 reactive monitoring mission, in particular putting in place the biosecurity infrastructure for the islands, with a particular focus on the requir...
	5. Notes with concern that despite the reported implementation of a sustainable tourism strategy, visitor numbers continue to increase rapidly, and also urges the State Party to complement a comprehensive tourism strategy with the necessary enforcemen...
	6. Also welcomes the State Party efforts to ban sport fishing in the property and strongly encourages it to closely monitoring the regulation to ensure that artisanal experiential fishing remains the only tourist activity involving fishing;
	7. Also encourages the State Party to finish and effectively implement its Sustainable Development and Zoning Plan as an instrument to provide integral management of the archipelago and to ensure conservation of its Outstanding Universal Value, and re...
	8. Also requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above for examination by t...


	84. Coiba National Park and its Special Zone of Marine Protection (Panama) (N 1138 rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  2005
	Criteria  (ix)(x)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1138/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1138/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.84
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 37 COM 7B.31, adopted at its 37th session (Phnom Penh, 2013),
	3. Welcomes the State Party’s progress with the removal of the livestock from the property and encourages the State Party to fully implement its commitment to have all livestock removed from the property by end 2014;
	4. Also welcomes the State Party’s progress with the development and implementation of biosafety measures and naval staff training and encourages the State Party to remain vigilant in ensuring that the naval base does not become a threat to the Outsta...
	5. Notes the conclusion of the joint 2014 World Heritage Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission that the property remains under pressure, and requests the State Party to implement all its recommendations;
	6. Expresses its concern about the negative impact of fisheries, and in particular illegal and sport fisheries, on the OUV of the property, and urges the State Party to complete and implement the management plan for the Special Zone of Marine Protecti...
	7. Further requests the State Party to rigorously ensure that no development will be permitted within the boundaries of the property, and that cumulative and combined impacts on the property’s OUV caused by mainland developments are effectively addres...
	8. Also urges the State Party to ensure the Coiba Fund becomes fully operational at the earliest time possible and the decision-making power of the Executive Council is strengthened, by including representatives from the tourism sector and the local c...
	9. Requests furthermore the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016 an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the progress made with the implementation of t...


	85. Pitons Management Area (Saint Lucia) (N 1161)

	AFRICA
	86. Dja Wildlife Reserve (Cameroon) (N 407)
	87. Sangha Trinational (Cameroun/Central African Republic/Congo) (N 1380rev)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  2012
	Criteria  (ix)(x)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1380/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1380/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.87
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decisions 36 COM 8B.8 and 37 COM 7B.2 adopted respectively at its 36th (Saint Petersburg, 2012) and 37th (Phnom Penh, 2013) sessions,
	3. Commends the States Parties of the Congo, the Central African Republic (CAR) and Cameroon for having taken measures to ensure security in the area of the property and to ensure the protection of the property and its adjacent areas and avoid the deg...
	4. Notes with satisfaction the adoption by the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) of a short and long-term plan and of an Extreme Emergency Anti-Poaching action plan at the regional and international levels, as well as the signing of...
	5. Requests the States Parties to accelerate the implementation of these mechanisms and launches an appeal to donors to assist in the mobilization of the necessary technical and financial support;
	6. Also requests the States Parties to continue their actions for the security of the property and to allocate the necessary technical and financial means to sustain them over the long-term;
	7. Expresses its grave concern with regard to the granting by the States Parties of the Congo and the CAR, of mining exploration and exploitation concessions encroaching upon the property and its buffer zone despite the legislation in force, and urges...
	8. Further requests the States Parties of the Congo and the CAR to submit to the World Heritage Centre environmental impact studies (EIS) demonstrating that the mining activities outside the property do not impact on its OUV, in accordance with Paragr...
	9. Notes with concern the multiplication of infrastructure development projects within and around the property that could impact its OUV, in particular the Ouesso-Bangui road project and the project to distribute optical fibre around Ouesso, and moreo...
	10. Requests furthermore the States Parties to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, an updated report including a one-page executive summary on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above points fo...


	88. Lakes of Ounianga (Chad) (N 1400)
	89. Taï National Park (Côte d'Ivoire) (N 195)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1982
	Criteria  (vii)(x)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/195/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Poaching;
	 Agricultural encroachment;
	 Artisanal gold mining;
	 Impacts of the post-electoral crisis.

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/195/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.89
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.2 adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Commends the State Party for the efforts undertaken to regain control of the property, notably through the strengthening of patrols for illegal activities and the first steps taken in recovering land illegally occupied for agricultural activities, ...
	4. Welcomesthe information concerning the identification of sufficient financial means for the implementation of the updated development and management plan;
	5. Requests the State Party, with assistance from the regional consultation committee on extraction activities, to intensify the control of gold mining activities to eliminate it;
	6. Also requests the State Party to adopt a protocol for monitoring poaching and other illegal activities to enable a detailed assessment, for annual comparison;
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party to publish as soon as possible the decree formalizing the extension of the Park, and to submit, once published, a request for the modification of the boundaries of the property to the World Heritage Centre ...
	8. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2017, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above points, for exami...


	90. Lake Turkana National Parks (Kenya) (N 801bis)
	91. Kenya Lake System in the Great Rift Valley (Kenya) (N 1060rev)
	92. Lake Malawi National Park (Malawi) (N 289)
	93. Rwenzori Mountains National Park (N 684) (Uganda)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1994
	Criteria  (vii)(x)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   1999 -2004
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/684/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Mining activities inside the property;
	 Staffing and budgetary deficiencies;
	 Degradation of buffer zone;
	 Impact of tourism and climbing expeditions;
	 Climate Change.

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/684/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.93
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.4, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes progress made in engaging local communities in management, fire protection activities, sustainable use of resources, sharing of benefits and recognition of the cultural values of the property as well as towards the development of a sustain...
	4. Also welcomes the ongoing trans-boundary collaboration with the management authorities responsible for the bordering Virunga National Park World Heritage property (Democratic Republic of the Congo) and also encourages the States Parties to continue...
	5. Acknowledges completion of an ecological monitoring plan for the property, the measures taken to strengthen management effectiveness and  the work carried out to monitor the effects of climate change on snow recession, glacial melting and species d...
	6. Expresses its utmost concern about the decision by the State Party to award a 25 year concession agreement to re-open Kilembe copper mine around and potentially inside the property and urges the State Party to ensure that no mineral exploration or ...
	7. Requests the State Party to urgently submit to the World Heritage Centre details of the concession awarded to Tibet Hima Ltd and reiterates that before mining activity is resumed outside the property, a detailed environmental impact assessment shou...
	8. Also requests the State Party to provide an electronic and three printed copies of the revised management plan, including the sustainable financing plan, for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN;
	9. Further requests the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examination ...


	94. Serengeti National Park (N 156) (Tanzania, United Republic of )
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1981
	Criteria  (vii)(x)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/156/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Potential impacts of a hydro-electric project in Kenya;
	 Poaching;
	 Reduced and degraded water resources;
	 Potential impact of optical cables’ installation;
	 Proposed road crossing the northern part of the property

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/156/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.94
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.6, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the efforts of the State Party to address the escalating threat of poaching, particularly affecting elephant and rhino populations, and calls upon the international community, and in particular destination countries, to take all necessary ...
	4. Also welcomes the information that a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) is underway for the “Comprehensive Transport and Trade System Development Master Plan” and urges the State Party to ensure an open, transparent and participatory process ...
	5. Notes that the State Party re-confirms that the construction of a proposed North road traversing the park has been abandoned and reiterates its call to the international community to support the development of an alternative alignment, passing to t...
	6. Also notes the efforts made in evaluating road-surfacing options for the heavily used main road through the property and requests the State Party to carry out an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) in cooperation with Ngorongoro Conservation Area...
	7. Also requests the States Parties of Kenya and Tanzania to further strengthen efforts towards the sustainable management of the Mara River Basin and preparation of a joint management plan for the basin and to sustain and strengthen management progra...
	8. Encourages the State Party to submit a request for International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for a hydrological survey of the property and related determination of the water use carrying capacity, feeding in to the planned revision of t...
	9. Further requests the State Party to provide an electronic and three printed copies of the draft revised management plan for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN;
	10. Recognizes the progress made in negotiations over the possible future extension of the park to incorporate critical lake-shore habitats around the Speke Gulf and also encourages the State Party to conclude this process in close consultation with a...
	11. Requests furthermore the State Party to provide detailed information about reported plans for an airport development at Mugumu, including a copy of the EIA of this project for review, in conformity with IUCN’s World Heritage Advice Note on Environ...
	12. Requests moreover the State Party to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation of the above, for examinatio...


	95. Selous Game Reserve (United Republic of Tanzania) (N 199bis)
	96. Mosi-oa-Tunya / Victoria Falls (Zambia, Zimbabwe) (N 509)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1989
	Criteria  (vii)(viii)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/509/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Unplanned tourism development;
	 Uncontrolled urban development driven by population increase;
	 Invasive species;
	 Pollution (water, air and visual);
	 Reduced water flows over the falls due to drought and/or upstream hydropower production.

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/509/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.96
	1. Having examined Document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 36 COM 7B.7, adopted at its 36th session (Saint-Petersburg, 2012),
	3. Welcomes the completion of the monitoring plan, and requests the States Parties to report on the monitoring results as soon as these are available;
	4. Also welcomes the voluntary measures taken by the State Party of Zambia to limit the dry-season diversion of water from the falls for hydro-electric power generation, thereby restoring part of the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the property, ...
	5. Notes with concern the notified intention of the State Party of Botswana to abstract 495 million cubic metres of water per annum from the Zambezi River for irrigation, which represents 5-10 % of dry season water flow at the falls, and strongly urge...
	6. Recognises the measures taken by the States Parties of Zambia and Zimbabwe to protect the OUV of the property by denying authorisation of inappropriate tourism development activities, and urges them to not permit any further proposals for a tethere...
	7. Further urges the States Parties of Zambia and Zimbabwe to expedite the completion of the sustainable financing/business plan, and to consider mechanisms for financing management operations largely from park entry fees and other site-based revenue;
	8. Further requests the States Parties of Zambia and Zimbabwe to provide, to the World Heritage Centre, an electronic and three printed copies of the draft revised joint management plan as well as the SEA for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN;
	9. Requests furthermore the States Parties of Zambia and Zimbabwe to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2017, an updated report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of the property and the implementation ...


	97. Mana Pools National Park, Sapi and Chewore Safari Areas (N 302) (Zimbabwe)
	Year of inscription on the World Heritage List  1984
	Criteria  (vii)(ix)(x)
	Year(s) of inscription on the List of World Heritage in Danger   N/A
	Previous Committee Decisions  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/302/documents/
	International Assistance
	UNESCO Extra-budgetary Funds
	Previous monitoring missions
	Factors affecting the property identified in previous reports
	 Mining
	 Tourism development

	Illustrative material  See page http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/302/
	Current conservation issues
	Analysis and Conclusions of the World Heritage Centre and IUCN
	Draft Decision:  38 COM 7B.97
	1. Having examined document WHC-14/38.COM/7B,
	2. Recalling Decision 35.COM 7B.8, adopted at its 35th session (UNESCO, 2011),
	3. Welcomes the decision of the State Party of Zimbabwe to implement the “no mining in the World Heritage property” policy and withdraw the prospecting permit for mining of mineral sands within the property;
	4. Also welcomes the reported improvements made to the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for the Vine semi-permanent camp, through more comprehensive inclusion of stakeholders’ concerns and development of mitigation measures as well as initiation ...
	5. Notes with concern that the State Party of Zambia approved an open cast mining development in Lower Zambezi National Park across the Zambezi River from the property, without due consideration of potential impacts on its Outstanding Universal Value ...
	6. Recalls its recommendation to the State Party of Zambia to consider nominating the Lower Zambezi National Park in order to eventually constitute a joint trans-boundary inscription on the World Heritage List, in line with the World Heritage Committe...
	7. Reiterates its request to the State Party of Zimbabwe to conduct a new survey of key wildlife species to assert that populations have not been impacted since the 2007 economic crisis, to re-instate regular wildlife monitoring and to conduct a feasi...
	8. Requests the State Party of Zimbabwe to provide an electronic and three printed copies of the draft revised management plan for the property as a whole, for review by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN;
	9. Also requests the State Parties of Zambia and Zimbabwe to inform the World Heritage Centre of any planned developments that might impact on the property, in accordance with Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines, and to ensure that EIAs conduc...
	10. Further requests the State Party of Zambia to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2015, a report on the status of the decision regarding the Kangaluwi and Chisawa open cast mine in Lower Zambezi National Park and its potential impac...
	11. Requests furthermore the State Party of Zimbabwe, in consultation with the State Party of Zambia, to submit to the World Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2016, a detailed report, including a 1-page executive summary, on the state of conservation of ...
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